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Floor and Roof Truss Construction. 139
Floor and Wall Registers, Loca
tion of 38
Floor, Plans Wanted for Second.. 341
Flooring, Marble as a 68
Flooring, Recipe for Cleaning Tile. 140
Floors, Finish for Soft Wood 224
Floors in England, Concrete 315
Floors, Removing Varnish or Paint
from Hard Wood 238
Folding Blinds, Construction of In
side 41, 71, 77
Foot, Figuring Rent by the Square. 50
Forest Fires 151
Forestry at the Paris Exposition . . 179
Forestry Building at Pan-American
Exposition 296
Forms in Carving, Conventional
and Natural 294
Formula for Cement Walks Ill
Formulas and Tables for Heating.. 91
Foster-Munger Hard Wood Man
tels Jan. xll
Foundations for Buildings 47
Foundations for Large Buildings,
Sinking 304
Foundations, Magnitude of Office
Building 237
Foundations of Buildings, Caissons
for 334
Foundation Stones, Granite and. . 20
Fourteenth Annual Convention of
Brick Manufacturers 92
Fox Medium Capacity Bench Trim
mer, The June xiii
Fox Wood Trimmers, The. ...June xiv
Frame Barn, Design for a 147
Frame Barn, Plan for Stone and. . 79
Frame Cottage, Remodeling a.... 248
Frame Dwelling, Remodeling a... 63
Frame House, Design for a Cheap. 225
Frame Houses, Hollow Brick ver
sus 163
Frame Residence at Cranford, N. J. 93
Frames and Sash, Smith's Metal
Window Mar. xiii
Frames, Sheet Metal Window. Dec. xii
Frame, The Jones-Harig Window,

Dec. xii
Frame versus Brick Houses 220
Framing a Square Tower 342
Framing, Copper on Iron 310
Framing for an Open Fireplace... 15
Framing, Heavy Timber 331
France, House Construction In 95
France, Slate Making in 348
Free Hand Architecture 50

Freeport Parlor Door Hanger, The,
Apr. xii

French Labor Object Lesson, A... 293
Frieze, Miter for Rake and Level,

248, 277,30G
From Corrosion, Protecting Iron.. 140
Fronts for Buildings, Sheet Metal. . 233
Fry Patent Drafting Table, The,

May xiv
Fuel Room In Wood Working Shop,
Position of 266,307
Furnaces for Expensive Houses... 244
Furnaces, Hot Air Oct. xii
Furnace, The Hummer Warm Air,

Feb. xiv
Furnace, The Leader Steel Plate,

Nqv. xiv
Furnace, The Robinson Tubular,

Sept. xvi
Furniture Designing and Drafting. 232
Furniture, Electrical Kitchen 22S
Future of Oak, The 246

a

Gable or Porch, Designs, for Fancy. 33S
Galvanized Iron or Zinc, Paint for.. 16
Galvanized Iron, The Best Paint
for 298
Gambrel Roofs, Proportioning.. 191, 248
Gas and Gasoline Engines for
AVood Working Shop 15
Gas by Electricity, How to Light. . 77
Gas by Electricity, Lighting 141
Gas Engines for Small Power 112
Gate, The Monarch Farm and Rail
way Sept xv
Gauge for Carpenters' Use. . . .July xiv
General Contractor, The Place of
the 294
General Society of Mechanics and
Tradesmen 180
Generator, Angell Acetylene. . .Mar. xii
Generator, The Bournonville
Acetylene Gas Nov. xiii
Generator, The Drake Acetylene.

May xiii, Dec. xlv
Generator, The Kelsey Warm Air,

Dec. xii
Germany, Manual Training in 129
Germany, Union of Employers in. . 116
Giant Sash Cord Fastener Oct xii
Girders in Building Construction,
Raising Iron and Steel 142
Give the Young Men a Chance. .14,

54, 78, 192
Glasgow Exposition, The 212
Glass as a Fire Register, Wired. . . . 244
Glass, Cleaning Skylight 194
Glass, Dealer in Second-hand Plate. 174
Glass Doors, Hanging 309
Glass, Fire Shutters of Wire 332
Glass, How a Diamond Cuts 236
Glass Refuse, Bricks from 287
Glass, Setting Corrugated Skylight. 33S
Glass Work, Leaded 32S
Globe Ventilated Ridging Aug. xiii
Globe Ventilator, The Feb. xii
Glue, Adhesiveness of 264
Goheen Mfg. Company's Carboniz
ing Coating Mar. xll
Good Advice 194
Good Lime, Qualifications of 80
Gothic Capitals 12S
Grain Elevators, Construction of.. 131
Grand Rapids Sash Pulley, Im
proved Jan. xii
Granite and Foundation Stones. . . . 20
Granite Columns, Turning Mam
moth 300
Gravel Roofs, Laying 221. 249,

276, 2SO
Gravel Roof, Truss for 141
Gravel Roof? Which Is Hotter, A
Tin or 223
Gravity Level, Toledo July xii
Great Britain, Master Builders of. . 200
Greek and Indian Country Houses. 1S5
Greenhouse, Heating a Modern. . . . 283
Greenhouse Heating Below Zero. . 340
Greenhouses, Catalogue of.... July xlv
Grinder, The Union Tool Dec. xill
Grinders, Tool and Cutlery Jan. xv
Grindstones and Oilstones, Produc
tion of 319
Grindstones, Ball Bearing July xv
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Gutters and Spouts, Size of 52
Gymnasium Roof, Condensation on. 221

H

Hall of Records, New 02
Handbook of Tools, A Mechanics',

Nov. xiv
Handler, The Little Giant Brick,

June xll
Handles for Chisels, Leather. .Mar. xv
Hand Planer, New Power Feed,

July xiii
Hand Rail Around a Landing, Lay
ing Out 140, 191
Hand Railing Simplified 144
Hand Railing, The New Elements
of 208
Hanger, Lane's Patent Joist.. Aug. xiil
Hanger, The Freeport Parlor Door,

Apr. xii
Hanger, The Matchless Pivot. .Aug. xv
Hanger, The Myers Stay-on Flexible
Door Aug. xiii
Hanging an Outside Door 250
Hanging Glass Doors 309
Handsome Apartment House 121
Hardware Album, Souvenir. . .Apr. xiii
Hardware, Alcazar Design of Door,

Sept. xv
Hard Wood Mantels, Foster-Muh-
ger Jan. xii
Hard Wood Miter Boxes Feb. xiii
Harmony and Contract in Colors. . 282
Hasp. Wrought Steel Safety. . .Dec. xii
Heating a Modern Greenhouse.... 283
Heating and Ventilating a Club
House 313
Heating and Ventilating Engineer
ing at the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. Course in ... . 149
Heating and Ventilation of Tall
Buildings 25
Heating and Ventilating Portablo
School Houses 335
Heating Bathrooms and Water Sup
ply in Tenement Houses 89
Heating Below Zero, Greenhouse. . 340
Heating, Formulas and Tables for.. 91
Heating Houses by Hot Air, Sizes
of Pipes for 38
Heating, Overhead System of Hot
Water 44
Heating, School House 46
Heat, Roof Paint to Reduce 223
Heavy Fire Losses 32
Heavy Fire Waste, A 209
Heavv Timber Framing 331
Heidt & Hubbard Safety Sash Lock,
The Feb. xii
Herculean Terra Cotta Arch, The,

June xiii
Hexagon Rafter Table 172
Hinge, " New Idea " Double Acting
Spring May xiii
Hinges, Meaning of the Term
"Pair" ts Applied to 194
Hints in Estimating Plastering. . . 2G9
Hip Rafters, Backing 113
Hip Rafters, Finding the Backing
of 280, 307
Hip Rafters, Universal Rule for Ob
taining Lengths and Bevels of . . . 76
Holder, Little Giant Door Aug. xiv
Holder, Winn's Ball Bearing. .July xii
Hollow Auger, Bonney Feb. xiv
Hollow Blocks in Building Con
struction 317
Hollow Brick, Advantages of 131
Hollow Brick versus Frame Houses. 163
Hollow Chisel Mortlser, Double,

June xii
Hollow Walls and Brick Veneer. . 13
Home Architecture, The Tendency
In 165
Home of General Society of Me
chanics and Tradesmen, New. ... 60
Homestead, Manual Training School
at 160
Horace Mann School, New 32
Horizontal Rim Lock. Steel Feb. xiv
Horses, Design of Stock for Shoe
ing 221
Hot Air Furnaces Oct. xii
Hot Air. Sizes of Pipes for Heating
Houses by 38

Hotel Abandoned, Removal of a
Large 322
Hotel, Comstock's Fire Proof 164
Hotel, Moving a 272
Hot Water Heating, Overhead Sys
tem of 44
House, Adding a Second Storv to a
Box 113
House, A Model Tenement 121
House, An Asbestos 304
House, A Noise Proof 182
House, A Novel Apartment 1
House, A Public Wash 232
House, A Novel Portable 274
House at Broadway and Seventj'-
first street, Apartment 150
House at Plainfield, N. J., Coloninl. 239
House Construction in France.... 95
House Construction, Model Tene
ment 240
House, Design for a Cheap Frame. 225
House. Design for a Four-Room
School 203
House, Handsome Apartment 121
House, Heating and Ventilating a
Club 313
House in a Chicago Suburb 153
House in Philadelphia, A Freak. . 322
House Lining Materials in Nor
way 98
House, In Millionaire District,
Apartment 18
House of Moderate Cost, Design for. 21
House Painters and Decorators,
Meeting of Master 322
House, Painting the Country 203
House Plans for Everybody, Mod
ern 208
House, Plans for Remodeled 220
House, Remodeling an Old 281, 193
Houses, Boxing for Concrete 113
Houses, Brick versus Wooden 80
Houses, Chinese and Brick 223
Houses, Design and Construction of
Log 51
Houses, Frame versus Brick 220
Houses, Furnaces for Expensive. . 244
Houses, Greek and Indian Country. 185
Houses, Hollow Brick versus
Frame 163
Houses in England, Thirteenth Cen
tury 207
Houses, Portable Wooden School . . 274
House, Stealing a 72
House, The Yale Club 98
House, What is a 152
How a Diamond Cuts Glass 236
Howard Automatic Skylight Lift,
The Aug. xii
Howard Thermostat Company, The,

May xll
How Should Corner Blocks be
Placed 114, 139
How to Build a Row Boat 192
How to Light Gas by Electricity. . 77
How to Place Corner Blocks. ..... 193
How to Read Architectural Draw
ings 169
"Hummer" Warm Air Furnace.,
The Feb. xiv

I

Ice Chest or Box. Making 223, 249
Improved Grand Rapids Sash Pul
ley Jan. xii
Increased Cost of Building, Effect
of 12
Indian Wood Turning Lathe. An... 255
Indian Oil Stone. The 15. Feb. xii
Industrial Commission, Arbitration
and the 321
Industrial Education. Call for 321
Industrial Education in the South. . 209
Ingeniously Arranged Tool Chests. 342
Injury to Workmen. Liability for.. 344
Inside Folding Blinds, Construc
tion of 41, 71, 77
Insolvency of English Builders. . . . 312
Inspection of Lumber. The 59, 68
Inspection. Plumbing Without Reg
ulations or i 291
Institute of Architects, Convention
of American 2
Institute of Arts and Sciences,
Brooklyn 230

Institute of New York, The Me
chanics' 30
Interior Decorations of Sheet
Metal Nov. xiv, 69, 117, 201
Interiors, Prismatic Lighting of
Dark 253
Interior Wood Work, Some Com
ments on 206
Iron Construction from Corrosion,
Protecting 22, 146
Iron Framing, Copper on 310
Iron Roof ? Who Puts on the. .309, 339
Iron, The Best Paint for Galvan
ized 298
Is Cost of Steel Checking Build
ing ? 1
Is the Roof Truss Safe ? 219
Italian Brick Work 179

Japanese Palace, A Modern 2
Japanese Palace, Derricks for 49
Joinery, Practical Staircase 144
Jointing, Some Examples of Mor
tise and Tenon 52
Joint Wiping, Practical Hints on. . 204
Joist Hanger, Lane's Patent. .Aug. xiii
Jones' Cable and Ratchet Saws. Oct. xii
Joues-Harig Window Frame, The,

Dec. xii

Kelsey Warm Air Generator, The,
Dec. xii

Kilmer Lawn Fence and Steel
Posts, The Jan. xiv
Kilns, Dry Dec. xiii
Kilns, Exhaust Fans, Blowers and
Dry Oct. xiii
Kitchen Furniture, Electrical 22S-
Kitchen of the Present Day, The. . 224
Kit VWhat Tools Are Best for Car
penter's 53, 75

Labor in Country, Scarcity of 56
Labor Object Lesson, A French.. 293
Labor Problem, The, in England. . 121
Labor Situation, The 01
Labor Statistics of New York, Bu
reau of 294
Labor Temple, Plans for 273
Labor Troubles, Arbitration for... 210
Labor Troubles, Solution of 122
Labor Unions, The Use of " Pick
ets " by 136
Lady-Toed Brace, What is a 194
Landing, Laying Out Hand Rail
Around a 140, 191
Lane's Patent Joist Hanger. ..Aug. xiii
Large Riding Academy, A 31
Largest Midwinter Brick Ship
ments 88
Largest Plank Turned Out by Saw
Mill 312
Lathe, An Indian Wood Turning. .. 255
Law in the Building Trades,

84, 120, 149, 180, 263
Lawn Fence and Steel Posts, The
Kilmer Jan. xiv
Laying Brick in Dead Walls 128
Laying Gravel Roofs. 221, 249, 270, 280
Laying Out a Polygon 112
Laying Out Dovetail Work 112
Laying Out Hand Rail Around a
Landing 140, 191
Laying Out Planceer for a Circular
Porch 169, 193, 221
Laying Out Polygons 53
Laying Out Regular and Irregular
Polygons 171
Leaded Glass Work 328
Leader Steel Plate Furnace, The,

Nov. xiv
Leader Ventilator, Cooper's. . .Jan. xiii
League, Annual Dinner of the
Builders' 2
League of America, Architectural. . 1S2
League of America, Convention of
Architectural 152
Leaky Roofs, Repairing 15, 111
Leather Handle Screw Driver,
Union Brand Jan. xIH
Leather Handles for Chisels. .March xv
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Lengths and Bevels of Hip Rafters,
Universal Rule for Obtaining. ... 76
Lengths and Bevels of Round Tim
bers with Steel Square, Obtaining. 53
Lessons by Mail April xii
Lettering for Drawings 307
Level, The Akron Pocket June xiv
Level, Toledo Gravity .....July xii
Level, Truing a 114
Liability for Injury to Workmen.. 344
Liability of Owners of Building
Having Smoky Chimney 322
Licenses for Architects 321
Lien, Acceptances Will Not Pre
vent 84
Lighting, Acetylene 27
Lighting, Experiment in 322
Lighting Gas by Electricity 141
Lighting of Dark Interiors, Pris
matic 253
Lightning Rods, Ventilators, Vanes,
&c Aug. xiv
Lime, Brick Dust, Sand and 80
Lime, Comparative Values of Port
land Cement and Hydraulic... 34G
Lime, Qualifications of Good 80
Limestone Brick, Method of Mak
ing 235
Liquid Wood Filler 180
Little. Giant Brick Handler, The,

June xii
Little Giant Door Holder. .. .Aug. xiv
Location of Floor and Wall Regis
ters 38
Lock, Combination Window. . .July xiii
Lock, Fairfield Design Store Door,

Aug. xiv
Lock, Mortise, Rapid Apr. xii
Locks, Stable Sliding Door May xii
Lock, Steel Horizontal Rim... Feb. xiv
Lock, The Heidt & Hubbard Safety
Sash Feb. xii
Lock, The Perfection Spring Door,

Feb. xiii
Lock, Vassar Reversible Cylinder
Front Door Sept. xiii
Log Cabin, Design for Ill
Log Houses at Pan-American Ex
position 345
Log Houses, Design and Construc
tion of 51
London, Working Rules for Carpen
ters in 218
Lord Patent Saw File, The... Aug. xii
Loss by Fire, The Prevention of. .. 179
Loss ? Does Owner or Contractor
Assume the 76, 169
Loss for September, Fire 300
Loss of United States and Canada,
Fire 86
Lumber Dealers" Association, Na
tional Wholesale 92
Lumber, Stock of White Pine 144
Lumber, The Inspection of 59, 68
Lumber, The Price of 32

McCray's Family Refrigerator.Junc xiv
Machine, New Double Sawing,

Sept. xiii
Machine, Power Mortising Nov. xii
Machine, The Fay Double End
Tenoning Sept. xiv
Magnitude of Office Building Foun
dations : 237
Mahogany iu Mexico 324
Maiden Lane, Office Building in... 155
Mail, Lessons by Apr. xii
Making An Ellipsograph 277
Making Ice Chest or Box 223, 249
Making, Blue Print 292
Making Blue Prints, Some Ques
tions About .142
Making Perspective Drawings in
Confined Space 245
Making Wood Patterns. .19, 55, 81.

143, 197, 261, 287, 345
Mammoth Office Building, A 61
Mantel for Bedroom, Design of . . . . 25
Mantels, Foster-Munger Hard
Wood Jan. xii
Manual Training in Germany 129
Manual Training School at Home
stead 160

Manual Training School, Washing
ton's 188
Manufacturers, Convention of
Brick 2
Marble as a Flooring 68
Marble, Removing Oil from 198
Maritime Building, The 282
Masonry Work on Lofty Office
Buildings, Exterior 301
Masons' Tool for Tuck Pointing.. . 342
Mason's Work, Estimating 272
Massachusetts Charitable Associa
tion Trade School 348
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Course in Heating and
Ventilating Engineering at the. . . 149
Master Builders of Great Britain. . 290
Matchless Pivot Hanger, The. .Aug. xv
Material, A New Fire Proof 282
Material Required in Laying 1000
Bricks, Quantity of 54
Materials, Advanced Price of
Building 2
Mattresses, Church Cushions and,

Feb. xiii
Meaning of the Term " Pair " As
Applied to Hinges 194
Measurements, System of 179
Measuring a Slate Roof 310, 339
Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange. 92
Mechanics and Tradesmen, General
Society of 180
Meehanices and Tradesmen, New
Home of General Society of 60
Mechanics' Handbook of Tools. A,

Nov. xiv
Mechanics' Institute of New York,
The 30
Mechanics' Institute of Rochester,
N. Y., Eastmans' Donation to.... 150
Mechanics' Tools, Starretfs Cata
logue of Jan. xiv
Meeting of Master House Painters
and Decorators 322
Men a Chance, Give the Young. .14,

54, 78, 192
Mcriden, Conn., Colonial Residence
In 33, 323
Metal Ceilings, Berger's May xiv
Metal Ceilings and Side Walls,
Sagendorph's Sept. xiv
Metal in Interior Decoration,
Sheet 69
Metallic Tension Bridging, Nel
son's May xii
Motal Skylights Oct. xiii
Metal Window Frames and Sash,
Smith's Mar. xiii
Method of Making Limestone
Brick 235
Mexico, Mahogany in 324
Midwinter Brick Shipments, Larg
est 88
Mictz & Weiss Pumping Engine,
The May ill
Millionaire District Apartment
House 18
Mills, Wind Sept. xiii
Milwaukee Brick. Weather Stains
In 299
Miners' Underground Church 107
Mining Town in Pennsylvania 238
Minnesota White Pine Supply 43
Mirrors, Process of Silvering 17
Mistakes of Contractors, Some.... 88
Miter Box, Babst's Perfection. July xiv
Miter Boxes, Hard Wood Feb. xiii
Miter for Rake ana Level Frieze,

248, 277, 306
Miter, Novel Method of Cutting a.. 140
Model of the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine 348
Model Tenement Competition 62
Model Tenement House 121
Model Tenement House Construc
tion 240
Model Town, A 2
Moderate Cost, Design for House
of 21
Modern Factory Construction 256
Modern House Plans for Every
body 208
Modern Japanese Palace. A 2
Modern Plumbing Aug. xvi
Modern Residence at Worcester,
Mass 123

Modern Stable Plumbing 27
Modern Suburban Architecture.... 179
Moisture Proof Composition for
Walls 20
Moldings, Newel Tops and July xiv
Monarch Farm and Railway Gate,
The Sept. xv
Monster Tree. A 70
Montross Metal Shingle Company,
The Jan. xiii
Mortar, Porosity of Cement 200
Mortars, Disintegration of 330
Mortar, Water for Cement 34t>
Mortise and Tenon Jointing. Some
Examples of 52
Mortise Lock. Rapid Apr. xii
Mortiser, Combination Window
Pocket Cutter and Pulley. .. .July xv
Mortiser, Double Hollow Chisel,

June xii
Mortising Machine, Power Nov. xii
Motor, Electric Fan with Direct
Connected Inclosed May xiv
Mott's Roman Single Columns Ra
diator Sept. xiv
Moving a Hotel 272
Moving Brick Buildings, Raising
and 112
Mueller's Never-Twist Screw Driv
ers Oct. xii
Myers Stay-on Flexible Door Hang
ers Aug. xii

N

Nailing Red Cedar Shingles. . . . 192, 222
Nailing Shingles? What Is the Best
Method of 114
Nails, Cut and Wire 108
Nails, Durability of Wire 15
Nail Set and Punch Ynr. xii
Nails from Rusting, Preventing. . . 70
Nails, Rusting of 158
National Association of Master
House Painters 92
National Export Exposition Build
ings, Preservation of 26
National Wholesale Lumber Deal
ers' Association 92
Never Twist Screw Drivers, Muel
ler's Oct. xii
New Building Code of New York
City 43
New Century Design of Door Hard
ware Oct. xiii
New Dormitory for Teachers' Col
lege 237
New Elements of Hand Railing.
The 208
Newel Tops and Moldings. . . .July xiv
New Fire Proof Material. A 2S2
New Hall of Records 152
New Homo of General Society of
Mechanics and Tradesmeu t>0
New Horace Mann School 32" New Idea " Double Acting Spring
Hinge May xiii
New 20-inch Band Saw Feb. xiv
New Kind of Chimney Brick 1S2
New Publications. ..29. !»n,144. 179.

208. 232. 2<i4.2!t2. 320
New School Building at Davenport.
Wash 243
New Series Planer and Matcher
and Timber Dresser Dec. xiv
New Work, Value of Old and 50
New York, Bureau of Labor Statis
tics of 294
New York City, Building Opera
tions In 122
New York City, New Building Code
of 43
New York Explosion, The 321
New York's Fire Waste 151
New York, The Cost of Building in . 195
New York. The Mechanics' Insti
tute of 30
New York Trade School at Paris
Exposition 6C
New York Trades Schools. The.

150, Aug. xiii
New York, Union Membership in. . 31S
New York AVall Tie June xii
New Zealand, Conciliation and Ar
bitration in 297
Nicholls Steel Square, The.... Nov. xi
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Niedermeyer'sFire Troof Window,
Dec. xiv

NoiseProof House, A 182
NonpareilRefrigerators July xii
XormanBuildings 152
Vorwav, House Lining Materials
in 98
NotableExhibits at the Paris Ex
position 178
Noteson the Paris Exposition. .. . 175
Novel Apartment House, A 1
NovelChimney, A 214
NovelChinch Architecture 325
.NovelMethod of Cutting a Miter. . 140
NovelMethod of Shoring a Build
ing 122
Novel Portable House, A 274
Novelties, Jan. xii, Feb. xil, Mar.
xii. Apr. xii, May xii, June xii,
July xii, Aug. xii, Sept. xii, Oct.

xii, Nov. xii, Dec. xii
Novelty Never Break Steel Regis
ter Nov. xili
Numberof Shingles Required for a
Roof of Any Size, Finding the. . . 51

0

Oak, The Future of 246
Observatory, The Allegheny 181
Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of
Hip Rafters, Universal Rule for. 76
Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of
KoundTimbers with Steel Square. 53
Octagon,The Diameter of an 305
Office Building, A Mammoth 61
Office Building Foundations, Mag
nitude of 237
OfficeBuilding in Maiden Lane 155
OfficeBuilding, Philadelphia's New. 214
Office Buildings, Exterior Masonry
Work on Lofty 301
OfficeBuildings, Pittsburgh's New. 265
Officersof the Architectural League
of America 210
Ogden Automatic Liquid Door
Check Sept. xii
Ohio,Building Operations in 310
Oil from Marble, Removing 198
Oil Stains from Ivory Rule, Remov
ing 140
Oil Stone Question, The 18
Oil Stones, Production of Grind
Stones and 319
Oil Stone, The India 15, Feb. xii
Old and New Work, Value of 50
Old Church, A Very 152
" Old Corner Book Store, Remodel
ing the 236
OldestBuildings in America, The. . 50
Old House, Remodeling an 281
Oliver Band Saw, The Aug. xv
Oliver Wood Trimmer, The... May xiii
Omissions in Building Contracts,
Extras and 286
One-story Cottage, Design for a 85
One Thousand Bricks, Quantity of
Material Required In Laying 54
Open Fireplace, Framing for an. .. 15
Operations, Other Building 61
Opportunities for Concrete Con
struction 114
Orders of Architecture 160
Ornamental Capitals, Designs of. . 207
Ornamental Wall Radiators. . .Nov. xiv
Ornaments, Repairing Plaster of
Paris 335
OtherBuilding Operations 61
Outline of Ventilation and Warm
ing, An 144
OutsideDoor, Hanging an 250
Overhead System of Hot Water
Heating 44
Owner Completes Building, Right
of Contractor Where 84
Owner or Contractor Assume the
Loss ? Does 76, 109

'aint for Galvanized Iron or Zinc. . 10
faint for Galvanized Iron, The
B^-st 298
'aint for Rough Cast Surfaces 324
'aint from Hard Wood Floors, Re
moving Varnish or 238

Paint or Polish for Staircase 170
Paint to Reduce Heat, Roof 223
Painters and Decorators, Meeting
of Master House 322
Painters', National Association of
Master House 92
Painting Doors, Suggestions for. . 214
Painting the Country House 203
" Pair " as Applied to Hinges,
Meaning of the Term 194
Palace, A Modern Japanese 2
Palace, Derricks for Japanese.... 49
Palace of Industries at Chicago. . 252
Palace, Rooting the Crystal 128
Pan-American Exposition, Electric
ity at the 202
Pan-American Exposition, Forestry
Building at 296
Pan-American Exposition, Log
Houses at 345
Pan-American Exposition, Work
on Buildings of the 348
Paris Exposition, American Archi
tects at the 266
Paris Exposition, Architectural Dis
play at 70
Paris Exposition, Architecture at
the 229
Paris Exposition, Awards at 292
Paris, Buildings in 231
Paris Exposition, Forestry at the. . 179
Paris Exposition, New York Trade
School at 60
Paris Exposition, Notable Exhibits
at the 178
Paris Exposition, Notes of the 175
Paris Exposition, Precautions
Against Fire at 89
Paris Exposition, The 151
Parlor Door Hanger, The Freeport,

Apr. xiii
Pattern Making, Comments on
Wood 191
Patterns, Making Wood.. 19, 55, 81

143, 197, 261, 287, 345
Pekin, The Wall of 232
Pennsylvania, Mining Town in 328
Pentagon Upon a Given Side, Con
structing a 338
Perfection Spring Door Lock, The,

Feb. xiii
Permanence In Building 174
Permanence in Color of Brick and
Terra Cotta 118
Perspective Drawings in Confined
Space, Making 245, 305
Philadelphia, A Freak House in.. 322
Philadelphia. Buildings in 260
Philadelphia's New Office Building. 214
Philadelphia, Strike of the Elec
trical Workers in 182
Philadelphia Suburbs, Building Op
erations in 118
Philippine Islands, Building in the. 9
Philippines, Wood Working in the. 157
" Pickets " by Labor Unions, The
Use of 136
Pincers, Combination Carpenters',

Oct. xiii
Pine Supply, Minnesota White.... 43
Pipes for Heating Houses by Hot
Air, Size of 38
Pitch of Roof from a Circle, Find
ing 248, 307, 340
Pitch of Roof Gives Cuts of Raft
ers, Why 17 and 53
Pitch, What is One-Quarter ?. ..310, 342
Pittsburgh's Architectural Display. 62
Pittsburgh's New Office Buildings. 2<>.">
Plainfield, N. J.. Colonial House at. 239
Planeeer and Fascia on Octagon
Roof, Figures on Steel Square,
Giving Cut of 193. 223. 252
Planeeer for a Circular Porch,
Laying Out 169, 193, 221
Pinner and Matcher and Timber
Dresser. New Series Dec. xiv
Planer, New Power Feed Hand,

July xiii
Plan for Portable Bins 114
Plan for Stone and Frame Barn 79
Plank Turned Out by Saw Mill,
Largest 312
Plan of a Stationary Bathtub 114
Plans for Labor Temple 273
Plans for Remodeled House 220

Plan Wanted for Cottage, Roof,
194, 277

Plans Wanted -for Second Floor. . . 341
Plaster Corner Protection Mar. xiii
Plaster of Paris Ornaments, Re
pairing 335
Plastering, Hints in Estimating. . 269
Plumbing, Builders Must Pay for. . 124
Plumbing, Defective 40
Plumbing, Modern Aug. xvl
Plumbing, Modern Stable 27
numbing AVithout Regulations or
Inspection 291
Pocketbook, The Building Trades. . 232
Pocket Level, The Akron June xiv
Pointing, Masons' Tool for Tuck. . 342
Points on Chimneys 308
Folygons and a Six-Sided Tower. . . 18
Polygon, Laying Out a 112
Polygons, Laying Out 53
Folygons, Laying Out Regular and
Irregular 171
Pompeii, Water System of 264
Porch, Designs for Fancy Gable or. 338
Porch, Laying Out Planeeer for a
Circular 169, 193, 221
Porosity of Cement Mortar 200
Portable House, A Novel 274
Portable School Houses, Heating
and Ventilating 335
Portable Wooden School Houses . . . 274
Portland Cement and Hydraulic
Lime, Comparative Values of... 346
Portland Cement, Dexter Aug. xil
Portland Cement, Some Applica
tions of 216
Position of Fuel Room in Wood
Working Shop 266, 307
Posts, Building a Barn with 30-
foot 221, 342
Power Feed Hand Planer, New,

July xiii
Power for Small Carpenter Shop,

79, 112
Power, Gas Engines for Small 112
Power House, Fine Electric Light
ing 54
Power .Mortising Machine Nov. xil
Practical Hints on Joint Wiping. . . 264
Practical Staircase Joinery 144
Practical Value of Carpentry and
Building, The 305
Precautions Against Fire at Paris
Exposition 89
Present and Past Cost of Build
ing 238
Preservation of National Export
Exposition Buildings 26
Preserving Wood, Xylosote Process
of 318
Preventing Nails from Rusting.... 70
Preventing Sympathetic Strikes. . . 293
Prevention of Loss by Fire, The. . . 179
Prevent Lien, Acceptances Will
not 84
Price of Building Materials, Ad
vanced 2
Price of Lumber, The 32
Priming on Zinc. Shellac for 228
Prismatic Lighting of Dark In
teriors 253
Problems in Stair Building 222
Proceedings of American Institute
of Architects 122
Process of Silvering Mirrors 17
Production of Grindstones and Oil- ,
stones 319
Professor Cummings on Trade
Unions 147
Progressive Carpentry 292
Proportioning Gambrel Roofs.. 191, 248
Protecting Iron Construction from
Corrosion 22, 146
Protection, Plaster Corner. .. .Mar. xiii
Public Wash House, A 232
Pulley and Triple Bit, Steel Sash,

Feb. xil
Pulley, Improved Grand Rapids
Sash Jan. xil
Pulley Mortlser, Combination Win
dow Pocket Cutter and July xv
Pulleys, Rule for Figuring the
Number of Revolutions of 193
Pulley, The Twentieth Century
Sheet Steel Sash Mar. xil
Pullman Spring Door Holder. . .Jan. xii
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Pumping Engines, Bliss-Heath,
Aug. xvi

Pumping Engine, The Bliss-Heath
Low Pressure Jan. xiii
Pumping Engine, The Meitz &
Weiss May xii
Punch. Nail Set and Apr. xii

Q

Qualifications of Good Lime 80
Quantity of Material Required in
Laying 1000 Bricks 54
Question. The Apprenticeship 257
Questions on Rough Casting, Some. T6
Questions Regarding Stone Arches,
Some 75
Question, The Oil Stone 18
Quilt, Cabot's April xiii

R

Radiator, Mott's Roman Single Col
umn Sept. xiv
Radiators, Ornamental Wall.. Nov. xiv
Rafters, Backing Hip 113
Rafters, Finding the Backing of
Ilip 307
Rafters, Universal Rule for Obtain
ing Lengths and Bevels of 76
Rafters. Why 17 and Pitch of Roof
Give Cuts of 63
Rafter Table, Hexagon 172
Railway Station in England,
Largest 242
Raising and Moving Brick Build
ings 112
Raising Bents to a Building 307
Raising Iron and Steel Girders in
Building Construction 142
Rake and Level Frieze, Miter for,

248, 277, 306
Rapid Mortise Lock April xii
Ratchet Saws, Jones' Cable and,

Oct. xii
Ratchet Screw Driver, Union. .Oct. xiv
Read Architectural Drawings, How
to 169
Reader's Opinion of Carpentry and
Building, A 310
Reading of Drawings, An Aid to
the 140
Read's Flush Face Stop Screws,

Aug. xiii
Ready Roofing, Durability of 194
Reality in Architecture 316
Recipe for Cleaning Tile Flooring. 140
Records. New Hall of 62
Red Cedar Shingles, The Use of... 142
Redwoods of California, The 347
Refinishing Oaken Doors and Sash. 236
Refrigerator, McCray's Modern
Family June xiv
Refrigerators, Nonpareil July xii
Refrigerator, The Shirk May xiv
Refrigerators, The Wllke Porcelain,

Sept. xiv
Register, Novelty Never-Break
Steel Nov. xiii
Registers, Location of Floor and
Wall 38
Regulations or Inspection, Plumb
ing Without 291
Relative Strength of Brackets 305
Remodeled House, Plans for 220
Remodeling a Frame Cottage 248
Remodeling a Frame Dwelling.... 63
Remodeling an Old House 193, 281
Remodeling a Veranda 114
Remodeling the " Old Corner Book
Store" 236
Removal of a Large Hotel Aban
doned 322
Remove Building, When Board of
Health May 84
Removing Oil from Marble 198
Removing Oil Stains from Ivory
Rule 140
Removing Varnish or Paint from
Hard Wood Floors 238
Rent by the Square Foot. Figuring. 50
Repairing Leaky Roofs 15, 111
Repairing Plaster of Taris Orna-
i ruts 335
I: sidence at Cranford, N. J.,
Frame 93

Residence at Worcester, Mass.,
Brick and Frame 267
Residence at Worcester, Mass.,
Modern 123
Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.. 3
Residence in Meriden, Conn., Co
lonial 33, 323
Residences, Fire Proofing in 238
Revolution of Pulleys, Rule for Fig
uring Number of 103
Ridging, Globe Ventilated. .. .Aug. xiii
Riding Academy, A Large 31
Right of Contractor Where Owner
Completes Building 84
Rights of Wife Against Contractor. 84
Rip Saw, Filing a 16
Robinson Tubular Furnace, The,

Sept. xvi
Rochester, New York, Eastman's
Donation to Mechanics' Institute
of 150
Roman Concrete Walls 174
Roman Farm Buildings 230
Roman Single Column Radiator,
Mott's Sept. xiv
Roof, A Cement 322
Roof, Condensation on Gymnasium. 221
Roof. Do 4 or 6 Inch Shingles Make
the Better 170
Roof, Figures on Steel Square Giv
ing Cut of Planceer and Fascia on
Octagon 223, 252
Roof Flange, Star Adjustable. Mar. xiv
Roof from a Circle, Finding Pitch
of 248, 307, 340
Roof Give Cuts of Rafters, Why
17 and Pitch of 53
Roofing, Asphalt Ready Sept. xv
Roofing, Durability of Ready 194
Roofing over Tarred Felt, Tin 220
Roofing the Crystal Palace 128
Hoof, Measuring a Slate 310, 339
Roof of Any Size, Finding the Num
ber of Shingles Required for a. .14, 51
Roof Paint to Reduce Heat 223
Roof Plans for " Builder ".223, 250, 279
Koof Plan for Cottage. 194, 277, 307, 339
Roofs, Construction of Concrete. . 216
Roofs, Laving Gravel.. 221, 249, 276, 280
Roof, Springing of Shed 220
Roofs, Proportioning Gambrel..l81, 24S
Roofs, Repairing Leaky 15, 111
Roofs, Trusses for Flat 159, 187, 215
Roofs, Trusses for Wooden 108
Roof, Truss for Gravel 141
Roof Truss Safe ? Is the 219
Hoof, What Figures on Steel Square
Give Cut of Planceer and Fascia
on Octagon 193
Roof ? Which is Hotter, a Tin or
Gravel 223
Roof ? Who Puts on the Iron. .309, 339
Rosedale Screw Driver, The.. Apr. xiii
Rough Casting, Some Questions of. 70
Rougli Cast Surfaces, Paint for 324
Round Timbers with Steel Square,
Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of. 53
Rule for Chamfering 77
Rule for Figuring Number of Revo
lutions of Pulleys 193
Rule for Obtaining Lengths and
Bevels of Hip Rafters, Universal . 76
Rule, Removing Oil Stains from
Ivory 140
Rules for Carpenters in London,
Working 218
Rural Telephony 206
Rusting of Nails 158
Rusting, Preventing Nails from... 70

Safety Sash Lock, The Heidt &
Hubbard Feb. xii
Sagendorph's Metal Ceilings and
Side Walls Sept. xiv
St. John the Divine, Model of the
Cathedral of 348
Sand and Lime, Brick Dust 80
Sash and Door Cut Off Saw, Im
proved Aug. xiv
Sash Cord Fastener, Giant Oct. xii
Sash Fastener, Dolber's Sept. xv
Sash Pulley and Triple Bit, Steel,

Feb. xii

Sash Pulley, Improved Grand
Rapids Jan. xii
Sash Pulley, The Twentieth Cen
tury Sheet Steel Mar. xii
Sash, Refinishing Oaken Doors and. 236
Sash, Smith's Metal Window
Frames and Mar. xiii
Saw File, The Lord Patent Aug. xii |
Saw, Filing a Rip 16
Saw Filing, Some Comments on.. 192
Saw, Improved Sash and Door Cut
Off Aug. xiv
Sawing Machine, New Double.Sept. xiii
Saw Mill, Largest Plank Turned
Out by 312
Saw, New 26-Inch Band Feb. xiv
Saws, Filing Cross Cut 112
Saws, Jones' Cable and Ratchet,

Oct xii
Saw Steel Cabinet Scrapers Jan. xii
Saw, The Oliver Band Aug. xv
Saw Tools, Simonds Jan. xiv
Scaffold, Fall of a Defective 202
Scarcity of Labor in Country 56
Scholarship of Chicago Architect
ural Club 322

School as a Substitute for Appren
ticeship, The Trade 63
School at Homestead, Manual Train
ing 160
School at Paris Exposition, New
York Trade 60
School Building at Davenport,
Washington, New 243
School for Apprentices. Trade 294
School for Boston, A Trade 91
School House, A Model City 332
School House, Design for a Four-
Room 202
School House Heating 40
School Houses, Heating and Ven
tilating Portable 335
School Houses, Portable Wooden . . . 274
School in Boston. Trade 216
School in Cleveland, Trade 151
School, Massachusetts Charitable
Association Trade 348
School, New Horace Mann 32
School, The New Boston Trade. 292, 320
School, The New York Trade. .150,

Aug. xiii
School, Washington's Manual
Training 18S
Scissors Trusses. Designs of •299
Scrapers, Saw Steel Cabinet. . .Jan. xii
Scraper, Universal Wood July xii
Screw Drivers, Mueller's Never-
Twist Oct. xii
Screw Drivers Nos. 11 and 60,
Yankee Dec. xiii
Screw Driver, The Rosedale. . .Apr. xiii
Screw Driver, Union Brand Leather
Handle Jan. xiii
Screw Driver, Union Ratchet. .Oct xiv
Screws, Read's Flush Face Stop,

Aug. xiii
Second-Hand Plate Glass, Dealer
in 174
Second Floor, Plans Wanted for. . 341
Sectional Drawing Wanted of a
Box Head Window 16
Sensible Storm Window Hinge and
Fastener Oct. xiv
Setting Corrugated Skylight Glass. 338
Settling the Chicago Building
Trades Dispute 5f.
Seventeen and Pitch of Roof Give
Cuts of Rafters, Why 53
Sheathing. Ship-Lap Wall 33S
Shed, A Cheap Storage 310
Shed. Drawings for a Coal 15
Shed Roof. Springing of 220
Sheet Metal Construction in South
Africa 20S
Sheet Metal for Building Construc
tion Apr. xiii
Sheet Metal Fronts for Buildings. . 233
Sheet Metal in Interior Decoration,

69, 117, 201
Snoet Metal Statue 344
Sheet Metal Window Frames.. Dec. xii
Sheet Metal Wall Ties and Sleeper
Clips Dec. xii
Sheet Metal Work, Estimating... . 158
Shellac for Priming on Zinc 228
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Shingles Make the Better Roof ? Do
4 or 6 Iiich 170
Shingles, Nailing Red Cedar. ..192, 222
Shingles Required for a Roof of
Any Size, Finding the Number of,

14, 51
Shingles, The Best Width for 252
Shingles, The Use of Red Cedar,

142, 172
Shingles, What Is the Best Method
of Nailing 114
Shingle Tint Apr. xiv
Ship-Lap Wall Sheathing 338
Shipments, Largest Midwinter
Brick 88
Shirk Refrigerator, The May xiv
Shop,A Small Wood Working 288
Shop,Gas and Gasoline Engines for
Wood Working 15
Shop, Position of Fuel Room in
Wood Working 206, 307
Shop, Power for Small Carpenter,

79, 112
Shops, Competition in Small Wood
Working 99, 133, 161
Shop, Small Wood Working 16
Shoring a Building, Novel Method
of 122
Shutters. Constructing Inside Win
dow 273
Shutters, Fire Troof 24
Sinking Foundations for Large
Buildings 304
Silvering Mirrors, Process of 17
Simonds Saw Tools Jan. xiv
Situation. The Labor 61
Size of Chimney, Decreasing 219
Size of Cold Air Ducts, The 112
Size of Gutters and Spouts 52
Sizes of Pipes for Heating Houses
by Hot Air 38
Six-Roll Double Surfacer, A. .June xiii
S'x-Sided Tower, Polygons and a. . 13
Skeleton Frame Construction, A
Feature of 1
Skylight Bars, Strength of 142
Skylight Glass, Cleaning 194
Skylight Glass, Setting Corrugated. 338
Skylight Lift, The Howard Auto
matic Aug. xii
Skylights. Metal Oct. xiii
Slate Blackboards July xv
Slate Making in France 348
Slate Roof, Measuring a 310, 339
Sleeper Clips, Sheet Metal Wall
Ties and Dec. xii
Slide Rule, Use of 264
Small Carpenter Shop, Power for. . 79
Small Wood Working Shop 16, 288
Smith's Metal Window Frames and
Sash Mar. xiii
Smoky Chimney, Trouble with a. . . 16
Solid Frame Variety Wood Worker,

Mar. xiv
Solution of Labor Troubles 122
Some Comments on Saw Filing. ... . 192
Some Examples of Mortise and
Tenon Jointing 52
Some Mistakes of Contractors 88
Some Points on Steel Skeleton
Frame Construction 135
Some Question About Making Blue
Prints 142
Some Questions on Rough Casting.. 76
Some Questions Regarding Stone
Arches 75
South Africa, Sheet Metal Con
struction in 208
Southern Cottage, Design for a 211
South, Industrial Education in the.. 209
Souvenir Hardware Album... Apr. xiii
Span, Design for Bridge of 50-foot,

51, 77
Spanish " Escurlal," The 90
Spiral Vaults, Circular Stairs and. . 129
Spouts, Size of Gutters and 52
Spring Door Holder, Pullman. .Jan. xii
Spring Door Lock, The Perfection,

Feb. xiii
Springing of Shed Roof 220
Square Cupola for Barn 112
Square Foot, Figuring Rent by the.. 50
Square. The Nicholls Steel Nov. xii
Square Tower, Framing a 342
■Stableand Carriage House Compe
tition 91

Stable Plumbing, Modern 27
Stable Sliding Door Locks May xii
Stains from Ivory Rule, Removing
Oil 140
Stains in Milwaukee Brick,
Weather 299
Stair Building, Problems in 222
Staircase Joinery, Practical 144
Staircase, Paint or Polish for a. . . . 170
Stairs and Spiral Vaults, Circular. . 129
Stair Tread, The W. I. C. Wire. Jan. xiv
Stair Work Desired, Discussion of. 76
Stamped Steel Ceilings and Siding,

July xii
Star Adjustable Roof Flange. .Mar. xiv
Starrett's Catalogue of Mechanics'
Tools Jan. xiv
Statue,. Sheet Metal 344
Stealing a House 72
Steel Buildings, Fire Proofing of . . -9
Steel Ceilings Sept. xii
Steel Ceilings and Siding, Stamped,

July xii
Steel Checking Building? Is Cost of. 1
Steel Horizontal Rim Lock Feb. xiv
Steel Posts, The Kilmer Lawn
Fence and Jan. xiv
Steel Register, Novelty Never-
Break Nov. xiii
Steel Safety Hasp, Wrought. . .Dec. xii
Steel Sash Pulley and Triple Bit,

Feb. xii
Steel Skeleton and Frame Con
struction, Some Points on 135
Steel Square Give Cut of Plan-
ceer and Fascia on Octagon Roof?
What Figures on 194
Steel Square Giving Cut of Plau-
ceer andFascia on Octagon Roof,
Figures on 223, 252
Steel Square, Obtaining Lengths
and Bevels of Round Timbers
with 53
Steel Square, The Nicholls Nov. xii
Stock for Shoeing Horses, Design
of 221
Stock of White Pine Lumber 144
Stone and Frame Barn, Design
Wanted for 15
Stone and Frame Barn, Design for. 170
Stone and Frame Barn, Plan for. . 79
Stone Arches, Some Questions Re
garding 75
Stone, Belgian Artificial 20
Stone, Cleaning Dressed 196
Stone Covered Roofs 319
Stone Cutters in Chicago Strike,
Boss 150
Stone Cutting, The Art of 132
Stones, Granite and Foundation . . 20
Stone Work, Estimating for. .16S, 196
Stop Screws, Read's Flush Face,

Aug. xiii
Storage for Private Use, Cold 193
Storage Shed, A Cheap 310
St. Paul Method of Fire Proof Con
struction May xii
Strength of Brackets, Relative... 305
Strength of Columns, The 341
Strength of Skylight Bars 142
Strike Epidemic, The 181
Strike of the Electrical Workers in
Philadelphia 182
Strikes, Preventing Sympathetic. . 293
Studding, Filling in Between. . ..306, 338
Student, Education of the Archi
tectural 198
Sturtevant Electrically Driven Ven
tilating Wheel, The Dec. xiii
Substantial Compliance? What is
Not 84
Substitute for Apprenticeship, The
Trade School as a 63
Suburb, House in a Chicago 153
Suggestions for Painting Doors... 214
Suggestions for Roof PI an for
" Builder" 250, 279
Summer Cottages, Designs of.... 113
Superintendent. The Architectural. 97
Surfacer, A Six-Roll Double. .June xiii
Surfaces, Paint for Rough Cast 324
Suspension Bridge of Fifty Feet
Span 14
Sympathetic Strikes. Preventing. . 293
System of Measurements 179

T

Table, Hexagon Rafter 172
Tables for Heating, Formulas and 91
Table, The Fry Patent Drafting,

May xiv
Tali Buildings, Fire Hazards in... 86
Tall Buildings, Heating and Ven
tilation of 25
Tall Chicago Building 72
Tank or Cistern, Capacity of 194
Tapper, George 32
Tarred Felt, Tin Roofing Over 220
Teachers' College, New Dormitory
for 237
Tearing Down Buildings a Century
Old 70
Telephony. Rural 266
Temple, Plans for Labor 273
Tendency in Home Architecture,
The 165
Tenement Competition, Model 62
Tenement House, A Model 121
Tenement House Construction,
Model 240
Tenement Houses, Heating Bath
rooms and Water Supply in 89
Tenoning Machine, The Fay Double
End Sept. xiv
Tenon Jointing, Some Examples of
Mortise and 52
Terra Cotta Arch, The Herculean,

June xiii
Terra Cotta, Permanence in Color
of Brick and 118
Test of Fire Proof Ceiling 46
Tests of Cement 289
Theatres, Air Supply to 269
Theatres, Ancient 274
Thermostat Company, The Howard,

May xiii
Thirteenth Century Houses in Eng
land 207
Thirtieth Competition, The Decision
in the 32
Tie, The New York Wall June xii
Tie, The Wagor Wall June xiv
Tile Flooring, Recipe for Cleaning. 140
Timber Dresser, New Series Planer
and Matcher and Dec. xiv
Timber Framing, Heavy . 331
Timbers with Steel Square, Obtain
ing Lengths and Bevels of Round. 53
Tinning Battlement and Fire Walls. 342
Tin or Gravel Roof ? Which is Hot
ter, a 223
Tin Roofing Over Tarred Felt 220
Toledo Gravity Level July xii
Tool and Cutlery Grinders Jan. xv
Tool Chests, Ingeniously Arranged. 342
Tool Grinder, The Union Dec. xiii
Tools, A Mechanics' Handbook of,

Nov. xiv
Tools Are Best for Carpenter's Kit?
What 53, 75
Tools, Simonds Saw Jan. xiv
Tools, Starrett's Catalogue of Me
chanics' Jan. xiv
Topsy Turvy Building, A 36
Tower, Constructing a Window
Frame for Circular 115
Tower, Framing a Square 342
Tower, Polygons and a Six-Sided.. 13
Towers, &c, Use of Balloon in
Cleaning Cupolas, High Roofs — 207
Tower, Window Frame for a Circu
lar 129
Town, A Model 2
Tracing Cloth, Cleaning 131
Trade Notes Jan. xv. Feb. xv,
March xv. April xiv, May xiv,
June xv, July xvi, Aug. xvi, Sept.

xv, Oct. xiv, Nov. xv, Dec. xv
Trade School as a Substitute for
Apprenticeship, The 63
Trade School at Paris Exposition,
New York 60
Trade School for Apprentices 294
Trade School in Boston 91, 210
Trade School in Cleveland 151
Trade School, Massachusetts Char
itable Association 348
Trade School, The New Boston. 292, 320
Trade School, The New York 150
Tradesmen, General Society of Me
chanics and 180
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Tradesmen, New Home of General
Society of Mechanics and 60
Trade Unions, Professor Cummings
on 149
Training, Architectural 152
Tree, A Large Cedar 327
Tree, A Monster 70
Trend Cityward, The..'. 237
Trimmers, The Fox Wood. .. .June xiv
Trimmer, The Oliver Wood... May xlii
Trimmer, The Fox Medium Capac
ity Bench June xiii
Triple Bit, Steel Sash Pulley and,

Feb. xli
Trouble, Chicago Building Trades. . 293
Trouble with a Smoky Chimney. . . 16
Truing a Level 114
Truss Construction, Floor and
Roof 139
Trusses, Designs of Scissors 299
Trusses for Flat Roofs... 159, 187, 215
Trusses for Wooden Roofs 108
Truss for Gravel Roof 141
Truss Safe V Is the Roof 219
Tuck Pointing, Masons' Tool for. . 342
Turning Lathe, An Indian Wood.. 255
Turning Mammoth Granite Col
umns 300
Turning, The Art of Wood. .72, 105,
136, 106, 189, 217, 246, 275, 302, 336

Twentieth Century Sheet Steel
Sash Pulley, The March xii
Twenty-six Inch Band Saw, New,

Feb. xlv
U

Union Brand Leather Handle
Screw Driver Jan. xiii
Union Membership in New York. . 318
Union of Employers in Germany.. 116
Union Ratchet Screw Driver. .Oct. xlv
Union Tool Grinder, The Dec. xiii
Unions, The Use of " Pickets " by
Labor 136
United States and Canada, Fire
Loss of 80, 182
Universal Rule for Obtaining
Lengths and Bevels of Hip Raf
ters 70
Universal Wood Scraper July xii
Untidy Workmen 234
Use of Balloon in Cleaning Cupo
las, High Roofs, Towers, &c 207
Use of '•Pickets " by Labor Unions. 136
Use of Red Cedar Shingles 142, 172
Use of the Slide Rule 264
Utility and Beauty in Architecture. 164

V

Value of Bound Volumes of Car-
penlry and Building 141
Value of Carpentry and Building,'
Practical 305
Value of Old and New Work 50
Vanes, &c, Lightning Rods, Venti
lators Aug. xlv
Variety Wood Worker, Solid Frame,

Mar. xlv
Varnish or Paint from Hard Wood
Floors, Removing 238
Vassar Reversible Cylinder Front
Door Lock Sept. xiii
Vaults, Circular Stairs and Spiral. . 129
Veneer, Hollow Walls and Brick. . 13
Ventilating a Bathroom 79, 140
Ventilating Engineering at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, Course in Heating and.. 149
Ventilating Wheel, The Sturtevant
Electrically Driven Dec. xiii
Ventilation 56
Ventilation and Warming, An Out
line of 144
Ventilation of Tall Buildings, Heat
ing and 25
Ventilation, Some Questions In
Barn 341
Ventilator. Cooper's Leader... .Jan. xiii

Ventilator, The Columbia Sept. xiii
Ventilator, The Globe Feb. xii
Ventilators, Vanes, &c, Lightning
Rods Aug. xlv
Veranda, Remodeling a 114
Very Old Church, A 152
Vise, Bench Hook and Apr. xii

W

Wages Now and Five Years Ago. . 346
Wages Two Centuries Ago, Build
ers' 319
Wagor Wall Tie, The June xlv
Walks, Formula for Cement Ill
Wall, Constructing a Round Win
dow for a Circular 221
Wall, Constructing a Window
Frame for a 309
Wall of Pekin, The 232
Wall Radiators, Ornamental. .Nov. xlv
Wall Registers, Location of Floor
and 38
Walls, Laying Brick in Dead 128
Walls, Moisture Proof Composition
for 20
Walls. Roman Concrete 174
Wall Ties and Sleeper Clips, Sheet
Metal Dec. xii
Wall Tie, The New York June xli
Wall Tie, The Wagor June xlv
Warming. An Outline of Ventila
tion and 144
Washington's Manual Training
School 188
Wash House, A Public 232
Water for Cement Mortar 346
Water Supply in Tenement Houses,
Heating Bathrooms and 89
Water System of Pompeii 264
Weather Stains in Milwaukee
Brick 299
What Builders Are Doing. .57, 82,

145, 173, 199, 227, 262, 311, 343
What is a House ? 152
What is a Lady-Toed Brace ? 194
What is Fire Proof Construction ?. 238
What is not Substantial Compli
ance ? 84
What is One-Quarter Pitch ?. . .310, 342
What is the Best Method of Nail
ing Shingles ? 114
What Tools Are Best for Carpen
ter's Kit ? 53, 75
Wheeling Corrugating Company,
The July xiii
When Architect's Certificate Must
be in Writing 84
When Board of Health May Re
move Building 84
Which is Hotter, a Tin or Gravel
Roof? 223
White Pino Lumber, Stock of 144
White Pine Supply, Minnesota.... 43
Who Puts on the Iron Roof ?. . .309, 339
Why 17 and Pitch on Roof Give
Cuts of Rafters 53
W. I. C. Wire Stair Tread. The. Jan. xiv
Width of Shingles, The Best 252
Wife Against Contractor, Rights of. 84
Wilke Porcelain Refrigerators, The,

Sept. xiv
Wind Mills Sept. xiii
Window, Construction of Dormer
Door of 75
Window for a Circular Wall, Con
structing a Round 221
Window Frame for a Circular
Tower 129
Window Frame for Circular Tower,
Constructing a 115
Window Frame for a Circular
Wall, Constructing a 309
Window Frames and Sash, Smith's
Metal Mar. xiii
Window Frames, Sheet Metal.. Dec. xii
Window Hinge and Fastener,
Sensible Storm Oct. xiv
Window Lock, Combination. ..July xiii

Window, Niedermeyer's Fire Proof,
Dec xlv

Window, Sectional Drawing Want
ed of a Box Head 16
Window Shutters, Constructing In
side 273
Window Pocket Cutter and Pulley
Mortiser, Combination July xv
Winn's Ball Bearing Door Holder,

July xii
Wired Glass as a Fire Reslster. . . 244
Wire Glass, Fire Shutters of 332
Wire Nails, Cut and , 108
Wire Nails, Durability of 15
Wire Stair Tread, The W. I. C.Jan, xiv
Wood Carvers, Filipino 34
Wooden Houses, Brick versus SO
Wooden Roofs, Trusses for 108
Wood Filler, Liquid 180
Wood Floors, Finish for 224
Wood Pattern Making, Comments
on . . : 181
Wood Patterns, Making 19, 55,

81, 143, 197, 261, 287, 345
Wood Scraper, Universal July xii
Wood Trimmers, The Fox.... June xiv
Wood Trimmer, The Oliver... .May xlii
Wood Turning Lathe, An Indian.. 255
Wood Turning, The Art of. .10, 39,
72, 105, 136, 166, 189, 217, 246,

275, 302, 336
Wood Worker, Solid Frame Variety,

Mar. xiv
Wood Working for Beginners.... 144
Wood Working in the Philippines. . 157
Wood Working Shop, A Small 288
Wood Working Shop, Gas and Gas
oline Engines for 15
Wood Working Shop, Position of
Fuel Room in 266, 307
Wood Working Shops, Competition
in Small 99, 133, 161
Wood Working Shop, Small 16
Wood Work, Some Comments on
Interior 206
Wood, Xylosote Process of Pre
serving 31S
Worcester, Mass., A Modern Resi
dence at 123
Worcester, Mass., Brick and Frame
Residence at 267
Work. Architects' Charges for
Abandoned 246
Work, Cypress for Outside and
Inside 307, 339
Work on Buildings of the Pan-
American Exposition 34S
Working Rules for Carpenters in
London 218
Workmen, Liability for Injury to.. 344
Workmen, Untidy 234
Work, Value of Old and New 50
Writing. When Architect's Certifi
cate Must be in 84
Wrought Steel Safety Hasp. .. .Dec. xii

Xvlosote Process of Preserving
Wood 318 1

Yale Club House. The
Yankee Automatic Drills Nos. 41
and 42 Sept.
Yankee Screw Drivers Nos. 11 and
60 Dec :
Year Book of the Armour Institute
of Technology I
Young Men a Chance, Give the,

14, 54, 78,
Youngstown Iron & Steel Roofing
Company Oct.

Zinc, Paint for Galvanized Iron or..
Zinc. Shellac for Priming on

1*
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BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.
Est. 1863. Inc.1895.

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE FITCH SASH LOCKS
areaSecurityDe
vice;atonceSim
pleandDurable;,
Adjustingthe1
Sash;Prevent
ing Rattling;
Also Disfigure
mentof TopSash,byKeepingtheWin
dow" LockedorUn-,
locked."Send for*trial sample—free.Th»W.&E.T. Fitch Co.
NewHaven,Conn.

STURTEVANT
PLANING MILL
Exhaust Fans
HOT BLAST DRY KILNS,

for Drying Lumber, Staves and
other Materials.

Send for oar Catalogues and Prices.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON 34 Oliver Street.

Hnr Yobx-ISI LibertySt. Phiij 1MN.ThirdSt.
Oaseaoo—16S.CanalSt.Umdok—76QueenVtoteriaSt.

The Most Perfect Sound-Deadener.
Not amerefelt or paper,but a sort,quiltedcushionof minutedead-airspaces,Inwhichthesound-wavesareabsorbedandlost. A scientificandrationalnou-conductorof heator sound,Incomparablysuperior thetblu.densefeltsandpapers.Sendfora freesample; It'sanobjectlessonthatappealstoyourIntelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHINO AND DEADENING "QUILT."
SAnUEL CABOT, Sole manufacturer, - 67 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.

AQBNT8AT ALL CENTRALPOINTS.
Ala* Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shlng-le Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Staimley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.
THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E, ?5^JKSSVL^-"»?:*

! TOOLS
Squares, Levela, Steal Rules, Dlvid- a
era, Bevels. Nell Sets, Eto.
112PAGECATALOGUEFREE.

THE L. 8. VTARRETTCO., Box65, ATHOL,MASS. ^

Wehaverepresent
ativesandstocksof
floorsIn theleading

cities. Ask for ColoredFloor
PlatesandPrices.

PARQUET
FLOORS
OF FINEST WOODS.

PLAIN OK ORNAMENTAL,,
THICK OR THIN.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Manufacturers, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $ 1 O
MtlfltclS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Oars are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from our
•working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Pflila. & Boston Face Brick CO., Ill3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.
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The Chicago Building Outlook.

The principal topic of discussion in building circles in

Chicago the past few weeks has been the probable out

come of the present situation. Its phases have changed

many times since the trouble began, but at the hour of

going to press there seems to be a reasonable hope that

there will soon be an adjustment of the labor difficulties
which threaten to suspend building operations after De

cember 31. The Building Trades Council, composed of

representatives of the several workmen's unions, and the

Building Contractors' Council, composed of employers,

have at least reached a temporary understanding, both

sides having accepted a plan for the arbitration of imme

diate controversies by a joint committee of 14 members,

seven representing each body. The employers favored

the appointment of a permanent board of arbitration, to

consist of five members from each of these organiza

tions, with a judge of some local court as the eleventh

member, but the proposition was not regarded with fa

vor by the labor representatives. Even the attempt to

make a temporary adjustment of the controversy may

fail, as doubt is cast on the abandonment of the sympa

thetic strike, which is one of the leading contentions of

the employers. The situation is exasperating in the ex

treme to all interests connected with the Chicago building

trade. They observe an opportunity rapidly passing for

the transaction of profitable business, numerous enter

prises being blocked by the extreme position taken by

labor leaders. If exclusively Chicago interests were af
fected the matter, would not be so important, but the

baleful influence of this unfortunate state of affairs pro

jects itself far from that city.

Is Cost of Steel Checking Building ?

There has been a good deal of clamor in the news

papers about the alleged injury which high prices for

steel and materials generally were doing to the building

industry. Numerous instances have been cited of the

abandonment of projected undertakings on account of

advanced cost. It is probable that there have been many
such cases, but it is only fair to state that really, after

all. the advance in materials has not so enormously in

creased cost as many have been led to believe, and it is

an open question whether other more potent influences

are not more than offsetting what effect is undoubtedly

produced in some directions. First of all it needs only

mention of the fact to bring conviction that the demand

for steel for industrial structures, for shops, plants,
pow er houses, &c, has been enormous, and isgoiniron at
an extraordinary rate. 'J'he additions to old enterprises

and the construction of new manufacturing and munic

ipal plants in this country have shown no signs of fall
ing off. The volume of new business in this direction

is certainly large enough to more than counterbalance

any decline In the consumption for small incidental build

ings, in which every Item of cost must be closely scruti

nized in order to keep the total within predetermined

limits. It has been claimed—and these claims seem
plausible— that the high cost of steel must very seriously

affect, adversely, the consumption of materials In that

class of structures which may be designated as the mod

ern skyscraper. To begin with, it may be stated that the

experience in such cities as New York and Philadelphia,
with the amount of work constantly coming up in archi

tects' offices, does not bear out the fears expressed. The
fact is that the cost of the steel entering into large mod
ern office or dwelling structures is popularly much over

estimated. In an interview in the New York Times. J.
Mollis Wells gives an instance which Illustrates the
situation well. A year since his firm put up a building,
the cost of which figured down to about 32 cents per
cubic foot. He is now planning a structure almost ex
actly similar in size and construction, which at present
prices will cost only 2.2 cents per cubic foot more.
Another authority states that the value of steel in fire
proof apartments varies from 8 to 12 per cent, of the
total cost of the building, in oflice buildings from 8 to 15
per cent., and in commercial buildings from 10 to 15 per
cent Mr. Hill argues that since the cost of the building
is from one to two times the cost of the lot, therefore the
cost of the steel is in no case likely to exceed 7% per
cent of the total investment. In many Instances, of
course, it is very much less. These data explain to some
extent the fact to which we have alluded— that the
amount of work coming up in such important markets
like that of New York continues very large, and that
while the advance in the cost of material must have Its
effect, it is not by any means as far reaching and as gen
eral as many profess to believe.

A Feature of Skeleton Frame Construction.
Since the " skeleton frame " idea was introduced in
the construction of towering office buildings, business
blocks, &c, there have been developed many novel fea
tures in connection with the work of erection, not the
least important of which is the ability to carry on the
mason work simultaneously at different levels. This plan
has been In vogue in Chicago and New York for some
time, a recent notable instance being the office building
now in process of erection at the corner of Broadway and
Chambers street, this city, and known as the " Broad
way-Chambers." In this case after the stone work had
been carried up nearly two stories the brick work was
commenced at a higher level and the two carried forward
simultaneously. The first instance where this feature of
construction was adopted in Pittsburgh was in connec
tion with the 12-story structure now in process of erec
tion at Liberty avenue and Fifth street, estimated to
cost nearly $400,000. The ordinary time for the comple
tion of the masonry work of this building, according to
the estimate of the senior member of the firm having
the
'
contract, would be 70 days, but by going forward

with the stone work at the lower floors at the same time
that a force of bricklayers was at work at the upper
floors, just about half the time named, it was estimated,
would be saved. This, as may be readily inferred, is an
important consideration in the erection of lofty buildings,
and while the practice is not universal, the ability to
simultaneously carry on the mason work at different
levels is an advantage which, under pressure for time,
cannot be overestimated.

A Novel Apartment House.
The plans have recently been filed in this city for a
17-story apartment house, which, in design and ap
pointments, will be different from anything heretofore
put up in this vicinity, and probably unlike any building
intended for dwelling purposes now in this or any other
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country. It will be located on the corner of Fifth avenue
and Forty-fourth street, just across from Delmonico's, on
the one hand, and from Sherry's, both famous restau
rants, on the other. Perhaps the most novel portion of

the undertaking is that which embraces the co-operation

of the proprietors of Sherry's. The elevator shafts of the
new house will be sunk deep into the ground, so that
passengers at the low level will find themselves at the
■entranceto a tunnel extending under Fifth avenue and
-communicating with the system of elevators in Sherry's,

which will be remodeled so as to reach the tunnel en
trance. In this way the residents of the apartment house
■canby means of the underground passage reach the res
taurant and return to their rooms without the necessity
of going out of doors. It is stated that the tunnel will
be handsomely fitted up so as to make it an attractive
as well as a unique, passageway. The new apartment
house will be known as the " Narragansett," and In the
front of each of the 17 floors will be parlors and reception
rooms looking out upon Fifth avenue. Another feature
of the building will be a swimming tank of large area
and luxurious accessories.

Convention of American Institute of Architects.

The annual convention of the American Institute of
Architects, which was held in November in Pittsburgh,
Pa., was a most interesting affair. A large representa
tion was present, the deliberations and excursions of the
delegates extending over a period of four days, were
highly instructive, and the meeting was brought to a
close with a banquet given to the visiting architects by
the members of the Pittsburgh Chapter, at the Mononga-
hela House. A number of very interesting papers were
presented, these including among others: "Electricity in
Buildings," by E. R. Hill; "The Influence of the French
School of Design on Architecture in This Country," by A.
L. Brockway of New York, and R. A. Cram and H. L.
Warren of Boston; " The Legitimate Design for the Cas
ing of Steel Skeleton Structures," by C. H. Blackall of
Boston; " Architecture, the Sister Arts and Artistic
Trades," by L. T. Scofleld of Cleveland; " Sculpture in
Its Relation to Architecture," by William Ordway Part
ridge of New York; " Mural Painting in Its Relation to
Architecture," by E. E. Garnsey of New York; " The He
brew in Architecture," by J. W. Yost of Columbus; " The
Manufacture of Structural Steel," by F. L. Kindl of Pitts
burgh, Pa., and " Competitions," by Prof. William R.
Ware. These papers were discussed at considerable
length by the delegates present, and much valuable com
ment developed.
Various reports were presented, that of the Board of
Directors showing that 44 new members had been elected
during the past year, and that 20 applications were pend
ing. The secretary was Instructed to call, for publication,

for data of all important competitions held in this coun
try. It was voted that the institute should hold its con
vention in Washington every alternate year, and that city

was chosen for the next place of meeting, Cleveland be

ing a close second in the choice.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted

as follows: President, R. S. Peabody of Boston, Mass.;

first vice-president, W. S. Eames of St. Louis, Mo.; second
vice-president, Frank Miles Day of Philadelphia, Pa.;
secretary and treasurer, Glenn Brown of Washington,

D. C. Directors: Henry Van Brunt of Kansas City,
Mo.; James G. Hill of Washington, D. C, and Normand
S. Patton of Chicago, 111.

Commenting on the advance in prices of various

forms of building materials a late issue of The Lumber

man's Review says: " We have seen mill cull North

Carolina pine boards which sold hard one or two years
ago at $3 to $4 per 1000 move up until accumula
tions have been absorbed at a price quite uniformly

fixed at $8 f.o.b. cars at mills. Within a year spruce

lath have actually doubled in price on the New York
market, cargoes having sold as low as $1.45 in July and
August, 1898, while $3 has been the basis here for sev

eral weeks past. Buffalo, in her effort to secure an

adequate supply of lath with which to meet her imme

diate needs, has been going down into the Adirondack
country and shipping spruce lath by rail to the big

Lake Erie market, while Chicago cheerfully bids $4.50
per 1000 for a pine lath— admittedly inferior to spruce—

which was sold one year ago in that market at $1.50 for
straight cargoes and $1.25 for mixed white pine and
Norway."

A Model Town.

The owner of a coal tract near Pittsburgh is building

a model mining town, with the object of supplying to the

3000employees in the mines every benefit possible at the
most inexpensive cost. Each house, of brick and stone,

will stand on a quarter-acre lot, with flower beds and a
hedge in front. School buildings, reading room and club
house, churches and stores will be provided. In order to
prevent an unfortunate issue to the enterprise, such as
has befallen other undertakings started on similar lines,

it is arranged that the houses shall become the property

of the individual miners, and they are to run the settle
ment themselves, as in the case of other villages. The
stores are to be managed on the profit-sharing plan; club
and reading room membership will involve the payment
of dues, and the sale of liquor in or near the place will
be barred. The outcome of the scheme will be watched
with interest, in view of the fate which has overtaken
Pullman, Dolgeville and other model industrial towns,
managed on the " paternal " system.

Annual Dinner of the Builders' League.

The annual dinner of the Builders' League of New
York was given on the evening of December 2 at their
rooms in West 126th street. The affair was an enjoy
able one in every way, and those in attendance voted it
an entire success. In addition to the many speeches
there was music, both instrumental and vocal, while the
beautiful decorations added much to the charm of the
occasion." President John P. Leo was master of cere
monies, while Lewis H. Gentles and D. D. Lawson con
stituted the Dinner Committee, the decorations being In
charge of I. H. Bower.

Convention of Brick Manufacturers.

The Executive Committee, of which W. D. Richard
son is president and T. A. Randall secretary, announces
that the fourteenth annual convention of the National
Brick Manufacturers' Association will be held in the
city of Detroit. Mich., February 5 and 10, inclusive.
The headquarters of the convention will be at the
Hotel Cadillac.

A Modern Japanese Palace.

Chicago engineers are designing an earthquake proof
steel palace for the Crown Prince of Japan, for the con
struction of which the Japanese Government has appro
priated a sum of $3,000,000. Around a steel skeleton
will be built a house of granite and marble covering an
area of 270 x 400 feet, and rising to a hight of 60 feet,
which is designed to be the handsomest building of Its
kind in the Orient. American" steel construction, with
Its rigid elasticity, it is thought, will revolutonize the
building industry In Japan, where earthquakes have fre
quently destroyed structures supposedly solid. The new
palace will rest on 400 deeply anchored steel columns Im
bedded in concrete piers, and the constructing engineers
say the great pile will resist all shocks. The structural
steel will be supplied by a Pittsburgh firm. Charles M.
Wilkes of Chicago has been engaged to design an elab
orate heating and ventilating system for the building.
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RESIDENCE IN A CINCINNATI SUBURB.
THE

subject of our double half-tone supplemental
plate this month Is one of the many handsome resi

dences erected In the recent past in a subdivision of Mc
Gregor Park, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, Ohio. The de
sign possesses many features of interest, both as regards
its external treatment and the arrangement of the in
terior. One view afforded by our double plate represents
the completed structure, while the other shows the stair-

on all sides. The hight of the first story is 10 feet 0 Inches,
and that of the second story 10 feet. The first story Is
sheathed, papered and weather boarded on the outside, and
second story above the belt course is sheathed, papered
and covered with California red wood machine cut shin
gles. The gables are covered with patent wire lath,
which carries best Portland cement. The entire roof of
the house including the porches is sheathed with tongued
and grooved T-inch dressed flooring boards, these being
covered with Sackett's No. 2 building paper, and best
quality black Virginia slate, 9 x 18 inches, laid 7V6inchesto the weather. The hip and ridge roll are No. 26 gal
vanized iron. All the down spouts are Austin's patent
galvanized iron, size, 3V6x 4'; inches.

Front Elevation.-Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.—Bofinger ct Hopkins, Builders.

Section.—Scale, H
Inch to the Foot.

way and the mantel in the*main hall. Some of the more
notable features of construction and design are the wide
verandas, the rear one being inclosed in glass in winter

and used as a conservatory; the spaciousness of the
rooms, the laundry arrangement on the first floor and the
cement effects In the gables.
The cellar walls are IS Inches thick, 7 feet 6 inches
high from the footing course to the bottom of the first
floor Joists, and are laid up in blue faced rock range
work In regular courses of 5 and 6 Indies. The footings
of the cellar walls are 6 inches thick and project 6 Inches

The Interior of the house is divided into reception
hall, parlor, dining room, kitchen, pantry and laundry

on the first floor, three bedrooms, bath, servant's room

and den on the second floor. The third story is divided

into three large bedrooms, and is plastered and finished

complete. All lumber throughout, unless otherwise spec
ified, is well seasoned pine. The Joists of first, second

and attlck floors are 2 x 10 Inches, placed 16 inches on
centers, each tier having two rows of cross bridging.
Rafters are 2x6 inches, placed 16 inches on centers, well
spiked to 4 x 2 inch double wall plates. Ridge piece Is
2x8 inches; valley rafters, 2x8 Inches; tower rafters,
2x6 inches by 18 feet; Joists are tripled under sliding
doors. The entire trim, such as cornice, brackets, corner
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boards, Is of best quality white pine. The plastering is
three-coat work, the walls and ceilings of parlor, dining
room, front hall of first and second story, front bedroom

First Floor.

The cellar ceiling is plastered two coats. There is a cove
mold in first and second story hall, parlor, dining room,
front bed room, hall room in second story, bathroom
and room over dining room. The glass for the entire first
and second story is double strength French glass, ex
cepting the window on hall stairs, glass in front room
and side lights to front door and transom of front parlor
window, which are in simple design of leaded beveled
plate glass.
The main stairs, steps and risers, handrail, newels
and balusters are quartered oak. The inside woodwork

Attic, with Outline of Boot Flan.

SecondFloor.

Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

and bedroom over dining room are run with best quality throughout the house is finished with one coat of shellac
of sand finish under the float. The balance of the and two coats best copal varnish. The exterior wood-
house is finished white and gauged with plaster of parts. work Is painted three coats of white lead and oil, tinted
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Partial Elevation of Chim
ney.—Scale, H Inch to
the Foot.

Detail oCVerandaCornice.—
Scale,H Inch to theFoot.

Section throiurh Pedestal
of PorchColumnat B B.—
Scale, Inch to the Foot.

<

Sectionthrough Tower Cor
nice and Window Frame.
-Scale, H Inch to theFoot. Sectionot Porch

Scale,3Inches to the
Foot.

Detail of Front Porch.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.

Section through Center of
Left Side Bay-Scale, Ji
Inch to the Foot.
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Detail of Second-StoryFront Orna
mentalWlndow.-Scale, % Inch to
the Foot.

Half Elevation of Stair Window.—Scale,
H Inch to the Foot.

Horizontal Sectionthrough Win-T
dow Frame.—Scale,% Inch to
the Foot.

Section of 8tair Window on Line
A A.—Scale,a InchesitotheFoot. " pikt |

Detail of Front Door Stile
and Panel.—Scale, A
Inchesto the Foot.

Elevationof Second-StoryFront Ornamental
Window.—Scale,Hi Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Stair
Window.

Vertical Sectionthrough
Window Frame.

Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Half Elevation of Front Gab'e.- Scale,H 'nch to the Foot
SectionandHalf Inside andHalf OutsideElevationsof

Front Door.—Scale,MiInch to theFoot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.
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Partial Elevation of Window
Trim.—Scale,& Inch to the
Foot.

.StoolandApron for all
Windows.

Finish for Entire House.
Mold underSubsill of
Windows.
Scale,3 Inches to the Foot.

Elevationof Bracket
of Stair Bay—Scale,

Porch CorniceMold. K Inch to the Foot.

BRASSROLLERS"
ASOBRASSTRACK

ElevationandSectionof ChinaCloset.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Sectionof Panel and Rail of
First and Second Story
Doora.—Scale, 3 Inches to
the Foot.

2THICKNESSES1\

Bracketunder Rear Projection.—
Scale,H Inch to tho Foot.

Detail of OutsideCasingsfor Doors
and Windows of First Story.—
Scale,3Inches to the Foot.

Plan of ChinaCloset.—Scale,H Inch to theFoot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Residencein a Cincinnati Suburb,

Elevation of Door, ShowingTrim on
First and SecondFloors—Scale,H
Inch to theFoot.
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In different shades. All exterior galvanized iron and tin
work has two coats best metallic paint. The bathroom is
wainscoted with beaded and fluted yellow pine with
molded cap and floor strip, finished.
The plumbing is all open work. The bathroom has
marble top washstand, iron porcelain lined tub and ped
estal washout water closet, the latter resting on marble
floor slab, with necessary flush, supply and vent pipes.
The trimmings are nickel plated; the bathtub has plated
combination bath cock, waste and supply. The cellar is
divided in the center by a brick partition wall and con

tains necessary coal bins, vegetable cellar, water closet,-
&c. The entire house is heated by furnace and fitted with
electric bells and speaking tubes. Gas fixtures are of
handsome design, in cast brass, and mantels are all hard
wood with tile hearths, tile grates, overmantels, and
beveled mirrors.
Tins house was built by Bofinger & Hopkins, In their
subdivision of McGregor Park, for A. G. Bofinger,
in accordance with plans prepared under his personal
supervision by W. E. Nickels, architect, of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

BUILDING IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

IN
view of the relations existing between the United
States and the Philippine Islands It may not be with

out Interest to refer to some of the methods of construc
tion employed In building, particularly in the city of
Manila. To a recent issue of the Record and Qvide F. B.
Hlnchman contributes a valuable article on the subject,

from which we extract the following:
The buildings in Manila, excepting wooden sheds and
bamboo houses, may, from a structural standpoint, be
divided Into three classes. First, the solid masonry wall
construction with floors, either supported on masonry

arches or timbers. This class includes almost all
churches and ecclesiastical buildings and all important
buildings erected previous to the great earthquake of
18G3. In the second class, which includes the majority
of city residences and the better class of houses through
out the country, the walls up to the second tier of beams
are of masonry, of a local soft conglomerate, or of con
crete. The second tier of beams projects and carries
the frame second story and roof. The third class is the
system of construction in vogue at present, and is sup

posed to be earthquake proof. This system is par
ticularly interesting to an American architect, as it is
in principle practically the same as the skeleton struc
ture now in use for all the iron frame buildings in Amer

ica. While a discussion has recently arisen in New

York as to the invention of the system and the first build
ing constructed on this principle in this city, it may be
interesting to note that this style of construction has been

in use in Manila for 20 or 30 years.
Ancient Building*.

The ancient buildings which have survived to this day

are naturally the most interesting from every standpoint
of history, architecture and construction. The walls are
enormously thick, having been successfully built to

withstand earthquakes: they have also survived the
many disastrous fires that have, from time to time, swept
away whole sections of the city. With the exception of
the Cathedral, the Convent of St. Augustin and the old
Custom House, which are built of granite, most of the
old masonry is of the peculiar soft conglomerate. It Is
cut into blocks about 2 feet 6 inches long by 10 x 10, and
is readily hewn and fitted by means of a sharp hammer.
Walls of this stone are generally covered with a coat of
stucco. Heavy as is this style of construction, it is not
always proof against earthquake, and was abandoned In
favor of the new plan after the earthquake of 1863.
Some massive ruins in the walled city show the failure of
some buildings of this class, and great, indeed, must have
been the fall of them.
Buildings of the second or mixed plan of construction
were entirely of wood above the second tier of beams;
In fact the Spanish law at this time was amended so
that masonry walls, unless of excessive strength and
thickness, could only be carried to a hight of 5 m. The

frame of the upper part of the house was covered with
a single thickness of broad matched planks, and the roof
with broad overhanging eaves covered with heavy red
Spanish tiles or, more recently, prosaic corrugated iron,

unpalnted. The street fronts and rears of these houses,

on the second floor, are composed entirely of a series of

sliding sash, so arranged that one slides behind the other
until almost the entire front is open. The sash are about
3 feet 6 inches broad, and glazed with pieces of mother-
of-pearl about 3 inches square.

The Regulation Building.
In the construction of the regulation modern building
in Manila trenches about 2 feet deep and 2 feet 6 inches
wide are dug for the main walls and lines of columns
to rest upon. It may be said here that there are no cel
lars in Manila, for the ground is so low and the city so
cut up with tideways and streams that at a depth of 3
to 4 feet water is struck. These trenches are filled with
a footing course of the soft local stone, laid in a poor
quality of lime and cement mortar. At intervals of from
12 to 15 feet the upright columns are then erected. They
are about 10 x 10 feet. The lower part of the columns
extending from 8 to 10 feet is of an incomparable native
wood called Ypil, which will neither decay nor is eaten
by white ants. This is neatly fished and spliced by a
peculiar broken diagonal joint to the upper part of the
column, which is of wood similar in appearance and
almost as tough. Both of these woods look much like
light colored walnut The entire frame of the building
is constructed of these two varieties with some ma
hogany for floors, rails, &c. This distance from column
to column is spanned by two light girders (20 x 12 cm.)
pinned on either side of the column, the pin running
through the columns. Floor joists (20 x 12 cm. and
spaced 50 cm. on centers) rest upon the girders and sup
port the floor, which has to do duty often for the stor
age of considerable merchandise.
Both inside and outside walls and partitions are then
formed by cross timbering and bracing, the outside cur
tain walls being then built up in the cross timbering with
9 inches of very good quality of molded brick with
countersunk bed and top. Inside partitions are either
brick filled or boarded. The roof consists of a number of
primitive trusses with purlins, which are covered with
corrugated Iron, and the gable ends are also covered In
same manner. The eaves are made very broad and
ceiled on under side with galvanized iron with ornamental
designs cut out for ventilation. The ceilings of the house
are usually of painted and frescoed canvas, tacked to
under side of beams above. Windows are of the mother-
of-pearl glazed sliding variety, and the first floor win
dows protected by iron window guards let into the stout
structural frame.

Plumbing.
Plumbing from the American standpoint is an un
known art. A few buildings owned by Spaniards or
Englishmen have out of date washout closets improperly
connected and unvented, but this is a great improvement
on the average arrangement, which consists of an an
tique pan closet or more often of a hole leading most any
old place! A few of the main streets have been sewered
after a fashion by means of a brick arched, flat-bottomed
canal. Where the street had even this arrangement a
similar canal was constructed under the house and con
nected to the public sewer. In most cases, however, a
private cesspool was located somewhere on the premises,
while In the outlying bamboo districts, particularly the
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tough Tondo district, anything or nothing was provided.
The lack of proper sanitation is undoubtedly the cause
of much of the fever and the always prevalent small-pox.
With all these adverse conditions the salvation of
Manila as a habitable city is the water supply. All
parts of the city and even outlying districts are supplied
with fairly good water brought In through- cast iron
mains from a pumping station 12 miles away on the river
at San Tolan. All regularly constructed houses are
piped, and public hydrants provided at intervals at the
curb for the use of the general public. Fire hydrants
are also found at intervals, but the supply is hardly
adequate for this extra call, and the engines (such as they

are) are often forced to run lines to the neighboring

streams and tideways.

Native Construction.

The typical native construction which prevails

throughout the country, and as far as permitted in the

city, is worthy a passing glance. The frame of the

house Is entirely of bamboo, which is readily obtained

In any size required, up to pieces 40 feet long and 6 or 7

inches in diameter. It has, of course, but little strength
but answers perfectly for all requirements of the native

house. The corner posts and intermediate uprights sup

port the whole structure, the first and only floor rest

ing upon girts pinned to the uprights about 4 feet above

the ground. The joists are of 3-inch bamboo, and the

floor itself made of strips of split bamboo about 1 Inch

wide, and lashed tight together. This makes a rather

uneven and somewhat shaky floor, but has the advan

tage of allowing a free circulation of air. The roof con

sists of rafters resting on kingpost trusses. The open
ings are framed with bamboos, and lattice blinds swing
out from lashings at the top. The entire sides and roof
are usually thatched with dried palm leaves called
" nipa," which are neatly tied to slight bamboo cross
pieces which correspond precisely to " shingle strips."
The whole structure has the advantage of being cheap,
quickly constructed (in fact every Filipino is " his own
architect and builder "), and particularly well suited to
the climate. In the outlying districts some of the resi
dent Englishmen have lived in these houses by prefer
ence, making only slight modifications in construction.
As I have above mentioned, these cane houses were
built in all manner of possible and Impossible places in
and about the city, and notwithstanding the endeavors
of the building inspectors to limit their numbers, whole
settlements of these shacks sprang up during the winter
of 1898 and 1899.
When, at last, peace shall be established in Luzon,
and the various departments can be firmly and properly
organized, there should be a great opportunity for the
introduction of American specialties and methods. Iron
plumbing and drainage machinery and electrical plants,
to say nothing of railroads, will be all needed, and
needed at once, and the Filipino himself will not be be
hindhand in calling for them. No city could be more
prompt to respond to favorable conditions, and its vital
ity and possibilities are enormous. But half a chance Is
needed to give to trade and general Improvement such
an impetus that this part, at least, of the sleepy East
will see a growth, more solid, but as enlivening as the
boom of a mining town in " flush times."

THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— L
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

IN
resuming these papers on the Art of Wood Turning,
It Is intended to go more deeply into the subject

than was attempted in my former efforts and compila

tions, and to this end everything within reach relating

to the subject has been obtained, with a view of making

them as thorough and exhaustive as possible.

Wood turning seems to be an art which for some

cause or other has not awakened much activity on the
part of writers competent to discuss the subject with
that practical knowledge demanded where accuracy and

simplicity are the standards; and this condition, in a
great measure, accounts for the paucity of literature on

the subject. Apart from Holtzappel's excellent work,

there is nothing in the English language that may be
termed a " standard " on the subject, though there are

several In French and German, and it is my intention,

when suited to the purpose, to draw from these as well
as from English and American sources. Having said
this much by way of introduction, it will be in order to
attack the subject at large.
Before pretending to work wood, ivory or the metals,

it is necessary to have tools, the edge of which is suit
able to the material to be cut. I have given some Indi
cations in the former series of papers of what their an
gles ought to be, but as I proceed I will endeavor to
show what the exact angles of cutting tools ought to be
when certain meials are under manipulation; for, as
every turner knows, materials of different degrees of
hardness require tools of different angles to properly
work them. But whether or not a tool must have an
acute angle to cut wood or nearly a right angle to cut
brass, the angle must be truly acute or right— that is to
say, being given the point a of a tool. Fig. 1, the line 6 c
must be perfectly straight, and must not have the form
of (; d, Fig. 2. When the cutting angles of a tool become
rounded on the basil by repeated sharpening of other
wise it becomes almost useless, as it will be impossible
to make a clean cut with it, and pressure will have to be

applied to it to make it cut at all. This pressure will
Involve an unevenness and untruthfulness in the work,
which no amount of sandpapering or rasping will rectify,
and it will be impossible to properly finish and polish the
work. This defect in ordinary work will be very much mag
nified in spirals, spheres, oval and eccentric work. When
ever a cutting tool gets in a bad shape, no matter from
what cause, it should at once be ground to the required
angle on a suitable grindstone, either turned by an as
sistant or by other power. When a tool possesses the
proper basil, and it is properly sharpened, there will be
no difficulty whatever in keeping it up to its work; In
deed, the moment the tool is presented to the work it
will require considerable skill on the part of the operator
to prevent its cutting more than was Intended, but un
der proper conditions it will slide along the work grace
fully and with ease and perform its duties in a master
ful manner. This is a necessary condition, particularly
in delicate objects, when an effort must not be made
from the shoulders, but by a light pressure of the wrist.
A workman is master of his tool and his work when
the former cuts well, and, moreover, he never tires of
using the tool, whereas, on the other hand, a badly-
sharpened tool tires and disgusts the operator, and spoils
the work; it therefore pays from every point of view to
have it sharp.
Among the many appliances required for doing orna
mental turned or lathe work is a complete solid slide
rest. These may be obtained from any of the manu
facturers of lathes whose advertisements appear in
Carpentry and Building, but if expense is not an objec
tion it would be much better to purchase a lathe com
plete with iron bed, face plates and such other attach
ments as usually go with a so-called fully equipped
wood turning lathe with a slide rest. For the turning
of delicate objects, the workman should be prepared to
make the most of the odd tools and chucks which he
will And necessary in executing ornamental work. He
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must also cultivate the greatest amount of lightness of
band in order to obtain the best results. A slide rest Is
very useful in turning eccentric pieces, or such as pre
sent spaces, because the tool can be made to advance the
-distance absolutely necessary to cut well without fear
of catching or breaking it. Slide rests for wood are
not often found in the market, but in order that my read
ers may possess one if they so desire I submit diagrams
from which they may be made to flt the lathe they may
already own. This rest is quite portable and can be
made adaptable to almost any ordinary lathe. By the
examination of Figs. 3 and 4 the manner in which it is
made may be readily understood. It is composed of a
sole, A, of cast iron, of a brass wheel, B, resting free
to revolve and held by a central pivot on the sole A. An
endless screw, C, causes the wheel B to move, and this
puts In motion every part of the slide rest fixed above.
On the wheel B two quite different portions are fitted.
One, D, is a slide which holds a saddle, E, which can
receive at will one or two sliding pieces—either one with
a tool holder or one with a small mandrel destined to
turn at great speed for engine-turning. The other por
tion, H, Figs. 5 and 6, is put in place of the first. Drawn
round by the wheel's movement, it describes round the
point I a circle, of which the radius is 10 cm. (3.9+inches),
which allows a sphere of 20 cm. (about 7.9 inches) to be
turned. One of the sliding pieces can then be replaced

geared connection drives the pulley mounted on the spin
dle or mandrel D, which turns in its frame at the ex

treme end of the bed of the lathe, and the poppet head
E, which occupies a similar position near the other end
of the bed. The mandrel has a protruding screw at the
working end, so as to receive chucks of various forms,

and has been fully described in previous papers, G
showing a common hand rest which is used in some of
its modifications for ordinary turning. So far we have
the lathe in its simplest form; but for special and orna
mental work the character of the lathe and Its attach
ments must be greatly changed. The slide rest already

described and shown at H becomes a very Important
factor, for with such a rest work revolving in the lathe
can be cut and worked on the face, at the side, or at any
angle between the two, and any number of circles of any
fixed depth, and at any required distance from each
other, may be produced with unfailing regularity, as the
rest holds the tool wherever it is wanted. It now re
mains to explain how the work is held in place. Read
ers are referred to previous issues for a fuller descrip
tion of the forked chuck F, which, with the end of the
fixed point or center in the tail block or poppet head E,

sustains long pieces. To turn ornamental face work.

SI*, l. —Correct Fig. 2.-Inrorrect
Shape of Point Shapeor Point,

of Tool.
Fig. 5.—Another View of Slide Rest.

Fi(r. 3.—Front View of Slide Rest.
Fig. 8.—Plan View of Slide Rest Shown in

Fi(f. 5. Fig 7—Turning a Sphere in Hard Wood.

The Art of Wood Turning.

by the other on either of the sides, and after having

roughly shaped a sphere in hard wood, similar to Figs.

7 and 8, by the regular turning tools, It can be engine

turned without unchucking it. All the slides and guides
are divided into fractions of an inch, the guides carrying

spring Index pointers, which render the slightest advance

of the tool visible. Any workman acquainted with the
construction of an ordinary slide rest will readily under
stand the construction of the one presented.

Perhaps, before proceeding further, it may be as

well to describe what is generally termed by ornamental
turners " an overhead lathe "—that is, a lathe having a

shaft and pulleys hanging over the lathe, but In a line

with the beams of the lathe, as shown In Fig. 9. It is
not necessary that the upper shaft and pulleys should be

a part of the lathe itself, as these may be hung from the

ceiling of the workshop, or be swung on separate up

rights, but It is essential that this upper work be in di

rect line and parallel to the two centers of the lathe.

The lathe shown In Fig. 9 is fully equipped for per
forming almost any kind of ornamental work, when the

centers of revolution are fixed on one straight line, and
disregarding secondary features, such as the large wheel

outside the framing and all the arrangement of the top,
parts of which will be dealt with later on. We find that
the essential parts of a lathe—every lathe—are first the
fly wheel A, with its axle and crank, B, set in motion
by the treadle C, which by means of a belt, band or

hollow work, fancy work, or work out of the ordinary
line, a number of chucks will be required, but they form,
after all, only three or four groups; the ordinary ones
have been well described and illustrated, and from these
the workman may be able to form others that will an
swer for many special purposes, but when a large num
ber of articles are to be turned in some special form or
shape it is always best to make special chucks for the
purpose, as they save time and insure uniformity. In
addition to chucks for holding work, there must be
chucks for holding tools, such as drill chucks, chuck and
mandrel for small circular saw, &c. A small circular
saw attachment to the lathe will be found very useful,
both for cutting up stuff and for doing certain kinds of
ornamentation. It should have a small table over it
which could be raised or lowered as desired, allowing
the saw to appear through it to a hight of one, two or
more inches, as the case may be. On this table should
be a gauge or guide made in such a manner that it can
be set parallel with the saw, or at any angle to it. For
cutting up hard wood, bone and ivory for turning the
circular saw is invaluable, and the workman will find
it extremely useful in cutting miters or any other nice
work.
Thus far I have dealt with chucks intended for con
centric work only, but it is frequently necessary to work
out of the center; for insance, suppose a number of ori
fices have to be cut in a tray, disk, or any other piece of
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work at given distances around the center, it is obvious
that the work must be made to revolve on a false cen
ter, in order to produce the work, or the orifices must

be made by a tool revolving independently of the cen
ter of the disk or plate. The necessary arrangement for
this work may be made by the eccentric chuck shown in
Fig. 10, in which a is a socket for screwing to the man
drel; 6 6, the chuck formed in the same piece with the

socket o; in front of the chuck is a dovetailed groove,

formed by two pieces, d d, screwed to the chuck; in this
groove is fitted a slide, e e, to which a center pin is
fixed, and a circle, f, fitted to the center pin so as to

turn round freely. A screw, g, projects in front of the
circle for fixing chucks thereto. A screw, k, allows the
slides to be gradually moved in the groove, but retains

it firmly in the position in which it is placed. By means

of this screw the center pin of the circle f can be made
to coincide with the line of the mandrel, or it can be set
with any degree of eccentricity from the mandrel, as

this seemingly impossible feat is achieved by making
use of an elliptical chuck, which will now be described.

Effect of the Increased Cost of Building.

Apropos of the great advance in price of about every

kind of material entering into the construction of a build
ing, the following views of one who has been associated
with the erection of some of the towering office build
ings in this city may prove interesting:
I figure the general increase in the cost of an average
building to-day as about 40 per cent. The general pub
lic will understand better if it is put this way: A build
ing that could have gone up last year for $200,000would
cost to-day $280,000. I was talking to the president of
a large iron concern to-day, and he tells me that the price
of iron is just double what It was a year ago. An advance
of 120 per cent, is seen in fancy scroll work over the
price 12 months ago. Those figures ought to explain the
situation, but there are other things to be considered. A
year ago I could go to the mills and order 1000 tons of
beams, and they would deliver them to me whenever 1
wanted them. To-day they won't guarantee delivery.
Now, as to the question of the ultimate effect of thia
increased cost of building: If the conservative operator

Fig. 8—Plan View of Tool Shown in Fig. 7.

A„

Fin. 9.—General View of an " Overhead Lathe." Fig. 10—Face anij Enil Views of Eeeenlric Chuck.
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shown in the illustration by the difference of the lines
shown at a and g. The circle Is divided around the edge
with equidistant notches or teeth; and a dog or catch,

h, is fitted on the slides by a center screw, and has a lip

which can be inserted into any of the teeth or notches at
pleasure, so as to prevent the circle from turning round
upon its own center pin. The work which is fixed to the

screw g will evidently turn round with the mandrel.
Now when this chuck is screwed to the mandrel by the
Internal screw at a, the screw fc is turned until g Is
brought exactly into the line of the mandrel.
From this it is quite evident that If the slide of the
eccentric chuck be drawn out 1 inch and the lathe set
in motion, a tool presented to the work will strike a cir
cle 1 inch out of the center of the work, the diameter
of the work depending entirely on the position of the
tool; then if the circular plate be turned, say half round,
another circle will be struck also precisely 1 inch out
of the center, but on the opposite side; and by turning

the plate f a quarter, an eighth, or only a sixteenth of
Its circumference round each time, four, eight or sixteen

circles will be struck all in a ring, 1 inch from the center.
In short, by drawing out the slide a smaller or a greater
distance, any circle or hole may be cut at that distance
from the center of the work.
This is eccentric, but it is still circular work. Yet the
lathe will produce oval or elliptical work as well, and

stops to think it seems to me the question answers It
self. Building Is certainly going to stop for the next
year—of course, not absolutely— but it will not be In pro
portion to what other conditions would seem to justify.
Rents have decreased for the last four years, and they -
are to-day fully, 30 per cent. lower than they were. It is
true that there has been a slight advance this season,
owing to greater demand, but it will take a long time he-
fore they get back to the normal status, and they will
have to get beyond that to make investment in building,
at present prices, pay.
There are three ways in which things will equalize
themselves. Material will eventually come down to a.
basis of safe calculation. 1 do not mean that building
material is ever going to be as cheap as it has been in the
past, but there will be a more uniform standard of price.
Then rents will go up to a point where they will almost
meet the increased cost of construction. Last, investors
will have to be satisfied with a lower rate of interest.
When things arc equalized, then will come a building
boom in large proportions. It will probably take t-wo
years, and It is certainly not on now. The figures of the
building records are misleading, because they do not take
into account the increased cost of materials; and "while
they give the number of buildings planned, they of
course convey no idea of the projects that have been
abandoned.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Polygon*) and a Six-Sided Tower.

From R J. H., Chicago. Ill —Replying to the inquiries
of " A. S. W.," Shawnee, \V. Va., in the December issue,
I offer some comments which may be of interest. Refer
ring to the sketches inclosed, Fig. 1 describes a short and

■easymethod of laying out polygons. Scribe a circle;

draw the diameter A R and divide it into as many equal
parts as the polygon is to have sides -in this case six.
From A to B with radius A B describe arcs meeting at
iS. T>raw a lice passing through the second division and

cutting the circle in the point D. Draw D B. which will
give one side of the polygon; then lay off E, F and G.
Join these points, which completes the operation. Any
polygon can be drawn by dividing the diameter into as
many parts as the polygon has sides. Always draw the

line C D through the second division, as shown.
In framing towers I nave used the simple plan as rep
resented in Fig. 2 of the sketches, where A B represents
the hip rafter, C D the common rafter and E F the jack
rafter. To obtain my lengths I lay off to some definite
scale, in the present instance Vi inch to the foot. By

cut off at A, so that the length from A to B would have
to be subtracted from the lengths as given in connection
with Fig. 2. If the rafter projects over the plate, strike
the line tor the face of the plate from the point C where
the rafter would cut on the line, as represented by 0 D If
it cut flush with the plate.

Hollow Walls and Brick Veneer.
From F. A. H., Altoona, Pa—In answer to " C. H. M."
of Perry, Okla., I beg to offer a few suggestions with re
gard to hollow walls and brick veneer. In hollow wall
construction the outside and Inside walls are often made
of even thickness, although if any difference exists the
outside wall should be the thicker. There should also b»

Fig\ 1.—Methodof Laying Out
a Polygon.

FIr. 3.—Mithoil of (Jetting Length of
Rafter whenKidgeM ck is Involved

Fig. £ -Diagram Shiwlnir Method of Framing a Six-Sided
Tower.—Scale,y\ Inch to the Foot.

Polygons and Framing a Six-Sided Tower.

base measure from A to B, the center of the polygon, is
T>feet, and the vertical is 10 feet 10 inches. I take the
square and measure the hypotenuse 5 2-12 inches into
10 10-12inches, which gives the length of the hip, 12 feet.
The common rafter is 4 feet 6 inches on the line C D.
The vertical is 10 feet 10 inches. Measure the hypot
enuse, which gives a length of 11 feet 9 inches. Now the
jack E F as laid off on the base is 2 feet 2 inches and its
vertical is 5 feet 0 inches where it meets the hip. Meas
ure the hypotenuse on the square the same as other raft
ers, which gives its length 5 feet V/> inches. All these
lengths are on the center of the rafter from face of plate
to the highest point the pitch line would meet. The cuts
•of the different rafters are as shown on the square. The
back cut of the rafter E F at F Is easily obtained by set
ting the bevel square to the acute angle I G H. In Fig.
3 Is shown the method of getting correct lengths where
the ridge block is to be counted, also when the rafter pro
jects over the plate. The hip and common rafters would

not less than a 2-inch air space in hollow walls. Dead
air Is all right for hollow walls, as it is not absolutely

necessary to have them ventilated, although some do ven

tilate them. In building a hollow wall with a 4-lnch
outer wall and a 4-inch wall with a 2-inch air space a

metal tie must be used. A Morse tie for hollow walls
Is found to give very good results, and these should be
spaced every 24 Inches and placed in every fourth course
of brick. They should be dipped in hot asphalt before
being put in place in order to keep them from rusting. In
planning a brick veneered building there should be 0
Inches allowed outside of the rough frame—1 Inch for
boarding, 1 inch for air space and 4 inches for veneer.
The stone or brick foundation ought to project far
enough beyond the veneer to well support it. Care must
be taken to construct the frame in the best and most sub
stantial manner, and the timber used in framing should

be extra heavy, for It must be remembered that the brick
veneer carries absolutely no part of the Inside construe
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tlon, and, in fact, has to be tied to the wood frame for
support. After the framing is up it should be sheathed
diagonally, and then covered with tarred felt. All the
framing timber, particularly the sills, &c, should be as
dry as possible. The frame should be perfectly plumb
and straight, for if otherwise the brick veneer will not
lay up properly. Brick can be tied to the sheathing most
satisfactorily by the use of what is known as the
Morse wire tie for veneer work. The ties should be
placed on every other brick in every fifth course of
brick work. The air space in veneered walls should have
ventilation on account of the wood work. When the first
story is brick veneer and the second story shingles it is
necessary to fur out even with the brick when we come
to the second story. This can then be shingled, as we
usually do it with a small cyma-recta or crown mold, and
a fascia springing the first few courses of shingles. If
" C. H. M." wants further help in the matter he can
secure It, such as it is, by making his wants known
through the columns of the paper.

Finding tbe Number of Shingles Required for a Roof
of Any Size.

From G. W. N., Norristowii, Pa.—As I am a young chip
and a reader of Carpentry and Building, I would like to
see published in an early issue a rule that will enable me
to ascertain the amount of shingles required for a roof of
any dimensions.

Answer— A very interesting reply to this inquiry will
be found in the communication presented below, which
came to hand about the same time our correspondent's
letter was received.
From Frederick Reissmann, Foreman V. 8. Military
Academy, West Point, N. Y.—The other day a young car
penter requested me to tell him how many shingles were
required to the square foot, if laid 4 Inches, 4% Inches or
5 inches to the weather. I explained to him the method,
with which he seemed to be greatly pleased, stating at
the same time that several carpenters with whom he had
been working had informed him that 1000 shingles were
required for every 100 square feet of roof surface, or 10
shingles to tbe square foot. Thinking that perhaps a
number of the younger readers of Carpentry and Build
ing may be interested in the same subject, I will en
deavor to explain the method of obtaining the exact
number of shingles required for any size roof.
Shingles are commonly laid 4, 4% and 5 Inches to the
weather, so if a 4-inch shingle be laid 4 inches to the
weather, 4 x 4 or 16 square inches will be exposed; if
laid 4% Inches to the weather, 4 x 4% or 18 square inches
will be exposed, and if laid 5 inches 4 x 5 or 20 square
inches will be exposed. Perhaps some of the readers
may claim that this is wrong, as shingles are of differ
ent widths, and in a number of cases are wider than 4
Inches. In order to explain this I will state that a bun
dle of shingles if taken apart and the shingles laid close
ly together lengthwise, irrespective of width, will cover
exactly 1000 lineal Inches. Dividing this number by 4
will give 250 shingles each 4 inches wide, the contents of
one bundle. Wishing to know how many shingles are
required to a square foot of surface, we simply multi
ply 12 x 12 Inches, which is equivalent to 144 inches. If
the shingles are to be laid 4 Inches to the weather we di
vide 144 by 16, which equals 9 shingles to the square
foot, or 900 shingles to every 100 square feet. If the
shingles are to be exposed 4% Inches to the weather, we
divide 144 by 18, which equals 8 shingles to the square
foot, or 800 shingles to every 100 square feet of roof sur
face. If the shingles are to be laid 5 inches to the
weather, we divide 144 by 20, which equals 7 2-5 shingles
to the square foot, or 725 shingles to every 100 square
feet of roof surface.
To illustrate this more clearly, we will suppose that
a roof Is 120 feet, and the full length of the rafters, or
width of roof, is 27 feet. Now multiplying 120 by 27
will give the number of square feet for one side of the
roof, but for shingling both sides It Is necessary to ob

tain double the amount. We therefore multiply the

length of roof by twice the length of rafters— namely,

120 by 54, which is equivalent to G480square feet of roof

surface to be covered with shingles. Now if the shingles
are to be exposed 4 inches to the weather, we multiply

6480 by 9, which equals 58,320 shingles. If the shingles
are to be exposed 4% inches to the weather, we multiply

6480 by 8, which equals 51,840 shingles, while if the
shingles are to be laid 5 inches to the weather, we multi
ply 6480 by 7 2-5, which gives 47,925 shingles.

An extra allowance of shingles in addition to the above

amounts will have to be made for the bottom row, which
is always doubled. This is very easily obtained by simply

dividing twice the length of the roof by the width of one

shingle, 4 inches, or one-third of a foot, which would be
equivalent to 720 additional shingles. This added to any
one of the three amounts given above, makes the actual

number of shingles required. No doubt some carpenter

will say that I have made no allowance for the projec
tion of shingles on the eaves and gable ends, but this is
fully covered by the last upper row of shingles, which
generally runs within 10 inches of the ridge board, and

is covered by the roof saddle.
When using first-class shingles there Is of course lit
tle waste, and one or two extra bunches in addition to

the above estimate will be sufficient to make up for the
waste. If, however, an inferior grade of shingles Is
used, it Is always better to add from four to five per

cent. In order to make up for waste and poor shingles. I
have also noted that a good many carpenters are in the

habit of laying shingles close together, which I believe
is wrong, except where the shingles are green, and will
shrink, but in most cases the shingles are pretty well
seasoned when bought and as a rule when laid close to
gether I observe that after the first heavy rain the shin
gles commence to swell, and, as there is no room for them

to spread, the result is they climb up in the center and

withdraw and loosen the nails or else pull away alto

gether from the nails, thereby causing a leaky roof. In
my opinion all shingles which are seasoned should be
laid ^4or % inch apart in order to insure a good job.
Another good idea, according to my Judment, is to give

every new roof a coat of roof paint (Prince Metallic),

which Is very cheap, and lengthens the life of a shingle
roof several years.

Give the Tonne Hen a Chance.

From C. W. P.., Reading, Pa.— I shall be glad to have
the editor publish the following in the next number of
the paper so that it may reach the eyes of those boss

carpenters who do not give their young and ambitions

men a chance to advance themselves in the way of hand

ling drawings. They say they have no one whom they

can send out to take charge of work. Now I think It is
all their own fault, as there are not nine out of ten boss
carpenters In the business but have In their employ sev
eral young men who would like to advance themselves
In this way if they were only given the opportunity. I
think they should take their young men, one after tbe
other, and give them a drawing— not too complicated to-

start with— and keep them at it until they had mastered
it, helping them whenever they need help, and in a short
time there will be plenty of men who can be sent any
where and take charge of work. The lack of this is
something I see every day, and I would like myself to
take charge of a job once, just to get a more practical
knowledge of taking off measurements from a blue print.
If the boss carpenters would only do this I am sure we
would not have so many Inferior mechanics as we have
to-day. It is a matter which I do not consider out of
place in the Correspondence department, and I hope that
others who are Interested will take up the subject and
express their views for the good of all.

Suspension Hrldge of Fifty Feet Span.
From F. R., Coalville, Utah.—I have been a reader of
Carpentry and Building for a year and cannot estimate
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Us value. I write to ask of some of the readers of the
paper as to the proper size of timbers to use in a suspen
sion bridge of 50 feet span and a width of 16 feet, to be
constructed on a county road. I refer especially to the
stringers, top braces and sub-braces; also diameter of
the iron rods necessary to employ. I hope to get the ideas
of some of those who have had more experience in this
line of work than myself.

Framing for an Open Fire Place.
From C. T. B., Philadelphia, Pa—Will some of the
readers please inform me how they would construct an
open fire place in a frame house? I send a sketch indl-

Framing for an Open Fire Place.

eating my idea of the general arrangement, and would
like to know if it is the right way to do the work.
Note.—This question affords an excellent opportunity
for our readers to express their views, and we submit it
to them for discussion.

Gas and Gasoline Engines for Wood Working Shop.

From J. S. M., Beaver Falls, Pa —Noting the inquiry
in a recent issue from a correspondent regarding experi
ence with gas, gasoline or kerosene engines for light
work, we beg to say that we have been running our mill,

having ten machines, for 18 months, with a Champion
16 horse-power engine, made in this place. Our gas bills
average about $4 per month, varying with the amount of
work. Water costs us $5 per year. Our insurance rate

was 8 per cent, with steam engine, but it is now 3 per

cent During 18 months' operation we have put In one

new tube to replace one burned out, costing $2; other
wise we have not expended one cent for repairs. We
consider it the safest, best and cheapest power for a small
mill, and would state that it has more than fulfilled our
expectations in every respect.

From H. W. H., Unionville, Conn.—In the December
number of the paper I noticed an inquiry from " E. S.,"
Ithaca, N. Y., about power for small shop. In reply I
would say that I have used a Fairbanks-Morse gasoline
engine for a number of years and think it Is about per
fection. In size it is a 5 horse-power, and I have often
started it in half a minute, when it is then ready to

work. I consider it perfectly safe, as I use an electric
igniter, and there is no open flame, all combustion being

inside of the cylinder. There are no ashes and no smoke;

the engine is perfectly regulated and, in my opinion, It

is the cheapest power, as you only pay for just what you

use.

The India Oil Stone.
From G. J. S., MilUrsburg, Iowa.—l have been taking
Carpentry and Building for a number of years, and am
well pleased with it. I have been much interested in the
articles entitled " Requisites of An Oil Stone," which

have appeared in the Correspondence columns, and with

the Editor's permission I would like to make a few re
marks in behalf of India oil stones. About four months

ago I purchased of William P. Walters' Sons, Philadel
phia, Pa., three of the corundum, or so-called " India "

oil stones, of the following kinds; Fine, medium and

coarse, of the size of 1 x 2 x 8. For general work I use
the medium stone, but If the tool is very dull or nicked I
use the coarse stone and finish on the medium one. Or

If I want a very keen edge I finish on the fine stone.
For general purposes, however, the medium stone Is all
right. After bringing the tool to an edge I give h. a few
strokes lengthwise of the grain on a soft pine board.

According to my experience with the India oil stone, it

should be kept in a moistened condition. I have mine
mounted in a wood case, padded with felt to hold the

moisture. I use plenty of kerosene, and keep the stone
clean. I would further say that 1 have been using oil
stones for 15 years, including most of those mentioned by
" H. T. F." of Ontario in the October number of the
paper. I would rather use the India stone, however, as
I can put a tool in working condition very much quicker
than with any other oil stone.

I think that the article in the November issue, en
titled " How to Select and Use Oil Stones," is very

good, and worthy of close study.

I»u nihility of Wire Nails.

From S. F. B., Wellington, Ohio.—As showing the effect

of the weather upon wire nails I send a few samples
with pieces of the shingles through which they were

driven. The shingles were laid four years ago on a shed,

and now they are nearly all off, every strong wind send

ing them flying. One roof which was put on a black

smith's shop three years ago has just been renailed all

over. The wire nails In my estimation are no good on

earth, the steel cut nails are not must better, but the

good old Iron nails are better than either.

Note.—The samples forwarded by our correspondent

consist of a few small pieces of shingles in which ap

pear what remains of the nails used in fastening them

to the roof. The remnants of the nails are deeply rusted

and measure from % to % of an inch in length. Their

appearance would seem to bear out the Impression that

they were of short life.

Repalrlne Leak}' Hoofs.

From S. A. W., Havelock, Neb.—I am a reader of Car
pentry and Building, and take interest in the Correspond

ence department. I notice a good many questions with
regard to repairing leaky roofs, and I send inclosed
sketches of a shingle hook which I had made for the pur

pose of repairing old roofs. I took an old buggy spring

Plan V/ew

J*
s/de View

Repairing Leaky Roofs.

1% inches wide and 3-16 inch thick, and cut notches
in

it to fit a three-penny nail. I welded on ^Inch round Iron
for the handle, which gave a tool with which one can

patch twice as fast as without it. The sketches which I
send show plan and side views.

Drawings for a Coal Shed.

From W. E. M., Champaign, III—Will some of the
readers of the Correspondence Department furnish for

publication a plan and elevation of a coal shed, dump

and screen? Details regarding size of timber, method

of framing, &c, will be welcome. Many years ago I
saw such sheds along the line of the New York, Lake

Erie & Western Railroad, and am now desirous of se

curing drawings of such structures.

Design Wanted for Stone and Frame Barn.

From D. S., Belmont, Manitoba.— I am interested in
barn construction and would like to see published plans

for a structure 44 x 64 feet in size with eight feet of the

first story of stone. The barns usually built around here

have stone for the first story, which is used for stabling

horses and cattle, and on top of this is the frame con

struction. In the barn in question there should be one

row of stalls for horses and two rows for cattle, the

horses to be separated from the cattle by a partition. I
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would like very much to bav< an expression of opinion

as to the easiest way of laying out the stalls for the

cattle and horses and the most convenient way for tying

the cattle—that is, what method is considered the best

for the purpose. I have no doubt that many readers of
the paper have had experience in this direction, ana

what they might be able to furnish would be interesting

not alone to myself, but to a host of others. The subject

Is one which might be discussed with profit and I hope

that many opinions will be published.

Trouble with a Smoky Chimney.

From C. H. R., La Grange, III.—I submit herewith a
sketch of a galvanized iron chimney top, which I would
commend to the attention of

"'W. B. B.," Ansonia, who

Trouble With a iimoky Chimney.

asked a short time ago for a remedy for his smoky
chimney. I have had perfect success with this top and
heartily indorse it, as the wind does not affect it.

Filing a Rip Saw.
From F. R., Coalville, Utah.—In a recent issue " E. H.
A.," Pulaski, N. Y., asked for the proper way to file a rip
saw. I suppose he means a hand saw. This subject has
been discussed to my satisfaction before, but for his bene
fit I will just explain how I file a rip saw. In the first
place after setting I note if all the teeth have a good face.
If not, I go over them, filing the front of the teeth and
filing from both sides, giving the same number of strokes
to each tooth. I find this a great help in keeping the
teeth all the same size. Then I finish by filing the back
cf the teeth, filing as square across the saw as possible.
In my judgment it is immaterial at which end one com
mences to file. I always keep my saws rather full in the
middle, not allowing them to get hollow through the use
of some teeth more than others. I file a saw as if every
tooth had to be used. 1 find this method of filing gives
good results with Oregon and such native lumber as we
have in this State. I will also say that when I retouch
a saw when it has plenty of set I file on the back of the
tooth.

way will cut from 1% to 2fa iuches at each stroke in

%-inch lumber. Never attempt to saw through a knot

with a saw filed this way, as it feeds too fast, but use a

cross cut saw. I have yet to hud a saw that beats mine
in cutting.

Paint for Galvanized Iron or Zinc.

From Seyon, Portsmouth, Va.—ln answer to " J. A.
N.," New Hampshire, who inquires in the May issue, I
would say that paint does not adhere well to new galva

nized iron or jsinc, but after four to six years' exposure

it will readily take paint. For making paint adhere to
new galvanized iron, Trautwine gives the following:

Take 1 part chloride of copper, 1 part nitrate of copper

and 1 part of sal ammoniac. Dissolve in 64 parts of

water: then add 1 part of commercial hydrochloric acid.

Brush the zinc with this solution, which dries within

24 hours. The zinc turns black and may then be

painted. Repainting every three or four years Is suf

ficient afterward.

Sectional Drawing Wanted of a Box Head Window.

From Zirp, Baltimore, Md.—l would like to know if
some one will do me the favor to furnish for publication
a drawing of a section (perpendicular) through a box

head window, where both sash are to slide up into the

boxing. I send a sketch showing the story in which the

Sectional Drawing Wanted of a Bo.r Head Window.

From J. P. C, Jefferson, Col.—I would suggest to " B.
•H. A.," Pulaski, N. Y., whose inquiry appears In the De
cember issue of the paper, that he use a 28-inch rip saw.
Joint it with an old file, then put it in clamp, with the
point to his left hand, if he is a right handed man, and
starting at the point file each tooth until it comes to a
point, and all from one side. Give the teeth " hook "

enough so that if a try square were applied the front of
the teeth will be at right angles with the saw. For an
eight-tooth saw use a 5-inch slim taper file. Hold the
file square across the saw and level. A saw filed in this

window is located, together with a portion of the roof
and cornice immediately above. The roof is of a pitch of
45 degrees, the sill of the window Is 14 inches from the
floor, and from the floor to the ceiling is 9 feet. The cor
nice projection is 1 foot 10 inches, the joist are 2 x lO
inches, the plastering 1 inch, and the flooring 1 inch. The
top sash is 2 feet and the lower sash 4 feet.

Small Wood Working Shop.
Last month we presented in this department a very-
interesting account of a small wood working shop con-
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tributed by " F. B. E.," Bennington, Vt., the matter be
ing illustrated by means of plans and elevations. In
making the engravings from the sketches furnished by
our correspondent the names of the machines with which
the shop was equipped and referred to by numbers on the
floor plans were Inadvertently omitted. In order, there
fore, that the description may be complete the floor plans
are repeated in this issue and the names of the machines
given, so that our readers may fully understand the

gests for use in the construction of the shop, trusses
similar to the one contributed by " K. M. B." of Alliance,
Ohio, in the July issue of Carpentry and Building for last
year.

From C. H., Boirmanville, Ontario —I have to thank
" F. B. E.," Bennington, Vt., for the interest he has taken
in answering the several correspondents inquiring for
small wood working shops, myself among the number,
and for the plans in the December issue. I may say in
passing that the plan of shop is somewhat larger than re
quired, and If he will give a plan of one containing the
following machines, I think it will meet the wants of a
good many, either for a small planing mill and jobbing
shop or for a builder: Planer, sticker, swing, circular,
band and scroll saws, jointer, shaper, mortiser, tenoner,
upright borer, lathe and emery wheel, a 10 horse-power
engine and boiler; also a small dry kiln. I would suggest
that there be not much store room for stock, &c, as not
much would be carried.

Process of Silvering mirrors.

From J. A. L., Xassau, N. P.—Please
give, through the columns of the paper,
a process of silvering mirrors, and
oblige an old subscriber.
Answer.- -There are various formulas
for silvering glass to bo found in the
" Cyclopedia of Receipts," and as being
of interest we give the following. The
first thing is to prepare a reducing solu-

proper disposition of the machinery as in
tended by " F. B. E."
Referring to the first-floor plan the dia
gram marked 1 represents an endless bed
surface planer; 2, a large rip saw; 3, an in
side molder and matcher; 4, a Daniel's
planer; 5, a buzz or Harris planer; 6, a turn
ing lathe; 7, an iron frame saw; 8, a saw
and dado; 9, a tenoning machine; 10, a mor
tising machine; 11. a sticker; 12, a boring
machine (upright); 13, an irregular machine
or shaper; 14, a band saw; 15, a grindstone;
16, an emery wheel; 17, a swing saw, and
18, a panel planer.
Referring to the plan of the second floor
the diagram marked 1 represents a clamp for
■doorsand sash; 2, a jig saw; 3, sandpaper
wheel; 4, a miter saw; 5, five trap doors,

through which to pass lumber and material,
and 6, a press to glue veneers on door stiles
-and rails, &c.
Our correspondent states that the first-floor joist are
x 10 inches, and the second-floor joist 3x8 Inches,
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Small Wood Working Shop.—Floor Plans— Scale, 1-16Inch
to the Foot.

3
dressed, and that the first story has a 1%-inch lining and
a 2-inch planed and matched spruce floor, while the sec
ond story has %-ineh lining, laid diagonally, and l^-inch
planed and matched floor on top, laid straight. He sug-

tion, which may be' done by dissolving in 12

ounces of water 12 grains of Rochelle salts, and

then bring to the boiling point. While boiling,

add 16 grains of nitrate of silver dissolved In 1 ounce
of water, and continue boiling for ten minutes more,
after which add enough water to make 12 ounces. The
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next step is to prepare the silvering solution, which may
be done by dissolving 1 ounce of nitrate of silver in 10
ounces of water, after which add liquid ammonia until
a brown precipitate is nearly, but not quite all, dissolved.
Then add 1 ounce of alcohol and sufficient water to make
12 ounces. It may be remarked in passing that distilled
water should be used for making the solutions.
In order to silver, take equal parts of the reducing
solution and the silvering solution, mix thoroughly and
lay the glass face down on the top of the mixture while
wet, and after it has been carefully cleaned with soda
and well rinsed with clean water.
About 2 drams of each solution will silver a plate 2
inches square. The dish in which the silvering is done
should be only a little larger than the plate. The solu
tion should stand and settle for two or three days before
being used, and will keep for a long time.
A formula, introduced by Dr. Draper for silvering
plate glass, is as follows: In 3 ounces of water dissolve
m ounces of Rochelle salts, and, when dissolved. Alter.
A second solution, containing 1% ounces of nitrate of
silver to 4 ounces of water, should be added cautiously to
1 ounce of liquor ammonia, until a brown precipitate
remains; then add fresh ammonia, and again alternately
silver solution and ammonia, until the whole 4 ounces of
silver solution has been used and the mixture has still
some of the brown oxide in suspension. This solution
should be filtered, and when wanted for use mix the
two solutions together and add 12 ounces of water. The
plate glass, having been thoroughly cleaned, must be
laid face downward on the solution, and in from 20 to
30 minutes the plate will be silvered. If it is desired to
silver a large plate, use more solution; or one may use
the following: Distilled water, 6 ounces; nitrate of sil
ver, 2,/&drams, to which add ammonia carefully, until
the precipitate is redissolved. Make a second solution
containing % ounces of caustic potash to 16 ounces of
water. Add this to the first solution, when a brown pre
cipitate will be formed, which must be redissolved by
the addition of the requisite quantity of ammonia, added
carefully. Now add 1% pints of water; to this add
nitrate of silver until an Insoluble precipitate is formed.
The solutions may then be kept ready for use. When
about to use mix it with one-tenth of its volume of a
solution containing 1 ounce of milk sugar to 10 ounces
of water. The great essential Is to have the glass per
fectly clean, otherwise the silvering will be patchy.

The Oil Stone Question.
From M. H. K., Mena, Ark.—l have read with interest
all the correspondence regarding oil stones since my
answer to " Oil Stone " appeared in the June number of
Carpentry and Building, in which the editor or typesetter
made me say " Turkey red " for Turkey stone. As I
never saw anything but Turkey white, I surely did not
intend to say Turkey red. However that may be, I have
gained much information from the correspondence, and
now own a full set of seven of the India oil stones, and
am going to give them a trial by having my crew of car
penters take a vote on their merits, as compared with the
well-known Arkansas and Washita stone found in this
State. As the Yankees are a smart lot, however, and have
made and sold wooden nutmegs and bass-wood candles,
they may be up to their old tricks again in making oil
stones to compete with Arkansas rocks, therefore we are
a lltle slow In accepting them as superior to those picked
up on our hills, or even streets, and on which a carpen
ter may spend $15 to $30 worth of time in polishing and
shaping, so he may say that he has a genuine Arkansas
stone.
I have seen oil stones 8 inches wide by 15 Inches long
and 2% Inches thick In carpenters' tool chests here, with
one side polished off and faced up for use, which were
said to have once been paving stones on the streets of Hot
Springs, and better oil stones would be hard to find. Now,
if those people of wooden nutmeg fame can give us some
thing better, we will frankly acknowledge it through the

columus of Car/nntii/ and Buildiny, in due time, and
after a fair and honest trial. We are, however, a little
" leary " of those Northerners, and have good reason to
be, for only last winter a Dutchman from Ohio sold one
of our carpenters a receipt for framing roofs and charged
him $5. When he got his family connections and kinsfolk
together to witness his skill, and see all the secret arts,
parts and points of the hidden mysteries of Jaekcrafter-
ism exposed, they were greatly disgusted on finding the
" thing " wouldn't work even on one of those little
houses usually found In the back yards, on which they
made their first experiment. This goes to show that box-
house carpenters never saw or read Carpentry and Build
ing, or they would have made better use of their $5, and
had something that would work. I succeeded in get
ting two new subscribers for Carpentry and Building
about that time, but not from box-house men. They were
mechanics who knew a good thing at first sight
I think I can explain why Carpentry and Building Is
not better known and patronized. It is this way: A car
penter who has an Interest in his trade and self-Improve
ment spends a part of his wages each year for that pur
pose, staying at home nights to study, and as he has to
compete with saloon bummers by day to earn a living,
he does not feel like posting these " sports " or showing
them his books or papers, or making it known that he has
anything to help him out in his work. On the contrary,
he usually keeps such valuable Information out of sight,
and this he must do, or he may have his books stolen.
It is my experience as a reader of Carpentry and Building
since 1881, sometimes by subscription and sometimes by
purchase at news stands, that more than half my vol
umes have been stolen froru me after I had them bound.
A little of the money and time squandered in cigarettes
and sporting purposes would make good mechanics of
many of our botch workmen. With over 25 years' expe
rience in this trade, three-quarters of which I have been
employed as a foreman, I can testify as to the value and
preference of men who keep posted and abreast of the
times through the trade journals and books treating on
the subjects in which they are interested. Young or old
mechanics who spend their time and money sporting and
smoking their brains out with cigarettes obtain very poor
recommendations for advancement, and are not to be
intrusted with Important work. I have also discovered
that the more a mechanic knows, the more he desires to
read, the better he can understand what he does read,
and the more interest he takes in his work and trade.

From H. T. F., Toionto.—With regard to the oil stone
question, it may be well to say Just here that no oil
stone will do its duty satisfactorily if it is not kept clean
and receives its proper portion of care and attention.
There is generally too much carelessness among work
men in these days about their tools. Rusty steel squares,

briar root handles and oil stones without cases seem to
be the rule nowadays. Why, even in the copy of Car
pentry and Building before me as I write one correspond
ent hailing from Ohio claims to have found a substitute
for the grindstone in the file, an old file, I presume,
which he says will sharpen a chisel or a gouge better
than a grindstone. After that what is the use of an oil
stone, Washita, Turkey or any other ? I should like to
know of what kind of steel our Ohio friend's tools are
made, if an ordinary file will " cut " them, and whether
or not the tools so sharpened are used for cheese paring
or for working maple, oak or hickory. Sharpening tools
with a file is not new by any means, but the workman
who resorts to the practice—well, perhaps he is not a
workman, he may be a boss.

Col. John Jacob Astok is to erect a ten-story fire proof
apartment house in the very center of the millionaire
district of New York City. The building, which is to be
on a splendid scale and to cost about $1,000,000,will be
erected at Fifth avenue and Fifty-fifth street. Archi
tects have been invited to send plans in competition.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— IX.
By Charles J. Woodsend.

IT
should have been previously mentioned that In mak
ing the core box, after the dowels were driven in, the

two pieces should have been trimmed to the exact length
necessary before the circles were struck upon the ends,
then taken apart and the operation continued as already
described.
The hollows may be worked out with a gouge to the
template shown In Fig. 62, the box may also be worked
out with a core box plane. This plane is a rabbet plane

H Inch, but % inch is plenty large enough for the face of
the plane, while both sides should be perfectly true and
the faces square with the sides. On one side of the plane
fit and screw on a piece of hard wood, Fig. 63. The face
of this and the face of the plane should be exactly true
with each other. An end view of the plane and piece,
looking from the back and toward the front, is shown in
Fig. 64. In using this plane the core box is roughly cut
out with a gouge, then from the face of each piece they

are worked along the gauge marks and downward about

entire pattern, testing every part for which measure
ments are given and thus avoid any possibility of errors.
It may be as well to mention also that the outside of the
core boxes other than the two ends may have as little

work put upon them as possible, they being mostly left
rough from the saw, the corners being worked off with
the Jack plane.
Upon page 285 of the November number of Carpentry
and Building for 1899 the remark was made that to the
experienced pattern maker there were two methods of
making this pattern in order to arrive at the same con
clusion. We have gone through one of the methods, and
now will take up the other with its combination. Refer
ring to Fig. 50, page 285 of the November issue of the
paper, it will be noticed that a dotted line is indicated
upon the outer edge of the diagram. This line is further
shown in Fig. 53, and is to form a core print, it being in-

Fig. 62.-Template for the
Hollows.

Fisr. 63—Pieceof WoodTor
Use In Connection with
CoreBox Plane. Fiji: rtl.-GenerMl View of Pla<e.

HI
z

TEMPLATE

PARTINGO

Fig. 85-Template for UseIn SameMannerastheone
Shown In Fig 56.

1 a.'.u TdMPLATt

^ |
PATTERN PARTING V /CORECRINTj[ OFPATTERN

Mnking Wood Patterns.

Fig. 66.—Templatefor ITeeIn SameMannerasthat
Shown In Fljr. 57.

1-16 inch—anything sufficient to form a guide for the
plane—with the gouge as exactly as possible. Fig. 64 is
an isometrical view of the plane as it would appear in
use. Work one side for a short distance, then turn the
box end for end and then work the other side and so
each side alternately, exercising great care, when it will
be found that the plane will work an exact semicircle.
Care must be taken that the plane bit is Just even with
the outside of the plane, but on no account project be
yond; this applies to the side and not to the face of the
plane. For working core boxes up to a certain size this
plane is one of the handiest of tools.
The straight part of the core box being worked, the
taper part to suit the core print will be the next in order.
The Joint of the two pieces is shown in Fig. 61. After
the pieces are taken to the required size, mark a center
line upon each piece. Place the two pieces together, the
center lines coinciding, and strike the circles necessary
to make the required taper. Work down neatly with a
gouge, then nail one of the pieces upon each of the pieces
of the straight box. Sandpaper down neatly, shellac the
ends as well as the bore with black shellac, giving two
or three coats, and finally rub down with hair cloth as
for the orange shellac.
It Is usual after the pattern and core box are finished
to place the pattern together and apply the calipers from
outside of the core prints, in order to see if the length of
the core box is correct. It is well, in fact, to go over the

Copyright 1898by Charles J. Woodsend.

tended this time to core the hollow in which the rope I*
to run instead of making it in the green sand.
At this point it may not be amiss to explain the mean
ing and proper use of the words " green sand," which is
the sand as it is used in ordinary molding. In speaking
of a core, using that word alone, It is understood by the
trade to mean that it will be a baked or dry sand core,
but if the words " green sand " are added to the word
" core," then it is understood that the pattern will form
the core and be molded with it. Thus in connection with
the pattern at present under consideration the core form
ing the hollow In which the rope is to run is made at the
same time and with the same sand as that used for
molding the balance of the pattern, and Is done by the
use of a three-part flask. Now it is proposed to use a
two-part flask and core out this hollow, using a dry sand
core for the purpose.
The method of making the pattern will be exactly the
same as the other one, all the operations up to and in
clusive of the use and application of the template for
the hub. Fig. 55, page 321 of the December number of
the paper. For the template, Fig. 56, use template, Fig.
65, and for the template shown In Fig. 57 use the tem
plate shown in Fig. 66, giving draft in the direction of
the arrow shown. The balance of the work will be ex
actly the same as for the other already explained, with
this exception. In shellacking the pattern black the core
print which projects from the rim of the pattern. If
preferred, the outer edge only may be black, leaving the
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balance the same color as the pattern. For making this
core we will depart somewhat from the beaten track and
make use of a combination core board and strike, the de

tails of which will form the subject of the next chapter.

Granite and Foundation Stones.

The ancient Egyptians watched the effect of atmos

pheric and other influences on stones, and wisely

profited by the lessons taught them by experience. They

learned that earth, abounding with niter, from its attract

ing moisture, had the effect of decomposing granite, but

that in the dry climate of upper Egypt the stone re

mained for ages uninjured when raised above all con

tact with the ground. When, therefore, there was a

possibility of its being exposed to damp, they based an

obelisk or other granite monument on limestone sub
structions, and these last are found at the present day

perfectly preserved, while the granite above them gives

signs of decay in proportion to its contact with the earth

subsequently accumulated around it, says The Stone

mason. This refers to Upper Egypt, visited only four or

five times in a year by a shower of rain, for in the Delta

granite remains have been affected in a far greater de
gree than in the Thebaid; niter abounds there, and it is

remarkable that the obelisks at Alexandria have suffered

the least on the sides next the sea. The Egyptians sel

dom used granite as a building stone, except for a small

sanctuary In some sandstone temple; and in the later

times of the Ptolemies one or two temples were built en

tirely of granite. But in the true Egyptian period the
use of that stone was chiefly confined to the external

and internal casings of walls, to obelisks, doorways,

monolithic shrines, sarcophagi, statues, small columns

and monuments of limited size, and was sometimes em

ployed for roofing a chamber in a tomb.

The durability of granite varies according to its qual

ity. The felspar is the first of Its competent parts which

decomposes, and its greater or less aptitude for decay de

pends on the nature of the base of which the felspar
consists. Egypt produces a great variety of granite, and

the primitive ranges in the desert to the east of the Nile,

about 35 miles from the Red Sea, supplied the Romans

with numerous unknown kinds, as well as with por
phyry, which they quarried extensively In that district;

but the granite of the ancient Egyptians came from the

quarries of Syene, in the valley of the Nile, and from

these they obtained what was used for their monuments.
It is from this locality that the name " Syenite " has been
applied to a certain kind of granite; it is, however, far
from being all of the same nature, and a small portion

only of the stone found there Is really what we now
call " Syenite."

At the early period of the third and fourth dynasties,
between 12 and 13 centuries before the Christian era, the

Egyptians extensively employed granite for various pur
poses. They had learned to cut it with such skill that
the joints of the blocks were fitted with the utmost pre
cision; deep grooves were formed in the hard stone with

evident facility, and it must have been known to them
for a long period before the erection of the oldest monu
ments that remain, the Pyramids of Memphis, where

granite was introduced in a manner which could only

result from long experience. In the time of the first
Osirtasen, about 2050 years before the Christian era,

granite obelisks were erected at Heliopolls and in the

Fyoom, and other granite monuments were raised in

the same reign at Thebes, from which we find that even

then the Egyptians had learned how the damp earth

acted on granite, when buried beneath it; and this Inter
esting question suggests Itself— How long before that
time must the stone have been used to enable them to

obtain from experience that important hint which led

them to place granite on limestone foundations ?

One method of protecting walls against moisture is

to make use of the following composition : Heat five

parts of turpentine and stir in ten parts of pulverized

common glue and one part of finely sifted sawdust.
Cleanse the wall and heat it by means of a soldering
lamp or other flame, and apply the rosin composition,

which can be run into every crack and joint by keeping
the wall warm. Smooth by use of a hot Iron. An addi
tion of boneblack to the composition will give a dark
color, or if the wall is to be painted, a light color can be
had by using light colored rosin and woody fiber. This
composition is also good for wood buried in the ground
or exposed to moisture.

Discoloration of Brick Work.

A frequent source of trouble in connection with brick

walls is the appearance upon the surface of whitish dl»-

coloratlons which seriously detract from the value of

the effects sought. It is argued by some writers that the
exudations are owing to unfused sulphates of magnesia

contained in the clay of which the bricks have been

made. From a series of experiments made by a German

investigator, Hans Gunther, he concludes that efflor

escence on brick may come from three causes, the first

being matter contained in the clay; second, matter In

troduced by means of water used In the process of manu

facture, and third, that it is formed during burning by

the residue, or ashes, of the coal, from the pyrites (iron

sulphide) In the coal, or pyrites in the clay.

Outside any of these causes, efflorescence may result

from the mortar, by infiltration of soluble matter In the

brick, or by chemical reaction of the alkalies of the mor

tar with the gypsum of the brick. The soluble salts In

troduced in the clay by water for tempering, or by the

water with which mortar is mixed, are not taken into

consideration.
As most brick clays themselves contain more or less

soluble salts, particularly sulphates, these often show

themselves on the surface of the bricks in drying, espe

cially if the drying takes place very slowly, still more bo
in the kiln during the process of water smoking, if this

is not performed properly and the moisture that Is

driven out of the bricks in one part of the kiln is al

lowed to come iuto contact with the cold green bricks

in another part of the kiln. This moisture settles upon

the bricks and soaks into thein, to be driven out again

as these bricks, In their turn, become heated. In thU
way there is a leaching out of the soluble salts, and the

bricks become discolored. They are also, sometimes,

checked on the surface.

For the prevention of efflorescence Gunther is not
able to recommend any better remedy than that which
is already in practical use: The addition to the clay of a
small and suitable quantity of carbonate, or chloride of
baryta, or both, for the purpose of converting the solu
ble salts, such as sulphate of lime, into the insoluble sul
phate of baryta.

Belgian Artificial Stone.

An artificial stone from Belgium has recently been

introduced into the French market, which is said to
have four times the force of resistance of French free
stone and which has nearly all of the properties of Cobe-
stang granite. It has been tried In the Malines arsenal,
and is found to be insensible to the action of cold, ab
sorbs only 6 to 7 per cent, of water, even after a long
dry spell, and cannot be crushed under a pressure of 40
kilograms (88.184pounds) to the square centimeter. This
artificial stone is manufactured at Uccles, near Brussels,
writes Consul Atwell, in the following manner: Eighty
parts of extremely clean and dry coarse sand are mixed
with 20 parts of hydraulic lime reduced to a fine, dry
dust; this mixture is put into an iron box, which Is
plunged into a boiler of water, and this Is hermetically
closed. During 72 hours the cooking goes on under a
pressure of six atmospheres, the temperature being main
tained at 165 degrees. At the end of this time the Iron
box contains a perfect homogenous mass of stone, which
rapidly hardens upon exposure to the air. The most va
ried colors are given to this stone, and Its manufacture
costs only 2 cents per cubic foot.
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DESIGN FOR HOUSE OF MODERATE COST.

HOUSES
of moderate cost are always interesting to a

large class embracing not only those who make it

a business to erect dwellings, but also to those 'who are
seeking a home for themselves. The design which we

present herewith possesses many features liketly to at

tract attention, and is of a character which will meet the
requirements of many. It is neat in its architectural
treatment, and affords accommodations for a family in

moderate circumstances. On the first floor, as will be
seen from an inspection of the plans, there are parlor,

dining room and kitchen with a commodious hall com
municating directly with the kitchen and avoiding the
necessity of passing through other rooms in order to

reach the front door. On the second floor there are four

the main roof are 2x8 inches, and all other rafters 2 x
6 inches, placed 20 inches on centers.

The exterior surface of the outside walls is sheathed

with %-inch planed and matched boards, while the roofs

are sheathed with 1x3 inch hemlock strips, placed 3
inches apart on rafters. The first story is covered with

spruce clapboard siding, while the gables, porch and

roofs are covered with 18-inch white pine shingles laid

5*2 inches to the weather. The first and second floor
joist are 2x8 inches; the second floor celling joist 2 x
6 inches, all placed 16 inches on centers. The porch and

veranda joist are 2x0 inches, placed 20 inches on cen
ters. The porch and veranda floors are of %-inch spruce

strips not exceeding 4 inches in width, all driven up tight

—I
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Front ElevatiOD.-Scale % Inch to tbc Foot.

Design for House of Moderate Cost.—F. E. Doty, Architect, Herkimer. N. Y.

Section.

sleeping rooms and bathroom, with a minimum of hall

space, the stairs being located near the center of the

building and lighted from a window in the side.

The main foundation walls, including chimney, porch

and veranda foundations, are laid up with large broken

stone with close joints and thoroughly bonded. The tim

ber, as well as the roof and wall sheathing, is of spruce

or hemlock, with bearing posts in the cellar 8 inches in

diameter. All girders and cross sills are 6x8 inches, and
main sills are 4x8 inches, set edgewise and spiked to
gether at all angles. They are gained for the reception

of the first floor joist, the gains extending entirely across

the sill and being 4 inches deep. The veranda sills are 4

x 6 inches, supported on wrought iron gas pipe footing

on a stone pier, as Indicated on the foundation plan. All
angle posts are 4x6 inches; outside wall studding 2x4
Inches, placed 16 inches on centers, and side studs of all

door and window openings in both outside walls and in

terior partitions doubled the full hlght, all door openings
being trussed over the top. The hip and valley rafters in

and double nailed. The porches and veranda are ceiled
with % x 3 inch mill plaued matched and beaded ceil
ing, worked from bass wood. The first and second floors
are of second quality spruce, mill planed and matched,
driven up tight and blind nailed. The strips are % inch
thick, and not exceeding 4 inches in width.
The inside trim Is of white wood, with 8-Inch base fin
ished with 2-inch moldiug, while the casings are worked
in accordance with the details shown herewith. The
side walls in the kitchen are wainscoted 3 feet 6 inches
high, with % x 3 inch double beaded white wood fitted
with cap. All parts of the china closet exposed to view
are of white wood, as are also all interior doors.
The bathroom is wainscoted 4 feet high. The room
is fitted with a plain siphon jet closet supplied with
water from an S-galion copper lined, square cornered oak
cistern, the bowl of the closet being fitted with 114-inc'h
oak wooden lid and seat. The 14-inch wash basin has

114-inch Italian marble slab and back, the slab being 24
x 24 inches and countersunk with 8-inch back. The bath
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tub is a Booth Duplex copper lined one with the usual
fittings.
The outer surface of the outside doors is treated with
one coat of best liquid wood filler and two coats of Spar
varnish. All interior finished wood work has one coat of
best liquid wood filler, then sandpapered and finished
with two coats of varnish.
The house here shown was designed by F. E. Doty of
Herkimer, N. T,

Protecting Iron Construction from Corrosion.

At a discussion of the Franklin Institute not long
since, W. C. Furber, In speaking on the structural design
of buildings, said:
On the question of rust protection, I may be taking
advanced ground when I say I believe that entirely too

U

little attention has been paid to this matter by designers,
yel the liability of corrosion Is so great, through ex
posure and improper covering and the lack of prepara
tion of the metal to receive and hold the covering, that
I think the use of the sand blast or some equally effi
cient means to remove the mill scale and permit the di
rect application of the protective covering to the actual
surface of the metal is not only justifiable but impera
tive. When the skeleton is once Inclosed, examination is
difficult and repair practically impossible, and as the life
of the building is coincident with the life of the frame
work, and the value of the investment is determined pri
marily by the integrity of the finished structure, a short
sighted and temporarily apparent economy should not
be allowed to curtail a proper expenditure on the skele
ton, which, if intelligently made, will assure the build
ing a practically indefinite existence.

Foundation. First Floor.
Scale,116Inch to the Foot.

SecondFloor.

Side (Rliihl ) Elevation.—Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

Design fur House of Moderate Cost.
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Detail of WaterTable.—
Scale,1H Inchesto the
Foot.

Detailof OutsideCasinn
Section throunihShinnle Wall of pjjgt gtory windows.
Veranda—Scale 1 Inch to the —Scale,1 Inch to the
Foot. Foot.

Pelails 01Window
Frame.—Scale, 1
Inch to the Foot.

Detailof Stringer.-Scale,
1H Inchesto theFool.

ElevationandSectionof ChinaClosets.—Scale,•%Inch
to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of House of Moderate Cost.

Elevation of OutsideUoor.-
Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
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As to the best means of providing against rust, the
information already at our disposal seems to me suffi
cient to indicate a safe course to pursue. Ledebur, in
an " Essay on Oxidation of Iron and its Admixtures,
Rusting, and the Influence of Liquids upon Iron," points
out that three factors are required to produce rust— that
is, the hydrated oxide—viz., water, pure oxygen and an
acid. Portland cement, by furnishing a base for the ab
sorption of any acid likely to be found, will eliminate
one of these factors, and will thereby prevent rust. So
that, with the other valuable qualities it possesses, it
forms a protective covering of great value. But while
this is true if the cement is in direct contact with the
metal, we know that as the shapes come from the shops
they are covered with mill scale, and that any covering
applied to them adheres to the scale, and that a mechan
ical separation of the scale is easily possible.

Should water penetrate the cement or other covering,
through cracks, and find its way between the scale and

the actual surface of the metal, the scale being electro
negative to the body of the metal, the elements of a bat
tery exist, and the degree of corrosion is a matter of

time. We also know that as concrete is frequently put

In place the voids are not filled up, and spaces are left

for the accumulation of water, which may be present,

forming, with the scale already there, rust producing

factors.

7

On the structural work above ground the danger of

corrosion is not so great, but is sufficient, I think, to
warrant the use of a concrete envelope around the col
umns and external girders, for the masonry covering is

not always thick enough or tight enough to exclude

moisture. If concrete is used the metal work should be
temporarily protected by a coat of oil, which will be
worn away by the time the building is ready for closing

in.

Fire Proof Shutters.

The fire proof shutters which are used on one of the
new office buildings on lower Broadway, this city, pos

sess some rather interesting features of construction.

Detail of Interior Trim.—Scale,3 Inchesto theFoot. Ba^e.—Scale,3
Inchesto the
Foot.

Spindle- Scale.
1>£Inches to
the Foot.

Detail of Neweland Balustrade.-Scale,
94Inch to theFoot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of House of Moderate Cost.

It is not an uncommon thing, where iron footings are
placed below the water level, to find that the water has

aissolved and washed out all the cement which the con

crete originally contained. I have seen more than one
building standing with its feet wet, the cement having

been washed out before the concrete set, leaving but the

stone and sand remaining.

I believe, and have followed it out in my own prac
tice, in placing all iron above the line of saturation if at

all possible, and In the Harrison Building, which has

been referred to here to-night, and for which I was the
designing engineer, the grillage of I-beams in the foot

ings Is above the water level, the foundations below this

being entirely of concrete; but when for any reason the

grillage or underground metal work has to be placed be

low the water level most extraordinary care should be

used to see that the metal work is free from scale and

unpainted; chat the trenches or pits are so lined that no

part of the excavation comes in contact with the beams;

that the concrete contains a large proportion of cement,

with the aggregate or filler in small particles, so as to

allow being rammed easily into a dense mass without

voids. In the placing of long girders underground it is

not an uncommon thing to see the earth fall in around

the girders, and to see the concrete filled in without the

earth being removed. It is needless, perhaps, to say that
whenever this occurs a fault is formed in the concrete,

and rust must Inevitably follow.

The two interior walls of the building face a corner, each
having three bay windows. The shutters, which
roll on a 3-inch barrel, are made of steel of
the rolling type, consisting of slats or steel laths,
2 inches wide, fitted together by bending the edges of
the slats so that they interlap. The slats are put to
gether by sliding one into the other, end on. The barrel
is mounted on a shaft, which turns in two brackets se
cured to the building, and contains strong steel springs
to counterbalance the weight of shutter. The shutters
run in steel girders, and have a polishing board over
them. They are grouped in threes by joining the wind
ing shafts of the barrels, universal joints being em
ployed at the angles of the bay windows. This conti-
uous line of shafting is driven by vertical shafts between
each window, fixed to the piers. All the shutters from
the first to the sixth floor are opened or closed at the
same time in four sections, and from the seventh to the
thirteenth floor in four sections on both sides of the
building. The slatted shutter not only permits of using
heavy metal, but is said to roll up in about one-third
less space than the old corrugated shutter. It Is said
one man can raise or lower 18 or 21 shutters, the weight
being balanced by a spring. By a simple arrangement,
by throwing out of connection one of the tiers, one out
of every three tiers of shutters may be raised from the
outside by firemen in case of fire, thus complying with
the Fire Department rules.
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Design of Mantel for Bedroom.

In the more pretentious dwellings it is usual to finish
all the important rooms in a style appropriate to their
requirements and thoroughly in keeping with the general

appointments of the house. In the sleeping rooms a
bright, cosy, comfortable effect is desirable, this being

especially true of what Is usually designated as the fam

ily sleeping room and the guest chamber. Open grates
and fire places with attractive mantels are features of

the equipment and finish, these adding materially to the

general effect. In the design of bedroom mantel which
we present herewith our readers may find suggestions
of interest and value. The wood used may be of any
one of a number, as for example, bird's eye maple, which
gives most beautiful effects. Features of the design in
clude the paneling, moldings and heavy plate glass niir-

a portion of their time. Some men object very strongly

to their children being exposed to anything but the best
sanitary conditions, yet themselves spend their daytime
in an atmosphere which Is anything but healthful. The
author has visited many offices in our most recent build
ings which, when entered from the outer air, appeared
to possess at least some of the properties found in the air
of menageries, and when one of these properties, that af
fecting rhe sense of smell, is apparent, it is a pretty sure
sign that ventilation Is needed. Perhaps some day busi
ness men will wake up to the /act that their work can
be done more easily if their offices are furnished with a
pure air supply, and will demand It.
The Increased cost of a ventilating system over the
ordinary heating job would make such a slight addition
to the cost of a large building that it would seem good
engineering on the part of the architect to provide for It,'

1
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ror at the right. The mantel was designed by Groda-
vent Bros., architects, of Denver, Col.

Heating and Ventilation of Tall Buildings.

At one of the meetings of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers a paper on the above
subject was presented by Henry C. Meyer, Jr., some por
tions of which are of such interest to readers of this

Journal that we give them below:
The demand for proper ventilation in the modern of
fice building Is of recent origin and it is very seldom, even
now, that means are provided for furnishing a supply
of pure air. This demand is not so great as It ought to
be, nor is it so great as it would be if architects and en
gineers were to urge upon building owners that the same
means be provided for encouraging a healthier condition
of mind and body in our business men and women, who
spend almost the entire daytime in their offices, that
theso business men demand in the way of proper ven
tilation for the schoolrooms in which their children spend

nnd a good business investment on the part of the own
ers to pay for it. Of course the cost of operating the
ventilating system is greater than the cost of heating
alone, but the increased cost would have such a slight
effect upon rental values that the installation of a ven
tilating plant certainly ought to attract rather than keep
away tenants. In considering the cost of a ventilating
system it should not be forgotten that the number of
really cold days In a year in the latitude of New York and
Chicago is not very great, and also that in almost all the
tall buildings there is considerably more exhaust steam
than is needed to do the simple heating of the building.

Earliest Example.
One of the earliest really tall buildings in which provi
sion was made for an air supply was the Manhattan Life
Building in New York City. In this the building is
warmed by direct radiators placed inside of the windows.
Long, narrow slots were cut in the window sills admit
ting fresh air over the radiators, so that it would meet
and mingle with the column of heated air rising from the
radiators. To make the air supply independent of the
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force and direction of the wind each room is connected
to one of four systems of foul air ducts carried above a

suspended ceiling in the corridors, each of the ducts con

necting with a flue or shaft leading to a fan chamber on

the rcof, where a powerful exhaust fan tends to create

a vacuum throughout the building, which insures a flow

of fresh air through the window openings. Kimball &
Thompson were the architects of this building, and Glllis

& Geoghegan the heating contractors.

Novel Ventilating Plant.
A novel ventilating plant for a tall building Is to be
found in the 11-story Real Estate Exchange, in Buffalo,

where a blower system is relied upon entirely for heat

and ventilation, there being no direct radiation in the
building. Two independent hot blast coils and fans are
employed. The building is E-shaped in plan. Near each

angle in the building is a shaft running from the cellar

to the upper floors and containing a number of galva

nized iron flues, one independent flue being carried up

from the coils to each of the upper floors. Each flue sup

plies one-half of a floor, and does this by means of a

duct located above a suspended ceiling, the duct supply

ing registers opening into the top of each room. The

air passes out of the rooms through registers into the
corridor and leaves the building through openings over

the elevator shaft. The architects of the building, Green

& Wicks of Buffalo, informed the author but a few

weeks ago that the plant cost but little more than the

ordinary heating system and had given excellent satis

faction, so much so that they would install the same

system again if opportunity offered. The Buffalo Forge
Company were the contractors for the heating system.
In this building the temperature of the rooms is regu
lated by controlling the amount of heated air admitted,
as all of the air must be raised to a temperature neces
sary to warm the most exposed rooms. The ideal ar

rangement would be to have a double duct system, that

is, a hot and cold air duct, with a mixing damper for
each room, but the cost of such a plant would make it

almost out of the question. It might be well, therefore,
in such a system of air supply, to depend partly on direct
radiators, say to put in enough to supply the heat trans

mitted by the walls and windows, and depend upon the

blower system for air for ventilation only.
Another Type of Apparatus.

Still another type of ventilating apparatus is found
In the American Surety Building, In New York City, of
which Bruce Price was the architect. Alfred R. Wolff,
who designed the ventilating system, provided an exten

sive Sturtevant hot blast plant in the basement, supply
ing about four changes of air per hour to the seven

lower stories. From each of these foul air was drawn
by flues to fan chambers on the roof. The plant of the

Singer Building, in New York, and that of the Carnegie

Building, in Pittsburgh, both designed by Mr. Wolff, are

arranged with the direct-indirect system of supply with

an exhaust ventilating system, and both are said to have

been very satisfactory. In all probability this last men
tioned type of plant or that used in the Buffalo Building

mentioned will be most used in the future, as the flues
required in the system where the air is both supplied and
removed by a blower system take up so much room as to

render them objectionable, particularly if the building
is a tall one.

Room for Improvement.
The author believes that there is room for improve

ment in some of the details of the steam and exhaust

piping in our modern buildings. Too frequently has it

been the custom in connecting engines and boilers to run

a main from the boilers to the engines, with branches

leading from the side, and occasionally from the end of

these mains to the engines. The danger from water

finding its way into the engine cylinders and wrecking

them has been shown sufficiently often to demonstrate

the danger In a plant so designed. The author believes

that in office buildings where the head room is re
stricted, a good arrangement is to provide an elbow on

the nozzle of each boiler and run a horizontal pipe from

the elbow to an angle stop valve bolted to a flanged noz

zle on top of the steam main. The stop valve should have

its stem in a vertical position, so that, on shutting down

the boiler, there is no pressure on the packing when it is

required to repack the valve. The branches to the en

gines should in every instance be taken from the top of

the main. Not long ago the author was shown a plant

where this was not done, and the statement was made

that the designer wished to connect the branches to the

top of the main, but did not do so on account of the

lack of head room. This difficulty might have been over

come, however, by lowering the steam pipe. The con

nections to steam pumps which have a variable stroke

will not, of course, be damaged by water, hence it does no

harm to connect the steam supply pipes for pumps to the

side of the mains. The author was shown one plant

where the connections to the pump were made at the

bottom of a steam main, the object being to drain the

main in this way. This, however, does not seem to be-

good practice, as it tends to turn a steam cylinder into a

pump; moreover, the condensation in the steam main

contains no oil and is at high temperature, and, there

fore, could well be returned directly to the boilers.

A Top»y-Turvy Building.

Some newspapers have lately printed a description of

a building which is said to be in course of erection on the

exposition grounds in Paris. This description, which, we

imagine, may be taken with some reserve, is thus com

mented upon by the American Architect and Building

News: The buildiDg is said to represent a country house,

or rather, a mediseval chateau, inverted, so that it stands

on the tops of its towers, its roof hanging between, Just
off the ground, while its front door is in the air. En

trance is obtained through a hole in one of the towers,

and the visitor ascends thence through the bedrooms to

the drawing rooms, ending his journey at the front door

at the summit, from which he can look out, as we are

informed, on " a terraced garden hanging in the air."
Except for the inverted garden there Is nothing very Im

practicable about the building as so far described, but
the papers add some details which seem to have been

supplied by the distinguished Baron Munchausen. For
example, we are told that the visitor after ascending a
" chimney " to the bathroom, will find a marble tab
" suspended over his head," and supplied by a

" steam

ing jet of hot water spouting upward
" into it. What is

done with the overflow is not mentioned, but such trifles
would hardly present any difficulty to the talented de

signer of an Inverted bathtub holding water suspended

in it. Leaving this uncomfortable place, and climbing
to the drawing room, the stranger may, as we are in
formed, " listen to the strains of ' La Tzigane,' or the
latest tune from the Folies Bergeres, played on the piano
by some gay Parisienne, head downward." This illusion
could, of course, be managed by means of mirrors, but a
moral, rather than a physical, explanation seems to be
requisite for the assertion that " on looking through the
windows into the grounds of the exhibition the latter
will appear to the observer in an inverted position, at
the same time conveying to himself the strange idea,
shared, moreover, by the people outside, that he is. in
truth, standing head downward." The inventor of this
structure, which Is known as the Manior a l'Envers, is
said to be M. Kotin, a Russian engineer, who is prob
ably not responsible for the newspaper descriptions of it.

There is some talk of preserving the buildings of the
National Export Exposition, at Philadelphia, Pa., the
preliminary step having been taken at a recent meeting
of the Committee on Administration, when a resolution
was adopted recommending to the directors of the Ex
position Association that the main group of buildings be
allowed to remain undisturbed, at least for the present.
The Idea is to make use of the buildings in the future for
exhibition purposes.
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MODERN STABLE PLUMBING.

THE
improvements in the drainage systems of buildings
have been such as to leave no class ot structure out

of consideration. The stable that was offensive in former
times when the liquids were allowed to soak away may
under modern methods be found unobjectionable under
the same roof that covers a manufacturing plant. In
building a new factory for his sheet metal lath business
at Third avenue and Seventh street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Mr. C. Schratwieser has arranged a stable of 18 stalls with
two box stalls in the basement, a plan of which is pre
sented in Fig. 1. Two features of the stable are of special
interest, as they work together in making it possible to
place the stable in the cellar. One is the cement work
done by Castle Brothers, of the city named, and the other
is the plumbing done by Thomas E. O'Brien, of the same
place, after plans prepared by Alfred L. Perpignan of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who was the architect. The entire floor
of the cellar, including the stable, is made of concrete
with a cement surface finish. A space of several feet is

to prevent air from the drain escaping except through the
stacks leading to fixtures on upper floors, as shown in

Fig. 2. The main drain is provided with an intercepting

trap at the front wall and just inside of it is the fresh air

inlet and the front area drain connection, serving to flush

the main trap whenever it rains.
On both the first and second floors, as shown in Fig. 2y

there is a water closet of approved type for factory use
and a large cast iron sink. These fixtures are provided

with traps which are vented as shown, the main vent pass
ing up through the roof and increasing in size where it

passes through. The water service system provides a

2-inch connection with a full way gate valve on each
floor, with a coil of hose attached with branch pipe ready

for immediate use for fire protection. At the end of the-
horse stairs is a large manure pit, and the rules of the

stable require that the stalls shall be frequently cleaned

and the gutters flushed so that there shall be no collection

that will generate offensive or injurious odors. Ample

LINETOCESSPOOL

Fig. 1.—Plan ot Stable, Snowing DrainageSystem.

Modern Stable Plumbing.—Alfred L. Perpigm, Architect, Brooklyn, N. Y.

provided between the cellar and stable windows and the
wall of the sidewalk the whole length of the building and
across one end to make an air and light area. On the
other side of the building there is an ample yard with
sheds for the storage of wagons. From this yard there is
an inclined walk leading to the stable for the horses
The bottom of each stall is provided with a wooden
rack for the horses to stand on. The cement floor below
this rack has a number of small gutters leading from the
outer edge to a larger gutter, as shown, which discharges
into the main gutter that runs across the rear end of each
row of stalls to a strainer. The strainer is to keep hay or
other solid matter from reaching the trap just beyond it.
A cleanout is located near the trap and the strainer for
use in case of stoppage. In the box stalls a strainer, trap
and cleanout combined is used. The main gutters have a
movable cover and provision is made so that they can be
easily flushed and kept clean. A watering trough for the
horses is so arranged that the overflow serves to flush the
main.
The leaders from the roof and the rain water from the

side area and horse stairs and the water from the wagon
wash also connect with the main drain to discharge and

have a cleansing effect. All these connections are trapped

Conveniences are provided for the storage of harness and
bins for keeping a supply of feed. The walls of the
stable and cellar are kept whitewashed and care is taken
to keep the stable in perfect sanitary condition.

Acetylene Lighting.

One of the papers read at a recent meeting of the Chi
cago Architectural Club was prepared by F. Cortez Wil
son on the subject of acetylene lighting, from which we
make the following extracts :
In what I shall endeavor to present to you to-night it
has been my object to give a brief outline of facts con
nected with the subject of acetylene lighting. This paper
was written by the light of an acetylene flame from which
I sought illumination, so any apparent dullness is not
chargeable to the lamp. I will, however, omit reference
to the efforts of man to produce artificial light from the
days of the pine torch and the tallow dip down to electric-
lighting, which are matters of history familiar to you all.
I will assume that every person present knows what
calcium carbide is, how it is made, when and by whom
its process of manufacture was discovered and that from

it acetylene is made by wetting. Even if you are not
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familiar with the technology of carbide it is sufficient for
the every day requirements of a busy man to know that

acetylene lighting for over two years has been reduced to

successful practice. It has been my privilege to enjoy
life in this world more than 60 y»ars and witness the gen
eral utilization of many inventions and discoveries, and I
believe that nothing of equal importance came into exten
sive use in anything like so short a period of time as

acetylene.
Burners and Generators.

That difficulties in the practical use of the gas would
be met with was to be expected. At first it was learned
that owing to the richness of acetylene in carbon it was
difficult to supply sufficient air to the burners to insure
perfect combustion, and in consequence they would

become clogged and in a comparatively short time fill the
air with lamp black of purest quality. This difficulty
has been overcome by the invention of burners especially
designed to insure a sufficient supply of air. These burners
act upon the steam injector principle, the stream of gas
drawing in air before reaching the point of combustion,

and there is now upon the market a variety of such
burners which are satisfactory ; but it is still inadvisable
to turn the light down, as is done with ordinary gas, for
the reason that the gas flow is not sufficiently rapid under
such circumstances to draw in the necessary amount of
air. The burners begin to carbonize, and if the practice

plan, 'i.e., carbide is put into a number of pans separated
by partitions, the water is made to flow into one until the
carbide is exhausted, and from this division overflows
into the next and so on until all are hydrated. This is
somewhat better than sprinkling, but as the flow of water
is not continuous and the hydrated carbide cannot fall
away from the lamps it retains the heat until it is raised
to a point sufficiently high to damage the gas.
Generators made to dump the carbide in small quanti
ties into large quantities of water are now upon the
market and are theoretically correct. Their drawback is
in the fact that much machinery for operating the various
devices is necessary and in the hands of the unskilled is
liable to become damaged and refuse to perform its proper
function, necessitating attention at a time when a light is
necessary, and many accidents have resulted in conse
quence.

Dingers from IHumlnants.

Do not understand me as saying that such accidents
have been more frequent with such dumping generators,
but rather that many accidents have resulted from the
failure of different generators to work. Speaking of acci
dents, I would say that most of them are due to ignorance
or carelessness. Any illuminating gas or vapor mixed with
air in proper proportions forms an explosive. Acetylene
does not differ from other gases (which have been almost
universally used for the past 80 years in large cities ) in this
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Fig. 2.- Elevation, Showing Piping.

Modern Stable Plumbing

is persisted in will in time become clogged and not do
good service when the full flow is turned on.
It was also found that the main difficulty was in the
generators more than the burners ; that when carbide is
slacked much heat is evolved by the chemical reaction,
and acetylene being a very delicate ga9 the heat would
polymerize or break up the gas, forming benzine, &c,
which in burning fouled and clogged the burners and did
not provide the light for which the consumer had paid.
By the addition of water to carbide temperatures as high
as 1853 degrees F. have been reached in experiments
conducted for the purpose, the lumps of carbide becoming
incandescent, and as the gas begins to break up at 140
degrees F., according to Professor Lewes, and certainly
is destroyed for lighting purposes at about 400degrees,
it is easy to understand why so many generators have
been unsatisfactory in use. It has been demonstrated
that " 1 pound of carbide evolves about 900 British ther
mal units while generating about 5% cubic feet of
acetylene, so that it would raise the temperature of
<>pounds of water from 62degrees F. to the boiling point. "

(Henry Harrison Suplee in Engineering Magazine,
August, 1897.)
It has been settled that no generator operating upon
the spray or sprinkling system can give satisfactory re
sults, as the gradual addition of small quantities of water
to masses of carbide is sure to result in overheating.
There are generators that operate upon the overflow

regard, excepting that on account of its richness the per
centage of air required to form explosive mixtures covers
a wider range than with leaner gases, someexperimenters
claiming that mixtures of from 5 to 76 per cent, of
acetylene are explosive, while others equally reliable state
that mixtures of over 56 degrees are not explosive. Such
mixtures do not explode spontaneously. Gas explosions
are by no means confined to acetylene. Last year an ex
plosion occurred in the Capitol Building at Washington,
damaging it to the extent of about $25,000 and causing a
fire which destroyed priceless public records which can
not be replaced. A few years since an explosion was
caused by city gas in the Boston subway, with resultant
losses said to amount to millions. The gas works at
Poughkeepsie exploded about a year or two since and two
attendants lost their lives. The gas works at Jackson,
Miss., were practically destroyed by an explosion within
the last two years.
Electricity has been the cause of some disastrous fires,

notwithstanding the very rigid inspection of under
writers' bureaus everywhere. Acetylene inspection is
only an incident in the excellent electric inspection bureau
of which Mr. Merrill is the chief engineer.
Last year 156 fires were caused by lamps in London.
Statistics were compiled from the records kept by the fire
patrol in Chicago a few years since which showed over
900 lamp explosions in this city from which fires resulted.
How many exploded that were not reported it is impossi
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ble to say. In discussing the dangerous nature of acety
lene people seem to forget that even a stone wall becomes
dangerous to the person who stumbles at just the right
time. I have been using acetylene for lighting at my
factory for the past three years and in my residence for
the past two and one-half years, in both risks with the
permission of the insurance companies interested.

Qualities of the Light.

The spectrum from the acetylene light is practically
the same as the solar and the gas is being used by manu
facturing photographers with much success. The quality
of acetylene light being almost equal to sunlight, prac
tically a pure white, in this respect it is superior to all
other artificial illuminants, as owing to this fact all colors
appear under its rays, the same as by daylight. Under
proper conditions as to density and pressure the flame is
perfectly steady and free from the flickering peculiar to
common gas.
Acetylene possesses a peculiar and unmistakable odor
of such a pungent and penetrating character as to render
its presence apparent at once, and as its specific gravity is
so near that of air it is diffused throughout the room
instead of rising to the ceiling, hence leaks in pipes and
fixtures are at once detected. Acetylene is much less
poisonous than coal gas, being practically free from sul
phuretted hydrogen and carbonic oxide, with which coal
gas is always more or less contaminated, which constitute
the really poisonous element. And right here is a matter
well worth your consideration. It is well known that a
conservatory cannot be lighted with coal gas, as the plants
are destroyed by the poisons evolved from the lights. We
conducted a few experiments which demonstated that
plants would thrive under acetylene light and assume
their natural color. Tender shoots would become perfectly
white in 36 hours when left in a dark place, but would
assume their green dress with astonishing rapidity when
the acetylene light was turned on, a green hue being
observable within five hours afterward.
In comparison with other hydro carbon flames of equal
lighting power that of acetylene is comparatively cool, a
24 candle power acetylene flame producing but little more
heat than is developed by an incandescent light of equal
power. Discomfort arising from vitiated or overheated
air in coal gas lighted rooms is too common an experience
to more than mention. The so-called "dangers" of
acetylene and other objections raised by prejudiced per
sons ignorant of its properties or having interests that it
is believed will be injuriously affected by the general
introduction of the new illuminant, are purely imaginary
and unworthy of serious consideration by intelligent
people.
We do not contend that acetylene under present condi

tions is the cheapest light obtainable, but the cost is cer
tainly reasonable and need not prevent any fairly well to
do individual from enjoying its many advantages. Half
a cent per hour for a 24 candle power light cannot be
considered an extravagance. Some of our patrons have
sent us certificates to the effect that acetylene does not
cost them any more than coal oil did for lighting their
stores and we are not prepared to dispute them. Candles
are believed to furnish a cheap light. Let us see: At
present good paraffine candles cost by the box about 10

cents per pound, and a candle weighing 1 ounce will burn
from three to three and one-half hours, costing 5-24 cent
per hour; 24 candles, equaling a J^-foot acetylene burner,
would cost per hour 5 cents, or ten times as much as an
equal amount of light from acetylene gas.

Gail Room.

Acetylene will stay with us and as its many merits
become known home builders will demand it, and there
fore the progressive architect will provide in his plans for
a gasroom. It should be in the basement and have water
and sewer connections, independent ventilation and day
light. For the ordinary residence it should be about 8x8,
with a door 36 incises wide, a passageway to it of the
same width to admit the introduction of the apparatus.

For a large residence it should be 8 x 10, with a door and
passage 42 inches wide.
As a small amount of gas escapes into the room when
the apparatus is recharged there should be a tightly clos-
' ing door and a ventilator to carry outside the gas that
escapes from the generator at such times and also that
given by small lumps of carbide that are liable to be
scattered upon the floor by careless persons
There should also be an opening through the wall about
12 inches square upon a level with the ground through
which to pass the pans of residuum. Of course the gas
room should be in such location as will be secure from
hard freezing. The sewer should lead direct to a catch
basin outside the house, conveniently arranged to permit

the removal of lime deposits, and no other drains should
empty into this catch basin. The lime water from this
basin, if conducted through the rest of the system, would
have a deodorizing effect. In closing we desire tc
acknowledge our obligation to Gt. F. Thompson. Prof.
Vivian B. Lewes, Henry Harrison Suplee, C. de Perrodil,
Pictet and others.

New Publication.

Fire Proofing of Steel Buildings. By J. K. Freltag.
8vo, 319 pp., illustrated. Published by John Wiley &
Sons. Price, $2.50.

The author first considers the development of fire

proofing methods and steel building construction, the

earliest application of the present general system of fire

resisting design being the use of the brick arch sprung
between iron beams. The employment of wrought iron

beams permitted a reduction of the distance between the

walls to any desirable span, so that the deep and heavy

brick arches could be made thinner and therefore lighter.

The depth was finally reduced to one course of brick,

which brought the weight down to about 33 to 35

pounds per square foot when set, to which was added a

concrete filling of varying depth but averaging 8 to 10

pounds to each inch in thickness. In the earlier build
ings the Interiors were formed of cast iron columns, iron
girders and iron floor beams carrying the brick arches.

This left the lower flanges of the beams entirely exposed

to the possible action of fire. An attempt to reduce the

cost and dead weight of the brick arch method led to the

introduction of the arch in which sheets of corrugated
iron, curved, were sprung between the lower flanges of

the I-beams.
The present systems of fire proofing resulted practical
ly from the great Chicago Are in 1S71. Flat hollow tile
arches were introduced in Chicago in 1872, and shortly

after in New York. These arches proved substantial, and

served well the purpose of a light fire resisting floor.

Previous to the year 1883 all of the tile arches used in
Chicago had been made of tiles without Interior webs
except in the skewbacks. It was found that these tiles
were not strong enough to sustain heavy loads, and the
Interior webs were introduced first in the building of the

Mutual Life Insurance Company in New York. This
type of arch was also used in the Home Insurance Com
pany's building, Chicago, In -1883-1884, which was the
first skeleton construction building erected.
At first iron was considered to be a Are proof material,
and in the earlier constructions was not protected. The
first attempt to protect the columns against fire was
through the use of a double shell, one within the other,
the intervening space being filled with plaster. The plas
ter was afterward abandoned and dependence placed
upon the air space between the two casings. After 1886
architects generally began to specify iron columns to be
incased in terra cotta blocks, and many of the present
forms came into immediate use.
The author states that while mill construction un
doubtedly possesses some decided advantages the ac
cepted methods of " slow burning " construction have
not been sufficiently " slow burning " In practice to war
rant the extended use of the system. The objections
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to the use of this construction lie In the general employ
ment of pitch pine for the longer and heavier timbers
required in the system. This timber, when once ignited,
makes a hotter and fiercer fire than even the light joists
and lathing of non-fire proofing construction.
The results of tests of the well-known forms of fire
proof floors arc presented in such form as to be of the
greatest value from the standpoints of the owner, ar
chitect, builder and underwriter.
The materials usually employed in fire proof building
construction are cast iron, wrought iron, steel, stone,
brick, terra cotta, mortars, plasters and concrete. It la
stated that unprotected cast iron can stand practically
unharmed In temperatures from 1300 to 1500 degrees F.
while carrying heavy loads, while wrought iron or steel
will commence to yield at temperatures from 1000 to
1200 degrees. The results of tests showing what we
may term the yielding point due to heating are pre
sented. Stone under the action of severe heat will crack
or calcine, according to its nature, and should therefore
be most cautiously used in fire proof construction. The
fire resisting qualities of brick and terra cotta are well
known. Experiments made in Hamburg, Germany, on
different mixtures of concrete showed that 1 part ce
ment to 7 parts coarse cinders gave the best results.
Fire was applied to this cement for three and three-
quarter hours, when one sample was cooled suddenly
and one slowly, but neither suffered under the test
Chapter six considers the permanency of modern de
sign, the effect of corrosion and the methods of guard
ing against corrosion. The next division deals with the
design of successful fire proof buildings, the essential
points of which are enumerated as follows: The fire
resisting detail of all structural portions of the building,
adequate equipment to cope with either exterior or In
terior fires, and the proper planning of the general fea
tures.
This is followed by descriptions of floors of different
types, methods of protecting floor beams and columns
of different section and material. The author states that
the present methods of so-called lire proof partition con
struction undoubtedly constitute the weakest feature in
modern fire resisting design. An inspection of these par
titions will reveal the fact that one of the most important
functions has been overlooked— namely, the fire retarding
quality. To fully meet the requirements these partitions
should be fire resisting to such an extent as to limit the
spread of fire, should possess heat retarding qualities,
should have stability against shock, water streams, &c.
and should have deadening qualities to prevent the trans
mission of sound. These are of the utmost importance,
since the confining of a fire depends upon the integrity
of the partitions. The usual methods of partition con
struction are described and a comparison presented of
their various good and bad features.
The final chapters of the book treat of the exterior of
the buildings, wall and roof, and the equipment to be
provided for dealing with a fire.
The book Is well arranged, the descriptive matter

-clear and concise, and there is a copious index, The en
tire subject has been admirably handled, and the data
set forth should be of the greatest value to both the archi
tect and owner.

The Mechanics' Institute of New York.

The Mechanics' Institute, which was located for many

years on East Sixteenth street, New York City, has been
removed to rew and more commodious quarters on West
Forty-fourth street, where the institution will be enabled
to greatly extend its educational work. A number of new
classes have been started, the library has been greatly
enlarged and 275 boys have enrolled in the various

classes of the Institute school, a number considerably in

excess of that in any former season. The Mechanics'
Institute, which is probably the oldest organization of

its kind in the country, was established in 1785 by the

General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen of the-City
of New York. In 1820 the Mechanics' School and the
Apprentices' Library were founded aDd in 1833courses of
lectures were added. The Institute inaugurated reading

rooms in 1856 and in 1889 instituted 12 free scholarships
in the New York Trade School. The evening classes of
the Institute school furnish free instruction to young men

in freehand, mechanical and architectural drawing, cabi
net work and clay modeling. There are two new evening
classes, a mathematical and an architectural class. The

modeling class is for young tradesmen such as plasterers,

stone cutters and wood carvers. The aim of the General

Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen, which consists of

about 500members, is to make the Institute a place where

young men, by applying themselves for three or four

years, may upon passing a prescribed examination re

ceive a certificate, which will be of service to them when
starting business life. The courses of study were for

merly limited to one year, but the regular courses are
now three or four years, in order that the pupils may be
turned out with a thorough knowledge of the subjects
they have studied.
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Estimating prame and Brick Houses.
By F. T. HODGSON

A Thoroughly Practical and Comprehensive Treatise, Showing in a Progressive Hanner the Hethod of
Estimating the Cost of Labor and the Quantities Required of the Various flaterials

which Enter Into the Construction of Frame and Brick Buildings,
CONSTITUTING

A work of unusual value to Architects, Contractors, Builders and others who wish to Acquire
a knowledge of this most Important phase of the building business

Illustrated by means of Scale Drawings with Constructive Details reproduced
from CARPENTRY AND BUILDING.

147 PAGES, 5x7 INCHES, CLOTH BOUND, PRICE $1.00.
This book has been brought out in response to an urgent demand for a manual devoted solely to Builders' Estimating and

treats this important subject in a systematic and thorough manner, from the excavating preparatory to laying the fonnda
tions to the finish ing of the building.
This method of treatment is pursued in a clear, simple and progressive manner, the book abounding in facts, figures,

rules and data which render it of the greatest practical service to builders.

The Subject Matter is Comprised under the Following General Heads:

ESTIMATING A FRAME HOUSE— Interior and Exterior Trim—Stair Work— Plastering -Painting— ESTIMATING A BRICK
HOUSE—The Cellar —The Superstructure— Rough Lumber Required - Plastering for Brick House —External
Wood Finish— Inside Finish—The Kitchen — The Conservatory —Order in Estimating.
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Illu.stra.toci -with Twenty-two Diagrams,
BY WILLIAM A. WITTBECKER

Price, in Paper, 25 Cents. Price, in Cloth, SO Cents.

The growin x demand for simple elejtrical apparatus in dwelling houses,
offices aad workshops, and the need of plain instruction! whereby any per
son without a previous knowledge of electricity may be enabled to under
take their successful installation, has prompted the publication of this
little book. It is not intended for the amateur who seeks for nothing but
experimental work, neither is it expected to enlighten the expert electrician ;
but to the person who is seeking for information that will assist him in
increasing his daily earnings this little volume Is addressed.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers,
E38 "William. Street, New York..

F. W. DEVOE & CO.,
•F.stablisheil1862.)
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OVELTIES,

Saw Steel Cabinet Scraper*.

In the illustration presented in Fig.
1 we show several forms of cabinet
Bcrapers put on the market by George
H. Bishop & Co., Lawrencebnrg, Ind.,
New York office 100102 Reade street.
The scraper handle is made of beech-
wood with varnished edges. The
blade, which is shown in different po-

No 3.

Noveltie*.—Fig. \.—Saw SteelCabinet
Scraperi.

eitions in the illustrations, is held by
a japanned clamp secured by a thumb
nut on the top of the handle. The
blade can be slid from side to side in
the handle to suit the work being
done. When very particular work is
required one end of the blade can be
guided by taking hold of it by the
hand as shown in cuts Nos. 1 and 2.
It is explained that the blade is held
firmly in the holder and at the correct
slant to permit of steady, even strokes.
The point is made that blades held in
the operator's hand without the holder
become hot and burn the hand, which
is not the case when the holder is
used.

Pullman Spring Door Holder.

Pullman Sash Balance Company of
Rochester, N. Y., with A. G. Sher
man, agent, in charge of the New
York office at 14 Warren street, are
offering a spring door holder having
two bearings. It is referred to as
small, neat, useful, practical, orna
mental and is operated by the foot
without stooping. Among the points
of excellence claimed for it are the
following : That it is adjustable to any
door; that there is nothing about it to
wear out; that it will hold a door
open in any desired position ; that the
holder works equally well on carpet,
wood or marble ; that it does not in
jure the floor or carpet; that there are
no catches to become dull and slip and
that a child can operate it.

Footer- M unsti r Hard Wood
JUantels.

An illustration is given in Fig. 2 of
the cuts of one of the many modern
designs of hard wood mantels manu
factured for the trade by the Foster-
Munger Company, West Twentieth
and Sangamon streets, Chicago, 111.
These mantels are furnished princi
pally in plain sawed and quarter sawed
oak, red birch or birch stained to imi
tate cherry or mahogany. An oak
mantel can be treated either medium,
antique or old English or finished in
oil natural. The mantels can also be
furnished in curly birch, bird"s-eye
maple, genuine solid cherry or in
white and gold at some advance
above the prices charged for the stand
ard finish. All are made with adjust
able wall plates to fit chimney breasts
from 4 feet 10 inches wide up to 5 feet
4 inches wide. The manufacturers
furnish everything complete for the
erection of the mantels, including
grates, except the fire brick, which
can usually be bought at home for less
than the freight would cost from Chi
cago. A mantel boxed for shipment
weighs about 800 pounds. The hight
of the mantel here illustrated is 7 feet
1 inch, the size of the French bevel
mirror plate is 18x 40 inches and the
opening is 41)^ x 41% inches. Any
ordinary workman can fit the grates
iu the "mantel The company have
issued a magnificent catalogue, which
shows a great variety of hard wood

mantels as well as a very complete
line of all kinds of doors, sash, blinds,
moldings, grilles, &c.

Improved (irand Raplda Sash
Poller.

An illustration is given in Fig. 3
of the improved all steel sash pulley
wheel now used by the Grand Rapids

Sash Pulley Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich The two disks composing the
wheel are fastened together at four
points where they interlace, which

Fig. 8.—ImprovedGrand Rapid* Sath
Fulley.

also provides a thick steel bushing' for
the ;f>earing. The particular advan
tage of this wheel is the strength that
the interlaced eyelets give it. The
wheels havejbeeu tested to the extent

of nearly 600 pounds and are guaran'
teed by the manufacturers to hold up
any weight that a sash cord will sup
port The construction adopted is a
distinct improvement in this line of
goods on account of the old wheel
splitting apart and allowing the cord
to rest on the axle, defeating the ob
ject for which the pulley was originally
devised.
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Cooper's Leader Ventilator.
A novel attachment for leader pipe,
known as Cooper's leader ventilator,
has been patented and is manufac
tared by the National Sheet Metal
Roofing Company of Jersey City, N.
J., general and sectional views of it
being shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is
pointed out by the manufacturers that
thecorrosive action of sewer gas and
dampness on the inner surface of the
rain water conductors results in the
leader giving ont in one-half of the
time of the roof it drains, and in
many cases its life is not one-fonrth
that of the roof. To overcome this
difficulty they have devised a leader
ventilator, the construction and use
of which will be readily understood
by reference to the engravings. It is
in reality a section of pipe substan
tially constructed of wrought and cast
iron, galvanized, to be inserted in the
leader near where it enters the drain.

V •>»';«».—The Letder Ventilator.—Fig. 4.—

General Viewof the Device.

Within™this section is a valve sup
ported by a light spring against the
circular seat, as shown in the lower
part of Fig. 5. When the water falls
through the leader it compresses the
spring and the water finds free exit
through the lower month. When the
rain ceases the spring raises the valve
to its seat, preventing the ingress of
air from the drain or sewer. At the

Fiy. 5.—SectionalView.

same time ventilation is secured, as
shown by the arrows, the air entering
under the upper hooi and keeping the
leader dry. The upward closing valve
isTof copper, while the spring and
attachments that hold it in place are
of brass.

Union Brand Leather Handle
Screw Driver.

A screw driver put on the market
by the Union Mfg. Company, Buffalo,
N. Y., and possessing features of in
terest to the trade is shown in Fig. 6.
The handle can be used in the regular
way or as a T lever, as shown in the
illustration. This feature is claimed

ordinary condensing steam engine
except that to operate this engine only
enough steam is required to be gener
ated to balance the normal atmos
pheric pressure. The surface con
denser and the air pump perform their
usual functions.
The generator or boiler is exceed
ingly simple, having at the top a large
opening into which fits a light cover

by the manufacturers as indispensable
for heavy work. It is also claimed
that the driver is the only one made
with a handle that can be used as a
T lever. The handles are made of
only the best quality of sole leather
with powerful automatic machinery,
it is explained : also that the steel used
in the bits is of the highest grade, made
to order for the purpose, hand forged
and well tempered. Every tool is
guaranteed.

The montroas metal Shingle
Company,

Camden, N. J., have just issued a
handsome 36-pageillustrated catalogue
covering their architectural sheet
metal building materials. The book
is compiled especially for circulation
among architects and property owners,
but is also interesting to the roofing
trade as embodying a lot of informa
tion not generally at hand concerning
the values of different metals for
roofing purposes. The Victor tile,
prominent among the productions
shown in the book, is a handsome
affair, deeply embossed and made with
the company's well known telescope
side locks. Gothic and Diamond tiles
for mansards, towers, windows, bulk
heads, porches and for siding are
shown, as are also Eastlake and Octa
gon shingles. These tiles and shingles
are all made of tin. Metal siding,
Japanese hip capping, ridge capping,
roof gutters, conductor heads, finials
and other architectural materials are
shown in variety. A pleasing feature
of the book is the number of half tone
engravings it contains, covering a
number of residences and buildings on
which the products of the company
have been used.

The Biles-Heath Low Pressnre
Pumplni Engine.

A pump designed for use in raising
water to tanks for furnishing a supply
to the upper stories of buildings is the
Bliss-Heath vacuum or atmospheric
pumping engine shown in Fig. 7, and
built by the E. W. Bliss Company of
16 Adams street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The device consists of a double acting
engine operating a double acting
pump, a tubular steel boiler for a
pressure of only 1% pounds, a surface
condenser and a single acting air
pump. The motive power of the engine
is the normal atmospheric pressure
(14.7 pounds to the square inch)
brought to bear upon the power piston
by means of a vacuum formed in the
power cylinder, alternately above and
below the power piston. The air is
expelled from the power cylinder by
admitting steam without appreciable
pressure, after which the steam itself
exhausts into the surface condenser,
in which a constant vacuum is main
tained. Steam is then automatically
admitted into the power cylinder,
alternately above and below the power
piston, for either the up or down
stroke, breaking the vacuum and giv
ing the piston the required impetus.
The principle is the same as that of an

Fig. 6.—Union Brand LeatherHandleScrew
Driver.

or safety valve, like that of a tea
kettle. A very light pressure of
steam suffices to lift the cover, afford
ing a vent and making the generator
absolutely safe from danger of explo
sion. The generator is fed automat
ically by means of the water tank
pressure. On account of the freedom
from explosion of this engine no
licensed engineer or skilled mechanic
is required to operate it. Coal or wood
may be used as fuel. The engine can
be operated in connection with an

Fig. 7.- The BUu-Ueath Low Preuure
Pumping Fmgine.

ordinary low pressure house heating
steam boiler, thus making the cost of
operation very low during the steam
heating period. During the warm
weather, and all the year where build
ings are not heated by steam, the small
steel boiler furnished with the engine
provides ample power at low cost.
The engine is self oiling, and steam
and water being themselves good
lubricants, there is no " gumming
up " to clog the machinery and impair
its efficiency. Its wearing parts are
heavy, durable, simple, reliable and
interchangeable. An important feat
ure of the pump is that it never
" pounds,'' and is practically noiseless.
The pump is made at present in a
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number of sizes, from 300 up to 3000
gallons per hour 50 feet high, or corre
sponding quantities a greater or less
hight than 50 feet.

Slmondt Saw Tools.
The cuts herewith shown relate to
saw tools put on the market by Si-
monds Mfg. Company, Fitchburg,
Mass. The saw tool illustrated in
Fig. 8 is referred to as insuring a
quick, accurate and rigid adjustment
of the raker gauge. With this the
depth of a raker tooth can be varied
from 1-16to 1-1000inch, the slide, it is
explained, being held firmly in all
positions. The manufacturers claim

to bemixed with water and put around
the post immediately after mixing it,
and camping down thoroughly. The
fence is of an ornamental character, is
36 inches in hight and is constructed
with the Kilmer spring twist in all the
cabled, which overcomes any tendency
to expand or contract.

Starrett's Catalogue of mechanics'
Tools.

We have just received from the L.
S. Starrett Company of Athol, Mass ,

stair gauge fixtures No. Ill, trammels
No. 59, drill and tap gauges. The
makers have changed and improved
the designs of No. 11 squares, No. 9
sets. No. 1 cut nippers, No. 47 bevelp,
Nos. 120, 125 and 126 inside caliper
gauges. Nos. 26. 36 and 38 calipers;
have added valuable attachments to
No 360 protractor and No. 66 guide
liner, and have increased the number
of sizes of several tools.
The company state that they have
stopped making the ordinary soft steel

Fig. 8,—CretcentSaw Toot. Fig. 9.—StrayingHammer.

NOVELTIES.- SIMONDS SAW TOOLS.

that there is no chance to dislocate
the slide when once set in position, a
feature peculiar to this tool ; also that
it permits holding the jointing tile
square with the body of the saw. Fig.
9 shows a hammer and a setting slot
combined in one tool. It is pointed
out that the manner in which the
hammer is poised—the way the weight
is distributed —is best adapted to the
work in question. The advantages
claimed for the hammer are that the
wide jaws of the setting slot prevent
injury to the tooth, that the hammer
is perfectly balanced as regards the
body and that it is easy to handle.

The Kilmer Lin o Fence una Steel
Posts.

The Kilmer Wire Mfg. Company,
Chicago, 111.,are manufacturing the

a copy of what is known as Catalogue
No. 16, this superseding all previous
catalogues sent out by the manufac
turers. It is a publication of 112
pages, profusely illustrated, neatly
printed on good paper and is bound in
attractive paper covers of a design
suggestive of some of the lines of
goods manufactured by the company.
An important announcement to the
trade is found among the early pages
of the volume, together with a view
of the company's woiks. The manu
facturers state that every tool listed in
the catalogue is warranted accurate
and satisfactory and that the prices of
the tools as given are net.
In offering this catalogue to the
trade the company direct special at
tention to the following new tools:
Combination squares with hardened
blades, new style combination square,

rules and that their former surface
gauge No. 55 is replaced by a better
one knowu as No. 57. It is also an
nounced that milling cutters are no
longer manufactured. While the com
pany have added a line of combination
squares with hardened blades for
those who may prefer them their regu
lar No. 11 blades will still be made as
before, with suffi<ieut hardness for all
ordinary purposes. In conmction
with the goods illustrated will be
found ample descriptive text calling
attention to the important features of
construction and operation, list prices
and dimensions. One page at the
close of the catalogue is devottd to a
list of the company's foreign agents,
with reference to their New York
store at 126 Liberty street, where a
full stock of tools is carried. The
catalogue concludes with an alpha-

Fig. 10.- The Kilmer Lawn Fenceand SteelPo*tt.

lawn fence and steel posts of which an
illustration is given in Fig. 10of the
cuts. The posts are intended to be
set in concrete, so that the fence re
quires no top rail or bracing. A hole
for these posts is dug about 6 inches
larger than the spread of the post at
the bottom, the hole being a little
larger at the bottom than at the top.
The concrete is easily made. The
company's directions are to take four
shovelfuls of crushed stone or coarse,
clean gravel, two shovelfuls of clean
sand and one shovelful of goad cement.

No. 17; carpenter's square, center
square, pocket slide caliper, microme
ter gauge No. 24, 12 to 36 inches;
micrometers with finger ring, mi
crometers with ratchet stop, attach
ment for converting a 2-inch into a
1-inch micrometer, micrometer No.
127,0 to 12 inches: inside micrometer,
32 to 107inches; thickness gauge No.
172, inspectors' gauges, Little Giant
jack screws, complete line of hack
. saws, Universal surface gauge No. 57,
screw adjusting calipers, double
calipers, carpenters' dividers No. 92,

betical index and some remarks on
postal insurance.

The W. I. c. Wire Stair Tread.

Shenango Specialty Works, Sharps-
ville, Pa., are offering wire stair
treads, constructed upon the plan
of the concern's wire floor matting,
but to tit the steps of stairs, and can
be made of iron, steel, brass or alu
minum wire. The manufacturers ex
plain that if placed on outside steps
the treads clean the feet much better
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than a mat, that they do not be
come displaced, that they can be
taken up instantly and as easily re
placed, that they will not kick or kink
np, and that they permit ice, mud,
snow and dirt to pass through and dry
out underneath. The treads are fur
nished to fold, or in sections, or in one
piece, according to the size of step and
requirements of the purchaser.

*
It is

pointed out that in public buildings,
flats and business establishments the
treads are superior to a solid sheet
tread of brass or cast iron, as they are
more cleanly and almost noiseless, and
do not retain mud, dust or disease
germs.

Tool and Cutlery Grinders.

The Acme knife and tool grinder
and Schofield's Scientific knife and
scissors grinder are among the special
ties now being turned out by Scho-
field & Co. of Freeport, 111.In Fig. 11
is shown the Acme knife and tool
grinder. The frame is strong, the
driving wheel 12 inches in diameter
and the emery grinding wheel is
4 inches in diameter with a face
% inch wide. This machine is in
tended for sharpening chisels, planes
and any carpenters' tools, particularly
such as require a true bevel. A feat
ure of the grinder is that it is portable
and if necessary after use can be hung
up out of the way. The Acme grinder
is especially recommended to carpen
ters, hotel and restaurant keepers and
any who use cutlery or edge tools,
particular attention being called to
the moderate cost.

JUrade notes.
The International Correspondence
Schoolsat Scranton,Pa.,haverecentlyissued
a veryinterestingpamphlet,bearingthesug
gestive title of '•The Official Mei-senger."
The issueat handcontainsa veryfull account
of theschool,the buildingsoccupiedandthe
facilitiesaffordedfor study. It is beautifully
illustratedbyhalf-toDeengravingsandis in
tendedtoserve" asamediumof communica
tion from the homeofficeto theconstantly
increasing force of solicitor collectors and
assistant superintendents." The manage
menthavealso recentlyissuedcircularscall
ing attention to thespecial privilegesto all
whoenroll beforeJanuary 1,1900.
Frederick Reissmann of West
Point, N. Y., is distributing very neatcircu
lars illustrating his Rafter and Polygon
gauge, referenceto which has previously
beenmadein thesecolumns. A view ot the
tool is given,togetherwith anenumeration
of someof the uses for whichit maybead
vantageouslyemployed. It is describedas
being unlike anyothertool on the market," saves time for the skilled mechanicand
enables the ordinary workman to frame
roofs with absolutecertainty/'
The Grand Rapids Wood Carving
Company,Grand Rapids,Mich.,havehsued
a very beautifullyillustratedcatalogue,com
prising 48pages,uf woodcarvings,moldings,
rosettes,newel posts,balusters,twist work,
capitals, columns,&c. The illustrationsare
in half-tonesandareprinted on heavypaper
of highly calenderedfinish,enablingtbe tine
pointsof the company'smagnificentwork to
bebrought out in very perfect detail. The
specimenspresentedin this cataloguecom
priseaverygreatvarietyof designs,showing
theadmirablefacilitiespossessedbythecom
panyfor this classof work. All their work is
carvedand not presseO.Theyare prepared
to furbish designsfor any kind of ornaments
in woodthat mayberequired by architects,
contractorsandbuilders.
We are indebted to John J. Brown,
general contractor, carpenterand builder,
with officeat 308Post OfficeBnilding,Ger-
mantown,Philadelphia,Pa., for a neat blot
ting pad,with copiesof which he is favor
ing friends in the trade. Tbe bodyconsists
of several sheetsof blotting papervariedin
color, while the face calls attention to tbe
fact thatMr. Brown furnishesestimatesand
gives prompt attention to work in tbe line
indicated. Heguaranteesall workasstrictly
first classandclaims,aseveryone knows to
be a fact, that "real pleasure consists in
having your work done in a satisfactory
manner.
The Cincinnati Ball Bearing
Macbineky Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
sendasa 16-pagepamphletboundin colored
paper covers calling attention to Parks'
patent foot and hand powerwoodworking

In Fig. 13 is shown the knife and
scissors grinder, which is designed for
use in the family for use in sharpen
ing knives, scissors and similar small

articles in daily use. It has a 2-inch
corundum wheel and a capacity for
fine work. The frame is japanned.
On either side of the wheel are rests,

machinery. In offeringthis to the tradethe
manufacturerscall attentionto the fact that
after yearsof experiencewith footandhand
power machinery, and with the additional
experienceand suggestionsof skillful me
chanics,theyare now able to produce

l*the
most practical combinationof machineson
themarket,alsocutter headsand sawswith
special shai>edteeth that will do the work
with as little power as possibleand have
properlygearedthemachinesto getthebest
results." Referenceis madeto thefact that
the machinesare being extensivelyusedin
theUnitedStates,Canadaand foreigncoun
tries. The machinesillustratedanddescribed
include combined saw machine with ball
bearings,combinedrip crosscut and jointer,
rip saw,band saw and boringattachments,
scroll saw, shaper and lathe attachment,
jointer heads,&c.
The United States Mineral Wool
Company of 2 Cortlandt street, New York
City, present in their announcementin an
other partof this issuesomeinterestiig com
ments regarding theuseof mineralwool in
connection with house construction. Sec
tionsof roof, floors and wallsare presented,
showinghowmineralwool maybeemployed
to keepa housewarm in winter, coolin sum
mer and at tbe sametime make it sound
proof. Referenceis made to the fact that
the lining is verminproof and that neither
rats, micenor insects can make their way
throughor live in it. Anotherpointwhich is
emphasizedby the companyiBthatmineral
woolchecksthespreador fire and keepsout
dampness. Samples and circulars will be
sent by the companyto thosewhomay be
sufficientlyinterestedtoapply for them.
The Berlin Iron Bridge Comfany
recently shippedfrom their works in East
Berlin. Conn.,27cars of structural material,
consignedto the United StatesCommission
at Paris, France. This traintoadof material
is for thesteelframeworkof a typicalAmeri
can machineshop,to beusedexclusivelybv
the American exhibitors of iron and wood
working machineryat thefair of 1900.The
material comprisesa building 343feetlong
and 74feet wide andwill beequippedwith
motive power in order that American ex
hibitors may showtheir machineryin prac
tical operationandat the sametimemakean
exhibit of a typical Americanmachineshop,
with all modernappliances.
Hand and foot power wood work
ing machinery for carpenters and general
wood workers forms tbe subjectof an an
nouncementin anotherpart of this issueby
Niles, Luhn&Co., S46-528Livingstone street.
Cincinnati,Ohio. The companycall special
attention to their combinationrip andcross
cut sawwith scroll saw,plowing and rabbet
attachment,also to their newand improved
footpower mortiser,edgemolders,mitering
and trimming machines,&c. The claim is
put forth that the machinesare madefor
good work and are of a character to give
entire satisfaction. The companywill fur
nishcatalogueandpriceson application.

which can be set at any angle to grind
the blade thin or otherwise. By hold
ing the fiat side of scissors blade
against the rest at the top of the

wheel and passing the blade back and
forth from heel to point it grinds it to
the correct bevel the whole length of
the blade.

The Garry Iron & Steel Roofing
Company are preparing to moveinto their
new factory buildings in theeasternpart of
the city, which,when in full operation,will
comprisecne of the largestplantsin Cleve
land. Tbe building tobe usedin themanu
facture of structural iron work is 240x 70
feet,while the main factory, in which will
be manufacturedheavymachinery,is 130x
295feet. The demandin all departmentsis
greater than ever before and they are at
work on somevery large contracts. A re
volving derrick, one of the most powerful
ever built, has recently beencompletedfor
Hunklns Brothers,contractors,and it is now
at work on the Cleveland breakwater. It
was designedby Raltenbach & Griess of
Clevelandandhasa numberof newfeatures.
A coal handlingrig of unusual size was re
centlyshippedto Peekskill, N. Y. TheGarry
Companyhave furnished a greater portion
of the cementplants recentlyput up in this
country, and are now at work for a large
plant for the Oniga Portland CementCom
panyof Jooesville. Mich. A heavyshipment
of structural iron work is soon to bemade
to Pine Bluff, Ark.
The Acme Knife and Tool Grinder
is a devicewhich is beingintroducedto the
trade by Schofleld& Co.,Freeport, 111.,and
is illustrated and briefly describedin their
advertising spacethis month. The claimis
made for it that it will grind carpenters'
tools of all kinds, requiring a true bevel
"more perfectly in half the time andwith
lessthanone-half the labor required with a
grindstone." The tool is such that it canbe
clampedto the bench, carried in the tool
chestor hungup ona nail.
The B. F. Sturtevant Company
of Boston.Mass.,reportanincreaseof nearly
40per cent,in th«»volumeof their business
for 1899ascomparedwith thepreviousyear.
The shipments, bcth foreign and domestic,
included fan blowers for all purposes,heat
ing, ventilating, drying and mechanical
draft apparatus,engines,electricalapparatus,
&c. During thepastyearanaddition cover
ing 20,000squdrnfeet has beenmadefor the
useof the electrical department,which has
shown the most rapid growth, the output
having more than doubledduring the year,
and covering principally electric fans and
special generating sets. The sale of me
chanicaldralt apparatushasbeenpractically
quadrupled,while theoutputof engineshas
increasedone-thirdover that of thepreceding
year and has includedmanyspecialdesigns.

The Illinois Roofing & Supply
Company, Chicago, are distributing a re
markably fine catalogueof copyrightedde
signs of continuoussteel ceiling, side wall
plates, borders, corner plates, moldings,
cornices,centers, friezes and wainscoting;
in short, of everything necessaryfor the
steel ceiling trade. A great variety of de
signsis shown,from simpleto highly ornate.
The catalogue comprises 24 broad pages,
heavy paper being used to bring out the
handsomecutsto bestadvantage.
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PRIMA VERA
FRESH PRIMA VERA (WHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIKKCT.

We have just received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo we
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average in
lengths, widths, color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to correspond

With us in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods used for Interior Finish and Decoration.

MAHOGANY.
Our stock of Mexican, Cuba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our prices

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sts. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A

WADDELL MFG CO CornerT*ylorandColdbrookSts*' Grand Rapids, Mich., D S.A.
Carvings, Mouldings, Festoons, Newel

771 - 4 r*AMM*4^ jyy^T^^^ Posts, Head Blocks, Rope andttlood carvings, ^^7,^^^X^^ Twist Baluaters' aad
Hand and ..--^3^^^fevS» ifflslmWb&^rS^'^ Ornaments.

Machine.

Porch liable Carving No. 612.1.
Over1000designsillustratedin ourcatalogueandprice-listNo.18. Mailedfor 8c.in. stampi

— Hadn't Had the Experience.—" How did you feel when you were well
out to sea ? "
" I wasn't well when I was out to
sea."—Indianapolis Journal.
— Fond Father: "So you have told
me a lie, young man. Haven't you
learned from me by this time what an
•awful thing a liar Is ? "
Johnny: " Yes, sir; I have."— Life.

—What is the difference between a
China man and nu American ?
A Chinaman is all talkee-talkee, and
an American is all Dewey-Dewey.— Ex
change.

— Similarity in Epitaphs.— "Mama,"
thoughtfully said the child, who had
been playing among the tombstones all
flay. " where are the wicked people
hurled ? "—.Ivtly

STAVED UP, DRY

WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They Do Not Check.

STAIRRAiLS
the Standard

Wood Turning Co.
No 194GreeneSt..

JERSEY CITT, I. J.
Send4c. In stampstor IllustratedCatalogue.

riodern American
Dwellings

With Constructive Details.

This Is the largest and most complete
volume of Perspective Views, Floor Plaun.
EleTatlons and Constructive Details of nod*
ern homes now published.

It Contains
37 Selected Designs or Beautiful Mod

ern Residences,

Illustrated by
Fall-Page Half-Tone Engravings of tbo

completed Buildings, and
117 Full-Page Plates of Elevations.
Floor Plans and Constructive Detatlm,

All Drawn to Scale,

And 40 Pages of Descriptive Text.

PRICES2.00POSTPAID.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,
Publishers,

233 William Street, - New Y«
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BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.
Est.1863. .1895.

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE FITCH SASH LOCKS
areaSecurityDevice;atonceSim-1
pieandDurable;,
Adjustingthe'
.Bash;Prevent-<king Rattling;.
AlsoDisfigure-*
meritof TopSaah/
byKeepingtheWin
dow" LockedorUn
locked."Send for<trial sample—free,

fW.8cE.T.FitchCo.
NewHaven,Conn,j

STURTEVANT
PLANING MILL

Exhaust Fans
HOT BLAST DRY KILNS,
for Drying Lumber, Staves and

other Materials.
Send tot our Catalogues and Ptieea.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON—34 Oliver Street.

HawTom—181LibertySt. Phila.—186N\ThirdSt.
-16S.CanalSt.Loitdok—76QueenVloterlaSt.

The MostPerfect Sound-Deadener.
Not amerefelt or paper,but a soft,quiltedoushlonof minutedead-airspaces.Inwhichthe

sound-waresareabsorbedandlost. A sclentlflcandrationalnon-conduetorofheator sound,Incomparablysuperiortothethin,densefeltsandpapers.Sendfora freesample; It'sanobjectlessonthatappeartoyourIntelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHING AND DBAOBNINO "QUILT."
SAJIUEL CABOT, Sole ilanufacturer, - 67 Kllby St., Boston, Mass.

AGENTSAT ALL CENTRALPOINTS.
Also Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanlevs Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E, tttiWS&ft*.

TOOLS
Square., Levels, Steel Rules, Divid
ers, Bevels, Nail Sets, Etc.
112PAGECATALOGUEFREE.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO.,Box65,ATHOL,MASS.^
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Wehaverepresent
ativesandstocksof
floorsIntheleading
AskforColoredFloor
indPrices.

W PARQUET
FLOORS
OF FINEST WOODS.

PLAIN or ornamental,
THICK OR THIN. -

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Manufacturers, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $
1 2

Mtlfl tdS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Oars are the
latest and best. Oar customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from our
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Ptlila. & Boston Face BriCk CO., ||I3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.
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The Building Situation.

The reports which have been received covering build

ing operations during the year just brought to a close

show that with few exceptions every part of the country

has witnessed a most gratifying degree of activity. This

tendency toward improvement was more noticeable per

haps in the latter part of the year than it was In the

spring, as at that time building enterprises had not yet

begun to feel the stimulus of the rapidly growing pros

perity which was manifest all over the land. As In times

of depression the building business is the last among the

various lines of industry to be adversely affected, so In

times of prosperity it is the last to reflect the prevalence

■ofgood times. This raises the hope that the year upon

which we are now entering will witness a large volume of

business in the building line, and if the opinions of ar

chitects, builders and contractors scattered over a wide

area are any criterion, these expectations are likely to see

substantial realization. In some instances where labor

troubles have been deterrent factors in the situation,

causing a heavy falling off in the amount of work done

as compared with the previous year, the existing difficul

ties have been so far adjusted as to give promise of a re

vival of activity as soon as the building season opens. In

striking contrast to such instances, however, are the rec

ords of cities where building operations were conducted

upon a scale of unprecedented magnitude. In New York,

/or example, in the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx,

the extent of the operations during 1S99 was far ahead

of anything heretofore known, the number of buildings

projected reaching an aggregate of 4033, not Including

3350 alterations, and involving an estimated expenditure

of $135,982,960,as against $78,484,627 in the previous

year. A part of this greatly Increased total was obvi

ously due to the fact that the new building code went

into effect December 23, and many plans were filed just

before that date in order to take advantage of the easier

provisions of the law of 1S92. In fact, during the week

-ending with the date named permits were issued by the

department for more than 300 buildings, estimated to

-cost in the neighborhood of $15,000,000. While it is prob

able that many of the buildings for which provision has
t>een made in the plans filed will not be erected for a

long time to come, the showing is certainly a remarkable

one for such a period, and at the same time the record

-of the year is striking evidence of the general prosperity

which prevails. All things considered, therefore, the

present situation has In it much of substantial promise

for the members of the building profession.

A Large Riding Academy.
A movement is at present on foot to give this city

what will probably be the largest riding academy in- the
■country, if not in the world. It will occupy something

like a dozen city lots, and the estimated cost is placed
In the neighborhood of $500,000. The plans for the struc
ture have recently been filed with the Building Depart

ment, and according to them the academy will have a
frontage of 200 feet on West Sixty-sixth street, between
Central Park West and Columbus avenue, and of 100
feet on Sixty-seventh street. It will be of steel construc
tion, with walls of red brick and trimmings of terra cotta.
According to the design of the architect, Henry F. KH-
burn, the central portion of the building will be the rid
ing ring, which will have a promenade its entire length.
In the eastern wing will be located the apartments for
the clubs, the basement being fitted with public bathing
rooms, lockers, shower baths, steam drying room, &c.
On the first floor there will be reception and reading
rooms, smoking room and administrative offices, while
on the second there will be a large club room and a
ladies' parlor aud dressing room. The other three floors
of the eastern wing will be devoted to riding and driving
clubs. In the western wing will be located the stables
with stalls for 400 horses, rooms for carriages and auto
mobiles, harness storage rooms, supply rooms, &c. The
gallery overlooking the riding ring will have a seating
capacity for 1500 people, and additional chairs can be
added to accommodate 1000 more. The band stand will
be of sufficient size to accommodate 40 musicians.

Failures in 1899.
Among the tests of business prosperity none is found

more reliable than the record of commercial failures.

In this respect the year 1899 stands in remarkably fa
vorable comparison with the years that have gone be

fore. Notwithstanding that several important failures

fell into the last few days of the year, adding several mil

lions to the total of liabilities, the commercial mortality

was smaller than In any other year of the past twenty-

five, excepting 1880and 1881, while the average of liabil

ities per failure was less than In any previous year, and,

most important test of all, the rate of defaults to solven

payments through clearing houses was the smallest

ever known. Moreover, the falling off in failures last
year was not only in the aggregate, but was also shown

in every section of the country and in all classes of busi

ness. Such uniformity of improvement throughout the

country is extremely rare, and would be impossible if
business conditions were not generally sound and pros

perous. The total number of business failures last year,

according to the returns of Dun's Review, was 9337, as

compared with 12,186 in 1898, 13,351 in 1897 and 15,088

In 1896. The liabilities of 1899 aggregated $90,880,000,

as against $130,663,000in 1898, $154,332,000in 1897 and
$226,097,000 in 1896. In the panic year, 1893, they
amounted to $346,7S0,000. Had it not been for the nest
of failures resulting from the speculative collapse in

Boston at the close of the year, the aggregate of liabili

ties for 1899 would have been about $21,000,000 less

than it was, or under $70,000,000. Of the $90,880,000
commercial defaults last year, $30,792,000were in manu

facturing, against $57,544,000in 1898, and $48,925,000in

trading, as compared with $61,918,000 in the preceding

year. The decline In manufacturing and trading failures

was larger than ever before in every section, except New
England, where a number of concerns became involved
In the troubles before referred to. In New York the man
ufacturing failures were only about one-quarter of those

In two years of the previous five and but half those of

the other three preceding years. All other sections of the
country display strikingly favorable comparisons, show
ing the lowest average of commercial liabilities ever re
ported.
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Heavy Fire Losses.
Unlike the great majority of business interests the fire

insurance companies found the year just closed a very

disastrous season. Many of these concerns, it is feared,
will show a heavy loss on their year's operations. The
tire loss statistics of the New York Journal of Commerce
for 1890 show, for the United States and Canada, a total

of J136.77S.200, an Increase bver 1898 of $17,000,-

000, $26,000,000 over 1897 and $30,000,000 over 1896.

During the past year there were eighteen fires each of

which Involved a loss of over half a million dollars, the

largest individual loss being in Philadelphia, where

$1,725,000worth of property was wiped out in the large

department store and publishing house conflagration in

November. The Windsor Hotel fire in New York City
and the big fire which devastated Victor, Col., each in

flicted over $1,100,000of damage. Other big flres of the

year occurred with losses between $500,000 and $1,000,-

000 in Chicago (three), Columbus, Ohio; Dawson City,

Alaska; Philadelphia, St. John, N. B.; Toledo, Ohio; Cin

cinnati, New York City, Brooklyn (two), Augusta, Ga.,
and Montreal, Canada. The flres exceeding $10,000.In

destructiveness numbered 2345. That an average of $11,-

400,000worth of property should have gone up in smoke

each month in spite of all our Improved fire fighting

facilities seems a deplorable waste. The fire underwrit

ers are naturally much discouraged over the outlook and

are planning for united action in the direction of higher

rates for insurance in the current year.

Oeorge Tapper.

Members of the building profession will learn with
deep regret of the death at his home in Riverside, near
Chicago, on January 9 of George Tapper, first vice-presi

dent of the National Association of Builders and one of

the oldest and best known building contractors In that
city. Mr. Tapper was born In Devonshire, England, May
29, 1835, and while yet a boy learned the trade of mason

from his father. He went to Chicago in 1852, entering

the employ of William E. Mortimer & Co. In 1864 he be
came a member of the firm under the title of Mortimer,

Loberg & Co., which continued until 1866, when Mr.

Loberg withdrew, the firm then being known as Mor

timer & Tapper. The concern built some of the first of

the large buildings in the city, as well as the Michigan

Southern Depot, First National Bank Building, Montauk
Block, numerous churches and the Grand Pacific Hotel.

The last public service Mr. Tapper rendered was when

he was appointed a member of the Swift Tax Commis
sion. That body placed a valuation upon all the realty

holdings In the First Ward. At the time his judgment
as to the value of the largest buildings in the heart of the
city was not disputed, and he was considered an ex

tremely capable member of the commission. He was ap

pointed by former Mayor Swift at the suggestion of for
mer Commissioner of Public Works Joseph Downey,

who was one of Mr. Tapper's earliest and best friends.

Previous to his election as first vice-president last year

Mr. Tapper had filled the office of treasurer of the Na

tional Association of Builders ever since its organization.

He was an ex-president of the Chicago Builders and

Traders' Exchange and a member of the Builders' Club

of that city, both of which passed resolutions of regret

at a recent meeting.

New Horace Mann School -

The plans were recently filed with the Building De

partment for the new Horace Mann School, which will
occupy the easterly block fronting on Broadway between

120th and 121st streets, New York City, the estimated

cost of the structure being placed at $350,000. The de

signs furnished by Josselyn, Howells & Stokes provide

for a structure five stories in hight, built of brownstone

and Holland brick, surmounted by a steel and slate roof,
which will be ornamented with a cupola over the Broad
way entrance. Across the front elevation will be carved
panels bearing the names of philosophers and men noted
for educational work. Two floors of the building will
be devoted to an auditorium, with a balcony, having
seats arranged on the horseshoe plan. The rest of the
structure will be used for the various classes.

The Decision in the Thirtieth Competition.

Wc take pleasure in laying before our readers the
decision of the committee having in charge the award
of prizes in the Thirtieth Competition, being that cov
ering the construction of Inside Folding Window Blinds
or Shutters. The responses to the invitation extended
in the issue for December last were such as to indicate
widespread interest, coming as they did from many sec
tions of the country. Under the conditions of the con
test, the committee have awarded the first prize to Frank
J. Grodavent, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., and the second
prize to Howard B. Gallaway, 315 North Greene street,
Baltimore, Md.
The committee also announce that the article sub
mitted under the nom de plume of " Nail " Is worthy of
special mention, both by reason of the author's descrip
tion of the method of doing the work and the excellence
of his drawings. Other contributions entitled to notice
are those submitted under the nom de plumes of " Kent "

and " Utopia." It may not be without interest, perhaps,
to state in this connection that the criticism by the com
mittee of the article submitted by " Kent " is based on
the fact that while the several drawings clearly showed
the construction of the blinds, he failed to give In his de
scription any idea of the way in which the work was
done. The same criticism applies to some extent to the
article awarded the second prize, the author falling to
make the description as complete, in all respects, as
could have been wished. His effort, however, was in
the opinion of the committee second In order of merit
and a decision was rendered accordingly. In several
of the articles submitted important points regarding
construction were not properly covered in the descrip
tion, and in some instances no mention whatever was
made of features of the work of making and fitting
which would be regarded as essential in a set of properly
constructed inside blinds or shutters. We hope in the
near future to lay some of these contributions before our
readers, and at the same time shall be glad to have them
criticise and comment upon them In the light of their
own experience.

The Price of Lumber.

The question of the future price of lumber Is on*
which is occupying the minds of those engaged In the
industry at the present time, and it is freely asserted
that it will never again be as cheap as in recent years.
On this head the Cleveland Leader observes that It is
already a fair question whether or not lumber will ever
be cheap, as values were rated less than one year ago.
No sound Judge of economic and industrial condition*
can doubt that many staples will lose much of the ad
vance made in the past ten months. It is inevitable. In
the nature of things. With timber and all its products
the case is different. The darkening shadow of Inade
quate or very expensive supplies lies over the trade In
merchandise which comes from the forests. It will not
be permanently lifted by any known agency. With pop
ulation and production of all kinds fast increasing, and
the country gradually filling up, the demand for tim
ber and wood of all kinds will naturally Increase. That
means heavier drafts upou the forests, and the best pos
sible care of our remaluiug sources of supply can hardly
make lumber cheap and plentiful, In the old sense. There
may be temporary depression in the market, but reac
tions from too sudden and violent advances in the price
level will scarcely last long.
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COLONIAL RESIDENCE IN MERIDEN, CONN.

THE
growing popularity of the " colonial " in the

architectural treatment of dwellings at the present

time renders interesting and suggestive the design which
we illustrate this month by means of the colored sup
plemental plate in combination with the elevations,

floor plans and constructive details presented upon this
and the pages which follow. The character of the de
sign, the treatment of the exterior, combined with the ar
rangement of the rooms are such as cannot fail to at
tract attention. A feature which will strongly appeal to
many is the arrangement of the rooms on both sides of
the main hall and the " den," brilliantly lighted by art
glass windows at the right of the main stairs. The dis
position of the rooms is such that the front door can be

sheathed with No. 2 matched spruce, covered with water
proof paper, this In tarn being covered with clear white
pine clapboards. The roof Is slated with No. 1 old quarry
Bangor, Pa., slate, with boxed hlpB. All the ornament*!
work is of London putty. The underpining, front
sides, is rock faced ashlar. The outside chimney
chimney tops are laid up with Trenton red pressed
brick.
The first and second floors are double, the finished
floors in the dining room and bathroom being of rock
maple treated in wax. The kitchen and pantries arc
North Carolina pine, straight grained and oiled. The
hall, vestibule and den floors are quartered white oak 2ft
inches wide, treated in wax. The balance of the floors

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Colonial Residence in Meriden, Conn.—David Bloomfield, Architect.

reached from the kitchen without the necessity of pass

ing through any other rooms, while the location of the

butler's pantry insures ready communication between the
dining room and kitchen. In the second story are four
sleeping rooms, one of which has an alcove of good size,

ample closets, and a bathroom, all of which are readily

accessible from the main stairs, which land in the center
of the house. In the attic are two rooms finished for
servants' use.
The house, as will be observed, is of frame construc
tion, all timber being of spruce. The first and second
floor Joists are 2 x 10 inches, the attic floor joists, 2x8
inches; the studding, 2x4 and the window studs 3x4
inches, all studding and joist being placed 16 inches on
centers. The sills, girts and posts are 4x6 inches; the
plates 2x4 inches, doubled, and rafters 2x6 inches, the
latter being placed 20 inches on centers. The frame is

of the bouse are %-lnch matched pine. The dining room
and den are treated in brown ash antique finish; the
kitchen in North Carolina pine, and the pantries In white
pine natural finish. The bathroom is entirely In white
enamel and the balance of the house in four coat work,
white.
The fire place shown in the sitting room is laid up
with red pressed brick, with hearth of the same material.
The wood mantel is treated In a way to correspond with
the finish of the room. All of the ornamental windows
are metallic setting. The laundry Is located in the base
ment and the cellar Is cemented. The house is heated by
a hot air furnace made by the Dighton Furnace Com
pany, Dighton, Mass. The plumbing is of the most ap
proved type, all being exposed work and nickel plated.
The house here shown Is pleasantly located on Broad
street, Meriden, Conn., and was erected for I. Burton
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Miller in accordance with plans prepared by David
Bloonifield. architect, 129 State street, Meriden, Conn.
The builder was C. Wagemann of the same place.

Filipino Wood Carvers.

Some interesting facts relative to the skill of the
Filipino wood carvers are set forth in a recent issue of
the San Francisco Chronicle, from which we quote the
following:

There stands in the old walled city of Manila a
church whose rare beauty should win it a place among

the famed temples of the world. It is the Church of St.
Ignatius of Loyola, and, as the name would indicate, was

X-I
ITT
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erected by the Jesuit fathers. The ten years that elapsed
between 1879 and 1889 were consumed in its construc
tion, and a success that was truly artistic crowned the
effort of a decade. The exterior is neither imposing nor
artistic, but it was upon the interior that effort was cen
tered, and few structures in the world can boast of the
perfect harmony of effect there attained. Practically
the entire interior is done in the native hard woods of
the Philippine Islands that have been carved by mas
ter hands. A remarkable fact in connection with the
work is that it was all done by natives. The designs
were all made in Europe, but every credit is due the
workmen who so closely followed their models. This in
cident illustrates a peculiar trait in the Filipinos. They

and the effect is at once harmonious and artistic. One
of the rectors of the church, under whose direction much
of the work has been done, relates that the carving of
the base of the pulpit consumed two years, and that the
balustrade occupied nearly as much time. Next to the
pulpit the ceiling, which is entirely of carved wood, at
tracts the most attention.
There are a series of intricate designs that show the
genius of art and the skill of the carver, and the effect
is admirable. The columns, capitals and arches have
also been done in wood, and they, too, enhance the
beauty of the church. The altars— one main and two

Elevationof Parlor Mantel.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot. Attic.

lack originality, but they are wonderful imitators. Give
their carvers a model and they will duplicate to perfec
tion. Let their painters see a picture and they will re
produce it on their own instruments.
Probably the most artistic piece of carving in the
church is the pulpit. It is a massive affair, affixed to one
of the giant columns close to the altar rail. On its sides
are a series of panels upon which have been carved
scenes depicting important Scriptural events. The pul
pit has a beautifully carved base, and upon the outer
side of the balustrade are the figures of saints. The fig
ures have all been perfectly carved, and there has been
a wonderful regard for detail. Proportions are perfect

side—are also of wood, and show splendid specimens of
the skill of the carvers. The floor is also of wood, and
the sheen of its polish serves to high ten the general

effect.
Most of the wood used Is malove, best of all the 50
varieties of hard wood that grow In the Philippines. It
is capable of resisting any of the Insects that attack
wood, and neither heat nor water affects it. Steel Is
the only thing that will outlast it. It is so hard that the
fashioning of it is very difficult, but the excellent results
obtained make it worthy of the effort. The art of wood
carving has long been taught to the Filipinos and the
traveler in their islands sees many samples of their work.
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Elevationof OrnamentalChimneyonLeft Side InsideView of Stair Windowin Right SideElevation.—
of House.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot. Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

Miscellantous Constructive Details of Colonial Residence in Meriden, Conn.
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Elevationof Main StairsandSectionthroughDen.—Scale,J4 Inch to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Colonial Residence in Meriden, Conn.
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Sizes of Pipes for Heating Houses by Hot Air.

Supplementing what we published in the Decem
ber issue in answer to a correspondent making inquiry
with regard to the sizes of pipes necessary for heating
houses by hot air we present herewith an extract from
an interesting article contributed to a recent issue of
The Metal Worker by William G. Snow, who has had a
long experience in hot air furnace work:
Much larger furnace pipes are now used than for
merly. This involves a greater original outlay and an
increased running expense for fuel, but the householder
Is repaid by the more healthful conditions secured
through the supply of an ample volume of warm air In
place of a small volume of intensely heated air. The
pipes should be so proportioned that the several floors
will be heated equally.
Table IV, calculated as explained below, will be found
useful in determining their 6ize. It must be borne In
mind, however, that in heating and ventilating work no
rule or table can be successfully used without a certain co-

Table IV, Showing the Proper Size of Furnace Pipes to Heat Booms of Various Dimensions When Two Sides Are Exposed'
Temperatureat Register LfO°,Room 70°,Outside 0°. Rooms 8 to 17Feet in Width Assumed to be9 Feet High. Rooms 18to tO
Feet in Width Assumed to be 10 Feet High. For Other High's, Temperatures or Exposures Make a Suitable Allowance.
When First Floor Pipes Are Longer Than 15Feet UseOneSize Larger Than That Stated.

The volume of warm air required to offset this loss

depends on its temperature, which generally ranges from

120 to 140 degrees in zero weather. Assuming the tem

perature of the entering air to be 140 degrees and that
of the room to be 70 degrees, the air escaping at approxi

mately the latter temperature will carry away one-half
the heat brought in. The other half, corresponding' to

the drop in temperature from 140 to 70 degrees, Is lost

by transmission. With outside temperature zero each
cubic foot of air at 140 degrees brings Into the room 2.2
heat units. Since only one-half of this, or 1.1 heat

units, can be utilized to offset the loss by transmission,

to ascertain the volume of air per hour at 140 degrees re
quired to heat a given room, divide the loss of heat by

transmission by 1.1: the quotient is the volume sought

This result divided by 60 gives the number of cubic feet
per minute. Having determined the volume of air re
quired per minute, if we know the velocity with which
it will travel through the pipes, their area in square feet
is readily determined by dividing the volume by the

velocity in feet per minute. This area Is easily reduced
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One12-inchpipe = two 9-Inchpipes.
One13-inchpipe.. . = two 10-Inch pipes.
One14-lnchpipe = two 11inch pipes.
In thespaceoppositethenumbersindicating:the lengthandwidth of room,the lower number showsthe sizepipe for first floor, iuppernumberthesizepipetor secondfloor.
For third floor useonesizesmallerthan for secondfloor.

One15-lnchpipe = two 12-inchpipes.
One16-inchpipe - two 12-lnchpipes.
One17-lnchpipe = two 13-inchpipes.

For roomswith threeexposuresincreasepipegiven in tablein proportion to theexposure.
For hallsusepipeof amplesizeto allow for lossof heatto secondfloor.

efficient of common sense to allow for varying conditions.
The main steps involved In the calculation of the
above table are:
1. The determination of the loss of heat through the
walls, windows and floor or ceiling of the room.
2. The volume of warm air required to offset this loss.
3. The velocity of air in the pipes.
The loss of heat is calculated by first reducing the
total exposure to equivalent glass surface. This is done
by adding to the actual glass surface one-quarter the
area of exposed wood and plaster or brick walls and
one-twentieth the area of floor or ceiling to cover the
loss of heat to non-heated basement or attic. Ten per
cent. Is added where the exposure is severe to cover the
Increased loss of heat by transmission and by the leak
age of air. The window* area assumed In calculating

the table is one-fifth, or 20 per cent., of the entire ex
posure of the room. From the inspection of a number
of plans this ratio was found to represent a liberal allow
ance for glass surface.
Having obtained the equivalent of glass surface
(B. G. S.), multiply by 85 (the loss of heat per square

foot of glass per hour with 70 degrees difference in tem
perature). The product will be the total loss of heat by
transmission per hour.
* Doublewindows,when tightly put in, transmitabout three-
fifths as much heat as a single window.

to square Inches, from which the diameter of the pipe

may be obtained.
In calculating the table maximum velocities of 280
and 400 feet were used for pipes leading to the first and
second floors respectively. These velocities are readily
attainable in practice. They are lower than those com

monly assumed for straight vertical flues, but this ia

accounted for by the greater resistance to the passage

of air through the nearly horizontal basement pipes, and
through elbows, nettings and registers. The size of the
smaller pipes was based on lower velocities, according

to their size, to allow for their greater resistance and
loss of temperature.

Location of Floor and Wall Registers.

In discussing the location of floor and wall registers
an expert in hot air heating says:

Registers in the lower story are generally placed In
the floor for convenience in piping. It is difficult to find
space for wall registers on that story without Interfer
ing with the proper location of risers to the floor above.

The registers In rooms on upper floors can often be
placed in the wall to advantage. This location over
comes the necessity of cutting carpets and avoids the
accumulation of dust from sweeping.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— II.
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

THE
elliptical chuck is not by any means a new in
vention, but the one now about to be described is

of recent origin, and is an improvement on all previous
chucks intended for turning elliptical forms. This
chuck consists of three parts —the chuck proper, the
slider and the eccentric circle. The chuck is secured
tothe mandrel by a screwed socket cut in the piece
f, Fig. 12, which projects from the center of it be
hind, so that the chuck partakes of the circular mo
tion of the mandrel. In front of the chuck is a dove
tailed groove formed by the pieces f i, Fig. 11, for the
reception of the slider g, from the center of which pro
jects a screw, h, for the reception of a wooden chuck
which holds the work. By this arangement the work
in turning round by the motion of the chuck has a slid
ing movement across the center by which means an
ellipse is generated. The sliding motion is given by
meansof the eccentric circle shown in Fig. 13, or by a
ring of brass fastened to the poppet head of the lathe,
close to the collar in which the neck of the mandrel
runs. The mandrel passes through the aperture I. The
flat plate which strengthens the ring has at each end a
bend,m, with a screw, and exactly opposite each other.
The screws have sharp points for insertion in small
holes in each side of the poppet, as at C, Fig. 14, the

i

Fig.11.—FrontViewof Chuck. Fig 13.—BackViewof Chuck.

A.

Fig.13.—ConcentricRing. Fig. 14.—SideViewof Elliptical
Chuck.

from the mandrel by means of its screws m, by which
means the slider g will be moved into the groove of the
chuck, but the work will be moved with it to a greater
distance from the center, because the two steel pieces
n n include the whole circle between them.
The quantity of eccentricity given to the ring must
be equal to the difference between the two diameters of
the required ellipses, so that the work shall move or
•'throw out " a sufficient distance to bring the point of
the tool as much beyond the circle first described, as the
length of the ellipse exceeds the breadth. The point of
the tool will now be at one end of the largest diameter,
and from thib point will commence to trace the curve
all round. In turning the mandrel round until the slider
Deeomes vertical it must return in its groove to the place
it first occupied—viz., the center, because the eccentric
circle which guides the slider is not eccentric in a ver
tical direction, though it is in a horizontal. In this mo
tion the tool point has cut or described one quadrant of
an ellipse, because it gradually approached the center of

Fig. 15.—FrontViewof aHome Fig. 16.—RearViewof Chuck
MadeChuck. Shownin Fig. 15.

The Art of Wood Turning.

back of the plate »i of the circle lying flat against the

flat face of the poppet C; by which means the circle is

fixed. The two screws are horizontal, and both point to

the center of the mandrel b, so that by turning one screw
in and the other out, the whole circle may be moved
sideways horizontally, so as to give the required degree

of eccentricity from the center line of the mandrel, and

it will be held stationary wherever it is placed. The
back of the chuck, Fig. 12, shows two grooves made

through it in the direction of the length of the slides
for admitting the shanks of two steel pieces, n n, to pass

through the chuck. They are attached to the slides g
by screws in front, as shown in Fig. 11. The two in

side edges of n n are parallel to each other, and the dis

tance between them is equal to the diameter of the out
side ring. Fig. 13, the ring being included between them
when the chuck is screwed to the mandrel, and the cir
cle fixea to the poppet C, as in Fig. 14. Now if the cir
cle be set concentric with the mandrel, the chuck, the
slider g, and the work attached by the screw h will all
be concentric, and plain circular work will be turned,
the slider being guided by its claws, n n, which embrace
the circle.
In order to set the work for an ellipse, the point of a
tool in the slide rest is placed opposite the work, so far
from its center that it will describe a circle of a diam
eter equal to the breadth or smallest diameter of the in
tended ellipse. The mandrel is now turned until the
slider g is horizontal. The circle is then set eccentric

a quantity equal to the eccentricity of the circle. By con
tinuing to turn the mandrel round further, the circle
will cause the slider to move out the other way from
the center in its groove until it comes again horizontal,
when it will be at the greatest " throw out," as the turn
ers term eccentricity, and the point of the tool will be
at the other end of the largest diameter, having de
scribed one half of the curve. Continuing to move for
ward till the slider becomes vertical, it will become con
centric again, and the tool will be at the breadth of the
ellipse, having iinisheu three-quarters of the ellipse, and
in turning the next or fourth quarter the slider " throws
out " till it comes horizontal and brings the work to the
position where we first set out—namely, to its greatest
eccentricity, and with the tool at the longest diameter of
the ellipse. The chuck may be provided with a disk, or
even with a micrometer plate, for placing the ovals in
different directions.
While we have stated that the tool sets at different
points of the ellipse as the chuck revolves, it must be
understood that the tool does not move at all toward
the axis of the work: it is a fixture so far as that direc
tion is concerned, only, of course, when removing over-
wood. I>ntit may when desired traverse the work parallel
to its nxis— that is, in the direction of the length of the
stuff being worked. Now it must be evident that, to make
stuff of any length, where a tail center must be employed,
two of these eccentric chucks must be used or the
work wil! be elliptical on the end near the head block
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and chuck and gradually die out to a cylindrical form at
the tail block. Screw driver and other handles are often
made In this way by having a sliding chuck at one end,
and a set ceuter at the other end when being turned.
Chucks made from this pattern are necessarily ex
pensive, as the work must be of the highest quality, and
the materials the best of their kind, or, in operating
them the revolutions will be jerky and noisy, and, if
every part does not work smoothly, much more power
than ought to be employed will be necessary. But
chucks of this kind when the workmanship and ma
terials are good, run as smoothly as though no attach
ment of the kind was on the lathe.
A chuck capable of doing very good elliptical work
may be made at a very much less cost than the one just
described, as the greater portion of the work may be
made by the carpenter, who can also make the patterns
for the brass and iron work required. We give a de
scription, with illustrations, of this chuck, which the
writer is persuaded may be made by a skillful carpenter
at a cost not exceeding $5 over and above his own work.
In making elliptical chucks of any pattern or style,
the capacity of the lathe must always be taken into con
sideration, as the chucks must swing clear of the bed
of the lathe when attached to the mandrel, and when the
slider is drawn out to give its greatest " throw " to the

n
\ /r □

Fig. 90.—EndView.

Fig. 18.—Concentric
Ring for Home
MadeChuck.

Fig. 17.—Concentric
Ring Attachedto
LatheHeadStock.

The Art of Wood Turning.

Fig. 19—SideView
ShowingSection
of Home Made
Chuck.

ellipse being formed. We make this remark here in
order to prevent disappointment after the work is fin
ished. In making a chuck of Ihis kind it is always best
to describe a circle on a drawing board the full diam
eter of the swing of the lathe, making the center point
of the mandrel the center point of the circle described.
If the center poiut of the mandrel is 8 inches from the
lied of the lathe, then the swing of the lathe will be 16
inches. In practice, however, this would be working a
little too close for a wood turning lathe, though it might
do for a metal turning lathe. It is always better to al
low V.!inch or more for inequality of stuff and other rea
sons. Therefore for a 16-inch swing it will be better to
have the chuck made so that it will swing within the
limits of 15 inches when fully extended. This being
understood, we will now proceed to describe what may
be called a " home made elliptical chuck."
In Fig. 15 a front view of the machine is exhibited,
in which I K is a plain iron plate to which all the parts,
excepting the guiding ring, are fastened. A screw simi
lar to that on the end of the mandrel is riveted to this
plate, as shown at W, and upon this the work required
to be turned is fixed. Fig. 16 shows a rear view of the
chuck. At each of the four corners there is a short,

square pillar marked d. Within these are two narrow
ribs of steel, reaching the whole length of the plate, I K,
Fig. 15. Each of them being beveled forms an angular

groove reaching the whole length of the chuck. By

means of these grooves the slider E moves up and down.
When the slider is in its place, two pieces, m m of
Fig. 16, bear upon the side pieces to which, and to the
plate I K, Fig. 15, they are firmly attached by four
screws, as shown at x x x x. The plate E, being cast in

the same piece as the slide, cannot be thrown out of its
position, but moves in a longitudinal direction only, the

nut L acting as a stop to prevent its going too far. The
space between the end pieces m m Is just equal to the

diameter of the ring O of Fig. 17, upon the outside of
which they revolve when the nut L is screwed upon the
mandrel. Two arms, R R. are connected to the ring, and
in each there is a groove extending nearly its entire
length. This machine is fastened to the lathe on the
mandrel, and its motion is obtained as follows: Referr
ing to Fig. 18, E E represents a headstoek through which
two holes are drilled, the centers of which are precisely

in line with the center of the mandrel M. The ring is
fastened to the head stock by two screws, I I, the shanks
of which pass through the grooves and through the holes
in the headstoek. When the ring is in this position it
will be perceived that it can only move backward and
forward in one direction, and its center must always be
in the same horizontal line with the center point of the
mandrel.
Having attached the ring, as shown, with the grooves,
of course, lying on a horizontal line, screw upon the
mandrel the nut L of Fig. 16, then the plate 1 K, if set
exactly opposite the mandrel, will revolve in a circle, but
if the center of the ring be in the least degree to one side
of the mandrel It will revolve in an elliptical orbit.
When, therefore, the work is fastened to the screw W
of Fig. 15, it is quite as easy to turn an ellipse as on the
ordinary lathe to turn a cylinder. Of course the slider
E must move In the grooves with great steadiness and
freedom, to effect which very great accuracy in the
workmanship must be observed; indeed, in every part
connected with a lathe, the workmanship should be of
the very highest quality.
In Fig. 19 is shown a side view of the chuck, and Fig.
20 exhibits an end view with the working parts exposed.
This chuck may be made largely of wood, but, of course,

it will be a little cumbersome and unwieldy. Twenty-
three or twenty-four years ago the writer saw a large
wooden chuck made after this pattern in a pretty large
establishment in Detroit, Mich., where oval picture
frames and frames for oval mirrors were manufactured,
and was struck with the smoothness and steadiness with
which the great clumsy chuck did its work. It was near
ly all made of hardwood, maple I think, and was fully
3 feet over its largest dimensions. The man who oper
ated it said that it had been in use nearly every work
ing day for over six years.

Defective Plumbing.

The recent experiences of a number of different cities
in reference to the plumbing of school houses is similar
to that of Cambridge, Mass., which the Chronicle says
shows the necessity for the most careful inspection ol
this line of work. In no other part of the building is it
easier to do poor work without detection, and no other
line of poor work is so dangerous to the persons occupy
ing the building. It would seem as if any plumber, real
izing that a defective pipe or joint might jeopardize a
human life, would exercise the greatest care to secure
perfection. But it is not done. Imperfect pipes, imper
fectly put in, are very common ill old buildings and In
some new ones, and would be more so but for the care
ful inspection now prevailing. The people do not appre
ciate what protection is afforded by this inspection and
by the building ordinances.
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CONSTRUCTION OF INSIDE FOLDING BLINDS.

WE
have pleasure in laying before our readers here
with the article and accompanying drawings to

which was awarded the first prize in the Thirtieth Com
petition, the author being Frank J. Grodavent of Fort
i). A. Russell, Wyoming.
In submitting a design for inside blinds under Com
petition XXX, I have taken a window of medium width
with box frame and double sash, hung with cords and
weights on axle pulleys, as found in a residence having

13-lnch brick walls with furrings lathed and plastered.
I usea 2 light window with glass 30 x 30 inches.
My design represents a six-fold blind (box shutter),

designed to fold back into side pockets and to be finished
with paneled soffit, elbrws and panel back. Blinds to
have rolling slats in center panels and inside sections

should be regulated by the size of glass, and my design

is worked out accordingly.

I have taken the width of each stile on the sash as
2 inches and the glass as 30 inches wide, thus making

the opening on the frame 2 inches plus 30 inches plus 2

inches, or a total width on opening of 40 inches. I lap
each hanging section of the blinds !• inch over the frame

opening, thus making the full widtli of the Minds y.2

Inch plus 40 inches plus inch, or 41 inches. As stiles

of sash are 2 inches wide, and I lap each hanging sec-

InsideElevationof Blinds.

Construction of Inside Folding Blinds.— Awarded First Prize.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

\ VerticalSectionof Blinds
' on LineC D.

divided in their length at the meeting rail of the sash to
regulate the light.

In construction for inside blinds I prefer not to divide
the main hanging section, as the blinds will work better
and there will be less trouble of their interfering at the
meeting rail, when the blinds are opened and closed.

In laying out inside paneled blinds, the size of panels

tion of blinds % Inch over frame, the width of hanging
stiles will be 2 Inches plus Vi Inches, or 2% Inches. Aa
the top rail of sash Is 2 inches and the top of blinds lap
the window frame Inch, the top rail of blindj will be
2% inches wide, same as hanging stiles. The meeting
rails of sash are 1% inches wide, rebated and grooved %
Inch for the glass top and bottom, leaving 1 Inch between
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the glass in the upper and lower sash, so that the length
for panels in blinds will be 30 inches phis 1 inch plus
3(i inches, or T.'. inches, and the width for panels being

the same as the glass—viz., 30 Inches, we have for
the limits of our panels HOx 73 inches.
Where inside blinds are used, the stool finish for win
dows should be grooved into the wood sill instead of
being placed on top, thus giving something for the bot
tom of the blinds to strike against and keep them
straight. This would give a bottom rail of 4 Inches on
the blinds if the bottom rail of the sash was 3*4 inches
wide at the glass, as in my design. The thickness of
blinds I make 1% inches.
In my design I have allowed 1% inches as the width
of intermediate stiles, ami provided for a 3-10 inch re
bated joint and bead, making the total width of two

stiles 2V-2inches. The sine given for the widths of stiles

and rails does not include the molding, which gives an

additional width.
WldtbM of Panels.

Having found the widths of stiles and rails, the
widths and lengths of panels will be as follows: As the
extreme width for panels and the intermediate stiles
has been found to be 30 inches, same as width oZ glass,

and we have a six-fold blind closing into side pockets,
there must be a difference in the widths of these blinds
in order to get them to fold into the boxes and work well.
To find the widths of the panels when the total width Is
known— viz., 30 inches— I proceed as follows:
To the total width of the panels (30 Inches) I add
2 inches as a margin of difference in order to make my
calculation. Thirty-six inches
plus 2 inches equals 38 inches
as the calculated width. The
intermediate stiles are only 1%
inches wide, with an allowance
of 3-10 inch for rebate and
bead, or an allowance of 2%
inches between panels, and as
we have five sets of interme
diate stiles, we have five times

2% inches, or 12% inches, to be
deducted from 38 inches, leav
ing 25% inches for the six
panels, 4% inches as the width
for each, but as our two
central sections have panels narrower than the two sec
tions at each side we will deduct the 2 inches allowed
as a margin of difference in making our calculation
and take 1 inch from each of the panels of central sec
tions, or from 4*4 Inches, leaving 3V4 inches as the
width of our central panels. In practice this allowance
has been found to give satisfactory results.
By adding the widths of stiles to our panels >veget
the widths of the different sections, thus for hanging
stiles we have 2'i inches plus 4V4 inches plus IVi inches
equals 8 inches. For second section. IVi inches plus 4*4
inches plus 1*4 inches equals 6% inches; and for the
third section V/, inches plus 3% inches plus inches
equals 5% inches. The total width of blinds will be8inches
plus G;)4inches plus 5% inches equals 20Vi inches times
2 equals 41 inches, as before figured from the glass and
hanging stiles. An allowance is given to the dimen
sions for rebate and bead at stiles where they meet. The
width of the hanging stiles is figured at 8 inches, but
one-half of the rebate and bead equals 3-32 inches, giving

a net total length of 8 3-32 inches, but the width of the
pocket is made 14 inc« wider than the figured dimen
sions or 8% inches, in order to allow for this 3-32 inch

and to give some freedom for swinging and to provide a
striker in the pocket to hold the blinds flush with the

face of the elbow panel below, and to prevent the blinds
from going too far into the pockets.

■light* of Panels.

As the extreme hight for panels and the intermediate

rails has been found to be 73 inches, same length as the

two lights of glass and the space between, and we have
three sets of rails, one 3 inches and two 1% inches each,

the total allowance for the rails will be 1% inches plus
3 inches plus 1% inches, or 0 inches, which deducted
from 73 inches gives 07 inches as the length for panels,
and 07 inches divided by 4 gives 10% inches as the length
of each panel.
Having found the widths and lengths of panels and
widths of stiles and rails, we can proceed with our
construction. Provide a smooth dressed rod as long as
the blinds, and upon this lay off the exact lengths for
panels and widths for rails, with a margin of length for
fitting when hanging; locate the mortise for each rail in
its proper place, allowing the full size of the rails as
figured for the mortise. It is presumed that from the
design the proper bill of quantities has been made and
the material provided; the strips for stiles and rails
having been mill run and grooved and molded to form
the panels; and the stiles carrying rolling slats
grooved only at top and bottom for panels and bored

% inch on centers at central openings for slats.
On the same rod can be laid off the exact dimensions
for widths and panels and stiles, and in running, an al
lowance made for rebata and fitting; rails to be cut to
lengths, allowing for blind tenons after they have been

HorizontalSectionthroughShutter.—Scale,8 Inchesto the Foot.

HorizontalSectionthroughBlindsandWindowFrametakenon Line A B of the Elevation.

Construction of Inside Folding Blinds. —Awarded First Prize.

mill run, molded and grooved for panels where required,
or left without grooves at panels where rolling slats are
to be placed. The stiles having been properly blind
mortised, the rails are to be properly cut and the tenons
formed on a machine coping the moldings of the rails
to member with the moldings on the stiles. The panels
to be made with a raised panel on each side and cut at
least 1-10 inch less In length and width than figures on
the drawings, so they will not bind upon the
stiles and rails when put together. Rolling slats
to be set % Inch on centers and connected
after the sections are put together, with an op
erating rod secured to each slat with a staple. Each
section of the blinds to be put together separately, well
glued and clamped up. and when set, dressed off smooth
to a finish and sandpapered with the grain of the wood:
the sections rebated 3-10 inch and beaded at the vertical
joints.

The sections should now be assembled in their regu

lar order on a bencli or other convenient elevation, se
cured together across the top and bottom with strips
of wood put on temporarily and the blind carefully

squared and marked for neat width and length, and cut
and tilted for hanging. Tut on the hinges or " back
flaps " securing the inner sections, after which the entire
blind should be hung to the frame before the parts are

separated, and then the temporary strips taken off. the
inner sections divided at the meeting rail as shown, or
left in the full length, as desired. Put on the necessary
shutter bars and knobs. The- hanging stiles should be

dressed on a bevel at the edge to allow the blinds to
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swing back into the pockets without binding. In some
casesblinds are secured to the frames with four hinges
instead of three, as shown In the drawings, In which
case they would be placed to line with the other hinges
on the intermediate sections.
The moldings around panels in my design are worked
on the solid stiles, as I believe the solid work best for
the general run of Inside blinds, but if desired separate
moldings can be cut around the panels against square
stiles and rails.
In connection with these details I invite attention to
the water bar between the wood and stone sill. This bar

NEW BUILDING CODE

THE
building code of New York, which went into oper

ation on December 23, is the first codification made
of all the ordinances and laws affecting buildings and

building operations in the various boroughs of the city.

The following statement covering the changes effected by

the new code has been given out by the New York Build
ing Department:
The first important change is the extension of what

are known as the " fire limits " of the consolidated city,
within which limits it is made unlawful to erect any

frame buildings whatever, other than open sheds and
temporary structures, for the use of citizens engaged in
building operations. The old law of 1802 fixed the fire
limits to the territory extending from the Battery to
165th street on the west side, and from the Battery to
140th street, and northerly to Westchester avenue, on
the east side. The new code extends the limits of the
old city, so that they take in practically the whole area
of Manhattan Island, being extended on the west side

2% miles beyond the old limits, clear to the Harlem
River, to what Is now known as West 220th street.
The only territory exempted in this area is the
high ground of Washington Heights and Inwood, west
of that part of Broadway formerly known as the Boule
vard. This was exempted because of the fact that it is
all restricted property of a fine residential class, where
the land is so laid out that the fire risk is reduced to a
minimum. The code retains the provisions of the old
law prohibiting the rebuilding within the fire limits of
any wooden structure that existed before 1802 that may
be damaged by fire so that more than half of the build
ing is injured by flames. Fire limits are also prescribed
for the Borough of the Bronx and the Borough of
Brooklyn.
The code changes the old provision restricting non
fire proof apartment houses, tenements or dwellings to
a maximum hight of 75 feet above the curb where the
first story of the building is occupied as a store. It per
mits such buildings to be erected to a maximum hight of
85 feet where the first and second floors or stories nre
built of whut Is known as thoroughly fire proof construc
tion. This change was urged by builders and archi
tects.
A notable amendment to the old law requires build
ings exceeding 85 feet in hight to be equipped with
auxiliary fire appliances and apparatus, consisting of
stand pipes, with Siamese connections at the sidewalk,
and line of fire hose, properly stored on each floor, ready
for use, and regularly Inspected. Buildings exceeding
150 feet in hight will be required to be provided, in addi
tion to these stand pipes and hose, with wrenches, fire
extinguishers, hooks, axes and other fire fighting appli
ances required by the Fire Department, and a steam
pump; and at least one passenger elevator must be kept
always in readiness for the instant use of firemen dur
ing all hours of the night and day.
Perforated fire extinguishing pipes or sprinklers must
also be provided in the basements of buildings used for
business or manufacturing purposes. Heretofore these
requirements applied exclusively to theaters and build
ings used for large public assemblages, built subsequent
to 1892. They are now made to apply to all public

consists of a band of wrought iron ^xl inch, let \k inch
Into a saw kerf on the bottom of the wood sill, and let
into a corresponding groove about \k inch wide cut iuto
the stone sill. When setting frames the groove in the
stone sill is run full of liquid Portland cement aud the
iron bar set in the cement, which soon hardens and makes
a complete cut off against wind and rain.
Believing my design and construction, with t'uis de
scription, of some merit, and offering some instruction to
the many readers of Carpentry and Building. I respect
fully submit the same in Competition XXX.

OF NEW YORK CITY.
buildings, such as hotels, churches, theaters, railroad sta
tions, public halls, as well as department stores and other
exclusively business buildings.
The new code contains a specific definition of what
constitutes a hotel, and provides that where the building
Is located on any but a corner lot it shall not cover,

above the second-story level, more than 00 per cent, of
the area of the whole of the lot, and if more than five
stories in hight, 2% per cent, less than 00 per cent, for
every additional story above the fifth story. In the case
of corner lots the restriction Is reduced to 05 per cent, of
the lot area, with the same percentage of reduction of
area for all stories above the fifth. This requirement is
Introduced to secure better light and ventilation to
tenants.
The commission which drafted the code Incorporated
in it the law of 1806, which makes it mandatory upon
owners, builders or contractors, In cases of buildings over
65 feet In hight, being erected or repaired, to construct
over the sidewalk in front a strongly and tightly built
wooden shed, extending from the building line to the
curb, for the protection of pedestrians.
In other respects the new code continues In full force
all the protections for life and limb and safeguards of
health of the old law, such as the providing of fire es
capes and adequate means of exit from buildings, and
fire proof shutters upon window openings to prevent
flames from extending to or from adjoining property In
case of Are. and it also empowers the Building Commis
sioners of the various boroughs to take Instant action
where necessary when buildings become unsafe and
dangerous, and authorizes them to recover bodies which
may be buried under fallen walls of buildings damaged
by fire.
Provision is made also for tests to determine the ef
ficacy of various systems of lire proofing and of fire proof
building material wherever owners or architects or build
ers contracting for the erection of fire proof building*
apply for permission to use any certain kind of material
or style of construction and desire that the Department
shall pass upon the character of the material or construc
tion submitted.
The sanitary provisions of the code are to be supple

mented by a series of rules and regulations adopted by

the Board of Buildings to govern the arrangement of the
plumbing and drainage and of the light and ventilation
of all buildings to be hereafter erected. These rules are
revised editions of those established in 1802. the De
partment complying, in their formulation, witli the sani
tary requirements of the health laws, in their enforce
ment, co-operating with the Board of Health to secure
the best sanitary conditions in all classes of buildings.
To carry out the provisions of the code the Department

has also a series of regulations for the inspection and
regulation of all elevators in use in the citv limit*.

It is estimated that there are now 7,000,000,000feet
of white pine standing within the borders of Minnesota,

and that this is being cut at the rate of 1,500,000,000feet
every year, thus promising to exhaust the finest tract of
lumber in the United States in about five years.
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OVERHEAD SYSTEM OF HOT WATER HEATING.

THE
possibility of heating large and high buildings

successfully by hot water circulation has been con

sidered by some to be Impracticable, but that decision is

usually arrived at by men lacking experience with or

having no knowledge of the advantages of the system.

There are those who have had experience in hot water
heating who claim that there is no building constructed

requiring a constant application of artificial heat dur

ing the winter months but can be more successfully, effi-

QverheidSystemof Hot WaterBeating.—Fig. 1.—Front Mleoitionof Building.

ciently and economically heated by hot water than by
any other system, and ihat the larger the building the
more apparent are the advantages of the hot water sys
tem. There are three different applications of mains
for the system in general use to-day, and under different
conditions of application each has its advantage. The
usual application is one or a number of flow and return
mains leading up from the heater to the radiators. An
other is the circuit system, one or more mains falling
from a point above the heater around the basement
to the heater and connected with the return opening, the
flow connections for the risers and radiators being taken
from the top of the main and the returns into the side
of the main.
The method which is the subject of this article Is
called the overhead system, and Is another application of
hot water heating, which consists of carrying one or

more large flow mains up to a point below the highest
radiation, though it Is frequently placed above all the
radiation, and falling from the highest point, where it is
usually relieved of air by being connected to the side
opening of the expansion tank. The connections for the
radiators on the various floors below are taken from the
side or end of the falling mains which drop down to
the basement, where a similar arrangement of return
mains are suspended from the basement ceiling, falling

back to the heaters. The radiators
on the falling mains are connected at
one end and at the top and bottom to
the vertical pipe, the radiators above
the horizontal flow mains being con
nected in the usual way at each end
at the bottom, the flow connection be
ing carried up from the top of the fall
ing horizontal flow main and the re
turn connection being carried back into
the side of the same main, preferably
with an eccentric tee, so as to bring
the return as near the bottom of the
main as possible. This system is one
of the oldest applications of hot water
heating, having been used and illus
trated over 60 years ago. Owing to
the advantages of this system under
some conditions it was selected for
heating the Masonic Temple Building,
at Staunton, Va.. where it required
fewer mains and gave a more uniform
distribution of heat than could be ob
tained from the rising main or the cir
cuit system.

The building is a handsome struc
ture, as may be seen from the front
elevation shown in Fig. 1, and was de
signed by I. E. A. Rose, architect, of
Staunton. Va., who also prepared the
plans for Its erection. The heating
system was installed by Howell &
Shanklin of Charleston. W. Va., ac
cording to plans and specifications
made by W. M. Mackay. of 235 Water
street. New York, who was employed1
as consulting engineer.
The building is about Co x 80 feet
in size, six stories high, and contains
about 250.000 cubic feet of space. It
is heated by direct radiators of the
three-column type, 38 inches high,
which expose 5590 square feet of sur
face in addition to the exposed mains.
This makes a ratio of radiation to cu
bic contents of 1 to 45, or if mains are
included, a ratio of about 1 to 40.
There are 74 radiators located in
the building, as shown by Figs. 2. 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7, which are plans of the

first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth floors. The
first floor is divided up into three stores and entrance
hall; the second floor is arranged in offices; the third,
fourth and fifth contain lodge and other rooms for the
Blue Lodge, Chapter, Council and Commandery, and the
sixth floor contains the janitor's apartments.
The following table presents information for compari
son of the proportion of various parts of the system:

TABLE OF RADIATION.

Hight Space
of in cubic
ceiling. feet.

1stfloor 15feet. 60,000
2dfloor 11feet. 40,000
3dfloor 12feet. 46,000
4thfloor 14feet. 60,000
Sthfloor 12feet. 45,000
6thfloor 9 leet. 10,000

Totals 250.C00

Sumber Radiator
of surfaceinradiators, sq.feet.
13 1,820
16 925
14 1,090
15 1,160
13 925
4 180

74

Ratio of
surface
to apace.
1 to 46
1 to 43
1 to 41
1 to 48
1 to 50
1 to bl
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The heating Is done by two boilers connected to
gether, located in the basement, as shown on the plan
presented In Fig. 8, which also indicates the run of the
flow mains to the risers, which extend to the fifth floor,

and return system suspended from the basement ceil
ing. The boilers are of the horizontal tubular type, each
44 inches in diameter and 14 feet long, containing 38 Sc
inch tubes exposing 700 square feet of fire and flue sur
face over a grate surface of 16 square feet. The boil
ers are set in brick work, arranged for the smoke draft
to pass over the top of the boilers after passing through
the tubes. Five-inch flow pipes are taken from each of
the boilers and connected. A 5-inch branch runs to
the back of the building, where it is reduced to a 4-Inch

Fig. 2—First Floor.
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Fig. 8.—SecondFloor.

with the expansion tank, as shown in Fig. 7, which is
located so that any overflow can find relief without dam
age in the plumbing system. At the highest point of
both the 4-iuch and the 5-inch main risers an air pipe
is carried to the expansion tank and connected with it
so that any air that might otherwise accumulate in the
mains can escape. The mains provide an area of about
2-3 square inch for each 100 square feet of radiator sur
face in the system. The proportion existing between
the boiler, the radiation and the work is as follows:
One square foot of grate surface to 43.75 square feet
of boiler surface, to 340 square feet of radiation and to
15,625cubic feet of space.

Fig 4—ThirdFloor.

Fig. 5.—Fourth Floor.

Overhead Systemof Hot Water Heating.

riser, which is carried to the ceiling of the fifth floor,
shown in Fig. 6, where branches are taken to the various
falling mains which it supplies.
Another 5-inch main runs from the boilers toward
the front of the building, a 2-inch branch being carried
along the basement ceiling to supply two 1%-inch con
nections to radiators in two stores on the first floor, these
radiators being so located that no falling supply main
could reach them without interfering with the upper
floors. At the front of the building this 5-inch main
rises and is carried full size to the ceiling of the fifth
floor. Here it branches, as shown in Fig. 6, connections
being taken from the top of this main to supply radiat
ors on the sixth floor, shown in Fig. 7, the return from
these radiators connecting with the side of the same
main near the bottom.
A li^-lnch pipe connecting with the return mains at
the boilers is carried to the sixth floor and connected

One square foot of boiler surface to 7.98 square feet
of radiation and to 357 cubic feet of space.
One square foot of radiation to 44 cubic feet of space.
These proportions and the description of the system
of heating this building are more interesting from the
fact that the system has now been in operation four
winters and has given perfect satisfaction.
The contractors, who have had a large experience in
steam and hot water, state: " We never erected a more
perfect plant. The circulation is even and the tempera
ture maintained throughout the building is uniform.
The building is thoroughly heated in zero weather with
the boilers running under slow combustion." While
this system is primarily an overhead system, it will be
noticed that it embodies all the systems of hot water
heating mentioned. Two of the stores on the first floor
are heated on the flow and return plan, and the radiators
on the sixth floor are connected as in the circuit system.
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School House Heating.

The following extracts are from a paper read bj
Dewees L. Farrar, Westminster, Md., before the Mary
land Association of School Commissioners, on " Hygiene
In the Construction of School Houses."
The building should be more than a shelter. Attention
should be given to heating, lighting and ventilating.

Fig. 6—Fifth Floor.

Fig. 7.—Sixth Floor.

a board was advocatPd to fit across the window below the

lower sash, which would allow a circulation of fresh air

between the sashes and would prevent a draft.
Light should enter the school room from both sides of
the room and preferably from the back, but never from
the front. By massing the windows in the side walls, room
is left for maps and blackboards. The windows should
be shielded with shades of a neutral color, arranged to
roll at the boitoni, so that the light would first be let in
from the top of the window aud a glare avoided.

Test of Fire Proof Ceiling.

A fire test of a fire proof ceiling was made at the
testiDg plant of the British Fire Prevention Committee
in London last summer. The construction of the ceil
ing was as follows: The main members were 3x9-
inch wood joists, spaced 19 inches apart c. to c, and
resting on brick walls 4% inches at each end. There
were two joists spiked together in the center of the hut.
At both sides at the end of each joist, and screwed
thereto, was a slag wool slab, 1 inch thick, 5 inches wide,

and the full depth of the joist. On the top of the joists,
and forming a floor, was %-inch beaded boarding,
tongued and grooved, nailed with 2%-inch floor brads,

two nails to each joist. One board in the middle of the

floor was then screwed down so as to be removed, for
inspection. Slag wool slabs 1% inches thick (reduced
to V,<2inches thick when pressed into position), were

Fig. 8.—Basement,ShowingLocationof Boilers,Risersand Returns.

Oeerhrad System of Hot Water Heiting.

Each child should have from 650 to 700 cubic feet of

fresh air an hour and the temperature should be kept at

from 65 to 70 degrees. This makes a thermometer an in
dispensable piece of school furniture. The ordinary

stove in the middle of the room, where the pupils near it

would be half roasted, while those at a distance would

be freezing, was condemned. In order to make room for
the stove the outside row of seats Is often set next

the wall, which is dangerous to the pupils from the cold

and dampness.
The plan advocated provides a cellar under the school
house, which may serve the double purpose of a place

for storing fuel, janitors' tools and a place to set a ven
tilating heater, the heater to have a cold air flue run
ning to the outside of the building and the heated air to

be sent to the school room through vertical registers.

Floor registers were condemned as too likely to accumu
late dirt. Ventilating registers were to be provided near
the floor line, communicating with a flue in the same
stack as the" smoke flue. A second ventilating register
was to be put in near the ceiling of the room.
Where it is impossible to have such an arrangement

fixed to the under side of the joists, covering the entire
area of the hut and projecting down the walls all round
about 3 inches, secured to the joists with 3V4-inch screws
and washers. The screws were inserted in asbestos
tubes 1% inches long. The slag wool slabs comprised
slag wool inclosed on both sides with galvanized wire
netting of No. 19 gauge and 1-inch mesh. The slabs

were made so as to butt against each other at the double

Joists in center, and the whole of the slag wool ceiling
was then covered with %-inch tongued, grooved and
beaded boarding, nailed through the slabs to the joists

with 4-inch wire nails. Round the walls of the hut a
wood molding was fixed, forming a cornice and cover
ing the slag wool which projected below the boarded cell
ing. The space at the end of each joist was grouted in

with fire clay, and the space between joists on the set-off
was filled in with brickwork. The test was a fire rising
to 1800 degrees F. In one hour, followed by the ap
plication of a stream of water for two minutes. At the
conclusion of the test the flooring over the ceiling was
uninjured. With the exception of one small hole the
Joists were not burned.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR BUILDINGS.
TT is evident that no part of a building is secure unless

I it is on a thoroughly secure foundation, and, there
fore, it is of the first importance that this matter receive
the most careful attention from the architect or his en
gineer. For the ordinary residence or small building, the
weight to be carried on the foundation is so uniformly
distributed and of such small magnitude that the or
dinary footings under the thicknesses of walls required
are amply sufficient to carry, on any ordinary material,
and, therefore, this problem has not been a difficult one
till recent years; but the advent of very tall buildings
with concentrated loads of varying magnitudes has so
•complicated the problem and In
creased the difficulties of making
a safe foundation that it has be
come one of the architect's most
■difficult undertakings, and gen
erally requires the advice and
services of an engineer experi
enced in such matters.
It is not my purpose, says -
Henry W. Hodge In a recent is
sue of the BrickbuUder, from
which the accompanying illus
trations are reproduced, to try to
cover in this article the entire

of the Avail above and the floor loads resting thereon, or
practically under the center of the wall, so to get an ab
solutely uniform pressure the footing should be either
fooled out on both sides of the wall equally, or not footed
out at all, as it is evident the center of the loads is fixed
practically at the center of the wall, and the shape of
the footing cannot possibly change this line of loads; so
that ihe unbalanced portion of the footing, if it gets any
pressuri- at all, must have a moment around the center
of loads, and thus tends to " bulge " the wall above.
While for these reasons the above footing Is not the
oretically correct, it can safely and properly be used in
some cases, as, within limits, the wall will be strong
enough to stand the bending moment and thus to some
extent distribute the load on the unbalanced footing; but
it is Impossible to exactly compute the distribution of
pressure on the footing, and this form of footing Is not
recommended for heavy loads, and never for a projection
of more than the thickness of the superimposed wall.
It is, therefore, well wherever possible to foot out
walls equally on lroth sides from the center of the walls,

and where the bearing material is earth these footings
should be wide enough to keep the pressure on the foot
ings between 2 and 4 tons per square foot, depending on
the nature of the material, though 4 tons is as high as
should be put on any earth.
Footings are often made of rough rubble masonry,

Fig. 1.—A FootedOut Wall.

PLAN

Fig. 3.—Plan andElevation
of Pile Foundation.

11-3-SQUARE

Fig. 8.—Brick Footing for Columns.

Foundations for Buildings

subject of foundations, which is a very broad
one, but only to give a few ideas of what should
generally be done, and of still greater Importance, what
should not be done, with a few examples of modern foun
dations; as these points will, I trust, be of assistance In
ordinary cases: anil in special cases of great magnitude
no directions can be given other than to employ the best
and most experienced engineer possible, as every founda
tion must be designed to meet the local requirements
and seldom can one be exactly patterned after some pre
vious one, and one cannot be too careful to get a per
fectly secure foundation even if it does seem expensive,
as almost any other portion of a building can be strength
ened if found insufficient; but an insufficient foundation
means a permanently insecure building, and seldom can
It be remedied at anything like a practical cost.
The simplest foundation is the ordinary footed out
wall, as shown in Fig. 1, and it has become so customary
to foot out all on one side, as here shown, to prevent en
croaching on adjoining property, that some architects
think a uniform pressure is thus brought to bear on the
material under such footing, and the writer has often
been asked to state "what Is the average pressure, and
•where is its center of gravity."

The supposition that this footing gives a uniform
pressure is entirely erroneous, as it does not; since the
center of pressure is directly under the center of gravity

but the author much prefers concrete, as this cau be

shr.velcd in and rammed to completely fill the trenches,

and if mode of good Portland cement it will set as a solid
monolith and be much better than stone footings. These

concrete footings should not be less than 12 inches thick,

and thicker for very heavy loads, and they should pro

ject about 6 inches bpyond the face of the wall above.

On there footings brick or stone foundation walls may

be built, though brick is the better material, and if stone
is uspd the walls should be at least 4 inches thicker than

if built of brick. All these foundation walls, and in fact
all masonry up to the first tier of beams above the ground

level, should be laid in Portland cement mortar, as the

dampness of the earth backing keeps Rosendale cement

mortar from rroperly setting.

When the ground is too soft to put a footing directly

thereon piles should be driven and capped with con

crete, as shown in Fig. 2. These piles should be driven

as near as practicable under the wall above and should

be staggered in rows, and not be closer than 2 feet center

to center.
The load allowed on a pile will vary with the nature
of the material it is driven in, but in ordinary materials

well driven piles will safely carry from 15 to 20 tons
each. If the weight to be carried is so great that enough
piles cannot be driven directly below it, and the footings

cannot be extended on both sides of the wall, it is best
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to use some other style of foundation, as it is bad prac
tice to have the center of pressure not practically over the
center of the pile supports.

( If driving piles through a very soft material under
laid by a hardpan, the piles should be shod with iron and
well driven into the hard material, which will hold their
points securely while the concrete cap, as shown, will
hold the butts, and thus make them act as columns even
if the surrounding material is very soft. The writer has
put in very satisfactory foundations of this character
where the upper material was so soft that the pile would
settle in it 10 feet of its own weight, and where hardly
any driving was necessary to sink the pile to the hard-
pan. Piles should be cut off at least a foot below the
water level so as to keep them always wet, and timber
capping is to be avoided, as it is liable to rot, and does not
as securely hold the pile heads as concrete filled in around
the piles for a depth of 1 foot at the top, as here shown.
Where the rock is within 20 or 23 feet of the cellar bot
tom it is far better to excavate the intervening material
and found on the solid rock, as this depth of material can
readily be held by .'!-ineh tongucd and grooved sheet pil-
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The brick walls are built directly on the sides and ends,

and the whole structure thus literally floats in the mud.
If the building is of any width there must be a sill tim
ber with a line of columns thereon supporting the floors
parallel to the side walls and holding down the bottom
planking against bulging. A large number of old ware
houses near the water front in New York are founded in
this way. and have stood without serious settlement.
The above mentioned foundations cover about all the
cases for direct wall footings, and if sufficient bearing
cannot be obtained by any of these means it will be
necessary to resort to some means of extending the area
of foundations, and yet keeping the lines of pressure di
rectly over the center of such areas; this can be done by

using steel beams and girders, so arranged as to deliver
the loads exactly where and in such proportion as is de

sired. In the modern tall building the loads are not de
livered to the foundations uniformly, nor are they gen

erally on continuous walls under which footings of any
of the above mentioned forms can be placed, but they are
generally delivered by isolated columns more or less ir

regular as to position and varying greatly in amount, and

it is necessary to so arrange the foundations that each

and iill of these loads will be delivered centrally over its
foundation, and that the pressure per square foot will be
uniform for all footings regardless of the actual loads on

the various columns.
This question of equal unit pressures under all foot

ings is of the greatest importance, as the neglect of it

causes serious trouble, due to unequal settlement, and the

writer lately inspected an ordinary five-story building

where the footings had been so designed that the pres

sure under the exterior walls was 1 0-10 tons per square
foot, and under some of the interior piers supporting the

floors 4 3-10 tons per square foot; and, naturally, the piers
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Fig 4.—End andSideViewsof GrillageFooting.

Foundations for Buildings.

Fig. 5.—CantileverGirder Supportedby Caissons.

ing driven down by baud and supported with breast

timbers as the excavations go down, and for a building of

any importance it will pay better to do this excavating
than run the risk of unequal settlement and consequent

cracks in the building.
When excavating deep trenches of this kind for walls,

a considerable saving may be effected by simply running

down piers to the rock and arching over or resting steel

beams from pier to pier just below the cellar floor, mak
ing the cellar wall continuous. These piers will, of
course, have to be of sufficient area to stand the crushing

effect of the loads to be carried, and the front and rear

piers will also have to be designed to stand the thrust of
the end arches, if arches are used.
If the rock is inclined at much of an angle to the hori
zontal it should be leveled off or stepped off in horizontal
steps before putting in the foundations, so as to do away

with the tendency to slip.
A cheap and satisfactory foundation for light struc
tures in very wet and soft ground can be made by put

ting in what is known as a " scow bottom," which Is

nothing other than building a regular timber scow with

sides and ends 12 to 10 inches thick and 3 or 4 feet deep,

and bottom of two thicknesses of plank 3 to 6 Inches

thick, calked all around and sunk in the soft bottom.

had settled so much more than the walls that the floors

were badly out of level, and great damage had been done

to the building throughout, which could only be remedied

by shoring up the interior of the building, removing the

center piers and putting larger footings under them.
A still more serious example of the trouble caused by
neglect of this important requirement was the United
States Government Post Office and Custom House in
Chicago, built in 1ST", and now being replaced because
it absolutely fell to pieces, entirely through the fault of
improperly designed foundations.
The architect founded this building on one continuous
layer of concrete about 3% feet thick overlying the clay,

and as some portions of the building were much heavier
than others, a very unequal settlement due to the unequal
unit pressures took place, and parts of the building
settled nearly 2 feet, while other portions hardly settled
at all. and this made a complete ruin of the building, and
it had to be pulled down.
That this trouble was simply due to the inequality of
the pressures, regardless of the soft material on which it
was built, is shown by the action of buildings properly
founded on the softest material, of which a notable ex
ample is seen in the United States Government Custom
House at New Orleans, which is founded on piles driven
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in soft mud, and the entire building has settled consid
erably ; but as the number of piles were properly propor
tioned for the loads to be carried, the settlement has been
uniform throughout and the floors are still level, and no
serious cracks or other serious defects have de
veloped, and the building Is still as good as
ever. So that if the footings are so designed
ss to give uniform pressures, it Is not a very serious mat
ter If some settlement does take place, as it will cause
no trouble, and where the bearing strata is clay or other
compressible material a certain amount should be allowed
for and expected, as on the clay bottom of Chicago the
settlement is found to be about 1 inch for each ton per
square foot of pressure, though this settlement reaches
its maximum at the end of about one year.
If footings can be built out on all sides of the applied
load, it is a very simple matter to spread the foundation
pier, and thus bring the bearing pressure to the value de
sired. The old method of doing this was by building
brick piers, as in Fig. 3. but this method has generally
been replaced by getting the necessary spread by steel
grillage, consisting of two or more layers of rolled beams
or rails imbedded in concrete, as shown in Fig. 4. In
Figs. 3 and 4 are represented two different designs for the
footing of an interior column carrying 500 tons, resting
on a good earth bearing.
The first advantage of the grillage footing is Its de
creased depth and volume, as the room in the basement

caissons carried to the rock and for a pile foundation, and

it was found that this foundation would cost only one-

third as much as the caissons supporting cantilevers.

The groups of piles under two adjacent columns were

so spaced that their center of gravity was under the cen

ter of gravity of the applied loads, and after driving the

points of tlie piles well into the hardpan the heads were

cut off even below the water level, and concrete was filled

in around same. On this concreate the longitudinal gril

lage beams were placed, and the two column loads were

distributed to these grillage beams by the riveted trans

verse girder. This arrangement of two columns on one

footing is often followed on a smaller scale where the

large girder here used is replaced by rolled beams. By
this method the weight from the wall columns can be

most economically distributed evenly over the footings

without encroaching on the adjoining property.

In cases where none of the above mentioned founda
tions can be used, and where one cannot extend footings

beyond the lot lines, it becomes necessary to use canti

levers to support the wall columns; and while this method

of founding has been used quite extensively, it Is the

most expensive foundation in use, and should only be re

sorted to where absolutely necessary. This principle can
be used in a variety of ways, but in general it consists in

sinking caissons well within the lot lines to the solid rock,

and supporting cantilever girders on the caissons extend

ing out to the walls for the support of the wall columns, as

Fig. 8.—CantileversSupportedby a Seriesof Cylindersor CaissonsFilled with Concrete.

Foundations for Buildings.

of modern buildings is almost as valuable as in any other
floor, so that it is of great advantage to take as little room

out fo>rfoundations as possible, and it is readily seen that

the large brick piers shown in Fig. 3 would be much more
objectionable in a cellar than the footing shown in Fig.
4, or if it were desired to put the entire footing below the
cellar floor, the footing shown in Fig. 4 would take much

less excavation than the brick footing.'
The 3econd advantage of the grillage footing is its
greatly decreased weight, and the weight saved by such
footings will sometimes be sufficient to compensate for
adding another story to the building.
Still another advantage of grillage foundations is the
rapidity with which they can be procured and put in
place, as the large granite base stones, shown in Fig. 3,

take considerable time to be quarried, cut and delivered,
and the handling and setting of such heavy pieces is slow
and troublesome, whereas grillage beams can be secured
immediately, and the individual pieces are easily handled
and net. These grillage foundations are somewhat more
expensive than brick piers, but the advantages named
above more than compensate for the Increased cost.
Grillage foundations need not be made square, as the
tiers of beams can be arranged in any shape desired, and
this style of footing is readily adapted to whatever re
quirements are met. A good example of the use of gril
lage beams resting on piles is that of the foundations for
the Hudson Building at 32-34 Broadway, New York City.
Here we had a very soft bottom overlying the hardpan
and rock, and designs were made both for pneumatic

in Fig. 5. If, however, the building Is wide it may be neces
sary to sink more caissons, as In Fig. 6. These caissons

may be round or square, and built of wood or steel, and

their size must be proportioned for the loads they are to

carry, and they may be sunk either by the pneumatic
process or open excavation. Sometimes It is convenient
to place the cantilever girder at the first floor above the
cellar, in which case it is only necessary to put columns
on the caissons extending through the cellar, and place

the cantilever girders on the tops of these columns.
The above mentioned forms of foundations cover the
most general cases, though they can be varied greatly In
the details of application, as every case must be studied
as to Its local requirements, always bearing in mind the
two fundamental principles, that the center of loads
should be over the center of foundations, and that the
area of each foundation should be in exact proportion to
the load to be carried.

A short time ago we referred in these columns to the
Grand Palace which is to be erected at Tokio for the
Crown Prince of Japan, and to the fact that the chief
architect had recently been In this country placing con
tracts for some of the material which is to be used In
Its construction. The latest phase of the matter is the
shipment to Japan of the derricks which will be used
In putting up the palace. The work Is to be done by the
Carlin Foundry ft Supply Company of Allegheny, Pa.,
while the steel will be supplied by the Carnegie Com
pany.
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Free Hand Architecture.

Some interesting conunents on the lost beauty In build

ing are found in an article by Julian Moore, contributed
to a late Issue of the Fortnightly Recieic. We present the

following extracts:
From investigations made amid many more architec
tural styles than my great predecessors found time to ex
amine, I believe all old buildings to have been erected,
either In exact facsimile of beautiful free hand drawings

or in accordance with a principle of irregularities that
it was noticed good artists most often imparted to roofs,

pediments, &c, when drawing them in free hand, and it
was found by experience that these could be satisfac
torily added—as conventions— to stone reproductions of

ruler-made designs. In flue art such a custom is most
religiously sought after and obeyed. No artist, for ex
ample, would draw a doorway or a building within his
picture with mechanical aids. By doing so this part of
his work would lose what is called by artists " quality "

•or " beauty " in the drawing. To make their buildings
look when built as beautiful as they might appear in
beautiful free hand drawings— as beautful as ours some
times look in the free hand drawings of our best artists,
but, alas, only in such drawings— was, I think, the high
ambition of our ancestors, and the one that they can be
shown to have always kept in view, even from examples
V)f their slighter architectural efforts.
In recommending generally the relntroduction of more
spontaneous methods in the minor arts and their architec
tural equivalent, carefully prepared divergencies from
the mathematically precise in what I may perhaps be
allowed to call the greatest of the decorative arts, I do so
on the expedient ground of much extra beauty without
extra cost; I would also like to recommend them, how
ever, on the ground of absolute artistic necessity, since,
After 60 years' experimenting with ruled lines, good re
sults seem not to be even in prospect of coming. The
new West End and Arundel street buildings, though
erected by good artists and good tradesmen at vast cost,
are not as beautiful as the humble inns that Morland
loved to paint, or a country gentleman's mansion erected
,any time before 1820. More than this, no one can point
to a building produced since 1830 that compares for a
moment with 500 that could be named produced in the
same number of years preceding that date, or during any
■other60 years to the beginning of the world.
One of the clearest manifestations of modern incapac
ity to see a point for ourselves is that an architect who
•might be artist enough to make a most charming drawing
of an old Inn would, if asked by a patron to build him a
facsimile of it elsewhere, go to his draft board, T-square,
compasses, &c, and commence to " lay in '* a host of pre
cise vertical and horizontal lines, honestly fancying he
was copying the old building. When the result of this
abortive labor was actually before him, in solid stone or
brick, and found unsatisfactory by every one. himself
not excluded, ne would console the company and himself
toy saying that it wanted, of course, " the tone of age.
How strange it is that buildings, erected in 1810, have
had the tone of age as long as people now old can remem
ber, whereas those erected in 1830and 1840 show no sign
as yet of its coming, though they by no means lack the
decrepit features of time, even to the point of requiring
to be thoroughly overhauled and repaired.

Value of Old and New Work.

A building which had been standing for about 60
years, and was consequently built in the period of our
-architectural development when it was assumed that
good honest masonry was the rule, recently underwent
some alterations, sas's a writer in the Brickbuilder, in
the course of which it became advisable to remove the
outer casing of brick wall and substitute therefor some
light colored face brick. It was found that the outer 4

inches of the old work was laid up not only without the
slightest kind of backing, but was in many cases entirely
free from the rest of the wall, so that a crowbar put in
behind the lining would pry off huge slabs of the face
brick in one piece. In opposition to this, a wall which
had been built only a few months, In connection with the
same building, was found to overlap the lot line to a cer
tain extent, and it became necessary to remove the outer

8 inches of it. Although the wall was not supposed to
be a specially good wall, but simply built up as one
would ordinarily construct such work nowadays, it was
found that nearly every brick had to be broken away or
forcibly detached from the backing. The mortar had set
up so hard it was almost impossible to drive a nail into
a joint without bending and the face of the wall was, as
it ought to be in all work, an integral part of the whole.
We certainly do some things better than our forefathers.

The Oldest Buildings in America.

The first buildings by the white races in America,

says a writer in an exchange, were mere makeshifts-
architectural accidents —due to unusual circumstances or
exigencies, like those found at Newport, R. I., and Woods

Holl, believed to have been erected by Norsemen, about

1507. That one at Newport, known as the " Old Mill," is
a round structure of stone, supported upon short pillars

and arches, in the early Roman or Etruscan style. The
other, at Woods Holl, is also round, and of stone, but Is

built up from the ground, and has a battlemented top.

It is without openings in the wall, except the entrance,
and narrow windows Immediately under the cornice,

suggesting the idea of a fortification.
The second oldest building by white people in what is

now United States territory, and the oldest known resi

dence, is in St. Augustine, Fla., which was settled In

1564, when the monks of St. Francis erected this house

for their occupation. It is constructed of coquina, a mix
ture of sea shells and mortar, which forms a cement as

solid as natural rock.
Sir Francis Drake, while roving the seas in quest of
riches, in 1585, destroyed the town of St. Augustine, but

was unable to demolish this monastery. Its age, qualnt-

ness of design and historic interest have of recent years

led to repairs and to its preservation as a museum,

where have been gathered relics of past centuries. The
round tower and the walls of the lower story are intact,

the latter being sustained by heavy buttresses. The frame

work of the second story gives evidence of being more

recent by a century; and some even more modern fea

tures appear, in windows and balconies.

A deputy of the Spanish Government in 1590 came

into possession of the building, which remained lo the

family until 1882,.when it was sold to Dr. C. P. Carver,

who more recently transferred It to J. H. Henderson,
the present owner.

Figuring Rent by the Square Foot

A Cleveland architect is quoted by a local paper as

authority for the statement that In all of the recent or

improved office buildings in the city rent Is paid by the

square foot.
Here is one way in which he looked at it: "To keep
this chair, about 1% feet square, standing on the floor
and occupying that much space, would cost no little sum

in some of the better buildings. To have a table in an
office is quite an expensive luxury, wrhile a whole set of
furniture would be more so. Every little bit of space
counts, and even the corners must be utilized. Then think
of the acres in all our new blocks and consider the money
represented in their floor space. You seldom, if ever, see
a cat in a modern office building, and I suppose one rea
son for this is that the cost would be great, as the cat
could not get along with less than 4 feet."
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CORRESPONDENCE
WE

are constantly in receipt of interesting letters of

inquiry and comment from readers of the paper,

many of which have nothing about them to indi

cate from whence they come or by whom they were

written. We have in the past called attention to the

omission of this important information, and we take

this occasion to again suggest that in writing to the edi

tor, every correspondent sign his letter with full name
and address, in order that he may be properly located.

In publishing communications, however, we shall use
the initials of writers rather than their full names, ex
cept in cases where we are otherwise requested.

Benign for Bridge of 50 Feet Span.
From E. T. S.. Fitchburg, Mass.—In answer to F.
R.. Coalville, Utah, I send by this mail sketches show-

experienced in work of this kind express their views in
answer to the above request, and furnish such
sketches as may be necessary to show the methods of
construction. As being of interest in this connection, we
would state that a little book of designs containing sug
gestions for construction is " bog Cabins and How Best
to Build Them," the price of which is $1.50, obtainable
through this office.

Finding the Number of Sblnglea Required for a Roof
of any Size.

From M. D. S.. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Mr. Reissmann's ar
ticle on this subject is very good; but it may interest
" G. W. N.," Norristown, Pa., and other readers, to
hear another method of calculating the number of
shingles for a roof. We will take Mr. Reissmann's fig
ures: A building 120 feet long, and the rafter 27 feet.
We will allow 1 foot for the projection at the rake—1

Fig. 2.—Plan View.

Design for Bridge of SOFeet Span.

ins plan and elevation of a bridge of 50 feet span for a
highway. The drawings show the sizes of timbers and
rods, and if carried out faithfully will, I think, prove sat
isfactory. At least, I hope the design may prove of bene
fit to the correspondent making the inquiry.

Design and Construction of Log Houses.
From W. A., Chicago, 111.—I wonder if some of the
country readers could tell me how to build a log house?
I am called upon to erect a summer cottage in the Michi
gan woods of halved logs, that is, logs cut in two and
used with flat face inside. I am told that log houses
have to be laid up without any doors or windows, and

the openings cut after the walls are all up. Is this so?
As I never built a log house, I am looking in all the
books I can find for instruction, but they do not seem to
think that style of construction worth writing about-
Cannot some of the readers of the paper give me a few
words of advice, or perhaps the editor could refer me to
some book on the subject?

Xote. —We shall be glad to have those of our readers

foot at each end. That gives us 122 feet for the length
of each row of shingles. Now, as Mr. Reissmann has
shown, one shingle covers 4 Inches, or three shingles to
12 inches or 1 foot; and to lay a row 122 feet long it
will require 122 x 3, or 366 shingles. The rafter is 27 x
12, or 324 inches long. To this we must add— if it is u
rough building— say, 2 inches for projection beyond
sheathing at eave. So we have 324 + 2, or 326 inches, to
be divided by five, if shingles are laid 5 inches " to the
weather." This gives us 65 full rows, to which we add
one for the double row in starting. We have now to
multiply 366, the number of shingles in one row, by 66.
the number of rows, and have 24,156, the number of
shingles for one side of the roof, twice this number, or
48,312, being the count for the whole roof. But from ex
perience, we know that in using the shingles on the mar
ket in these times there is always a shortage—bad
shingles, splinters and waste In trimming, &c, so that it
has been my practice to allow 1000 extra for every ten
of the count. " One thousand shingles to the square "
was never used in my practice, except for approximate
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estimates, as it is not correct. I might note here that 4
pounds of fourpenny nails are usually billed for 1000
shingles.
Now I want to take exception to Mr. Reissmann's rec
ommendation to " treat a new roof with a coat of me

tallic paint." Any one who has observed closely knows

that a sawed shingle rots first just at the point of the
lap. The reason is, I think, that the rough surfaces of
the shingles lying close together hold the moisture —from

rain and snow— long after the exposed surface has dried

Off. Consequently this condition induces decay at this

point. Now if you stop up the exposed surface of the
shingle with paint or oil, you only add hindrance to the

natural drainage at the point above mentioned; decay

will go on all the more rapidly. I have a painted roof
in mind now that looks fairly well; but, with my pencil
as a lever, I can turn off three-fourths of the shingles
within reach—all rotted off just under the lap. The paint
has been no protection at that point. I have in mind
another roof, the shingles of which, before laying, were

dipped in hot linseed oil mixed with a little Cessna's

Sienna. ' This roof has been laid 17 years; it is good for

Mich., asked about information regaiding gutters and
spouts. In reply I beg leave to cite the following in
formation regarding this subject, based on experiments.
Allow for every 100 square feet, horizontal projection of
roof, 1 square inch spout, and every 25 feet arrange a
down spout. Less than a 2-inch spout would hardly be
assigned for any small roof, therefore we may modify
the rule as follows:

Squire inches
area.

For 100squarefeet horizontal roof surface,2 ineh diameterspout — . = "i
For 500square feet horizontal roof surface,3-inchdiameter
spout = 7
For 1,000squarefeethorizontal roof surface,4-incbdiameter
spout = 12JFor 2,000squarefeet horizontalroof surface,r>-incbdiameter
spout = 19AFor 8,000squarefeethorizontal roof surface,6-inchdiameter
spout =284

To find The girt measure of suitable hanging gutters
square the diameter of the down spout. For example, a
roof whose horizontal projection measures 1000 square
feet requires a 4-inch diameter down spout, and a 4 x
4=16-incli girt gutter.
The best material for gutters and spouts is copper,

:'Wi!iMyii!i

Fig. 1.—A ThroughTenon. Fig. 2—ThroughTenonwithSideWedging. Fig. 8.—ThroughTenonwithSplitWedging.

Fig 4.—AnotherStyleof ThroughTenon
with SplitWedging.

Fig. 6.—A BlindTenon.

Some Examples of Mortise and Tenon Jointing.

Fig. 0—BlindTenonwith SplitWedging.

ten years more. Paint both sides of the shingle for two-

thirds of the length, before laying, and you will at least

double its lasting qualities.

Deslajn Wanted Tor a Dairy Barn.

From J. Jj. T., Bremen, Intl.— I wish to ask space in
your valuable paper for the purpose of consulting some

of my brother carpenters about a round barn. I have a
dairy barn to build, 60 feet in diameter, 20 feet high,

with a silo 20 feet in diameter in the center. The cat

tle are to stand with their heads toward the center, and

there is to be an S-foot feeder aisle around the silo and

In front of the cattle. 1 would like to hear from those

who have had experience in work of this kind. What

would be tiie best roof and the best way to frame it?

We have plenty of timber in this country, and could

build out of square timbers, if that is practical. There
may be either 8 or 16 corners to the building.

Size of Gutters and Sponta.

From Henry Maack, Principal of the Academy of
Architecture and Btjildinc, St. Louis, Mo.—In the
December issue " J. C. B.," from Hickory Corners,

then follows for durability enameled cast iron, next lead,
glazed earthen pipe, galvanized iron, zinc, lead, and
black plate iron in the order named. In thickness the
galvanized iron, which is mostly used for Its cheap
ness, should be No. 24 for good work and No. 26 gauge
for ordinary buildings, agreeing to 16 ozs. and 14 ozs. re
spectively per square foot copper, or 0.0215 inch and
0.018S inch respectively. The copper used should he
cold rolled, except for linings in valleys, when it should be
hot rolled. The best way to determine the thickness is
by Brown & Sharpe's Pocket Sheet Metal Gauge, allow
ing an easy detection of one-thousandth of an inch.

Some Examples of mortise and Tenon Jointing-.
From R. B.. New Britain, Conn.—The tusk tenon shown
in one of the issues of tie paper for last year was very
interesting to us, and as offering suggestions to others
we inclose a blue print showing the common forms of
mortise and tenon joints used in door work. Fig. 1 rep
resents a through tenon and Fig. 2 one with side wedg
ing, while Fig. 3 represents a through tenon with split
wedging. In Fig. 4 is shown another style of the through
tenon with split wedging. In Fig. 5 is shown a blind
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tenon, and in Fig. G a blind tenon with split wedging.

The latter was formerly used considerably by cabinet

makers and is now coming largely into play on nice door
work, especially In the New England States.

What Tool* are Best for Carpenter's Kit.
From Young Wood-Butcheh, Ashton, R. /.—Will some
of the old hands tell me what are the most serviceable
tools for a carpenter's kit, such, for example, as fancy

plane, single planes or combination planes, such as a
Stanley Universal plane; also, what kind of a saw set

is most satisfactory? I am getting together my iirsc

Obtaining Bevel of Backing for Hip Rafter.— Sketch Accom
panying Letter of " L W. G "

kit of tools, and I naturally want those which experience
has shown to be the most desirable for the purpose.

Laying Out Polygon*.

From F. L. T., Eureka, Cal.—ln a recent issue " A. S.

W." of Shawnee, W. Va., asks for an easy rule for laying
out polygons with five and six sides (pentagons and hexa

gons). Referring to the accompanying diagram if A P
and C P are two diameters in a circle and E the middle
point of the radius O C, and if E F is taken equal to E
A; then A F is equal to the sides of a regular pentagon
<onewhose sides and angles are all equal), inscribed in the
circle. The radius O C is the side of a hexagon. I might
add that O F is the side of a decagon, or a ten-sided fig
ure.
If it is required to construct a pentagon upon a given
side this method might be adopted: Lay off D S equal to
A F. Produce O D to M and draw O S N. At X draw X
Y parallel to D S and equal to the given side. Draw Y
P parallel to O X: then O P is the radius of circle in
which the pentagon can be inscribed.

Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of Bound Timbers
With Steel Sqnare.

From Hee H. See, Montreal, Canada.—Will you kindly
allow me, through the columns of Carpentry and Build
ing, to thank " Old Builder " for answering my queries in
relation to repairing shingle roofs, and obtaining the
lengths and bevels of round timbers with the aid of the
steel square? I might say in regard to the trestles
spoken of that they were to be of four round posts, two
plumb and two battered with cap and sill. Two trestles
were put side by side and braced with 3-inch plank 11
inches wide and IS feet long. I forgot to say that the
end posts were battered 3 inches to the foot. Perhaps
the way I did the work may interest some of the younger
readers of the paper. I first made a pattern by which to

PATTERN

Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of Round Timbers
with Steel Square.

cut the top and foot of the post, getting the bevel by
means of the square. I then set out a 10-foot rod—that
is, I took 3 inches on the tongue of the square and 12
Inches on the blade and run it ten times. I divided the
last foot into 12 equal parts, calling them inches. My
trestles were 27 feet 9 inches high, so that by cutting the
foot of the post to the pattern, running the rod twice and
then 7 feet 9 inches and cutting to pattern again, I ob
tained a post that was exactly the same length when set

up as those cut square 27 feet 9 inches. I never before
saw or heard of this method, but unless I find a better
one I shall always use it. I show in the sketch, as well
as I am able, the pattern I made and the manner of using
it. Two patterns should be employed, and then sight one
from the other so as to get the ends square with each

other. Please take notice that " Young Chip " has

changed his nam de mid: to " Hee H. See."

Why 17 and Pitch of Roof Gives Cuts for Raflera.
From L. W. G., Alpena, Mich— In reply to " W. S.,"
Paterson. N. J., who asked why 17 and the pitch of the
roof gives the plumb and level cuts for hips and valleys,

I offer my rule and the principle on which it is based. In
laying out common rafters with the square, we use the

figure 12 on the blade to represent a foot of run and the

rise per foot on the tongue, applying the square as

many times as we have feet to run for our rafter span.

Where the hips are equal, the same rafter rule applies

to them and valleys as well. For example, if the roof is
to be one-third pitch, then as the common rafters rise 8

inches in every foot run, the hip rafter will rise 8 Inches
in 17 inches, as the hip is the diagonal of a square. Then

again, as our common rafter rule used 12 on the blade and

8 on the tongue, the building being, say, 20 feet wide, the

square would be applied 10 times to run half way, mak

ing 10 feet run and SO inches, or 6 feet 8 inches rise for

the common rafters. As we used 12 inches on the

blade of the square for cutting common rafters and run

10 times, we must use 17 on the blade for hip rafters

C

Laying Out Polygons.—Diagram Accompanying
Letter of " F. L. T."

with the same rise, and run 10 times, just the same,
making 170 inches, or 14 feet 2 inches, for the run of the
hip, Its rise being the same as the common rafters.
The reason 17 is used is because it is the diagonal of
a square the sides of which are 12, and as the base of
the common rafter rule is 12, the base of the hip must
be 17, as the diagonal of a square, the sides of which are
one-half the width of the building or run of common
rafters.
As for the bevel of the back of hip rafters, where the
hips are equal, take the length of the hip rafter on the
blade of the square and the rise of the roof on the
tongue, as shown in the accompanying sketch, the tongue
giving the bevel either way from the center of rafter.
Of course If the hips are unequal, or the rafters of more
or less curvature, then I employ other methods, which I
will describe later on, if requested. The sketch which
I send shows the square applied in order to obtain the
bevel of backing for a hip rafter. The bevel at B is the
bevel required.

From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.—In the December
issue " W. S." asks why 17 and the pitch of the roof
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will give the plumb and level cuts for hips and valley
rafters, where the roofs are all one pitch. It will only
do so where the seat of the hip or valley makes an angle

of 45 degrees with the plates of the building, or in other
words, where the hip or valley starts from a square cor

ner. For any other hip, as, for instance, the hip of an
octagon roof, another cut must be used. If " W. S. "
will draw a plan of a building and lay down the seats of
the common rafters, and also of the hips or valleys,

say, for Instance, of a building 24 feet square, with

a hip roof, and measure the lengths of the seats, he will
And that the seat of the hip will measure 17 inches for
every 12 inches of seat for the common rafter, meeting

it at the top, and since both rafters rise the same dis
tance, it follows that the hip must rise just as much in
running 17 inches as the common rafter does in 12

inches. The rest of " W. S.'s " question was answered
in the December issue.

From E. T. S., Fitchburff, Mass.—I notice In the Decem
ber number of the paper some rafter questions from
" W. S.," Paterson, N. He asks why 17 inches and
the pitch of the roof will give the plumb and level cuts
of valley or hip rafters, also the length. His second
question asks how to find the backing of hip rafters. In
reply I would say that the position of the hip or valley
is diagonally across the building, and the diagonal of 12

inches and 12 inches is 16 97-100+ inches, but 17 inches is

near enough for all practical purposes. Therefore the

rise of the hip in going 17 inches on its run is the same

as the rise of the common rafter in going 12 inches on

its run, consequently 17 inches and the rise of the com

mon rafter to the foot will give the cuts. The length of
the hip to the foot run of the common rafter is the

diagonal of 37 inches and the rise of the common rafter
to the foot run. Suppose the run of the common rafter is

10 feet and the rise 6 inches to the foot; the length of

the common rafter is 13 42-100 inches to the foot run,

and for 30 feet, 13 42-100 inches x 10 = 11 feet 21-5
inches. The corresponding hip or valley length to the

foot run of common rafter is IS 3-100 x 10= 15 feet and
3-100 of an inch. To find the backing of a hip rafter,

lay the square on the straight edge, take the length of

the hip on the blade in inches and the rise of the roof

on the tongue in inches, and the angle the tongue makes

will give the backing of the hip.

Give the Young men a Chance.

From A. L. W., New Hampshire.—In the January num
ber of Carpentry and Building I notice a half column of
advice to boss carpenters from

" C. W. B." of Reading,

Pa. In my opinion " C. W. B." would make a good mis
sionary to some of our foreign possessions as a bureau

of knowledge and instructor of boss carpenters, but he

would be a back number in the New England States. I
have 12 volumes of Carpentry and Building filed away in

my shop, and in the whole number I have never read
anything so absurd and out of place. As a contractor

and builder, It has been my experience that there Is not

one case in 50 to which the correspondent's remarks

would apply. I have taken boys to learn the trade, and
in three mouths they knew more than the whole gang,

and would pick up and go to some other builder and let

themselves as carpenters. This is a sample of 49 out of

50. Now show me a boss who has worked all his life to

master the trade who would give his life's experience

and knowledge away to a puff bail. There is not one

man in a hundred who will confine himself to serve a
pioper time in order to master the trade. For instance,
I took a young man from a saw mill to work not long
ago. He was a good worker and did his work well, but

the next season nothing but $2 a day could hire him. In
another case, a young man wanted to learn the trade.

He worked one month and then got mad, because he was

asked to shingle. He knew how to shingle, but he

wanted to do something he did not know. The next sea

son he went out contracting. Again I employed a man

lathing one season; the next season he struck out as con

tractor and builder to work for nothing, taking the

bread and butter from a man who did good work at fair
prices. I could name dozens like these in my experience.
I heard an old contractor say "there will be enough con
tractors available next season; I have taught a hundred
this season." Now, if " C. W. B." could do a contracting
business one season and pay his green men $1.50 a day,

which we have to, and do as he preaches, and pay 10
cents on the dollar at the end of the season at the same
time, and let us old contractors know how he does It, he

will accomplish more than Dewey did at Manila, and de
serve to be placed on the retired list with a $50,000 man
sion. I would like to have " C. W. B." read the last para
graph of the letter in the January number from " M. H.
K.," Mena, Ark. Bead and reflect, brother.

Quantity of Material Required In Laying 1000 Brick*.

From Fred White, Denver, Col.— It has frequently
occurred to me that a subject of deep concern to the
general readers of Carpentry and Building might be
profitably discussed by those who are interested in the
various branches of building, and at the same time lead
to a comparison of methods adopted by such tradesmen
to reach the approximate amounts of materials required
in their separate branches of building. To meet such
comparison, a series of questions should be published
under the head of "Correspondence," treating the several
subjects, these questions to be answered by readers who
are men of building experience, and the best answers be
published for general information. The subjects to be
treated should include brick work of various kinds, con
crete floors, footiugs, walks, rubble stone walls, ashlar,

pointing, Sec., plastering, including scratch coat, brow^n
coat and plaster of parls hard finish, also the treatment
of patent plastering material. As a leader, I have pre
pared a few questions on brick work, and respectfully

invite readers interested to submit their methods and!
experience. If the subject is well taken, I will follow
with questiuns on other subjects.

How much material will be required for laying 1000-
bricks under the following conditions:
1. Common bricks In ordinary wall, lime mortar, lime
and sand only.

2. Common bricks In heavy walls, cement mortar, ce
ment and sand, but no lime.
3. Common bricks in heavy wails, cement, lime and

sand.
4. Face bricks In white mortar, lime and sand.
5. Face bricks in cement mortar, cement and sand
only.

6. Face bricks in red mortar, lime, sand and mineral.
In giving answers state the proportions of lime, sand,
cement, mineral, &c, necessary to make the required
amount of mortar to lay 1000 bricks, also state expe

rience and best methods of preparing the mortars.

7. In making white mortar for face work, is it best
to use quicklime putty and mix sand when putty is cold,

or mix the sand as soon as the lime is run off and while
hot? What kind of sand should be used for white mor

tar for face work?
S. In making red mortar for face work, is it best to-

add the mineral to brown mortar, or slack the lime and

set for putty, and then add the mineral, and when well
mixed add the sand?
I trust these questions will draw out answers which
will he of benefit to every one interested In building.
yote.—The questions of our correspondent open up-

an excellent field for valuable discussion, and we Invite
a full and free expression of opinion.

One of the finest power houses for electric lighting
purposes is about to be erected in New York City, at u
cost of over $S00,000. It will be of steel skeleton construc
tion with facades of brick with granite and terra cotta
trimmings.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS,— X.
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By Charles J. Woodsend.
"TTIB subject of discussion in the last issue was a com-
_| bination core board, a plan view of which is pre
sented in Fig. 67 of the illustrations, while Fig. 68 rep
resents a section of the core board showing the battens
upon the back. It will be remembered that the hollow
for the rope was to be 2% inches when finished, and al
lowing for the finish would bring it to 2% inches. In
making this core board the lumber will require to be at
least 2 inches thick where the hollow for the core comes.
It is not necessary that the whole board should be of this
thickness, as it could be made % inch thick for the board
and then segments 1% inches thick glued under where the
hollow will come. If constructed in this way the bat
tens may be dispensed with. If there are many cores to
take off a solid board with battens would be preferred,
for the reason that after the core maker has constructed
the core the board with the core upon it will be placed in
the oven and baked for several hours. A heavy board,
therefore, will stand better than a thin one.
Joint up and glue the board together, allowing about
1*4 inches of wood upon the outside diameter of the core.
After the glue is dry saw to a circle, screw on the bat-

placed upon the board, and, of course, the hole must be
perfectly square with the piece. The strike requires to
revolve freely about the pin, but on no account must It
be loose—that is, so as to rattle or have play. Now place
the strike upon the pin on the board, and mark just where
the core will come. Work out the strike to the template
made for the turned part. Fig. 69, so that when the strike
is in its position upon the board the two together will
show an exact section of the core required.
The part that is cut out now requires to be beveled,
Figs. 70 and 71. The amount of bevel is immaterial so
long as it is upon the proper side of the strike, and the
edge is not left too thick, nor yet worked down too thin.
In this case about % inch is right. Fig. 70 shows the cor
rect way of making the bevel, the edge shown being the
one that rests upon the board. It is not necessary to
shellac the strike. In using this core board and strike the
core maker (molder) will ram the core In the board first,
then will gradually build up on this, using the strike to
obtain the correct size and shape.
The plan of a box for making this core in another
manuer is presented in Fig. 72 of the illustrations, while
Fig. 73 is an enlarged section upon the line E F. It will
be noticed that this box is made in two parts, and for the
core under consideration each of these parts should be
2 inches in thickness, not less.

^PIN

BATTENS

Fig. 6!>.—Section of Core Board on Line A B of Previous Figure-..

a ,

-J
Fig. 09.-Slde View of Strike."

Fig 07-Plan View of Core Board.

o
Fig. 70.—Plan View of "Strike."

Making Wood Patterns.

tens, then fasten it to the chuck used for the pattern; or
if preferred, it may be screwed directly upon the face
plate. In this the operator's own judgment must prove
the guide, as in some cases the chuck is to be preferred
while in others the face plate is the better. After the
board is in the lathe rough off the outer edge; then true
up the face to a straight edge, mark the center and de
scribe the two lines bounding the core, as shown in Fig.
67.
Prepare a template the exact size and shape of one-
half of the core required. Then turn out between the
lines already marked upon the board to this template,
Fig. 68; sandpaper down and shellac, using black shel
lac. It Is only necessary to shellac the depression for
the core, not the whole board. Kub down and finish as
explained for core boxes.
The next thing will be the pin from which the strike
is to radiate. This pin may be of any size desired. A
hole should be bored in the center of the board, the pin
glued and driven in tight and afterward turned off. It
may project from the board 1 inch or V/> inches.
The strike will next require our attention, and is
shown in Figs. 60, 70 and 71. This strike may be made
of 2% x % inch stuff. Glue two pieces on the sides at one
end, Fig. 70, in order to strengthen the strike to receive
the hole. Now bore the hole to receive the pin that was

Copyrighted 1898by Charles J. Woodsend.

Before proceeding further it is desirable to explain
that in using a box of this kind the core print upon the
pattern must project sulBciently to balance the core when
placed In the sand mold. An explanation of my meaning
will be rendered clear from a study of Fig. 74. The pro
jection of the core over the edge of the pattern in this
case is 1 5-16 inches. In order to make sure of balancing
this, the core should project past the edge of the pattern
1% inches. The reason for all of this is that by using
this kind of a box the core is made in sections, in the
present Instance 6, so that if there is not sufficient weight
to balance the projecting part of the core the molder will
have great difficulty in placing them in position. The
box may either be turned off upon a chuck by screwing
the two pieces upon it and using other pieces to balance,
or they may be worked by hand. It Is understood that
the outer radius of the box is exactly the same as the
core print.
The length and bevel for the ends is obtainable in the
same manner as was explained for making the mold for
segments, Fig. 39, upon page 229, of the September issue
of Carpentry anil Building for last year. The pieces
should be worked out neatly, and if done by hand, then
screw together and put in two dowels, so that the pieces
will always come together in the same position. The
part where the core is made should be treated with black
shellac in the same manner as previously stated. Upon
the ends G and II screw pieces of V2 or % inch stuff-
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These are to be fastened to one piece only, it makes no
difference which. Take apart the two pieces composing
the box. Trim the dowels, as was explained, for core
boxes previously made. Now upon the sides where are
located the screw heads make marks around them with
the black shellac. The marks should form a ring around
the screw heads, and should be placed about % or % inch
away from them. This mark tells the molder that the
screws may be, or ought to be, removed to release the core
from the box after being made. The upper edge of the box
will be left open for the core maker to ram up the core.
The top will then be struck off with a straight edge or a
trowel, the screws will be removed, the box taken apart,
the core removed and placed in the oven for baking and
the operation repeated. It is understood that these core
boxes and strikes are to be of white pine, and all meas
urements taken from the shrinkage rules, the same as for
patterns.

Settling the Chicago Building Trades Dispute.
The joint conference committee of the Chicago Build
ing Contractors' Council and the Chicago Building
Trades' Council came to a definite agreement on Decem
ber 30. The agreement is to be ratified by the bodies
respectively represented before going into effect, but little

Fltf. 74—bhowinir Pro-
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doubt is expressed that the ratification will be speedily
accomplished. The text of this agreement is as follows:

Section 1. Each council shall elect a board of arbitra
tion of five members, who shall jointly constitute a final
board of arbitration, toserve until their successorsare elected,
and who shall have the power to impose such fines or pun
ishments or both as in their judgment the evidencemay war
rant, and until such fines shall have been paid or punish
ment satisfied such memberor membersshall be barred from
all the privileges of the council, association or union to which
he or they may belong.
Sec. 2. The right of a steward on the job to protect the

journeymen's interest is recognized. All complaints, dis
putes or violation of joint agreements by employer or em
ployee, parties to this agreement, to be adjusted by the con
tractor or his agent and the steward or business agent of the
Building Trades' Council or affiliated unions, who shall be
allowed to visit all jobs during working hours to interview
the steward or workmen, but will not in any way interfere
with their work. Failure to adjust any complaints, disputes
or violations of agreement, the subjeet matter shall at once
be referred to the standing arbitration committee of five from
the employers and five from the employees representing the
trades interested, who shall immediately decide the matter at
issue. Any case at issue that cannot be adjusted by the
trade directly interested, appeal shall immediately be taken
to the final board of arbitration, as provided in section 1,
to adjust all matters referred to it by any of the associations
affiliated or may becomeaffiliated with either party to this
agreement, and that their decision shall be final. Said final
board of arbitration shall be and is hereby given full power
by both parties to this agreement to establish and enforce its
own rules of procedure. No strike or lockout shall be au
thorized or called by either party to this agreementor by any
memberor association affiliated or may becomeaffiliated with
either party or their business agents, by reason of any dis
pute arising between the unions represented in either associa
tion. Work shall continue uninterrupted while any case is
pending before the final board of arbitration.
Seo. 3. There shall be no limitation as to the amount of

work a man shall perform during his working day.

Sec. 4. The question of machinery is hereby referred to
the different organizations of employers and employees. In
the event of failure to agree, either party shall have the right
of appeal to the final board of arbitration.
Sec. 5. That each established employer in each respective

trade shall be allowed to have at least one apprentice, whose
time of expiration of apprenticeship shall expire before the
apprentice shall reach the age of 22 years.
Sec. 6. No restrictions shall be placed on the use of

building materials other than cut and sawed stone, granite,
exterior marble work, commonbrick, wood mill work (except
mantels and movable furniture), and prison-madematerial.
Sec. 7. It shall remain optional with the contractor as to

the amount of men he shail employ.
Sec. 8. No rules other than those embodiedin this agree

ment shall be promulgated, recognized or enforced by either
party to this agreement, their affiliated associations or their
memberswhile the same remains in force, unless authorized
by the final board of arbitration.
Sec. 9. The respective associations connected with the

two councils shall immediately upon the adontion of this
agreementby the two councils call together their arbitration
committeesto formulate such necessary rules and joint agree
ments as they may deem fit to govern their respective trades
in the future,' and submit the same without delay to the
final board of arbitration for approval or otherwise.
Seo. 10. Members of the employers' associations repre

sented in the Building Contractors' Council shall in all way*
receiveas favorable treatment by the Building Trades' Conn-
oil and its affiliated unions as do any contractors in the same
trade who are not membersof associations affiliated with the
Building Contractors' Council.
Seo. 11. It is agreed that as long as this contract is

faithfully kept by the Building Trades' Council and its affil
iated unions the membersof the associations affiliated with
the Building Contractors' Council in the erection of buildings
will employ at the buildings in Cook County none but the
workmen carrying Building Trades' Council working cards
in good standing in their respective callings, excent where it
may be otherwise agreed, now or in the future, by the joint
arbitration committee of the trade involved.

With this agreement in force many of the obnoxious
regulations of the past will be wiped out. Labor dis
putes are to be settled Immediately by the arbitration
board and not to be long drawn out. Limitations on
what a man shall do in a working day are abolished.
The walking delegate is retained, but his powers are cur
tailed. The workingmon have gained a strong point in
binding the contractors to assist them in completely
unionizing the city building trades.

Ventilation.

In discussing the disadvantages of ventilating build
ings from the top by means of lowered windows or ven
tilating registers, a correspondent of the New York
Tribune throws the blame on architects and builders, who
get their faulty ideas adopted, and continues the discus
sion as follows: They should know better than to make
openings at the top of rooms, which simply allow heat
and pure air to escape. It is not at all satisfactory to
heat all outdoors and still have to breathe carbonic add
gas. Court rooms, school rooms, auditoriums, offices,

dwelling rooms, and especially sleeping rooms, are giv
ing slow poison to millions. The trades are to blame.
It Is their business to know. The remedy is simple and
comparatively cheap. The fire place idea and its modi
fications will solve every problem. The opening near the
floor and the heat in it makes perfect ventilation, for it
gets rid of the poisonous air, and somehow, without
opening any window, fresh air comes in. It will do It every
time. An air tight building is an Impossibility. Fresh
air will come in when impure air is taken out. Build
brick stacks and make openings into them at the floor
for large buildings.

Prof. Walter A. Wyckoff of Princeton, the college
graduate who spent two years tramping across the coun
try from New York to San Francisco, that he might
study the condition of laborers as one of them, and sub
sequently embodied his experience in that interesting
book, " The Workers," recently lectured in New York.
One of his statements is of considerable significance.

He said that one of the things that had impressed

him most in the course of his peregrinations was
that he could get work whenever he wanted it, in the
country. In the cities it was different. There he al
ways found the supply of labor to be in excess of the de
mand. The lesson of this observation is obvious.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING
THE

amount of building in Boston, Mass., during the
past year shows a slight gain over the preceding twelve
months, the total number of buildings completed in

1899 having been 1305. involving a total expenditure of $9,-
890 577, as against 1284buildings, costing $9,379,530in 1898.
A noticeable feature of the operations was the material in
crease in brick construction, several causes contributing to
this result. It is pointed out that in the first place the build
ing of single frame houses in the suburban wards had been
overdone, so that professional builders turned to other forms
of construction, three family brick houses springing up in
large numbers. This type came into favor because of the
laws relating to fire proof building which operated against
the four-story tenement houses having two suites to each
floor. Another explanation of the increase in brick construc
tion is found in the advanced cost of lumber.

Chicago, III.
Architects, contractors, bnilders and real estate men gen

erally are encouragedto look for a revival of building opera
tions in Chicago during the ensuing twelve months. This
prospect, it is intimated, is made almost certain by the
changed conditions in labor circles, a very encouraging fact in
support of this being found in the action of the Building
Trades Council in deciding that materials may hereafter be
purchased anywhere and that union labor may employ itself
on an>material it wishes, so long as the union rules prevail.
This action, it is thought, will restore confidencein Chicago's
progress, induce capital to return to building work, and re
lease the flood of held-up contracts that has been awaiting
favorable labor conditions before being put into effect. The
record for the past year is not a particularly flattering one.
showing as it does the smallest amount of capital expended
in building operations in many years. During 1899 there
were 3792 permits issued for buildings involving an expendi
ture of $20,850,570,as comparedwith 4000 permits issued in
1898, calling for an expenditure of $21,281,225.
The question of an amendment to the building ordinance

fixing the limit of the hight of buildings to be constructed at
12 instead of 10 stories is being agitated, and is said to be re
garded with favor by Building Commissioner MeAndrews as
well as by the City Council.
A sympathetic strike occurred January 0, when the Build
ing Trades Council voted to aid and assist the strike of the
marble workers on the Western Methodist Book Concern
Building on Washington street.
The members of the Chicago Architectural Club held a

"smoker'- on the evening of Monday, January 15, dinner
being servedat 0. The address of the evening was by Joseph
Twyman, who spoke on " Tapestry, or the Psychology of
Textile Materials."

Columbus, Ohio.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange held their fourth

annual reception and banquet at their rooms, VI 'L
.

East State
street, on the evening of Thursday, December 28, and was a

grand success in every way. It was the largest and most
elaborate in the history of the exchange,there being over 200
present, the guests including Edward A. Roberts, secretary
of the Cleveland Exchange. The programme was varied, in
cluding vocal and instrumental music, speechesand a most
attractive menu. Speecheswere made by Prof. W. T. Ma-
trader, on "Present and Future Duties of the Exchange;"
by Judge T. B. Galloway, on " Who is a Builder?" by A. P.
Blesch, president of the National Association of Brass Man
ufacturers, who 3poke on " Fraternal Beneficial Societies ; "
by W. D. Richardson, president of the National Association
of Brick Manufacturers, who discussed " The Relation of
Brick Manufacturers to the Builders' Exchange," and by
Fred. Weadon, City Building Inspector, who spoke on " The
Relation Between the Contractor, Architect and the Inspect
or.'*
At the election, which ocurred on the evening of January

1
,

the following officers were chosen :

President, Second Vice-President,
John G. Drayer. Charles J. Palmer.
First Vice-President, Secretary,
J. F. Blayer. R. J. Gardiner.

Treasurer, E. L. Harris.
Directors.

William Brust, E. A. Hildreth,
F. J. Busch, J. J. Marvin,
J. B. Coulter, F. II. Nichol,
E. T. Ewers, George W. Ochs,
F. C. Ferris, B. F. Stevenson.

The exchange is in excellent condition as regards finances,
membership, exhibits, &c, and there is an excellent oppor
tunity for a further large increase in membership. In fact,
Secretary Gardiner reports that the exchange was never in
better shape and with brighter prospects than at present.
The outlook for the year in the building line is very good.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Architects are reasonably busy preparing for an active

spring, and building operations promise to be numerous not
withstanding the increase in the price of materials. The
record of the Building Inspector's office shows that during
the last year permits were issued for 100 brick and iron
structures, 1756 frame buildings and 3004 additions, the
total value of all improvements being $5,488,976. This is an
increase of nearly $2,000,000over the preceding year.
Secretary Roberts states that the Builders' Exchange has

experienced a surprising growth during the past year, having
increased in membership100 per cent., in assets 300 per cent.

and in annual income 500 per cent. This is attributable
largely, if not entirely, to the occupancy of new quarters and
the successful installation of a permanent exhibition feature.
The exchange is conducting a series of monthly dinners, at
the last of which there were present among the guests United
States Senator M. A. Hanna and Congressman E. T. Burton,
ihairman of the Committee on Rivers and Harbors. The
grouping of the several promised public buildings on a cen
tral site fronting Lake Erie was the subject of discussion
and met with general favor. The annual banquet will be held
on February 21 and will be on a more elaborate scale than
heretofore. The officers of the exchange for the ensuing year
are :

President C. W. McCormick, of the Cleveland Stone Co.
Vice-President James Young, carpenter contractor.
Treasurer. .E. W. Palmer, of the ClevelandWindow Glass Co.
Secretary' William Downie, painter and decorator.
Exchange Secretary Edward A. Roberts.
Assistant Exchange Secretary Chester M. Harris.
The directors include G. E. Needham, president of the

National Iron and Steel Roofing Association ; the three ex-
presidents of the exchange ; W. H. Gick, Arthur Bradley and
George Caunter, as well as Jacob Schade, a prominent gen
eral contractor.
A new lien law for the State of Ohio is being agitated

and steps were taken at a general meeting of the exchange
on January 10 to have such a law drafted, and if possible
passed at this session of the Legislature. The proposed
measure will probably follow the Illinois law in its main re-
quirements.

Fall River, Mass .

The Builders' Association of Fall River, Mass., held their
annual meeting in their new quarters in the Hudner Building
on January 4

,

when the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year :

President, Joseph Dickinson ; vice-president. Robert
Nicholson ; secretary, John Dinnie ; treasurer, A. K. Hunter.
The Board of Directors consists of A. Homer Skinner, A.
Leeming, J. D. Blossom, Joseph Nannery and J. Dickinson.
The members celebrated the occasion with a turkey sup
per and a social session, which was heartily enjoyed by the
large number present. The association is in a very flourish
ing condition financially and many new members have been
added to the roll during the past year. The outlook for 1900

is encouraging.
Los Angeles, Cal.

The record of building operations in Los AngeleB for 1899
shows that 55 brick business structures, costing $339,366,
were erected ; 333 two-story frame dwellings, costing $962,-
200, and 382 one-story frame dwellings, costing $346,360.
There were also several fiat buildings, store buildings, brick
residences, hospitals, barns, stables, &c, bringing the total
cost up to $2,197,887.

Lowell, Mass,

The past year has not been one of any great activity in
the building line in the city and vicinity. Very little work
of any size has offered, and what has been done was at little
profit, owing to the keen competition among contractors. The
major portion of the building has been in the way of low cost
houses and cottages. While it is rather early to give much
of an idea as to the coming season, building work ought
eventually to better itself from the fact that local manufac
turing industries have been enjoying a period of great activ
ity. Some of these, it is said, largely increased their capac
ity, which, added to several new industries lately material
ized and work commencedby breaking ground, together with
rumors of others, should all tend to give encouragement for
a much better season than has been enjoyed for some years
back. There is some promise of a revision of the building
ordinances in the city in a short time, and there has been
more or less activity among the various building labor unions
of late. Among those which have taken the preliminary
steps are the Bricklayers and Plumbers' unions, who are
desirous of securing shorter hours and more pay.
The Builders' Exchange, notwithstanding the unusual

lack of activity on the part of its membersin their respective
lines of work, continues to hold its membershipand its prom
inence as an association. The relations continue harmonious
among contractors and workmen.

Memphis, Tenn.
The Builders' Exchange oi Memphis, Tenn., was organ
ized on December 11, when C. J. Wagner was elected presi
dent ; J. W. Higgins, first vice-president ; R. H. Miller, sec
ond vice-president ; Fred. B. Young, secretary, and P. R.
Friedel, treasurer. A board of directors representing the
different interests was also chosen for the ensuing year, com
posedof I. N. Chambers, representing the bricklayers ; W. H.
Fleehearty, the plasterers ; A. B. Bartholomew, the roofers ;

A. W. Broderick, the tinners; R. F. Hodges, the contractors;
David Peacock, the mill men ; E. B. Causey, the lumber men ;

G. H. Kemker. the painters ; John Kastner. the stone men,
and S. M. Wright, the lime and cement dealers. The ex
change rooms are located in the Planters' Insurance Build
ing, and an application has beenmade for a charter.

Milwaukee. Wis
If present expectations are realized, the coming season

will witness the greatest activity in the building lines in the
city and vicinity which has beenknown for a long time. The
outlook at present is regarded as very encouraging, and
there are a,number of large jobs for which contracts are be
ing placed.'
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On Wednesday, January 10, the membersof the Builders'

and Traders' Exchange held their annual election, with the
following results :

President, Second Vice-President,
P. L. Petersen. John Bennett.
First Vice-President, Treasurer,
H. S. Pelton. John Langenberger.

Secretary, Charles H. John.
DrUECTOKSfob Thbee Yeabs.

H. Ferge, E. F. Whitnall.
A. P. Compton, Louis Hoffman.

The election was a spirited but friendly contest and
brought out more votes than at any previous election for
some years. After the result of the ballot had been an
nounced at the evening meeting, the retiring president, E. F.
Roberts, made an able farewell address before introducing
the newly elected president, who respondedwith a few well
chosen remarks. At this time a pleasant surprise was sprung
upon the members in the shape of the final report of the
Executive Committee, which had charge of the entire ar
rangements for the entertainment of the delegatesattending
the annual convention of the National Association of Build
ers, hold in the city in February of last year. The report,
contrary to expectations, showed a comfortable balance to
be turned into the treasury of the exchange instead of a
deficit, which often happens when arrangements on a large
scale are attempted. The report was accepted and the com
mittee discharged with the hearty thanks of the members for
their untiring efforts. The committee consisted of Henry
Ferge, chairman ; E. J. Roberts, treasurer ; H. S. Pelton,
secretary, and B. F. Sanders, assistant secretary.
After the business portion of the meeting was concluded
the members,nearly 100 in number, enjoyed the annual stag
party and banquet, which was a very enjoyable and success
ful affair. A luncheon was served in the directors' room by a
competent caterer, while mandolin and guitar music and
phonograph and several interesting numbers of stage per
formance helped to fill out a very pleasant evening. The
finance report showed the exchange to be in a very prosper
ous condition.

Minneapolis, M'nn.
During the year just brought to a close Minneapolis has

made very satisfactory progress in the building line. In that
time 3103 permits were issued, representing an estimated ex
penditure of more than $3,000,000.while in 18982388permits
were issued for buildings costing $2,271,755. The advance in
the price of all kinds of building materials tended in some
measure to cut down building operations for theyear, but it is
expected that this will serve to increase the amount of work
to be done during 1900. Prospective builders were somewhat
backward about starting new work while prices were advanc
ing, but now that they are stationary, although high, it is
thought that construction work will be resumed. The indi
cations are bright for a continuation of activity as soon as
spring opens.

Newark, N. J.
At the annual meeting of the New Jersey Society of

Architects, held at 842 Broad street on the evening of Janu
ary 5, the following officers were elected: President, Paul G.
Botticher ; first vice-president, Thomas Cressey ; second vice-
president, Thomas Dickson ; secretary and treasurer, George
W. Von Arx. The Board of Governors consists of Charles
P. Baldwin, John C. Ely, Herman Kreitler, R. W. Saylor,
Albert Beyer and Henry O. Klemm.

Omaha, Neb.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange met in their rooms

at 207 New York Life Building on the evening of January 2
and elected the following officers for the ensuing year : Presi
dent, J. Fred. Smith ; vice-president, Robert C. Strethlow ;
treasurer, E. G. Hampton. The Board of Directors consists
of Thomas Herd, Albert P. Johnson and John Rowe.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The report of the Building Inspection Bureau shows that
during the twelve months of last year there was a marked
falling off in the amount of building done as compared with
the year before. In fact, the figures are said to be the lowest
in ten years and almost $8,000,000 behind 1895, which was
the " boom" year in the building line. In the year just
broueht to a close 8431 permits were issued to cover 11.859
operations, estimated to cost $20,377,990. These figures com
pare with 8217 permits covering 13,197 operations in 3S98
and involving an expenditure of $21,805,555. The extent to
which dwelling house? were erected is seen from the state
ment that in 1899 there were 3022 permits issued for this
class of structures, costing $7,010,730,as against 5144, cost
ing Sll. 757,050 in 1898.
In the opinion of prominent architects, contractors and

real estate men this amount of business was far in excessof
what was generally anticipated at the beginning of the year.
The dwelling operations m West Philadelphia were con
ducted on a largo scale, and while those in South Philadel
phia were not quite so extensive they were of a very sub
stantial character. Gormantown, in the northwest, con
tributed its shnre, and many other of Philadelphia's beautiful
suburbs shared in the general improvement. It seems to be
the opinion that the approaching spring will witness a
marked degreeof activity.
The Mnster Builders' Exchange celebrated the close of
the old and the advent of the new year by a jollification at
the exchange on South Seventh street, which was enjoyed
by many prominent followers of all branches of the building
trade. The proceedings opened at 12.30 with a luncheon
in the caf6, followed afterward by a season of music,
speeches,songs. &c, a stage having been erected at one end
of the large hall. President John Atkinson was the master
of ceremonies,while the Entertainment Committee was com

posed of VV. S. P. Shields, chairman ; J. A. Lindsay Little,
John L. Gill, A. B. Barber, Frank K. Whiteside, Frank Mc-
Avoy, J. T. Allen, William J. Gray and Edwin Hall. The
exercises closed with the singing of

" Auld Lang Syne " and
the " Star Spangled Banner.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Superintendent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau of Build
ing Inspectors reports for the month of December that there
were 112 permits granted for new buildings, 19 for additions
and 28 for repairs, which in comparison for the record for
the samemonth in 1898was an increase of 35 in the number
of buildings and $349,164 in their estimated cost. The
month of January up to the time of going to press has been
very quiet, applications for permits coming in very slowly
and architects reporting that not much new business is as
yet in sight. It is felt, however, that with the approach of
spring there will be greatly increased activity in all lines,
and that with the amount of prospective work in sight in and
about the many suburbs of the city the aggregate volume of
business for the season will be large. In Allegheny the out
look is very encouraging, and for the month of December
the record of building operations is said to have been the
best since the bureau was established five years ago.
The Builders' Exchange held their annual meeting on

January '.}.when officers, with the exception of secretary and
treasurer, for 1900wore chosen. On the Sth of January the
Board of Directors met and electeda secretary and treasurer.
The results are as follows :

President. Secretary,
W. B. Lupton. Geo. S. Fulmer.
Vice-Presidents, Treasurer,
Adam Wilson, T. J. Hamilton.
John S. Elliot.

DlBECTOBS.
T. J. Hamilton, J. P. Knox,
G. S. Fulmer, James Hay,
John M. Addy, A. Rasner,
James M. Jones, Samuel Fraucies,
E. R. Cluley, J. J. Munn,
N. Green, H. R. Rose.

Spokane, Wash.
It ip stated that 20 of the contractors of the city and tht

Master Plumbers' Association have signed a wage scale to
govern building operations for the year 1900. The rules are
to go into effect April 1 and to apply only to contracts signed
after that date. The rules provide that there shall be a pay
day every two weeks, but laborers shall be paid in full when
discharged. They also declare against sympathetic strikes,
and in favor of arbitrating all differences which may arise.
Eight hours is to constitute a day's work, time and a half to
be allowed for overtime, night, Sunday and legal holiday
work.
The following is the scale of wages: Carpenters, 40 cents
per hour: bricklayers, 02% cents per hour for common brick,
70centsper hour for pressedbrick, nothing but buttered joints
to be classed as pressed brick; stone masons, 62% cents per
hour; stone cutters, 02% cents per hour: plasterers, 62%
cents per hour ; building laborers, mortar mixers and hod car
riers, 35 cents per hour ; wheelbarrow men and all other
mason help, 30 cents per hour ; plumbers, $4 per day, sub
ject to the existing contract, and lathing, $2 per thousand.

Springfield, Mass.
At the annual election of the Builders' Exchange, held in

their rooms the latter part of December, officers for 1900
were chosen as follows : President, L. O. Eaton : vice-presi
dents, W. A. Newton and C. P. Chase ; secretary, S. F. Sib
ley, and treasurer, S. H. Howland. The trustees include the
officers above named, together with E. W. Shattuck, J. S.
Anderson, W. I>. McKenzie, L. H. Scott, J. F. Walls and
E. P. Davis. The Membership Committee consists of T. T.
Morrissey, J. W. Hayden, N. E. Russell, C. P. Chase and W.
J. Howland.

St. Louis, Mo.
Although it is rather early in the year to form an opinion
relating to the spring outlook, architects and builders seem
to feel that the prospects are fair. More or less will be done
in the way of dwellings in and about the suburbs of the city,
and considerable money will be expended in business struc
tures. There is nothing at the moment to record in the build
ing line, as everything at present is rather dull. Commis
sioner Stemmes' report shows that during the year just
brought to a close there were 1539 permits issued for brick
structures valued at $7,087,027,and 920 permits for frame
structures valued at $447,472. As regards the total amount
of building done, the report shows that $30,790 less was ex
pended for building improvements than during the preceding
year.
At the meeting of the Builders' Exchange the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Henry
Fairbanks ; secretary, Richard Walsh, and treasurer, Thomas
Mockler.
The Master Builders' Association recently held their an

nual meeting and elected A. W. Black president. ,T. B. Mar-
icy secretary and Jacob Schenck treasurer, for 1900.

Worcester, Mass.
While it is rather early as yet to get much of an idea as

to the spring outlook, architects and builders appear to be of
the opinion that if the prices of building materials are kept
within reasonable figures there will be quite as much work
done in 1900,even if it doesnot show a marked increase over
the previous year. A number of buildings are under way,
and at present there is more or less repair work in progress.
The amount of building in the city during the past year has
shown quite an increase over the previous twelve months,
this being true both as to the number of permits granted and
the estimated valuation of the work.
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The Builders' Exchange held their annual meeting in
HieKnowles Building. 518 Main street, on January 10, there
beinga large number of memberspresent. The annual elec
tion of officers resulted in the selection of B. 0. Fiske for
president, James I. Elliott for vice-president, and C. W.
<.'arrfor treasurer. The directors elected were Ellwood
Adams, George Kingston and C. R. Clemence, who were to
meeton the 17th of January for the purpose of electing a
secretary.
A very interesting meeting of the exchangewas that held
on December 28, the affair being social in character. Mr.
GeorgeKingston gave a brief review of the movementswhich
led to the organization of the Builders' Exchange, after
which W. H. Sayward, secretary of the Boston Master Build
ers' Association, spoke on " The Benefits Derived from the
Builders' Exchange." O. S. Kendall, Sr., C. A. Vaughn and
others were called on for brief remarks, after which lunch
was served and there was an informal reception.

Notes.
It is stated that never in the history of Greenwich, Conn.,
have there been so many costly houses in construction as at
present, and that the prospects for the continuance of the
building activity is most encouraging. The builders have re
cently received a notice that the members of the Union of
Amalgamated Building Trades will on April 1 demand an
eight-hour day instead of nine, the present schedule,with the
same amount of wages.

The masonsof Passaic, N. J., have recently notified build
ers that beginning with April 2 they will demand 45 cents
an hour for nine hours' work a day.

It is expected that Louisville, Ky., will soon be in the
midst of an important building boom,as many new buildings
Are contemplatedfor dwelling and business purposes.

The report of Building Inspector Kelly of Jersey City,
N. J., for the fiscal year shows that permits were issued for
010 new buildings and 482 alterations, estimated to cost
$2,141,789.

The bricklayers of Toledo, Ohio, will on May 1 make a
move for an eight-hour day and an increase of wages to 50
cents an hour. The lumber men are of the opinion that the
opening of the season will witness an advance in building
material.

The building cperations in Reading, Pa., during 1899 are
said to have been the mos%extensive for a number of years
past. It is expected,however, that the demandfor housesthe
i oming spring will be as grlat as last year and that there will
be a boom in building during 1900. During the past year
1015 permits were issued, of which 490 were for two-story
houses, til were three-story buildings and 5 for one-story
structures.

I

The Plasterers' Union has notified the contractors of De
troit, Mich., that after April 1 the wages of plasterers' help
ers will be 25 cents an hour. This is the first action of the
kind taken by any local union with regard to the season be
ginning April 1, but it is believedthat a similar demandwill
be made from other quarters, although it is not expectedthat
it will be general.
The journeymen plasterers of Wilmington, Del., have

beengranted an eight-hour scale and $3 a day, the men here
tofore working nine hours a day for the same money.

The members of the Builders' Exchange of Cincinnati,
Ohio, are agitating the question of a new lien law, and a spe
cial meeting of the exchangeis to be called for a general dis
cussion of the subject. It is intended that the new law shall
secure the equal protection of the interests of architects,
builders, contractors, sub-contractors and material dealers.
The records of Building Inspector Jackson of Scranton,
Pa., furnish an interesting study of the amount of building
since the beginning of the fiscal year in April last. The
records show that the cost of the buildings erectedwas $885,-
772. Mr. Jackson ia inclined to regard the outlook for the
coming season as rather uncertain, on account of the unset
tled relations existing between employers and workmen in
the building trade.

It is stated that more building was done in Kansas City,
Mo., the past year than was ever known before in the history
of the city.
A great deal of building was done in Greenville, N. C.,

during the year just brought to a close, and the city made
greater advancement in this respect than during any corre
sponding twelve months in its history.

The Master Builders' Exchange of Houston, Texas, and
many of the leading architects of the city have reached an
agreementby which the architects are to furnish all plans re
quired and no contractor shall be allowed to make estimates
on any work in the office of any architect unless the con
tractor be a member in good standing of the exchange.

The contractors of Poughkeepsie,N. Y., and the Bricklay
ers' and Masons' unions have agreedto a scale of wages to go
into effect May 1. The work day will consist of eight hours
and the wages will be 40 cents per hour.

Atlantic City, N. J., has been rapidly developing during
the past year. There were 572 permits taken out for
operations of more or less magnitude, some of them calling
for the erection of as many as 20 houses. There were 327
frame cottages erected and 48 brick bwellings, while the
capacity of the hotels was increased by over 1800 rooms.
This was brought about by the erection of eight frame hotels
and nine brick hotels. It is estimated that the total value of
the improvementswill foot up several millions of dollars.

THE INSPECTION OF LUMBER.
Br P. A. Hkrsb.

THE
inspection and classification, of lumber, or its
valuation, according to the uses to which it may

be put In building or elsewhere, is, at most, a mat
ter of judgment. In each locality there are certain rules
used as a guide which the inspector must follow as far
as his judgment will allow in classifying the lumber. I
will endeavor to give the rules used in the three lumber
centers, Maine inspection for the East, Baltimore in
spection for the South, and Saginaw inspection for the
West.

malne Inspection.
Pine. —No. 1 pine is entirely done away with, and the
first quality recognized is called No. 2. This may be
of most any length or width, but short lengths and nar
rows must be good; the shorter and narrower the piece
the better is the quality required. A board 10 to 12 feet
long and 4 to 0 inches wide must be entirely free from
knots and sap and straight in grain. Stuff of larger
dimensions must be nearly free from knots, sap and
shake.
No. 3 pine must be free from shakes, but a small

number of knots and a little sap will not condemn it.
The size of the piece goes far to determine the quality.
Very small pieces otherwise up to grade No. 3 would
be classed as No. 4.
No. 4 pine can be a small board free from knots, but
with some sap. If a large piece be put in this grade
It 18 because one-quarter or one-third of the piece is
shaky, although the balance may be of good quality.
The market recognizes two kinds of shipping- boards
called " Shippers," " Smooth Shippers " and " Common
Shippers." " Smooth Shippers " are without shake or
case knots or any large knots. " Common Shippers "

are coarse and knotty, 8 inches and upward in width

and 12 feet and upward in length. Splits, red streaks
or very shaky boards are not recognized as belonging
to this grade.
" Narrows " is the next grade below Common Ship
pers. They are too small for Shippers, but must be
fairly good and suitable for floor boards. Poor fours
are sappy, shaky and knotty, not good enough to be
classed in any of the former grades.
" Scoots " are the lowest grade, rotten boards and
stuff of a very poor grade.
Spruce.—Spruce is known in two qualities, " Mer
chantable " and " Scuots." The Scoots are boards which
are cross-grained or rotten. In surveying the grades
are divided in two qualities, " Floor Boards " and
" Coarse." The Floor Boards must be almost free from
knots; all others are considered Coarse.

Baltimore Inspection,

Itulcs.—The following rules for the Inspection of lum
ber were adopted by the Lumber Exchange of Baltimore:
In the Inspection of hard wood lumber it is necessary
that the inspector use his best judgment, using the rules
for his guidance. The standard knot must be sound,

not to exceed 1% Inches in diameter. Splits are consid
ered defects, and usually reduce the piece to a lower
grade. Mill culls are never considered as marketable,
and any piece which will not cut to the use for which
the size is applicable without wasting more than half
is a mill cull. The standard lengths are 12, 14 and 16
feet, but 15 per cent, of 10-foot lengths are allowed.
In black walnut or cherry 10-foot lengths are con
sidered as standard, and 15 per cent, of 8-foot lengths
may be used on the first and second grades. All badly
manufactured lumber should be reduced to a lower
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grade, and that for newels must be inspected with a

view to the adaptability of the piece for the intended
use, as in many cases it cannot be for any other purpose.

They should be cut outside the heart to square the fol

lowing sizes: 5, 6, 7, S, 9, 10 and 12 inches, when sea

soned. The lengths should be 4 feet or the multiple

thereof. All rotten, shivered and shaky ends should be
cut off in the measurement, when the piece will make
8, 10 or 14 foot lengths, clear of the bad end, and be

classed in the grade the part will make, except culls,
which should be counted full in all cases. Face cracks In

all cases will reduce the stock one grade; if badly face
cracked, so that one-half the board or plank cannot be

used without waste, then it shali not be counted. The

inspector in all cases is to keep a separate tally of each

size and quality. All boards and plank should be
graded on the worst side. The recognized standard

thickness is I, 1%, 1%. 2, 2%, 3, 4 and 5 inches in all
classes of hard woods, and in all cases the piece shall be

of full thickness, parallel in width and have square

edges and square ends. All tapering pieces shall be
measured one-third the distance from the narrow end,

when 12 inches and over at the center. When less than

12 inches wide at the center it shall be measured at

the narrow end. Worm holes are considered one of the

most serious defects in hard wood lumber. All inspec
tors of hard wood under these rules shall mark the

quality upon the lumber so inspected when so required.

Black Walnut is inspected in three grades,
" Firsts,"

" Seconds " and " Culls."

Firsts should not be less than 7 inches wide, and
must be free from defects, but at 10 inches wide will
admit of defects equal to 2 inches of sap on the edges.

Defects may increase with the width, but not such as to

cause waste when used for first-class work.

Seconds should not be less than 6 inches wide, and

at 6 inches would admit of one knot in each piece. De

fects may increase with the width. Sap on the face

side should be measured out.

Culls should include all lumber not up to the standard

of the fcrmer grades. Mill culls should not be excepted
in this grade.
Poplar or White Wood inspection grades shall be

known as " Firsts," Seconds," and " Culls."
Firsts should not be less than 10 inches wide, and
at this width should be free from defects; at 12 inches

2 inches of white sap, at 1(5inches 4 inches of white sap,

should be allowed. More sap may be allowed in propor

tion to the width. In lieu of the sap one standard knot
should be allowed for each 4 Inches of sap.

Seconds should not be less than 6 Inches wide and

clear up to 8 inches. When over 8 inches, may have two

sound kfcots not to exceed V& inches in diameter, and 2

inches of white sap. At 10 inches defects equal to 3
inches of white sap or two sound knots are admissible.

Defects may increase with the width. Two-thirds of the

entire piece must be suitable for first-class work without

waste.
Culls shall comprise all sizes not up to the standard

of seconds. Mill culls are not excluded from this grade.
Ash.—The inspection of ash shall be

" Firsts," " Sec

onds," and " Culls."

Firsts shall not be less than 8 inches wide, free from
all defects. Sap shall not be considered a defect if
bright and sound.

Seconds shall not be less than 6 inches wide, and at

8 inches may have two standard knots; must be free

from heart, dry rot, dote and worm holes.

Culls shall include all grades not up to the standard

of seconds.
Oak inspection Is the same as ash, excepting timber

in which sound knots and heart not showing on the

outside shall not be considered as defects.

Cherry, Ash and Walnut Counter Tops shall be 12 feet

long and over 17 inches wide and over 1, 1%, 1% and 2

inches in thickness, and must be clear of all defects.

(To be continued.)

New York Trade School at the Paris
Exposition.

With a view of giving an Idea of the extent and per

fection of manual training in this country, the commli-

sloners who have charge of the United States exhibits at

the Paris Exposition have induced the New York Trade
School to make an exhibit. The exhibit will consist
largely of pictures and charts showing the pupils of the

different classes at work, and also examples of their

work In the various stages of completion, so as to con

vey a good Idea of the course of instruction. In addi
tion to these pictures, the working drawings that are

given to the pupils will be arranged on charts so that

those who visit the exhibition and are interested In this

branch of education may gain a comprehensive Idea of

the methods followed.

New Home of the General Society of Mechanics

and Tradesmen.

On the evening of January 3 the General Society of

Mechanics and Tradesmen held its 114th annual meeting,

which was made the occasion for a formal opening and

dedication of the society's new building, 20 West Forty-

fourth street. The new structure is five stories high,

with a front of brick and stone. The lower floor is de

voted to a library department, the second to a large en-

france hull and assembly room and executive officers' and

members' room. The three upper stories are devoted to

the various school departments of the institute, there

being room3 for clay modeling, cabinet decoration, archi

tectural, free hand and mechanical drawing, stenography

and typewriting.
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Estimating frame and |}r.ck Hou$es.
By F. T. HODGSON

A Thoroughly Practical and Comprehensive Treatise, Showing in a Progressive Hanner the ilethod ol
Estimating the Cost of Labor and the Quantities Required of the Various flaterials

which Enter Into the Construction of Frame and Brick Buildings,

CONSTITUTING

A work of unusual value to Architects Contractors, Builders and others who wish to Acquire
a knowledge of this most important phase of the building business

Illustrated by means of Scale Drawings with Constructive Details reproduced
■from CARPENTRY AND BUILDING.

147 PAGES, 5x7 INCHES, CLOTH BOUND, PRICE $1.00.
This book has been bToupht out in resporse to an argent demand for a manual devoted solely to Bnilders' Estimating and

treats this important subject in a systematic and thorough manner, from the excavating preparatory to laying the founda
tions to the finishing of the building.
This method of treatn ent i< pursued in a clear, sin: pie and progressive manner, the book abounding in facts, figures,

rules and data which render it of the greatest practical service to builders.

The Subject Matter is Comprised under the Following General Heads:

ESTIMATING A FRAME HOUSE -Interior and Exterior Trim—Stair Work—Plastering - Painting -ESTIMATING A BRICK
HOUSE—The Cellar —The Superstructure— Rough Lumber Required - Plastering for Brick House— External
Wood finish— Inside Finish— The Kitchen — The Conservatory —Order in Estimating.

HAND BOOK ON CEMENTS
By ADDISON H. CLARKE,

96 pages ; size 3 1-2x6 inches. Cloth bound. Price, $1.00, postpaid.

Realizing the importance and usefulness of cement to architects, engineers,
mechanics, builders, house owners, together with the general lack of knowledge on
the subject, the author of this little book has endeavored to gather together in con
venient form from the best authorities such information as will enable the most inex
perienced to know what cement to procure and how to use it to the best advantage
There is a chapter on the classification of mortars, while others deal with the testing
of cement, strength of mortars, preparation of concrere, safe loads on foundations,
cost of concrete, some notes on the preparation of sidewalks and cement floors, after
which attention is given to the subject of cement stucco for walls, pebble dash, etc
A chapter on lime and cement will be found of special interest, as will also some
remarks on efflorescence. A number of pages at the close are given up to a list of
some of the principal authorities on cement, together with advertisements likely to
prove of interest in this connection.

Sent, Postpaid, on Receipt of Price.
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p^OVELTIES,
The Heidt A; Hubbard Safety Sash

Lock.
A sash lock possessing a number of
interesting features of construction is
being introduced to the attention of
architects, contractors, builders and
house owners generally by Heidt,

Novelties.—The Beidt dt Hubbard Safety
Sash Lock.—Fig. 1.—Single Lever Lock
for BottomSash withoutBalance.

Habbard & Co of Bay Shore, Long
Island, N. Y. This device is referred
to as the Safety sash lock and is man
ufactured under patents granted to A.
P. Heidt. The construction of the
device is such that in use it is set in
the window frame on either side op
posite the sash and entirely out of
sight It consists of few parts and is
referred to as being automatic in
action These parts will be readily
understood from an inspection of the
accompanying illustrations, in which
Fig. 1 represents a single lever lock
for bottom sash without balance,
while Fig. 2 shows a double lever lock
where both sash are balanced. The
manner in which the parts are applied
is shown in Fig. 3, where two single
lever locks are represented as applied
to both sash without balance, one of

Fig. 3.—DoubleLever Lock for Use where
Both Sash are Balanced.

the sash being removed for the pur
pose of more clearly showing the posi
tion of [the llocks. In operating the
device the key passes through a cam.
which presses the lever against the
corrugated steel rack on the window
sash. The manufacturers state that
any person who can mortise a hole in

the window jamb can put the lock in
place. For purposes of ventilation
one or both sash may be placed in any
desired position and securely locked,
as they cannot be moved up or down
without using the key. The lock
also has a cut-off which keeps the
lever away from the sash when so
desired for painting, repairing, clean
ing windows, &c. The key. it is
claimed, will operate the lever to any
desired pressure against the sash, and
as the lever is non-receding it stays
wherever it is placed. Another point
to which the manufacturers call spe
cial attention is that when the lock is
at full pressure it is impossible to
shake the window or cause it to rattle.
On this account the locks are espe
cially adapted for use in hospitals,
sickrooms, schoolrooms, libraries and
in fact all places where quiet is de
sired. The device has been fully
tested, and architects, builders, con
tractors and others who have used it
refer in very flattering terms to the
satisfaction which it has given. The
further claim is made that it saves the
sash from being split off or from hav
ing a hole pounded in the top of the

Fig. 3.—View Showing Two Single Lever
LocksApplied to Sash withoutBalance.

window frame. It is made of semi-
steel and it is claimed will not break
or wear out

The Globe Veutllator.
We are indebted to the Globe
Ventilator Company of Troy, N. Y.,
for a copy of a very interesting
pamphlet bound in light green covers
setting forth the merits of the Globe
ventilator. The importance of venti
lation in buildings is pointed out and
it is shown how this may be accom
plished by the aid of the device men
tioned. The ventilator has been before
the public for many years and is favor
ably known to architects, builders and
the trade generally. Numerous testi
monials are given showing the satis
faction which the device has given,
while many of the illustrations are of
buildings in connection with which
the Globe ventilator is used. The
pamphlet also calls attention to Globe
ventilated ridging in brass, copper and
galvanized iron, and to the fact that
the Globe ventilator is especially
adapted for ventilating schools,
churches, hospitals, theaters, fac
tories, armories, cars, tteamships,
stables and in fact buildings of all
descriptions. Many of the illustrations
are half tone engravings, which add
materially to the artistic effect of the
catalogue. The last page is devoted
to a price-list of the Globe ventilators.

Steel Saab Pulley and Triple Bit.
The Grand Rapids Hardware Com
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich., are offer
ing the trade the No. 2 all steel sash
pulley and Grand Rapids triple bit
illustrated herewith. Fig. 4 repre
sents an all steel noiseless sash pulley,
which requires in its installation
neither screws nor nails. The pulleys
are uniform in size and the face plates

SteelSash Pulley and Triple Bit—Fig. 4.
—All SteelSash Pulley.

are not let into the wood. The shell
is so formed that the sash cord will
not get off the wheel. When fitting
this pulley to a frame three 1-inch
holes are bored in line, with centers
% inch apart. The pulley is fastened
into the frame by punching the end
tongues, been in the illustration, into
the wood with a common nail set, the
company supplying a punch free for
this purpose, although any common
nail set is sufficient. Fig. o illustrates
the Grand Rapids triple bit, for use
in any common power boring machine
for simultaneously boring the three
holes at one operation instead of three,
as with the ordinary bit.

Tbe India Oil Stone.
The Pike Mfg. Company, Pike Sta
tion, N. H , and 151 Chambers street.
New York, have arranged with the
Norton Emery Wheel Company of
Worcester, Mass , for the exclusive
sale of the India oil stone line. By
reason of its remarkable cutting quali
ties and extreme hardness the India

Fig. h.—Tlie Grand Hapids Triple Bit.

oil stone is referred to as especially
adapted for machinists' use for cut
ting metals that a file would slip on.
They are made in several grades of
fineness, and particular attention will
be given to special shapes for special
and experimental work. No change
will be made in the prices of these
stones, and the advantage to the dealer
of being able to cover his require
ments for all kinds and grades of
sharpening stones in a single order,
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which this arrangement permits, will
be obvious. A complete stock of
regular shapes and sizes will be car
ried at Pike Station as well as at their
store, 151Chambers street, New York.

Tlir Perfection Spring Door I.nidi.
Clark Mfg. Company, Moline, 111.,
are offering the latch shown herewith
for use on barn and outbuilding doors
or gates. In Fig. 6 the latch is shown
in position on the inside of the door,
the door being represented transpar
ent in order to show the latch. It is
easily locked, if desirable, with the
button at the back. In Fig. 7 the
door is represented hooked open, using
the loop which goes with the latch.
This feature is referred to as an im-

XoveUUs.—ThePerfectionSpring DoorLatch.
—Fig. 6.— ViewShowing Latch on Inside

of Door, theLatter Being Representedas
Transparent.

provement, there being no possibility
of the door or gate closing while driv
ing stock through. All castings are
referred to as of the best malleable
iron, and especially durable. Among
the points of excellence claimed for
the latch are the following: That the
latch, being on the inside of the door,
is protected from the weather and
cannot be affected by snow or ice;
that it is easy to unfasten; that it is
self fastening, catching either open or
shut the first time the door is pushed
or swung by the wind ; that the latch
is so constructed that the door may be
opened from either side, and that it
In ilds a door close enough to keep out
cold in winter.

Cbnrcb <uablonn and Mattresses.
We are indebted to Ostermoor &
Co.. 115 Elizabeth street. New York
City, for a copy of a handsomely

Fig. '.—Perfection Latch with Door Open.

printed and illustrated catalogue call
ing attention to their lines of patent
elastic felt mattresses adapted to a
great variety of uses. One of the im
portant items of church equipment is
the cushions for the pews, and in this
line the manufacturers state that
25,000 churches in the United States
are at present using their goods. In
comparing their mattresses with other
makes the claim is made that the

patent elastic felt goods are as far
superior in comfort and luxury as the
modern limited express train of the
present day is to the post chaise of
old. The history of the mattress as
used in the household is described in

While making an attractive and
salable miter box the chief object
of this construction is to counteract
any tendency to warp, thus keeping
the angles true for accurate work.
There are three sizes—viz. : 12, 18 and

Fig. 8.—Hard WoodMiter Box of OhtedAlternateStrips.

enteitaining style, ending with a de
Bcription of the patent elastic felt
mattress, for which strong claims are
made. Scattered through the volume,
which consists of 64 pages, are hand
somely executed illustrations showing
ifferent varieties of mattresses and
the many places to which they are
idapted for use. The text appears in
two colors of pleasing contrast and em
liraces numerous testimonial letters
relative to the goods of the manufac
turers. In connection with church
cushions the makers state that they
issue a special catalogue, in which are
given interesting facts and informa
tion. Those who are interested in
goods of the character indicated can
secure copies of these catalogues by
making application to the above ad
dress.

Asbestos Goods.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Company, 100
William street, New York, are" send
ing out their asbestos catalogue for
1900,which is new in both contents
and cover. The outside finish to the
cover is asbestos, a use to which they
believe the material has never before
been put. The book contains 62 pages,
profusely illustrated with cuts show
ing the many uses of asbestos, a full
description of the mineral and its
adaptability for mechanical, structural
and household purposes where its Are
resisting qualities are of advantage.
The last 16 pages are devoted to a list
of important buildings, factories, &c,
in which the company's asbestos ma
terials are in use, together with views
of a number of the most prominent of
these structures. Among the goods
shown are asbestos pipe and boiler
coverings, asbestos fire feit covering
and fittings, asbestos sponge fitted
covering, natural covering for low
pressure or hot water pipes, frost pro
tective pipe covering, Zero and Cham
pion coverings, asbestos sheet fire
lelt, for flues, ceilings, &c. ; asbestos
roll fire lelt for furnaces and hot air
pipes, asbestos lining and deadening
felt, asbestos steam packing, asbestos
furnace cement, asbestos stove lining,
sisbestos gloves and mittens, asbestos
fiber for gas stoves, grates, &c. ; asbes
tos stove polishers, mats and flat iron
rests ; asbestos stove pipe shields, &c.
Special attention is called to the com
pany's asbestos lead joint runner for
running lead or molten metals in soil,
water or gas pipes. These joint run
ners are easy to handle and apply, and
are made to fit any size of pipe from
2 inches up to the largest water main.

Hard Wood Itlltcr Boxes.
C. E. Jennings & Co., 101 Reade
street, New York, are directing the
attention of the trade to the hard
wood miter box shown in Fig.
8 of the cuts. It is made of al
ternate strips of black walnut or
beech or cherry glued together.

24 inches in length, the widths being
2%, 3V£ and 4'^ inches respectively.
The two smaller sizes are packed in
dozens, and the largest size six in a
box. They also have a line of plain
hard wood miter boxes.

Bommer Bros.

of Brooklyn, N. Y., had a very inter
esting exhibit at the National Export
Exposition recently held in Philadel
phia, Pa., a view of their display being
presented in Fig. 9 of the engravings.
The goods. were shown in a large
three fold case or cabinet of cherry,
and was made up entirely of their Bom
mer spring hinges in all the different

Fig. 9.—Viewof Exhibit of BommerBros,

at National Export Exposition.

finishes. Tables in front of the ex
hibit were used for the display of
different patterns of the hinges
mounted on door sections. Their
planished steel line created much in
terest, particularly in the bronze
plated and antique copper finishes,
and also the antique copper sand blast
on steel, on account of the reasonable
prices in connection with the beauty
of finish and workmanship. The
japanned on steel line also attracted
attention and in fully polished steel
goods there were some fine examples
of bronze, antique and copper, nickel
and silver plated finishes. The manu
facturers were awarded silver medal
and diploma.

E. A. Ormsby of Melrose, Mass.,
bas just placedbis apparatusfor operating
monitor roof and transomwindows into the
worksof theNorwalk Iron Works Company,
SouthNorwalk, Conn.
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Bouncy Hollow Anger.
An improved hollow auger which
-the Bonney Vise & Tool Works, 8015
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., are
placing on the market is shown in
Fig. 10. It is said to cnt freer, faster

Xovelliet.—Fig. 10.—BonneyEoUowAuger.

and cleaner than the old style auger,
and may be changed from one style
to another almost instantly. There is
no projection above the knife, there
fore the tool may be used to cut any
size of work, and offset tenants may
be cut with it as readily as those cut
in the center. The knife is made
extra heavy to prevent any possibility
of its springing, and the body is a steel

Fig. II.— Sea 26-Inch Band Saw.

casting, which precludes liability to
breakage. The shanks are made small
to fit any size of bit brace. The plate

is made thick, forming a better guide
for the tenant, and enabling an
operator to turn a tenant trner. The
stop is of improved design, to allow of
more accurate adjustment; and enable
the auger to turn a larger tenant. The
improvements in the tool have been
patented by the makers.

New 26-Incta Band Saw.
One of the latest productions of the
Crescent Machine Company of 1Front
street, Leetonia, Ohio, is the 26 inch
band saw which we illustrate in Fig.
11of the engravings. The machine is
made entirely from new patterns, is
extremely rigid and durable and has
the main frame cast entirely in one
piece, being cored out hollow and giv
ing great strength for a given weight.
The upper wheel is adjustable in all
directions while the saw is in motion
to suit the tension and to lead the saw
in its proper path on the wheels. The
manufacturers refer to this machine
as especially suited for small shops,
and it is said to be complete in all
details, having tight and loose pulleys,
belt shifter, tilting table, tension
spring, &c. Foot power treadles can
be furnished when so ordered. The

The " Hummer" Warm Air
Furnace.

A new warm air furnace, adapted to
the use of all kinds of fuel, is being
brought to the attention of architects,
builders and house owners generally
by Schwab & Sercomb of Milwaukee,
Wis. It has been named the "Hum
mer ' ' on account of its quick action and
great power and is described by the
manufacturers as follows: This fur
nace is provided with a base plate of
solid cast iron and a base ring con
nected thereto with several arms. On
this base plate rests the ash pit, which
is of large capacity, affording ample
room for ashes and leaving a sufficient
air space below the grates to prevent
burning oat. The grate consists of
three or lour heavy cast iron ban,
arranged parallel to each other, run
ning from the rear to the front of the
ash pit, where they are connected
with levers, and one of these bars,
arranged to receive the shaker hand
when the bars are closed. These
grates are so constructed that the
openings are the same between the
bars when shaking them to and fro a
certain distance as when standing in
the proper position. The grate bars

Fig. 12.—SteelHorizontalRim Lock withKey.

company have a full line of foot and
belt power band saw machines and
have issued an interesting little
pamphlet describing them, copies of
which will be mailed to those making
application for them.

Steel Horizontal Kim Lock.
The United States Steel Lock Com
pany, Clinton, Iowa, have put on the
market the horizontal rim lock No.
1155,illustrated in Fig. 12of the cuts.
It is made from drawn steel, with
brass bolts and ivory black finish. A
marked difference as compared with
many horizontal locks is that the key
comes directly under the knob, and
if the middle rail is wide enough a
combined escutcheon may be used.
The latch bolt is constructed on their
simple reversing plan, as in Ho. 1105
lock. The hub is of a composite char
acter, consisting of three parts of steel,
riveted together with a hollow square
brass rivet, holding the three parts
together, which they refer to as a new
feature. The levers or cams of the
hubs are centrally located, so that it
may be placed in the lock either side
up. The small brass medallion at
tached to the cover of the lock is an
innovation. For exportation this lock
is also made with a double throw for
the bolt. The company expect that
a large foreign trade in this lock will
be developed. Indeed, it was largely
with this end in view that the lock
was originated.

are set in sockets at the rear end of
the ash pit and are supported at the
front end with a bar, which is bolted
to the top of the ash pit, making it
easy to replace these grates when
necessary, as the bolts can be removed
through the large ash pit door. The
tire pots to this furnace are cast
heavy, in two sections, which allow
for the expansion and contraction at
a point where it is needed, thus pre
venting the fire pot from cracking.
The dome is of large proportions, giv
ing ample space for combustion; aa
the gases rise from the body of the
coal into this dome, and as there is no
escape at the top, they are drawn
down through the diving flue and into
the smoke flue. All of the radiating
surface of the furnace, being in direct
contact with the products of combus
tion, is utilized, making it a quick and
intense heater. Between the lower
edge of the steel plate and the fire pot
is a cast ring or spider standing out
wardly from the fire pot to insure
durability at this point. The steal
plates used on these furnaces are
extra heavy. The dome top is of cast
iron, and at all points where the steel
plate and cast iron are connected this
heater is furnished with a patent key
stone joint, which makes it smoke and
gas tight.
This joint is used only on furnaces
of Schwab & Sercomb's manufacture,
and is said to be a positive smoke'and
gas tight joint. It consists of a
groove cast to the dome top or dome>
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ring, which is cast deep and provided
with two lips, making a narrow en
trance into this groove, consequently
after it is packed with asbestos cement
the cement forms two wedges, making
it impossible for the cement to fall
out, and insures a positive gas tight
joint. At close intervals there are
logs cast on the dome top, to which
thesteel plate is tightly bolted. The
ashpit door of this furnace opens up
the full hight of the ash pit, making
it convenient for ihe removal of ashes
and getting at the grates if necessary.
The feed door is also of large dimen
sions and is cast in two sections,
allowing for the opening of both doors
when it is desired to burn wood or
large coal, the lower door only for
smaller fuel. The casing rings used
on this furnace are of bar steel, thus
securing a uniform size to all rings
and a tight fitting jacket, and also
there is no danger in breakage in
transportation. These furnaces are
provided with an evaporating pan.
which is attached to the galvanized
iron jacket at any point desired around
the circumference of the furnace, also
with a check draft and chain attach
ment for operating both drafts from
someroom above the furnace.

RADE NOTES.

F. K. Thomson, whose work in the
architecturalline is morecr less familiar to
our readersby reasonof the illustrations
which haveappearedfrom time to time in
thecolumnsof thepaper,hasrecentlyformed
a copartnershipwith C. W. Barrett under
the style and title of Barrett & Thomson,
architects.115)4Fayetteville street,Raleigh.
N.C. The newfirm haveissueda neatfour-
pagefolder,giving someof themanypoints
tobeobservedin selectinganarchitect. The
fact is emphasizedthat in building,expert
adviceis needed,and that an architect of
broadstudy and ability should be selected.
Thereare a greatmanyvaluablesuggestions
presentedwhich if more generally heeded
wouldcauseleasdissatisfactionon thepart
of thosefor whomdwellingsandother build
ingsareerected.

Frederick Reissmann of West Point,
N. Y.. hasissuedfour versesof rhymecalling
attentionto themeritsof Reissmann'srafter
andpolygon gauge. They tell the various
usesof the,device,the priceat which it can
beobtainedand pointout thesadcondition
of the mechanicwhofindsthat his tool box
isnot up to dateby failing to havein his kit
one of Reisemann's rafter and polygcn
gauges.
Among the attractive calendars
whichnavereachedus for thenew yearone
of unusual merit is that of N. W. Aver &
Sonof Philadelphia,Pa. It is in thenature
ofa largeposter,with a panelat thetop rep
resentingmodeledwork with egg anddart
molding. The leavesfor the monthsof the
yearareof liberal proportionsandthe print
ingis in browneffects. The entiremake-up
is rich andattractiveandthecalendaris of a
characterto serveamostusefulpurpose.

The Buchanan Screen Works of
Hillsdale,Mich., haverecentlyissueda hand
somepublicationof 20pages,illustrating the
various styles of screendoors and window
screensoffered by them to the trade. The
doorsare of differentkinds,fromaplain pat
tern to an exceedinglyornamentaldesign.
Thewindow screensshowncomprisetheim
proved Hillsdale Adjustable Spring, the
Columbia Improved Center Extension, the
Buckeye Center Extensionand theShankey
Adjustable sliding windowscreens.

Those of our readers who have
occasionto use sheet metal in connection
with building constructionwill beinterested
in theannouncementpresentedelsewherein
this issue by Friedley & Vosbardt, 194-200
Mather street, Chicago, 111. This concern
have a large and well equippedplant and
give special attenion to the manufactureof
architectural sheetmetal work andzincand
copperornaments,embracingsteel ceilings,
statuary, rock face work, crestings.Pinna
cles,as well as other interior and exterior
work. An interesting cataloguehas been
lately issued by the concernanda copywill
be sent to anyaddresson applicationto the
manufacturers.

We are indebted to North Brothers
Mfg.Company,Philadelphia.Pa., for a little
(oldershowinga view or their exhibit at the
NationalExport Exposition,heldin Philadel
phia last September to November. The
display consistsof the company'shardware
specialties, prominent among which is a
central coulmn carrying different sizes of

Yankee ratchet screw drivers, spiral screw
drivers and automatic drills. Accompany
ing the folder we have a little pamphlet
krown as " YankeeTool BookNo. 2." As its
title indicates.itillustratesanddescribesthe
Yankeescrewdrivers anddrills, illustrations
of someof which havepreviouslyappeared
in thesecolumns.
Among the attractive calendars
which wehave receivedfor the newyear is
that being sent out by John J. Brown,con
tractor and liailder. Post Office Building,
Gerinantown Philadelphia, Pa. It consists
of a card of liberal proportions,the upper
half of which is embellishedwith a panel
picture representinga hunting scenewhen
wild ducksare in season. This is printed in
colors with goodeffect. The leavesfor the
differentmonthsof the yearareattachedto
the lowerpart of the card andgive,in addi
tion to the daysof the weekandmonth,the
variousphasesof themoon.
The B. F. Sturtevant Company of
34Oliver street,Boston,Mass.,have recently
issuedwhat is known as" Bulletin Q," illus
trating and describing the Sturtevantelec
tric propeller fans and inclosed motors.
These devicesare intendedfor ventilating
buildings of all classes,smokingand dining
rooms, restaurants, kitchens, bakeries,
laundries,engineandboilerrooms,&c. They
are manufacturedin all sizes from 18to 120
inch, with capacitiesrunning from 2000to
175,000cubicfeetperminute.

The Empire Forge Company of
Lansingburg,N. Y., in a neatlittle pamphlet
which they have issuedcall attentionto the
Twentieth Century sheet steel sash pulley
which theymanufacture. It is reinforcedat
all bearings,cutsawaylessof the framethan
other pulleys,doesnot require any screws,
hasa J^-inchsteelaxle,requiresnomortising
or countersinking for face plates, can be
easilyinsertedandnochiselingis required.

The Goheen Mfg. Company, Can
ton,Ohio,issuea cardin theinterestof their
carbonizing coating,presentingan illustra
tion of theFourteenthstreetviaductin Den
ver,Col.,which is oneof themanystructures
protectedfrom rust and corrosion by this
paint. The carbonizingcoatingis described
as impermeableto acids, alkalies, sulphur
fumes,&r(_
The Berger Msg. Company of Can
ton.Ohio, aie favoring their friends in the
trade with a poster calendar for the new
year,theupperpart of which is embellished
with a bird's-eyeview of their extensive
sheetmetal manufactory, while the lower
portion of the postercarries the leavesfor
the 12monthsof theyear. The latter areof
large sice,so that the figures,whichappear
in deepblack,may be readilyseenat a dis
tance. Each leaf also makessomereference
to thecompany'sfacilitiesandtheextentand

?
rowtli of their business. Accompanyingthe
olderis a circular letter, in which thestate
mentismadethat 1899wasthe most succeas-
ful year in thehistory of thecompany,who
call attention to the fact that with their
presentfacilitiestheyare in a betterposition
to carefor increasingbusinessthan everbe
fore. In conclusiontheywish the recipienta
happynewyear-

The Penn Metal Ceiling & Roof
ing Company, Limited. Hamilton and
Twenty-third streets,Philadelphia,Pa., pre
senta uniqueannouncementin anotherpart
of this issueindicativeof the linesof goods
of which theymakea specialty. The extent
to which sheet metal is employedat the

S
resenttimein buildingconstructionandfor
ecorativepurposeslendsadditionalinterest
to goodsof the characternamed,andarchi
tects,contractorsand builders cannotfail to
find valuableinformation bearingupon the
application of sheetmetal in building con
structionin theliteraturewhichthecompany
issue.The New Englandplantof theconcern
is locatedat 24Harcourt street,Boston,Mass.

The Newman; & LCapron";Hard-
wareCompany, with salesroomsandfactory
at 157-163West Twenty-ninth street, New
York City, announcethat they,have pur
chased the business and plant formerly
ownedby Newman& CapronandA. G. New
man, that the factories have just been
remodeledand extendedso ns to increase
their facilities and that they haveresumed
themanufactureof all kindsof artistic hard
ware, builders' hardwareand all kinds of
metalwork, '

.. »
"The Barney & Reed Mfg. Com
pany, Boston,Mass.,have beenreorganized
with the following officers:GeorgeS. Bout-
well, formerly of Boutwell & Co.,president,
and A. W. Reed,who has been connected
with themanagementof thecompanyfrom
the first, treasurer. This companyare the
well known manufacturers of the Walda
sectionalwindow weights, which, we are
advised, are having an extensive sale
throughouttheEasternStatesandin foreign
countries, notably Germany and Holland,
They aremakingextensivepreparationsfor
handlingamuchlargerbusinessandarenow
turning out the weights both round and
square. Manv prominent buildings in Bos
tonandvicinity, including the newterminal
station, are equippedwith these weights,
which, it is stated, hang exactly in the
center, require only 10-inch pockets and

eliminatetheuseof leadweights. The point
is madethat the hardware dealerwith one-
sixth the stock required for one-piece
weights can fill any order. The Walda
weightsarecrated100poundsin a box.

The Stanley Works of New Brit
ain, Conn.,havebeen favoring their friends
in thetradewith a very attractive calendar
for the newyear. As it is issuedprimarily
for advertising purposesit is not surprising
to find upon it somereferenceto their lead
ing specialties. In the presentinstancethe
calendar artistically emphasizesthe merits
of their ball bearinghinges.

An ingenious arrangement to pre
vent overcrowdingof stairways and ele
vatorswhenenteringor leavinga building is
used in the main officeof theInternational
CorrespondenceSchools,Scranton,Pa. The
time of entering and leavingthe building is
regulatedby clocksoneachof thefivefloors.
On the lower floors the clocks are set cor
rectly, but on theupperfloorstheyarea few
minutesslow,so that the employeeson the
lower floors are at their desksbeforethose
on the upper floors are dueat the building.
In leavingthebuilding theemployeeson the
upper floors do not leave their desksuntil
severalminuteslaterthanthoseon the lower
floors. Over 600peopleareemployedin the
building, which is used exclusively by the
InternationalCorrespondenceSchools. This
institution hasoverTOcoursesof instruction
bymail and its studentsmaybefoundin all
partsof theworld.

The L. S. Starrett Company of
Athol. Mass.,havebeenincorporatedwith a
capital of $100,000for the manufactureand
sale of tools and machinery. The incor
porators are L. S. Starrett, F. E. Wing and
F. A. Ball.

FRIEDLY & VOSHARDT Of 194 to 200
Mather street, Chicago,111.,have issueda
decidedlyneat pocket cataloguemainly de
voted to steel ceilings, rbe ceiling designs
are shown in a seriesof well executedhalf
tones,giving corner pieces,center panels,
combinationsof bordersand center panels,
combinationsof panelsof different patterns,
coving patterns,moldings,&c. The designs
for this classof work are largelyoriginaland
are exceedinglyartistic. Illustrations are
alsopresentedof the company'ssheetmetal
productionsin other lines, as, for instance,
letters and figures, statuary, festoons and
garlands,gablepieces,gargoyles,columncap
itals. shingles, tiles, crestings, finials, &c.
The bookcomprises48pages.

We are indebted to the Pope Mfg.
Companyof Hartford, Conn.,for a copy of
the Columbiadesk calendar for 1900.Like
its predecessorit is designedto furnish the
user with a convenientmemorandumpad
arrangedaccording to the daysof the year
and,incidentallyto call attentionto Columbia
bicycles. There is a leaf for each day, the
entire pad being supported by a metallic
standardwhichholds it firmly in place. We
understandthatcopiesof thecalendarcanbe-
had by sending five 2-centstamps to the" Calendar Department" of the company
named.

The International Sprinkler
Companyof Philadelphia,Pa., are directing
the attention of architects and builders to
the automatic fire extinguishingapparatus
which theymanufacture.The companystate
that theynave a completeorganizationand
modern factory for making all their own
materials,as well as a completeequipment
for installing both thewetand dry systems
of automatic fire extinguishers. Reference
is madeto the Internationalheadasbeingin
all respectsthe best nowbefore thepublic.
It is Minple. reliable and effectiveand the
manufacturersclaim that from 20to 70per
cent,of cost of insurance can be savedby
placing International sprinklers in a mill,
factory or store. The presidentof thecon
cern is Clarke Merchant, presidentof Mer
chant& Co.,Incorporated,of thecity named.

Samuel H. French & Co., York
avenue,Fourth andCsllowhill streets,Phila
delphia. Pa., recently favored their friends
in the trade with a New Year's greetingin
theshapeof amemorandumcalendarof the
samegeneralsizeandmakeupasthosewhich
havebeensentout by this housein previous
years. Each leaf is intendedfor oneweek,
the spacesfor memorandabeingsufficiently
large to serve a most practical purpose.
Across the top of eachleaf is thenameand
addressof the company,with an indication
of themanylinesof product which theyare
prepared to supply. These include among
others architectural and ornamentalplaster
work, mantels, tiles, grates and fire place
goods,builders' and painters'supplies.Peer
lessmortarcolors.Buck white lead,enamels,
glass, varnishes,&c. The leavesare perfo
ratedat the top.so that after a weekis com
pletedasheetcanreadilybedetachedfromthe
pad.tho latter beingarrangedwith a metal
loop for hanging it up. The companystate
thatin 1844,whentheir businesswasestablish
ed,memorandumcalendarswereunnecessary
andunknown,but noweverypossiblefacility
for therapidconductof businessIs required
to keep pacewith competitors. Therefore*
in orderto aidtheir customers,theyaresend
ing out this memory promoter" as their
1900New Year'sgreeting.
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PRIMA VERA
FUt.SU PRIMA VERA (WHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIRECT.

We have just received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo we
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average in
lengths, widths , color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to correspond

with us in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods used for Interior Finish and Decoration,

MAHOGANY.
Our stock of Mexican, Cuba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our prices

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sis. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

WADDELL MFG. CO., Corner Tayl0P and Coldbrook sts- Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
Carvings, Mouldings, Festoons, Newel
Posts, Head Blocks, Rope and

Twist Balusters, and
Ornaments.

MANUFACTURERS OF

(flood Carvings,
Hand and
Machine'

Porch Cinblr I'm'Ting No. 6123.
Over1000designsillustratedIn ourcatalogueandprice-listNo.18. Mailedfor 8c.in.stamps.

— Smith: " Have you many friends,
Barber ? "

Barber: " Oh, I occasionally scrape up
a few acquaintances."— Philadelphia
Press.

— Mother: " What ! Swinging the cat
by its tall again ! How often have I
told you to be kind to dumb animals ? "

Tommy: " But. ma, she ain't dumb;
listen to her holler ! "

— Y.: "Do you think Ike ever lies
about the fish he catches ? "

0.: "No, I don't; but I think he lies
about the fish he doesn't catch."— Ton-
kers Statesman.
— She says their summer In Europe
was a perfect dream."
" I guess It was. You see, as a matter
of fact, they stayed on a New Jersey
farm all the time."— Chicago Journal.

STAVED DP, DRY

WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They Do NotCheck.

SJAIRRMLS
THE STANDARD

Wood Turning Co.
No.194Greenest..

JERSEY CITT, I. J.
Send4c. In stampsfor IllustratedCatalogue.

J.W,

An Edition " De Luxe."
PrintedonfineplatepaperandboundIn

"Oajlvo-BOELrd" Covers.
ITS OOOD POINTS.

Very easy to learn.
A rapid method to becomea good letterer
with a little practice.
Very easy to lay out a line of words in
Strict Proportion, whether it be on a
fence 500yards long or on a drawing only
a few inches across.
Good lor draughtsmen who prefer neat
lettering, yet something out of the ordi
nary.
It contains 26pages of alphabets, whose
modifications are almost limitless.
One of the cheapest in the market.

PRICK 30 CENTS.
Post-paidon receiptof price.

DAVIDWILLIAMSCO., 232-238 William St.. N,I
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BLACK DIAMOND!
FILE WORKS. \
Est.1863. Inc.1895.X

TWELVE MEDALS 2
OF AWARD AT

8PECIAL PRIZE)

GOLD MEDAL-,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Most Perfect Sound-Deadener.
Notamerefelt or paper,but a soft,quiltedcushionof minutedead-airspaces,inwhichthe

sound-wavesareabsorbedandlost. Ascientificandrationalnon-conductorofheator souud.Incomparablysuperiort »thethin densefeltsandpipjm. sendfora freesample; it'sanobjectlessonchatappealstoyourintelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHING AND DEADENING "QUILT."
SAflUEL CABOT, Sole manufacturer, - 67 Kllby St., Boston, Mass.

AOSNTSAT ALL CENTRALPOINTS.
Also Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanlevs Ball Bearing Steel Butts
Yon have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. New Britain. Conn.
»» Chambers St., JN.Y

! TOOLS
Squares, Lavela, Stool Rules, Dlvld- a
ore, Bevels, Nail Seta, Eto. !
AbKFORCATALOGUENO.10-P.

THE L. 8. STARRETTCO., - ATHOL,MASS.^

THE FITCH SASH LOCKS
tcuiityD

Tlce;atonceSim
pleandDurable;
Adjustingthe'
Hash; Prevent-ilng Rattling;
AlsoDUflgure-
mentof TopSash(
KeepingtheWin-
w" LockedorUn
locked."Send forj
trial nample—free.

Th»W.&E.T.Fitch Co.
NewHaven,Conn.

STURTEVANT
PLANING MILL

Exhaust Fans
HOT BLAST DRY KILNS,

for Drying Lumber, Staves and
other Materials.

Send for oar Catalogues and Prices.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON—34 Oliver Street.

Saw Tom-181 LibertySt. Phila.-ISB N.ThirdSt.
Oneam—183.CanalSt.Loroox—78QueenVloterUSt.

PARQUET FLOORS
OF FINEST WOODS.

PLAIN OR ORNAHENTAL.
TUN K OK THIN.

Wehavprepresent
ativesandstocksof
floorsin theleading
cities.Ask forCol
oredFloor PIates
andPrices.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs.'

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $
12

MftfltclS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Oars are the
latest and best. Oar customers say bo.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set np from our
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Pilila. & BOStOn Face BriGk CO., |||3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mast.
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Classified List of
Advert Isers.

Annunciators
Ostrander,W.B. ftCo.
Architectural Ornamencs
FriedleyftVoshardt.
Auser Bit*
FordBitCo.
Jennings,C.K,Co.

Banu saw.
CrescentMachineCo
Blind*
BurlingtonVenetianBlindCo.
FlexibleDoorftShutterCo.
FosterMungerCo.
WilierMfg.Co.
Iltnd Hinges
StanleyWorks.

m.T.

BoriuK Machines
MillersFallsCo.
Boring Tools
EmpireForgeCo.
Builders' Hardware
Hanimacher.schlemmer&Co.
Russell&ErwlnMfg.Co.
StanleyWorks.
Building Paper and FeltCabot,Samuel.
Butt* and Hinges
StanleyWorks.
"etling, Iron and SteelBergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelliooflngCo.
Eller,J.H. ftCo.
FriedleyftVoshardt.
KannebergHoofingCo.
PennMetalCellingftRooflngCo.
Clothes Dryers
Bill DryerCo.
Conductor Pipes
AmericanSteelRoofingCo.
CantonSteelRooflngCo
Conservatories
LordftBurnhamCo.
Corner BeadsGars,McOlnleyftCo
Cornices, Sheet MetalBergerMfg.Co.
Eller:J. H. ftCo.
Friedleyft Voshardt.RannebergHoofingCo.
MeskerftBro.
Cresting
VanDornIronWks.Co.
Designs and
PlaniO
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Exhibition of the Architectural League.
The fifteenth annual exhibition of the Architectural

League of New York, which is now being held in the

galleries of the American Fine Arts Society In West
Fifty-seventh street, is without doubt the most success

ful It has ever given. The great number and variety
of the exhibits are such as to interest all classes of vis
itors and at the same time afford the young architec

tural stuaent, as well as the lover of art, an excellent op

portunity for inspecting the efforts of some of the mas

ter minds in the profession. The 1310 exhibits, which

fill the five galleries and the entrance hall, the League

meeting room on the second floor and a room in ine base
ment, are made up of architects' designs, embracing
plans and elevations, many of them of large size; ex
amples of beautifully executed wrought iron work, car

toons and decorative drawings, stained glass window

and other designs, ornaments, designs for memorial tab
lets, models for wood carving, mural paintings, mosaics,
sketches, bronzes, color studies for interior decoration,

as well as many other things calculated to Interest and

instruct What may be regarded by some as one of the
most Important features of the exhibition, architectur
ally considered, are the competitive designs for the
University of California, in which the very elaborate
drawings submitted by Emll Benard were awarded the
first prize. These are effectively shown directly oppo
site the entrance in the Vanderbilt Gallery, while the

other prize designs are to be found in the League rooms

on the second floor. Of special local Interest, among
others, are the plans for the new custom house, which

Is intended to be erected at the foot of Broadway, Just
south of Bowling Green. The various drawings sub
mitted in this contest are effectively arranged in the

Vanderbilt Gallery, the winning designs by Cass Gil
bert occupying a conspicuous position. The feature of
most interest to the general public, perhaps, is the
large plaster models of buildings and private residences
which are to be found on pedestals here and there about
the rooms, accompanied by ground plans and elevations
on the walls near by. The most notable of these is the
plaster model of the palace of Mr. Carnegie, of iron and
steel fame, now in process of erection at Fifth avenue
and Ninetieth street, and which, when completed, will be
among the most magnificent in the city. The display
of sculpture and statuary is found in the center gallery
where there are 65 pieces arranged with pleasing effect,

the exhibit including a sketch model for several groups
and spandrels of the Dewey Arch. The other small gal
leries contain decorative panels executed in several proc
esses, book covers, stamped leather, pottery, illustra

tions, posters, photographs, rug designs, &c. The exhi
bition will continue until March 3, and should record a
large attendance.

A Mammoth Office Building.
It seems probable that, as a result of certain real

estate negotiations which have been in progress for

some little time past and recently brought to a close,

there will be erected In the financial section of the city
an office building which will rank as the largest ever
projected in this country, if not in the world. By largest
we do not mean to be understood as intimating that It

will be the tallest, but rather as having the greatest
available floor area. It will be of the usual steel skele
ton construction, with facades of stone, brick and terra
cotta, the style of architecture being of the Italian Re
naissance. The building will occupy a site on the south
east corner of Broad street and Exchange place, with a

frontage on the former of 106 feet and on the latter of
236 feet, with a wing 50 feet wide and 150 feet long

extending into the middle of the block at an acute angle
with the main structure. In hlght It will be 20 stories
and in a circular space In the center of the building will
be located the elevator shafts, 12 in number. The pre

liminary plans for the proposed structure were filed with
the Bureau of Buildings by Architect Robert Maynicke

in December last, in order to take advantage of the pro

visions of the laws of 1892, which expired on the 23d Of
that month. It is estimated that the structure will cost
to erect $4,000,000, while the site represents an addi
tional Investment of probably one-half of this figure.

We understand it is the intention of the owners of ths
property, the Alliance Realty Company, to commence
operations on the building some time this summer and
to complete the structure within a period of two years.

Other Building Operations.
Some of the other notable building operations lately
projected include an 11-story warehouse, 179 x 229 feet
in area, to be erected for the Llnde Company on West
street, at an estimated cost of $1,200,000, in accordance
with plans prepared by Architect G. W. Thomson; a
12-story brick and limestone business block 51 x 101
feet in area at the corner of Broadway and Thirteenth
street, at a cost of $350,000, and in accordance with
plans drawn by Robert Maynicke, architect, while on
the opposite corner, now occupied by the Star Theater,

William Waldorf Astor intends to erect a somewhat
similar structure costing $400,000. The plans, which
have been drawn by Clinton & Russell, call for a build
ing eight stories in bight, with fronts of granite and
limestone with bluestone copings. The same architects
have been commissioned to draw the plans for an 18-
story fire proof office building for the Atlantic Mutual
Marine Insurance Company, to cost in the neighborhood
of $1,000,000. It will occupy the site at the southwest
corner of Wall and William streets, fronting 58 feet on
the former and 142^ feet on the latter thoroughfare.
It is expected that the work of construction will com
mence May 1 of the present year. An office and loft
building 15 stories and basement in hight is to be erect
ed for Frederick Ayer of Boston at 524-526 Broadway,
the architect, A. J. Manning, estimating the cost at
$350,000. Mr. Manning is also architect for a loft build
ing to be put up at 599-601 Broadway for the same
owner, at a cost of $500,000. There are also to be noted
many elevator apartment houses In process of construc
tion and projected, which bring the aggregate amount
of capital involved up to many millions of dollars.

The Labor Situation.
In these prosperous times, with wages so generally
advanced, and workmen earning far more than they
were previously able to get for many years, labor trse-
bles should be few and far apart. Golden days are now
being enjoyed by employers and employees. Factories
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ami mines are running to their full capacity instead of
half, time or intermittently, and earnings are piling up

monthly as they have not previously done for a long

period. These are the days, too, when provision on the

part of every workman should be made for the slack

times which are sure to come sooner or later. Activ

ity in trade cannot be kept up continuously. It is ex
tremely desirable for many reasons that under existing

conditions labor troubles should be avoided. Employers

of labor feel the importance of the situation and the re
sponsibility resting upon them of keeping customers sup

plied probably just as much as they appreciate the de
sirability of securing a steadily full output on account
of the profits involved. They endeavor by all reasonable

means to keep their workmen satisfied, and to remove

possible causes of friction which might compel the stop

page of operations. Thus we quite frequently see re

ports of voluntary advances in wages, undoubtedly made

for the purpose of promoting contentment and preserv

ing peace and harmony. But despite the efforts made to

keep everything moving smoothly, we have at present

a condition of perversity and uneasiness in some impor

tant lines which may lead to serious consequences if
prudent counsel does not speedily prevail. It is, of
course, assumed by those who are fomenting troubles

of this character that the proper time to act is when

business is brisk and a strong pressure is felt for all

kinds of material. Emploj-ers may then concede a point

or two rather than have operations suspended by a

strike. But indications are visible of a pugnacious

spirit among employers, especially among those manag

ing important interests, and it is to be feared that the de

mands of labor when pushed too far will meet with

such resistance as to considerably derange important

branches of industry affecting wide areas. While labpr

leaders are active, the employers of labor are also on the

olert.

Model Tenement Competition.

Some time ago we referred in these columns to the

exhibition to be held by the Tenement House Committee

of the New York Charity Organization Society, the
object being to show improvements in the planning and

construction of tenement houses, workmen's cottages,

model lodging houses, &C. The exhibition is now in

progress in this city and will continue up to and includ
ing February 24. In connection witli it the committee
invited architects to submit plans iu competition for
" improved city tenements." these plans to form a fea

ture of the exhibition in question.

As a result of this competition the jury of award
has rendered its decision ns follows:

First prize— R. Thomas Short, 3 West Twenty-ninth
street. New York.

Second prize— Israels & Harder, DM Broadway, New

York.
Third prize— Covell & Smith. 152 Broadway; Joseph

Wolf, 3125 Broadway; Israels & Harder, 194 Broadway,

all of New York.
In awarding the third prize the jury decided that
three plans presented such equal merits that it was

unable to do otherwise than to recognize all of them.

It is stated that the new Hall of Records, now in
process of construct ion at the corner of Chambers and

Centre streets, will, when completed, be a very elaborate
affair. The building is to be lighted entirely by elec

tricity generated by a plant in the building. The heat

ing and ventilation will lie on the blower system, the
fresh air being drawn from the street at the hight of the
sidewfiiks. Heat will also be supplied by direct radia
tion. There will lie six passenger elevators, four private

elevators and one sidewalk elevator. The elevators are

to be worked on the hydraulic system. Cold drinking

water, at a temperature of 40 degrees, will be furnished
throughout the building. The steam power Is to be fur
nished by five boilers. There will be no wooden floors in
the building. The floors of the vestibules, the rotunda
and the corridors are to be of marble; those of the rooms
of mosaic. No wood is to be used in the building except

for doors and window frames. The wood of window
frames is to be covered by copper. The ceilings of the
first-story vestibules will be finished in marble mosaics.

The Chicago Architectural Club

The thirteenth annual exhibition of works of archi

tecture and the allied fine arts will be held at the
Art Institute, Chicago, III., under the auspices of the
Chicago Architectural Club from Tuesday, March 20, to
Monday, April 2, of the present year. The exhibition of
original works not previously shown in Chicago will In
clude architectural drawings and sketches in plan, ele
vation, section, detail and perspective; projects for pub

lic and monumental work, interior decorations and fur
nishings, architectural and decorative glass and mosaic
work, architectural metal work, sculpture, embracing
architectural and decorative; models, landscape archi
tecture, &c. Photographs will also be included in the
exhibition, these being accompanied wherever possible
by plans or other explanatory drawings, separately
framed or mounted. In connection with the exhibition
will be published a catalogue or annual, profusely illus
trated, containing papers relating to Chicago's archi
tectural possibilities. The Exhibition Committee consists
of Walter H. Kleinpell. chairman; Clarence Hatzfeld,
secretary: August C. Wilmanns, treasurer; Henry W.
Tomlinson, Max Mauch, Charles A. Carr, C. M. Winslow
and Dwight H. Perkins, the latter being editor of the
catalogue above referred to.

Pittsburgh's Architectural Display.

Early in June the Architectural Club of Pittsburgh.
Pa., will hold an exhibit of architectural work collected
from the large cities of the country. There will be many
drawings of handsome exteriors, together with photo
graphs of the finished buildings. Each type of archi
tecture will be grouped iu such a manner as to show the
development of the various styles. The exhibition is
made possible through the novel plan adopted by the
Architectural League of America last summer at its
convention in Chicago, a circuit of the larger cities be
ing formed for the purpose of exhibiting work in each
place. The dates were so arranged that there should be
no conflict, in order that each succeeding display should
be able to secure all that was best iu those which had
preceded. Fortunately, perhaps, for Pittsburgh, the
date of its exhibition has been set so that it will come
after the displays in nearly all the League cities, and
thus the range of selection for the architectural display
will be of the widest character. The Hanging Commit
tee will be selected by the Kxccutive Committee of the
club, which is made up of Henry M. Kropff, president;
John T. Comes, vice-president; George M. Rowland, sec
retary; Harry S. Estep. treasurer, and Reujamin M.
Nesbitt, chairman of the Entertainment Committee.

It is said that San Francisco is to have a new lt-story
hotel, which will cost at least $1,500,000, and require
about two years to complete, it will be erected by the
Fred Crocker Estate, and will be of brick, iron, stone
and steel and as nearly lire proof as possible.

The plans for a two-story frame residence, to lie
erected in .Toplln, Mo., for B. M. Stevens, an- on the
boards of Charles Pauly & Son of Edwardsville. ill. The
building is estimated to cost $t!000,and will have hot air
furnace, electric lights, art glass. &c, wood mantels and
veneered doors. The finish will be in hard wood.
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REMODELING A FRAME DWELLING.

THE
problem of remodeling an old building is one
with which arcbitects and contractors often have

to deal, and it is with pleasure tbat we lay before our

readers tbis month an interesting example of the manner
in which a problem of this character was worked out not
lone; since by Architect E. R. Rice of 320 Kittredge Build
ing. Denver, Col. The half-tone supplemental plate ac
companying this issue of the paper sbows the appearance
of the building, which is located at Boulder, in the
Stale named, before and after it was remodeled, while
the floor plans, elevations and details indicate the ex
tent and character of the alterations. In this connec
tion it is interesting to briefly refer to the requirements
ami conditions which led to the adoption of the various
features shown.
The owner desired that the shed kitchen, which was
in a very dilapidated condition, should be removed and
replaced by a new wing containing pantries, servant's

was used, merely removing the large ugly brackets and
replacing them with a dentil course under the bed mold.
The old roof was torn off and replaced by a new one,

while attic floor joists were put in without disturbing
the old ceiling joists. The old front porch, minus a few
of its jig sawed abominations, was put up on the side of
the new wing, and bay windows were added to the front
and back parlors.
Mr. Rice also states that it had been intended to raise
the entire building about 18 or 20 inches, it being set
very close to the ground, but investigation disclosed the
fact that all the exterior walls were filled between the
studs with brick. Consequently the idea was abandoned,
but an attempt was made to disguise the lowness by run
ning a sill course at the level of the windows with bat
tered siding to the ground. The curved buttress to the
front porch entrance is partly for this purpose and partly
to avoid changing the old entrance gate and walk.

Section.
Front Elevation—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Remodeling a Frame Dwelling.—E. R. Rice, Architect, Denver, Col.

room and rear stairs; that the existing cramped front en-
iry should be expanded into a reception hall communi
cating with the parlor and dining room; that the second
floor should contain at least two large new chambers
with bathroom and attic stairs; that a new roof, high
enough for a storage attic, should be added, and the
exterior of the building should be made as artistic as
possible, all to be accomplished within a stipulated
amount.
A brief glance at the floor plans will show how these
various changes in arrangement were accomplished. As
to the elevations, Mr. Rice points out that the project
ing reception hall at once suggested a central feature,

which was attained by roofing it with a low pediment
aud putting a Palladian window in the front. This was
then followed by verandas on either side in order to re
lieve the extreme projection, and with the veranda on
the right was incorporated the space formerly occupied
by the old porch, making a very spacious lounging place.
The central feature was repeated in the second story,
the space thus gained being added to the old closet, mak
ing a good size dressing room. The entire front was
then brought to a line by the addition of a loggia, which
occupied the remainder of the space. The old cornice

The exterior siding is painted colonial yellow, with
white trimmings, and the roof shingles are stained mesa
green. The cost of the alterations, exclusive of mantels
and hot water heating, was about $1500.

The Trade School as a Substitute for
Apprenticeship.

In the course of an Interesting address on " Modern
Apprenticeship Conditions," recently delivered before
the manufacturers and mechanics of Rochester, N. Y.,

Professor John E. Sweet of Syracuse, N. Y., made some
weighty remarks on the need of trade schools, from
which the appended extracts are taken. After showing
how the old fashioned appreuticeship system for young
tradesmen has gradually been dying out by reason of
the compete revolution in modern industrial conditions
brought about by machinery and scientific advance,

Professor Sweet said.
As shown, the apprenticeship system of old is only
in rare cases possible now, and the question must force
itself upon our people as to what Is to take its place.
If limited by the circumstances and the unions our ranks
must bo filled from abroad or trade schools must be
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established. I do not mean training schools, which are
useful enough in their way, but trade schools pure and
simple. Owing to the fact that the opinion is universal
among mechanics that a boy cannot learn a trade at

a school, I wish to define what I mean by a trade school;
that is, a school where the object is to give a boy a

chance to learn a trade, not a school of school teachers
out of college, or school teachers that are graduates of

technical schools; not an educational Institution with

machine shop attachments, but Just shops, with ma
chines and foremen and workmen, and work of all kinds
going on to be sold for what it will bring. Instead of
the chance the old apprentices had, I would have the
boy not only have the chance of the old apprentices for
doing all kinds of work, but would also give him all

kinds of tools to work with, and all kinds of machines

State Support for Trade Schools.
The question will at once come up: Can such a school
be made self supporting? No, it is not at all likely that
It can. Some will think, after the shops are built,
machines and power put in, that certainly the work

SecondFloor

First Floor.

Floor Plans of Old House.

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Remodeling a Frame Dwelling.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

to build, which the old apprentices had not ; and I would
do better by him than that— he need work but eight

hours instead of 12 or 14, and the rest of the time, after

seeing that he knew how to read and write and spell, he

should be taught enough drawing and machine shop

mathematics to calculate anything he might need, and

enough of the principles of mechanics as would be

necessary to keep him from fooling away time on per

petual motion and like impossibilities, and, too, he should

be trained to make what he did make a work of art

turned out ought to sell for as much as the material
cost. Yes, It should do this; but there is coal to bay,
foremen and instructors to pay; and such a school, ex
cepting by the greatest economy and genius, cannot be
self sustaining. Then the question naturally arises. How
Is it possible to establish such schools? and the reply is.
exactly in the same way that all schools and colleges
are established and maintained.
The State (that is, the people) establishes and mnin-
talns schools. Not that it (that is, we) has any moral
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right to take the money of the rich to pay for the train

ing of the poor, but on the basis of the arrangement

Chat we have adopted a form of government wherein

we agree to abide by the will of the majority, so, as
the majority say the State shall establish and maintain

schools, it has the same right to train the poor man's

son to be a shoemaker as it has the rich or poor man's

son or daughter to be a scholar, a doctor or a teacher,

and It has already established special schools for teach

ers and doctors. It is true that doctors, while people
get sick, and teachers to maintain schools, are necessary,

so, too, while we live in this climate we must have food

and clothing, boots and hats, houses and tools, plows

and fuel, and if we die (which we can do even without
a doctor), crematories or coffins; and we need to know

how to make all of these things before we need to know

how to read or write, spell or cipher, and much more so

before we need to study any of the higher branches.

The Value of Practical Trade Training.

As all children with present opportunities have the

write and spell, and have passed in arithmetic, grammar
and geography, French or Latin, and not to be ashamed
of the fact, as they should be, that they cannot file a saw
or build a winding stairway.

Book Knowledge and Manual Skill.

I would have the boys and girls who para through
trade schools know both the trade and all of a general
knowledge that would do them any good, and I would
not have the school spend one cent on them beyond that.
If the boy had the ability to become an engineer, or the
girl to become a teacher, or either had a desire for a
scientific or liberal education, there are now plenty of
schools for that without hampering the trade schools.
But, you will say, will not our mechanics and workmen
be better mechanics and better workmen, and a great
deal better citizens, to have a thorough education? Tea,
if educated for his business as I propose, but not If edu
cated through the regular course of our common schools
and high schools, technical schools and college* as now
conducted. A thoroughly educated man in the ordinary

Side(Left) Elevation.—Scale,M,Inch to theFoot.

Remodeling a Frame Dwelling.

chance to gain the rudiments of an education, the book
part of the true trade school need bear but an In
significant position. I know this sentiment will meet
with universal disapproval, but let us argue it to the
end. Are not the boys and girls (for the girls are as
much entitled to the benefits of a trade as the boys)—
are not the boys and girls we are talking about to learn
trades to follow through life, and trades at which they
expect to make a life business? If so, then what is the
education or training that will be of most use to them?
Certainly It is of far more use to the shoemaker, as a
shoemaker, to know the difference between a good piece
of leather and a poor one, than to know how to read.
It Is of far more use to the horseshoer to know how to
fit a horseshoe than to know how to spell, and of In
finitely more use to the carpenter to know how to file

a saw than to know how to write, and yet thousands
of our carpenters know how to read, write and spell
to every ten who can file a saw decently well, and one
defect in their education arises from the fact that they

•re taught to be proud of the fact that they can read,

sense, as a workman, is generally a nuisance to hare
around, but a man educated to his business, whatever

it may be, is an honor to himself and his business, if he
sticks to it and behaves himself.
The shoemaker who can take suitable leather and
make an $8 pair of shoes out of it, where the cobbler
could only make a pair that would be dear at $3, baa a
right to be proud of It, and when the scholars spend
term upon term to learn to read and write, and speak
indifferent French or German, worse than the German or
French children, there is not a thing about it to be proud
of, and, many times, the training in those directions
gone through with by children in the high schools gives
them little to be thankful for.
The man who is to spend his life as a workman is a
poorer workman, a more unhappy man, and more often
than otherwise a less desirable citizen, with a liberal
or scientific education. With the liberal or scientific
education he may get above the necessity of working
for a living; but this all cannot do, and those who can
not should be trained to their calling and live happily.
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THE INSPECTIO:
By^F. A.

Saginaw Inspection.
*<T-lIBST CLEAR " Is not less than 8 Inches In width
p and is free from all Imperfections, the term
*'Clear " Implying freedom from defects.
" Second Clear" Is not less than 8 inches in width, at
which it must be so nearly perfect as to fall but a trifle
short of first clear. As the width Increases a larger

range of defects may be allowed, so that at 12 inches

wide a piece may have two knots of 1 Inch diameter,

or two narrow saps on one side; at 16 inches wide, es

pecially if the piece is more than 1 inch thick, two knots
may be allowed, or one knot and one sap not to exceed

1% inches wide. At 20 inches wide the two knots may
be larger or saps increase in width.
" Third Clear " is supposed to admit of three defects,
but up to 10 Inches knots should not exceed % inch in
diameter, or the sap should not exceed % inch on one

side. With Increasing width knots may increase to three
in number, not over 1 inch each, or sap equal to 1%
inches in width. As a rule the three first grades demand
one perfect face. In the Saginaw and some other mar
kets the term " Good " is used in designating the three
upper grades, and purchases are sometimes made in
" Good," " Select," " Fine Common," " Common " and
" Culls," but unless these terms are specified the quality
" Good " in common use will include not only the three
upper grades, but also the next grade below, or " Se
lects."

Select*.
" Selects " is a term which will allow four defects in
a piece of lumber: Four knots not over 1 inch in diam
eter, according to the size of the piece, or two saps on
one side, which In pieces 12 Inches wide should not ex
ceed 3 Inches in the aggregate or include more than one-
qnarter the sap side, the heart side being the face. With
increasing width the proportion of sap may increase, or
with narrow saps the face side may have some knots.
The general description of this grade, however, is of a
class of lumber which has defects of such a character
as to condemn It for the three uppers, yet suitable for
many uses to which the three uppers may be put
" Fine Common," sometimes known as " Select Com
mon " or " Select Box," or merely " Box," Is a grade of
lumber suitable for finishing purposes, yet having too
much sap on one side or two many knots on the other
to admit of its being classed in the grade of " Selects."
" Fine Common " Is usually cut from the outside of
the log, sometimes known as sap boards, the general
character of which is to give one face side while the
other is largely covered with sap, which If properly plied
to dry without mold Is adapted to a large proportion of
the finer work where only one side is exposed to view.
With this point in mind the inspector will allow knots
in this grade proportioned to the size of the piece. If
the sap is narrow the face may have one or two small
knots, but, except in wide lumber, the rule Is observed
" one side a face." Pieces below 8 inches in width are
seldom accepted in this grade, and at that width the de
fect is in sap which may embrace not more than one-
third the sap side and must not run out to the face side;
or a board of that width may have a good sap side
nearly, if not wholly, clear of knots and with two small
knots on the heart side.
In larger pieces a board or plank having too many
defects for the grade of " Selects " and yet approaching
almost to the requirements of the grade is Included in the
" Fine Common." A board 16 Inches wide, 1 Inch thick,
with five knots not to exceed 5 inches In diameter and
having no other defects, would be classed as " Fine Com
mon." The same piece If 1% or 2 Inches thick would
likely be classed as " Selects " by most Inspectors. Shaky
lumber is not admitted In this or the upper grades.

Strips.
" Strips First Clear" are 0 inches wide, 1 inch thick,
free from all Imperfections, and are known as clapboard

NT OF LUMBER.
B.KRSH.

or siding strips. The term " siding strips " should not

be confounded with " sidings," lumber cut from one side
of a log, In distinction from the stock or lumber cut from

the square log.
" Strips Second Clear " are 6 Inches wide and l?lnch
thick, and may have two small sound knots, or if no
knots the sap may equal 1 inch on one edge of one side.
" Strips Third Clear " are 6 Inches wide and 1 inch
thick, and may have three small sound knots, and on

one side in addition sap equal to 2 inches In width.
All strips in these three grades must be free from rot
split or shake.

Strips, Flooring and Fencing.

These terms Include all strips not as good as " Third
Clear," yet free from rot or split. Flooring strips must be

of full thickness and width, except where narrower
width is desired, when they may be of the uniform width
of 3, 4 or 5 inches. All knots in flooring strips must be
sound. Fencing strips include all coarse grade strips
not good enough for flooring and above the grade of
culls, or strips not" up to the standard thickness, and
their Inspection is less rigid than the other grades.
" Common."— This term includes all boards, plank
scantling, strips joist, timber and lumber not otherwise
defined which do not come up to the " Select Box " grade,
but are of a generally sound character, well manufac
tured, of full thickness, and free from large loose knots
and bad shakes.
Scantling joists and timber must be free from knots
or imperfections which would weaken the piece for subs-
stantial building purposes. Pieces containing worm
holes and small sap streaks which do not materially dam
age the piece for the uses in which it is usually em
ployed belong to this grade. One straight split not more
than one-quarter the length of the board may be allowed.
No lumber under 10 feet in length is considered mer
chantable in this or the better grades.

Shipping Culls.

Timber containing unsound knots which affect the
strength of the piece, black or moldy sap, unsound
hearts and badly sawed are included in this class. The
pieces are available for coarse use and all other lumber
not up to the grade of " Common " is included in this
grade. Anything poorer thau " Shipping Culls " is not
recognized in any market.
Siigiuaw lumber is always made in 12, 14 and 16 feet
lengths (with an exceptional log of other lengths), in all
grades, except dimension stuff, where lengths are cut to
suit the sizes demanded, but the sidings from such logs
are usually cut off to the 12, 14 and 16 foot standard.
The thicknesses of Saginaw lumber as usually cut are 1,

1% and 2 inches, but with some 3-inch In coarse plank
or in extra nice stock for thick upper or deals.

riarble as a Flooring.

In a German technical newspaper it was recently
pointed out that large rooms In which there is a good deal
of traffic should never have wooden flooring, but rather
floors made of slabs of stone or tiles, as otherwise the
dust becomes insufferable^ It Is pointed out that in the
old Berlin Exchange the principal room, while floored with
wood, vas always involved with a cloud of dust, while
now stone flags have been laid down nothing of the kind
is to be remarked. Of course, much depends upon the
kind of stone used. The softer sandstones are useless for
the purpose. The plague of dust is then quite as bad as
that arising from wooden floors. There is no doubt that
for places of public resort, where there is much traffic,

a floor of marble or of marble tiles is the best for the pur
pose. From such a floor no dust is raised. It can be
readily and easily cleansed, and will not wear hollow, as
clay tile floors do.
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SHEET METAL IN INTERIOR DECORATION.

IT
seems strange that an industry appealing to a par

ticular class of craftsmen should, in Its infancy, have
been slighted hy those best able to promote its growth,
and to an extent which has threatened to drive a profit
able business into other and less competent hands. Yet
such has been the case with the comparatively recent
Introduction of sheet metal plates for interior decora
tions.
The various makers of metal plates for decorative
purposes have done a vast amount of work and spent
large sums of money in their endeavors to educate the
public to the use of their products, and with good results.
They have done everything practicable to gain the
support of the metal working trade, the skill of the
metal worker being needed in the installation of the
plate maker's products, but that artisan possibly has felt
that the time for engaging in the business was not yet
ripe. That this is a wrong impression is evident when
we look- around us in city, town, or country. On every
hand we see churches, schools, public buildings, theatres,
private dwellings, and even vessels, with interior decora
tions of sheet metal.
The advantages of metal decorations as applied to
interiors of buildings or dwellings are numerous. Being
applicable to old plaster or wood, they are just as suit
able for old buildings as new. When used in new build
ings no plaster need be applied to walls or ceilings, a
saving of some consequence. The weight of a metal
ceiling is trifling, consequently the strain on the trusses

a partly formed design, which, when painted, lost Its
identity almost completely.
The plates of to-day, however, are stamped with the
heaviest forms of presses and the designs clearly and
sharply defined in the metal, so that when decorated
every line of the design is displayed to advantage. Every
year an Improvement in the designs has been noticeable,
until now the art work in the preparation of a new
plate Is a most serious problem for consideration by the
plate maker. The artist must be the best obtainable, and
the die work is placed only in the hands of experienced

Fig. 1—Groupof Four DeepCeiling Plates.
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SheetMetal in Interior Decoration.

Is much reduced. In case of fire much protection is
afforded by metal coverings, in their ability to check
the spread of llames. .Many cases are on record where
metal decorations have checked fires which otherwise
would have assumed serious proportions.
Both ceilings and walls are easily kept clean, and are
In no way susceptible to damage through leaks In roofs
or water pipes. Nor are they at all affected by jar or
vibration. The opportunities presented for the finished
decoration of the plutes are great, and limited only by
the skill of the painter or decorator. The best effects
of embossed papers, I.incrusta Walton, and similar types
of decorative material are by the use of metal plates
readily obtainable, the first cost is much less, and the
durability, of course, greater.
Plates for ceilings and side walls are made from soft
steel, stamped with artistic designs. When steel plates
for decorative purposes were first introduced there might
have been objections to them owing to their erudeness,
both as to stamping and design. Presses wholly incapa
ble of exerting the power necessary to stamp a sharp,
strong design were used, the result being a plate with

die makers. The plates are made to suit almost every
condition to be met with in the surfaces of ceilings and
walls, and with the small fittings and ornamentations
used to break up dull portions of a design the finished
effect is at once grand and imposing.
In this series of articles it is proposed to describe
minutely the installation of steel plates for decorative
purposes, and to illustrate the different phases of an
installation by working drawings, in order that a sheet
metal worker may see that the business of installing
or affixing plutes cannot be considered otherwise than
as a branch of his business, appealing to his skill in
the shaping, forming and fitting of flat and curved plates
to follow the contours and curvatures of all descriptions
of ceilings and walls.

Laying Out a Steel Celling.
In the application of a steel ceiling it is needless to
say that an accurate measurement of the old ceiling, or
ceiling area, must be taken before the selection of ma
terials can be considered. Ceilings of square rooms are
seldom finished so that their outer lines will form an
exact square. It Is necessary, therefore, in taking a
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measurement to work from the center of the celling.

The working center is best found by drawing cross lines

from corners, which is done by the use of a chalk line

and blue or red chalk, if the ceiling to be covered is

white. The center found, we are ready to make plans

from which to work, the plans, when complete, serving

as our working drawings for the Job.
Our first consideration will be the style of plates to

be used. If the ceiling, or joists, are high, we may with
good effect use deep molding plates, like those shown in

Fig. 1. Should the ceiling be low, shallow plates, as in

Fig. 2, would, of course, be more suitable. Deep plates

lend a paneled effect which is strikingly handsome and

massive, but this effect would be out of place on an or

dinary low ceiling, so the use of deep plates is not

recommended for ceilings less than 10 feet high.

The plates are supplied 9 inches, 12 inches, 18 Inches

and 24 inches square, and 9 i 18 inches, 12 x 24 Inches,
18 x 36 inches, and 24 x 48 inches. It will be noticed
that these sizes allow of combinations In squares, the

advantage of which we will explain. A ceiling might be

required to have a plain center extending the length

of a room, or it might be that a large skylight occupied

a good deal of the center space, and so would not per

mit of the use of whole, or square, plates without de

stroying the lines of ornamentation. The diagram, Fig.

3, will make the use of different sizes of plates plain.

In the diagram the plate grouping only is shown.

The dimensions of the cove and inner border to be used

would be governed by the amount of area available

after the center was completed.

In the case instanced the space at the ends between

the skylight and the cove would not permit of two rows

of plates 18 inches square being used, therefore a pleas

ing division of the space would be made, as suggested

In the diagram, Fig. 3. A double row of plates 18 inches

square could have been used on the sides instead of the

18 x 36 inches, and plates 9 inches square instead of

the 9 x IS Inches; but the dimensions of the room largely

govern a proper selection.

All these things, however, must be decided at the time

of making the plans. Moldings to represent beam or

girder casings can be introduced in large rooms or halls

very effectively, and serve to relieve a flatness which

otherwise might be too pronounced. And when deep

plates are used in the center field the border or borders

surrounding the same may be relieved with drop molds

to correspond with the plates.

The details of design having been arranged (and the

task is an easy one, the plate makers' catalogues being

very complete in the matter of illustrations and meas

urements), we are ready to put up the ceiling, the work

incident to which we shall describe in our next article.

(To be continued.)

Tearing Down Buildings a Century Old.

The old buildings on the site to be occupied by the

new Custom Ilouse at the foot of Broadway, New York
City, are being torn down, and in doing this the con

tractors find that tearing down a dwelling erected a

century ago is a very different matter from destroying

the kind of masonry contractors lay at the present day.

The block being torn down is bounded by State, White

hall and Brid. streets, and Bowling Green. These are

the exact limits of Fort Amsterdam, built by the Dutch
in 1626, within which was erected, as a tablet on the

door of 4 Bowling Green announces,
" the first substan

tial church edifice on the Island of Manhattan." A
representative of the concern doing the work of demoli

tion said, while the walls were being taken down, that

every brick would have to be cut out separately.
" We

can usually fasten ropes to the top of tne walls," he con

tinued, " and simply pull them down. But that would

make no impression on those walls. Why is it ? Well,

in the first place, the builders took a great deal more

time and pains than any contractor would think of tak

ing nowadays. Then the material seems to be far bet
ter than we use to-day for dwelling houses. The bricks
are firmer and the mortar is almost as smooth and firm

and solid as cement. There is not a crack in the walls

of any of these buildings that have stood nearly a cen
tury. I'd like to see one of these new uptown blocks
after it's stood that long."

Architectural Display at Paris Exposition.

Our architectural exhibit at the Paris Exposition will,
on the account of the small space available, consist of

a group of photographs of characteristic buildings, to

gether with the chief works, either completed or In proc

ess of construction, of leading architects. The photo

graphs will be placed upon a standing screen about 8
feet high and having a total length of 31 feet.

This screen has a middle section 15 feet long, and two

end wings each 8 feet long. In the center of the middle
screen are three large panoramic views of New York, one
looking north from the Battery, one taken from Brook
lyn, by the bridge, and one from the North River. The
skyscrapers are taken as characteristic buildings, for It
was the Americans who Invented and perfected Iron
construction, and these views of New York's sky line
are given to show the character of our American city.

All around these central pictures are numerous views of
individual skyscrapers, and such groups as old Trinity
and its giant neighbor, the Arcade Building.
A double line of photographs of summer cottages and
houses have been put at the bottom of the screen, extend
ing along the entire length. The body of the wings has
been devoted to the principal buildings and our leading
architects. The main features of the right wing are the
library buildings of McKlm, Mead & White, notably the
Boston Public Library and the Columbia University Li
brary, while the designs of Carrere & Hastings' New
York Public Library occupy the center of the left wing.

A Monster Tree.

What might bo called a good sized toothpick was cut
on the Lindsay Creek property of the John Vance Mill
& Lumber Company, Humboldt County, Cal., a few
weeks ago, says the San Francisco Wood and Iron. The
tree was estimated at something over 300 feet in hlght,
and one-half of this presented a colossal shaft, bare of
limbs. The diameter of this vegetable column wan

16% feet at the butt, tapering to 8 feet at the first
limb, 150 feet above the ground. By way of comparison.
If the tree stood at the " Newspaper" corner of Market
street In San Francisco, a man perched on its top could
almost look over the top of the Call building, the dome's
tip of this building being 310 feet above the ground.
From a commercial standpoint the value of the tree was
proportioned to its size, as it furnished eight logs of an
average diameter of 11.87 feet—C logs each 20 feet In
length and 2 logs 16 and 14 feet, respectively, the con
tents of which amounted to 166.125 feet, board measure,

which, allowing for the kerf and waste in sawing,
should make about 133.000 feet In lumber. The total
weight of the logs as cut was 747,000 pounds, or 4%
pounds to each foot of board measure. The lumber ob
tained from three of such trees would be a full cargo
for one of the ordinary coasting schooners engaged In
the lumber trade.

Preventing Nails from Rustinc.

A correspondent of one of the trade papers who
asked how he could keep iron nails when used in wooden
construction work from rusting after a few months' ex
posure was told to " heat the nails to a cherry red and
throw them quickly into a pot of raw linseed oil. drain
off the oil and let the nails become fairly dry before na-
Ing."
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CONSTRUCTION OF INSIDE FOLDING BLINDS,

AS
announced in our last Issue the winner of the sec

ond prize in the Thirtieth Competition was Howard
B. Galloway, 513 North Green street, Baltimore, Md.,

and we take pleasure in presenting herewith his method
of constructing inside folding blinds or shutters.
Inside window blinds or shutters, as shown in Figs.
1 and 2, are made at the planing mill and delivered at the
building ready for the carpenter to erect. In new build
ings having inside shutters the latter are made by the

rod, showing the stiles, panels, Sec.,the width is laid off.
Then the material is ripped and planed, and after it has
all been brought to the required size all the stiles, M and
L of Fig. 3, required for one window are clamped to
gether with the above rod and are laid off from it. After
this they are mortised, plowed and molded, and then the
rails E, F, G, N, as in Fig. 3, are laid off from the same
rod.
After they have been clamped together the rails are

Fig 4—SectiononLineA A of Fig. 3
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Fig. 2.—HorizontalSectionthroughtheShutters.—Scale,1Inchto theFoot.

Construction of Inside Folding Blinds.

firm who contract for the mill work, such as windows,

doors and frames, moldings, &c. The architect furnishes
the mill with drawings of each window having inside win
dow shutters, these drawings being generally made to a
stale of V/j inches, or 1 inch to the foot. He also furnishes
the mill with full size details of the shutters. The mill
upon receiving these drawings proceeds to make the
shutters, first by taking a rod, Fig. 5, and laying out the
Liight of the shutters, one side of the rod showing the posi
tion of the rails and panels, and on another side of the

plowed, tenoned and molded. Afterward the panels N P
are laid off, raised, as shown in the section, Fig. 4, or else
paneled. Then the slats, Fig. 6, are molded and pivoted,
after which the stiles and rails are fitted together. The
panels and slats are each fitted into position, then each
fold of the shutters is clamped, glued and pinned. After
the glue has set the shutters are smoothed with a plane
and then sandpapered. With the exception of the laying
off with the rod the eutire process of making, clamping,
gluing aud pinning is clone by machinery. In Fig. 3 is
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shown the finished shutter, the ends of the stiles M L
projecting beyond tbe top and bottom rails, protecting

the shutters, as indicated at B B. The outside of the stile

Ii and rails E and H are not planed at the mill, nor are
the shutters painted there.
Upon the arrival of the shutters at the building the

carpenter will select those intended for one window and
lay them together upon two trestles, leaving the proper

distance between the folds, which is done by Inserting

wooden wedges about 1-16 inch thick between the folds

of the shutters. Next the carpenter will take two rods,
each of which must be less than the opening Intended for

the shutters. Then by sliding one rod upon the other the

not width of opening at the top and bottom of the win
dow is obtained. These widths are then laid off on the
shutters, after which the hight is obtained in the same

manuer and applied to the shutters. It is necessary to
see if the opening is square. Next take two strips, tack
one across the top and the other across the bottom of the

shutters, and then the whole set is fitted in the opening,

leaving a space about % inch all around the shutters for

clearance. Lay the shutters back on the trestles, put on
the hinges on the surface of the blinds, using 2 x 2 or

2 x 2Y2brass hinges. Place in the opening, adjust prop

erly and then remove the strips. If the blinds are to be
sawed in half, take a straight edge and mark across the
shutters. Then saw to the mark. A small bead should
be run across the top of the lower half, so that the Joint
will not be so readily seen.

Stealing a House.

An extraordinary case of larceny Is reported from
Chicago. Some time ago, says the American Architect, a

man named De Young bought a double lot, with a house

on it, on the corner of two streets in a certain part of

the city. The house being vacant he advertised for a

tenant, and in course of time an applicant appeared. Mr.

De Young went with his customer to see the house, and

was, not unnaturally, surprised to find only the founda

tion. There were no marks of fire or tempest on the

premises, and, In his search for the ruins of his property,

he received another surprise at discovering the super

structure of his building in a lot some two blocks away,

resting on a new foundation and occupied by a tenant,

who professed to know nothing of the migration of his

abode and said that he was paying his rent regularly to

the owner of the lot on which the house now stood. Mr.

De Young, not being able to carry his house back to its

place himself, has now brought suit against the owner

of the lot on which it stands, Mrs. Jane G. Patterson,
to compel her to restore it to him, and to account to him

for the rents which she has received for Its use. It Is
not probable that Mrs. Patterson was a party to the

stealing of the house, which is more likely to have been

an enterprise of one of those " hustling
" business men

of whom, as we are told, Chicago is so proud. It would
not be difficult to move a wooden house, such as this

seems to have been, a few hundred feet over level

ground, and set it on a new foundation, prepared ready

for it on a lot belonging to the speculator, and sell the

whole at a bargain to some one with money to Invest

And the operation would be comparatively safe, for the

moving of a house is an every day occurrence, which

would not excite the suspicions of the neighbors, and

the new purchaser, finding the title to the land unen
cumbered, and receiving a satisfactory explanation of

the moving of the building, would pay, with full and
Justifiable confidence, the purchase money, which, It is
needless to say, would immediately disappear from the

view of attaching officers and sheriff's deputies. Mean
while, the real owner would be likely to find some diffi
culty In getting pecuniary satisfaction for his loss. It la
very doubtful whether an innocent purchaser of land is
obliged to ask whether the buildings that he finds on it
came there honestly or can be compelled to give them
up to another claimant for the reason that the laws con
cerning real estate are framed, In general, with the pur
pose of preventing disputes, by requiring notices and
records, so that a person who has complied with tbe
necessary formalities in buying can rest secure in the
possession of his property, without fearing to be de
prived of It by ancient or trumped up claims against
former owners. This is certainly in the Interest of rea
son and Justice, and while the owner of portable goods,
which have been stolen from him, can reclaim them
wherever he finds them, the case Is, and should be, dif
ferent with a building. No doubt the man who steals a
house can be punished as a criminal, if he can be caught
but It will be interesting to see whether the house Itself
can be recovered from an Innocent purchaser.

When the tower on the Montgomery Ward Building
at Michigan avenue and Madison street, Chicago, 111.,
is finally completed, It will afford, next to the Washing
ton Monument and the Park Row Building in New
York City, what is claimed to be the highest point of ob
servation in the country. The structural iron workers
have recently completed the frame work, and when It
is bricked in elevators will be put in operation, and the
lookout point of the tower will be thrown open to the
public. The building Itself is of marble, steel, brick
and terra cotta, and from the street level to the top of
the tower is 385 feet. This compares with 302 feet for
the Masonic Temple and 280 feet for the Auditorium
Tower. The Montgomery Ward Tower overlooks Lake
Michigan, and It is said that on a clear day the view
from it takes in a section of the four States of Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin.

THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— IIL
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

rpHE overhead motion now attached to first-class
\ lathes Intended for ornamental turning deserves
special notice, as it enables the turner to perform some
operations with much greater ease than without its in

tervention. The arrangement referred to is that by which

the slide rest Itself, a working apparatus fixed In it, is

driven automatically by the crank and treadle, as Is

also the mandrel. A good form of the overhead mo
tion was shown in Fig. 9, and to which we may refer

the reader later on. It will be noticed that on the out
side of the frame of the lathe there is a driving wheel

with a belt or band, which gives motion to the small

shaft and its pulleys K above. Another band connects
one of these pulleys with the slide rest or apparatus

fixed In It, this arrangement giving a very rapid motion.

A small drilling frame which fits in the rest, and has a
minute pulley at one end, Is a very effective Instrument.
In drilling, or boring, for instance, instead of having
the work up to a drill In a chuck in the mandrel, the
work is on the latter, and by means of a brass plate on
the face of the pulley, divided and drilled with several
circles of small holes, together with a point mounted on
a small piece of elastic steel fitted to the mandrel stock,
the work may be held in any desired position, and holes
drilled in circles, in spirals, or, in short, in any position
required. Nor Is this confined to drilling holes, as many
ormantental tools can be used instead of disks, which
will produce rosettes and other small decorative orna
ments in endless variety, and with great rapidity.
The ornamental hardwood and ivory turner makes
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great use of this little frame, and when the eccentric
chuck is employed in connection with it, most com
plicated patterns may be produced. A still further step
Is made when the mandrel, and consequently the work
In hand, is made to move slowly while the drill or other
tool is in action, the small pulley at K being provided
tor this purpose. Epicycloidal curves are produced on
the face of the work thus: Suppose the revolving drill
tool to be set to cut circles 1 Inch in diameter, and the
mandrel to move around at the rale of % inch during one
revolution of the drill tool, the circles will be con
verted into a curl with %-inch loops, and when the man

drel has completed a revolution the curl, which is a
true epicycloidal curve, will be complete. Now suppose
the eccentric chuck placed on the screw of the mandrel

with the work on the chuck, and the slide at the chuck
drawn out to a given extent, as described in the fore

going, any number of these beautiful epicycloidal

curves may be executed on the face of the work, either
following or overlapping each other.
There are quite a number of devices for overhead
motions, and while the one exhibited in Fig. 9 is, in our

spring, either made of rubber or of spring wire wound
spirally. On this spring two loose pulleys are nicely ad
justed, as shown. These pulleys, with all their attach
ments, can be moved to suit any position within the range
of the device, and the arm may be raised or lowered to
suit the length of the driving cord.
In the example before us the cord lapping over the
pulley which drives the tool is shown to be out of line
with the pair of pulleys on the outer spring E. This is so
placed in order to show how the springs E E may be ad
justed. If the work to be wrought is heavy and the arm
F F is not sufficiently strong to prevent undue vibration,
It may be left long enough to pass over the whole length
of the lathe and the right hand end of it supported by
another standard, like B. It will be seen that if the cord
be run over the driving wheel, then over one of the little
loose pulleys on the left hand spring E to the correspond
ing pulley on the right hand spring E, then over the pul
ley O, and back again over the other pulleys to the driv
ing wheel, where both ends of the cord should connect,
the circuit will be complete, and any movement of the

Fig. 24.—Index Plate.
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Tig. 21—ShowingArrangementof OverheadPulleys Fig. 22.—Arrangementfor OverheadDriver. Fig. 28—SwingingOverheadGear.

The Art of Wood Turning.

opinion, one of the best, yet, we can understand, there
may be occasions for other methods of giving circular
motion to various appliances and attachments, which
could not be obtained by the method shown. In order
to provide for such contingencies it may be well to Il
lustrate other methods, and show their purposes.
The oval chuck, for the present, may be dispensed
■with, and one of the features of overhead attach
ments described in connection with the slide rest or other
tool holders. The sketch shown in Fig. 21 exhibits the
ordinary lathe bed, head and tail blocks, with rest and
driving pulley. On the left of the bed is a round iron
rod, standing up, Say, about 3 feet 6 inches above the
bearers and directly in line with the lathe centers. The
rod may be an inch or less in diameter and so attached
to the standards of the lathe by staples a b. or other de
vice, so that it can be removed at will, but it must be so
arranged that it can be turned around in Its holders
whenever required. The arm F F is made with a sleeve
on the end, as shown at D, so it can be made to slide
op or down just as the workman desires. In this sleeve
Is a set screw, shown at D, whose duty it is to hold the
arm F at any hight wanted. This will admit of the driv
ing cord to be shortened or lengthened at will. On the
arm F F are two loose ferrules which slide freely along
the arm. In each of these ferrules is a set screw on the
top side, and below a loop or hook In which hangs a

treadle will cause the pulley at O to revolve. Here, then,
we have one of the first uses of an overhead lathe. If the
revolving pulley O is attached to a shaft having a socket
or other device at the other end, into which a tool may be
placed and firmly held, we at once see the value of the
machine for boring, ornamenting, dividing and many
other things in connection with the work attached to the
face-plate of the lathe.
Another overhead attachment is that in Fig. 22,
which, though more expensive, is not practically any bet
ter than the one shown. It has, however, a neater and
more workmanlike appearance, so we will describe It.
The standard A in this case may be of flat iron or of
wood, with the arm F F welded or mortised into it; the
frame E E is suspended from F F by means of two coiled
springs in brass boxes B B, which keep up the necessary
tension on the cords, for here there are two cords re
quired—one from the driving wheel to the small pulley H

and one from the drum D to the tool holder. The drum
may be grooved or left plain, and may be replaced by a
second small pulley which is capable of being slid along

the round shaft which forms the revolving axle and

which is hung on centers, as shown on each end of the
suspended drum. This is a matter, however, in which
the workman will find ample scope to display his own
Judgment. When a pulley is employed instead of the
drum, the shaft has a small groove or channel made
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along its length, as shown in Fig. 23. A pin projecting
from the central hole in the pulley enters the groove and

holds the pulley so that it must revolve when the shaft
revolves, and at the same time allowing the pulley to be
adjustable at pleasure. The tension of the springs B B is
lessened or Increased by a turn or two of the screws O O.
To fit the work In the lathe in such a manner as to
enable any point in the face or side to be operated upon,

a division plate and index are required. The first Is a

thin plate of brass or gun metal cut round to suit the
size of the large cone pulley in the head block, and it may
be about 1-16 inch thick, with the holes drilled through it
In concentric circles. The index is generally a steel
spring with a projecting point, which, entering any one of

the holes, retains the plate and with it the pulley, on the
face of which It is fastened by screws. Generally there
are four circles of holes, the number in each chosen with
reference to Its divisibility by the greatest possible num

ber of spaces. Generally the longest, or outside, circle is
divided into 360 parts, as it can be divided without a re
mainder by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 9, while 144 is a good figure

for the second circle, as It can be divided by 2, 3, 4, 6, 8

or 9 without remainder. If more circles are wanted, 112
and 96 may be employed.

The plate in Fig. 24, though only laid out for two divi
sions, that is, 360 and 144, shows the method of making

tees and other connections can be obtained from any

plumber's establishment ready to put together and at

very little cost. To insure a strong, rigid overhead appli

ance we would suggest that there be a tubular standard

at each end of the lathe, with a cross arm connecting

them together, as shown in Fig. 26. On this arm

hangs the overhead pulley frame, with the pulleys B

and C slid on the shaft A, the shaft having a long slot or

key seat in it, the pulleys so arranged that they can be

fastened on the shaft at any point in Its length and held

in position by a set screw. Fig. 27 shows one of the

hangers forming the pulley frame. It will be noticed that
there is a set screw running through the bar at E, which

is intended to press against the arm which passes through

A in order to hold the frame solid on the bar when the

machine is in operation. Ihe pulley frame is Intended to
be slid along the arm to any point to suit the work under

operation, and is held in position by the set screws. B
shows the point through which the top adjusting rod

passes, C the centers on which the pulley shaft is hung,

and D the bottom adjusting rod. In Fig. 31 a tee coup

ling is shown which may be employed to connect the hori

zontal arm to the upright standards, as shown. These

couplings may easily be obtained with the thread cut in

ready to receive the horizontal bar, for a few cents each.

The set screw D would have to be tapped in, an operation

*(®)

Fig. 36.—ViewShowingIndex Plate in Position. Fig. 37.—Elevation
of aHanger.

Fig. 30.—ConePulleyand
Plate.

Fig. 81.
TeeCouplingandFastenings-
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the plate. The uses of this plate are many and varied,
as will be shown later on. Its use has been known to
French and German turners for a long time, as Bergeron
and other old writers on the lathe mention its use over a
century ago. Eccentric cutting and drilling could not
well be done without its aid, and wheel cutting for clocks
or for making cycloldal and similar chucks are entirely
dependent on this old contrivance.
The plate, with the index attached, is shown in Fig.
25, where the cone pulleys are in evidence with the divi
sion plate shown on the face of the large pulley. There
Is a slot In the steel spring that carries the index point
In order to allow the point to be moved up or down so as
to fit in the holes of the smaller circles. The pin or
point is held solid In the slot by aid of a screw and mllled-
beaded nut, which can be loosened or tightened by the
fingers. When the index plate is not in use the steel
spring may be turned down so that it will be in the posi
tion shown by the dotted line.

Before proceeding to describe the method of making

ornamental work with the aid of the appliances enumer
ated, it may be well to offer a few practical suggestions

as to how some of these appliances may be made with

little cost of labor and material. We have shown in Fig.

21 how a very simple overhead arrangement may be at
tached to the lathe, but in order to make the whole mat

ter better understood we offer some further details which

will aid the operator in making his own attachments.
The iron rod and arm may be made of ordinary gas pip

ing, as It will be cheaper In the end, and much lighter.
It should not be less than 1% inches in diameter. All the

any country blacksmith can readily perform. The enda

B and G show the line through which the upright stand

ard would go, A showing the threaded end for the hori
zontal arm. Figs. 28 and 29 show the blocks by which

the standards are held solid to the lathe. Fig. 28 has a

hole in the center, of the same diameter as the standard

tube; it is secured to the floor at the end of the lathe

either by bolts or screws; Fig. 29 is screwed on the lathe,

as high up as it can be got, and the standard, of course,

passes through the cutting shown and steps into Fig. 28

at its lower end, where it is held solid and rigid.

An overhead arrangement of this kind, while perhap*

not quite as cheap as that shown at Fig. 21, is capable of
doing the most difficult kind of work, and it has the com

plete range of the lathe from head to tail block, some

thing the more limited overhead gear does not possess.

If it should be desired, one, or even two more pulley
shafts could be added to the hanging pulley frame, for In
very complicated work more than one tool revolving at
the same time are desired, as the operator will soon Ola-
cover, after he once works and understands the over
head arrangement.
The circles shown In Fig. 30 are intended to represent

the face of the cone pulley, as at B, Fig. 26, the vari
ous diameters showing the gradual lessening of the pul
leys. B shows the hole through which the shaft A Fig.
26, runs, and A represents a brass plate screwed to tha
face of the pulley, and which in this case is intended to»

prevent the pulley from turning round on the shaft,

which Is supposed to have either a slot or a flat place
along the whole of its length.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Some Question* Regarding Stone Arche*.

Frem J. F. M., Pocatello, Idaho— I send a rough draw
ing showing a stone arch built on the grade of 8 per

cent, as you will see from the level line. I would like
to ask the editor or some of the readers of the paper who

axe familiar with this class of work two questions in

regard to the arch. In the first place, should the cross

Joints of the interior stone sheeting be squared up from

the intrados to extrados off the grade line or off the level

line which would make them plumb, or, rather, parallel

to the faces of the arch ? In the second place, what
effect has this grade, 8 per cent, on the strength of the

arch ? Is it not weaker than an arch built on the level ?
The grade mentioned was adopted to suit the grade of

the stream and reduce the amount of masonry. The

arch will have to carry from 50 to 60 feet of dirt on top,
so as to bring the gulch up to the level required for the

road bed. An early answer to these questions in the Cor
respondence department of Carpentry and Building will
be appreciated.
Answer— The above questions were submited to F. B.
Kidder, the well-known consulting engineer, who in re

ply furnishes the following: In determining the strength
of a vault it Is considered to be made up of a series of
arches 1 foot thick, set side by side, and if each arch has

wood this will be an easy matter. I have a number of
molding and match planes of my own manufacture, and

if we could get in this market good beech and apple
wood, as well as cabinet woods, I assure you I would
have no idle time, as I have learned more about a plane in
my own shop than any man who has not made one could

possibly teach me. " Young Wood Butcher " will likely
make a failure of his first effort at plane making, but

if he will persevere he will learn something new with
every trial. I would not give room in my " box " for an
iron plane except Stanley's No. 45 combination, and if I
could get beech and apple wood, I would have two or
three " boxes " full. However, in this day of cheap

tools and machine moldings, " Young Wood Butcher
"

will have little use for hand made moldings except In
remodeling old houses where it is desirable to match old
casings and moldings. Then if he be as far from mar
ket as we in the West are, and he has a knowledge of

plane making, it will stand him in good stead. It is not
the saving in cost of making or buying that is so Im

portant, but rather in the experience which he will gain,
as it will more than pay him for his trouble. I have a
10 x 12 shop in the rear of my residence where I have
spent many an hour working over a difficult molding,

not for profit, but for the pleasure of conquering a diffi

cult task. In conclusion I would say that success comes
to him who perseveres, and not always then; but in case

of failure try again.

From C. E. W.t New Hampshire.— In answer to " Young

EndElevationof Arch fromSpring
SideView of Arch. Line.

Some Questions Regarding Stone Arches.

Sectionat Centerof Arch.

sufficient stability to sustain itself and the load directly
above it then the whole series of arches must be suf
ficiently strong. Now, a single arch 1 foot thick would
have practically the same strength if the intrados and
extrados were inclined to the face of the arch that it
would if these surfaces were at right angles to the face,
as the abutting surface of the voussoirs would have
practically the same area In both cases. The springing
stone of each arch, however, should be cut with a level
bed and the two faces of the arch should be parallel.
To answer the questions of the correspondent more
definitely, I should say that the cross joints of the sheet
ing for, say 15 or 20 feet from the lower end of the vault
should be cut parallel to the face and each springing
stone cut with a level bed. Above that distance It would
probably be safe to cut the joints at right angles to the
soffit on so slight a grade as that mentioned. Con
structed as above the arch would probably be fully as
strong as If the soffit were level.

What Tools Are Best for Carpenter's Kit.
From H. K. R.. Lamed, Jan.—Replying to " Young
Wood Butcher," Ashton, R. L, whose letter appears In
a recent issue, I would advise him to get a Stanley
combination No. 45 plane; one l^-inch rabbet plane, one
set of wooden hollow and round planes, and for fancy
planes he will have many idle days during the year in
which he can make all the different patterns of mold
ing and match planes for which he can ever find use.
If he lives near timber and can get all kinds of hard-

Wood Butcher
" of Ashton, R. I., in regard to the most

serviceable tools for his
" kit," I would advise him to

purchase only the very best on the market, because they

are the cheapest in the long run. Stanley's Nos. 45 and

55 are very nice planes, as well as all tools marked
" Stanley." The " Taintor Saw Set

" is a good one, and

the " Langdon Miter Box
" will give satisfaction. Strat-

ton levels, Buck's chisels and Disston's saws are also

good. I have one of " Starrett's Patent Combination
Squares " with which I would not part at any price if I
could not get another like it. But no two carpenters

think alike in buying tools, and
" Young Wood Butcher

"

will find it very convenient to have a good variety In

his chest

Construction of Dormer Door or Window,

From No Name, Gladstone, Mich.—l am seeking the ex

perience and knowledge of mechanics older and abler

than myself in the art of building, and hope you will

place my request in the Correspondence department of

the paper. I desire to ask with regard to the proper
construction of a dormer door or window, and trust some

chartiable reader will respond. I have built several in
my own way, but believe I am not right in the construc
tion on a balloon frame building. A dormer of proper
dimensions, neat and becoming in appearance, is a thing

that every carpenter does not build, yet I have seen
them. The kind of dormer about which I desire to
learn would be part below and part above the wall plate,

and be itself in a plane with the main wall, the plate of

the dormer to be carried up to support the extension of
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the collar beams and the eaves not connected with those
of the main roof. My difficulty is this: My casing inside
and out is out of proportion; the outside casings are too
wide, and the inside casings too narrow. My mode of
construction is to use 2x4, doubling them at the cor
ners, thus making 4 inches; the window jambs % inch
and side corner board % inch, making a total of 5%
inches, or G inches for the wridth of outside casing. This
is too wide. At the same time the plaster inside is flush
with the face of the jamb. How are the collar beams
managed, and are the dormer walls built on double raft
ers, and what projection should the cornice have as com
pared with the main cornice ? This building of dormers
I consider a rather important matter to the average car
penter, particularly to the small jobber and country car
penter who makes his own plans and does his own work.
I therefore ask some kind reader to do me a kindness by
giving it in detail.

Universal Rule for Obtaining Length* and Revels
of Hip Rafter*.

From L. W. G., Alpena, Mich.—Having given a reply
to " W. S.," of Paterson, N. J., In regard to a method of
obtaining lengths and bevels of hip rafters where the
hips were equal and the plan square, I will now give a
rule which is universal, and can be applied to any plan,
whether square or not, and is adapted for any shape of

of Fig. 1, which governs the bevel of the backing for

that particular side. The hip rafter in Fig. 2 Is shown

concave in outline in order to demonstrate that the

method gives the proper results whether the work be

concave, convex, ogee or straight.

Does Owner or Contractor Aamune the Lout
From W. »S.\V., Washington, Iowa.— I have been a
reader of your paper for 16 years without interruption,
and have obtained many valuable hints in the way of
planning and executing work. It is a good while since
I gave anything for the Correspondence Department, but
there is a question I would like to have discussed by
some of the contractors who read its columns. The ques

tion is this: Suppose I was building a house where I
was to furnish the material and do all the work, but had

no written contract, as is often the case here; or, If I
had a contract it would state the kind of material to be

used in addition to other things. Now, while the house

was in course of erection, suppose there occurred a loss

Fig. 1.—Planof CornerBuilding,ShowingSeat
of Hip Kafter.

Fig. 2.—ShowingMethodwheretheHip Rafteris
ConcaveInOutline.

Universal Rule for Obtaining Lengths and Bevels of Hip Rafters.

rafter, be it straight, concave, convex or any other form.
First make a plan of the corner on which the rafter is
Intended to rest, as in Fig. 1, and draw a line to repre
sent the seat or run of the hip rafter. Be sure that the
line of the seat thus made angles on the corner to cor
respond with the real work. Next lay off one-half the
thickness of the hip rafter each side of this line and
square over from the seat line each way, a9 shown from
K to V of Fig. 1. Now lay out the hip rafter pattern
by the common rafter rule, which I gave in connection
with my reply to " W. S. W." In a previous issue, and
which Is no doubt understood by many, if not all, the
readers.
Having the pattern completed with its plumb and
level cuts, make plumb marks on the side of the pattern
about a foot apart. Now, with the square to those
marks, slide it up or down until the edge of the rafter
coincides with the figure on the tongue of the square,
which is the distance from V to the plate in Fig. 1.
Prick off this distance as shown at X in Fig. 2. Do this
at all the plumb marks, and then, setting a nail In the
points thus made, a thin batten bent around them will
give the line of bevel for that side, to be worked from
the center of the rafter. If the hips do not angle equally
It will, of course, be necessary to use the distance from
R to the plate for that side. It will be noticed that the
angle which the seat of the rafter makes with the corner
of the plan gives the distance more or less at V and R

by fire or wind storm. Who would be the loser; or, In
other words, whose house is it? I know that by the
" Uniform Contract " the owner is required to keep the
building fully insured, but in 20 years' building I have
only once built under that contract, and I know that
there are few who ever use it here. We make our own
contracts and the owner seems to think that the build
ing belongs to the contractor until finished, whether
there is a contract or not. It seems to me that when the
material is put up and not objected to by the owner, it
then becomes his property. What is the practice among
builders in the rural districts?

Some Questions on Rough Casting.
From E. S. M., Saxon, III—I would like to ask the
readers of Carpentry and Building a few questions on
rough casting. Will It do as well to use sheathing lath
as two layers of common lath laid on diagonally over
the sheathing ? What is the cost of such work, and is It
as warm and durable as beveled siding ? Would there
be danger of its being damaged by a hard rain before it
was dry, and would it crack much if put on in very hot
weather ? Would cement be better than lime plaster ?

Discussion or Stair Work Desired.
From O. S., Denier, Col.—The best answer that I have
seen to an inquiry —that is, the one most easily understood
by young carpenters with little education— Is the answer
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given by " C. H. C," Jackson, Miss., In regard to laying
out circular headed doors and windows in a swell or cir
cular wall. Now I, like a good many more young car
penters working for a living, run across a great deal of
stair work, and I would be very grateful, while I am
sure it would interest other readers of the paper, if " C.
H. C." or some one else competent to handle the sub
ject would discuss stair work in as simple a manner as" C. H. C." has illustrated the circle upon circle head,
keeping in mind that the practical way is the quickest
and best.

Rale for Chamfering.
From Chamfer, Michigan— Will some of the readers
kindly give me a rule for chamfering the corners of ver
andas and porch columns, and in fact for any situation
where a chamfer is required?

Construction of Inside Folding Blinds.
From Fbank J. Grodatent, Fort D. A. Russell, Wy
oming— In looking over my notes from which the de
scription accompanying the drawings of inside folding
blinds published in the February issue was written, I
find that something was omitted which I had intended

Quantity of Material Required In Laying 1000 Bricks.
From \V. \V. S., Brockton, Slass.—ln reply to the ques
tions raised by " Fred. White," Denver, Col., in the
February issue of Carpentry and Building, permit me to
offer the following:

Question 1.—One barrel of lime and three barrels of
sand will lay 1000 bricks.
Question 2.—One and three-quarter barrels of cement
and five barrels of sand will lay 1000 bricks.
Question 3.—Two barrels of cement and six barrels of
sand will lay 1000 bricks. A barrel is two and one-half
bushels. The joints are to be Vi inch.
Question 4.—One-half barrel of lime, two barrels clean
white sand, quite fine, and one-half barrel of marble
dust.

Question 5.—Three-quarter barrel of cement and two
barrels of sand, the brick to be laid with 14-inch joints.
Question 0.—Two barrels of lime and two and one-
half barrels of quite fine sand. " Mineral," I assume,
means " coloring," in which case put in from y? to 1
peck, according to the shade required.
According to my experience Peerless colors are the

best. Slack the lime as you would in making common

X ROD-'

Fig. 1.-Design Submittedby "F. B. F."—Scale,8-32Inch to theFoot,
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Fig. 2—DesignContributedby " 8.N. H "—Scale,%Inch to theFoot

DeMgn of Bridge of 50 Feet Span.

to incorporate, and which should have been Included, as
the blinds on the "A" side are hung differently from the
sections on the " B " side. On the section taken on the
line A B of the elevation, two methods for hanging
the blinds are shown. On the "A" side they are hung to
fold in a zig-zag way so that the second section folds
upon the first, and the third upon the second. This ar
rangement Is not the best or most convenient, as the
central or narrow sections will at times cause trouble by
catching in the pocket and offer an obstruction against
opening. The method of hanging as shown at " B " has
some decided advantages and merit, but requires a spe
cial hinge with the knuckle set out from the 1'aceof the
blinds about 1% inches with connecting wings at a slope.
These special hinges are used to connect the first and
second sections, while the third or central sections are
bung to the second section with the regular flat surface
binges. This allows the central or third section to open
singly and fold back upon the second section, which, in
turn, will fold back upon the first with the third section
between the first and second, the three sections together
folding back into the pocket or box. By this arrange
ment of hanging the shutters will never bind in the
pockets, but will open freely. This method of hanging
also allows the central or narrow sections to be opened
back upon the other sections when the blinds are closed,
thus giving light at top or bottom.

mortar. If the color is dry mix it in water and then
turn on the lime when slacking. I think the above covers
the sixth and eighth questions.

Design for Bridge of 50 feet «pan.
From F. B. F.— In answer to " F. R.," Coalville, Utah,
I send sketch, Fig. 1, of a truss for a suspension bridge
having a span of 50 feet, and so built as to sustain a
weight of 75 pounds per square foot.

From S. N. H., Cambridge, Mass.—I send inclosed a
drawing, Fig. 2, of a truss bridge in reply to the Inquiry
of " F. R.," Coalville, Utah, whose letter appeared in a
recent issue of the paper. I think the drawing is suffi
ciently plain to be readily understood by the sorrespond-
ent in question.

How to Light Gas By Electricity.
From J. E. D., Chicago, III.—As a reader of Carpentry
and Building I have obtained valuable hints on a great
many things, but I regard the most interesting portion to
be the Correspondence columns. I wish to ask for a lit
tle information on the subject of electric gas lighting,
and would request the readers to tell me how to light
gas by electricity? How many batteries are needed and
where should the spark coil be placed? Is It a good idea
to use the gas pipes as a ground connection or a return
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connection to the batteries? How should the wires be

placed and how arc they properly insulated.

Give the Young Men a Chance.
From M. L., Newark, N. J.—l wish to commend " A. L.
W." of New Hampshire for his letter in the February
number of Carpentry and Building, and will add a few
words for the benefit of the young men in the trade. In
the first place permit me to say that they should be able

to make good drawings, both of floor plans and eleva
tions, for in order to know how to read plans they must

know how to make them. This is a vital point, and an
swers in some degree the inquiries of correspondents as

to how to read architectural drawings. We must not
forget that the contractor takes a big risk on his lumber
pile when he gives a man his first job of framing. My

advice to the new framer is to make himself a set of
framing plans with all openings figured out, as well as
length of trimmers and headers. This has been my plan

of procedure for the past five years, and I find it a great
help. Young men should not be afraid to ask questions,
for I have yet to see the case where a foreman has re
fused to show a young man when he asked him for in

formation. For Instance, there is on the job I am fram
ing a young man who is learning the trade. He was
with me while I was laying out the floor timbers and
roof, yet he did not ask a single question. Now, my
young brothers, if you get a chance, ask your foreman
how he gets the lengths of those rafters and the cuts.
Go right at it and keep it up, and he will find that you
want to learn and mean to work for something else be
sides 5 o'clock. He will show you all you want to know,
I will wager.

From H. M. B., Roxburi/, Conn— In the February num
ber of Carpentry and Building I saw a letter by " A. L.
W." of New Hampshire which, I think, is a good one for
all the young chips to read, and some of the older ones,

too. I have had a little experience in carpenter work,
and I ask space for a few lines for the benefit of the
subscribers of the paper. Last year I contracted for and
built a factory for grinding silica. I used heavy timbers
of oak and chestnut, the main timbers being 10 x 12,
and all well boxed, the amount of timber used being over
60,000 feet. Now what I was going to say was in regrad
to the men employed to do the work. Of course I laid
it out and looked after it, but I had only two men who
could do good work and make a good tenant and mortise.
The rest of the men thought they were carpenters, owing,
I presume, to the fact that they had at some time or an
other made a chicken coop or executed an odd job for
their neighbors. I hired these men, as I could not get
first-class carpenters, they being very scarce. I didn't
hire the men because they were cheap, nor as a majority
of the farmers do, who say that they cannot afford to pay
us boss carpenters $2.50 a day when they can hire a man
for $1.50. Now these men we call " .Tack Knife Car
penters " in Connecticut. In the summer ot 1S98 I was
repairing a house, making it two-story and remodeling
It inside and out. The next neighbor had a roof put on
by our " .Tack Knife Carpenters," and, as will be re
membered, it was a very dry summer, which was possibly
fortunate for the occupants of the house. When it did
rain the roof leaked so that the wall fell off in the pantry,
and, of course the roof had to be looked to, so I was asked
to go and seewhat could be done. Ifound thatthe leak was
In the gutter, so it had to be ripped up and laid over
again, as it should be. Now this is what the farmer
calls cheap work, but it is dear in the end. Of course we
all have to live and learn, but it takes a long siege of
practice and patience to become good carpenters. It re
quires an extra fine lot of tools and various grades of oil
stones in the tool chest, but all of these are of not much
value if you do not know how to use them. Give me the
man who can take an old tool, place it in working order,
and then Is willing to be told how to use it. When I com
menced to work at carpentcry these were the kind of
tools I had to contend with. I don't suppose I had any

of those fine grades of oil stones that we read so much
about in Carpentry and Building, but the old plane cut and
did its work well as long as the elbow grease lasted.
Wooden oil stones were not in style then. Some of the
young carpenters may think I am rather harsh in my re
marks, but that is not my intention. If they will have
patience they will soon see how the boss carpenter will
help them, and when he finds they can do better work
he will advance them step by step, and so on until they
are able to read the plans. When t'uey have reached this
point, If they have had a good boss, they have learned the
different grades thoroughly and are ready for contract
ing and to be master of their work.
Carpentry is not my only work, as I am a pattern
maker and raolder as well. I am much pleased with the
articles describing the method of making wood patterns,
flasks, core boxes, &c, by Charles J. Woodsend. I do not
suppose carpenters generally are interested in molding
work, but if so I can tell them how to build a plow out
of an old stove or any old cast iron, and would advise
them not to trade their clean work for that of a foundry-
man. I work in the foundry in the winter and do car
pentry work In the summer. There may be some of the
readers of the paper who will say " he Is an old chip; a
jack of all trades and master of none." If some of you
young chips who pound your fingers in cold weather
will come to Roxbury, where our foundry is located, we
will warm you up so you can strike for higher wages.

From N. H. D., Newburgh, N. Y.—ln this month's (Jan
uary) issue there is a letter by " C. W. B." of Reading,
Pa., entitled " Give the Young Men a Chance." This is
a timely topic, and if the bosses and contractors would
take the suggestion offered by " C. W. B.," there would
be better mechanics all around. How many bosses are
there who will give their carpenters a chance, even old
mechanics, to work from plans, or even look at the plans
and specifications ? It appears to me as if the majority
of contractors and their foremen are afraid to let the
men working under them see the plans of a job, for fear
the men might learn something; or perhaps they feax
that something might be stolen or the foreman might lose
his job. I have worked at the trade over ten years, and
in different sections of the Eastern States, but I found
very few bosses who will give the working mechanics
the plans, &c, to work from, no matter how good the
mechanic may be. I have worked on jobs where the
working mechanics knew more about the drawings and
the way to work from them than did the foreman In
charge. It is not always the foreman In charge of the
job who understands his business, nor is he always a
mechanic. I know that from my own experience, neither
are all the contractors competent as to mechanical abil
ity or in reading plans, but there are men who have
plenty of nerve and they get to be foremen. Some of
them soar to the position of contractors and they trust
to luck and go ahead. I have seen men who were fore
men on jobs who had to depend on one of their men to
work the plans, and then the foreman claimed the credit
for the satisfactory completion of the job. I know of
numerous cases where contractors and foremen have
measured up plans for material for the carpenter work
and then came out behind and considerably short of ma
terial. I have in mind one builder for whom I worked
a few years ago who figured on the carpenter work of a
double two-story brick building, and who left out a
tier of floor beams and rough timbers of one house, as
well as the rough sheathing and the floor for one story
of the same house. He had his bid made out according
to his bill of material. This is only one instance. I
might quote others under the same heading. I agree
witli " C. W. B." that if the bosses would give their men
a chance at the plans and instruct them in reading and
measuring them, we would have better work done, and
much better mechanics. I have found that it takes consid
erable tact to explain to a man how to do so and so when
perhaps he has never seen anything like the idea that
the boss is trying to explain. By giving the same man
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a scale drawing and the specifications to study he would
catch the Idea at once and execute the work as in

tended by the architect, whereas, if the boss tried to
get him to catch the Idea from verbal Instruction he
might miss some idea that would spoil the work. As
" C. W. B." says, some bosses say they have no one
whom they can give in charge of work. I say the
chances are ten to one that they have men who could
take charge of a job anywhere if they would give them
a chance. If not, they must have a queer lot of me-

would be only too pleased if some of them would take
it to heart.

Power for Small Carpenter Shop.

From J. E. D., Chicago, III.—What is the best motive
power for use in a small carpenter shop? I want to run
a lathe and circular saw and desire to know whether to

use \>k to 2 horse-power. Will some of the readers who
have had experience in this line do me the favor to reply?

Ventilating a Bathroom.

From J. B. D., Chicago, III—Will some reader tell me
how to ventilate a bathroom, located as Indicated in the
sketch which I inclose ? I have a 5-inch ventilator
through the roof, which I find is all right some days, and
at other times there is a down draft with a strong smell
of sewer gas from the vent pipes extending through the
roof, as indicated in the sketch.

Ventilating a Bathroom.

chanics. But let them teach the men who do not under
stand plans how to read and work from them, and then
they need not cry that they have not a man they can
■end out on a job. I hope to hear from others on this
subject

From E. L., Globe, Ariz—Having read the issue of
Carpentry and Building for January, 1900, which is just
at hand, I take the opportunity of answering " C. W. B.,"
of Reading, Pa., whose communication appears under
the title " Give the Young Men a Chance." The cause
for inferior mechanics lies not with the boss, but with
the men. My experience with every man I have thus
far handled is that if I instruct him, and spend my time
with him for any length of time, he invariably thinks
I cannot run my business without him. He strikes for
higher wages or quits and goes into competition for less
than that for which I could get anything done. Although
such men are forced to leave after a short while, it hurts
the trade for the time being. The cause for the poor
class of mechanics nowadays is simply that
the young men have perfected themselves
In one certain piece of work and do not j§

|

travel. They want as high wages as a good ||

all-around mechanic who has knowledge
of all the branches of the business and who
learned and perfected himself at his proper
cost and not at the cost of his boss. Nowa
days the trade is conducted upon a very
small margin and no one can experiment
with men.
If the young men want a chance let them
study after work hours, go traveling and
try to get into every kind of work, from
digging fence post holes to very fine
cabinet work. For a period of about ten
years let the question of wages alone, and
after this time I could guarantee such a

man a Job anywhere, even where there
Is the greatest supply of labor, for
he would be able to command the
highest wages and steady work at that. The fault
lies only with the young men, who are really noth
ing more than apprentices, who want as high wages

as an old experienced hand. No one can blame the boss
for putting these young men on such work only as they
are able to do, and a good deal of their work has to be

done twice on account of lack of proper judgment. I hope

I have given a few pointers to the young men, for I

have practical experience to show for my assertions, and

Plan for Stone and Frame Barn.

From J. C. W., Pine Bill, Pa— I notice in a recent issue
of your valuable paper the inquiry of a correspondent,
" D. S.," Belmont, Manitoba, for a barn plan, so I take
the liberty of sending herewith a rough sketch, which
represents my understanding of his requirements. The
plan is for a bank barn, 36 x <>4feet, with an 8-foot "fore-
shoot," as we call it. He can at once see that there is

little space which is not utilized. The plan will give
him eight doors and four windows at the sides, and if
the barn is not too much in the bank or hill he can put
one at each end of the stables, as indicated at X X on
the plan. The advantage of having the doors all lead
ing out is that the cattle are not likely to get mixed, and
in having a foreshoot or overshoot one is not exposed
to the weather In opening the doors. I would suggest to
the correspondent that he make double doors in two
halves, one above the other, and then have a transom
above the doors. This will give sufficient light when all
the doors are closed. This kind of a barn should face
east, if possible, and in summer or on a warm day Id
winter the upper doors can be opened. Referring again
to the plan, it is intended to have the cattle stand facing
the entries, so that feeding can be done from both sides.
The dotted lines indicate the manger or racks and
troughs, while the little squares show stones for posts
under girders. If preferred to shut out chickens, &c.

Plan for Stone and Frame Barn. —Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

from the horse stable, put in a door in the rear passage

way. It will be noticed that one stall is left large enough
for a sick horse, or one that is cross to others. Make

the door about 4% feet high, and lath up the stalls above

the troughs, as this will make the stall light. I have not
given any particulars about the frame superstructure, as

I understand the correspondent wanted only the floor
plan. Should he desire more in this direction I shall be
glad to comply with his wishes, so far as I am able.
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BRICK VERSUS WOODEN HOUSES.
By T. B. Ghbquikb.

MUCH
has been said in the trade journals during the

past year about the superiority of brick over wood
for country houses. The writers have in many cases
been men of talent, who handled the pen with the skill
and grace an Italian does the stiletto, and many of the
points have proved well nigh convincing. The articles
have furnished most interesting reading, and the mound
of favorable evidence has so grown by accretion that It
bids fair to claim brotherhood with its great predecessor,
the mighty tower, at the building of which backward
reading languages, separable verbs and other lexico
graphical delights came into being.
If the tower of Belus, the Babylonian walls and the
massive structures of Rome were of burnt clay, they
are all now either unpicturesque ruins, heaps of debris
or memories. Some day, perhaps, our 30-story buildings
will likewise fall of a heap and the coming man will sit
on a hill of clay fragments, mixed with iron and muse
on the air of ugliness and desolation it Imparts to the
surrounding landscape.
Carpentry and Building should put lance in rest,
buckle on an armor of proof and sally forth to do battle
for wood, while it still exists. Some day this commodity
bids fair, as things go now, to become as extinct as the
dodo, or as the white rhinoceros will be in a few years.
Wood in all its forms may become an Item of record
only, with a few samples to be found, perhaps, in
museums and curio cabinets. Then the building world
will be compelled to fall back on burnt clay, and the
evidential mound will reach the sky.
It should not be, although it is, necessary, as a pref
ace, to distinguish between wood as wood and the proper
treatment of It in building. Many a shed or barn Is more
picturesque than Its accompanying, yet pretentious
neighbor, the family house. Why ? Because wood Is
used in them in a manner that is in strict conformity
with its characteristics, while on the adjacent house all
sorts of vagaries, Incongruities and curiosities are at
tempted. Quoins are nailed at the courses to give an air
of stone, bands and molds are introduced that do not
belong to the material, buttresses are built up of Inch
boards and pinnacles cap the climax by being stuck on
windy points, over saw cut arches, perhaps, where they
by degrees, as they decay and become loose in the joints,
tumble about at various angles, and give the building a
rakish look of dissipation far from pleasant.
The defense of wood houses must be confined strictly
to such as are, or are to be, built on the Immutable prin
ciple of construction and decoration in accord with the
material to which they are applied. It would be mere
Quixotism to fight for others. As we are likely to have
wood with us for some generations yet to come, it Is
possible that some wise legislative act may bear fruit
In providing a means whereby trees may be something
more than a name to our descendants, and as people of
means will continue to live in cities and towns for the
winter season, using more or less temporary habitations
among the fields for the warm months, it will not be
amiss to state a few reasons why, in our opinion, wood
Is far better suited to such buildings than brick or stone.
To begin with, there is but one reason why wood is
objectionable, and that is on account of its being burn
able, and even this is more in the imagination than the
reality. Everything In a brick house, as at present con
structed, is liable to conflagration, except the walls, and
even they have frequently, after a fire, to be taken down
and rebuilt. They get smoked and have to be cleaned;

if they are painted they cost as much or more to keep In
order than frame, and the mortar joints are constantly
disintegrating. They are apt to be damp, they are
gloomy, and it is very difficult to make them thoroughly

harmonize with the surrounding life of nature. The
sharp angles and rises admit of no relief, and baked

clay outlines do not soften with time. These faults

wood constructions have not, and indeed there are proc

esses whereby inflammability can be much diminished,

If not overcome. There are several reasons that operate
very strongly in favor of wood houses:
1. Their comparative cheapness. In some localities
brick and stone are difficult to procure, as for Instance

the seaside and out of the way country places. Even

with these materials close at hand, under no circum

stances will the cubic foot cost be less than 12 cents,

while frame houses can be built from 8 to 9. The

average house has, say, 50,000 cubic feet. What would

then cost $6000 in brick can be built for $4000 or $4500 in
frame, with the same interior finish and conveniences.

This saving is a considerable Item to the person who has

only so much to Bpend.

2. The wood house is likely to be dryer and In conse

quence more healthy. Bricks absorb moisture, and after

a long spell of wet or damp weather this fact is pain

fully apparent to the indwellers, fire being required;
whereas a frame house, if properly painted, is dry al
most immediately, and the moisture does not permeate

the material at all.

3. Picturesqueness. In this particular much more
can be done with wood than brick, and the outlines, as

we have said, are always softer. Sticks and boards can

be chopped up and made to take almost any variety of
shape, sometimes, we are sorry to say, of the most in

congruous and grotesque kind, and In skillful hands the
result of such freedom must tell for beauty.

4. The wooden houses can be built in much less time,

and in weather that is prohibitory to the erection of
anything in which mortar plays a part. This is a

valuable consideration when work must be done, as it
frequently must, in winter. No doubt close and atten

tive consideration would discover many other reasons in

favor of wood. But we did not start out with any pur

pose of exhaustive discussion. We merely desired to

point out a few things that seem to have escaped obser

vation, and that might at the parting of the ways prore

food for thought. We trust that the frame house, which
has proved recently so valuable an educator in artistic
designing, so picturesque a habitation for our fore
fathers, and so lasting, if properly cared for, will still
remain a factor in the days to come, and will not be
scoffed at and relegated to second place, because it is not
of brick or stone. It has charms and benefits such as
we fall to find in anything but itself.

It is said that the addition of even so small a propor
tion as one-tenth of as much brick dust as of sand to

ordinary mortars is preventive of the disintegration so

often characterizing mortars used In the masonry of pub

lic works. The use of such dust mixed with lime and

sand is said to be generally and successfully practiced in
the Spanish dominions, and is stated to be, in all essen
tial points, superior to some of the best imported hydrau

lic cements for the construction of culverts, drains, tanks
or cisterns, and even for roofs, whether for setting flat

tiles or for making the usual flat tropical roof.

A good lime should possess the following qualities:
When delivered, it should be in hard lumps, free from
slaked particles of dust. There should be no cinders nor

clinkers in it, nor should there be more than 10 per cent,

of other impurities in it. It should slake readily In
water, forming a very fine smooth paste, without any
residue. It should dissolve freely In soft water. Lime
that leaves kernels of stones and traces of silica and
alumina when " run off " should not be employed for
plastering, but may be used in common masonry and

brick work with fairly good results.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— XL
By Chablks J. Woodsend.

THE
next article for our consideration will be a bev
eled wheel, suitable for a turn table, the plan and

elevation being shown in Figs. 75 and 7t) of the engrav
ings. The sizes, &c, are immaterial, the idea being to
give the principle upon which a pattern for this and sim
ilar work is made. In examining the elevation of this
wheel it will be evident that the pattern must be made
In such a manner as to use a three-part flask, and by so
doing it will not render the pattern any more expensive
than is absolutely necessary for the proper performance
of the work. It has been mentioned before, but will bear
repeating here, that one great principle in pattern making
is to employ as few parts (separate) in a pattern as pos
sible, and to so make the parts that the greatest amount
of metal shall be in the drag, or, at any rate, that it shall
be below the cope. Now by examining Fig. 77 it will at
once be seen how this is effected in the present instance.
The rim of the pattern at the smaller end is left loose.
The wheel is intended to be of iron. First lay down a

move chuck and pattern from the lathe and then the pat
tern from the chuck. Place the chuck back into the lathe
and face it off again. Now turn a depression into it a
little deeper than the amount of the projection of the hub
and of exactly the same diameter. There must not be
any play whatever, but an exact lit. Keep trying the pat
tern onto the chuck and turning the hole larger until the
hub slides in snugly without forcing. Now put three or
four fine screws through from the back of the chuck into
the rim of the wheel, placing them so they will not be
struck when turning the other parts of the wheel. Take
the chuck off the face plate if necessary, having care to
mark exactly where and how it goes on the face plate, as
the slightest movement or displacement is liable to
cripple the pattern— that is, make it irregular. Put the
whole back into the lathe and face off the web to true it
up, then proceed to build up the pattern a little higher
than the dotted lines, Fig. 77. Build it up while the pat
tern is upon the face plate. Remove the chuck and the

Fig. 76.—Planof BeveledWheel. Wheel. V Fig. 80.—Templatefar TurningThreadofWheel.

Waking Wood Patterns

section upon the board full size and to the shrinkage rule.
In making the pattern we start at the web and build up
that portion which will be in and toward the drag; in
other words, the largest side of the wheel. If the pattern
is a small one, circles sufficiently large for the work may
be sawn out of boards and glued one on top of another
until the desired thickness is obtained, always, of course,
putting the grain of one piece at right angles to the pre
ceding oue. If, however, the pattern should be large, the
better way is to glue the rim up in sections, that is, seg
ments, making the hub only of the solid pieces, the hole,

of course, to be cored out. After this is all built up and
the glue sufficiently dry, fasten it onto a chuck in the
game manner as previously explained. Make two tem
plates, as shown in Figs. 78 and 79. The former will be
used first to true off the faces and turn down the rim to
the proper diameter. The piece upon the template marked
A in Fig. 79 should be very thin, % inch being plenty, and
may be nailed or screwed on to the other piece. This
piece is the same shape as those marked A A in Fig. 77.
This part will be next to be turned. Afterward round
the edge of the rim—that part only which goes into the
drag, Fig. 77. Sandpaper these parts and shellac. After
the shellac is dry sandpaper again until smooth: then re-

Copyrighted,1898,by Charles J. Woodsend.

rattern from the face plate and lay aside to dry. If there-
are two face plates this will not be necessary. Just re
move the whole from the lathe and lay aside, using the
socond face plate for tbe next work, which Is the loose-
rim. Prepare and face off another chuck; then prepare-
segments for the loose rim. This must be made of at
least two thicknesses of stuff, no matter how reduced in
thickness the whole rim may be. These segments may
be nailed directly upon the chuck, using small wire brads.
It takes very little to hokl a thiirg like this fast upon the
face plate, at least if care is taken not to catch the turn
ing tool in it. Face it up. then true up the inner and also
the outer edges; then turn out the rebate, being very par
ticular to get it in the proper place and to give the sides
plenty of bevel. Tt. is to act in the same manner and is
for the same purpose as dowels. After this is all done re
move the rim from the chuck and draw the brads out of
the pattern with a pair of pincers, putting the wheel
back into the lathe. It is supposed that we have the tem
plates prepared for this side, the same as for the previous
one, and also one for the;bevel of the tread of the wheel.
Fig. 80. Face up the pattern down to the dotted line.
Fig. 77, then turn the tread of the wheel, using templat?,
Fig. SO. All these templates are used with the measures
taken from the center of pattern, as working from one
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point reduces the liability of mistakes. After the tread
is turned up turn the rebate to fit the loose rim. It must
■workfreely, having a very small amount of play so as

not to be liable to stick fast. After this is correct, tack
the loose rim upon the pattern with three or four small
wire nails. Then finish the turning, using templates sim
ilar to Figs. 78 and 79. Afterward round up the edge of

the loose rim, sandpaper and shellac as explained, give

the final coat of shellac and rub down with hair cloth

after the pattern is out of the lathe. Now turn up the

core prints for the hole through the hub, putting the cone
print upon the side of the pattern which goes into the
cope, Fig. 77. Proceed with these and the making of the

core box exactly as has already been explained.

WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING-
THE

building prospects for the ensuing year in Bing-
hamton, N. Y., are regarded as exceedingly bright, and
it is expectedthat the amount of work donewill exceed

by a large percentage that of 1899. One of the leading real
estate dealers and contractors expresses the opinion that
while it is somewhat early to make predictions of an exact
nature, he has no doubt whatever as to the prosperous out
look for the year. Many new dwellings are to be put up,
new sections are to be developed,and some of the industrial
establishments are to enlarge their facilities, all of which
tend to stimulate building activity.

Birmingham, Ala

The annual election of ofiicers and directors of the Build
ers and Traders' Exchange was held on January 10 at their
quarters, 306% Nineteenth street, corner of Third avenue.
The result of the election was the choice of Norman Kerr
for the officeof president, S. Spiro for first vice-president, C.
T. Hardman for second vice-president, A. Stockmar for
treasurer, and Charles W. Frickhoeffer for secretary. The
directors selected were A. N. Nelson, Henry Uhl, C. C.
Scull, and Martin Kerr.
After the election a banquet was held in the rooms ad

joining the Assembly Room and a general social good time
was enjoyed by all. The exchange is in a healthy condition,
having 65 members, while several applications are pending.
Much new work is in contemplation for the ensuing year,
somemembershaving reported business 50 per cent, greater
than for the corresponding month the year before.

Buffalo, N. Y.

The annual meeting of the Buffalo Builders' Association
Exchange was held in the rooms in the Exchange Building,
and called out one of the largest gatherings ever recorded
at an annual election. The officers chosen for the ensuing
year were Frank T. Coppins, president; Charles Geiger,
vice-president; C. B. Jameson, treasurer, and James M.
Carter, secretary. The trustees selected were Christian
Flierl, James S. Stygall, Jr., and Henry Rumrill, Jr. The
Arbitration Committee is made up of B. I. Crooker, John
Feist and H. C. Harrower.
Before the business meeting adjourned the retiring presi

dent, J. W. Herrick, was presented with an alligator dress-
suit case, a pair of cuff buttons set with diamonds and a
diamond pin. The presentation was made by E. M. Hager,
who thanked Mr. Herrick in behalf of the exchange for his
excellent managementof affairs. The report of the treasurer
showed the organization to be in excellent financial condition
and the exchange is at present especially strong in numbers
and in the interest manifested among the members. A very
prosperous year is expected. The meeting concluded with
an informal banquet, in which all participated.

Chicago, 111.

The bright prospects reported in our last issue for an
amicable adjustment of the labor trouble in the Chicago
building trades seem to have pretty nearly vanished. It
had been expected that the workmen's unions would accept
the arbitration agreementmade by the joint conference com
mittee of contractors and workmen's organizations. The
agreement was ratified by the contractors, but the several
labor organizations ignored the question at their meetings
and finally the contractors became exasperated at the in
differenceshown and attempted to force the situation. About
February 1 they sent an ultimatum to the labor leaders, in
sisting upon immediate action upon the agreement, but the
labor organizations practically ignored it.
The contractors have laid down rules which they say

will govern all their dealings with the unions, but they
have also adopted wage scales. In two instances the wages
that the contractors agree to pay are less than those de
manded for the year 1900 by laboring men, and the officers
of the unions affected declare that they will order strikes
unless the contractors pay the wages that they demand.
Such strikes would cause sympathetic strikes by the Build
ing Trades Council and the consequent cessation of building
operations throughout Chicago.
The rules recently adopted by all the contractors' asso

ciations are as follows :" The unions affiliated with the Building Trades Coun
cil having absolutely ignored the joint arbitration agree
ment and failed to ratify the same, we hereby make the
following rules, to be enforced by the contractors
of Chicago on and after February 5, 1900:" Eight hours shall constitute a day's work." Time and one-half will be allowed for all overtime." Double time for Sundays and holidays.

" No limitation as to the amount of work a man can per
form in a day." No restriction as to the use of union or non-union
material." No restriction as to the use of machinery." The foreman shall be the agent of the contractor." The right to employ and discharge whomsoever he may
choose is reserved to the contractor."
The contractors' rules clash with the rules of the unions

in regard to the restrictions of material, the privilege of
discharging men without cause, and the employment of non
union foremen. The rules of the Stonecutters' Union will
conflict in other particulars. This union forbids the use
of machinery in cutting stone and makes six hours a work
ing day from October to April. The restrictions aa to the
amount of work a man shall perform are made by five
unions— namely, the plumbers', gas fitters', steam fitters',
plasterers' and lathers'.
The men declare that they will refuse to abandon any
of their rules without submitting them to an arbitration
board for consideration. It is believed that the contractors'
rule as to wages is the most likely to start trouble. The
contractors have declared that they will pay but 42% cents
to carpenters, while the carpenters demand 50 cents an
hour, and but 25 cents to hod carriers and building la
borers, when the union demands 30 to 35 cents an hour.
These two organizations are among the most powerful in
the council. In all cases but these two the scale of wages
granted by the contractors is identical with that now de
manded by the men. Some of the unions may yet demand
better wages, however.
On February 10 several thousand men took their half
holiday in accordance with the union rules, which precipi
tated a crisis in the trade on the following Monday when
the men reported for work. Operations on most of the large
buildings came to a standstill, although the cessation of work
was not universal throughout the city. As we go to press
it is stated that the unions may attempt to carry the fight to
other large cities, and develomentsare awaited with interest.
At the annual meeting of the Builders' Club of Chicago,

held in January, William D. Gates was elected president ;
Spencer S. Kimbell, first vice-president; E. W. Sproul,
second vice-president; Charles W. Gindele, treasurer, and
Edward Kirk, secretary. The Board of Managers consists
of Edward Kirk, A. W. Beidler, James A. Hogan, T. D.
Whitney, Frank J. Johnson, Julian J. Pleas and John C.
O'Counell.
The Carpenters and Builders' Association at their an

nual meting in January elected the following officers for
1900: President, Murdock Campbell ; vice-president, Wil
liam A. Harris ; secretary, John F. Neagle ; treasurer,
Robert Munro : directors, for two years, W. F. Behel. C.
W. Mills, Alex. Gordon : for one year, W. Irving Clark,
John Ramcke, John Dick ; Arbitration Committee, Frank
Doherty, T. A. Dungan, Murdock Campbell, C. W. Mills,
T. J. Hodgson.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange, at its annual elec
tion on January 15, selected the following officers for the
ensuing year : President, John Rawle ; first vice-president,
Victor Falkenau : second vice-president, Samuel I. Pope ;
treasurer, I. I). Richards. The directors include Alexander
Gordon. J. H. Coffey, Martin Delaney, S. M. Randolph and
H. W. Barber.

Cleveland. Ohio.
The regular monthly dinner of the Builders' Exchange

was held Thursday, January 25, at the Weddell House,
there being present as guests of the exchange Director of
Law Hogsett, Building Inspector Harks and City Engineer
Ritchie. A number of architects were guests of different
members. The subject for discussion after the dinner was" The Building Laws and Regulations of the City of Cleve
land." Several good suggestions were offered by the city
officials, and the necessary steps were taken to co-operate
with the city to secure the proposed reforms.
The regular quarterly meeting of the exchange was held
Monday evening, February ;"

>
,

when very satisfactory reports
were received from the secretary, treasurer, and Committees
on Finance, Membership. Entertainment. Legislation and
Revision of the Constitution.
The Legislative Committee has taken steps to secure a
law whereby electrical construction may be placed under
closer supervision and faulty work endangering life and
property be rendered impossible. Other reforms which are
receiving attention are in the direction of a proper and
constitutional lire escape law, and a law in the interests
of proper safeguards in reference to the construction and
location of heating apparatus.
The annual banquet will be held Monday evening. Feb
ruary 20, in the auditorium of the Chamber of Commerce
Building. This will be the most elaborate and important
banquet ever given by the exchange. Governor Nash has
accepted an invitation to be present, and it is hoped_that
Secretary Sayward of the National Association of Builders
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will also attend. The Pittsburgh, Columbus and London
(Out.) exchangeswill be represented.
The exchange has published a vest pocket hand book,

containing the names of the officers and committees of the
exchange; an alphabetical and classified list of members,
with addresses and telephone numbers; a list of exhibitors
and desk holders ; employers' associations ; national, state
and city supervising architects and building inspectors;
members of the local chapter of American Institute of
Architects ; Cleveland Architectural Club, and list of archi
tects, with addresses and 'phone numbers. This book has
been widely distributed among the building fraternity and
has been received with many compliments.
The Entertainment Committee has proposed organizing
a Builders' Congress, to be held some time in the early
spring before the opening of new summer work. It is the
purpose of the committee to have different subjects of in
terest to builders discussed by experts in specific depart
ments of work, and also to open the way for general dis
cussion by those interested.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

The Master Builders' Association of Colorado Springs
was incorporated in January, the object of the association
being the maintenance of reading and exchange rooms, to
establish a certain standard of worth, excellence and skill,
and to work for the best interests of members by seeking
and demanding fair and honorable dealing among them
selves in relation to each other and third parties. The
Master Builders' Association has existed in the city for
the past two years, but it is only recently that it was in
corporated. The directors include A. J. Gillis, G. M. Young,
K. J. Verner, Peter Schmidt and James Kern. The mem
bership is limited to 30.

Detroit. Mich.
The figures covering building operations in Detroit dur
ing the year just brought to a close show a slight increase
as compared with 1898. In 1800 the number of buildings
projected was 2054, estimated to cost a trifle over $4,000,000,
while in the previous year 2020 buildings were projected,
estimated to cost $3,915,565. As might naturally be ex
pected, the greatest activity occurred in March, April, May
and June, when over 900 buildings were planned. The out
look for the ensuing year is that considerable work will be
done, including the execution of some rather large under
takings.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
One of the most interesting phases of the building situa
tion in Grand Rapids, Mich., is the apparent tendency to
build better houses than heretofore. It is said that the aver
agehouse which will be built next summer will cost more, ir
respectiveof the rise in the price of materials, than has been
the case for four or five years. Real estate is becoming
active, and not only in Grand Rapids, but all through West
ern Michigan the feeling is gaining ground that the next
six months will see a large increase in the amount of build
ing.

Hartford, Conn.
The annual meeting of the Master Builders' Association
was held on Monday evening, February 5, President H. B.
Philbrick being in the chair. The report of the secretary
showed a membership of 75 and that there had been an
average attendance of 40 at the meetings during the year.
The subjects discussed at the meetings and appropriate ac
tion taken included " Hours of Labor," " Rates of Wages,"" Co-operation with the Labor Unions Regarding Outside
Labor," " Rules Governing Competition," and " Co-opera
tion with Dealers in Building Materials." The report of
the treasurer showed the finances to be in flourishing con
dition.
After the association adopted a set of rules governing
the preparation of estimates, the y proceededto the election
of officers, which resulted as follows : President Halsey B.
Philbrick ; vice-president, Charles B. Andrus ; secretary.
Burton L. Newton, and treasurer. Thomas Barrett.
The directors electedwere W. H. Scoville, Fred. J. Bliss,

W. E. Caulkins, George J. Gerety, Edmund Brown, and A.
W. Budde.

Kansas City, Mo.
The Master Builders' Exchange has elected the following

officers for the ensuing year : President, W. H. Wood ; vice-
president, John Lonsdale ; secretary and treasurer, W. A.
Wilson.
Trustees : A. Sutermeister, A. F. Roddy, D. B. Rudy,

W. A. Bovard, J. A. Gates, (ieorge Goodlander.
Lowell, Mass,

The building prospects for the spring season remain
about the same as last reported. Labor organizations, how
ever, are active and prolific and now cover about every trade
in the building line. The Builders' Exchange has suffered
the loss of two prominent members in the death of W. H.
Staples of Staples Brothers, mason builders, and Charles
H. Coetello of T. Costello & Co., plumbers. The latter con
cern has executed some of the largest plumbing contracts
in thecountry, including the State House and Union Station
at Boston.

New Haven, Conn.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held
in the parlors of the Tontine Hotel on the evening of Janu
ary 29, a goodly number being present. The meeting was
called to order by President J. A. Fogarty, after which re
ports were read showing the exchange to be in a prosperous
condition. The election of officers for the ensuing year re
sulted in the selection of A. H. Buckingham for the office

of president, F. R. Thompson for vice-president, J. Gibb
Smith for treasurer, and Elmer Dibble for secretary. The
Board of Directors elected to serve for three years consists
of C. A. Knoll and G. P. Merwin. At the conclusion of the
meeting light refreshments were served.

New Bedford, Mass.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange, which

was held in January, was one of the most largely attended
in the history of the organization. The officers electedwere :
President, S."C. Hunt ; vice-president, Arthur E. Buffington ;
treasurer, Charles S. Paisler, and secretary, E. F. Penney.
The Board of Directors include the above, with Charles E.
Pierce, H. W. Tripp, C. G. Randall, George R. Wood and
William B. Janney.
At the conclusion of the meeting the members enjoyed a

collation at Winship's Caf6. After refreshments, remarks
were made by the newly electedofficers and others, the mas
ter of ceremonies being President Hunt.

Omaha, Neb.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange held their annual
meeting in January and elected the following officers for
1000: President, J. Fred. Smith; vice-president, R. C.
Strehlow ; treasurer, E. G. Hampton ; secretary, W. S.
Wedge. Directors : John H. Harte, John Rasmussen, J. M.
Dow, Thos. Herd, A. P. Johnson, John Rowe.

Philadelphia, Pa.
At its annual meeting in the lattter part of January, the
Master Builders' Exchange elected seven directors to fill
vacancies in the board caused by the expiration of terms of
office, the new members being elected for three years. The
annual report showed a large credit balance. An endow
ment of $6000 for the Master Builders' Mechanical Trade
School was reported.
At a meeting of the newly elected Board of Directors of

the exchange,held on February 13, they organized by electing
John S. Stevens president for the ensuing year; William
Conway, first vice-president; William S. P. Shields, second
vice-president; James J. Ryan, third vice-president; Wil
liam Harkness, secretary, and Charles H. Reeves, treasurer.
Stacey Reeves was chosen trustee of the Endowment Fund,
and W. H. Matthews superintendent of the building.
At the annual election of the Building Trades Club

Thomas F. Armstrong was chosen president; Albert A.
Reeves, vice-president; Henry Longcope, recording secre
tary ; John D. Carlile, financial secretary, and F. M. Harris,
Jr., treasurer. The club is composedof the younger members
of the Builders' Exchange and has quarters on the third
floor of the building on Seventh street.
The annual meeting of the Master Carpenters and Build
ers' Association was held at the Hotel Lorain the latter part
of January, resulting in the election of Stacey Reeves as
President, R. J. Whiteside as first vice-president, George
Watson as second vice-president, Thomas J. Marshall as
treasurer, and Charles G. Wetter as secretary.
The celebration of the 110th anniversary of the found

ing of the Master Bricklayers' Company occurred in January
at the rooms of the Builders' Exchange. The company is
the second oldest mechanical organization in the country
and has a membership of over 3000. The officers elected for
the ensuing year were : President, Franklin M. Harris ;
vice-presidents, Michael McGee and Charles P. Hart ; treas
urer, John W. Miller, and secretary, William J. Gillingham.
The meetingwas of special interest in view of the formulated
demand of the bricklayers for higher pay. Since the meet
ing it
.
is stated that the master bricklayers acceded to the
demands of the men for 50 cents an hour for an eight-hour
day, to go into effect May 1
,

The meeting was followed by
a banquet and afterward there was a vaudeville entertain
ment.
The feeling is that there will be a gratifying amount of
building during the ensuing year, and this opinion is con
firmed in some degree by the large number of permits filed
during the month of January-

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The amount of building in the city of Pittsburgh dur

ing the fiscal year ending January 31, 1000, was greater
than during any similar period in its history. Superintend
ent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau of Building Inspection
issued his report on February 10, showing that for the
period named the operations numbered 3547, aggregating

a cost of $8,291,204. A classification of the operations shows
that of new buildings there were 2090 ; additions to build
ings, 091 ; alterations, repairs and moving of buildings, 766.
Of the new buildings erected 909 were of brick, 940 frame,
145 brick veneered.23 brick and stone, 28 brick -and frame,
22 iron clad, 9 of iron, 4 of steel, 3 of stone, and 2 of steel
construction. There wore 1002 dwellings and 57 stores and
dwellings. The increase in the number of new dwellings
erected, as compared with 1898, was 510, and the increase
in the estimated cost of same was $2,164,404. As in the
previous year, the majority of the improvements were made
in the outer wards or residential portion of the city. Super
intendent Brown recommends in his report the passing of
an ordinance by the city controlling and regulating elevators
and inclined plants.
Among the large building projects which are expected to
be launched in a few weeks is the erection of 100 nouses,
each standing on a plot having a frontage of 30 feet and a

universal depth of 100 feet, and which will cost in the neigh
borhood of $400,000. Most of the houseswill .havestone and
pressed brick fronts, and they will be erected after the
Colonial and cottage style of architecture. The contract for

a large extension ro the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Company's plant at East Pittsburgh has recently been
awarded, the total cost of the work running up in the
neighborhood of $400,000. There is also a great deal of
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work in prospect in the suburban districts, so that the out
look for Pittsburgh aud vicinity is very gratifying.

Racine, Wis.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange has just moved

into new quarters in the Young Men's Christian Association
Block, where they now occupy rooms of their own. Secre
tary John M. Driver writes that they are desirous of re
ceiving catalogues, samples and price-lists of all kinds of
building materials, to be the property of the exchange. For
the purpose of identifying the various contributors a card
will be placed with the materials And publications, so that
the senderswill receive due credit.

Reading, Pa.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held

at the Board of Trade Rooms February 1 for the election
of officers, which resulted as follows : Thomas P. Merritt,
president ; Fred. Shunk, vice-president and treasurer, and
E. F. Keever, secretary. The secretary read communica
tions from the Builders' Exchanges in Philadelphia, Pitts
burgh aud Scranton.

Savannah, Ga.
Something over fifty of the contractors and master build

ers of Savannah held a meeting the latter part of January
and organized a Builders' Exchange. It is stated that the
movement was brought about by a notification on the part
of the carpenters' unions that on May 1 an increase in wages
of about 33 per cent, would be demanded. The chairman
of the meeting in question was L. A. McCarthy and the
secretary H. M. Ward. A committeewas appointed to draw
up by-laws for the new organization.

Scranton, Pa.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange, held in
the Board of Trade Assembly Room, was largely attended,
and the result of the election showed the choice of the fol
lowing officers: President, Conrad Schroeder ; vice-presi
dent, J. Colligan ; treasurer, J. W. Finn.
The directors to serve for two years are :
H. J. Gunster, J. Colligan.
E. W. Smith, II. E. Sykes,
E. J. Williams, W. It. Williams.
The directors to serve for one year are :
John Benne, H. A. Hamfhold,
Luther Keller, H. C. Hennman,
C. N. Lord, F. Carlucci.

The report of Secretary Laudig was presented showing
a largely increased membership as compared with previous
years, and with a comfortable sum in the general treasury.
The building situation is rather quiet, but the feeling is

hopeful as to the immediate future.

St. Louis, Mo.
A new organization of the building contractors of the

city has recently been formed in South St. Louis with a
membership of 03. The claim is made that this is the first
organization of its kind to be found in St. Louis, as its pur
pose is to include not only the master builders but the sub
contractors in all lines of the building trades, in which point
it differs from the old organization of builders composed of
building contractors only. The objects of the association
are said to be " to arrange for harmonious and universal
action among all classes of builders, to correct abuses that
exist in the business, such as the peddling of sub-bids to
smaller contractors, to stop the payment of percentage on
figuring on contracts, to elevate the condition of the members
of each branch of the business and to prevent the builders
from making plans for buildings," a work which they claim

belongs to the architect. It is said that no attempt will be
made to raise the prices of building or to advance the cost
of materials, and all collusion with associations having such
obejct in view will be prohibited. It is also claimed that
the organization will guarantee to owners of buildings that
all transactions will be on a fair and honorable basis. Three
meetings of all the membersare to be held each month and
the fourth meeting will be for the master builders only.
The officers chosen at the meeting early in February were
George L. Gerber, president; Paul Wolz, vice-president; A.
Fredericci, corresponding secretary ; E. J. Remmers, finan
cial secretary ; Henry Albers, treasurer, and S. Scherrer,
sergeaht-at-armn.

Toronto, Ont.

At the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange a large
number of memberswere in attendance and the report of the
treasurer showed the finances to be in a satisfactory condi
tion. The election of officers resulted in the selection of H.
Martin as president; Thomas Christie, first vice-president;
James B. Thompson, second vice-president, and David Wil
liams, treasurer. The auditors chosen were George Clay
and Frederick Holmes. The directors elected were James
Crang, R. G. Kirby, James Russell, T. Cannon, Jr., and
John M. Gander.

Watertown, N. Y.

The Builders' Exchange held their annual election the
latter part of January and selected the following officers
for the ensuing year : President, George F. Townsend ; vice-
president, Thomas Ward ; secretary aud treasurer, P. H.
Brennau. The trustees are C. C. Burns, S. D. Peters,
Thomas Bigham, John Hardiman, D. Cavanaugh and John
Solar.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

The first annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange was
held at the Sterling about the middle of January. Many
architects and builders were present, and hearty good feeling
prevailed throughout the evening. Several addresses were
madeduring the evening, the speakers including Philip Raife,
a well-known builder, who defined the objects of the associa
tion, spoke of the necessity of the co-operation of both
builders and architects, and who also gave a short history
of the organization. He was followed by Architect H. L.
French, E. T. Long, J. B. llauser, A. H. Kipp, and, in con-
elusion, W. J. Smith, who delivered an excellent good night
address.

Worcester, Mass.

The architects and builders of Worcester are looking for
ward to a very busy seasonthis spring. While building opera
tions were in fair volumea year ago, the present outlook is said
to promise a considerable increase over that period. While
the greater amount of building in sight for the spring and
summer seems to be in the shape of dwellings, it seems
probable that several new business blocks will be put up
in the not very distant future.
One evening in January was observedas ladies' night at

the rooms of the Builders' Exchange, the social gathering
being one of the most successful in the history of the asso
ciation. Every one joined forces in the endeavor to make
the evening a success and their efforts were rewarded. The
entertainment consisted of humorous selections, a grapho-
phone concert and instrumental music by the Venus Mandolin
and Guitar Club. Refreshments were served and the closing
hours were devoted to whist and dancing. The committee
in charge was madeup of James I. Elliott, M. L. Foster and
A. W. Kimball.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
ACCEPTANCES WILL NOT PREVENT LIEN.

A contractor, in the course of the construction of a
building, drew several drafts upon the owners of the
premises In favor of, and delivered them to, a eompany
furnishing material, which were aceeptel by such own
ers, but nothing was paid upon them. The court held
that, In the absence of an agreement to receive the
acceptances as payments, they would not defeat the right
of the contractor to a mechanic's lien.—Bradford vs. Mc
Neill, 7G 111.App. Ct. Rep., 488.

RIGHT OF CONTRACTORWHERE OWNERCOMPLETESBUILDING.

Where a building contract reserved to the owner the
right to finish the work and deduct the expense from the
contract price If the contractor should fall on three days'
notice to supply a sufficiency of workmen and material,

and the contractor abandoned the work on receiving
such notice, and the owner completed the building, the
contractor could recover the difference between such ex
pense and the contract price.—Robinson vs. Chinese C. &
B. Assn., 54 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 858.

WHEN ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE MUST BE IN WRITING.

Under a building contract providing that, if the con
tractor falls to prosecute the work, the owner may take
possession and complete it, and the expense incurred by

the owner for materials and work
" shall be audited and

certified by the architect and his certificate of same shall
be conclusive on the parties," the architect's certificate

must be in writing, and it is too late to give same after
commencement of the suit upon the bond of the con
tractor.— De Mattos tw. Jordan, Wash., 55 Pac. Rep., 118.

WHEN BOARD OF HEALTH MAY REMOVE BUILDING.

A city board ef health may remove a nuisance, con
sisting of a building, or part of same, which Is dangerous
to the lives of pedestrians passing along the adjacent
street; but they must be prepared to show that it was
In fact a nuisance when their action Is called In question.
—Smith vs. Irish, 55 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 837.

RIGHTS OF WIFE AGAINST CONTRACTOR.

Where one contracted with a husband and wife to
erect a house upon their homestead for a stated sum, and
the contractor afterward agreed with the husband that
some of the money should be diverted to the husband's
pockets, the wife, by acquiescing in such diversion, was
not thus prevented from requiring the contractor to
build the house according to the contract. —Paschall vs.
Pioneer Sav. & L. Assn., Texas, 47 S. W. Rep., 98.

WHAT IS NOT SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE ?

There is not a substantial compliance with the con
tract, such as would entitle the builder to recover the
final payment, where there was a failure to plaster a por
tion of the house and build a flue provided for by tho
contract.— Franklin vs. Schultz (Mont.), 57 Pac. Rep..
1037.
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DESIGN FOR A ONE-STORY COTTAGE.

MANY
of our readers will doubtless be interested iu

the design of the one-story cottage which we il
lustrate herewith, more especially those who prefer a

bedroom and bathroom on the main floor. The cot

tage is of a design which readily adapts itself for erec

tion In the suburban and southern districts, and meets

the requirements of a family in moderate circumstances.

It will be seen from .in inspection of the plan that there
are four rooms and bathroom on the main floor, with

communication between the living room and kitchen

plastered on the inside and topped out above the roof

with colored bricks. The frame of the house Is to be of

North Carolina pine, with girder 8 x 10 Inches, sills 4 x

10 inches, joist 2x8 inches, ceiling joist 2x8 and 2x6
inches, studding 2x4 inches, all placed 16 inches on
centers, and rafters 2x4 inches, placed 2 feet on centers.
The outside walls are to foot on the sills and have a

Front Elevation.—Scale,!4Inch to theFoot.

Foundation. First Floor.
Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

Design for a One-Story Cottage.—Frank K. Thomson, Architect, Raleigh, N C.

established by means of a well equipped pantry. The
stairs to the cellar lead directly from the kitchen, while
those to the attic rise from the ball in the center of the
house. The cellar is located directly under the kitchen,
the other portions of the area not being excavated.
From the architect's specifications we learn that the
foundation walls, piers and chimneys are to be laid up
with kiln dried brick in lime mortar, the walls to have
footings four brick courses in depth with a 4-inch projec
tion each side. The chimney flues are to be smoothly

double 2x4 plate at the top. The inside partitions are
to have 2x4 inch bearing plate top and bottom. All
floor joists are to have one row of 1 x 4 Inch cross
bridging, well nailed at each end.
The outside walls are to be covered with one thick
ness of Cabot's Sheathing Quilt, securely fastened to the
studding, and on this Is to be placed North Carolina pine

weather boarding with 114-Inch lap. The roof is to be
covered with 1x4 inch surfaced strips, well nailed, and
on these 4 x 18 inch pine shingles, laid 5% inches to the
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weather. The rear porch, bathroom and closets are to

be roofed with tin, laid flat lock. All outside casings,
corner boards, cornices, &c, are to be of North Carolina
pine.
The flooring is to be narrow No. 1 North Carolina
pine, blind nailed. All interior finish is to be of kiln
dried stock, to be put up after the plastering is thorough
ly dry. Door openings are to be cased with % x 5 inch
plain casing cap and cap mold, as shown in the details.
Rooms not wainscoted are to have a 9-inch base and the
kitchen, bathroom and closets are to have 1-inch quarter
round at the floor. The kitchen and bathroom are to
have a wainscot of adamant or other quick setting ce
ment finish extending to a night of 3 feet In the
kitchen and 5 feet in the bathroom. All walls and ceil
ings are to be plastered one coat, the mortar to be
stacked for at least four days before applying to the
walls, the latter then being finished for papering. All
outside and inside wood work is to be painted two coats
of lead and oil. and the wainscoting in kitchen and bath
room is to have two coats of water proof paint.
The cottage here shown was designed by Frank K.

glass, the lining of elevator shafts with fire proof brick,

which afford* much resistance to the progress of the-
flames, and the avoidance of air spaces underneath the
floors. Elevator shafts and light shafts In tall buildings,
said Mr. Parsons, are excellent conductors of fire. Ia
view of the tact, however, that they cannot well be dis
pensed with, great care should be taken in rendering
them as nearly fire proof as possible. The presence of
many windows in a building adds very greatly to the-
danger of fire from the outside.
Mr. Parsons condemned the use of water tanks on the
roofs of tall buildings, unless the supports on which they
rest are properly protected. He illustrated the useless-
ness and even danger of an Improperly constructed water
tank with a view of the Windsor Hotel fire, where the
water tank fell 25 minutes after the fire was discovered,
carrying with it a large part of the front wall of the
building. The speaker also used the Windsor Hotel fire,
several views of which were presented, to illustrate the

Side(Left)Elevation- S 'ale. Inch to theFoot

Thomson, architect, of ltalcigh, N. C, and now of the
firm of Barrett & Thomson of the city named.

Fire Hazards in Tall Buildings

At a recent meeting of the Franklin Institute in Phila
delphia, Pa., a paper on the above subject was read by
H. de B. Parsons of New York City and from the Public
Ledger we take the following reference to it:
The speaker prefaced his remarks with the statement
that the term " fire proof," as applied to many large
buildings, is always a misnomer, as It is impossible to
conceive of a building which could not be damaged by
lire. Many large buildings, suposed to be fire proof, are
of such faulty construction that the application to them
of the terra fire proof is particularly erroneous. While
It Is practically Impossible, therefore, to construct an ab
solutely fire proof building, much can be done to reduce
the hazard of destruction by fire, either from within or
without.
Among the safeguards recommended by the speaker
were the protection of steel columns and girders with
fire proof material, the construction of fire walls, the re
duction to a minimum of the use of wood in the construc
tion of the building, the use of fire shutters or of wired

rapid spread of lire through a large building in the com
position of which wood entered extensively and in which
the protection offered by fire walls was completely neg
lected.
Other views illustrated the result of tests made by ap
plying great heat to unprotected steel posts and girders.
Five views of this character were shown. In each case
the girder or post was either broken or twisted after be
ing subjected to great heat for a period ranging from 23
minutes to two hours. One view showed the effects of
fire on a factory building, the floors of which were sup
ported by steel posts and which was supposed to be fire
proof. The destruction was almost as complete as if it
had been constructed of wood throughout. Well made
and well laid brick and mortar, said Mr. Parsons, are as
good protection for posts and girders as can be devised.
Almost all kinds of stone show serious evidence of disin
tegration after the application of great heat, and for this
reason are not as sui'.able for the protection of posts and
girders as brick.

The fire loss of the United States and Canada for
January. 1900, amounted, according to the New York
.lournnl of Commerce, to $11,755,300, as compared witb
$10,718,000 in January, 1800, and $9,472,500 in January,
1898.
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dome Mistakes of Coiiti actors

Contractors often make mistakes In assuming re

sponsibilities without proper compensation and in tak
ing unnecessary risks, says F. E. Kidder, the well-known
consulting architect in a late issue of the Brickbuilder.

Not a few contractors will estimate on a hazardous
piece of work on the basis that everything will proceed
favorably, and if any mishap occurs they have no pro
vision for meeting the expense invariably occasioned.
The contracting business necessarily involves the tak

ing of some chances, as in the rise of the price of ma

terials or labor, but when unusual chances are to be
taken, as in remodeling, underpinning, or supporting old

buildings, or in the case of uncertain foundations, the

contractor should protect himself by estimating so that

in case unexpected, although possible, difficulties are

encountered he will not lose more than his profit. It is
much better to let some one else have the job than to

take it at a figure which will allow a profit only under
the most favorable conditions.

Careless About Work.

Then many contractors are careless about allowing

their work to be damaged by other workmen or through

orders of the owner or architect. For Instance, a mason
contractor has built a cellar or basement wall, and the

excavator wishes to fill against it on the outside before
there is sufficient weight on the wall to insure its sta
bility, or perhaps he may be directed so to do oy the

architect or owner. If the excavating is under the con
trol of the mason, he can forbid the filling until such

time as it may be done with safety, but if he has no con
trol over it, he should protect himself by notifying the

owner in writing that if the filling is done it must be at
his, the owner's, risk, otherwise if the wall springs or
falls the mason contractor will be expected to make it
good.
Similar risks or chances of injury frequently arise In

connection with other portions of the building, espe
cially when the work is done under several contracts,

and the wise contractor will protect himself as far as
possible from damages that may happen to his work
through the ignorance or carelessness of others. If a
contractor executes a given piece of work In conformity

with the plans and specifications, and it is injured
through the fault of persons working under another con
tract with the owner, it Is evident that the first con
tractor should not be made to suffer from the damage;

but it Is the experience of all who have had charge of
building operations that, unless some unusual precau

tions are taken, it Is difficult for the contractor to col
lect damages for repairing his work, and he must leave
it in good condition before it will be accepted.

Work Improperly Designed.

Contractors also occasionally run a risk in attempting

to execute work that is not properly designed or has not

sufficient strength. For example, a stone lintel may be
shown on the drawings with a span so great that it is
doubtful if the stone will support its own weight and
that of the load upon it. Now, if the contractor goes
ahead and puts in the lintel without comment, and It
breaks, the chances are ten to one that the architect or
owner will insist on his putting in another stone or
remedying the defect in some way, at his, the con
tractor's, expense. The same thing might happen in the
case of an arch without sufficient abutment, or of a flat
arch with- no support under it. It Is therefore the busi
ness of the contractor to carefully consider all of the
constructive features of the building before he com
mences work on them, and If he believes that any part
of the work cannot be safely executed, as shown by the
plans, he should call the attention of the architect to it
and try and have it changed, or extra provision made to
give the necessary strength, so that there will be no risk
of failure. In case the architect declines to make any
change, the contractor should serve a written notice on

the owner that he will not be responsible if the work
fails, and at the same time he should take care to see
that the work is executed in the best manner, and in
strict conformity with the plans and specifications, so

that in case it does fail there will be no opportunity to
show defective work as a cause. Generally it will pay
the contractor to go to some extra expense himself to in

sure the safety of the work rather than to run any risk
of a dispute or possible lawsuit. The writer has known
of a number of instances where contractors have suf
fered considerable loss from carelessness or negligence

in this respect.

Contractor and Architect.

Occasionally a contractor permits himself to be im

posed upon by the architect in the way of details. Not
a few architects have the fault of showing much more
work on their details than is implied by the scale draw

ings, and of expecting the contractor to carry out what

ever they may choose to draw. Of course, if the details
are made before the contract is awarded, and the con

tractors have an opportunity to examine them, it makes
no especial difference if the drawings do not exactly
correspond, as the details would determine the charac

ter of the work to be done, and the tender would, or

should, be based on them. When the details are made

.•ifter the contract is signed, however, the contractor is

Dot obliged to adhere to them if they show more ex
pensive work tiian is reasonably Implied by the scale

drawings and specifications. Thus, for Illustration,

where carving or dentils are put on the detail drawings,

but are neither shown in the original scale drawings nor

mentioned in the specifications, the contractor may

claim an extra price for the extra work, or refuse to
execute it. A claim for extra remuneration, however,
would probably not be allowed unless made in writing
before commencing the work, and acknowledged by the

architect. It Is, therefore, best, in such cases, for the
contractor to politely call the attention of the architect

to the discrepancy, and show him that the work cannot

be done for the price at which the original work was

figured. If he Is then unwilling to either allow an extra
price for the work, or to change the details, the con

tractor must choose between omitting the extra work

or putting it in at his own expense. If to carry out the
details means a loss on the contract, It will probably
be best to refuse to do more than the contract drawings

call for, but if only a small amount is involved, It may
pay the contractor to retain the good will of the archi
tect by doing the work. Very often such extra work is

put on the detail drawings by draftsmen without the
knowledge of the architect, and when his attention Is
respectfully called to it he will have the details revised.
In conclusion, the writer suggests that while the main
object of a contractor is to make a profit from his busi
ness, or, in other words, to make a success of it, such
success depends upon the exercise of a considerable de
gree of intelligence and tact, and that a successful con

tractor must have in mind the interest of the owner and

architect as well as of his own; also that a successful
business does not necessarily imply that a profit must be
made from every piece of work. Not a few successful
contractors owe their success In a considerable degree to
the fact that they have carried out their unprofitable
contracts with the same thoroughness with which they
have executed their profitable ones.

One of the largest midwinter shipments of brick on
record was made from Haverstraw to New York City
the latter part of January. The shipment aggregated
nearly 6,000,000 bricks, which required 23 barges. It Is
said to be the intention of the Haverstraw brick makers
to continue shipping their stock to the city, and It is ex
pected by the time the work of manufacturing begins In
the spring their present surplus of over 90,000.000brick
will be gone, and that this will cause an active spring
and summer among the brick makers.
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Heating Bathroom* rnd Water Supply in

Tenement Houses.

The custom of furnishing the occupants of apartment

houses of the luxurious type with heat, hot water, elec
tric light, elevator and much other service that Is desir
able has led to a demand that some of these conveniences

be supplied in tenement houses. In some tenements the
apartments are let very low and the tenants are provided

with only a kitchen range, and they must supply the
stove to heat the sitting room and chambers. In summer
gas or oil is quite freely used for cooking, and from this
has arisen the demand that hot water be furnished, and
many owners to keep their buildings rented are contract
ing to have a small heater placed in the basement to fur
nish tne hot water and also a tank to store the water in.

In some Instances far sighted owners are also seeking to
reduce the expense of plumbing repairs by heating the
bathrooms and water closets to avoid freezing.

A system that was installed last winter by L. R. Wll-
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Seating Bathroom*and Water Supply in TenementHornet

Hams, 115 Beekman street, New York, is shown here
with, which is designed to furnish the tenants with hot
water, to heat the main hall from one radiator on the
first floor and also to prevent freezing in the 15 bath
rooms and water closets In the building, by running 2-

incb flow and return pipes through them. A No. 324
Patriot water heater, made by Boynton Furnace Company,
207 Water street, New York, Is used for the work. It
has a 19-lnch grate and is rated to carry 450 square feet
of direct hot water radiation, or to heat 275 gallons of
water per hour to the boiling point. The heater, how

ever. In this case satisfactorily accomplishes a consider

ably larger task.
It 1bconnected by 1%-lnch pipes with a 300-gallon hot
water tank, and has furnished the necessary supply to
the tenants without complaint. In the winter It carries
in addition 225 square feet of radiating surface, not In

cluding the flow and return pipes in the cellar, which

are covered. A 2-inch pipe runs from the heater, and
after a 1%-lnch branch Is taken off for a radiator having

75 square feet of surface in the main hall, It Is reduced

to 1% Inches and a 1-Inch connection is made, as shown,

to a 2-inch pipe that runs to the top of the fifth floor.

The main continues as shown, 1-inch connections being

made with two other rising lines. Just under the ceiling
on the fifth floor the 2-inch pipe returns from the side of
a tee in the riser to the basement, and with a 1-inch con

nection joins the return main, as shown. At the head of
the 2-inch riser a cap is placed after the pipe Is run
through a hole in a board that rests on the timbers to
support the weight. An air valve is placed in this pipe
just above the return tee so as to prevent the pipes from
becoming airbound. No expansion tank Is used, as the
heater is connected at all times with the 300-gallon tank,
and any pressure from expansion can work against the
pressure in the street main. The water in the large tank
being continually in circulation and never being entirely
drawn off, does not require as much heat as if 300gallons
had to be boiled every hour. In consequence the work
to be done by the heater Is very much reduced.

When the valves on the heating system are opened
the work for a time is a burden on the boiler, but the
bathrooms, being small, when once heated are easily

kept at a temperature well above freezing, so that the
tax on the heater is again reduced when in full operation
normally. The satisfaction to landlords from such sys
tems, which do not Increase the cost for heating greatly

over the cost for heating the water, has led to quite a

business for heating contractors In this line, and It is esti
mated that several hundred small boilers were used as

tank heaters in New York last winter, many of which
are also connected with an auxiliary heating system.

Precautions Against Fire at Paris Exposition.

Intending exhibitors and visitors from the United

States to the Paris Exposition in 1900will be interested
in knowing what arrangements and regulations will be
made by the French authorities against fire. The Paris
Exposition administration has taken all the measures

possible to afford security to exhibitors and visitors.

Their regulations are rather voluminous, containing 3ft
articles distributed In six chapters.

These regulations take up the openings and exists and

the stairways and doors of all palaces and buildings.
They regulate the width of doors and steps. All exterior
doors will open in and out. Doors opening only inward
must remain open constantly. Emergency doors will
bear an inscription stating their purposes, and in all hall
ways and corridors painted arrows will Indicate the di
rection of the exit. An emergency lighting system for
eight use will consist of lamps of 100 candle power, bear
ing the distinctive red color. All wood of the frame
work in the buildings will be covered with an insulating
coat of non-inflammable material. All stairways will be
of fire proof material.
The floors of all buildings, palaces, theater halls,
caffis, concert rooms, exhibition places and all railing
and balustrades will also be of fire proof material, and
before accepted will be thoroughly tested at the expense
of the contractors. All decorative canvas, awnings and
canvas coverings must be fire proof. All electric Instal
lation of cables, lamps, wires and conductors In the in
terior of the buildings must be put In under the super
vision of the director of exploitation. All motive power
will be admitted only under rigid conditions. The use
of celluloid in lamps, globes, balloons and other fancy
apparatus for lighting decorations will be forbidden.
The regulations for heating and lighting provide that it
can only be done by gas or electricity. The use of hydro
carbons, oils and petroleum, acetylene gas and other
gases than coal gas is positively forbidden, either for
heating, lighting or motive power.

The construction of meeting halls, caffis, concert halls
and theaters must be of fire proof material, and the the
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ater curtains must be of iron or asbestos cloth. The
lighting of such places will be exclusively by electricity.
A fire service as nearly perfect as possible will be estab
lished, with a water piping and pressure sufficient for
firemen's service. The administration assumes the right
to enforce any measure that may be deemed necessary
to assure safety.

The Spanish " Escurial."

It Is said that Spain possesses one of the largest
buildings in the world. It is at once a palace, a mu-
■seum,a library, a picture gallery, a monastery, a church
and a burial place. This wonderful edifice is called the
Escurial, and is located about 25 miles northwest of

Madrid. It was commenced in 1C53 by order of Philip
II of Spain, and was intended partly as a royal burial
place for the kings of Spain and partly as a commemo
ration of Philip's victory over the French at St. Quentin
in 1557. It is built entirely of granite and measures 744
feet in length by 580 feet in breadth. At each corner is
a lower 200 feet in hight. The building is supposed to

represent an enormous gridiron lying upside down, and

this shape is believed to have reference to St. Lawrence,
who was martyred on a gridiron. Twenty-one years

were spent in building it, and it cost $12,000,000—an

■enormoussum at that time even for a palace. It has
been twice partly destroyed by lightning and was sacked
by the French soldiers in 1808. It is said to contain
14,000 doors and 11,000 windows.

New Publications.

Ahchitectural Drawing. By C. Franklin Edmlnster,
Instructor in Department of Fine Arts, Pratt Insti
tute. Size 9Vi x 7% inches; 210 pages. Illustrated
with 90 full page plates. Substantially bound in
cloth, with attractive side title. Published by the
author. Price $2, post-paid.

This is a work which strongly appeals to the young

student seeking a knowledge of the principles of draw
ing, and should prove especially valuable to those de

sirous of learning how to read architects' drawings, for

it is obvious that in order to readily understand all

that a drawing is intended to convey it is essential that

the student should, in some measure at least, know how

to make one. In the preparation of the above work the
-author has brought to his aid many years of practical

experience in teaching young men how to make draw

ings, and it has been his aim in the compilation of the

volume to meet a well defined demand for a treatise on

•elementary architectural drawing. An idea of the scope

of the work may be gained from the headings under
which the subject is considered. There are nine chap

ters, the first of which deals with Drawing Materials

and Their Use, embracing Drawing Boards, Drawing
Paper, Triangles, Compasses, Ruling Pen, Tee Square

and Pencils, together with the matter of Inking, Visi
ble and Invisible Lines, Working Lines, Dimensioning,

•&c. In the second chapter simple geometrical problems
are considered, after which come, in the order named.

Simple Projection, introducing the principle of working

drawings; Intersection of Solids and Development of

Surfaces; Projection of Shadows; Instrumental Perspec

tive, Orders of Architecture, Study of a Frame House

and Studies in Masonry Construction The illustrations

are carefully executed, with lines clearly drawn, so that

the student may readily follow the various steps.

The two chapters last named will be found of special
interest and value to those who are interested in acquir

ing the ability to read drawings, as the various parts of

the drawings carry the names by which they are

known. This is more particularly true of the sectional
drawings, such as those showing details of windows and

frames, door frames, sections through floors, partitions,

«tc. Several of the general methods of splicing timbers

are illustrated, together with the manner of framing

wills and corner posts, water tables, cornices. &c.

The plates in connection with the various subjects
are arranged in consecutive order, so that each sheet
presents a problem a trifle more difficult than the- one
before. For example, in the Study of a Frame House
the plan is first drawn, this forming a basis for a com
plete study of all its details and framing, while In many

instances more than one form of detail which might
be used in the same position is presented. 'the work,

considered as a whole, is sucn as to prove of more than
ordinary interest and value to those desirous of ac
quiring a knowledge of architectural drawing.

Formulas and Tables for Heating. By J. H. Kinealy.
Si/.e, 4% x 0% Inches: 5:>pages; 17 illustrations; bound
in leather. Published by the David Williams Com
pany, New York. Price. $1.
This work consists of a series of formulas and tables
for heating engineers that have been translated from
the German for the convenience of those who plan and
erect heating apparatus, by Prof. J. H. Kinealy of Wash
ington University. St. Louis, Mo. The contents of the
book had previously appeared in serial form in The Metal
Worker and were of great interest to those who wish to
compare their heating calculation with those of the best
German engineers. The formulas are simple, easy to
understand and apply, and in all of the formulas and
tables the English units are used. Great care has been
taken to make the translation and calculation absolutely
correct. - The work is divided under 16 different heads,

which are mentioned in a table of contents, and it also
contains 15 tables indexed, so that any one can be con
veniently referred to. The size is convenient for pocket
use, and the binding is leather.

CONTENTS.
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OVELTIES,

The Twentieth Century Sheet Steel
Sash Pulley.

The Empire Forge Company, Lan-
singburg. N. Y., are offering the sheet
steel sash pulley shown herewith. In

burg, Mass., is agent The generator,
which has only recently been placed
upon the market, is shown in Fig. 3
of the accompanying illustrations,
some of the parts being lettered for
convenient reference. In the engrav
ing T represents the water tank, R the
gasometer, U- the carbide chambers
and M the pneumatic water clumber.

Novelties.—The TwentiethCentury SteelSath Pulley.—Fig. 1.—GeneralViewof
theDevice.

Fig. 1 are shown the pulley complete,
the wheel with' reinforced hearings
and the mortise in window frame.
In Fig. 2 the constrac-tion of the
wheel is illustrated. The wheel disks
are riveted together to prevent them
splitting open, and the rims of the
wheels are reverted to prevent them
cutting the sash cord. All axle bear
ings in the cases and wheels havi>
patented reinforcements It is pointed
out that the cases have solid ends,
making them as strong and durable as
cast iron pulleys, also that the ends of
the face plates enter the wood, hold
ing them as securely as screws would.
The case has a deep housing, which,

Fig. 2. -Sectional Viewof TwentiethCen
tury Sath Pvlley.

it is explained, keeps the rope from
jumping off the wheel. The manu
facturers state that the pulleys tit the
mortises, taking off all the strain, and
that the cases cannot buckle or bend
back. The pulleys are packed in paper
boxes and 100dozen in a wooden case.
They are furnished in 2 inch sizes,
with plain face plates, also with brass
or nickel face plates.

Angell Acetylene Generator.
The extent to which acetylene is
being used for lighting purposes and
its especial adaptability for illuminat
ing dwellings or other buildings so
situated as not to be readily accessi
ble for gas connections renders inter
esting a description of the Angell
acetylene generator, for which E. 8.
Boutwell of 12 Nutting street, Fitch-

In operation ths gas passes from the
gasometer to the scrubber S and
thence through the pipe 4 to the
burners. A three-way valve is located
in the pipe marked 11, directly over
the generator, and operated by the
lever H. This lever also operates at

connects it wit'a the gas holder. The
U-shaped tube Z connects the gen
erator with the box P, within which
is a pivoted basin, and into this basin
from the pneumatic chamber M ex
tend two tubes, one provided with a
stop cock and terminating in the bot
tom of the chamber, while the other ia
an air vent pipe extending nearly to
the top. The scrubber is filled with
powdered pumice stone or a mixture
of pumice stone and soapstone, which,
it is claimed, condenses moisture and
purifies the gas, thus improving the
light and protecting the burners. The
box P has an apartment to receive
any excess of water from the pivoted
basin and conduct it through a pipe
to the drip. Reference is made to the
fact that the chamber containing
water for the carbide is refilled sim
ply by pouring water into it after
closing a stop cock under it and re
opening it when filled. There are no
valves to be operated by the working
of the machine, consequently there i*
no chance of any part binding or
sticking or otherwise interfering with
its operation, which is said to be per
fectly automatic. All parts, except
ing the upright pipes under the gas
holder, are in sight and all working
parts readily accessible. The gen
erator is the invention of Edmund
R. Angell of Derry, N. H., and a
little pamphlet which has been issued
illustrates and describes the device in
addition to telling how it iB operated.

An interesting pamphlet entitled' The Preservation of Wood,Steel andGal

Fi-j. 3.—The Anyell AcetyleneGenerator.

the same time a cam connection with
the closure of the generator, so that
its movement in half a circle in one
direction both releases the generator
from its closure and shuts off commu
nication with the gas holder, while
in the opposite direction it both
fastens the generator to its cover and

vanized Surfaces" is published by the
Hoheen Mfg. Company. Canton, Ohio. A
great deal of information is given on the
phenomenonof iron rust andillustrations of
various structures preserved or needing
preservationare presented. The argument
of the pamphlet is directed toward the ad
vantagespossessedby the carbonizing coat
ingmadebytheGobeenMfg. Company. At
theendof the treatisearea numberof testi
monialsfrom prominentsources.



Smith's Itletal Window Frames and
8Mb.

The attention of architects, build
ers,contractors and in fact all inter
ested in fire proof building construc

tion is being directed to the hollow
metal window frames and sash
which K. Van Noorden & Co. of 944
Massachusetts avenue, Boston, Mass.,

Fig. 5.— VerticalSectionthrough Sttth and
Frame.

are manufacturing for the New Eng
land States under patents granted to
H. Collier Smith The frame and
sash are made of galvanized iron or
sheet copper and are glazed with wire

glass, which, it is claimed, affords
better protection against fire than
ordinary windows with tinned shut
ters now in common use. Fig. 4 rep
resents a horizontal section through
the frame and sash, the latter being

balanced by weights and sliding
vertically in the frames as in ordinary
windows. The bars and mullions of
the sash are made with interlocking
seams and are joined together with
rivets at the corners of the sash, thus
obviating any danger of melting apart
in case of fire. The construction of
the frame is clearly indicated in the
engraving. The guiding strip, A
is made in two parte, the upper part
being seemed permanently to the
frame and the lower part being re
movable to allow the sash to be placed
in the frame. For the purpose of giv
ing access to the weights the frame is
provided with slots opening into the
weight pockets, the slots being cov
ered by the guiding strip. Reference
to Fig. 5 will show that the side
frames are very strong, the face being
reinforced by the guiding strip A and
further strengthened by the double
thick web B, thus making a stronger
box, it is claimed, than one of wood
Fig 5 represents a vertical section
through the frame and sash, showing
the head and sill filled with cement
or fire brick, thus forming a non-
combustible tire and weather proof
window, which, it is claimed, will
neither warp nor buckle when heated.
While the construction here shown is
intended for the use of Bash balanced
by weights, it is also adapted for sash
without weights, one sash being made
to balance the other, the frame being
filled in solid with brick and cement.
Still another construction is where
the frame is filled in solid with brick
and cement and the sash are self bal
ancing.
In connection with these metal win
dow frames and sash the manufactur
ers direct attention to an automatic
self closing method, acting by gravi
tation. In this method when sash are
balanced by weights the lower sash
weights are made lighter than the
sash, while the upper sash weights
are made heavier than the sash, so
that if the sash are left free to move
the lower one will descend and the
upper one ascend, thus closing the
windows. A friction spring is pro
vided for the purpose of holding the
window open in any desired position
by pressing against the side of the
frames and thus compensating for the
difference in weight between the sash
and weight. As the spring is at

tached to the sash by means of fusible
solder, which melts at a low tempera
ture, it drops off and becomes inopera
tive in case of fire near the window,
and the latter will then close. In the
constructions where the sash balance
each other the lower sash is made
heavier than the upper and the spring
used in the same manner as described.
The manufacturers have issued an
illustrated catalogue presenting a
very interesting description of these
goods, and we understand that a copy
will be forwarded to any interested
person upon application to the address
given.

Plaster Corner Protection.
The use of metallic corners for the
protection of plastering in buildings
is rapidly growing in favor and sev
eral forms of the device are at present
on the market. Among these may be
mentioned Wood's steel corner bead,
possessing many interesting features,
not to mention the low price at which
it is offered. The device is manufac
tured by Gara, McGinley & Co., 23
South Seventeenth street, Philadel
phia, Pa., who state that during the
past 12 months it has been very ex
tensively employed in all classes of
structures, especially in public build
ings, churches, schools, hotels, &c,
where the wear is severe and the use
of a device of this kind almost im
perative. In Fig. 6 of the accompany
ing illustrations we show the practical
application of the corner and its ap-.
pearance after the lath and a portion
of the plastering have been put on.
The point is made that the device is
not only serviceable after the corner
is made but it also serves to make the
grounds and enables the plasterer to
work more rapidly than when the cor
ner was made in the old way with a

Fig. d.—ShowingApplicationof Wood's
SteelCornerBead.

straight edge. We understand that
the manufacturers will, forward
printed matter, together with a sam
ple of the device, to any one who may
be sufficiently interested to make
application.

The Berger Mtz. Company.

The salesmen of the Berger Mfg.
Company of Canton, Ohio, recently
tendered the officers and office em
ployees a banquet at the Barnett
House, Canton, which was a most en
joyable affair. A large party sat
down at the tables in the spacious
dining room, which was handsomely
decorated for the occasion, while
popular music was rendered by F.
Derlich's orchestra. The toastmaster
was S. Y. Bucknian, well known to
the sheet metal and roofing trade, and
the toasts and the responses were as
follows: " Growth and Success of the
Berger Mfg. Company," Hon. John
E. Monnot; "Our Salesmen," Ed.
Langenbach; "Salesmen's Expense
Account." Hon. Jos. Biechele;
"Punctuality and System," R. H.
Yancey; "Our Troubles on the
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Road," Walter Voight; "Greeting
to the Ladies of Our Office," Geo.
Barnes, and " Commercial Courtesy,"
F. Schwertner.

Star Adjustable Roof I'lanue.
The custom of extending the soil
and waste pipes of a plumbing sys
tern to the roof haBmade a demand for

Novelties.—Star AdjuttaUe Roof FHnge.—
Fig. 7— For liooft of Sharp Pitch.

some convenient form of roof connec
tion that will be water tight. In the
accompanying illustrations we show
the Star adjustable roof flange that is
being put on the market by the Ken-
drick Valve & Wa9her Company of
Syracuse, N. Y. The device is made
both of galvanized iron and copper
and so constructed that by carrying
two styles in stock a tight connection

desired angle the joint can be soldered
so as to be water tight, when it can
be placed in a roof to receive the pipe.
The upper portion is provided with a
lead calking ring so as to make a tight
connection around the pipe at the top.
The flanges are made for both extra
heavy and standard pipe, and are of
the best quality of galvanized sheet
iron and copper. Fig 8 shows the
nipple which is adjustable from a
pitch of one third to a flat roof. It is
pointed out that by the use of this roof
flange a plumber has less stock to
carry, as two sizes tit all pitches of
roof and there is no liability of making
a mistake in the angle, for it is not
necessary to adjust it until the job is
reached, when a neat, clean and quick
job can be completed.

Solid Frame Variety Wood Worker.
A new machine adapted for a heavy
range of work and likely to prove of
special interest as a labor saving tool
to carpenters, builders, sash, door and
blind shops, pattern maktrs, &c, is
the No. 2 solid frame .variety wood
worker, illustrated in general view in
Fig 9 of the engravings. This ma
chine is being manufactured by .1.A.
Fay & Co. of 513-533 West Front
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and will
form a part, of their extensive exhibit
at the Paris Exposition this year. The
tables of the machine aie made of
iron, each 86 x 19>£ inches and
having independent vertical and
lateral adjustments by means of
the hand wheel at the working
end of the machine when facing
for planing out of wind The ad
justments can also be made simul
taneously, thus constantly retaining
the proper distance between the

mental table is inserted between the
other two, thus making a continuous
saw table. For these purposes and
for paneling the tables are arranged
so that both can at the same time be
adjusted in a vertii-al line for varying
the depth of cut. The arbor is of steel
17 16inches in diameter and revolves

Fig. 8.-For Flit or One-Third Pitch
Kooft.

in three bearings supported on the
column. Another important advantage
which the manufacturers point out is
the fence, which is said to require no
separate adjustment. The machine
here shown is claimed to have a
capacity for planing out of wind, sur
face straight or tapering, rabbet door
frames, &c, rabbet and face inside
blinds, joint, bevel, gain, chamfer,
plow, make glue joints, square up
table legs, newels, &c. ; raise panels,

Fij. 9.—Solid Frame Variety Wood Worker.

can be made on a roof of any pitch.
Fig. 7 shows the flange with a section
of iron pipe passing through it,
adapted for roofs from one half to
one-quarter pitch. It is pointed out
that when the nipple is adjusted at the

periphery of cut and the edge of the
table. The tables are made with
grooves to receive the gaining frame
and are made continuous by filling
pieces connected with them when so
used. For sawing a short supple

either square, bevel or ogee; stick
beads, work circular molding, rip,
cross cut, tenon, bore, rout, foe. In
introducing this machine to the trade
the manufacturers point out its ad
vantages in the range and variety of
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work for which it is adapted, its readi
ness of adjustment, the ease with
which it is operated and kept in order
and the accuracy and rapidity with
which the work is performed.

Leather Handles for Chisels.
The Union Mfg. Company of 247
Grant street, Buffalo, N. Y., are

Fij. 11.—LeatherHandle*far Chitel*.

directing the attention of building
mechanics to the line of leather tool
handles which they are offering the
trade. The handles are made of sole
leather with square core bar, and the
company point out that the handles
will not twist, break or split While
tbeir first cost is slightly higher than
wood, the company state that the
leather handles are cheaper in the end.
They are highly finished and will not
blister or chap the hands. The socket
firmer, which we show in Fig 11 of
the illustrations, is made in six sizes
to fit chisels from 18 to - inches. The
company state that these handles have
beenin use for several years and that
they are rapidly increasing in popu
larity.

JTjRADE NOTES-

From the National Sheet Metal
RoofingCompany,339and 341Grand street,
JerseyCity, N. J., we have receiveda red
pocketwallet,containinga hatchof circulars
relating to Walter's Patent Standard
metallic tiles and siding. Cooper's Patent
QueenAnne and Clover Leaf metallic tiles
andsidingandotherspecialtiesof their man
ufacture. The company'ssheetmetal shin
glesaremadein copper,galvanizedsteelor
punted tin. The galvanied steel and
oxidizedshinglesaremanufacturedfromsoft
Bessemersteelsheets,coatedwith cineafter
all corrugations and embossingare com
pleted.The painted tin shinglesare made
fromthe best full weight IC roofingplHtes.
paintedon both sideswith pure linseedoil
andoxideof iron. Cooper'sleaderventilator,
a patenteddevice to be placedat theinter
sectionof the leaderand sewerpipes,forms
thesubjectof oneof tnecirculars,andatten
tionis alsocalled to theconcern'simproved
ventilatedskylights, steel and galvanized
watertanks, sheet metal finials and spires
acdtheimprovedEmersonventilator.

The Empire Forge Company
of Lansingburgh,N. Y.. call attention in
theiradvertisingspacethis month to some
of the merits claimed for their Twentieth
Centurysheet steel sash pulleys,on woich
threepatentshavealreadybeenallowedand
othersZare pending. The construction is
finchthat the endsof theface platesenter

the wood,holding them securely in place;
the rims of the wheelsare rivetedandcan
not cut therope:thecaseshavedeepbousing,
which keepsthe ropefrom jumpingoff the
wheel,while the wheel disks arerivetedto
getherand thereforecannotsplit. The com
panyalso show the powerdrill and boring
machineby Jwhich the mortisesfo" thepul
leysaremade,thepowerdrill beingreferred
toas " Avemachinesin one." A full descrip
tion of thepulleywill befoundin thedepart
mentof Novelties.
We have received from A. Dickey
& Co.,37-41Bristol street, Boston, Mass. a
four-pagefolder Illustrating what is known
as the Dickey spiral molder. This is ama
chinewhich,asits nameindicates,is intended
to turn out spiral work of a greatvariety of
patterns,and the manufacturersstatethat
it representsyearsof experiencein thebusi
nessof spiralmolding. It hasa enpacityfor
turning ont all kinds of spiral moldings,
straight, tapering,curvedor ovalshapes. It
will cut rights and lefts and from 1 to 20
threads. Its constructionis suchthat it can
be set at anyangleor degreeof twist from
one turn in % inch to oneturn in anvpitch
required. It can be operated by hand or
wer feedandonesetof cuttersis sufficient
make a variety of patterns. The travel
ing bed which holds the work swings ona
pivot so that the work is always squareto
thecutters,andthe bedwhich operatesback
andforth cuts bothways,so that thereis no
lossof time. This, the manufacturersstate,
is anexceptionallystrongpoint.

The National Pancoast Venti
lator Company, Philadelphia,receivedthe
onlyaward,a diploma,for ventilatorsat the
National Export Exposition just closed in
Philadelphia. The exhibit of the company
wasa very creditableone.and covereda line
of ventilators ranging in sizefrom 48inches
to thesmallestmade. The 48-incnventilator
formed therear of the exhibit. Ventilators
of a variety of sizes were arrangedin col
umns,and madequite an imposingappear
ance.Brides thecommercialsizesandstyles
of ventilatorsmadeby theconcerna number
of models of ventilators of special styles
madefor especialpurposeswereshown.
The Wilcox Mfg. Company of
Aurora. III., in their advertisement,which
appearsin this issue,call attentionto theLe
Boy nolsjless hanger,which they manufac
ture and which they have only recently
placedon the market. This hanger is re
ferredto asbeingcheapin pricebut of good
quality. The track and banger are both
adjustable,the steel track beingcoveredby
a woodcoveror shoe,and is absolutelynoise
less. It hasball bearing journals, casehard
ened, and is meeting with an unusually
favorable reception at the hands of the
trade. This companymakea full lineof door
hangersand will be glad to mail catalogue
onapplication. Their tradehas increasedso
rapidly 'that they have openedanofficeand
warehousein New York City at 168Church
street, which office is in charge of Edgar
Zabriskieas manager. A sufficientstockis
carried to meet the requirements of the
trade, and the customersof this company
will doubtless appreciate the enterprise
shownby this companyto takecareof their
wants.
The Van Wagoner & Williams
Hardware Company of Cleveland,Ohio,
have recently beendistributing a very neat
pamphlet ltound in colored paper covers,
illustrating and describing the Cleveland
joist and wall hangerwhich they manufac
ture. Themeritsof this hangeraresetforth
in a rather interestingstyle,while the illus
trationsshowsomeof thewaysin which it is
used. Price-lists are given coveringa great'
variety of sizes adaptedto meetmany re
quirements.
The Payson Mfg. Company of
Chicago.111.,aredirectingthenoticeof archi
tects and builders to the transom lifters
which theymanufactureandthe application
of which is shownin their advertising space
thismonth. These lifters are referredto as
the " Solid Giip " and as the " only reliable
lifter made." The companystate that they
will send prices to interestedpartiesonap
plication.
J. A. Fay * Egan Company of 513-
533West Front street.Cincinnati.Ohio,will
haveat theParis Expositionthis yeara very
elaborate exhibit of wood working ma
chinery, embracingmany of their leading
productions. Americanmadewoodworking
machineryhasbeengrowingrapidly in favor
with manufacturersall over the world, and
the exhibit of the companyshouldproveof
unusualinterest.
E. C. Atkins & Co of Indianapolis,
Ind., haverecently issueda new illustrated
catalogueof 156pagesrelatingto their com
pletelineof saws,saw tools,mill specialties,
&c. Someof the listshavebeenrevisedand
particular nttention is called to additions
andchangesin thelineof crosscut sawsand
smallgoods,suchashandsaws,&c.

Austin & Eddy of 121Broad street,
Boston.Mass..favor uswith acopyof a four-
pagefolderwhich theyaredistributing, call
ing attention to their Pioneer molding
sander. This machine is said to have a
capacityfor moldings,casings,base.&c. up
to 18inches in width, and finishing up to
8 incheswithout turning the stock. There

are threedifferent speedsat whi'-hthework
cantravel underthebrushes,and the manu
facturers point out that it will finish any
evenor unevensurfaceof molding,casingor
baseequal to the best handsmoothedwork
at therateof 25to 50feet perminute. The
machineis so constructedas to adaptitseli
to theform or shapeof anvmolding,and is
claimedto work equallvwell in hard or soft
wood. It occupiesa floor space7feetby 10
inchesand stands4 feet 10inchesin bight.
The four-pagefolder givesexplicit instruc
tions for operating the Pioneer molding
sander,andalsocarriesnumeroustestimonial
letters from someof those who haveprac
tically demonstratedits merits.
Ray S. Blinn has opened an archi
tect'sofficein theHnnt Building.Coshocton.
Ohio,andwould beglad to receivefrom the
manufacturersandothers in thetradecata
loguesandcircularsof buildingmaterials.

The Nicholson File Company of
Providence.R. I., have purchasedthe plant
of the Eagle File Company, formerly the
Madden& CockayneFile Company,Middlt--
town.N. Y., and will continue the business
of the latter, assumingall unfilled orders,
andto themall accountsduetheEagleCom
panywill bepayable. In a circular rela'ing
to the matter the Nicholson File Company
state that they will continue the manufac
tureof theold and well knownEaglebrand
of files,and assurethe trade who are now
selling thesegoods,and the consumerswho
areusingthem,that their qualities shall not
diminish under their caie. They solicit the
continued patronageof all thosewho have
handledEagle files,and promisethat their
businesswill receive prompt, careful and
courteousattention. All invoiceswill here
after bemadeout by this company,andall
unsettledaccountsdue the EagleFile Com
pany should be remitted to the Nicholson
File Company,Providence,R. I.

Frederick Reissman of West Point,
N. Y.. is distributing amongthetradecircu
lars descriptiveot bis Rafter and Polygon
gaugeandof thePerfection rule gauge,each
of whichheis offeringat a pricewhich i-an-
not fail to commandthe attention of the
practical boilding mechanic. The Perfec
tion rule gaugecoversa widescopeand is of
great practical utility, it being of special
value to carpenters, builders, cabinet
makers, draftsmen, architects, machinists
andmetalworkers. TheRafter andPolygon

fauge.
by whichanyangleor cut requiredin

heconstructionof buildingscanbeinstantly
obtained,andwith minuteaccuracy,is prov
ing verypopular,andthosewhohavedemon
stratedthepracticalmeritsof thetools»peak
in very flatteringtermsconcerningthem.
The third number of the second vol
umeof " Graphite," publishedby the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Companyof Jersey City. N.
J., in the interestsor Dixon's graphitepro
ductions, contains some very interesting
matter. Amongthearticleswhichare to be
found is one on " BridgePainting." another
on " A Durable Paint for Tin Koofs."some
"Comments on the Twentieth Century."
together with short paragraphsof general
interestto commercialreader?.
The Einnear & G-ager Company of
Columbus,Ohio, announcethat they have
sold to the Einnear Mfg. Companythesteel
rolling shutter department, including
patents, patterns, plans, machinery and
materialpertainingto thesteelrolling shut
ter, doorandpartition department;also the
goodwill of thebusiness. All unfilledorders
and contractsfor rolling shutters,steelcur
tains and partitions,it is stated,have been
transferred to the Einnear Mfg. Company,
whowill executethem~in*accordancewith
conditionsnamedin eachof the variouscon
tractsandordersyet unfilled. All payments
in accordancewith conditionsstipulatedin
each contract or order will therefore be
made to the Einnear Mfg. Companyon all
shipmentsmadeon and since January 1 of
the present year. The Einnear & Oager
Companywill continue the manufactureof
Einnear's patent ceilings, siding, wainscot
ing, &c, includingpaneledfire shuttersand
doors.
The I. X. L. Pump Company of 1015
Christian street,Philadelphia,Pa., have dis
tributed among their friends a uniqueand
attractive calendarrepresentinga slanting
roof houseof the usual Japanesearchitec
ture,with two rowsof lanternshangingfrom
thecornice,whilea viewof a Japaneseflower
gardenshowsthroughfrom the background.
The Bangor Excelsior Slate Com
pany of Easton, Pa., have beengranteda
charter of incorporation, of which R. S.
Brown, H. J. Steele.B. Pearsonand E. R.
Armstrong of Easton. and C. Miller ot
Nazareth.Pa., are the directors. The com
panyhavea capitalstockof $350,000,andwill
manufactureandsell roofingslatesandother
slategoodR.
The Gurney Refrigerator Com
pany of Fond du Lac. Wis., are sendingout
an attractivecataloguepresentinga full line
of domestic refrigerators, grocers' boxes,
refrigerator sideboards,ice chests, cooling
rooms, water coolers,&c. The' Gurney te-
frigerator is madewith a removablepatent
galvanized ice compartment, which is so
placedin therefrigerator that thesidewalls
and both end walls makean additionalcon
densingsnrfaceto that of theice itself.

to
"
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PRIMA VERA
FRESH PRIMA VERA (WHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIRECT.

We have just received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo w«
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average in
lengths, widths, color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to correspond

with us in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods used for Interior Finish and Decoration.

MAHOGANY.
Our stock of Mexican, Cuba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our pricee

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sts. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

WADDELL MFG. CO Corner Tayl0F and Coldbrook sts- Grand Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.
manufacturers of Carvings, Mouldings, Festoons, Newel

mood Carvings, ^^'jM&^/°s''' "^IZZ S
Hand and tffi ftt't&ilSl l$&fe£0sS§S^&:~^ Ornaments.

Porch Gnble Cnrvlns No. <iI v!.>.
illustratedin ourcatalogueandprice-listNo.18. Mailedfor 8c.in. stamps.

a A. A A A AJTk jfr JL\ gff~

These mouldings were made on DICK- pig
EY'S patented SPIRAL MOULDER."
The latest and best machine for the '
purpose. Send for machine circular, free.

ISPIRAL MOULDINGS
IN LAROEvariety.

Send25centoforcatalogueof latestdesigns.

A. DICKEV ifc CO..
1S-HBRISTOLSTREET.

Manutacturprtt,
BOSTON,MASS.

fWj LLER
STAVED UP, DRY

WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They Do Not Check.

STAIR RAILS

THE STANDARD

Wood Turning Co.
No 194GraeneSt..

JERSEY CITT, R. J. ,
send4c. In stampsror IllustratedCatalogue.

DETAILS:
Modern American Dwellir
with Constructive Details

Contains, in addition to other matter,
several hundred cuts showint
terlor and exterior trim.
This great work is arranged as follows
A page of text is given before each da
sign, describing the hortse and including
particulars relative to materials, finish*!
cost, etc. Next follows a full-page phot)
reproduction of the finished building
This is followed by plates showing la
front and side elevations and floor ph
Then follow page plates of Constructiv|
Details.
site 9 x 13 inches (oblong). Handsomely

bound in cloth.

Price $2.00, Prepaid.
nrsalebyOavM" n»Co..232WilliamSt..a.tj
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BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.
Est.1863. 1895.

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Planing Mill
Exhaust Fans*

HOT BLAST DRY KILNS,
for drying Lumber, Staves and

other materials.

SEND FOR- CATALOGUE NO. JO.

B. F. Sturtevant Co.,
BOSTON, MAMS.

The Most Perfect Sound-Deadener.
Notamerefelt or paper,but a soft,quiltedcushionor minutedead-airspaoes,Inwhichthesound-wavesareabsorbedandlost. Ascientificandrationalnon-oondactorofheator Bound,incomparablysuperiortothethin,densefeltsandpipers. Sendfora freesample; It'sanobjectlessonthatappealstoyourIntelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHING AND DEADENING "QUILT."
SAnUEL CABOT, Sole Hanufacturer, - 67 Kllby St., Boston, Mas*.

AQKNT8AT ALL OBNTRALPOINTS.
Alao Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shingle Stain*.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanlevs Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E, f5";£'C&':,

Squares, Laval,, Stool Rules, Dlvld- A
ors, Bevels, Nail Sate, Ete. \
ABKFOBCATALOOCENO.16-P.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO., ATHOL,MASS. 0STOOLS

PARQUET FLOORS
OF FINEST WOODS.

PLAIN OR ORNAflENTAL. S2d%to5 pfa?

Wehaverepresent
ativesandstocksof
floorsIn theleading

>1-

THICK OR. THIN.
andPrices.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $ \ 2
MtHltclS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those wa make
of Ornamental Brick. Onrs are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set np from oar
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

. & Boston Face BriOk GO., III3 Liberty Square, Boston, Matt.
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Cabot,Samuel.
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KannebergRoofingCo.
PennMetalCellingftRoofingCo.

Clothes Dryers
RillDryerCo.
Conductor Pipes
AmericanSteelRoofingCo.
CantonS^eelRoofingCo
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Lord&BurnhamCo.
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Bends
McGinley&Co.

Cornices, sheet Metal
BergerMfg.Co.
Eller,J. H.ft Co.
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KannebergRoofingCo.
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VanDomIronWks.Co.
Designs and Details (SecHouse
Plans.)
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David Williams Company, - - publishersandproprietors

232-238 William Street, New York

APRIL, 1QOO.
Stable and Carriage House Competition.

We take this occasion to remind our Interested friends

of the Competition in Stables or Barns and Carriage
Houses, which expires with the close of business on
May 7, for it Is probable that there are many among the
present readers of the paper who did not see the an

nouncement of this contest in the issue for December

last but who would like to compete for the cash prizes
offered now that the matter has been brought to their

notice. The nature of the scheme differs somewhat rad
ically from anything we have heretofore undertaken, in
that the basis of the prizes will be photographic views
of the buildings rather than drawings of them. The
stable and carriage house covered by the competition

may be described as such as can be found scattered all
over the country, on suburban sites and in the smaller

cities and towns, but in order to keep the contest within

reasonable limitations, and at the same time place all
contestants on the same plane of equality, the size of

the building is restricted as to the number of animals

for which accommodations are provided. This we think
will add materially to the interest, as it will exclude the
more elaborate and costly structures, and confine it to

that class of building which appeals most strongly to the
man in moderate, yet comfortable circumstances.
Photographs of the most attractive buildings, archi
tecturally considered, will be made the basis of the four
cash prizes to be awarded in the order of their respec

tive merits. After a decision has been reached by the
committee having the matter in charge, each winner of
a prize will be required to furnish, within a specified
time after notification of the fact, detailed drawings of
the building shown in his photograph, to the end that
the complete study may be published in our columns In
the usual manner. There is, of course, no objection to a
competitor forwarding his drawings at the time he sub
mits his photographs; although this is not vital to hiti
chances for a prize, but he must be prepared, should he
secure a prize, to furnish the drawings in due course.
In Ihifi connection it may not be without Interest to in
form prospective competitors that it is not essential
that they personally " take " the photographs which may
be sent in, or be the architect of the particular building
represented. Those who are interested in this contest
will find a full statement of the conditions, together with
all necessary particulars, in the prospectus of Carpentry
and Building for 1900, which immediately follows the
front cover of the issue for December last. We trust
that there will be a liberal response to the invitation
thr-re presented, so that we may have the opportunity

of publishing a great variety of buildings of the char
acter indicated.

Building Situation in Chicago.

The building trades strike in Chicago continues and
threatens, according to the statements of the labor lead
ers, to extend its unhappy Influence into other parts of the
country- It lias resulted already in a practically complete

suspension of building operations in Chicago and the

throwing out of employment of thousands of men. The

union leaders are still as determined and aggressive as
ever, and the contractors are equally determined to

hold out against what they consider the arbitrary and

unjustifiable demands of the unions. The dispute which

caused the strike Is not over any question of wages or
hours of labor, but is based on the refusal of the con

tractors to submit the conduct of their business to the
direction of the labor unions. They claim the right to

employ or discharge whoever they choose and decline

to permit the unions to limit the amount of work their

employees shall do in a day. They also refuse to promise

not to use non-union made material, or to use only such

machinery as the unions permit. To the dictation of the

labor unions in the past the contractors attribute the

fact that while the building operations in all other im

portant cities of the Union have shown large gains in

recent years, Chicago's total amount of building has

steadily declined until, last year, it was less than half
of what it was in 1890, and less than one-third of what
it was in 1892. So far, no dlspositon toward com

promise or conciliation has shown itself on either side.
Meanwhile a new element has Injected itself into the

local situation. The manufacturers of building ma

terial in Chicago have come together and decided to

suspend business entirely until such time as the building

trades dispute is settled. By this action some 15,000
men are thrown out of employment, and plants val

ued at $20,000,000 are made idle. No stone, brick,

cement or lumber can be obtained, nor can a building of

any kind begin until the differences between the

contractors and the unions are adjusted. The action of

the material men has been taken avowedly with the

view to force the contending parties to seek a settle

ment and put an end to a state of things that is affecting

not only the contractors and workmen, but the welfare

of the city at large. The effect of this new factor In the

situation will be watched with interest by the building
interests In all parts of the country.

A Trade School for Boston.

The gratlfylug announcement Is made that the city

of Boston is at last to have a trade school, modeled after

the pattern of the pioneer Institution that has proved so

shlniug a success in New York City. For a number of
years the friends and advocates of trade schools in that

city worked hard to have the Franklin Fund devoted to
the establishment of an institution for definite instruc

tion in the trades, and at one time it was believed that

their efforts would be successful. It was urged that this
disposition of Benjamin Franklin's bequest would carry

out in the most fitting way the aim of the testator— to

benefit the young tradesmen of Boston. But, after years

of delay, the trustees finally decided upon appropriating

the fund to more general objects of a public character.

The Idea, however, has now been taken up by the Mas

sachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, an old and

influential organization, composed of tradesmen who are

the sons of tradesmen, and which was founded in the in

terests of tradesmen. This body has undertaken to es

tablish at once a trade school in Boston on the lines

of tht New York Trade School. It is planned to start it
on a modest scale, with only three classes at first, but

with the view of ultimate expansion to large proportions.

The movement Is commendable from every point of
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view, and, rightly conducted, will command success.
That specific Instruction In the trades Is appreciated by
the young men of Boston Is proved by the success of the

plumbing classes carried on for some years past at the

North End Union In that city. These classes are always

full to their capacity, and young men have been turned
away each season for lack of accommodations. The pro

jected school in Its wider sphere will doubtless meet with
similar appreciation.

Fourteenth Annual Convention of Brick
Manufacturers.

In accordance with previous announcement the Na
tional Brick Manufacturers' Association of the United
States held their fourteenth annual convention in the
city of Detroit, Mich. February 7, 8 and 9, the head
quarters being at the Cadillac. The gathering was a
large one, there being representatives from nearly every

State in the Union, a fact which President Richardson
in his annual address pointed out as being indicative
not only of increased prosperity in the past year, but
also of good fortune in having been invited to hold the
convention in the " beautiful and hospitable city of De
troit." After the president's address the treasurer's re
port was presented, showing a comfortable balance on
hand.
The election of officers was then taken up, resulting
in the choice of William D. Gates of Chicago for presi
dent; George H. Clippert of Detroit for first vice-presi
dent; C. A. Schultz of Rondout, N. Y., for second vice-
president; Xavier Wittmer of Pittsburgh, Pa., for third
vice-president; Theodore A. Randall of Indianapolis,
Ind., for secretary, and John W. Sibley of Birmingham,
Ala,, tar treasurer. The Committee on Technical In
vestigation, consisting of D. V. Purrington, Anthony Itt-
ner, Charles A. Bloomfield and W. D. Richardson, was
re-elected.
A feature of the convention was the large number
of papers presented and the valuable discussion of them
by many of those prominently Identified with the brick
Industry. Among these papers may be mentioned
" Progress and Prosperity," by Grant Dibert of Pitts
burgh, Pa.; "Business Methods in Clay Working," by O.
T. Denison of Mason City, Iowa; " The Clay Age," by
Fritz Wagner of Chicago; "The Man Behind the Pug
Mill," by .T. R. Copeland of Birmingham, Ala.; "Dis
cipline and Courtesy In a Brick Yard," by M. E. Gregory
of Corning, N. Y.; "Construction of Brick Pavement,"
by G. R. Grimes of Terra Haute, Ind.; " The Market
Side of the Paving Brick Industry," by F. B. Stevens
of Detroit, Mich. ; " Brick Yard Pilgrimages," by Charles
H. Bray of Helena, Mont; "Kiln Experiences," by T.
C. Lundy of Farmlngdale, L. I. ; " Down Draft vs. Up
Draft Kilns for Burning Common Brick," by L. C. Moore
of Memphis, Mo., and " The Continuous System of Burn
ing," by F. S. Naugle of Warner, N. Y. There were also
a number of questions on the programme for general
discussion, each member being allowed five minutes for
an expression of his views. These questions were of a
thoroughly practical nature and brought out some valu
able points touching the manufacture of brick.
A very Interesting report presented was that of the
Committee on Technical Investigation, by Prof. Edward
Orton, Jr., in which he gave in detail the result of the
experimental work, illustrating the same by a series of
charts. The report of the Committee on Resolutions was
also presented and Secretary Randall read letters from
absent members. The convention was regarded as one
of the most Important and successful which the associa
tion has held, and in the opinion of President Gates the
association is stronger to-day in every essential element
than ever before.
The usual " pow wow " was held, this being a happy
combination of banquet, smoker and vaudeville.

Cincinnati Builders' Exchange.
On the evening of F«bruary 28 the old Builders' Ex
change, which for a number of years had occupied rooms
in the Grand Opera House Building on Vine street, was
formally declared out of existence. The Builders' Ex
change went into liquidation on January 3 last, and Its
affairs were placed in the hands of a Board of Trustees.
Secretary George L. Utter of the old Exchange states
that all Indebtedness has been paid up without 'assessing

the members, and the new organization, the Builders'

and Traders' Exchange, which will succeed the old one,
will start In with a clear field. The Builders' and Trad
ers' Exchange have taken the rooms of the old exchange

in the Grand Opera House Building. Fifty members are
on the list, each having paid dues to the treasurer of $25
for the ensuing year, a slight advance over the dues ex

acted by the Builders' Exchange. Enough money has

been collected and is now in the hands of the treasurer

to pay all expenses for the new exchange for the coming

year. A committee was appointed to formulate a consti
tution and by-laws for the Exchange.

Mechanics and Traders' Exchange.

The Mechanics and Traders' Exchange of New York

City have elected the following officers for the en

suing year: President, Francis N. Howland; vice-presi

dent, Frank E. Conover; secretary-treasurer, Edmond
A. Vaughan.

Trustees. Charles A. Cowen, Stephen M. Wright,

Augustus Meyers, John L. Hamilton, Thomas M. Mulry,
Francis M. Weeks, Ronald Taylor.

Representatives on Board of Examiners, Building

Department, Warren A. Conover, Edwin Dobbs.
Inspectors of Election, Alphonso E. Pelham, Michael
Larkin, Richard R. Latourette.

National Association of Master House Painters.

At the sixteenth annual' convention of the National
Association of House Painters and Decorators of the

United States, held in Washington, D. C, In February,
a number of very interesting papers were presented,
drawing out in the discussion many valuable sugges

tions. In connection with the convention were a number
of exhibits of goods of Interest to the delegates, many
of these being arranged with a good deal of artistic
taste. The officers elected for the ensuing year were:
President, Francis F. Black of Philadelphia, Pa.
Vice-president, Eugene McCarthy of Chicago, 111.
Secretary and treasurer, Joel Kennedy of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Building Trades Club.
The Building Trades Club of New York City held
their anuual election on February 19, resulting in the
choice of John L. Hamilton for president, Warren A.
Conover for first vice-president, Francis M. Weeks for
second vice-president, and William K. Fertig for secre
tary and treasurer.
Mnnagers for three years, James Curran, Vincent C.
King, Jr., John H. Shipway, Allen S. Duncan and John
Little; manager for one year, George S. Holmes.

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
Association.

At their recent meeting in Baltimore, Md., the Na
tional Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association elected
the following officers:
President, N. C. Lippincott of Philadelphia, Pa.
First Vice-President, Pendennis White of North Tona-
wanda, N. Y.
Second Vice-President, C. H. Bond of Oswego, N. Y.
Treasurer. Frederick W. Cole of New York City.
Secretary, E. T. Perry of New York City.
The Board of Trustees selected Pittsburgh as the
place for holding the next convention.
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FRAME RESIDENCE

THE
basis of the colored supplemental plate which
accompanies this Issue of the paper is a frame resi

dence,embodying in Its external architectural treatment
many points of Interest. Especially noticeable Is the
projection at the side of the house carrying the windows
which light the several flights of stairs, the window treat
mentin the front gable directly over the front door, the
baysat the left terminating with an ornamental railing,
and the general effect produced by the use of shingles
above the first story. The Interior Is divided Into four
principal rooms on the main floor, a hall with an alcove
serving as a reception room, a conservatory opening from
the dining room at the rear, and a commodious butler's
pantry in addition to one for kitchen utensils. On the
6ccond floor are five sleeping rooms, with bath, linen
closet, &c. While the room at the front is marked on
the plan " bedroom," Its location and size is such that
it may conveniently be used as a sewing room should
circumstances require. In the attic are two finished
rooms,with ample space beyond for storage purposes.

AT CRANFORD, N.J.
studs are placed 10 inches on centers and the rafters 20

inches on centers. The frame Is covered with % x 10

inch hemlock sheathing of the best quality, with sheath
ing paper over the entire outside. The first story is
covered with clapboards, and the gables, bays, &c, with
shingles, as shown on the elevations presented herewith.
The roof is covered with red cedar shingles, all of which
used on the house are treated with creosote stain.
The belt courses, cornices and all outside frames are of
clear white pine. The floor of the piazza Is 1% x 2%
inch white pine, jointed in white lead. The conservatory
has a tile floor and 14-inch ribbed glass In the skylights.
All floors and partitions are bridged with two rows of
2x3 inch hemlock. The inside walls are of adamant

Section.—Scale,
Inch to tbe
Foot.

Front Elevation.—Scale,V6Inchto theFoot.

Frame Residenceat Cranford, X J — /. A. Oikley. it Son, Architects, Elizabeth, N. J.
plaster. The first story floor is double, the lower section
being rough boards on which paper is placed and over
this a finished oak floor. All the trim Is of selected
cypress, and in the parlor, dining room and library the
windows have panel backs below them. The bathroom
has oak trim and floor. The stair newels and balusters,
also the rails and treads, are of oak, with selected cy
press for strings and risers. The entire house and front
porch is furnished with mosquito nets, also the cellar
windows. Each room, except the kitchen and bath, is
fitted with picture molding. The walls are decorated
with tinting and stencils. The kitchen walls are fin
ished in imitation tile by jointing off the plaster while
green, and then treating with three coats of paint and
a cout of white enamel.
All the plumbing work is of the exposed type, the
pipes being nickel plated. The bathroom is fitted with
embossed porcelain water closet, porcelain lined tub and

The house is pleasantly situated on Pittsfield street,
Cranford, N. J., and was erected for Johm H. Thompson,
in accordance with plans prepared by Architects J. A.
Oakley & Son of Elizabeth, N. J. The foundation walls
of the house are 18 inches thick, built of good field stone,

with joints pointed in cement mortar, the cellar windows

being blue stone rock faced. The cellar bottom Is of con

crete. There is a blind drain around the entire founda

tion of the house. All the timber used in the frame is
of spruce, the girders being 0 x 10 Inches, the posts and

ties 4x6 Inches, first and second floor joists 2 x 10
Inches, the third floor joist 2x8 Inches, the rafters and
collar beams 2x4 Inches, and the outside studs, braces
and partitions 2x4 inches. The veranda sills are 4 x 10
Inches and the beams 2 x 10 Inches. All floor joist and
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Tennessee marble washstand, wltb oak tank for water

•closet All plumbing Is Tented. The house Is heated
by hoi air from a Richardson & Boynton furnace. All
pipes In the partitions are wrapped with asbestos felt
and covered with metal lath.

House Construction in France.

The methods of house construction pursued In France
and the United States present some marked differences.
Id the former the heavy work— that is to say, the main

placed edgewise, the roof of blocks of terra cotta cov
ered with tiles or slate, the chimneys of marble, and,
finally, the doors and windows, the friezes, cornices, cas
ings, base boards and other wood work are all of oak or
walnut. It is due to this selection and arrangement of
materials, the proportion of anything of on inflammable
character being relatively so small, that a fire can very
generally be confined to the place where It started— to
this, indeed, says a writer, being attributed the fact
that a fire often breaks out in the cellar of a building
full of various combustibles, such as petroleum, oils or
varnish, without doing damage to the rest of the build
ing. Another safeguard against fire may be added to
the foregoing— viz., the almost universal use of Swedish
safety matches, which can only be lighted by scratching

on the side of the box.

The annunl report of the New York State Board of
Mediation and Arbitration shows that there were 4B5

+1-8—Mv?-v*-
1

Foundation.

Attic with Outlineof Roof.

DININGROOM o"x LIBRARY

First Floor.
SecondFloor.

Frame Residenceat Cranfnrd, N. J.—Floor Plans. —Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot,

walls—are all of dressed stone or rough blocks faced
with mortar, the girders and cross beams are of iron,
the ceilings are arched and of brick, the stairs of stone
or marble, the floors of terra cotta tiling of diamond or
hexagonal shape, the interior walls of hollow bricks

strikes last year compared with 271 the year before.
The demands generally were for higher wages and for
shorter hours, and were In the main successful, the Board
stating that the wages at the present time are higher
than they have been in some time past.
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Detail of Belt Course.—
Scale, Inch to the
Foot.
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:Detail of Dresserin Butler's Pantry.—Scale,h, Inch to the
Foot.

View in AlcoveLooking Toward Library Door, Showing
PanelsandGrille at Sideof MainStairs.—Scale,H Inch
to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details^/ Frame Residence at Cran/ord, N. J,
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THE ARCHITECTURAL SUPERINTENDENT.
THE

art of superintending is not only the art of fault
finding, but the art of fault remedying and fault pre

venting. If building operations were not attended by
mistakes, misinterpretations and disagreements, it is
evident there would be no need for the genus superin
tendent; hence, it is with the difficulties that beset him,
andtheir remedies, that this article will chiefly concern
Itself,says Edwin B. Clarke in the Techograph, an annual
publishedat the University of Illinois.
The faulty plan is the first source of annoyance. Fre
quently a set of drawings is so hastily finished that
omissious and inaccuracies are almost unavoidable.
Contradictions and discrepancies occur between the
general drawing, scale, and full size details, and the
specifications, resulting not only In annoyance and con
troversy, but also in no little expense and delay if not
discovered before the ordering of material, or the per
formance of that part of the work affected by them. It
should be the superintendent's first care to make a thor
ough examination of all plans and details, comparing
them with the specifications and with each other. In
order that all errors may be discovered and eliminated
before the work is begun. This examination will also
aid in fixing in the mind the peculiarities which differen
tiate the new work from others with which he has pre
viously been connected.
The plans furnished the contractors should be com
plete. The drawings should be provided in sufficient
number to thoroughly cover the work, and show plainly
how It Is to be done, so nothing will be left to the imag
ination of the builder. Numerous sectional drawings
should be provided, which shall clearly show any un
usual or special features or finish, and a sufficiency of
dimensions to permit the execution of the work with
the fewest possible arithmetical calculations by the
workmen at the building.

Reducing; Liability of Error*.
Draftsmen are usually reluctant to bind themselves
by figures on a drawing, but unless the workmen are
mind readers—and few of them are— it is hardly to be
expected they will properly carry out the artist's Idea
when he himself declines to define It. In figuring di
mensions, it Is of advantage to give, where possible, a
string of distances between centers of main features,
with subordinate lines of dimension for the separate
parts of those features, and also to note on each plan
the bays of dormers which are to center with some other
feature of the building, above or below them. This
method will materially decrease the liability of the
builder to make mistakes in laying out his work, and
an error when made may be quickly found and easily
rectified without affecting more than a single feature.
It will also be found useful to adopt a " building " line
'usually the line of the first story above the water table)
as a base line from which to figure dimensions, as well
on the basement and foundation plans as on the first
floor plan. This building line may be shown by a red
or black dotted line on the drawings. -

Explanatory Notes.
The value of explanatory notes on drawings should
not be underestimated, and the more of them there are,
even though they are repetitions of items covered by
the specifications, the better. The plans may be called
common property, since they are used by all the crafts
men alike, while the specifications, if accessible, are
usually so divided that each foreman refers only to the
particular section covering his special work, and is igno
rant of Its relation to that of the other trades. In such
cases it is evident that proper co-operation is improb
able. If not Impossible.
The repetition of the common lines of hlght on all
elevations and vertical sections is to be recommended.
It Is quite a convenience to the superintendent, and
tares mistakes arising from the builder's inclination to

trust to memory rather than to turn to the plan oa.
which the hights occur. It may be said that the con
tractor should be made to suffer for his own negligence,
but it must be remembered that the drawings are really
implements or tools, as necessary for the prosecution
of the work as the trowel, saw or hammer, and It is the
duty of the architect to furnish them to the builder In
as perfect a state as possible, If the final results are to
be satisfactory.
Any improvements tending to convenience in hand
ling will amply repay any extra time consumed in pre
paring them in the drafting room, and a day or two, or
in unusual cases even a week, devoted to figuring and
checking up dimensions on the working plans will
avoid expensive mistakes and time wasting delays, with
the resulting disputes and controversies, and at the same
time will give the plans a deflniteness that will enable
the estimator to make a closer proposal for the work be
fore the contract Is awarded. For the same reason It
is desirable to fully indicate, by framing plans or dia
grams, the kind and size of materials to be used and
the methods to be employed.

It is a decided advantage to the superintendent if
he has been employed in the production of the plans the
execution of which he is to supervise. His familiarity
with the drawings will enable him to see more readily
the effect that a change at one point will have on others
of the work, and will be especially valuable to him when
it is necessary to give an order without a chance for
study or leisurely consideration.

Tbe Superintendent's Drawing;*.
The superintendent should secure a complete set of
all drawings to be used in the work, including general

plan, scale and full size details and diagrams, outside
of the sets furnished the contractors. He should also

have his own copy of the specifications, and all agree
ments and contracts to which to refer in case of dis
pute between contractors concerning the scope of their

respective contracts. The above applies only to the
superintendent In charge of large work not in the same

city with the architect, who cannot, therefore, have ac
cess to the office sets.

Tbe First Duty.

The first duty of the superintendent on the ground is

to check up the dimensions and laying out of the build

ing. For this a steel tape should preferably be used,
and, for a long series of measurements, the ring end

held at a single point while the different required di

mensions are marked off in order along the length of the

tape from a memorandum slip previously prepared. This
prevents accumulative errors, which, with the average
mason, reaches 4 or 5 inches In 100 feet before it is
considered worth noticing. In order to "keep 'the work
in hand, the superintendent should require that he-shall

have approved all work laid out before building is pro
ceeded with. To measure the width of footing trenches
a stick cut to the width of the footing, with a notch for

the building line, will be found convenient. A plumb
line dropped from the building line stretched above will
pass the notch and show at once if the trench is prop
erly located and of the required size. With several dif
ferent widths of footings, and for places where no line
can be stretched in the excavation itself, this method

should save much time and many mistakes.
If the plans show no chases or slots for soil and
waste pipes, or gas, water and electric mains, the super

intendent should arrange with the mason to build them
in the proper places as the walls go up. Neglect to con

sider this frequently leads to unsightly results, such as
a group of pipes cutting through a handsome cornice,

or spoiling the appearance of an otherwise attractive

room. The location of the horizontal pipes should also
be considered; whether in the floor—that is, between the
Joists, or cut in over them; under the floor; hung to the
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celling below end exposed to sight; or under a raised
floor; also, whether the marble or other wainscoting
back of toilet room fixtures can set flat against the wall,
or must be moved far enough forward to allow the
waste, supply and vent pipes to run behind It.

Tbe Nole Book.
The note book should be the superintendent's con
stant companion, not only for jotting down ordinary
Items to Jog the memory for the dally details of the
work, but to be used as well to preserve a record of
orders to and agreements with contractors, Instructions
to foremen, and alterations or changes sanctioned in
plans or specifications. In fact, the entries should in
clude everything relating to the building which may
possibly be needed for future reference. Especially
should dates of orders, and delivery of plans and details
(if no record is kept In the office) be noted down. In case
It becomes necessary to refer to them In settlement of
claims for enforced delay in completing a time contract.
The superintendent should notice, from time to time,
if all the workmen who can be advantageously employed
are on the different branches of the work. He should
Inquire concerning the ordering of material, and the
progress of the work of the sub-contrctors. In order that
no delay be caused by their failure to come to time.
More time is thus lost than from all other causes to
gether.
The superintendent should see that application Is
made for detail drawings in such season that they will
be on hand before needed for use.
It is a good plan to occasionally visit the mills, foun
dry, pattern and modeling shops, to inspect the work
in progress, and explain to the workmen points that are
vague or misunderstood, before it is too late.
One should not be above accepting advice from con
tractor or workman, for fear of loss of prestige, since
frequently their experience suggests methods or facts,
either of merit in themselves or expedient under ex
isting circumstances. Neither should one be so com
plaisant as to adopt these suggestions without careful
consideration. If they are rejected. It should be done
so as to leave no doubt about it in the mind of the work
man, nor as to the method actually to be employed. Fre
quently It is necessary to say to the builder: " Your way
must be just as good, but the specifications prescribe a
method which I know will give results satisfactory to
the architect, and, as 1 am answerable to him after
your responsibility in connection with the work ceases,
I must require you to follow the specified directions."
Material or work condemned should be ordered removed
at once. It Is a common trick among foremen to agree
to see to that later, with the expectation that the mat
ter will slip the superintendent's mind until the defect
ive material or work can be hidden or covered up.
Structural Iron is usually required to have several
coats of paint after delivery. In order to insure its re
ceiving the required number of coats, and proper care in
their application, and also to prevent a delay for paint
ing and drying when the material Is wanted for use, it
is well to Insist that this work be done as soon as the
metal is on the gound.

Desirable Characteristic*.
The superintendent himself should cultivate the fol
lowing characteristics: Tact, force, decision and gen-
tlemanliness. He will be called upon to listen to end
less complaints of interference by one contractor's men
with the work of the others, and Is expected to arbitrate
them. He will be referred to as a walking specification
by foremen who find It more convenient to question
him than to take the trouble to look up requirements

themselves. This they should be encouraged to do. Some
foremen Ignore the specifications entirely, depending on
the superintendent to assume responsibility for any
thing opposed to them, which he has failed to discover,

but " which It Is his duty to find out," as I was once In
formed by a foreman. The same brilliant fellow was

one day very much put out with me because his atten

tion had not been called to a note on one of the plans.

He had shored up a 17-lnch brick wall and cut an open
ing in It in the first story before he discovered that it

should have been torn out above also, to make way for

a stud partition to take its place. Of course the single
I-beam, which the note called for, while ample to sup
port a stud partition, would hardly do the same serv

ice for a 17-inch brick wall. Another nuisance Is the
man who always knows a better way to do everything
than the way he is called on to do it (simply for the
sake of change), and who is positively unhappy if his
suggestions are unheeded. Of course the superintend
ent ought never to lose his temper. He may lose his
patience and express his opinions, but he should let the
other fellow put himself at a disadvantage by getting

mad. As a general rule, however, flattery builds quicker

than friction, and the greater the superintendent's skill
in overcoming difficulties, expediting work, and settling
differences, the better superintendent he is.

House Lining Materials in Norway.

In a recent letter to the State Department, Consul
Victor E. Nelson, at Bergen, Norway, calls attention to

two recent inventions In Scandinavia of material adapted

for various purposes, but more particularly lining houses.

The names of these materials, he says, are " Savareld
Byguinggpap " (Savareld building pasteboard) and
" cnmpo board." The first, a Norwegian invention, is

made from a specially prepared paper, which, together
with several layers of asphaltum, is compressed into a
solid plate, thus forming a very serviceable and fine
material suitable for covering walls, ceilings, &c. The
material thus obtained is absolutely damp proof and does
not conduct heat; therefore it will keep any room lined
with it warm and comfortable. It serves to deaden noise
and will keep away all kinds of vermin. Although a
thick and solid substance, it is very pliable, and at the
corners of a. room can be either turned down or else bent
to lit into the required angle without In any way de
stroying or injuring it. If used for paneling, It makes a
smooth, even surface, free from cracks or folds of any
kind. It Is odorless and will not rot, and, although just
as strong as a wooden panel, it will be found to be
cheaper even than thin boards.
The other invention—'- eampo board "—Swedish pat
ent, is a board composed of five layers. The central one
is composed of pieces of wood fitting close together and
lying in different directions. The adjoining layers are
composed of a Very strong cement, which is used to
fasten the pieces of wood forming the central layer Into
a solid and inseparable board. The two outer layers are
composed of strata of very heavily compressed paper,
which has been made waterproof. Campo board, as
made in Sweden, in pieces 4 feet wide by 8 to 18 feet
long, will be found as serviceable for the interior of
houses as the building pasteboard, since it has the same
qualities, and, in addition, can be used for lining ships,
making boxes, trunks, all kinds of fillings, tables, writ
ing desks, bottoms of drawers, signs, backs of looking
glasses, &c, and is capable of being either polished or
painted. It would be found very useful by our trunk
makers, as It Is much lighter than ordinary wooden
panels and is also cheaper. It should prove an excel
lent method of disposing of a large part of tbe odds and
ends of wood which are to be found at wood working
factories.

The Yale Club of this city contemplates erecting a
new club house ten stories high, of brick and gray stone,

on a site 50 x 100 feet on West Forty-fourth street near
the Bar Association Building. The new club house will
have a roof garden, and there will be numerous bachelor
apartments, in addition to the requisites of the ordinary
club. The new structure will cost in the neighborhood
of $175,000.
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COMPETITION IN SMALL WOOD WORKING SHOPS.

WITH
a view to obtaining the ideas of practical

readers regarding the arrangement and equipment

of a small wood working shop, we announced in the

issuefor December last a competition covering this style

of building and offered in connection therewith, for the

bestdesigns submitted, three cash prizes to be awarded

in the order of their respective merits. The object was

to secure drawings of such shops as would be adapted

to the requirements of a large class of contractors and
builders, who, In connection with their business, have
frequent occasion to turn out various kinds of light

woodwork, such as the making of cornices and brackets,

doing light cutting and ripping, sticking and shaping
moldings, scroll sawing, and doing a general line of job

work. The number and character of the studies received
in response to our invitation show a widespread interest

in the subject, the territory represented extending from

containing the real name and address of the competitor.

The obvious purpose of this requirement was to place
all designs while in the hands of the'Committee of Award
upon the same plane of equality so far as their author
ship was concerned.
The first work of the committee having the matter
in charge was to ascertain if vital conditions had been
violated in the case of any of the designs submitted and
to regard all such as failed to comply with the stated
requirements as at once out of the contest. The indi
vidual merits of the others were carefully considered
In the light of the expressed conditions of the competi

tion and a decision rendered in accordance therewith.
It is peculiarly gratifying to note from the report of the
committee the varied character of the efforts submitted
and the many features of practical interest and value
which the contest developed. In one case a competitor

Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.—Awarded First Prize. —Designed by Frank Terry, Findlay, Ohio.

Canada on the north to Louisiana on the south and as

far west as the Mississippi River. While some designs

are rather elaborate for what would be termed a
" small "

■hop,calling as they do for a large equipment and mo

tive power, the majority are wrought on lines in con

sonance with the conditions of the contest.

According to the stated conditions the building could

be either of brick or frame construction, preferably not

more than two stories In hlgbt, and equipped with such

machines as would be appropriate for a shop of this

kind. Each set of drawings was to be accompanied by

a description of such a nature that the construction of

the building, the arrangement of the machinery and the

disposition of the main shafting, with its various con

nections, could be readily understood. A call was also
made for brief reference to the method of heating, if any,
and to the kind of motive power employed for operating

the machines. Another requirement was that each set

of drawings, as well as the accompanying description

or specifications, should bear a nam de plume, motto or

device by which they could be identified, and the same
designating character be placed on a sealed envelope

shows a shop with the main line of shafting placed in
the basement so that the belting is out of the way, thus
leaving the first floor free for the convenient operation
of the machinery; another makes use of electricity as
the motive power; others gas or gasoline engines, and
still others steam, while several employ electricity for
lighting purposes. There are also interesting points in
connection with methods of heating the shop and the
dry kiln, as well as in removing the dust and shavings
made by the machines.
Under the terms of the contest the Committee of
Award decide that the design submitted by Frank Terry
of 701 Center Street, Findlay, Ohio, is entitled to the
first prize of $75; that contributed by Frank B. Edger-
ton, 118 Dewey Street, Bennington, Vt., to the second
prize of $50, and that furnished by Karl G. Johanson of
197 Middle Street, New Bedford, Mass., to the third prize
of $30.
There are several designs deserving of mention, both
by reason of the general equipment arranged with a view
to the economic handling of material, and also by reason
of the practical nature of many points Involved. The
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contribution of " Beaver " represents a small wood work

ing shop and planing mill erected seven years ago for
a contractor and builder, and Is well calculated to meet

the wants of many. Its location is such that it is cheaper
to operate it by means of electricity than by other power,

and this is also used for lighting purposes. The heating

is by means of box stoves. Another design possessing
features of practical merit is that of " E. S.," who makes
use of a gasoline engine for power and hot air for his
dry kiln, with stoves for heating the first floor. " Bal-
sorn " contributes drawings of a one-story planing mill,
which, lie states, experience teaches to be the most
economical form of structure, especially where ground
Is cheap. He utilizes the space over the office for a
drafting room, and requires a 75 horse-power boiler and
a GOhorse-power engine to operate the plant. Some of
the more elaborate studies include that of " Pen," who
furnishes an excellent design of a steam heated brick
mill equipped with 22 machines operated by a 40 horse
power engine and 50 horse-power boiler, with the water
supplied from an artesian well; " Student J.," a carefully

ternative but to throw them out. Considered as a whole,
however, the competition was eminently successful, and
we hope to lay a number of the designs before our read
ers as rapidly as space can be found for them.
We present herewith the contribution of Mr. Terry,
awarded the first prize: In submitting a plan for the
twenty-eighth competition— a small wood working shop
—I have taken as a base of my design a frame building
resting on a stone foundation, with basement for the
line shafting, belts and countershafts, thereby avoiding
the inconvenience of overhead and vertical belts. For
this reason also no. heavy timber is required in the con
struction except for the main floor. The dotted lines on
the floor plan indicate the position of the main shaft,
belts and countershafts in the basement. The boiler,
engine room and dry kiln will have brick walls to ex
tend above the roof where Joining the main building,
which will add greatly to protection from fire and there
by lessen the rate of insurance, as a steam boiler and
engine will be used for power.
The hight of the floor above the grade line, about

Side (Right)Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.

considered design of a two and a half story building,
heated by exhaust steam, lighted by 75 sixteen candle-
power incandescent lights and equipped with 33 machines
operated by a 50 horse-power engine and a 75 horse-power
boiler, with exhaust fan In the basement, while " Hall "

contributes a design of a shop well equipped to do large
work, covering as it does over 6000 square feet of area.
" Lace " shows a shop built In accordance with what is
known as " Mill " construction, and is equipped with
26 machines of various kinds. The heating is to be done
by exhaust steam from the engine and the lighting by
electricity, generated by a dynamo in the building.
While these designs possess many excellent features of
practical interest and value to the wood worker conduct
ing operations upon an extensive scale, the committee
report that in their opinion they hardly come under the
designation of a " small " shop. It is also to be re
gretted that there were some competitors, who, while
submitting carefully considered designs embodying mod

ern features of equipment, so far failed to observe the
conditions of the contest as to place their names on the
drawings or specifications, thus showing the committee
at a glance by whom they were contributed. This being
a violation of the conditions, the committee had no al-

2 feet 8 Inches, as shown by the details, will be found
very convenient for loading and unloading lumber, &c.,
from the dray wagon. The depth of excavation is about
4 fee't 4 inches, thus giving 6 feet in the clear for the
basement. The posts and girders are to be of white
oak; the sills and joist of hard wood, preferably beech;
the studding, rafters and other frame stuff of pine or
good hemlock; the roof sheathing of pine or hemlock
laid close, and the frame covered with %-inch patent
or cove siding, either poplar or pine. The studding is
to be 2 x 4 inches, placed 16 inches on centers; the sills
and first floor joist 2 x 10 inches, the tie beam of truss
No. 1 to be 4 x 8 inches, and of truss No. 2, 2 x 6 inches;
the rafters, 2x6 inches, and the roof to be of one-third
pitch. The cornice is to be plain. The roof of the main
building is to be covered with a good quality of green
slate, while the deck and dry kiln are to be covered with
No. 20 galvanized iron. All windows are to be eight
lights, 12 x 16 inches, divided into two sash and provided
with lock, except those marked otherwise on the plan.
The windows in the main building are to be set 2 feet
8 inches above the floor. The outside rolling doors are
to be made of 3M;-ineh beaded ceiling, with three cross
hattens, and hung on ball bearing rollers. No detail of
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door or window frames is shown, as they will be on plain
frames, with %-inch outside casing on outside of siding.

Plain frames will be used in the brick wall, with 194-Inch
jambs rebated for 1%-ineh thick doors, all outside doors
of this thickness being hung on hinges and rollers. The
front doors are each 2 feet, 8x7 feet, with glass in
the upper half, the doors opening inward. The main
floor is to be of l'^-inch red elm, which, being of a
librous nature, will not wear slippery, thereby lessening
the danger to machine operators. The store room floor
is to be of %-inch pine. The boiler arid engine room
floor will be cement on a concrete foundation 4 inches
thick. There will be no floor in the basement.
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The position of the machinery, shafting, belting, &c,
is all clearly shown on the floor plan and sectional
elevation, ample room being given for handling lumber
in lengths up to 16 feet and longer, if necessary. The
position of the shaper, jig saw and band saw are such
that the largest kind of work likely to come to a shop

ning rip table, which is especially advantageous for
edging a board straight. The rip saw is to be placed
directly over the line shaft and operated by a sliding
tightener, so that when the saw Is not in use the belt
will haug loose. The cut-off saw is to have a sliding
arbor frame.

0
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Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.—Miscellaneous Constructive Details.

of this kind can easily be worked. The band saw and
dimension saw being near the benches are very con
venient for the use of the bench hands, while the space
between all the machines is sufficient for shop trucks
to pass, and also easy to clean the floor at the end of a
day's work. There being no posts or belts to Interfere,

the machinery can be operated and the work carried on
to the very best advantage. It is intended to use a run-

The exhaust fan is intended to carry shavings from
the planer and sticker outside of the building to a shav
ings bin and not used for fuel, as In this section the
proceeds from the sale of the shavings are such as to
render the use of some other kind of fuel more desirable.
The dry kiln is located over the boiler and engine
room and is easy of access, both for putting in lumber
and taking out directly in front of the planer. My plan
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of piping the kiln is easily and cheaply constructed; re

quiring a small number of fittings and being elevated at
the inlet, it will always be drained and not liable to
freeze. It Is intended to use exhaust steam from the
engine, so that the expense of heating the dry kiln will
be reduced to a minimum.
The method of heating the shop will be through ra
diators made of steam pipe placed at the outside walls,
as shown on the floor plan, making use of exhaust or
steam direct from the boiler, according as the intensity
of the cold may demand.
In adopting a steam engine for power I can offer sev
eral reasons. First, it has long life; second, it Is easily

BONDING OF

AS
bearing upon a subject which is always interesting

to members of the building fraternity, we present

some extracts from an article on the above mentioned
topic contributed by the well-known architect, Er
nest Flagg, to a late issue of the Brickbuilder. After re
ferring to the change in the methods of bricklaying In

this country which the next few years are likely to wit

ness by reason of the introduction of the principles of
good design, he among other things says:
The practice of running up certain walls or parts of
walls of a building in advance of others is a practice

which should never be tolerated by the architect. It Is
nevertheless a practice which is so common here that
one may say It Is the general custom to carry up the
walls which are composed entirely of common brick in

advance of the ornamental facades,, and then to connect
the two by means of an abomination in bricklaying
called toothings. The workman accustomed to laying up
his work without proper bond sees nothing Inconsistent
or slovenly in such a proceeding. But how can an archi
tect who takes pride In his work permit such practices?
They are proceedings which could only be tolerated
where pride In good bricklaying is unknown, and that
they are common now serves as clearly as anything
could to show the present degradation of bricklaying In
this country. They are makeshifts, which result from a
mistaken notion on the part of the builder that by re
sorting to them he can hasten the work, but it is evident
that the building cannot be Inclosed or finished until all
the walls are up, and if one part is carried up before the
rest nothing Is gained.
It needs no argument to demonstrate that the way to
build well is to carry up all the walls simultaneously, in
terlocking all the materials as the work proceeds. To
do otherwise involves an unequal distribution of weight
on the foundation during the process of building, which
should not be tolerated even If It could be done conslst-
«ntly with good bricklaying, but when this is done in
connection with the so-called toothings it cannot be too
•trongly condemned.
In the manufacture of fine grades of brick, our prog
ress during the last twenty-five years has been very

rapid, and we now produce them In extraordinary va
riety and of most excellent quality. Strange to say, this
progress In brickmaking has not conduced to progress in
bricklaying, but rather the contrary. The fine grades
are used only for face work, and our designers, losing
sight of the fine effects which might be produced by lay
ing them up in regular bond with the backing, have used
them solely as a veneer, independent of the main body
of the wall, and adding practically nothing to* its
strength. They are laid in a sort of running bond, and

are tied to the backing at every fifth or sixth course by

what Is called diagonal bond. That is, their inner cor
ners are clipped off and the corners of common brick
laid diagonally on the wall are lapped over the face
work, a process as insecure and slovenly as It is ugly,
for by this method the outer veneer has little or no con
nection with the body of the wall, and looks as if it had
absolutely none, appearing to be what it is, weak. The

kept in repair; third, the exhaust steam can be used
for drying and heating purposes, thereby saving the
expense of an extra apparatus; fourth, the cost of In
stalling the plant is no more than other kinds, while the
expense of operating will compare favorably with others
in the long run, except water, which is not available In
this locality. ,
In designing this shop my principal object has been
to produce one most convenient for the purpose—a sub
stantial building with plenty of light and machinery
located for long life to belts, as countershafts can be
placed to the best advantage for any length of belt, ac
cording to whether heavy or light work is to be done,
and yet keep the cost as low as possible.

BRICK WORK.
writer has often noticed workmen In taking down old
buildings— buildings which would be called new any

where else—remove great slabs of this outer veneer with
a crowbar, showing that there was practically no bond
between it and the backing. It seems Incredible that such
unscientific and inartistic methods could take root any

where to an extent that architects will deliberately spec
ify this sort of thing; but one who observes our prog
ress in other directions must have far too much faith In
the future of good art and Its handmaiden, good work
manship, among us to believe for a moment that these

methods will endure. At present, this way of laying
brick, considered very ugly everywhere else, seems to

be admired here. It was first adopted through false no
tions of economy, but we now find it used almost every
where in buildings where such considerations evidently

did not govern, as well as in buildings of the cheaper

kind.
With the introduction of the fine grade of bricks we
have developed a love for fine joints, and this class of

work is laid up with joints so thin as to be of no use con

structively, and which rob the work of all character, and

give to It a hard, dry, sleek appearance, which can appeal

to no artistic Instinct. Now and then we find an attempt

at Flemish or English bond, doubtless made by some

one who has seen and admired the genuine article abroad

or in old buildings in this country, but almost all such

attempts are sham, for the face Is not really bonded to
the backing. The headers are not headers, but bats, be

cause the designer cannot bring himself to give up the

small fine Joints, and to use joints of a size which is

necessary to insure good workmanship; with the thin

joint retained It is impossible to interlock the face work

with the backing. In other words, our brick work is laid
upon the theory that honesty is inconsistent with art.

To vary the general monotony sometimes recourse Is had

to bricks of peculiar shapes, such as the long, narrow,

thin bricks called Roman, which do not and could not

bond with the backing. Many people think this variety

truly artistic. Few seem to realize that the finest and

most artistic effects can bo produced by simple means,

or to understand what needs only to be tried to be proven,

that brick of the commonest kind laid up In interesting

and logical bonds will produce far finer effects than the
most expensive bricks or the craziest shapes that ever

were made, if laid up without regard to the rules of
common sense.

One has but to try to find how easy it is to devise all

sorts of Interesting patterns and endless varieties of

beautiful wall surfaces by the use of brick of the stand

ard size regularly bonded to and forming an integral

part of the body of the wall. The supposed economy of

the present methods, like many other thriftless at

tempts in the same direction not founded on reason,

which spring up in new countries, will be found upon ex

amination not to be economical, but the reverse. With
a very slight increase in the number of face brick the

outer 4 Inches of the wall, now practically useless, can

be made to contribute its proportionate share to lt«

strength. Let us make some calculations to show how
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slight Is this Increase, and how out of all proportion to It
Is the saving effected. In New York face brick Is gen
erally laid up ten courses to 25 inches, and common
bricks nine courses to 2 feet. If the face brick la made
to bond with the backing, It, too, will lay up nine courses
to 2 feet, or better still, for face brick and backing, nine
courses to 25 inches; then 8.64 face bricks and 10.8 com
mon bricks will be required to each square foot of a wall
1 foot thick. By the common method there would be re
quired to accomplish the same result 7.2 face bricks and
13.5 common bricks, so that by the use of 1.44 more face
bricks, against which there is a saving of 2.7 common
bricks, we obtain a wall which is practically one-third
stronger, for the outer 4 inches is an integral part,
whereas in the other case it is a veneer of little or no
value as regards strength.
The taste for good workmanship is fortunately a taste
very easily acquired; familiarity with It breeds a desire
for more, and when the difference between the appear
ance of good bricklaying and bad bricklaying is once
understood, the demand for the former will spread rapid
ly. There Is now urgent need for good manual training
schools where young mechanics can be taught good
workmanship in bricklaying; or rather, perhaps one
should say, there is urgent need that good bricklaying
should be taught in the manual training schools which

are already established. It ought to be no more expen
sive to lay up brick In regular bond than by the " every
fifth course a header course " system. That It is more
expensive to do so is entirely owing to the fact that the
bricklayers are unskilled in the art of good bricklaying.
They do not know how to lay the regular bonds because
they have never been taught, and If they attempt to do
It, of course the progress Is slow, and time means money.
But if the architects would specify work of this charac
ter there would soon spring up a demand for skilled*
workmen, and the mechanics would soon adapt them
selves to the new conditions; it would soon be demon
strated that good bricklaying costs no more than bad
bricklaying, and the benefit both from the artistic and
constructive standpoints would be worth a thousand
times the cost of introducing this reform.
In the large Eastern cities there is fast being created
a great body of skilled mechanics In almost every line,
except bricklaying, that has to do with building. This
has come to pass because there has been a demand for
fine workmanship, which has been specified regardless of
expense. The building up of these Industries and the
creation of this body of skilled labor has been of incalcu
lable benefit to the country, and is worth a great deal
more that it has cost Bricklaying is the only building
industry which seems to have made rather the reverse
of progress during this century.

ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA,

IN
speaking recently of the general condition of Ameri
can architecture Cass Gilbert, the architect of the

new United States Custom House, which Is to be erected
at the foot of Broadway, New York City, is reported as
expressing the following views;

Architecture in this country, In common with the art
of all the more progressive nations of the earth, has been
immensely Influenced by the progressive spirit of the
last decade. This influence is felt not only in America,
but is noticeable in France, Germany and Austria, and,
to some extent, In England. Speaking of the work in
America only, 1 believe it has developed along utilitarian
lines with greater rapidity than elsewhere, and, in com
parison with our own work of 20 years ago, It has de
veloped in artistic expression, although to compare our
architecture with that of Europe is to find that we still
have a great deal to leam on the artistic side. I refer to
the modern as well as to the old architecture of Europe.
In the growth of high buildings— what are popularly
called sky scrapers—our country stands quite alone. The
problem was, to start with, essentially an economical
problem, and began to take form scarcely a dozen years
ago, but within that brief time American architects are
already finding an approximately satisfactory solution
of the artistic difficulties. The high building, from an
atristic standpoint, is an exceedingly difficult problem,
and one in which economic and practical considerations
are controlling factors. People do not build skyscrapers
because they want to, but because they have to. Land
values fix the hight Taxation, interest, insurance are
important elements. The owner of property in the con
gested district must build a high building, for a low
building would not bring rent enough to enable him to
carry the cost of his land.
Once there is a law established limiting the hight of
buildings and it is known to be permanent land values
and rents would adjust themselves accordingly. Yet
even if such a law should never be made, I am confident
that the high building problem can be satisfactorily
solved. I find the lower end of New York exceedingly
picturesque with its high buildings, whether viewed from
the rivers, the harbor or from the streets themselves, al
though, of course, individual buildings may be justly
criticized. In designing high buildings one difficulty an
architect meets is that a great number of openings must
be put in the wall without having the relief of a broad,
uninterrupted wall surface. In fact, the whole wall must

be filled with openings, which must be practically of a

uniform size. Their function is the same, and as
" form

should follow function," in the words of Louis Sullivan,

their form should be similar. This gives a certain mo
notony, perhaps barrenness, to the wall, and our archi

tects have used every device thinkable to overcome the

difficulty. Some have overlaid the wall with an applied
architecture of columns and entablatures extending

through the several stories. Some have grouped a num

ber ot openings within great arches which rise through

several stories. Others have arranged these stories in
alternating groups of two, three, &c, and in some of the
buildings all these features have been combined in one

facade. It seems to me, however, that the rational thing
to do is to express the function of the building in the
simplest possible way, giving the wall as much texture

and color as found agreeable, and recognizing wherever

possible the third dimension— thickness; then with sev

eral main divisions, namely, a basement, a shaft and a

crowning feature, not to fear monotony. The common

sense of such a solution commends itself to me, and I
believe that It Is upon the basis of common sense that the

architecture of the past has been founded, and that the

architecture of the future will develop. Of course, com
mon sense does not mean stupidity. There must be with
it that sentiment and quality which we call art, but art

is possible within the realm of common sense. Art does
not mean affectation.
Of course if it were possible for our streets to have
great series of buildings of uniform hight, as in Paris,

I think the effect would be unquestionably finer than our
present street architecture, where every owner builds to
any hight he wants, regardless of unity. I have been
much interested in the development of the streets In
Europe, especially in Paris, Berlin and Vienna. In all
these cities,. I believe, a careful censorship as to the ar
tistic qualities of the buildings is exercised, and in Ber
lin,, I understand, bonuses are granted by a board of
commissioners to those owners who erect buildings of a
high esthetic qunlitj .
I look hopefully, however, for the future of architec
ture in this country. But architecture, more than any of
the other arts, is sensitive to the general development of
the people. It expresses the times and the conditions
whether you will or not. Its development is not meas
ured from year to year, but from decade to decade, from
century to century, and it Is too soon to say what this
development will be.
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HOW TO LIGHT A HOUSE.
HALF

the trouble with modern eyesight, writes
Frances Hyde in the Washington Star, is due to the

fact that people now do so much of their work indoors
where the houses are Imperfectly lighted. If this is so,
and there is probably more than a grain of truth in it,
It behooves us to look well after our artificial lighting.
Nearly all houses now are lighted either with gas or
electric light, and the proper placing of the fixtures
determines whether the place is well or illy illuminated.
In the house where lamps are used they cannot be con
veniently carried about and placed in the positions where
they will be most useful. Even in that case It is useful
to have a bracket for the accommodation of the lamp
in the neighborhood to be lighted, for the mantel or table
Is not always sufficiently convenient.
It is always much better to have the location of the
lights arranged for when the pipes or wires are put In.
If the owner of the house means to occupy It, his wife
should go over the building and indicate where she will
need special lights. She will probably begin with the
cellar, her first request for a fixture being for one near
the furnace, which is generally in an unlighted portion
of the cellar and always require some attention at night.
Another light will be asked for to show up the Interior
of the preserve room in the cellar, and another one near
the stairs. In the kitchen there may be a drop light in
the center of the room, with a fixture at the sink where
dishes are to be washed and such serious work to be
done. If there Is a large pantry near the kitchen It
should be provided with a light too. for it is unreasonable
to expect the servants to spare the dishes and be eco
nomical with sugar and spices when they are compelled
to calculate locations and quantities in the dark. If there
is a butler's pantry. It too should be provided with lights.
In the dining room a large light over the center of the
dining room table is not only an economy but a necessity.
In sitting room or parlor the tendency is to light the
rooms from the sides rather than from the central chan
delier that used to be so popular. In the bedrooms
brackets at each side of the dressing table mirror are re

quired. The others may be arranged according to taste

and convenience. The lower hall is generally supplied

with a lantern light and with brackets at each landing

on the stairway, the upper halls being similarily equipped.

Many of those who have used electricity claim that noth

ing would Induce them to do without it, while others are

very unfavorably disposed toward it, saying that the

strong light Is very bad for the eyes. Electric light may

be obtained In almost any town of considerable size by

consultation with the local company. Even when elec

tricity is used for lighting it is just as well to be supplied
with gas or lamps for emergency, as It is very likely to
fail at some time when it can least be spared.
When the electric light wires are put into the house

!t is always wise to have them indorsed by the insurance

underwriters before they are pronounced satisfactory.

The uncertainty of the electricity makes it absolutely

necessary that the wires should be well guarded, so that

in case of an accident there can be no danger of their
setting fire to the walls. The company always examine
and test the wires before they are pronounced complete,

but it is just as well to have them indorsed by the com
pany by whom the house is Insured, and thus avoid the
danger of any later and serious objections on their part

when there is an insurance to be collected.
There is nothing so noticeable as the artistic construc

tion of the modern house lighting fixtures. This Is due
In a measure to the Impulse given to household decoration
by local and national societies. The beauty of the hall

lanterns challenges admiration. Some of the handsomest
of these are of iron, wrought into intricate patterns with
a skill that would reflect credit on one of the great smiths
of the middle ages whom Sir Walter Scott paints pic
turesquely in his novel, " A Fair Maid of Perth." These
lanterns are lined with colored glass and fitted with
chains, so that the light falls with a soft and mellow
beauty on the rather severe aspect of the entrance room.
The side brackets are equally handsome, the shades
that accompany them being of the finest and most artis
tic patterns In glass, frosted, cut or colored and some
times blown into the shape of garden flowers.

THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— IV.
(SECOND

By Fred. T.

IN
the first paper of this series we described and illus
trated an ececntric chuck, as shown in Fig. 10. We
will now endeavor to show its use in connection with the
overhead attachment just described. Having the chuck
properly fastened on the mandril of the lathe, and the
Index plate in place, we attach the work to be operated
upon on the eccentric chuck by any of the usual methods.
The stuff is supposed to be as true on the face as it is pos
sible to make it, and this may be done while on a concen
tric chuck, or while on the eccentric chuck, if the eccen
tricity is reduced to a minimum. When the surface of
the work is made true and fairly smooth, and the design
to be wrought on the work determined, the completion
will not lie found difficult. We know, by what has been
explained in the first paper, that by the use of the eccen
tric chuck a series of circles, or parts of circles, may be
obtained on the face of the stuff revolving in the lathe,
any reasonable distance from the actual center of the
lathe mandrel, and these circles, or parts of circles, so
far as their dimensions are concerned, are entirely under
the control of the operator, so that the number of differ
ent designs, based on the principle shown in Fig. 32, is
illimitable, as will.be demonstrated later on. It is to be
borne in mind that in the production of figures of this
kind the belt or cord from the driving wheel to the pul
leys or the head stock is taken off, and the cord running

from the driving wheel to the overhead attachment and

»■)

Hodgson.

onto the revolving tool driver is substituted for it. What
revolutions are made of the head stock pulleys are by

the hand.
The last illustration represents, of course, only sur
face or ornamental work wrought on the face of a flat
article, such as a small box for jewels, gloves or knick-
knacks, or it may be cut on anything that has a flat face
and is not greater at any point than the swing or di
ameter of the lathe. Whatever be the material, ivory,

ebony or any hard wood, it must be securely fastened

to the face plate of the lathe by some device that will

readily present itself to the operator. This being done

the designs, such as shown in Fig. 32, can be traced on

the work by the aid of some kind of a rotary cutter used

in the rest O of Fig. 21.

The cutter revolves rapidly while the work in the

lathe is moved by the left hand to conform with the pat
tern, which in this case is done without the aid of the
index plate, though this may be employed in connection
with the eccentric chuck. The border Is seen to consist
of a series of four circles, while the pattern of the center

is such as to require no explanation, the manner of work

ing it being readily understood at a glance by the work

man. There is another method of doing this kind of

work on a concentric chuck, or where the material to be

worked is simply attached to the face plate of the lathe.

The index plate may or may not be used, just as the
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workman wishes, though it is always safer to make use
of the plate if accuracy is necessary in the divisions of
the ornament.
Let us suppose Fig. 33 to represent an additional tail
block to the lathe as it stands on the bearer, and ma&e
eo that it can be readily moved to or from the face plate.
The various parts of the tool are separately shown at
A, B and C. The first A is a small frame 2 or 3 inches
long and 1 inch or less in width, made of cast iron, with
a circular piece on the back, from 1% to 2 inches in di
ameter. This circular piece is to be accurately divided
on the edge with any even number which is divisible, as
explained in connection with the index plate. This is
turned and drilled through the center. The next piece
B is flange shaped and intended to screw to the tail
block. This is also accurately drilled, and the two are
attached by a central steel pin, so that the two flanges
may turn face to face, the outer one with frame revolv
ing against the other. The pin must be put in its place
in B and turned at the same time as the face of B, in
order that it may be truly central. The divisions on the
edge of the outer flange are to be drilled like the index
plate of the lathe, or cut into cogs, which in either case
can be held with a dog at any point desirable. The
third piece, C, represents the front of the frame with a
screw down its center, together with a travelling slide,
F. The head of the screw is divided and a small brass
index marks its position. One side of the frame may

The Art of Wood

likewise be divided into inches or fractions of an inch,
according to preference. The small pulley, which is of
brass, and the tool socket, are arranged to revolve in the
traversing slide F, as indicated in the side view at D.
Drills and rotary cutters of any shape may be fixed in
the socket at pleasure.
It is quite evident that this cutter frame, being sup
plied with a division plate of its own and other neces
sary attachments, disposes of the necessity of one on the
pulley mandrel, as shown in Fig. 25, for concentric turn
ing, though the index plate may be employed in con-

Junction with the attachment in some cases of compound
ornamentation. It will be seen that with this little tool
or machine the rotary cutter can be made to do its work
on the outer edge of the diameter, or it can be brought to
perform its work in the center of the field, or even across
it. This being the case, it is not difficult to understand
how the circular lines shown in Fig. 32 can be described
in the lathe.
If the cutter or drill having two prongs on it, as
shown in Fig. 34, be fixed in the socket of the tool holder.
Fig. 33, and is revolved by aid of the pulley, it will form
a circle, and if the material to be operated on is revolved
slightly in the lathe and the tool again applied another
circle will be formed. This may be continued until one

revolution of the material on the face plate has been

made.
Let it be distinctly understood that the lathe proper
is at rest, or nearly so, during the operation of the form
ing circles, the face plate being moved only by the left

hand of the operator to adjust the distances of the cir
cles, while the right hand is employed bringing to and

fro the cutting or marking tool by the aid of the handle

and wheel X, shown at the right hand end of the tail
block. It will at once be seen that a tool of this kind
must have a wonderftd range in the making of surface

ornaments where the circle is the main figure, but to

what greater extent must its capacity reach if the cut
ter be made not only to revolve on its own axis, but also

to swing in an orbit of its own on any plane the operator

desires. This can be accomplished in two ways: First,
by having the tail block so made that it may be brought
toward the front of the lathe or moved past the central
axis of the mandrel, making it eccentric to the mandrel,
and then arranging the divided slide C of Fig. 33 so that

it can be revolved by the hand while the rotary cutter is

rapidly revolving This method of controlling the cut-

Fig. 34.—Forked
Cutters. Fig. 85.—Devicefor KeepingDriving CordTaut.

Turning.

ting tool will necessitate some additional attachment*
to the driving cord or catgut, as it is quite evident that
the brass pulley to which the tool holder is attached will
be continually changing its position, and under the pres

ent arrangement of the overhead attachment the cord

would often be too tight or too slack to admit of the pul
ley doing its work properly. In order to overcome this
difficulty some one of the many devices employed by ma

chinists for keeping the cord or belt tight must be
adopted.

This will not be a serious matter as a tightening pul
ley, so called, can readily be fixed so that the cord will
pass over the groove and the pulley weighted, balanced
or adjusted with a spring or springs in such a manner
that the cord will always remain at the proper tension
to cause the cutter tool pulley to revolve.
The device shown in Fig. 35 will give the reader some
idea of how the thing may be managed, and though this
example is intended to exhibit the method of keeping the
driving belt or cord at the proper tension, it is equally
applicable in cases where the catgut from the overhead
is required to be held taut. The plan is not more in
genious than practical, and the device can be easily made
and set up by any one who has had experience in the
use of tools. In this case there is a pulley directly over
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the mandrel pulley of large, diameter in which there are
two grooves of equal depth and equal diameter in order
not to disturb the set speed of the mandrel pulleys. The
upperpulley is suspended on a movable arin, D, which is
pivoted at E, and kept up by a chain and spiral spring F,
or by a cord passing over a pulley and having a heavy
weight attached, as at W, all as indicated by the dotted
lines. In Fig. 35 A represents the driving wheel, B the
mandrel pulleys and C the upper pulley. The lathe cord
is very long and passes upward from A over the upper
pulley in groove 1, down again and around the mandrel,
a secondtime over groove 2 of the upper pulley and down
to the driving wheel. The tension cord is thus always
the same and is regulated by the spring or weight. If
the cord is slipped to the smaller pulley the slack Is in
stantly taken up by the descent on the weight and the
rising of the arm D which, in like manner, yields to allow
thecord to be slipped to the larger groove of the mandrel
pulley.

The workman who is master of his own lathe will not
be confined to any particular method of keeping the cord
tight while the rotary cutter is in motion, and he will
not necessarily adopt the plan here shown, but will

Fig.Si—An Exampleof Surfaceor
OrnamentalWork.

change it to suit his overhead gear, as it is likely he may
be able to devise a readier way than any design possible
to describe here owing to the surroundings of his lathe.
The illustration, therefore, is presented only with the ob
ject of hinting how the teusion of the cord may be kept
regular by the aid of an automatic tightening device
of some kind.
Tne lathe as now equipped is capable of executing a
great many ornamental designs on flat surfaces, depend
ent to a great degree on the skill and ingenuity of the
operator. AYhile the machine or machines, as presented
in these papers, is or are designed for working flat sur
faces it does not follow that cylindrical, or even spheri
cal surfaces may not be ornamented in like manner.
The tail block or rest S of Fig. 33 can be so manipu
lated, If in the hands of a careful operator, that any de
sign within the range of the appliances may be en
graved on a curved surface. This, of course, would take
a great deal of time and involve much care and skill, as
the depth of the cut would have to be regulated by the
turning of the hand wheel X of the same figure, and the
slightest mistake made by getting the cut too deep might
spoil the whole work.
The cutting tools adapted to the machine under con
sideration are many and varied, and may be obtained
from any of the firms manufacturing shaper and mold
ing machines advertised in Carpentry and Building, nota
bly the Seneca Falls Mfg. Company, the W. F. & John
Barnes Company, or they may be made specially for par

ticular purposes. It never pays, however, to make one's
own Tools if the ones wanted can be obtained from the
manufacturers. One cutting tool which will be found
very useful for the kind of work under consideration
and which is designed to take the place of the forked tool
shown in Fig. 31, is known as the crank tool, shown In
Fig. 36. It is made in the form of a small crank with
the cutting or marking spur fitted in at the distance re
quired to get the size of the circle wanted to be marked

off. In this case the spur shows a kind of diamond point,
which, of course, would form a series of circles, each one

having a diameter of double the distance marked off

from the point of the spur to the center of the tool. The

cutter or marker, however, need not necessarily be con

fined to this shape. It may be pointed like a gouge, or
it may have two spurs, thus making two concentric cir

cles instead of one, or it may have any shape to suit the

taste of the operator or the character of the general de

sign. The machine or tool might be built on the style of
Clark's or Jennings' expansion bit, by which the cutter

or marker can be at once moved to any diameter within
the range of the tool. This arrangement of cutters will
depend very much on the work to be done and the length

of the purse of the worker.
While it is not Intended to illustrate a large number
of designs obtainable by aid of the tools and appliances

now described, for these designs would cover acres of
paper, it may not be out of place to show a few in order
to give the reader an idea of the capabilities of the lathe

as now equipped. In Fig. 32 is shown one pattern, brief
reference to which has already been made, while Figs.
37, 38, 39 and 40 exhibit several others which may be

Fig. 88.—CompositePattern.

Fig. 39.—PatternComposed Fig. 40.—InterlacingPattern.
Entirely of Circles.

The Art of Wood Turning

easily wrought with the tools in hand. In these ex
amples it will be noticed that all the ornaments are cir
cles, or parts of circles, and only designs of this kind are

obtainable with these attachments. These, however, can

be so varied and commingled that the number of designs

is legion. Later on, when the rose engine, the geometric

chuck and chasing devices are discussed, a few designs

formed by such devices will be presented. For the pres
ent the ones offered will suffice for our purpose.

Few pHees of worship in the country have more in
terest than the miners' sanctuary in the Myndd Newydd

colliery, near Swansea, says a foreign exchange. Situ

ated 750 feet below the surface of the earth, with four
long rows of pib wood to sustain the roof, a rude desk

on a large iump of coal for a pulpit, and a series of
rough hewn planks as " pews," It is indeed the strangest

of the many strange bethels in wild Wales. It is stated
that every Monday morning without a break for 54
years the colliers have crowded into the novel apart

ment to ask the blessing of Providence upon the week's
work.

Fig. 37.—Circlesin Right Angles.



CUT, AND WIRE NAILS.
CONSIDERABLE

correspondence has appeared in the

press during the past year regarding the merits of

iron and steel cut nails as compared with wire nails,, says

John Coyne of Pittsburgh, Pa. An important feature
which must not be overlooked in this discussion is that,

denomination and weight being equal, the first named

will resist corrosion twice as long as steel cut and three
times as long as wire nails. This fact has been fully
proved and published many times in the last 25 years.

Steel cut nails can be prepared to equal the iron cut

in corrosion resisting quality at an additional cost of

5 cents (or less) per 100 pounds. A similar treatment of
wire nails would not have an equally beneficial effect,

owing to the trace of acid remaining after deoxidization.
This, together with the carbon condition in the wire,

promotes the tendency to corrosion.
Government and private tests have proved that the

adhesion (or holding power) of iron and steel cut nails

is about 50 per cent, greater than that of wire nails.
They have also another decided advantage in that, owing

to their shape, they are less liable to bend under the
impact of the hammer.
The foregoing facts are well known to those having
a comprehensive knowledge of the subject and will not
be disputed, except by manufacturers or others having
commercial interests at stake.
The reason that wire nails have to such an extent
superseded the cut variety is largely due to the opposi

tion of the manufacturers to any improvement in their
cut nail machines or the quality of goods placed on the
market, wnich contained a considerable quantity of

waste material, amounting in the United States alone a

few years ago to more than 20,000 tons per annum, all

of which could have been eliminated without cost, but

the manufacturers were unwilling to do this, it being

much more profitable to sell the whole product as good

nails.
There is little or no waste with the wire nail, and

there are a greater number of them per pound than of

cut nails of the same denomination.
The construction of cut nail machines is more com

plex, and about three years time is necessary to attain

the skill and manual dexterity to successfully operate
them, while the ability to operate the wire nail machine

can be acquired in about three weeks.
The latter style machines were introduced into the

States-by Michel Myers of Germany and were, I believe,
first put in operation about 1870 at the wire works in
Covington, Ky., and no improvement in arrangement or
etfieiency has since been made in them; in fact, the

French pattern in common use for the past 50 years is

simpler in construction and just as efficient as any of
the so-called " improved

" machines later produced. All

the requisite movements are secured without rotating

cams by a single throw on the power shaft.
The iron cut nail originated in Birmingham, England,

in 1726. The steel cut also originated In the same town

in 1S62. samples of which were exhibited at the Uni

versal Exposition in London in that year. These are
now at the Peel Park Museum, in Salford, near Manches
ter.

TRUSSES FOR WOODEN ROOFS.
By F. E. Kidder, Consulting Architect.

TRUSSES
have been used for the support of roofs for

many centuries, but it is only within the last 50
years that the principles upon which they act have been

reduced to a science and made so plain that any one can

master them. Undoubtedly many of the trusses built

to-day are copied from existing trusses, and the sizes

of the pieces of which the truss is composed are deter

mined by guessing pure and simple, although the per

son designing the truss would probably claim that he

was guided by " experience.'' If it were always possible
to find a truss that had the same span, was built of the

same materials and loaded in exactly the same way as

the truss we wished to construct, we might safely copy

such a truss, provided it had stood long enough to

demonstrate its safety. But it is seldom possible to find
such an example to foiiow. and even then we might be

using more material than the loads required.

It is therefore necessary to be able to design a truss
for any conditions of span, loading or materials, so that

we shall know wiin absolute certainty that it will safely
carry the portion of the building supported by it and
any pressure of snow or wind that may come upon the

roof (with the possible exception of a cyclone), and that

without using an unnecessary amount of material. To
do this is not a very difficult matter, at least for the

ordinary forms of wooden trusses, but it requires some
study anu practice, and cannot be learned from a thumb

rule. At the suggestion of the editor of this journal the
writer proposes to discuss the subject of wooden roof

trusses in as simple a manner as possible, explaining

the way in which they should be built, the action of the

various parrs in transmitting the strains, and, if there
seems to be sufficient interest in the subject, the way

in which the size of the pieces should be determined.

Definitions.

In any discussion of trusses It is necessary to use cer

tain terms, the meaning of which, as used by the writer,

must be clearly understood by the reader. In these
articles the term " truss " will be used to designate any
frame work supported only at the ends (except In the

case of a cantilever truss, which is supported near the

center), and so designed that it cannot suffer distortion—

that is, break away— without either crushing or pulling

apart one of the members of which it is composed and

will exert only a vertical pressure on the walls or snp

ports.
A roof trtiss is a form of truss designed for the es

pecial purpose of supporting a roof, although it may

also support the ceiling below, and perhaps a gallery or

one or more floors.

By wooden trusses is meant trusses built principally

of wood, but having iron or steel rods for some of the

tension members, the term being used in distinction

from trusses built entirely of iron or steel.

A member of a truss is any straight or curved piece

of wood or iron which connects two adjacent joints of

a truss, and which is essential to the stability of the

truss. The term
" piece " will also frequently be used

to designate a particular member.

Every member of a true truss acts either as a strut

or a tie.
A tie is a pi-?ce of material that is subject to tension—

that is. a pulling strain.

A strut is a piece of material that is subject to a com

pressive force. In wooden trusses the struts are always

made of wood, but the ties may be of either
wood, iron

or steel, the main horizontal tie being generally of wood

and the vertical ties of iron. Struts must have sufficient

stiffness to prevent their bending under the compression,

but ties may be flexible, as a rod or cable.

The points where two or more members of the truss

come together will be designated as joints, whether the

members end at that point or not.

Purlins are horizontal beams, sometimes trussed, ex

tended from truss to truss to support the rafters or ceil

ing joists.
Simple Forma of Trasses.

The simplest truss is that shown in Fig. 1. Such a

truss, however, is only suitable for supporting a load

either at the apex or on the tie beam. For a roof econ

omy requires that the rafters shall not have a greater

unsupported length than 12 feet, and in order to secure

this it is usually necessary to introduce braces on each

side of the truss, as shown in Fig. 2. These braces sup

port the purlins, which in turn support the rafters, as

shown in Fig. 3.

When the span becomes greater than 30 to 40 feet

two braces are inserted on each side of the truss, as

shown In Fig. 4, or the top of the truss may be cut off
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and a strut beam Inserted between the upper ends of

the principals, as shown iu Fig. 5. When the span is
still greater, and it is desired to utilize the attic space,
a form of truss such as that shown in Fig. 6 may be
used.
The form of construction shown In Fig. 2 is commonly
known as a " king rod truss," being the modern form of
the old king post truss. The form of the truss repre
sented in Fig. 4 has no generally recognized name, but
may be designated as a " triangular truss." It may
have two, three or even four braces on each side. The
truss shown in Fig. 5 is commonly known as a " queen
rod truss." Special names are given to certain members
of these trusses, as indicated in the illustrations. With
all of these forms of trusses it is desirable that the
rafters be supported on purlins in the manner shown
in Fig. 3. These purlins should extend from truss to
truss, and should come directly over the ends of the
braces, or as nearly so as the construction will admit.
The principles of action of any of these trusses are not
varied either by the span or by the inclination of the
principals, but to keep the size of the pieces within
reasonable limits the inclination of the principals should

not be less than 5 inches in 12, and a rise of 8 inches
In 12 will generally be the most economical. The span
should not be so great that the horizontal distance be
tween the joints will exceed 12 feet, and it is generally
most economical to arrange the trusses so that the dis
tance between purlins measured on the slant of the roof
will not exceed 12 feet. Ordinarily the members shown
as rods should be of iron or steel, and the other pieces
wooden timbers.

Action of Stresses in Trnaaes Illustrated.

In order to know how a truss should be built one
must understand the manner in which the different
pieces act in supporting the loads and transmitting the
stresses from one joint to another, and, finally, to the
supports. It is not strictly correct to say that stresses
are transmitted, as a stress is really a force acting
against the end of a piece of material, and in a truss
these stresses either cause a pulling or pushing at each
end of the piece, according as the piece is under com
pression or tension. In showing how the stresses in the
different members of a truss arc brought into action by
the loads, however, it seems clearer to speak of the
stresses as passing from one member to another, and
for this reason we shall so refer to them in this article.

We will first consider the action of the stresses in

the truss shown in Fig. 1, taking first the stresses pro

duced by the loads W, and W* These loads bear di

rectly on the head or nut of the rod D, the tie beam

merely acting as a bearing block at that point. The

weight transmitted to the bolt head produces a pull in

the rod, which carries it to the apex, where the stress

is taken up and divided by the pieces A and B, half

passing down A and half down B. The weight of W,

also produces a compressive stress iu A and B, the total

stress in A or B being the sum of the stresses produced
by Wi. W, and W:. The direction of the stress in A and

B is the same as the axis of the piece, and as the sup

ports are constructed to resist a vertical force only the

horizontal component or push of the stress must be

taken care of by some other piece, and it is the duty of

the tie beam to take this horizontal component of the

stresses in A and B.
This leads us to a few remarks on the components
of a force. It is a principle of mechanics that for any
given force acting on a point, as, for instance, a small

round ball or marble, two other forces may be substi

tuted which, acting together on the marble," will have

Fig. H.—ShowinghowTruss SupportsPurlins
andRafters.

Fig. 5.—A QueenRod Truss.

the same effect as the original single force. Thus, if we
push against the ball represented in Fig. 7 with a force

of 10 pounds acting In the direction of the line F (45 de
grees) it will cause the ball to move forward in the direc
tion of X. If instead of the force F we push on the ball,
horizontally and vertically, with a force of 7 pounds,

acting in each direction at the same time, the ball will
move forward in the same direction and with the same

velocity as when acted on by the single force F; or, in
other words, the forces F, and F„ acting together, have
the same effect as the single force F. From this fact we
may assume that any oblique force may be divided into

two other forces, one of which will act vertically and one
horizontally, and these forces are spoken of as the ver

tical and horizontal componentsof the given force.
It Is evident that for the forces F, and F,, Fig. 7,
to have the same effect on the ball as the force F they
must bear a partial relation, in magnitude, to It The
value of the components of any given force can easily
be determined graphically by drawing the given force
in its true direction to a scale of pounds to the inch, and
then drawing from one end a horizontal line and from
the other end a vertical line until the two lines inter
sect, as in Fig. 8. The length of the horizontal and
vertical lines, measured by the scale used in drawing
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the original force F, will give the magnitude of the com
ponents h\ and i\.
Admitting that two forces may be substituted for
a single force, it follows that a single force may be bal
anced by two forces acting in a direction diametrically
opposite to the components of the force and equal in
magnitude to them—that is, the ball shown in Pig. 7 may
be balanced by the two forces Pj and P2 acting as shown
in Pig. 9 and each equal to 7 pounds. It should also be
noticed that the sum of the components of a force is
greater than the force itself, and consequently it requires
more resistance to balance a single force with two forces
than to balance it with one direct force. Thus, in the
truss shown in Pig. 1 the combined stress in the struts
A and B is greater than the sum of W„ W3 and W,. The
:sum of the vertical components of these stresses, how
ever, will be just equal to the total load on the truss.
With the above explanation it should be easier to follow
the action of the stresses in any truss.
We will next consider the action of the stresses in
the truss shown in Pig. 2, first following the stresses
produced by W,. This load produces a pushing or com
pressive stress in A and B. The vertical component of
the stress In B is taken up by the king rod, while the

practice, a slight inequality in the loads on opposite sides

of the truss will be resisted by the stiffness of the joints,

but if W, and W, are considerably greater than W« and
W, then the truss will collapse, as shown in Fig. 10.

To prevent this the truss should be counterbraced, as

shown by the dotted lines in Pig. 5.

In order to consider the action of these counterbraces
we will trace the stresses in the truss Fig. 11, which

is loaded on one side only. The load produces a

compressive stress in A and B. The vertical component

of the stress in B is taken up by C and carried to joint

4, where It produces a compressive stress in L>and P.

The vertical component of the stress In F is taken up
by K and carried to joint (J

,

where it produces a com
pressive stress in K and H. The stress in E is balanced
by a portion of the horizontal component of the stress

in D and the horizontal component of the stress in H

by the tie beam. In a similar manner W, produces a
compressive stress In D and F, a pull in K and com
pression in E and H.
Now in actual construction the dead loads on a truss

of this kind, consisting of the weight of the roof and

of the truss itself, will be practically equal on each side
of the truss, but one side of the roof may be covered

Fig. 9
.

Fig 6.—Truss Designedto Utilize Attic Space.

horizontal component is resisted by the horizontal com
ponent of the stress in C. The stress in C produces a
compressive stress In the principals, which passes to the
supports. The load W, is resisted directly by the two
principals. If now we consider the pieces A and D, we
find that they receive a stress from W, and W, direct,
a stress from the pull in the king rod and also a stress
from Wj. The vertical component of these three stresses
is resisted by the walls and the horizontal component
by the tie beam.
The stresses in the truss Fig. 4 act in the same
way as in truss 2

,

except that there are more loads.
Thus the load W, produces a compressive stress In both
A and B. The vertical component of the stress in B
is taken up by C, which carries it to joint 4,' where it is
resisted by D and E. The vertical component of the
stress in E is taken up by the tie F, carried to joint 6

,

whence it passes down the principals to the supports.
The horizontal component of the stress in B is resisted
by the f.ie beam, while the horizontal components of E
and F balance each other, provided the truss is sym
metrically loaded. The stresses produced by W, and W,
act exactly as in the truss Fig. 2.
In considering the action of the stresses in the truss
shown in Pig. 5 it may be stated that the load W, pro
duces a compressive stress in A and B. The vertical
component of the stress in B is taken up by C and car
ried to joint 4, where it produces a compressive stress in
D and E. The stress in D is resisted by the wall and
by the tie beam, and the stress in E must be resisted by
an equal stress coming from the other side of the truss.
The load W, is resisted directly by D and E, the hori
zontal push in E being resisted by the corresponding
push in the opposite direction produced by Ws.
That the stresses acting against the ends of E shall
balance each other, it is evident that W, must be ex
actly equal to W, and W, equal to W4. As a matter of

Fig. 11. Truss Loadedon OneSideOnly.
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Diagramsfor Deier-
mining the "Com- Fig. 10.—ShowingEffectsof a Truss Unequally
ponents" of a Force Loaded.
and their Value.

Trusses for Wooden Roofs.

with snow when there is none on the other side, and

the wind can only blow on one side of the truss at a

time, consequently one side of the truss Is liable fre
quently to be more severely loaded than the other, and

this may happen to either side of the truss. It is also
evident that an inequality in the loads will produce the
same effect as if the truss were loaded on one side only,
and as we have seen that this condition is liable to occur

at any time, It is necessary to provide for it by intro

ducing both of the braces shown by the dotted lines in

Fig. 5
.

It is, in fact, a general principle that whenever a
truss is liable to be more heavily loaded on one side than

on another all rectangular spaces should be braced by

diagonal braces In the manner above described. About

the only exception to this rule is the truss shown In

Pig. 6
,

in which the rectangular space may be left open,

when there is an attic floor resting on the tie beam.

We have now seen how the stresses act in a simple
triaDgular or queen rod truss; the next step will be to
determine the magnitude of the stresses, after which

we can determine the size of the pieces and the strength
required in the joints.

{To be continued.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
KepalrliiK Leaky Koofn.

From L. S. H., Fredonia. N. Y—Having seen consider
able in Carpentry and Building recently about leaky roofs

and the best way to repair them, I send as of possible
interest an illustration and description of a tool which

I had niade some ten years ago, having at the time to

repair the roof of a large church building. The bottom

of the tool shown in the sketch is perfectly flat, the

edges at all points of the head being drawn down sharp

from the top, so it will easily catch and hold to the head
of a large or small nail if it projects the least bit. The
shoulder is nearly or quite at right angles, so it may

be driven against with a hammer if necessary, thus en
abling the workman to remove a shingle which may be

rotten without injuring the one next to It, which may

beperfectly sound. I would say in this connection that___=jf=
Repairing Leaky Roofs.

a leak in a roof is hardly ever found directly over the

place where it shows in the rooms below, as the water
usually runs down the roof boards or the rafter quite

a distance from the point of entrance. A classroom in
the building in question was situated at one corner and

the plaster was nearly all oft*. The roof had the ap
pearance of being all right, but nevertheless I patched
it in all places where it looked as if water might be
driven through with a club. The next time it rained the
water came in as bad as ever. I then crawled up the
valley, the water from which emptied onto the roof of
the classroom, and more than 20 feet from the bottom I
found quite a large hole in the tin, the water having
followed the valley rafter all that distance without doing
the least injury to the plaster or frescoing in the main
room.

Formula for Cement Walka.
From W. A. T., Weedsport, N. T.—l have read with
Interest the formula for cement walks by F. Relssmann
of West Point, N. Y., which appeared in the December
issue of the paper. It is excellent, and I do not see how
it can be improved upon. The only objection I have is
the cost, which is stated to be about 40 cents per square
foot, this being such that most people would hesitate
about using it. As being of Interest in this connection, I
will give our method of making cement walks. We
merely level off the ground about 6 inches below the
grade line of the walk, tilling in any low places that
may exist and cutting down high places. We next scat
ter coarse gravel over the ground and ram it well into
the dirt, especially if the ground is soft. We then run
a row of 2 x 4 hemlock strips along each side of the walk
with the top edges straight and set to the grade line.
These pieces we hold in place by means of small sticks

driven into the ground on the outside of them. We take
feather edge boards 4 inches wide and place between the

side strips, dividing the walk into square blocks about
4 or 5 feet each way, making sure that the thin

edges of the boards are level with the top of the side
strips.

We now are ready for the concrete, which we make

as follows: We have a box 4 feet wide by 6 feet

long and 1 foot deep, into which we put seven parts

of fine gravel, adding one part of Portland cement and

sufficient water to thoroughly wet it. Thoroughly mix

the cement and gravel while dry. Place the concrete In

the square places and thoroughly ram with a pounder

madeof a block of wood attached to a long handle. The

concrete should be, when well worked down, about
1% inches below the level of the side pieces. When
the concrete has set somewhat, but before It has
dried out, prepare the top finish by mixing two parts
of clear, sharp sand with one part of good Portland ce
ment, adding water enough to make this into a thin
grout. Pour this over the concrete and fill the squares
full enough so that a straight edge placed across the top
of the side strips and drawn across them will level the
top of the walk. Let this stand until the water which
rises to the top disappears. Then level down smooth
with a hand trowel. The side pieces should remain in
place for at least one week, when they may be re
moved.
While this kind of walk may not be as good as some
others, it has the advantage of being very cheap, and at
the same time very durable. It can be put down at a
profit for 9 cents per square foot and guaranteed not to
crack or scale off, and as for durability there are walks
in this place put down 14 years ago that are apparently
in as good condition to-day as when placed there. The
Portland cement referred to is the American product,
made at Warners, N. Y.

Denlsn for Log Cabin.
From W. F. W., Warrensourg, N. 7.—In a recent issue
of the paper " W. A." of Chicago, 111.,asks how to build"
a log house. In reply I would say that old fashioned
log houses were laid up of round logs with dovetailed
corners, and then the ends of the logs were sawed off,
making them all of one length. The doors and windows
were sawed out and a piece of plank pinned to the ends
of the logs for a jamb, and the inside of the house hewn
down as smooth as possible with a broadaxe. " W. A.,"
however, can cut out his own windows as he lays up

the house and save lumber. If he has or can get the
use of a saw mill he can split his logs in the center on

the saw, then edge two sides, bringing them all to one
size, thus giving him three straight sides and two square

Designfor Log Cabin.

corners. He can miter the corners or butt the square-

end up against the inside of the half logs, as shown in-

the sketch which I inclose, breaking joints every time,
so that there will be just one-eighth of the ends to show
on the two sides of the four corners. He can then

fasten them together with small spikes, or if he prefers
he can dovetail the ends together the same as wooden

bridge abutments are joined together.

From Old Times, Michigan— Referring to the inquiry
of " W. A," Chicago, 111.,on page 51 of the current vol
ume, I would suggest that he use the available lumber
in his logs to frame and cover the log house, utilizing the

slabs with the bark left on for covering. By having a
space of say 2 inches between the slabs, which may be

filled with a mixture of cement and sand colored, for In

stance, a dark red, with the shingles stained to har

monize with the color of the bark and casings, I think,
the correspondent will have a very pretty cottage with.
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the effect of a log ho.use. The door and window frames

I would set back from the extreme edge of the slabs, as
In brick and stone houses, the edges of the slabs being

chamfered and colored to match the filling between

the slabs. If there is an abundance of good building
stone, a chimney wall and chimney stack of ample pro

portions with open fireplace will add to its attractive
ness. Perhaps " W. A.'s " patron will insist upon the

old idea of solid logs lapped at the corners, but from my

■experiencewith them, the structure will in time become
objectionable from the fact that the rotting logs are lia

ble to breed all sorts of vermin and insects.

Power for Small Carpenter Shop.

From Try Square, Whitewater, Wis.—I have just re
ceived the March l^sue of Carpentry and Building through

our news agent, and take this opportunity of stating that

I like it better with each number, especially the valuable
articles for young carpenters and other wood workers,'

to which class I belong. Another thing I like about the
paper is that It is not full of long winded articles for
architects, contractors, &c. 1 notice an Inquiry from

"J. E. D.," Chicago, III., with regard to the best power
for a small carpenter shop. I would advise him to ob
tain a small gasoline engine. I have run a Webster ver
tical 2% horse-power gasoline engine for about a year,

and for purposes of light power I think it cannot be beat.
I have no doubt, however, that there are other makes
just as good as the Webster. For economy, ease of
operation and cleanliness by all means get a gasoline

■engine. I have run this engine ten hours straight with
the machinery attached, which was supposed to take

8 horse-power, and I did it with 45'cents' worth of gaso
line. I doubt if one could fire up a steam engine for
that amount.

Square Cupola for Barn.
From W. A. E., Fast Waterford, Maine.—Will some of

the readers of the Correspondence department furnish

for publication plan and elevation of a square cupola

with a curved hip roof, adapted for a barn 40 x 60 feet

In size, with 15-foot posts ?

Laying Out a Polygon.

From J. B. W., Shelton, Wash.—Will you please give
me room in your valuable paper for just a few words ?
On page 13 of the issue for January I find " R. J. H." of
Chicago illustrating a simple and easy method of lay

ing out a polygon. Now, his method is good, so far as it
goes; but he stops so short that his explanation is of
but little value, owing to the fact that he does not tell us

how to proceed when the dimensions are given as well

as the number of sides. For Instance, suppose I was go
ing to lay out a polygon with five sides, and each side

was to be 6 feet, what would be the size of my circle, or

what would be the first thing to consider, and how

should I proceed V Now if Mr. " R. J. H." will explain
this part of the method I shall be ever grateful.

G>i Engines for Small Power.
From W. S. W., Washington, Iowa— I notice a cor
respondent recently asked about gas engines for small

power, and as I have lately put In a 1% horse-power gas
oline engine, it may be interesting to the correspondent
to know what I think of it. The engine is used to run a
rip saw with the attachments, which were illustrated in

the issue of Carpentry and Building for March, 1898. I
also run a small lathe and a scroll saw. It does the
work nicely and effects a great saving of labor, while oc
cupying very little room.

The Size of Cold Air Ducts.
From A. B., Bayonne, N. J.—X would like to know

why so many houses which are supposed to be thorough

ly informed as to the best method of heating by hot air

furnace use such large cold air ducts In connection with

furnaces. In my experience a great many complaints
brought to my shop of unsatisfactory heating are due to

the fact that the cold air ducts are about twice aa large

as they should be, and invariably the remedy applied in

cases of complaint is the closing of the damper so that

the tube is not more than one-third open. In my work I
never make the cold air duct with an area of more than

one-half of the area of the hot air outlets.

Note.—We commend this topic to our readers for dis

cussion. The practice of making the cold air duct with

an area very nearly that of the combined hot air outlets

is due to the fact that in the early fall and late spring,

while it is necessary to have some fire, the larger the

quantity of air which can be passed through the furnace

the less annoyance is experienced in the building from

overheating, and It Is a simple matter in colder weather,

or when the wind blows, to use the damper to reduce the

supply. An apparatus for automatically controlling the

air supply would undoubtedly answer the purpose, pro

viding it worked satisfactorily. The reason that our cor

respondent's practice has been satisfactory is partially

due to another existing evil— that is, the small flue used

in the partitions, which, In view of the small volume of

air that It carries, requires the air to be heated to a much

higher temperature than can be recommended by good

practice. Consequently the smaller the quantity of air

brought to the furnace the more readily It is heated to a

high temperature. Large cold air ducts and large flues

for carrying the warm air from the cellar pipes to the

rooms to be heated are far more desirable and should be

generally recommended.

Filing Cross Cut Saws.
From R. S., Kalamazoo, Mich.—As I am one of the new
readers of Carpentry and Building, I would ask some kind
contributor to ^your most excellent paper to show, with

Illustrations, the best way to file a cross cut saw. By so
doing he will confer a favor upon me, and no doubt upon

many others who are interested. If in return I can favor
any one in the future I will gladly do so.
Note.—In presenting the above inquiry to the attention
of the practical saw filers among our readers it may be

interesting to the correspondent to peruse the letter of
" W. F. W., on page 72, and of " S. A. M.," on page 97
of the volume Carpentry and Building for last year.
These deal with the subject of saw filing and contain

much that is of interest and value.

Laying Out Dovetail Work.
From C. E. W., Canaan Street, N. H.—Will some of the
readers of the paper please tell me the correct way to

lay out dovetailing? I am much interested in the sub
ject and shall be glad to see something in the columns
regarding it.

Raising and moving Brick Buildings.

From A. H. H. M.. London, Canada.—Will you kindly

allow me space to ask a few questions about raising

and moving a brick house 1 There has never been any

of this work doue here in the city except last summer,

when I raised a brick office which was 20 x 20 feet in
size and one and one-half stories high. I have been
asked to tender on moving a brick house 10 feet and

raising It 3 feet. I have not taken the dimensions of It
yet, but would judge it to be about 40 x 56 feet and two
stories high. There Is a Jog of about 2 feet on one side

and two bay windows in front. I would very much like
to have the readers of the paper describe the best

method of proceeding with the work. How should the
timbers be put under and is It necesary to have them

run the entire width of the building in order to tie It

together ? What kind of a runway should be con

structed and what kind of rollers should be used ? What

Is the best method of moving it after it is loaded, there
being a cellar under half the building ? I have been told
by people who have seen it done that It is customary

to use iron bands placed around the walls of the build

ing. I fail to see the use of them, especially in the pres
ent case, where there is a jog in the building.

Note— The subject raised by our correspondent is an
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interesting one, and while the successful movement of
the structure will be governed to a large extent by local
conditions, it is probable that he will obtain valuable
suggestions from some of the articles which appeared
in back volumes of Carpentry and Building. In our issue
for November, 1893,will be found an illustrated descrip
tion of the method of moving a brick railroad station,
while in the issue for January, 1896, we presented a de
tailed account of the moving of the Immanuel Baptist

Church in Chicago, this being one of the most notable
operations of its kind ever successfully executed. In the
issuefor October, 1898, there Is an account of the mov
ingof four double five-story brick flats. The methods of
housemovers differ, however, in various sections of the
country, and we shall be glad to hear from our readers
as to the manner in which they would carry out the
work described by the correspondent.

plan of backing as soon as I can. All the answers In
the February number are practically the same. The one
in the December issue I do not quite understand, es
pecially that part from G to F on the plan. It
to me that would cut off on quite a bevel.

Designs of Summer Cottages.
From Frameb, Michigan— I wish some of our archi
tectural friends would contribute designs of summer cot
tages, such as would be suitable for summer outing
parties, &c. This part of Michigan contains a number
of picturesque lakes, which In summer are visited by peo
ple from as far West as Chicago. Something modest la
cost, style and size Is desired.
Note.—We shall be very glad to receive contributions

Design for a Dairy Barn.
From H. R. R., Lamed, Kan.— Replying to " J. L. T.,"
Bremen. Ind., 1 send herewith sketches, not drawn to
scale,of an octagon barn which may prove of interest.

The main sills are 10 x 12 inches; the cross sills 8 x 12
inches; the girder in wall 6x8 inches; the girder over
manger6 x 10 inches; the cross tie 6 x 10 inches; stud
ding 2x6 inches, spaced 2 feet on centers; hip rafters
2 x 12 inches; main rafters 2x8 inches, with purlin In
center; floor joist 2 x 12 inches, placed 16 inches on
centers, and loft joist 2 x 10 inches, placed 2 feet on

Plan of Barn.

DOWELS'vDOWELS

Detailof Framinga Corner.
SILL10X 13

Isometrica]View, IndicatingMethodof Framing.

Designfor a Dairy Barn.

centers. The outside walls are to be sheathed with 8-

inch matched sheathing and redwood siding over It.

The roof is to be sheathed with matched boards and
then covered with redwood shingles laid 4% inches to the

weather. As it has not fallen to my lot to build a
silo and knowing nothing about its construction, I can
not advise the correspondent how to construct one.

Note.—It may be interesting to the correspondent mak
ing the inquiry for a design of a dairy barn to know

that he will find valuable information as to the con
struction of a silo in a little pamphlet entitled " Silos

and Silage," issued by the Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, I). C. The matter is contained in what is

known as " Farmers' Bulletin No. 32," copies of which
he can obtain free on application to the Department.

of designs of the character indicated, with a view to

their presentation In these columns. The field Is a most
interesting one, and we trust that architects and build
ers who have been connected with the execution of de
signs of summer and seaside cottages will respond to the
request of our correspondent.

Boxing for Concrete Houses.

From L. C. F., Birmingham, Ala— I would like to beg
space in the Correspondence columns of the paper for
the purpose of asking the readers the best method of
boxing for building concrete houses and how best to
carry on the work. What are the best materials to use
and in what proportions should they be mixed ?

Backing Hip Barters.

From W. S., Paterson, N. J.— I would like to thank
the editor for the space and attention given my ques
tions, and at the same time thank those who have sent
answers to them. I would be pleased to have " L. W.
G." of Alpena, Mich., submit diagrams of hips and Jacks
with any curvature he may have used, and perhaps it
would interest others as well as myself. I shall try his

Adding a Second Story to a Box House.

From J. M., Oglesby, Texas.—Will some of my brother
chips kindly answer the following question through the
Correspondence columns: I have a box house 28 x 36
feet In size, which has a common gable roof. The walls
are 10 feet high and the house contains six rooms and a
hall. The outside frame is covered with drop siding and
is ceiled throughout What I want to know is, are the
walls sufficiently stout to support a balloon roof with
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about a square pitch, with three or four additional rooms
on the second floor? Any information which the many
readers of the paper may see fit to give will be duly ap
preciated.

Plan for Portable Blna.
From D. F. C, Yirden, Manitoba— "Will some reader
give through the columns of your valuable paper a good
plan for building 500-bushel portable bins?

Then by breaking joints about 1 inch or more you are
sure not to get any nails in or under a joint.

Trains a Level.
From Nailset, Oswego, N. Y—Will some good work
man please explain through the columns of the Corre
spondence Department how to " true " a good level ?

Remodeling; a Veranda.
From L. S. H., Fredonia, N. Y.—l inclose sketches and
description of a piece of work I did last summer which,
though comparatively small and unimportant, may not

be without interest to some of the younger readers of

the paper. Fig. 1 represents a section of a veranda built
probably 60 years ago. It was 4 feet 6 inches wide and
It was to be made 18 inches wider. In doing the work the
first step was to shore np the roof and tear away the

Plan of u Stationary Bathtub.
From J. A. R. W., Angel's Camp, Gal.—Will some reader
please give me a plan of a stationary bathtub, stating
the required amount of zinc ? I would like to have the
tub about 6 feet inside on top and 18 inches deep by 18
inches wide. Such a plan was published some time ago,

but I have lost the copy of the paper containing it. As
near as I can remember the tub had a panel end with
two panels in the side, and it was raised from the floor.
This is a rural district, and it is next to Impossible to get
any work" of the kind done.

How Should Corner Blocks He Placed I
From H. A. McK., Neepatca, Manitoba.— I would like
to ask through the columns of the paper a question in
regard to a feature of inside finish. In putting on cas
ings with corner blocks, should the blocks be placed with
the grain running horizontally or vertically? I have
never seen the matter discussed in the columns of the pa
per, but the carpenters here seem to be about equally
divided on the question.

Note.—With no intention of anticipating the replies
which we feel our readers will furnish to the inquiry of
the correspondent above, we would say that the position
of the corner block is usually regarded as one largely of
taste and depending somewhat upon circumstances. If

SECTIONOFOLDCOLUMN

Fig. 1.—Sectionof Old Column,ShowingConstructionof Roof. Fig. 2.—SectionShowingthe RemodeledRoof.

Remodelinga Veranda.

old floor, which was not attached to the house in any

way, but simply built against the underpinning. This
old floor was to be replaced with a new one the desired

width, which was to be fastened to the house close up

under the door sill. The old roof was hipped, but as it
extended clear across the front of the house It could not

be hipped when made wider than It was originally, so

I brought the ends out square, showing a half pediment
at each end. although the ceiling on the Inside represents

It as though the roof was hipped. The new columns
were turned and brackets were placed in the angles,

although the drawings sent do not show them. Fig. 1

shows a section of the old column, together with the

construction of the old roof, the end plate being left out

In order to better show the cornice boxed around the

front plate, the latter being halved together. Fig. 2
shows the construction of the extension, the combined
lookout and rafter A and the strip B being nailed and

spiked in the best possible manner to the old plate In

order to insure rigidity.

What la the Best method of Nailing Shingles »
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.—in the November
number a correspondent asked some questions in regard

to nailing shingles, &c. If I wanted to make the best
possible roof, I would not lay any shingle over 3 or 4
Inches wide, but in general practice here we do not split

a shingle no matter what its width. As to nailing, my
own practice is to nail in each edge of each shingle over
2 inches wide, and nail about % Inch from the edge.

the block is carved it makes little or no difference which
way the grain may run. If, however, the block is plain,
its position would depend somewhat upon the proportions
of the opening in connection with which it was used. If
it is desired to have the opening appear high, the block
should be used with the grain running vertically; if, on
the other hand, it is desired to have the opening appear
low, then we should turn the block the other way. We
submit the question, however, to our readers and hope
they will discuss it freely in the light of their own ex
perience.

Opportunities for Concrete Construction.
From Old Hickory. Michigan.— Our hard wood timber
in this section of the country Is fast being bought up
and cut into proper size for manufacturing purposes by
men who foresee in a short time a scarcity of good tim
ber. Meanwhile they are developing vast beds of clay
which Is being converted into hydraulic cement. As the
timber is fast disappearing, it seems to me some sort of
concrete construction must come into play, but whether
it will be timber and concrete or metal and concrete
remains to be seen. There must, however, be improved
methods for mixing and placing the material when
needed. Personally 1 would prefer a concrete house to
a frame one. This, of course, is intended as my reflec
tions in regard to the probable result of the scarcity of
building lumber in so far as concerns domestic archi
tecture. The architects will take care of tue public,
mercantile and other buildings in the larger cities.
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CONSTRUCTING A WINDOW FRAME FOR CIRCULAR TOWER.

THE
subject of our Thirty-flrst Competition was a
" Window Frame for a Circular Tower," the frame

being Intended for upper and lower sash, hung with
weights and constructed with sill and sub-sill. Cash
prizes were offered for articles illustrating and describ
ing the best methods of doing the work. The efforts
submitted by the various contestants were referred to a
committee, who carefully considered the work of each,

.and have awarded prizes in the order of their merit.
The committee point out that some of the competitors

ticulars, so that we may have the opportunity of pub
lishing it in the columns of the paper.
The same criticism applies, but in a lesser degree,
perhaps, to the matter submitted by " Farmer," while
" E. M. li." and " H. M. H." departed somewhat from
the stated requirements of the contest and presented an
elucidation of the problem of laying out veneers for the
circular head of a frame standing in a circular wall when
the pulley stiles are square with the chord line In plan
and also when the stiles radiate to a common center.

Fig. I.—Vertical SectionthroughFrame
andSash.—Scale, H Inchesto theFoot.

Fig ?.—Elevationof FrameandSash.—Scale,% inchto theFoot.

■evidentlyfailed to appreciate
the full importance of the re
quirements of the contest, for
while carefully executed
drawings were submitted
clearly showing the construc
tion employed, the descriptive
text was in several instances
altogether too general in its
application and lacking In its
mention of the various steps
to be followed in the practical
execution of the work. A strik
ing example of this was found in the matter submitted
by " Jack Plane." Here the drawings were of a high
■orderof merit so far as clearly Indicating the construc
tion was concerned, yet the description of the manner
in which the actual work should be done was confined
to a comparatively few lines of text. This failure to
properly cover the ground, as called for by the condi
tions of the contest, destroyed what would otherwise
have been a most excellent chance for a prize. His ef
fort, however, is worthy of special mention, and we trust
he will supplement his description with additional par-

Fig. 8.—HorizontalSectionthroughWindowFrame,SashandTo^erWall, ShowingMethodof
SettingJamb Studding— 'cale.% Inch to theFoot.

Window Frame for a Circular Tower. - Awarded First Prize.

These, however, are matters in which many readers are
interested, and we hope to publish them in due course.
Under the terms of the competition as announced In
the Issue foi December, the committee decide that the
matter contributed by George A. Davis of Sidell, 111.,Is
entitled to the first prize, atid that furnished by Frank
J. Orodavent of Fort D. A. Russell. Wye, is entitled
to the second prize.
We present herewith the contribution of Mr. Davis,
who secured the first prize: The conditions do not state
whether the frame shall be for a brick or frame build
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ing, but as a choice I give my method of constructing
a bow face frame for a frame structure. The same
principle, of course, would be used for a brick struc
ture, except that the radius would be changed, a box for
weights would be added to the pulley stile or jamb, a 2-
inch brick mold would be substituted for the 1% x 4%
inch outside casing, and the inside edge of the pocket
would be plowed to receive the hanging stile. The draw
ing which I send is for a 32 x 32 inch, two-light window
in a 12-foot tower, radius 6 feet, using 2x4 studs, sized
to 1% x 3% inches. The sill and sub-sill will have to
be cut square from flat plank, also the head jamb. The
sill and sub-sill will be made without any pitch to start
with, providing the sill is cut from 1%-inch stuff, this
being the common thickness for sills in frame build
ings. If, however, the sill stuff be full 2 inches thick,
after cutting out the sill to the proper outside radius, a
gauge line can be set in 2 inches from the outer edge or
to a point where the sub-sill strikes the sill. From this
line plane outward, leaving the sill 1% inches thick at
the outer edge, thus obtaining ^4 inch fall in 2 inches.
The pitch or fall is the first thing to overcome in a cir
cular or bow face frame, as many leaky jobs are caused
on just this account. In order to prevent wind or rain
from beating m between the sill and sub-sill, the best
method is to tongue and groove one to the other, as in
dicated at A in Fig. 1, applying to the surface between
the two a good coat of white lead or thick paint.
This will prevent decay, and at the same time will ce-.

Fig. 4.—ShowingMethodof ObtainingCutsfor Sill, Sub-aill
andHeader.

Window Frame for a Circular Tower.

ment the two together, as the sub-sill will naturally
have a tendency to warp or cup away from the sill.
The next thing we have to consider is the joint be
tween the lower sash and the sub-sill. The weather will
enter here as readily as at any other place, so a bead or
raised round should be inserted in, or planted on, the
sub-sill at the proper place on which to center the bot
tom sash, a hollow being made in the sash to receive it,
ns shown at B of the figure referred to. This will be
found very necessary, especially if the window is situ
ated on the south, southeast or southwest side, from
whence most of our driving rains come.
Another thing in circular frames with which the
novice is liable to have trouble is the location of his
Jamb studding. By placing them with the radius they
will appear as indicated at E of Fig. 3, where they are
shown parallel with the jamb or pulley stile.
If the frame is 2 x 4 the jamb studs will have to be
made from 5-inch stuff. In Fig. 4 is shown the method
of obtaining the cuts for the sub-sill, head, &c. First
joint the inside edge of the stuff straight; strike the
proper circle thereon, and from the center of the stick
shown halve the width of the window each way. For
Instance, if the window is to be 36 Inches in the clear,
measure each way from the center 18 inches, and cut
off at the tongue of the square. Allow enough, of course,
to enter the gain in the pulley stile, which is generally

% inch on each end, or % inch added to the full width
of the window.
In making a water table for a bow face frame I al
ways use wide stuff % inch thick. Bevel to the outer
edge and use tin flashing on top, well up uuder the sid
ing, as shown at E of Fig. 1. In making the outside
head casing I use from two to three thicknesses, accord

ing to the size of the circle. In a circle of 6 feet radius,

a cap can be made of two %-inch boards, bent one on

top of the other, as shown at D of Fig. 1. In my opin
ion this makes a much better cap than to kerf a board
of the right thickness. Set the frame and apply the cap

to the frame after it is located in its proper place. In

sert the pulleys in this frame the same as any straight

box frame. The plowing for the parting stop can be

done with any ordinary panel plow, or with a grooving
machine. If the mold used under the water table be
crown or cove, It will be necessary to have it made at

some factory, unless the mechanic possesses a former

of his own.

Banquet of Cleveland Builders' Exchange.

The Builders' Exchange of Cleveland held Its annual

banquet Monday evening, February 2, in the Auditorium

of the Chamber of Commerce Building, this being the

most successful and enjoyable affair the exchange ever

held. There were 255 members with their friends and

invited guests present, included among the guests of

honor being Governor George K. Nash; Wm, Jef
frey and Wm. Tytler, representing the London, Ont.,

Builders' Exchange; R. J. Gardiner, secretary of the
Builders' Exchange of Columbus; Hon. H. E. Ellison of

Governor Nash's staff; H. J. Harks, City Building In
spector; Architect F. S. Barnum, president Cleveland
Chapter of American Institute of Architects, and M. S.

Greenough, president Chamber of Commerce.

President C. W. McCormlck acted as toastmaster, and

welcomed the visitors and friends
" on behalf of the

exchange." Arthur Bradley, former president of the
exchange, spoke upon the " Future of Cleveland." The

Governor responded to a toast,
" The , State and Its

Builders." Architect F. S. Barnum to " The City's Ar-

chitecteure." President Greenough of the Chamber of

Commerce to " The Value of Association," and William
Downle to " Our Silent Partners— The Ladles." William ,
Jeffery of the London Exchange spoke for the Canadian
friends in an extempore address.

After the banquet a very pleasant reception was given

Governor Nash in the Builders' Exchange rooms on the

third floor of the building. The rooms were decorated

with palms and flags, and made a very fine appearance.

Following this feature of the evening, those who desired

to dance returned to the Auditorium, where a fine pro

gramme of dancing was arranged.

The Builders' Exchange Bowling League was or

ganized the past winter, and has been a source of much
pleasure to a large number of the members during the

dull winter months. Five teams were formed, and
played a series of games each Friday evening. The
team winning the most games will receive a trophy,
which will be displayed In the exchange rooms. Picked
teams from the league have played with the

" All Star
Hotel Team." Much Interest has been taken in these

games, large crowds watching the sport and cheering

on their friends.

A general union of employers, to embrace all branches
of Industry, Is being organized In Germany with the

view of counterbalancing the Influence of the general
union of workmen already existing In that country. Its
programme Is interesting and seems somewhat drastic.

It is Intended that when labor troubles break out In any
one branch, delegates from all the branches of the union
shall meet to consider the question of Joint action. A

fund for the assistance of weak employers in cases of
strikes or lockouts is to be created, and a register of
workmen is to be drawn up with a view of preventing
strikers from obtaining employment elsewhere, while
men who have made themselves particularly obnoxious

are not to be employed in any case. The union also In
tends to put up several candidates for the Reichstag at

the next elections.
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SHEET METAL IN INTERIOR DECORATION.

HAVING
expl.'iined the principles involved in the in

stallation of a metal celling we will now follow the
work from start to finish. As an excellent example of an
ordinary ceiling of fair size, and one embodying much in
the way of selection of plates and trimming that would
furnish hints as to the arrangement of ceilings simpler
in character and smaller in size, we have selected one
recently installed In a residence at Kutherford, N. J., and
present the working drawing in Fig. 4. As will be seen,
the ceiling is 36 feet by 26 feet 7 Inches. Having taken
the measurements of the ceiling, which is of plaster, the
next step is the selection of the plates. The ceiling not
being particularly high, we select a shallow body plate,
the same furnishing the key to the completed- celling
design. To -get- a massive effect- we decide to break up

The outer border and field plates are edged with a mold
ing similar to that shown in Fig. 9, the drop block being;
the one. shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 19 shows the drop block
used for the corners of the beam molding.
The large plate in the outer field is the 24 x 48 inch-
plate shown in Fig. 20. The stillng, Fig. 21, is used to
fill out all space near the edge not lending its measure
ments to standard sizes of plates. A cove mold, Fig. 22,
is next used, and finally the cove shown in Fig. 23. The-
lengths given with the figures of straight pieces indicate
the lengths in which they are supplied.
The first step In the practical installation is the prep
aration of the nailing foundation, for which we requi re-
several strips of wood known as " furring " strips antf
measuring l%~inches square and Upward- according to tire-

>

Fig. 4.—Plan of Ceiling,Shoving Positionof the Various Platesand Trimmings.

SheetMetal in Interior Decoration.

the general field somewhat by the introduction of mold
ings and borders. The body plate we decide upon Is the
one shown In Fig. 5, 24 x 24 inches. The field center, 48
inches square, is next provided for, as shown in Fig. 6.
A neat border, shown in Figs. 7 and 8, contributes to the
effect of the center field piece, and the effect of the
whole is hightened by the egg mold shown in Fig. 9,
doubled around and ornamented at the corners with the
drop block seen in Fig. 10. The drop block also hides
the joints in the moldings. Field plates, Figs 11 and 12,
complete the center field of the design.
This portion of the ceiling arranged for, we now, for
reasons which will be explained later, continue our ar
rangements from a point nearest the cove or wall finish.
Fig. 13 shows the corner plate of the outer border, and
Fig. 14 shows the plate used in the run of the border.
The corner plate may be used for upper or lower, left or
right corners. The corner plate of the inner border next
the center field Is shown In Fig. 15, while Fig. 16 is the
running plate in the same border. Edging the inner
border is a 1%-Inch molding, shown in Fig. 17, which also
makes a finish for a false beam, Fig. 18, on both sides.

depth of the plate to be used. Having laid off our center
lines, as shown in Fig. 24, we proceed to make provision*
for the field center piece, Fig. 3, which will be found to
require a space equal to the area of four 24 x 24 plates, or
plates corresponding in their square aggregation to that

measurement. We now square off the center line, so that
if It is found that the sides of the celling are unequal we-
may make provision for the irregularity. Finding our
ceiling pretty square we proceed with such measuring

tools as are at our disposal to mark out with chalk the

lines on which our furring strips shoulu rest, and for the
marking of which our plan is the guide. This work com
pleted we commence to apply the furring strips, nailing

them well to the ceiling and taking advantage of the
joists as much as possible. We are also careful to see
that the chalk lines on the ceiling come under the longi
tudinal centers of the strips. We continue in this way
until the stripping for the whole of the center field ist
applied. Our next step is to apply the plates required for
this portion of the work, but we must be careful to com
mence with the first or center row, and square it to prove
the work. We now locate the strips for the cove, leaving
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tue intervening space vacant for a while. We do this in
•order that any cutting or fitting up material may come in
•on the stiling or filling border, which, being flat and
having little or no design, may be cut without any danger
•of marring T.ne general effect of the celling. Wooden
cove brackets furnished by the plate makers are used to
carry the cove plates, and we toe nail them to the wall
■at intervals, according to the length of tne plates, the
upper end being nailed to a furring strip, which we ap
ply to the ceiling to receive the mold forming the stil
ing enrichment. The cove frame completed we go bacK
'to the center field and nail up the strips for the borders,
molds and stiling as shown in the cross section, Fig. 25.
The stripping for the center field is made clear in Fig. 26.
Tn the cross furring for the oorder fields provision is of

templated involving the construction of 40 houses, each

18 x COfeet in size and three stories in hight. They will
be of Pompeiian brick, with Indiana limestone trim

mings, and will have large colonial porches, bay win
dows, plate glass, and galvanized iron cornices. The plans

have been drawn by T. Frank Brown, architect, of Ger-
mantown, Philadelphia, and the whole operation Is es

timated to cost in the neighborhood of $160,000. We

understand that the contract for the work is in the hands
of John J. Brown of the place named.

Permanence in Color of Brick and Terra Cotta.

It has been frequently observed that red brick or
terra cotta, after prolonged exposure to the air, under-

a -

Fig. 8—ColonialBorder,6x 24Inches.

Fig. 5.—A Field Plate. Fig 6.—A Field Center. Fig !).—Egg Mold,214InchesWideby
% Inch Deep.

Fig. 7.—CornerBorder,6x 18
Inches.

Fig. 10.—Zinc Drop Block, 8
InchesSquareby 4H Inches
Deep,

Fig 12.—A Field Plate, 12Inches
Square,

Fig. 18.—BorderSection,24
InchesSquare.

Fig. 14.—RunningBorderPlate,
24x 24Inches

Fig. 11-Field Plate,12x 24
Inches.
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Fig. 15—A CornerPlate, 24
InchesSquare,
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Fig. 16.—AnotherStyle of Border
Plate.

Sheet Metal in Interior Decoration.

•course made for the 12 x 24, 24 x 48 and 24 x 24 plates

■whichcompose the corner and side fields. The frame

work completed we are ready to nail up the cove plates

and outer field plates, which operation we will describe
in our next article.

(To be continued.)

A considerable amount of building is in prospect In
ithe suburbs of Philadelphia, one of the operations con-

goes many changes, particularly as regards color. Speak
ing generally, live or six years' exposure will be found to
have considerably modified the color and appearance of
most buildings where terra cotta has been largely used
in construction. And, commonly, the deeper the orig
inal tint the more pronounced the change, and this
apart from any considerations in the way of dirty sur
roundings: smoke, fume or dust-laden atmosphere. The
change is, perhaps, not so noticeable where the terra
cotta has been made to contribute to, but not to give, the
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complete outline or elevation of a building. However,

the color is never permanent, says a writer in the Clay

Record. Though the conditions as to composition, mak
ing and burning be practically equal, taking the terra
cotta as a whole, after exposure hardly two blocks of
terra cotta will be found alike.
The properties of iron are well known; it is by far
the cheapest and most effective coloring agent known in
the clay working industry. Under proper conditions its

well-known oxide: Fe, 0«, gives In effect a deep and
permanent red. However, the color may be modified to
no inconsiderable extent by the presence of lime, chalk,

of a wash. By such and similar means low grade clays-
are made to compare favorably with those of the high

est quality; In so far as the color is concerned. But
there the matter ends; the effect will be but short lived.
Two qualities are absolutely essential to permanence-
of durability and color, saturation and insolubility.

Unsaturated compounds, those capable of further oxi
dation, existing in brick or terra cotta, must ever be a

source of weakness, and prevent the ultimate perma

nence of one's wares. A piece of red ware under proper -

conditions may be burned in many shades or tints and

it will be more or less permanent in character. Such a-

Fig. lr.-Molding, 1H InchesWide.

Fig. 19—DropBlock for BeamMold. Fig. 20-Field Plate,24x 48Inches

Fig 18.—EnrichedDividingMold,9 InchesWide and
1% InchesDeep,for False Beam.

ins Fig 22.—EggandDartCoveMoldingwith8-InchProjectionand3-InchDrop.

Fig. 21.—Designof Stiling. Fig 24—DiagramShowingMethodof Laying Off TenterLines

25and26-Elevation andSections,ShowingMethodof
" Stripping" for Ceiling.

Sheet Metal in Interior Decoration.

Fig. 23.—CoveTreatment

magnesia and certain soluble salts
—chiefly sulphates—

to say nothing of organic matter. The operation of burn

ing, also, has its own color effect on the wares: the red

oxide of iron: Fe, Os, being particularly sensitive to re

ducing influences at relatively high temperatures.

Clays are frequently used in the fabrication of red

brick and terra cotta, often in connection with
large and

important jobs, which do not contain the essential
ferric

oxide in due proportion for the work.
Or, on the other

hand, the presence of one or more of the before men

tioned oxides, carbonates, sulphates or carbonaceous
mat

ter will seriously affect the color. The problem Is to get

such clays In the way of finished wares in line with the

best known work. This may be in part accomplished
by

the addition Of certain patented
mediums, by the limited

admission of air or oxygen in the burning or by means

clay or body can have but one permanent tint under nor

mal conditions. Any irregularity or limitation of oxygen

in the burning— through accident or design—will be sure
ly set right by the atmosphere. A close, tight, vitreous
body, as instanced by the best blue wares, would appear

at first sight to come under the same category, seing the

evident reduction. But here complex alkaline silicates
are probably formed with partial fusion; such a

body can hardly be compared to such as used in connec

tion with high class rubbers, facings and terra cotta.

These wares, in their highest state of perfection, are

justly prized for their rich, warm and delicate tint, and.

given a good and suitable clay, and burning under proper

conditions of oxidation, they give the nearest known ap

proach to regularity and permanence in color that may

be attained.
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Fire Resisting Construction.

A noticeable feature of the construction employed In
•connection with the new Admiralty Buildings in Lon
don is the Are resisting floors, ceilings and roofs, which
are built on the lines of what is known as the Fawcett
system. A writer in one of the London architectural
papers thus describes the manner in which the work
was done, the floors at the time of his visit to the build
ings showing the naked construction, the " girders being
filled in with the tubular lintels ready for plastering
below, and the breeze concrete filled in above the lintels
with the wooden joists or fillets upon which the flooring
Is fixed. These lintels, which constitute the main fea
ture of the system, are of a semi fire clay, or red chim
ney pot earth, made in the form of semi-circular tubes,

with ribs and corrugations below, and each is supported
on the lower flanges of the joists. Above, these lintels
form a succession of ridges and furrows, while their
lower flat flange-like plates have dovetail grooves to
give a key to the plaster, and at the ends are made to
project and cover the bottom Iron flanges of girder about
2 inches below, so as to protect the same from fire.
They are placed diagonally between the joists or girders,
giving increased strength, and their soffits form a con
tinuous ceiling. The tubular section of lintel enables
the air to circulate freely throughout the whole area, and
also beneath the lower flanges of joists, where air pas
sages are formed. These floors are remarkably strong
and compact. The 6-inch cross partitions are in many
cases constructed of sifted breeze concrete— two central
sacks of cement to % yard cube of sifted breeze—and
are so compact and strong as to resist the heaviest blow
that may be given them. In some of these stanchions
are placed, carrying the upper girders.
Very important parts of the construction are the roofs.
Steel trusses, formed of I-sectlons about 12 feet apart,
are placed over the walls externally, forming the slop
ing sides, and these carry steel purlins which support

the fire clay lintels and concrete for slating or lead work.
Various slopes have been formed, some nearly vertical,

others of slight fall to the gutters. The purlins are
placed 2 feet apart, and the concrete of breeze and ce
ment forms a capital surface for the slates, as no bat
tens are necessary, the nails being driven through the
concrete, which gives a secure and firm hold. The nu-

. merous dormer windows which light the outside corri
dors are entirely of breeze and cement concrete, the
cheeks and walls being about 6 Inches thick.

Law in the Building Trades.

ORDER BINDING WHEN ACCEPTED.

If a contractor to whom a balance is due on a build
ing draws an order upon the owner for a portion of
such balance in favor of a subcontractor and delivers
it to the latter, who procures its acceptance by the
owner, this amounts to an assignment of so much of the
fund due under the building contract as will give it
precedence over an assignment from the contractor to a
third person of his Interest in such contract— Hafner vs.
Kirby, 53 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 552.

WHEN SUBCONTRACTORMUST DO HIS WORK.

Where a contractor notified his subcontractor that
walls were ready for iron work he had agreed to put
on, and that it was necessary for their protection against
the elements that the work should be done at once, and
that the subcontractor assured him that he was ready
to do the work as soon as the wails were completed, the
subcontractor is bound to use all the force necessary to
finish the work as soon as practicable according to the
notice.—Meyer vs. Haven, 55 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 864.

RIOHT TO WITHHOLD PAYMENT UNTIL OTHER CLAIMS HAVE
BEEN PAID.

A contract for the erection of a building provided for
the withholding of a certain per cent, of the contract
price until completion, and in case of notice of any
claims for mechanics' liens the right was reserved to
withhold payment until such Hens or claims were paid.

It was held that the owner was entitled to withhold such
amount until such claims were paid, although me
chanics' Hens had not been filed, as provided by law.—
Ind. School Dist. vs. Mardis, Sup. Ct. la., 76 N. W. Rep.,
705.

BIGHT TO SURPLUS AFTER COMPLETION BY OWNER.

Under the clause of a building contract giving the
owner the right on default of the contractor to finish the
work covered by the contract and deduct its cost from
the contract price, an election by the owner to exercise
such right is a waiver of any right he might have to in
sist that the contractor had forfeited his claim to final
payment, aud the owner is liable for the excess, If any,
remaining after deducting the cost of completion, which
excess is chargeable with mechanics' Hens of sub-con
tractors furnishing materials to the contractor.— Dyer vs.
Osborne, 58 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 1123.

RIGHTS OF OWNER WHEN INFERIOR MATERIAL HAS BEEN
USED.

Where one who had contracted to furnish material of
a certain quality to be used in the construction of a
house, furnished an Inferior quality, which became
known to the owner after the house was finished, the
owner had the right to keep the house in Its inferior
condition, and recover from the contractor the difference
between the actual value and the value had it been con
structed of the specified material, since the parties must
be deemed to have contracted with reference to the value
of the house with the proper materials furnished.— El-
wood Planing Mill Company vs. Harting (Ind.). 52 N. E.
Rep., 621.
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Realizing the importance and usefulness of cement to architects, engineers,
mechanics,builders, house owners, together with the general lack of knowledge on
thesubject, the author of this little book has endeavored to gather together in con
venientform from the best authorities Buch information as will enable the most inex-

?irienced
to know what cement to procure and how to use it to the best advantage,

hereis a chapter on the classification of mortars, whi e others deal with the testing
of cement,strength of mortars, prep»ration of concrete, safe loads on foundations,
costof concrete, some notes on the preparation of sidewalks and cement floors, after
whichattention is given to the subject of cement stucco for walls, pebble dash, etc.
A chapter od lime and cement will be found of special interest, as will also some
remarkson efflorescence. A number of pages at the close are given up to a list of
someof the principal authorities on cement, together with advertisements likely to
proveof interest in this connection
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It's Out
of Sight
when the plastering is
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will lastwhile thebuild,
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— Gktting Back at Him.—" He
boasted to me that he was a self-made
man."
"What did you say?"
" I told him that he seemed unjusti
fiably proud of his job."— Detroit Free
Press.
— Wabm.— " About the hottest thing I
have seen lately," Asbury Peppers re
marked as be speared the best slice of
melon. " was an old salt with a pep
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tered out."— Cincinnati Enquirer.

-Lucy: " Which side shall I sit on? "
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ence. I can drive with either hand."
—Chicago Tribune.
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p^OVELTIES,
Rapid OTortUe Lock.

A feature of lock construction which
cannot fail to command the incetest
of architects and builders has just
been introduced to the tiaile by the
Russell & Erwiu Mfg. Company of
New Britain, Conn., and 43 and 47
Chambers street, New York City, in

o
IfoveUia—Rapid Morttie Lock.—Fig. 1.—

NotchedStrike.

their Rapid Mortise round end
wrought steel lock, which is illus
trated herewith half full size The
main feature in connection with this
lock is the ease and rapidity with
which the mortise can be made, the
work being done principally with a
% inch anger bit, requiring but little
chiseling on the sides and none at all
on the ends. For the purpose of
quickly and accurately determining
the boring points after finding the
center of the edge of the door, the
notched strike shown in Fig. 1 is

Fig. 2.—GeneralViewof Lock.

lightly tapped with a hammer. The
manufacturers point out that the holes
at the ends should be bored only 1 16
inch in depth, the remaining borings
being 314inches to admit of lock cas
ing. Then with slight trimming of
the V's formed by the bit the mortise
is ready for the lock, a general view
of which is thown in Fig. 2. It is
claimed that these locks may be mor
tised in one-third the time required to
mortise < the square end patterns,

while there are several other advan
tages connected with the lock which
render it of special interest to build
ers. The strike is so proportioned
that without the use of a rule the
keyhole an !:-ob centers are quickly
ascertained, a ■}£•inch bit being used.
The notches of the strike are scarcely
perceptible when the strike is in place.
Acco':- nying each lock are full
directions, together wita a diagram
showing how the work should bo done.
The locks are made iu all finishes,
with both bronze metal and steel
front, according to the quality.

Bench Hook and Viae.
Thomson Bros. & Co. , Lowell, Mass. ,
have brought out a convenient port
able combined wood workers' bench

are thus enabled to acquire an educa
tion which will fit them for better
positions in life without interfering
with their regular work. The sub
jects taught by mail include all
branches of mechanical, electrical,
steam and civil engineering, mining,
agriculture, plumbing, chemistry,
bookkeeping, stenography, lettering
and English branches. It is pointed
out that from a small beginning in
1891the schools have grown until n»w
there are some 70 separate courses
with 150,000students enrolled.

McCray Refrigerator*.

We have received from the McCray
Refrigerator & Cold Storage Company
of Kendallville, Ind , and with Chi

Fig. 3.—Wood Worker*'CombinedBenchHook and Ft*?.

hook and vise, which we show in Fig.
3. It can be expeditiously attached
and adjusted to bench, table or horse
anywhere, and being light in weight
can be taken to work away from the
shop and ussd for holding boards flat
or on edge as seen in the engraving.
Aside from professional use by the
mechanic it is particularly suited for
gentlemen amateurs for odd jobs at
home, where a work bench is not
available.

Nail Set and Punch.
In Fig. 4 of the engravings we show
a new line of nail sets, center and prick
punches put on the market by Brauns-
dorf-Mueller Company. Elizabeth, N.
J. The articles are knurled extra
deep to prevent them slipping from
the fingers. The carbon finish re

cago office at 182 West Van Burvu
street, a copy of their new catalogue
No. 35, covering the line of wood an-J
tile lined domestic refrigerators of
their manufacture. These articles are
constructed on the McCray patent
system of refrigeration, in which a
perfect system of air circulation is
secured by having a space between
the walls and the ice on the four
sides, as well as at the top and bottom
of the ice chamber. The walls of the
refrigerators are insulated with mm
eral wool and tpecial refrigerator
paper, and the stock sizes are lued
with yellow poplar, which is claimed
to be always sweet and perfectly dry.
The water cooler is made by placing
a coil of block tin pipe in the bottom
of the ice chamber, having one enil
attached to the-outer source of supply
and the other end being supplied with

Fig. i.—Nail Set and Punch.

lieved by the polished ends is referred
to as imparting a handsome and at
tractive appearance.

Lesson* by mall.
The International Correspondence
Schools of Scranton, Pa., are distrib
nting a circular letter calling atten
tion to the growth of that institution
and to the system of instruction which
is there employed. The plan has
proven very popular owing to its
enabling the industrial class to obtain
by stndy at home an educatiou iu
practical subjects without devoting
their whole time for several years and
a large sum of niorey to courses in
regular engineering schools. Students

a faucet for drawing off the drinking
water. The wood lined refrigerators
are made in several styles and sizes,
of solid oak and antique finish, with
nickel trimmings and ball bearing
casters and with one, two or three
doors. Numerous styles of tile lined
domestic refrigerators are also shown,
all having solid water proof cement
bottoms and filled corners and finished
exterior as above described. A leaf
ure of some of these goods is a back
door for the ice chamber, whereby the
supply of ice may be replenished from
the outside. The company have also
issued a new catalogue, No. So, show
ing a handsome series of refrigerators
and cooling rooms for grocers and
meat markets.
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The Freeport Parlor Door Hanger.

A parlor door hanger of special in
terest to architects and bmlders is that
which is being placed on the market
by the Arcade Mfg Company of Free
port. Ul. The hanger, Fig. 5, is made
of steel and malleable iron to prevent
breakage. The wheels run on a single
steel track and are made of solid vul
canized fiber, so that no metal conies in
contact with the track, and makes, it is
remarked, the hanger as nearly noise
less as it is possible to do. The sliding
base with the automatic lock is re
ferred to as making the hanger more
convenient. In hanging the doors it

Novelties.—TheFreeportParlor DoorHanger,
—Fig. a.—Side Viewof Manger.

is not necessary to remove the adjust
ing screws, as when the base plate is
screwed to the door the door is coupled
to the bangers by sliding the parts
together, when the gravity lock falls
and locks them together. It is ex
plained that the door may be as readily
detached at any time without remov
ing the screws by raising the gravity
lock and slipping the hanger from the
base plate. Among other points of
excellence the manufacturers state
that the hangers are independently
adjustable, that they are attached
without cutting the door, that the
center stop is secured directly to the
track and is readily released by the

HE/\
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Fig. 6—SectionalView,ShowingHanger in
Position.

aid of a screw driver and moved
along the track, so that the door may
be run out to get at the rear adjusting
screw, and that the stop is provided
with a sound deadening bumper A
sectional view is given in Fig. 6 show
ing the position of the hanger when
attached to the door and on the track

Souvenir Hardware Album.
" Familiar Faces in the Hardware
Trade " is the title of a unique album
which has recently been distributed
among their friends by the Wilcox
Mfg. Company of Aurora, 111. The
album measures 11x8 inches in size,
contains 90 leaves and is bound in
heavy cloth covers. It is arranged in
an exceedingly neat and attractive
style and is suitable for desk or
library use, as it has nothing of a com
mercial nature in it. The contents
are made np of the portraits of many
prominent wholesale hardware mer
chants, which are reproduced in half
tone from photographs which the
president of the company has been
collecting for many years past. Fol
lowing the title page is a comprehen
sive index, followed by the portraits
handsomely printed in groups of two
or three on one side of each leaf.
Underneath the pictures are the names
of the individuals, together with the
name of the house with which each
is identified. The collection of por
traits as covered in this souvenir
album is a pleasant recognition not
only of men prominent in business
but also of the importance of the per
sonal element in trade notwithstand
ing certain tendencies in prevailing
methods to eliminate it.

C'abot'n Quill.
We are indebted to Samuel Cabot,
70 Kilby street. Boston, Mass., for a
copy of an interesting little book
which he has ]ust issued entitled" Schoolhouses." It is made up of 16
pages, handsomely illustrated and
bound in paper covers of a light shade
of green, carrying a side title in black.
The opening page presents some in
vesting comments upon the question
of schoolhouse acoustics, this, in the
opinion of the writer, being next in
importance to light and ventilation in
the problem of schoolhouse construe
tion. The necessity of preventing
sounds of one room from penetrating
into another being recognized, has led
to exhaustive inquiry into the various
methods and materials to be employed
for the accomplishment of this result.
Reference is made to the value of
ordinary plaster and timber construe
tion for this purpose, also to the use
of common felts and papers and finally
to the merits of Cabot's quilt as a
deafening material. Where absolute
tire prool construction is wanted the
adaptability of asbestos quilt is em
phasized, and there is to be found a
great d^al of interesting information
us to the value, of the materials named
for the purpose intended. The illus
trations are half tone engravings of
schoolhouses scattered over this coun
try and Canada, in connection with
the construction of which Cabot's
quilt has I een employed. There are
also a number of testimonial letters
from architects speaking of the satis
faction which the deadening material
has given in the buildings illustrated.

The Koscdale Screw Driver.

The Bridgeport Mfg. Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., ate putting on the
market the Rosedale screw driver,
wnich we illustrate in Fig. 7 of the
cuts. The special ieature in construc
tion is the arrangement of wings on
the shank which enters the handle,
and which is shown in Fig. 8. The
wings being thrown out on the oppo
site side of the shank are forced into
the wood of the handle and ferrule in
such a way, it is explained, that turn
ing of the blade jn the handle is an
impossibility. The point is made
that the blades being manufactured
from finest grade of screw driver

steel, carefully tempered, will not
twist or break when put to the sever
est test. The Bedford screw drivers,
also made by this concern, have beech
handles flattened on two sides near
the top. Both lines are made in 4, 5
and 6 inch sizes, with polished blades.

The liosedaleScrew Driver.—Fig. T.—Gen
eral View of Tool.

Rosedale goods are furnished with
cherry finished handles.

Sheet Metal for Building
Construction.

A handsome catalogue has been
issued by the St. Paul Roofing, Cor
nice & Ornament Company of South
Wabasha and Water streets, St. Paul,
Minn., showing numerous designs of
sheet metal fronts, ceilings, sidings,
&c, together with illustrations of

Fig. b.—TheWingedShank.

other sheet metal specialties which
the "company turn out in great pro
fusion. Many large sized half-tone
engravings are employed, showing
examples of rock faced copper and
galvanized steel fronts as used in the
larger cities, patent rock faced build
ing fronts on brick walls, examples of
remodeling with slip joint rock faced
i-idmg plates, steel store fronts and
Pruden's patent lock faced steel sid
ing. These siding plates it is pointed
out, are particularly adapted for use
on school houses, churches, amusement
halls and public buildings, and many
illustrations are presented showing
the general effects produced. In con
nection with the directions which are
presented for inquirers the catalogue
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gives drawings which show how easily
and perfectly all fittings are made
under the company's method, and that
they have reduced metallic covering
and fitting to a science. Examples are
also given of steel faced fire proof
frame buildings and of the company's
fire proof method in public building
construction. One section of the cata
logue is given up to miscellaneous
specialties, such as siding and shin
gles, eave trough and pipe, cornices,
skylights and sheet metal building
supplies Another section is devoted
to steel ceilings, wainscoting and in
terior finish, in connection with which
half-tone engravings are presented,
showing various interiors where the
company's goods have been employed.
The catalogue has b9en compiled with
a great deal of care and attention to
details, and an examination of it can
not fail to prove of interest and value
to architects, builders, contractors
and in fact all having to do with
sheet metal construction.

Shlngletlnl.
We are indebted to Berry Brothers,
Limited, varnish manufacturers, of
Detroit, Mich , for a copy of a neat
little folder calling attention to their
permanent shingle stains, for which
strong claims are made. The most
popular colors now in use are referred
to as buff, dark red, light green,
brown, red, dark green, light gray
and black, these all being beautiful
soft tints which cannot fail to give
satisfaction, and, what is still more
important, they nre claimed to retain
their color. On the front page of the
folder is an illustration of a honse on
which three varieties of the company's
stains have been used, and while the
effect is harmonious it is pointed out
that dozens of other combinations
equally pleasing to the eye can be
made from the colors furnished by the
company. The covering capacity of
the shingle stain is said to depend
upon the manner in which it is used
If brushed on the company state that
a gallon will cover ltiO square feet one
coat, while 1}£ gallons will cover the
same surface two coats. From 2l4 to
2% gallons of stain is said to be snffi
cient to dip 1000 shingles, and less
than a gallon more is euongh for a
brush coat in addition after the shin
gles are laid. Berry Brothers an
nounce that they have ready for mail
ing samples ot wood showing their
shingle stains, which embrace the
principal colors now in vogue, and
they will gladly mail a set free to any
one sufficiently interested to make
application. The makers also call
attention to their Shingletint, an im
proved shingle stain and preservative,
which is slid to impart an artistic
finish to shingles and prolong their
life by penetrating the pores of the
wood and retarding decay. The man
ufacturers point out that Shingletint
is made in all desirable shades, is
easily applied and the colors are
permanent. Berry Brothers have
branches in New York, Boston, Phila
delphia, Baltimore, Chicago. Cincin
nati, St. Louis and San Francisco,
from which adjacent territory can be
supplied.

George Quaile, with office on the
tenth floor.Wool Exchange.New Yoik City,
is theagentin theUnitedStatesandCanada
for what is known as" glacier."a substitute
tor stainedglass,and has issuedan attrac
tive circular showing numerousdesignsin
colors. Glacier is madein innumerablepat
terns,combiningborders, grounds,centers,
cfce.,and it isclaimedthatapersonof average
tasteandskill canwith a very short appren
ticeshipproducedelightfuloffectsin theway
of window decoration. Special referenceis
madeto the durability of glacier andto the
fact that yearsof exposuredo not diminish
the richness of its colors, while oxcessive
heatdoesnotaffectit nor doeswashingdo it
injury.

RADE NOTES. A large stock of metal ceilings,siding and
wainscotingof attractive designsis carried
in stock,thus insu'ing promptEerviceto the
tradein this locality.

In view of the discussion relative
to smallpowerfor shopsour readerscannot
fail to beinterestedin ihe announcementby
Jam»s Leffel& Co..Box78.Springfield,Ohio,
whichappearsthismonthin our advertising
columns. The manufacturersare in a posi
tion to furnish engines and boilers from
3 horse-powerup which are referred to as
reliable, durable and satisfactory in every
wayfor woodworkingshops. Thosewhoare
interestedcanob ain pricesand lull particu
lars by stating their wants andaddressing
thecompany.
Architects, builders and contract
ors will be interestedin theannouncement
presentedelsewhere in this issue by the
Columbus Slate Company.345South High
Street,Columbus.Ohio,and050and »52West
Front street, Cincinnati. Ohio. The com-
panvaremanufacturersof roofingslate,and
as thespring building seasonopensmanyof
our readerswill doubtlessbe interestedin
learning of the gradesandvarietieswhich
this concernarepreparedto supply.

The Chicago Spring Butt Com
pany of Chicago,111.,issuea cataloguefor
1900containingmuch that is of interest to
thetrade. Illustrations andpricesaregiven
of spring butts, floor hinges, lavatory
catches,lire engine housedoor latch and
catch,doorsprings,doorpulls, doorhangers,
track, Sea.

The New Idea Double Acting
Spring Hinges are beingintroducedto the
tradebv theStoverMfg. Company.138River
street,Freepcrt, 111.,and form the basisof
some interesting commentspresentedthis
monthin their advertisingspace. The point
is madethat the door cannot sag.that the
corners are left squareand that thehinges
separateat the pintle, allowing the use of
two finishesto matchthetrim of adjoining
rooms. Five sizesare turnedout,which the
manufacturersclaim are sufficientto meet
averagerequirements.

A. Dickey & Co., 39 43 Bristol
street,Boston,Mass..are turning outa great
variety of spiral moldingsadaptedto meet
many requirements. These moldings are
mads on Dickey's patented spiral molder,
which is referred to in their advertising
spa>ethis month as the "latest and best
machinefor the purpose." A circular of the
machine has been issuedby the company,
and theystate that a copywill besentfree
onapplication. They havealso broughtout
a cataligue of the latest designsof spiral
mcldings,and they will forward a copy of
this catalogueonreceiptot 25cents.
The American Steel Roofing
Coracanyof Cincinnati,Ohio,call attentirn
in their advertising spacethis monthto the C
new patent polygon conductor pipe, which
they are offering the trade. It is madeof
copperor galvanisediron and may be had
corrugatedandtwisted. In referring to ihis
pipe the makers state that a handsome
artistic effect is securedby its use: that its
constructionis snchas to preventdentingcr
disfiguring; that architects indorse it, and
that it costsno morethansquarecorrugated
pipe.
The Grand Kapids Hardware
Company of 3 Pearl street.Grand Rapid*.
Mil h.. call the attention of architects and
builders io the Grand Rapidsall steelsash
pulley,which they illustrate this month in
their advertisingspace. They al«oshowthe
quadruplemortising bit which they furnish
for making mortises for the pulleys. The
manufacturersstaio that the end tongues
fastenthepulleymorefirmly thancouldany
number of screws, while the wheelshave
steelor bronzebushingswhichtheyclaim to
bethe smoothestrunningcn themarket.
The Berger Mfg. Company of
Canton, Ohio,manufacturersof metal ceil
ings,roofing and siding, cornicesandsheet
metalwoik generally,haveopeneda branch
houseat U28 North Broadway. St. Louis.
Mo.,under the managementof S. Y. Bucx-
man.from which they purposesupplyingall
the territory westof the MississippiRiver,
north to the Dskotasand soothto theGulf.
The company'sSt. Louis storeis a four-story
buildingcontaining25,UcKIsquarefeetof floor
space,with arailroadsidingat thereardoors,
elecriu elevatorsand all modernappliances
for thehandlingot goodsquickly.
The Grand Rapids Wood Carving
Company, Grand Rapids. Mich., have just
issueda43-pageillustratedcatalogueof wood
carving, molding, rosettes, newel posts,
balusters,twist work, capitals,columns,<fcc.
The illustrations in thiHcataloguecomprise
quite a number of half-tones, which are
exactreproductionsof theartistic;work pro
ducedi v thecompany. Muchof it is of such
a delicatecharacterthat it would seemto be
almostimpossibleto producein woodexcept
at extremelyhighcost. The company,how
ever,have faciliites which enable them to
turn it out at r^a^onableprices. The illus
trationsshowa greatvariety ot designs.

The Canton Steel Roofing Com
pany, whoseworks are locatedat Canton,
Ohio,haverecentlyopenedquarters in New
York City at 157West Twenty third street.

The Cincinnati Stamping Company
of Cincinnati.Obio.pointout in their adver
tisingspacethis monththemeritsof Regan's
patentmetallicshingles,whicharesaidto ba
made of tin, painted or galvanized. The
characterof theseshinglesis saidto liesuch
that anyoneof averageskill can lay them,
andthat to thosewho are interested'in this
form of coveringtheywill sendtull particulars, with prices,&c, onapplication.

A great deal of attention has re
cently beengivento thesubjectof rendering
woodfire proof, and.as showing the results
which hive beenachievedbvmeansof treat
ing wood electrically, the Electric Fire
Proofing Companyof 1111121West Twenty-
third street,New York Citv. havejust issued
a little volumeof 96pageswhich is of special
interestin this connection. It is, in effect, a
recordof fire proofedwood,coveringvarious-
tests which have beenmadein New York
City and elsewhereand also dealing with

'
someof the buildings in connection with
which fire proofedwoodis lirgely employed.
An importantfeaturein connectionwith the
processis that wood for interior finishmay
befire proofed without in any way injuring:
the grain effects. The little volume,taken
asa whole,is a valuablecontribution to the
literature dealing with the fire proofingof
wood.

The Kelsey Furnace Company of
Syracuse.N. Y.. have brought out an illus
tratedcatalogueof the Kelseywarmair generators,referenceto which is made in their
advertisementpresentedin anotherpart of
this issue. Thesegeneratorshavelargeheat
ing surfaces,and are referred to as being
economicalin the useof fuel. The claimis
alsomadethat the generatorsdo not super
heattheair deliveredtotheroomsaliove.and
that theconstructionis suchasto beexceed
ingly durable.

The McCray Refrigerator &
Cold Stohaoe Companyof i20Mill streeu
Kendallville. Ind.. manufacturea lin» of re
frigerators which rxssess many valuable
features and which are of opecial interest
toall having occasionto usearticles of this
kind. Thecompanyturn outa completeline
of stock sizes and at the same timemake
specialdesignsto order for clubs,residences,
restaurants,public inslitutions. grocers.&c.
In their advertising space this month the
companyshow a stock size tile linedfamily
refrigerator, neatly flushed in oak with
nickel trimmings. They matea specialtyof
refrigerators for family use which can be
icedfrom thecutsidcof thehous-e.these be
ing of any size andarrangementto fit lo. al
requirements. Theyare linedwith woodor
tile, no zincbeingemployed,as themannfai -
turers considera zinc lining dangerousto
health. The corroding zinc, theypoint out,
generatespoisons,whichareabsorbedby the
foodsandcaused.sease. Themanufacturers
requestthosewhoaie interei-tedto write for
catalogueand estimates,calling attention to
the fact that No. 35cataloguerelatts to re
frigerators for residences,their No. 5 cata
logueto refrigeratorsfor hotels,clubs,public
institutions and cold storagehouses,while
their No. 50shows refrigerators for grocers
andmeatmarkets.

Austin & Eddy, i29 Broad street.
Boston.Mass..showin theiradvertisingspace
this month an illustration of their Pioneer
molding sander,a machinewhich will take
in moldings, casing, base. &c, ud to 12:
inchesin width, and finish up to 8inches in
width without turning thestock. The claim
ismadethat it will work equallywell in bard
or soft wood,and that it adaptsitself to the
form or shapeof any molding. A circular
illustrating and describing 'hemachinehas
beenissued by the manufacturers,and a
copy will be sent to any one who may be
sufficientlyinterestedtomakeapplication.

The Mietz & Weiss Kerosene En
gine, which is referred to by themanufac
turers asexcellentpower for woodworking
shops,forms the basisof nn announcement
eTsewberein this issue by A. Mietz of 12S-
Mott street.New York City. The engine in
questionis designedlo bum keroseneand is
referred to as being automatic,simple and
reliable. A catalogueof theenginehas "been
issuedby Mr. Mietz and a copywill lie f<r-
wardedto any one sufficiently interested to
makeapplication.
" Fresh Air Indoors " is the title
of a little pamphletwhich reachesns from
R. M. Pancoast,pneumaticengineer. Cam
den,N. J. As the title indicates,thematter
relatesto the ventilationof apartments,this
being accomplishedby meansof what is
knownasthe Pancoastwindowaerator. This
is a deviceconsistingof two or moreslats of
appropriate width, flexibly united and ad
justable in parallel planes'tovarious hights
and anglessoastodeliver in currents of air
in thin sheetsupward at thedesired angle
whenin useandto closeflat on thesill when
not in use. The statementismadethat the
aeratorsore such that they can lie suited to
any hoisting window without in any way
interfering with the use of the window m
theapartmentin which it is employed.
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working plans.
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A Model Tenement House.

The exhibition by the Chicago Architectural Club,

which was brought to a most successful termination
early in April, and which followed closely upon the

one held in New York City by the Tenement House Com
mittee of the Charity Organization Society, furnishes
cumulative evidence of the deep interest which Is being
taken in the problem of properly housing the poor in
the Larger cities of the country. The committee named
have not been content with laying bare the evils of an
cient and modern tenement house construction, with a
view to changing the laws in relation thereto, but they

have made progress in the direction of improving ex
isting conditions. In connection with the recent exhibi
tion in this city prizes were offered for the best plans

for model tenements, and the author of the design se
curing the first prize was awarded the contract to carry
his work into practical effect. As a result a building Is
to be erected which will be six stories in hight and ar
ranged so as to secure a maximum of economy, sanita
tion, comfort and privacy, while providing 14 roomy
apartments that will be rented for less money than the
apartments in the typical rookery to be found on the
" East side." Every room will have abundance of air and
light, and each set of apartments will be entirely sep
arate from the others. Each will have its own closets,
gas range, sink and washtubs, with steam heat and hot
water supplied. Baths will be provided on the first
floor, and there will be dumb waiters, dust chutes and
other conveniences. That such model tenements are
good paying investments has been proved by the ex
perience of those already existing in New York and
other cities. In London, it is stated, 150,000persons live
in the model tenements that have been erected in that
city within recent years, and the demand for such im
proved dwellings is so urgent that they can hardly be
put up fast enough. Consequently the " slum " over
there is fast becoming a vanishing factor, and this Is
what the Tenement House Committee hope to accom
plish for New York.

Handsome Apartment Houses.

For some time past a feature of the extensive building
operations which have been in progress on the upper

west side iu this city has been the large number of
fine apartment houses, the major portion of them run
ning above five stories in hight, which is the limit pre
scribed for such structures as are not equipped with
passenger elevators. One of the finest Improvements In
passenger elevators. One of the finest improvements
in prospect is the seven-story apartment house to be
vard, and Eighty-fifth and Eighty-sixth streets, repre
senting an estimated outlay of nearly $1,000,000. The
structure will cover an area 210 x 112 feet, and occupy
what is virtually ten city lots. The plans prepared by
Hill & Turner show the first two stories in limestone
and the other five in face brick and limestone with

terra cotta trimmings. There will be four courts, with %
large yard in the rear. Each floor of the building will
contain six apartments, each apartment being in what
is virtually a separate structure, detached from the
others except at the point of common entrance. In the
basement space will be provided for a restaurant, and
also for automobiles and other vehicles. The main en
trance is in the central pavilion, large plate glass and
iron doors opening into a spacious vestibule, finished In
marbles, and which in turn gives access to two large hall
ways with reception rooms, office, parlor, &c. It is now
thought probable that a station of the underground road
will be located at this point, and the architects of the
apartment house have made use of this fact {o estab
lish an entrance at the basement level leading through
corridors to the passenger elevators for the use of the
tenants traveling on the tunnel road. It Is now expected
to have the building completed in a little more than a
year. Another handsome building, for which plans have
been filed with the department, is the nine-story apart
ment house to be erected at the corner of Seventy-ninth
street and West End avenue. It will be known as the" Century," and will occupy a site 102 x 100 feet In area.
There will be two apartments on each floor, the interior
rooms being grouped around an open court, 26 x 46 feet
In size. Oue of the features of the house, which strik
ingly shows the tendency of the times, is an arrange
ment for the storage of automobiles, which will occupy
a three-story extension at the rear; while in the base
ment there will be, in addition to trunk and bicycle
rooms, a complete Turkish-Russian bath, for the exclu
sive use of the occupants of the house. We understand
it is also the Intention of the owner to have several
electric carriages of different styles for the use of bis
tenants, for which reasonable charges will be made.
Another feature, and one which is becoming more and
more common in the elaborately appointed apartment
houses, is a cold storage compartment for each tenant.

The Labor Problem in England.
The figures contained in the eleventh annual report
by the Chief Labor Correspondent of the British Board
of Trade present an interesting study as regards the
loss in time and wages caused by strikes during the
year 1898, the period covered by the report. According to
these statistics the number of strikes and lockouts re
corded In England for the year named, which, by the
way, was the year of the great Welsh colliery strike,
was 711. While this was a less number than recorded
in any of the four preceding years, the number of work
ing days lost was greater than for some time past, ow
ing to the length of the Welsh dispute. The number of
people in England directly and Indirectly affected In
1898 was 253,907, as compared with 230,267 involved In
the 864 disputes recorded in 1897, and 198,190 in the 928
Instances recorded for 1896. From the report it appears
that, of the men thrown out of work in 1898, 16,684
were connected with the building trade, 21,432 with the
metal, engineering and shipbuilding industries, while
177,029were engaged In mining and quarrying. The re
port shows that the chief cause of the troubles during
the year named was the question of wages. In 1898
something like 152,000 working people went out on
strike for an Increase and 10,654 against a decrease In
wages, while other questions connected with wages ac
counted for about 14,000. Out of 200,7o9 workmen dl
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rectly concerned 60 per cent, were entirely unsuccess

ful in their strikes. Taking the percentages of working
people directly affected, the figures show that 22.6 per
cent, were successful, 60 per cent, were unsuccessful

and 17 per cent, compromised. The balance of results

was most favorable to the workmen in the building

trades, as only 9.6 per cent, of those involved failed to

wholly attain the objects sought. The most generally

adopted method or arranging difficulties was that of

direct negotiation between the parties concerned or

their agents. Nineteen cases were settled by arbitra

tion, 26 by conciliation and mediation, 637 by direct ar

rangement or negotiation, 114 by returning to work on

employers' terms, 107 by replacement of workmen and

19 by closing of works, while at the close of the year

four remained indefinite or unsettled. The report states

with regard to the first 11 months of 1899 that the num

ber of new disputes reported had only been 680 and the

aggregate duration of disputes only 2,375,000 days,

which were the lowest totals recorded for a similar

period.

The Chicago Building Situation.

The strike in the various lines of the building trades,

begun over two months ago, is still on, and a settlement

of the controversy is apparently as far off as ever. The
building industry in that city is practically stagnant,

while many thousands of workmen remain idle at a time

when they should bo at their busiest. Happily, the ex
ample of the Chicago unions has not been followed to
any extent elsewhere. In the East the workers in the
building trades have decided to postpone making any

radical demands on their employers until a more favor

able season. They recognize that the present high prices

of all building materials are already making capitalists

doubtful about investing their money in building and

that any threatening labor trouble is likely to turn the

scale in the direction of abandonment or postponement

of proposed work. Certainly the attitude of the Eastern

workmen is a judicious one. The present seems a poor

time for strikes in the building industry, and it is to be
hoped that the Chicago labor leaders who have come

East with the avowed purpose of extending the strike

movement in this part of the country will find their mis
sion a fruitless one.
In commenting upon the labor situation as it exists
to-day in the building trades in Chicago the Construction

Ketcs in its issue for April 11 says:
There was never a time when the issues were more

plainly drawn, and when the employers were so entirely

in the right. The best friends of the strikers— nay, many

of the strikers themselves—are unanimously of opinion
that the success of the vicious element now controlling

the destinies of the Chicago Building Trades' Council

and its board of business agents would be of vastly

greater injury to the men themselves than to their em
ployers, outrageous as the demands are which this

vicious element has made at this time.

To hold that the employer must put a certain number

of men to work whether their services are required or

not, to contend that work which can be done in half a

day shall constitute a day's labor, to fight for a Saturday

half holiday at full pay, with an absolute refusal to per
mit even emergency work to be done in that time; to

stand out against the use of labor saving machinery, to

make constant demands for money under threat of
heavy damages, all these things are involved in the pres

ent struggle, which assumes the very right of the em

ployers to hire men to be unfounded. And when to all

these contentions of ignorance, greed and absurdity are

added the repeated acts of vandalism in destroying prop

erty and the repeated acts of violence In assaulting

non-union workmen, nothing less than the future of the
country is endangered and its free and liberal institu

tions put in jeopardy.

Novel Method of Shoring a Building.

An interesting method of supporting a building while
the foundations of an adjoining structure were being
laid was recently illustrated in Chicago. An eight-story
building was about to be erected for light manufacturing
purposes, the structure being L shaped, and designed to
occupy, with the exception of a plot 50 x 80 feet, upon
which stood an old three-story building, the entire area
of a lot 150 x 100 feet. The owner of the old building
refused to make any agreement for a party wall, and the
only alternative left by custom was to support it either
by cantilevers or caissons, while the piles were driven
for the foundation of the new structure. For various
reasons the architect decided to support the adjoining
walls of the building on beams resting on bearings
which would be 10 feet from the trench where the piles
were to be driven. The foundation of the new building
contained some 400 piles, 100 of which were driven in a
double row around the two adjoining walls of the old
building. The walls were cut off below the first floor
and supported at iutervals of 0 feet on three 20-inch
steel beams, resting on bearings 10 feet from the trench.
The work was commenced by digging a trench about 6
feet below the basement of the old building, in order to
eliminate vibration, then the piles were driven, the first
row being within 4 inches of the wall, and so close that
the hammer of the driver at times scraped the bricks
of the old wall. Headings were frequently taken, but
at no point was the displacement of the building greater
than % inch. It is stated that this is the first time this
method has ever been used in Chicago under such cir
cumstances.

Possible Solution of Labor Troubles.

With the view of avoiding labor troubles and stimu
lating the zeal and Interest of their employees, several
of the large industrial ccmbiuaiions are said to be ar
ranging to dispose of part of their stock to their em
ployees instead of putting it ou the public market. This
tendency is said to be quite marked among corporations
recently formed, and it is likely to be widely followed
by other industrial concerns, having worked successfully
wherever tried. It is recognized that employees who are
part owners would be liable to show more interest and
diligence in their work than those who have no stake in
the enterprise further than that of a hireling. More
over, in the case of strikes or labor disputes, workmen
who are also stockholders would not be apt to go out
and thereby deliberately injure their own business. In
the judgment of some this plan will eventually become
the rule among all large industrial concerns as supplying
the best solution of the labor problem.

The proceedings of the thirty-third annual conven
tion of the American Institute of Architects, which was
held in Pittsburgh in November last have been published
by the Board of Directors in the shape of a volume of
250 pages neatly bound in paper covers. The matter has
been carefully edited by Glenn Brown, the secretary of
the institute, and the volume, as a whole, forms a val
uable contribution to current architectural literature.
The frontispiece is an excellent likeness of ex-President
Henry Van Brunt of Kansas City, Mo. In addition to
the proceedings the volume includes lists of officers, com
mittees, names of the founders of the American Insti
tute of Architects, a list of the members of the insti
tute, a list of the chapters chronologically arranged, to
gether with obituaries of members who died during the
year.

The official report of the operations of the New York
Department of Buildings in 1890 shows that last year
was a record breaker for new buildings. During the
year the department passed upon plans for 10.979 new
buildings, of a total estimated cost of $156,843,321. On
December 31, 6535 new buildings were in course of
construction. The plans approved last year included 40
dwelling houses to cost more than $50,000 each, and 47
office buildings to cost $10,789,865.
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A MODERN RESIDENCE AT WORCESTER, MASS.
rpiiE subject of our half-tone supplemental plate thisI month is a modern dwelling, possessing in its archi
tectural treatment features which will doubtless interest
many of our readers. The broad piazza extending en
tirely across the front, and along a portion of one side

of the house, the quaint treatment of the corner, with
its little balcony at the altic dormer, together with the
shingle effects, are points to which attention may well be

directed.
The interior shows on the first floor a large hall, with
lavatory under the stairs, a parlor, sitting room, dining
room, kitchen and pantry. The kitchen and sit
ting room are accessible from the outside, through a

rear hall, while from it lead the stairs to the cellar and

also to the second floor. One of the front rooms on the

second floor, marked " sitting room," can be utilized as

a sewing room if desired, and is evidently so intended
by the architect. On this floor are four sleeping rooms,

piazza joist, 2x6 inches; the piazza rafters, 2x5 inches;
collar beams, 1x7 inches; common rafters, 2x6 inches;
large hips and valleys, 3x9 inches, and small hips and
valleys, 2x0 inches. The wall plates are double, 2x4
inches. The Joist, studding and furring are placed 16
inches on centers, and rafters and collar beams 24 inches
on centers. Outside studs at right angles to joist are set
square on top of sills with 2x5 resting on top of sills
to receive the floor. The flooring extends out to the top
of the 2x5, thus making a flre and vermin proof atop.
The girders in the cellar are supported by 3^-inch Iron

Section.—Scale,% Inch to
the Foot.

bathroom and numerous closets, Including one for linen.

The foundation walls of stone are 24 inches at the bot
tom and 18 inches at the top. All walls are back filled
with cinders or coarse gravel at least 8 inches thick from
the bottom of the walls to within 6 inches of the finished
grade. The underpinning is of brick, built hollow, and at
least 10 Inches thick from the bottom to the extreme
top. The front steps and buttresses are of granite with
all exposed parts 6 cut work, the buttresses being

10 inches thick. The cellar floor has a foundation of
cobble stone and tar 3 inches deep, covered with tar con
crete 2 inches deep.
The framing and dimension timber is of spruce with
the first floor girder 8x9 inches; the sills, 4x7 inches;
first floor joist, 2x9 inches; the partition Joist, 3x9
inches; the second floor joist, 2x8 inches; the third floor
joist, 2x7 inches; the posts, 4x7 inches; the braces, 3 x
4 inches; the wall studs and main partition studs. 2x4
inches; the front and rear piazza sills, 6x6 inches; the

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

A Modern Residenceat Worcester, Maxs.—John P. Kingston, Architect.

posts. All joist are bridged with % x 2Vi inch spruce
strips fastened with two nails at each end. All main
partitions on the first floor are bridged with 2-inch stock.
The frame, including the roof, is covered with %-inch
boards, on which is placed Neponset water proof paper.

The first story is covered with 6-inch pine clapboards,

laid 4>4inches to the weather, while the second story, as
well as the sides of dormer windows, gables, &c, as
shown on the elevations, are covered with 16-Inch shin
gles, laid 5 inches to the weather. The main roof is cov
ered with shingles, laid 4% inches to the weather, and
those of the piazza roof, 4% inches to the weather. The
front, side and rear piazzas have floors of 1% x 5 inch
rift grain Southern yellow pine, ceiled with Southern
hard pine sheathing. The lining floors of the house are
of %-inch hemlock, the top floor in vestibule, front hall
and dining room being of selected red birch % Inch

thick and 2VL-inches wide, blind nailed. The top floors
in the kitchen, pantry, bathroom, lavatories, sitting room

and hall on second floor are of birch, or maple, also blind
nailed. The dining room, vestibule and both front hall
floors, as v\ell as the treads of the stairs are treated with
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a coat of shellac and two coats of Berry Brothers' liquid
granite floor finish, rubbed to an egg shell gloss. The
other hard floors and treads of rear stairs have a coat of
shellac and one coat of Berry Brothers' liquid granite.
The finish in the vestibule, front hall, parlor, sitting
room and all parts of the stairs is in even colored red

First Floor

The house is piped for gas and wired for electric
lighting by what is known as the two wire system. It li
also arranged for electric gas lighting.
The dwelling here shown is pleasantly located on
June street, Worcester, Mass., and was erected for Ed
ward Moulten, in accordance with plans and specifica
tions drawn by Architect John P. Kingston of 518 Main
street, Worcester, Mass. The builder was Fred J. T.
Goff of that city.

Builders Must Pay for Plumbing:.

One of the evils the plumbing trade has had to con
tend with Is the 'practice of one class of builders refusing

r>

SecondFloor.

A Modern Residenceat Worcester, Mass.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

birch, and the dining room, including all exposed parts of
the china closet, Is finished in quartered oak. The
kitchen, pantry, lavatory, hall and entry are finished in
North Carolina pine. The finish of the second floor is of
white wood, as is also that of the closets. The plumbing
to of the open type, and the trimmings nickel plated. In
the attic Is a 20 x 24 x 20 inch tank, lined with 20-ounce
copper.

payments for plumbing work when they become due,
claiming contracts have not been fulfilled. In order to
avoid law trouble and to secure their money plumbers
have in many instances done a great deal of extra, work
not specified free of cost. In this way these builders
have materially reduced the cost of their buildings by
following the same methods with the plumbers and such
other contractors as they could force. The plumbers
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Detailof BaseMolding.
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Detailof PiazzaCornice.—Scale,
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SectionofWaterTable.

Detail of Framing at -Scale, 8 Djches to

WaterTable—Scale, the Foot.
Inch to theFoot.

ElevationandSectionof WindowFinish.
—Scale,1 Inch to theFoot.
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inMainCornice.—Scale,
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Section through Cellar
WindowFrame.—Scale,

% Inch totheFoot.

Section through Supportsfor
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Inch to the Foot.
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Chair Rail.
—Scale, 8
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the Foot.

Detail of Framing of Main and
Piazza Floors.—Scale,% Inch
to the Foot.

TopFinish in MainRooms
on First Floor.—Scale,

1%Inchesto theFoot.
DetailofWindowStool
and Apron.—Scale, 3
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cipal Rooms.—Scale,% Inch to the
Foot.

Finish for SecondFloor.—Scale,
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havefor some time been studying the question and In
severalInstances have Induced the builder to settle hon
estlyoutside of the courts by refusing to finish the work
until the original contractor was paid. The following
accountis given in the Telegraph of a case where their
methodshave been brought before the court and sus
tained. An important decision was rendered by Justice
Dickey in the Brooklyn Supreme Court in favor of the

Sectionof ChinaCloset
onLineK L.

SectiononLineE F.

Detailof Angle
Post.

he was entitled to receive payment. Brandt disputed

O'Connell'8 right, insisting O'Connell had not performed

his contract. He then engaged other plumbers to do the

work. O'Connell reported his grievance to the Plumbers'

Associations, who immediately notified all plumbers not

to work on the premises, and also warned the supply

houses not to furnish any material. Brandt engaged oth

er plumbers, but as soon as they started work the union

ordered them to quit, and sent delegates to notify the

plumbers that a strike had been ordered. Brandt, find-

SectionandElevationof ChinaCloset.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

E
T

CrossSectionthroughCor
nerof NewelPost.-Scale,
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Master Plumbers' Association of the City of New York,

and the Amalgamated Society of Plumbers and Gas Fit
ters of New York, in an action brought against them by
Henry L. Brandt, for an injunction forbidding these
anions ordering a strike on the premises 19 West 128th
street, In this city.
Last December Brandt contracted with William
O'Connell for plumbing work. O'Connell worked there
from December until January, at which time, he asserts,

lng that he could not engage other plumbers, brought an
action to restrain the unions from interfering with him.
The Plumbers' Associations, through their counsel,

contended they had a right to notify plumbers and supply
houses that a strike had been ordered, and to warn them
against furnishing goods to Brandt, and, as they had used
no force in preventing the men working, an injunction
could not issue. Justice Dickey adopted this view, and
rendered his decision refusing the injunction.
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Laying Brick in Dead Walls.

The present manner of laying brick in dead walla
gives one the Impression that the quality of brick laid
la of far more importance than the quality of the work
done. The only way to obtain good solid brick walling

1>to either flush the joints solid with mortar every course
•r make a shove joint. The former method takes too
much time and material, and the latter is rarely done,

except in very heavy buildings. The custom generally
adopted, says a writer in the Clay Record, is to spread
the mortar on the brick (a portion only of which gets in
the joints) and lay the brick on top, each succeeding
course being bedded in mortar; but the longitudinal and
cross joints are only partially filled, the butting joint of
the brick receiving a little dab of mortar gathered on
the point of the trowel by cleaning the surplus mortar
from the outside Joint. Grouting with cement mortar
every two courses In hlght might be adopted for base-

tin- Intervening hollows are continued to the ground,

forming at the same time deep lines of division between

the groups of arch molds above and the separate jamb

shafts below. This Is particularly the case in perpen

dicular piers and arches. Here the soffit or innermost

moldings are borne by a shaft, the outer being con

tinuous, while in Early English doorways the soffit is

generally continuous, the others carried by shafts.

Again, in Norman and Early English the shafts stand
isolated; in the latter so far that the hand, or even the

arm, may be passed round them. In Decorated they are

engaged, fewer in number, less prominent, less Impor

tant In the apparent work of support. And in Perpen

dicular they become entirely subordinate and merely

decorative, as may be observed in the porches and door

ways of King's College Chapel. Hence by an ulterior

debasement mere bowtells are furnished with quasi capi

tals and bases. In some cases a member of the same

projection and diameter as the bowtell is continued above

Sectionat Bottomaround
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sideof Partition.—Scale,
S InchestotheFoot.

Partial Elevationof Stairs—Scale,\4Inch to theFoot.

Detail of Buttress.—
Scale,3 Inches to
the Foot.
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ments and first stories of buildings when great strength

Is required. Full headers for face brick are better than
clippings, and should be specified for all heavy build
ings. The face brick are often built up 15 or 20 courses
high before the backing up is done, a custom that should
not be permitted, as it leaves the wall subject to many
defects, as It cannot be well bonded or tied together
sufficiently strong to be able to resist unequal strains
successfully. For good strong work the mortar joints
should never exceed 5-16 inch In thickness.

this quasi-capital (if the term be allowable), but slightly
varied in form and profile.

Qothic Capitals.

The use of capitals in pure Gothic architecture, to
epeak constructively, is to receive the clusters of arch
molds which are stopped by it at the summit of the
column, aud not continued to the ground, says a writer
In a London contemporary. For when the arch molds
are not wholly identical with those of the jamb or col
umn, they must either die away at the spring (In which
case they are called discontinuous) or be abruptly
■topped by a projecting impost. In many cases the
moldings are partly continuous and partly stopped by

the capitals, certain groups being borne by shafts, while

Roofing the Crystal Palace.

For some time past the Crystal Palace of London has
been in process of restoration and repair, and a few
months ago the first portion of a noteworthy piece of
the work was completed—being that of the reroofing of
the entire building. The area covered by the work was
about 2 acres, and an enormous amount of glass was
used. The entire space covered by glass at the palace
is said to be between 13 and 14 acres, and the whole
will have to be replaced at an estimated cost of over
£20,000. An idea of the extent of the labor and difficulty
Involved In the accomplishment of the task can be gained
from the fact that the transept is 384 feet long, has a
semicircular span of 120 feet, and the bight from the
floor to the central point is 170 feet. The original form
of the roof, that of ridges and furrows, designed to re
sist the attacks of hail storms, has been preserved, but
the panes of glass have been increased from 10 inches
to 18 inches In width, and from 49 inches to 54 Inches la
length.
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CIRCULAR STAIRS AND SPIRAL VAULTS.

AT
one of the meeting of the London Architectural
Association a paper on the above subject was pre

sented by Lawrence Harvey, an instructor in the Guild's
Institute, extracts from which may not be without in
terest to some of our readers.
The invention of circular stairs winding round a solid
newel is, I believe, mediaeval. I cannot say to a certainty
when the first winding staircase was built; but, as far as
I know, there are no precedents in either Greek or Ro
man architecture for that constructional feature. To my
mind, the invention of the winding stair arose out of the
requirements of military architecture. What was aimed
at in the design of castles and fortified places was,
among other things, compactness; for, given a certain
number of men as garrison, the defense will be strong
in inverse ratio to the extent of the wall to be defended.
Hence followeth that all spaces that are not required as
dwellings or stores should be reduced to a minimum.
Among these spaces are the staircases.
It is always a matter of surprise for me to find with
what directness mediaeval architects found readily the
best solution for the constructional problems of their
time, a directness and a happiness which we only find
to-day in the work of our mechanical engineers. I do
not think that mediaeval architects were men, better
gifted than ourselves, but I consider they were par
ticularly happy in not being encumbered by architec
tural traditions, and in having begun their architectural
career as simple workmen, either as carpenters or as
stone masons. Free from our preoccupations of re-edit
ing certain past styles of architecture, mediaeval archi
tects saw only the constructional problems they had to
deal with, and the constructional means they possessed
for solving these problems. Moreover, as carpentry and
masonry require certain geometrical operations, they
developed in time a great power of design, combined with
an equally great power of working materials into all
kinds of ingenious combinations.

Circular Stalrcaaea.
Geneva is particularly rich in circular staircases. Up
to the end of the last century none but such staircases
were used even in the noblest mansions, for Geneva was
a fortified town surrounded by powerful enemies, and
hence space was most valuable. These stairs are called
des Virets, a local denomination which comes from an old
French verb vircr. to turn round. Among the oldest are,

no doubt, those which lead up to the towers of the ca
thedral. They were built probably in the beginning of
the twelfth century. Their radius is about 3 feet 8
inches, the newel has a diameter of about 8 inches, so
they leave a clear space of about 3 feet 4 inches, which
allows a person going down and one going up crossing

one another on the stairs. The steps are not all of equal
night In the lower part, measured in the middle, the
steps have a rise of 8 Inches and a tread of about 11

inches. There are 16 steps to one wind, which gives an

ascent of about 10 feet 8 inches for one convolution. I
have noticed that the back of the step as well as the

riser go to the center of the newel, an arrangement

which leaves very little stone where the step abuts

against the newel, and should be discarded. In later
work the back of the step is made tangent to the newel,

whereas the front part still runs to the center of the

newel. In an old castle I noticed that the back of the
steps had been finished off with a chamfer, thus making

an approach to a continuous ceiling as soffit of the stair

case. To make a continuous soffit to a circular stair
case requires a rather developed knowledge of geomet

rical construction, so as to provide a joint which in all
its parts shall form a square angle with the soffit of the
step.
It is to be observed that as each step is housed in the
wall, and at the other end forms part of the newel, it is
desirable that the wall and the newel should bear the
same weight, otherwise the steps submitted to unequal

pressures would break. The newel, if not the steps,
should rise therefore to the same bight as the wall. A
very good arrangement is to finish the upper part of the
staircase with a fan vault resting on the newel.

The Spiral Vault.
In course of time steps are worn out, and in circular"
stairs new steps are very difficult to fix. To meet this
difficulty it is far better to lay the steps on the extrados-
of vaulted ceilings, which follow the rake of the stairs.
This led to the invention of the spiral vault, called Vis-
St Gilles, the voussoirs of which are worked on the
same principle as winding handrails. As all the vous^
soirs of one course are identical, it is a very easy vault
to construct with concrete blocks. It requires only the
working of as many blocks as there are courses, and
casting all the others from these models.
In a spiral vault the newel is useless, and the vault
would hold quite as well round an open well hole. In
that case the vault would look better by having as section
either a quarter of a circle or a quarter of an ellipse.
In the Town Hall of Geneva there is an inclined road
that rises to the top of the building round a square well
hole, and which rests on Gothic groins. The spiral vault
may be intersected with raking arches to correspond with
arches in the outer wall.

Manual Training in Germany.
' It is 24 years since the movement having for its ob
ject the mauual training of boys was inaugurated in Ger
many. In this space of time the idea has been dissemi
nated largely in the Empire and now over 2000 teachers
are engaged in the work. Nevertheless, according to a
report recently made to the State Department at Wash
ington by George Sawter, United States Consul at
Glauchau, the conditions connected with this branch of
tuition leave much to be desired. The original training
in home industries has almost disappeared. It is only
carried on at present in a few places in Holstein and In a
number of institutions for the blind. Most of the other
educational establishments in Germany have already in
troduced manual training into their curriculum. But
the endeavor to prepare the pupils directly for engaging
in a handicraft has obtained importance in only two of
Germany's institutions of learning. The majority of the
German industrial schools only deal pedagoglcally with
the subject. There exist at present in Germany, distrib
uted in G05 places, 801 schools and institutes wherein
manual training is carried on in 1514workshops. Of this
number 830 schools and institutes conduct the training
on a pedagogical basis. The principal centers in which
these classes are established are Prussia, Upper Silesia,
the Rhenish Province and Saxony. The 1514 workshops
are situated in 280 independent manual training schools
and 238 public schools, the rest being connected with
various kinds of private educational establishments. The
organization of the handicraft tuition in the individual
schools and institutes is varied in character. Sixty-nine
institutes have adopted the whole curriculum as recom
mended by the German Association for the Dissemination
of Manual Skill, while 16 dispense with the preparatory
work. Of the rest 177 schools and institutes confine
themselves to three branches, 261 limit themselves to two
and the remainder to one branch only. Five hundred
and thirty-five workshops are devoted to wood carving.
527 to working in cardboard and 336 to the carpenter*s
bench. Of these 68 are closely connected with wood
carving, 77 with preparatory roughing out work, 35 with
metal work, 28 with country timbering, 11 with turnery
and 11 with modeling in clay. The participation of Ger
man teachers in the work of manual training under the
association Is steadily increasing. Twenty-two hundred
teachers have up to now been taught to become in
structors In this branch, the majority of whom have
been trained in Leipsic.
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WINDOW FRAME FOR A CIRCULAR TOWER.

WE
present herewith the illustrated description of a
window frame in a circular tower contributed by

Frank J. Grodavent of Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., and
awarded the second prize in the thirty-first competition. In
this connection we desire to refer to the neatness of the
-drawings and the care with which they were prepared.
In order that our readers may judge of this, we have
reproduced by photography the sheet of details fur
bished by the author and give the result on this page
for their inspection.
In his- description the author says:
1 have taken as my subject a circular tower starting
at the inner angle of a brick building with quarter circle

a well arranged stairway which has an abundance of
light, a seat in main hall and a closet below the stairs.
The closet can be used as a coat room or may be utilized
as a toilet room by continuing a short flight of stairs
down to about the ground level (to give hight to the

room) and providing a window, as shown on the scale
elevation.
In my details I have shown two methods of construc
tion, as both are used in circular towers. In design A
the object first sought is to have the arrangement of
sash square with the jambs which radiate to the center
of the circle. The only objection against this arrange
ment is Hie fact that the sash must be placed in position

Detailsof WindowConstruction.-Scale, 9 Înch to the Foot.

Window Frame for a Circular Tower.—Awarded Second Prize

mullion windows located on a main stair platform, about
midway between the first and second floors, with the

windows set out 18 inches from the true circle of the
stairway. These windows afford light to the stairway

and to the hall below, as well as give a place for a rest

at the platform. The windows are designed to be made

on the circle, with sash glazed with cylindrical glass,

and hung with cords and weights on axle pulleys. The

side jambs and head which form the recess are designed

to be paneled, and the opening cased down to the stair

platform and a panel placed below the seat casings.

The lines for the circular panels in the soffit are shown

by the dotted curve lines on the large detailed section.

In selecting the windows in a circular tower on a
stair platform, I not only meet the requirements of the
competition, but offer a design to the readers of Car
pentry and Building, with an idea for the treatment of

from the outside of the building, and require stops with
screws to hold the sash in place.
In design B the object first sought is to have the
lambs parallel, so the sash can be placed in position
and removed from their runs from the inside of the
building. This requires sash with the stiles joining the
rails at an angle; the runways for the sash are angling,
whereas the pulleys must be set square with the jambs,
thus requiring the grooves in the sash for cords to be
made square with the pulleys and at an angle witb the
stiles. This design also requires a much larger frame
at the mullion than design A. In the latter design the
stiles of sash are joined square with the rails, pulleys
which are set square with the jambs line with the
and grooves in stiles which receive the cords are
square with the pulleys and jambs.
In design A It wnl also be noticed that the construe
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(ion of boxes and sash is practically the same as in a
commonsquare box frame, and this alone would recom
mendits use, wnereas in design B everything comes on
angles for construction. The difference can better be
seenby comparison of the two mullion details, mullion
A andmullion B, each of which belongs to its respective
designof frame. The circular head and sills are to be
madeof solid material of full required thickness, as the
sills cannot be canted to give the slope as in a common
fiatbox frame.
In some circular windows for towers a regular square
frameand sash are used, with only the back part of the
brickmold cut away to allow the brick jambs to radiate
tothe center of the circle. This method of construction
doesvery well for narrow windows, but for wide glass
a circular frame and sash are best, as a straight frame

1

Plan.

Bcale, 1-10Inch to the Foot.

Window Frame for a Circular Tower.

and sash on wide circular openings require frames too
wide at the jambs. If a straight or flat frame is used
in a circular tower, I would make the frame the same as
for regular windows in a flat wall, except that I would
have the head and sill circular unless I desired to use
screens and storm sash, in which case I would have a
straight head and sill as in the regular frame. To meet
the inside circle I would have the frame grooved for
false jambs, head and stool, and inside finish made on
the proper circle to the radius of the inside finished wall.
In the scheme as shown under design A the projecting
windows, as per detail, should all be on a circle.

Cleaning Tracing Cloth.

Very few engineers or draftsmen, says a contem
porary, seem to know that tracing cloth can be very
quickly and easily cleaned, and pencil marks removed,
by the use of benzine, which is applied with a cotton
«wab. It may be rubbed freely over the tracing without
injury to lines drawn in ink, or even in water color, but
the pencil marks and dirt will immediately disappear.
The benzine evaporates almost immediately, leaving the

tracing uuharmed. It must, however, be borne in mind
that the surface has been softened, and must be rubbed
down with talc or some similar substance before drawing
any more ink lines.

Advantages of Hollow Brick.

In a paper presented before a recent meeting of the
Iowa Brick and Tile Association, by L. W. Denison,
some very interesting points were made relative to the
advantages of hollow brick. Among other things the
author said:
The air space makes a dry frost proof wall. The
plaster is applied direct to the brick, thus cutting off all
expense of lathing. They take one-third less mortar than
common brick. In a 12-inch wall we have three separ
ate air spaces as a non-conductor of heal and cold. The
hollow brick at common brick measure are much lighter,
weighing only 2.63 pounds, while our common brick
weigh 4V6pounds; thus they have advantages over com
mon brick in freight, hauling, handling and hoisting to
place in the building. Fifty per cent, more wall can be
laid per day of hollow brick than of common brick. At
the first use of them here, in Mason City, the bricklayers
objected to them on the ground that they made less days
work on the building for the bricklayer. They have since
found that there are more brick buildings built on ac
count of the lessening cost to the owner, and conse
quently more days work for the bricklayer, and brick
layers are now advising the use of hollow blocks. By
means of the hollow block we are able to compete with
stone, which is so abundant in this locality.

Construction of Grain Elevators.

The new building code of the city of Montreal con
tains some interesting provisions regarding the construc
tion of grain elevators in that place. These may be put
up with bin wails made entirely of wood, provided the
walls are made solid and without cellular open spaces
within them. The external bin walls shall have a cover
ing of brick, slate, metal or other incombustible ma
terials. If the weight of the bins is independently car
ried on a skeleton construction of wood, steel or iron, and
does not rest upon the inclosing walls, the inclosing
walls as high as the bottom of the bins shall be made
of brick not less than 20 inches thick, or stone not less
than 30 inches thick. The walls and roof of the cupola
and the roof shall be covered with incombustible ma
terials, also the roadways and the ground floor, together
with the supporting timbers when detached. All the
external openings in the cupola shall be covered with
wire netting of No. 14 wire, with mesh not over % x y%
inch. The engine and boiler used in connection with any
such elevator shall be inclosed with solid brick walls,
and the roof over the same shall be fire proof. Any
opening between the engine room or boiler house and
the elevator shall be fitted with fire proof doors.
It is interesting to note also that the new laws specify
that in all first-class buildings constructed on the skele
ton principle " all supports, beams, girders, &c, shall be
joined by riveted connections."

Compensation for Architect.

The right of an architect to recover for the making of
plans in the absence of an expressed contract entered
largely Into a suit recently decided in Philadelphia. The
suit was brought to recover $25,250 for making Interior
plans for a 20-story office building, estimated to cost a
trifle over $1,000,000,the commission being 2% per cent.
The architect claimed that he was authorized to prepare
the plans; that he engaged skilled assistants and
traveled in various cities, noting the latest improvements
in office buildings for the purposes of his work. When
the plans were completed he alleged that he was in
formed by the owner of the contemplated structure that
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the project lind been abandoned. For the work already
done the architect was paid $1000. On the other hand,

the owner claimed that the architect was not employed

by him to prepare the plans for the building, but rather

that the architect asked his permission to submit

sketches, which was granted. The architect was only

authorized to prepare a rough sketch of the projected

building, so that some idea of the cost could be had, and

was not authorized to travel to obtain information re

garding office structures. The owner also contended

that it was uot the custom of the members of the Ameri

can Institute of Architects to charge a commission of

2% per cent, on the cost of the building when the erec

tion of a structure had been abandoned. The result of

the trial of the case by jury was a verdict for $5000 in.
favor of the architect.

THE ART OF STONE CUTTING.

WE
present herewith some extracts from a paper

on " Building Stones and Stone Cutting," pre

pared by Alex. Marshall and read at a recent meeting

of the Toronto Chapter of the Ontario Association of

Architects:
To the mason and stone cutter a full and accurate
knowledge of the materials he uses is most essential

to enable him to estimate the advantages to be gained

from their proper application for building purposes, so

as to fill the conditions of economy, combined with utility

and skilful workmanship. He should make himself ac
quainted with their positive and relative strength, the

changes that take place from exposure to the atmosphere,

moisture, heat and cold. Regard must also be had to the

time and labor required in cutting them for building

purposes. On the nature of the materials used in con
struction, the strength and durability of buildings wholly

depend, and all the science we have ought to be applied

to make the best selection from the materials within

our reach. The most important properties of stone, as

applied to building, is strength to resist compression,

tension or other strains, Its ability to withstand shocks

and oppose friction, its unchangeable character when

exposed to heat or cold—to the atmosphere or to the ap

plication of acids. «
In making choice of building stone, when Its qualities
are unknown, it would be well to make a few simple

tests to ascertain its qualities and defects. Sandstones
that contain the greater proportion of silex in their com
position, with a binding or cementing matter of a silicious
nature, when compact and of fine grain, are the most
durable, are very hard and most difficult to work, con
sequently very expensive where fine work is wanted, and

not often used for moldings or ornamental work. Alu
mina or pure clay is very adhesive, is incombustible, In

soluble In water, but soluble in acids. It has a great
attraction for metallic oxides, and thereby gives the

shades of grays, reds and browns common to clays and
sandstones.

Pretence of Iron.
When iron is to a great extent present in the cement
ing matter, and the stone coarse grained, disintegration
soon takes place. The cementing matter being clay, with
more or less iron incorporated, when exposed to the
atmosphere the iron becomes oxidized, and' is washed
out by rain, leaving the surface of the stone porous and
liable to absorb moisture in large quantities. There are
some sandstones so formed that it is very very difficult
to know the natural bed, even with the use of a lens;

still, the mason or stone cutter of experience can tell
the difference when cutting the stone—it is harder and
more difficult to break off across the grain than with it.
Granite must take the first place In building ma
terials, owing to its great strength, hardness and dura
bility. Its ability to resist atmospheric influence puts
It in the first rank. Its durability is proved by the re
mains of buildings erected thousands of years ago. Gran
ite Is to be had in abundance in nearly every country,
and in blocks of any dimension that means can be pro
vided to move. It is capable of taking on a high and
permanent polish. A great amount of labor Is required
to cut and bring it to a high finish, and It is only used
In building for special purposes. In comparing the quali
ties of granites, the best Is that In which the grains or
particles are fine, uniform in size and equally distributed

throughout the whole mass. When feldspar or mica pre

dominate the stone Is softer and easier to dress, but

more liable to decay, especially if iron, its ores and
sulphur, be present in great quantities.

The art of masonry may be divided into two parts

—the rough dresssing and setting of shoddy and rubble

stone is what is known as stone masonry. Bricks being

of a definite size and regular in form, the manner of

setting and arrangement may be formed, and any work
man, by practice and experience, may become able to

build a good wall. It is quite different with the rubble
stone used in common masonry. The workman has

generally to deal with stones of various forms and sizes,

and a constant exercise of judgment Is required of him

beyond the tact or skill gained by practice. The bond
ing of the work is the most essential part, and a skillful

workman can make good strong work from rubble

stones, though very irregular in shape. Coursed rubble

and shoddy work is much easier to set; the stones being

gauged to certain sizes and squared, the bonding does

not require the exercise of judgment, as with common

rubble.

Stone Catting;.

The art of stone cutting is of very ancient origin. The

tools used by the ancients must have been of the most
primitive kind, consequently the labor must have been

greater and much longer time taken to execute the vast

works of the early ages. With the improvement in the
tools used the quality of stone cutting has improved.

Much larger stones are now placed in buildings, and the

work is finished with more accuracy.

A stone cutter must have some knowledge of archi
tecture, geometry and projection. His work is constantly
changing from one style or order of architecture to
another, corresponding with the difference in character
of the buildings he may be employed on. He should be

a man of taste and judgment, to give to his work the
best finish in the shortest time. The moldings and orna
ment in stone work are all cut out of solid materials,

unlike carpenter, joiner or plaster work, that is worked
in sections and built together. Commencing with a
rough block, he must define the exact size of the finished
stone, make the templates and patterns required, and
consider the manner of cutting the work to the best ad
vantage and with the smallest amouut of labor. There
must be constant care exercised, as one careless blow
may spoil the work when nearly finished, and so lose
all his labor. A long and studious training is necessary
to gain a sufficient knowledge to lay out and make
templates and patterns for such work as arches, circular
work, ramp and twist arches on a circular plan, niches,

tracery, skew arches, domes, groined vaulting, &c, in
an accurate and scientific manner.
The causes of decay in stone are partly chemical and
partly mechanical, and may generally be traced to ab
sorption of water; so that any contrivance that will
check the admission of water will be most likely to
succeed in arresting decay. There have been many
nostrums tried with more or less success to remedy
decay in stone. Oil has been used with considerable
success when applied thin, when the stone Is perfectly
dry, or a solution of common soap dissolved In boiling
water, allowed to dry and then apply a solution of alum,
dissolved in water.
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COMPETITION IN SMALL

THE
second prize in the Competition for Small Wood
Working Shops was awarded to the design con

tributed by Frank B. Edgerton of Bennington, Vt,
the drawings being presented herewith. In sub
mitting the matter the author says: I have marked
on the plans the sizes of the timbers, and
would state that the siding and all exposed
timber should be dressed. The first floor should
havea %-inch lining laid diagonal, and 1%-inch P. & M.
laid straight. The second floor should have a %-inch
lining laid diagonal, and 1%-inch boards laid straight.
I would ceil up the rafters and under the collar beams,
asIt will make less room to heat and be cooler in summer.
I havemade the building one and a half stories in hight,
as shown in the elevations, with skylights in the roof.
The building being low, is more compact and less liable

WOOD WORKING SHOPS.
be stopped at once and the expense ceases, until a job

comes in, then all that is necessary is to start them and

the power is ready. With steam power it is necessary
to keep up the steam all the time, whether there is any

work or not, or else when the power is wanted it will be
necessary to wait for steam to be generated. I am speak
ing of cases where a job shop is run, for in most sections
of the country there are certain parts of the year when
work is slack, yet the shop cannot be closed, and then
two or three men could keep at work while the cost of
the power would be restricted to the work actually to be
done. Of course, where there is plenty of work the year

round this part of the equipment would not make aa
much difference, but circumstances vary In different lo
calities, and one must of course be governed by them.
In case a kerosene or gasoline engine is used the

Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.—Awarded Second Prize.—Designedby Frank B. Edgerton, Bennington, Vt.

to be shaky. I think there is no light so nice for bench
work as that which comes through a skylight.
For heating the building I have planned to use either
direct or exhaust steam, as preferred, but if exhaust
steam is used it will take a little power from the engine.
If a kerosene engine should be used it would need a 5
horse-power boiler for heating purposes; 5 pounds pres

sure being sufficient, except when using the dry room, then
10or 15 pounds would do the work quicker. Care should
be taken in piping for the heating of the shop, and all
return drips from the heating coils should enter the main
drip from the dry room, below the water line of the
boiler, otherwise it will be liable to form a trap and the
circulation will be affected while the pipes would fill with
water.
I have substituted iron posts on the first floor, as they
take up less room, but if preferred 8x8 inch wooden
posts caxi be used, the same as on the second floor.

I have made provision for bteain power, as I have had
no experience with the other kinds mentioned in the con
ditions governing the contest, but if I were to open a shop
I should investigate the matter, and If kerosene and
gasoline engines will do what the makers claim I think
they would be the more economical power. They re
quire no fireman, and if there is nothing to do they can

boiler house could be reduced in size or dispensed with

altogether, as the engine could be placed under the stairs.

What would be better for either steam or kerosene power

would be to place the boiler and engine in the basement,

provided the location was on ground which was a little

slopiDg, then the boiler house could be dispensed with

altogether. Most of the time there would be fuel enough

made to run the boiler, with the help of a little coal in

severe weather. There might be cases where work was

mostly light, but a 10 horse-power engine would answer

by using judgment and not putting on all heavy machinery

at the same time. A reference to the main floor plan will
show that a 15 horse-power engine is called for and a 20

horse-power boiler.
I have placed in the building machinery which is suf
ficient for an ordinary job shop, or for a contractor.

There is no planer and matcher, because these machines

take a great deal more power and can be dispensed with,

but if anybodj wishes, one could be substituted for the
planer and used for both. The sticker should have a 6-

lnch bed and three sides, as matching narrow ceiling

1-inch and under could be done on it, as well as casings,

small moldings, sash, doors, &c. The shaper should be

one spindle with reversible knives to cut both ways.

The mortising machine should be of large size for doors.
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then any work can be done on it, whereas a small ma

chine that would do for sash, &c., would not answer for

heavy work. The tenoning machine should have heads

outside of the bearings. The jointer should have a slotted

head, or be otherwise arranged so that cutters could be

put on for various purposes. A very handy thing is a
small head to put on the saw arbor, or have a V cut like

as the belt that runs the countershafting. should be
double.
I would say in conclusion that I have arranged the
machinery so that lumber can be taken in at the end
doors, planed and taken out the side door,, or can be
cross cut, rip sawed and jointed without extra handling.
Lumber cau be placed in the dry room from the outside.

Main Floor.

r i MOVABLE8 !i 3 1 work ;, i BENCH

< MITER <
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SANDWHEEL
SANDROOM

SecondFloor.
Scale,MS Inch to the Foot.

Side (Left) ElevatioD.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Competition in Smalt Wood Working Shops.—Plans anil Elevation.

a shaper collar, so that cutters can be put in. By having

an extra throat for the saw table, many small jobs can
be done quicker than when one has to set up other ma
chines. The other equipment indicated on the plans is
all regular machines and does not call for any particular
explanation.
I have indicated by means of an arrow the way ma
terial passes through the machine, add the side on which
the operator stands. The pulleys should be of the split wood
or split steel type. The main and planer belts, as well

and when dry taken out, passed down through a trap ia
the floor, cut up, rip sawed, jointed and planed. Door
stock can be mortised, tenoned and stuck downstairs, or
passed up through the trap and put together upstairs, as
well as glued, smoothed and sanded with the least pos
sible handling.
On the vertical cross section showing the maimer of
piping for healing the dry room, the dotted lines indicate
an iron smoke stack, if one should be preferred to a brick
stack.
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Some Points on Steel Skeleton Frame

Construction.

In discussing the best modern practice in the leading
lines of steel frame construction for buildings W. L.
B. Jenney, a well-known architect of Chicago, 111.,pre
sents some views in one of our contemporaries which
cannot fail to be interesting to many of our readers. Re
garding wind bracing, he says that 30 pounds per square
foot of exposed surface is usually employed in calculat
ing the wind pressure.
The wind pressure on the exposed parts of the build
ing, as per recent experiments in England, is less per
square fool on large surfaces than on small. It was

Fire Proofing.

Touching upon the question of fire proofing he writes:

The most usual fire proofing for stores, warehouses,

bank and oilice buildings and for tall buildings in general

is the hollow tile arches, end construction— that is, the

resistance is in the direction of the webs, or subdivisions.

The tile should be laid in strong Portland cement mor

tar; one to three is recommended. Every joint must be

filled or there will be cracks in the plastering along the
lines of the partially filled joints, as has occurred in so

many buildings.
For hotels, apartment houses and dwellings, where
wind bracing Is not essential, the Roebling, the expanded

metal and concrete and other similar fire proofing sys-
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found by actual test that the pressure on 1 square foot
was more than 1-100 of the pressure on 100 square feet.
It is argued that on a single foot square the air is quick

ly blown pff, while on a large area the air is held against
the surface, forming an elastic cushion that to some ex-

, tent resists and diminishes the wind pressure. The in
terior columns, together with Hie rigid floor construction,
will take care of about one-fourth to one-third of the
total wind pressure, depending on depth of beams, sys
tem of construction and the general floor construction.
The balance must be cared for by the exterior columns
and by wind bracing in permanent unchangeable parti
tions of the interior. The columns in the direction of the
wind in exposed walls may be enlarged, and the junc
tions of columns with the exterior beams of floors may be
connected by gusset plates, and such exterior beams
made sufficiently large to resist the stresses occasioned
by the wind.

tems may be used, particularly if the horizontal area of
the building is large in proportion to the hight, for these
systems do not give Uie same rigidity to the floors as ob
tains with the tile arches. They are, however, of light
weight, and allow of a corresponding reduction In weight
of steel construction.
Where concrete floors are admissible the concrete on
top of the floor construction is finished off smooth with
strong concrete, one of Portland to one of clean, sharp
sand, or better, crushed granite or crushed quartz.
Where wooden floors are used wooden floor strips are
laid, say, 1% inches thick, about 12 inches from centers.
Formerly these strips were cut, dovetailed and filled In
between with concrete, both to hold the strips and to
fill the space between the strips. A difficulty was experi
enced in the floor strips shrinking and the strips loosen
ing, while the concrete filling would not become suffi
ciently dry before the floor was laid, causing the swelling
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of the floor, which in office buildings and stores was
usually maple. This maple floor was often seriously in
jured by the dampness in the concrete filling.
The writer has induced an insulating company of
Chicago to prepare a pad composed of their insulating
material— special mineral wood and asbestos, compressed
to the proper width and thickness— to just fill the space
between the floor strips, which are clamped to the floor
beams. This is found to serve an admirable purpose,
and the small additional cost is not to be considered, as
compared to the advantages of a fine floor and thorough
insulating and deadening; in fact, it is a saving when
ever it would otherwise have been necessary to repair
and In part relay the maple floor, as has been the case
where haste in laying the hard wood floors was essen
tial.

Partitions.
The usual partition has heretofore been hollow tile
3 or 4 inches thick, according to the hight. At the pres
ent time many partitions are made by setting up light
steel channels % to 1V2inches or more, in proportion to
the hight and use. On one side of these channels ex
panded metal or wire lathing is attached and plastered,
and the other side is filled in with concrete and plastered,
making a solid partition of about 1>4to 2 inches in thick
ness. These partitions are sometimes set double. Then
the concrete filling is omitted and the exposed surfaces
plastered on metal lathing.

Column*.
Fire proofing of columns may be either by tile or by
expanded or other metal lathing. If of tile, the tile Is
molded to fit the column, for which a full sized section
is made. These tile may be single or double, according
to the Are resistance required. It is very essential that
the tile be so substantially secured that it will not be
knocked off by the shock of the water during a fire.
Columns are also fire proofed by wrapping expanded
metal or other metal lathing around the column and
plastering . Then a furring system Is put on and an
other layer of metal lathing and plastering. This, if well
done, is probably safer than a single layer of hollow tile
as usually put on. It is good practice to fill the columns
and the stools with concrete, well rammed in place as the
columns are set. This prevents interior rusting and
strengthens the columns.
The supply end waste pipes of the principal toilet
rooms can usually be run in a channel in the wall of the
building. Arrangements must be provided for reach
ing these pipes whenever required. Steam pipes
are often run in the same pockets with the plumb
ing pipes, for they are unsightly and objectionable when
exposed In the rooms. All plumbing fixtures should be
the best the market affords, and all work, both for
plumbing and steam, should be the best and most sub
stantial. It is a serious mistake to attempt to econo
mize at the expense of quality or durability. Great re
liance must be placed upon the contractors for this work.
It should be stipulated that a reliable foreman should be
constantly on the work, or, better still, the owner should
employ an expert plumber, steam fitter and electrician

to keep the closest watch on the work in his interest, for

the opportunity for covering up bad work is abundant.

Often this bad work is only found out when too late to

obtain any redress from the contractor. The guarantee
may have expired or the contractor may have gone out
of business, or left the city. The only safety Is to have

the work done right In the first instance.
For the electric work the owner would certainly do
well to employ an expert to assist his architect, for the
whole subject is so new, and often so obscure, that the

architect cannot be expected to be up to date
in all particulars. Neither he nor his superin

tendent can be expected to know if the details
of workmanship are in accord with the speci
fications, nor can they be expected to make the tests from

time to time as work progresses. If the building has its
own electric plant an expert should assist the architect
In locating the plant, and in the specifications for the
dynamos, engines, &c. It is not well to rely upon one
dynamo for the entire work when running at its maxi
mum capacity; it is best to have two or three of different
power, so arranged as to be switched into and out of use
without disturbing the lights.

The Use of " Pickets " by Labor Unions.

An important point has recently been decided in Eng
land with regard to the right of trades unions to put

pickets around the works of employers In the case of a

strike. Heretofore it was generally understood that

what was called peaceful picketing was legal; that is to
say, when a dispute was in progress between employers

and the workmen It was permissible for the latter to be

set in groups the entrances to the works of the employers
and to endeavor to induce by argument and persuasion
any newcomers to refrain from entering. This course
was pursued in the case of " Lyons vs. Wilkins," when
plaintiffs applied for an interlocutory injunction, which
was granted by Justice North and confirmed by the

Court of Appeal. Tbey then applied for a perpetual in
junction, which was granted by Justice Byrne and con
firmed by the Court of Appeal. The defendants then
took the preliminary steps for an appeal to the House of
Lords; but that appeal has now been withdrawn. The
English law, therefore, now is that strikers may not
watch or beset the establishment of an employer with
the object of dissuading other workingmen from entering

his works, but may do so only for the purpose of com
municating or obtaining information. The ruling of the
Court of Appeal was a great disappointment to the lead
ers of the unions, and their final decision not to appeal
against it is regarded as an acknowledgment of the
hopelessness of their case and as a most significant vic
tory for the employers.

A valued correspondent writing from Larned. Kan.,
states that contracts have been closed for a department
store in that place, 50 x 150 feet in size and four stories
in hight. It will be constructed of stone and brick. The
prospectn for a good season in the building trades are re
ported as very bright.

THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— V.
(SECONDseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

IT
may now be In order to explain how the devices In
hand can be employed on work Intended for every day

use. If a newel post, a balustrade, a table leg or any
similar work requires to be ornamented at the squares, it
will be quite an easy matter to adjust some sort of a rest
or table running across the bed of the lathe on which the
newel or other work may be laid while operated upon,
and It can be moved to such a position that the rotary
cutter can act upon it. In this way raised circular orna
ments may be formed out of the fillets left on the work,

and if the rosettes or other work are to be in relief the
waste wood around them can afterward be removed by

hand. On the contrary, the ornaments may be sunk in

the wood, as In the case of ebony work where the sur

face Is highly polished and the ornamentation sunk and
left unpolished, producing a most charming effect.
Again, the leg of a table or other similar work while in
the lathe between centers may be fluted by keeping the
mandrel fixed and moving a revolving semicircular cut
ter in the cutter frame gradually along the bearers the
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distance required to be fluted, and if a slow motion be

given to the mandrel these flutes may be twisted around

the work spirally and to whatever pitch the operator de

sires. Some small device, however, will be required to
regulate the pitch of the spiral. When a full geared lathe
Is employed the work may be done easily If the gears are
so arranged that the cutting tool shall travel the length

of the work during one revolution of the mandrel; the
flute thus making one revolution around the work. This,

it will be seen, is an easy matter, as by attaching gear
ing with the proper number of teeth any degree of pitch

may be obtained. If the table leg or other work Is taper
ing in the shaft, the traveling cutter holder must be so

arranged that it will slide In a line parallel with the line
of taper. This can easily be done if the work does not
diminish too greatly, by angling the sliding carriage on
the bearers to coincide with the line of taper.
It is said that all spirals are screws, consequently all
screws must be " spirals," but the latter term, so far as
wood workers are concerned, is the one more applicable,
and it is this term, or the term " helix " used for the
twists on cones, which will be employed throughout these
papers when talking on this subject. The same condi
tions,, however, that apply to the cutting of screws apply
to the spiral fluting of a table leg or other similar work,

about the same. Tne exact dimensions, however, to

which the slot is made must be governed by the shape

and size of the mandrel frame to which It is fitted. The

slot must be exactly concentric with the mandrel, In or
der that It may partially rotate to suit the requirements

of the various trains of wheels which will be required
from time to time. At the lower extremity of the arm
employed is a curved slot, B, through which a screw
passes into the hole C, which is tapped into the mandrel
frame. It is this screw which holds the arm securely
when the necessary position to sink the train of wheels
in use is obtained.

An elongated slot or mortise IVi inches long, shown at
A in Fig. 42, is made In a line with the axis of the cir
cular fitting A in Fig. 41. It will be at once seen that
although the curved or segmental slot B is of no great
length the amount of elevation and depression that can
be given to the arm by moving it along the slot B will be
considerable and sufficient for all purposes desired.
In order to facilitate the manipulations of the fixing
screw C a curved spanner, similar to the one shown in
Fig. 43, wiil be found the most suitable. The screw head
should be made about 1 inch across the flats, and for
further convenience a hole Is drilled through each side
or flat, so that when required a " tommy " or pointed

Figs.47and48.—SteelArbors.

Fig. 46. Fig. 44. Fig. 45.

Bodyto ReceivetheSingle,DoubleandIntermediate
Arbors.

The Art of Wood Turning.

If the lathe on which the work is done Is a geared or
screw cutting one. In the first case the revolutions of
the mandrel are connected with and derived from a train
of wheels which gear to a similar wheel attached to the
main screw of the lathe, which engages with the sliding
carriage, and so carries it along the bed of the lathe;

thus the revolution of the mandrel being conducted by

means of a set of cog wheels, which connect to a wheel
on the main screw of the ornamental cutter rest or frame,

which makes it a very easy matter to produce ornamental
spirals and many other adaptations, as will be discovered
as we proceed.
There are two ways of attaching a spiral apparatus
to the lathe—either at the front or back of the mandrel
frame. This being the ease, it is now our duty to go fully
Into each, so that the one most suitable to the work in
hand may be adopted. Again, it may happen that the
lathe on which the apparatus we are about to describe
is to be fitted will not have a traversing mandrel. If
this is the case, then the apparatus must be fitted in
front.
Having decided this point, the first thing to do is to
■cutout a circular groove In the front of the head stock,
as shown at A In Fig. 41. This slot should be about 2
taches in diameter and 3-16 inch wide, the depth being

punch on the end of the spanner, Fig. 43, may be em

ployed for tightening the screw.

The mortise A in Fig. 42 must be carefully set out and
accurately filed to fit a gauge which must be made; the

usual width being % inch. It must be perfectly parallel
from end to end, also square to the face. The object of

this slot is to receive the fitting attached to the bodies of

the arbors, which when fitted will move throughout its
length and can be fixed in the position found to be that

which will accommodate the various trains of wheels.
In Fig. 42 the radial arm is exhibited clear of the
head stock with the revolving lines and slot apparent.

Reference to this figure will give the reader a good idea
of the attachment. Its length over all may be about 12
inches, and it may mave a thickness of from % to %
inch, according to the space available.
Now, about the arbors which are to be used In con
junction with the arm. Of these there will be three—
namely, the single, the double and intermediate arbor,
the latter being essential to the reversing of twists or
spirals from left to right. First, let us take the metal
body, which is shown in Figs. 44 and 45. It is in the
first place east in circular form. It is then held in a jaw
chuck in the lathe and bored out at the center A, Fig. 44.
This hole should be slightly tapering, as it is for the pur-
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pose of receiving the steel spindle A, Fig. 47. The ex

ternal diameter is then turned up true, it being placed on

a steel mandrel for the purpose. The next thing Is to

cut the screw B, Fig. 44. This should be a rather fine
thread, which, though preferable, Is not absolutely neces

sary. We uiuot then make the tubular nut, Fig. 46. This
must be turned and threaded to fit B, Fig. 44, as It is to

be employed to hold it securely to the radial arm, Fig.

42. The body is prevented from turning by the flattened

side seen at A of Fig. 45. which must be accurately fitted
to slide throughout the length of the slot. The nut, Fig.

40. is turned to a cylinder externally, the extremity being

filed to a hexagon 1 inch across the flats. It Is, of course,
necessary to make two of each of these—one for the sin

gle and one for the double arbor. Further illustrations,

however, will be unnecessary, as the arbors are identical.
It is now necessary to make the steel spindles which
revolve in the parts wc have Just finished. Figs. 47 and
48 give a clear idea of these in all their parts. They are

accurately fitted at A, to revolve in the aperture A of Fig.
44, and retained in position by a screw fitted on the end
at B, Figs. 47 and 48. This screw has the head extend
ing beyond the diameter of the fitting, as shown In Fig.

47, in order that it may have a bearing opposite to the
face of the collars C on the spindles in Figs. 47 and 48.
The end of the spindle must be in exact accord with that

Fig. 53.—Connectionto Fig. 52—DoubleArborAttachedto
SlideRest. RadialArm.
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of the face C, Fig. 44, and when the screw is in its place
and the fitting finished, there should be no lost motion
whatever In the various parts, but a smooth and even
revolution must be the result.
The width of the collars C, In Figs. 47 and 48, is about
7-16 inch. We use the word " about," because the width
of the collar will depend somewhat on the dimensions of
other parts of the apparatus. The collar at D of Fig.
44 is % inch wide, and from E to E the width must be
a trifle less than the thickness of the radial arm, in order
to allow of Its being hugged tight to the arm when
screwed up. The collars in Figs. 47 and 48 should have
four holes drilled through each, for the purpose of hold
ing them firmly with a " tommy " while the wheels are
being tightened on to the fittings. This, it will be recog
nized, is necessary, as there are no other means of resist
ing the force required to be exerted by the spanner on
the hexagonal nut at the end, shown in Fig. 52.
Both spindles are shown in Figs. 47 and 48, as they
differ In actual length at that part marked F on each of
them. Fig. 47 being the single arbor, and Fig. 48 the
double one. The meaning of the term, " single and dou
ble arbor," as applied, is that in the one case a single
wheel only is employed, and In the other two are placed;
that is, a wheel and a pinion, the latter being one of those
of smaller diameter and having a hole % inch in diam
eter, the width of the pinion being the same.
The centers of the larger wheels are bored out to l'/i
inches in diameter and their thickness when finished is %

inch. This increase of the sine of the hole necessitates

the employment of an auxiliary boss or filling piece,

which is made as shown in Figs. 49 and 50. A gun
metal casting had better be used for this purpose, and

when bored at the center to Vi inch to fit F, Figs. 47 and
48, it is placed on a mandrel and the exterior turned to

fit the apertures in the wheels, the total width of fitting

and collar A, Fig. 41),being % inch. These dimensions

must necessarily be studied, as any error will affect the
trains of wheels running in the same plane, and if this
should occur it will cause much trouble and inconveni
ence. The fitting BB of Fig. 49 must be a trifle less than
the thickness of the wheel, so that the washer A, Fig. 52,

that covers the space of the aperture may take full effect
when all is tightened for use.
The iutermediate or reversing arbor is made entirely

of steel and is shaped as shown in Fig. 51. It is first
made in circular form and is then filed at A on opposite
sides to fit the slot A in the radial arm, in the same man
ner as the body shown in Fig 45. The screw B, extend
ing at the back, is provided with a hexagonal nut, which,

is made as in Fig. 46, so that the spanner, Fig. 43, may be

used on it. and a steel washer is placed between the nut

and the radial arm. On the front extension C a wheel

of 30 teeth is fitted to revolve, the front being counter
sunk to receive a screw, the head of which must be suf
ficiently large to form a bearing by which the wheel is
kept in contact with the face of the collar.
This wheel is simply an " idler," used for the purpose

of reversing the direction of the spiral which has been,

previously cut without its intervention. An important
point to study wheu fitting up the arbors is to take care

that the various diameters of the parts do not prevent

the 30-toothed wheel on the iutermediate one being

placed in gear with the small pinion. Should it be found

that a reduction in any part is required, it may be dune
by filing a flat on the intermediate arbor to allow ii to
pass further along the arm free of the projection on the
double arbor which carries the wheel and pinion.
The reason why the larger wheels are bored out to an

increased size is because many of them have to be em

ployed upon the dividing chuck, which, having to be at
tached to the mandrel nose, must of necessity be left of

sufficient strength; hence the increase in the apertures

of the wheels which fit over the chuck and are there
fixed, thus forming the connection between the screw of

the slide rest and the mandrel. Being possessed of the
bush or filling piece, Fig. 49, we are enabled to employ

all the wheels upon either of the arbors or slide rest
screw.
In Fig. 52 is shown the double arbor as fixed to the
radial arm, having both wheel and pinion attached. This
being in section fully explains the other detailed parts,
and will, it is hoped, be of considerable service in the con
struction of the parts.
The method of attaching the wheels to the main screw
of the slide rest Is performed in the following manner:
In Fig. 53 we show a steel socket which is fitted at A
into a hole bored to receive it in the left hand of the

slide rest—that is, of course, opposite the crank handle.
The best way to insure perfect truth is to make a pin
bit, the pin of which must accurately lit the hole al
ready there, which receives the end of the main screw.
The socket must then be bored at B to fit over the end
of the screw, when toe face of the collar C bears against
the end of the slide rest. When these fittings are made
a hole must be bored through the slide from top to bot

tom in order that the pin D, by which the socket is held
to the screw, may be inserted and withdrawn.
It will be seen by reference to the diagram that the
pin P is made of less length than the diameter of the
fitting, so that it will not be in the way. The opposite
end of the socket is made to fit the wheels of smaller
size—namely, '/

l- inch, a second filling piece being em
ployed when it Is required to use wheels with large holes.
The end is provided with a hexagonal nut. as in Fig. 46,
of such a size that the spanner (Fig. 43) will grasp it.

I
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CORRESPONDENCE
How Should Corner Block* Be Placed f

From D. C. P., Norwich, N. F—In reply to H. A. McK.
of Manitoba, who asks in regard to the placing of corner
blocks, I would say cut the casings as you would to put
them upon a miler with good joints, then take them

down and set the blocks into the casing, with the grain

running horizontally. Glue and screw before putting up.

The object of running blocks horizontally is to have the

shinkage at the top of the side, instead of the head, as it

shows less in that place. Blocks should never be nailed

up and casings cut between, for it is not workmanlike.

posts to the opposite wall. The posts should be carried
up to support the roof trusses also.
The plan. Fig. 1, shows the general arrangement of
first floor and the position of the four large posts and
trussed girders. The dotted lines A A show the position,
of the partition above. Fig. 2 shows a longitudinal sec
tion through the building, to a larger scale, and details
of trussed girder and roof trusses. The roof trusses-
come directly above the trussed girders, there being four
of each.

Floor and Roof True* Construction.
From J. E. S., Grand Junction, Col.—Would some one
be kind enough to give me a little information in regard

to a floor truss ? We contemplate building a lodge room,

the space to be covered being 75 x 75 feet. On the first

floor we want to leave about 60 x 75 feet outside for a

general amusement and dancing room, while the second

floor will be devoted to a lodge room about 50 x 75 feet;
the other 25 feet will be utilized for stairway, ante rooms
and preparation rooms. We want to leave out the col

umns on the first floor so as not to obstruct dancing.
Now, what I want to know is what kind of a truss will
be necessary to use for the second floor, or is it practical
at all ? The building will be brick. What should be
the thickness of the walls and abutments ?
Ansvrcr.—The above Inquiry was submitted to F. E.
Kidder, the well-known consulting architect, who fur
nishes the following in reply: The floor in question can be
supported in three ways without the use of posts. One Fig. 1.—Plan of First Floor.

2 X 10-18O.C.
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Fig. 2.—LongitudinalSection,ShowingTrusses.—Scale,1-13Inch to the Foot.

Floor and Roof Truts Construction.

method would be to hang the floor by means of rods from
trusses placed above the lodge room. A second method
would be to support the floor by open timber trusses
and the third method by means of riveted plate girders.
The last, however, would be very expensive for such a
building, so that they are probably out of the question.
The first method would require suspension rods running
down through the lodge room, which are nearly as bad
as posts and would also tend to make the building " top-
heavy." Open timber trusses could be used, but they

would have to be at least 6 feet deep.
In view of th« fact that the lodge room on the second
floor is only to be about 50 feet wide, we would advise
a row of posts in the side partition extending from the
foundation and spanning trussed girders from these

The fall of the roof had better be at right angles to-
the trusses and the latter graduated In night to fit the
inclination of the roof. The lowest trusses, however,

should not be less than 6 feet 6 inches in hight over all.
The 10 x 12 inch posts supporting the trusses should be
of Oregon pine and should extend in one length from
basement to roof truss. The ends of the trussed girders
should rest in a cast iron box, with sides % inch thick,

and the steel pins should pass through the box. The
dimensions given for the trussed girder are the smallest
that can be used consistent with safety.
In regard to the thickness of walls, if the stories are
not over 14 feet the walls might be 13 inches thick,
strengthened by pilasters, as shown in plan, the pilasters

under girders and trusses being 9 inches by 2 feet 6
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Inches and elsewhere 4 x 22 inches. It would be better,
however, to make the first-story walls 17 inches thick
and second-story walls 13 inches, keeping the pilasters
under the girders and trusses and omitting the others.

Removing Oil Stains from Ivory Rule.
From J. C. B., Medford, Ore— I have an ivory four fold
Architect's rule which has been stained with machine oil
until it has become yellow. I would like to know what
I can use to restore its proper white color, and if there
is a solution would it take off the lines? What do they
use for making the lines of the rules black?

tread 10 inches. There are many methods, but the lines
are so numerous as to make it difficult to understand
them. It seems to me there are ways much more prac
tical, and so if some of my brother carpenters will solve
the problem for me I shall be greatly obliged.

Ventilating a Bathroom.
From F. L. T., Eureka, Cal.-l think if " J. E. D." of
Chicago will extend his ventilator above the level of the
ridge of the roof, the same as if it were a chimney, he
will have little further trouble.

Dealga for a Cow Barn-
Prom W. M. B., Valparaiso, Ind.—A. few months ago
I noticed in the columns of the paper an inquiry for a
plan of a cow barn, and as being of interest to the corre
spondent making the request I send herewith drawings

Novel Method of Catting a Miter.
From W. J. S., Parker, S. D.—l have a way of cutting
a miter by the shadow of the work in the saw, a descrip
tion of which may not be without interest to some of the

readers of the paper. Take a bright saw and place it on
the stick or molding as one would if he were going to saw
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which are sufficiently clear to be self explanatory. They

include vertical cross sections of the barn, together with
plan and details of framing.

An Aid to the Reading of Drawing*.
From J. S. K., Poughkcepsie, N. Y.— In renewing my
subscription to Carpentry and Building for another year,

I would say that there is nothing to which I look for
ward with greater expectancy than your monthly pa
per, as I know each month will bring many things of in
terest. As I am somewhat interested in drawing, I am
especially pleased to see the plans and sections of build
ings which you show every month in the paper

Laying Out Handrail Around a Landing.
From R. N., Stockton, Cal.—l would like to know

through the columns of the paper the best and easiest
way to lay out a continuous handrail around a landing.

The radii of the soffit is G inches, the rise 7 inches and the

it. The shadow of the stick or molding will at once be
•een in the saw. Now, if one wants to cut off the piece
square, swing the saw until the piece lines up or is

straight with the shadow on the saw. Cut it off and it

will be found square. Now, If one should wish to cut a
miter, swing the saw around until the piece is at right
angles with the shadow, then saw it off and the result

will be a miter. With but little practice a person can ob
tain good Joints. It has helped me out in many cases
where I did not have my miter box with me. I would
suggest to the readers that they try it

Recipe for Cleaning Tile Flooring.

From L. W. B., Central Islip, N. Y.—Can any of the
readers give a young chip a recipe for cleaning tile

flooring of grease and coffee stains? I want something
that is cheap and easily applied.
Note—With no desire to anticipate the replies which
our readers may give, we suggest to the correspondent
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the following, which is taken from one of the books of re

ceipts. It refers more especially to the removal of grease
from marble, but may prove of assistance in the connec
tion named. Apply a mixture of 2 parts of washing
soda, 1 part ground pumice stone and 1 part chalk, all
finely powdered and made into a paste with water. Rub

well over the marble and finally wash off with soap and

water.

Value of Bound Volume* of Carpentry and Building.

From H. IC. II., Lamed, Kan.— Some time ago I gath
ered up all my back numbers of Carpentry and Building

—two volumes In all -intending to weed out those worth
saving and making a fire of the remainder. After going
through the pile I concluded I would have volumes XX
and XXI bound and see what kind of a book they would
make. The result was that I took them to the bindery
and now have them back again. In their present shape

MkIiIIdk r.ai In Electricity.
From W. A. Witthecker, Lansing, Iowa.— In answer to-
" J. B. D." of Chicago, 111.,who asks in the March issue
of the paper how to light gas by electricity, I would say
that a good battery for this purpose should consist of six

cells connected in series. The location of the spark

coil is immaterial, but the usual practice is to

place it between the battery and gas pipe return con

nection. The gas pipe is the proper return to use, as all

DOOR
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Design for a Cow Barn.

I think they are worth many times their former value;
in fact, it has raised Carpentry and Building in my esti
mation to the extent that I shall not miss a number, at
least for some time to come.

Truss for Gravel Roof.
From J. L., Qilbertville, Mass.—Will some of the read
ers of the Correspondence department furnish a design

for a truss for a gravel roof 45 feet wide and oblige an

old chip ?

Note.—It Is possible that our correspondent may de
rive some suggestions regarding such a truss as he re
quires from the drawings furnished by Mr. Kidder in
reply to J. F. S. of Grand Junction, Col., on page 139.

fittings are made to be employed In this way, and It
saves the running of an additional wire. If possible, the
wires should be so run and fastened that they cannot
come in contact with the gas pipes where they run be
tween floors or partitions, because rats and mice are
liable to gnaw off the insulation, and it may be a very
expensive undertaking to locate the trouble in such a
case. It is also a good rule never to permit the wire to
come in contact with a pipe at any point where it cannot
be readily examined, except in the wiring of fixtures, and
for that purpose a double covered fixture wire should be
used. All splices in gas lighting work should be soldered,
using rosin as a flux— never acid—and then carefully
covered with rubber tape. I would advise " J. E. D." to
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procure a copy of " Domestic Electrical Work," pub
lished by David Williams Company, which is sold at 25

And 50 cents a copy. This will give him very simple and,
minute instructions, not only for gas lighting, but for all

kinds of electrical w6rk of this nature.

Some Questions about making Blue Prints.

From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.— In looking over the July
number of Carpentry and Building for last year I noticed
a letter from Frederick Reissmann, West Point, N. Y.,

which I must say is the best and plainest of any in that
line I have seen in any number of the paper. I have 17
volumes preserved, and in looking over them I find no
description so plain in regard to making frames and

prints. This, I think, is just what we all should strive to
do. Some say make the frame so and so; others say do

this or that; but what are all these directions to one who

never saw a frame or even prepared paper for a print.

This is my own case. It is true 1 have worked over blue
prints, but it was not in my line of business to learn how
they were made. The prints generally came from the

cities where the machinery was made, or from city ar

chitects who prepared plans, &c. Since reading Mr.

Reissmann's letter in the July number I have become in
terested in the subject and have read up all I could find
in that direction. I intend making a frame after his
plans and trying my hand at the prints. Now my under

standing is that the paper is to be traced with the solu

tion mentioned on one side only, the paper then being

placed on the back of the drawing or tracing. Right here
I would like to know in plain words if it is a transparent
paper or cloth on which the drawings are made. Will the
prepared paper be blue on both sides? All that I have
seen was, but as the solution is only applied on one side

it raises a doubt in my mind. Is the material on which
the tracing is made cloth or paper? If I get my frame
made 1will have to send away for my paper, as it cannot
be had around here. I ask these simple questions in or
der not to make a mistake when I send for the goods.
Can the drawing or tracing be used for more than one

copy? All these may be simple questions to those who

are fully informed on the subject, but they are not so to
one who knows nothing about it. Will drawings in lead
pencil make good prints? I shall be very thankful for
full information on the above point.
Note— It is essential that the lines of the drawing be
very sharp and clear, and for blue printing purposes

drawings in ink are to be preferred. The material on

which the drawings are made may be of cloth or paper,

but it must be transparent, so that the rays of light can

readily pass through and affect the surface of the blue

print paper. The same drawing or tracing may be used

for an indefinite number of copies or prints, its value for

the purpose ceasing only when the lines become indis

tinct or the drawing so soiled from hard usage as to be

come practically opaque. In making a print the tracing
or drawing is placed upon the glass in the frame, the
inked side down, and upon it the blue print paper with
the prepared side in contact with the drawing. The
frame is then closed and the glass side exposed to the
sunlight in the manner indicated in the letter referred
»o by our correspondent.

The Use of Bed Cedar Shingles.

From C. K. S., Wayland, Iotoa.—I desire to again refer
to the cedar shingle question: In the June issue, 1899, I
asked a question which will be found by turning to page
156 of that volume, and as there has been quite a good
deal said about cedar shingles by " B. F. C," Chicago,
111.;" S. F. B.," Wellington, Ohio, and others, I wish to
thank them for the information. " B. F. C." seems to
think I have evidently gotten hold of the wrong end of
the stick. Now let us see how he stands as to being post

ed himself. Have you ever been out on the coast?
Have you ever taken your saw, after sawing off the
f-hingles at the corner, and stuck it under them when

they were the least damp ? If not try it, allowing the
saw to remain under the red cedar shingles, say 20 min
utes, and then place one under the white pine shingles,
;ind see which one is rusted the most. You say you are
interested in red cedar shingles. I would have decided
so even had you not mentioned it. So you have noticed

that most all of the shingles are now bound in galvan

ized binders. Why is this done ? Why are the cut nails

so very rusty that are driven in those cleats and not so
In the white pine ? Why do the red cedar shingles color

the water if there is no acid in the wood ?
Now a few words for Brother " S. F. B.," Wellington,
Ohio. If he has any red cedar shingles laid 20 years, I
would ask from what part of Oregon or Washington did

they come? Why do you use white cedar almost ex
clusively ? Now the first red cedar shingles that were

used in this community was nine years ago, and they

were nailed on with wire nails; and if I had time just at
present, I would take my camera and secure a photo
graph of the building to convince you that it is as nice
a looking roof as any in the community. What kind of

wire nails do you use, Brother " S. F. B.? "

Now, brothers, I have only followed the trade since
1893, and have been a reader of this valuable paper for

five and a half years, but #20would not buy the volumes
that I have bound in book form, if I could not replace
them. If we appreciate the value of this paper, as all
of us should, we ought to exercise great care not to mis

inform the young carpenter along any line of work, or
in the use of any kind of material that may be discussed
In the Correspondence Department of the paper. I
have a right to believe by experience that the wire nail
is all right for such work as shiplapping, sheathing and
all kinds of inside finish, except flooring. Wherever the
wire nail can be driven and kept dry it is all right, but
wherever it is exposed to dampness it is all wrong, and
should not be used.
Now for the benefit of the readers of this paper, I
would say that I spent five months in and around
Tacoraa, Wash., and a person could at that time, in the
winter of 1893 and 1894, go to, I think, about 12 to 14
shingle mills within a radius of 7 miles, and. see them
take the blocks or logs out of the salty water of the
sound, and in less than % hour the same wood would
be in the dry kilns, drying for the Eastern, market. Now
if we can get shingles made from wood that never was
floated in salt water, we don't need to be so much afraid
to use wire nails, and I think our shingle manufacturers
should avoid as much as possible floating the wood in
water. I have seen roofs where it was claimed the
shingles were on for 40 years, and which were entirely
covered with moss. I will stop now in the hope that
tills will not offend any one, nor will any one offend me
by criticism.

Raising Iron and Steel Girders In Building
Construction.

From I.. W. B.. Wilberforce, Ohio.—I would like to
know the cheapest and best method for raising girders
of steel or heavy I-beams to their position on the second
or third story of a building. If some of the readers of
the paper will kindly suggest some economical method,
also give sketches showing construction, I shall be very
grateful to them.

Strength of Skylight Bars.
From F. D. T., Springfield, Mass.—Please publish a
rule for computing the strength of skylight bars.
Answer— The strength of the skylight bar is governed
by the size of core placed inside. In other words, if a
core of % x 1% inch band iron is placed on the inside of
the bar the skylight bar will have as much strength as
this core bar .will sustain. For obtaining the safe load
for various sizes of cores consult any engineers' pocket
book. Of course, where the bars are of very long lengths
additional supports are made of angle iron work on the
inside of the building.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— XIL
By Charles J. Woodsend.

IT
is the purpose to make the subject of this article a
quarter bend iron pipe having a flange at one end

and a socket at the other. A side view of the pipe is
shown in Fig. 81, while Fig. 82 represents a cross section
of the flange end B, and Fig. 83 a cross section of the
socketend A. By taking a pipe of this shape we obtain
a combination, all parts of which can be utilized at once,
or they can be used separately as required, thus render
ing it unnecessary to make or write a separate article
for each part. The size of the pipe is of no moment, as
the principles are the same in all cases. The first thing
to be done is to make a good solid drawing board suffi
ciently large to take in the whole of the pipe and core
prints. This board must be perfectly straight and out
of wind. It should also be fastened down to a couple of

at A.

trestles, and after all Is ready, lay down the pattern upon

the board full size and to shrinkage— that is, 12% inches
to the foot. Show the thickness of the metal, as illus

trated in the vertical section, Fig. 84. If the flange is to
befinished- that is, turned or planed by a machinist after
the casting is completed—allow ts inch more of metal in
addition to the finished size that has been marked upon
the board.
The pattern is made in two parts, the parting in this
case being straight. After the drawing is completed
mark the joints from the center O of Fig. 85, which gives
the lengths for the quadrants or quarter turns. These
lines should extend outside of those bounding the pat
tern, the reason for which will be explained later on.
Now prepare two pieces of stuff for these quarter turns,
having them thicker than the finished size of the pipe
—that is, when the two are placed together—or In other
words, each piece must be a little more than half the
thickness of the finished pipe. Have the stuff long
enough to cut a little past the lines marked " Joints,"
Fig. 85. If the pipe is not too large it is well to make
each of these pieces equal to a one-half turn, if it is pos
sible to get them of one plank, or make three pieces equal
to a whole circle. It is frequently good policy in pat
tern making to waste lumber, especially if by so doing
there is a gain in time. A little explanation in regard to
this point may not be out of place.
Taking the case in hand we require two quarter
turns, each one-half the thickness of the intended pat
tern. These pieces could be worked out by hand, but by

Copyrighted,1898.byCharlesJ. Woodsend.

so doing the time consumed would be three or four times

that required in turning them out by means of the lathe.
If we turn them in the lathe, however, it necessitates
the wasting of

'
nearly half the lumber. However, in

nearly all cases, this loss is the least. The pieces must
balance while turning, and turning being the quickest,

we will do it that way. Screw the pieces upon a chuck.
Make a template like that shown in Fig. 86. Turn the
inside portion t" this template, the center lino of the
template nnd the center of the chuck coming together.
Rough off the oilier side and use the template shown in
Fig. 87. Sandpaper and give two coats of shellac. Sand
paper the shellac when dry and remove from the lathe.
Wt must now prepare the other pieces of the pattern
ready to turn. In Fig. 88 is represented a longitudinal

lOHE
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Fig. 85.—Marking theJoints.

Fig 87.—Template Figs.89and90.—Sideand
for OutsidePor- End Views of Center
tion Plate

Fig. 88.—LongitudinalSectionof PiecesasTheyAppearWhen
Partially TurnedUp.

Making Wood Patterns.

section of the pieces as they would appear when par
tially turned up. Pieces of sufficient size to make each
half of the two pieces are screwed together, having the
screw holes counterbored deep enough to keep the screws
out of the way of the turning tools. Dowels may then
be put in and the centers marked on each end with the
point of the compasses or a scratch awl. Before we can
put this In the lathe, however, we shall need two center
plates. If the lathe has centers for Iron, as is usual in
pattern makers' lathes, one of these irons will be similar
to the shape shown in Figs. 80 and 90, the former rep
resenting a side view and the latter an end view. The
other iron will be a plain plate with four screw holes,
and one small hole drilled through for the center. Fig.
80 will go toward the head stock and the plain plate
toward the tail stock. In placing these irons onto the
piece to be turned thrust a brad awl or wire brad through
the center hole of the plate and then into the center
marked on the ends of the piece to be turned, screw bag
fast. Two of the screws should be on each side of the

Fig 81.-Elevation of Quaiter Bend Fig 84.—Vertical Section,ShowingThick-
Iron Pipe. nessof Metal.

Fig.82-Cross Section Fig. 83—Cross Fig. 86.—Templatefor Turn-
ofFlange£ndB. Sectionof End ingInsidePortion
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parting. In case, however, the lathe has only the usual
centers for wood turning, Instead of these plates being

made of iron they should be of some hard, close grained
wood. They should be about % inch thick, just square
blocks with the four holes for screws and one small hole
for the center answering the purpose. Do not try to turn
up the pieces without using one kind or the other of
these center plates.

New Publications.
Handrailing Simplified: The Sectarian System. By
an experienced architect. Edited and revised by Fred
T. Hodgson. 52 pages. Size, 5 x 7% Inches. Illus
trated by numerous diagrams. Bound in cloth. Pub
lished by William T. Comstock. Price, $1.
This, so far as we know, is the only book now before
the trade which treats of the art of handrailing through

out on the Seetorian System, which is, in effect, a novel

method of finding the curves, twists, wreaths, ramps and

cuts for handrailing, for circular and elliptical stairs.

This method of finding the lines and angles for stair

railing does away to a great extent with the many

mystifying lines and references so necessary in con

structing a handrailing by many of the older systems

now in vogue. The system is founded upon what is

called a sector, made of two boards joined together with

hinges, so that the joint on the face will be close in any

position, and the edges beveled so as to allow it to be

adjusted to whatever curves may be under considera

tion. The section in part is so arranged that its sides

may be made tangents to the curve of rail and the

risers, and cylinder ends of the winders may be laid out

on the inside of the section, which, when folded to the

right angle, shows the elevation of the stairs around the

cylinder. When in this position, the cuts, curves and

levels for building the rail may be obtained. The terms
employed are in plain English and the explanations are

presented in simple language.

Wood Working for Beginners. By C. G. Wheeler.
551 pages. Size, 5% x 8 inches. Illustrated with over

700 engravings. Bound in board covers. Published
by G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $3.50.

The object of this book is to suggest to amateurs

many things which they can profitably make of wood

and to start them in the way to work successfully. The

author states that it is not an attempt to teach the arts

of architecture, carpentry, cabinet making and boat

building, but rather represents an effort to keep in line

with the advanced educational ideas of the time, and to

look at the subject from the standpoints of the teacher,

the mechanic and the amateur workman. The treatment

is therefore elementary, with no claim that it will carry

any one very far in the various subjects, but aims to be
thorough and specific as far as it goes. It is more, per
haps, intended for boys, because the majority of begin

ners are of this class, although there are many things

contained within the covers which older readers may

find of material help. The volume is divided into five

parts, the first of which deals with a workshop for

amateurs. The second part describes articles to be

made in the workshop, while the third takes up house

building for beginners. A chapter which will be of
special interest to many is that entitled

" Boat Building

for Beginners." This describes how to make a few sim

ple boats, with illustrations of many of the details. The

last chapter cf the book relates to tools and some of

the every day operations that can be carried on by means

of them. The appendix is devoted to matters relating to

wood, suggestions about working drawings, &c.

Practical Staircase Joinery. By Paul N. Hasluck.
160 pages. Size, 5 x 7% inches. Illustrated by 215
engravings. Bound in stiff covers. Published by
Cassell & Co. Price, fl.
This little work contains in convenient form for every

day use concise information on the general principles

and practice of the art of which it treats. Stair con

struction is a phase of building which has always proven

more or less of a stumbling block to the young carpenter

and joiner, and in the volume under review there will
be found many things In which he will be particularly
interested and with which he will doubtless be glad to-
become familiar. The matter is comprised in 13 chap

ters, the first of which deals with an explanation of the

terms used in stair construction. Some simple forms

of stairs are then given, after which are considered stairs
with winders at the bottom, stairs with winders at the

top and bottom, stairs with half space of winders, stairs-
over an oblique plan, stairs with open or cut strings,

open string stairs with bull nose step, geometrical stairs,

winding stairs and ship's stairs." In the make-up of the
book the examples illustrated and described are arranged

progressively, beginning wtih the simplest and leading,

gradually to the more elaborate kinds of work.

An Outline of Ventilation and Warming. By Wil
liam J. Baldwin. Price, $1; size, 4% x 6% inches; 70
pages; two Illustrations.
This is another book by the pioneer American writer

on the subject of steam heating, and should be as popu

lar as his other works have been, one of which has

reached the fourteenth edition. It begins with an ex
planation of why it' is necessary to introduce fresh air
into a building to make it pleasant to the occupants a*

well as healthy, and also presents a method of arriving
at the amount of air required in a manner which can be-
readily understood. In the same way it treats of the
temperature at which air should be introduced to the
building and the method of arriving at the amount that
will be required when the winter temperatures are pre
vailing, and goes on dealing with the amount of heating
surface that will be required in the radiators, the amount
of steam they will condense, the amount of water that
must be evaporated, the amount of surface that must be
exposed in the boilers, the grate surface that will be re
quired to burn the necessary quantity of coal and the
size of chimney that will be needed to carry off the prod
ucts of combustion. After treating each one of these
differcnt details in a simple manner a recapitulation of
the whole is made in a simple example.
Another interesting feature is a series of approximate-
rules for determining the number of heat units required,
the weight of steam, the amount of coal, the size of the
grate, the size of the chimney, the required horse-power
and the boiler surface. The Illustrations show the bene
ficial use of mixing dampers, and the author points out
that when it is necessary to close a register on account
of the air being admitted at too high a temperature ven
tilation stops, and also that when the air admitted main
tains a proper temperature the ventilation that will nat
urally ensue is very nearly that which would be calledt
satisfactory in good practice. In the same brief but com
prehensive manner forced ventilation and exhaust venti
lation is treated. The book contains a great deal of
valuable information so presented that there is no diffi
culty in its being thoroughly assimilated by any one en
gaged in the heating trade.

According to the American Lumberman's annual re-
l̂ew the stock of white pine lumber in the country con
tinues to decrease rapidly. Going back through the pre
vious years it appears that the present stock of white
pine is the smallest since 1890, while at the same time
the white pine resources of the country are over 25 per
cent, less thnn they were at that time. This shrinkage
in the forest area already means a shortage of 2,000,-
000,000 feet which must be annually filled by the substi
tution of Georgia yellow pine and Oregon and Washing
ton fir. It has been estimated that the whole remaining
area of white pine forests will be practically denuded in
five years. ,

The fire loss for the month of February, as compiled'
by the New York Journal of Commerce, shows a total or
$15,427,000, as compared with $11,755,300 in January.
The record for last month includes 12 fires of over
$200,000 destructiveness and 228 fires where the loss'
exceeded $10,000.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING-
SPIRIT of unrest seems to prevail among the work
men in many branches of the building trades, the~
reports which have reached us since the last issue of

the paper went to press showing more or less friction be
tween employers and employed in various sections of the
country. The basis of the existing differences seems to be,
for the most part, one of wages and shorter hours of labor.
Outside of Chicago the troubles have not assumed very seri
ous proportions, although in many localities they have inter
fered to a greater or less extent with building operations. The
prospects of a good season's business are considered encour
aging in a number of localities, and if the existing differ
ences are amicably adjusted before the spring season is fullj
opened, there would seem to be no reason why a large busi
ness should not result during 1000.

Baltimore, Md.
John M. Herring has been selectedto act as secretary of
the Builders' Exchange, to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Edward D. Miller, who died suddenly in February
of paralysis. Mr. Miller had beensecretary of the exchange
for 14 years, and at a special meeting of the Board of Direc
tors, resolutions of sympathy were unanimously adopted.
The annual election of the exchangewill be held in June,
when a secretary will be elected by the members of the
association.

Boston, Mass.
For some years past it has been the custom for members

of the union bricklayers of Boston, and of the Mason Build
ers' Association, to meet as a Committee on Arbitration and
arrange the schedule of wages and hours for journeymen
bricklayers. By mutual consent, if the joint committeecould
not agree, no strike or lockout was to be established, but the
question was referred to an arbiter, whose decision was to be
regarded as final and decisive. This year the committees
representing the Mason Builders' Association and Unions
Nos. 3 and 27 of the Bricklayers' and Masons' International
Union held several meetings and agreed to a set of rules as
to hours and wages for the season of 1900. The agreement
provides for an eight-hour day, except overtime, and a mini
mum rate of wages of 45 ceuts an hour, the preference of
employment to be given to union bricklayers by membersof
the Mason Builders' Association.

Buffalo. N. Y.
A local paper is authority for the statement that the

anion carpenters of Buffalo have accepted the prices made
by the Carpenter Contractors' Association, which for the
present, at least, would seem to end the controversy between
them. Under the agreement the men who do rough work
et 25 cents an hour, and the men who do the finishing, as
igh as 30 cents an hour. Eight hours constitute a day's
work, and for overtime the pay will be time and a half.
Sundays will count as double time.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange recently organized

by the election of seven directors, who immediately selectee
officers for the ensuing year, as follows : President, Frank
Hoke ; vice-president, Herman Busse ; treasurer, W. J. Tan
ner ; secretary, George Heitbrink, and assistant secretary and
doorkeeper, Charles B. Stevenson. The constitution and by
laws adopted contain but few changes from the documents
under which the old exchangeoperated. A leaseof the rooms
now occupied in the Grand Opera House has been effected,
and the exchangewill be conducted upon a businesslike basis.
The Master Carpenters, Contractors and Builders have
recently reached an agreement with the Carpenters' and
Joiners' Union, whereby a day's wages, up to June 1, will
consist of nine hours, with wages at 25 cents per hour.
After June 1 a day's work will consist of eight hours, and
the scale of wages will be 30 cents per hour, or $2.40 per
day.
The first regular monthly meeting of the exchange, since
the reorganization went into effect, was held on April 5.
One of the most important matters discussedwas the patron
age of each other by the membersof the exchange in prefer
ence to going outside for subletting work or turning over
contracts.

Flndlay, Ohio.
Indications point to a very active season for architects

and builders in and about the city. The prospective work
will be confined largely to new residencesand business blocks,
a number of which will be put up before the season closes.
A prominent architect expressed the opinion that the work
already in prospect will be a great stimulus in the way of
bringing new work. He did not believe that the seemingly
high prices of building materials would prove any serious
drawback to new undertakings. Lumbermen express the
yiew that there will be what might be termed a " boom" in
the lumber business in the city the coming summer. Prices
are regarded as being very little if any higher than they were
before the panic of 1893, and the restoration of the prices
now is thought to be due to the extraordinary activity in
building.

Indianapolis. Ind.
The increase in prices of building materials does not

seem to have had any serious effect in the way of checking
building operations. The builders are looking forward to a

brisk season, contracts having already been let for a number
of business blocks, flat houses and residences.
The carpenters and plumbers settled the differences with
their employers early in April, concessions being made on
both sides. The agreement calls for a minimum scale of 30
cents an hour, eight hours to constitute a day's work, with
time and a half for overtime and double time for Sundays.
The scale went into effect Monday, April 9, and is to remain
in force until the same date in 1901.

Jersey City, N. J.
Many of the architects of Jersey City and Hudson
County who are members of the New Jersey Society of
Architects are much interested in the bill lately introduced
into the Assembly relating to the regulation of the practice
of architecture. It provides for the appointment of a com
mission of five architects to examine and pass upon all appli
cations for licenses to the practice of architecture. Appli
cants must be over 21 years of age, and pay a fee of $5. If
the examination is satisfactory to the majority of the com
mission, a license will be granted upon a further payment of
$15. Those who are already engagedin the practice of archi
tecture and present affidavits to that effect, or who are mem
bers of the American Institute of Architects, may receive a
license upon payment of a fee of $5.
The bill also provides that a person who advertises or acts
as an architect without this license is subject, upon convic
tion, to a heavy penalty.

Lowell, Mass.
The prospects in Lowell are not particularly promising

at the moment,as very little work in the building line has yet
been offered. Some take the view that this is owing to the
high price of materials, while others are inclined to think that
it is due to the taxes, which are regarded as being too high
to guarantee profitable returns. In the majority of cases
rental property must be very cheaply built in order to corre
spond with " cotton wages." Local builders, however, are
fairly well occupied on small job work, alterations, &c-
The Builders' Exchange will hold its annual meeting and
banquet on Wednesday, April 18, the committee in charge of
the banquet being Charles P. Conant, Frank L. Weaver and
James Dow.

New York City.
A number of leading dealers in masons' and builders' sup

plies in the city have recently formed a protective association,
and incorporated it under the nameof the Masons' and Build
ers' Building Material Association of New York City. The
object of this incorporation has been for protection against
loss. It is stated that last year the members of the new
organization lost a great deal of money by bad debts; the
larger part of it could have been avoided if its membershad
been protected against fraudulent contractors. Under the
rules of the new organization there will be a radical change.
According to a member of one of the concerns belonging to
the association, if a building in course of construction changes
ownership, and there are any claims against it for material
supplied by membersof the association, who practically con
trol those commodities in the city, nothing can be obtained
on credit or for cash until all original debts are paid.
There has beenmore or less friction in various branches

of the trade during the past month, and operations in the
suburban sections have been considerably interrupted. This
applies especially to Portchester, Rye, Harrison, Mamaroneck,
Greenwich, Orange, Newark, Staten Island and Mount Ver
non, where, at the hour of going to press, many men among
the journeymen carpenters, plumbers, painters, masons,steam
fitters, &c, are idle.
The Chamber of Commerce have announced the comple
tion of their millioir-dollar fund for building operations, and
there is considerable speculation as to the site on which the
contemplated structure will be erected. Building operations
in the city, as might naturally be expected, show a heavy
falling off, as compared with the same period in 1899, which
was a record year.
There is some talk of a Woman's Athletic Club, to be
modeledafter the Chicago organization, and it is stated that
plans have already been drawn by a Chicago architect for
a structure to cost $1,000,000,and which will be located at
Fifth avenue and Forty-seventh street, on the site formerly
occupied by the Windsor Hotel.

Philadelphia, Pa.
At an adjourned meeting of the employers of Journeymen

Carpenters, held in the rooms of the Builders' Exchange, a
resolution was adopted declaring it as the sense of the meet
ing that on May 1 the hours for a day's work for journey
men carpenters of the city of Philadelphia should be eight
hours, and the pay 35 cents per hour.

Reading, Pa.
The Builders Exchange of Reading was fully organized
the second week in March by electing the following officers
and directors :
President, Hon. Thomas P. Merritt.
Vice-president and treasurer, Frederick Shunk.
Secretary, E. F. Keever.

Directors.
Hon. Thomas. P. Merritt, Frederick Shunk,
Daniel C. Roth. G. A. Haage,
E. F. Keever, D. E. Dampman,
Ernst Epp, John H. Printz.

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Present indications point to one of the most active years
in the building line which the city has seen for a decade.

g
h
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The favorable weather during the past few months has per
mitted a great amount of work to be done, and the progress
which has beenmade has beensuch as to insure early in the
spring a rapid completion of all buildings now under way.
Architects and builders seem to be of the opinion that the
outlook has never been so bright, although the increased
prices for structural materials have for the time being, at
least, causedseveral building propositions to be laid aside.

Savannah, Ga.
The Builders' Exchange recently organized by the con
tractors and dealers in builders' supplies in Savannah for
business protection and the collection and dissemination of
information relating to the building interests, have elected
officers as follows :
President, John R. Eason.
Vice-presidents, John P. Freeman and William Armitage.
Treasurer, L. A. McCarthy.
Secretary, Henry M. Ward.
The secretary informs us that the exchangewill be very

glad to receive copies of catalogues of manufacturers of and
dealers in materials used in building construction.

South Omaha, Neb.
The Master Carpenters of South Omaha recently per
fected an organization with the following list of officers:
President, N. E. Carter; vice-president, Theodore Schroeder;
treasurer, Carl Benyer, and secretary, George E. Dunscombe.

Worcester, Mass.
At a recent meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Builders' Exchange Henry W. Sweetser was unanimously
elected secretary to succeedC. A. Fenner, resigned.
The annual banquet of the exchangewas held at the State
Mutual Restaurant, and was largely attended, the Banquet
Committee consisting of O. S. Kendall, J. G. Vaudreuil, E.
J. Cross and F. D. White. President B. C. Fisk presided,
introducing J. H. Searles of the Flexible Door & Shutter
Company as toastmaster. Among the speakers were Hon.
H. M. Knowlton of New Bedford and William Woodward.
Music was furnished during the evening by the Alhambra
Mandolin and Harp Club. The occasion was delightful in
every way, and a decidedsuccess.

Youngstown, Ohio.
The leading contractors and dealers in building materials,

to the number of 40, recently met in the office of Architects
R. F. and E. R. Thompson, and effected the organization of
a Builders' Exchange, to be conducted on the lines of such

organizations in. the larger cities throughout the country.
Any reputable contractor, architect or dealer in the city is
elligible to membership, and the association is to be incor
porated under the laws of the State of Ohio.
The election of officers resulted in the choice of J. E.
Nutt as president, Louis Heller as vice-president, Arthur G.
Young as treasurer and E. R. Thompson as secretary.
A Committee on Constitution and By-laws was appointed,

consisting of George T. Hess, George H. Dingleby and A. S.
Miley.

Notes.
The builders in La Crosse, Wis., expect to have a busy
season,notwithstanding the high prices of building materials.
It is thought, however, that not so expensive houses will be
put up as have been the case had last year's prices ruled.

The contractors of Attleboro, Mass., granted the demand
of the journeymen carpenters and masons for a nine-hour day,
with the same pay as they had been receiving for ten hours'
work, the new schedule going into effect on April 1.

The carpenters and contractors in Westerly, R. I., have
settled their differences, and the men have been granted a
nine-hour day, with compensation same as formerly paid for
ten hours' work. The agreementwill go into effecton July 1.
It is stated that on account of the unprecedentedactivity

in building in Colorado Springs, Colo., there is an unusual
demand for good carpenters. The new Mining Exchange
Building, the addition to the Alamo Hotel, the new Antlers
Hotel, and numerous other buildings under construction have
offered employment to skilled labor to such an extent as to
render it somewhat difficult for the contractors to obtain all
the help they desired.
Fort Wayne, lnd., reports last year as having been the

greatest in the building line the city has ever known. Con
tractors and builders report a good business, and while not
many large business blocks are likely to be put up, there is
a great deal in the way of dwellings and repairing.
Reports from Waterloo, N. Y., are to the effect that
never before in the history of the place was there such an
amount of building as at present. Carpenters and masons
are said to have been busily employed all winter, and the
outlook is good for the coming season.
There is a gratifying degree of activity in the building
line in Richmond, Va., and it is estimated that during the
next six months at least $000,000 will be paid out in con
struction work, without regard to the improvements on a
large scale by two or three railroad companies.

PROTECTING IRON CONSTRUCTION FROM CORROSION.

AT
a discussion of the Franklin Institute not long
since, W. C. Furber, in speaking on the structural

design of buildings, said:
On the question of rust protection, I may be taking
advanced ground when I say I believe that entirely too
little attention has been paid to this matter by designers,
yet the liability of corrosion is so great, through ex
posure and improper covering and the lack of prepara
tion of the metal to receive and hold the covering, that
I think the use of the sand blast or some equally effi
cient means to remove the mill scale and permit the di
rect application of the protective covering to the actual
surface of the metal is not only Justifiable but impera
tive. When the skeleton Is once inclosed, examination Is
difficult and repair practically Impossible, and as the life
of the building is coincident with the life of the frame
work, and the value of the investment is determined pri
marily by the integrity of the finished structure, a short
sighted and temporarily apparent economy should not
be allowed to curtail a proper expenditure on the skele
ton, which, if intelligently made, will assure the build
ing a practically indefinite existence.
As to the best means of providing against rust, the
information already at our disposal seems to me suffi
cient to indicate a safe course to pursue. Ledebur, in
an " Essay on Oxidation of Iron and its Admixtures,
Rusting, and the Influence of Liquids upon Iron," points
out that three factors are required to produce rust— that
Is, the hydrated oxide—viz., water, pure oxygen and an
acid. Portland cement, by furnishing a base for the ab
sorption of any acid likely to be found, will eliminate
one of these factors, and will thereby prevent rust. So
that, with the other valuable qualities It possesses, it
forms a protective covering of great value. But while
this is true if the cement is in direct contact with the
metal, we know that as the shapes come from the shops
they are covered with mill scale, and that any covering

applied to them adheres to the scale, and that a mechan

ical separation of the scale is easily possible.

Should water penetrate the cement or other covering,

through cracks, and find its way between the scale and

the actual surface of the metal, the scale being electro

negative to the body of the metal, the elements of a bat

tery exist, and the degree of corrosion is a matter of
time. We also know that as concrete is frequently put

In place the voids are not filled up, and spaces are left
for the accumulation of water, which may be present,

forming, with the scale already there, rust producing

factors.
It is not an uncommon thing, where Iron footings are
placed below the. water level, to find that the water has

dissolved and washed out all the cement which the con

crete originally contained. I have seen more than one
building standing with its feet wet, the cement having

been washed out before the concrete set, leaving but the

stone and sand remaining.
I believe, and have followed It out In my own prac
tice, in placing all iron above the line of saturation if at
all possible, and In the Harrison Building, which has

been referred to here to-night, and for which I was the
designing engineer, the grillage of I-beams in the foot
ings Is above the water level, the foundations below this
being entirely of concrete; but when for any reason the
grillage or underground metal work has to be placed be
low the water level most extraordinary* care should be
used to see that the metal work is free from scale and
unpainted; that the trenches or pits are so lined that no
part of the excavation comes in contact with the beams;
that the concrete contains a large proportion of cement,
with the aggregate or filler in small particles, so as to
allow, being rammed easily into a dense mass without
voids. In the placing of long girders underground It la
not an uncommon thing to see the earth fall in around
the girders, and to see the concrete filled In without the
earth being removed. It is needless, perhaps, to say that
whenever this occurs a fault Is formed in the concrete,
and rust must Inevitably follow.
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DESIGN FOR A FRAME BARN.
TN the picture forming our supplemental plate this

month Is seen just at the rear of the house of Mr.

Edward Moulten of Worcester, Mass., a frame barn

of neat exterior, the drawings of which are presented

upon this and the page immediately following. An
examination of the main floor plan shows the arrange

ment of the single and box stalls, harness room, car
riage room, &c. The timber employed in the construc

tion of the barn is spruce, the sills being 4x7 inches;

inches to the weather. The gables are covered with

cedar shingles laid 5 inches to the weather, and the
roof with 16-inch cedar shingles laid 4% inches to the

weather. The roof and gables are stained with one coat
of oil stain.
The large front doors of the barn are 2% Inches thick,

with chamfered stiles, rails, &c, and glazed sash. They
are hung to slide at the top with the Coburn door hanger.
The cupola is fitted with %-inch ventilating slats, the
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Design for a Frame Barn —John P. Kingston, Architect, Worcester, Mass.

the first floor girders, 8x8 inches; the second floor gird
ers, 0x8 Inches; the first floor joist, 2x8 inches, placed
10 inches on centers; the second floor joist, 2x7 inches,
placed 24 inches on centers; the collar beams, 1x6
inches; the rafters, 2x6 inches, placed 16 inches on cen
ters; the corner posts, 4x6 inches; the wall studs, 2x4
inches, placed 24 inches on centers; the partitition studs,

2x3 Inches, while the posts for the trusses are 4x6
inches and 3x8 inches. The joist on each side of the
stall pans are 6x8 inches.
The frame is covered with hemlock sheathing boards,
on which is placed Neponset building paper, this in turn
being covered with 6-inch spruce clapboards laid 4%

base is shingled,- and on top Is a wood flnial 18 inches
high.
The whole of the first story has a lining floor of Vfo
inch planed and matched spruce boards, while the box
stalls and the carriage wash have a lining floor sunk in

the center about 2 inches to pitch to the trap. The top

floors are of %-inch strips of spruce not more than 6

inches wide, laid with close running joints. The car
riage wash and box stalls have a top floor of matched
Georgia pine not more than 3V>inches wide, laid run
ning to the center. All hard wood flooring is rift grain.
The harness room also has a top floor of Georgia pine,
blind nailed. The single stalls are fitted with Lynn'*
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Improved stall basin and floor complete, the slats being
of maple. The stalls around the slatted portion have a
maple floor of %-inch matched spruce, with two thick
nesses of tar paper under, and a finished floor of hard
pine, %-inch thick, with two thicknesses of tar paper
underneath. The partitions are 5 feet high to a distance
within 2 feet of the head of the stall, from which point
forward they extend to the ceiling. On top of the lower

with Coburn hanger. The box stall doors are of the
same thickness and have three vertical panels at the
bottom, the top of the middle rail being same bight aa
the stall partitions, and the space filled with wire guard.
The other doors are 1% inches thick, with four panels
and beveled edges.
All exterior work is treated with two coats of beat
lead and oil paint, of selected colors, while all interior

£223
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Design for a Frame Barn. —Misc llaneous Details, I lan and E evation.

part of the single stall partitions is a wire wall guard
6 feet 6 inches long, and on the box stall there is one
to conform to the length.
The walls, partitions and ceilings of the entire first
floor are covered with %-inch beaded North Carolina
pine sheathing, with a %-inch quarter around in all
angles, Including the floors. The sliding door between
the stable and the carriage room is 1% inches thick with
chamfered edges, two panels high and four wide, hung

finished work has one coat of best linseed oil and one

coat of Heath's Xo. 40 Preservative. The floors of the
harness room and box stalls are finished with one coat

of paraffin oil.
The watering trough, 12 inches deep and 17 inches
on the straight sides, is one of W. A. Snow's, with patent

overflow and plug strainer. In the harness room Is a
Miller iron sink, 24 x 16 x 6 inches. The center light
in the carriage room is wired for electric lighting by

^ ■
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meansof a key at A, as shown on the floor plan, while

the light in the second story is operated by means of a

key at B, near the foot of the stairs.
The drawings in this case, as in those of the bouse

of Mr. Moulten, were prepared by Architect John P.
Kingston of 518 Main street, Worcester, Mass. The

contract was executed by Builder Fred J. Y. Goff of that
city.

Professor Cummings on Trade Unions.

In a recent lecture on "The Trade Union," Prof.
Edward Cummings of Harvard University among other

things, said:
The modern trade union represents one of the efforts

to regulate the modern conditions of machine labor.

Two conditions are essential to the success of the trade

onion. You must have a class of people who never ex

pect to rise above the condition of laborers. You must

alsohave a class which has Intelligence to furnish leader

ship and organization to carry on business on a large

scale. But such a class leaves the wage earners and

Joins itself with the employers. That is the reason of

the failure of trade unions In America during the last

50 years. The wage earners have lacked leaders. One

of the penalties which a wage earning class pays for the

opportunity to rise from the laborer to the self-made

man Is lack of efficient leadership. The men who deal

most harshly with the trade unions are the self-made
men, who, half a generation ago, were working at the

bench themselves. In England, because the opportunity
to rise has been relatively small compared with that of
the United States, the success of trade unions has been
so much the greater, because they have had capable

leaders who have had no chance to rise to the rank of
employer.
Lack of stability on the part of our population, the
fact that the center and character of our population has
completely changed in our country within a few years,
has played an Important part in weakening the success
of our trade unions. The real difficulty which gives
grievance to society and the employer is that the trade
onions, if they are going to control business, must do
business. The right to sell labor for future delivery
carries with it the obligation to business as well. People
who undertake this social reformation must undertake
It righteously.

Law in the Building Trades.

SPECIFICATIONS AND SEKVICKS OF ARCHITECT.

Where one was awarded a building contract for a
lamp sum, in pursuance of a call for bids based on plana
and specifications to be furnished by the bidders, he
was not entitled to recover for the plans and specifica
tions on abandoning the contract; and where the owner
completed such building the latter was entitled to re
cover for the services of an architect employed by him
In completing it, even though the contractor was an
architect, and agreed to give his services free of charge.
-Watson vs. Dewltt, Texas, 46 S. W. Rep., 1062.

WHEN OWNER WAS NOT LIABLE FOR ORDERED EXTRAS.

Where a building contractor, on the promise of the
owner's son to see him paid, and at his request, furnished
extras in erecting the building, charging them to the son,
to whom he extended the credit, and who when asked to
pay for the extras made no other objection than that he
had no money, a finding that the debt was that of the
son, and hence not within the statute of frauds, was
warranted, even though the son was not pecunlarly
benefited by the transaction— Phelps vs. Stone (Mass.).
52N. B. Rep., 517.

'•EXTRAS " WHEN OTHERS FINISH CONTRACT.

Where a building contractor abandoned the work, and
other contractors were employed to finish it, charges for
cementingat the sides between the new cellar bottom and
the old foundation, not included in the original contract,
arenot allowable against the original contractor, in a set
tlement with the owner. A charge of the architect of
$100,as against the original contractor for new plans and
specifications, and his supervision of the work, Is exces
sive,and should be reduced to $50, in settlement between

the owner and the original contractor, where It appears
that no demand was ever made on such contractor for
the plans and specifications which had been in use at the
building. A reasonable charge for extra work and fur
nishing new materials will be allowed, where furnished
under the directions of the owner's architect, though the
contract called for a certain price and the use of old ma
terial. Where a building contractor makes an extra
charge for certain doors, which he claims were ordered,
and the architect or the owner denies It, there being no
motive on the part of the contractor to incur the extra
expense unless he bad an order, the charge will be al
lowed. Where the contract provides for certain work
and material, and the owner requires more difficult work
and better material, the contractor is entitled to an al
lowance—Isaacs vs. Reeve (N. J.), 44 Atl. Rep., 1.

LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE CONSTRUCTIONOF BUILDING.

Where a party erected and properly constructed a
building on his lot, and the building on an adjoining lot
continually encroached thereon by the settling of the
walls, whether by fault of its original construction or be
cause such wall gradually weakened and bulged out, and
crowded over against the wall of the house of the other
party, so as to compel the latter to tear down his wall
because of its dangerous condition, caused by such en
croachment, the adjoining land owner is liable for the
damages— Hofferberth vs. Myers, 59 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 88.

Course in Heating and Ventilating Engineering
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In place of the comparatively simple systems employed
a few years ago we have to-day in our large buildings a
variety of heating and ventilating apparatus, the proper

selection and arrangement of which calls for engineering
ability of a high order. The faculty of the Institute, rec
ognizing the changed conditions, aims In the new course
to thoroughly acquaint men with the theory of the sub
ject and to familiarize them as far as possible with the
practical details. Most of the latter must, however, be
acquired later in the offices of engineers or contractors.
As to the field for employment in this line, it may be
said that, while at present there are few heating and
ventilating engineers who work exclusively on a commis
sion or time basis and do no contracting whatever, it la
pretty generally conceded that this field will present
gradually Increasing opportunities. The United States
Government and many States and cities have their corps
of engineers In this department. The large heating con
tractors, fan manufacturers and makers of heating boil
ers and steam specialties have need of men well schooled
In the branches Included in this new course.
To men so fortunate as to combine commercial with
engineering ability, good positions are always open. Aa
the field enlarges the principal architects in our big cities
will doubtless have their heating and ventilating plana
laid out by their own engineers. The Institute course
will at first consist of a fourth year option, seniors In the
department of mechanical engineering having a choice of
mill, marine, locomotive or heating and ventilating engi
neering.
In addition to lectures covering the subject, frequent
visits will be made to representative pieces of work; the
men will have some shop practice In pipe fitting and
much work in the drawing room making plans for differ
ent systems and computing the sizes of the various parts.
The solution of the problems given will require a pretty
thorough knowledge of the laws of heat, the properties of
steam, hydro-mechanics and the mechanics of gases.
The course will be In charge of Prof. S. Homer Wood-
bridge, who for a number of years has given lectures on
heating and ventilation to the students in the courses of
mechanical engineering and architecture. Added to his
qualifications as a teacher, Professor Wood bridge has had
the advantage of an extensive office practice for the past
ten or twelve years, and has been Identified with a large
number of Important installations in a great variety of
buildings. While the course is Intended primarily for
regular fourth year students, others having the necessary
qualifications may take It up, either separately or In con
nection with special lines of study.
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The New York Trade School.

The nineteenth annual commencement exercises of
the New York Trade School, First avenue and Sixty-
seventh street, were held on the evening of Wednesday,
April 4, in the presence of a very large gathering of
friends and relatives of the graduates. The assembly
room was profusely decorated with the national colors,

producing in the bright Illumination of the electric lights
a very pleasing effect. The programme was an Inter
esting one, and the audience manifested a deep interest
In all the proceedings.
The exercises were opened with a brief address by
President Cutting, who called upon the graduates to ap
ply what they had learned to the business of taking care
of themselves and making a success of their future lives.
He told them that when they did a full day's work for
a full day's pay they were doing their part to stimulate
the prosperity of the land. He pointed out that educa
tion itself was not always a success, as it was sometimes
put to the basest ends, but he urged his hearers to take
the road to industry and honesty. " There never was a
time," he said, " when true and able men were so much
In demand as to-day. What we want you to do is to
trust in yourselves, In the God within you, in the am
bitious spirit ycu have to-day, and in the power to over
come the temptations which may beset you. We have
done the best we can for you, and we send you out in the
hope that you will be numbered among the cleverest,
truest and noblest young men in the industrial world."
Certificates were presented By John Noll to the even
ing classes in house, sign and fresco painting, and the
day classes in house and sign painting. Those to the
evening and day classes in carpentry, bricklaying and
plastering were given out by Frank Reynolds, while An
thony Schwoerer presented certificates to the class In
sheet metal cornice work. The classes in steam fitting
received theirs from Henry B. Gombers; the classes In
electrical work from H. D. Moeller, Jr., while the mem
bers of the day and evening classes in plumbing received
their certificates from the hands of James Muir and Ed
ward Murphy.
The medals of merit, donated by the Master Steam
Fitters' Association to the most proficient student in the
day and evening classes in steam fitting, were presented
by J. J. Smith. The winner of the medal In the day
class was Calvin P. Bascom of Rochester, N. Y., and In
the evening class, George A. Schmidt of New York City.
The William O. Allison medal of merit for the most pro
ficient student in the painting class was given to Leo
Schroeder of Chicago.

The various instructors received substantial evidences
of the appreciation of their efforts by the pupils, B. L.
Barr of the steam fitting department being presented
with an umbrella and a diamond pin, his assistant,
Harry Hartman, receiving an umbrella and a meer
schaum pipe. A. R. Aekerman of the painting class re
ceived a silver match box and an umbrella, while
Thomas J. Carey of the bricklaying class was presented
with a silver service.
The commencement address was delivered by W.
Bourke Coekvan, who spoke for half an hour, his re
marks commanding the closest attention on the part of
the large audience. After a few words from President
Cutting the exercises were brought to a close.
The total number of students enrolled during the year

was 058. The total number graduating. 359. The num

ber of graduates in the carpentry evening class was 11;

day class. 5. Bricklaying evening class, 13; day class,

11. House painting evening class, 9; day class 8. Plas
tering, 3. Fresco painting, 19. Cornice class, 25. Elec
trical work, evening class, 2G; day class 19. Plumbing,
evening class, 82; day class, 83. Steam fitting, evening
class, 8, and day class, 11.

George Eastman of the Eastman Kodak Company

has donated $200,000 in cash to the Athenaeum and

Mechanics' Institute of Rochester, N. Y., which amount

will be devoted to the purchase of land and the erection
of suitable buildings thereon for the enlargement of Its

sphere of usefulness.

Among the improvements in progress on the upper

west side of the city is a 12-story apartment house which

is expected to be ready for occupancy late In the fall

next year. The structure will occupy the site at the
corner of Broadway and Seventy-first street in. Sher
man square, and will be erected in accordance with plans
drawn by Janes & Leo, architects of this city. The first

three stories of the facade will be of Indiana limestone,
and the upper stories of red pressed brick and terra

cotta. The structure will be fireproof throughout, and in
its architecture will follow the style of Louis XVI. The
building will possess among many features of interest a
room in the basement for automobiles and a plant for
charging storage batteries. It is estimated that $750,000
will be required to complete the building.

A unique feature of the building trades strike In Chi
cago one week was the sight of 12 boss stone cutters,

whose capital aggregates $4,000,000, at work with their
aprons on in the yards of the John Tait Cut Stone Com
pany of that city, helping the firm to finish a contract on
time.
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Tile MIETZ cfc WEISS
Kerosene Engine.

THE BEST POWER FOR WOODWORKING SHOPS.

Bums Kerosene, Self Ignition-
Automatic, Simple and Reliable. No Electric Battery Used.

Cheapest Power Known.
, 3NT33 PO'WETTDFA3

SEND FOR. O.
-A-. MIETZ, - 128 Mott St., 3ST

JOSB8.
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Oity.

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS.
A COMPLETE LINE OF STOCK SIZES.

A specialty of Made-To-Order Refrigerators for Resi
dences, Clubs, Hotels, Public Institutions, Markets,

Grocers, Etc.

P TheIllustrationshow-,a stocksice,tile linedfamily refrigerator,nicelyfinishedIn oakwithnickeltrimmings.
Refrigeratorsmadetoorder tobe iced from theoutsideof bouse
of any size and arrangementto fit a certainplacein thehouse
Linedwithwoodortile. No zincIsusedIn aMcCrayRefrigerator,a**
zincliningIsdangerous.Thecorrodingzincgeneratespoisonswhich
areabsoroedbythefoodsandcausedisease.

AH Work Guaranteed Absolutely Satisfactory.
Write for Catalogue and Estimates.

CATALOGUES:—So. 35for Residences;No.45for Hotels Clubs,
PublicIostutlons,andColdStorageHouses; No.SOforGrocersand
MeatMarkets

McCW REFRIGERATOR & COLD STORAGE CO.. RXlM''nia
BRANCHOFFICES: Chicago,\8!W.Van BurenSt.;NewYork, 341Broadway; Boston,S2CommercialSt.; Baltimore.II W.Fayetteat.;Washington.;.i i3tnSt., N.W.; Cleveland,22;SheriffSt.; Detroit.749
CliffordSt i St.Lonls,610N.FouithSt.
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FROM 3 H.P. LP,
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power for
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and addressing

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
Box78,Springfield,Ohio,

U. S. A

WITHWHICHIS1NCOHPCJHATED

PUBLISHED MONTHLY:

i van. United State., British America and Mexico,
other Countries, ------- •1.00 Per Year.

1.23 Per Year.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers and Proprietors,

232-238WILLIAM8TREET, NEWYORK.
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' YORK—Jonx S.Kins,GeneralHanager 233-238WilliamStreet.
AJJELPHIA—ThomasHouses.Hanager ForrestBuilding,117-119SouthFourthStreet.
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BBURGH—R.A.WiLKra, Hanager HamiltonBuilding,388-337FifthAvenue.
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CINCINNATI—HesbtSmith,Manager PickeringBulldlns,FifthandMainBtreets.~~JXyOTB—C.F.WiaiANn,Manager ChemicalBuilding,781OliveStreet.

ma.Manager TheCuyahoga,311SuperiorStreet..;. I Melbourne,231ElizabethStreet,
J 8TDNKT,PalingsBuildings.
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For Your Corner's Sake Use

Woods' STEEL Corner
In puhlie buildings,
churches, etc., where
thewearla severe,its
useis almost impera
tive, lint you canuse
■itheclumsyoldwooden■ bead if you will. It
takes but a minute
and costsbut a postal
to :mi acquainted

V£f with Wood.' Steel
Corner for plaster
„ wnlls. Ask for the
« bookletaud sample.~"
GARA,McfiiNLEY&CO..
Soliliavnurftciaren,
Philadelphia.Pa.
AgentsiritkitttJj in moat
of thelarjecitiet.

DESIGNER.
FurnitureDesignerwanted; goodpositionfor
first-rateman. Address, " DESIGNER,"

careCarpentrymidBuilding, NewYork.

Send for our 48-page De
scriptive Catalogue of Books
for
ARCHITFCTS,
CARPENTERS
and BUILDERS.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO,,
232-238 William St., N. Y.

Higgins'
American
Drawing
Im \* * ' Blacks andlrlKS Colors)

TheStandardLiquidDrawingInk*of theWar<.
To.Pknnell says: "There Is no Ink equalto ItMlgKlns'Ink] for half a dozenreasons.Fromthetimeyouopenthebottleuntilyouputall ItscontentsonpaperyouhavenoreasontoAndfaultwithIt."
A.B.Frost says: " 1usea greatdealof It andit Iscertainlythebest."

AT ALL DEALERS
(By mall, prepaid,35cent*a bottle. ColorCard

•bowingactual Ink*, free.)

Higgins'
Photo-Mounter
The new adhesivefor mounting
photographs,prints,coloredpaper,
etc.andforgeneraluseas a substi
tute for mucilage.Will not warp,
cocklenorstrikethrough,norchange
the t^neor colorof any mount.
Spreadssmoothlyand easily; no
lumps. Beautifulwhitecolor; delicatelyscented—alwaysready; fullyguaranteed.

AT ALL DEALERS
(3-0z. Jar, Prepaid,bymall, 30cents. Circulars

free)
CHAS. n. HIGGINS & CO., MfrsM

168NthSt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I LondonOffice,103CharingCrossRoad.
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OVELTIES,
o- — '

Nelson's metallic Tension Bridging.

A form of bridging which is likely
to interest architects and builders is
that now being introduced to the
trade by the A. H. Peirce Mfg. Com
pany of 110 North Green street, Chi
cago, 111.,and which Is illustrated in
Fig. 1 of the engravings. It is
known as Nelson's metallic tension
bridging, and the manufacturers
claim for it economy both in time
and material. The bridging is made
Of 3-16 wire, with ends pointed

ting at all window and door open
ings. After this has been done, and
before the inside finish is put on, a
plastic mixture of cement and sand
is applied from the inside between
the studding and pressed through the
latticed spaces solid against the in
side surface of the outside metal cov
ering. This material is put on so as
to cover the lath % inch or more In
depth, clear across, between the stud
ding, the cement and sand hardening
into what is practically a fire proof,
air tight, non-conducting wall, which
Is claimed to be perfectly impervious
to moisture. The manufacturers
point out from 25 to 45 per cent. In

Novelties.—Fig. I.—Nelson's Metallic Tension Bridging.

and bent oppositely at right angles,
these ends being driven into the up
per edge of one joist and into the
lower edge of the next, after the floor
Is laid, thus making the floor a unit
of tensile strength. It is claimed to
be cheaper than 2x4 wood bridging,
requires no nails, necessitates no loss
of time in recuttlng, is lighter in
weight than wood, and it can be
rapidly put in place. The manufac
turers point out that the use of this
bridging overcomes the irregularity
of spaces between Joists, which in
the wood necessitates the drawing
out of nails and recutting, in order to
properly fit the space. Reference Is
also made to the fact that In facto
ries, basements and other buildings,
where the joists are exposed, wood
bridging collects a great deal of dust
and dirt, which is constantly dropped
by the Jarring of the floors, which
objections are largely overcome by
the use of the metallic bridging. The
engraving which we present here
with represents a cross section
through the floor joists, and also a
plan view with a portion of the floor
removed, showing the bridging in
place.

St. Paul method of Fire Proof
Construction.

The St. Paul method of fire proof
building is most interestingly de
scribed in a ten-page pamphlet which
has been issued by the St. Paul Roof
ing, Cornice & Ornament Company
of St. Paul, Minn. Briefly stated,
the construction involves the use of
a metallic facing, a carrying lath and
a plastic filling. The studding are put
up in the same way as in ordinary
frame construction, and on the out
side, instead of sheathing, lattice
work is nailed on common lath, or,
in the case of larger buildings, a
metallic lath may be employed.
Upon the outside of this lattice work
is fastened one of the various forms
of metallic siding which the com
pany manufacture, thus completely
Inclosing the building and closely fit-

cost of insurance has been saved un
der this method of construction, and
at no greater cost of building than
for wood, while It was much less
than for brick veneer or solid wall.
The pamphlet Is illustrated by means
of half-tone engravings, showing
some of the buildings erected in ac
cordance with this form of construc
tion, while several testimonial letters
show the favor with which it has
been received by some of those who
have had experience with work of
this nature.

The mietz & Weiss Pumping
Una;I ne.

There are many places where a
small pumping engine is required, or

are many of our readers who have
occasion to make use of such an en
gine, and who will, therefore, be in
terested In the brief description
which we give herewith of the Miets
& Weiss pumping engine, adapted
for gas or kerosene oil, and manufac
tured by August Mietz of 128 Mott
street, New York City. The three
sizes manufactured have an approxi
mate capacity ranging from 500 to
2000 gallons per hour, and the maker
points out that as the success of an
engine getting into the hands of per
sons not familiar with the use of ma
chinery is, in the first place, due to
its automatic action, he has, In de
signing the pumping engine shown in
Fig. 2, placed the responsibility of
the performance of Its duty on the
mechanism, rather than on the user.
Its construction embodies the latest
improvements, including the compres
sion principle, by which the compres
sion and burning of the mixture of
air and fuel, together with the ex
pulsion of the exhaust, are all per
formed at a single turn and In the
most direct and simple manner. A
closed copper tank or oil receiver is
firmly screwed to the cylinder and
has a capacity for running the en
gine ten hours. From this tank the
kerosene is forced by means of a
small pump directly into the cylinder
and there vaporized and mixed with
the air of combustion. The resulting
pressure, acting directly on the pis
ton, constitutes the driving force.
Some of the other points to which the
manufacturer refers are the inclosed
crank shaft, thus excluding dust and
dirt, the absence of cams, valves and
side shafts, thus doing away with all
danger to inexperienced attendants;
rigidity of the crank shaft bearings,
perfect lubrication, and the preven
tion of smell caused by leakage past
the piston, which is often noticeable
in open cylinder engines by a dis
agreeable odor; cleanliness and si
lent and smooth running.

Stable Sliding Door Locks.
Sargent & Co. of New Haven,
Conn., and 149-153 Leonard street.
New York City, have just put on the
market a sliding door lock for stable
and fire engine door use, which Is
likely to Interest architects and build
ers. The lock Is extra heavy, has

Fig. 2.—The Mietz <£Weiss Fumping Engine.

can be used to advantage, but where
for one reason or another, gas or oil
may be the most available fuel for
generating the power. Doubtless the

heavy bronze metal inside work with
bronze metal front and strike, an im
portant feature being the protection
afforded the sides of horses when
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passing In or out. The concave face
of the lock contains the latch bolt,
which does not project beyond the
face. The strike is convex to match
the face of the lock. All edges and
corners are rounded, so that there is
no possibility of injury to horses.
They are made in three finishes,
there is a range of 200 key changes,
the works have three steel tumblers
and two nickel plated forged steel
keys are packed with each lock. The
locks can be supplied to order with
master key if desired. The company
also make a new stable sliding door
lock for similar purposes at a much
lower price, which is also made to
protect the horse from injury in en
tering or leaving the stable.

The Oliver Wood Trimmer.
Some important modifications have
recently been made by the American
Machinery Company of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., in the Oliver wood trim
mer, and now, instead of having a
pair of knives bolted to a sliding
knife head In the usual way, the
trimmer has a solid knife, which acts
as a knife head also. The object of
this is twofold; as there is no Joint
made by bolting the knives to the
knife head, there is less liability to

roller attachment, on the principle of
the shade roller, is used. This draws
the gauge firmly up against the side
frame all the time.

Tbe Drake Acetylene Generator.
The International Heater Company
of Utlca, N. Y., are directing atten
tion to the Drake Acetylene genera
tor, which they are putting on the
market. It is designed for use in
connection with a condensing cham
ber and a floating reservoir, which by
rising and falling as the gas is gen
erated and consumed trips a lever
and another charge of carbide is
dropped into the generator. The car
bide holders are supported around a
central shaft, and have levers ar
ranged to drop the bottom when the
holders are brought over a chute
leading directly to the generating
chamber. By this means a large
charge of carbide is divided so that
only a small portion is dropped Into
the water at one time. The carbide
chute is so arranged that traps pre
vent the escape of gas except through
the proper pipe. Should an excess of
gas be generated through any acci
dent the rise of the floating bell above
the normal point will open a valve
and allow the surplus to escape

Novelties.—Fig. 3.—Side View of the Oliver Wood Trimmer.

be looseness there, and in sharpening
the knives, which it is necessary to
do frequently in order to receive satis
factory service, there are no screws
to be removed in taking the knife
out, all that is necessary being to
tip the machine upon edge to throw
the handle clear around. The rack
bolted to the back of the knife, as
shown in Fig. 3, does not Interfere
with the use of an oil stone on the
bevel side. Owing to the thickness
of the knife a double bevel is placed
at the cutting edge, 'so that while
using an oil stone in honing up the
knife it is only necessary to hone a
narrow space.
It will be noticed that the gear and
rack are above instead of below the
knife, and there is no clogging up
with dirt and chips. In order to over
come any tendency to tip and bind In
cutting across a piece of wood the
short lower bearing of the knife is
fitted to a steel shoe that exactly fits
the groove in which it operates. The
shearing edge of the gauge, instead
of being square, as is usual, has the
back finished off at an angle of 45
degrees to the face, thus leaving only
the point for a shearing edge. By
cutting this off in this way it is pos
sible to cover angles back of the 90-
degree or square line, this feature be
ing shown in the engraving. A spring

through a pipe leading out of doors,
and thus all danger is avoided. It is
pointed out that the carbide cans are
sealed tight, and that the carbide can
be left in them for months without
disadvantage. When changing the
water in the generator or flushing it
to remove refuse no air is admitted
to cause danger or annoyance. A
large draw off cock is arranged so
that the apparatus can be directly
connected with a sewer.

New Idea Double Acting Spring
Hinge.

Architects and builders generally
will be interested in the double acting
spring hinge which is being turned
out by the Stover Mfg. Company of
Freeport, 111.,and which is shown in
Fig. 4. Here one part of the leaf is
displaced to show the coil spring with
the buttons, pintle and other parts of
the^ hinge in position. The jamb
plate, shown separately in Fig. 5, is
flat at the back and concave at the
face, the purpose of the concave be
ing to give room for the door to
swing freely without having to round
off the corners. The leaf consists of
two similar parts, duplicates of each
other, except that one is provided
with a small slot through which the

key is passed when adjusting the
tension of the spring after the door is
hung. Four machine screws are used
to fasten the two parts together. It
is explained that the construction of
the hinges is such that the door does

NewIdea DoubleActing Spring Hinge.—
Fig. i.—Hinge with One Leaf Removed,
ShowingSpring in Place.

not oscillate much, but that it comes
to rest quickly in closing; also that
the door is prevented from sagging.
The door is attached to the hinge
between the two parts that form the

Fig. 5.—The Jamb Plate.

leaf, this preventing the screws
working loose.

The Howard Thermostat Company
of 111 Water street, Oswego, N. Y.,
lately received a very flattering tes
timonial letter relative to the satis
factory operation of one of their
Sprague damper and valve regula
tors which had been placed in the
house of W. M. Brinckerhoff of Al
bany, N. Y., for the purpose of equal
izing the temperature by controlling
the dampers of the furnace. In this
connection it may be Interesting to
remark that Mr. Brinckerhoff has
been identified with heater manufac
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turers for several years, he being
managing director of the mutual le
gal, equitable and commercial inter
ests of a long list of stove and fur
nace manufacturers, as well as many
other industrial concerns. Mr.
Brlnckerhoff in his letter states that
the thermostat question previous to
the Sprague was largely a matter of
speculation, and so far as he has
known of them they have been so
constructed as to be of short life and
unreliable. With regard to the
Sprague, however, he says he sees
no reason why it would not run with
entire satisfaction all winter as well
as three weeks, which is the length
of time he had had one in his house
at the time of writing his letter.

metal <oiling*.
" A New Idea in Metal Ceilings " is
the title of a daintily printed pam
phlet which is being distributed from
the St. Louis office of the Berger Mfg.
Company and which relates to " Ber-
ger's Classified Designs." The en
gravings, showing various patterns
of metal ceilings, are well executed,
and the binding is in paper covers of
a shade of terra cotta which forms
a pleasing contrast with the design,
largely typographical in character,
on the front cover. The designs of
celling and siding shown include
combinations of the Romanesque
style, Rococo, Empire, Colonial, Ital
ian Renaissance, German Renais
sance and the Greek. In offering this
little pamphlet to the trade the manu
facturers point out that " in decora
tion, as In architecture, design and
fitness are fundamentals which
should always be considered, and
whatever artistic style is selected
should be adhered to throughout,
while at the same time it should be
appropriate to its architectural sur
roundings. To properly define, de
velop and classify the decorations
employed, and thereby lacilitate the
carrying out of fundamental decora
tive principles, is, In brief, the new

idea in metal ceilings ushered in by
Berger's Classified Designs."

The Fry Patent Drafting Table.
Every one having occasion to make
a drawing will be interested in the
illustrations here given in Figs. 6
and 7 of the Fry patent drafting
table, shown both open and folded.
The frame of this table is made of
the best quality of gray iron, thor
oughly braced and bolted together,
and is finished in black enamel with
bronze trimmings. No springs or set
screws are used, their use being
avoided because of their liability to
weaken or loosen. The table is made

with a box or tray under the top in
which paper or drawings can be kept.
It also has a polished oak drawer or
tray attached to a swinging arm
which can be hung on either end of
the frame. The top or drawing board
is hinged to the rear end of the box
or base, and by means of an iron
lever under the front edge of the top
and the tilting device on the frame,
it can be adjusted to almost any

Fig. l.— The Drafting TableFolded.

angle required. The hight can be
changed to any point from 34 to 42
inches without the draftsman mov
ing from his seat. It is fitted with
a neat and substantial foot rest, eas
ily changed from one side of the
table to another. The top of the ta
ble is made of 4-inch strips of Mich
igan pine, thoroughly kiln dried,
tongued and grooved, and glued to
gether with hard wood ledges se
cured to the back with heavy screws
running in oval slots with metal
bushing. Side ledges of cherry are
put on by an improved method, mak

ing a hard, smooth surface. Every
care is taken to reduce danger of
warping. The table is manufactured
by tne J. K. Alexander Mfg. Com
pany, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Shirk Refrigerator.
In the refrigerators which are be
ing put on the market by the Shirk
Refrigerator Company of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., the arrangement of parts
is such as to interest a large class
among our readers, more especially
those who contemplate building and
equipping homes of their own. In this
refrigerator the air first comes in con
tact with the ice and is cooled. From

the ice it falls through a cold air
flue to the provision chamber,
through which it rises and enters the
flue at the opposite end, carrying
away all odors from the provisions.
It is particularly pointed out that in
this system all conflicting currents of
air are avoided and pure cold dry air
is furnished to the provision cham
ber. All danger of condensation un
der the ice chamber or dripping from
the ice rack is avoided by having no-
opening in the center. The system
of insulation is the result of many
years of experimenting and experi
ence, which has taught the company
that cork is the best non-conductor.
Three linings of charcoal sheathing
are used, with both inner and outer
walls made of 1-inch lumber, the
space between the walls being thor
oughly filled with grauulated cork.
The manufacturers call particular at
tention to their nickel lining. Nickel-
oid is a new metal, being described
as a combination of nickel and zinc
amalgamated by passing through hot
rolls. The company state that it will
not peel off or discolor by use and is
unaffected by grease or acids. Fur
thermore, as it can be cleaned with
soap and water, it can be kept in the
condition of a china dish.

Electrle Fan With Direct Con
nected Inclosed motor.

A new type of electric fan with di
rect connected Inclosed motor has
been constructed by the B. F. Stur-
tevant Company of Boston and is
illustrated in Fig. 8 of the engrav
ings. The field ring ot the motor,
which is of wrought iron, is attached
to the side of the fan, and forms a
part of the inclosing frame of the
motor. Within this frame is placed
a cradle or double yoke, carrying two
ring oiling bearings, which are self
adjusting, and necessarily are kept
In constant alignment. This cradle
is held in place by four bolts, as In-

Fig. 8.—Electric Fan and Inclosed
Motor.

dieated in the side view of the fan.
The armature shaft is of large diam
eter, carrying the fan wheel upon its
extended side, and projecting through
the casing of the fan itself. The
armature is of the drum type, and
the commutator constructed of drop
forged segments. Carbon brushes
are used, with self feeding and ad
justable holders of the socket type.
A cast iron hood or casing with re
movable center is employed to In
close the entire motor, which Is thus

Novelties.—The Fry Patent Drafting Table.—Fig. 6.- General View of
Table Ready for Use.
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kept free from dust. A fan of this
type, being small in size, and there
fore readily portable, is serviceable
for all purposes where a movement
of air is desired, while the inclosed
feature of the motor makes it possi
ble to operate it in a dusty atmos-
sphere. Sight feed oil cups supply
oil to the bearings, and the overflow
therefrom passes to a tank suspend
ed beneath the frame, whence it may
be removed at intervals.

1RADE NOTES.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City, N. J., are calling the
attention of the trade to the special mer
its of their slllca-graphite paint as a
durable protective paint for smokestacks.
It Is a severetest for paint when a metal
surface Is exposed to the combined in
fluencesof both great degreesof heat and
climatic conditions, but this companycite
several striking examples of endurance
and durability, showing that they have
succeededremarkablywell in meetingthe
requirementsnecessary.
The Arcade Mfg. Company of
Freeport, III., direct attention elsewhere
in this Issue to the Freeport parlor door
hanger, an Illustration of which appeared
in these columns last month. The hang
ers are Independentlyadjusted and are
attached without cutting the door. The
manufacturers point out that the hanger
is made entirely of steel and malleable
iron and will not break. Those Interested
lr goods of this character can secure a
copy of the company'scatalogue,together
with prices, on application.
A material which is referred to
as being especially adapted for floors in
places where there is a great deal of
wear is being brought to the attention of
architects under the nameof Asbestollth.
the sole rights for the manufacture and
sale of which in the United States and
Canada are vestedIn the Asbestollth Com
pany of 717 Bennett Building, New York
City. The material Is said to consist of
a solid mass,is Are proof and water proof,
und can be laid on any solid base, such
as cement,stone,wood. Iron, Ac., as well
as on partially worn floors. The claim is
made that it Is more durable than tiling,
Is a good non-conductorof sound, will
not crack, warp or bend, and is easy to
keepclean. It can be furnished In various
colors and designsfor wainscoting, bases,
walls. &c. The companystate that It will
be found particularly desirable for floors
in factories, laundries. bathrooms,
kitchens, corridors, officebuildings, school
houses, churches, hospitals, restaurants,
stores. &c.
Pike Mfg. Company, Pike Station,
N. II.. and 151 Chambers street. NewYork, havepreparedfor the Paris Exposi
tion a very handsomeexhibit which clev
erly utilizes the goods manufactured by
them for decorativeas well as construct
ive features. Among the unique features
of the exhibit will be the largest oil stone
In the world, consistingof a solid pieceof
Washita stone, 4 feet long by 8 Inches
wide and 6 Inches thick, weighing 20S
pounds,and valuedat $250.
Frederick Reissmann of West
Point, N. Y., has recently madesome Im
provements in his Perfection Rule gauge
a6 regards the manner of Indicating de
grees. The gaugeas now made has upon
the Index plate lines Indicating angles
ranging from 5 up to 45 degrees,while
other lines marked by reference letters
show a right angle, pentagon, hexagon
and octagon,with another Indicating the
pitch for door or window sills. In order
to obtain the desiredangle it Is only neces
sary to move the rule clamp so that the
line on the clamp coincideswith the line
on the Index plate, and then secure It
firmly by the thumb screw underneaththe
plate. One end of the rule or straight
edgeis then securedIn the movableclamp
by the screwprovidedfor the purposeand
the tool Is ready for work, until a change
is necessaryfor someother miter or angle.
An ordinary rule or straight edge used
with the Perfection rule gaugewill enable
any one to cut his work to any required
width, depth or thickness, and to obtain
the miter for any desired angle, bevel,
circle or square.
The W. & E. F. Fitch Company of
New Haven. Conn., show in their advertis
ing spacethis monthan illustration of the
Fitch sash lock, which is referred to by
the makers as thoroughly " up to date."
The proof of the pudding Is In the eating,
and the companysuggestthat the lock be
proven by practically demonstrating its
merits. A catalogueand a working model
will be forwarded to any architect, car
penter or builder sufficiently Interestedto
make application.

The Pike Mfg. Company of Pike
Station, N. H.. are distributing with their
complimentsa combinedpaper weightand
knife sharpener,which In Its way will be
found both useful and ornamental. It
consists of a small stone measuring 1%
inches in width by nearly 3 Inches in
length, to which Is cementeda piece of
beveled glass a trifle thicker than the
stone, and showing, as one looks down
upon it, the picture of a pike bearing In
its mouth a whetstone. The printing
above and below the picture appears in
red and reads as follows : " Compliments
of the Pike Mfg. Company of Pike Sta
tion. N. H. World's headquarters for
scythe stones,oil stones, razor hones,&c.
Send for catalogue." The company are
nlso distributing a leaflet calling atten
tion to the brands of stones which they
are prepared to supply and pointing out
which are best for the use of carpenters.
Among other thing'sthe leaflet statesthat" the Pike family have been 70 years In
the whetstone business and thoroughly
understand It. so they know just what is
wanted for the different tools, just where
to get it and how to make It into the
right shapes." The company announce
that a complete illustrated price book,
giving full description of all kinds of
scythe stones,will be sent to any address
on application.

The Globe ventilator and Globe
ventilated ridging form the subject mat
ter of a 44-pagepublication issued by the
Globe Ventilator Company of Troy, N.
Y. Several pages are devoted to a de
scription of their well-known patent ven
tilator, and a numberof Illustrations are
given of important public buildings, fac
tories, business buildings, and private
houseswhere Globe ventilators and ridg
ing are In use. These ventilators are
madein brass, copperandgalvanizediron,
and are fitted with glass tops, or with
squarebasesIf required. They are manu
factured in sizes from 2 to 84 Inches in
diameter. A small model of the Giobe
ventilator. 2 Inches in diameter and 4%
incheshigh. Issuedby the company,shows
in a practical way the principle on which
the deviceIs based.
The Illinois Supply & Construc
tion Company. St. Louis, Mo., are direct
ing the attention of architects and build
ers to the Grath steel wall ties, which are
referred to as being adaptedfor bonding
walls of every description. The claim is
madeby the manufacturersthat It is the
only tie where the center as well as the
ends prevent pulling out, and that it Is
the only tie with a diagonal center. It Is
made in all sizes and is claimed to be
especiallywell adaptedfor the purpose.
Auld & Conger of Cleveland, Ohio,
in another part of this issue call the at
tention of architects and builders to the
fact that they manufacturegenuineNo. 1
Bangor union and ribbon slate, mammoth
vein, Poultney. sea green, purple and
variegated. The company can also fur
nish lightning slate dressers and tools,
nails and felt. Those of our readerswho
desire them can secure prices on applica
tion to the company.

The thirteenth edition of the pros-

Eectus
of the Workingmen's College at

lelbourne, Australia, contains a great
deal of very Interestingmatter relating to
the coursesof study pursued in that in
stitution. These Include, among others,
architectural drawing and buildlnc con
struction, color and sign painting, model
ing, wood carving, carpentry and joinery,
plumbingand gas fitting, as well as many
other branchesof Industrial education.

The Wheeling Corrugating Com
pany of Wheeling, W. Va., have leased
the spaciousfour-floor building at 47 Cliff
Btreet,New York, for the accommodation
of their Eastern branch. H. C. Mechllng,
the company'sEastern manager,will move
his office there from the Fulton Bank
Building, and the company's warehouse,
at present located at 292 Pearl street,
will also be removedto the new location,
where a heavy stock of the company's
products, including black and galvanized
sheets, tin and terne plates, sheet metal
roofingand siding, metal ceilings. &c, will
be carried for the supply of the trade
throughout the Eastern States.

The Illinois Roofing & Supply
Comfany, 73-83 North Ashland avenue,
Chicago, 111.,have Issued an eight-page
circular directing attention to some of
their specialties. The illustrations show
Imperial pressedsteel brick and rock face
brick, rock face stone and siding in differ
ent styles, corner trimmings formed ready
to apply, pilasters, continuous rock face
stone, *c. At the close are small Illus
trations of window and door caps. In
connectionwith the illustrations sizesand
prices are given.

The American Machinery Com
pany of Grand Rapids, Mich., present In
their advertising card this month an Il
lustration of the Oliver wood trimmer, for
which many claims are made. The device
Is referred to as being especiallyvaluable

on interior finish, cabinet work, stair
work, newel posts, fancy doors, over man
tels, 4c, as well as for trimming and
mltering lap siding. We present In our
Novelties Departmentthis month an illus
trated descriptionof the Oliver woodtrim
mer as recently modified.

The Stover Mfg. Company of
Freeport, 111.,have Just Issued from the
press a 40-pagecatalogue,which will be
found of special Interest to architects,
contractors and builders. It relates for
the most part to their New Idea double
acting spring hinge, which Is made In a
great variety of styles and sizes, adapt
ed to meet varying requirements. The
manufacturerspoint out that in order to
bea goodonea doubleacting hingeshould
prevent the door from saggingand should
also be capable of such perfect adjust
ment of the spring as will close the door
quickly and gently, yet not force it past
the closing point In a series of violent
oscillations. It should possess neatness
when the door Is openedor closed, and
should admit of the door fitting closely
against the jamb, while at the same time
it should hold the door in perfect align
mentwhen closed. Another point brought
out by the manufacturers Is that the de
vice should also be of easy and conven
ient application In hanging the door.
These features, it is claimed, are to be
found In the New Idea. The catalogue
before us describes the construction and
operation of this hinge, numerous Illus
trations being presented,showing someof
the styles of finish In which It is offered,
as well as the sizes in which It is made.
There are also tables giving dimensions
of the hinge and of blanks, togetherwith
directions for applying the hinge. Sev
eral pagesare devotedto testimonial let
ters from some of those who have used
the hinge, and there are pictures of build
ings In connectionwith which it has been
employed. Referenceis also made to the
Ideal hinge, the'Ideal window sash lock
and Ideal sash pulley.
We are indebted to W. J. Burton &
Co., Detroit, Mich., for a little vestpocket
memorandumbook, giving a good supply
of blank pagesand Incidentally calling at
tention to someof the goodsmadeby the
company. The front cover advertises w.
J. Burton & Co. as being quick shippers,
which Is a very admirable characteristic.
The goods that they can ship quickly are
enumeratedon one of the back pages,and
include roofing of all kinds, tin plate,
paints and a variety of sheetmetal arti
cles of interest to roofers and others.
The Brohead Door Holder is the
BUbject of an announcement presented
elsewhere In this Issue by the Brohead
Company, Hutchinson street and Colum
bia avenue,Philadelphia, Pa. The device
Is operatedby the foot and is claimed to
be " the only perfect door holder made.
It is offered in three sizes, and the com
pany state that over three millions are Id
use In the United States.
We have received from Samuel E.
Rabbitt of 918 F street. N. W., Washing
ton, D. C. a copy of an interesting pam
phlet which he has issued,illustrating and
describing his patent partition, which la
referred to as being rat proof, vermin
proof, as well as fire proof. The con
struction is such as to present a solid
partition of wood and plastic material or
a thickness which is claimed to result In
a saving of 4 Inches In every partition.
Special referenceIs made to the strength
and rigidity secured, and when required
to carry the weight of floors abovea pat
ent girder can be used at very slight ad
ditional cost. For apartment houses
wherethere are many kitchens,bathrooms
and closetB the advantagesof the Rab-
bltt partition over the 6-inch hollow stud
partition are pointed out In the little
pamphlet in question. In presentingthis
partition to architects, builders and con
tractors, the claims are made that the
cementdoesnot corrodenor rust the wood
lath as In the case of Iron lath ; its
weight is much less per foot than other
partitions ; the cost to build is much less,
for It is simple in construction and can
bebuilt by any carpenteror plasterer. A
large portion of the pamphlet is taken up-
with testimonial letters and half-tone en
gravings of buildings in connectionwith
which the Rabbitt partition has beenem
ployed.
The catalogue of ttie Syracuse Uni
versity for the collegiate year 1899-1900
presents some ve'ry interesting informa
tion relative to the various courses of
study afforded by this institution. The
course In architecture Is so arranged as
to give to the student a thorough prepa
ration for his life work, and, while taught
as a fine art, due attention Is given to the
study of problems of construction that
must be solved before a building can be
erected. There are two courses,onebeing
of four years, and a special courseof two
years, the latter being arranged to meet
the requirementsof those draftsmen of
two or more years' experiencewho are
desirous of pursuing a course In archi
tecture but who cannot take the time to
pursue the four years' course.
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PRIMA VERA
FKfcSH 1'RIiWA VERA fWHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIRECT.

We have just received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo we
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average In
lengths, widths, color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to correspond

with us in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods used for Interior Finish and Decoration.

MAHOGANY.
Our stock of Mexican, Cuba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our pricet

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sts. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A

WADDELL MFG. C0.,CornerTaylorantlColdbrookSts-' Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
Carvings, Mouldings, Festoons, Newel

mood Carvinas* rM%$t£^^~^ Po8ts' Head Blocks' Rope and^* vmyo,
^-^^vi^^V >^^^JL^^. Twist Baxters, and

Hand and ..'■■jtimg^kM tW<^.^Wl/^^^^:^ Ornaments.
Machine

Parch Gable Carving No. til '23.
Over1000designsillustratedin ourcatalogueandprice-listNo.18. Mailedfor 8c.in.stamps.

SPIRAL MOULDINGS
IN LARGEVARIETY.

Send25centsforcatalogueof latestd

These mouldings were made on DICK
EY 'S patented SPIRAL MOULDER.
The latest and best machine for the
purpose. Send for machine circular, free. A. DICKEV & CO., Manufacturers,

88-13BRISTOLSTREET, - BOSTO.V,MASS.

STAVED UP, DRY

WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They Do Not Check.

STAIR RAILS

THE STANDARD

Wood Turning Go.
No 194Greenest..

JERSEY CITT, I. J.
Send*lc. in stampsTorIllustratedCatalogue.

A Wide Line
of practical text books

for Builders, Carpenters,

Mechanics and others

handled by

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,
232-238 William St., New York.

Send your address for de

scriptive catalogue.
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I BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.
Ett. 1883. Inc.1896.

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New York Wall Ties.
See illustrated article in

" June, 1900,''
iber. Send for catalogues, quotations
samples. Made solely by

HURD Sc CO,
West Broadway, - NEW YORK.
Telephone,"50Spring.

ITCH SASH LOCKS
"UP TO DATE"
IR00FZ

TRYTHEM!
CATALOGUEANDWORKINGMODELONAPPLICATION

THE W&E.T.FITCH CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Most Perfect Sound-Deadener.
Notamerefelt or paper,but a soft,quiltedcushionof minutedead-airspaces,Inwhichthe

sound-wavesareabsorbedandlost. A scientificandrationalnou-oonduotorofheator sound,lncom>parablysuperiort>thethin,densefeltsandpapers.Sendfora freesample; It'sanobjectlessonthatappealstoyourIntelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHING AND DEADENING "QUILT."
SAnUBL CABOT, Sole nanufacturer, - 67 Kllby St., Boston, Mass.

AOEfTS AT ALT,CENTRALPOISTS.
Also Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOX ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS, Dept. E, tSZESgSS&S:,

! TOOLS
Square*, Levels, Steal Rules, Divid
ers, Bevels, Neil Sets, Eto. Y
A8KFORCATALOGUENO.10-P.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO., ATHOL,MASS. <^

OF FINEST WOODS/
A*

Plain orOrnamental.
Thick or Thin.

Wehaverepresentativesaudstocksof floorsIn
theIcodlliHcities.Askfor ColoredFloorPlate*̂
andPrices.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

^ssw'Jb <fe

Artistic $ J 2
McintclS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from ov
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Phila. & Boston Face BriCk CO., IH3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mast.
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Annunciators _Ostrander,W.R.ftCo
Architectural Ornaments
FriedleyftVoshardt.
Auger
FordBitC
Jennings,C.E. Co.
Awnings
PhenlxMfg.Co.
Band Saws
CrescentMachineCo.
Bench Hooks
ThomsonBros,ftCo.

Blackboards) SlateJohnson,E. J. &Co.
Blinds
BurlingtonVenetianBlindCo.
FlexibleDoorftShutterCo.
FosterMungerCo.
WilierMfg.Co.
Blind HingesStanley"Works.
BoilersLeffel,Jas. ftCo.
Books, &c.
Comstock,Wm.T.
Hicks LP.
Boring Machines
MillersFallsCo.
Bailders' HardwareHammacher,Schlemmer&Co.
Bussellft ErwlnMfg.Co.
StanleyWorks.
Building Paper and Kelt
Cabot,Samuel.
Butts and Hinge*
StanleyWorks.
Celling, Iron and Steel
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.
Eller,J. H.ftCo.
Friedley&Voshardt.
Kanneb'ergRoofingCo.
PennMetalCeilingftRoofingCo.

Clothes Dryers
HillDryerCo.
Condnctor Pipes
AmericanSteelRoofingCo.
CantonSteelRoofingCo
Conservatories
LordftBurnbamCo.
Cornices, Sheet Metal
BergerMfg.Co.
Eller,J.H. ftCo.
FriedleyftVoshardt.KannebergRoofingCo.
MaskerftBro.
Cresting
VanDornIronWis.Co.
Designs and Details (SeeHouse
Plans.)
Door Bells
ArcadeMfg.Co.
Door Checks and SpringsHammacher,SchlemmerftCo
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
Door Hangers
ArcadeMfg.Co.
LaneBros.Co.
McCabeHangerMfg.Co.
WilcoxMfg.Co.
Door Holders
BrohardCo.
Drawing Inks
Hlgglns,C.M.ftCo.
Drawing Instruction
AcademyofArchitectureandBuilding.
Internationa)CorrespondenceSchools
Drawing InstrumentsComBtock,Wm.T.
Dumb Waiter Fixtures"?Hammacher,Schlemtner&Co.
Eave TroughsEller,J. H.ftCo.
Elevators and Dumb WaitersEnergyMfg.Co.
KimballBros.
SedgwickMch.Wks.
Elevator Fronts, etc.Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Engines, Gas and KeroseneMletz,Aug.
Engines
Leffel,Jan.ftCo.
Percy,C.W.
Fencing
Ludlow-baylorWireCo.
Files and RaspsBarnett,O.ftH.Co.
Fire IMn<'c**PhiladelphiaftBoBtonFaceBrickCo.
Floor Hinges
LawsonMfg.Co.
Furnaces and HeatersKelseyFurnaceCo.
Gas and Electric Fixtures
Frlnk LP
Gas Stoves
StandardLightingCo.
Gauges
Mayhew,H.H.Co.
Gauge, Rafter and Polygon
Relasmann,F.
Glass, OrnamentalFlanagan&BledenwegCo.
KeystoneStainedGlassWorks.

Beaters, SteamandHotWater
NasonMfg.Co
House PlansComstock,Wm.T.
Hicks,I. P.
Iron House Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Iron shuttersGarryIronft SteelRoofingCo.
Iron Work „Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
VanDornIronWorksCo.
Knife Grinders
SchollcldftCo.
Lathing, tin 111lie
Hayes,Geo.
L«-vels
AkronLevelWorks.
Lightning Rods
Waahburne,E.G.&Co.
Locks and Knobs
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
MantelsFlench,Sam'lH.ftCo.
PhiladelphiaftBostonFaceBrickCo.
Mantels, Wood
Foster-MungerCo.
IrontonWoodMantelCo.
Mineral Wool
C. S.MineralWoolCo.
Miter Boxes
ThomsonBros,ftCo
Miter Machines
FoxMachineCo.
Mortar ColorsFrench,Sam'lH.ftCo.
Mouldings , „GrandRapidsCarvedMouldingCo,Mertz's,Geo.Sons.
StandardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Oil Stones
PikeMfg.Co.
Paint
NewJerseyZincCo.
Parquette Flooring
InteriorHardwoodCo.
Patent SolicitorsHamlin,G.R.
PencilsDixon,Jos.CrucibleCo.
Taylor,Fred'kftCo.
Planes
Smltb.OtisA.
Plaster OrnamentsFrench,SamuelH.ftCo.

Green!
LordI>rdftBurnbamCo.
Grill WorkFoster-MungerCo.
Mertz,Geo.SonB
standardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.

Reflectors
Frlnk.L P.
Refrigerators
McCrayRefrlgeraitor ft ColdStorage

Revolving Window Fixture
NewCenturyMfg.Co.
Roofing and Siding
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.Drouve,G.Co.
Eller,J. H.A Co.
GarryIron4 SteelRoofingCo.
KannebergRoofingCo.
PennMetalCellingftBootingCo.
Rooting Brackets
StanleyRuleftLevelCo.
Hooting Paint
DixonJos..CrucibleCo.
Rooting Slate
AuldftConger.Johnson,E. J. ftCo.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Sash ChainsBridgeportChamCo.
Morton,Thos.
SmithftEggeMfg.Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordageWks,
SilverLake.
Sash LocksFitch,W.&F..T. Co.
Ives,H.B.&Co.
SewCenturyMfg.Co.
Sash Pulleys
FoxMachineCo.
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.
PalmerHardwareMfg.Co.
Sash WeightsBarneyftReedMfg.Co.
RaymondLeadCo.
Sashes, Doors and BlindsFoBter-MungerCo.
Saws _ „Jennings,C.E.Co.
NationalSawCo.
Saw Guide . „ThomsonBros.&Co
Saw Jointer
PikeMfg.Co.
Saw Sets
TalntorMfg.Co.
Schools , _AcademyofArchitectureandBuilding.
Screw Drivers
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
Russellft ErwlnMfg.Co.
SawyerToolCo.
Sheet Metal Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Shingles and Tiles, Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
Burton,W.J. ft Co.
CincinnatiStampingCo.
CortrlghtMetalRoofingCo.
GarryIronftSteelRoofingCo.
MontrossMetalShingleCo.
Souther.E.E. IronCo.
VanNoorden,E. Co.

Shingle Stains
BerryBros.
Cabot,Samuel.
Shutters (SeeBlinds.)
Skylights
CantonsteelRoofingCo.
Drouve,G.Co.
Hayes.Geo.KannebergRoofingCo.
VanNoorden,E. ftCo.
Speaklug Tubes
W.R.OstranderftCo.
Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
StoverMfg.Co.
Squares
Maybew,H.H.Co.
Stable Fittings
J. L.MottIronWorkB.
Ludlow-SavlorWireCo.
Stained Glass Windows
KeystoneStainedGlassWorkB.
WalllB,A. U.
Steel Figures and LettersSackman,F. A.
Structural sintructural SlateJohnson,E. J. ftCo.
Tiling
StarEncausticTileCo.
Tool CabinetsHammacher,SchlemmerftCo.
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Trade School in Cleveland.

At a meeting of the Builders' Exchange of Cleveland,
Ohio, held early in Maya project was started for the estab
lishment of a trade school in that city, and a committee was

appointed to present the matter to the attention of manu

facturers and others who are endeavoring to promote the

industrial development of Cleveland. It is hoped that
the suggestion will be acted upon. The necessity for the
more thorough and systematic training of American boys

in the trades is impressing itself with increasing force

upon the business men of this country. The matter of

technical and trade instruction has for some years past

been carefully studied and acted upon in Germany, Great

Britain and other foreign countries, and, as President
Hadley of Yale forcefully pointed out in an address at the

National Export Exposition last fall, if the United States
proposes to maintain her leading place among the manu

facturing nations of the world, the youth of the country

should be given the best facilities obtainable for the ac

quirement of the necessary technical knowledge and me

chanical skill which shall enable them to hold their own

with their foreign competitors. The marked success
which has attended the work of the New York Trade
School during its existence of 18 years should stimu

late the establishment of similar institutions in every

large center of population throughout the country. It is
gratifying to learn that steps are being taken for the

starting of a trade school in Boston, also. But the busi

ness men of the country at large seem surprisingly slow

to appreciate the advantages of these schools. The bene

fits of an institution that will provide him, at a moderate
cost, with sound instruction in the theory and practice

of a trade should be within reasonable reach of every

American boy.

The Paris Exposition."

Late reports from Paris indicate that the great ex

position is rapidly getting into shape and orderliness.

As compared with previous large undertakings of the
kind, the Paris Exposition, from all accounts, presents

a degree of forwardness and comparative completion

unusual at the end of the first month, reflecting much

credit upon the foresight and energy of the management.

The keen interest taken in the enterprise by the various

nations of the world is demonstrated by the extent and

representative character of the exhibits, making the ex

position, in many respects, the most extraordinary under

taking of its kind yet accomplished. Never before has

there been so great a variety in the display of the world's

science, industry and art. Moreover, these products

seem to be arranged with unequaled skill and intelli

gence, and artistic adaptation of means to ends. The

fact that, next to France itself, the United States takes

about the foremost place in respect of the extent, di

versity and value of her exhibits, clothes the exposition

with a special interest to Americans. It provides our
manufacturers with an unrivaled opportunity for push

ing their wares in foreign markets, and, although the

absence from the list of exhibitors of a few of our most

important manufacturing concerns is to be regretted, the

thoroughly worthy and representative character of the

United States exhibits shows that the opportunity has

been well utilized.

New York's Fire Waste.
In the annual report of the Fire Marshal of New
York City on fire losses in the boroughs of Manhattan

and the Bronx during the year 1899,special attention is

called to the dangerous risks incurred through the use

of swinging gas jets and of gas and lamp brackets placed

in too close proximity to curtains or other draperies.

To these causes, together with an unusual number of

suspicious fires, the Fire Marshal attributes largely the
serious increase in the fire losses of last year as compared

with 1898. No less than 5393 fires, or an average of

nearly 15 a day, were brought to the attention of the

New York Fire Department in 1899, as against 4239 in
the previous 12 months. This increase in the actual
number of fires was large enough to be serious, but the

increase in the value of property destroyed was still

more deplorable, rising from $4,155,191in 1898 to $7,458,-

840 in 1899. It seems strange that with all the modern
improvements that have been introduced In Are fighting

methods and appliances the fire waste in a city like New

York, provided, as it is, with one of the most efficient

fire departments in the world, should show such a tre

mendous increase. As a partial check to this waste,

the Fire Marshal recommends legislation for the pro
hibition of swinging gas jets and the rigid inspection of

gas and lamps, so as to prevent their location near In

flammable hangings. Ue also advises that more care

should be exercised by insurance companies in the ac

ceptance of risks where the slightest suspicion of moral

hazard exists. The number of suspicious cases has been

increasing rapidly of late years, and it is intimated that

the laxity of insurance companies, who in their eager

ness for business accept risks too readily, is responsible

for a serious growth of incendiarism. Whether this be

a fact or no, the situation In New York City is evidently
one that calls for earnest consideration by both the

municipal authorities and the insurance corporations.

Forest Fires.

The waste incurred annually in this country through

forest fires, whicii have been so remarkably prevalent

of late, is assuming alarming proportions. According to

official data compiled for a long series of years past, the

loss from this cause in the United States is estimated at

not less than $20,000,000annually, and it probably runs

considerably above that sum, as figures relating to the

Pacific Coast States are only partially complete. Under

the direction of the Forestry Division of the Department

of Agriculture, a thorough Investigation of the causes,

effects and means of prevention of forest fires in the

West is to be carried out this summer in Washington,

Oregon, California. Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Col

orado. Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and South Dakota,

with the view of discovering means to check the evil,

which is making such serious inroads into the. timber

resources of the country. Accounts of over 5500 dis

astrous fires have been obtained in seventeen other

States already examined. These records have been

taken chiefly from newspapers, and where it has been
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possible to compare them with the figures of practical

lumbermen, it has been found that the tendency of the
press has been to underestimate the damage. Michigan,

Minnesota and Wisconsin have been the severest suf

ferers from forest burnings, so far as at present ascer

tained, but when the records of the great lumber regions

of the Northwest are obtained it will doubtless be found

that the losses in those States reach startling propor

tions.
♦ ;

Dankmar Adler.

Since our last Issue went to press the architectural

profession has lost one of its well-known Western mem

bers, Dankmar Adler, who died of apoplexy in Chicago,

April 16. Born at Langsfeld In Saxe-Weimar, July 3,
1844, he came to this country when ten years of age, his

parents settling in Detroit. In 1859 he went to Chicago,
where he passed the greater portion of his life. Mr.

Adler began his professional career in the office of E.

W. Smith, in Detroit, and after the Civil War entered the
office of O. S. Kinney in Chicago. In 1871 he formed a
partnership with Edward Burling, the firm designing

many of the buildings erected immediately after the

great Chicago fire. In 1870 Mr. Adler began practising
alone, and this he continued until 1882, when he formed

a partnership with L. H. Sullivan, under the firm name
of Adler & Sullivan. It was during the existence of this
firm, which ended in 1895, that Mr. Adler's most im

portant work was done. He was a Fellow of the Ameri

can Institute of Architects, a member of the Illinois
Chapter, A. I. A., and of the Chicago Architects' Busi
ness Association. He was at various times president of

the Western Association of Architects, of the Illinois

Board of Examiners of Architects, secretary of the

American Institute of Architects, and he was a member

of the Board of Architects of the World's Fair.

What is a House?

In a recent case in England the plaintiff and defend
ant were owners of adjoining plots of land forming part

of a building estate, and these plots were each subject

to a covenant that not more than one house was to be

built on each plot. The defendant wished to build a

block of flats upon each of his plots, but the plaintiff

complained that this was a breach of the covenant, and

sought for an injunction to restrain the defendant from

erecting these buildings. The motion was refused by the

Judge, who was of opinion that each block of flats was

one house only, and not a series of houses as was con

tended, and the plaintiff appealed, but the Court dis

missed it: the Master of the Kolls confirming the Judge's

opinion. In his opinion, the word " house " in the cove
nant did not refer to the mode in which the building was

to be subdivided and let, but to the aggregate of the

rooms making up the building. When the word was ap

plied to a covenant of this description It did not refer to

the interior portions of the building, but to the whole

thing. One of the London papers says that the decision

is important as affecting all future restrictive covenants,

as if a block of flats is Intended to be excluded it ought
to be so described.

A Very Old Church.

The Augustus Lutheran Church, at La Trappe, Mont
gomery County, Pa., was built in 1743, and is probably

the oldest Lutheran church in America, and stands to

day as it was built, no alterations ever having been

made. The church was founded by Henry Melchior
Muhlemberg, and was built by the farmers and their
wives, the latter forging nails, cutting shingles, &c.

The walls of the interior are whitewashed, and the pews

are made of plain pine board, unpainted and well sea

soned by age. In the loft are the remains of the first
pipe organ ever Imported into this country; the pipes

and keyboard have long since been carried away by

relic hunters, and nothing remains but the frame.
Among the many Illustrious Germans buried in the

old burying ground surrounding the church are Gen.
Peter Muhlemburg, one time Speaker of the House of
Representatives, and Governor Shunk, twice Governor
of Pennsylvania. The church was used as a hospital by
the Colonials during the Revolution, and later as a stable
by the British. In 1854 a more modern structure was
erected alongside of the old building, and services are
now held in the former. An annual service is still held
in the old building.

Architectural Training.

Architecture can to-day fairly be classed as one of
the learned professions. In conversation a short time
since with one of our most successful architects, says a
writer in the Jirickbvilder, the fact was developed that
his training previous to starting in business for himself
had been limited to less than a year in the office of an

architect whose work certainly does not rank among the
best, followed by a single trip to Europe. While this,

perforce, answered the purposes of a man of undoubted
genius, it is surely not enough, if we may judge by the
average practitioner, who feels called upon to devote
four years or more to technical training in the schools of
this country, several years of hard study and travel
abroad, and in addition four or five years in an office.

The duties and responsibilities of the profession are in
creasing so fast and are so much in excess of anything
that was thought of 30 years ago that, although there
are some most notable exceptions, the qualifications of
a modern architect are acquired only after long years of
training. Professor Ware used to be quoted as saying

that an architect did not become of age until he was at

least 30, implying that his architectural childhood ex
tended over a long period of probationary years. We
can see nothing but hope in a situation of this kind, for,

realizing how vastly extended the scope of the archi
tect's possibilities becomes by reason of a thorough pre
liminary training, taking into consideration also the fact

that no one feels we have yet anywhere near approached

the meridian of our architectural development, it is a
thoroughly good sign that our architects are not only

called upon but are willing to devote long years to care
ful preparation.

Norman Buildings.

The Norman architects displayed their liberality and
skill in all the buildings which they erected. Chapels
and churches, small houses and palaces, exhibited door
ways, windows and sculptures designed and wrought

with the utmost care and the most finished taste.
Strength was an indispensable requisite —strength often
to superfluity— but in some cases it saved labor (for our
ancestors were sometimes economists), and it insured
for many ages the safety of their buildings. Material was

of little account, and labor perhaps of not much more,

but huge beams were often applied where half the quan
tity would have sufficed. Thus the labor of sawing was
avoided, and the scantlings of masonry were not more
nicely regulated. It must be admitted that the ancients
had the advantage of the moderns in the uniform choice
of good materials. They seem to have used only one of

the several kinds, and that the best, and when to this
they applied sound workmanship and adopted a method
or style, applying with it so much taste and judgment
that the designation of their buildings cannot be mis
taken, we have reason to admire their abilities as archi
tects, and assuredly their works are worthy of our praise

and imitation.

The second annual convention of the Architectural
League of America will be held at the club rooms of the
Chicago Architectural Club Art Institute, Chicago. Ill-
June 7, 8 and 9.
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HOUSE IN A CHICAGO SUBURB.
THIS

month we present for the consideration of our
readers illustrations of a two story and attic frame

residence, located in Rogers Park, one of the many at
tractive suburbs of which the city of Chicago can boast.
The half-tone supplemental plate which accompanies
the paper, shows the appearance of the finished struc
ture, while the floor plans on a following page indicate
the arrangement of rooms. Interesting fea
tures of the exterior treatment are the tower
at the corner, the broad veranda, extending
across the entire front and around a portion
of the side, the projecting window at the
right which lights the platform on the main
stairs, and the side entrance to the veranda
and dining room. An examination of the
plans shows the main floor to be divided into
parlor, sitting room, library, dining room and

exterior of the house is sheathed with matched and
dressed fencing flooring, closely laid. On top of this is a
layer of No. 2 felt, the whole being covered with 4-inch
clapboards, laid with 1-inch lap. The roofs are covered
with dressed boards 6 inches wide, so placed as to leave
1-inch open Joints, and these in turn are covered with
shingles, laid not more than 4 inches to the weather.
The shingles were stained before being laid.
The entire walls and ceilings of all the rooms of the
first and second stories have two coats of plaster, the
first being a brown mortar coat well floated down, and
the other n plaster of paris hard finishing coat. The

-J.

Front

House in a Chicago

Section.

kitchen, with commodious pantry, china case, &c; while
on the second floor are five sleeping rooms, a sewing room

and bathroom.
According to the specifications of the architect the

foundation of the building is constructed of rubble stone,

hammer dressed and pointed with Portland cement, the
cellar having a cement floor. The girder in the basement
is 8 x 10 inches, supported by square posts resting on

rubble stone footings. The first and second story Joist
are 2 x 10 inches, the attic Joist 2x6 inches, and the
rafters 2x4 inches, all placed 16 inches on centers, while
the collar beams are 2x4 inches. The rafters run down
to meet the attic Joist on the outside face, and rest on
the 2 x 6 plate spiked to the attic Joist, as indicated on
the section. All outside studs are 2x4 inches, spaced
16 inches on centers. The Inside studs are 2x4 inches,
and have 2x4 inch top and bottom plates. The entire

Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Suburb —W.L Kleiner, Architect, Chicago, III.

walls and ceiling of the laundry are also plastered two
coats, and the basement ceiling one coat, also the base
ment side of the laundry partition.
All under floors in the first and second stories are of
matched and dressed fencing flooring, while the finish
ing floor of the parlor, sitting room, dining room, library

and reception hall is of 214-inch quarter sawed red oak.
The kitchen, rear passage, second story hall, toilet and
bathroom have 214-inch white maple flooring, closely laid
and wedged and Wind nailed. The floors of all other
rooms in the first and second stories are of 2V4-inch Geor
gia pine, laid the same as the maple floor and scraped for
oiling. The second story floor is deadened with one layer

of Eureka deafening felt The arch between the parlor
and sitting room has 4%-inch square molded oak col
umns with ornamental carved capitals and carved
molded base, with perforated side grills.
The door and window trim for the reception room,
parlor, sitting room, library and dining room is 414-inch
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red oak, with 8-iuch architrave heads, and molded cor
nice, all of quarter sawed red oak. The balance of the
finish on these floors is 4%-inch molded trim with 6-inch
architrave heads, all of clear yellow pine. The trim in
the bathroom is white wood finished in white enamel.
The kitchen and bathroom are wainscoted 3 and 5 feet

the rail, newels and balusters are of red oak. The china

closet has a cupboard with sliding doors and movable
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respectively with Acme cement, as are also the back
stairs and rear hall.
The front stairs have treads and risers of oak, while

shelves above, and drawers below. The pantry has a

uest of drawers with five shelves above. The sideboard
in the dining room has plate glass doors above, while be
low are two turned columns with carved caps and bev
eled minor on shelf wall board, with drawers below.
The plumbing is of the modern type, with 40-gallon

boiler in the kitchen. The tub of the bathroom is of

white enameled iron with combination cocks, plug and

chain. The wash bowls are 14 x 17 inches, oval in shape,

marbleized and fastened with brass clamps to pink Ten
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nesseemarble tops and having Tennessee marble back
pieces12 inches high. The bathroom is fitted with Wall-

brackets, &c, of pure white. The basement has rock
foundation with black joints, and the front veranda piers
below columns, as well as the curb of the front and side
steps, are of light buff pressed brick. The roof is a moss
green.

The house here shown is pleasantly located on North
Hermitage avenue, in Rogers Park, and was erected for
Nicholas Wletor, in accordance with drawings prepared
by William L. Klewer, architect, of 1506 Schiller Build
ing, Chicago, 111.

Work will soon begin on a new 12-story fire proof
office building, which will be erected at 51 Maiden Lane,
this city, at an estimated cost of $400,000, from plans

Elevationof ChinaCasebetweenKitchenandDiningRoom.-
Scale Inch to the Foo'.

SecondFloor.

House in a Chicago Suburb.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

cott& Webster's " Mona " closet and copper lined siphon
tank.

The colors of the house are a deep bronze green body
with corner boards, cornices, frieze boards, columns,

filed with the Department of Buildings by Hill & Turner.
The structure will cover a plot 39.2 x 133.2 feet, and will
have a front of brick and limestone with marble trim
mings.
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Blue Printing.

The subject of making blue prints has evidently

aroused a great deal of interest on the part of our read-

correspondents Indicate that it has by no means been ex
hausted. In this connection the following by A. B. Bab
bitt may not be out of place:
Blue printing Is a process by which a number of copies

SectionthroughFront Porcl
Construction.—Scale,% Inch

wingMethodof
;otheFoot.

ers, and while much has been written about it, the nu
merous suggestions which are being offered by various

SectionthroughStile of DoorandTrim.—Scale,8 Inchesto the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of House in a Chicago Suburb.

may be made from one tracing, and is accomplished by

exposing to the sunlight the tracing placed over a sensi
tive paper which possesses the property of changing

color by exposure to the light. The sensitive paper is

a lough, perfectly white paper coated on one side with

a chemical solution.
If this paper is placed in water before exposing to
the sunlight the chemicals will wash off, leaving uie pure
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white paper, but after being placed in the sunlight a cer
tain length of time and then immersed in water uie sen
sitive side of the paper will turn blue.
With these two facts being known let us consider
the effect produced by placing a drawing over tiie sensi
tive paper when exposing to the sun. We can readily
6eethat the sun cannot penetrate the lines of the drawing,
hence that part of the sensitive paper directly beneath
the lines will not be affected by the sun's rays, while the
rest of the paper having simply the paper or cloth on
which the drawing is made between it and the sun, will
be acted upon by the light.
Upon placing in water, that portion of the chemicals
unaffected will wash off, leaving the white of the paper,
while that part which has been touched by the light
rays will be turned blue. This will give an exact copy
of the drawing in white lines on a blue field.
Blue print paper can be purchased from the manu
facturer in rolls varying from 10 to 50 yards in length,
and from 24 lo 4S inches in width. It is also made in
three thicknesses— namely, thin, medium and heavy.

length of exposure is dependent upon three conditions:
First, the sensitiveness of the blue print paper, whether
quick or slow printing; second, the thickness of the pa
per upon which the drawing is made—the sun will pene
trate thin tracing cloth or paper much quicker than bond
paper; prints cannot be taken through buff paper; third,

the intensity of the sun's rays— the paper would have to
be exposed longer at 4 p.m. than at midday, and longer
during winter months than in the summer. Practice and
observation alone will give the experience necessary to
take good prints.
The sun's rays should be as nearly perpendicular to

the plane of the paper as possible, so that there will be
no danger of the light shining underneath the lines of the
drawing, thus making the lines of the print Indistinct.
For the same reason the sensitive side of the plue print
paper should be held in close contact with the tracing,

and to accomplish this a device •known as a printing

frame is used, which consists essentially of a frame en
circling a piece of glass and a removable back, held in

place by springs or some similar device.
The tracing Is placed with the ink side next to the

Elevationof Sideboardin DiningRoom. Detailof OrnamentalArch BetweenParlor andSitting Room.

House in a Chicago Suburb.—Details.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Paper of different degrees of sensitiveness can also

be obtained, known as " quick printing " and " slow

printing."
The quick printing paper, because of its great sen
sitiveness, is a convenience in cloudy weather, but is cor

respondingly difficult to handle on bright days. It will
spoil much quicker than slow printing paper, especially

in summer weather.
It is cheaper and better to buy the paper from the
manufacturer than to prepare it for oneself. If, how
ever, it is desirable to prepare it, chemicals in the fol

lowing proportions may be used:
One ounce red prussiate potash in 5 ounces water.

One ounce citrate iron and ammonia in 5 ounces water.

These solutions should be kept in opaque bottles in a

dark place and mixed just before using. Apply with a

sponge or soft wide brush, and dry in a dark place. All
these operations should take place in a dark room. The

sensitive paper when dry should be kept in a dark, dry,

cool place—dark, because affected by light; dry, because

affected by dampness; cool, because affected, especially

in summer months, by the humidity of the atmosphere.

From one to six minutes' exposure in a bright sun

should give a good copy. Too short an exposure will pro
duce a pale blue background; too long an exposure, a

gray background with a very indistinct blue line. The

glass and the blue print paper with the sensitive side

next to the tracing. The back of the frame is next ad-

Justed and the springs locked In their proper place.

These springs accomplish the double purpose of holding

the back in place and also of clamping the paper and

tracing between back and glass, thus insuring close con

tact.
After exposing the proper length of time the blue
print paper should be washed thoroughly in clear water

—running water preferred— and then hung up to dry.

The quick printing paper will require a much longer
washing than the ordinary paper. From one-half to

three-quarters of an hour Is none too long to wash a

print.

Wood Working in the Philippines.

A correspondent of one of the Boston papers, writing

in relation to wood working operations in the Philippine

Islands, says:

These islands are thickly grown with some of the

finest and best hard woods in the market. Mahogany

grows in very many places, and is so common and so

cheap that the native carpenters use it in great logs for
foundation work in the erection of heavy buildings.

The flooring of all native houses is made from wood*
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which, if in America, would be exceedingly valuable.
So much of this hard wood is used in the erection of
the better classes of native store and house structures
that the buildings are of slow burning construction.
That is, the overturning of a lamp or a moderately light
fire will burn itself out before it will ignite the hard,
iron like wood fiber. Black walnut is grown in large
quantities all over the country, and is so plentiful and
cheap that thousands of chests are made from it and
shipped to other countries. These chests are of the ant-
proof design, and the local carpenter trade has built up
quite a name for the making and finishing of these
strong little chests. Nearly every soldier buys one as
soon as he arrives to seal up his woolen goods in a moth
■andant-proof box. Ebony grows here, too, but there is
<nopine.

With all this quantity of valuable hard wood to
handle, the processes of sawing the timber and putting
it into shape for market are of the oldest and crudest
sort. All logs are split by hand sawing, and two natives
push the saw for a long time before they cut off a single
board. Their saws are all old, and probably made 100
.years ago. But the cheapness of labor for carpenters

makes it possible to work the timber into buildings at

a low cost. Carpenters' wages are about 25 cents per

day in American money. There are no machines for

planing the boards, so that as soon as a board is sawed

from a log another set of native workmen go at it with

planes, with which they manage to scrape a fairly

smooth surface on the board after a quarter of a day's

hard labor.
All woods for boxes, cofHns, wheel tires, wagons,
&c, must be cut out by hand, and every tool used bears

the marks of great age. A chisel, a hammer, a saw, or

whatever the tool may be, invariably shows indications

of about 100 years' service. Yet with these ancient
tools the workman manages to carve out wagon tires,

ladders, steps, handles for brooms, turnings for house

building work, &c. The turning tools they use are even

more than 100 years old. There are from two to four

shops in the average town, and in each of these the only

turning device will consist of a hand wheel turned by a
boy for driving the article to be turned out by means

of a band running from a groove in the driving wheel

to a little grooved wheel on the spindle of the article

being turned.

ESTIMATING SHEET METAL WORK.

IN
making estimates for sheet metal work, it is neces
sary that persons estimating should have a proper

knowledgeof the method of readingand measuring plans,
and this can only be acquired by cornicemen after long,
careful and close study and observation. The following
hints, says a writer in the Canadian A rchitect and Builder,
will, in some measure, supply what some may lack in
these important qualifications: When the amount of sheet
uiHal is determined that will be required to do a certain
job of cornice work, the next question that presents it
self is, how much time and labor will it take to do the
work ? There are almost as many ways employed to ar
rive at the result sought for as there are ways of doing
the work itself. Some guess at the time, comparing the
work under consideration to that of a similar character
mid design done before. Knowing, of course, the
amount of time that it has taken to do the preceding
work, a nearly correct estimate can be made as to the
time that may be required to do the work now in hand.
The method as described is used in a good many shops
with sometimes widely differing results as to the actual
time required, sometimes being too low an estimate and
quite often too high to be in any way near correct. The
way that is most prevalent for sheet metal workers to bid
on work is by lump figures; that is, the plans and speci
fications of certain work are submitted by the architect
to the metal worker, and he gives a figure for whatever
amount he is willing to do the job complete for, in a
lump sum. It also sometimes occurs that a bid is asked
for a cornice or other work by the running foot, or by
the square foot for the work complete on the building.
If the result has been obtained in a manner as shown by
the " snap " rule, it is only necessary to divide the work
on which the price is based into feet, and discover the
price of this pet foot, then multiply me number of feet
of work to be done by the amount per foot cost of the
work finished, which will give some idea of a correct
estimate. This method, though well enough In the ab
sence of a better one, is not to be commended, as it is a
sort of haphazard way of arriving at a result that ought
to be correct, but rarely is, as many a sheet metal worker
has found to his cost.

Correct method.

A reliable way to estimate is to figure upon the entire
items of a cornice or other work separately, such as:
1, Work in the shop on the cornice; 2, transportation

from shop to building when the work is to be put up;
8, cost of scaffolding; 4, the cost of putting the work on

the building; 5, cost of materials, including tinned nails.

solder and sheet metal. In some large establishments
the following plan is used to determine the cost of almost

any member of a complete cornice: We take, say, a

bracket, or any member of a cornice, for that matter.

The first step is to make a drawing of the desired shape

full size, and cut out a pattern; note the time very care
fully, also note the general character of the design, size

and shape; next the work done on the forming, bending,

joining and soldering together of the various parts of

the work. When the member is completed, the weight, in

cluding cuttings and waste, size, general description of

the work, and the precise time it has taken to complete

the work, future calculations for all similar work can

safely be based on the results obtained. The same

method is used to obtain the price of all the different

parts of cornices, or other works coming under the sheet

metal workers' department, thus securing for all time a

safe and reliable guide for future estimates and calcu

lations. While the foregoing would hardly be applicable

to small shops in our country towns, still it is to be

recommended to the careful and prudent workingman

to keep a close record of all the work he does for future
reference. For those who have not had a great deal of
experience in this most important branch of the cornice
business, the great number of catalogues sent out by

wholesale houses who sell to the trade, the illustrated

price-lists, &c, will prove of great value to the beginner,
insomuch as he will find therein the prices charged to the
trade for almost every conceivable shape or pattern of

cornice or other work he may require, and as these lists

are subect to a trade discount, the country metal worker
will generally find it to his interest to purchase the work
ready to put up from the wholesale dealer.

Rusting of Nails.

Referring to the question as to the durability of Dails

which are exposed to the weather .we have the following

communication from a correspondent in Boston, who has

given a good deal of attention to the matter:

Our experience is that steel cut nails are quite as

bad as steel wire nails, and they are produced by the

same process, so that the free acid remaining in them is

acted upon by the atmosphere and quickly destroys the

nails. We have had our attention repeatedly called to

this in case of shingling, but not until recently have we

heard the same story with regard to slate nails.

We have in our office samples of both cut and wire

nails of steel, which have been rusted to utter worth-

lessness within two years.
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TRUSSES FOR
By P. E. Kidder,

BY
a •'flat roof " is meant a roof having an inclination
not exceeding % inch to the foot, the usual inclina

tion being about % Inch to the foot. Such roofs are
quite commonly placed over halls, lodge rooms, &c, and
the problem of supporting such a roof is one that may

come to almost any builder.
As a general thing the space to be covered is rectan
gular in shape and the roof has an inclination in only

one direction, although this inclination may be either
lengthways or crossways of the roof, according to wheth

er the gutter is to be at the end or side of the building,
If the roof is over a hall or lodge room a finished ceiling
will be required, and an air space Is desirable between
the roof and ceiling.
The general construction of the roof will therefore
naturally take the form shown in Figs. 1 and 2, if the
inclination Is lengthways of the building, and of the
form shown in Fig. 3 if the roof pitches across the build
ing. That is, the roof and ceiling are supported by
trusses placed across the building in parallel lines and

Fig. 1.—RoofwhereRaftersRestonTopChordof Truss

Trusses for

from 12 to 16 feet apart. If the roof pitches, as in Figs.
1 and 2, both the top and bottom members of the trusses
will be horizontal, and the trusses will be regulated In
hlght to conform to the inclination of the roof. If the
inclination of the roof is across the building then all of
the trusses will be alike, and the top member be parallel
to the roof, as in Fig. 3, or It may be level and the pur

lins blocked up from it, to give the desired fall to the
roof.
In supporting the roof from the trusses either of two
methods may be adopted. The more common method,

probably, is to rest the ends of the rafters directly upon
the top chords of the trusses, as shown in Fig. 3. This
method answers very well for wooden roofs of moderate
span, but when the span Is GOfeet or over It will be more
economical to support the rafters on purlins, as shown
In Fig. 2. The advantages of the latter method are
that the purlins, being placed over the joints of the
trusses, no transverse strain is produced in the top chord,

and the long side of the building is better tied to the
roof. The use of purlins also permits of smaller sizes
for the rafters and for the top chord, and the trusses may
be spaced further apart. By bracing the purlins, as
shown at A in Fig. 2, the trusses may be spaced from
20 to 24 feet apart. The purlins should always come
either over the end of a brace or close to it
When the rafters rest on the top chord, as In Fig. 1,

FLAT ROOFS.
Consulting Architect.

the latter must be computed as a strut beam—that Is,

a beam which Is also subject to direct compression— and
as any bending effect is very weakening in a post the
writer considers it unwise to use this method when the-
distance between the vertical rods is more than 8 feet,
or the truss heavily loaded.
The ceiling joists will naturally extend from truss to-
truss, either resting on top of the tie beams, as shown at
B in Fig. 1. or framed between them, as at A. If framed
between the tie beams, the bottom of the joists should
be dropped % inch below the bottom of the truss beams,
to allow for furring the latter, unless the laths are nailed
to furring strips, in which case the joists and tie beam
may be flush.
If the spacing of the trusses exceeds 16 feet It will
be more economical to support the ceiling joists from
the tie beams of the trussed purlins. There is not so
much objection to a transverse strain on the tie beams
as on the top chord, because the tension in the bottom
chord tends to straighten it and thus resist the bending

Flat Roofs.

tendency, while a compressive stress tends to Increase
the bending.

The Truii.
For supporting the ordinary flat roof, with a celling
below, the type of truss shown in Figs. 1 to 6 Is un
doubtedly the most satisfactory of any that can be de
vised for wooden construction, and, except In localities
where Iron work is very expensive, it will be as eco
nomical as any. There is no special name for this type
of truss that is in general use, the term " horizontal
truss " being perhaps as frequently used as any. The
writer prefers the name of " Howe truss," as It Is es
sentially a Howe bridge truss without the counter
braces. For spans up to 30 feet and for light loads this-
truss may be built of planks, as in Fig. 4, but It is always-
much better to use rods for the vertical members, and
generally there will be but a slight difference in the cost.
For heavily loaded trusses and for spans in excess of 30
feet rods should always be used.
Howe trusses of wood with steel or wrought Iron rods
are practicable for spans up to 100 feet, and might be
used for even greater spans, but for a span of over 120
feet some form of arched truss would probably be used.
For deck roofs the top chord may be Inclined upward
toward the center, to conform to the shape of the roof,
as shown in Fig. 5. For a deck and mansard roof the
center panels should have counter braces, as shown in
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Fig. 5, to resist the wind pressure against the sides of
the roof and any unequal disposition of snow.

Rule* to be Observed When Designing a Howe Trim*.

Eight. —The hight of the truss, always measured from
center to center of the chords, should never be less than
oi'e-ninth of the span, and It is not economical to make
the hight more than one-fifth of the span. As a general

rule a hight of from one-seventh to one-sixth of the span

will be most economical. When the top chord is inclined,
as in Fig. 3, the hight at X— that is, at the shortest rod-
should not be less than one-ninth of the span.
Number of Panels.—A panel is the space between two
adjacent rods, or between an outer rod and the end
joint (see Fig. 6). The number of panels into which
the truss is divided should be such that the dis

tance between any two rods shall not be more than one

and seven-tenth times the hight. Thus, if the hight is
8 feet the distance between rods should not exceed

1.7 x 8 = 13.6 feet. The reason for this rule is that the
inclination of the braces should not be less than about

35 degrees, as a less inclination will produce excessive
strains in the braces and joints. It is best to keep the
inclination of the braces about 45 degrees, especially if
the rafters rest on the top chord. There is no objection

to making the inclination greater than 45 degrees, except

spacing of the purlins in connection with the number ot
panels should be decided. Last, the hight of the trusses
should be determined. If it is thought best to support
the rafters directly on the truss the hight of the truss
should be fixed, and the number of panels made such
that the braces will have an inclination of about 15 de
grees, but the width of the panels should not exceed
8 feet.
Very often some special load on the roof or ceiling
will fix the position of one of the rods, and, to a great
extent, determine the number of panels.

(To be continued.)

Orders of Architecture.

In discussing the Orders of Architecture a writer iii
one of our London contemporaries says that the propor
tions of the principal members of a Greek temple were
determined by rigid geometrical rules, in which was con
spicuous the very systematic genius of the Greek people
—lovers of proportion and symmetry in every sense of
the words. At the 3ame time these strict geometrical
principles lent themselves very readily to the gratifica
tion of aesthetic sentiment, and fell easily into a series
of combinations, of which the chief examples were the
Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders. Each of these orders
resulted logically from the various proportions assigned
to the column. The Doric order, in which the hight of the
column is less than six times its diameter, expresses
solidity, severity and strength. The Ionic, in which the
hight of the column is eight or nine times its diameter,

Fig. 5.—A DeckRoof Truss

that it will usually increase the cost. It
is not material whether there be an even

or odd number of panels.

Counter Braces— If there is any
chance of the truss being more heavily

loaded on one end than on the other,

counter braces—that is, braces in the op

posite direction to that of the regular

braces—should be placed In the center panels, as shown

in Fig. 5. When the load is practically uniform no

counter braces will be required.
Spacing of Trusses— The most economical spacing of

the trusses, all things considered, will usually be from
12 to 10 feet for spans up to 60 feet, and 14 to 20 feet

for greater spans.
Spacing of Purlins.— For a roof such as is shown in
Fig. 2 the most economical spacing of the purlins will
be from 10 to 12 feet, center to center, as this will permit
of using 0-inch rafters. As the purlins should always

come over the end of a brace, the spacing of the purlins

will determine me number of panels; hence, in locating
the purlins the width of the panel should be considered

as well as the size and span of the rafters.

When it is desired to keep the truss as low as possible,

it may be an advantage to make the panels quite narrow

and only have a purlin over every other joint, as in

Fig. 6.
Bearing on Wall or Post.—The point where the center

lines of end brace and of tie beam intersect should al

ways come over the support, and generally at least 6

Inches beyond the inner face of the wall.

Laying Out Roof and Truss.

The first step is to decide whether the trusses shall

be placed lengthways or crossways of the building. Un

less there is some special reason for doing otherwise, the

trusses should be placed so as to have the shortest span.

The second step is to decide upon the number of

trusses to be used, which will, of course, determine the
distance between them. It will then be necessary to
decide whether to support the rafters on purlins or di

rectly on the -trusses. If it is decided to use purlins the

Trusses for Flat Hoofs.

expresses lightness and elegance. The Corinthian col
umn is still more slender than the Ionic.
All the parts of the column in each of the three orders
were so conceived as to contribute with absolute cer
tainty to the general effect. Thus the Doric column, like
a tree springing from the earth, has no base, and its cap
ital is confined to the slight enlargement which is abso
lutely necessary for the support of the entablature. The
Ionic column stands upon a base and possesses a capital
of volutes, which recalls ideas of flexibility and grace,
but is still far from possessing the richness and magnifi
cence of its Corinthian rival.
The logical development does not end here. The
dimiuant idea expressed by each order of columns be
comes in a sense the motive for the whole monument,

thanks to a series of mathematical calculations proceed
ing naturally the one from the other. The character of
sturdy strength which distinguishes the Doric order be
came progressively attenuated through the Ionic and
Corinthian styles, and gave place to the elegance and
richness which is their special characteristic. Following

a similar course, the severe ornamentation of the first

named order gradually developed itself through the other
two, till, in the last, it came to border on exaggeration.

C. M. Schwab of Pittsburgh has decided to erect a

new building for the manual training school at Home
stead. The school was established in 1896. A foundry-
department has lately been started, and when the new
building is completed there will be added a forge depart
ment and a school In which girls can be taught cooking

and sewing. All the mechanical arts and drawing are
taught in the school. The pupils come from the public
schools and number 227 boys and 16 girls.
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COMPETITION IN SMALL WOOD WORKING SHOPS.

THE
design awarded under the conditions of the con
test the third prize in the Competition in Small

Wood Working Shops was contributed by Karl G. Johan-
son of 197 Middle street, New Bedford, Mass., and we
take pleasure in presenting herewith illustrations made
from his drawings, together with the descriptive par
ticulars.
The small wood working shop is practically the build
ers' shop, because he is the man who is called upon to
make odd things and execute special orders. We all
know that those pieces of a house which can be made in
quantity by the larger supply shops can be had cheaper
from them, although the pieces are sometimes made and
brought to hand from a great distance. The variety is
generally as great In the making of houses as in any
other industry, and the continued demand upon the
builder for odd doors, windows and frames, columns,
brackets, rails, panels, cornices and many other things

ing is completed the fuel and boiler room should be filled
3 inches deep with pebbles and screened gravel, having
1 inch of cement on top. In doing this work only one
kind of cement should be used.
The three girders and posts under them should be of
hard pine. The first, second and third girders should be
dressed 8 y 12, 6 x 12 and 6 x 10 inches respectively,
while the posts under the second girder should be dressed
10 x 10 inches, and under the third, 8x8 inches. The
other parts of the frame should be of spruce, and the
ledger and studs should be dressed. The main sill should
be carried straight through between the engine and
boiler. The studs should be placed 3 feet on centers, but

Sections through Walls of Main
Building and Office.—Scale, %
Inch to the Foot.

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.—Awarded Third Prize.—Designed by
Karl G. Johanson, New Bedford, Mass.

make it necessary for him to have a shop, and just what

this shop should be is quite a problem. I feel that many
others besides the present readers of Carpentry and Build

ing will commend the publishers for the manner in
which they have treated this subject. The plans which I
submit for a small wood working shop represent the idea
that has developed during my connection with the busi
ness.
In preparing the foundations of the building, the soil

.should be removed under the main and office part of the
structure, to a depth of 1 foot, and in the fuel and boiler

room to a depth of 1 foot, C inches, the excavation being

carried 0 inches outside of the building on each side.
For the piers located under the principal studs, and un
der the girder the excavation should be carried to an ad

ditional depth of 2 feet. The foundation for the brick

wall in the boiler room under the main sill should be laid

at the same depth as the piers and should be 18 inches
wide, the wall above the first excavation being 12 inches.

All piers should be 18 x IS inches at the bottom and 12
x 12 inches at the top or under the sill. The filling be

tween the piers should be 8 inches thick. After the build-

the 3x0 studs are generally placed as window studs,
and when the windows are more than 4 feet apart there
should be a 2 x 6 stud between the others. The first story
joist should be placed 18 inches on centers and braced
midway between the girder and wall on each side of the
girder and spiked to the studs when possible. The lower
half of the plate should first be mortised on top of the
studs and then the other half spiked on, lapping over the
joints of the first half. The floor joist should be spiked
firmly to the plate, and one rafter placed close to every
other one of the floor joists, which will bring the rafters
36 inches on centers.
The sides cf the frame and roof should be covered
with second quality matched spruce flooring, on which
should be laid building paper and shingles. The first
floor should be 2 x 0 inch dressed and grooved spruce
plank. The two joist for the shaving carrier should be
put in position, and the under and upper rests
for the carrier made before the floor is laid.
The second floor should be of % hemlock, laid
smooth side down and covered with matched
spruce V/i inches thick. The third floor should be
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double and of hemlock, each half being % inch thick,
with the rough Bides laid together. The partitions and
doors should bo made of % matched and beaded cypress,
the doors to be framed and fitted on tracks where shown.
The windows of the first floor should be put in station
ary, and those on the second floor should be in two parts
and fitted with weights. The scuttles should have the
usual trimmings, although they will not be used so much,
owing to the fact that at most times sufficient ventilation
will be secured from the gables.
Heat should be omitted on the first floor, and on the
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should be furnished by a steam boiler of 50 horse-power
and an engine of 35 horse-power. The iron smoke stack
rises above the ridge of the roof at the point shown on
the floor plan, although it does not appear on the ele
vations.
We all know that water power is best and cheapest if
obtainable, otherwise for a wood working shop I prefer
a steam boiler, so as to burn up the shavings. The
power which I have named is just enough to run all the
machines at the same time, If it should be necessary so
to do, while the space is sufficiently large for the required
machines with good working room about them. The heat
in a wood working shop is generally regarded to be of
minor importance. On the first floor no extra heat is
needed, as the workmen there are for the most part
moving about planing and sawing. On the second floor,
where the bench work is done, some heat is needed. It
is therefore planned to establish a current from the dry
room, thus using to good advantage the warm air which
would otherwise be wasted, for it is a well known fact

Foundation. Detailof MainCornice.—Scale,W Inch to the Foot.

Competition in Small Wood Working Shops.

second floor there will be a current of warm air from the
dry room, which can be regulated by fitting the fan with
a cone pulley. The opening with ladder should be kept
closed, and the current will enter the attic at the open
ing over the turning lathe. In damp seasons the vent on
the side of the building in the attic should be kept closed
by means of an inside shutter. The heat in the dry room
is furnished by a radiator, using the waste steam from
the engine. There should be an opening not more than
20 square feet under the roof of the boiler room, so as
to allow the heat of that room to pass into the dry room.
The office should have a small radiator. The power

that in order to have a good dry room the air in it should
be continually changing.
The lumber should be placed in the dry room ou
trucks at the farther end from the radiator. The trucks
should have end pieces of hard wood bolted together, so
that they may be readily taken apart if necessary. For
instance, after a truck load has been moved away from
the door or the farther end, for the purpose of giving
room for new lumber and the truck unloaded, it can be
taken to pieces, transported through the work rooms,

then through the door in the partition where the fan is
located and be made ready for a new load. By placing

I
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the lumber away from the radiator it will receive, as it
should, only a small amount of heat at first.

Hollow Block vs. Frame Houses.

One of the papers read at the recent annual meeting
of the Ohio Tile, Brick and Drainage Association con
sidered the relative advantages of hollow block and frame
houses the viewpoint being that of the brick maker
rather than of the architect or builder. Among other
things the author, E. P, Darnell, said:
In, preparing a paper on this subject it will not be my
object to give you prices on how cheap a building you
can build out of hollow blocks, but I will endeavor to
show you the superiority of hollow blocks as a building
material over all other material.
The superiority of hollow blocks over frame houses

In manufacturing hollow blocks for a building a uni
form length should be made. You will need different
lengths to fill out, but a block 12 inches long, laid with
the joints broken in the center, makes a much better look
ing building than one hit and miss. In belt courses and
water tables the long blocks should be used.
I have been asked as to the dampness of the walls.
I have never seen any moisture on a wall built of hollow
blocks where they were properly laid and the joints
pointed; in fact, I have never had a complaint from a
building 1 have built.
We bricUmakers must set the example; we cannot ex
pect others to buy our material if we do not use it our
selves. How many brickmakers live in brick houses?
Not one-half of them, and I doubt if one-third. And
why? They themselves cannot tell. If every manufac
turer of hollow blocks would build a good up to date
residence of his own product, it would only be a short

Side (Right)Elevation.—Scale,̂ Inch to theFoot

Competition in Small

is so great that there is no comparison; a frame house
is a constant expense after it is completed, requiring
painting every tMrd year If you wish to preserve and
keep it in good appearance; a hollow block house that is
built out of good, well-burned blocks will last for ages
and does not require any paint to preserve it.
The first cost of a hollow block house is not as much
as a frame building built of first-class material, painted
and finished as a building should be.
Some may ask why a building can be built cheaper of
hollow blocks thun of any other first-class material. In
the first place, when a bricklayer lays one 12-inch hollow-
block he lays equal to five common brick; the labor on
a building constructed of hollow blocks is only about one-
half as much as common brick, and no more than frame.

These are facts, as I have built both kinds.
A building constructed of one thickness of hollow
blocks, that is, a 9-inch wall of hollow blocks, makes a

moresubstantial building than a 13-inch wall of common

brick. The mortar joints are the weak places in any

brick wall.

Wood Working Shops.

time until hollow blocks would be generally used in

place of wood in the construction of residences, as they

are the coming building material.
The insurance companies will write insurance on hol
low block buildings for two-thirds what they charge for

frame buildings. A frame building is a veritable fire
trap. They are the most inflammable building that

could be constructed out of the studding and joists are

air flues that carry same amount of material. Between

the fire all over the building. Why do people continue to

build these inflammable dwellings? Simply because they

do not know hollow blocks are cheaper. The public

must be educated to any new material, and the sooner

we commence the better off we blockmakers will be.
No bricklayer will oppose hollow blocks. They know
that one of the objections to hollow brick is the cost of

laying them up. If hollow block houses can be built at
a less cost than frame, of course they will take the place
of wood in the construction of buildings, and that will
give the bricklayer a new field to work.

What person could ask for a finer residence than one
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built cut of rock faced hollow blocks all of uniform
color? It is a perfect imitation of granite and almost
as durable. A residence built out of hollow blocks is
frost proof, tire proof, warm in winter and cool in sum
mer. What more could man ask?
In the discussion of the paper which followed a mem
ber described his idea of construction as follows:
My plan is to have a foundation of rock faced blocks
to the proper liight; then use nice faced brick for an out-

MATCHSPRUCEN

and the remainder of brick and terra cotta. The en

trance is very elaborate, with double rows of polished

granite pillars. Plate glass will be used throughout the
building, which is estimated to cost $300,000.

Utility and Beauty.

It was always considered that whatever is useful In
architecture should be rendered pleasing, and what is

beautiful should be necessary. The uses of a building

must be studied before its ornaments; and ornaments,

however small or subordinate, must contribute to the

general effect, and arise out of or be grafted upon the

construction itself. Beauty of architecture is greatly de

pendent upon construction. The figures that give such

sublimity to our churches and all our vast edifices are

vaults and domes; and these at the same time confer
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side course, lining it up with hollow block of the proper
size on the inside, and make a wall 12 inches thick,

putting the plaster right on the hollow block wall. Then
build all the partitions in the house, where possible, of
thin hollow block, having the partitions about 4 inches
thick. "Where there is any support, or even not much
support, it ;s perfectly safe to put in hollow brick parti
tions, as long as there are supports under them at the
corners.

Thk plans for a 12-story Are proof bachelor hotel, to
be erected in West Thirty-sixth street, New York city,
have recently been filed with the Department of Build
ings, the architect being F. R. Comstock of this city,
some examples of whose work we have at intervals had
the pleasure of laying before our readers. The structure
will cover an area 60 x 88 2-3 feet. The basement, first,
second and third stories are to be of granite and marble.

upon them their most essential and most noble attributes.

A building may admirably fulfil its intentions in respect
of utility, but it would be cold without the additional
charms of paiuting and sculpture; yet these arts, and all

decoration, should never screen any imperfections, but

should highten the general character and mark its des

tination. It requires for its perfection the introduction
and union of all the arts; and such a skillful manage
ment of these that the effect of one shall not impair the

effect of another, but each aid the other and add to the

great impression of the whole. In a perfect cathedral
we see the most successful achievements of the grand

requirements of architecture— the profound significance

and meaning of everything— the highest utility and

beauty combined; materials invested with all ine magic

hues of poetry, and in their forms and colors so beauti
fully s.\mboling forth the religion as to be called by
Coleridge " petrifactions of Christianity."
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THE TENDENCY IN HOME ARCHITECTURE.

IT
is generally conceded that in the country residence

the highest exemplification of home building ideals

is being worked out at the present day, as it is here

that the home is unhampered by inartistic surroundings

of brick and mortar, unsightly pavements and, as some

put it, " impossible conditions." In touching upon the
great advance which has been made in home architecture

Frank E. Mead of the well-known firm of Philadlephia

architects. Keen & Mead, expresses the following senti

ments:
The change in taste in country borne building is most

marked and gratifying. There is at present a decided
tendency to make the residence and its surroundings an

artistic whole. This tendency has developed very re
cently. A few years ago the average home builder was
content with a very ordinary house with ordinary accom
modations. If there was any attempt at {esthetic adorn
ment it found expression in tasteless tinsel and hybrid

decorations that bore no relation to the purposes of a
home,or any ideal of art.
This is all changed now. Every man who is building
a country house wants the architect to embody artistic-
principles that are basic. He wants his house livable.
He desires primarily to plan his house to fit its surround
ings. He demands the combination of comfort, conven
ienceand utility with a harmonious artistic effort. Dig
nity in simplicity is the keynote of the present tendency.

It is the keynote of success in architecture, as it is In
everything in life. This tendency is taking us back to
the old colonial principles in house construction. And
therein is being laid the foundation of a greater archi
tecture than the world has known, with the possible
exception of the Greek. Conditions in America are spe
cially suited to such a development.

Landscape Architecture.

There is no more beautiful scenery In the world than
you will find outside Philadelphia. The climate is equa
ble. Practically everything grows— an important fea
ture in the development of your architecture on lines of
co-operation with nature. Every country house now
wants its garden. The love of flowers demands concen
trated organization. Here is a decided reversion to old
colonial days. The best examples of floral development
about the country house to-day are seen in quaint colonial
gardens, with winding paths, trim box rows, cool nooks
and corners, flowers and shrubbery.
More attention is being given to the location of the
house, so as to take advantage of environing scenery.
Every detail of comfort and pleasure is worked out with
exacting care. Eed chambers and living rooms must
face south, or southwest, if possible, giving the fullest
advantage of Summer breezes and protection from the
north winds in winter.
The modern architect is no architect at all unless he
is a landscape gardener as well.

Leaning Toward the Colonial.

The new country house of Samuel Megargee, near
Bryn Mawr, illustrates the radical reversal toward old
colonial principles, the best extant examples of which
are seen in the James River Valley in Virginia and in
old Chester county farms, with their heavy masses of
white columns supporting the heavy overhanging roofs.
There is a total absence of anything ornate for its own
sake. Whatever decoration is there is thoroughly simple
and structural. This applies both to the exterior and
interior. The highest art is gained by a rigid conformity
to nature. Gingerbread decoration is fortunately dying
out. The people really want better art than they can
get, or could get heretofore; for it is the fault of the
architects themselves that we have had a gingerbread
architecture. The people really want a combining of
wholesome, strong, simple effects, and especially good,
livable things, with fair and moderate cost. And that is
what the present generation is getting at last.

A fine example of the tendency back to the old colo
nial principles Is seen in the Red Rose Inn at Villanova.

Here is exemplified pure common sense in building. It
embodies the colonial ideas in the selection of the site

for advantageous scenic effect; the beautiful garden

adjoining the house; a thoroughly simple and well built
house, with heavy timbers showing inside and outside;

dry and well seasoned lumber, well burnt bricks, great

columns, heavy doors, large and airy windows, with

small panes of glass, ponderous exterior chimneys and

great, massive roofs of unbroken shingles.

The early colonial was based on Doric ideas, which

were extremely severe. Inside you had the large airy

halls, giving a big sense of welcome and hospitality. You

had the great living rooms, with their wide, generous

fire places filled with the heavy pungent logs. The color

treatment was borne in mind, as shown in the Megargee

house. The basic line of the exterior is white, the great

shingle roof being stained a dark old greenish brown,

reproducing a weather-beaten effect.

The Parlor Doomed.
The most marked tendency in present interior con

struction looks to the entire elimination of the parlor.

Ordinarily the parlor Is a useless room. The great icentral

hall is the thing nowadays. The plan of dividing houses

into a lot of little, uncomfortable apartments is giving

way. That means that the house now boils down to a great

open central hall, combining in itself all necessary things,

with library and living room in one. About the great

fire place are lounging seats. There is plenty of fresh

air, and comfortable, easy stairways open to upper floors.

This is an important step in the common sense direction.

The dining room is isolated. There servants can pre

pare the tables quietly and without disturbing those in

the living room. Of course, the kitchen is separated, and

this is a most important apartment. Proper sanitation

is here paramount. The architect must know a good

deal about cooking and cleaning. The offensive odors

of cookery must be taken into practical consideration.

Houses are now getting down to two stories, with serv

ants' apartments in a partial third story. Ventilation

of the upper stories, which are devoted to bed chambers,

is receiving practical attention. Servants are receiving

much more consideration than heretofore in suitable ac

commodations, including baths, &c.

Interior decoration Is important. The tendency in

country houses is toward quaint, old effects, produced by

a high, simple wainscoting, brick and wooden floors,

great fire places with massive andirons supporting heavy

logs, large flues, which prevent smoking, &c. It is now
quite common to follow the old colonial method of carry

ing the side paper on to the ceiling, thereby producing

another quaint effect.
In the use of the word " colonial " I do not mean
the present so-called colonial architecture. The colonial

has been hashed beyond recognition. But properly used,

as indicating the fine old, simple, common sense, livable

construction, there is nothing more desirable in truly

artistic house building. And it is a notable fact and a

gratifying one that the dominant tendency is back to

this beautiful and comfortable and honest architecture

of our sturdy forefathers.

Cooper Union in New York City has come into an

unexpected windfall In the shape of a bequest of the

greater part of the estate of the late John Halstead, a
retired tea merchant of New York. The bequest is es

timated to be worth about .$300,000. The recent gift of a

similar sum to the institution by Andrew Carnegie,

added to Mr. Halstead's legacy, will enable the trustees
of Cooper Union to make important extensions of its

work. Strangely enough, Mr. Halstead was not known

personally to any of the trustees or officials of the insti

tution, nor was he known to be interested in its work

during bis life time.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING— VL
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

THE
gears or cog wheels of a proper size, and having

the correct number of teeth, are generally sold with

screw cutting lathes, and are properly fitted to the shafts

or mandrels, and are ready, without any alteration, to

commence work with as soon as received from the manu

factory. The choice of lathe rests altogether with the
buyer, but I think I am safe in saying that the lathes
offered for sale by any of the noted makers advertis
ing in Carpentry and Building will give satisfaction to
the owner If he only selects his lathe with a view to
adapting it to turn out line ornamental work. I have
used lathes of two of the makers referred to, and In

both cases found the tools do all that was required of
them without much trouble.
Generally a full set of wheels will number 16, whose
diameters in inches will be 7%, G%, 5, 3%, 3%, 2%, 2%,
2%, I'm, 1%, 1 5-10, lis, 1, 15-10,%■The number of teeth
in these wheels, following the same order, will be: 144,

Fig. 55.—CircularNut.
*

Fig 59.-Dog andCam.

120. 96, 72, 60, 53, 50, 48, 36, 30, 24, 20, 18, 16, 15.
Equipped with this set of gearing, and the attachments
described, and to be described, ornamental work will be
of a straightforward kind.
Having put together an attachment as shown in the
last issue, we will now make a special chuck for the
purpose of regulating the spiral movement of the work,
and as this is made somewhat on the lines of the index
plate described in a former number, the reader should
not have much difficulty in understanding its construc
tion and use. This chuck may be called a dividing
chuck, a section and front view of it being shown In
Fig. 54. It is provided with a ratchet wheel of 96 teeth,
with a detent, or dog, for the purpose of holding the
same at whatever tooth or division in which It may be
required. The chuck is made from a solid casting, the
body of which, as seen in Fig. 54, is long enough to admit
of the wheels being fitted to It to work in the same
plane as those in the arbor when fixed to the radial
arm. The casting must be held in a jaw chuck by the
projection A; it is then turned all over and screwed to
fit the mandrel nose. The distance or thickness where
the wheel tits up to it at B must be very carefully set
out. so that the wheel, when fixed thereto, will line all
right with the wheels on the arbors. When the wheels
are thus fitted, the thickness must be marked, and a
fine screw thread then cut on the projecting part D, as
shown, for the purpose of receiving a steel nut with a
washer of the same material in front of it. The nut is
made in a circular form, or a ring, Fig. 55, in like man
ner to the circular nut described in my last, with refer
ence to the nut on the end of the main screw of the slide

rest, which was formerly drilled on the face and a pin
wrench or tommy is used to tighten, or to make it loose.
The fitting for the wheels, In fact the whole of the
chuck, must of course be turned in the mandrel nose;

the front fitting A also turned slightly taper, and when
this is done the chuck is held by it in a carefully turned
boxwood chuck while the screw is cut and fitted to the

nut. Fig. 55. A thin washer is fitted to go in front of the
nut. The extreme end is then turned down below the
thread D; but only just below, as It will be seen that
we require all the diameter of the face we can get, as
it is at this point that it bears against the face of the
mandrel.
Now let us examine the front dividing wheel, which
is made as shown in Figs. 56. 57, 58 and 59. The main
body of the same, Fig. 56, should be held, in the first
place, by the front A, while the other parts are carefully
turned all over; the projecting pin B is ultimately ac-

FACE PRONT SIDE

Fig. 58.—<'overor Front Plate
withSideViewShowingIndex.

Fig. 60.—ShowingPositionof Fig. 61.—SectionalView of
DogandCamat Work. CompleteChuck.

The Ait of Wuod Turning.

curately fitted to the previously bored hole E, Fig. 54.
These fittings should, from preference, be made slightly
taper; they are then more easily fitted. The pin B, Fig.
56, is tapped at the end, and a screw and washer retain
it in its place. The washer has a square hole, which tits
over a corresponding form filed on the end of the pin.
The screw and washer both pass into the recess turned
at the base of the hole E, which is tapped to fit the man
drel nose, which is necessary, and by adopting this mode
the chuck can be made of less length than if the same
projected beyond, in which case the depth of that part
would have to be increased to accommodate it. This
form of fitting the wheel, as per recess in Fig. 56, is a
very good one, and a great improvement is found by
having this recess in the wheel, as the projection A of
Fig. 54 can fit into it, making the whole machine snug
and compact. The wheel must be turned out carefully
with a slight taper. When thus lilted the necessity for
the center pin to accurately tit the hole is dispensed with,
as the fitting in the recess of the wheel will cause the
movement to be true and precise, when moved from
one point to another for the subdivision of the work.
This wheel, in consequence of its bearing close to the

Fig. 54.—Spiral Chuck. Figs. SBand57.—Viewsof Divisionor
RatchetWheel.
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face of the chuck, Fig. 54, must not have any projection,
except a very slight amount to relieve the friction. This
wheel, of course, works with, or independently of, the
chuck, Fig. 54, as will be seen hereafter.
The correct circular fitting of the wheel is necessary,
whether working alone or in conjunction with the chuck,
as it tends to avoid any lost motion or side play, and, as
will be seen by the illustration, the face bearings are
between the wheel and the thin steel washer, so that any
lost motion would seriously impede the working of the
machine.
Having followed the directions so far, we may say
that the best plan to insure success is to make the chuck
an exact counterpart of Fig. 54, except, of course, that
we shall not require the wing or projections, as seen in
the front view, but simply a circular block of cast iron,
from which the affair is made and to which the wheel
must be firmly screwed. After this the front part must
be turned up true and the rack teeth, to the number of
96, cut in it in the manner shown in Fig. 57. To cut a
wheel of this kind will not be a difficult job to a careful
workman. In the first place, a circular cutter must be
made. This should be fitted to the spindle of the hori
zontal cutter and turned to the proper shape, and so
notched and hardened that when in rapid motion it will
cut the teeth in the rack wheel, which, of course, must
be properly divided into 90 parts. Where a gear cutting
machine is available it will always be better to make use
of it in cutting the rack wheel than to cut it as suggested
in the foregoing.
The front plate of the chuck is shown in Fig. 58, and
which must be nicely fitted over the projection D, Fig.
56. In diameter it must be exactly the same as that con
tained in the wheel rack at the top of the teeth. Thus
fitted, it must then be attached to the front of the wheel
by four screws, as shown in Fig. 58. It is next carefully
divided into 96 equal parts on the periphery, which
means a line over the point of each tooth in the rack
wheel. It is figured at every sixth line, and a further
denotement at every third line, as shown in the side
view. This being done, we may regard the whole wheel
as finished, except the cutting of the thread on the nose
A to correspond with that on the mandrel, whatever that
may be. This part, however, should be the last to finish,
as the blank end is so much used when putting the chuck
together, which operation has to be gone through a num
ber of times during the making of the tool, and if the
screw were cut it might get damaged, and, at any rate,
would be inconvenient.
We now arrive at another important Item in the

construction of this chuck —namely, the necessary
means of arresting and retaining the wheel at any
given point throughout its diameter. This is effected
by a steel dog and spring, shown at G and F, Fig.
59. The dog, when approximately roughed into the
shape shown at G, should be fixed on the chuck, and
that part which fits between the teeth of the wheel made
to exactly correspond witli that space when held to its
place by the cam at F. This method of holding the dog
or detent is recommended, as it will be seen at once that
when the dog is in place and the cam forced in position,
as shown in Fig. 60, the ratchet wheel cannot move
accidentally. Another advantage in connection with
this cam is that it will hold the wheel securely while
ordinary pressure is exerted to remove a chuck that
may have been screwed on the nose unduly tight. By
reference to Fig. 60 the mode of fixing the spring A is
seen; also its position with reference to the dog or de
tent. The best way to hold the spring securely is to
make a mortise in the face of the chuck in the required
position and let a bent projecting end of the spring fit
well into the same, and when thus fitted it will only re
main to drive it gently home, allowing the blade of the
spring to work quite free from the face. When so far
in its place it may be bent with a pair of pliers to the
-curve which will best suit its purpose, after which it
may be removed and hardened. The safest way to ac

complish this is to heat it to a deep blood red and then

dip it iu clean oil, and afterward blaze it off, which
consists in holding it over a flame until it fires, and
when the oil has all burned out dip the spring in water

to cool. By this process a good, durable spring will be
produced.
A careful examination of Fig. 60 will give a better
idea to the reader of the machine than anything I caa
say, only in the example there are but a few teeth shown,

whereas these teeth are cut all around the wheel. I
think this is sufficiently clear. When the cam is thrown

back the spring will lift the dog out of the teeth, thus
releasing the wheel, which may then be turned on the
mandrel, either to the right or left, at will, without mov
ing the chuck proper.

Screws or spirals of multiple threads or twists, either
right or left, may have two, four, six, or, in fact, any

number of threads or grooves. These wind or turn con
secutively round the same axis, and may be cut with
any of the trains of wheels referred to at the commence
ment of this chapter, the multiplex threads or grooves
being obtained by the movement of the wheel of the

chuck to the division necessary to the number required.

For instance, if two grooves are desired, then the first
one is made with the wheel locked at 96; the wheel is

then partially rotated to 48 for the second, and is then

locked with the dog while the work is being operated
upon. If the cuaracter of the work will be better suited
by having three twists, then the consecutive cuts must

be made at 90, 32, 64, and so on, according to the various
patterns that taste may deem the most effective. The

divisional wheel will, of course, give any number of
threads within the range of 96. Care must be taken
with regard to placing the dog in the proper notch to get
the threads or grooves in the right positions or the spaces

between them will not be equal. It must also be seen
to that the dog is kept firmly in place while the indi
vidual grooves are being operated on. The section,

Fig. 61, shows the chuck complete, ready for action, A
showing the projection or wing for holding G and F, as
in Fig. 54. The projection marked B is of the same
dimensions and has the same pitch of screw as the nose
of the mandrel, so that any wheel or combination of
wheels may be screwed thereon the same as the mandrel.
The reason of this will appear quite obvious.

Cost of Cottage Building.

Low cost houses are always interesting subjects for
discussion, both by reason of their internal arrangement
and the items of their cost. In one of the London papers
not long ago the question was asked if it was possible
to build a workman's cottage for £100, or approximately

$500 in American money? In reply to the query Dr. F.
W. Bussell, vice-president of Brasenose College, Oxford,

says: " I venture to say it is quite possible, provided two
are built together. I have just erected a pair on Shelland
Green, near Stowmarket, in Suffolk. I have attempted
to retain all of the old-fashioned features of the houses
which lie near. The material is red brick, and the out

side plaster work artistically ornamented in patterns in
the style dear to lovers of East Anglia. The windows are
diamond panes in leaden sockets, and all of them open.

The accommodation is, in the larger house of the two.
a good parlor, 15 x 14 feet; a kitchen, with copper fitted
and baking oven, besides range complete; larder and
storehouse and back door. Above, three bedrooms, two
with fireplace; and staircase and landing to itself, and
not opening into any room. In the smaller house, par
lor and kitchen as before; but two bedrooms only, both
with, grates. These I built in the most substantial fash
ion for £200, complete, architect's fee and supervision
being included. When some friends of mine last harvest
thanksgiving went over the houses, the verdict was that
they were lit for any one to live in; and they have been,
from the side of substantial work, passed by the Board
of Agriculture.
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ESTIMATING FOR STONE WORK.
ESTIMATING,

as known by those who are conversant
with the subject, is not a matter in which the hap

hazard or rule of thumb methods should be tolerated by
contractors; and yet, it can be safely stated that fully
one-half of all the estimates made for stone are based on
guess work. In the absence of a correct system of col
lecting values, many contractors bid on work when the
amount of their bid is excessively high or ridiculously
low: or if the bid should be near what It ought to be,
it is more through accident than the result of a nicely
wrought system which should enable them safely to de
termine the cost of production, if not exactly, so near to
it that at all times, so far as their listed values are con
cerned, they can be as certain of their " net cost " being
as nearly correct as under existing conditions it is possi
ble to make it. And until a contractor is certain of this,
he cannot, in these days of close competition, be sure of
how he stands with regard to a contract until all of the
work is completed, all of the outstanding bills paid, and
all moneys paid in connection with the work, which may
be due him, collected; and then he is apt to find that
he has lost money on his contract, which Is a fact that
has been demonstrated only too often.
The writer has in mind the methods of some contract
ors that are not governed by the rules deduced from
the science of bookkeeping; but, rather, is the ever-
ready system which they carry under their hats! They
require no system which entails the use of averages to
enable them to figure closely on any work that may
come before them, the result being that no man. how
ever competent to do the work of estimating under the
proper conditions, can ever hope to be able to fix the
value of work during the absence of the contractor him
self, whereas, under a proper system one qualified in
every other respect to do the work as it should be done
would have no difficulty in estimating to the satisfaction
of all concerned. In other words, the business would
run itself, so far as relates to estimating, responsibility
could be lixed to nu absolute certainty, and the mental
comfort resulting from a well organized system such as
herein indicated would more than repay the small
amount of labor required to institute it. It is this class
of contractors, says V. T. MaJlon, in a recent issue of
Stone, to whom this paper is addressed.

Avoiding Lot*.
Following the completion of a contract In which a
loss has been sustained, it is but natural that a con
tractor should ask himself: Who is to blame for this
state of affairs, and how can it be avoided?
It is evident that a proper presentation of the subject
demands that this question should be answered in its
relation to the one who superintends the work, the one
who figures the work and the contractor for whom the
work is figured, inasmuch as all three, either directly or
indirectly, affect the estimate; and it is also evident to
those who have given the matter serious thought that

the contractor himself is often to blame for poor work

that is done in his office.
In order that a contractor may justly exact a prime
quality of work from the one whom he employs to do his

estimating, he should endeavor to place at the command

of the estimator every facility necessary to insure full
and correct data, as well as to give him ample oppor

tunity to study work in all stages of its production, and

to keep thoroughly in touch with those whose duty it is

to see that the work comes out to the best advantage,
unless, perchance, the man who does the estimating

should be the man that gets the work out, in which case

he would be in a position to watch the cost of production

to a nicety. It is not possible for the contractor to
secure the best service from the man in charge of the

estimating In any other manner; and he would do well

to bear In mind that, with a man who is honest and

capable In other directions for assuming the responsi

bility of fixing the figure at which a contract shall be

taken, he will best subserve his own interest by reposing
full confidence in him as to all that relates to his work;

affording him full opportunity to post himself as neces
sity may require; consulting with him fully at all stages

in the preparation of an estimate; and, in a sense,

making him, for the time being, one of the firm, in which

the interest is mutual. In this way the estimator is

encouraged to take the fullest interest in his work;

will feel that his best efforts are thoroughly appreciated;
and, if there is no manhood lacking in his composition,
can be relied upon by his employer to exert himself

for the best interests of the firm. Failure to observe

the principle involved in this statement has often re

sulted in heavy pecuniary losses to the contractor, in lost

reputation to the estimator, who, perhaps, was thor

oughly qualified to do his work safety had lie not been
compelled to work under adverse conditions.

Net Cost.

Given the opportunity as outlined above, the contract

or may reasonably expect that the estimator may be

able to produce an estimate which shall represent the

net cost of production and should understand that this

estimate is governed solely by the cost of getting the

work out in his own shop, whether it be higher or lower

than that which may be expected from the shops of his

competitors, as it is obvious that any difference in the

cost of production in his shop, as compared with that of

his competitors, is chargeable to the methods of operation

in vogue in the siiop, the degree of difficulty in working

the material, as well as to the means of handling work

whicli may be at the disposal of those charged with the

conduct of operations— this under the assumption that

his competitors, as well as himself, work along the lines

indicated herein, according to a correct system. Inso

much as the contractor fails to observe these principles

he is justly blamable for losses which may accrue from
a failure to do Bp,always implying that all other require

ments for the production of a correct estimate are not

wanting in his shop.

An estimator who is thoroughly qualified to undertake

the task of fixing the value, or net cost, of the stone

work for a building, for instance, should, first of all. be

a practical man; and the more practical he is as a stone
cutter, the more extensive his knowledge of the stone to

be figured, and tlm working of it, the more valuable he is

as an estimator. Indeed, without this experience and

knowledge all other qualifications necessary, too, in the

estimator, become practically inoperative. In fact, out
side of the simple, plain figuring, without practical

knowledge whicli conies from the use of the tools and

observation in the shop and at the building, no person

can honestly lay claims to being capable of producing

an estimate which can be considered safe in any par

ticular. Then the estimator must, as a prime requisite,

be prepared to figure correctly from such units of value

as may be gathered from the shop records, but he must

also be ready and able, by .-easou of previous experience

in a practical sense, to determine the values of such

intricate or new work to which the shop records have

no reference; for it is evident that only a man who is

qualified through practical experience and trained obser

vation is able to ascertain the value of such work safely.

The contractor cannot reasonably look for close and safe

estimates from an estimator who is not qualified as
stated, even though his ability to read or make drawings

remains unquestioned. Even then, as noted before,

the estimator must be In touch with the shop and the

ever changing records to be capable of producing the

best results.
(To be continued.)

On one of the historical landmarks of Wall street,

this city, a new 18-story structure is to be erected from

plans drawn by Clinton & Itussoll. It will be one of the
most imposing buildings in the financial district.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
flow to Read Architectural Drawing*.

From C. H. M., Perry, Oklalwmu.—l received my Janu
ary number of the paper in due course and was much
pleasedwith it. I can see quite an improvement in the'
last nine months of the journal, and I hope it will In
creasein size and in number of subscribers. I notice It
is the Intention of the editor from now on to bring up
newthings for the paper and keep old ones that are good.
The object of this letter is to say that I wish there could
bea department of " How to Read Drawings." There
are but very few carpenters who can n■;.

properly. Sometimes they are delayed and have to write
to the architect for an explanation of some part of the
drawings. Probably the editor would be surprised to
know the large number of readers who cannot properly
readdetails, and taking those who do not read mechani
cal journals, there Is a still greater number. I would
suggest that in explaining the reading of drawings the
start be made with the wall line and then on up to the
corniceline. After that explain everything in connection
with the details. It Is not necessary for me to write
uponthis matter in Its various stages. There are draw
ings for wood and for Iron, brick, stone, plumbing, arch
work, &c, and In my opinion there are not over one In
25of the readers of the paper who can read drawings

WALLOFBUILDING

" It is this way; " " No," says the other man, " it is this
way," and by guessing and helping one another, little by
little, they come to understand v.jat the drawing means.
But should it prove too much of a problem, the con
tractor is called in and finally, If necessary, the archi
tect, and lo! it is all as plain as plain can be. But to

tell any of those men that they cannot read the drawing—

that would be a deadly insult. Such, however, Is the
fact, and if convenient, I should like very much to see
published some articles explaining the A, B, C of reading

a drawing. I think such a series would confer a favor on
many readers without hurting their pride.

nn ii

Laying Out Planceer Tor a Circular Porch.
From J. W. S., Paterson, y. J.—I would like to have
some one tell me (he best way to lay out a planceer to

go around n circular porch of the same pitch as the

straight part— that Is, 3 inches to the foot. I inclose a
sketch. Fig. 1, which shows what I mean, the planceer
being continued around the circle, the same as on the

straight part, and mitered at M. Perhaps " C. H. C."
of Jackson, Miss., can give us something as practical

as his " Circular Head in Bound Corners," which was

very good. 1 would also like to know the best way to

build up the frame at the circular part, or architrave,

which has a soffit 15 inches wide, and is built up with a

10-iuch frieze outside and 18 inches inside, the planceer

having a projection of 7 inches, with crown facia, show-

—8TOFACEOFWALL

Fig. 1.—Plan of Porch Fig «—VerticalSectionShowingSquareFrame.

Laying Out Planceer for a Circular Porch.

complete. There are men competent to write upon this
subject, and it the editor approves of the suggestion and
devotesa whole page in each number it would not com
plete the course in a year. Newspaper men and men in
all stations of life read and study your journal, and I
often hear it spoken of by those whom I did not suppose
were readers of Carpentry and Building. If you should
start this subject in earnest in the paper, I think you will
be surprised at the letters you will receive. It will be
like new life to the journal, and one of which its readers
stand more In need than any other in the building line,
as far as printed instructions are concerned. Probably
the editor can remember that some time ago one of the
readers asked what the little stars were for which ap
peared on the floor plans. The point is obvious. I have
known men to get extra pay for such knowledge as
would be derived from a study in the line indicated, and
I can mention a planing mill that tried hard to get such
a man, and when they found one they gave him $100 per
month and no lost time. The same man told me he was
offered $125 per mouth to take charge of a planing mill
in a Northern town, and the offer would hold good for a
year. I could write a good deal on this subject, as in my
estimation it is a most important one.

ing 2 inches, and crown molding. The shingle roof starts

from the molding. The columns on the circle are 9 feet

li inch on centers. What I would like to have explained
is the strongest way to build it, so that there will be no
sag between columns. The rafters are 6x8 and are
to show when finished, the ceiling between them making

panels. There are to be 15 rafters in all, with one at

each column and two between, all as shown in Fig. 1.

The square frame shown in Fig. 2 is made by taking

two 2 x S's and blocking in between for soffit nailing

and for rafters. 1 think this may interest other readers

as well as myself. Later on I will send sketches show
ing how the work was actually done.

From Galveston, Texas —I have noticed often when an
architectural drawing comes into the shop that it takes
two, three or four men to read it. Now, to come down to
the r»al fact, none of the men can read the drawing cor
rectly. All of them are guessing about it. One man says

Does Owner or Contractor Aanume the LoMt
From F. K. T., Raleigh, Ar. C— It seems to me that the
question raised by " W. S. W." of Washington. Ia., in the

March issue, would furnish good material for argument

by the ever ready lawyer. If there was no clause in the
written contract or no verbal contract regarding the

point in question, the fact that the owner had or had

not made payments to the contractor for the labor and

materials furnished would, in my judgment, decide the

case. In making partial or full payments on the labor
and materials in the building, the owner practically ac

cepts such work and materials and it becomes his prop

erty; consequently he is responsible for any damage

that may happen to it. On the other hand, if the con
tractor had not received payments on the work, he
would, In turn, be responsible for all damags. It Is al
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ways best to have a carefully worded contract covering

any work, so that there can be no cause for misunder
standings, as in the case suggested by " W. S. W."

Design for Stone and Frame Barn.
From 1. H. W., Greenwood, B. C.—l inclose sketches of

a frame and stone barn in answer to the question re

cently submitted by " D. S." of Belmont. The barn

measures 65 x 45 feet, outside, and the first story, or

basement, Is of stone. The horse stable and granary

are 2 feet higher than the cow barn, although this does

not clearly show upon the plan. There is a door 4x7
at each end of the stable. There is also a flight of stairs

at the far end of the stable leading to the upper floor,
while a flight at the near end leads into the cow stable.

The cattle are tied facing each other, and there is a

passage between the mangers to which the feed is shot

down from above. There is also a passage at this end

Do 4 or 6 Incb Snlnglea Make the Belter Roof?

From T. H. F., Ontario— Replying to " E. H. B.,"
Canadian, Texas, permit me to say that experience hat
proven over and over again, that shingles 6 inches wide,
when properly laid, make a better roof than shingles
only 4 inches wide. The reasons for this are that there
are one-third less joints in the roof, less nailing is re
quired, and, of course, less joints to " break " in each
course. Every shingle should be fastened down with
two nails, and this on a roof covered with 6-inch shingles
would place the nails 3 inches apart, whereas a 4-inch
shingle would require the nails to be 2 inches apart, and
thus increase the chances of a leak near a nail, which
means corrosion and eventually a leak. " E. H. B.,"
however, makes a mistake when he says that if a 4-inch
shingle is split in the middle, an opening would be left
right through the roof. Shingles are always 1 or 2 inches
longer than three times the " weathering." Thus a 16-
luch shingle will lay 5 inches to the weather and still
have 11 inches to take the next course. Now, if another

lift Wm-
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of the horse stable leading into the cow stable, which

is 2 feet lower than the former and which has only a

7-foot ceiling. There is a trough behind the cattle 14

inches wide, running the full length of the stable, and a

door 2 x 2 at the far end for cleaning out. At the far

■endof this passage there is another 4x7 door. At the
left, also at this end of the stable, there is a door leading

into the granary which Is 2 feet higher and has an 8-foot

■ceiling. On the second or threshing floor there are three

mows for hay and grain. The mow at the right above

the horses is 3 feet higher than the next floor, and feed

■canbe dropped into the mangers by means of lifting trap

doors just in front of the horses' heads. The hay and

grain mow at the left, which is over the granary, is also

3 feet higher, and chutes can be placed at different

points, so that the grain can be let into the different bins

from the threshing machine.

Paint or Polish for a Staircase.
From A. E. P., Huntsvillc, Ont.—Will some of the many

readers of Carpentry and Building tell me what is the

best paint or polish for a staircase ?

course be nailed on 5 inches to the weather we still

have 6 inches for the third course, so it will be readily
seen that should a shingle split in the middle there will

always be the third shingle to carry the water to the next

course. It is a truism both in roofing and shipbuilding,
" that the lesser the number of joints the less the chances

of leakage."

From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.—Allow me a little space
in your interesting paper to discuss the letter from

" E.

H. E.," Canadian, Texas, regarding width of shingles.
He says that in the case of 4-inch shingles, should one

of them split in the middle the crack would register with

tue joint In the course below, and thus leave an opening
right through the roof. Now I cannot understand how
this can be or wherein lies the difference, whether it be

a 4-inch or a C inch shingle, or In fact one of any other di

mensions. He says that should a 6-inch shingle split there

would stil! be two shingles beneath to protect the roof.

What I would like to know is, why the two sizes in
width would not be put on the same way, except, per

haps, that one would have a 3-inch lap while the other
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would have a lap of only 2 Inches. For my part I must
agree with the editor's views as expressed In the note
following the letter of " E. H. E." in the December num
ber. Why do we use narrow flooring, siding, &c? I
would much rather go from 4 to 3 inches than from 4 to
6 Inches, as I believe the former would give the best re
sults for the reason stated in the editor's note. I should
say that all good shingle roofs are put on with courses
three shingles thick with 2-inch underlap. The way I
get the distance in the weather Is taking 2 inches off the
full length in inches and dividing the balance by 3. For
example, 20 inches, less 2= 18-*-3 = 6 inches to the
weather, which holds good on any length. Therefore I
cannot see why " E. H. E." has two thicknesses beneath

Fig. 1—ShowingMethodof Laying Out RegularPolygon to
DefiniteScale

any convenient radius, using D and B as centers, de
scribe two regular arcs meeting at I. Draw I H, cutting
the line D B at its center, J. Prolong the line D B to
the right and lay off upon it from J the dimensions of
one side of the polygon, 6 feet, as from J to K. Bisect
J K, and, with J and K as centers, using a radius suf
ficiently great, strike the arcs intersecting at L and M.
At the point where a line drawn through these inter
sections cuts H B, as B', will indicate the radius of the
circle S'. At the point where the circle S' cuts the line
H D, as at D', draw D' B', which will be one side of 6
feet. Space off on the circle the distances D' B' and con
nect the various points, thus completing the polygon.
Suppose, for example, a polygon is wanted, the sides
of which are 9 feet. Lay off on the line D B from the
point J 9 feet and bisect with lines meeting at P and Q.
Draw the line P Q, and where it cuts H B at B" will in
dicate the radius for the circle S". Prolong H D, cut
ting the circle at D". Draw D" B" for the 9-foot circle.
It will be noticed that laying off the 9-foot side brings
it outside of the circle S, while the 6-foot sides are Inside.
All regular polygons are equiangular and equilateral,
consequently from any indefinite scale can be obtained
a desired scale by the above method.
In laying out difficult work I generally use a rectan
gular board having a hole in one corner, so that it can be
hung up when not wanted. 2x3 feet being the best size
for the board. Whenever convenient, in laying off work
I make use of a 1%-inch scale—that is, %-inch equal to
1 inch—so that close work can be done. In scribing cir
cles I use a trammel or sharp pointed dividers, pressing
lightly so that the indentations will not be too deep.
Both sides can be used at the same time. When through

with each plan dress off the board, and it can be kept

until it is less than % inch thick.
The method of laying out Irregular polygons is shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 of the sketches. Referring to the former,

the polygon A B C D E is indefinite as to scale. It Is
desired to construct another, making the side A B equal
5 feet, keeping the other sides relative to it, as in the
original. Extend the base line A B so that it will meet

A' l|
' B
1

Fig.2.—Laying Out Irregular Polygons.

2
'

Fig. 3.—Methodof Laying Out an Extra Angle,as at L.

Laying Out Regular and Irregular Polygons.

with his 6-inch shingle and not in the ease of the 4-inch
shingle roof.

Laying Out Regular and Irregular Polygons.

From R. J. H., Chicago, III —In answer to " J. B. W.,"
Washington, who inquired in the April issue how to lay
out a polygon to a definite scale, I submit herewith
sketches, one intended for a regular and the other for an
irregular polygon. Fig. 1 illustrates the method of lay
ing out a regular polygon to a definite scale. Scribe any
indefinite circle, as A S D B, and draw the diameter A B,
dividing it Into as many parts as the polygon is to have
sides. From A and B as centers, with radius A B,
describe arcs meeting at C. Draw a line passing through
the second division and cutting the circle at the point
D; draw D B, which will give one side of a regular poly
gon. Now, from center H draw the line H D, and with

perpendiculars let fall from the angles E and C, meet
ing at 1 and 2. Extend the lines 1 E and 2 C until they
meet a right line drawn through the angle D. This com

pletes a rectangle inclosing a polygon. Draw the lines

1 3 and 4 2 diagonally across the rectangle, extending

them indefinitely. At F, where these lines cross, is the
center. Draw a line through F parallel with the side
of the rectangle 1 2. From F set off this line the dis
tance F J, equal to one-half the desired length of the
side, or 2% feet. Now, with radius greater than one-half

of A B, describe two arcs from A and B, meeting at G
and II. Through the intersections thus obtained draw
the line G H, cutting A B at I. Lay off the distance I K
equal to F J. From J draw J K, prolonging it indefi
nitely. From F, through B, draw the prolonged line F B,
and where it cuts the line J K, as at B\ will be the point
from which to construct a similar polygon to the desired
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scale. From P, through A, draw the prolonged line F A.
Parallel with the side A B draw A' B" indefinitely, and
the point where it intersects the line, as at A*, will be
5 feet from B1, or the length of the side wanted. Prolong

the line A1 B1 until it intersects the diagonal lines F 1
and F 2. At 1' and 2' erect perpendiculars until they in
tersect the diagonal lines drawn through 4 and 3. Finish
the rectangle V, 2', 3', 4'. From F draw lines through the
respective angles E D C, and where these intersect the
rectangle 1' 2' 3' 4' at E' D1 C? are the angles of the
newly constructed polygon. Connect these points, thus
finishing the polygon.
A similar polygon can be constructed to any desired
size by first making the distances F J and I K equal to
one-half the length it is desired to have the sides A1 B1.

Suppose that between D and C there should be an extra

angle, as at L. Since it does not come in contact with
any side of the rectangle it cannot be laid off like the

others. To obtain this additional angle in the enlarged

polygon first draw lines from L, D and C, extending
them indefinitely, as indicated in Fig. 3. With D1 as
center and any radius greater than D1 D, draw an arc

cutting L D at M and O, and from M and O as centers
and any radius greater than M O, draw arcs intersecting

at P. Draw I)1 P. cutting M I; at Q, and from any point
on I) Ij near L set off the distance Q D1 in a direction
parallel to Q D1, and through the point thus obtained

draw D1 L1, thus making it parallel with D E. Proceed

in the same manner from the point C\ as shown in Fig.
0, thus obtaining the lines C L1 at L1; then will the
angle D1 V- C be a duplicate of D L C. In order to prove
the angle T,1 draw a line from F through L, and if it
passes through the point L1 it is correct. The proportions

of the circumscribed rectangle change with different Ir
regular polygons, but this method of enlargement is

equally applicable.

Hexagon Rafter Table.
From E. E. H., Knoxville, tenn.—AB the subject of

hexagon roof framing is receiving some attention in the

Correspondence department, 1 send herewith a hexagon

rafter table, which I hope may prove of interest to some
of the readers. I prepared this table with several others
about four jears ago, and so far as I know they are a
little different from anything of the kind in use. I have
a table prepared for laying out regular polygons of from

3 to 20 sides, which I will seud for publication if it will
be of interest. I have been a subscriber to Carpentry
and Building two years, and have for some time intended

to show my appreciation of the paper by adding my mite

to the Correspondence department.

Hexagon Rafter Table.12 3 4 5 6 7
Rise. C.R.F. H.F. T. H.S.B. B.H. S.B. F. J. J. S.B.
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
1 0.86901.003 8and18.89 12and 6.94 41.72 6.93and12.04
2.. .0.8780 1.010 8and14.00 12and 7.00 42.14 6.93and12.17
3... 0.8927 1.023 8and14.18 12and 7.09 42.85 6.93and12.87
4 0.M1291.041 8and14.42 12and 7.21 43.82 6.93and12.65
5 0.9382 1.063 8and14.78 12and 7.36 45.03 6.93and18.00
6 0.9682 1.090 8and15.10 12and 7.55 46.48 6.93and13.42
7 1.008 1.120 8and15.52 12and 7.76 48.12 6.93and18.89
8 1.041 1.155 8and16.00 12and 8.00 49.96 6.93and14.42
9.. ..1.083 1.192 8and16.52 12and 8.26 51.96 6.98and15.00
10. ... 1.127 1.233 8and17.09 12and 8.54 54.11 6.93and15.02
11 . .. 1.175 1.277 8and17.69 12and 8.84 56.89 6.93and16.28
12 1.325 1.823 8and18.33 12and 9.16 58.79 6.98and16.97
13. .. . 1.277 1.871 8and19.00 12and 9.50 61.29 6.93and17.69
11 1.331 1.422 8and19.70 12and 9.85 63.87 6.93and18.44
15 1.386 1.474 8and20.42 12and10.21 66.54 6.93and19.21
16 1.443 1.528 8and21.17 12and10.58 09.28 6.93and20.00
17 ....1.502 1.583 8and21.93 12and10.96 72.08 6.93and20.81
is 1.561 1.639 8and22.72 12and11.36 74.94 6.93and21.63
Hip cuts,13.86inchesandrise.

In explanation of the table would say that column 1
headed " Rise '' contains the number of inches rise the

common rafter has to the foot run, the table being made

for pitches from 1 to IS inches rise to the foot run.
Column 2, marked

" C. II. P."' (Common Rafter Fax-
tori, contains the factor by which the side of the hexa

gon must be multiplied to obtain the length of the com

mon rafter. This length is measured on top of the rafter

from the plumb line at the face of the plate to the ex

treme points of the roof. The length of the side is meas

ured on the face of the plate.

Column 3, headed " H. F." (Hip Factor), contains the
factor by which the side of the hexagon must be mul
tiplied to obtain the length of the hip rafter measured
from the plumb line at the outer corner of the plates to
the extreme points of the roof.
Column 4, headed " T. H. S. B." (Top Hip Side Bevel),
contains the bevel for fitting the top of the hip against
the common rafter set at the center of either plate from
which the hip starts. This bevel will also fit all the hips
together at the top.
Column 5, headed " B. H. S. B." (Bottom Hip Side
Bevel), contains the bevel for cutting the bottom end of
the hip off ou a line parallel to the plate. If desired, this
cut may be applied to the top of the hip to fit it against
the hip rafter, the. base of which is parallel to either side
from which the hip starts. It is, of course, a matter of
choice as to how the roof is framed together at the top.
If a hexagonal block be used at the top against which
to cut the hips, then half of its thickness measured per
pendicular to the plumb cut must be taken off the cal
culated length of the hip.
Column 0, marked " F. J." (First Jack), gives the
length of the first jack in inches, in hundredths when
the rafters are spaced 24 inches from the centers meas
ured on the face of the plate. To obtain the length of
the first jack when not spaced 24 inches from centers,
multiply twice the distance from the center of jack to the
center of hip by the factor in column 2. Half the thick
ness of the hip must be taken off the top end of the jack
in the usual manner. The length of the second jack will
be twice that of the first, and so on.
Column 7, marked " J. S. B." (Jack Side Bevel), con
tains the side bevel for fitting the top of jacks against
hips. In all bevels given in columns 4, 5 and 7, the last
figures represent the cut side. For example, one side
of a hexagon is 14 feet, and the rise of the common
rafter is 1(5inches to the foot. Then the length of the
common rafter or the middle jack is 14 x 1.443 = 20.202
feet (column 2, line 10). Multiplying the decimal part of a
foot by 12 to reduce to Inches we have 0.202 x 12 = 2.424
inches. To change hundredths of an inch to sixteenths
of an inch, divide by 0, as there are six and one-quarter
hundredths in oue-sixteenth, and the result will be close
enough for all purposes. Hence, 0.42 x 6 = 7110. and the
length of the middle jack is 20 feet 2 7-16 inches from the
plumb line at the face of the plate less one-half the thick
ness of the hips at the top.
The length of the hip is 11 x 1.528= 21.392 feet, which
equals 21 feet 4% Inches (column 3. line 16).
The bevel to fit hips together at the top is 8 and 21
3-16 inches (column 4, line 16). The length of fhe first
jack when spaced 24 inches from centers is 69.28 inches,
which equals 5 feet 9>/iinches (column 6, line 16). If the
jacks were spaced 20 inches from centers the length of
the first jack would be 20 x 2 x 1.443= 57.72 inches, or
4 feet 9% inches (column 2, line 16).
The hip, horizontal and plumb cut is 13.86 inches
and the rise of the common rafter in inches to the foot
run, as is given at the bottom of the accompanying
table. The factors and cuts for other pitches can easily
be worked out, and I think this is a much safer plan than
drafting and sealing, as it is accurate.
Note.—AVe trust that our correspondent, as well as
other readers, will feel free to write an occasional letter
for the Correspondence department, as there are al
ways questions concerning which an expression of their
views would be both interesting and instructive.

Use of Red Cedar Shingles.

From H. S. W., Watkins, Ohio—Will brother " C. K.
S." of Wayland, Iowa, please tell us what kind of
shingles we have on the market ? Are they red wood
or cedar ? In 18S8 I laid 14,000 red cedar shingles which
were sold on a guarantee not to shrink, swell or cup.

Now the shingles which are sold here for cedar cup
badly. Why is it ?
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING-
THE

records of the Building Department of Boston show
that during the month of April there was a gratifying
increase in the number of permits issued for new build

ings, the total being .133,as compared with 80 for March.
When, however, the figures for April are compared with the
same month a year ago the showing is not so satisfactory,
as there is a falling off of 50. For the first four months the
story is much the same, for without a single exception the
1900 figures fall far below those of the corresponding period
of recent previous years. For the first four months permits
for brick and wood structures were issued to the number of
325. as compared with 507 in 1899, 018 in 1898 and 904 in
1897.
There has beenmore or less friction in the trade, one of
the troubles being the strike of the carpenters for an eight-
hour day. at a minimum wage of $15 per week. The strike
has been in progress for several weeks, and as we go to press
there seemsto be some prospect of a satisfactory settlement.
The statement is made that about 185 firms are now work
ing eight hours, and the men have the promise, they claim,
of a number of others coming into line at an early date.

Cleveland. Ohio.
Building operations in Cleveland are brightening as the

seasonadvances,and what promised in January to be one of
the dullest years on record will probably round out in good
average. For April the number of permits issued was 302,
as compared with 282 last year, but the buildings were
smaller, aggregating only $382,600. Early summer will find
contractors fairly busy on numerous residences, remodeling
jobs, shop and factory additions, and churches and schools.
The Builders' Exchange has taken up the question of

establishing a trade school, a great deal of enthusiasm having
beenshown over this subject at the last regular meeting. J.
A. Reaugh, a leading general contractor, volunteered to start
a subscription for this purpose with a gift of $500. A com
mittee has been appointed to consider the proposition. An
other matter which the exchange is agitating is the restric
tion of unsightly billboards on residence streets and con
tiguous buildings. In this move the press and public heart
ily join.
During the winter an Exchange Bowling League was or

ganized, and the membersof the various teams derived both
recreation and exercise from this popular sport, the winning
team receiving a handsome silver cup as a trophy. A base
ball league has now supplanted the bowling, the younger
element thus finding pleasant relief from routine drudgery.

Columbus, Ohio.
The outlook for spring business in the building line is re

garded as very encouraging, although the high prices of mate
rials entering into the construction of buildings has had more
or less efFectupon the volume of operations.
The Carpenter Contractors' Association, recently organ

ized, is for protection against strikes and for the purpose of
elevating the business. About all the contractors of the city
have joined the association, and journeymen have been
granted a rate of wages of 30 cents an hour, eight hours con
stituting a day's work.

Lowell, Mass.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held

on April 18, when the following officers and Board of Di
rectors were elected:
President, Wm. H. Fuller.
Vice-President, Patrick Conlon.
Secretary, William F. McEIholm.
Treasurer, Joseph B. Varnum.
The above, with Frank W. Cheney, James Dow, Joseph
L. Cushing, Thos. E. O'Day and John Manuel, constitute
the Board of Directors.
After the business meeting had been concluded the an

nual banquet was held in the evening, which was in every
way « most enjoyable affair. James T. Smith, secretary of
the"Board of Trade, delivered an interesting address, other
speakers being Amasa Pratt, W. H. Wiggin, M. F. Davis,
Hubert It. White and William F. McEIholm.
Some little anxiety has been manifested on the part of

several of the builders, in view of the labor agitations. The
bricklayers on one mill job struck for an increase of 3 cents
per hour, which was as promptly given as demanded. The
master carpenters have expected trouble, but no attention
has been paid thus far to the demands,owing, no doubt, in a
large measure, to the fact that there is little work being
offered and consequently there is little about which to raise
trouble.

Milwaukee. Wis
The outlook at the present time in the building line is

not altogether encouraging. There are quite a number of
small buildings under way. and there is more or less repair
ing. Some of the few large jobs include two churches, sev
eral manufacturing buildings and a new Young Woman's
Christian Association Building, in addition to which a large
office building is going up on the site of the old post office.
The report of the Building Inspector for the first four months
of the year shows the estimated cost of the new work in the
building line to be $819,245,as comparedwith $1,470,015for
the same period last year. The opinion seems to prevail
that the fall in the price of iron and in somegrades of lumber
has not been without influence on building operations, as
people do not seem to care very much about investing on a
falling market. The hope is expressed, however, that the

season may yet turn out better than expected. Up to the
date of our latest advices there have been no labor troubles
of moment, and contractors and builders do not anticipate
any for this season.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange is gradually but

surely increasing its membership, and matters are moving
along smoothly. The Entertainment Committee of the ex
change was kept busy during the past season, providing a
series of card parties and musical entertainments for the
members and their ladies, these being well patronized and
proving enjoyable in every way. A general outing and pic
nic is iu preparation for June, and this, in addition to Car
nival Week, will keepeverybody in goodhumor for a while.

New York City.
There is a considerableamount of building going on in the

city and vicinity, notwithstanding the labor troubles which
have developed in a number of suburban sections. The
amount of building, however, is not up to the volume of last
year, and this is not altogether surprising, as 1899 was a
record breaker in the Greater New York. Commissioner
Brady of the Bureau of Buildings recently issued his report,
covering the operations of the department for the first three
months of the year, showing plans to have been filed for 838
new buildings, estimated to cost $16,042,814,with plans for
alterations to existing buildings numbering 1480, involving
a cost of $2,231,076. The total number of permits issued
for the first quarter of the present year was 3412, calling for
an estimated outlay of $18,377,689,as compared with 4677
plans for which permits were issued in the corresponding
quarter of 1S99, the estimated cost of these improvements
being $38,410,597. Bringing the figures down to the time of
going to press, the estimated cost of the new buildings pro
jected since the first of the year in the boroughs of Man
hattan and the Bronx was $22,242,395, as compared with
$48,479,952for the corresponding period of last year. From
these figures it will be seen that the falling off this year has
beenvery marked.
At a meeting of the Builders' Material Exchange, held at
their rooms, 18 Cortlandt street, officers were elected for
the ensuing year, as follows : President, Robert B. Waldo ;
vice-president, Walter H. Redman, and treasurer, Benjamin
Cochran.
The Master Carpenters' Association, recently organized
in this city, has a membership roll containing some of the
best known names in the trade. The officers of the associa
tion are : President, Robert Christie ; vice-president, William
F. Miller; second vice-president, A. G. Nason ; secretary,
James S. Herrmann, and treasurer, William C. Smith.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Building operations during the month of April made a

new record so far as the estimated cost of the improvements
is concerned. According to Superintendent J. A. A. Brown,
the figures were $1,205,647,which are $436,482more than the
cost of the improvements for the same month of last year.
The number of permits issued for new buildings was 217, of
which 104 were for brick structures, 84 for frame, 16 for
brick veneer and 4 for brick and stone. There were 97 per
mits issued for additions and 12 for alterations. The in
crease in permits, as compared with March, was 21, and in
the estimated cost $322,070. The figures for April indicate
one of two things ; either that the houses now building are
of a better class, or that the cost of material and labor has
increased proportionately.
The revised plans for the new Union Station of the Penn

sylvania Railroad Company are nearing completion, and pro
vide for a structure 352 feet long and 175 feet wide, and 11
stories in hight. It will be of steel frame construction and
is expectedto be one of the handsomest in Pittsburgh.

San Francisco, Cal
The building situation seems to be in good shape. The
number of structures, great and small, now going up or in
contemplation, both in San Francisco and in the State at
large, is greater than it has been for several years. This
seems to be largely due to the improvement in grain and
fruit prospects, but is also, in part, the effect of the general
business prosperity and the increasing trade of San Fran
cisco. Architects report a rush of work in the matter of
suburban buildings.
The plans for the new Carnegie Library Building at Oak

land, Cal., have been adopted, Bliss & Faville of San Fran
cisco being the architects. Plans were submitted by 51
architects, including ten from the East.
From San Diego comes the report that the new Carnegie

Library Building at that place, to cost something near $50.-
000. is now well under way. The State Normal School
addition in that place, also costing $50,000, will be ready
for occupancy in September of this year.
James Moffitt of Blake, Moffitt & Towne of San Fran
cisco is now receiving bids for the construction of a new
building at Los Angeles, Cal., to be used by the big paper
company. The cost of the building is limited to $100,000,
and it is expectedto be completedby October 1.
Ground has been broken for the erection of the new

County Court House of Orange County, in Santa Ana, Cal.
The building proper will be 135 x 90 feet and 50 feet in
hight, with a tower reaching 135 feet from the ground. Itis intended that the building shall be entirely fire proof. The
cost of construction is estimated at $95,000.
The Board of Directors of the Masonic Hall Association

of Nevada City. Cal.. will shortly erect a new- two-story
building on their Pine street property, in that city.
The Pacific Art Mfg. Company, who were recently in-
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corporate*.!in Los Angeles, Cal., have the plans and speci
fications for their manufacturing building well under way.
The principal building will be 570 feet front by 185 feet deep,
and will be of brick and stone, with ornamental front. The
central part of the structure will be four stories high.
A new school building is now being aranged for by the

School Trustees of Oakdale, Cal. A number of architects
from San Francisco have submitted plans.
The Protestant Episcopal Church of Spokane, Wash.,

has incorporated a society for the purpose of erecting a new
St. Luke's Hospital, to cost $50,000.

St. Louis, Mo.
Advices from St. Louis under date of May 14 indicate

a rather dull condition of affairs in the building trades and
with no immediate prospects of increasing activity. The car
penters are on a strike for 45 cents per hour, and it is under
stood that the builders are not willing to concedemore than
35 cents per hour. The painters, also, went on strike for
$3 per day of eight hours, and this demand was granted.
There are, however, new disturbances arising all the time
in the various branches in the trade, and the local con
tractors and builders do not consider the outlook at present
as being at all encouraging. The trouble was also further
augmentedby the monster car strike, reports of the probable
settlement of which reach us at the hour of going to press.

Utlca, N. Y.
The annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange was held

at the Auditorium on the evening of Thursday, May 3, there
being something like 60 memberspresent. The toastmaster of
the occasion was William Fisher, who first called upon John
F. Hughes to respond to the toast, " Our City." F. H. Gouge
spoke as the representative of the architects ; John Doyle
responded briefly for " The Ladies," and John Redmond
spoke for " The Builders' Exchange." Among the other
speakers were C. Y. Fuller, representing the cut stone trade ;
Jacob Agne, Jr., who also spoke for the architects; Joseph
Weeks and W. C. Hughes, who upheld the cause of the
plumbers ; Barney McDermott responded for the masons;
Daniel Sabine and W. J. Paddon for the painters, and Fred
S. Kellogg for the lumber dealers.

Worcester, Mass.
The opinion seemsto prevail among the leading architects,
contractors and builders of the city that the volume of busi
ness this season will be fairly large in the aggregate, al
though they point out that the advance in prices of building
materials has served to check some enterprises. In con
sequenceof the sale of the Boston & Albany Railroad, and
the change in connection with the wire works, quite a large
amount of money has been distributed among the stockhold
ers in the city and vicinity, and someof this capital is likely
to seek investment in real estate and building operations.
Lumber, although higher, has not taken such a jump as iron,
and for several reasons dealers express the opinion that the
advance in lumber will bemaintained, so it is concluded that
a large share of the buildings to be erectedwill be of moderate
cost, rather than of an expensive nature.
Mr. Sweetser, secretary of the Exchange, writes under

recent date that the membershave more or less work on hand,
and speak encouragingly of a good spring business.

Notes.
From present indications there will be a considerable

amount of building in Madison, Maine, during the present
season, as a number of new houses have been projected and
a town hall is to be put up at a cost of §12,000.

The carpenters and builders of Great Barrington, Mass.,
are looking forward to a good season, and we understand
contractors are refusing work from out of town.

The labor troubles which have existed between the gran
ite manufacturers and the cutters of Quincy, Mass., since
March 1 have practically ended, the men being granted an
eight-hour day with a minimum wage of 33 cents per hour,
the existing piece bill of price to be advanced 14 per cent.,
and the same to hold good for several years.
'Charleston, S. C, is enjoying a general improvement in
the building line, and a number of new buildings are in proc
ess of construction.
The Soft Stone Cutters' Union and the Granite Cutters'

Union of Atlanta, Ga.. have settled their differences, the men
to be paid a rate of 37% cents an hour and a day to consist
of eight hours' work.

Permanence in Building.

We have frequently deprecated in these columns,

says the Brickbuilder. the excessive haste which char
acterizes modern work, accompanied as it generally Is
by neglect of good construction. The discouraging tend
ency of haste upon good architecture is an element
which counts for more in our national development than
we perhaps sometimes appreciate. The policy of " good
enough " is what has transformed many a promising

young architect into a mere commercial hack, who
though theoretically in love with his profession is simply

after the dollars. It takes so much time to study that
unless an architect will be most strenuous in demanding
the opportunity he will find himself drifting in the wrong
direction. There used to be a saying among some of

the salesmen who had to do with architectural goods in

thi3 part of the world that it was easier to give a Boston
maD what he wanted than it was to persuade him that
something else was better. The truth of this can hardly

be questioned, though we fancy that its application need

not be restricted to Boston; but the architect who lets

that fancy influence his design will sooner or later find
himself adrift. Broadly speaking, the conscientious

architect will never allow considerations of cost or time
to influence his judgment or decision as to what is,

under the circumstances, right or best for the building.

This implies neither rank extravagance nor oblivion to

the client's wants, but is, in fact, the truest considera

tion of the real necessities.

We had an illustration brought to our notice a few

days ago of the deplorable results to every one concerned

of undue haste in building. An architect had made a

very clever design for a small structure. He had hit it

about right without being obliged to spend a great deal

of time in study. The contract was let to a thoroughly

good builder; but the condition of the steel market and

some labor agitations conspired to so delay matters that

the building, which was to have been completed within

a year, and could have been done in proper manner in

that time, had hardly more than the foundations laid

six months after the contract was signed. The owners

insisted on the structure being completed on contract

time. The builder was able and willing to do so, and
though the architect protested, his protest was neither

sufficiently loud nor efficacious, and the result is that to
day we have a building which was, to be sure, com
pleted in contract time, but in which the finish is making
faces at all beholders, the masonry is settled, several of
the sills cracked, and there is about this structure, less
than two years old, a general air of dilapidation, which
is the natural concomitant of too much haste.

Roman Concrete Walls.

The chief objection to rubble and concrete walls is
the roughness of the surface, but the ancient Romans got
over the objection in various ways. At first they faced
them with the large blocks of tufa, such as had previ
ously been used in the time of the kings (rubble walls
only came in with the Republic); afterward, in the latter
days of the Republic and in the early Empire, they faced
theiu with small wedge-shaped blocks of tufa; the square
surfaces of those small blocks being placed diamond-
wise, resembling in appearance a small net, hence called
network, or reticulated work. Afterward they used
bricks or tiles of a triangular shape, with the long sur
face outward, and thus these also formed a sort of
wedges, but the mortar held them so tight that even if
held by the point only the brick or the block of tufa will
break before It can be pulled out. The smooth surfaces
are then frequently plastered and painted, or covered
with marble. In building such a wall the wedge-shaped
blocks or tiles were placed in order and filled up with
the broken stones to the depth of about a yard before the
cement or hot-lime grouting was poured in. The whole
was thus bound together In one solid mass, with open
ings left for doors and windows.

A novel business in London is that of dealer in sec
ond-hand plate glass. Large plates of glass are insured
when placed in a window, and when any of them are
broken the owner of the injured glass usually prefers that
the insurance company should replace the broken plate,
rather than pay its value. The insurance companies dis
pose of the injured plates to dealers in second-hand plate
glass, who utilize what remains of the unbroken plate,
cutting it into panes of smaller size and disposing of
them to various firms.
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NOTES OF THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

DOUBTLESS
there are many readers of these pages

who will not find it convenient to attend the Paris
Exposition, but who are interested in the architectural

features of some of the more important buildings, and it
is for this reason that we devote considerable space this
month to a communication from our own correspondent

exhibits actually in place is very small, and it is useless
to attempt any description of what little there is, the
buildings themselves have taken shape so far that a
very good general Idea of their character and their ar
rangement may be obtained. A few pictures will best
serve the purpose, although there are lost, of course, in

on the ground, and who accompanies his letter with the
photographs from which the illustrations are repro

duced. Writing under date of April 10, he says:
When this reaches the readers the formal opening will
be over. The President of the Republic will walk
through some of the principal buildings, and then the
labor of installation will be resumed with the wonted
display of well tempered activity. While the number of

the photographs the color effects which play so im

portant a part in the general scheme. The group repro

duced herewith was taken from the Alma Bridge up and

down the Seine, the bridge being about midway between

the Champ de Mars and the Invalides sections, connected

as they are by a narrow strip on both sides of the river.
A good deal more has been made of the section along the
banks of the Seine than was done in 1889.
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Fig. 1 shows a view of the left bank of the Seine look
ing down the river. The Eiffel Tower in the distance
will locate the position with those who are familiar with
Paris. The first building in the foreground is the Mex
ican Pavilion, while the structure still in the builders'
hands is the Palace of Hygiene. Beyond is the begin
ning of the Army and Navy Building. In the distance
is a part of the smaller structures which cluster at the
foot of the Trocadero. A foot bridge is under construc
tion across the Seine to connect the banks within the
grounds.

The opposite bank of the Seine is shown In Fig. 2,

Along the Seine there are in their order, from right to
left in the picture, Servia, Greece, Sweden, with the
tower still under construction; Monaco, Spain, Germany,
with the turreted tower, Norway, and in the distance,

only partly revealed, Great Britain, Hungary. Austria,

the United States, Turkey and Italy. In some eases the
pavilions are so close together that a child could throw
a stone from one to the other.
Our fourth picture gives a view, upstream, from the
Alma Bridge, of the right bank, showing in the fore
ground the Palace of Social Economy, in which the great

number of congresses are to hold their meetings. Be-

a. 14*

Fig. 3.—LookingUp the Seine,ShowingPavilionsof All Nations.

Fig. I.—LookingUp the Seine,Right Bank, ShowingFalaceof Congressesand HorticulturalHall.

Notes of the Paris Exposition.

the foreground, including the building just beyond the
church, being a reproduction of Old Paris. In the dis
tance are the towers of the Trocadero.
The foreground of Fig. 3, looking up the Seine at the
left bank, is occupied by a foot bridge close to the Pont
d'Alma. Paternal officialism would not allow the photo
grapher to risk his life upon a structure not formally
opened to the public by authority. The picture, however,

affords a good glimpse of that extraordinary jumble of
architecture, the pavilions of all nations. Between the
short distance from the Alma Bridge to the Invalides
Bridge there are crowded in two rows 23 pavilions.

yond lie the magnificent two greenhouses for the exposi

tion of Horticulture and Tree Gardening, with the Aqua

rium between them. In the distance is the graceful

Pavilion of the City of Paris.
The one sensational feature of the Exposition, the
Water Castle, is still so far behind that a photograph
would fail to convey an adequate conception of its fea
tures. From the second story of the facade of the Elec
tricity Building, which faces the Eiffel Tower, and con

nects the two main buildings of the Champ de Mars, a

cascade of water falls from a hight about 90 feet above
the general ground level from a niche about 75 feet in
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diameter. This is to be illuminated at night with varied
bright colors, and will undoubtedly produce extraordi
nary effects. From a grotto back of and through the fall
ing sheet of water the Eiffel Tower, and, in the dis
tance, the Trocadero, will be visible.
One of the most beautiful groups, likely to prove
most attractive to the general visitor, will be the two
Art Palaces, with the magnificent Alexander III Bridge,
and the series of buildings on the other bank of the
Seine beyond, the center of the picture in the distance
being the gilded dome of the Invalides.
The two Palaces of Fine Arts are practically com
plete. Both of them are permanent structures. Our il
lustration, Fig. 5, shows the large palace. The small

Palace of Fine Arts, which is to house an historical dis
play of French art, was built from the designs of M.
Girault. The main entrance, flanked by fine groups of
statuary, gives access to a rotunda lined with handsome
marble and surmounted by a high dome. Right and
left, along the facade, extend two lofty galleries. The
most striking feature, however, is the open court,

bounded by a semicircular colonnade, broken by two
arched doors. The court is occupied in part by three
porcelain lined basins, hemmed in by bright mosaics.

of the combined efforts of the engineer and the archi
tect, the former represented by Resal and Alby and the
latter by Cassien-Bernard and Cousin. The bridge,
winch has a span of 342 feet, consists of 15 steel arches
built up of steel castings, their total weight being 2200
tons. Hammered copper groups, not yet in place in the
picture, are to mask the key of the arch. Ornamental
pillars, with large gilt equestrian groups and a series of
exceedingly handsome figures, give the whole an admi
rable finish.
Standing on the bridge, the view of the Exposition
buildings along the Esplanade des Invalides is well
shown in Fig. 6. They consist of two wide structures
parallel to a main thoroughfare, with the dome of the
Invalides in the background, as indicated in the photo
graph. Near the bridge there is a widening of this lane,

the end facade being marked by the four turrets shown,

which consist of a cupola upheld by four groups of
female figures. The faces of the narrowed structures
nearest the bridge are ornamented with four large,
bright mural paintings, and generally the dazzling white
is relieved by patches of color and by gilding.
The whole of the buildings on the left of the picture

have been reserved for French exhibitors of furniture,

Fig. 5'.—Larj?ePalaceof Fine Arts.

Notes of the Paris Exposition.

and conforming in a general way to the semicircle of
the colonnade. Hightened by a frieze, partly gilt, and
by gilt statuary, the effect is admirable.
The two main galleries along the facade end in ro
tundas for staircases, and from them there stretch two
semicircular galleries, in which exhibits are being In
stalled, the one receiving its light from the court, and
the other from the flanks of the building.
The large palace of Beaux Arts, Fig. 5, occupying the
other side of the wide causeway, has a main entrance,
subdivided by two groups of two pillars, the main facade
having a series of columns masking it. The frieze is
ornamented by a series of enamel mosaics, represent
ing art in Assyria, Egypt, Rome, Greece, Arabia, &c.
The main building consists of an- elliptical main hall
roofed by a splendid steel structure, from which extend
on either side great roofed transepts and a nave, the
whole being an admirable example of modern steel con
struction. A series of salons are arranged in two stories
which communicate with the roofed court. It is in this
great building that the exhibits of modern painting
and statuary are to be installed. Quite a considerable
number of works of sculptors are collected in the court,
ready to be placed in position.
The Alexander III Bridge is an admirable example

domestic art. jewelry, cutlery and varied industries, a
good deal of space being given to the national industries
of Sevres and Gobelins. The buildings on the right side
are devoted to similar products of ot^er nations.
As a whole, so far as the buildings are concerned,
he will be disappointed who expects the classic, almost
severe, beauty of the Court of Honor at Chicago. The
tones are gayer, the outlines more varied, and occasion
ally bizarre. The triple arch of the Monumental En
trance, with its crowning statue of the modern Pari-
sienne in particular, is the subject of many irreverent
remarks. Yet one cannot escape the belief that under
the brilliant skies of our own country greater freedom
in coloring and in decoration would be appropriate and
effective.
A trip along the Seine emphasizes the need in our
country of a closer co-operation between the architect
and artist with the bridge engineer. The brutally utili
tarian character of the vast majority of our structures
of this type ought to be softened by the touch of the
artist. Public conscience should be awakened more than
it is to an intolerance of monstrosity in form and utter
lack of decoration in public structures. In many direc
tions Americans have proved their ability to create and
appreciate the artistic and the graceful, and development
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In that direction in one field is sure to operate favorably
in brandies In which progress aids much toward coin-
merclal success iu others, particularly when foreign mar
kets ave concerned. In tools and appliances our products
have that grace and beauty which comes from the em
bodiment of the best means to a useful end. No one can
accuse us of being clumsy, but that is only one step,
though an essential one, toward perfection. One gathers
the impression, which may be strengthened by a later
study of the exhibits of other producers, that Americans
have most to learn and have an important field for de
velopment in this direction.
Writing under date of April 17 our correspondent
says, after referring to the formal opening of the Ex
position:

The great hit of the Exposition from a popular point
-of view is the moving sidewalk, a strip of which, it will
be remembered, was in operation in Chicago in 1893. It
had been running experimentally off and on during the
last two weeks and aroused some attention, particularly
when an occasional bicyclist speeded along. But it
sprang into instant popularity on the afternoon of the
opening day, and seems destined to become a favorite
.amusement and a common means of travel from point to
point. It is installed on a light elevated steel structure
and encircles the irregular triangle along which

the burden of many reports and letters home during the
past few weeks. Their deliberate movements, the fre
quency of their adjournments to dtjeuner and the length
of these meals, the long pauses for conversation and com
ment, their eagerness for a pourboire and their utter
irresponsibility as to future engagements have been ex
ceedingly exasperating to those who expected co-opera
tion and sympathy in their eagerness to rush work to
completion. From personal observations your corre
spondent is willing to assent to all these strictures, and
the contrast between the French workmen at the exposi
tion and the few American workmen who have come
over to aid in installation is indeed very striking. The
latter, however, were in all cases picked men.
But admitting all that has been alleged to be true,

your correspondent is convinced that a serious injustice
may be done to the laborer of our Sister Republic, and
that erroneous and therefore dangerous conclusions may

be drawn. In matters of this kind it is well to be frank.
To begin with, those Americans who have employed

French workmen have had no experience in selecting

their crews. The majority of them, not having command
of the French language, have been unable to handle
them effectively. Many have attempted to drive them
and have neglected or failed to give them gratuities to

which custom entitles them. But, after all, the prin-

Fig. <i.—View of the EsplanadedesInvalides,Takenfrom AlexanderIII Bridge.

Notes of thr Paris Exposition.

stretches, on the Avenue de la Bourdoimais, on one side
the palace of Mining and Textile Arts of the Champ

de Mars, on another the Rue Fabert, flanking the build
ings of the Invalides. and on the third the Street of All
Nations, &c, along the Seine. Paralleled throughout its
length it competes with an elevated electric road and like

it gives a good general view from a high point of the
buildings along which it passes. Both lines furnish an
excellent and convenient means of communication, but
evidently the moving sidewalk is bound to secure the
lion's share of the traffic of those who are not foot
weary. The entire circuit is about 3000 in., or, approxi
mately, 2 miles, and the traveler has the advantage of
being able to leave the moving sidewalk at any place
to quietly survey his surroundings. The first moving
platform, by the side of the stationary platform, has a
very slow motion, while the second platform, slightly
higher, travels at a speed of about 5 miles an hour, so
that a brisk walk on it causes quite a lively rate of
travel. The institution has already been pronounced by

the Parisians one of the clous of the exposition.

French Workmen.

To judge from the fact that it is a matter of general

and somewhat contemptuous comment among the Amer
icans connected with the work here, the capacity and the
characteristics of the French workmen must have been

clpal reason why It is unfair to judge of the character

istics of the French workmen from those with whom

American exhibitors have come in contact themselves,

or have observed at work for others, is that the exposi

tion has gathered together the floating working popula

tion of Paris and of the whole of France. That such

should be the case is natural enough. Exceptional wages

are being paid, and the temptation to visit Paris and the
exposition has undoubtedly been a strong factor. The

great majority of the men know that their employment

is only temporary, and many undoubtedly have been de

liberately " soldiering " in order to nurse their Jobs.
While such an occasion may bring some of the pick of

the men, it is quite clear that the great majority must

be naturally considerably below rather than above the

average of the working population of France.

Among the notable exhibits at the Paris Exposition

from this side of the water will be that of the George A.
Fuller Company, the well-known builders, who will show
a miniature 16-story steel construction building about
20 feet high, also a full sized terra cotta office building
entrance, the latter being the reproduction of a fine en

trance in a New York building erected by them. Other
features of American office building construction will

be exhibited and explained in detail.

4
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Italian Brick Work.

Italian bricks are by no means of very fine quality,

save where molded bricks are used, but the Italian ar

chitects differed from others in the extent to which they

made use of stone intermixed with the brick work of their

buildings. The arrangement refers not only to the oc

casional introduction of stone voussoirs in the arches,

but to the commonly recurring system of horizontal

courses of stone alternating with courses of brick in the
walling. Sometimes, says an English writer, this is

regularly carried all over a wall, sometimes only a course

of stone is introduced here and there to mark some line

or feature which appeared to require considerable em

phasis. Sometimes again, as in the Romanesque apses

of San Fenuo Maggiore, Verona, a single course of brick

is introduced between all the courses of stone, and the

effect of this is delicate and good. The same church con

tains many examples of very ingenious mixture of stone

and brick, and, on the whole, few examples are alto

gether more valuable. Sometimes we find, as in a wall

in San Stefano, Bologna, the wall diapered regularly in

brick. Here the diaper is made with thin red bricks ar

ranged in diagonal lines all over its surface, the squares

contained within them being all of yellow brick. This

kind of work is never pleasant save for the filling in of
a spandrel, or some such place where no strength is re

quired. It gives, of course, the impression of being a
veil to the wall and not the wall itself.

Forestry at the Paris Exposition.

One of the many interesting American exhibits at

the Paris Exposition will be that of the Division of
Forestry, which will be wholly distinct from the com
mercial features of lumbering to be shown in another

department.
The display will be in the form of a hall or pagoda,
the walls of which consist of large transparencies illus

trating American forest conditions. These walls will be
double and illuminated by interior electric lights. The
pictures range in size from 3 x 5 to 4 x 6 feet. There

will be two transparencies, 6 x 10 feet, portraying groves

of red fir and California big trees, two of the most im
pressive American trees.
A point will be made of the relation of forestry to
agriculture, and such subjects, as protective forests, the
use of trees in preserving water supply, the manage

ment of woodlands, &c, are fully illustrated. The ex
tent of the timber resources of the United States will be
shown by pictures from all important lumber regions.
The distribution of forests will be shown by maps.
Twenty of the most Important American woods will be
represented by sections of trees.

Concrete Without Cement.

A kind of concrete made without cement is said to be
m favor with Parisian architects. It is composed of 8
parts of sand, gravel and pebbles, 1 part burnt and pow
dered common earth, 1 part of pulverized clinkers and
cinders, and 1% parts of unslacked hydraulic lime.
These materials are very thoroughly interspersed while
dry into a homogeneous mixture, which is then worked
up and well beaten. The result of this is a hard and
solid mass, which sets almost immediately, becoming
very strong in a few days. It may be made still stronger
by addition of a small proportion— say 1 part—of cement.
Among other constructions to which this material has
been applied is named, as an example, a house 65 x 45

feet three stories high, standing upon a terrace which
has a retaining wall 200 feet long and 20 feet high.
Every part of this structure was made of the hard, eco
nomical concrete, including foundations, cellar vaulting,

retaining wall, and all exterior and interior walls, to

gether with the cornices, moldings, string courses, bal

ustrades and parapets. There was no bond iron used in

the wails, and no wooden lintels, beams or posts were

required. It is claimed for this material that it is not
liable to crack or scale, while it is extremely cheap, as

it can be made almost wholly from material to be found

anywhere.

New Publications.

The Prevention of Loss by Fire. By Edward Atkin
son. 96 pages. Bound in paper covers. Published
by Damrell & Upham. Price 25 cents.

This little work is in effect 50 years' record of factory

mutual insurance, based on 35 years' personal experi
ence of the author, with suggestions for the pro
tection of cities from conflagrations. The opening pages
are devoted to a statement of facts and figures regarding
the early system of factory mutual fire insurance, which
was founded by the late Zachariah Allen of Providence,
R. I. The bulk of the matter, however, has to do with
the remedy for excessive fire loss, and what is presented
may be found of interest to underwriters and to those
who are concerned in organized methods of preventing
great conflagrations in cities.

System of Measurements. Size, 9 x 12 inches. 60
pages. Bound in cloth covers. Published by Painters'
Magazine. Price, $1.

Some years ago the National Association of Master
House Painters and Decorators of the United States ap
pointed a committee consisting of three well-known em
ploying painters of Boston and Cambridge, Mass., to draft
a uniform system of measurements for painters' work,
the idea being to obviate much of the unfair competition
which arises from ignorance of the principles of correct
estimating, rather than from any desire to take work for
less than it is really worth. After laboring with the sub
ject for some time the committee finally submitted a re
port which was so comprehensive that it was decided
by the association to publish it. The original intention
was to confine its circulation to the members of the asso
ciation for their sole use, but it has now been thought
advisable by them to offer it to members of the trade or
any one sufficiently interested to purchase a copy. The
work is illustrated by means of six lithographic plates
showing the application of the system to houses of vari
ous designs, and different interior and exterior details.
There is no attempt to give prices, but the work consists
of a comprehensive system of rules for reducing the
various surfaces, moldings, balustrades, &c, to an equiv
alent number of square yards of plain surface that will
represent an equal cost to the painter of the same quan
tity of work required to be done. It is therefore neces
sary only to measure the work in accordance with these
rules and apply the local prices per square yard to plain
surfaces, which of course is governed by cost of ma
terial and labor, to be able to correctly estimate the
most complicated job of painting. In addition to the rules
there is a glossary of architectural terms.

Modern Suburban Architecture. By William A. Lam
bert, architect. Size, 11% x 15 inches. 56 pages.
Bound in paper covers. Published by the author.
Price, §1, postpaid.

This work contains plans and exterior and interior
views of suburban cottages, most of which have been
erected in thevieinity of New York. The illustrations
are direct reproductions from photographs, thus render
ing the book an exposition, as it were, of current work.
The designs represent a wide variety of houses, ranging
from those of small cost to the more elaborate and ex
pensive, and have been designed by the author. Among
the introductory pages are to be found many suggestions
relative to various features of home building, and the
volume, taken as a whole, can be regarded as an Inter
esting contribution to architectural literature.
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General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen.

We take pleasure in calling tlie attention of our read
ers in New York and vicinity to the opportunities for
evening study afforded by the General Society of Me
chanics and Tradesmen. This society, founded by
master mechanics and engineers in 1785,has had an hon
orable and useful career for more than a century. It
started its free schools for teaching drawing to young
mechanics long before public schools were instituted,

and lias helped many young men to better positions and
higher salaries. Within the last year the society has
moved into the spacious building formerly occupied by

the Berkeley School, in West Forty-fourth street, New
York City, and -has litted up the greater portion of the
building as senool rooms, where Instruction is given three
nights each week in all branches of mechanical, archi
tectural, free hand and ornamental drawing and mathe
matics. The equipment of the school is modern, and the
instruction practical and thorough. The society's ex
tensive library is accessible to the students, as well as a
complete set of models, which have recently been pur

chased. The course begins early in October, but to in
sure registration, application may be made now by call
ing at the school building, 20 West Forty-fourth street,

any Monday, Wednesday or Friday evening, between
7.30 and 9.30.

Liquid Wood Filler.

In answer to a correspondent asking the best way
to make liquid wood filler the Painter's Magazine sug

gests the following: Take 2 pounds of finely pulverized

silex or China clay, which stir into 1 pint of good liquid
drier; beat Into a fine mass, then strain through an or
dinary sieve with the aid of a brush, so that all the lumps

are thoroughly broken up. Add to this paste, while stir
ring continuously, say 3 quarts or 1 gallon of a good,

pale furniture varnish. Let it stand awhile and then

strain through a fine strainer or sieve. See, above all,

that the silex or China clay used in the mixture is bone
dry. The suggestion is also made that the correspondent
may find it cheaper to buy the liquid filler ready made,

after counting up the cost for material and labor.

Law in the Building Trades.

WHEN CERTIFICATES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO RKVISION.

Where the progress certificates on which payments
are to be made are limited by the contract to such por
tions of the building as have been constructed in a man
ner satisfactory to the supervising architect under the
contract they are not subject to revision at all, in the
absence of some provision to that effect in the contract:
and an accompanying provision to the effect that such
certificate shall not be conclusive shall be construed to
extend only to defects that were discoverable by the ex
ercise of ordinary care prior to the giving of the progress
certificates.— Ashland Lime, &c. Company vs. Shores
{Wis.), 81 N. W. Kep., 138.

WHAT IS NECESSARY TO SHIFT RESPONSIBILITY FROM
OWNER.

A building having fallen by reason of a defective
foundation, injuring a workman in the building, the
owner, to be exonerated through the architect, must
show that tiie latter was skilled and competent, that he
relied on him both for preparation of plans and superin
tendence and inspection of the work, and that he did not
interfere with him in the discharge of his duties.— Fox
vs. Irelaud, 01 N. 1. Supp. Rep., 1061.

LIMITATION ON RIGHT OF ACTION BY CONTRACT.
Where, the balance on a building contract was paya
ble within 60 days after completion, inspection and ac
ceptance by the .architect, action would not lie within
such 60 days, whether the architect accepted or refused
to issue the certificate.— O'Connor vs. Adams (Ariz.), 59
Pac. Kep., 105.

WAITER AS TO DEFECTS.
Where a building contract provides that a supervis
ing architect representing the owner shall inspect the
material and construction as operations progress, with
power to reject any and all material and construction
not deemed by him to conform to the contract, a failure

to promptly reject any material or construction for de
fects discoverable by the exercise of ordinary care after
a fair opportunity for exercising the duties of inspection
constitutes a waiver of such defects.—Ashland Lime,
&c, Company vs. Shores (Wis.), 81 N. W. Rep., 137.

CONTRACTORMUST EXPLAIN UNREASONABLE DELAY.
A contractor's delay of 51 days in completing altera
tions fn a building, after the expiration of the three
weeks within which he agreed to make, is prima facie
unreasonable, and places on him the burden of proving
that the conditions justified such delay.—McLaren vs.
Fischer, 61 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 808.

QUESTION OF PERFORMANCE TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE JURY.

On the trial the evidence tended to show that the con
tractor used the material called for in the specifications,
in the quantity and of the quality called for, under the
direction of the city engineers; that they made no objec
tion to same, nor to the method of construction; that the
contractor complied with the specifications and contract
in every particular, and that the plans and specifications
as designed and embodied in the work were not sufficient
to make the cellar water tight. On completion of the
work it appeared that the cellar was not water tight. It
was held, on appeal, in an action by the contractor for
the price, that the question of whether or not the plans
were sufficient to produce the result desired, and whether
the contractor had performed according to the plans and
specifications, was properly a question for the determina
tion of the jury.— McKinight vs. City of New York (N.
Y.), 54 N. E. Rep., 661.
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J^OVELTIES,
The New York Wall Tie.

Another candidate for popular fa
vor in the way of a tie for binding
brick walls together is being intro
duced to the trade by Hurd <&Co. of
570-576 West Broadway, New York
City. It is known as the New York
wall tie, and an idea of its con
struction and some of its applica
tions may be gathered from an in
spection of the accompanying illus-

Novelties.—The New York Wall Tie.—
Fig. 1.—Edge and Plan Views of the
Standard Form of Tie.

trations. It is possible there may be
some who are not thoroughly famil
iar with the special uses to which a
wall tie may be adapted, or that wall
ties are employed as a substitute for
" headers " in the construction of
brick walls. Formerly a brick was
laid at prescribed intervals trans
versely to the ordinary course of
" stretchers," so that the ends of the
brick were visible, according to the
form of bond employed. With wall
ties only the " stretchers " are used,
so that the bricklayer is In a position
to do his work much more rapidly
than heretofore. The New York
wall tie, here illustrated, consists of
a small piece of galvanized wire bent
to form two inverted wedges. Like
any wall tie, it is laid so as to con
nect two bricks with the mortar or
cement actually locking it and thus
binding the wall together. It is
used for binding face brick, terra
cotta and hollow walls. While it has
been upon the market but a compar
atively short time, it has met with
great favor, and is, wc understand,
being used in many of the buildings
in course of construction in New
York, Boston, Chicago and Pitts
burgh. The tie is referred to by the
manufacturers as being cheap,
strong and easy to handle. It Is in
one piece and has one thickness. The
standard form, of which plan and
edge views are snown in Fig. 1, is
made of No. 8 galvanized wire. It is
0% inches long and 2 inches wide at
the base of each wedge, so that it is
absolutely bed locked. The " drip

"

Fig. 2.—Showing ApfAicationof the
"Drip" Form.

form, for walls with air space, the
application of which is shown in Fig.

2, prevents moisture from traveling

to the inner wall, a series of sharp

points on the under side of the wire

between the wedges assisting the

moisture to form small globules and

thus allowing them to drip. The

goose neck form, shown in Fig. 3, is

intended for veneer work a-id is de

signed in one piece, so that no staple
is necessary. The bevel on the top
part of the spike causes the tie to
closely hug the brick. The barbs on
the sides of the spike, like those on a
fish hook, prevent its being pulled
out from the wooden wall. We un
derstand that those interested In
goods of this character can secure
samples and catalogue on applica
tion to the makers.

Composition Capitals and Brackeo.

One of the handsomest trade cata
logues which it has recently been our
privilege to examine is that received
from the Decorators' Supply Com
pany of 209-219 South Clinton street,
Chicago, 111.,illustrating some of the
composition capitals and brackets
which they manufacture in great va
riety of designs. In fact, the ever
increasing demand for capitals has
prompted the company to confine the
catalogue solely to illustrations of
the kind of goods indicated. These
capitals and brackets are manufac
tured in different materials, and the
designs range in style from the Gre
cian and Roman classics to the dif
ferent periods of Renaissance, as
practiced most successfully by the
Italians, the French and our modern

Fig. 3.- Form of Tie Usedfor Veneer
Work

architects. The aim of the company
has been to bring forward in this
publlcationr a large number of cor
rect examples of those periods for
the purpose of enabling architects
and builders to select from the com
pany's large stock of models the
nearest example to the requirements
of the building under way, and thus
enable them to secure at reasonable
cost the exact result desired.
The goods are made in what the
company designate as exterior com
position, which is warranted to stand
any climate; interior composition,
made with the grain to match any
wood, and having a solid wood body,
requires no core on the column; also
fibrous plaster, used in conjunction
with interior plaster finish. The ex
terior composition is used extensive
ly for the ornamental features of
buildings, and is said to combine
with a very low price a fine artistic
finish. It is particularly adapted for
capitals, brackets, cornices, friezes,
panels, arches, shells and gables
With regard to the interior composi
tlon, the company state that when
properly applied and finished it gives
the same results as wood carving.
A striking feature of the catalogue
is found In the handsome engravings
of capitals, pilasters, brackets, &c.
these being produced directly from

photographs of the finished designs.
In connection with the engravings
are tables giving the various dimen
sions as well as prices of the different
styles manufactured. The company
announce that they are constantly
adding new sizes to their stock and
will make upon request any size de
sired. In presenting the catalogue
to the trade the company desire to
emphasize the fact that the goods il
lustrated within its covers are only a
small percentage of their products,
and, as they intend to embody the
different articles manufactured in
separate catalogues, they have re
frained from illustrating anything
else in the work under review. The
catalogue is a fine example of the
printer's art, and is bound in sub
stantial cloth covers, with a side title
in old gold.

Little Giant Brick Handler.
A brick handler which is being put
on the market by Logan-Gregg Hard
ware Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., as
general selling agents for the United
States, is of such a nature as to hold
ten standard bricks, or 10 Pompeiian
bricks, thus making counting accu
rate and simple. It is stated that
one man with a handler will do more
work than four men without it, and
have no breakage; also that a strong
man can work with a handler in
each hand. Ordinary men. it is fur
ther stated, with one handler, save
50 per cent, labor and 100 per cent,
breakage. The device may be used
on a hoist either single or double.
The grip is sure, it is pointed out.
with no possibility of the bricks dip
ping. It also may be attached to an
endless chain elevator as readily, it
is remarked, as one piece of terra
cotta. The device is recommended
by the company for the use of han
dlers of brick about brickyards, for
mill work on large buildings as an
economizer both in labor and break
age.

Double Hollow Chisel IHortUer.
Among the new machines likely to
interest workers in wood which have
been brought out by J. A. Fay & Co.
of 513-533 West Front street, Cincin
nati, Ohio, is the No. 5 double hol
low chisel mortiser, illustrated in
general view in Fig. 4 of the cuts.
The machine has been designed for
making two mortises at one stroke
and is adapted for a great variety of
work, the manufacturers pointing
out that it will work mortises from

Fig. 4.—DoubleHollow ChiselMortiser.

0 to 13 inches apart. It is construct
ed on a substantial cored frame hav
ing ample floor support. The table
is of iron, supported on the frame in
a gibbed slide, and is adjustable ver
tically 6 inches. It also has a hori
zontal adjustment regulating the
depth of the mortise. The back of
the top plates is fitted with a T slot
to receive the adjustable back and
end stops. One of the features ot
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the machine is a fence provided for
receiving the thrust of the chisels.
The table is automatically brought
to the chisels and is controlled by a
foot treadle.

The Fox Medium Capacity Bench
Trimmer,

The Fox Machine Company of
Grand Kapids, Mich., have just add
ed to their extensive assortment of
wood trimmers a new size, which is
referred to as being especially adapt
ed to builders' use for preparing in-

A Six-Roll Double Surfacer.
A machine embodying a number of
important features which cannot
fail to command the attention of
wood workers generally is the new
double surfacer recently designed
and introduced to the trade by the
Goodull <k Waters branch of the
American Wood Working Machine
Company of Philadelphia, Pa., and
which is illustrated in Fig. 6 of the
engravings. The machine differs
somewhat from the ordinary double
surfacer in that there is no counter-

Xoveltien.—Fig. 5.—The Fox Medium CapacityBench Trimmer.—Front View.

terior finish, &c, and can be utilized
iu the shop or taken to the job on
which work is being done, thus mak
ing of it a very handy tool. It is
known as No. 5-A, and makes a cut
1 inch higher than the company's
No. 4-A. The construction is clearly
indicated in the front view of the
trimmer, which we present in Fig. 5
of the illustrations. The knives,
which on each size of the machine are
protected by shields, are made by
tne company with great care, and
their long experience enables them
to guarantee accurate cutting knives
with a perfect temper. The makers
also point out that one of the exclu
sive features of their knives is the
full bottom, which is left so as to
stiffen the cutting edge where it is
used the most, and preventing it
from cutting into the bed. The ma
chine here shown, it is claimed, will

shaft or other impediment at its in-
feeding end. thus leaving that por
tion of the lioor free and unobstruct
ed for the movement of the operator.
Aside from the question of room, an
important consideration is the fact
that the operator is not compelled to
stand iu close proximity to the rap
idly turning shafts or between fast
running belts or pulleys; but he has
a clear space in which to handle his
material and to feed the machine
with every facility. Another im
portant feature in connection with
the machine is the new method of
belting, which is done by what is
called a " triangular " system, as
shown in the engraving. It will be
seen from an inspection of the cut
that the sub-counter is placed near
the end, but not extending beyond
the machine. The belt extends
around the pulleys on the main couu-

The machine here shown has divided
rolls and pressure bars in order to
admit at one time two pieces of un
equal thickness, and has the capacity
to double surface 28 inches wide by
10 inches thick. The bed is raised
and lowered by power on four large
screws. The under cutter head slides
out so as to give access to the cut
ters as well as for any care and at
tention the head may require. This
lateral movement of the under head
is controlled by a crank at the out-
feeding end of the machine.
Another feature which the manu
facturers emphasize is the advantage
resulting iu many instances from a
division of the cut, as the full reduc
tion may be made in passing the
material through once, and better
work is done than if the whole cut
was required of the upper head.
Among some of the features referred
to in connection with the machine
may be mentioned removal of coun
ter shaft from objectionable posi
tion, giving free access to all parts
of the machine; dividing the cut be
tween the upper and lower heads.
Which can be done accurately and
quickly without stopping the ma
chine, and the improved method of
belting already referred to. Although
the machine has been introduced but
a short time, an evidence of its popu
larity may be gathered from the fact
that iu a single factory there are
now seven of the machines in opera
tion. The American Wood Working
Machine Company have salesrooms
at 136 Liberty street, New York City,
also at 45 South Canal street, Chi
cago, 111.,from which territory ad
jacent to these cities can be supplied.

The Herculean Terra Cotta
Arch.

Heury Maurer & Son, 420 East
Twenty-third street, New York City,
have Issued an attractively Illustrat
ed pamphlet describing a novel
method of fire proof construction
that has been brought out by them.
Their method of floor construction

trim the end of a roughly sawn piece
of wood accurate and true on any
angle, and will give such a smooth
finish that sandpaper will scratch it.
Workers iu wood will readily appre
ciate these points, especially when
they aie called upon to do work
where accurate joints are essential.
This trimmer has a capacity for
making a cut 8% inches in length
and 5 inches in hight, the size of the
bed being 9% x 20 inches.

Fig. 6.—Six-lioll DoubleSurfacer

ter shaft, also around the pulley on
the sub-counter and over the pulley
of the upper cutter head. The ar
rangement is such that the strain of
the belt is always down and steady
on the pulley. The manufacturers
point out that a belt driven in this
manner runs with less vibration and
has much better adhesion to the cut
ter head pulley than when it is run
around the pulley and immediately
returned to the main counter shaft.

dispenses with steel beams and gird
ers. Hollow terra cotta blocks,
grooved on the sides, are used which
are 12 to 18 inches long and 4 to 14
inches deep, the sizes governed by
the span of the arch contemplated.
The arch is sprung from wall to
wall, and T-shaped iron bars are in
serted in the grooves on the sides of
the blocks. These grooves are so
placed that eaeli bar locks two rows
of blocks. The bars are thoroughly
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Imbedded in cement, and, fitting into
the terra cotta grooves, are perfectly
fire protected with a covering of
never less than 2 inches of material.
The shapes of the blocks and the
method of their union with the tie
rods form an arch of such strength
that it is adapted to spans up to 25
feet. The firm have made extensive
tests of an arch of this construction
spanning 20 feet in the clear and 12
inches in depth. This arch, loaded
with 510 pounds to the square foot,
and the load left on for several
months, showed a deflection of but

ICE
CHAMBER

I

Novelties.—McCray's Modern Family Re

frigerator.—Fig. ".— Vertical CrossSec
tion,Shotting Construction.

*9-16 inch In the middle. The load
being removed, the arch sprung back
to Its original position.

jnct'ray'a modern Family Refrig
erator.

A design of refrigerator which will
strongly appeal to house owners,

while possessing at least incidental
Interest for architects and builders,

resents a vertical cross section, while
Fig. 8 is a plan view showing the po
sition of the refrigerator in the pan
try with the door for icing from the
porch. This style of refrigerator Is
made by the McCray Refrigerator &
Cold Storage Company of Kendall-
ville, Ind., and with Chicago office at

mountings are handsomely finished
in nickel, and, as the name indicates,
its size is such as to render it con
venient to carry in the pocket. It is
r.ot only well adapted for use by me
chanics, but will be found useful by
the householder. The device is
known as No. 16, and is referred to

Fig. 9.—The Akron PocketLevel.

182West Van Buren street. The com
pany suggest that every one having
plans drawn for a new residence re
quest their architect to write for full
information as to the proper place
to locate the outside ice door, as
many fail to get the door in the right
place, and then it has to be changed,
a procedure which the company re
gard as a needless expense. The
vertical section, Fig 7, shows the
hight of the ice door from the floor
of the back porch, also the position
of the ice chamber and the shelves.
It will be observed that the door of
the refrigerator swings out clear of
the outside ice door.
The company state that they man
ufacture any size of refrigerator to
order and fit them for any space. In
reply to those who claim they have
no place for a special refrigerator
made to order, the company explain
that they have, when occasion re
quired it, adapted them to homes by
cutting out a hole In the wall the
size of the refrigerator needed, set
ting it so as to be flush with the
room inside, while the bulk of the
refrigerator projected on the back
porch. By this arrangement the
front of the refrigerator was con
venient to the pantry and kitchen,
while the ice was put in it from the
back porch. The company construct

PORCH

Fig. S.—Plan ShowingPosition of Refrigerator in Pantry and Doors for Icing from
the Outside.

is the McCray family refrigerator,
which we illustrate in the accompa
nying engravings. The arrangement
of parts is such that the ice can be
placed in the refrigerator from out
side the kitchen or pantry in which
it may be located, and, as the manu
facturers put it, " keep the iceman
out of the house, his fingers out of
the refrigerator, and at the same
time save the anoyance of cleaning
up after him whenever the refriger
ator is iced." The construction is
clearly indicated in Fig. 7, which rep-

refrigerators for homes already built
as well as for new residences.

Akron Pocket Level.
The Akron Level Works of Akron,
Ohio, have recently brought out a
handy little pocket level, which is
shown full size In Fig. 9 of the en
gravings. It will be noticed that the
space between the ends is wholly of
glass, but the manufacturers state
that the construction is such as to
prevent its being easily broken. The

by the makers as accurate, strong,
handsome and cheap. A little pam
phlet which the company have issued
calls attention to this level, as well
as to other lines manufactured. The
pocket level is put up one in a box
and 12 boxes in a carton. As many
as half a dozen levels can be sent by
mail, but any quantity in excess of
this is forwarded by express.

The Wag:or Wall Tie.
One of the recent additions to the
variety of wall ties now on the mar
ket is that brought out by the P. B.
Wagor Mfg. Company of Springfield,
Mass., and whicli is shown in gen
eral view in Fig. 10 of the engrav
ings. It is known as the Wagor wall
tie and is made of galvanized wire
of any size desired. The point ia
made by the manufacturers that the
tie has a sustaining capacity of over
6 inches at each end, and, as there
are no soldered joints and no pro-

Fig. \0.—The Wagor Wall Tie.

trading or loose ends, it is readily ap
plied, and at the same time is not
likely to become tangled with others
and thus hinder the workman in lay
ing the wall. Owing to the fact that
the ties are made of galvanized ma
terial they are not likely to rust, and
at the same time the manufacturers
refer to their great durability and
strength.

The Fox Wood Trim
The Fox Machine Company of
Grand Bapids, Mich., have just Is
sued from the press a very attractive
catalogue of 18 pages, bound in yel
low paper covers, illustrating and de
scribing the Fox Universal wood
trimmers. It is known as " Cata
logue No. 16," and in the introduc
tion briefly refers to the development
of the machine for trimming pieces
of wood smoothly and accurately on
any angle, the trimmer being patent
ed by the president of the company,
W. R. Fox, in 1S79, and first placed
on the market in 1885, since which
time the company have been granted
12 patents covering their methods of
construction. Every part of me Uni
versal wood trimmer is built in the
company's own plant, fitted wild
modern machinery, the greater part
of which is of the company's own
design and made by them expressly
for the production of their trimmers.
An interesting feature of the cata
logue Is the illustration which ap
pears on the second page of the
cover, this being a group cut show
ing ten sizes and four styles of the
Improved Fox Universal wood trim
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mers. The illustrations scattered
through the catalogue show front
and rear views of the various trim
mers, while the accompanying letter
press calls attention to the salient
features of construction. There are
also given dimensions, weights,
prices and code words, all of which
will be found of interest to wood
workers requiring machines of the
character indicated.

JT[RAD£ NOTES.

Bebby Bros., Limited, the well-
known varnish manufacturersof Detroit,
Mich., are distributing an Interesting ad
vertising novelty In the shapeof a card to
which are attached three small disks of
celluloid, representingthe primary colors.
These disks are riveted eccentrically to
the card, so close together that they may
be turned In a way to overlap eachother.
By meansof these three disks all the col
ors of the spectrum may be produced,
besides intermediate hues and shades.
The card Is being distributed as a prac
tical lesson In color blending, and the
disks Illustrate a very interesting branch
of natural science in a simple and prac
tical manner. One side of the card calls
attention to the fact that any one build
ing or reflnishlngwho desiresadviceon the
best way to finish wood work and floors
in order to producethe best results, and
would like to seefinishedsamplesof wood,
may have both by addressingthe concern
named.
We have received from the Na
tional Sheet Metal Roofing Company of
339-341Grand street, Jersey City, N. J.,
an Interesting little pamphlet relating to
modern sheet metal roofing. In which, as
the manufacturers put it, " beauty and
symmetryare Joined to unique durability,
and cheapnessIs illustrated by the high
est possible excellenceobtainableat mod
erate cost." Attention is called to Wal
ters' roofing and to Cooper'sQueenAnne
and Clover Leaf sheet metal shingles.
There are also given a number of testi
monial letters showing the estimation in
which the company'sgoods are held by
those who have frequently demonstrated
their merits. A four-page folder which
the company are sending out presents a
number of reasons why Walters' and
Cooper's galvanized steel and oxidized
shingles should be used by architects,
builders and house owners. Another lit
tle folder contains suggestionsto archi
tects and builders relative to thesegoods.
The companystate that they also Issue a
little book of 100 pageswhich supplies In
a condensedform a great deal of prac
tical informat'on which will be found of
value to the intending builder. It treats
among other things of the architect se
lecting a site, foundations for cellar,
brick work, chimneys, mortars, the cis
tern, ventilation, floors, heating, gutters,
painting, interior construction, Ac. We
understandthat the companywill send a
copy of this little compendiumby mail
post paid upon receipt of 10 cents in
stamps.
The Akron Level Works of Ak
ron, Ohio, show In their advertising card
In anotherpart of this issuea view of the
Akron spirit level, for which strong claims
are made. The goodsare warranted first-
class in all respects,and can be furnished
In cherry or mahogany. The catalogue
which the manufacturershave Issuedcalls
attention to thesegoodsIn a mostconvinc
ing way and shows the varieties which
can be supplied.
At the recent annual meeting of
the stockholders of the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company,held at the company's
ofllce In Jersey Citv. N. J., Edward F. C.
Young, John A. Walker, Daniel T. Hoag,
Richard Butler, William Murray, Alexan
der T. McGIll and Joseph D. Bedle were
electeddirectors. After the stockholders'
meetingthe directorsorganizedand elected
Edward F. C. Young, president; John A.
Walker, vice-president and treasurer;
George E. Long, secretary,and Joseph D.
Bedle. counsel.
We are indebted to the Howarth
Reversible Sash & Sash Center Company
of 15 and 17 Gilman street, Detroit,
Mich., for a copyof a catalogueand price-
list for 1000,which they have Issued, re
lating to the Howarth reversible sash
centers. It consistsof 30 pagesprofusely
Illustrated, and sets forth somewhat In
detail the merits claimed for the goods
named. Several reasons are given why
the use of the Howarth reversible sash
centers are desirable, among which may
be mentionedthat by meansof them any
window can be pivoted; that the centers
are so constructed as to secure a double
■topall round the sash, thus making a
weather proof window; that all windows
can be reversed for cleaning purposes,
thus doing away with the danger and In

convenienceof climbing outside to do the
work ; that every center has machined
finish bearings; and, finally, that they are
less expensiveto use than other centers.
One of the special features In connection
with the catalogueare foldedsheetsof de
tails madehalf full size and showing the
manner In which the centers are applied
to windows. The goods are finished In
black Iron, polishedbrassand plain bronze
metal, but can also be furnished to match
other hardware. The make-upIs attract
ive and the catalogue will be found of
special Interest to architects, builders and
contractors. The New York City agents
for the goods are Brainerd-Tanner Com
pany, 90 Chambersstreet.

The architectural firm of Rawson
& Paunack haverecentlybeenformed,with
officesat 25 North Plnckney street, Madi
son, Wis. They request manufacturers
and dealers In building supplies and ma
terials to send them cataloguesand sam
ples of their goods.

The Willer Mfg. Company of
Milwaukee. Wis., are directing the atten
tion of architects, builders and house
holders generally to the fact that they
make a specialty of wire window screens
and screen doors. Many of our readers
are likely to be InterestedIn goodsof this
kind, as they are a necessaryadjunct of
the houseduring the seasonwhen flies and
mosquitoesare prevalent. The manufac
turers state that they have screenedthou
sands of the finest buildings throughout
the country, and that they furnish the
screens complete, covered either with
black, galvanizedor bronze cloths, fine or
coarse mesh, and Include all necessary
hardware. To all those who are desirous
of securing them the company will for
ward prices and catalogueson application.

I. P. Frink of 551 Pearl street.
New York City, has recently Installed his
specialpatentwindowreflectorsIn thenew
store or Rogers.Peet & Co., at Broadway,
corner of Warren street, built to replace
the structure destroyedby fire a year ago
last December,when the modernskyscrap
er adjoining was subjectedto such a se
vere fire test. These reflectorswere some
time ago installed In the company's
Thirty-third street store, where they were
so much liked that they have beenplaced
In the new store.

The New Century Mfo. Company
of 48 East Eighth street, New York City,
present in their card in another part of
this Issue someof the merits claimed for
their New Century automatic safety re
volving window fixtures. Illustrations of
which appeared In our Novelties depart
ment sometime since. Among the points
which the manufacturers emphasize are
that the fixtures are easily attached to
any ordinary window: that an entire win
dow can be cleanedfrom within the room
while the window is tightly closed, thus
avoiding all drafts and liability to acci
dents; that they raise and lower the same
as any window; no weather strips are re
quired, and that even In rainy weather
ventilation can be securedwithout draft,
as the window can be adjusted to any
angle. Another point made Is that the
adjustable flat springs render the window
storm and dust proof, while at the same
time preventingthe window from rattling.
It automatically adjusts Itself to the
shrinkage and swelling of the window.
The fixtures are especially adapted for
dwellings, schools,hotels and other build
ings. We understand that agents are
wanted for the Introduction of the goods
In various sectionsof the country.

The Lord & Burnham Company,
Broadway and Twenty-sixth street, New
York City, have Issued a 74-page cata
logue,descriptiveof greenhouses,which Is
a work of art. Photographic reproduc
tions are shownof a large numberof con
structions, and being printed on heavy
highly finished paper, every detail Is
brought out clearly. Various methodsof
framing are Illustrated, In which steel Is
almostcxcluslvel" employed.
TInder the title of "Twentieth
Century Cement" the Marine Record Pub
lishing Companyof Cleveland,Ohio, have
Issued a resumeof a series of articles on
cement. Its manufacture, application and
recent Improvements,by Theo. Zwermann,
vice-president of the German-American
Technical Association of Baltimore, Md.
The text deals with the substitution of
sand tests for neat, this being brought
about by the adoption of fine grinding,
which Is referred to as one of the great
est Improvementsof recent years. An
other Improvementto which reference Is
madeis the rotary kilns, although in many
instances the ring oven Is regarded as
somewhat better. Still another Improve
ment, and one referred to as likely to ex
ercise considerable Influenceon Portland
and hydraulic cementIn the near future.
Is the discoverymade two or three years
ago of a way In which to combinecement
and lime In equal proportions by the In
troduction of carbon and hydrocarbon.
This Is regardedas really carbonizing the
free lime of cementand at the sametime

running up the percentageof lime to Its-
highest desirablefigure.
Our readers will be Interested in
the announcement of our old friend,
George Hayes, which appears In another
part of this Issue. Mr. Hayes established
himself In the sheet metal and skylight
businessIn 186S,and Is to be found at the
old stand, 71 Eighth avenue, New York
City. He calls attention to his skylights,
metallic lathing, Are proof construction,
&c.
The Bentel & Margedant Com
pany of Hamilton, Ohio, manufacturers
of wood working machinery adapted for
all purposes,call attention in their adver
tising spaceto the Jointer or hand planer
which they are preparedto furnish. Their
productionsare referredto as of the latest
and most Improved design, and will be
found especially useful In planing mills,
furniture, cabinet, sash, door and blind
factories, pattern shops, technical schools.
Ac.
In one of the shops of the United-
States Cast Iron Pipe & Foundry Com
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, the companyhave
fitted up a room with drawing tables,,
boards and T-squaresas a study room for
the use of a number of their employees-
who are studentsof the International Cor
respondenceSchools, Scranton. Pa. The
class, which numbers about 50 men, and
Includes the general manager,studies on" company time" and Is supplied with
drawing paper by the firm. We under
stand that all promotionsin the shopswill
hereafter be made from students of this
class.
The Phenix Mfg. Company of 034
Centre street, Milwaukee, Wis., point out
in their advertisingspacethis month some
of the merits claimed for the Phenix com
bined window screen and awning, an ar
ticle which will be found most desirable
at this seasonof the year, and especially
during the heatedterm. The construction
of the device is such as to prevent files
from entering when the awning Is being
raised or lowered; it can be hung or re
movedfrom the Inside, Is easily operated
and possessesother advantageswhich are
fully set forth and described In a cata
loguewhich the companyhave issued,and
a copyof which they will send to any per
son on application.
The question of power for small
shops is always a most interesting one,
and In connectionwith the subject It may
not be amiss to refer to a cataloguejust
received from Charles W. Percy of 20O
Summerstreet, Boston, Mass.. relating to
the Shlpman automatic steam engine.
These enginescan be supplied In various
sizes, ranging from 1 horse-powerupward,
and are adapted for using keroseneas a
fuel. The 18 pages of which the cata
logue consists present a great deal of In
teresting Information relative to the en
gines, and those who have need of small
horse-powercan securea copyof the cata
logue by sending to the address given
above. In his advertising space this
month Mr. Percy calls attention to the
engine and to some of the advantages
claimedfor It.
The increasing demand for the
roofing specialties of the Montross Metal
Shingle Company, Camden, N. J., manu
facturers of metal shingles and tiles for
churches, residences and all classes of
buildings, has necessitatedtheir removal
to larger quarters, and they have taken-
the building at 107 to 113 Erie avetaue,
putting in new machinery and thereby
largely augmentingtheir facilities for the
rapid filling of orders. The Eastlake and
Octagonshingleswhich they makehave a
wide popularity, and the appreciation of
the goods Is shown by the number of
orders now on hand in this department.
The Matchless door spring hinge-
is the subject of a brief announcement
presentedIn their advertising space this
monthby the Lawson Mfg. Companyof 24
Sentinel Building, Milwaukee, Wis. This
hinge Is referred to as being double act
ing and having ball bearings. The mak
ers point out that the Matchless hinges
have stood the test since 1894 and that
their 1900 model is " perfection." The
hingeswill swing doors from 1 to 4 Inches.
The New York wall ties are the
subject of an announcementpresented in
another part of this Issue by Hurd & Co.
of 570-576 West Broadway, New York
City. The announcementrefers to our Il
lustrated article of thesegoods,which ap
pears in the Novelties departmentof the
paper. The manufacturersstate that they
will send copies of catalogue,as well as
quotations and samples of the goods, to
any parties on application.
The E. E. Souther Iron Company
of St. Louis, Mo., are directing the at
tention of architects, contractors anb>
builders to Souther's new metal shingle,
an illustration of which they show In
their advertising space this month. The
shingle is furnished either galvanized or
tin, and is referred to as being easy of
application and when put on Is perfectly
water tight.
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PRIMA VERA
FRKSH PRIMA VERA (WHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIRECT.

We have just received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo we
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average in
lengths, widths, color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to correspond

With ns in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods used for Interior Finish and Decoration.

MAHOGANY.
Our stock of Mexican, Cuba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our prices

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sts. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

WADDELL MFG. CO., Corner Taylor and Coldbrook sts" Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
Carvings, Mouldings, Festoons, Newel

(flood Carvings,
Hand and

Machine

Posts, Head Blocks, Rope and
Twist Balusters, and
Ornaments.

Porch Gable Carving No. 6123.
Over1000designsillustratedin ourcatalogueandprice-listNo.18. Mailedfor 8c.in stamps.

SPIRAL MOULDINGS
IN LARGEVARIETY.

Send25centoforcatalogueof latestdesigns.

These mouldings were made on DICK
EY 'S patented SPIRAL MOULDER.
The latest and best machine for the
purpose. Send for machine circular, free. A. DICKEV & CO., Manufacturer.,

38-13BRISTOLSTREET, ■ - BOSTO.V,MASS.

A New Era in Screens «« Awnings

JUST THINK THIS OVER!

Tin Vmi Wont SolidComfort. NoFliesUU IUU W dill idealVentilation, Clean NoSun
«

Windows•

"PHENIX"
Combined
Window Screen
and Awning

It admitsno flieswhenraising
or loweringawning.
It is easily operated,hung or
removedfrominside.
Now is the time to placeyour
order. For descriptivecata^
logueandprices,address

AGENTSWANTED PHENIX MFG. CO., 034 Center St., Milwaukee, Wis.

STWED UP, DRY
WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They do Not Check.

STMRRAILS
THE STANDARD

Wood Turning Co.
No 194 GreeneSt..

JERSEY CITT, N. j.
Send4c. In stampsfor IllustratedCatalogue.

Hicks' Builders' Guide
Comprisingan easy, practical system of estimatingmaterialsandl&Dor for carpenters,contractors,andbuilders A comprehensiveguide to
thoseengagedin thevariousbranchesof the building trades. By I. P. Hicks. irJOpages, 114illus
trations. Boundin cloth,price,$1.00.

PROGRESSIVE CARPENTRY.
RelntrtheresultsofSOyeanofexperiencela building,andtheaiudyofall knownmeitaidsof construction; with manyImprovementsset forth and explained; togetherwitha systemof framingroofs br
whicheverystick canbe fittedperfectly,withoutmaking fztra drawingbto obtaincuts, bevelsetc,forthe work. By1).H.Meloy.Architect. Illustrated.5x7^Inches,cloth. rrlce,$1ft)

POCKET STAIR BUILDER
and CARPENTERS' HANDBOOK
Containing565pagesof letter-press,SI folding
plates and 516figures,fully described: 4^+x S
inches; boundin leather,with flexibleback, made
suitablelor thepocket ByWilliamPeoples $^50.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers
333-338William St., NewYork.
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Vol. XXII. No. 7. New York, July, 1900. Tan Cants a Copy.
One Dollar a Year.
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BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.

1

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions.

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1899.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Architects Builders Contractors Engineers
Tool nakers Model Halters Designers

All say: " ThebestthingI veseen."
HUR.D & CO., Manufacturers
570-570West Broadway,NewYork

ITCH SASH LOCKS
"UP TO DATE"
IR00FZ

TRYTHEM!
CATALOGUEANDWORKINGMODELONAPPLICATION

THE W&E.T.FITCH CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Most Perfect Sound-Deadener.
Not amerefelt or paper,but a soft,quiltedcushionof mtuutedead-airspaces,inwhich th»sound-wavesareah-mrhenandlout. A scientificandrationalnon-conductorofheator sound,lnoom*parablvsuperiort >thethin,densefeltsandpipers. Sendfora freesample; It'sanobjectlessonthatappealstoyourIntelligence.

CABOT'S SHEATHING AND DEADENING "QUILT."
SAJIUEL CABOT. Sole nanufacturer, - 67 Kllby St.,

AGENTSAT ALL CENTRALPOINTS.
Also Cabot's Celebrated Creosote Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

SEND FOS ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E, niELESSZfa,

! TOOLS
Squares, L.vel., Steel Rules, Dlvld
ers, Bevels, Nail Seta, Eto.
ASKFORCATALOGUENO.16-P.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO., - ATHOL.MASS. ^

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $|2
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The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from our
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Phila. & Boston Face BriCk CO., ||I3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mast.
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The Strike Epidemic.

The conditions just at this time seem to be favor
able for a spread of the strike fever, and it has broken

out locally with exceptional severity. Such conditions

always exist immediately after a period of general pros

perity and high prices. So long as manufacturing op

erations are contined at high pressure, and employers

are eager to keep labor contented and avert disagree

ments of every kind, the unions steadily gain strength
and acquire confidence In their ability to enforce their

demands, whether reasonable or not. When the high

water mark is reached and passed, and there are in

dications that the ebb is about to begin, the necessary

readjustments are effected with difficulty. Labor fights

with more than Boer persistence for every inch of terri
tory gained under prosperous conditions, often showing

great unwisdom in insistence upon trifles which, if con
ceded, would help protect the more important and val

uable advantages thus imperiled. There is also a gen

eral feeling among prosperous wage earners that an

early summer strike is equivalent to a vacation, and this

feeling secures easier assent to the plans of the union

leaders than could be had at any other period of the

year. It is the misfortune of the labor movement that
so few of those who manage it have yet learned that

there is a higher capacity for leadership than that which
is expressed in the ability to bring employers and work

men into such relations that a peaceful adjustment of
their differences is Impossible. Diplomacy offers no field

for the powers of those who are temperamentally bel

ligerent, and who love a quarrel for its own sake; and

such men, because noisy, dogmatic and self assertive,

are very apt to come to the front in the unions and dom

inate in their councils.

May the Beginning.

With the advent of May the strike epidemic of 1900
began. In most instances the unions have been notably
successful. In many trades the eight-hour day is estab
lished, and other important concessions have been se

cured with much less trouble than would have been pos
sible under any other conditions. It is scarcely prob
able the old standards will ever be restored, especially
in the several branches of the building trades. The

claim is made, and not without reason, that the condi

tions of work in this country are such as to put brain
and muscles under a strain which cannot be maintained

for more than eight hours in 24, and that a longer work

ing day would be no more productive. In support of this
contention it is claimed that the masons of this coun
try, working eight hours and receiving better than aver

age wages, put up a wall at a less cost per thousand
bricks laid than has ever been done in Europe, where

the ten and eleven hour days are the standard and

wages per day are not much more than half what they
are here. However this may be, there is no prospect in

this country of the permanent re-establishment of the

ten-hour day. The fact that the wisdom of longer hours

is a moot question gives labor the argument. Outside

the building trades, several fierce strikes, creating local

conditions very closely resembling anarchy, have at

tracted public attention and created grave uneasiness.

The St. Louis street railway strike, for example, has

closely resembled a revotatron, in which the rights of the

public have been utterly, disregarded, the ordinary po

lice powers suspended and the arm of the civil authori
ties paralyzed.

Employers to Blame.

Employers have themselves to blame in many in

stances for the exceeding bitterness of the quarrels in

which they find themselves Involved, and it is to this
phase of the question that we wish to call attention.

That labor is often unreasonable, and sometimes un
necessarily offensive in the method of making its de

mands, is true. The best way in which to eliminate this

element of needless friction from the relations of em
ployers and wage earners is to avoid giving any excuse

for it. To employers who note with more or less anx

iety the increasing restlessness of labor, and who look

forward to the materialization in the near future of the

nebulous issues which have been for a year or more
shaping, we commend the sage advice of the philo

sophical humorist. Josh Billings, to the effect that when
you have made up your mind to " take the bull by the
horns," stop and consider whether it is not wise to take
him by the tail instead, since you can hold on just as
well and let go a great deal easier. There is much prac

tical wisdom in this sage pleasantry, and the manger

of industrial operations who has to deal with the ever

changing phases of the labor movement should keep it
in mind. An effort to ascertain on what points agree
ment is possible often permits the irreconcilable points of

difference to be brushed aside as negligible. When this

effort is made courteously, patiently and in evident good
faith, agreements are seldom difficult to reach.

The Allegheny Observatory.

It is confidently expected that the finest observatory
in the country, will, when completed, be the structure
which will crown the highest summit in River View
Park, Allegheny, Pa., and by reason of its eminence

will be visible from places many miles away. It ap
pears that the scheme of an observatory has existed in

the minds of several public spirited citizens of Al
legheny for some years past, but it was not until the
middle of May that they saw their hopes likely to be

realized in the awarding of the contract for the begin
ning of the work. The new observatory will represent
largely the efforts of Professor J. A. Brashear, the well-
known scientist of Allegheny, assisted by Professor F.
L. O. Wadsworth in forming the detailed arrangements.
The plans were drawn by P. L. Billquist. The new ob
servatory will have a total length of 212 feet east and
west, and 175 feet north and south. The tower on the

southeast corner will be fitted with the 13-inch telescope
now in the old observatory, and will be for the use of the
public. It will be about 50 feet high, and the dome
surrounding it will be 27 feet in diameter, inside meas
urement. The tower on the northeast corner will be
somewhat higher and 30 feet in diameter. This will
contain besides many small instruments, a large one

which will extend obliquely through the structure down
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into a sub-basement 20 feet below the surface of the
earth. The main tower and dome will be nearly 100
feet high and 02 feet in diameter, and will form the ex
treme west elevation of the structure. Here will be
mounted a 30-inch telescope, which will have a focal
length of about 40 feet, and will, it is said, be the third
largest in America. The first floor on the east side will
contain a lecture hall, reception room and a number of

rooms for strictly scientific work, while the second floor
will be devoted to rooms for carrying on the astron
omical work. In the main part of the building will be
located rooms for the director and his assistants, a large
library room extending through both stories; several
rooms for chemical work, store rooms, &c. The library

room will have a balcony at the second floor level, and
will be the home of the astronomical library of the Al
legheny Observatory, which is claimed by Professor

Broshear to be one of the finest and most complete iu

existence. The building will be constructed of steel,
stone, brick and terra cotta, and the three domes will be
of steel coated with copper. About the two entrances
and encircling the large telescope tower will be 12 terra
cotta columns each 19 feet high.

Architectural League of America.

The Architectural League of America held their sec

ond annual convention in Fullerton Hall, Art Institute,
Chicago, on June 7, 8 and 9. The address of welcome
was made by J. C. Llewellyn, president of the Chicago
Architectural Club, the response being made by Albert

Kelsey, president of the Architectural League of Amer

ica. Mr. Kelsey also delivered his annual address, which

received earnest attention on the part of his hearers.

The report of the treasurer. Herbert B. Briggs of Cleve
land, was received, showing a balance in the treasury.

A considerable amount of routine business in the way of
appointment of committees, reading of communications
and reports of special committees was transacted, after

which the session adjourned. Most of the evening of
Thursday was devoted to an illustrated address on the
subject of " Municipal Improvements " by President
Kelsey.
Friday morning there were interesting reports from
clubs on the year's work, also on schedule of circuit ex
hibitions. These were followed by reading of papers
on '•Philadelphia's Traveling Scholarships," by William
C. Hays of Philadelphia; " Indigenous and Inventive Ar
chitecture," by Elmer Grey of Milwaukee; " The Edu
cation of the Architectural Student," by Prof. A. B.
Trowbridge of Cornell University, and on " The Archi
tect," by Frank L. Wright of Chicago. The afternoon
of Friday was devoted to a coach ride through the parks
and boulevards, and along the Lake Shore drive to Lin
coln Park. After the ride the members went to the Bis
marck Garden, where dinner was served during the con
cert.
Saturday's session- was given up to the reading of
papers and unfinished business, of which considerable
was left over from the previous sessions. Ernest Flagg
had a paper on " American Architecture as Opposed to
Architecture in America," A. E. Elzner of Cincinnati pre
sented an interesting paper on " The Licensing of Archi
tects," and .1.F. Harder of New York offered a basis for
discussion by his paper on " Progress Before Precedent."
In the evening the visiting delegates were entertained
at dinner by the Chicago Architectural Club at the Audi
torium. Several hundred guests gathered in the main
banquet hall, where D. H. Burnham of Chicago acted as
toast master. The speakers Included A. B. Lacey of
Philadelphia, who responded to the toast, " The Archi
tectural Club as a Factor in Public Affairs; " L. H. Sulli
van of Chicago to the toast. " The Young Men in Archi
tecture," Arthur D. Rogers of Boston to the toast, "Are
Architectural Societies and the Architectural Press Ful

filling Their Whole Mission?" and Dwlght H. Perkins
of Chicago, who spoke on " The Convention." In re
sponding to the toast of welcome by the toastmaster, the
newly elected president. James C. Llewellyn, predicted
that when the next convention assembled in Philadelphia
the number of delegates would be increased so as to
represent every leading city in the United States.

A Noise Proof House.
It is stated that a man in Chicago has recently com
pleted what is claimed to be a noise proof house, as a
protection to himself and his family against street dins.
The house is pointed to by the anti-noise agitators as a
possible solace to persons suffering from midnight cat
cries, dog barks and railroad whistle screechings, and
daybreak crowing of roosters, banging of delivery
wagons and rattling of coal shovelers.
The plan is the filling of all cracks and apertures in
the house winch might admit sound with a material so
constructed as to afford access to air while shutting out
noise. The material which the owner says discriminates
between noise and air is iu the form of strips of rubber,
perforated with zigzag holes.
Through this the air is admitted, while the noise is
softened or completely deadened, the sound waves dying
out in repented reflections in the crooked passages.
These strips of rubber have been placed over all cracks
around the doors and windows of the house, and two
months' experience with the plan has convinced the
owner, he says, of its practicability.

New Kind of Chimney Brick.

A German system of chimney building has been re
cently introduced into this country, the chimneys being
of round construction, and built of radially molded bricks
perforated. The perforations serve as a dead air space,
preventing radiation through the walls, resulting in bet
ter average draft and causing same to be less affected
by atmospheric changes. A sufficient number of sizes
and shapes of these are carried in stock to enable the
builder to produce a circle of any diameter and thus to
build a chimney of any size, and to conform to the di
minishing radius as the hight increases. These bricks
are much larger than the common form, and the joints
are correspondingly fewer. No attempt is made to make
the perforations register. They serve simply to give the
mortar a belter hold and to furnish dead air spaces
which retard the radiation. It is possible, too, that they
serve a useful purpose in the uniform baking of the
brick. The perforations are said to increase the adjie-
3lon of the joint about threefold.

The fire loss of the United States and Canada for the
month of May, as compiled by the New York Journal of
Commerce,showed a total of .$15,759,400.which is an in
crease of nearly $7,000,000over the figures of May. 1899,
and more than $4,500,000 above the loss of May. 1898.
This brings the total loss of the first five months of the
current year up to the enormous sum of $82,017,900,
which Is nearly $23,000,000 above the figures for the
corresponding period of 1899, and $33,000,000above that
of the first five months of 1898. The phenomenally heavy
loss of April, caused by the big conflagration at Ottawa,
Canada, added to the losses for May, seems to indicate
that the current year will be an exceptionally severe one
for the insurance companies. The sentiment in fire in
surance circles is said to be iu favor of raising rates all
around, as the only method of avoiding absolute dis
aster.

Some of the electrical workers in Philadelphia, Pa.,
who have been out on strike for some time past, have re
turned to work, the basis of the settlement being 35
cents an hour for an eight-hour day, time and a half for
overtime and double time for Sundays and legal holi
days.
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BRICK DWELLING FOR TWO FAMILIES.
rp HE design which constitutes the basis of the half-
| tone supplemental plate accompanying this issue of
the paper represents a double dwelling of brick erected
for the Allegheny County Work House, at Claremont,
Pa., and embodies features which may afford valuable
suggestions as regards the arrangement of a house for
two families. An inspection of the plans shows the
house to be divided in the center, and each family hav
ing a separate entrance. On the first or ground floor
there are parlor, dining room and kitchen, and on the
second floor a bathroom and three bedrooms, one of

plastered with lime and sand mortar. All plastered
surfaces are finished with prepared lime, plaster of paris
and white sand troweled to a smooth finish.
The first, second and third floor joist are 2 x 10 inches,
spaced 16 inches on centers; the girder under the first
floor is 6 x 10 Inches, set on locust posts which rest on
18 x IS x 8 inch stone footings; the hips and valley
rafters are 2x8 Inches doubled, and all other rafters
2x6 inches. The studding are 3x4 Inches and 2x4
inches with 2x4 inch sills and plates. All rough fram
ing Is of hemlock with hemlock sheathing planed one

Brick Dwelling for Two Families.— J. K. A. Biles, Architect, Sharpsburg, Pa.

which has a large alcove. In the attic there is sufficient
space for one or more sleeping rooms in case of necessity.
According to the specifications of the architect the

cellar walls are of rubble stone, while that portion of the

foundations above grade is rock faced blue sandstone
•laid in regular courses. All other stone trimmings, such
as sills, lintels, blocks in the chimney and cornice are

rock face. The joints in the range work are pointed witli
Portland cement. The outside walls and partition wall
separating the house into two parts are laid with local

common brick, while the outside face of the walls and.

the chimneys are of selected stock brick of a dark red

and uniform color. All outside brick Is laid in white
mortar, while the heads of chimneys are laid in cement

mortar and capped with a 4-lnch sawed flag.

All wood walls and ceilings are plastered with Fitz
gerald's patent wall plaster, while the brick work is

side for the roof. The porch sills are 4x8 inches, the
joist 2x8 inches, and the rafters 2x4 inches. The
roofs, except those of the porches, are covered with 10
x 20 inch Bangor slate laid with 3-inch lap.

The front doors are 1% inches thick, with raised
panel and raised molding outside, and ogee stiles and
raised panels Inside. The vestibule door is of the same
general design, with plate glass above the lock rail.
The sliding doors are of the snme thickness, with mold
ed margin strips around the face of doors, both sides,

for protection when sliding into the pockets. The sash are

1% inches thick, except the large window in the parlor,
which is 1% iuches thick, filled with plate glass 3-16 Inch
thick. All other sash are filled with Pittsburgh A glass,
double strength, and hung with Silver Lake sash cord.
The casing is 5 inches wide, set on molded plinth blocks
at the doors and on 1^-Ineh stool at the windows, all
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mitered at the top. In the first story rooms, main hall
and second story hall, the baseboard is 8 inches, sur
mounted by a 3-inch rabbetted base molding. For the
rooms on the second floor there is an 8-inch solid molded
base, nil with quarter round at the floor. The kitchen

The plumbing is of the open or exposed type and
thoroughly vented. In each house is a 4-gallon instan
taneous water heater. The kitchens are fitted with an
18 x 30 inch cast iron enameled sink, while each bath
room has a 5-foot cast iron enameled tub, porcelain

o

a

f

is wainscoted 3 feet high, and the bathroom 4 feet high,
with Southern piue. The porch ceilings are of the same
material. The mantels at all fireplaces are of slate,
and the hearths are of tile. The interior wood work is
grained, except in the attic, where it is painted in plain
colors.

siphon jet closet and a 12 x 15 inch porcelain oval basin
with marble slab. All fixtures have nickel plated trim
mings. The houses are also piped for natural gas.
The dwellings here shown were completed in the
spring of 1898, in accordance with plans drawn by J. K.
A. Biles, architect, of Sharpsburg, Pa.
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Greek and Indian Country Houses.

A writer in one of the London architectural papers
comments on the above subject as follows: Up country
In India the traveler may pass through a whole palace,
and the only furniture In it will be rugs and pillows,

ness and vigor of the carved work of the doors and pro
jecting beams and pillars of the veranda. One feels
that the people of ancient Greece must have lived in
something of this way* and the houses of the rich in the
old streets of Bombay, built before the domestic archi
tecture of the people was affected by Portuguese influ
ences, constantly remind us, especially in their wood
work, of tho houses of the Ionian Greeks, as the learned
have reconstructed them from their remains. The wood
work is the essential frame work, the solid skeleton, of
native houses in Bombay, and is put up complete before
a stone or brick is placed on it. The strict rectangular
ground plan also of Bombay gardens, and the orderly
and symmetrical method in which they are planted, two

First Floor.
SecondFloor.

Brick Dwelling for Two Families.— Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

-and, of course, the cooking pots and pans and gold and
silver vessel3 for eating and drinking, and the wardrobes
and caskets and graven images of the gods. But the
sight is simply entranced by the perfect proportions of
the rooms, the polish of the ivory-white walls, the fres
coes round the dado, and the beautiful shapes of the
niches In the walls and of the windows, and by the rich-

different species of trees—it may be the cocoanut palm
and the mango, or the cocoanut palm and the areca
nut palm— being planted alternately all round the bound
ary, with other trees, pomegranates, oranges, jasmines,
guavas, roses, cypresses, oleanders and custard apples,
in regular rows and sections, Is Identical with the ground
plans of tho ancient Egyptian and Assyrian gardens.
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HorizontalSectionof FrontDoor
andFrame—Scale,% Inch to
the Foot.

Partial Elevationof FrontGable.
—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Detail of InsideTrim.—
Scale.% Inch to the
Foot.

Sectionof Hand Rail.—Scale,
l>tInchesto theFoot.

Base.—Scale,1%
Inches to the
Foot.

Vertxal SectionthroughFront Gable.
—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

HorizontalSectionthroughBoxWindow
Frame and Vertical Sectionthrough
StoneSill -Scale, % Inch the Foot.

Partial Elevationof Porch
Cornice.-Scale,% Inch
to the Foot.

SectionthroughOutsideWalls.-
Scale,\i Inch to the Foot.

Sectionthrough
PorchFloor and
Rail —Scale, %
Inch to theFoot. End Elevationof StepsandPorch.—Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Constructive Details of Brick Dwelling for Two Families.
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TRUSSES FOR FLAT ROOFS— IL
By F. E. Kidder, Consulting Architect.

IN
any truss supported at the ends and having hori
zontal top and bottom chords, the chords resist the

tension and compression due to the bending moment
or transverse strain, and the rods and braces transmit
the loads from the center to the supports.
Thus the load w„ Fig. 7, is directly supported by the
rod Rj, which carries it to the joint above. Here it is
added to W3, and one-half goes down the brace at the
left and the other half down the brace to the right. The
rod R2 receives the load w, and also the vertical compo
nent* of the stress in B,—which is equal to % W, +% w3—
and transmits the combined loads to joint 4. where the
load \V2 is added to it. The sum of these loads is trans
mitted by brace B2 to joint 3, and so on to joint 1.
The actual stresses in the different members of a six-
panel truss, as Fig. 7, may be computed by the following
rules, provided that the truss is symmetrical about a
vertical line drawn through its center:

Rod*.
Tension in R, = ic, (1)
Tension in R, = % to, +% W, +«>, '. (2)
Tension in Rj = tension in R2 plus W2 +w, (3)

Compression in brace B1 = one-half the total load times
length of Bj divided by the hight H (4)

The total load is the sum of the loads at top and bottom.
Compression in brace B2= stress in Ux less wl times the
length of B2 divided by H (5)

We will first find the stresses in the rods.
By Rule 1 tension in R, — w3= 0.9 ton.
By 2, tension in R. = % «3 +% Ws +w, = 0.45 + 1.5 +
0.9= 2.85 tons.
By 3, tension in R, = 2.85 4-W, + =2.85 +3 + 0.9 =
G.75tons.
Next find the stresses in the braces.
By Rule 4 compression in brace Bt = % the total load
times length of divided by H.
The total load = 19.5 tons and one-half of this = 9.75
tons.
The length of B, may be found by squaring H and P,
and taking the square root of their sum—HJ = 64; P," =

100. The square root of 164 is 12.8 feet, which is the

length of B„ B2 and B3 between centers of joints.

Substituting these values in the rule, we have:

Compression in B, = x ^—_ = 15.6 tons.
8

By Rule 5 compression in B. = stress in Ri less tCj=

6.75 — 0.9, or 5.85 times length of B2 divided by H =
5.85x 12.8
8

9.36 tons.

By Rule 6 compression in B, = % W, + y2 w„ or 1.95

times length of B3 divided by H, or
1-95x 12-8= 3.12 tons.
8

By Rule 7 tension in tie beam at a = % total load
9.75 x 10

times Pi divided by H, or - 12.19 tons.

Fig. " —ASix-PanelHoweTruss,ShowingStresses. Fig 8.—A Five-PanelHoweTruss.

Trusses for Flat Roofs.

Compression in brace B3= % \Va + ys ic3 times length of
B, divided by II (6)

Tie Beam.
"Tension at a = one-half the total load multiplied by the
distance Pa and divided by H (7)

Tension at ft= tension at a plus horizontal component
of B. (8)

Tensicn at e — tension at ft plus horizontal component

of B3 (9)
The horizontal component of the stress in any brace is

found by multiplying the stress in the brace by the

width of the panel, and dividing by the length of the
brace, measured from center of joints (10)

Compression In Top Chord.
Compression at A = tension at o. Compression at B
equals tension at ft

.

It will be seen from the above that the stress in the
chords is greatest at the center, as in a beam, and that

the stress in the rods and braces is least at the center

and increases toward the supports.

Example.
To illustrate the application of the above rules we

will compute the stresses in a six-panel truss of 60 feet
span, P„ P. and P3 being each equal to 10 feet and with

a hight, H, of 8 feet. If the trusses are spaced 13 feet
apart and support a gravel roof and plastered ceiling

the loads W„ W2,W„ &c, will each be about 3 tons, and
the loads tc„ v>,0.9 ton each. This gives all of the
data necessary for determining the stresses.

* Thecomponentsof a stresswereexplainedonpage109of theApril
number.

By Rule 8 tension at ft = 12.19 plus horizontal com
ponent of B.,.

Horizontal component of B2 = stress in B2 times P,

divided by length of B2, or

9

,^x
10 = 7.3 tons.

Then tension at 6 = 12.19 f 7.3 = 19.49 tons.
By Rule 9 tension at c — tension at 6 + horizontal com-

3.12 x 10
12.8

= 19.49 + 2.43 21.92ponent of B, = 19.49 +

tons.
As the compression in the top chord at A and B is

the same as the tension at a and ft
,

we have now com

puted the stresses for all of the different pieces of the

truss, the stresses being symmetrical each side of R,.

The stresses above obtained are shown by the numbers

in parentheses in Fig. 7.
The above rules apply to any six-panel truss, pro

vided the truss is symmetrical about the center rod. It
is not necessary that P„ P2 and P3 shall be equal, nor
that Wj shall be equal to W2 or W, but W3 must equal
W',' and P, must equal P^.

The stresses in trusses of five or seven panels are com

puted in a similar manner to those in a six-panel truss,

although there will be a slight difference in the formulas,

due to the difference in the number of panels.

Hules for Finding tbe Stresses In a Five-Panel Howe
Truss, FlK. 8.

Tension in R3 = ic2.
Tension in R, = ipz + W, + tc,.
Compression in brace B, = % total load x length of
B; divided by H.
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Compression In B, = to, + W, times length of B, di
vided by H.
Tension at a = % total load times P, divided by H.
Tension at 6= tension at o plus horizontal component
of B„.
The horizontal component of the stress in any brace Is

found by multiplying the stress by the panel width and

dividing by the length of the brace. Thus, if the length

c

Fig. 9.—A Seven-PanelTruss.

Trussts for Flat Roofs. J

of B, is 10 feet and the distance P, Is 8 feet, and the
stress in B, is 5 tons, the horizontal component of the

5x8.stress :
10

'= 4 tons.

Compression at A ■■
Compression at B ■

- tension at a.
■■tension at 6.

To Find the Streaaea In a Seven-Panel Howe
Truss, FIk. 9.

Tension In R, = to,.
Tension in R, = to, +W, +
Tension in Rj = to, +W, + to, +W, +
Compression in B, = % total load x length of B, di
vided by H.
Compression in B, = stress In R, less wt times length
of B, divided by H.
Compression in B, = if, + W, times length of B, di
vided by H.
Tension at o = % total load times P, divided by H.
Tension at 6= tension at o plus horizontal component
of B,.

Tension at c = tension at 6 plus horizontal component
of B,. (For horizontal component see explanation above.)
Compression at A, B and C = tension at a, o and c,
respectively.
The value of W, is found by multiplying half the sum
of ^ and P, by the distance between trusses, and this
product by weight per square foot of the roof, Including
allowance for weight of truss and snow. For W, take
one-half the sum of P, and P, and multiply as for W,.
If panels are all equal then W„ W„ W„ &c, will be
equal, and each will equal the product of the panel width
by the distance between trusses, multiplied by the load
per square foot.
The values for w„ tc„ &c, are found in the same way,
substituting the weight per square foot of the celling
for the roof load.
For a lath and plaster ceiling on 2 x 6 joists the
weight should be taken at 13 pounds per square foot at
least, and more If there is any chance of the loft being
used for storage.
If there is no ceiling to be supported the same rules
may be used, omitting tc„ to,,&c, as these would be 0.
When the rafters rest on the top chord the same rules
apply as where purlins are used, and W„ W„ W„ &c,
are found in the same way, only the top chord must be
computed to resist both the compressive stress and the
transverse load from the rafters.
These rules apply, however, only when the truss Is
symmetrical and symmetrically loaded.

Tables of Dimensions for Howe Trusses.
For symmetrical trusses having panels of uniform
width and uniformly loaded the stresses in the different
parts will be proportional to the span, number of panels,
hlght of truss, spacing of trusses and the weight per
square foot. It is therefore possible to prepare tables
giving the dimensions of the parts for such trusses. The

following table, computed by the writer, gives the di
mensions of the parts for six-panel trusses, with bights
of one-sixth and one-eighth of the span, and three differ
ent spacings. These dimensions are for a flat roof of
either tin, sheet Iron or composition, and for a snow load
of 16 pounds per square foot, which is equivalent to
about 24 inches of light, dry snow; also for a lath and
plaster ceiling supported by the tie beams, the chords and

braces being of Norway pine and
the verticals wrought Iron rods.
These dimensions apply only
when the rafters are suported on
purlins placed at the upper joints,

as in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. When the

rafters rest on the top chord, as in

Fig. 3, the dimensions of the latter
must be greatly increased, and spe

cial calculations should be made

therefor.
The dimensions given in the table

may be used for trusses having a greater hlght than that

given, but not for trusses with a less hlght, as the less

the hight the greater will be the stresses.
Wherever the conditions of load, span, hight and spac

ing are not exactly as given in the table special calcula

tions should be made of the strains and corresponding
dimensions, but even in such cases the table will serve
somewhat as a check upon the calculations.

Dimensions for Six-Panel Howe Trusses,

Ft.
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9 8
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The new manual training school which is to be
erected In Washington, D. C, from designs of Henry
Ives Cobb, will be located at the southeast corner of
Seventh street and Rhode Island avenue, which in many
respects is an admirable site for the purpose. The plans
provide for a three-story and basement structure fronting
84 feet on Rhode Island avenue and 200 feet on Seventh
street. The exterior walls will be constructed of Bed
ford stone and gray Roman brick, with steel columns
and girders and hollow tile floors. The corridors and
wainscot will be of cement, and the entire building will
be trimmed In cabinet oak.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING,— VIL
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

IN
order that as much information as possible on the

subject of ornamental turning may be compressed into

these papers I will make an effort to explain as briefly
as possible the manner of making spiral moldings with
the apparatus as we have now got it. First, when work
must be done, we release the radial arm, raising It In

such a manner that the wheels connecting the chuck

with the lathe are thrown out of gear. This done care
must be exercised to prevent the least movement of

the wheel on the main screw of the slide rest The man
drel may then be turned to one-half, one-third, one-quar

ter or any required pari of a revolution, which, it will
be seen, will carry the whole train of wheels as ar
ranged; but, having been disconnected with that on the

slide rest, it, of course, remains stationary. Having
turned the mandrel to the required distance, the radial

arm must be again lowered to gear the last wheel In the

train of the arm to that on the slide rest. It is then
locked or fixed by the means prepared for that purpose.

It is a matter of convenience to count the teeth of the
large wheel of the train on the arm, and in some way

mark those teeth that give the number required for each
consecutive movement. The markings, of course, must

not be of a permanent kind, as with each change of work
new markings will be necessary, and too many markings
would lead to confusion. A pencil mark will be quite
sufficient, and It can be obliterated when the work in

hand is completed. When cutting a spiral of, say, one
turn In 5 or 6 Inches, the whole apparatus must be
moved by the hand, as It is quite obvious that the same
could not be obtained from the revolution of the driving
pulley of the lathe mandrel, in consequence of the same
making only one complete turn while the cutting tool
traverses throughout the entire length of the work.
This hand feeding is of decided advantage, as the ap
prentice can then regulate the feed to suit the hardness
of the material being wrought, and it makes no differ
ence in the shape of the work, as the rotary cutter in the
rest traverses the same lines whether the feed be rapid
or slow. The reverse, however, Is the case when a fine
thread or screw is to be produced; the movement Is then
obtained from the lathe pulley and the overhead attach
ment Is not used, and, as a consequence, the cutting tool
is fixed solid in the slide rest.

The Overhead Attachment.

It must be understood that In the use of the spiral
chuck, as described and Illustrated In this and the pre
vious papers, the overhead attachment Is always to be
considered, for by It the rotary cutters In the slide rest
are driven, and, as the methods of driving and the shapes
of cutters have been described, It will be unnecessary
to refer to them again.

In Fig. 62 the chuck just described and radial arm
attachments, all ready for operation, are illustrated
merely to show the reader how the machine will appear
when ready for work. It will be seen that the gearing
is connected to the slide rest, on which is fastened a
small pinion which is so arranged as to regulate the
travel of the rotary cutter that it may cover a distance
of a certain number of inches in a straight line while
the material In the lathe makes a part, or whole, or sev

eral revolutions. It has not been thought necessary to
show in this illustration the overhead attachment, as
that has previously been considered.
It must be understood that in using this spiral chuck
all the ornamentation on the work must be made by
revolving cutters that are driven by belts or cords from

an overhead attachment of some suitable kind. If
spirals are required on material the whole length of the

lathe bed, then the overhead work must be made so that

the driving belt connecting the cutter with the drum or

other attachment will be able to travel the length of the
bed and still be in line with the pulley on the cutter man
drel. Another thing which I may mention here is that
revolving cutters having their points In a line with the
axis of the cutting mandrel can only be employed In
making flutes, dadoes, reversed astragals and incised
work. Reeds or raised work of any kind made on spiral
work must be made with cutters having their cutting
surfaces rotating in a line with the axis of the material
being operated upon. In other words, the cutter must
be attached to the mandrel the same as the cutters In a
shaping machine, and attached to the spindles. This
must be quite apparent to every workman, for a cut
ting tool Intended to form a half round, revolving on Its
own axis, would make a series of circles with a domical
teat In the center.
This fact creates another condition which is met as
follows: Insteud of having the axis of the cutting man
drel exactly on a line with the axis of the work operated
upon, or, in other words, in a line with the fixed center
of the lathe, we simply so arrange it that the end of the
mandrel carrying the cutters overlaps the work, and the
center of the cutting iron lines directly over the line of
lathe centers. This necessitates a heavier mandrel, as
the cutters are projected over the work at same distance

Fig. 62.—View of ChuckAttachedto Lathe.

The Art of Wood Turning.

from the bearings. Some extra provision will also have
to be made for raising and lowering the cutter bar while
in motion—a very simple matter to the trained me
chanic. Again, for tapered work the tail block would
have to be raised just half the amount of the taper, In
order to meet the new condition. With a cutting man
drel arranged in this manner, and an ordinary plain
square cutting Iron used, balusters, newels or similar
work could be made with any number of equal sides; the
number, after being determined upon, could be easily
worked off by aid of the index wheel. In fact a chuck
of the kind described, if added to by a little ingenuity
on the part of the workman, will be capable of perform
ing Innumerable ornamental things that cannot even be
hinted at in these papers.
The invention of the spiral chuck described Is due to
J. H. Evans, and is partly illustrated and described in
his " Ornamental Turning," but It must not be sup
posed that this is by any means the only spiral chuck
in use. There are at least a dozen others, some of which
I will describe and illustrate In future papers. This
chuck, however, though rather expensive, Is among the
very best for the purpose.
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It will now be in order to describe as briefly as may
be the various movements and different ways to employ
the chuck to attain desired results, and to this end a
few rudimentary examples are presented, the originals
of which were obtained by following out the descriptions
given, and these in their turn will lead up to works of a
more complex and ornate character, for, as the prin
ciple of the chuck becomes better understood, the com
binations of ornament will become quite an easy matter.
A large number of screws can be cut with a usual
train of wheels, and when it is required to employ only
three wheels the single arbor may be used, as the wheels

all gear in the same plane. When the three wheels are
used in this manner it must be clearly understood why,

and here a little explanation will not be out of place.
Two wheels alone would give the same result as to the
pitch or use of the screw or spiral produced, but It will
be observed that when they are put In motion they re

volve in opposite directions, and this would cause a left

handed spiral— that is, assuming the main screw of the

slide rest is a hight handed one, which it ought to be.

By the intervention of a third wheel it will be seen at
once that the two wheels which determine the result

of the spiral are made to rotate in the same direction,

the intermediate wheel revolving in the opposite direc

tion to the other two, and, In consequence, a right handed

spiral is obtained. It must be clearly understood that
the intermediate wheel, no matter what number of
teeth it may have, has no influence on the pitch of the
spiral so cut, as it Is, in fact, simply a wheel of com
munication or a carrier. The intermediate arbor, which

I have already described, is that which is usually em
ployed for the purpose; at the same time any of the

several wheels comprised in the set may be placed on

either of the changeable arbors, and an Instance of this

requirement will be found, if any reason, such as an
Increased diameter of the work, necessitates the removal

of the slide rest to such a"distance from the center of

lathe axis that the terminal wheel of the train would

not ccnvenieutly reach the center one, and here it is that

wheels of the larger diameter1 may be required.

Pitch of Spirals.

For the purpose of ornamental turning it is seldom
that spirals of such a pitch as result from the use of two

wheels only in the same plane are employed; those of a

large pitch or twist being more decorative and appro

priate for the various objects they are to surround.

When it is required to cut a spiral of this character the

intermediate arbor with the 30-tooth wheel Is removed

and replaced by the double arbor, or that arbor which is

capable of two wheels, and which obviously revolve to

gether. The trains will then consist of four wheels—
that Is, one on the dividing chuck, which Is on the man

drel, two on the double arbor, and the fourth on the

main screw of the slide rest. It is now evident that the
four wheels revolve in two distinct planes. As an ex

ample, let us adjust the apparatus so that It will produce
a spiral of one turn In 7 inches of the length of the ma

terial being worked on, or, to be precise, 7" — 2"'.

In this the wheel will be 144 on the chuck, 16 on the
double arbor, 120 on front of the lathe, geared to 15 on

the slide rest. Now the two wheels on the double arbor,

revolving together as they do, produce the same result

as the Intermediate arbor in the train of two wheels—

that is, with regard to the direction of the spiral, which

will be a right handed one—und it will be at once seen
that they are more serviceable in accommodating the

various diameters of work it is desired to cut the spiral

or helix upon. When the twist readies the proportions

mentioned they are generally termed
" Elizabethan

twists." The varieties to be obtained by the set of

wheels range from two turns in 1 inch to one turn in 7

Inches, and if it Is found necessary for any reason to go
beyond this it Is accomplished by the intervention of the
additional arbor, which I may describe In a later paper.
This can be arranged to suit a twist to any degree or

length within the capacity of the lathe, when used In
combination with proper gearing.
Left handed turning of spirals is often necessary to
meet some particular style of decoration, and In order to

obtain this with the train of wheels running in two
planes the intermediate or reversing arbor is again

brought into use and Is placed between the 144 wheel on

the chuck and the 16 wheel on the double arbor. By

this means the direction of the spiral is reversed, there
being now five wheels geared together.

The Cutting Part.

Let us now consider the cutting part of the apparatus

and its adjuncts. It is quite evident that as soon as we
begin to cut spirals of long twist, that the motion must

be given to the arrangement by the rotation of the main

screw attached to the slide rest, and this, It will be
equally noticeable, will necessitate rotary cutters as be
fore described, in some of their forms. The dividing or

spacing of the several cuts must be decided by the par

tial rotation of the dividing chuck. The rotary drill can
be made to perform, many important functions, such as

the cutting or studding the numerous parts with beads,

pearls or concave incisions, and it is a safe tool to use,
particularly for a beginner, and a number of sizes would
be an important part of the outfit. Plain flutes, or re
cessed moldings of certain contour, may also be worked
with revolving cutters on the end of the cutting man
drel, but these moldings are limited in number. Another
thing that must be looked to is the centering of the cut
ter, as on this depends the success or not of the work in
band. Should the center of the cutter or drill be either
above or below the axis of the lathe it will cut out a
larger amount of material from one side than the other.

To make it more clear, if the penetrations be not pre
cisely radial to the axis of the work in hand the cuts
will be of unequal depth, and the accuracy and elegance
of the work, if not ruined, will be greatly depreciated.
This particular setting must, therefore, claim consider
able and careful attention.

Setting Up the Apparatus.

To aid in setting up the apparatus ready to go to
work the following suggestions are offered: The first
thing to do is to place the radial arm on the circular fit
ting, and fix partially only. Next, place the wheel de
sired on the chuck, followed by those on the double
arbor. Move the lathe gently along the mortise till the
wheel on it engages with that on the chuck; it must only
be so placed in gear that it will revolve freely upon
turning the mandrel by hand. The arbor Is then secure
ly fastened to the arm, which is then released and low
ered until the second wheel thereon will gear with equal
freedom Into that on the slide rest screw, the arm being

secured by its tightenlrg screw. Should the wheels be

too tightly geared it will cause an uneven motion; but,
on the other hand, if not sufficiently deep there will be
a considerable amount of back lash, or loss of time.
But by careful adjustment a deal of this may be pre
vented; at the same time a certain amount is Inevitable.
This brings us to another important point for considera
tion, and this is, to always make it a rule of cutting
each and every spiral in the one direction— that is, from
right to left, or from the tail block to the head block.
When cutting a left hand twist, of course, this process
must be reversed.
Now to work! Having made the initial cut to the re
quired depth, also in length, determined by the fluting,
stop, withdraw the tool, run the rest and tool back to
starting poiut; and 1 may say right here, to avoid loss of
time, the tool should be taken a short distance beyond

the commencement of the cut, and again moved forward.
By this we are aspured the tool will follow the original
course. The depth of cut must be found by making one
or two cuts, according as wanted. When once all right
the tool can be gauged to suit for each flute or molding.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Laying Oat a Hand Ball Aronnd a Landing
From 3. A. Forsyth, McKinney, Texas.—In answer to
the inquiry of " R. N.," Stockton, Cal., who asks In the
May issue of Carpentry and Building for the best and
easiest way to lay out a continuous hand rail around a
landing, T submit the following as giving the least pos

sible number of lines to find the pattern, together with
drawings showing their practical application: Referring

to the drawings, Fig. 1 represents a plan of the rail, Fig.
2 a projection giving side and end views of the rail in
position, showing the application of the bevel F for work
ing the twist in the rail to a level line on the landing,
while Fig. 3 gives ihe working lines with which to find
thepattern. In this diagram a o is the radius and a e 6 is
thecenter line of the rail on plan. With a 6 as radius draw
thearc 6 B. At right angles to a o, as at a, draw the line
a 6; continue the line o a to A, making the distance a A
equal the bight, then 6will be above o on the rake of the
stairs. Upon the baseX B draw A B; make the distance!)
E equal to d e of the plan. Draw an arc to the points A

followed in laying off roofs of the character, indicated, as
the determining factor is largely that of individual taste.
It is possible, however, that some of our architectural
friends make use of a definite proportion, and we shall
be very glad to have them take up the question and dis
cuss it in the light of their own knowledge and experi
ence.

Comment* on Wood Pattern making.

From A. G. T., Xew York City.—-In Carpentry and Build
ing for March and May are two articles on pattern mak
ing, and, while I do not wish to criticise the method of
the author of these articles, I would state that I would
do the work in a very different way. In regard to shrink
age I would state that in New York City and vicinity all
shops allow 1-10 inch to the foot, instead of % inch. In
the case of the beveled wheel the article says that " the
circles should be sawed out and glued on top of each
other at right angles." I should say that this method
was out of date, as segments are far superior, no matter

Fig. 1.

Laying Out a Hand Rail Around a Landing.

Fig. 8.

and B through E, which will give the center line on the
pattern.
In Fig. 4 is shown a projection of the rail as viewed

going up the stairs, a B being the pitch line of the rail, but
as the point B is too high for the balusters on the land
ing, it is necessary to ramp tbe rail, bringing the center
down to the point H on a plumb line, as indicated at F
of Fig 2. By following the above instructions the easing
leaves the straight rail on the same rake, being
ramped at the opposite end on a plumb line down to the

proper bight for the balusters on the landing, which will
form a graceful wreath and in perfect line with the well

hole of tbe landing.

Proportioning Gambrel Roofs,

From G. H., Baltimore, Md.—What is the rule of pro
portion in laying off what is known as gambrel roofs ?
For example, if the upper part of the roof is Inclined
to an angle of 45 degrees, what should be the slant of

the lower part of the roof ? Also the right proportion
to make the dormers ?

Vote. —We do not know that any particular rule is

how small the pattern may be, and even turned out of
a solid block is better.
As to the use of templates, I should not regard them
in this case as necessary; calipers are sufficient for the
purpose. I would also leave the hubs loose, as this plan
would suit the molder much better. In the case of the
loose flange I would on no account make it in two thick
nesses, as one pulls against the other. I would make
it in three or more thicknesses if segments, or even one
course of segments with " feather " is much better than
two; also mold In a two-part flask instead of three. Cut
the loose flange iu a number of pieces and pirk in, or
leave entirely loose. The molder can make cake core
tb suit. Templates are seldom used in modern pattern
shops.
Referring to the flanged elbow described In the May
number, there are, in my opinion, too many templates
and the dowel pins are shown too near the center of the
pattern. They should be in the core prints. In turning
the L the author is correct about it being cheaper to turn
the whole piece, throwing away half. If one makes use
of templates in turning it is necessary to have a chuck
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much larger than really needed. All that Is required Is

a little care in chucking It. Mark one end of half the

diameter to be turned, say a 5-inch pipe, then work it

off with a chisel, and we have the size to which to turn

without templates. I would not use center plates on
anything under 12 inches.

later you give them the same work to do they can do it

no better than they did the first time.

How to Build a How Boat.

From A. E. P., Huntsville, Ala.—Will some reader of

the paper tell me how to build a rowboat ?

Note.—This subject has received more or less atten

tion in the past, and there have been presented several

articles telling how to construct a rowboat or skiff. Our

correspondent does not give any idea as to the size or

style of boat which he requires, and it is, therefore, Im

possible to furnish specific Instructions as to the way In

which the work should be done. It is possible, however,

that he may obtain valuable hints and suggestions from

the article which will be found on page 93 of the Issue

of Carpentry and Building for April, 1898.

Finding Capacity of a Clatern.

From C. M., San Mateo, Cat.—Will some one kindly

give me through the columns of the paper the rule for

obtaining the cubic feet in any given circular cistern or

well?
Answer— We would refer our correspondent to the

re

ply given to S. L. M., which will be found In another

column.

Some Comment* on Saw
Filing.

From C. K. S., Wayland, Iowa—Saw filing is one
of

the tricks of the trade, and, Indeed, a
very Important

one. I read the article from
" S. A. M.," Parowan, Utah,

which appeared in the April issue for 1899, and
it Is, In

my opinion, the best article on the subject
I have seen.

Now Brother
" V. R." of Coalville, Utah, could not file

a saw for me, for no person can file one
edge of a saw

as small as a hand saw and then file the
other without

touching the edge already filed. Now to all the brothers

who have not yet perfected themselves
in saw filing I

would suggest that, if they ever hope to come
anywhere

near mastering the art, they write to
Henry Disston &

Son and ask them to send a book on saw
filing entitled

"Hand Book for Lumbermen." Then purchase one
of

Disston's saw filing guides and clamps and
follow the

directions given in their book, and they will soon
learn

how to file a saw. In following these instructions
you

are following the practice of men who have made
saw

filing a lifelong study, and who handle more saws
In one

week than we see in a lifetime. I got one of these filing
guides and clamps, as well as one of their books, as soon

as I decided to follow the trade as a business. A car
penter who has followed the trade for 18 years got

one

at the same time, and went to
using the clamp

and hung up the guide, and when this last
summer we

both happened to work on the same job he soon
decided

to use his filing guide, and Is still using it, and he
was

considered a good saw filer. I also had the privilege of
having a man who has followed the trade for 20 years

pick up my saws and use them when I was not
around,

and afterward say he wasn't In it with me
in filing saws.

Nor will I stand back from any of them when It comes
to filing saws, if I do say it myself. I also wish to say

to my brother chips that they should get one
of Pike's

Perfect saw jointers, and when the saws have
been filed

lay them down flat on the bench and run over them
once

or twice with the oilstone, and it will be found that the

saws will run with perfect ease. To further better the

filing outfit get a good saw set, but you may have all the

things mentioned, yet if you do not observe the proper

way of doing the work you. will be no better off than

before. That is where I have found the greatest fault with

so many young men, for when they are at work on
a job

their minds are on something else, and when
a few days

Give the Yonng Men a Cbance.

From N. O. T., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.—It the editor will
allow me a little space in Carpentry and Building, I
would like to say a few words to the young men who

wish to properly learn their trade. In the first place-

most contractors take their work at a very close mar

gin, and if they are paying the going wages they cannot
make a training school of their jobs. Young mechanics-

will find that working from drawings is not the snap-

some might think, and who will the contractor hold re
sponsible for the blunders that are likely to occur upon

a job where every one is his own boss and has free use

of the drawings? I have found that a person has to
study the plans and specifications thoroughly before he

can handle a job of any size, and handle it profitably
for the contractor by whom he is employed. Too many
young carpenters are troubled with what is commonly

known as " big head." To such I would say, try and
cure yourself of it; never think that you know it all. If
you wish to learn a trade, buy some of the best books

you can procure and study them thoroughly. You can
profit by what some one else has studied out, and make a

gcod mechanic of yourself if you try hard. If you are-
working with a better mechanic than yourself, ask him

his way of doing things; it will not do you any harm.
Attend strictly to business during working hours and

you will soon find that instead of looking for work you
will be employed all the time, and better jobs will be in
sight for you as you become a better mechanic. I speak,
from my own experience.

From G. L. S., Champaign, III.— I have been reading
Carpentry and Building for a considerable time and find,

many interesting communications therein. I am some
what surprised at the position of some of the boss car

penters as regards the young men being allowed to in

spect plans. The writer has bad an experience of 1T>

years in various parts of the country, most of which

time has been spent as foreman in charge of splendid-
work, employiug from 10 to 25 mechanics all the while,

and it has always been my experience that the man who-
has no access to plans or knows nothing of them when-

he has access to them, never makes a complete success-

at the trade. I cannot see how any boss or foreman \a
charge of work can deny his men access to the plans at
the proper time.
I do not think, however, that the young chip should;
run to the plans to monkey and scale them over with a
rule for every little thing he has to do. It is such con
duct as this that makes bosses tired of young men look

ing at plans. The proper time for the young man to-
study plans is at the noon hour or before work time in the■

morning, at least until he has become sufficiently fa

miliar to read them with ease. Indeed, the successful

mechanic is the one who studies the plans sufficiently

to keep himself informed at least a few hours ahead of
this work. Men who keep themselves posted in thi»

way are always of more value than the man who finishes

the last course of shingles, runs all over the building to
find the foreman and asks "What next?" only to be
sent back to nail on the saddle board. No, sir! give me

men who are eager to study plans and who seek them

out at noon hour, instead of spending their time in idle
ness and otherwise.

Nailing Red Cedar Snlngles.

From J. W. C, Mt. Vernon, Mo.—U the editor will al
low me a little space I will say a few more words on the
art of nailing on red cedar shingles and their use. I
wrote a few lines for the November issue of the paper,

but have not seen any satisfactory reply. Some of the
carpenters in our town split the shingles so as not to
have any shingle mere than 7 Inches wide, putting two-

nails to a shingle. My idea is to take into consideration
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the kind of shingles It Is Intended to use. I never split
a red cedar shingle, no matter how wide it may be. I
.put In two or more nails, according to the width of the

.shingle. The kind of cedar shingles we have here will

.neither shrink, swell nor cup; and the less joints to break
the less the chances for a leak. I put on 50,000 shingles
last summer of this kind and in this way, and never had
•a single leak. If I was going to use cypress or white
pine shingles I would split the wide ones down to about
<Sor 7 inches, and put two nails In each shingle. If any
■ofthe readers of the paper agree with me, or even If
they do not, I should like to hear what they have to say.

Rule for Figuring Number of Revolution* of Pulley*.

From .T.J. D., Cornwall Station, Cal.—l wish to ask for
a little space in the Correspondence department of the

Rule for Figuring the Number of Revolutions of Pulleys.

paper in order to present a pulley problem In connection
with which I send inclosed sketch. The large wheel L is
-a fly wheel 8 feet In diameter, and makes 275 revolu
tions per minute. A represents the main driving pulley,
which turns on a shaft 5 inches in diameter. The second
pulley F Is 3 feet in diameter, and is distant from the
first one 25 feet, measuring from A to B. G is another
pulley measuring 28 inches in diameter, and at a dis
tance of 24 feet from B are two other pulleys, H, meas
uring 22 inches in diameter and J 14 inches in diameter,
the shaft being 1% inches in diameter. At a distance
from these pulleys of 21 feet is a pulley, K, measuring
4>Inches in diameter, and turning on a 1-inch shaft; all
the pulleys having 6-inch faces, and three-ply belting is
used. I wish to know the rule for figuring the number
■of revolutions the shafts and pulleys make, also If the
distance has very much to do with the speed.
Note.—In figuring the speed of pulleys a rule given
by an authority on the subject is to multiply the diam
eter of the driving pulley by its revolutions per minute,
and divide by the diameter of the driven pulley. The
-distance between the pulleys has, theoretically, no bear
ing on their speed.

Laying Oat Planeeer for a Circular Porcb.
From J. W. S., Paterson, N. J—Referring to my letter

-which appeared in the June issue, relative to the best
method of laying out the planeeer for a circular porch,
there occurred a slight error in connection with the plan
view, In that only the center of the circle was given
from one corner of the building, which is 4 feet 9 Inches
;«nd should be 6 feet 3 Inches the other way. A few ad
ditional particulars regarding the problem may not be
■outof place, and I give them accordingly. The center
ring is 6 x 8 inches, spruce, planed, and all the rafters fit
Against it, notched in so that the Joints will not show
from the bottom. The frames are 13% inches wide in the
rough and 15 Inches over all with fasclas on. The planeeer

was sent to me worked out for an S foot 4 inch radius,
but no allowance was made for the pitch of the roof.
"To overcome that, I saw kerfed the top of the planeeer.

and as we sprung the crown fascia around we raised the
planeeer up, and it was just as good as if It had been
worked. Now, what I should like to know is the method
of properly obtaining the bevel radius, as intimated In
my last letter. Will some of the practical readers come
forward and help/ me in this matter?
Mote.—We have a reply to the above from " A. O. O.,"

Lake Charles, La., but it reaches us too late to prepare
the illustrations for this issue. It will appear in the
August number.

How to Place Corner Block*.
From W. W. S., Waterbury, Conn.—la the April Issue
of Carpentry and Building " H. A. McK." asks for the
proper way to place corner blocks. I would like to say
that, in my opinion, the grain should run horizontally, so
that, in case the corner block should curl up across the
grain and open a joint, it would not look very bad, as

the open joint would be on the side casing. On the other
hand, if the block was placed so as to have the grain
run vertically the bad joint would be against the head
casing and make a very ugly looking job.

Remodeling an Old House.

From G. A. W., Crary Mills, N. T.—l send Inclosed a

sketch of the floor plan of an old house which I wish
to remodel, and lay the matter before the readers of the

paper for their consideration. The kitchen and veranda

are to be taken away and the kitchen used for a wood

shed. I want to place the pantry and stairs, both np
and down flights, in some convenient shape for a farm

house. I also want to take off the roof and give it a bet
ter elevation, having a gable toward the front, and the

roof to run lengthwise, as at present. I want to build
a new kitchen, having It larger than the present one,

and the pantry so placed as to be convenient for kitchen

and sitting room. I want to go down cellar out of the
kitchen or pantry and not land against the wall of the
cellar. I would also like to raise the second story a
little, as it is very low, being only 7 feet in the clear.

1
EE3

Remodeling an Old Rouse.—Plan Furnished by "G. A. W."

I would like to have four bedrooms with closets on the
second floor, and would also like to have a closet In the

bedroom on the first floor. I want a neat and attractive
exterior at the least possible expense. Could the new

addition be built on in front and make it look well, using

the sitting room for the kitchen ? If some of my brother
chips who have had experience in remodeling old houses

will discuss these questions they will greatly assist in the
solution of this problem.

Cold Storage for Private U«e.

From H. S. W., Watkins, Ohio— I have been a reader
of your valuable paper for some time, and am much

pleased with the questions asked and answered by

brother chips. Now I come for assistance. I have a
cold storage to build for private use. The size of the

room is 6 x 8 x 6, and what I want to know is the size
of ice space required around this and what size timbers
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should be used overhead on the inside room. The inside
walls are to be of brick, laid in cement. Will some of
my brother chips give me the size, also the thickness, of
the outside walls Y

What Figures on Steel Square Give Cut of Planceer
and Fascia on Octagon Roof 1

From A. O. C, Lake Charles, La.— It the editor will al
low me space in the Correspondence Department of the
paper, I would like to ask my brother carpenters a ques
tion. It is this: In an octagon roof of two-thirds pitch,
16 inches rise to 1 foot run, what figures on the square
will give the cut of planceer and fascia? The house has
a rake cornice. What I want is a rule that will apply to
any pitch. I am a constant reader of Carpentry and
Building and like the paper very much.

Roof Plan Wanted.
from Builder, Grafton, W. Va.—I inclose a plan of a
one-story house and I would be very much pleased If
some of the readers of the paper would furnish for pub
lication design of a roof sufficiently steep to admit of two
or three small rooms to be finished in the attic. The

Boof Plan Wantedby "Builder. '

porch plan may be changed if necessary, in order to
suit the roof plan.

Good Advice.

From R. D. R., Long Island.— As is well known, the
object of a trade journal is to instruct its readers in
everything pertaining to their line of business, and as
the younger members In any and every trade prefer to
be entertained rather than instructed, it too often hap
pens that the trade journal is neglected in order to
give time to the perusal of journals of a saffron hue.
As we are all creatures of habit, it is just as easy to
acquire a habit of reading regularly something which
will prove helpful as it is to acquire any other good
habit; bad ones may be more easily acquired, but do not
pay so well, there being very little demand for them
while the production is unlimited.
It is really surprising in how short a time a young
man can acquire a taste for studiously reading the trade
journal which is published in the interests of the trade
in which he is engaged. Having some knowledge of the
subjects under discussion makes it easier for him to be
come interested; and the less knowledge he possesses
the more necessary it is for him to interest himself.
The mechanic of to-day who does not keep informed
as to what his fellow craftsmen are doing and how they
are doing it is either a " has been " or soon will be; for
most tradesmen are giving more thought to the theory
of their trade than ever before, and are invoking the
aid of the trade journal in doing so. So that he who dis
dains the use of book information will find that his
more studious competitors are extending their business
along with their knowledge, and that means a loss of

trade to him. It will do him no good to " trek " to some
other town, as he will find that the some conditions ob
tain there. The only thing for him to do is to keep in

touch with the advances made In his line, and no better

method of doing so has yet been found than by making

an intelligent and thorough use of the trade journal.
Young men especially should cultivate a closer acquaint

anceship with it, as they have the advantage of not be

ing too old to learn.

Meaning of the Term "Pair" as Applied to Hlnger.
From O. G. C, Athens, Pa.—An order for builders'
hardware was lately received in which was Included the

item " 22 pair blind hinges." When the order was filled

the purchaser insisted that 22 pair of blind hinges meant

22 sets, or 44 pairs. The bid was made on 22 pair as

stated. Would the purchaser be entitled to 22 or 44

pairs?
Note.—According to the Standard Dictionary, the word
" pair " means " two persons or things of. a kind, espe

cially when joined or related more or less intimately."

In view of this definition we should interpret the order for
22 pair of blind hinges to mean simply 44 hinges. A "set"
cf blind hinges we should regard (asa number sufficient to
hinge the blinds for a window— if outside blinds four or
six hinges would constitute the set, and If folding blinds
12 hinges, more or less, according to the number of the

folds. It is, of course, possible that local practice or
custom may govern the matter to some extent, and we

lay the letter of our correspondent before our readers to

the end that they may express their views on the point

in question.

Durability of Ready Roofing.

From W. A. R., Burritts Rapids.— 1 have roofed a small
building with Ready Roofing, by some called mica roof

ing, and I have been asked by a number how I like it.
and if it Is durable. To the first question I would say, I
like It very well, but I cannot answer the second. If the
editor will be kind enough to place the question in the

columns for some one who has had experience with this-

kind of roflng to answer, I shall take It as a great favor.

What la a Lady-Toed Rraee ?

From J. J. D., Cornwall Station, Cat.—I saw some time ■
ago the name '•lady-toed

" brace, and I would like very
much to know what it is, as the term is new to me.

Cleaning Skylight Glaaa.

From C. J. S., Ohio.—I will thank you very much if
you can give me a method of cleaning skylight glass set

in skylights. The dirt and soil seem to be ground right

in the glass.

Answer.—The usual way to clean soiled or stained

glass is to use white sand and muriatic acid, by dipping

the rag in the acid and sand and rubbing until the stains

disappear. Then rinse with clean water. When clean

ing too much pressure should not be exerted, otberwlse-

the glass will be scratched.

Capacity of a Tank or Cistern.
From S. L. M., Houston, Texas— Please give me a

rule to figure the capacity of a tank, say C feet 4 inches-

in. diameter and 7 feet 8 inches high, so that I can find
how many gallons such a tank will hold.
Answer.—The rule for finding the capacity of a cyl

indrical tank is to multiply the area of the bottom Iiv
square inches by the hight in inches and divide by 231.

the number of inches in a gallon. In the case in point
the diameter of G feet 4 inches is equivalent to 70 inches,

and the area of a circle 7G inches in diameter is found by

squaring 70—that is, multiplying it by itself, which will
give 5770, and multiplying the product by 0.7854, tb«-

result being 4530.47 square inches. Multiplying this by

the hight, 7 feet 8 inches, or 92 inches, gives 417,355.24

cubic inches for the capacity of the tank. Dividing this-
by 231, the number of cubic Inches in a gallon, we find
the capacity of the tank to be 1800.7gallons.
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■ THE COST OF BUILDING IN NEW YORK.
IN
view of the advance which has taken place during stances, such as poor credit of the builder, &c. Our fig-
the past year in the price of nearly all materials en- ures are taken direct from the books of one of our most

tering into the construction of a building, a discussion of solid builders, and represent actual transactions, the
the present cost of .building, and the outlook for the buildings being precisely similar. Indeed, they were
future does not appear to be out of place at this time. produced from the same plans. How serious this ad-
ln fact the questions are just now receiving no vance of 25 per cent, is, perhaps, can be better appre-
little attention ut the hands of contractors and intend- ciated if we state it in this way: The man building on
ing builders. A great deal has been said about the ef- January 1, 1900, could erect only four tenement houses
feet of prices upon building operations, and arguments for the same amount of money that practically would
have been presented to show that a vast amount of have given him Ave had he commenced his work 362
work is being held in check pending a decline in the days earlier. Besides it must not be forgotten thnt even
cost of materials. In its issue for June 9 the Record and the figures of January 1, 1899, were not by any means
Guide has an article on " The Cost of Building," which the lowest that have prevailed. But the prices given
covers many points likely to prove of interest to our under date of January 1, 1900, represent the high water
readers, and we therefore present the following extracts mark. During the last few months prices have been
from it: falling. There has been a distinct decline. The with-
The building situation in this city, und for that mat- drawal of the buyer from the market brought about by

ter. in all other cities of the country, is not only full of the sharp advance left building material manufacturers
disappointment for the. builder, but it is in a way even rather short of orders as soon as the first rush of busi-
exasperating. ness was over. Moreover, production has been greatly
It is disappointing, for every one feels he is entitled increased. At the present moment manufacturers and
to his share of national good times, and it is exasperat- dealers are energetically seeking orders. To attract pur-
ing to see that one's proper portion of prosperity is chasers they are ready to- make, and are making, sub-
withheld in part because of the fullness of the abun- stantial reductions. Indeed, It is coming to be generally
dance that has fallen to others. Yet that is somewhat recognized that only a very limited business can be done
the situation as it exists for the builder. He has not yet at the price prevailing at the opening of the present year,
received a single cent from the recent great Increase in There is no danger, therefore, in prophesying that prices
commercial activity, and this unequal distribution is in will come down, if indeed they are not now down, to
large measure due to the fact that makers of building the level necessary to bring the investor once more into
materials have been able or have been forced by coudi- the market.
tlon8 to put up the prices of their goods to a point that We would probably to-day see a revival of activity
tremendously retards building operations. were it not that in the case of certain classes of build-
Our weekly statistics have shown how great and how ings this is not a propitious time of year to begin opera-
general has been the falling off of work. An immense tions. The starting of the building is, no doubt, an 1m-
number of projected plans have not been carried out, portant point in the tenement builder's venture, but, In
and the investor has withdrawn from the market until a sense, the date of the completion of the building is
more profitable conditions exist. In this way the spring financially even more important, for then it is that he
season of this year, to which every one was looking for- has to obtain his permanent loan. November and De-
ward expecting brisk business, has been lost, and, to- cember of all years are bad months to have anything to
day, instead of figuring on contracts in hand, the build- do with mortgages. The holidays are at hand, money is
er is figuring as to the probable day when he will get not procurable. &c. In Presidential years we must add
his share of what is going. to the list of bad months the month of October. Thus
We want, if possible, to give a little help in this cal- it happens that the delay occasioned by high prices In
culation. With this in view, we present below a table the early part of the year has retarded operations for
showing the cost of erecting a tenement house of the the whole 12 months. It is now better for the builder to
standard type, on lot 25 x 100 and six stories high. We wait until the beginning of winter and then start his
have taken two periods, January 1, 1899—that is, prior work, so that it can be completed by May 1 next,
to the advance that occurred last year—and January 1, The outlook, therefore, is that nothing much will be
1900, just past: done in the next few months, but that toward the end of

Cost of Principal Articles Entering into the Construction of a tne year w<*shall see some activity. We wish we could
TenementBouse, on Lot 25 x 100. say " great activity," but our high taxes are an element

January l, 1899. January 1,1900. of doubt In the situation. Quite as much as high prices,
Ma?ongiab2f k.
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VfcOOO these enormous taxes now exacted from real estate and

Brick' frontary 1'loo I'li0 tne uncertamtv as to D0W much higher they may go
Cement 450 500 have retarded building. Capital is very sensitive to a

nlwtertnf lioo l^soo matter of this kind. With the increased cost of build-
Cut Btoneand labor 1,000 1,000 ing added to the greater taxes, mortgagees are by noFraming work 480 600 . ,f , ,

Trim 7
. 2,500 3,000 means as free as they were in lending money. This ex-

Tlnnin'g 400 loo Plains the anomaly that i
t is easier to obtain 4 per cent

Painting 480 600 money to-day than 4'A or 5. A 4 per cent, loan usuallyPlumbing 1,000 2,000 * „ . * * . "T. , ., ...
iron work 1,300 1,500 covers 50 to 55 per cent, of the total valuation of the

Total, excluding digging jiTsOO jiTiio Property mortgaged; a 4% per cent, loan, 55 to GO per
„. , . . .. . . . „„ „Um( - cent., and a 5 per cent, loan, GO to GOper cent. UnderW e have taken the tenement house as the subject of ' " r
our figures because it represents an important part of tne conditions that exist to-dny the ordinary lender pre-

building operations, and in a general way the results ar- fers tl)e lowe3t rare anu the ^eatest amount of 8ec.urity-
rived at holt! good certainly for all the cheaper kinds ♦

of edifices that are not built fire proof and with steel con- Charles F. Binns. who has for a number of years
ttruction. From the figures it will be seen prices ad- been principal of the Trenton Art School, has accepted
vanced last year something less than 25 per cent. Prob- the position of director of the New York State School of
ably it would be snfe to say that they advanced fully 25 Clay Working at Alfred University, Alfred, N. Y. Mr.
per cent. Larger figures have sometimes been given for Binns will superintend the erection of the buildings and
the increase that occurred, but upon investigation we select the equipment for the school, which opens Septem-
doubt whether a higher percentage would stand analysis. ber 11. He is well known among the ceramists of the
Probably in those cases where buildings cost more than country, being vice-president of the American Ceramic
25 per cent, additional, there were some special circum- Society.
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ESTIMATING FOR STONE WORK.

ANOTHER
qualification of the estimator Is his ability

to read drawings. And he is still better qualified if
he is skilled in making of all kinds of drawings which are
to be found within his sphere of duty; because he is thus
able to see with the draftsman's eye and discover, accord
ingly, much that Is necessary to the proper discharge of
his duties, and which, otherwise, would escape his notice.
Of course it must be admitted that there are estimat
ors who are not draftsmen by profession, and who are
thoroughly reliable as to estimating, but long practice
or exceptional opportunity has developed in them the
draftsman's eye—the ability to see as the draftsman
does; and consequently that being the reason for the
estimator's possession of this qualification, it cannot
argue against the necessity for it. Then, too, the more
thorough the estimator is as a draftsman the more
thorough he is as an estimator. His ability in this di
rection is only secondary to the necessity for being prac
tical as hereinbefore shown, both being necessary, his
ability is proportionate to his strength of knowledge of
each—draftsmanship and practical stonecuttlng, which
includes, of course, all that relates to the practical work
ing of the stone, from quarry to building, if we would
aim at perfection in this matter.

mathematical Qualification.
Next to the estimator's ability as draftsman comes
the mathematical qualification, which, In general, Is
Blmply arithmetical, although there are moments when
he can advantageously use his knowledge of practical,
descriptive and rational geometry, as well as plane
trigonometry. This is so obvious a necessity that It is
simply mentioned here as a qualification and dismissed
from further consideration; but the last and very impor
tant requirement of the estimator, outside of " taking off
quantity," which is understood to come within the bounds
of draftsmanship, Is the preparation of the " quanti
ties " for estimate. This presupposes that the estimator
is well versed in the science of construction as applied
to buildings, &c.,; that he understands from the
drawings and specifications where to expect, and look
for. all stone work In connection with the contract,
whether it is a '*girder block " hidden away in the brick
backing, or stone work plainly shown on the elevations,
plans, &c; that he understands how the stone work
butts against the different materials, whether they be
iron, brick, wood, &c; and in general that he under
stands from the requirements of the drawings and speci
fications exactly how the stone work should be cut and
set in the wall; for then, and then only, will be be pre
pared to say fully how much stock shall be used in the
execution of the contract; and how much labor must be
Involved. This being settled, we will consider the prep
aration of the quantities for estimating purposes. It
is not Intended here to elaborate a system, but simply

to point out a few facts which are essential to good esti
mating, and which, taken in conjunction with what have

been stated before, serve to show the duties of the esti
mator, and what should be required of him If he is not
to be chargeable with inefficient service.

(iron pine Similar Stonea.
In arranging the quantities for estimating it should
be determined upon, at the outset, that all similar stones

shall be grouped; that is, all of the same size, profile

and finish should be written in a column together, with

the three dimensions and cubes, so that the calculations
may be simplified as much as possible, on the principle

that simplicity in this respect means speed and safety.

Next In the order is the arrangement of those pieces

which cannot be classified as similar. Having listed In

this way all the stone la the building, the cubes should

be brought out, and added, in order to determine the

amount of stock and the cost of freight and handling.

Before doing so, however, the estimator would do well

Continued from page 186, June issue.

to scan closely the specifications and read them all

through carefully aud ascertain whether some particu

lar stones are hidden away which are not shown on the
drawings, as contractors often find to their chagrin,

when shipments of stock take place, that there is some

more work that they never figured on. The next step

for the estimator is to determine the labor, and to find

the net cost, all as has been indicated herein. These
are his plain duties, and it is manifest that if he should
be found wanting, as herein shown, the contractor has

just cause for chirging him with incompetency, and he
is one cause of failure as pointed out before.

Tbe Superintendent.
The next to be considered is the superintendent of the

shop, and, perhaps, the quarries. It can be truthfully
said that in him should be found all the qualifications of

the estimator. His duties as superintendent require of
him, if not at one time, at another, all the qualifications
already described, and he should, in a well regulated

establishment, be charged with the preparation of the

estimates; as it is obvious, unless a check be contem

plated on the figuring, that he Is In a position, with
reference to all that which enters into the cost, to render

the best service available.

After a careful consideration of what has been said
here it will become apparent to the contractors for whom
this paper Is intended that It Is of paramount necessity

for the success of their business that they should, first,
systematize It so far as it relates to tbe work; and,
secondly, having secured the services of those well quali

fied to direct the work, and pass upon the value of it,

there should bo no difficulty In avoiding the financial pit

falls Into which so many contractors have plunged un

wittingly, and which can be easily guarded against,

when seen. Then the contractor will know that when he
falls to get a job his figure was safely high, and
that, if his figure is much lower than his competitor's,
he is safely low— in all cases he will know exactly
how he stands with regard to a bid before he signs a con

tract.

To Clean Dressed Stone.

A writer in a late Issue of the Stonemason suggests
the following method of cleaning dressed stone:

Clean off all grease and as much dirt as possible with
strong soap and water, then cover with a paste of
quicklime and water. Let it remain for 24 hours, and
wash off with soap and water. Afterward apply diluted

muriatic acid, and be careful to wash this off thoroughly.

Among the fine office buildings In process of erection

in the city of Baltimore may be mentioned that which

is being put up for the Continental Trust Company, at
the corner of Baltimore and Calvert streets. It occupies
a site 75 x 134 feet, and when completed will tower 15
stories above the sidewalk and two below, making prac
tically a 17-story building. The drawings were prepared

by D. H. Buruham of Chicago, and call for a building
to cost in the neighborhood of $100,000. The three

lower stories of the building will be of New Hampshire
granite, and the remaining ones of brick and terra cotta.

The ground floor will be divided into five stores. The
Trust Company will occupy the whole of two floors. It
is intimated that when completed the banking offices

will be among tbe finest of the kind In the country. The
interior finish of the building will be In mahogany, the
corridors tiled and wainscoted 6 feet high with white

Italian marble. The building will be fire proof through
out, heated by steam, and lighted by electricity. A fea
ture is the structural Iron work, which is unusually

heavy, owing to the necessity of strong wind bracing,

and the small number of steel columns which run
through the building.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— XIII.
By Charles J. Woodsend.

AFTER
the piece shown by Fig. 88 in the May issue

is ready for the lathe, turn it up, as indicated,
making the groove for the flange so that it will fit snug
ly. The fillet of the flange will be turned out in the same
pieceas the flange itself, so that whatever thickness of
flange is required the fillet must be added to it, in order
to give the thickness to the stuff from which the flange

is to be made. In practice, it is better to have the ma
terial a shade thicker, so as to allow of truing up the
face of the flange in the lathe. In Fig. 91 is shown half
of the flange already sawn out, while Fig. 92 represents
a section of it upon the line DD.
Take the piece, Fig. 88. out of the lathe, stand it up
on the large end, and if the pieces to form the flange are
•correctly sawn, they should fit neatly in place. Be care
ful to have all the lines of the parting come together,

d!

Figs.91and 92.—Plan of Half Flange,with Section
Upon LineD D.

Fig. 93.—Plan of DrawingBoardwith Half of
Pattern in Position.

'then nail fast in place. Nail through from the side on
-which is the core print, toeing the nails, so as not to in
terfere with the turning. Put the piece back into the
lathe and turn up the flange and its fillet; sandpaper
-down the shellac as explained before. After this Is all
-done, remove the piece from the lathe, take off the center
plates, remove the screws and pry the two pieces apart.
Then cut them at the joints, also cut the end pieces from
•the core prints and plane the joints true, or trim them
upon a trimmer, if that be more convenient.
Wc are ready now to begin the assembling of the pat-

•tern. First, however, take one of the quarter circles
forming the turn and lay upon the drawing board; mark
the lines of the joints upon each edge of the parting, and
-cut them near these marks, leaving a little material for
future trimming. Now take half of each end of Fig. 88,
and lay upon the drawing board, fasten them with hand
■screws,or they may be toenailed if the nails are left
so as to lie easily withdrawn.
Tho next step is to fit the quarter turn to these pieces.

Copyrighted,1898,by CharlesJ. Woodsend.

When this is completed, drive a couple of dogs across

each Joint to hold it in place, and toenail the three pieces

together. It will be noticed from this why the drawing
board should be substantial, straight and out of wind. If
it were otherwise the pattern would not come together

true as it should. Itemove this half of the pattern from

the drawing board, put in a few toenails across the joints
on the side that rests upon the board, and smooth down

any slight irregularities there may be; repeat the oper

ation for the other side, with the difference that it is put
together upon the finished half of the pattern, instead

of being held in place by putting in dogs across the part

ing. After all this is completed, putty up all nail holes
and the holes made by the dogs; rub doWn with sandpa

per and give another coat of shellac. In cleaning up the
ends of the core prints they should be left rounding a

little, so as to draw better. The core prints may be
shellacked with black shellac and finishing touches put to
the whole.
The next thing to consider will be the core boards,
Fig. 94. There should be two of these required— right
and left handed. They should be made of white pine,
and should be free from knots and pitch, the grain of the
wood to run in the direction indicated by the dotted lines
with arrow heads at the ends and have good battens at
the back. The faces of the boards should be straight
and out of wind, and the Inner edge jointed true. In lay
ing down the boards to obtain the shapes, the inside line
should be anywhere from % to 1 inch clear of the great
est width of the core required. The lines upon Fig. 94
will doubtless explain what is required. The outside
may be as much as one may choose, so that it is wider
than the core.
The blocks A and B shown in Figs. 95-98 are to be a
trifle smaller than the semi-diameter of the cores for
their respective ends. This is to allow the strike to slide
over without catching. After the core boards are made

Fig. 94.—Plan of a Core
Board, Showing Lines
of Coreand Position of
BlocksA, B andC.

Figs. 97and98.—EnlargedPlan of Block B
with Sectionon Line F F.

Figs.95and96.—Planof Block A En- Figs. 99and 100.—EnlargedPlan of Block
larged,with SectiononLineE E. C, with Sectionon Line A A.

Making Wood Patterns.
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and the blocks A find B sawn out, lay half of the pattern
on each board and mark the positions for the three
blocks, A, B and C. After this has been done nail the
blocks A and B fast
The next thing is Block C. This forms the ogee made
by the change in the size of the pipe forming the socket.
The inside portions of Block C should be turned out In
the latlie. The Iwo pieces required may be put together
upon the chuck and turned at one operation. They
should also be shellacked, but the rest of the core board
may be left white.
After the blocks G are screwed in their places the
strikes will require attention. These are shown in Figs.
101 to 104, and by examining them it will be noticed that
the handle projects down more than the other side. This
projection, when the strikes are used, runs against the
inner edge of the core board, thus making a guide for the
core maker to build his core. It is very necessary in
making the strikes that tbe inner radius should not be
more than the radius of the core prints, neither should
they be smaller. In one case the finished cores would
not go into the mold, and in the other the metal of the
pipe would be thicker on one side than upon the other.

Education of the Architectural Student.

One of the papers read at the second annual conven
tion of the Architectural League of America, held In

H

.—■ —

HI

Figs- 101and 102.-EnlargedPlan of "Strike" for Core from Block
A to C of Fig. 94,with Sectionon Line H H.

tions stated. It is sufficient to remark in passing that
the essential policy for success In the development of a

school is insistence upon a stiff entrance requirement

and alertness in keeping to the standard set by the best

architectural students in the world— the French. Mr.

Dean is mistaken in holding that because some of the

recently returned students of the Paris school have the
bad tnste to erect French buildings in our cities, that

therefore both European and American schools are at

fault. Because one dog goes mad it does not follow that
all dogs should be muzzled and their mothers shot.
The ideal education of an architect is for him to first

take an A. B. degree in some college or university where

contact with professors and fellow students in the so-

called liberal studies will broaden his attitude toward
the world. Then let him take his professional course

of four or five years in a conservative school where good

principles, not original theories, are taught. If he be a
genius his four years in a professional school cannot

possibly repress him. His individuality will show through
all that conservatism of his teaching. If he have not
great talent, as is the case with many students of archi
tecture, his conservative teaching will have been his pro-
fesional life preserver. Not only he, but the community

with which he is connected, will fervently thank the men
ivho, believing in and loving originality and invention.

Figs. 103and104.—EnlargedPlan of ■Strikeof Core from Block B-
to C, with Sectionon Line J J.

Making Wood Faptems.

Chicago, June 7-9, dealt with the education of the archi
tectural student, the author being Prof. A. B. Trow
bridge of Cornell University. What he had to say is of
such general Interest that we present the following ex
tracts:
The profession of architecture as well as the vast
thinking public have cause to be thankful that the
schools of architecture are taking a stand for conserva
tism in teaching. If we were to allow ourselves to be
carried away by the delusion that we might achieve
fame by experimenting upon our students in the search
for an original style of architecture, we would be In
famous. We would be betraying a trust more sacred
than any trust that is encountered in the practice of ar
chitecture. In practice an architect has the responsi
bility of disposing of his client's money and of so using
it that the community concerned will be enlightened and
educated. His is a trust whicli should not be broken
through this egotistical belief in one's power to revolu
tionize architecture. How much greater Is the responsi
bility of the professors of architecture who have in their
hands the futures of a group of young people.
Our duty toward our students is: 1, to teach them to
construct according to modern practices; 2, to express
themselves in black and white, in color, and in plastic
materials; 3, to habituate them to good methods of study
in the art of designing. Add to this the various courses
In history of architecture, history of art, &c, and we
have in a nut shell an outline of a course which is con
servative and yet capable of the development of a per
fectly safe amount of originality. It is not necessary to
go into the details of the many courses which are re
quired of students in developing them in the three dlrec-

still had the courage and common sense to teach tradi

tions.

To Remove Oil from Marble.

The following recipes for removing oil from marble
are taken from the Stonemason, and may prove of inter
est to some of our readers:
Mix 2 ounces of aqua ammonia, 1 quart of rain water,
1 teaspoonful of saltpeter and 1 ounce of shaving soap,

shaved fine, and see that the soap is well dissolved.
Then apply to the marble, and after a time wash It off.
If the marble be so saturated that one application is not
sufficient, renew it.
Another method Is to mix 1 part of soft soap, 2 parts

of fuller's earth and 1 part of potash into a thin paste

with boiling water, and lay it on the spots and let it re
main for a few hours, then wash off. If the marble Is
saturated the oil may be removed from the surface,

but after a time will reappear from underneath, when
another application will be necessary.

Probably no more convincing proof of the general
prosperity of the country can be presented than the in

creased deposits of the working classes in the savings
banks at the large centers of business and population.
Savings bank officials generally report that the Increase

in the number of depositors and in the aggregate of de
posits this year has been remarkably large; in many

cases the heaviest in the history of their institutions.
The new customers, they add, come mostly from among

the wage earning class.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING-

FOR
something like six weeks there has been friction be

tween the workmen and employers in the building

trades in Albany, N. Y., but on the afternoon of June
4 a meeting of the Master Builders' Association and the
Arbitration Committee of the striking carpenters was held,

which resulted in an amicable adjustment of the difficulties.
On the morning of June 5 a large number of the men re
turned to work on the basis of a scale which, it is stated,

will bring the journeymen's weekly wages to an amount equal
to that earned under the old scale for a nine-hour day, and in
time will open new places for the men. The question of
who is or is not to work upon buildings with the union men
was left to the discretion of the employers, but it is under
stood that the men have been assured that they will have
agreeablecompany.
This adjustment of the labor trouble is a matter of sincere
congratulation to all locally, as many building projects have
beenfaltering during the past month, in fear that the labor
difficulties might interfere with their successful completion.
The settlement of the troubles is especially gratifying, in
view of the efforts of the new Chamber of Commerce to
stimulate an interest in industrial projects and to attract
largemanufacturing industries to Albany. The real estate
transactionshave beenupon an extensive scale this spring, es
pecially in the outlying districts of the city, and upon these
bnilding lots many homes'will be reared during the summer,
thus giving prosperous employment to the members of the
building trades.

Baltimore. Md.

The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held
in the Exchange Building at Lexington and Charles streets,
on the evening of June 5, a large representation being pres
ent. The feature of the evening was the address of Presi
dent P. M. Womble, who referred to the operation of the
revised lien law as having been most gratifying, and that
it will in time prove a great benefit to all builders, by divert
ing this extensive branch of building into its legitimate chan
nels. He stated that during the year 1899 there were 2390
permitsgranted, of which 1861 were for new buildings and
529 for additional improvements. Of those completed, 1705
werenew buildings and 383 additional improvements, with
a total assessed valuation of $2,692,675. The president
stated that if to this total could be added the prominent
businessbuildings now in course of erection, or which have
beencompleted since January 1, the amount named will be
more than double, which he regards as a very encouraging
prospectfor 1900.
The president also referred to another encouraging fea
ture, which was that, while there had been a large increase
in the number of buildings, there were fewer vacant dwell
ings, business buildings and manufactories than in 1897.
Amongthe features of the exchangeto which he called special
attentionwas the library, which has been started in a small
way.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer showed a
gratifying increase in the receipts, as comparedwith the year
before,while at the same time, through judicious and eco
nomicalmanagement,the expensesof the exchangehave been
kept down to a minimum.
The expenseaccount showed a decreaseof nearly $870, as
comparedwith the statement of the previous year. The an
nual election of officers resulted as follows :

President, Jefferson J. Walsh.
First Vice-President, John H. Short.
Second Vice-President, Joseph H. Hillen.
Third Vice-President, Hugh Sisson.
Secretary and Treasurer, John M. Hering.

BOARDOF DIRECTORS.

H. L. Black,
Joseph T. Lawton,
J. D. Cashner,
Joseph Lamb,
E. M. Noel,
George J. Dufur.

D. A. Leonard,
H. A. Seim,
George B. Roche,
John J. Kelly,
Harry L. Starr,
Theodore Mottu.

Buffalo. N. Y.
Building matters in the city are rather quiet at the pres
ent time, although the erection of buildings for the Pan-
American Exposition Company is keeping the carpenter
contractors pretty well occupied. Thus far the buildings for
the Exposition have been temporary structures, but the Art
Gallery and State buildings are to be permanent, and will
be for the most part of marble construction. Out of eight
buildings the Buffalo contractors have carried off the con
tracts for six, which is regarded very favorably by the local
trade. During the second week in June the contract was
awarded for the Emergency Hospital and also for the Eth
nology Building of the Pan-American Exposition.
At the quarterly meeting of the Builders' Exchange, held
on May 287a resolution was presented, endeavoring to have
all city, county and State work let by the measure plan,
rather than by the present plan of lump contract. This
matter, we understand, will be taken up in conjunction with
the various other exchangesof the country.
Buffalo has been getting her share of the labor troubles,
and members of the exchange hardly know how to act if
they don't have some sort of a strike on their hands. The
opinion is expressedthat it is only a question of time before
the unions' arbitrary ideas will disgust their own members,
and it is stated that owing to the attitude of the United

Trade Council, Bricklayers" Union No. 45 withdrew from
that organization.

Chicago, 111.

Ever since the labor troubles commenced in Chicago,
something like six months ago, efforts have at frequent inter
vals beenmade to bring about an amicable adjustment of the
differencesexisting in the building trades, but thus far with
out avail. The latest phase of the situation warrants the
belief that a settlement is a matter of only a short time, but
there are so many phases to the question that what may be a
hope to-day may prove a disappointment to-morrow. One of
the suggestions by which a temporary truce in the labor war
would be secured and building operations immediately re
sumed and continued, pending a final settlement, was that of
Henry Ives Cobb, the architect for the Federal Building.
His idea was to adopt the following temporary rules, and
that if any question arose either between the contractors and
the men, or between the men, it should be referred to a joint
committee, whose decision should be binding:" Eight hours shall constitute a day's work." The scale of wages shall be $4 for bricklayers, $4 for
plumbers, $4 for stonecutters, $4 for gas fitters, $4 for steam
fitters, $4 for plasterers, $4 for engineers, $4 for tile setters,
$4 for iron setters, $3.50 for marble setters, $3.40 for sheet
metal workers, $4 for carpenters, $3.20 for iron workers, $3
for painters, $3 for gravel roofers, $2.40 for plasterers' labor
ers, $2 for laborers." Double pay for Sundays and holidays and pay and one-
half for overtime."
The joint committee should formulate the agreement be
tween the two organizations that should continue for not
Mess than three years.
A disagreeable feature of the situation has appeared in
the results of a special meeting of the Manufacturers' Wood
workers' Association, held on the evening of June 12, when it
was decided unanimously to refuse the demand of the Amal
gamatedWoodworkers' Council for the 10 per cent, increase
in wages over the scale now paid under the local contract
expiring July 1.
For the month of May 295 building permits were issued,

which is an increase of 93 over April, but which compare
with 460 in May last year. A feature is that 167 are for
one-story stores, cottages and cottage additions. This is
said to be the lightest business in May on record, and the ag
gregate cost is only $1,122,000. This affords some idea of
the result of the strike in the building trades, and shows how
that industry has been paralyzed by the fight between the
labor unions and the building contractors.

Des Moines, la.
With the decline in the prices of some of the materials

entering into the construction of buildings local architects
are regarding more hopefully the prospects for the immediate
future. A great deal of large building which was planned
in the city last year has not yet beencarried through on ac
count of the advance in the prices of materials, and with the
markets again lower there is a good prospect that this con
struction work will be put through. Just at the present time
the greater portion of the work" under way consists of dwell
ings and flat bouses. Some architects estimate that there
are now under way, or will soon be commenced,no less than
400 residences,and that the year will show a net gain of at
least 500 houses, if not more. The buildings vary in cost
from $500 to $20,000 each, while the average cost will prob
ably closely approximate $2500.

Louisville, Ky.
The outlook is regarded as promising for an active build

ing season in Louisville and vicinity. Reports indicate that
the trades are in better condition than has been the case for
several years, and that the number of large buildings in prog
ress at important centers indicate the faith which real estate
owners have in the future. The movement for better office
buildings is perhaps as good an indication as could be had
of improving business, and the progressive spirit which has
evolved. Real estate agents intimate that there is a much
better rental demandfor both business buildings and dwelling
houses,all of which is regarded as an encouraging sign.

New Orleans, La.
The architects of the city recently held a meeting to com

plete the formation of what is known as the Louisiana Archi
tects' Association. The officers elected were Albert Tole-
dano, president ; Samuel Stone, vice-president, and Professor
William Woodward, secretary and treasurer. A committee
was appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws, and an
other appointed to confer with the City Engineer and the
Legislative Committee of the City Council, with a view to
drafting a bill with regard to the establishment of a State
Board of Architects. The idea is that firms applying for
license will be forced to come before this board for examina
tion. It is expectedthat within a short time the association
will exert a powerful influence in architectural circles, and
strong efforts will be made to raise the standard of the pro
fession and protect those who are competent against those
who are not.

New York City.
Building operations in the city are rather quiet, although
in the aggregate the total is what would ordinarily be re
garded as large, but which in comparison with a year ago
makes rather a poor showing. An idea of the condition of
affairs, as compared with last year, may be gathered from
the statement that up to the end of the first week in June
the number of permits issued in the boroughs of Manhattan
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and the Bronx was 822, as comparedwith 2311, and the esti
mated cost $27,215,440,as against $59,547,672 for the cor
responding period of 1899.
The annual agreementbetween the Mason Builders' Asso

ciation and the Brick Layers' unions of Manhattan and the
Bronx has been renewed after a two months' consideration
before the joint Arbitration Board, the agreementbeing sub
stantially the sameas that of last year.
The strike of carpenters which has existed for nearly two

months past in Mt. Vernon and the Bronx district has been
settled, the contractors agreeing to pay $3.50 for an eight-
hour day, and give the men a half holiday Saturday.
It has beensuggestedby the Assistant Corporation Coun

sel that the Charter Revision Committee consider whether
architects, engineers, builders, building superintendents, or
any who assume supervisory control of building operations in
the city should not be required to take out a license before
taking charge of any construction enterprise. We under
stand that this has beensuggested,by reason of the many vio
lations of the building law, either through igncrance or other
wise, and that the license schemewould tend to obviate this
difficulty.
The Builders' League of New York held their annual

meeting on .Tune7, which resulted in the election of John P.
Leo as president, Judson Lawson as first vice-president, J.
A. Rossman as second vice-president. W. D. Holmes as sec
retary and L. E. Landon as treasurer. The financial state
ment presented at the meeting showed a gratifying balance
•onthe right side of the ledger.

Youngstown, OMo.
The Builders' Exchange of this city has recently rented

new headquarters in the Brandmiller Block on West Federal
-street. The membershave taken the entire third floor, which
has been fitted up to meet the requirements of the members.
"We understand that the membership now consists of 45 con
tractors and dealers in supplies for the building trades, and
there is a surplus of something like $1000 in the treasury.
A prominent member expresses the opinion that when fully
located in their new quarters all building will be done through
the exchange, as architects will take their plans to the ex
change rooms, place them on the tables and the members
■willbid on the work. This, it is thought, will eliminate the
necessity of advertising for bids, while the public can secure
information at the disposal of the exchange by calling at
the headquarters, which are open from eight in the morning
to five in the afternoon.

Porosity of Cement flortar.

While the requirements of submarine work call for
materials and mortar of great density or water-proof re

sistance, the conditions of building for above ground

habitation are somewhat opposite, if we may accept the
views of the Schiceizerische Bauzeitung.
In the so-called " high " construction, it seems, a rea
sonable amount of porosity is of advantage on account of

■theless amount of conductivity of heat and cold, although

the porosity should not be too great, as It would then be

come a detrimental absorbeut of moisture in rainy

weather.
So far, there are but few records of the exact porous

ness which would admit of air passing through or absorp

tion by capillary actions of different cement and lime
mortars. One of the most noteworthy, which is deter

mined by careful tests, was made by Professor Lang, who

made examinations of different artificial building blocks,

mortars and cements, both in their dry and wet condi

tion, of which the following table shows the proportion

of air passing through different materials at ordinary

pressure or exposure:
Materials. Dry. Wet.
Limemortar 1.00 0.07
Portlandcementmortar 0.16 0 00
Portlandcementconcrete 0.40 0.00

The above shows that there is no communication of air
through wet cement work of any kind, under natural,

ordinary conditions as occurring In general buildings. In
the dry state, cements have about 1-7 the porosity of

common lime mortars.

It Is estimated that with the density and nonafflnlty
for air the ability of drying out or evaporation of moist

ure from cement work is also lessened, which goes for

ward comparatively speedy In lime mortars.

Coxcbete as a building material for walls of high

structures is to have a test in Washington. There is a

factory so constructed In Bayonne, N. J., and a church
in Brooklyn, and the Washington permit, recently issued.
Is for a seven-story structure, with both the inside and

outside walls of concrete. Twisted Iron rods are to be

usediin connection with the concrete, and the thickness

-of the outside walls is to be 12 inches.

, ^Concludedfrom page 206.)

There are a few details that may be briefly touched

on as being important in first-class work.

Veneering.—Veneered work Is undoubtedly superior to

solid work, if the veneering is properly done, and certain

kinds of hard wood finish, such as doors, wide panels or

friezes, must be veneered to give any sort of a job.

Even a first-class pine door should be veneered. The
ad

vantages of veneering are that the wood, being
very

thin, is thoroughly dried, and when applied to a core

built up of small, dry pieces of pine there is no
tendency

to warp or shrink. Two kinds of veneer are used in

house work. The more common kind Is about 3-16
inch

thick, and is always sawed. Many of the mills saw it

from 74-ineh boards as needed. The other
kind Is only

about 1-20 inch thick, and some kinds, such as
bird's-eye

maple and curly birch, are made by cutting off a thin

layer around the log. These thin veneers are only made

from selected stock, and can be obtained In pieces
2 or 3

feet wide, so that a panel 3 feet wide can be veneered

without showing a joint With the thicker veneers it is

necessnry to match the pieces, when the work Is over 12

or 14 inches wide. Some persons probably have an
idea

that it is cheaper to use thin veneers than to use solid

wood. This is not so, except in the case of very rare

woods, and where a factory is especially fitted up for

that kind of work. The ordinary wood working
estab

lishment finds it cheaper to use mahogany even 1% Inch

thick than to veneer it, and the very thin veneers are
but

little used outside of furniture shops and a few mills
In

Chicago and the Eastern States.

Veneered work should always be veneered both sides

where there is any chance for the work to warp, other

wise it will warp and twist badly. Doors, especially, if

veneered on one' side, must be veneered on the other.
If

only with pine. Sash for outside windows, however,

may lie veneered on one side only, if they are 1% Inch
thick or more. The writer usually has the outside sash

for windows showing In rooms finished In
hardwood,

veneered, and has always found them satisfactory.

Panel work should always be put together with loose

panels. Doors should be made with a spline to receive

the moldings, otherwise it Is difficult to secure them

without gluing or nailing to the panels.

Hard Wood Flooring.— Most of the hard wood flooring

now used is manufactured in the lumber regions by con

cerns that make a specialty of flooring, and is sold to the

different lumber dealers throughout the country. Oak

and maple are the most satisfactory woods for floors.

All of this " stock " flooring is matched, and the best

quality is also matched on the ends and bored for the

nails. The usual width is 214 inches on the face. The

stock is supposed to be well air seasoned and kiln dried

before it is stuck, and considerable pains is generally

taken to keep it dry afterward. For a furnace heated

house, however, it should be put In a kiln or hot box for

two or three weeks just before being laid. To obtain

an absolutely perfect job of flooring the boards should

be rejolnted by hand as the floor is laid.

Parquetry.— When something handsomer than a plain

oak or maple flooring is desired it Is best to use par

quetry flooring. This Is now manufactured by several

parties in this country, and a very good quality of floor

ing, in almost any design or any combination of
woods,

can be obtained. The common thickness is 5-16
inch,

and it is usually made up of sbtbs 12 or 18 inches wide

and 3 or 4 feet long for centers, and 6 to 24 inches wide

and 12 feet long for borders.
Thin parquetry should be laid upon a double floor, the

upper thickness of which is of kiln dried clear white

pine, furred up if necessary so as to be perfectly level,

and smoothed and traversed by hand as If for a finished
floor. On top of this pine flooring the parquetry Is

laid,

commencing either with the center or with the border
as may seem best, and secured by l*4-lnch wire brads.
The brads are driven through from the top and sunk for

puttying, from 15 to 20 brads to the square foot being

used where the pattern is in small pieces. Gluing the

parquetry to the floor is not recommended.
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SHEET METAL IN INTERIOR DECORATION.

THE
application of sheet metal plates to side walls,

is, compared with the application to ceilings, simple
in detail. Very little staging is necessary, and the plates
being as a rule much longer than those used for ceiling
work, some styles being fully 10 feet long, fits and ad
justments are quickly made. Many of the shallow styles
of ceiling plates, however, are also applicable to wall
use. In many cases furring strips, similar to the strips
used on ceilings, are employed, but as a general thing
cheap sheathing is better, both to work on and as regards
solidity. Where furring is resorted to the rules covering
ceiling plate applications are observed. Where close
sheathing is used the application of the plates is a much
simpler operation. In this case there are no center lines
to strike for furring; but one is necessary from which to
locate the first plate.

In decorating a wall it is necessary, of course, to lay
out the work in plan form exactly as followed in ceiling
installations. The plates calculated to give the best ef

fect to the apartment, hall, or corridor, as the case may

use of one style of plate, a molding dividing the wains
coting from the field, and a difference in the coloring

making the division more pronounced.
Fig. 29 shows another wainscoting effect, the wains
coting and field being composed of different patterns
of plates. In Figs. 28 and 29 the field and wainscoting:
plates used are large enough to cover the required space

without cutting or fitting, making their application, with
the division molding, an easy matter.
The plain style of wall decoration is seen in Fig. 30,.

where one style of plate is used to cover the wall from'
frieze to baseboard.
Fig. 31 shows the dado style, with the introduction
into the field of a fancy panel. This is a style of decora
tion popularly applied to cafes, restaurants and other
public resorts, the panel adding greatly to the general

effect of the decoration.
Stairways.

The method of application of plates to side walls Is
also followed In the decoration of stairways. The plates

Fig.27.—DadoStyle of
Decoration.

wmmk
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Fig. 28.—WainscotingEffect

SheetMetal in Interior Decoration.—Application of Plates to Side Walls.

Fig. 29.—AnotherStyle of
WainscotingEffect.

Fig. 30.—Plain Style of Wall ]
Decoration,

be, are first chosen, the measurements of the room large
ly governing the selection. It is possible with a little
judgment to so lay out the work that the corner joints

may be made by end to end contact of plates. In other
cases cutting is resorted to. Rounds, bends, or irregular
surfaces, such as jogs or half columns, chimney breasts,
&c, present no difficulties, the plates being easily bent
to any surface that does not approach an acute angle.

In the selection of wall plates there are perhaps three
styles of decoration commonly used. These may be
termed dado, wainscoting, and plain styles. The dado
style of decoration is shown in Fig. 27. Here a section
of wall is shown in which panel plates are used through
out. Commencing nt the top the cove is distinguishable
by its curve. Then follow the frieze, field of four plates,

dado of three small panels, and wainscoting of three
long panels.
Fig. 28 shows the wainscoting effect produced by the

Concludedfrompage118,April issue.

for stairways are furnished in sizes corresponding in
width to that of the stair steps. The stiling used is,
as a rule, plain, so that the cutting to the angle of the
stairway does not mar the general design. A molding
strip is used along the top of the baseboard, and an
other molding strip in line with the handrail completes
the wainscoting and dado, if one is used.
Fig. 32 shows a neat design of stairway decoration,
and Fig. 33 shows a stairway decorative scheme in con
junction with a ceiling and side wall.

Painting.
Sheet metal decorative plates lend themselves to a
variety of schemes for color effect in ornamentation.
The configurations, in the hands of a skillful artist, owing
to their being actually in relief, are aids to the securing
of the most pleasing light and shadow effects, impossible
to obtain in the richest fresco decorations on flat, smooth
surfaces. A plain tint in a single color scheme produces
a richness not secured in any other decoration, while
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with the working of several tints in harmony and the
addition of bronze or gold leaf to prominent portions of
the relief a most beautiful effect is obtained.
The sheet metal plates as they come from the manu
facturer are generally painted one heavy coat each side
with an oxide of Iron, red lead and linseed oil paint.

This painting is said to act as a preservative for the
plates, and lends a more permanent brilliance to the
lead or zinc coatings which follow when the plates are
in position. Two lead or zinc paint coatings should be
given the plates after Installation. These insure dura

bility of the ornamentation under frequent washing, and
obviate the necessity of repainting until the color used

becomes monotonous to the eye and a change proves de

sirable.

Fall of a Defective Scaffold.

The courts have just decided a case of special Interest
to builders nnd contractors involving as it does the re

sults of the fall of a defective scaffold. A man named
Ferguson was a contractor engaged in the construction

reversed because the trial court erred in refusing to
charge that " If the jury believe that the scaffold fell
because of the defective bracing, and also believe that
Stewart, the decedent, assisted in the erection of that
part of the scaffold which fell, and observed and was
fully acquainted with the details of its construction, the
plaintiff could not recover."
The only question before the Appellate Division upon
the third appeal arose upon the refusal of the court to.
charge on the trial that the happening of the accident
created no presumption of negligence on the part of the
defendant. Justice Rumsey, who gives the opinion on
appeal, says the trial court had already charged in refer
ence to contributory negligence, and holds that " whether
the plaintiff stands upon the undisputed failure of the
defendant to perform the duty which the statute imposed
upon him, or upon the unexplained falling of the scaf
fold which he was bound to make safe, suitable and
proper, in either case the court was correct in saying
that when such a scaffold provided for an employee fell
without any reason for its failure, that fact of itself was
evidence of negligence upon which the jury might bass

of a large building at Hunter's Point, Long Island, upon

which Andrew C. Stewart worked as a bricklayer. The

building had progressed until the bricklayers were at

work upon the wall between the sixth and seventh floors.
A scaffold, built at that point, upon which they were
standing, gave way and Stewart fell through five floors

and was killed, while others were seriously injured. The

case had three trials, and a judgment for $5000 was

awarded to Thomas C. Stewart, as administrator, on

the third trial of his action brought to recover damages
from Ferguson for the death of Stewart, this being

affirmed by the First Appellate Division.
On the first trial the complaint was dismissed, the
accident being held to have resulted from the negligence

of one of Stewart's fellow workmen. The Appellate

Division ordered a reversal and new trial, holding that

since the enactment of the Labor law of 1897 such a

scaffold was to be regarded as a place furnished by the
master, upon which the servant was to work, and that

the duty devolved upon the master not to permit such

place to be unsafe, unsuitable, or improper, and that

a servant of the master in erecting the scaffold acted as

the master himself.
A recovery by the plaintiff on the second trial was

a verdict that the defendant had not performed his
duty."

It is the plan of the management of the Pan-Ameri
can Exposition, to be held at Buffalo, N. Y., next year,
to make it the greatest electrical exposition ever held.
Its proximity to Niagara Falls will greatly facilitate
this plan, as nearly all the power used for the exposition
will be drawn from thence. Electricity is to be used ex
tensively in making attractive displays at night. For
this purpose a steel tower, 348 feet high, has been de
signed, which will throw a brilliant light over the whole
of the grounds, and especially upon the elaborate Court
of the Fountains, giving beautiful effects in electrical il
lumination. More than 100,000 electric lamps will be
used, all the large buildings surrounding the Court being
outlined with a fringe of these lights, and the whole of
the exposition grounds being brilliantly lighted up by
their lavish use.

After a strike of several weeks the carpenters at
Orange have been granted a wage of $2.75 per day of
eight hours.
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Design for a Four-Room School House.

Those of our readers who have made inquiries for
designs of school buildings will doubtless be interested
in the elevations and plans presented herewith, furnished
by John P. Lape of Rensselaer, N. T. According to the
architect the building is to be of hard, burned brick with
granite trimmings, slate roof and galvanized iron cor

nice. The Interior finish Is to Include maple floors, with
all casings, doors and woodwork of North Carolina
pine, filled and varnished. The ceilings throughout are

to be of steel. The stairs are to have oak steps lMi inches
thick.
An examination of the plans shows the playrooms
and lavatories to be located in the basement, with two
classrooms on each of the floors above. All side walls
are to be plastered with two coats of King's Windsor
cement, and the classrooms are to be fitted with slate
blackboards. The pupils are seated in such a way that
the light comes over the left shoulder. The heating is to

country gentlemen, the majority, however, are inclined
' to stint their mechanics in material to such an extent,

sometimes, that it is an utter impossibility to do any
thing like a good Job. And it is a fact too, that this
same class are usually the strongest in their demand for
a good job. It is another fact that the painter is ex
pected to do more and better work with less material

than any other mechanic. This is because nine-tenths
of the Jobs in the country are figured too low on the cost

In many cases the money set apart for building purposes
is all gone by the time the painter is called in. Then It
is a financial squeeze the rest of the way. And the paint

ing, that part of the Job which is both preservative and

ornamental, receives the least attention. As to repaint

ing, no matter how bad is the condition of the surface,
a Job is demanded with two coats more often than other

wise. The average man cannot understand why two

coats of paint won't cover one surface as well as it does
another, until he sees it tried. I think the prevailing idea
of doing exterior work in two coats is largely due to the

Front Elevation—Scale,1-18Inch to the Foot.

Design for Four- Room School House.—John F. Lape, Architect, Rensselaer, N. T.

be by hot air furnaces, with fresh air rooms and venti
lating stack, as Indicated on the plans.

Painting the Country House.

The subject of painting is one concerning which the
average building mechanic should possess more or less
knowledge, and the following suggestions regarding the
painting of a country house, taken from the Painters
Magazine,cannot fail to prove of interest. The author,
R. H. Forgrave, says regarding the painting of the clap
boards and other siding:
Writing in the interest of the country painter, we
shall dwell most on repainting, as there is quite an

amount of it done throughout the country and in the
villages, and, In comparison with repainting in the cities,

the buildings are in much worse shape; while, on the
■otherhand, city property owners are more liberal. As
a rule, they allow their mechanics plenty of material.
Brother Jonathan is eternally trying to create the im
pression that he is always " on his uppers; " and accord
ingly wants his work done on the poverty stricken plan.
Although there are many liberal employers among the

efforts of manufacturers of mixed paint to boom their
respective products. When they say that 1 gallon will
paint 250 or 300 feet two coats and cover It well, they
have in mind a surface on which the old paint is in
such condition as to lessen the suction of the oil and
hold the pigment out to a considerable extent; or else
they mean primed work. But the man who has the job
to let, and wants it done at the lowest possible cost, ac
cepts the statement as meaning that 1 gallon will cover
300 feet of any kind of surface.
When a residence or other building is erected in a
city in place of another, the other is torn down, but in
the country, if it is a business house, additions are built
to it. If a residence, the old house, if in any kind of
shape, is repaired and retained for tenants' use. To do
such classes of work as above mentioned cheaply and
satisfactorily is the burden of this article.
Let us begin with the Job which has not been re
painted for several years, on which the pigment has not
worn off: retains its original color to quite an extent,
and is uniform in Its coating, showing no scaled off
spots or other irregularities. If a bit of paint is put on
this, in a few moments it will be noticed that the oil
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in the paint just applied has left the pigment in part and
penetrated into the old paint, taking none of the pigment
with it, as can be seen along the edge of the fresh paint.

On the theory, then, the less paint it takes to get a good
preservative surface the better, we reason that the sur
face only needs filling with oil— that is, if the color is not
to be changed to a marked degree; then with a heavy
coat of oil and pigment the job is complete. The cost of
the pigment, which would have been used In the first

where the laps are glisten with oil, while the other por

tions dry fiat. But when considerable pigment is used

in the first coat, and well brushed out, the surface is
more unjform, drying flat at the laps as well as at the

other parts. One might think, when only oil is used,

there would be more of it at the laps. It seems there is
not, however, when there is enough oil used to thor
oughly fill the old paint. When pigment is used it holds
the oil out after the old paint absorbs all it can hold, thus-
leaving places, usually where the reaches lap, which will
not absorb as much oil from the last coat as the rest

of the surface does. We find the cheapest way to re

paint such a described surface is to fill the old paint

with oil, then use one coat of paint of the color of the
old paint.
The kind of surface which gives the painter the most

trouble, particularly when there is a stint of material, >s-

the one which has stood until all of the oil has perished
and the pigment all off. From time to time we notice
schemes in the trade Journals describing cheap ways of

doing lasting jobs, many of which are good. The most

usual way is using the oil for the first coat in the form-

of an emulsion, mixing some cheap pigment, as whiting,
with it. Such surfaces as these, especially when they

have stood until they have become fuzzy, drink in ol>

almost like pouring it into a spout. Rather strong com

parison, but, any way, what is wanted is something

cheap that will fill, stick securely to the surface, and pre
vent suction of the oil. We know that glue will stick
for many years if protected absolutely from moisture.
On very bad surfaces, that gather moisture only from-
rains, a surfacer of glue, water and ochre Is recom
mended, from the fact that ochre will fill and the glufr
that holds the particles of ochre together, and at the

same time binds it to the wood, will prevent suction to-
a great extent. When this is covered with two coats--
of paint, it will be protected from dampness by rain. I

End View,ShowingBoys'Entrance.

coat, would be saved. Not much,

to be sure, but one saving of many,

which will count in the aggregate,
on many jobs. That two coats, the
first being all oil, will cover such a
surface as well as when pigment Is

In both I know to be a fact. In
some Instances, when pigment is

used in the first coat on old pigment

devoid of oil, It is a hard matter to

avoid spots, particularly where the
laps of the course come. When oil

alone is used, if there be enough
to thoroughly fill the old pigment,
the surface will be uniform and de
void of spots, which is easily cov
ered with one more coat. Time
will not show the laps, as it some
times does, through the last coat
when done the other way. If the
color Is to be changed to a much
lighter tone. It will be necessary to
use color in both coats. The surest
way to do this in two coats is to
make the first coat pretty strong
in color, apply plenty of it,

thoroughly brushing out. In this way a consider
able amount of oil penetrates the old coat, and also
leaves oil In the fresh paint. If but little color be used.
It is almost sure to be spotted, to such an extent some
times it is difficult to so cover with another coat that the
spots will not show In the course of time. The reason
the spots show when the first coat is mixed thin is be
cause there Is more oil where the laps are. When the
next coat Is put on the places where the laps are do not
draw as much oil from the last coat as that portion
■wherethere are no laps does, consequently the places

Design for Four-Room School House.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

know that it will both last and do the work, because I
have tried It. There is no doubt that some of the oil'

penetrates into the ochre glue mixture. It is much bet
ter than a sizing of glue, water alone or any of the
emulsions made of lime water, caustic potash, vitriol,

&c, and linseed oil. I find that these so-called emnlsions
do not save much oil, very little, if any, on a surface
which has much suction. The extender Is water, the

alkali being used only to make the water and oil mix.
Thus it penetrates further Into the board. The water
evaporates, leaving the surface quite as porous as In
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the beginning. The alkali plays the part of filler on a

very limited scale. To mix a pigment with an emulsion
to such amount as to serve as a filler results in blistering

and scaling in at least three out of every four instances
it is used. The plaster of paris products are meeting
with considerable favor for priming fillers with painters
in the Central and Western portions of the country.

While they are good for filling old weather beaten sur
faces, they do not save much oil, hardly any, for plaster

of paris (rough) is porous and has quite as much suction
as old boards. By mixing in glue water the suction is
lessened, but they don't mix very well in glue water.

The glue seems to make the plaster of paris products go

on ridgy like. However, this may be a fancy only. We

have now treated the best and the worst surface the
country painter encounters in the line of exterior re
painting, in ways which appear to us
to be the cheapest and at the same
time will last for a reasonable time.
The condition of all other surfaces
with but few exceptions will be found
between these two extremes. It is not
always the costliest paint that proves
the most lasting under certain condi
tions. Paint made from old putty is
recorded as often giving good service
on old, porous surfaces. The cheapest
way always in doing over weather
beaten boards, where they can be pre
served from moisture, is to use some
cheap material that will fill the pores
and crevices to some extent; also, that
will stick to the boards and hold the
oil and paint on the outside to receive
the attacks of the elements.
Both white lead and ochre have
their advocates respectively as a
primer for new work. Both are good.

Quite a number of the best stu-

I have a barn to which additions have been added
from time to time until it represents nearly all conditions

of surface with which the painter has to contend in the
usual run of the trade, on which I have made some ex
periments. I have discovered some things which are In
direct opposition to Ideas maintained by most painters.

One departure from the general idea is that paint seems

to do better when put on right in the hottest season than
in winter. It takes a little more oil, or, rather, there
should be more oil in paint used on a hot day than when
used on a cold day to give the same condition of surface.
The wood being dryer and warm, absorbs more. It goes
deeper into the wood. This fact alone, all other condi
tions equal, should convince one that summer painting
is the better. Will it not blister and scale more when
done in summer ? I am convinced, if each coat is al-

Deaign for Four-Room School Hovse.—Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

dents of paint maintain that, when white lead is
extended with a good extender, it improves Its
serviceability in all other ways, except that of
covering. If white lead and ochre, we will say,
are both equally good individually as a primer, then
white lead extended with ochre would be an Improve
ment on either. Our experience leads us to believe that
such a mixture is an improvement. The reasons to be
seen are that white lead and oil used in the proportions
they generally are for a primer do not make a very good
filler. But ochre will brush into and fill the smaller
checks, and the cementing nature of white lead binds the
mass together and to the wood.

lowed time enough to dry well, and

the proper amount of oil is used, It is

not near so liable to scale as when

done in winter. Scales do not always

come from blisters. I think a great
deal of scaling Is due to moisture some

where. There is more moisture con

nected with the operation of painting

in cold weather, even if the atmos
phere be dry, than on the average sum

mer day. Moisture from a rain in

summer does not take long to evapo

rate, but in winter it does. As we are

not dealing with when is the best sea

son to paint, we wl'l drop It until an
other time by saying that heat, rightly

distributed during the drying process,

gives a greater value to a painted sur

face than when it dries in freezing

weather or on alternating cold and

warm days.
I have also found that a good sili
cate, the particles of which are bound

together with glue and protected from

moisture that would soften the glue, makes a reliable
surface for painting.
As I said In the beginning, no matter what the condi
tion of the surface, most country people demand a fair
job if repainting in two coats, and want it done with
the same amount of paint that the " ready mixed " men
recommend for two coats on a good surface. On some
surfaces it is impossible to do it with that amount of
paint. Of course, it can be done in two coats, making
both heavy and giving it all it will hold on the first coat,
but It will take more than 1 gallon of paint (two coats)
to each 300 square feet. Extended oil is not a good thing
for a very porous surface. It won't stop suction. The
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next coat will penetrate it, and often, if a third coat be
used, there will be spots. Judging from experiments, I
conclude the best way to treat a dry, porous surface

cheaply, one that has long been exposed, is by using a

good silicate paint in glue water as a filling size to stop,

in some degree, the suction.

Some Comments on Interior Wood Work.

Never in the history of this country has such fine
work been done in woods, at least for house finishing, as

is being done to-day. says P. E. Kidder, the well-known

consulting architect. It is true that some very good
work was done in the Colonial period, especially in stair

and mantel work, but most of the work was painted, and

the members were not as fine as at the present day. It
is, in fact, difficult to find a piece of Colonial work that

would be considered first-class in execution by the archi

tects of to-day. True, the Colonial work, being done en

tirely by hand, possessed an individuality that is lacking

in machine work, but in the best modern work the indi

viduality is obtained by special designs, inlaying and

carving. *

Even at the present time, however, a great deal of

wood work is decidedly inferior to the average of that

done 150 years ago, because of the rush with which

everything is now done, and the low prices at which

much work is taken. Then, again, house carpenters do

not as a rule learn their trade as thoroughly now as iu

the olden times. Indeed, the modern house carpenter

is employed mostly on rough work, and the only fine

work he has to do is in putting up the finish, which has

been worked, smoothed, sandpapered and largely put

together at the mill. The trade of the joiner has merged

into that of the cabinetmaker, and is followed only by

those men who work in a mill or factor-.

A First-Class Job.
To obtain a strictly first-class Job of flue interior
finish, outside of a few of the larger cities, is a difficult

undertaking, and one that requires a great amount of

watchfulness as well as technical knowledge on the part

of the architect, great care in preparing the walls and
rough work to receive the finish, good mill facilities,

with ample floor space and skillful men to do the work
and time to get it out, and much money to pay for it.
As with nearly everything else, a beautiful room depends

very largely upon the work and artistic thought put into

it, and without these the work cannot be a success, no

matter how rich the materials employed. For the best
work, however, of course only fine materials should be

employed.
The defects in interior wood work are due to many

causes, the chief of which, perhaps, is that not enough
money is paid and time allowed for the work. Even

when these causes are eliminated, however, the finish

may be only second or third class, because the walls

were not dry, the grounds were not properly put on, the

plaster was not true to the grounds, the wood was not

thoroughly dry, the glue was poor or the work not skill
fully done or properly put up.
A great amount of fine finish is nearly spoiled every
year by being put against damp walls or in a damp
house, and also because the walls have not been well
grounded and carefully plastered.

Size of Grounds.
When a first-class job of wood finish is desired, it is

Important to specify that grounds of ample size be put

behind nearly every piece of finish, and especially behind

all casings, bases, wainscoting, wood cornices and even
the picture mold; the grounds should also be put on

perfectly straight and made solid, and in such position

that they can remain in place and afford nailings for the

finish. Unless this is done and the plastering brought

perfectly flush with the grounds, it will be found that
the plastering is wavy, perhaps out of plumb; and alto

gether in such shape that it is impossible to bring the

finish to the plaster without twisting or springing
it, and

often it cannot be brought against the plaster,
except in

a few places. It has been the writer's experience that it

is more difficult to get the walls properly prepared
for

the finish than to get good finish. The condition
of the

building when the finish is brought to it is also a very

important factor. The plastering should be thoroughly

dry, and the rooms as free from moisture as it is possible

to have them.

The best time of year in which to finish a
building is

in the winter months, as the heating apparatus can
then

be kept in operation and the air kept dry. In the sum

mer months the workmen cannot endure artificial
heat,

and the air in the rooms is consequently of about
the

same humidity as that outside. Even on the hottest

summer day the air is not nearly as dry as in a furnace

or steam heated house in winter, and in some localities

dry air in summer is quite uncommon. The main point

to be considered and attained as closely as possible is
to

have the wood dried in a kiln or
" hot box

" to such a

point that the artificial heat in winter will not affect it,

and to get it from the mill to the house nnd in place and

varnished or painted without its absorbing moisture.

This is something quite hard to do, but it can be done.

Designing of the Finish.

The designing of the finish— i. e., in regard to the way

the pieces of wood shall go together or be built up—also

has a great deal to do with the final appearance of the

work. That the finish shall be worth the labor and

thought expended on it, It should obviously be of an ar

tistic and appropriate design, but this can usually be

attained in several ways, and it is better to use a com

paratively plain finish that will stay in place and not

show open joints than to use a more elaborate finish that

will open at nearly every joint. In designing standing

finish, therefore, the architect should first consider what

the chances are for obtaining the requisite conditions for

a first-class job, and if he thinks that it is doubtful about

obtaining the necessary degree of dryness, and careful

preparation for the work, he will do well to make the

finish of such a character that It can be fitted to uneven

walls and not be badly affected by shrinkage. It also

makes quite a difference whether the work is to be

painted or varnished, as in painted work open joints may

be filled, but in varnished work any perceptible shrink

age mars the appearance of the work almost beyond re

pair. The ill effects of shrinkage may be largely over

come by avoiding miter joints and either using corner

blocks or treating the casings as pilasters, with caps or

corners made of a separate and slightly thicker piece.

Pilaster casings with corner blocks, which may be

carved if desired, is the simplest finish for avoiding the

effect of shrinkage. For very fine finish, where all the

conditions are favorable, the work should either be built

up with several narrow members or the broad surfaces

veneered on a pine back. The work should also be put

together at the mill as far as possible, and painted on

the back and filled and shellacked on the surface before

it leaves the mill. In the best work the head and side
casings are joined together at the mill, so that no joints

have to be made at the building, and if the wall is per
fectly true but very few nails will be required to hold
the work.
When the casings are quite thin, however, unless the

walls and grounds are perfectly straight and in line with

the edges of the frame or jamb linings, it is better to put

up the finish piece by piece, as if put together at the mill

the joints are liable to open in fitting the finish to the

wall. A better job of work can usually be obtained by
using comparatively thick finish rather than thin. The

best work in this country is largely put together with

glue and perhaps a few screws. Such work, of course,

must be very carefully done and requires a good deal of

time and ample room in the shop. It is doing no in
justice to say that not every mill Is equipped for getting
out first-class wood finish.

(Concluded on pout 200.)
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Designs of Ornamental Capitals.

In the designing of buildings, whether for public or
private use, much dependence is placed for the archi
tectural effects upon the style and degree of the detailed
ornamentation. The field is so broad that almost any

desired effect may be produced by a proper selection
of the treatment to be employed, keeping always in mind
the fact that the same order, or style should pervade the

Designcopyrighted.

Capitalof the Italian RenaissanceOrderof Architecture.

entire work, thus contributing to a harmonious, whole.
This tendency toward rich ornamental effects is perhaps
more strikingly seen in the elaborate treatment of both
the interior and exterior of some of the more important
office buildings erected in recent years, where the oppor
tunity is presented for the architect to more freely exer
cise his artistic taste. Certain forms of ornamentation
appear to be growing in favor to such an extent that
they are being reproduced in composi
tion material with entire success, and
with great promise for the future.
As affording an idea of what may
be done in this direction we present on
this page some examples of capitals,
furnished by the Decorators' Sup
ply Company of Chicago, 111., the
first view representing a design
executed in the Italian Renais
sance style, and the second shows a
capital of the Roman composite order.
This class of ornamentation is furnished ranging in style

from the Grecian and Konian classics to the different
periods of Renaissance, as practiced most successfully
by the Italians, the French and our modern architects.
The material employed is a composition equnlly adapted
for interior and exterior decorations, and when properly
applied and finished, is said to give the same results as
wood carving, having the same grain, and can be made
to represent any wood, such as oak, mahogany,
birch, &c.

Thirteenth-Century Houses in England.

Changes in domestic architecture are observable dur
ing the thirteenth century, says the London Architect,

that is, chiefly during the reigns of Henry III. and Ed
ward I. The period of John's sway— viz., 1190 to 121t>—
was so much disturbed by civil and ecclesiastical com

motions that social improvement was altogether disre
garded. After the death of this monarch, however, the
necessity for the erection of purely castellated buildings
progressively diminished, while those that were built as
sumed more of a domestic aspect; and the size, con
venience and decorative character of the structures gen
erally increased In proportion.

This change was materially aided by the encourage

ment afforded to art in England, and in Its widely ex
tended development throughout the whole of civilized
Europe in the thirteenth century, and more especially
by the superseding of the Norman type of form, detail
and decoration by the far more beautiful Pointed style
of architecture, which now began to manifest in all di
rections its ever varying and luxuriant beauty. Perhaps

in the earlier part of the century there was no very per
ceptible diversity of plan or general
arrangement in domestic buildings
from that which had previously ex
isted. The hall was still the principal
feature of the mansion—the old divi
sions of cellar and solar were still ob
servable.
Little by little, however, changes
crept in; a desire for increased
convenience began to be displayed;
the addition of other rooms for
the master besides the solar be

came a matter of necessity; the walls were now plas
tered, and in some instances partial wainscoting was
used: mural decoration and painting generally were In
troduced: the luxury of glass in the windows sparingly
and but occasionally, lattices and hanging wooden shut
ters both, inside and out being adopted for the admission
of air and as a protection from wind and rain; the erec
tion of chimneys and the use of large hooded fire places

became general; provision was everywhere made (and
on the whole to a greater extent than even at the pres

ent dayl for domestic convenience in the shape of "lat

rines." or camera; private; and furniture, cooking ap

paratus and domestic utensils, though still rude in de

sign, devoid ot ornament and scanty in amount, were

among ttie domestic requirements of the age.

A French architect. M. Letorey, has applied the cap
tive balloon to the cleaning or decorating of cupolas, high

roofs, towers and monuments. The balloon is raised or

I)i signcopyrighted.

Capitalof the RomanCompositeOrder.

Designs of Ornamental Capitals.

lowered from a wagon by a windlass and Is steadied by

stays from the side of the envelope. It has two plat
forms, one on the top, the other underneath, which com

municate by means of a ladder up a central tube. The
" balloon scaffold," as it is called, is claimed to be useful

and safe in many operations, such as now require the

services of steeple climbers. It is also adapted for use
in wireless telegraphy, as an aerial station.
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Sheet Metal Construction in South Africa.

The use of galvanized, corrugated sheet iron for build
ing purposes is quite general in South Africa, according
to a correspondent of the British Trade Journal. Its ad
vantages are lightness, cheapness, suitability for trans
port purposes, and the rapidity with which buildings
may be erected with it. To this must be added the fact
that unwrought sheet iron can be imported duty free.

The galvanized sheet iron required measures 15 inches
broad and 2 yards long, or breadth 17% inches, length 2
yards. The weights mostly In use are about 100 pounds,

116% pounds in Cape Town, and about 111 pounds in
Durban. The import duty amounts to about 7% per cent
of the value for completely finished corrugated sheet
metal, which is placed on the market in lengths of from
2 yards to 3 yards 2% inches by about 25% Inches broad.

The roof is constructed in the usual way, the Interstices
or joints between the sheets—which are laid parallel

to one another— being filled with roofing felt or as
phalting. The ease and rapidity with which such roofs

can be built has led to the erection of small corrugated

sheet metal dwelling houses. Larger buildings, for lodg
ing house purposes, are also being constructed entirely

of sheet metal, a saving being effected of at least half the

cost of building a dwelling house of brick with a slate

roof.

t
Building Restrictions Abroad. /

tion of a building, these figures will necessarily require
important modification in order to make them conform to

present local conditions. The bills of materials, however,

are given in sufficient detail to render the work of chang

ing n comparatively easy matter. Within the covers of
the little volume are presented 40 designs of houses rang

ing in cost from $250 upward, and embracing country

cottages, farm houses, frame and brick residences, as

well as houses in blocks.

The New Elements of Hand Railing. By Robert Rid-
dell. Size, 11 x 14 inches. 120 pages. Illustrated by
40 full page plates. Bound in board covers. Pub
lished by John J. McVey. Price, $5.
This is a revised edition of the well-known work by
Mr. Riddell on " The Elements of Hand Railing," and
will be found of interest to those seeking an under
standing of the subject indicated. The illustrations,

which are accompanied with ample descriptive letter

press, cover a wide range of problems, showing among

other things how to lay out winders for quarter circular

stairs, the wall string being bent by kerfing; laying out

straight stairs having a cylinder and wreath to land on

a level floor; platform stairs, construction of stairs hav

ing two-quarter landings; construction of semicircular
stairs; self supporting stairs; construction of wreaths for

elliptical stairs, as well as a large number of other forms

of stairs likely to arise in every day practice, the whole
comprising a comprehensive elucidation of the art of

stair building.

The building regulations of many English towns are

founded upon those of London, without going quite so

far in the direction of restraint. Those of the chief con "

tlnental cities generally go somewhat further, especially^
in respect of the hights of buildings. Thus In Paris the r.
front wall cannot, in the widest streets, be carried bigh-^
er than about 65 feet; In Vienna the hight of dwelling

houses may not, as a rule, be more than about 77 feet,

while the floor level of the topmost story must not ber
higher than 62 feet, nor may there be more than

flve^
stories In the hight of the house. In London no limit off
hight Is actually fixed. The normal hight Is 80 feet, but J
a wall may be carried as high as the public authority*,
•shall permit. In Sweden the regulations seem to touch %
the question of taste in a rather important way. The
front of a house must not be painted white, but some
■colorInoffensive to the eye. In other respects the con
tinental regulations are generally more restrictive than
ours— except as to balconies, the width of which, to the
extent of about 4 feet, is legalized; while with us this|jt.
<oneof the most romantic features of the elevation) has.Vp
in every case, to pass through the chastening fire of theji)!

'

public authority, particularly if it overhangs the public,;
way.

New Publications.
Modern House Plans for Everybody.— By S. B. Reed,
Size, 5x7% inches; 243 pages; 175 illustrations.
Bound in board covers. Published by Orange Judd
Company. Price, postpaid, $1.
This is a revised edition of House Plans for Every
body in which the author lias made little attempt to!
change the text or floor plans, but nearly all the eleva-;-.
tions have been redrawn with special regard to modern.i
ideas and tastes. In this the author has been guided?'
by many years' experience in planning and superintend-^'
ing the erection of country buildings, and. has selected
from an extensive collection of original designs such
examples as seemed best for purposes of simplicity,
comfort and economy. The plans are sufficiently varied
to present a diversity of arrangement, each one being ac
companied by a detailed description of its convenience
and construction, while its cost is shown by estimates
made to correspond with uniform standard of prices at
rates current at the time the book was compiled. In 7
view of the gieot advance during the past year in the,
prices of all sorts of materials entering into the construe-
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The Crest-Tile Conductor.
— I— A combined crest-

jMT^ ing, ridgeboard and
electric conductor,
made of the best gal

vanized sheet steel. We also manufacture eave trough and conductor

pipe, valleys, etc
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND FXICE.S.

JAMES H. WATSON ESTATE, Crawfordsvillc, Ind
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Architectural Drawing

_for Mechanics.
A thorough treatiseon Architectural Drawing
forbuildingmechanics,showingthe learnerhow
toproceed,step ky step,in everydetail of the
work. By I. 1*.Hiclrs. 94 pages, illustrated
throughout,oblong,cloth,piice,$ .00.

Estimating Frame and Brlek Houses,
By F. T. HODGSON.

i thoroughlypracticalandcomprehensivetreatise,
lowing in a pro*revive mannerthe methodof
estimatingthe costof laboi and thequantitle■re-
quiredof thevariousmaterialswhicheDterIntothe
constructionof frameaw brickbuildings,constitut
ingaworkof unusualvaluetoarchitects,contractors,
buildersandotherswhowishtoacquiret Knowledge
oftbUmostImportantphaseof thebuildingbusiness.
Illustratedbymeansofscaledrawing*withconstruct
ivedetailsroproducedfrom Ca ventryandBuild-
ino. 117paxes,5x . Inches,clothbound,piIce,$1.00.

HICKS' BUILDERS GUIDE.
Comprisingan easy, practical systemof esti
matingma'erialsanaltoor for carpenters,con
tractors,andbuilders A comprehensiveguideto
thoseengagedin thevariousbranchesof thebuild
ing trades. By I. P. Hicks. 160pages,114illus
traiions. Boundin cloth,price,

PROGRESSIVE CARPENTRY.
Betas-theresultsofAOyearsofexperienceIn build
fas'andthesludyofall knownmethodsofconstruc
tloc■with manyImprovementsset forth and ei
plained; togetherwitha systemof framingroofsby
whichevery stick can be fittedperfectly,withoutmaking extra drawingsto obtaincuts, bevels,
etc for the work. BvD.H.Meloy,Architect.IUus-
irated 3x 7XInches,cloth. trice,$100

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
By C. FRANKLIN EDMINSTER.

Instructor in Department of Fine Arts,
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York.
A work of specialvalue to the student,the
mechanicandthe manthat is striving to better
hisposition A work practical and up to date,
and treatng thevarioussubjectsit coversma
simpleand comprehensivemanner. The first
chapterpresentsthe drawingmaterialsusedby
thedraftsmanandgives full directionsfor their
use. The chaptersthat follow are devoted10
geometricproblems,simpleprojectionsintroduc
ing the principlesof workingdrawings,intersec
tion of s<lids, developmentof surfaces,projec
tionof shadows,instrumentalperspective,orders
of architecture, sindy of a frame house,and
studiesinmasonryconstruction. <ontainsninety-
six full pageillustrationsbeautifullyrendrred,and
onehundredpagesof text.
BeautifullyBoundInClotb, Size7x9,Price$3.00.

s Band boor on Cements
By ADDISON H. CLARKE.

This little bookgivesin convenientform some
of the specificationsand formulaefor mixingandusing cementsas recommendedby the leading
authorities From TheNational Builder wehave
the following notice: "The little work contains
animmenseamountof goodpracticalinformation
onCementanditsuses—containsinaconciseformprettynearlyall thatis knownaboutCement,its
usesand capabilities- It should bein thehands
of every builder, architector engineerwhohas
anythingtodowithCement."
Size3^ x6 Inches,96Pages,Cloth,Price$1.00
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A Simple Treatise on the Rudiments
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Embracingthepropermethodof handlingtools
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ings. By Charles J. Woodsend.88 pages,6x9
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DOVELTIES.
Winn's Ball Bearing Door Holder.

A device which will doubtless inter
est many of our readers is Winn's
Improved ball bearing adjustable
door holder, made by the Allen &
Winn Mfg. Company of Chicago, 111.,
and illustrated herewith. As inti
mated by the title, the holder is ball
bearing, has a double action, and
when it is desired to hold the door
at any fixed point on the floor, or if
the holder is placed on the inside of
a door, it is only necessary to pull
the door gently against the holder
until it .locks itself. In Fig. 1 of the

Novelties—Winn's Ball BearingDoor Hold

er.—Fig. I.— Views of Holder when in

and Out of Use.

engravings the view at the left rep
resents the holder as it appears at
tached to a door and not in use, while
the view at the right represents the
holder in use. A general idea of the
c-onstruction of the device itself may

be gathered from an inspection of
Fig. 2 of the engravings. When plac
ing the holder on a door the arm
should stand at an angle of about
45 degrees. If the door shrinks and
draws further from the floor a turn
<>rtwo of the bottom piece will
lengthen the holder sufficiently for
the purpose. The device can also be
used as a buffer, by simply bringing

the arm or fulcrum to a horizontal
position. The holder can be used on

either side of a door, and when placed

page catalogue issued by the Brook
lyn Metal Ceiling Company, 283-285
Greene avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The
pages are oblong in shape and are
bound in paper covers with embossed
side title in silver lettering. The
manufacturers point out that they
make metal panels finished in imita
tion of the various marbles, includ
ing the very finest kind of onyx. This
work is considered to be finished in
a very durable manner; is baked on
the metal and will not chip or flake
off with ordinary wear. The ceilings
are made in panels 21 inches square,
with J/i x 1^2 inch molding around
the edge of each panel, the molding
being finished in a tint to correspond
with the onyx, while the relief work
is finished with a gold effect. The
company also make a line of metal
tiling finished in various tile finishes,
including all tints, colors and metal
effects. Several pages in the cata
logue are given up to views of in
teriors, showing ceilings in rococo
and Empire designs, as well as many

other styles. The designs are of suf
ficient variety to meet many require
ments, while tne use of ceiling panels
in combination with moldings, friezes,

cornices. &c, permit of an almost
endless variety of effects.

Toledo Gravity Level.

The Toledo Gravity Level Com
pany, Toledo, Ohio, are bringing to
the notice of building mechanics the
level shown in Fig. 3 of the accom
panying cuts. It is governed by a
weight carried on friction rolls. The
accuracy of the level is the result,

it is explained, of gravity practically
unimpeded by friction, and that no
adjustment Is required in either hot
or cold weather to Insure absolute
accuracy. The manufacturers state

that the level is neatly and durably

made, and is guaranteed by them to
give perfect satisfaction. The object

of the invention is to provide a new

and improved level simple and dura

ble in construction, and so arranged

as to indicate automatically horizou-

Fig. 2.—View of Holder, Showing Internal
Construction.

on the inside answers the purpose of
a secure night bolt, simply by giving
it the necessary adjustment.

Stamped Steel Celling* and Siding.

Some very attractive designs of
stamped steel ceilings, siding and
wainscoting are to be found in a 52-

easily adjusted. In a neat cir
cular which the manufacturers have
issued concerning the scraper they
tell how to use and sharpen it.
In using it, they say, grasp the
handle with the right hand, place
the left on the cap and draw
from left to right, regulating the
pressure on the surface by the left
hand. In order to sharpen the tool
for removing old paint or varnish, the
manufacturers say, file to a slight

Fig. 4.—ViewShowing OeneralApplication
of UniversalWoodScraper.

bevel with a flat file, leaving a fine
saw tooth edge. To sharpen for use
on floors or bench work, where a
smooth, hard finish is desired, grind
the blade to a bevel on a grindstone,
then rub it on a whetstone and turn
ii»e edge with a steel awl.

Nonpareil Rcfrlgeratora.

The Williams & Hunting Company,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, furnish us with
a copy of their new 1900 Illustrated
catalogue of Nonpareil sanitary re
frigerators, made under Herrlck's
patent. These goods are built outside
of solid oak, and are so constructed
that the ice bed can be instantly
changed so as to increase or decrease
the capacity of the ice chamber. The
drip spout is made square and open
and can be readily taken out and
cleaned at any time. The bottom of
the interior of the refrigerator is flush
with the door sill; the shelves are all

Fig. H.—Side Bkvitkm of ToledoGravity Level.

tal and vertical positions and the
angle of any deviation.

Universal Wood Seraper.

A tool which will be found of
especial interest to carpenters, floor
layers, painters and others is the Uni
versal wood scraper, illustrated in
Fig. 4 of the engravings. It is man
ufactured by Britt & Page of 12
Temple place, Lynn, Mass., having
been designed and patented by a
practical carpenter and thoroughly
tested. With it the claim is made
that one man will do more and better
work in a day than any two men can
do in the same length of time by the
old hand method. It is simple, dura
ble and has no intricate parts to wear
out. The blades, thumb screws, set
screws, &c, are of fine quality of
steel, and the finish is in nickel or
aluminum, according to preference.
All parts are interchangeable and

made of wood and are adjustable
from 5 to 10 inches, easily cleaned
and quickly removed. The ice pan,
rack and bed and the entire lining
of the ice chamber are made of gal
vanized iron. The air circulates
round the ice chamber between the
lining of the box proper as well as
down over the ice and <out at the
bottom of the ice bed, keeping the
whole pure and sweet. The walls
are packed with aluminum mineral
wool. Among the goods shown in the
catalogue are Nonpareil family re
frigerators with two or three doors,

four-door large sizes for boarding
houses, hotels or grocers, and Niekel-
oid lined refrigerators in various
sizes and styles. The latter are lined
throughout with Niekeloid, which is
a uoncorrosive. nonporous and bright
polished metal. Attention is also
given in the catalogue to the com
pany's Parlor City screen doors, of
handsome design, made in rive sizes.
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Combination Window Lock.

A combination -window lock em
bodying features of interest to archi
tects, builders and house owners gen
erally is being offered by the Inter
national Burglar-Proof Sash Balance
& Lock Company, 101 Subin street.
Providence, K. I. In the illustrations
presented herewith Fig. 5 shows the
lock and rack, and Fig. 6 the interior
of the lock. The fixture consists of
a gear wheel journaled in a case,
similar In appearance and shape to
a mortise lock. The case is mortised

Novelties.—CombinationWindowLock.—Fig.
5.— Viewof Lock and Hack.

iuto the jamb or runway of the win
dow frame in the same manner that
a lock is mortised in a door. The
teeth of the gear wheel protrude
through the face plate into the run
way of the sash, where it engages a
rack of cogs in the edge of the sash.
The balancing power is furnished by
a strong coil spring in a recess of the
gear wheel, the action and balancing
principle being similar to an ordinary
window shade fixture. The gear
wheel is automatically locked by two
pawls engaging the teeth in opposite
directions, which are disengaged by
the action of a press button in the
face board of the window casing, al
lowing, it is explained, the sash to
he adjusted to any position, and in
stantly locked again when the press
button is released. No weights, cords,
pulleys, fasteners nor sash lifts are
used in connection with the lock,
which is made in sizes to balance all
weights of sash. It is pointed out
that the lock can be applied to old
bondings which have not been pro
vided with pockets, without changing
the sash or frame. Anti-friction rolls
are provided for all windows, which
are placed on the edge of the sash
opposite the lock. All that is visible
after the fixtures have been applied
to the window are two push buttons,
one for each sash, upon the face
board of the window frame. The
following are among the advantages
claimed by the manufacturers: That
it is automatic, and cannot be left
unlocked; that the sash can be left
securely locked at any night; that
the device prevents rattling of win
dows by looseness from shrinkage,
and that it does not interfere with
the removal of sash for any purpose.
The makers claim that the device will
save $1 to ?1.25 per window in the
construction of brick or stone build
ings,and 50 cents per window in the
construction of wooden buildings.

New Power Feed Hand Planer.
We present in Fig. 7 of the illustra
tionsa general view of a new power
feedhand planer, which is manufac
tured by the Bentel & Margedant

Company of Hamilton, Ohio, and for
which many claims are made. In re
ferring to the novel feed apparatus
of the machine the manufacturers
point out thnt it retains all the ad
vantages of the sensitive hand feed,
while it has none of the disadvan
tages: that it is elastic and sensitive
like the hand, but differs from it be
cause the feed is continuous and the
application of pressure uniform; that
a number of pieces can be fed at the
same time, and that the whole width
of the table can be filled up with nar
row material, and the pieces fed in
an unbroken line. another impor
tant advantage which is claimed for
the machine is that no expert opera
tor is required to lay the material
within the grip of the feed works,
as an intelligent boy answers for this
purpose. The manufacturers state
that they have had such a decided
success in applying this form of
planer to various work formerly done
by hand that they have constructed
a greatly improved machine, which is
strong and is supplied with a positive
and powerful feeding apparatus, as
an inspection of the engraving will
readily show. The journal boxes sup
port two large and wide face adjust
able feed pulleys, any number of
which can be placed on the shafts
within the dimensions of the machine.
Tlie pulleys are flanged and carry
heavy India rubber bands with wide
face, traveling from one to the op
posite feed pulley. The lower flat
parts of the band from the vertical
center lines of pulleys rest on the
material and adjust themselves to
any inequalities of surface and move
it in regular speed of motion forward
over and past the planer cutter head.

while the lower part is planed with
dovetail slide surfaces and provided
with adjustable slide gibs.

The Wheeling Corrugating
Company

of Wheeling, W. Va., favor us with
a copy of a very attractive catalogue
of 70 pages, which they have issued,
showing a large number of embossed
metal designs adapted for ceilings,

Fig. (i.—Mechanismof Lock.

siding. &c, and of such a nature as
to meet all sorts of requirements.
The makers state that the favor with
which their productions have been
received by architects, builders and
buyers of ceilings generally has stim
ulated them to greater artistic ef-

Fig.7.—New Power FeedHand Planer.

The amount of pressure for the re
ception of various thicknesses of ma
terial is adjustable, and the tables
can be raised or lowered regardless
of the feed apparatus. The machine
is of substantial construction, the
column frame being cast in one piece
and provided with a top declining in
angle on both sides. Each side car
ries a dovetailing slide bolted to the
frame proper. The tables are long
and heavy and arranged with in
clined sides all cast in one piece,

forts, and they claim they have sac
rificed nothiug in the simplicity of
construction. The metal ceiling
plates are shown by means of en
gravings of such size as to clearly
indicate the beauties of the designs,
while several full page illustrations
represent interiors where the com
pany's ceilings have been employed.
Accompanying the catalogue is a
price-list bearing recent date. The
company have offices in New York,
Chicago, St. Louis and Chattanooga.
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Newel Tops and molding*.

In the illustrations presented here
with we show some examples of the
handsome work which is being turned
out by the Waddell Mfg. Company
of Grand Rapids, Mich. The designs
are neat and effective, and the man
ufacturers point out that the work is
cut out of solid material, well kiln

Novelties—NewelTops and Moldings—Fig.

8.—Two Designsof NewelTops.

dried, and is of an inexpensive char
acter. In Fig. 8 of the engravings
we show two designs of newel post
tops which the manufacturers refer
to as being well adapted for the pur
pose, and that being cut in solid wood
is a great improvement over composi
tion or staff. The company also man
ufacture moldings in numerous pat
terns, those shown In Fig. 9 affording

an idea of the character of the work
produced. Reference is made by the
manufacturers to the smoothness of

Fig. 9— Viewsof TwoStylesof Moldings.

the work and to the fact that there is

no scraping or embossing, so that

each piece is given a clean cut effect,

which is not always the case in imi

tation work. The company are well
equipped for the production of a wide
range of specialties of this class, and

call attention to the fact that they

have been engaged for a period of
twenty years in the manufacture of
ornaments, giving employment to a

large number of skilled mechanics.
In fact, the company turn out almost
everything ornamental in wood,

prominent among which may be men

tioned turned moldings and balusters,

which are beautifully twisted and
roped. A book of designs showing
the class of work produced by the
manufacturers has been issued, and
those interested can obtain a copy by
forwarding to the address above
given 8 cents in stamps to cover post
age.

Greenhouse*.
We have received from the Lord &
Burnhain Company, with New York
office in the St. James Building,
Broadway and Twenty-sixth street,
and general office and works at Irv-
ington-on-Hudson, N. Y., a copy of a
handsome catalogue of 74 pages, il
lustrating a great variety of green
houses designed and erected by them
In different parts of the country. The
illustrations are for the most part
half-tone reproductions from photo
graphs, showing greenhouses, con
servatories, &c, with their immediate
surroundings, and making very at
tractive pictures. Several illustra
tions represent interiors, including
the Palm House of Smith College, at
Northampton, Mass.; a rose house for
a private residence at Madison, N. J.;
a view in the conservatory of a pri
vate residence in Flatbush, Brooklyn;
another, of a conservatory in Boston,
and still another of a rose house at
Scarboro, N. Y. The illustrations
convey an excellent idea of the wide
range of work which the company
are prepared to execute, and in pre
senting the catalogue they point out
that their object Is twofold— first, to
give an idea of the grace and beauty
to which it is possible to attain In
the construction of greenhouses;
second, to furnish a basis for cor
respondence to those who propose
their erection. An interesting feature
of the volume are sectional views
through greenhouses adapted to gen
eral and special purposes, indicating
very clearly the general arrangement
of the company's standard iron
frame, fitted with cast Iron foot
pieces, patent ice clearing eave plates,
patent sash bar clasps, iron frame
plant tables, ventilators operated by
their improved apparatus, together
with the usual arrangement of beat
ing pipes. Among the introductory
pages of the catalogue the company
call attention to their extensive plant
and facilities which they possess for
turning out all work in connection
with greenhouse construction, and
they also refer to some of the most
important improvements which have
been made in this direction. They
point out that they were the first to
introduce small sash bars with sup
porting frames, thus increasing the
light, and were the first to adopt
long lines of ventilators In place of
those scattered here and there, thus
to a great extent doing away with
drafts, which were an injury to the
plants. They state that they were
also the first to use elliptical or Gothie
style of curves, as contrasted to the
circular in roof construction, and that
the arm, rod and worm gear ventilat

-

ing machinery was invented in 1866
by the late F. A. Lord, founder of the
concern, and has been largely em
ployed throughout the country for
ventilation ever since. The company
also point out that they have been
perfecting their construction for
many years, and believe that their
greenhouses now embody the highest

art which has yet been attained in

horticultural architecture. The cata
logue, as already Intimated, is a fine
example of the printer's art, while
the general character of the work rep

resented renders the volume of
special value to those interested in

greenhouse construction.

Gauge for Carpenter*' Use.
A device which cannot fail to at
tract the attention of carpenters and
wood workers generally is the " B.
B." gauge, which is being introduced
to the trade by W. D. Browning, 1430
Cedar avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. The
gauge, as shown in Fig. 10 of the
illustrations, is made of two pieces
and has a point of steel, the stem be
ing marked in inches from the
pointer, if desired. Instead of a
thumb screw to hold the moving head
to the stem, the latter is oval shaped
to fit a like hole in the head, and by
giving the stem a twisting motion

Fig. 10.—Gaugefor Carpenters'Use.

the head is secured to it. The manu
facturer points out that there are no
screws to break or become lost, no
wedges or patent clamps, and that
" a simple twist of the wrist does
the deed."

Babul's Perfection IHIter Box.
A miter box possessing many inter
esting features of construction and
which is being put on the market by
Chas. Babst Company of Napervllle,
111.,is shown In Fig. 11. The bed of
the box is of 2-inch stuff, to prevent
warping or splitting. Bolts pass
through the wooden bed, the iron
frame and legs, to hold all firmly to
gether. A stiff oil tempered plate
spring on the swinging lever holds
the stop catch firmly in the angle
notches on the semicircle, and added
to this, it is explained, a wide bearing
of the lever on the semicircle with

Fig. 1\.—The Babst PerfectionMiter Boi.

the pressure of the spring bar under
neath assures absolute rigidity of the
lever. This, It is pointed out, Is Im
portant, as the swinging lever Is the
backbone of the miter box, being the
receptacle of the guide and saw. so
that upon the lever depends the accu
racy of the saw. It Is stated that the
spring, being confined, will never get
weak, will always hold up firmly and
take up any wear on stop catch. The
box is provided with adjustable angle
arms, which do not extend out from
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the box, and not being in the way,
are less liable to be broken oft*. Em
phasis is placed on the desirability
of the saw guide. It is pointed out
that having a large bearing surface
It holds the saw ttrmly, obviating all
swaying; that with this guide more
accurate cut is possible, with rapid
ity and ease of operation, and that it
is attached or detached easily and
quickly. When not in use the saw is
raised, with the guide, in a perpen
dicular to allow access to material
and freedom of both hands to han
dle it. The miter box takes in stock
8% inches at right angle and 5%
inches at miter. The box is referred
to by the manufacturers as having
few parts, as heavy and strong, and
as well finished.

Danfortu's Folding Building
Bracket.

A bracket, which will be found es
pecially useful to carpenters, build
ers, painters and others having occa-

ly been placed on the market by the
New Jersey Foundry & Machine
Company, 26 Cortlandt street, New
York. The newer sizes are made to
take 3-16 and % inch brass or iron
screws, and are especially adapted
for plumbing work, fastening basins,
&c, to marbie, stone, brick or metal,
outside signs, soda water fountains,

In making these blackboards the
slate rock is first carefully cut out at
the quarry in blocks weighing about
2 tons, and of irregular shape. These
are placed on cars and conveyed to
the factory, where the block is trans
ferred to a large steam saw and cut
to as large a size as it will permit,
say, 4x6 feet. It is then split up

Fig. 14.•DiamondExpansion Boll and Shield.

A'oveltiet.—Danforlh'i Folding Building
Bracket—Fig. 12.—Viewof Bracket at
it Appear*whenBeadyfor Use.

slon to employ scaffolding for any
purpose, is being manufactured and
Introduced to the trade by A. H. Dan-
fortn of Monson, Mass., and is illus
trated herewith. The bracket is of
such construction that it may be read
ily folded so as to occupy small
space, and as the manufacturer puts
it, " one dozen can be carried under
the seat of a Concord buggy." The
construction is so clearly indicated
in the engravings that comparatively
Uttle description would seem to be
necessary. Referring to Fig. 12,
which represents the bracket open
ready for use, the piece marked

" H "

Is a three-holed channel iron to go
across the studding on the inside of ft
a building, in order to hold the brack-

u

et. It is made of soft steel, 4 x %
Inch, and the piece shuts into the
bracket without in any way enlarg
ing It, as is clearly Indicated in Fig.
13, which represents the bracket
folded. In this view H' indicates the

door jambs, lock and hasp work, re
pairing, &c. In addition to the style
shown they can be furnished with a
variety of heads, such as hanger
screw, eye bolt, prison bolt, round,
cap and other heads, with rings or
hooks, or for almost any purpose to
hold work to stone or metal, whether
In small or large sizes. The hard
ware dealer can carry the shields
only and supply regular screws from
his own stock. This method of fas
tening is designed to supply a quick
and efficient substitute for wood and
lead plugs, split bolts and wedges,
&c, and at a price commercially at
tractive. This company also make
the shields as heretofore for bolts,
lag screws, &c, in 5-16, %, %, %,
%, 1 and 1*4 Inch diameters, an
lengths.

Ball Bearing Grlndktone*.

The Cleveland Stone Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, have adopted new
ball bearings which they are apply-

into slabs of the required thick
ness for blackboards, a full % Inch.
The pieces, after being split, are
placed on the rubbing bed and rubbed
until the surface is perfectly smooth,
after which they are placed on the
rubbing table and the entire surface
thoroughly rubbed with a stone by
hand until the required smoothness is
obtained. The board is then put on
the Jointer, and such ends as are to
be joined to other boards are ground
down so as to make a perfect joint,
after which the boards are crated
ready for shipment. A little pam
phlet which the company have issued
gives instructions how to set slate
blackboards in a school room, these
instructions being accompanied by a
full sized detail, showing exactly how
the work Is done. These blackboards
are being put up in large quantity In
New York and Brooklyn schools, and
the company are supplying black
boards for the principal cities of the
country.
In addition to blackboards, the com
pany are also prepared to furnish
black, green and red grades of roof
ing slate, as well as shelving, flag
ging, treads, risers, base and all kinds
of structural slate work.

Fig. 13.—Viewof Bracket whenFolded.

channel iron. The part marked A
In Fig. 12 is a coach screw, to be used
In places where it Is impossible to
bore through, as In reshingling build
ings, &c. The bracket is light, and
the manufacturer states It has been
tested to 1500 pounds. The arrange
ment of parts Is such that it can be
changed for different width of stud
ding in a minute's time. The bracket
is referred to as reliable and safe,

and is both a money and time saver.

Diamond Expansion Bolt and
Shield.

A modification of the Diamond ex
pansion bolt and shield, as shown in
Fig. 14 of the illustrations, has recent-

Fig. 15.—Ball Bearing Grindstonit.

Ing to the Schofleld Bl-Treadle grind
stone, also to their Samson and Ohio
wooden frames, when desired. A sec
tional view of the grindstone, show
ing the application of the bearings, Is
presented in Fig. 15 of the cuts. The
manufacturers remark that all parts
are interchangeable, and that parties
having the ordinary, or old style, Bi-
Treadle Samson or Ohio grindstones
can readily change them to the ball
bearing pattern.

Slate Blackboards.

Architects and builders, more par
ticularly those who have frequent
occasion to execute school house
work, are likely to find valuable sug
gestions regarding slate blackboards
in an eight-page pamphlet which has
been issued by B. J. Johnson & Co.
of 38 Park row, New York City. The
blackboards turned out by this con
cern are quarried and finished at
their works near Bangor, Pa., the
stock being taken from what are
termed " big beds," so called because
they are much larger than usual, and
also because they are of the finest
texture and free from Imperfections.

Combination Window Pocket Cut
ter and Puller Moitlser.

The Smith & Phillips Mfg. Company,
with offices at 99 West Adams street,
Chicago, III., are directing the atten
tion of the trade to the combination
window pocket cutter and pulley mor-
tiser, shown in Fig. 16 of the Illus
trations. The construction of the de
vice is such that the manufacturers
claim one man can finish complete
200 pockets per hour, and that they

Fig. 16.—CombinationWindowPocketCut
terand Pulley Morliter.

require no planing, no fitting, no
nails, no hand work and no bench
work. The machine here Illustrated
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is shown with sash pulley attach
ment, by means of which the mortise
is cut for pulleys. The floor space
occupied is 4 x 4 feet, and the speed
of tight and loose pulley is about 900
revolutions per minute. The manu
facturers refer to the small floor
space occupied and to the fact that,
in addition to cutting pockets and
mortises for pulleys, it can be used
as a dado and saw table. It is not
confined to any patent or size of pul
ley and is referred to by the makers
as rapid in operation and simple in
construction.

inRADE
NOTES,

Henry Babnett, president of the
G. & H. Barnett Companyof Philadelphia,
Pa., manufacturers of the well-known
Black Diamond flies died at his home in
that city on May 22, after an illness ex
tending over a long period. His death
was due to a complicationof diseases.
H. L. COPELAND AND W. H. DOLE,
formerly with Ernest Flagg, the well-
known architect, have formed a copart
nership under the title of Copeland &Dole, and announce their removal to 51Exchange place. New York City. The
membersof the firm are desirous of re
ceiving copies of cataloguesof those en
gagedin lines of businessIn which archi
tectsare likely to be interested.
The Toledo Gravity Level Com-
faxy of 11 North Superior street, Toledo,
Ohio, call the attention of building me
chanics to the announcement In their
advertising space this month relative to
the Toledo gravity level which they man
ufacture. This device Is of special In
terest to carpenters, brick and stone
masons, railroad bridge builders, machin
ists, and In fact to all having occasion
at any time to makeuse of a level. The
instrument is governedby a weight car
ried on friction rolls, and the company
claim that no adjustment is required
either in hot or cold weather to insure
absoluteaccuracy. The object of the In
vention is to provide a new and Improved
level that is simple and durable in con
struction and so arrangedas to automatic
ally Indicate horizontal or vertical posi
tions, as well as the angle of any devia
tion of a degreewhen placedout of hori
zontal position, without the necessity of
any adjusting for the purpose.
The Berger Mfo. Company, Can
ton, Ohio, with Eastern branch at 210
East Twenty-third street, New York, Issue
a card relating to " a mixture of styles,"
which they state may do for a crazy quilt,
but Is not the proper thing for a metal
celling. In order to look right, everypart
of a celling should be In harmony. The
style of decoration selectedshould be ad
hered to throughout, whether It be Colo
nial or Moorish, Gothic or Renaissance,
Empire or Bococo,otherwise the result Is
bound to be a conglomeration. The man
ufacturers point out that conglomerated
metal ceilings are no longer a necessity,
as Berger's Classic Designs have made It
easy to secure artistic harmony through
out. The company have issued a cata
logue of their specialties and a copy will
be mailed free to any address upon ap
plication.
The Phenix Mfg. Company, Center
street and Humboldt avenue, Milwaukee,
Wis., have Issuedfrom the pressan Inter
esting little pamphlet relative to the
Phenix window screens, door screens,
combinedscreens and awnings and re
versible wlndow-B. Of soeclal Interest at
this seasonof the year Is the combined
window screen and awning, which the
company are making and which Is re
ferred to by themas simple,practical, and
easily operated; can be hung or removed
from the inside of the room; admits no
dies when lowering or raising awning, re
quires no extra labor to put It In placeor
removeIt ; securesperfectventilation, and
at the sametime preventsuselessrattling.
The E. E. Souther Iron Company
of St. Louis. Mo., are having a good de
mandfor metal ceilings, and for sometime
past havebeenobligedto work doubleturn
to keepabreastof orders. Electric lights
havebeenInstalled throughout their plant,
and. with an Increased force In the de
signing and drafting departments, they
still continueto operatetheir works night
and day. The companypossessevery fa
cility for the manufactureof metal tiles,
shingles, copper and zinc ornaments,ceil
ings, sidings and beam casings. Judg
ing by the orders being received for
stampedsheetmetal this form of interior
decorationis largely on the increase.
The attention of carpenters and
wood workers generally is directed to the

announcementin another part of this
issue by W. D. Browning of 1430 Cedar
avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, relative to the
B. B." gauge which he manufactures.
This devicehas no screws to becomelost
or break, no wedges or patent clamps,
and the entire device consists of two
pieceswith a steel point. As the manu
facturer puts It, " A simple twist of the
wrist does the deed." Samplesof the de
vice will be forwarded by Mr. Browning
by mall on receipt of 15 cents.

We are indebted to the B. F.
Sturtevnnt Company of Jamaica Plains
Station, Boston, Mass., for a copy of a
little pamphletrelating to the application
of mechanicaldraft to stationary boilers.
It Is in substancea paper by Walter B.
Snow, of the company'sengineeringstaff,
read beforethe recentmeetingof the New
England Cotton Manufacturers' Associa
tion, held at Boston in April.

The McCbay Refrigebatob &
Cold Stoiiage Company of Kendallville,
Intl., have recently issuedsomeneat little
folders, showing various styles of their
tile lined refrigerators. The illustrations
representrefrigerators built to fill special
orders, the accompanying text directing
attention to the many interesting features
of construction. The refrigerators turned
out by this concern are meeting with
great favor, with the result that the com
pany's businessIs constantly Increasing.

Architects, consulting engineers,
owners and persons Interestedin the sub
ject of protective paint for steel struc
tures will receivea handsomecard illus
trating several 18story steel scructures
upon which Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint
has beenused, If they will send their ad
dress to the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany, Jersey City, N. J. The card also
contains suggestions for specification of
the paint, and Its well-known durability
has led to Its specificationand use upoii
many immensesteel viaducts, bridgesand
manufacturing plants all over the world.

The James H. Watson Estate, of
Crawfordsville, Ind., show in their adver
tising curd this month what is known as
the crest-tlle conductor,a combinedcrest
ing ridgeboard and electric conductor,
which is made of galvanized sheet steel
and is of the general style Indicated in
the company'sadvertisement. The state
ment is madethat the companyalso man
ufacture eave trough and conductor pipe
valleys, &c. Those who are interested in
goods of this kind can obtain catalogue
and prices on application to the address
given.

The Willer Mfg. Company of Mil
waukee,Wis., have Issued what they are
pleasedto designateas " Booklet No. 2 "
for the seasonof 1900, which briefly de
scribes and illustrates the different kinds
of inside window blinds, window screens
and screendoors which they manufacture.
The company state that they carry no
stock or ready-madegoods, as everything
is produced " to order." The goods are
illustrated by meansof well executeden
gravings, while accompanyingeach is to
be found sufficient descriptive letterpress
to makethe featuresof construction read
ily understood. The pamphlet Is of a size
convenientto carry in the pocket,and the
front cover is embellishedwith a design
In colors, the central panel carrying a
picture of the Milwaukee Public Library.
The fourth page shows a bird's-eyeview
of the company'sworks.
In the show window of the store
of Edwin A. Jackson & Brother, 50 Beek-
man street, New York, was recently ex
hibited an interesting piece of antique
heating apparatus in the shapeof an old
Franklin Are placeheater,which stood for
over05 years In the Judge Jeremiah Smith
homestead, at Exeter, N. H. ; together
with a pair of high brass andirons from
the same place, bearing the figure of
GeorgeWashington In full uniform as gen
eral of the Continental Army.

In another part of this issue the
Allen & Winn Mfg. Companyof 85 Fifth
avenue,Chicago, 111.,direct the attention
of the trade to Winn's improved adjust
able ball bearing door holder, for which
they make strong claims. The holder Is
furnished In real bronze or brass of any
finish desiredand is guaranteedfor a pe
riod of two years. In our Novelties De
partment we present Illustrations of the
device, as well as point out the manner
in which It is used. The company an
nounce that a sample holder will be sent
to any address by mall on receipt of 50
cents.

The Decorators' Supply Com
pany, 213-210South Clinton street, Chi
cago, 111.,present In their advertising
spacethis mouth an interesting announce
ment relative to the compositioncapitals
which they manufacture for interior and
exterior ornamentation. They also turn
out Interior plastic relief work, fine grille
work, brackets, &c. The company have

Issued an attractive catalogue of their
specialties and requestthose interested in
work of this kind to send for a copy.

Carpenters, builders, painters and
others having occasion to make use of
scaffolding in the executionof their work
will doubtlessbe Interestedin the folding
bracket which forms the basis of an an
nouncement In our advertising columns
this month by A. H. Danforth of Monson,
Mass. This bracket is so constructed aa
to occupy comparatively little space, is
simple and durable in construction, and
has been tested, the manufacturer states,
to 1500 pounds.

In their advertising space this
month the Clark Mfg. Companyof Station
C, Mollne, III., direct attention to the" PerfectionBarn Door Latch " which they
manufacture. This latch Is referred to
as the only kind that holds and locks the
door, either open or shut. The material
used In the construction of the latch is
malleableiron. The companywill send a
sample latch prepaid on receipt of 50
cents, and will also furnish special prices
per dozen.

CAPITALS.

Copyright,1899,Decorators'SupplyCo.

The Decorators'

Supply Co.,

213 to 219 So. Clinton St.

CHICAGO, ILLS.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Composition Capitals
for interior and exte~
rior, Interior Plastic
Relief, Exterior and
Interior Composition
Ornaments. Fine
Grille Work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

ffV

GRILLES.
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PRIMA VERA
FRESH PRIMA VERA (WHITE MAHOGANY), IMPORTED DIRECT.

We have jost received direct from the West Coast of Mexico the finest cargo we
have ever handled of this most Popular Wood, it being far above the average in
lengths, widths, color and texture, and we are now prepared to furnish it in quantities
and thicknesses to suit the trade. Architects and builders are invited to r~ ~

with us in regard to it, and also in regard to all other woods nsed for Interior Finish and Decoration.

MAHOGANY.
Onr stock of Mexican, Onba and San Domingo Mahogany cannot be excelled in Grade, Texture or Color, and our prices

are based on first cost without Storage Charges or Commissions to middle men. We assure you it will be to your advantage
to give us a trial. New York Branch, Cor 6th and Lewis Sts. THE E. D. ALBRO CO., Cincinnati, Ohio, U. S. A.

WADDELL MFG
Corner Taylor and Coldbook Sts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, fllCH., U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERSOF

0403

WOOD CARVINGS,
Hand and Machine Carvings, Mouldings,
Festoons, NewelPosts, HeadBlocks, Rope
and Twist Balusters, and Ornaments.

Over1000deslgDSIllustratedInourcatalogueandpice-list
No.18.Mailedur 8c.Instamps. ojse

SPIRAL MOULDINGS
IN LARGEVARIETY.

Send25centoforcatalogueof latestdesigns.*

These mouldings were made on DICK
ER »S patented SPIRAL MOULDER.
The latest and best machine for the

Send for machine circular, free. 3S-13BRISTOL
A. DICKEV oV CO., Manufacturer*,
(ISTOLSTREET. - BOSTO.V,MASS.

A New Era in Screens «n Awnings

IUST THINK THIS OVER!

T\n Vnii Wont SolidComfort, NoFiles, NoSun OLIU IUU W dill idealVentilation, CleanWindow* *

"PHENIX"
Combined
Window Screen
and Awning

PHEK1X MFG. CO., 034 Center St., Milwaukee, Wis.

It admitsno flieswhenraising
or toweringawning-
It is easily operated,bung or
removedfrominside.
Now is the time to placeyour
order. For descriptivecata
logueandprices,addrebs

STAVED DP, DRY

WHITE PINE

COLUMNS.
Cheaper than Solid

Ones.
They Do NotCheck.

the Standard

Wood Turning Co,

No 194Greenest..

JERSEY CITT, H. j.
Send4c. In stampsfor IllustratedCatalogue.

Handy Estimate Blanks.
Compiledandarrangedby J. D.SibleyandA. O.
I Klttredge;28pages,9)4x 12inches;paper; single
I copiesIBcents;perdozen$I.S0.

PRACTICAL ESTIMATOR.
By J. D. Sibley and A. O. Kitt
redge ; ioo page«, 4^ x 7 inches ;
cloth, §0 50.

licnmcts' HaqdtHioR on Gemenis
Practical specifications and formula? for
mixing and using cements. By A. H.
Clarke. 96pages, 3% x 6 inchep. $1.00.

DAVID WILLIAMS COI1PANY, Publishers.
332-238William St , NewYork.
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The Heating Problem.
Andtheselectionof anapparatusbestsuitedforwarmingyourbouseIs thor
oughlydiscussedIn our HoubcHeaterCataloguv,whlebcontaiosquitean
exhaustiveTreatiseon fteamandWaterHeating,basedupona practical
experiencecoveringaperlo.1ormoreintnflltyyears.
Oar book also ilium rate**and describesin detail our

64 Equator
....AND....

"Gulf Stream"

STEAM

HEATER

HOT WATER

HEATER
which,Inpointoffueleconomy,durability,easeofmanagementandall-round
satisfactoryservicearethepeeraor'IHkM ALL.

Catalogue-Treatise Grails on Applicatloii.

NASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
71 Beekman Street, New York City.

Grand Rapids Carved Moulding Co.,
No*. 19and si nyrtle Street,

a-R-ATsro RAPIDS, MIOH.
These flouldlngs are
Cut— Not Pressed,

Hashed or Burned.

They are cut in the solid

WOOD.
Not Pressed Hetal.

The Real Thing.

Write for our newCirculars

<■»O •*»r» f
An Architect

AVrltesfrom Denver:"I wouM like someof your
among;rayclients, t haveusedzinconmy ownbouse.**ndhaveknownof us
wearingqual tiesfor 30years; butcannotalwayspersuadeothersof its good
qualities.

pamphletsto distribute
e. .■■mlhave

All Architects
v\hoarefamiliarwithZincWhiteknowthat,it makespaintseconomicaland
durablein color andmaterial; they specify "CombinationPaints Basedon
ZincWhite"

Two interestingtreatises:"'Paints inArchitecture,11" ThePaint Question,"
Sentfreeonrequests.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.,
7i BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

IT WORKS BOTH WAYS
NEW IDEA
Spring Hinge.

Double-
Acting

Closes the door without violent
oscillation. Door cannot sag.
Holds door in perfect alignment
when closed.
Concave jamb plate. Corners of
door need not be rounded off.
Easily put on.
Hade In variety of sizes, patterns
and finishes. No other hinge so
good.
Our Art Catalogue of Builders'
Hardware Is mailed free.

Stover Mfg. Co., 138River St., Freeport, Ills.

The Freeport
Parlor Door Hanger.

We unhesitatingly present the "Freeport"
Parlor Door Hanger to the trade, at-klng the
closest scrutiny and severest test, believing it
will win approval every time.
The hangersare independently adjustable and
are attached without cutting the door.
The hanger is madeentirely of steel and mal-
le able iron and will not break.

Write for our catalogueandprices.

ARCADE MFG. CO.,
Freeport, 111.

"NEW PROCE55"
Qf15 RflNQEJ

THE Handsomest,MostEfficientand Economical(insRange 250stylesandsizes.
Sendfor Catalogue

THE STANDARD LIGHTING CO.,
CLEVELAND,OHIO.

"fSTAR ENCAUSTIC TILE CO.,'
MANUFACTURERSOF

Superior TJnglazed Encaustic Tile
Forfloorsin stores,churches,depots,kitchens,hails

porches,&o.
Factory: BluffStreet,nearGist,
OrriozandSalesroom:706PennAre.
PITT8BUMG> PA.

Ironton Wood Mantel Co..
Manufacturers for the Trade,

IRONTON. OHIO.
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BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS.
Est.1863. Inc.1895.

TWELVE MEDALS
AWARD

8PECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA, 1893.

\ G.&H.BARNETT COMPANY,
];

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Architects Builders Contractors Engineers
All say: " Thebestthins;I veseen."
HURD & CO.,

Tool Makers Model Tinkers Designers
Manufacturers

S70-576West Broadway,NewYork

P

ITCH SASH LOCKS
"UP TO DATE"

ROOFXcw
% >

TRYTHEM!
CATALOGUEANDWORKINGMODELONAPPLICATION

THE W&E.T. FITCH CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

N ew York, August, 1900. Ten Cants a Copy-
One Dollar a Year.

CABOT'S
SHEATHINO and DEAFENING ««QUILT" is something more

than a mere felt or paper ; it is a soft, elastic cushion, carrying hundreds
of dead-air spaces, giving the most perfect conditions for heat insulation and
the absorption of sound-waves. Proof against vermin, moths or decay,

Sample and Catalogue Sent ou Application.

SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,67 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Makeralsoof Cabot's Celebrated Shingle stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER U8ED-
Stanley-s Ball Bearing Steel Butts

Yon have missed tie best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

8BND FOR IZ,I,VSTBATBD BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E New Britain, Conn.
• 79 Chamber. St., N.Y.

! TOOLS
Squares, Levels, Steal Rules, Divid
ers, Bevels, Nail Sets, Eto.
ASKFORCATALOOUBNO.16-P.

THE L. 8. STARRETTCO.. - ATHOL.MASS. ^

Parquetry of Finest Woods,
plain or Ornamental.
Chick or Cbln.

Wehaverepresectatlvesand stocksof floorsIntheieadlnKeltles. AskforcoloredFloorPlatesandPrices.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs ,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $
12

Mantels and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set np from our
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Phila. & Boston Face BriCk CO., |||3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.
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Annunciator*Ostrander,W.E. ftCo
A IIkit Bits
FordBitCo.
Jennings,C.E.Co.
Band Saws
CrescentMachineCo.
Barn Door Latches
ClarkMfg.Co.
Bench Hook*
ThomsonBros,ftCo.
Blackboards, SlateJohnson,E.J. ft
BlindsBurlingtonVenetianBlindCo.
FlexibleDoorftShatterCo.
FosterMnugerCo.
WilierMfg.Co.
Blind HingesStanleyWorks.
Books, Sec.
Comstock,Wm.T.
Hicks I. P.
Boring Machines
MillersFallsCo.
Builders' HardwareHammacher,SchlemmerftCo.
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
StanleyWorks.
ding Paper and Felt

>
t,

Samuel.
Butts and Hinges
StanleyWorks.
Capitals
DecoratorsSupplyCo.
Celling, Metallic.
BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelHoofingCo.Eller,J. H.ftCo.KannebergRooAngftCellingCo.
KlauerMfg.Co.
PcnnMetalCelling ft RoofingCo.
Cement.
French.S.H. & Co.
Clothes Dryers
Hill DryerCo.
Conductor Pipes
AmericanSteelRooflngCo.
CantonSteelRooflngCo
WatsonJas.H.,Estate.
Conservatories
Lord & BurnhaniCo.
Cornice*, Sheet MetalBergerMfg.Co.
Eller.J. H. ftCo.KannebergRooflng ft CeilingCo.

K InnerMfg.Co.
MeskerftBro.
Cresting
vanDornIronWkB.Co.
Watson,Jas.H..Estate.
Designs and Details (SeeHouse
Flans.)
Door Bells
ArcadeMfg.Co.
Door Checks and Springs
Hammacher,Schlemmer& Co
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
Door Hangers
ArcadeMfg.Co.
LaneBros.Co.
McCabeHangerMfg.Co.
WilcoxMfg.Co.
Donr Holders
Allen ft WinnMfg.Co.
Drawing InksHlgglns,C.M. ft Co.
Drawing InstructionAcademyofArchitectureandBuilding.
InternationalCorrespondenceSchoolB.
Drawing InstrumentsComstock,Wm.T.
Dumb Waiter FixturesHammacher,Schlemmerft Co
Have TroughsSlier, ]. H.ftCo.Watson,Jas.H . Estate.
Elevators and DumbWaltersEnergyElevatorCo.
KimballBros.SedgwickMch.Wks.
Elevator Fronts, A c.Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Engines, Ctu and KeroseneMfetz,Aug.
Engines
Percy,C.W.
Fencing
Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Files
Barn
Fire
Phi

les and Rasps
lett.G. ft H.Co.
.re Places" 'ladelphia& BostonFaceBrickCo.
Floor Hinges
LawsonMfg.Co.
Furnaces and HeatersKelseyFurnaceCo.
Gas and Electric Fixtures
Frlnk LP
Gas Stoves
StandardLightingCo.
Gauges, Mnrking
Browning,W.D.
Mayhew,H.H.Co.
Gauge, Rafter and PolygonRelssmann,F.
Glass, Ornamental
Flanagan,t BledenwegCo.
KeystonestainedGlassWorks,
Greenhouses
LordftBurnhamCo.
Grille Work
DecoratorsSupplyCo.
Foster-MungerCo.
Mertz,Geo.Sons
StandardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co
Henters, steamandHotWater
NaspnMfg.Co

House Plans
Comstock,Wm.T.fnicks, I. P.
Iron House Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Iron Shutters _GarryIron4 SteelRoofingCo.
Iron Work ■ _Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
VanDornIronWorksCo.
Joist HangersWagor.PB.Mfg.Co.
Knife Grinders
Schofleldft Co.

1
. inliing. Metallic

Hayes,Geo.
Levels
AkronLevelWorks.
Lightning Rods
Washburue,E.G. ft Co.
Locks and Knobs
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
MantelsFrench,Sam'lH. ft Co. . ^„Philadelphiaft BostonFaceBrickCo.
Mantels, Wood
Foster-MungerCo.
IrontonWoodMantelCo.
Mineral Wool
U.8.MineralWoolCo.
Miter Boxes
ThomsonBros, ft Co
Miter Machines
FoxMachineCo.
Mortar ColorsFrench,Sam'lH. ft Co.
Mouldings , „ ... „GrandRapidsCarvedMouldingCo,
Mertz'B,Geo.Sons.
StandardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Oil Stones
PikeMfg.Co.
Paint
NewJerseyZincCo.
Parquette Flooring
InteriorHardwoodCo.
Patent SolicitorsHamlin,G.R.
Pencils _Dixon,Jos.CrucibleCo
Planes
Smith.OtisA.
Plaster OrnamentsFrench,SamuelH.ftCo.
Plnsilc Ornaments
DecoratorsSupplyCo.
Reflectors
Frlnk. L P.
Refrigerators _ , . „McCrayRefrigeratorft ColdStorage
Co.
Revolving Window Fixture
NewCenturyMfg.Co.
Roofing and SidingBergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelHoofingCo.
Drouve.G.Co.Eller,J. H. ft Co.
GarryIron ft SteelHoofingCo
KannebergRooflngft CellingCo.
KlauerMfg.Co.
PennMetalCelllngft RooflngCo.
Rooflng BracketsDanfortb,A H.
StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Rooflng Paint ,

DixonJos..CrucibleCo.
Rooflng Slate
Auld ft Conger.Johnson,E. .1.ft Co.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Sash ChainsBridgeportChainCo.
Morton,Thos.
Smithft EggeMfg.Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordageWks.
SilverLake.
Sash LocksFitch,W.ftE.T. Co.
Ives,H.B.ftCo.
NewCenturyMfg.Co
Sash Pulleys
FoxMachineCo.
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.
PalmerHardwareMfg.Co.
Sash WeightsBarney ft ReedMrg.Co.
RaymondLeadCo.
Sashes, Doors and BlindsFoBter-MungerCo.
Snw ClampsDlsston,Hei.ry ft sons.
Saw Filing GuideDlstton,Henry ft Sons.
Sbwb _Dlsston.Henry ft Sons.Jennings,C.E.Co.
NationalSawCo.
Saw Guide
ThomsonBros. & Co
Saw Jointer
PikeMfg.Co.
Snw Sets „TalntorMfg.Co.

8AcademyofArchitectureandBuilding,
Screw Drivers
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
Russell ft ErwlnMfg.Co.
SawyerToolCo.
Sheet Metal Fronts
Mesker ft Bro.
Shingles and Tiles, Metallic
BergerMfg.Co.
Burton,W.J. ft Co.
CincinnatiStampingCo.
CortrlghtMetBlHoofingCo.
tiarrvIroni- SteelHootingCo.
MonfroBBMetalShingleCo.
Souther.E.E. IronCo.
VanNoorden.E.Co.

Shingle Stains;
BerryBros.
Cabot,Samuel.
Shutter* (SeeBlinds.)
Skylights
CantonSteelRooflngCo.
Drouve,G.Co.
Hayes.Geo.
KannebergRooflng & CellingCo.
KlauerMfg.Co.
VanNoorden,E.&Co.
Sneaking Tubes
W.R.OstranderftCo.
Spring Hinges
BommerBros.
StoverMfg.Co.
Squares
Mayhew,H.H.Co.
Stable Fittings
J. L.MottIronWorks.Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Stained Glass Windows
KeystoneStainedGlassWorks.
Wants,A.H.
Steel Figures and LettersSackman,F. A.
Storm Window Fasteners.Woodruff,W.W. ft SonCo.
Structural Slate
JohnBon,E. J. ft Co.
Tiling
StarEncausticTileCo.
Tool CabinetsHammacher,Schlemmer& Co.
Tool ChestsJennings,C.E. ft Co.
Tool Grinders
SchofleldftCo.
ToolsClark,W.J. Co.
Hammacher,Schlemmerft Co.
Jennings,C.E.Co.
LeavlttMch.Co.
MayheWjH.H.Co.
MillersFallsCo.
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
SawyerToolCo.
Smith,OtisA.
StanleyRule ft LevelCo.
Starrett,L. S.Co.
Strellnger,C.A.Co.
Waltr'sSons,Wm.P.
Transom LiftersPayBonMfg.Co.
Turu'd, Mold'd, Carv'd Wk.
Dickey,A. ftCo.
GrandRapldBCarvedMouldingCo.
Mertz'B,Geo.Sons.
StandardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Varnish
BerryBros.
Ventilating Attachment
Ormsby,E. A.
Ventilators
Doerge,H.
GlobeVentilatorCo.
NationalSheetMetalRooflngCo.
Wall Tics
H 1

1

nl ft Co.
Weather StripsChurch,E. L ftCo.Hammacher,Schlemmer^ftCo.
Weather VanesJones,Thos.W.
Mott,J. L. IronWorks.
Window FastenersStanleyWorks.
Window Screens
PhenlxMfg.Co.
Wood Ornaments
WaddellMfg.Co.
Wood Scraper
Brltt ft Page.
Wood Working Machinery
AmericanMachineryCo.
AmericanWoodWorkingMachineCp.
BallBearingMachineryCo.
Barnes.W.F. ft John.
BarnesToolCo.
Beutel ft MaigedantCo.Cordeeman,Meyer & Co
CrescentMachineCo.
Fay,J. A. ft EganCo.
FoxMachineCo.
Maraton,.1.M. ft Co.
SenecaFallsMfg.Co.
Seymourft Whltlock.
Yerkes ft FlnanWoodWorkingMch.Co.
Work Holder
JohnsonBenchToolCo.
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CincinnatiStampingCo vill
Clark,W.J. Co xf
ClarkMfg.Co xlx
Comstock,Wm. T xxlv
Cordesman,MeyerftCo v
CortrlghtMetalRfg.Co vti
CrescentMachineCo Ill
Danforth,A.H xl
DecoratorsSupplyCo xvl
Dickey,A. ft Co xvll
Dlaston,HenryftSons XI
Dixon,Jos CrucibleCo xxlll
Doerge,H vll
Drouve,G.Co vll
Eller,J.H. ftCo Til
EnergyElevatorCo lx
Fay,J. A. ft EganCo lv
Fitch,W.ftE.T. Co I

Flanaganft BledenwegCo lx
FlexibleDoor ft ShutterCo x
FordBitCo xxlv
FosterMungcrCo xvlll
FoxMachineCo Ill
French.SamuelH.ftCo xx
Frlnk, L P xxlv
GarryIronandSteelRoofingCo vill
GlobeVentilatorCo Til
GrandRapidsCurvedMouldingCo...xvlIl
GrandRapldBHardwareCo Ill
Hamlin,G.R x
Hammacher.Schlemmerf

t Co xx
Hayes,Geo v
Hicks, I. P *

Hlgglns,C.M. * Co xl
Hill DryerCo xxlv
Hurd ft Co 1

InteriorHardwoodCo 1

InternationalCorrespondence
Schools x
IrontonWoodMantelCo xvlll
Ivee,HobartB. ft Co x

Jennings,C.E.Co -xxiv
Johnson,E. J. ft Co v
Jones,Thos.W vll
KannebergRooflng ft CellingCo Till
KelseyFurnaceCo x
KeystoneStainedGlasaWorks lx
KimballBros 'x
KlauerMfgCo lx
LaneBros.Co xlx
LawsonMfg.Co xx
Lord ft BurnhamCo xxlll
Ludlow-SaylorWireCo Till
McCabeHangerMfg Co -....xx
McCrayRefrigeratorft ColdStorage

Co .xlx
Maraton,J. M.ft Co t
Mayhew,H.H.Co xxlv
Mertz's,Geo.Sons xvll
Mesker ft Bro Till
Mietz,Aug It
MillersFallsCo xxlv
MontrossMetalShingleCo vll
Morton,Thomas xx
Mott,TheJ. L. Ironworks lx
NasonMfg.Co xvlll

xxlNationalSawCo
NationalSheetMetalRooflngCo vill
NewCenturyMfg.Co ; xx
NewJerseyZincCo xvlll
NorthBros.Mfg.Co xxlll
Ormsby,E.A xl
Ostrander,W.R.ftCo .xxlll
PalmerHdw.Mfg.Co xxlll
PayeonMfg.Co -111
PennMetalCelling ft RooflngCo lx
Percy,C.W It
Phlln.ft BostonFaceBrickCo I

PikeMfg.Co xxlv
RaymondLeadCo xlx
Relssmann.F xxll
Russell ft ErwlnMfg.Co jxli-xxlv
Sackman,F. A x
SamsonCordageWorkB xxlv
SawyerToolCo xxll
8chofieldftCo xxll
SedgwickMch.Wks lx
SerrecaFallsMfg.Co vl
SeymourftWhltlock Ill
SilverLakeSashCord xxlv
Smith,OtisA xxtU
Smith ft EggeMfg.Co xxl
Souther,E.E. IronCo Ill
StandardLightingCo xvlll
StandardWoodTurningCo xvll
StanleyRule ft LevelCo xxtii
StanleyWorks I

StarEncausticTileCo xvlll
Starrett.L. S.Co 1

StoverMfg.Co xvlll
Strellnger,C.A.Co xxil
TalntorMfg.Co xxlv
Thomson,Bros, ft Co xvfl
U. S.MineralWoolCo X

VanDornIronwks.Co lx
VanNoorden,E. ft Co x

WaddellMfg.Co _ xvll
Wagor,P.R. Mfg.Co xl
Walters,WnliP Sons xxilt
Waebbume,E.G.ft Co Til
Watson.Jas.H.,Estate vll
WilcoxMfg.Co xxl
WilierMfg.Co -....xtx
Woodruff,W.W. ft SonCo- xxl
Yerkes ft FlnanWoodWorkingMch.Co...,
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New Dormitory for Teachers' College.

The imposing group of buildings In the upper part of

Manhattan Island which gives to University Hights its

name is to have an important addition in the shape oi

a new dormitory for the Teachers' College, the plans for

which have recently been prepared. According to the

drawings the structure is to be ten stories in hight, built

of brick, terra cotta and limestone, and corresponding in

a general way with the other buildings on the grounds

of the Teachers' College, and in more or less harmony

with those of Columbia University and Barnard College

close by. The architecture is of the Victorian collegiate

gothic, a style which, we understand, has never before

been employed, at least in this country, in a building of

more than four or live stories. The new dormitory is

designed in what is known as the pavilion form— that is,

with a series of wings connected together, so as to give

direct light to every room, and avoid the necessity of

air shafts. The wings run east and west and are four

in number, those in the center being intended for the
women's dormitory, while the portions of the building

at either end are devoted to apartments. There are two

entrances to each of the side streets which lead to the

housekeeping apartments. These contain kitchens and

all other facilities for families, it being intended, we
understand, to lease them to the officers of Columbia

University, of which the Teachers' College is a part.

There are also a number of bachelor apartments, of two

rooms and bath each, and there are also central con

necting rooms, with an adequate supply of bathrooms,

sitting rooms and parlors on each floor. The two upper

stories will be devoted to a restaurant and kitchen, the

latter, together with the laundry and service rooms, be

ing located on the roof story, with the dining halls di

rectly below. The plans of the new building have been

prepared by J. M. A. Darrach, a recent graduate of the
Columbia School of Architecture, he being selected in a

competition held last spring. It is the Intention to begin

the -work of construction so that the building will be

ready for use in about a year.

Hagnitude of Office Building Foundations.

It is probable that comparatively few of the readers
of this journal have more than a general idea of the

magnitude of the work of preparing the foundations in

connection with many of the towering office buildings

which dot the lower portion of the city of New York, or

of the cost of the work as compared with the amount

Involved in the erection of the entire structure. A short

time ago we referred to the 20-story building which is

to be erected at the corner of Broad street and Exchange

place, pointing out that while it would be the largest

office building as regards available floor area ever pro

jected in this country, if not in the world, it would not

necessarily be the tallest. In the case of this building

the statement is made by the superintendent in charge

of the work that before the structure reaches the level

of the curb $500,000 will have been expended. The
foundations are of the caisson type, and no less than

100 of these pillars of solid concrete running to bedrock,

each containing 100 tons of material, will carry the
great weight of the new building. The caissons are from

7 to OV2feet in diameter, and are spaced at intervals of

about 20 feet over the entire area of the plot. To sup

port the party walls rectangular caissons 5 x 14 feet will
be sunk, bed rock being reached at depths varying from

45 to 52 feet. There are several hundred men at work,

divided into three eight-hour shifts, and it is expected

that the last of the caissons will be down at the end of
nine weeks from the time operations were first com

menced. Work goes on night and day, and at the pres
ent rate of progress it may not be wide of the mark to
expect that the company having the contract will make
a time record on office building construction.

The Trend Cityward.

One feature that the census of 1900 is likely to present

in strong relief Is the increasing drift of the rural popula
tion toward the cities and towns of the United States.
This tendency was very clearly demonstrated by the
figures of the last census; but it will doubtless be shown
to have grown with still greater strength during the past
decade. The unprecedented Increase of the population

in the great cities of this country in recent years is far
in excess of the natural increase from births and through

immigration. It is caused in very large measure through
the influx of young people of both sexes from the country

districts. And the effect of this migration on the agri

cultural districts is equally marked. In general these
sections are eilher standing still in respect of population
or they are actually falling back. In fact, without its
cities and towns, the United States to-day would be one
of the most sparsely populated countries of its size In the
world. This modern cityward tendency threatens to be
come a serious problem in the economy of the nation.
Teeming centers of population are becoming more and
more congested, while the wide country regions are
gradually being denuded of the native bone and sinew-
that are needed for their development. Thus, at the
present time, the farmers of the West are crying out
vainly for men to harvest the crops. Every year there
is an actual labor famine in the agricultural districts.
And the lack of skilled tradesmen in the country Is also
becoming more marked year by year.

City vs. Country.*

Meanwhile the fierce competition of life In the big
cities is becoming ever keener, and the ranks of urban
labor, skilled and unskilled, are being swollen far beyond
the limit of usefulness. When business is unusually ac
tive there is not much heard about a lack of work in

the large centers of the country, as labor of all kinds
is pretty fully employed, but as soon as a lull comes there
is the usual cry of distress from the legions of the in
voluntarily idle. At the same time the farmer and the
country artisan are making living wages steadily, and
running little or no risk of being suddenly thrown out of
work with the prospect of want before them. Yet
myriads of young country bred lads continue to pour

into the big cities, attracted by the superior opportunities

for fortune or fame which they suppose He there, or to
escape the drudgery of manual labor and enjoy what
they believe to be the more luxurious life of the town.
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It takes but little time for most of these country im
migrants to become disillusionized. But they have made
their bed and are prepared to lie on it. Consequently
they stick and become further units in the vast aggrega

tion of city life. Whether or not their preference is a

wise one is a matter on which it is impossible to dog
matize. There is no doubt that the city offers advan
tages and prizes to the bright, smart, pushing youth that

ihe could never find in the country. But for the indi
vidual of merely average gifts it would seem that the
•country offers equally good opportunities to make a com

fortable living, along with a much more wholesome at

mosphere than the city can afford.

Fire Proofing in Residences.

The splendid results which have followed the form of
■construction used in the modern office buildings and
business blocks of this city have caused more and more
attention to be given to its application to the better class
•of dwellings. A good example of the extent to which
fire proof construction is being adopted in the more ex
pensive residences is found on Riverside Drive in the
•dwelling being put up by the Clark estate. Here all the
(floors are of concrete arches between steel beams with
cinder concrete fllling on top, which in the bath and
toilet rooms is covered with a water proof course of bur
lap and hot asphalt, flashed 6 inches high on all the
walls, and protected with a 2-inch layer of concrete In
which the floor tiles are laid. Where the water pipes
run across these floors they are laid on the water proof
course, and a row of bricks is laid flat on each side of
them and covered with roofing slates. Then another strip
of burlap is laid over the slate, lapping each side, and is
swabbed with hot asphalt and covered with the upper
layer of concrete, thus permanently inclosing the pipes

and making a kind of trough, pitched to one end so that
any water of leakage or condensation will be carried
off to safe wastes provided for the purpose.

Present and Past Cost of Building.

The decline which has taken place in most lines

-of materials enteriug into the construction of buildings,

more especially those intended for office and other busi

ness purposes, raises the hope that it may result in a re

vival of activity in the building trades. That the cost

of construction is somewhere near the normal average

is apparently being recognized, if one may judge from the
increase of building projects undertaken on an invest

ment basis. As showing the trend of prices the follow

ing schedule prepared by the Sun from notes furnished

by a downtown architect and builder may not be with

out interest just at this time. The estimates are for a

ten-story Are proof loft building ou a corner plot, 50 x

100. A building of this description was selected for il

lustration because the rise of prices was most marked

in fire proof construction and because lofts are a simple

type of structure:
January, January, August.
1898. 1899. 1U00.

Mas.,a contract $78,125 $96,875 »87,500
Iron contract 43,750 62,500 50,000
Carpenter contract 15,625 22,500 22,500
Steam beating contract 6,250 8,750 8,125
Plumbing contract 3,125 4,375 3,750
Electric wiring contract 1.875 2,500 2,500
Elevator contract 5,625 6,250 6,250
Caisson contract 7,500 9,375 9,375

Totals »161,875 $213,125 $190,000

Expressed in other words, the present cost of fire

proof loft construction is about 27 cents a cubic foot, aa

Against 30 cents in January, and 22 cents upward of a

vear and a half ago. According to the authority for the

schedule, current prices were estimated conservatively

high, and some care in the letting of contracts might

reasonably be expected to result in a rate under 20 cents

per cubic foot. Constructional cost some 18 months ago,

it is universally admitted, was abnormally low, and com
petent opinion appears to be that no advantage will bo
gained by delaying building projects in the expectation

of a further decline in prices. The net decline is certain
to be outweighed by expenses for carrying unimproved

property and by loss of interest and profit on working
capital.

Removing Varnish or Paint from Hard Wood
Floors.

In reply to a correspondent asking for the best and
most economical method of removing varnish or floor
paint containing varnish from oak or yellow pine floors
the Painters' Magazine offers the following suggestions as
being applicable to the case: Take caustic soda or con
centrated lye and dissolve the same in boiling water,

keeping the solution hot while applying it. Have rubber
gloves on your hands while you make or use the solu
tion, and apply it with a cotton swab, because it would
ruin brushes. Oil paints can be removed in a few min

utes and varnish paints or varnishes will yield in from
10 to 15 minutes. When the wood has been cleaned of
paint or varnish it must be well washed with clear water,

and if the wood has darkened from the action of the soda
or lye solution, and this be objectionable, in case the floor
is simply revarnished and not painted, the darkening

can be corrected by brushing dilute muriatic acid over
it, and when the wood has resumed its natural color it

should be thoroughly washed with clear water, and,

finally, with weak soda water to neutralize any traces
of acid still remaining. For applying the acid use
bristle brushes that are not bound with iron wire. Mu

riatic acid should not be used where iron or steel articles
are lying about, and In using the soda lye linen or cotton
clothes should be worn, as a single drop of the solution
will burn a hole through woolen goods.

What is Fire Proof Construction ?

So much has been said about " fire proof " construction
and what is actually meant by the term that a com
prehensive definition cannot fail to prove interesting.
In a paper prepared by J. K. Freitag the term is ex
plained, and according to his idea " tire proof " construc
tion should embody not less than the following points:
1. (a) The exclusive use in construction of materials
which are in themselves proof against serious damage by
lire and water, or the use of materials which are ade
quately protected by fire and water proof coverings,

(b) The materials employed must permit of easy recon
struction. 2. The internal plan or design must be made
with especial reference to preventing communication be
tween floor and floor, and between different portions of
the same floor. 3. The exterior design to be such as to
prevent the communication of fire from or to adjoining
structures.
From these requirements it will be seen that fire proof
construction is a matter of rational and scientific design
or planning of all the general features of a building, as
well as the matter of detail in regard to the materials
employed and the precise methods of their employment.

A town which is being laid out by coal operators in
the Fairmount district of Pennsylvania promises to
present a strong contrast to the old rough type of min
ing town. The town of Gypsy, located in the center of
extensive new mining properties that are being opened
up, is being laid out with wide streets and avenues, and
will be provided with complete sewage and water sys
tems. The houses will be modern and up to date in
every particular. They are to be set on stone founda
tions, and will have slate und tin roofs, will be painted
on the outside and artistically finished on the inside. A
hotel and hospital, with other public conveniences, are
also to be erected.
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COLONIAL HOUSE AT PLAINFIELD, N. J,

WE
have taken for the subject of the half-tone sup

plemental plate which accompanies this issue of
the paper a colonial house embodying in its exterior
treatment and internal arrangement a number of in
teresting features. The broad veranda extending across
the front of the house will appeal to many, while others
will find satisfaction in the central entrance which per
mits of spacious rooms each side of the hall. The main
stairs rise from practically the center of the building,
thus giving at the front a suite of three rooms, which,

when occasions require it, can be readily thrown Into
one. Beyond the parlor and connected by sliding doors
is the library, while the kitchen is found in the rear of
the dining room and connected with it by means of a

wall plaster, treated with two coats of tinting in colors.
The first and second floors are laid with % x 8 inch
matched hemlock boards, placed diagonally, with a top
floor of % x 2 inch yellow pine laid on felt. The outside
studding is 2 x 4 inches, doubled at all openings. The
inside studs are also 2x4 inches, placed 16 inches on cen
ters. The frame of the building is sheathed and pa
pered, and then covered with clapboards. There being
no corner boards on the first story, the clapboards are
mitered at the angles. The front columns, also the cor
ner boards on the second story, have plastic composition
caps, the corner boards having the base set on the sill
course, and plastic brackets underneath. The wreaths
on the- front door and In the panels are also plastic dec-

i
Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

ColonialHouseat Plainfield, X. J.—Architect*,J. A. Oakley <
fc

Son, Elizibeih, X. J.

.\...x.Ss
Section. - Scale,Clinch
to theFoot.

butler's pantry. On the second

floor are four sleeping rooms,

with ample closets, and a bath
room, all readily accessible from the main stairs, which

land in the center of the house.
According to the specifications of the architects, the

foundation is built of hard burnt brick, faced with se

lected brick laid in red mortar. The cellar bottom Is

covered with 4 inches of concrete composed of Atlas

Portland cement and sharp sand, troweled smooth. The
girders in the cellar are 8 x 10 inches, framed flush with

the floor joist, the cellar celling being flush and plastered.

The first and second floor joist are 2 x 10 inches, the
third floor joist, 2x8 inches, and the rafters and ceil
ing joist, 2x6 inches, all placed 16 inches on centers.
The plates are made of two 2 x 4's and spiked together.
All side walls and ceiling throughout the house are plast
ered with Adamant plaster, and finished with patent

oration. A detail of the plastic treatment of the corner
boards is shown on page 242. The roofs of the main

house and dormers are covered with shingles of Wash
ington red wood, while the roof of the piazza is of tin.
The shingles of the roof are laid on 1 x 2 inch shingle
lath.
The trim of the house is of cypress. The first story
hall is paneled 4 feet high on the side walls, and the
grille at the foot of the stairs, with arched work over,

makes a rather attractive appearance on entering the
house, as may be gathered from an inspection of the de
tails which are presented on a following page. The
hall cornice is of wood and finishes around to intersect
with caps over the doorway. The dining room trim is
highly varnished throughout, with a crystal finish,

which contrasts well with the dull finish of the walls.
The main stairs are of oak, and the rear stairs of cy
press. The kitchen and bathroom side walls, to a bight
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of 5 feet, are finished in imitation tile work, this being
accomplished by lining off the plaster in 3 and 6 inch
blocks while it is soft, and then finishing with three coats
of paint and two coats of white enamel. This makes a
wall that can be washed the same as if it were con
structed of tiles.
The plumbing is of the open, modern type, all ex
posed pipes in the bathroom being nickel plated. The
bathtub is of iron, porcelain lined, with nickel plated
bibbs. The wash bowl is of Tennessee marble, with
oval basin and nickel plated legs. The water closet is of
the siphon Jet type, with oak cabinet tank. The wash
trays are located in the cellar, and have ash covers and
tops. In the kitchen Is a brick set range, 40-gallon gal
vanized iron boiler and a white enameled drain sink, set
on iron legs. In the pantry is a china closet, butler's
sink, &c.
The house is heated by means of a hot air furnace, the

flodel Tenement House Construction.

The question of the housing of the poor in the large

and densely populated cities of the country is one which

for a long period of time has received the attention of
municipal bodies as well as of those given to large phi

lanthropic work, and any movement of a practical na

ture looking to a solution of the problem cannot fail to
be closely watched by all interested in the welfare of

the masses. In the light of the statement that " over
two-thirds of the people on Manhattan Island dwell in

tenement houses unadapted to their wants and incom
patible with their health and moral advancement," it is
especially interesting to note the efforts which are being
made by the City and Suburban Homes Company to pro
vide model tenements for the poorer classes in New York
City. As a result of a competition recently held in this
city for the purpose, the plans of R. T. Short of Harde

Side (Right)Eleration.—Sc-ale,%Ineb tothe Foot.

Colonial Houseat Flainfleld, iY. J.

position of the registers being clearly Indicated on the
floor plans. The house is piped for gas, and wired for
electric lighting, the fixtures being of the combination
type, each celling light having a switch to operate the
electric lights. There are also electric bells and speak
ing tubes in several rooms connected with servants'
quarters, kitchen, &c. i
The house is painted three coats, and the roof treated
with creosote shingle stain. The roof is green, the clap
boards a light drab, the trim pure white, the founda
tion a light buff, to match the pressed brick chimneys,
and the blinds green. The windows on the front and
two sides of the first and second story are glazed with
American plate glass of the first quality.
The residence here shown is located on Sanford
avenue, Plainfield, N. J., and was erected for J. B. Mills,
in accordance with plans prepared by J. A. Oakley &
Son, Architects, of Elizabeth, N. J.

.& Short were adopted by the company for a group of
'tenements which will be erected on the east side of

kthe city.
According to the architects, the projected improve
ments will consist of a building six stories in hight, each
unit covering 70 per cent, of four city lots, and 30 per" cent, being left vacant for light and ventilation. No
part of the buildings will exceed two rooms from outside
j to outside. This has been called " the secret of the
whole tenement-house problem," because it means that
there are no dark Interior rooms. Each building will

k contain ninety-two separate apartments, twelve on the
ground floor and sixteen on each upper floor. Every
apartment is to be a complete and attractive home in it
self, consisting of two, three, and four rooms, with two
or three closets, private hall and toilet; 75 per cent, of
these apartments will have a front outlook.

fr
j The buildings will be semi fire proof. The entrances
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and staircase halls throughout will be entirely fire proof;
the staircase hall will be inclosed with brick walls, and
the floors of the halls throughout will be of fire proof con
struction. The stairs from the cellars to the roofs are to
be fire proof, wide, and easy of ascent, well lighted and
ventilated. One of the most important and an entirely
original feature will be the arrangement of the stair
cases to secure cross ventilation through them from one
court to another throughout the entire block.
Every room in the buildings will be well lighted by
large windows opening directly to the outer air. There
will be no interior light wells, the space not built upon
being concentrated into large open courts. The win
dows of the courts, where opposite each other, will be

from the front to the rear in the prevailing type of
25-foot "double decker" tenements will be converted into
rentable area. The buildings will be divided by un-
pierced brick walls Into separate apartments, each with
a 50-foot frontage. No rooms will open directly from
the staircase halls, as each apartment Is to have a private

Sectionof Floor BeamsandGirderat First Floor.—
Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
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ColonialHome at Plainflekli -v- J-—Floor Plan*.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

far enough apart to insure privacy and quiet and to pre
vent the spread of fire. The large center courts are to

be open to the street, thus insuring a free circulation of

air at all times. These open courts will be attractively
though economically beautified by means of grass plots,

flower beds, and fountains, and may be used as a play

ground by the children.
Common halls and corridors are to be dispensed with,

except the first-story entrance halls and the staircase

halls. The space devoted to long public halls running

hall, insuring absolute privacy to the tenants. Each flat,

whether of two, three, or four rooms, will contain a
private toilet with windows to the outer air. There will
be a space for a refrigerator in the private hall; also

shelves and hooks for hanging hats and coats.

In the kitchens there will be a gas range, sink, sta
tionary wash trays, supplied with hot water from the

boiler in the cellar, "and a large .dresser, with closets,

drawers, and shelves. The rooms are all to be unusually

large, bedrooms being arranged for two beds, and each
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bedroom will be reached from the living rooms and
private halls without passing through another bedroom.

The staircase halls and the apartments throughout are

to be steam heated. The dumbwaiters will run from
cellar to roof, will be self retaining, and inclosed with

water, are to be provided. These baths, together with

the laundry and drying rooms, will be for the free use
of the tenants.
Baby carriage and bicycle storage rooms will be lo
cated on the first floor. General storerooms, workshops

and one storage room for each tenant will be built in
the basement. A flushing system has been planned, ar
ranged so that the entire cellar may be readily flushed

and thoroughly washed out at any time. The roof will

be constructed and finished to permit its use as a roof

garden. The cost, Including steam heating, gas fixtures,

window shades, &c, complete, ready for occupancy, will

Detailof DormerCornice—Scale,
% Inch to theFoot.
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Miscellaneous,ConstructiveDetailsof ColonialHouseat Plainfield, N. J.

fireproof shafts. Speaking tubes are to be provided from

the cellar to each apartment. Dust chutes for discharg
ing sweepings, &c, will be built from the staircase land
ings on each floor to djust bins in the cellar. There will
be ventilated garbage storage rooms in the cellar. Laun
dry and steam heated clothes drying chambers will be
installed. Bathtubs and showers, with hot and cold

be $100,000for each unit of 100 feet frontage. The rent
als will average $1 per week for each room.

What is said to be one of the largest and finest rail
way stations in England was opened a short time ago at

Nottingham. It covers 12 acres and cost $4,866,500.
Fivt; hundred and eighty thousand cubic yards of mate
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rial were removed from the site, and the platform front
age, of solid masonry, built to ear floor hight, aggregates
two miles. The station is located in the heart of the
city, being entered from each direction by tunnels. It
was built by the Great Central and the Great Northern
railways, and will be used jointly by them.

Domestic Architecture.

In a city street which has completely changed in char
acter there are evidences of a notable advance in com
mercial architecture. A number of residences have been
transformed Into shops, but not in accordance with the
customary fashion of merely removing the stone work
on the lower stories and putting in plate glass. Every
one of these new shops has been arranged in accord

man. These houses seemed an agreeable novelty after
the monotony of the brownstone blocks downtown, and
they were decorative enough until it began to look as if
there would be no end to the variations of style and
period to which the architects turned. If all of these-
styles had been combined by some really masterly hand,
and the designs had always been made by men of experi
ence, New York would doubtless have continued to enjoy
these new qualities in its domestic architecture. But
the search for something new became too fierce, and
the whole history of architecture was ransacked that
some style which would make a new block might be
found, or at all events suggested by something that had
gone before. The result was the confusion that now
exists on some of the uptown streets, and I think there
has already been a reaction In favor of the old brown-

CEILINGLINE
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with some distinctive style of architecture. One is old
English, another is German, and to every one of the
establishments has been given some characteristic touch
which makes it different from the average street which
undergoes what seems to be the Inevitable transition
from a residential thoroughfare to one devoted to busi

ness. If the same amount of imagination had been ex
ercised in other streets it is safe to say that this city

would be much more picturesque and less monotonous
in aspect that It is to-day, although not everybody re
gards that as a virtue. " Sometimes I think that New
Yorkers will look back to the days of the old brownstone
fronts," said an architect, " with the thought that they

were not so bad after all. They were at least charac
teristic of the city in the way that the homes of every

other city are. In London and Paris the long blocks of
city houses are characteristic of the city, but the same
thing is not true of the newer buildings put up here.
All kinds of styles are blended in the streets uptown,
and it is possible to find on one block examples of nearly

every kind of house from early English to modern Ger-

stone block or something of the same subdued char

acter."

The new school building which Is to be erected at
Davenport, Wash., In accordance with plans drawn by

W. W. Hyslop of Spokane, Is said to be something unique
in school architecture. The building is Mexican in style,

with two artistic cupolas or belfries of the Mexican-
Spanish order. A widely projecting roof, extending out

4% feet from the walls, carries out the Mexican design.

The quoins, basement and trimmings of the building

will be of Spokane cream pressed brick and the body of

the school of common brick. The building is to be two
stories high, with a deep basement, which may later be

finished for school rooms. The high school assembly

hall and two recitation rooms will be on the main floor.
The principal's office will be opposite the main entrance.
On the second floor there will be four other recitation
rooms and wardrobes for the scholars. The building is

86 x 60 feet in size and has a IG-foot corridor on the

main floor-
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FURNACES FOR EXPENSIVE HOUSES,

TEN
years ago the architect who was employed to

erect a residence on which expense was a minor
■consideration always sought a conference with the best
hot air furnaceinen when his plans had progressed to
such a point that a consultation on heating the building
would be of advantage. For several years the condi
tions in the business world have not been favorable to
the erection of an abundance of this grade of buildings.
But evidences of a change in this regard are becoming
manifest to the furnaceman who does the best class of
work. Within the last few months, in the vicinity of
New York, leading architects have asked furnaceinen
to bid on the heating of a number of fine town and
country residences of a size that will require three or
/our of the largest hot air furnaces. They are ready to
receive suggestions as to the best arrangement and
location of hot air flues, &c, and there is no doubt but
that hot air furnaces will be used for some very fine
and spacious buildings. This is a return to a system of
heating that is found in many old mansions where a
continual change of atmosphere attended with a com
fortable warmth is among the luxuries desired.

The Character of the Work.
While the amount of the bid receives consideration,
the most attention is paid to the method and materials.
There is none of the struggle to reach the bottom cent
that prevails in operation work; nor would the custom
of making all pipes of one size be tolerated. The man
who shows the necessity of providing special foot pieces,
elbows, register boxes, collars and dampers, and of hav
ing odd diameters for pipes to special rooms, will be
heard with interest where the talk of standard goods to
save cost smacks too much of the operation freeze-the-
tenants job to receive any consideration. There are fur
naceinen and fnrnacemen, and those who will receive
the order to heat this class of buildings would never
be awarded the contract for an operation Job. On the
■otherhand, neither would the operation contractor se
cure the order for this kind of work. His knowledge
•of heating is of a different order from that required.
He would trust too much to chance to give satisfaction.
He fails to see the need of a specially made boot, box
•orangle elbow, and shows that the features which make
•thebest work are undervalued by him. Good judgment
in laying out the work, correct knowledge of what to do
to secure success, good workmanship in having all de
tails carried out and finished properly and neatness and
finish in the completed job must be clearly demonstrated
■bothbefore the work is contracted for and at its com
pletion.

Other Specialties Required.

In many instances fine buildings such as those re
ferred to are erected on sloping ground, so that what
would be a city cellar becomes a pleasant, well lighted
basement, well suited for servants' dining and sitting
rooms, as well as for kitchen and pantry. This leads to
complication, as the hot air furnace cannot be placed In
some otherwise unutilized space. It requires to be near
the flues and registers which it is to supply with warm
air. This interferes with the arrangement of the base
ment, which has superseded the cellar, and leads to the
question whether the air cannot be forced to those dis
tant registers in some way. Then n fan is remembered.
The use of a fan to make the furnace a heater to a warm
blast system would solve the problem. But it must be
driven. If electricity is available there is no difficulty
in driving the fan; otherwise a gas plant, if a gas sup
ply is not at hand, and a gas engine are necessary and
are best adapted in most cases. There Is nothing to
freeze up In such a system If the country house is closed
for a portion of the winter. Or a part of the house may
be heated by gravity without the use of a fan.

New Apparatus Needed.
Those who have looked into the use of a fan system
have not found a satisfactory low priced motor that can
be run at a small cost. It seems that from 5 to 8 horse
power is sufficient for a. majority of cases, and it is pos
sible that a motor can be adapted that will answer the
purpose. The fans in the market have not been spe
cially designed for furnace systems, but it Is possible
that some gain can be secured in that direction. Then
both the motor and fan manufacturer should learn that

the information In reference to their goods must be pre
pared specially to meet the requirements of furnacemen.
The furnaceman who studies and masters the adapta

tion of the blower system to the hot air furnace will find
it profitable. Doubtless there will be changes in some
of the rules, but many will apply. One who has ac
quired this knowledge can design a furnace system to

heat a building no matter where the arrangement of
the basement makes it necessary to place the furnace.

The use of the fan with furnaces has made available
their fullest heating capacity, with no increase in the
fuel consumption in properly proportioned .systems.

Apparently the only increase in cost after the fan and
motor have been installed is in the expense of operating

them.
Gravity System.

However, as the popularity of the furnace heat

ing system has been established without the use of
fans, and as the fans will be needed for special resi
dences, churches and other public buildings, it will be
better for most furnaceinen to learn how to do the best

class of gravity work. Already there is a market and

a demand for it. Men who are masters of the system

know how to impress their customers with the fact that
they will find It the cheapest to have In their houses.
They will be able to accomplish better results than those
who have been devotees of the lowest bidder style.
There is a wide field for study here, and the knowl
edge gained brings a good return on the expenditure of

effort made to acquire it. It is not enough to know how
to do the best work and to be able to do it. It is neces
sary to have the facts so recorded as to be able to pre

sent the evidence to all possible buyers, and Impress
upon them that when employing a furnaceman they get

something more than a mere furnace. This is worth a
great deal and the effort necessary to secure it should
not be spared.

Wired Glass as a Fire Resister.

Wired and polished glass as fire retardents have re
cently been experimented upon at Philadelphia. Their
resistent qualities seemed to be well established. The ex
periments, as described in Fire and Water, took place in
a building constructed with skylights and windows in
two sides—one containing double sashes. On the other
sides were a Are shutter and Standard door, fitted with
polished glass. For half an hour fire of 1600 degrees
temperature was kept up, at the end of which time
water was turned upon the sashes at 20 pounds pressure.
After the test, which was the first of two, the sashes
were found to be uninjured; the glass also had only
cracked, and had not given away at any point. The next
test, although it was severe In the intensity of its heat,
allowed the spectator to stand close to the polished
wired glass of the door and so to observe the effect of
the fire inside. Under a temperature of 1800 degrees the
Inner panes softened, but those outside were not affected,

and when the tests were finished there was no breakage
or opening for fire or smoke at any point in the glass.
The polished wired glass was of the " sandwich " type,
with a wire mesh imbedded between two sheets of glass.

It had never been tested before, and stood the test as
well, if not better, than the other glass.
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MAKING PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS IN CONFINED SPACE.
By mat P. Blinn.

IT
has always been a constant perplexity with drafts
men in making perspective drawings to find room on

the drawing board to locate the vanishing points. The
various machines and appliances invented and patented

are, as a rule, so unwieldy, as well as expensive, that I
present to the readers a simple home made appliance that
will do the work as well or better than those that one
could buy, and I hope it will be of assistance to archi
tectural draftsmen.
After giving a description of this method, I wish to
add a few simple trigonometrical formulas that any one
can use in substitution whether or not they may under
stand trigonometry.
First: One needs only the ordinary sized drawing
board such as architects generally use. It is, however,
advisable to have the board true on three sides, as will
be seen later. Obtain three cheap pearwood T-squares
of the length suitable to the size of the drawing. If one
Is making a % inch to the foot drawing get two 30-inch

board for any drawing (Fig. 3) let the plan be set at
an angle 9, with a line parallel to the horizon line at *
distance O F.
The curve at A is set A O distance from O, making
P A the distance from the nearest corner of the plan to
point A. B O and C O are the distances of the other
curves. Let B be assumed the radius of the lower
curve, then R' and R" can be easily ascertained. Let us
take 6 to be the angle which the plan makes with the
line at P.

Then O X' = P X cot. e
And O X = P X tan. 6

For example, let the angle 6 = 30 degrees, '
,

And let P'X = 40".
Substituting:
O X' = 40 X cot. 30 degrees = 69.26+
O X" = 40 X tan. 30 degrees= 23.09.

If the curve at B has been cut to a 48-inch radius, aa
has been suggested above, then 69.26"— 48" = 21" ap-

i-
x

Fig. 3.- ShowingPositionof T-SquaresandCurves. Fig. 2.—Form of Curveto beUsed.

Making PerspectiveDrawings in ConfinedSpace.

and one 24-lnch T-squares. Saw off end of the head at

such a point that the part A B = B C, as shown in Fig.
1. Then A C is a chord of any circle, having its center
upon a line perpendicular to B.

Next one will need three curves, which should be
cut from some hard grained wood 3-10 inch thick, which

is just a trifle less than the thickness of the head of the
T-square. Make them with the straight side parallel

to the tangent of the curves, as in Fig. 2. These should

be made of a size suitable to the drawings you are ac

customed to make. For a %-inch scale drawing, where
the plan sets at an angle of 30 degrees with the horizon
line, make two curves 24 Inches long, one with a 48-
inch radius and the other with an 18-inch radius. Where

the plan sets at an angle of 45 degrees with the horizon

line make three curves, with a 24, 24 and 40 inch radius,

respectively.
The positions of the T-squares and curves upon the
drawing board are shown in Fig. 3. The curves are
fastened to the board by three tacks each, and the T-
squares run upon the curves to form the lines of per

spective.
When only the two curves are used in the 30-de-
gree angle drawing, one of the vanishing points lies in
variably upon the board, and you can use a tack for the
short vanishing point, with a straight edge to sketch the
lines from that point instead of the T-squares.

To determine the position of these curves upon the

proximately, the distance that the curve should te
set, making B O = 21".
If the curve at A is an 18-inch radius 40" — 18"=
22". For convenience, the plan is placed above the hor
izon line. If the curve A be placed 6 Inches, say, front
O, then B Is 22" — 6" = 16" from point P. No curve is
needed at the right, as the point X" comes only 23.09"
from O, and will be on the board. The curves having
been located, they are tacked to the board squarely in
position.

The T-squares are used, as in Fig. 3, so that the chord
of the circle plays freely upon the arc, making the edge
of the T-squares always pointing toward the centers.
These are the vanishing points, since a line perpendicular
to a chord at its middle point runs through the center
of that circle.
I claim nothing original in the curves, but in the for
mulas for locating them.

It doesn't take long for those who travel in Germany
to become aware of the almost autocratic power vested
in the police of that country. A curious illustration ot
this has just been reported. The German courts, it ap
pears, have recently decided that if the Berlin police
should consider any color scheme of a house to be im
proper, or too gaudy, they can order the painter te
change It. Fancy the New York or Chicago police acting
as arbiters of taste in bouse decoration !
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ARCHITECTS, CHARGES FOR ABANDONED WORK.

JUST
what should be the charge by architects for work

not carried out is a question which has been at
tracting some attention in England recently, and the

results of a case cited by one of the London architec

tural papers may not be without iuterest to readers In

this country. The statement is made that an architect
brought " an action to recover his fees for professional

services rendered to a client for work done in prepara

tion of plans, elevations, sections and specifications, and
-obtaining a tender for building a villa. The defendant

•considered the tender, £5(560,too high, and the building

was not proceeded with. The plaintiff claimed 3 per
■cent,on the amount of the tender, in accordance with
llule T of the Institute schedule, which gives 2% per
cent, upon the estimated cost for the general plans and

specifications, and for procuring tenders % per cent. In

addition. The defendant said there was a verbal agree

ment between him and the plaintiff that if he decided
not to build he (the plaintiff) would charge only for the

time occupied in preparing plans and obtaining the ten

der. Evidence was given by a vice-president of the In
stitute iu support of the plaintiff's claim, and two other

architects gave evidence for the defendant to the effect

that the Institute scale was not universally adopted in

the profession, and that for the work done £75 paid into

court was a reasonable sum.
" Justice Kennedy held that there was no such verbal

agreement as was alleged and that plaintiff was en

titled to a reasonable remuneration; that the rule of the

Institute as to charges, not being a universal custom,

was not binding in law and could not be accepted as

an Implied term of every contract; though it was right

to take into consideration the profession, as shown by

the rules of the Institute. His lordship thought the
plaintiff was entitled to 2M>per cent, of the estimated

■costof the building, and as the plaintiff admitted that

the tender was rather high, the percentage was based on
£50(10,and the % per cent, for obtaining tenders was de

ducted and judgment was given for this amount."
In commenting upon this decision the Building News
■says: Under the circumstances the decision was a fair
one, and ought to be a reminder to that large class of
employers who think they have a right to assess the

architect's remuneration, and to make all kinds of
■chargesas to the incompleteness or defectiveness of the
plans as a ground for a substantial set off. We have

known all kinds of trivial objections, as: the plans were
extravagant and beyond the cost originally contem
plated: the architect had not followed the client's instruc
tions; the plans were unsuitable or imperfect; or the client

had changed his mind. Sometimes the fickle minded em
ployer sees a built house he likes better which would be
cheaper to buy than to erect a new one; or the site cannot

be obtained and a new one has to be sought for, which
necessitates revised plans. The market price of ma

terials often goes up and the cost is thereby greatly In

creased when the tenders are invited.
These are all familiar incidents— any of them may

postpone indefinitely the actual execution of the build
ing or have the effect of changing the Intention of the
owner. All the same, the architect has done his work;
his thought has been bestowed on the plan and external
design, specifications have been written out and quan
tities prepared. The architect's work is practically over;

all that remains Is careful superintendence, which a
clerk of work can do almost as well. But as the owner
has not his building In the concrete—only a representation
on paper—he hesitates to pay the architect for his labor,

which he looks upon as merely preparatory. He does
not consider that the same design cannot again be
turned to account; it is useless for another building and
therefore it ought to be paid for. The percentage allowed
by custom for this larger half of the architect's labor
is ridiculously small on buildings costing less than
£5000. For designs not carried out there ought to be
an agreed commission, in addition to any special services
rendered for works of exceptional difficulty and requir
ing skillful planning and design. The defense set up In
this case—that there was a verbal understanding that
only a charge for the time occupied in preparing should
be paid—was a poor evasion of the liability to payment
for the architect's thought and skill.

The Future of Oak.

In speaking on the subject indicated by the above
title a Chicago architect, who had been commissioned
to purchase through a retail establishment the furniture
for a house he had in course of erection which was fin
ished throughout in oak, said that the time was coming
when this material would bo more in demand than at
the present time—when it would be more highly esteemed
than mahogany. The difficulty he said he had encoun
tered in the selections he had been seeking to make was
to find goods high grade in design in quarter sawed
white oak. Continuing, he said: " Now oak is a dignified
and democratic wood. In plain, stately designs it has
more character than anything with which I am familiar.
The mahogany, which Is being so largely used in the
best furniture I have st>enhere, is like silks and satins.
If we wore silk and satin all the time we would get very
tired of them iu a short time and that is what will hap
pen to mahogany some time. In chamber furniture, with
plain, unornamonted surfaces, I found little or nothing.
Outside of a few designs the market offers absolutely
nothing. I am told that there is little demand for the
severe and classic goods made in oak, and that is proba
bly the explanation why the goods are not being made
in that wood in the most costly grades. But the time
will come when this will not be the case. I have finished
a number of houses in oak and furnished them through
out In that wood and secured some exceedingly satis
factory results. But it has been at the cost sometimes
of special designs and specially made furniture, because
the market has not afforded the plain, unornamented
things which are made in mahogany and oak."

THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— IX.
(secondmm.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

IN
describing the methods employed in forming spirals
and twists on the lathe, it must be understood that

it is not claimed that work executed by these methods
can compete from a commercial point of view with
any of the various machines specially made for turning
out spiral or twist moldings in wood. For small work,
however, and works of art In bone, ivory, ebony and the
harder woods, much finer and better work, and work

stamped with the individuality of the operator, can be
turned out on the latho with suitable appliances than
can be turned out on the special machines, but, of
course, at much greater cost. Turning in any of its
departments is n beautiful art, and it is no wonder that
the lathe is a universal favorite with amateurs possess
ing a mechanical turn of mind, and It Is astonishing
how many useful and artistic articles the ingenious work
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man who owns a lathe can turn out to beautify his own
and the homes of his friends. Besides the methods given
for turning spiral work, there are many others, and these
papers would be far from complete if some of the bet
ter ones were not described in them.
A Mr. Wilcox, who was a noted amateur on lathe
work, invented a rather curious apparatus for cutting
■spirals in the lathe, and, as the attachment is very sim
ple, it may not be out of place to give it here, with de
scription, as 1 find it published in " The Lathe and Its
Uses." The work is here done by a leading screw or
spiral and toothed gearing, the principle being that of
the ordinary machine lathe. The attachment is shown
in Fig. 68, and the following is the description as given
in Mr. Wilcox's manuscript:
" The chuck shown at A, with cog wheel attached,

holds the work as usual, the back center being also re
quired. The cog wheel gears with one of less diameter
attached to the end of the guide screw B. On the latter
works the rest O, in which is a nut of the same thread

as that on the guide screw, and which holds the tool in
a notch or hollow upon its upper part. The tool is then
used by hand, but is guided in its course along the sur

face of the work to be turned. This guide screw, with

the rest and cog wheel, is mounted on a board as a sep

arate piece of apparatus, and is, when used, clamped on

the lathe bed. As the rest is after all little else than a

large nut, it must be prevented from turning round, and

must be arranged to bear the pressure of the tool, re- .

lieving the long screw from the strain that would be

worked by hand, or to the self acting screw cutting
lathes, and is specially adapted for cutting spirals or
other patterns in wood.
In the tool shown in Fig. 89, A represents a shank
which may be made to tit any shape or pattern of tool
holder. This shank is turned up and becomes a cylinder
at B, like that of the ordinary revolving cutter. This
part is bored and litted with a steel spindle, which should
be of strength proportionate to the size of stuff likely to
be operated on. One end of the spindle is fitted with a
brass pulley, from which a cord is to be attached to the
overhead drum, the other end terminating in a round
or hexagonal boss, D, round the margin of which are
held securely bridles shown at F, or other similar con
trivance, a pair or more of sharp gouges. This appara
tus is put in the tool holder of the slide rest to the
angle that corresponds with the rake of the screw or
twist, and put in rapid revolution by means of the over
head apparatus. The whole rest, or merely the upper
part, is then put in motion by one of the before named
means, and the tool advanced to make the cut. However
slow the movement of the work may be, the cutters will
move with such velocity as to make clean and beautiful
work. This may be applied to the slide rest described

Fig. 69.-View of CuttingTool.

Fig. 08.—Attachmentfor CuttingSpirals in the Lathe.

The Art of Wood Turning.

Fig. 70.—An ImprovedTool Holder.

thus caused. This is effected by a loug flat bar, like the

rest of a chair maker's lathe, extending the full length
of the bed, shown here at E, and supported by standards
F F. A projecting part of the rest bears upon this, and
slides along it with the tool. The work is begun with

the rest on the right hand, and some care is necessary

as it nears the cog wheel on the left, when the work
must be stopped and the whole run back by hand to the

starting place. This is one chief defect in this apparatus,

for the rest very quickly traverses the length of the
screw, and considerable delay is caused by having thus

constantly to stop the lathe and reverse the motion. The

closest attention is also necessary to prevent the rest from

overrunning its mark and striking the cog wheel. It is
evident that by using different pitches of cog wheels

many screws of varied threads can be cut by aid of the

foregoing attachment."
This arrangement is rather a simple affair, but the
writer of the manuscript has overlooked one other im
portant defect in his invention— namely, the difficulty of

obtaining the requisite speed, a defect often found in

contrivances of this sort for wood turning. If the work
is put in rapid motion, without which wood will not be
cut clean, the movement of the rest will be so rapid also,
from the effect of the multiplying wheel, that the tool

will be carried from end to end of the work in a few
seconds. A modification of this and similar apparatus
will be given here, which will allow the tool to traverse
lengthwise slowly, but gives it immense rapidity in the

necessary direction. The following is applicable to the

lathe under consideration, to the ordinary slide rest

by Mr. Wilcox, or any similar contrivance. The over
head drum must be sufficiently long to admit of
the driving cord to traverse the whole length of the
stuff being operated on, and to keep the cord on the an
gle required by the inclination of the brass pulley. The
gouges or other cutters used must not be placed radially,
but tangientally to the circumference of the boss on
which they are fixed.
An improvement upon the simple bridle to hold the
cutters would be the substitution of Babbage's tool
holder, four radial arms being substituted for the metal
boss. This tool is fully described in " Holtzapffel's Me
chanical Manipulation," from which work the following
description is taken:
" This consists of a shank turned up at the end, as
in Fig. TO, the outside, at B, being rounded to fit hollow
gouges, such as shown at H; against this the hollow of
the gouge is laid and opposite to it is placed a small
piece. A band or hoop, E, is now placed over both the
above, and between the two a wedge shaped piece, F,
which is intended to bring the strain upon the hoop and
lighten it round the gouge. This last piece is attached
to the shank or holder by a screw passing through it into
the shank. The tighter this screw is worked the lower
the central wedge F is drawn down, and the tighter the
hoop is made to embrace the tool. This holder is also
modified to suit flat chisels. The tool cannot possibly
slip, but can be released in a few seconds if desired."
Such a termination of two, three or four arms revolving
on a spindle in pltce of the boss would form the bestt
possible cutter for shaping lathes.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
miter for Rake and Level Frieze.

From E. H. A., Pulaski, N. IV-Will some of the read
ers of Carpentry and Building inform me if a square miter
will make a perfect joint on a frieze at the corner of a
building where the eaves and rake come together. Some

carpenters claim it will and others claim it will not.
Please state what would be the proper cut to use. I
should like very much to have the opinion of F. E. Kid
der, the consulting architect, upon the subject.

Note.—Basing an opinion simply upon the statement

of the case as given by our correspondent, we should

say that a square miter will not give him what he de
sires, but that a raking miter is necessary. We shall be

glad to have our readers tell how they would proceed In

doing the work.

Remodeling a Frame Cottage.

From E. T. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—l have a problem

which I would like to have solved in the most practical
manner, as I feel that It is one In which other readers

Remodelinga Frame Cottage.—Hcale,% Inch to theFoot.

besides myself may be Interested. I have a one and one-
half story frame unfinished cottage, the hlght of the
lower floor being 10 feet. By reducing this hight to 8

feet 6 Inches it gives me an opportunity for a full size
story about 8 feet high on the second floor. The dimen

sions of the part which I wish to lower are 15 x 28 feet
Good flooring is now laid and the ceiling is finished with

%-inch ceiling boards; otherwise the house is unfinished

and open on both floors, there being no studding or par

titions.
I want to lower the first floor bodily without disturb
ing the flooring or ceiling. I expect, of course, to take up
enough flooring on the sides to cut away the old plate and

break away the nails securing each beam to the outside

studding. I purpose, In the first place, to cut in the
outside studding and set a new tie at the proper level,

then draw or cut away the nails securing the second

story floor beams to the outside studding. Before dis

turbing these beams, however, I purpose to secure tem
porarily a few new timbers above the present floor, In

order to avoid any danger of buckling. Now I am ready
to cut the old plate or tie between each beam, and be

fore doing so expect to support the floor on studding

from below. When this tie is cut and the old nails are

all out, or loosened, I can gradually lower the floor bodily
to its new position.
I should like to get a point from the practical readers
on lowering this floor without the aid of screws, as there
are none available, and also the best method of breaking
away the old nails securing the. beams, whether by
punching the heads through the 2x8 beams or strain
ing the fastening sufficiently to get in a wedge and draw
them out. I would also like to know the most practical
way to take up the flooring and celling, reset the beams
In their new position, and then reset the flooring and ceil
ing, instead of taking chances in lowering them as above
described. I send a sketch representing a section through
the main wall, which will give an Idea of the framing.

Proportioning Gambrel Roofa.
From F. F., East Bloomfield, V. 7.—In the July issue
of the paper, " G. H.," of Baltimore, Md., asks for a rule
of proportion for a gambrel roof. In reply I would say
that the regular rule Is half of an octagon, or half of a
circle, the end of the rafter and the ridge striking the
circle. This, however, makes the upper part rather flat,
both as regards appearances and its effect on the dura
bility of the roof, so I raise the upper part to what in
this section is known as one-quarter pitch, or 26% de
grees, this making a much better roof. The pitch, how
ever, can be slightly changed In either section and still
have a good looking roof, if one is careful to keep both
upper and lower rafters the same length. A gambrel
roof Is the best kind of a barn If built right, but there
are more mistakes made in the shape of the roof and in
the manner of construction than In any other style of
barn built. I have been a reader of Carpentry and Build
ing for 18 years and have learned many things from the
Correspondence Department. I shall be glad to hear
from others on the subject of gambrel roof barns.

Finding Pitch of Roof from a Circle.
From E. L. M., Greenville, Iowa.— It Is possible that
some of the readers of the paper may be interested ift
knowing how to obtain the pitch of a roof from a circle*
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Finding Pitch of Roof from a Circle.

and I therefore inclose a sketch showing my method. I
also send a short table to correspond with the drawing.
Referring to the diagram, first draw a horizontal line,
as B C; then describe a half circle, using A as a center
and A B or A C as a radius. Draw a line from A to D.
Now erect a perpendicular from B to E, dividing It Into
30 spaces, each of which will represent an Inch. Divide
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the quarter circle B D into 90 degrees, and space off 22&
degrees, 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 60 degrees and 67% de
grees. Draw lines from the center point A through the
five points on the circle, extending them until they meet
the line B E. The pitches will then be one-quarter, one-
third, one-half, two-thirds and three-quarters, or any
fraction of pitch desired.
The table which I present gives the pitch, the num
ber of degrees of inclination, the rise and the length of
the slant:
No. Inches Lengthof
rise to the Fraction No.of degrees slant to the
foot run. of pitch. slant. foot run.
5 '. Vi 22%° 1.08
7 1-3 30° 1.16
12 V> 45° 1.42
21 2-3 60° 2.06
30 % 67%° 2.68

material inside and out. The tray for holding the iee

should be made so that it will fit inside of the box and

have a spout at one end to project through the side, in

order to carry off the drip from the iee. Fig. 4 shows

the general appearance of the lco tray, while Fig. 5 gives

an idea of the appearance of the box complete. Make
the tray of galvanized iron about 1 inch deep. The ma

terials for the box cost in this locality about $2.50 and

the work can be done by any mechanic. I trust that
these hints may be of some value to the correspondent in

Mexico, and possibly to other readers of the paper.

making; an Ice Cheat or Box.

From A. F. L., Batavia, N. 1'.—A plan for an ice box
has been called for by " W. D." of Barroteran, Mexico,
and in reply I would say that I invented an Ice box sev
eral years ago which those who used them claimed that
they gave very satisfactory results. The box is made of

Laying Gravel Roofa.

From C. A. H., Nebraska— In the article on gravel

roofs in the August issue, page 222, the correspondent
" F. G. B." does not make it quite clear of what his roof

composition consists. Does he use roofing pitch or rosin

and coal tar boiled together? If he uses the latter, how
long must it be boiled to be Just right? I am under
the impression that there, is a rooting pitch on the market

which needs only to be heated to be ready to be used on

gravel roofs without adding anything to it. If there is I

Fig. S.—Elevation
of Door withD<>t-
tedLinesShowing
Cleats.

—7
CASINO

Fig. 2.—SectionShawingCorner
Construction.

Fig. 1.—View of Interior of Box. Fig 4.—Jce Tray with Spout.

Making an let Chettor Box.

Fig. 5—View of CompletedIce Box.

pine, white wood, or any similar lumber, the sides, top
and bottom being of %-inch stuff and the back of %-inch
matched. The boxes I made were for use in small fam
ilies, but they may be made of any size required. Make
the box 35 inches high by 25 inches wide and 16 inches
deep, as indicted in Fig. 1 of the sketches. Let the sides
run below the lower shelf a few Inches, and 16 inches
from the top nail three pieces across the box inside to
support the tray which holds the ice.
Now, with regard to the front, place a casing on the
top and sides of the %-iuch stuff, the casing being 1 Inch
on the face and 1% inches next to the box, which leaves
a good bevel for the doors, as shown In the sectional
view, Fig. 2. Put a casing across the middle of the box
on a line with the cleats which hold the ice tray. Then
put a stop back of the casing for the doors to strike
against. Make the doors of %-inch stuff with cleats on
the ends, as indicated in Fig. 3. Hang the upper door to
the center piece, so it may be dropped down when the
ice is put in. Fit the lower space with two doors, hang
ing one door to the casing and the other to the first door,
as indicated in Fig. 5. Cover the outside of the box with
several thicknesses of newspaper, tacking on smooth;

then cover this with oilcloth tacked on tight and smooth,

so as to make as neat an appearance as possible.
The doors need not be covered. Give the Inside of
the box two coats of shellac mixed with ocher, of any

color to suit; also give the doors two coats of the same

'should like to know where I can obtain it in the Western
markets. I was very much Interested in " F. G. B.s"
article and should be pleased to have him or some other

reader of the paper impart the desired information.

What is the weight of 1-5 cubic yard of gravel?

Note— We trust " F. G. B " will adopt the suggestion
above and express his views on the points indicated.

From E. B. L., Newton, Hass.—Tlie subject of gravel

roofs seems to be in order Just now, and it may not be

out of place to offer a few comments based on my own

experience. I would say that a gravel roof is a servicea
ble roof when it is put on right. I have known five-ply
gravel roofs to last 25 years before needing repairs.

They are actually cheaper than tin roofs when the extra

lumber for framing and the labor are considered. I
would say that under certain conditions they are cheaper

and better than tin and I give these Instances. In cities
where the roof is used for a clothes drying yard for hang

ing out the wash a gravel roof is put on and then floored

over. The chief thing that wears out a gravel roof is the

sun. If It Is in a shaded place it will last twice as long
as a roof In a 6unny place. If a tin roof was used under
similar conditions with a floor over it, arranged so that It
could be painted, with the dirt sifting through the floor

and the dampness, it would not last over five years, even

If it was the best tin made; but they are the Ideal condi
tions for a gravel roof. On a boiler, dye house or where
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there is dampness, steam or much walking on the roof a
gravel roof beats a tin roof hands down, and the framing
would have to be just as strong for one roof as the other.
In Massachusetts a roof would have to be built strong
enough to carry a foot of snow, so I think there would
be no extra expense on account of any difference In
weight. The building laws specify the size of timber
that must be used in the roof, and I have never seen
heavier timber used than they call for. In the suburbs
on dwelling houses, piazza roofs and many other places n
tin roof is preferable, so I think that tin and gravel roofs
do not come into competition with each other very often,
and when they do the gravel roof wins in this climate
on cheapness, durability and for standing hard use.

Hanging an Outside Door.
From E. D. G., Buckland, Mass.—I am a reader of
Carpentry and Building, and would like to submit a ques-

the raised molding on the inside. If, however, there
is nothing of this kind to serve as a guide, and our cor
respondent desires to make the exterior as attractive as

possible, we would suggest hanging the door with the

raised molding out. As intimated at the outset, how
ever, it is largely a matter of taste, and we shall be glad

to have the practical readers express their views on the

subject.

Suggestions for Roof Plan for "Builder."

From John F. Lape. Rensselaer, S. Y.—On page 194 of
the July Issue of Carpentry and Building a correspondent
signing himself " Builder " asks for the outline of a roof

to correspond with the plan of cottage which he gives.

I send for his information front and side elevations, with
roof plan, and a vertical section through the roof, which

I trust will prove of interest. The elevations show how

Front Elevation. SideElevation.

Roof Plan, ShowingFraming. Vertical CrossSectionthroughRoof.

Suggettionafor Roof Plan for "Builder.'" —Contributedby John F. Lape.

tion for the consideration of my brother chips. I want to
know which side of an outside door should face out, the
door having one pane of glass in the upper part and
three horizontal panels in the lower part. On one side
the molding is flush and on the other it is raised. The
glass is put in from the flush side. Many of the carpen
ters here disagree as to which side should face outward,
and as I am a young carpenter, I desire to know the
correct way.
Ansicer.—The question raised by our correspondent is
one concerning which there exists a considerable diver
sity of opinion, as it resolves itself largely into a matter
of taste. As a usual thing a glazed door is hung putty
side out, but it is possible to conceive of conditions which
would readily change this plan. If the raised molding
corresponds with the other doors in the hall or room, then
it would seem that the outer door should be hung with

the house would look when worked out in accordance
with the style of roof suggested.

From C. P. F., Waterloo, Iowa— In the July issue of
Carpentry and Building I noticed a request for a design
of a roof suitable for a cottage, the communication being

presented by " Builder " of Grafton, W. Va. As being

of interest in this connection, I send plans and elevations
of a design for a roof worked out in accordance with
the information furnished by " Builder," and which will

allow two rooms of suitable size, in addition to a hall

and several closets. I offer these as a suggestion to
" Builder," and think that if he will construct his roof
something after the manner indicated he will be able
to obtain a satisfactory arrangement for his attic. The
pitch of the front gable is 60 degrees, or 24 inches per

horizontal foot. The end gable, or the one running
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lengthwise of the building, has a pitch of 45 degrees, or
12 inches per horizontal foot, thus making the ridges of

feet, while in the front gable the ceiling slopes down,

meeting the wall at a hight of 5 feet. The ceiling of the
dormer window has a hight of 6 feet, but can be made-

greater by sloping part of the sides, as in the case of the

rooms. The roof plan is shown by the light continuous

lines. The center lines of the three light parallel ones

indicate the centers of the ridges.

From II. A. L., Minneapolis, Minn— I send herewith
sketches showing roof for one-story cottage in reply to

the inquiry of " Builder," Grafton, Va., in the July issue
of Carpentry and Building. I have figured that the stud
ding would be 12 feet and the first floor not more than

9 feet in the clear, the windows being 2 feet from the

floor and about 6 feet high. Unless the proportion is

Plan of Roof. SideElevation.

Contributedby " H. A i.," Minneapolis,Minn.

Side(Right)Elevation.

Main Floor. Roof andAttic.
Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Suggestionsfor Roof Plan for " Builder."— Submittedby " B. P. X," Waterloo,Iowa.

the two gables the same hight and causing them to in
tersect.
The ceiling of the rooms in the attic inside the light
dotted lines have a hight of 8 feet. From the light dotted
lines the ceiling slopes down to the walls, meeting those
which run lengthwise of the building at a hight of 0

about as I have stated, the porch roof will not go under
the eaves of the main building. Much more light and
room could be obtained in the attic by putting the gable

the whole width of the building, at the rear—that is, ex^
tending toe ridge of the main roof to the back of the
house, instead of hipping it as I have shown.
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The Bent Width for Shingles.

From A. O. C, Lake Charles, La.—l have noticed In the

last few numbers of Carpentry and Building several arti

cles dealing with the best widths for shingles. I think
that it is generally conceded by all good mechanics that

The Best Width for Shingles.

narrow shingles make a better roof than wlda Wide
shiugies, however, make the prettiest and smoothest roof,
provided they are laid so as to break joints on thirds —

that is, let the shingle lap over one-third of its width on
the one below. By laying them in this way we break
joints for three courses, as indicated in the sketch which
I inclose, and if a shingle should split directly under a
joint there is no chance of a leak. In laying wide
shingles they should be nailed as near the edge as pos
sible, not over % of an inch from the edge, and two nails
to a shingle. The advantage In nailing near the edge is
that when the shingle shrinks it will split at the nail,
where there is the least resistance, and not somewhere
in the middle, as it would if the nails were an inch or
two back. By referring to the sketch it will be seen that
the joint at A does not come directly over another until
It strikes B three courses below, which, In my opinion, is
a good feature.

■Matureson Steel Square Giving; Cnt of Planceer and
Fascia on Octaeon Roof.

From G. L. S., Champaign, III— In reply to the inquiry
of " A. O. C." of Lake Charles, La., I submit the follow
ing, which I trust may prove of interest. Referring to
the drawings, let a b c d e f g h represent the plan of the
roof under consideration, and A B C D E F its elevation.
By placing the square, as indicated in the elevation, a
right augled triangle is formed, two sides of which are
made by the square, and the other by the true profile of
the common rafter. It will also be seen that the true
angle shown by A C D when formed is the angle re
quired to bevel the sheathing board, or planceer, across
its face, and also to bevel the fascia across its edge. It
remains therefore to find the numbers or figures which
correspond to the sides of the square. First, it will be
seen that the side D A equals the length of the common
or principal rafter, while the side D C equals the dis
tance from the corner of the building to the center of the
seat of that rafter.
Kafter = VTunITrTseT= VISZM- 163= 20 feet.
The side C D equals one-half the side of the octagon.
From the point j on the plan, erect the perpendicular j i,
and from k erect i k I, then V^l^TT^2 = 17, approximate
ly the distance from i to /. Then 17— 12 is the distance
from i to fc

,

which equals 5
,

the distance from k to I, or
from k to d

.

which is one-half the side of the octagon re
quired.

To lay out the bevel across the face of the planceer
or sheathing board in this problem we therefore use 5

and 20, marking on the 5 side. Now, by reference to the
diagram and section it will be seen that by producing
or extending the face of the fascia board, another roof is
formed, with base or span the same as before, but with

a different rise. If we now figure the rise of this new
roof and place the square as shown at B D G on the
elevation, the problem becomes similar to the preceding
one.
Referring to the diagram, it will be seen that the angle
BAD plus the angle A B D equals a right angle. It
will also be seen that the angle G B D, plus the angle
A B D, is a right angle; therefore BAD equals G B D.
To lay off B A D with the square requires 12 and 16
on the 16 side, and to lay off G B D would require the
same figures. Therefore the pitch of the imaginary roof
below is 16 run and 12 rise, or just the opposite of the
roof above.
Now similar triangles are to each other as their re
spective parts, therefore

Run Rise Run Rise
16 : 12 : : 12

16

the hight of the imaginary roof below. With 12 as run
and 9 as rise, the principal or common rafter equals

V 12' + 9
- = 15 feet. Therefore the bevel of the face of

the fascia board is made by taking 5 and 15 on the sides
of the square and marking by 5. These figures will also

SECTION

c j a ri
DiagramsAccompanyingLetterfrom" O.L S " of Champaign,III.

give the cut across the edge of the planceer or sheathing

board of the opposite roof.
In the above problem I have assumed that the fascia
sets at right angles to the main rafters and not plumb

with the building.

Plans for the construction of a Palace of Industries,
to be erected in Lake Front Park, Chicago, have beeD
adopted by the directors of the Commercial Association
of that city. A great exposition building, to cost |2,000,-
000 and designed to accommodate 20,000 persons, is pro

jected, the money for the enterprise to be raised by the
sale of 50-year 5 per cent, bonds. It is expected that the
earnings during the 50 years will be sufficient to retire
the bonds and leave the property free of indebtedness.
At the close of the 50-year period It is intended to turn
the establishment over to the city.
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PRISMATIC LIGHTING OF DARK INFERIORS.

AT
a recent meeting of the Franklin Institute a paper
was read by Dr. William H. Greene, ■whichdealt

with prismatic lighting of dark interiors. As being of in
terest to many of our readers we present it herewith:
The practical application of the refractive property of
the lens of prism to change the direction of light rays
passing through it, for the purpose of artificial illumina
tion, originated with the French physicist, Fresnel, who
first suggested its use in light houses for the protection
of maritime coasts, about the year 1815; and the Fresnel
lens in various modifications is to-day solely used for
this purpose.
The Fresnel lens is designed for projecting a power
ful beam of parallel light upon objects to be illuminated
■ata distance. The principal of this device is seen in Fig.
1, which shows a central piano convex lens surrounded
by a series of rings or segments of lenses or prisms, to
which successively diminishing curvatures or angles are
given in order to give them a common focus.
Within the past four or five years the application of
this principle has been made, and with decided success,

•to the illumination of dark interior spaces,
where the amount of light naturally enter- t
lng therein is Insufficient for satisfactory
illumination, and artificial lighting must
occasionally or constantly be resorted to.
The requirements of public buildings

and modern office buildings, in this respect,
bave been most urgent, and the various de
vices known generally by the name of
" prismatic lights " have been extensively
.•usedfor the purpose and have proved so
useful that in one or another form they

■

glass set into the window frames in the vertical position
will give satisfactory results.
Where the windows receive their light from a re
stricted area, as for example, in courtyards or the side
yards of dwelling houses and generally in the many
situations where high walls rising in close proximity cut
off the free access of light from above, the projecting,
canopy form of prismatic glass Is preferable.
Speaking in a general way, the change from the ver
tical to the canopy form of installation will be indicated
when the incident angle of the light falling on the win
dow opening averages GO degrees from the horizontal
plane.
The- popularity achieved by the use of light projecting
devices of this general nature has called into existence a
great number of patented inventions, some claiming
special forms of prism construction (In combination, in
pertain cases, with a prismatic or lenticular formation on
the reverse side of the glass), and of a far greater num
ber of design patents and methods of glazing and other
matters of minor detail.

i

'(\[//
r. % ;\

Fig. 1.-Showing Principle of the Fresnel Lens. Fig 2.—Plan and Elevation,8howingArtlon of a Sectionof Prism Glass

Pritmatic Lighting of Dark Interiort.

■havecome to be regarded by architects and builders,
not to speak of a great number of householders, as in
dispensable.
It is the purpose of this communication to give a brief
review of the art of prismatic lighting, which, at the
present time, is passing through the active stages of the
course of evolution, to which all the arts are subject, in
determining the survival of the fittest.
Omitting, for the present, consideration of the vault
light for basf-ments and cellars, where but one form of
prism— namely, an approximately right angled prism
depending on total reflection for its utility— is admissible,

there are two general methods in vogue of installing
prismatic lights to meet the requirements of service.
In one of these, the sheet of prismatic glass is placed
In a window frame in the vertical position, thus taking

the place of the window light. In the other, the sheet
of prismatic glass is installed in a more or less inclined
position, projecting outward from the window opening.

This form of construction is known in the trade as a
" canopy."
The question as to which of these two forms on in

stallation will give the best results is determined by the
extent of the sky opening upon which dependence must
be placed for light.

Where this Is of considerable area, as for example

where the windows face a wide street, the prismatic

For the purpose of this communication, these minor

devices may be left out of consideration, and the several

generic forms of prism construction only will be given

attention.
These may be divided into two general classes:

1. Those in which the glass forming the light project

ing device consists of sheets having on one surface a

series of prisms or segments of lenses of any desired an

gle, the back of the sheet being a plane surface, and

2. Those in which the glass forming the light project

ing device consists of sheets having on both surfaces a

series of prisms or lenses.

The prism glass most generally known and used is

that of the first named class.
The action of n section of prism glass of this construc

tion Is shown in Fig. 2, in elevation and plan. It is obvi
ous that the general refracting effect of the prismatic

surface in this and in the other forms of prism glass will

be substantially the same, whetherthe refractive surfaces

of the structure be straight (t. e., prismatic), or more or

less curved (l. e., lenticular), irrespective of the angles

of the prism sections or of the curvature of the lens seg

ments. It Is important, however, that these angles (or

curves) be carefully considered, since upon the correct

appreciation of this clement the light projecting efficiency

of the structure largely depends. Improper angles (or

curvatures) may greatly diminish the efficiency of the
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device, by the dispersion and loss of light, caused by

total reflections in the interior of the glass.
There is general misapprehension regarding the
proper action of light projecting glass, which needs a

word of reference. It is assumed by many that the pris
matic light should be so constructed that all the exterior
light transmitted from the interior boundary of the
prismatic window, or canopy, should be directed in lines
substantially parallel to the boundary walls, floor and
ceiling of the apartment, and that the more nearly this
condition is realized the closer will be the approach to
the theoretically perfect mode of operation. Some of
the manufacturers of prismatic glass endeavor to realize
this condition by varyiug the angles of the prisms uni
formly from the center to the edges of the sheets on the
principle of the Fresnel lens.
A little consideration of what is intended to be real
ized by prism lighting of interiors will suffice to show
that this view is an erroneous one and liable to result,

In practice, in a much inferior interior illumination than

can be otherwise obtained.
This criticism will be understood by stating the gen
eral proposition that the objects of prismatic lighting
are, first, to direct as much extraneous light into the in-

apartment as by the other method, its distribution is
decidedly more advantageous, from the fact that the re
peated reflections from the bounding surfaces of the
apartment cause the practical obliteration of all shadows
and a practically uniform diffusion of the light to all
parts of the interior.
Keturning now to the descriptive portion of the sub
ject the modus operandi of the simplest form of a light
projecting prismatic window is shown in the plan views
in Fig. 2, A and B, in which the light from an exterior
source falling upon the plane, outward surface of the
glass is refracted at the boundary of the interior pris

matic surfaces and projected into the room to be illu
minated.
Fig. 2 A, which is u plan view of this construction
taken on the line a h, exhibits the effect of the light distri
bution in vertical plane from the effect of refraction from
the terminal portions of the prism, where the influence of
the more oblique rays is not counteracted by a modifica
tion of the angles ol* the prism from the center line to
the upper and lower edges of the glass. Fig. 2 B is a
plan on line c d, showing that the light rays are not dis
tributed divergently in the horizontal plane, but are all
directed in parallel lines.

B

Figs. 8 and4.—ShowingAction of PrismaticGlasswhereBoth Surfacesare Lenticular.

Prismatic Lighting of Dark Interior!.

terior as possible, and, second, to direct it in such man

ner as to derive the largest possible benefit therefrom.
In considering the relative merits of parallel and di
vergent light transmission by prismatic glass, it should

be said that practically as much extraneous light can

be directed into the interior space to be Illuminated by

the one as by the other arrangement of prisms or lenses.

But when we come to consider the second portion of the
proposition it can easily be shown that the system of
transmitting the light in parallel lines cannot possibly

be as effective as the method of divergent transmission,
and, more especially, divergent transmission in both ver

tical and horizontal planes, and for the following reason:

It is well known that the best effects in -interior illu
mination are realized when uniform diffusion through

out the apartment is obtained. This effect can be se
cured most effectively only when all shadows are oblit

erated by calling into requisition the action of the en
tering light reflected from all parts of the side walls,

floor and ceiling of the apartment.
By the method of directing the transmitted light in
parallel lines, the ill effects of shadows east by opaque
objects in the path of the entering light will be realized
in the extremest degree, as there will be no ameliorating
influence to counteract and neutralize the shadows by

reflection from the bounding walls and floor of the apart
ment; and an inspection of the condition of an apartment

thus>treated will disclose this objection at once.
By the method of divergent transmission, while quite
as much or more extraneous light is thrown Into the

Figs. 3 and 4 represent the action of prismatic glass
of the second class—i. c, in which both surfaces are
prismatic or lenticular.
Fig. a shows a form of light projecting glass that has
lately come into use, and for which certain advantages
are claimed over the construction previously described.
The sheets in this form of prism glass have one surface
furnished with prisms —commonly placed toward the
room to be lighted— and the other surface formed of a
series of lenses of small curvature, distributed in panel
form, parallel to the direction of the prisms. This con
struction, as well as that shown in Fig. 2, manifestly
exaggerates in the vertical plane the divergent distribu
tion of the transmitted light, and consequently operates,
so far as it goes, in the correct manner, utilizing the re
flecting action of ceiling and floor in diffusing the light.
The construction shown in Fig. 3 possesses one obvi
ous advantage over the severol modifications of class 1
—namely, that the lenticular form of exterior surface ar
rests and directs Into the dark interior to be lighted a
certain amount of the exterior light, which, with the
plane exterior surface of class 1, would be lost by total
reflection from the exterior plane surface. Practically
all of this additional light thus projected into the dark
interior would be gained if the angle of the prism and
the curvature of the lens panels were correctly adapted
to the length of the apartment to be lighted.
The latest modification of class 2 remains yet to be
considered.
In this the interior prismatic surface of the glass is
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the same as that Just described, but the exterior len
ticular panels are arranged not parallel, but transversely,
to the direction of the prisms. The details of this form
of construction are shown in Fig. -4

,

A and B, while the
modus operandi is best observed in Fig. 5

,

A and B.
The. radical difference in the operation of this form of
light projecting glass and that of both forms previously
described resides in the fact that the light distribution
in this form is exaggerated in the lateral as well as in
the vertical plane. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 5

B, In which B is supposed to be a section of the prismatic
glass taken on the line c <

i,

from an inspection of which

it will be manifest that the vertical arrangement of the
exterior lenticular panels will serve a similar purpose in
this construction In relation to the light falling sidewise
on the exterior surface of the glass as the lenticular
panels in the previous case serve in relation to vertical
rays—namely, to arrest and refract into the dark interior

a considerable amount of light in the horizontal plane
which would otherwise be lost for useful purposes. All
of the light thus collected and introduced into the dark
interior by the lateral collecting action of this device

is so much clear gain over the devices previously de
scribed.
Further consideration will show, also, that if the in
terior surface of the glass be provided with prisms of
uniform angle, determined in each case
by the length of the apartment to be illu
minated, this form of construction will
secure the same advantage in respect of
the vertical diffusion of the entering light
as will be obtained from the lenticular
prismatic construction previously de
scribed.
On theoretical grounds, therefore, the
last described modification of light pro
jecting glass, belonging to class 2

,

should
give the best results if intelligently in
stalled. Comparative practical tests also
bear out this conclusion.
An additional and important advantage
possessed by prism glass of the last
named construction (namely, a prism
plate constructed with prisms on one side
and prisms or lens panels arranged trans
versely on the reverse side) remains to be
noticed.
Since all illumination by means of prism glass is

thrown from a comparatively low point— namely, through

windows—while all other artificial illumination is di

rected from a point above, the shadows produced by the
prisms on objects in a room constitute a disadvantage

common to most systems of lighting by means of prisms,
as has been noticed in what has preceded. The light
projecting glass last described, however, by reason of its
diffusing quality, both in the horizontal and vertical
planes, largely overcomes this objection. 'Where two
such prism windows are used for the same apartment,
the Hunt thrown from one window completely overlaps

that thrown from the other, thereby practically obliter
ating the shadows produced by prism lights of other con
structions.
This construction also has the advantage of enabling
manufacturers to produce more readily the larger sizes
of prisms, from the fact that one surface has projec

tions at right angles to projections on the reverse side,

giving a bridge effect, thus adding to the strength of the
plate. For this reason, likewise, it is not essential to
have the thickness of the body of the glass as great as
with other forms; and, inasmuch as there Is a larger loss
of light through absorption, in passing through a thick
than a thin medium, the loss of light from this cause
may be very much reduced.
Finally, it may be said that all the various forms of
light projecting prismatic glass accomplish, measurably,

their intended purpose of considerably increasing the

illumination of dark Interiors over what would occur
without artificial aid. In the selection of the kind of
light projecting glass and the manner of its Installation,

the user should De guided by the personal observation,

of the effects produced, rather than by the claims of
rival manufacturers.

An Indian Wood Turning Lathe.

That I he lathe has come to us from ancient times,

that it is, in fact, the earliest form of machine tool of
which there Is any record, Is fairly well known; but It

may be a matter of less common knowledge that even
to-day, as found In use among the natives of India, it re
mains the same primitive apparatus that it was at the
probable starting point of the art of turning. Holzapffel,
in one of his interesting volumes on " Turning and Me
chanical Manipulation," tells of this in the following ac
count of the arrangement and manipulation of the In
dian wood turning lathe in current use: When any por
tion of household furniture has to be turned, the wood
turner is sent for. He comes with all his outfit, and es
tablishes himself for the occasion at the very door of his-
employer. He commences by digging two holes in the
ground at a distance suitable to the length of the work,.

Prismatic Lighting of Dark Interiors.

and in these he fixes two short wooden posts, securing

them as strongly as possible by ramming the earth and
driving in wedges and stones around them. The lathe
centers, scarcely more than round nails or spikes, are

driven through the post at about 8 inches from the
ground, and a wooden rod for the support of the tools is
either nailed to the posts or tied to them by a piece of
cocoanut rope. This rod, if long, is additionally sup
ported by being tied to one or two vertical sticks driven
into the ground. During most of his operations, the In
dian workman is seated on the ground; hence the slight

elevation of the centers of his lathe. The boy, wbx>
gives motion to the work, sits or kneels on the other side
of it, holding the ends of the cord wrapped around it in

his hands, pulling them alternately. The cutting thus is
restricted to one-half of the motion— that of the work to

ward the tool. The tools themselves are almost confined
to the chisel and gouge, and their handles are long

enough to suit the distant position of the operator while
he guides their cutting edges by his toes. He grasps the
bar or tool rests witli the smaller toes, and places the
tool between the large toe and its neighbor, generally

out of contact with the bar. It is interesting to note
here that the Indian turner attains a high degree of pre

hensile power with his toes, and when seated at hi*

work not only always uses them to guide the tool, but

will select indifferently the hand or foot, whichever may
happen to be the nearer, to pick up or replace any small

tool or other object.
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MODERN FACTORY CONSTRUCTION.

THE
heavy framing which is required in connec

tion with the erection of mills, factories, elevators
and the like, together with the necessity of making the
work Are resisting so far as may be possible, renders
specially suggestive the illustrations presented here
with. They represent a most excellent type of the so-
called " slow burning construction," the work being
executed in strict compliance with the building inspec
tion laws and the requirements of the Board of Under
writers. The result Is a structure upon which the in
surance premium is the minimum, this being accom
plished not only by reason of the design and materials
of construction, but also by the fact that the building Is
provided with the best appliances known for the pre
vention of fire and for meeting all danger of Its spreading
from floor to floor. In the designing of the building
special attention was given to securing great strength,
the entire structure being exceptionally heavy and al-

Next in importance was the matter of light, and in

order to secure the maximum amount the piers were de

signed of great strength but as narrow as possible, the

windows being C feet 8 inches wide and arranged so that

the top of the upper sash is on a level with the ceiling.

The upper two-thirds of each window In the basement

and the lower two-thirds of each window in the upper

parts of the building are glazed with prismatic glass,

which further diffuses the light through the rooms and

at the same time prevents the employees from having

their attention attracted by passing objects.

The accompanying drawings show the principal de
tails of construction. The foundations are of concrete,

upon which rest cast iron shoes supporting the wooden
posts, which are yellow pine varying from 10 x 10 inches
in the upper story to 10 x 12 inches in the basement.
The floor beams are of yellow pine 12 x 14, supported by
cast iron bearing plates In the walls and by east iron

lowance being made in the plans for two additional
stories which may be erected when needed.
The building was designed by William Bonner, as
sisted by J. G. Glover, to meet the special needs of Bom-
mer Brothers of 257-271 Classon avenue, Brooklyn, N.
T., the well-known makers of spring hinges. Mr. Bon
ner also supervised the construction of the factory,
which has recently been completed, his wide experience
In the fire insurance building inspection departments
and his training as engineer enabling him to so plan the
work as to achieve the results mentioned.
The north wall, to the left In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, is pro
vided with bearing plates ready to receive girders for
the contemplated extension of 60 x 100 feet on that side.
The elevator, storehouse and washrooms are placed In
their present location along this wall In order that they
may be central for both sections of the factory. In the
same manner the power transmission, or boiler and en
gine rooms, are also laid out so that they will be as near
as possible central to the two sections.

caps at the posts, as shown by Figs. 6 and 7. The floor

consists of 4 x 6 yellow pine, with a diagonal covering of

maple 1% inches thick, as indicated in Fig. 3, interlined

with water proof building paper.

The power equipment consists of two boilers of SO

horse-power each, designed to carry 125 pounds, located
in a separate fire proof building to the east of the main
structure, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The steam pres

sure is automatically controlled by a system of forced
draft regulation which permits the burning of soft coal
without smoke. For this purpope a 24-lnch tunnel con
nected with the blower, which is located in the engine
room, leads to the ash pit of each boiler. A 125 horse
power Watts-Campbell engine furnishes the power. This
Is arranged so that when the new wing is added the en
gine may be compounded so that a total of 200 horse
power may be developed. Power is transmitted direct
ly from the head .shaft to the mam slmrt In tlu>base
ment, and then through a vertical drive to each floor. An

Idler is placed on each floor so that the power on any
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particular floor may be stopped without interfering with
that of any other. The openings through the floors for
the belts are protected with heavy metal hoods, so that
there are no openings whatever to permit currents of air
to circulate. These hoods are also intended to prevent
the spread of fire.
In the plating room a special cement trough has been
constructed in which all drippings flow, and after pass
ing through a settling tank are led to the sewer. This
trough Is covered with loose planking which provides for
its easy Inspection and cleaning.
A driveway, Figs. 1 and 3, is arranged so that in mak
ing or receiving shipments the trucks are under cover
and the sidewalk Is left perfectly clear. Underneath this
driveway, Fig. 2, is the fire proof vault for dies and spe
cial tools, the floor of which is lowered and arrange
ments made for flooding the department in order to pre
serve the temper of the dies in ease of fire.

The elevator machinery is arranged in a specially con
structed room under foot of stairway, obviating the
usual disadvantages incidental to this class of machin
ery. Gas and water meters, sewer traps and main valves
are in a fire proof, ventilated vault under the entrance
steps.
The plant Is lighted by electricity, furnished by a
dynamo in the engine room, gas being held in reserve in
case of any break down.
A complete interior telephone system, embracing 12
stations, and also the eco-magneto system, having 12
night watchman stations, have been installed.

The Apprenticeship Question.

The best way to dispose of the apprenticeship ques
tion is receiving more than ordinary attention at the

Fig. 2.—Vertical CrossSectionthroughBuildingtakenon Line of Stairs andElevatorShaft.

Modern Factory Conttruction.

To guard against fire the building is equipped with

Manufacturers' automatic sprinklers, wet pipe system,

supplied from a 10,000 gallon tank placed 17 feet above

the roof, and from the public water supply at 40 pounds

pressure through a 4-inch main. A tee has been put in the
main piping in the basement so that the 500-gallon per

minute Underwriters' pump may be connected to the sys

tem. This pump is to be supplied from a 45,000-gallon
cistern. The stairway. Fig. 2, is of metal, with slate
treads, and all the doors of both elevator and stairway

are of the fire proof automatically closing type. The
washrooms, shown in section in Fig. 2,have cement floors

with open sanitary plumbing in order that hose may be

turned on when necessary and all parts thoroughly

flushed.
The polishing room is equipped with the latest im

proved system for exhausting the dust and refuse, which
is deposited In the coal bunkers and thence consumed

with the fuel.

present time, and while the following comments deal
with the subject largely from the viewpoint of~"the
plumbers, they are of interest to members of other
branches of trade:
Many people are of the opinion that the apprentice
ship question has been disposed of by the customs which
prevail In the majority of trades to-day, and which have
prevailed for several years back. So far as plumbers are
concerned it is only necessary to talk with any busy
master plumber to find that he is conscientiously op
posed to taking upon himself the obligations which go-
with the indenturing of a young man as an apprentice.
There are two sides to such an indenture contract. One
Is that the master plumber agrees to teach his appren
tice. In the past, when the master did more or less of
the hand work himself and spent a great deal of his
time with his workmen, he could watch and instruct his
young apprentice. In these times such a course is out of
the question in all large cities, and the customs of the
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trade make it equally impossible for the plumbers in the
country. In view of this fact, does it not seem foolish
.to talk about the apprenticeship question ?

modern Educational Advantage*.
There is another condition which must be considered
jn connection with the custom of apprenticing young
men. The fund of general information and education
possessed by the boy of to-day who has reached the age
and has the size to be available as an apprentice to the
plumbing trade is very much greater than that possessed
t>y the boy who was apprenticed at the time when the
custom of apprenticeship was in vogue. Our public

school system is far better and the result is that a boy

everything to discourage such feelings in his first six

months in any shop to-day. His education will lead him
to be inquiring, oftentimes asking questions which those

with whom he is working are unable to answer correct
ly, and which it is his right to know if justice is done
him by his employer.

The Trade School.
There Is no question but that the trade school has
come to stay, the strength of its position lying in the fact
that a boy can and will learn more theoretically and
practically in the few months of his course at the trade
school than he will in a year or more of work for his
employer and with the best journeymen. He will come

Fig. 3.—First-Floor Plan.

Modem Factory Construction.

who is old enough and big enough to go to trade pos

sesses the intelligence to learn all that can be taught him

in much less than a five years' apprenticeship. No

father or mother having a conscientious interest in the

welfare of their children would ever sentence a child to

hard labor for five years, or call upon him to submit to

the indignities and drudgery that are incurred in learn

ing a trade under the old customs. Boys who have a

good school education and are properly brought up are

those who are needed in the plumbing trade, and not

boys of low intelligence or breeding. A boy with a good
education and of the age suitable for the trade will nat
urally have some self respect and dignity, which is com
mendable; but he will find. Instead of encouragement.

from the trade school, however, with an exalted notion
of his knowledge and ability, which must be toned
down in the school of experience in order to be of much

value to him. The apprentice who has followed a jour
neyman plumber around from job to Job, acting as
porter, will gather a fund of invaluable information,
while he watches a valve seat repaired here, a new
washer put on there, a water back coupling tightened, a
new joint wiped under difficult conditions, a water
closet reset, the singing of a ball cock stopped and the
thousand and one other things which the trade school
boy has never seen or dreamed of. To my mind it
would be a good thing to refuse to indenture any boy
to the plumbing trade until he has a certificate that he
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has taken the course in the trade school In any locality
where there Is a trade school available. Then he can

case. Men never apprentice boys at any trade, at pres

ent, unless they hope to make a profit out of their la

bor. There can be no doubt that the apprentice has al
ways been very much underpaid, particularly if he was
bright and his employer was conscientious in teaching

him as fast and as much as possible, so as to bring him
early to the point of being an efficient workman. On
the other hand, no one conversant with the trade will
doubt that in far too many instances the journeymen
with whom apprentices have to work interfere as much
as possible with a boy making progress in his trade.
This practice has discouraged many apprentices so that
they lost interest in their business and became time
servers, and at the end of their time had acquired very

)'2

Fig. 4.—Sectionthrough Fig. 5—Sectionthrough
Front Wall. North Wall.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.
Detailsof Posts and Floor BeamConnections.

Modern Factory Construction.

very quickly become a source of profit to his employer, little of the knowledge which according to their inden-
by becoming a good workman. ture their masters were legally bound to impart to them.
Now we have hit on a most important feature of the It has grown, under the business customs of to-day, to bo
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profitable to have apprentices. In many instances they
are called upon to do work that ordinarily would be done
by a laborer who would require twice as much money
for the work done.

Restricting the Number of Apprentice*.

The proposition to restrict the number of apprentices
in a shop is clearly in the line of reducing the number
of good journeymen plumbers, and thereby to hold up
the wages. The very fact that the journeyman plumber
has been paid good wages for a number of years and has
had a boy to do most of the disagreeable and laborious
work for him has made it the
aim of many young men to be
come plumbers. It is doubtful
if any legislation by the associ
ation can Interfere with this am
bition of the young men.

Shorter Appreutlceahip Term.
If they are to be high grade
workmen capable of doing the
advanced work that will be re
quired in the near future, it is a
matter of public interest that
they shall have a good chance
to learn their chosen trade speed
ily and become masters of the
theory and proficient in the prac
tice of it. There is no better
way of reaching this aim than to
spend the necessary time and
money in taking a course in one
of the trade schools, either be
fore entering upon an appren
ticeship or during an apprentice
ship. If this is followed it goes
without saying that these young
men will be able in three years'
time to do their work as well
as the apprentices under the old
system were able to do it in five
years' time. Consequently, I am
in favor of a three years' ap
prenticeship, instead of a sen
tence to five years' apprentice

ship to hard labor and drudgery.

projects downtown, indicates that the renewed building
activity is likely to be largely in the line of business
blocks rather than buildings for dwelling purposes.

Canvas Ceilings for Churches.

The First Methodist Church, which has recently been
completed at Los Angeles, Cal., embodies in its construc
tion a number of interesting features, one of which is a
canvas ceiling. The idea of using this material for such,

a purpose suggested itself to John Austin of the firm of
Austin & Skilllag, the architects who drew the plans-

Fig. 8.—Roof Plan, Engineand Boiler RoomB.

Aw extraordinary spectacle
was recently witnessed in Mix
County, S. Dak., where six towns
of from 1000 to 2000 population,
including Edgerton, Old Platte,
Castalia, Academy, Colvin and
Jasper, have been moved .bodily

several miles to new locations
on a branch line of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway,
recently constructed. Finding the
railway route did not come near
them, the inhabitants of these
towns decided to move, bag and
baggage, houses, business blocks
and all, to new sites on the line

of the road. Every structure in

all these towns was, within a
week, taken off its foundation,

mounted on wheels, hitched to
24, and in some instances 40, horse teams and started on

the long trek across the prairie. Arriving at the new
location, they were set down in lots corresponding to

their former places, and in an incredibly short space of

time the new towns were settled. Only in the United

States could such a thing happen.

A 12-stoby loft building having a frontage of 70 feet
on Liberty street and 45 feet on Cedar street, New York
City, is soon to be erected from plans by John T. Wil
liams, Jr. This undertaking, coupled with other recent

Fig. 9.—Plan Engineand Boiler Rooms.

Modern Factory Construction.

and superintended the construction of the building. The-

ceiling rises in a great dome broken by ornamental

trusses and is daintily frescoed in soft colors, present

ing a very pleasing appearance. In executing the work
No. 6 tenting canvas was used, it being painted on one

side and sized on the other, the frescoing thus making,

it thoroughly water proof and air tight. There are many

advantages claimed for a canvas ceiling, some of which

are its lightness and cheapness, the absence of danger

of cracking and of sections falling by reason of becoming

loose through vibration.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— XIV.
By Charles J. Woodsend.

THE
pattern that we shall take for our subject at this
time is that for a manifold branch, and although

«omewhat complicated at first view, is in reality not par
ticularly difficult to maka All the joints with their pipes
are In this case to be made with flanges and to have the
finish left on for the machinist. It will be noticed by re
ferring to Fig. 105, presented herewith, that there are
four large flanges and two smaller ones, Fig. 105 being
in effect a plan view looking down from above. In Fig.
106 is presented a side view looking from the direction
of the smaller branches A A. Fig. 107 is an end view
with one of the large flanges removed. The dotted lines
in Figs. 106 and 107 show the thickness of the material
required.

The first thing to be done is to have a good drawing
board, perfectly straight and out of wind, and of sufli-

91 and 92; shellac and finish as for previous work.

The other two large pieces may now be prepared for
the lathe in the same manner as the previous piece, mak

ing allowance for only one core print, all as shown in

Fig. 108. The other end is to be turned, as marked " For
Flange B." This is made any length, from % inch up to
% inch, according to the thickness of the flange, while

it must not go through. After this is turned, lightly
mark the lines D E>and E E. These lines are where the
pieces strike the other parts of the pattern in the first
place, and are merely for guides as to the length in fit

ting into position. The distance from these lines to the

cut off should be a little more than the semi-diameter of

the pipe. Shellac and finish as before.
The flange B, Fig. 109, may now be turned. The fil

let will be turned on the flange, and it must be turned out

Fig. 10K.—Methodof TurningtheTwo LargeBranches. Fig 109—Flange" B," withConical
CorePrint Attached.

.WakingWood Patterns.

■cientsize to take in the pattern and the core prints. Lay
the pattern down as shown in Fig. 105. The length of
the core, prints for C C C should be about the diameter
of the holes in the pipe, a little more or less being of no
particular account The core prints for A A require to
be a little longer than the length of the branches, the
reason for which will be explained later on.
After the pattern is laid down upon the drawing
board get out the stuff to make the long main part of
the branch, making the parting as shown in Figs. 106and
107, and putting the pieces together as shown in Fig.
88, published in the May issue. The dowels should be
placed a little away from the flange, but not in the core
print. Use the center plate upon the ends. This piece
should be turned up carefully; use either calipers for the
whole distance, or caliper at both ends and turn the bal
ance to a straight edge. Shoulder down for the seat of
the flanges as shown in Fig. 88; saw out the flanges, nail
fast, and turn up. as explained in connection with Figs.

Copyrighted,IKON,byCharlesJ. Woodsend.

neatly to receive the end of Fig. 108, marked
" For

Flange B." It must be turned out so that when the
flange is in place there will not be any lateral move
ment, but at the same time it shall lift easily. The core
print for this flange is to be a cone print and may be

turned separately and screwed on to the flange after

ward. It should have been stated before, although it is not
too late now, that this pattern will require to be molded
in a three-part flask. The lines of parting between the
cope and the check will be inside of Flange B. The check
will extend to the parting line, as marked in Figs. 106
and 107. The balance of the pattern will go in the drag.

We may now turn our attention to the small branches.

These are treated exactly the same as were the others.

It should be borne In mind that the core prints for these
should be left, say, 1% inches longer than they project

from the large part of the branch. In fact, they should
be long enough to balance the core in its bed. After
these pieces have been prepared we will proceed to as
semble the pattern.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
AT

the regular meeting of the directors of the Builders'
Exchange Building Company of Baltimore, Md., held
in the rooms of the Builders' Exchange, for the pur

pose of organization, the following officers were elected:
President, J. A. Smyser ; vice-president, J. L. Lawton ; treas
urer, B. F. Bennett, and secretary, J. M. Hering. At the
monthly meeting of the Board of Directors of the exchange,
held the early part of August, several new members were
elected, and aside from routine business transacted, the Li
brary Committee made a report recommending the appoint
ment of a librarian for the exchange. The suggestion was
adopted and the board appointed Addison H. Clarke of the
well-known firm of William Wirt Clarke & Son. Mr. Clarke
is well qualified for the office,and has taken a very deep in
terest as well as an active part in the establishment of the
exchange library. Since the appointment of J. M. Hering
to the secretaryship of the exchange the reading room has
been greatly improved, a large number of valuable works
have been added to the library, and the periodical list has
been materially increased. Secretary Hering has also in
troduced a system of listing all work contemplated and in
course of construction, which list is placed on the exchange
bulletin, thus keeping the members thoroughly informed of
all matters in which they are likely to be interested.

Boston. Mass.
A noticeable feature of the building operations in the

city during the month of July was the encouraging record
made in the number of permits issued for brick structures.
This is said to have beenthe first month in the history of the
city when the brick construction in sight exceededthat of
wood. The permits for brick buildings issued in July were
75, as compared with 73 for wood, while they exceededthose
for June by 40. The impression seems to prevail that the
decline in the use of wood as a building material in favor of
brick, stone and other factors of a fire proof nature will be
more pronounced as time goes on. For the seven months
of the year permits were issued for 215 brick structures, as
compared with 411 for wood, these figures comparing with
415 for brick and 745 for wood in the corresponding seven
months last year.

Buffalo. N. Y.

The building interests in Buffalo seemto be doing a little
better than was the case a month or two ago, at which time
nearly all the mason contractors were pretty much idle. To
day these same contractors have two or three jobs of greater
or less magnitude; carpenter contractors are busy rushing
Pan-American work, and along these lines the carpenters
are making great progress. The latest Pan-American con
tracts which have been awarded are the Ethnology Building
to Joseph Metz, the Temple of Music Building to John Feist,
and the Plaza and Sunken Garden to Thompson, Hubman &
Fisher. Numerous other contracts involving smaller amounts
have been awarded within the past month, and various par
ties having obtained concessionsby the Pan-American Exposi
tion have already awarded contracts for constructing the
necessary buildings. Altogether the Pan-American ground is
quite an active place these days, and the people are begin
ning to realize that they are going to have a real show in
1901.
Labor conditions remain quiet just at present, although

contractors and builders dare not hazard an opinion as to
how long they will remain so.
The Builders' Association Exchange has recently issued a
circular letter to those likely to be interested, pointing out
the advantages resulting from membership and giving the
reasons why all contractors should join the organization.
The Builders' Exchange endeavors to inculcate just and
equitable principles in dealing with contractors, subcon
tractors, material men, architects and owners ; it endeavors
to promote the highest class of workmanship ; advocates a
uniform rate of wages, and endeavors through its Arbitra
tion Committee to adjust the differences arising between sub
contractors, architects and owners.
Preparations are rapidly making for the annual outing

of the Builders' Exchange, which will occur on Labor Day,
September3. A unique circular which has been issued states
that the affair will be in charge of " Commodore" Geiger,
assisted by Messrs. Ginther and Stygall, while Frank Car
ter, Otto Weyer and Harry Rumrill will also look after the
interests of the excursionists. A minor attraction of the
outing will be a ball game between two nines, composedof
members of the exchange, and designated as " We-uns " and" U-uns." The circular states that the defeated nine is to
be placed on rations of plain sandwiches and water the rest
of the day of celebration, and to pay for an elaborate ban
quet at the Iroquois to the winning nine, umpires and score
keeper. From present indications the affair will be most en
joyable in every way.

Chicago, ill.

Just as we go to press advices from Chicago are to the
effect that thecarpenters', which is said to be the strongest
organization of artisans in the Chicago Building Trades
Council, have decided to withdraw from thnt body, and it is
thought that within a few weeks at the outside most of the
men probably will be at work. The move of the carpenters
is the second big break in the central organization of the
buildinK trades workmen, who have beenat loggerheadswith
the contractors for many months.

Cleveland. Ohio.
The decline in the prices of building material is having
the effect of increasing the prospect for a good business in
the building line during the fall and early winter months.
There seems to be a tendency in many quarters to com
mence operations, and judging from the plans of buildings
which are from time to time submitted to members of the
Builders' Exchange for estimate, quite a little work will be
done in the near future.
The members of the local exchange entertained on July
25 a party of about 130, consisting of members and friends
of the Builders' Exchange of London, Ontario. Upon their
arrival the visitors were met and escorted to the Weddell
House for breakfast, after which they were conducted to the
headquarters of the exchange in the Chamber of Commerce
Building, where at 11 o'clock an informal reception was held.
A series of athletic events occupied the entire afternoon,
the day's entertainment concluding with a dinner at the
Stillman, which began at 7 o'clock. James Young, acting
president of the local exchange, presided at the dinner, in
the absence of President McCormick, who was detained at
home by illness. He welcomed the visitors on behalf of the
local exchange,and President William Tvtler of the London
Exchange responded in a happy vein. The occasion was de
lightful in every way, and the Londoners left for home at 10
o'clock, well pleased with their reception and the day's do
ings.
The Cleveland Exchange had their quarterly meeting on
August G, adopting a new constitution, which has been under
consideration for some time past, and which was made
necessary in order to allow of a broader field of work due
to the rapidly growing organization. A social feature of the
evening was a " watermelon eat," with cider and sandwiches.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors, held on August
7. a committee composed of Henry A. Taylor, John
Callaghan, Jr., and Oscar Alexander wag appointed to make
preliminary arrangements for the annual outing of the ex
change, to be held early in September. We understand that
it has already been planned to visit Toronto and attend the
annual provincial fair. The itinerary of the trip will be
from Cleveland to Buffalo to view the Pan-American Ex
position buildings, then to Niagara Falls, Lewiston, Toronto
and home.

Columbus, Ohio.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange at a recent enthu

siastic meeting adopted a daily 'change hour, the time being
from 11 to 12. Heretofore more or less difficulty was ex
perienced in an endeavor to locate members for the transac
tion of business, and the adoption of the 'change hour is
expected to obviate this, as the members will gather at the
time indicated for business transactions. An amendmentto
the constitution has lately been considered, providing for an
assessmentfor social features. It was also decided to adopt
the Vogelgesang heating system, and the apparatus will be
entirely exposed so as to serve as an exhibit, as well as for
heating purposes. A feature of the exchange is the exhibit
of building materials, which is said to result in many sales
to out-of-town customers. Materials are displayed in actual
construction, which saves the time of prospective builders
and architects in traveling over the city. It is said that
someof the finest structures in the city, of recent date, have
had selected all the materials from the exhibits at the ex
change.

New York City.
Generally speaking, the building .situation has remained

comparatively quiet since our last issue, although there are
signs of growing activity in many quarters. The declining
prices in many of the materials entering largely into the con
struction of buildings have not beenwithout their effect upon
projects heretofore held in abeyance, and while there is less
building of a speculative character, there is a growing activ
ity in sections where substantial interests are planning to
erect modern dwellings and apartment houses, the latter rap
idly multiplying aboveCentral Park, principally on the West
Side. One of the largest of the building enterprises now
being discussed is a new Astor hotel, on Broadway, between
Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth streets, estimated to cost sev
eral millions of dollars.
An interesting developmentof the labor situation during
the past month was the long talked of amalgamation of the
Board of Delegates and the United Building Trades Council.
It is stated that about 60,000men are interested in the settle
ment of the trouble which has been going on for the last two
years. It is intimated that the amalgamation will end a
number of strikes and probably tend to prevent others.
At a meeting of the Electrical Contractors' Association,
held August 2, at the Building Trades Club, Charles
L. Eidlitz was elected president, A. J. Martin secretary and
J. P. Hall treasurer.

Pittsburgh, pa.

According to the report of Superintendent J. A. A
Brown of the Bureau of Building Inspection, the total num
ber of permits issued during the month of July was 338, in
volving an estimated outlay of $826,130. These figures of
cost show a decrease as compared with the month of June,
notwithstanding the fact that 68 more permits were issued.
The first part of the month gave indications that the value
of the permits issued would surpass the same month of last
year, when 205 permits were issued, involving an estimarefl
expenditure of over a million dollars, but toward the latter
part of the month there was a heavy falling off. and the
record goesbelow that of July last.
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The contract for the new Union Depot which is to be
erectedhas been awarded to Roydhouse, Ayer & Co. of Phil
adelphia, and William Miller's Sons of Pittsburgh. The
time occupied in taking down the old depot is said to have
broken the record of house demolition in the city. Among
the other important contracts awarded was one for the
erection of a $100,000 house.

San Francisco, Cal
Advices under recent date are to the effect that July was
on the whole a very quiet month with the building trades.
A tew large contracts in the earlier part of the month
brought the total for the first half of July to a very respect
able figure, but during the last few weeks very little new
building has been planned.- The fall in the price of struc
tural iron is said to be responsible for revival of some of the
larger projects, and architects state that with the present
prices of iron and building material a number of other large
sized building propositions may be looked for. But while the
outlook for larger work seems to have improved, smaller
building has been checked. In these buildings the price of
iron cuts but little figure, while the condition of the labor
market is the ail important factor. Labor is now scarce in
the building trades, and the recent action of the unions is
taken to indicate either higher wages or strikes. Partly on
this account, and partly on account of an unexpected short
age in the wheat crop, numerous small buildings recently
talked of have now been abandoned.
There is a demand for good modern flats, and consider
able building of this sort is contemplated in the near future.
One large building containing 21 diversified flats has been
commenced on the corner of Eddy and Franklin streets.
This will have an exterior which will give the appearance of
eight distinct dwellings. The kitchens will be located in the
center, leaving the two rear sides for chambers and dining
rooms. The inside finish will be pine, maple and rosewood.
William Mooser has been appointed Superintendent of
Plans and Specifications for new buildings, changes, &c,
for the Board of Public Works of the city.
On August 13 the Mill Men's Union, supported by the
Building Trades Council, began its fight for an eight-hour
day. and the strength of the movement will doubtless soon
be determined. The lumber and planing mill owners have
not yet decidedwhether the mills shall try to continue opera
tions with non-union men or shall close down until an ad
justment has been effected. The proprietor of one of the
large mills is reported to have expressed the opinion that

unless a speedy understanding was reached building opera
tions in San Francisco and the bay cities would practically
cease and the 15,000men in the building trades be thrown
out of employment. The union men ask for the samepay for
eight hours as is now given for nine hours' work. The mill
men say they cannot grant the demand and meet Eastern
competition.

St. Louis, Mo.

Advice9 under recent date from St. Louis indicate mat
ters in the building line as very quiet. The prospects for
the fall trade are not considered particularly brilliant, al
though more or less work is in progress. A fertile field that
has not developedto any great extent in the city is that of
the fire proof apartment house. Various propositions look
ing to such buildings have been considered but as yet have
not beencarried to a successful issue. In one of the project
ed buildings the idea is to have the kitchen in the basement,
with dumb waiter service to each apartment. The suites of
rooms will not include a kitchen, aud no cooking will be
allowed in them. There are no buildings of large proportions
just at present under way, although several are expected to
be started in the near future. Among those may be men
tioned the Washington University Building, which is ex
pected to cost over $1,000,000, St. Ann's Asylum, the Cen
tenary Hospital, and several buildings for business purposes.

Notes.
It is stated that contractors and builders in Omaha, Neb.,

were more busily engaged during July than for any corre
sponding month in a series of years. There have been times
when more work was in progress for the fall months, but the
present outlook is considered encouraging.

The records of the building department in Rochester,
N. T., show that during the first six months of the present
year the increase in operations was very marked, as com
pared with the corresponding periods of 1899 and 1898. The
increase this year over last is stated to have been $84,167
and over two years ago $261,108.

New Haven, Conn., is showing more activity in building
operations, the most noticeable work in progress being that
in connection with the large additions to Yale University.

Builders in Washington, Pa., are looking for something of
a boom this fall, as improvements are contemplated which
will result in the erection of a large number of buildings.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES
CERTIFICATE WAIVED WHERE ONE DOES NOT EMPLOY

ARCHITECT.

Failure of owner to employ an architect to supervise
construction of building is a waiver of a stipulation in
the contract that the work should be done agreeably to
the plans and specifications, to the satisfaction of the
architect " to be testified by a written certificate under
the hand of said architect.''— Dlehl vs. Schmalacker, 62
N. Y. Supp. Rep., 1081.

RIGHT TO FILE LIENS.

A building contract provided that the contractors
would not permit liens to be set up by subcontractors,
or if any should be set up would cause them to be satis
fied of record. The court held that such agreement did
not prevent the contractors themselves from filing a
lien.— Aste vs. Wilson (Colo.), 59 Pac. Rep., 846.

LIEN FOR MATERIAL ACTUALLY FURNISHED.

W'here one included In his notice of lien material not
contracted for or used In the building against which he
sought a lien, in the absence of bad faith or Intentional
false swearing he was entitled to a lien for the material
actually used.—Pierson vs. Jackman, 62 N. Y. Supp. Rep.,
1145.

ARCHITECT ENTITLED TO LIEN THOUGH BUILDING NOT
ERECTED.

An architect who performs service as such, for the
owner of a lot, in preparing plans and specifications for
the erection of a building thereon, is entitled to a lien
on same for the amount of his services in preparing such
plans and specification, notwithstanding the owner of
the lot abandons the project.— Rinnaker rs. Freeman, 84
App. Ct. Rep., 283.

ARCHITECT'S ESTIMATES AND COMMISSIONS.

Where an architect agreed to build a house for a sum
not exceeding $5500, but it appeared that such price
was merely an estimate, and was found by adding 5
per cent, to the estimated cost of -the building, which
amount was indorsed on the plans, the architect was not
liable for an excess of $185 in the actual cost of the
building.— Bodine vs. Andrews, 62 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 385.

WHEN RETAINED PERCENTAGE IS RECOVERABLE.

Under a building contract providing for retention of
20 per cent, of the contract price till all the subcon

tractors have given written acknowledgment of pay
ment, such amount may be recovered by the assignee of
the contractor on such acknowledgment being obtained
or danger of liens being removed by limitations.— Getty
vs. Penn. Inst. (Penn.), 45 Atl. Rep., 333.

WAIVER OF DEFECTS IN BUILDING DURING CONSTRUCTION.

Where the party for whom a building was being
constructed saw, during the progress of the work, that
all specifications in the contract were not being com
plied with, and paid all but $100 of the contract price,
and after the completion of the work promised to pay the
balance as soon as he was able, he waived the defects
iu the construction of the building.— Diehl is. Sehma-
lacher, 62 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 1080.

CERTIFICATE A CONDITION PRECEDENT.

Where a contractor agreed to erect a building for a
given price, payable in installments, on the architect's
certificate, the obtaining of such certificate, or proof
that same was wrongfully withheld, was a condition
precedent to recovery of the final installment due under
the contract. -Connolly rs. Hyams. 62 N. Y. Supp. Rep.,
567.

LIENS MUST BE RELEASED PRIOR TO FINAL PAYMENT.

A building contract provided that the final payment
should become due on the completion of the work and
on the builder's furnishing to the other party releases
of all liens that might arise in the performance of the
contract. The court held that in a suit for recovery of
the final payment the builder must establish either that
the releases were tendered or that no such liens or
claims existed when the suit was brought.— Turner rs.
Wells (N. J.), 45 Atl. Rep., 641.
SUFFICIENT ALLEGATION AS TO ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE.

Where building contractors, In their complaint to re
cover the contract price, alleged due performance on
their part, except the condition requiring them to obtain
a certificate from the architect; that after the work was
completed they demanded such certificate, and notified
the owner of such demand, requesting him to cause same
to be delivered, but that it was refused, such allegations
showed that they were, on proof of such allegations, en
titled to the certificate, and that it was wrongfully with
held, and the facts constituted a sufficient excuse for
their failure to produce such certificate.— Bird is. Rector,
&c. and.), 56 N. E. Rep., 1-29.
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New Publications. the pressure and the water was turned on and off by

stop cocks which were much like those in use to-day.

Use of the Slide Rule. By F. A. Halsey, associate
editor American Machinist, 84 pages, 3% x 6 Inches; il
lustrated. Published by D. Van Nostrand Company.
Price, 50 cents.

This handy volume shows that while the slide rule is
based upon the principle of logarithms, it does not re

quire a knowledge of logarithms in order that it may be

made use of. The writer is of opinion that any attempt

to acquire the confident use of this instrument on the
" rule of thumb " basis will fail. What Is required is
simply an understanding of the working property of

logarithms and of the manner in which the rule is made

to take the place of a table of logarithms in order to use

it accurately. The explanations are clear and concise,

the engravings being true reproductions of the instru

ment, showing it properly set for solving various prob
lems. The book should be of great value in dispelling

the notion that the slide rule can only be employed to

advantage by those who are thoroughly conversant with

the theory of logarithms.

Practical Hints on Joint Wiping. Size 5V6x 8 Inches.
06 pages. 41 Illustrations. Published by the David
Williams Company, 232 William street, New York.
Price, 25 cents.

This little work, which is designed to be a help for

beginners, originally consisted of 43 pages. Its popu
larity made it sell through five editions. In presenting
the sixth edition, 23 additional pages are given, so that

now the beginner not only receives instruction how to

properly prepare a joint for wiping and to make his wip

ing cloth and soil, but, as far as possible, the difficult
art of joint wiping is explained. The additional mat
ter will not only be of interest to the beginner, but to
many old workmen, as it describes the methods of pre

paring and wiping a joint on copper pipe, brass pipe,
iron pipe and tin pipe, besides giving a number of in

teresting expedients which have been used for the wip

ing of a joint in a difficult position. An important ar
ticle on cleaning solder will enable those who have found
trouble In getting their wiping solder to work properly

to bring it again into a proper condition.

Adhesiveness of Glue.

Water System of Pompeii.

Pompeii, like most Roman cities, had an excellent
water system. While we are able to judge of the sys

tems In other places only by the smallest remains, in

Pompeii the whole system has been laid bare, and in
" Pompeii. Its Life and Art," by August Mau, translated
by Prof. Francis W. Kelsey, there is an interesting de
scription of the water supply of the city.
Remains of the ancient aqueduct near Avellino, a
dozen miles east of Noia, have been discovered, and this
aqueduct followed the base of Vesuvius and furnished
water to Naples, Puteoli, Balae and Misenum, but the

source from which Pompeii received Its water supply

has not been discovered. The construction of the older

baths showed that a free use of water was contemplated.

There were many fountains along the street, most of

them at the corners. They were filled by pipes con

nected with the water system of that city, and these

fountains bear witness to long use by depressions which

have been worn in the stone by the hands of those who

leaned forward to drink.
Water towers were found at the sides of streets; they

were small pillars of masonry which were raised to the
night of 20 feet. There was a small reservoir of water
on top, presumably of metal. In all the houses of any
size and importance there were flowing jets. Thus in

the famous house of Vettiti, which was discovered a

few years ago, there were no less than 16 jets, and water

was not stinted In any of the three pipes which have

been discovered. The water pipes were made of sheet

lead folded together, the transverse section somewhat
resembling that of a pear. Their size was regulated by

A writer in one of our foreign exchanges says that
the adhesiveness of glue under favorable circumstances

is equal to a force of at least 715 pounds per square inch.

In an experiment performed, a force of 1260 pounds, ap
plied gradually, was found necesary to separate two

cylinders of dry ash wood, the ends of which presented

a surface equal to 1.76 square Inches, and which were

glued together end to end and allowed 24 hours to set.

Even this weight was sustained for two or three min

utes before the joint gave way, and it was found, on ex
amining the separated surfaces, that the glue was very

thin and had not entirely covered the surface. The co

hesive strength of glue appears, therefore, in this ex

periment to have been rather more than 715 pounds per

square inch, while the cohesive strength of the wood thus
united in a lateral direction was found to be only 562

pounds, thus showing that if the joint had been be
tween the sides instead of the ends of the pieces of
wood the wood would have given way before the glue.

In this case, however, the glue was newly made and the
season very dry, while in some former experiments made

in the winter season with glue which had been frequent
ly made, with occasional additions of glue and water,

the cohesive force indicated was only 350 to 500 pounds
per square inch.
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Js^OVELTIES,
Yankee Automatic Drill* Nos. 41

and 42.

A device which carpenters, cabinet
makers and others will find exceed
ingly convenient for boring wood for
a variety of purposes is the Yankee

shown in Fig. 3. This is of the same
general construction as the No. 41,
except the magazine for the drill
points. In this case there is a wood
en instead of a metal handle, hence
the tool is offered at a lower price.
The drill points are put up in a small,
round wooden box, there being eight,
as in the case of the drill already de
scribed. All metal parts other than

New York City, are general agents,
have recently put on the market the
Ogden liquid door check and spring,
illustrated in Fig. 4. The principal
feature of this check is an automatic
regulating valve on the inside of the
check which regulates and fully
controls its action and the movements
of the door at all times and under
varying conditions. It obviates the

automatic drill No. 41, illustrated in
Fig. 1 of the engravings, and which
is being introduced to the trade by
North Brothers Mfg. Company of
Philadelphia, Pa. This drill is pro
vided with a magazine which is
opened by loosening the nut at its
lower end, thus causing the interior
of the handle to move up and expose

t'ig. 2.—ShowingInteriorof HandleRuined,
Exposing Drill Points.

nil the drill points, as indicated in
Fig. 2, thus enabling the user to
quickly select and remove the drill
required. The chuck is referred to
as being of new and improved de
sign and will hold drill points abso
lutely rigid. The construction is said
to be such as to constitute an im
provement on the chuck used in con
nection with the company's No. 40

the spiral spindle are nickel plated
and finely finished. The entire
length of the tool, inclusive of the
drill, Is 11% inches, the same as the
No. 41.

Steel Celling*.

A neatly printed catalogue has just
been issued from the press by Lyles
& Mills of 231 William street, New
York City, showing an extended va
riety of handsome designs of paneled
and embossed steel ceilings, which
tney manufacture suitable for all
purposes. The printing is done in
two colors; the engravings are well
executed half-tones, while the bind
ing is in deep green covers, with side
title In old gold. The introductory
pages are devoted to a brief argu
ment showing the advantages of the
use of steel ceilings as compared
with plastered work, and to direc
tions for putting up a steel ceiling.
From a sanitary standpoint steel for
ceilings is rapidly becoming popular
in schools, and wherever repairs are
made it is said to be superseding
plaster altogether. The designs of
ceilings shown in the catalogue, as
already stated, are extensive, but do
not begin to cover all the combina
tions which are possible, or which
are turned out by the company.
They are in effect merely sugges
tions, as various rooms require dif
ferent treatment. The illustrations
show panels framed, so far as pos
sible, in appropriate moldings, as it
is obvious that a lofty ceiling, as in
the case of a church or public build
ing, would demand that the panels
be large and used in connection with
heavy moldings, which, of course,
would not be appropriate for a pri
vate house, or in a room with a low
ceiling, as there the design must be
less prominent. In addition to ceil-

use of a small regulating screw and
is said to properly govern the action
of the check even if the wind blows
40 miles an hour. The main working
parts are drop forged from steel.
Every part is machined to fit and In
terchangeable throughout. A spe-

Fig i. —SectionalViewof Mechanismin
Ogdett'sAutcmaticDoor Check.

dally prepared non-freezing oil Is
used for the liquid in which all the
working parts are immersed and re
volve in when the check is in use,
thereby assuring proper lubrication
and reducing the wear to a minimum.
Another feature is that the aetipn of
the door is controlled by the check

Fig. 3.—GeneralViewof Drill No.42.

Yankee drill. In using the device it
is stated that pushing the handle
down revolves the drill, while a
spring pushes the handle back to Its
place. During the return movement
the drill point revolves backward to
clear the chips. The tool is nickel
plated and finely finished, while the
material and workmanship are of the
best. The entire length of the tool,
inclusive of the drill, is 11% inches.
There are eight drill points furnished
with each tool, there being one each
of 1-16, 5-04, 3-32, 7-64, %, 9-64, 5-32
and 11-64 inch, these being the same
as are used in the No. 40 drill.
The company are also bringing out
the Yankee automatic drill No. 42,

ings are numerous designs suitable
for side walls, wainscotings, &c, to
gether with cornices, girder cover
ings, borders, embossed and plain
moldings, center pieces, &c. The
manufacturers point out that their
work being confined to the making
and erecting of steel ceilings, they
keep constantly in stock different
styles of plates and moldings, so that
orders can be filled with promptness.

Ogden Automatic Liquid Door
Check.

The Ogden Mfg. Company of New
ark, N. J., and for whom Wm. H.
Quinn & Co., 103 Chambers street,

during its entire swing. The door
may be opened without any checking
resistance at any angle from 5 to 180
degrees. The moment the door be
gins to close, the check, it is said,
actually begins to work, the check
ing power gradually increasing as the
closing point is reached, thereby giv
ing a smoothness in closing peculiar
to this check. A self contained coll
spring which is easily removed from
the case Is used. To change from
right to left, or vice versa, it is only
necessary to remove the spring from
the case, invert the spring and re
turn it. The check contains double
the supply of liquid necessary to
operate it, there being no boles
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through the cup where the liquid
can escape.

Vattar Reversible Cylinder Front
Door Lock.

A new cylinder lock, which has the
advantage of being reversible for
either right or left haad doors by re
moving the cap, is the Vassar, now
being introduced to the trade by the
Beading Hardware Company of

Novelties.—Fig 5.—VassarReversibleCylin
der Front Door Lock.

Reading, Pa., and 96-98 Keade street,
New York. The lock is known as No.
1500^, with vestibule latch to match,
and can be made right hand reverse
bevel or left hand reverse bevel by
simply changing the cylinder to one
side or the other of the lock and turn
ing the latch bolt to face in the re
quired direction. The turn knob hub
is made reversible by being secured
to a movable attachment which fits
into the cylinder hole on the reverse
side of the lock. This lock, which is
shown in general view in Fig. 5, can
be adjusted to suit doors hung in
any position, a feature which will
doubtless be fully appreciated by
dealers, who were formerly obliged
to handle different locks for each of
the above mentioned requirements.
The Interior mechanism is ingenious,
though simple and very compact, the
case measuring only % Inch in thick
ness, the distance from the face of
the lock to the center of the cylinder
being only 2% inches. This permits
the lock to be used on doors having
a narrow stile and of any thickness
from 1% inches upward, a decided
advantage, as it is frequently found
to be impossible to use cylinder front
door locks on account of the doors
not being thick enough to accommo
date them. The lock can be fur
nished with either one cylinder or
two cylinders, to be operated by key
from one side or both sides, as de
sired. The same key operates both
lock bolt and latch bolt, making it
impossible for the possessor of the
key to be locked out. The outside
knob can be set by stop. The latch
bolt has the easy spring movement
commonly used in flrst-class locks.
The vestibule latch, No. 1505^4Is also
adapted for use on inside doors of of
fice buildings and apartment houses.

Wind mills.
We have received from the Stover
Mfg. Company, Freeport, 111.,an ex
ceedingly artistic catalogue, descrip
tive of the Ideal power wind mill and
auxiliary goods made by this com
pany. The seeker for information
relative to the advantages and bene
fits to be derived from the use of

wind mills will get a wealth of in
formation from this publication,
which comprises 04 pages and enters
very comprehensively into the sub
ject. All details appear to be thor
oughly covered, not only with respect
to the character of the machinery,
but in connection with towers, gear
ing and many of the important pur
poses to which wind mill power can
be applied. The catalogue is replete
with illustrations of an unusually
higii order of excellence.

New Double Sawlnc Macltlne.
A convenient wood working ma
chine, well suited for use in pattern
shops, sash, door and blind factories,
and, in fact, any establishment where $
wood is operated upon, is illustrated
in Fig. 6 of the accompanying en
gravings. It is in effect a combined
rip and cross cutting, beveling and
mitering sawing machine, with two
circling saw mandrels, tipping table
and angling guide fence. The man
ufacturers state that the arrangement
of the parts is'such that the rip and
cross cut circular saw blades can be
fastened so that they lap each other
when large circular saw blades are
used, because the heavy circling
frame passes around the blades, as
indicated in the illustration, and
forms another heavy supporting jour
nal which rests in a second bearing.
The quick changing from rip to cross
cut sawing, and the positive holding
of the saw blade in any hight of pro
jection above the table top for light
grooving or gaining up to cross or
rip cutting light or heavy material is
accomplished by means of the hand
wheel shown In the illustration.
This hand wheel engages a heavy
worm gearing, which, it is claimed,
will not move by accident and change
the hight of the saw above the table.
The saw table is adjustable on the
frame of the machine, and is so ar
ranged that it can be tilted to an

material up to 2 inches in thickness.
The machine will, however, take cir
cular saw blades up to 20 inches In
diameter for sawing material up to
7 inches thick. The tight and loose
pulleys on the countershaft are of
the company's patent differential
pattern, the tight pulley being 10

Fig. 7.—SkeletonView of Columbia Venti
lator, Showing Construction.

inches in diameter and having a 514-
inch face.

The Columbia Ventilator.
The E. E. Souther Iron Company
of St. Louis, Mo., are placing upon
the market the Columbia ventilator,
a skeleton view of which is presented
in Fig. 7 of the engravings. The
claim is made that the construction
is such that the device ventilates per
fectly and yet does not admit water,
while the shaft or pipe may be made
in any length, according to require-

Fig. 6.—NewDoubleSawing Machine.

angle of 45 degrees or less, and the
pivot of the radial movement of the
table Is strictly in the line of the saw
blade. The table is of extra length
and width, being 48 x 34V& inches.
The guide fence for ripping material
is supplied with a rack and pinion,
operated by the hand wheel shown,
and by means of which the guide
fence can be firmly and accurately
set for any width of material within
the scope of the machine. The man
ufacturers are the Bentel & Marge-
dant Company of Hamilton, Ohio,
who state that with the machine they
furnish one 10-lnch rip and one 10-
inch circular cross cut saw, cutting

ments. The angular deflecting ring
Immediately encircling the top of the
shaft is thoroughly soldered to It, as
well as being riveted. Riser clips are
riveted to the inside of the shaft and
extend beyond it, for the purpose of
carrying the corrugated cap or roof,
the peak of which is surmounted by
an ornamental ball. The cap clips
are also made to carry the horizontal
brackets, to which in turn Is secured
the vertical ring. The E. E. Souther
Company make a specialty of iron
and sheet metal roofing, as well as
cornices, skylights, conductor pipe,
eave troughs, &c. We understand
that the company have recently
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turned out some new effects in
stamped sheet metal celling, in which
department of their business consid
erable activity prevails.

The W like Porcelain Refrigerators.
We present in Fig. 8 of the engrav
ings a general view of one of a line
of porcelain refrigerators made by
the F. A. Wilke Company of Ander
son, Ind. The refrigerator is tile
lined Inside and outside, including
the ice chamber, the latter so pro
tected, it is explained, that when the
ice is put in it does not strike the
tile. The walls are lined with a 4-
incn «ourse of mineral wool on the

lustrations are given of rooms, halls,
churches, &c, snowing the steel ceil
ings and wall coverings in place.
The Penn Metal Ceiling & Roofing
Company are among the pioneers in
this class of work, and they take a
just pride in the excellence of their
productions. All their ceiling plates
are squared on four sides and pro
vided with dust proof lock Joints.
They are manufactured in multiple
of sizes that allow the designs to
be brought out In harmony with ar
tistic work. They claim to be able
to produce 10,000 designs without a
duplicate, each design having a sepa
rate set of multiples. The moldings
vary in depth from 11-16 Inch to 2%

Novelties—Fig. 8.—Wilke PorcelainRefrigeratorNo. 10.

bottom, top, sides and back. The
front is covered with tile, except the
doors, which have a polished frame
of metal, nickel plated, with double
plate glass in each door or tile on
both sides, as the cuts show. There
Is nothing cheap about the refriger
ator, the manufacturers claim, not
even the price. The point is empha
sized by them that there is no zinc
In the ice chamber nor in the provis
ion chambers. The illustration repre
sents a refrigerator designed for use
by a family of five or six persons.
A larger size is made of the same
style, catalogued as No. 12.

Sagenderph's metal Celling* and
Side Walls.

We have received from the Penn
Metal Ceiling & Roofing Company,
Limited, Hamilton and Twenty-third
streets, Philadelphia, Pa., a 36-page
illustrated catalogue, 14 x 10 inches
in size, which they have issued, rep
resenting new work lately brought
out by the concern in the line of
Sagendorph's patent sectional metal
ceilings and side walls. A number
of novel and handsome designs in
Empire, Louis XVI, Italian Renais
sance, Gothic, Rococo, Moorish, Co
lumbian and Roman styles, suitable
for use in private dwellings, halls,
churches, offices or public buildings,
are shown by means of fine half-tone
engravings. In addition to panel
ceiling plates in large variety, many
styles of side wall and wainscoting
plates are presented, also molds,
friezes, coves, center pieces, wall
decorations and borders. Several il-

inches. A separate publication, also
just Issued and conforming in size
to the catalogue, presents a large
number of unsolicited testimonials
of a flattering character from those

dlator, which Is a special adaptation
of one of the radiators of a complete
line which they manufacture. This
radiator is made for both steam and
hot water, and in all the regular
bights for a radiator which Is de
signed to be set up against the wall,
and supported by the company's spe
cial concealed brackets. Besides the
single column radiator, mentioned,
these goods are made in two-column
and three-column styles. In setting
up wall radiators it is necessary to
put a strong wooden plate on the
wall above the baseboard and com
ing out flush with it. This plate
should be securely fastened to the
studs in the partition, and then,
when the radiator is placed on the
brackets provided for the purpose, it
will be as firm in position as if set on
legs. This system avoids the neces
sity of cutting carpets and leaves the
floor clear for laying carpets, clean
ing, &c. It is pointed out by the
manufacturers that this system sim
plifies the work and reduces the cost
of connecting upper floor radiators.
From the center of the tappings to
the wall or base the distance is 2%.
4 and 5 inches for the single, two and
three column radiators respectively.
Inasmuch as there is a complete line
of radiators adapted for all purposes
made in the design of the Roman, it
Is possible to furnish a building with
a heating system which in its appear
ance harmonizes throughout, a point
which is of special interest and ad
vantage.

Tbe Far Double End Tenoning
machine.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company of
221-241 West Front street, Cincin
nati, Ohio, have just brought out and
are now placing on the market what
is known as the Fay No. 6 double
end tenoning machine, a view of
which is presented in Fig. 9 of the
engravings. This machine is re
ferred to as one of the greatest labor
saving devices ever put into a wood
working factory, is easy to operate
and is not liable to get out of order.
The claim is also made that the con
struction and capacity are such that

Fig 9.—The Fay DoubleEnd TenoningMachine.

who have had experience in the use
of the company's products.

mott's Roman Single Column
Radiator.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works of 84-90
Beekman street, New York City,
have brought out what they desig
nate as a Roman single column ra

it will do more and better work than
can ordinarily be produced by three
single tenoners. The frame Is one
casting, heavily braced and planed
perfectly true, while the floor space
occupied Is sufficient to insure steady
running. The capacity of the ma
chine is such that it will cut off and
tenon stock of any length from 6 to
78 inches between the shoulders of
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the tenon, and up to 20 inches In
width and 7 inches in thickness. The
feed is variable, entirely automatic
and is controlled by a lever conven
ient to the operator. The stock is
held rigidly in place by adjustable
sectional pressure bars. The double
cut off attachment is placed in ad
vance of the cutter heads. The man
ufacturers point out that this ma
chine will be found of special interest
by sash, door and blind manufactur
ers, furniture makers and wood
workers generally.

Dolber's Mash Fastener.
Architects, builders and house own
ers generally are likely to be inter
ested in Dolber's sash fastener, shown

Novelties—Fig 10— View Sh wing Opera
tion of Dottier't 8ath Fastener.

in Fig. 10, and which is manufac
tured and supplied to the trade by
Walter W. Woodruff & Sons Com
pany of Mount Carmel, Conn. The
construction of these fasteners is
said to be such that they not only
fasten the window tightly, but admit
of its being put on or taken off in
much less time than by any other
method. No screws or screw eyes
are left in the edge of the casing to
interfere with the sliding of outside
screens, and where wooden shutters

The Monarch Farm and Railway Gate.—
Fig. 11. Locking Deviceof MonarchGate.

are used in closing a building for an
entire season these fasteners, it is
claimed, will be found desirable, as
they do not admit of the shutter be
ing opened from the outside. The
fasteners are coated with japan to
protect them from rust. Some leaf
lets which the manufacturers are dis

tributing give illustrations of the
fasteners, together with directions for
applying them. The manufacturers
also call attention to them in their
advertising space this month.

Asphalt Ready Hooting.
Asphalt Ready Roofing Company,
136 Water street, New York City, are
manufacturing a two-ply asphalt roof
ing material which is covered with
both medium and fine gravel, accord
ing to the use for which it is intend
ed. Rolls contain 110 square feet of
surface. Each strip has a smooth
edge, 2 inches wide, on one side, for
the adjoining strip to lap so as to in
sure a tight joint, which is accom
plished by nailing It to the roof with
galvanized nails. On flat roofs this
seam is also sealed with hot asphalt,
but on pitched roofs it Is not neces
sary, it being laid on the principle of
clapboards or shingles. This material
can also be used for sidings for build
ings, as hot weather will not cause
the asphalt to run as It would tar or
pitch. This roofing can be laid with
out necessarily employing skilled la
bor, which makes it generally mar
ketable. It is also claimed that a
building covered with this material
in No. 2 medium gravel coating is
cooler in summer on account of the
white gravel in connection with the
sun's rays, and the fact that asphalt
is a nonconductor of heat. For rail
road buildings it is being quite exten
sively used, as it will not catch fire
as shingles do. It is also recommend
ed for railroad sheds near the track,
as the sulphurous gases from locomo
tive engines, which attack the edges
of tin roofing, do not affect it. It Is
also used by railroad managers, we
are advised, because carpenters and
other unskilled labor, so far as roof
ing is concerned, can readily apply it.
It is referred to as a good article in
the smaller towns, as few tools and
implements are necessary, although
it can be used on various kinds of
roofs anywhere.

The monarch Farm and Railway
Gate.

The Keystone Wire Fence Com
pany of Peoria, 111.,are offering a
gate possessing many points of con
struction likely to interest some of
the readers of this journal. The
center bar of the' gate consists of a
welded pipe, flattened at both ends,
and fastened to the front and rear up
right bars, which are of angle iron,
in such a manner as to permit the
front end of the gate to be raised
over snow drifts or other obstruc
tions, but holds the gate, it Is ex
plained, perfectly rigid In every
other way. The weight of the gate
is carried by a cable brace running
from the forward end of the hori
zontal center bar to the top of the
rear perpendicular bar. If the post
to which the gate is attached leans
so that the gate sags, the gate may
be raised by twisting the wire brace
by means of an iron rod or stick, in
serted in the loop in the center. The
barb wires are fastened to the front
and rear upright bars, as shown In
Fig. 11, the forward ends being fast
ened into eye bolts, making each
wire separately adjustable. The gate
can be obtained with woven wire in
stead of barb wire, If desired. The
locking device is shown in Fig. 11 as
it would appear to a person ap
proaching the gate. In opening the
gate the lever is pulled toward the
person, which disengages the lever
from the staple In the post, and al
lows the gate to swing open. It is
explained that the front upright bar

being mounted on the flat portion of
the horizontal bar by means of a bolt
and slot, as shown, the upright bar
will slide backward about % Inch, to
the end of the slot, thus carrying
only a portion of the tension of the
strand wires on the horizontal bar
when the gate is open. This feature
is referred to as one of the peculiar
advantages of the gate, as the manu
facturers state that they are enabled
to produce a gate of satisfactory
efficiency with a much smaller quan-

Fig 12.—SectionalViea of Front Bar.

tity of material. Fig. 12 shows a sec
tion of the front bar and the mech
anism as it appears when looking
down upon it. The length of the slot
is so adjusted, it is remarked, that
while the extreme tension necessary
to make the gate effective Is released
when It is open, there Is still suffl-
cient tension to keep the wires tight
enough to preserve the good appear
ance of the gate. To shut the gate,
it Is closed against the fence post,
and the hook part of the lever is en
gaged with the staple In the post,
when the lever is swung toward the
fence. It will swing slightly over
the center and lock itself, at the
same time drawing the upright bar
forward and thus increasing the ten
sion of the strand wires as much as
may be desired.

Alcazar Deiiltcn of Door Hardware.
Russell & Erwln Mfg. Company,
New Britain, Conn., and 43-47 Cham
bers street, New York, have just

Fig. 13.—Alcazar Dengn of Ikmr
Hardware,

brought out the Alcazar Moorish pat
tern of hardware, shown in Fig. 13,
for trimming front, vestibule and In
side doors. This design is made In
cast bronze, finished in old copper,
mottled, and polished brass, natural
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color. There are also worked out in
the same design various other pieces
of hardware trimming, including
push buttons, drop draw pulls, the
various sash lifts, push plates, &c.
They issue a monograph of 13 pages,
fully illustrating the design in con
nection with the appropriate locks,
giving dimensions and other neces
sary information.

The Robinson Tubular Furnace.
The prime requisite of a successful
hot air furnace is a large expanse of
heating surface to secure efficiency
and economy. The Robinson tubular
furnace, put on the market by the
Robinson Furnace Company, 107-109
Lake street, Chicago, 111., is made
with these ideas in view. The Robin
son tubular radiator is made with the
top and bottom section of heavy cast
iron, and a row of charcoal wrought
iron tubes placed together inside of
a heavy steel shell. At the rear there
is an upper and lower smoke collar,
with a cast iron elbow and a direct
draft damper. In the front there is a
large feed door and there are clean
outs on each side. By this construc
tion the tubes present a large amount
of surface over which the air must
pass before it can find its final outlet
through the heating pipes, and before
the air reaches the hot air pipes it la
all thoroughly heated. The space be
tween the tubes and the outer drum
is divided into an upper and lower
flue chamber by means of a horizon
tal partition. When the direct
damper Is opened the gases escape
freely to the chimney, but when
closed they rise from the fire cham
ber and are carried .to the back of
the drum, where they are spread
right and left and pass in a lower
chamber around to the front of the
furnace, and then rise to the upper
chamber and pass around to the
smoke pipe. This construction not
only makes an admirable bard coal
furnace, but the furnace is also pro
vided with a hot blast when soft coal
Is the fuel used, so that it can be
burned without choking the furnace
with the accumulation that would
otherwise be deposited from the soft
coal combustion.

1RADE NOTES.
Early in August L. A. Osborne,
principal of the School of Design, Scran-
ton, Pa., sailed for Europe, where he will
makea study of the systemof Instruction
In the principal art schools In England
and France. We understandthat Mr. Os
borne has already visited many of the
principal schools and colleges teaching
ornamental design In the eastern part of
the United States, In order that the course
In that branch of study at the School of
Design may embodythe bestmaterial and
be conducted upon the latest and most
approved system. While abroad Mr. Os
bornewill visit the leadingmanufacturing
districts of England and France, for the
purposeof studying the theory of applied
design as practically demonstratedby the
designersemployedIn many of the plants
In those countries.

The Kinneab Mfg. Company of
Columbus, Ohio, are distributing among
their friends In the trade a postal card of
commercialsize, one side of which carries
Illustrations of Kinnear's steel rolling
doors and shutters and partitions. These
are referred to as fire proof, simple and
durable in construction,reasonablein cost
and easy of operation. Special attention
is directed to their automatic Are shut
ters, ndapted for all classesof buildings;
also to their Are proof elevator doors,
freight, warehouseand factory doors, and
to the partitions, as being particularly
useful In churchesand schools,where It Is
often desirableto divide a large roominto
several small ones,or vice versa.
" Creating a Good Will " is the
title of a little folder especially Intended
to Interest carpenters and builders, and
Just issuedby the Cortright Metal Roofing

Companyof 50 North Twenty-third street,
Philadelphia, Pa., and 134 Van Huron
si rwt. Chicago, 111. The matter deals
with the subjectof roofing,moreespecially
that furnished by the company named.
Tbey state that their roofing can be ap
plied as easily as can wooden shingles,
while the job will bring the customerthe
satisfaction which neither slate, tin or
wooden shingles can possibly give. The
companystate that If the recipientof this
folder is Interested In the suggestions
which they offer they will send him, on
application, their Illustrated bookon roof
ing, containing a great deal of useful In
formation on the subject.

The Sawyer Tool Company of
FItchburg, Mass., present In their adver
tising space this month some interesting
suggestionsto carpenters relative to the
combination squares which they are pre
pared to furnish. They Intimate that the
Intelligent carpenter does not use soft
pine but hickory when putting handles In
chisels, and the companysuggestthat the
mechanicwill use the same Judgment in
buying combinationsquares. If the near
est hardwaredealer doesnot keepthem In
stock they can be obtained by addressing
the manufacturersas above.

The Lawson Mfg. Company, Mil
waukee.Wis., advise us that their entire
line of double acting matchless spring
hinges has lately been Improved to meet
the requirementsfor fire proof buildings
where steel benmsare used, the extreme
depthof hingebox for Interior doors being
now only 3Vi Inches.

The business of H. B. Ives & Co.,
New Haven. Conn., will hereafter be car
ried on as a corporation, under the name
of the H. P.. Ives Company,the personnel
of the companybeingessentially the same
ns that of the old firm. The company
have purchaseda five-story factory at 11-
17 Arrlzan street and equippedit with the
most improved machinery, so that they
can turn out a larger quantity and better
quality of work than ever before.

The Ransome & Smith Company,
17 and 19 Ninth street. Boroughof Brook
lyn, New York, have Issuedfrom the nress
an attractively printed pamphlet calling
attention to Ransome's patent concrete
mixers, for which strong claims are made.
The drum mixer, which is one of two
distinct tviM's.has a rotary barrel and Is
fed through an opening In the center of
one of Its heads. The material, after be
ing mixed, is then automatically dis
charged through an opening In the other
head. The other type of mixer Is known
as the continuous, which automatically
measuresand feeds the several materials
separatelyIn the requiredproportions,and
then thoroughly mixes them. This mixer
Is built entirely of Iron and steel and Is
placed on skids. It consists of four bins
with easily adjustable openings,the bins
receiving the cement and various aggre
gates, regardless of quantity or propor
tion. A numberof pagesin the pamphlet
which has beenIssued are devotedto tes
timonial letters from engineersand others
who havemadeuseof the mixers.

The Ki.atjer Mfg. Company of
Dubuque. Iowa, have Issued a new cata
logue Illustrating and describing the lead
ing lines which they manufacture In the
way of sheet metal cornices, skylights,
roofing, siding, ceilings, &c. In their ad
vertising space this month they call the
attentionof the trade to this fact and also
show a style of cornice which they pro
duce.
" Metal Ceilings for School
Houses and Colleges " Is the title of a
four-page folder, neatly printed In blue,
which has beenIssuedby the Berger Mfg.
Companyof Canton. Ohio. As might nat
urally be supposedfrom the title, the text
Is devotedto an exposition of the merits
of metal ceilings and comparisons are
madewith plaster. Illustrations are pre
sentedshowingthe appearanceof a school
room having a metal celling and of an In
terior showing the results which often ob
tain when nlaster Is used. The point Is
made that Berger's metal ceilings do not
burn or wear out. and that they are non-
absorbent, cleanly, decorative and ex
tremely economical. They are manufac
tured in both continuous and paneledde
signs, and the companymakepatterns an
nronrlnte for schools and other public
hulldlngs. Another point made Is that
the metal ceilings can be applied either to
old plaster or wood, hence they can be
used In old buildings as well as In new
ones.

The Egan Company department of
.T.A. Fay & Egan Comnanyof 221 to 241
West Front street. Cincinnati. Ohio, have
Issueda large Illustrated hanger showing
nearly 100 of the different machinesthey
make,and amongthemwill be found some
of the latest ImprovementsIn this line. A
numberof themachineshavebeenpatented
since January 1. 1900. and an examina
tion Into their merits and capabilitiescan

not fall to prove interesting. The Egan
Companywill forward one of thesehang
ers to any of our readerswho may be in
terested and will write for It, and will
also furnish prices and full particulars.

Walter W. Woodruff & Sons
Company,Mount Carmel, Conn., are man
ufacturing Dolber's fasteners, for use on
stationary outside window screens,storm
windows and shutters. The fasteners are
referred to as being particularly desirable
where woodenshutters are used. Inclosing
a building for an entire season, as they
do not admit of the shutter being opened
from the outside. A feature of the fast
ener Is that no screws or screw eyes are
left In the ledge of the casing to Inter
fere with the sliding of outside screens.
" Some Words of Wisdom About
Paint for the Man that Pays the
Bills and the Man that Owns the
Roof " Is the title on the cover of a little
pamphletwhich Is beingdistributed by the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Companyof Jersey
City, N. J. The text relates to Dixon's
silica-graphite paint, the advantages of
which are set forth in a way to Interest
the roofer as well as the builder.
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CATALOGUEANDWORKINGMODELONAPPLICATION

THE W&E.T. FITCH CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

JABOT'S SHEATHING and DEAFENING "QUILT" is something more^ than a mere felt or paper ; it is a soft, elastic cushion, carrying hundreds
of dead-air spaces, giving the most perfect conditions for heat insulation and
the absorption of sound-waves. Proof against vermin, moths or decay.

Sample and Catalogue 8ent on Application.11

SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,67 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Makeralsoof Cabot's Celebrated Sbintrle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER U8ED-

Stanlevs Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

8END FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E, ^iSS^S^ir.r.

t TOOLS
Squares, Levels, Steel Rules, Divid
ers, Bevels, Nail Sets, Etc.
ASKFORCATALOGUENO.16-P.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO., ATHOL.MASS. «^

Parquetry of Finest Woods,
plain or Ornamental.
Chkh or Chin.

Wehaverepresentativesanil stocksof floorsIn theleadingcities. AskrorcoloredFloorPlatesandPrices.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs ,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Artistic $
12

Mantels and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from ou
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Ptlila. & Boston Face BriCk CO., ||I3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mass.
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The Chicago Building Trade War.

The labor troubles in the Chicago building trade have
been quite frequently reported to be on the verge of a
settlement. In fact, so positive have been some of the
statements thus made that the impression generally pre

vails outside of Chicago that the lockout has either been
ended or is now comparatively insignificant in its extent
and character. While this to some extent is true, owing

to secessions of quite important firms from the ranks of
the contractors, and while withdrawals of certain unions

from their federation have occurred, the contest is still

in progress. Each of these breaks, as it took place, has

been considered an evidence of the disintegration of the

opposing forces, and has, therefore, given rise to tho

belief that the end of the controversy was at hand. But

despite the yielding of some of the wearied parties, the

main fighting line has been preserved and the leading

combatants still regard each other with stubborn deter

mination. This is one of the longest labor conflicts of
any magnitude in the building trades which this coun

try has known, and its great duration may therefore

be counted a sad commentary on our supposed progress

toward the adoption of rational methods of settling labor

disputes. Reflecting upon the conditions which have

thus prevailed in Chicago for so long a time, it Is surpris

ing that a settlement of some kind has not been accom

plished. A very large part of the business of the second
city In the United States has been in a condition of

paralysis for about nine months, awaiting a test of endur

ance between two sets of men. They are not the only ones

interested, because the entire community is more or less

affected by the great shrinkage in building operations,

while manufacturers or producers of materials In quite

distant localities have also suffered from the curtailment

of their usual Chicago demand. Millions of dollars have

been lost which cannot be made up, as the possible re

turns from this year's activity are irretrievably gone.

If the contest had been solely over rates of wages
or hours of labor it is not probable that it could have

continued so long, because in the nature of things a com

promise would have been made after a reasonable test

of strength. But this controversy is unique. The con

tractors are contending for freedom from the tyranny

of walking delegates and for the abolition of restrictions

on the amount of work a man may do in an eight-hour

day. The fight over these questions had been brewing

for a long time and it seemed inevitable. Coming this
year it has prevented Chicago from reaping any large

measure of the benefits of the prosperous times which

the country in general has enjoyed. That this serious
situation may speedily be ended Is most earnestly

desired. Winter is rapidly approaching, when but

a limited amount of outdoor work can be done. On

the one hand are the contractors and material men,

who are suffering losses in their inability to conduct

business, possibly facing bankruptcy in having obliga

tions to meet, while on the other hand are thousands of

workingmen and their families, whose income ceased
when the head of the household was thrown out of em
ployment early in the year. The city authorities and
local charitable institutions will have a very serious
problem on their hands this winter if the dispute is not
soon settled.

Pittsburgh's New Office Buildings.

A building which will constitute an important feature
of the architecture of Pittsburgh Is the new 12-story
structure which is being erected at the corner of Fourth
avenue and Smithfield street for the Pittsburgh Bank
for Savings. The bank will occupy the greater portion
of the ground floor, while the second floor will be de
voted to the Pittsburgh Stock Exchange, many mem
bers of which will doubtless occupy offices In the build
ing. A feature of the equipment will be an ice plant
in the basement for supplying the tenants with ice free
of charge, and which is referred to as an innovation In
office buildings in that city. There will be in each office
a portable burglar and fire proof safe, while the bank
itself will have a special vault two stories in hight.
The drawings of the building were prepared by Alden
& Harlow, and it Is expected that the structure will be
ready for occupancy by April 1 next. Another office
building of the same hight has been designed by Archi
tect Charles Bicker, for erection at the corner of Dia
mond and Grant streets, the estimated cost of which is
placed in the neighborhood of $300,000. The new build
ing will be constructed of light buff brick with stone
trimmings, and the outsido ornamental work will be of
terra cotta. The entire first floor and vestibule will be
laid with Georgia marble slabs and the main stairs win
be of white Vermont marble. The corridors and halls
above the first floor will have Tennessee marble, except
the second story stair hall, which will have white Italian
marble as a base. The floors will be laid in mosaics.
When the building is completed it will rank among the
most attractive in the city.

Wages and Living in Europe.
The theory that the European mechanic is able to
live as comfortably, on his smaller wages, as his fellow
workmen in this country, because of the cheaper cost of
the necessaries of life on the other side of the Atlantic,
does not tally with actual experience. While the rent
paid by the average foreign workman may be less than
that paid here, this advantage is in nearly all cases offset
by the comparatively higher cost of food and clothing in
Europe. As a case In point, a recent report by United
States Consul Covert of Lyons on labor conditions in
France contains some interesting comparisons that are
worth quoting. The Consul states that while wages are
much lower in Lyons, the second city of France, than in
the United States, the cost of living is higher, if the qual
ity and quantity of food be considered. In illustration
of his first statement he presents the schedule of wages
per hour in the building trades in Lyons at the present
time, which is, for carpenters, 13% cents; masons, plas

terers and painters, 12 cents; plumbers, stone cutters and
chimney builders, 11 to 12 cents, and laborers, 0 cents.
The prices of fruit, vegetables, meat, fish and all prime

necessaries of life are higher in France. Ordinary white
sugar costs from 11 to 11% cents per pound. An inferior

article of coffee costs 33 cents per pound; a good article,

from CO to 90 cents. Tea costs from 50 cents to $1.20.
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The tariff duty is 5 cents per pound on sugar, 13.9Gcents

on coffee and 18.25 cents on tea. Fish ranges from 20 to

■COcents per pound. Beef, mutton, veal and pork cost

from 20 to 30 cents per pound. Everything sells in the

butcher's shop—bones from 2 to 4 cents per pound, the

latter figure including marrow. Liver brings 20 cents.

While certain kinds of textiles, locally manufactured,

cost from 25 to 50 per cent, less In France than in this

country, the prices of ready made goods are about the

same in both countries. Cotton goods, sheeting, ging

hams and calicoes are generally cheaper and of better

make in the United States than in France, and the same

Is true of house furniture, utensils, &e. Under the cir

cumstances, the Consul concludes that if people live more

cheaply In France than in America, it Is because they

do not live as well and have not the means to live better.

And what is true of France is equaly true of Germany,

Belgium and other Continental countries. In Great

Britain the position of the working population is better,

but still materially below that of the American crafts

man. It may be taken as an incontrovertible proposi

tion that the average American artisan enjoys twice the

comforts and luxuries of his European contemporary.

He has more and better food, is better clothed and pos

sesses more household comforts and generally has more

money saved up for a rainy day.

Rural Telephony.

It appears that the Western farmers can give our

Eastern cities points In the matter of cheap telephoning.

A wonderfully economical telephone system for the use

of farmers Is reported to have been developed In Indiana

and other agricultural States In the West through the

medium ot the wire fences. A line on this plan, fourteen

miles long, between the towns of Anderson, Pendleton

nnd Ingalls, Ind., Is in active daily operation and gives

a service which Is reported as comparing favorably with

the lines of the regular companies. It employs as a con

ductor the top wire of a barb wire fence, the continuity

of the line being assured by special devices at highway

and railroad crossings. The builder of the line, In using

the top wire of the fence, treated it to a generous coating

of rubber paint to secure the proper Insulation. At the

fence sections common galvanized wire is used to con

tinue the circuit to a connection with the next fence. A

similar arrangement is carried out at the road or rail

way crossings, where, in order to carry the line across,

the circuit is either placed beneath an Inverted trough,

covered by the material of the road, or is carried over

head by means of two poles, one on each side of the

crossing. The cost of this telephone outfit is extremely

low, as there is no expense for copper wires, and poles

are only needed at the crossings, while the service se

cured Is said to be all that could be desired. Local farm

ers say they have used the "fence line" to converse

with friends ten miles distant, and this at a time when

the fence posts were still saturated with the morning

dew—a condition under which the line is supposed to

work with the least satisfaction. So successful has been

the system described that it has been widely copied, and

farmers in various other districts have organized com

panies for the purpose of placing themselves in commu

nication with their neighbors by means of the fence

wires. If we remember aright, some such system has
also been In use for some time In parts of Australia,

where telephone communication over the fence wires

lias been carried on between farms as far as fifty miles

apart.

Among the American architects awarded medals at

the Paris Exposition were the following: Gold medals-

Boring & Tilton, New York; McKiin, Meade & White.
New York. Silver medals—Cope & Stewardson, Phila
delphia; Frank Miles Day & Brother, Philadelphia;
Flagg, Benson & Brock way, New York; Peabody &
Stearns, Boston; George B. Post, New York; Kutan &
Coolidge, Boston; Warren Whitney, New York. Bronze
medals— D. H. Burnham, Chicago; Bruce Price, New
York; Haydel & Shepard, New York.

Position of Fuel Room in Wood Working Shop.

Some of the designs of small wood working shops
awarded prizes in the competition conducted by this
journal early in the year were republished by the Wood
Worker, as likely to interest many of its readers. A cor
respondent of that journal, H. E. Kern, commented in
a recent Issue on the dangers likely to result from the
position of the fuel room as shown in the design awarded
the first prize. He says that " while the plan seems
ideal in most respects, one feature of it would bring
disaster by fire if the proper precautions were not used.
That feature is the fuel room being immediately against
the boiler wall, or forming a partition. If there is no
air space between boiler wall and the wal forming one
side of fuel room, should at any time the fuel rise as
high as the fire under boiler, even if it be coal, the same
would ignite through a wall, even if it be 2 feet thick.
This no doubt has caused many tires.
" A hot fire under a boiler will cause, if there be a
compact on the other side, the bricks to become red hot
clear through, and will ignite the compact if same is
combustible. A few years ago a large pile of coal,
dumped against a boiler wall at our city water works
was ignited that way, through a 2-foot wall. This seems
incredulous, nevertheless is a fact. Having at the same
time changed our mill and placed the fuel room in just
the same proximity to the boiler wall, we had a practical
illustration of consequences by the incident referred
to. We changed our mind and have never used this
room for fuel purposes, but have built one separated
some distance, so that the walls of boiler do not form
part of fuel room. We have the door opening near front
of boiler, so the fuel can be drawn out when needed, and
then tightly closed again. This door should be made of
boiler Iron, or lined with tin, and at night when the
mill closes down, all fuel should be cleared from in front
of boiler and the floor In front of boiler and fuel room
should be dampened, to prevent communication of fire
to fuel."

Buildings in Philadelphia.

An interesting statement showing the number of
buildings in Philadelphia has been compiled by Assistant
Clerk Theodore James from data furnished by the real
estate assessors, says a late issue of the Record of
that city. There are 258,685 dwellings in the city,
21,088 of which are partly used as stores, and 21,371
other structures, making a grand total of 285,056. Many
of these include churches, hospitals, libraries and other
public or charitable institutions exempt from taxation.
The total assessed valuation of all that are subject to real
estate tax is $879,295,355. Besides the dwellings enu
merated, the following statistics of buildings were ob
tained: There are 5536 buildings used exclusively for
business and store purposes, 2467 factories, mills and
foundries, 2332 shops not coming under the head of fac
tories, 130 breweries, distilleries and malt houses, 76
banks, savings and trust companies, 390 office buildings.
239 hospitals, asylums and other buildings used for like
purposes, 147 schools under religious control, 12 colleges,
18 libraries, 261 theaters, halls, &c, 773 churches. 275
public schools, 328 other properties owned by the city.
State or general Government, 234 railroad stations and
engine houses, 10,463 slaughter houses, stables and hot
houses, 689 warehouses and storage buildings, 1747mis
cellaneous small buildings, and 254 steam power houses.
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BRICK AND FRAME RESIDENCE AT WORCESTER, MASS.

WE
take pleasure lu laying before our readers this
mouth the desigu of a modem residence, embody

ing a number of striking features, both as regards the

external treatment and the arrangement of the interior.
The half-tone supplemental plate which accompanies

this Issue is a direct reproduction of a photograph of
the completed building, taken especially for our purpose,

while the elevations, floor plans and constructive de
tails found on this find the pages which follow, afford
an excellent Idea of the general arrangement and con
struction. The design is one which should attract more
than passing attention by reason of the cobble stone

second floor, where there Is a commodious hall lighted
from one end. On the second floor there are four sleep
ing rooms, a sewing room and bathroom, with commo
dious closets. Each of the sleeping rooms is lighted

from two sides, thus giving plenty of light and ventila
tion. While there are no rooms finished in the attic,

there is ample space for three, as well as for storage
purposes.
According to the specifications of the architect, the
foundation walls are built of junk quarried stone, laid
dry and flush, pointed up on the inside. The underpin
ning above grade, as well as the work around the front

Front Elevation.-Scale. % Inch to the Foot.

Brick and Frame Heiidenceat Worcetter,Matt.—John P. KinQttcn, Architect.

foundation for the main building and for the lower por

tion of the veranda, which extends entirely across the

front of the house and part way round on the left side.

An Inspection of the photographic view and the eleva

tions shows the first story to be of brick, and the second
story, gables, dormers, &c, to be shingled. The cen
tral entrance gives a rather imposing effect, and at the

same time otters an opportunity for spacious rooms at

the right and left of the main hall.

An examination of the plans shows such a disposition

of the entire space as to give rooms which are nearly

square, while the position of the stairs renders them
readily accessible from every room on the main floor.
The front door mny be reached from the kitchen without
the necessity of passing through any other room, while

communication between the kitchen and dining room is

established through the butler's pantry. There is also a

flight of stairs leading directly from the kitchen to the

veranda, as shown, is laid up with selected dark cobble
stone, with joints pointed in Portland cement and ruled.
The cellar Is 0 feet in the clear, and all exposed parts
are whitewashed. The outside of the foundation walls
is protected from the action of frost by 6 Inches of roll
ing mill cinders, extending from the bottom of the wall
to the grade line. The capping on top of the veranda
walls is 5 inches thick. The water table is 6 inches
thick, and the walls 5 inches thick, all of brown stone.
The front and two sides of the first story are veneered
or covered outside of the boarding with light colored
pressed mottled brick, laid In mortar to match. There
is an air space of 1 inch between the brick and the
frame work, the brick and stone trimmings being well
fastened to the walls with metal ties. The chimneys
are laid up with light mottled brick and lined from the
bottom to the top with terra cotta flue lining.
The framing is of the balloon style, the lumber be
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Ing sound spruce. The girder under the main partition
is S x 9 inches; the sills, 4x7 inches; the first floor joist,
2x9 inches; the second floor joist, 2x8 inches; the at
tic joist, 2x7 inches; the collar beams, 1x7 inches; the
rafters, 2x4 inches; the main partition studs, 2x4
inches; the minor partition studs, 2x3 inches; the cor
ner posts, 4 x G inches, and the wall studs, 2x4 inches.
The studding and posts are mill jointed, and the joist
and studding placed 10 inches on centers, while the raft-
ters are 24 inches on centers.
The inclosing boards are of %-inch matched spruce.
The roof boards are of hemlock, laid open from 2 to 3
inches. Under all outside finish, brick veneer, clap
boards and shingles, and under all top floors is placed a
good quality of black sheathing paper. All exterior fin
ish is of No. 2 western pine. The rear of the first story

the sitting room in red birch; the kitchen and adjoining

parts in hard pine, and the second floor in white wood.

The kitchen and entry are wainscoted 3 feet 6 inches;

the bathroom, 4 feet, and the pantry, 2 feet 8 inches

high. There is a paneled wainscoting with chair rail

in the dining room, detail of which is found on one of

the pages which follows.
The staircase is of selected quartered oak, closed in

with buttress, turned balusters and square paneled

posts.

The outside of the house is painted two coats, the

side walls and roof shingles being stained. The inside

hard wood is filled, varnished and rubbed to get an egg

Side(Right) Elevation).—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Brick and Frame Setidenceat Worcetter,Mast.

of the house is covered with 6-inch clapboards laid 4%
inches to the weather, and the upper story, as well as the
gable, is covered with shingles. The roof is covered with

best quality sawed cedar shingles. The floors of the

veranda are 1% inch Southern hard pine, and the
ceilings are finished with %-inch hard pine sheathing.

The front door is of quartered ouk 1% inches thick, with

leaded side lights, as shown.
The ceilings are cross furred with %-inch spruce

strips, placed 1C inches on centers. The lining floors are

of %-inch planed spruce, the second floor being laid

diagonal. The finished floors in the kitchen, pantry, lav

atory, rear entry, second-story hall and bathroom are

laid with %-inch matched birch, while the vestibule,

front hall and dining room have selected red birch, with

border. All other top floors are square edge pine.
The vestibule, front hall and dining room are finished

in quartered oak; the parlor in white wood, painted;

shell finish. The secoud story and parlor are painted1
two coats of lead and oil.
The plumbing is of the exposed type. The sink and
set tubs are of soapstone; the hot water boiler of cop
per, and the wash bowls with slabs of Italian marble.
The bathroom is fitted with siphon closet and roll rim
porcelain lined iron tub. All exposed pipe and fittings
are brass, nickel plated, and the other pipe is of lead.
The house is piped and fitted for gas lighting, and wired
for electric, gas and incandescent lighting. The heating
of the house is accomplished by a Kelsey furnace, made
by the Kelsey Furnace Company of Syracuse, N. Y.
The residence here shown is pleasantly located on
North avenue, Worcester, Mass., and was erected a little
more than a year ago at a cost of $4500, for and by F.
J. Goflf, in accordance with drawings prepared by John.
P. Kingston, architect, of 518 Main street. Worcester,.
Mass.
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Hints in Estimating Plastering.

Plastering is generally measured by the yard super
ficial, and openings of less extent than 7 yards are not
deducted. Returns of chimney breasts, pilasters or
angles less than 12 Inches wide, measure 12 inches. Base
boards 6 or less inches wide are not deducted. In clos
ets add one-half to the measurement. Circular or ellip
tical work charge two prices, and for domes or groined
ceilings three prices. For each 12 feet in hight add 6
per cent, extra. Cornices and centerpieces in buildings
more than 18 feet high in the first story, says a writer
in the Canadian Architect and Builder, should have 5 per
cent, added to cover scaffolding and extra labor and time
in getting material up. Centerpieces, paneling and ex
tra stucco work must be charged the regular prices for
such work put in similar positions. Plaster brackets,
consoles, rosettes, strap work or other similar produc

tions must be charged at current rates. Rough casting

on brick or stone in lime and fine gravel in two coats
should be charged at the rate of from 16 to 20 cents per
yard, according to cost of materials and labor. Rough

casting on frame buildings, including all materials and

lathing, two-coat work, lathing diagonal double, should

be charged up at the rate of from 26 to 30 cents per

square yard. Plain cornices and moldings, per inch
girth and foot running, from 2 to 3 cents for each inch

First Floor.

gray, blue or lemon color, and 4 cents per yard to above
prices. For lime washing in one coat, charge per one
square (100 feet), 10 cents; if twice done, 20 cents per
square; with whiting and size in one coat, 11 cents per
square; for two coats, 21 cents per square. Scraping
off old whitewash and stopping old walls to receive
new wash, charge 15 cents per square. If the plaster
is much broken, extra for putting on new plaster must
be charged, and for this work about 3 cents per foot
super must be charged for repairs of walls, and If color

Attic with Outlineof Roof Plan.

SecondFloor.

Stick and frame Residenceat Worcester,Mass—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

girth; so that a plain cornice measuring 15 inches girth
must be charged from 30 to 45 cents per running foot,
according to cost of material and rate of wages. This
price also includes the dubbing out and putting up rough
brackets wherever they are necessary and the extra lath
ing. All miters over four in number are to be charged
each at the price of a foot running of molding, except
in halls or small rooms under 14 x 16 feet; then all
miters should be paid for extra. Lathing alone, laths
and nails included, should not be charged less than 10
cents per yard super. Lath and plaster one coat, ma
terial included, 17 cents per yard. The same, set with
fine stuff, 22 cents per yard. For two-coat work, floated,
26 cents per yard. For two-coat work, gauged in plaster
of paris, 30 cents per yard. If done in Portland cement,
one of cement and three of lime mortar, charge 26 cents
per yard for one-coat work; if two-coat work, charge
32 cents per yard. For rendering on brick wall, one coat
with common mortar, charge 10 cents per yard; for two
coats and set with fine stuff, charge 25 cents per yard.
For colored finish in stone, bull, salmon color, French

is to be matched, 4 cents per foot. For repairing ceilings,
hacking off old plaster and putting on new, Including
scaffolding and material, from 4 to 6 cents per foot
should be charged. If colored to match ceiling, add an
other cent per foot; if gauged with plaster of paris, add
1% cents per foot. For taking down old plastering and
lath, and removing rubbish to outside of building, charge
7 cents per yard, and extra if rubbish is removed to some
distance from the building. For taking down old scant
ling or rough casting and removing rubbish to outside of
building, including wetting, dubbing out, and other neces
sary work in preparing wall for receiving new plastering,
charge from 7 to 8 ceuts per yard. Taking down old
plastering or lathed walls or ceilings without renewing

the lathing, including renailing the laths where neces
sary and removing rubbish to outside of building, charge
6 cents per yard. Walls which are warped or out of
line should be screeded by applying horizontal strips of
plaster mortar 8 or 10 inches wide and 3 or 4 feet apart
all over the surface. These screeds should be made to
project out from the first coat and form gauges or work-
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ing guides to which to fill up the hollow portions of the
wall. They must be taken out of wind and be plumb
with the walls; then a straight edge, reaching from one
to another, will show the defects in the wall, which must
be corrected by the workman. All this labor and ma
terial must be charged up in estimating independent of
the regular measurement per yard. This, of course, only
relates to old walls. Pugging is the term employed to
denote the method of lining in the spaces between the
floor joists, which is usually done with coarse stuff, and
is intended to prevent the passage of sound from one
story to another. This is also termed " deafening with
mortar." This may be charged by the yard or by the
lump; if by the yard, which is the proper way, it is
worth from 3 to 5 cents per yard, the lower price for the
lower stories and the larger price for the upper stories.
Mortar laid on roof boards under shingles, % inch in
thickness, is worth from 1% cents to 2 cents per yard,

Prussian Public Works regulations, which put the
amount required per person per hour at only 700 cubic
feet. It is stated also that Professor Pettenkofer recom
mends an air supply of 1410 to 1075 cubic feet per hour
(23 to 28 cubic feet per minute). Dr. John S. Billings,
an expert on ventilation, recommends 30 cubic feet per
minute, or 1800 cubic feet per hour. The allowance
made in some leading theaters, Continental and Ameri
can, is also very conflicting. The Vienna Opera House,
one of the best ventilated theaters in the world, has an
air supply of 15 cubic feet per person per minute, while
at the Madison Square Theater, New York, the supply
is given as 25 cubic feet per person per minute, or 15001
cubic feet per hour. Between these two quantities It
may be safe to rely. If we were to take the London the
aters as a guide, the quantity of fresh air allowed 1*
considerably smaller, to take their stuffy atmosphere*
in parts of the house. The Paris theaters are better
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according to the quality of the mortar and the bight of

the roof. This price, of course, includes labor and all

materials.

Air Supply to Theaters.

Authorities differ materially on questions of air sup

ply and ventilation. Some theorists advocate 3000 cubic

feet of fresh air per person per hour, or 50 cubic feet per

minute, and this amount is generally required, as in the

Boston Building law for theaters. This amount is lib
eral compared with the requirements of other municipal

authorities —as, for example, the law in Austria, requires

1050cubic feet per hour per person—an amount less than
half the former; but it stipulates there should be an
interval of two and a half hours between matinee and
evening performances, so that the air may be thoroughly
changed. Still less in amount is the requirement of the

provided. Many of them are ventilated on the down

ward system, as advocated by Gen. Arthur Morin, the
air being exhausted by numerous openings under the
seats. At the Theatre Lyrique, Theatre de la Gaitfi,
and the Theatre du Cirque, a combined system was

carried out, the fresh air being admitted at both sides

of the stage opening high up, and also through hollow

floor channels for the balconies and boxes. In the gal
lery the openings were placed in the risers of the step-

pings and on the parquet; the air was exhausted by

openings under the seats. In America the downward
system of ventilation is largely followed in the leading
theaters; but whether these are all successful we should

not like to say. One German authority (Professor

Fischer) declares that for audience halls lighted by gas

the upward system is to be preferred. The great objec

tion to the " downward " system is that the exhaled

air from the higher tiers mingles with the descending
pure air, and this is certainly objectionable.
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ESTIMATING MASONS' WORK

QUESTIONS
concerning the proper method of estimat

ing masonry work are constantly arising in the prac

tice of many building mechanics, and it may not be with

out interest to present a few suggestions contributed by a

well-known writer to a recent issue of the Canadian
Architect and Builder. According to this authority it is
necessary to consider the following conditions in making

estimates for wrought stone or for stone work in the

wall:
For plain ashlar walling and paxwint walling the
measurement must be super, net, for stuff and labor, the
kind of face and average sizes of stones and bed con
sidered, and allowance made where square blocks must

be cut to suit shape of openings, molded or ramped to
form curves. Reveals are always measured extra. Rub

ble walling up to 18 inches in thickness is generally
measured superficial, or it may be measured cubic, as
all over that thickness is. Other masonry is usually
measured as described, labor and materials being kept
separately, or when conducing to a better understand
ing of the work, as in strings and similar work, labor
and material may be " figured " up by the running foot,
making due allowance for work and number of joints,
counting the ends, quoins and miters. Work on chim
neys, cornices, towers, spires, &c, requiring special ap
pliances for hoisting, or at any considerable hights, or
of extra dimensions, to be kept separate so far as mate
rial, hoisting and setting are concerned, the labor of
cutting being added, whether being done by the day or
by piece work. The cost of cutting and finishing, mor
tising for lewis, bolts, &c, can only be estimated when
the style of work and character of stone is known. The
use of hoisting appliances of any kind must be charged
for, according to the cost of such machines and the ex
pense of running them, whether by hand, horse-power
or steam. When measuring drawings for stone work
ample allowance must be made for cutting, so that each
stone will exceed net dimensions from l'to 3 inches in
all its dimensions. This Is an important item.

Labor IXIllialc.

In estimating for labor alone, the beds and Joints of
each block should be measured and accounted for, and
where courses are similar, one accounting will serve for
all. Where a number of window or door openings are
alike the figures for one window or one door opening
will answer for all similar windows or doors. The
various styles of work should be classified under differ
ent heads, and charged for accordingly, whether It be
borted, tooled or polished, sunk, molded, weathered, sunk
and weathered, straight, raking, single or double curved,
raised or sunk paneled, or plain. All circular work
should have the material charged up as square blocks
having sides equal to diameter of the work if such are
columns, capitals, finials or other similar work. Seg
ment work will require square blocks as large as the
plan and section of the segment.
Work to be paid for by " face measurement " should
be girthed with a tape line taking in all projections and
indentations, and all corners should be taken at their
greatest dimensions. Where a wall has two faces—that
is, both sides finished— extra allowance must be made,
If wall Is built per cubic foot; if built by " face measure
ment," then both sides of the wall must count. Holes
left for flues or for timbers of any kind should be
charged for, as much time is spent laying off and build
ing in.
The setting of window and door frames with the bed
ding thereof must be considered, and charged up in ac
cordance with their size, style and position in the build
ing. Window and door sills vary in size and style, and
this must be seen to. the actual size and style ascer
tained before price is determined, when each kind may
be figured on separately. Tracery or other intricate

work should be considered separately, as the labor on

such work nearly always exceeds the cost of material
and requires most costly skill to execute. Each piece or
class should be estimated by itself, independent of its

surroundings.
Columns should be girthed for circular work, with

or without entasis, as the case may be, the latter being

more costly than if parallel or straight taper; and flutes,
for the labor, should be measured lineal, and number of

stops counted and charged for; if of an extra length, an
additional percentage must be added to the cost Cramps

aud dowels must be charged up, with average size and
weight when of metal, and for labor and material if of

wood or cement. Copings, when worked out of flags or

thin stones, may be measured lineal, or net when in

place, including labor, cement, material and setting.

StalrN or Stoue Step*.
Stairs or stoue steps, with newels, balusters and rail,

may be counted as complete, or they may be counted at

so much per step, with rail, newel and balusters in
cluded, and all labor and material included. The cost
will, of course, depend very much on the style and char

acter of the work, which the estimator must consider.
Landings, half or quarter spaces, or rests of any kind

in stairs, may be measured per cubic foot, which may

include all joints worked, edges, soffits, moldings, bases,

plinths or other work, or they may be measured super

with extra amount added to cover foundations and other
hidden work. It is better, perhaps, to measure cubic and
charge per foot.
Mason work generally requires very minute sub

division in taking measurements for estimating, and an
intimate knowledge of the various methods of working
stone, in order to get at anything like a fair estimate
of the cost of any piece of work that is enriched in any

way. Each necessary operation of the workman should
be taken into account, although it may appear that the

same surface, as in paneled aud carved work, has to be

measured more than once for different descriptions of
work. The correctness of an estimate for stone work
where there is much enrichment will depend altogether
on the knowledge of masonry possessed by the estimator,
and any contractor who is not experienced in the art

should be wary of relying on his own figures in such
cases, and, as is done by many firms, it is always wise to
consult the skilled workman when any doubt exists as

to the cost of any particular kind of stone work. It is
better to be sure than to be sorry afterward.

Moving; a Hotel.

One of the greatest pieces of engineering work in the
building moving line in Boston or vicinity is the re

moval of the Hotel Wollaton, on Beacon street, Brook-
line, Mass. The brick and stone structure is said to
weigh something like 40,000 tons, and is to be raised
from its .foundations by means of some 1000 jacks, and
moved in all to a distance of 130 feet. We understand
that the building was lately declared unsafe on account
of the sinking of certain piles upon which the founda
tion was supported, and the present plan contemplates
the removal to new foundations. In doing the work, it
will be necessary to take down four sections of wall in
the rear, and rebuild them, besides the removal of several
hundred cubic yards of brick and stone masonry from
the basement, and taking out 55 old piles and putting in

780 new ones. For the new foundations sound, straight
spruce piles, r.ot less than 0 inches in diameter when

cut off at the grade, and not less than 6 inches in diam
eter at the point, will be used. Among the preliminary
work will be the securely tying together of the outer
and inner walls of the building, by means of iron rods
and heavy wooden beams on the second, fourth and

sixth floors.
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CONSTRUCTING INSIDE WINDOW SHUTTERS.

APIECE
of work which the carpenter is occasion

ally called upon to execute is the construction of
inside window blinds or shutters, involving features
which are doubtless more or less puzzling to many
among the younger members of the craft. The Illustra
tions which we present herewith may therefore afford
suggestions to those interested in thiS particular line.
The engravings are made from drawings furnished by

VerticalSectionthroughHeadof Window.

in the same direction, the middle leaf occupying a posi
tion near the center when the shutters are folded in the
pockets. This hanging cures the tendency which shut
ters have to swing out of the pocket. For windows more
than 3 feet wide the same plan may be adopted by fur
ring the finish 1 13-16 inches forward Into the room, or
by furring the walls until they will allow room in the
pockets for six folds— three to a side.
The third folds are generally hung with surface
hinges, while the outer or hanging fold can be hung
with narrow blind butts, with loose pins and ball tips,
so that the shutters may be easily removed without tak
ing out screws.
The usual method of fastening shutters at the center
is by the use of shutter bars, which are made reversible,
so that they can be used for either left or right hand.
In order to pull the shutters from the pocket a small
knob of porcelain or bronze should be placed on the
upper face of the hanging fold.
The upper sections are usually fitted with rolling slats,

Elevationof Shutters.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.
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ConstructingInside WindowShutters.

H. E. Barclay of 9 Newcombe street, Quincy, Mass., and
from his description we take the following:

In laying out inside folding blinds it is necessary to
consider the size of the window to be fitted, whether

four or six folds are to be employed, and if pockets are
provided into which they may fold when open. The

arrangement here shown is intended for frame houses

with 4-inch wall studs, pockets being provided into
which the shutters may swing when open, and having

paneled backs. The arrangement of the finish Is such

that when the shutters are folded back they appear as a

paneled Jamb, which renders them compact and con
venient, with little waste room, and at the same time

they do not interfere with the proper trimming of the
window, as the shades and lace curtains are provided

for, as clearly indicated In the detail representing the

vertical section through the head.
The different folds are hung so that they will swing

and in the best blinds these slats do not have a rod in
front, but are fitted with metal bars at the ends, which
cause them to work better and take up no space. As a
general thing the shutters are constructed of the same
wood as the finish of the room, although this is not al
ways the case.
The drawings which are presented herewith show
so clearly the general construction which I would adopt
that further explanation would not seem to be required.

Plans are being completed for the erection, in Kansas
City, Mo., of a Labor Temple on a large scale. Organized
labor and private citizens have granted $50,000 for land
and $85,000 for the building of a seven-story fire proof
structure on a lot 86 x 140. The first and second floors
of the building will be let for office purposes, and the
remaining floors will be devoted to the use of the labor
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unions of the city. Halls and offices will be let to labor .
organizations at a nominal rent, and workmen of any
kind will be permitted to join the Central Association,
and thereby secure privileges of the library, gymnasium,
educational classes and lectures at a nominal cost

Ancient Theaters.

Among the objects of civil architecture few have had
more influence on the art than theaters, both in their
external elevation, in the application of the orders in
relief on the pier and spandrel of the arch, and in the
Internal elevation, the scene, which has been the occa
sion of so much caprice and corruption of taste. The
theater, being constantly employed for parliamentary
assemblies, says a London writer, required a permanent
scene as well as movable, and adapted to the perform
ance. It was a subject of vast architectural study and
■expense.
Pliny tells us that Caius Antonius silvered the scene,
Pretonius gilded it Quintus Catullus clothed it in ivory.
Scaurus surpassed them all; he raised 3G0 columns in
three ranges—the first was of marble 38 feet high, the

Herodes Atticus, at Athens, was the most magnificent

in Greece and had a roof of cedar. The space covered
was 240 x 159 feet. The construction of such a roof

without obstructing sight or hearing or injuring exter

nal architecture offers a problem to the architect of no
<!asysolution, and Is one of great interest in the present
times, as we are frequently called upon to cover large

areas for occasional assemblies.

A Novel Portable House.

Portable houses are being used so extensively at the
present day that it may not be without interest to brief
ly refer to a rather novel construction, which has just

been brought to the attention of the public by a Chicago
alderman. The house is made in sections, so that any

sized structure may be secured, the materials being
fiber boards and angle irons, thus making the completed
hotise of less weight than a portable wooden structure
of the same size. One form of house, which was erected
on the lake front in Chicago and used by several visitors
to the city during the recent G. A. R. encampment, was
16 x 20 feet in size, and the ridge of the roof 12 feet

HorizontalSectionthroughWindowJamb, ShowingPocketwithShuttersFoldedWithin—Scale,8Inchesto theFoot.
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next was in glass, the third of wood gilt. Three thou

sand bronze statues ornamented the intercolumuiations.
Curion, unable to surpass Scaurus, built two theaters of

wood, which, being back to back, could be turned so as

to form an amphitheater for gladiators, displaying the

skill of the Roman carpenters to great advantage. Vltru-
vius, lamenting the depravation of taste, tells us that

Apaturius of Alabanda offered a design for a scene of

two stories, the upper called Episcenlus, filled with every

caprice; centaurs did the office of columns, pediments

were twisted in a variety of shapes, all of which pleased

the people of Tralles, for whom it was designed; but
IJcinlus, a mathematician, exposed its absurdity, and
it was accordingly reformed on better principles. The
scene of Laodicea was the most extensive, being no less

than 254 feet in length.

The theater of Orange, lately published by M. Ca-

ristie, was a valuable addition to our information on

the Roman scene. Pauadio's scene of the theater at

Vicenza gives the best Idea of its feature of ancient ar

chitectural magnificence. Originally of wood, and con

tinuing so for many centuries, it was not until the third
century before our era (232 B.C., the theater at Epi-

daurus) that they were built in stone and marble. The

Greek theater approached the amphitheater and was

a horseshoe comprising 200 degrees or more, because

the orchestra was reserved also for the performance;

but the Roman theater did not exceed 180 degrees, be

cause the orchestra was occupied by the Senators. The

Odeum was a covered theater, chiefly for music; that of

from the ground, the side walls being 7 feet in bight.
There is an air chamber between the inner and outer
walls, for the purpose of maintaining a uniform tempera
ture, and the claim is put forth that the house can be
used in the Arctic regions, as well as In tropical cli
mates. The windows are of glass and swing open like
a door. The weight of such a house as described is
said to be 1500 pounds.

Portable Wooden School Houses.

In order to relieve some of the congested districts in
Boston, Mass., the authorities are experimenting with
ten portable wooden school houses, which tiave beenset
up in different parts of the city. The buildings are single
storied and identical in size and construction. The di
mensions are 25 x 35 and 22 feet to the ridge pole, or 11
feet 10 Inches in the clear. The floor is composed of 1-'
sections, the side walls 20 sections, and the roof six sec
tions. Thus the structure can be packed away into small
space when taken down. The outside walls are boarded
and covered with ship's siding—which is heavier than
clapboards— and the interior sheathed with North Caro
lina pine. The city of Boston has in previous years

erected temporary buildings, but never portable struc
tures, and as a consequence these temporary buildings

have been sold at a loss, for want of storage room,when
the exigency for their use in the particular locality where
set up passed away.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— X.
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

I
HAVE dwelt at some length on spiral cutting attach
ments, because of the importance of the subject. No

department In lathe work offers more attractions or fas

cinates the workman more than work of this kind, part
ly because of the innumerable variations of pattern that
can be evolved by aid of a lathe having a spiral at

tachment and worked by an ingenious mechanic and
partly because the character of the -work is such as to

demand attention and to possess a fair market value, and
because of these qualifications and because of the value

attached to them I feel that I should continue the sub
ject further, at least so much further as to present and
explain another style of spiral attachment which con

tains some special features not found in either of the
spiral appliances already presented.
This attachment is to be used in connection with the
radial arm or bracket shown in Fig. 43 of the issue of
May, which admits of the geared wheels being arranged

in two trains by aid of several arbors. This attachment

or chuck, while based on the principles employed by

Bergeron, is of modern adaptation, and the text and il
lustrations presented herewith are, to a large extent,

Fig. 73.—WaveLines on Cylinder. Work.

of the thread, angular, round or molded at pleasure. A
few of the tools required for this device are shown in
Fig. 72. For finishing rounded threads Nos. 3 and 4 may
be used, which are similar to those required for turn
ing Ivory rings, the one completing half the thread, the
other applied in the opposite direction, meeting the cut
of the first and finishing the operation. As it is neces
sary to get round to the back of the threads in this case,
no inner mandrel can bo used to support the work, and,
therefore, great care and delicate handling are necessary
to prevent breaking the twists. The stops should also
be used upon the bed of the slide rest, to limit the tra
verse of the tool and prevent it from striking the
shoulder and destroying any head or other molding
formed there. This is more especially needed when
there are two or more such twists rising from the same
base—that is, when there are two or more threads to the
screw.
" The additional apparatus now to be described adds
considerably to the powers of the spiral chuck. It is
called the reciprocating apparatus, and its effect is to
cause a to and fro movement of the work, at the same
time that the motion of the tool is continued in a hori-
zantal direction. The effect produced as shown in Fig.
73 is the simplest, but Is sufficient to give an idea of the

The Art of Wood Turning.

copied from a description of it given in " The Lathe and

Its Uses," by "J. L."
" In the chuck shown herewith in Fig. 71, A is the
body with internal screw as B, to fit the mandrel. The

cog wheel of the chuck which gears into the first on the
movable arm or standard, is cast with a large central

hole to allow it to be stopped on at D, where It is re
tained by a nut, C. This permits a change of such wheel
for one of different size, or for the apparatus to be pres

ently described.
" Thus far the chuck is only applicable to the produc
tion of screws or spirals with single threads at each
cut. V is a dividing plate with racked edge acted on by
the tangent screw E. and carrying the screw G, a coun

terpart of that upon the mandrel. This plate carries 96
divisions or teeth. The latter may be used with a spring

click if preferred, but the racked edge gives perhaps the
more delicate power of adjustment. The spiral chuck

constructed in this way is capable of producing any re

quired number of screw threads or spirals, solid or de
tached, and of any ordinary pitch. It is, however, chief
ly intended for the production of spirals or twists for

articles of virtu. The method of proceeding has already

been described, so that it is unnecessary to repeat the

process. It is one rather of care than of skill, as the
lathe apparatus insures the correct movement of the

tool where the shape of the lathe determines the form

capabilities of the attachment. The screw is commenced
and carried to any desired distance on the cylinder. The
action and horizontal traverse of the tool is continued,

but that of the cylinder reversed, and the cut is thus
carried upward. The tool may be a revolving cutter, the
action of which, being continuous and in the same direc
tion, would seem preferable, as the greater the speed
with which the tool attacks the material, the better is
generally the result in work of this kind. A fixed tool,
moreover, must have a central edge chamfered above and
below, and there is also a tendency with any such fixed
tool to unscrew the chuck, as the resistance occurs in
that direction in the upward cut.
" The details of this arrangement are as follows:
Fig. 74 shows an eccentric A, capable of slight adjust

ment by the use of either hole, one being further from

the center than the other. Fig. 75 gives another view
of this eccentric, which is precisely similar to that used
in model engines. It Is turned as a circular plate of gun
metal with one flange, the plate being 5-10 inch thick.
A second plate forming another flange is attached by four
small screws, after the ring of the concentric is in place.

This ring is of iron, or still better, of steel, and is made
in one piece with the arm B, which is 6 inches long; the

main part of it is flat, but it is rounded toward the end

and turned at E, after w-hich it is again flattened to work

against the arm D, or still better, forked to embrace the
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latter. It will be seen that D Is also a flat plate with
a turned ring similar to the first, but without the in

closed eccentric. In this is drilled a series of ten holes,
into any of which a pin can be fitted so as to unite the

arms B and D, the pin becoming a hinge or center of

oscillation. The circular ring of the part D fits on the

part D D of the chuck, Fig. 71, on which it can be se
cured by the nut C, the arm D being then In a vertical
position. The holes in the eccentric can (either of them)
be fitted over and secured to the end of the leading

screw of the slide rest. The handle being then placed on

the other end of the screw and turned by the hand, the

eccentric will cause the arm D to oscillate to and fro
through the medium of the converting rod B, thereby

giving to the chuck and to the work attached to It a

similar to and fro movement. The extent of this
movement depends upon the length of the lever D,
brought into action with the pin in the holes 1, 2 and 3.

The oscillation will be inconsiderable, but with the pin
in either hole numbered 8, 9, 10, it will be much In
creased. In the first, therefore, a short wave, A A, Fig.
73, will result; in the second case it will be more like
the larger waves B B, on the same figure. This appara
tus will completely alter the character of a spiral,
which, If cut through a hollow cylinder, as in the case of
detached twists, becomes a zlg zag of curved sides,
curious enough to behold. The apparatus, it must be
understood, is worked entirely by the handle of the

slide rest, the lathe cord being thrown off, unless the

Fig. 77.—GearAttachment.

The Art of Wood Turning.

latter is carried to the overhead instead, to put in action

revolving cutters. The reciprocal action is, In fact, a

self acting segment engina"

It has already been stated that for the production of
spiral work revolving cutters are preferable to fixed
ones, unless, indeed, it is required to finish up a perfect
ly round thread when Nos. 3 and 4, Fig. 72, are required.

Revolving cutters must be placed in the frame of the

universal cutter and set to the rake of the thread. Drills
may be used for the reciprocating movement, as they

make very clean work, and the rake need not with these

be attended to.
In face work drills are specially to be used to produce
patterns like Fig. 76, and others derived from this sim

ple one. An additional apparatus, represented in Fig.

77, is required for the latter process, to enable the rest

to be turned in its socket so as to face the work, and
notwithstanding the alteration of its position, still to
keep up the gearing of the wheels. A rest socket, to be
made and mounted as usual, is fitted with a stem sur

mounted by an accurately drilled Boss, A, tnrough which

passes a spindle fitted with the wheel C, to gear with that

on the arm carrying the change wheels, and which may

be changed for one larger or smaller size. This is for
cutting such work as Fig. 78, which represents, of
course, only a single spiral, very open, and of itself of

no beauty, but which, by intersection of other spirals,

can be converted into a pattern of great elegance. When

it is desired to produce the waved spiral the eccentric is

fixed to the rod instead of the wheel C, and the work

proceeds the same ns when a cylindrical surface is to be

worked. In Fig. 68 the division plate of this chuck is,
of course, used.

It Is evident that the variations producible by work
ing intersecting spirals and waved lines are very nu
merous, and these may be additionally varied by the

combination of eccentric and spiral movements.
I will reproduce a few patterns of face work, which
have been copied from " Ibbitson's Work," " Vallcourt's
Hand-Book " and Bergeron's work, all of which may be
executed with the lathe and tools as now equipped.

Rules for setting the index plate to get the desired re

sults will be included.

Laying Gravel Roofs.

In the light of the discussion which has recently been
In progress relative to the merits of gravel roofs, the
following remarks from a well-known writer may not
be without interest:
There is no reason why a gravel roof should not be
a good one, if only proper care and good materials are
used in its construction; at least it should be good for
the money expended on it when compared with the cost
of tin, galvanized or copper roofs. Of course a gravel
roof is only suited for a low pitch or flat roof, as on a
steep roof the gravel would eventually wash off and
leave the paper or canvas exposed to the weather. Ordi
nary coal tar answers fairly well for a top coat before
the gravel is spread on, if the roof is very flat. If tie
roof has a good pitch it is a good idea to mix 8 or 10
pounds of common rosin with the pitch while it Is boil
ing, stirring the mass well with a stick before it is taken
out of the boiler.
To prepare the roof before covering with tar after It
is boarded tightly with matched stuff, the followiug rules
should be observed: In all cases the grain of the roofing
boards should run In the direction of the pitch—never
across it—and all joints should be driven close and tight
The boards should be planed on the top side, and should
be free from shakes or knot holes. Swab the whole roof
over with a thick wash of Portland cement mixed with
water to the consistency of thick paint. Let the roof dry
for a few hours, then lay on a coat of good roofing paper
—tarred paper preferred— having a lap of about one-third
of the width of the paper. Over this give a thin coat
of hot tar, In which ground asbestos, mica or Portland
cement has been mixed, in the proportion of one bucket
ful of cement to four of hot pitch. Let stand until dry
and hard. Over this lay another coat of roofing paper,
and on this lay a thickness of rough sacking, which must
be tacked down here and there with broad headed tinned
nails, such as tinsmiths use in roofing. On this sacking
lay a thick coat of the tar while hot, and then sprinkle
coarse sand and fine gravel on the hot tar and leave to
harden. The tar must contain the proportion of asbestos,
mica or cement as described in the foregoing.
When the tar or pitch hardens It holds the gravel in
place, and the rough sacking over the paper strengthens
the whole roof covering and binds the whole together,
and to a very large extent prevents the roof from crack
ing or blistering, faults which are common to gravel
roofs and which cause a great deal of trouble and an
noyance. A roof covered in the manner described will
make a good serviceable one, and one that will hold for
from seven to nine years, when it may be made good
again by a generous coat of the prepared pitch and an
other layer of fine gravel. Metal roofers do not take
kindly to roofs of this kind, but there are instances when
no other kind of roof is available, and to meet these In
stances the above method is offered.

There is talk of a thirty-story office building to be
erected at the southeast corner of Broadway and Thirty-
third street, New York City, which, when completed,
will represent, with the hind, an outlay of nearly two
and a half millions of dollars. The architect is said to
be Hugh Lamb of this city.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Roof Plan Wanted for Cottage.

From I. H. L., Keene, Ohio. -l send inclosed floor plan
■ofa house which I desire to submit to the readers of
Carpentry and Building, with a request for sketches,
Showing how the roof should be constructed. I am
somewhat puzzled to know just how to work the gables,
■andif the practical readers will express their views It
will greatly assist me. I would also like some lnforma-

Soof Plan Wantedfor Cottage.

corner of a building 24 feet wide, with A B and B C the
line of frieze runniDg around the building on a level;
then D B will be the line of the miter joint made by
using 12 and 12 on the square. Now change and run the
line B C on the rake, and the angle or miter D B 0 be
comes sharper in proportion as the roof grows steeper.
The figures on the square no longer remain at 12 and
12. but as the line B C becomes steeper that side of the
square becomes longer, until at half pitch the cut be
comes 12 and 17 cn the 17 side of the triangle or square.
The rule or formula for such cuts is this: Take the
length of the rafter on one side of the square, half the
width of the house on the other side of the square, and
mark by the side of the square which represents the
length of the rafter.
What "E. H. A." needs, along with thousands of
others, is a little drilling on the use of the steel square
in forming these angles or bevels. Mr. Hodgson has
partly covered this subject, but he stops short In this.
He shows where and what bevels go at the top and bot
tom of rafters, &c, but fails to give the figures in most
cases on the square, leaving most mechanics in dark
ness as to the method of obtaining them. Now, the av
erage carpenter only knows the square when he sees it.
He cannot reason and reach results by comparing an
gles, or proportioning triangles. Most of them know,
however, that to use a certain figure on this side of the

tion as to the binding or fastening for a 4-inch brick wall
on the outside of the frame, making what may be
termed a veneered 'house. The outside of the frame is
sheathed solid with inch boards, and in laying the
boards how many courses should there be between
bonds and how far apart should the ties be placed?

.Utter for Rake and Level Frieze.
From G. L. S., Temple, Ind.—l desire to submit a reply
to the inquiry of " E. H. A." of Pulaski, N. Y., which
appeared in the September issue of the paper. The
trouble with which this young chip is laboring is one
that, simple though it be, bothers many carpenters, who
seem never to stop and think for a moment. It is the
same principle that underlies the beveling of all these
joints in the roof where the hips or valleys meet the
cripples and jack rafters. Most all mechanics know how

D

Miter for Sake and LevelFrieze.

to mark off what " E. H. A." calls a square miter, by
laying' the square across a board, with the same number
of inches on each side of the tool. This makes each
angle at the base of the triangle the same, but as this
board or rafter proceeds up the rake that side of the
triangle becomes longer and its adjacent angle or level
becomes smaller, hence the square miter spoken of will
not fit in this case.
For Illustration, suppose A B C D to represent the

D

Making an Ettiptograph.

square and another on the other side will produce a
given beyel, and it is by methods of this kind they are
to be reached.
The writer has given the subject a great deal of at

tention during years of practical experience, besides hav

ing studied nearly all the works on the subject mentioned
In catalogues of mechanics' books. It is astonishing to
see the number of otherwise good mechanics who can

not solve the simplest problems. Books Is what they

need, and every mechanic who expects to get abreast of
the times should spend as much money for books as for
tools, which I am sorry to say is little enough in some
instances.

Making an Ellipsograph.
From G. A., Memphis, Term.—Some time ago I needed
an elliptical trammel, capable of describing a rather
large ellipse. The simple plan I adopted in Its construc
tion may be serviceable to others, so I ask for a small
space in this valuable column. Having previously con
verted an old extension table into a bench, from which
had fallen the extension gear, I reserved two of these
pieces for the above purpose, halving them together at
their centers and gauging a line % Inch from the bot
tom edge of both pieces, working from the top to the
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gauge line in one piece, and from the bottom up on the

other. The dimensions are IVi x 2% Inches by 2 feet 10
inches. This will leave y±inch of solid wood in the up
per half below the groove, which is y2 inch deep, thus

allowing the guide block carrying the adjusting pins to

move freely over the joint and to get both securely
fastened together at right angles, so as to use a detach

able wedge or key. cutting a slot for it above the gauge
line, equal in depth to % inch of solid wood, against

which it acts. The trammel blocks carrying the ad
justing pins were made by ripping open a double headed

block found in the extension gear of the table, making

them both square and working from end to end both

ways. They were bored for tight fitting 34 x 1% inch

bolts, the heads being countersunk on the underside.

'!l6 2x12

2 x 10

views on barn construction, using 30-foot posts, I would
say that all the lumber he needs for a frame barn will

be 2 x 6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10 and 2 x 12 stuff, and not much of

the latter, which may be of random lengths. In this

section of the country one may have the frame sawed to

dimensions and delivered, if it is a
" billing " point,

cheaper than to buy random from the yard. The bill of

materials includes posts, plates, rafters and upper tie

beams, 2x8 inches; studs, braces and stringers, 2x6
inches, and sills, floorings, purlins, center stringers and

lower beams, 2 x 10 inches. The basement stringers are

2 x 12 inches. The posts will be triple, making them 8 x

10 inches. The beams, rafters, floorings and braces are

in pairs in the frame work, everything else being 2 feet

between centers. The plates are to be double and put

on top of the studs and posts. The stringers are to be

notched into the posts, except In the basement, where

they are to be nailed to the posts and the posts planked

out, making them 10 x 12 inches. This will stand under
wind and snow better than a frame of twice the dimen

sions. A tall barn, like the one under consideration, must

be studded and then boarded horizontally.

In the winter of 1898-1899I built in Hamilton, Mass.,

Fig. 1.—CrossSectionShowingGeneralMethodof Framing,
Bracing,&c.

Building a Barn with 20-FootPoaU.

Fig 2.—Detailof Framing Just Below
the Wall Plates.

They were made so tight as to require a screw driver
to run them into position. The tracing rod. should be
perfectly straight, % x 1 inch down its center, and bored
for pencil or scribe, about 2 inches from the end, so
grooved, and a hole put in for a screw through the side,
that the pencil will be clamped in the desired position.
From this center bore 14-inch hole on the gauge line, to
correspond to half the distance of the major axis, and
another %-inch hole to correspond to half the distance of
the minor axis. Place the guide blocks in the grooves
and drop the tracing rod thus prepared on the adjusting
pins, y4jlls inch bolts; put on the washer and screw
up the nut tight with the fingers, so that all parts will
move freely. The same tracing rod can be used in
definitely by simply boring other holes to correspond
with the work in hand. The trammel must be correctly
gauged, so that in placing it upon the work the gauge
line will coincide with the horizontal and perpendicular
line upon which the elliptical figure is to be constructed.
The accompanying sketch which I send represents a
full sized sectional view, and is, I think, self explana
tory. In this sketch A represents the trammel, B the
trammel blocks, C the tracing rod, D the nut, and E the
pin or bolt.

Rullriitiu a Barn Willi 30-foot PoMa,
From E. C. N., Boston, Mass.—In response to the in
quiry of " A. McN." in the August issue, for practical

the largest barn in the county, it being 127 x 45 feet and
33 feet to the top of the plate. The basement was 10
feet deep. The construction was part wood and part
stone, with monitor roof, the posts on this part being
36 feet from the top of the basement. There was a root
cellar, 14 x 45 feet; stalls for 15 horses, pits for all
manure and pigs, with storage rooms for all tools, in the
basement. There were nine single and two box stalls
for horses, 12 stanchions and two box stalls for cows,
with corn barn for 300bushels upstairs; two silosholdin^
280 tons of ensilage and 225 tons of hay. In summer
and pleasant weather a trap door 1 foot wide opens at
the top of the basement, the entire length of the barn,
so that there is no moisture from below, and the sills,
floor and backs of the silos are thoroughly aired. The
basement has a cement and dirt floor. The sills are
solid 8 x 10, there being nothing else larger than 2 x 10
in the building. At this writing it is being filled for the
second year, and the only change the owner would make
would be to make it 50 feet longer. It is 23 miles from
Boston, % mile from the station, and within 20 rods of
the railroad track. The barn speaks for itself and the
owner is pleased to show it. It is the only plank frame
of wl.ieli I know in New England. There is some talk
of parties erecting one next season.
The framing shown in Fig. 1 of the sketches for sus
taining the roof— that is, the extra bearing —was not put
in, as it was not needed. This sketch also shows the
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general construction employed, while Fig. 2 represents
a detail just below the wall plate. Six men raised it
and it was built by the day. Building materials were
much cheapen thin than at present, but the barn cost
so comparatively little that scarcely any one believes
it. The floors were spruce plank, 2x6, planed, jointed
and butted to even feet, and laid ship fashion. I have
seen inquiries as to a hip roof being put on a plank
frame. I would say that if the plates are returned round
the ends, the building may be treated like any other
and one may put on what he pleases for a roof.
In regard to the plank frame construction, I would

say no two pieces running in the same direction, except

the plates and headers over the big barn doors, are nailed

tendency is to turn the whole thing over, instead of its
giving out in any one spot. If properly spaced, some one
of the planks in the posts or double floorings will match
with studs or other floorings, sc- that there will be no
sawing, except around openings and the starting point,
so as to break joints when it comes to boarding. No
skilled labor is required except one man capable of mark
ing out the work and cutting braces. Any man who can
saw and use a hammer is all that is required, until it
comes to the finish, if there is any to be put on. In mak
ing the frame of the barn the posts are raised and the
beams and braces spiked on the posts, as indicated in
Fig. 1. After this has been done, put on another set of
posts and an extra roof support, then a set of beams and

Side (Right) Elevation. < Side (Left) EleTation.
Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Suggestionsfor Roof Plan for " Builder."— Contributedby L. J. Aimar, Port Richmond,N. Y.

together. A piece running in the opposite direction
comes between, thus making a weaving together, putting
up one piece at a time. The beauty of the frame is the
ease with which any change can be effected. In making
the barn floor, for example, run across instead of length
wise, all that it Is necessary to do Is to continue the
beams right through the posts and leave out the string
ers lengthwise. A brace can be put in anywhere and of
a length to do some good. The stringers being notched
into the posts 2 inches from the inside, brings them right
against the studding and every flooring beam comes
against a stud. In doing the work we stud the building
clear round, taking no account of doors or windows, ex
cept the large doors, which I would suggest making 14
feet wide and 12 feet high. The sills can be solid, but
in the true plank frame they go through the posts in the
same way as the beams, with an extra piece on the out
side of each post, thus making four pieces with a top
bearing of 14 inches. It is in effect making a frame
similar to a lock corner box, so if the wind gets at it the

braces, and then the last posts. The tie can be put in
after the rafters are raised.

SugifeRtloiiM for Roof Plan for "Builder."
From h. J. Aimatc, Port Richmond, S. I., 2f. T.—l send
scale drawings of attic and roof plan, also elevations of

the front and sides of a cottage, for the benefit of
" Builder," Grafton, W. Va., trusting that the following

suggestions will assist in working out the plan. He will
find that I have changed the location of one chimney, so
as to bring it in the partition, and if he will change the
position of his door on the first floor the chimney might

then be turned around against the Ball partition, which

will obviate the necessity of having it project to such
an extent in the bedroom. This would not interfere

with" the range in the kitchen, as the pipe could be car

ried over to the flue with an elbow.

Should he desire it, the closets may be changed and a

dormer cut through the roof in the rear, thereby mak

ing another window in either or both of the rear bed
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rooms. The ceiling in all the attic rooms is full night—

that is, 8 feet—while the first story is 9 feet, thus re

quiring 32-foot studding, except for the octagon, which

will have to be carried up higher, as shown in the sec
tion.
There are no moldings on the eaves, and none are

required, the softit being simply ceiled level, with %-

inch matched boards, and the eave shingles projected

•over this about 2 inches. The projecting course should

be cut " saw tooth," the points being about 1% inches

on centers. The eaves of the porches, dormers and oc

tagon are finished in the same manner. There is no

cornice up the gabies, except a 4*£ or 5 inch crown mold

ing, over which the roof shingles project % inch. I
would say that the day for ginger bread cut work and

paneled brackets and shams, so far as suburban build
ings are concerned, has gone by, except among those

who have no poetry in their make up.

The gables and octagon, also the sides of the dormer,

are covered with the same style of shingles as are used

for the roof, while the roof itself may be stained some
quiet tint, or left like those on the gables, to weather

stain. Either effect will be more picturesque than
painting, and they will last just as long. After the

Eeferring to the sketches, let A B C of Fig. 1 repre
sent the plan of the plates at the corner of a building

20 x 24 feet, on which it is proposed to construct a hip
roof meeting at a point at the top. Then D E G will
be the plan of the seat of the hip where it rests on the

plate. Fig. 2 shows the bottom cut of the hip with A

B the line of £he plumb cut at the corner B of the plate,
Fig. L Now, from A of Fig. 2 and at right angles to
A B draw A C; lay off on A C the distance A E, equal
to E F of Fig. 1, and through E run the gauge line G
E F parallel with the top of the rafter and its entire
length. This will show the amount to be taken off to
form the proper backing on the 20-foot side of the build

ing, as shown at E C of Fig. 3. Make A I of Fig. 2
equal to G H of Fig. 1, and the dotted line J I K will
show the backing for the 24-foot side, as represented by

O I of Fig. 3.
The principle of this method is that when the hip

is cut so as to leave A L of Fig. 2 the same as the cor
responding dimension on the common rafter, and in

placing the hip diagonally across the corner, while the

center of the top of the hip at B Is level with the com
mon rafters over the edge of the plate, the point on the

side of the hip over F of Fig. 1 is higher and must be cut

Fig. 1.—Plan of Rafter and Platesat Cornerof
Building.

Fig. 2—ShowingBottom
Cut of Hip.

Finding theBacking of Hip Safiert.

hips have been shingled up snug and tight strike a line
4 inches each side of the center, running a line of
shingles up each side, and to the line, weaving in the
laps. This is not a " Boston hip," but will appear like
one from the ground and just as effective as a ridge roll
would be in shedding water. The lower story from the
water table up to the belt course should be covered with
beveled siding. The columns should be 8 inches square,
not chamfered, but have the corners taken off slightly.

Finding the Backing or Hip Rafters.

From G. L. M.. Tacoma, Wash —For the benefit of " W
S." and any others who may not fully understand my
method of finding the backing of hip rafters, as given
In the December issue of Carpentry and Building, let me
say that G F is the gauge line to be run the length of
the rafter parallel with the top edge and which marks
the amount to be cut away in order to make the back
ing. The accompanying sketches more fully explain the
principles of the rule and will enable any one once, un
derstanding it to find the backing for hip rafters of any
angles or pitches of roofs, whereas the rules given by
the other replies show the method of finding the back
ing for hips where the roofs meeting at the hip are at
right angles to each other and at the same pitch.

away in order to bring it to the same level, and this

makes the backing.
My only excuse for asking space on this subject again

is that I always find it more satisfactory to have a
method for finding cuts, the principle of which I under
stand, than to have a set rule, for the reason that in

following a rule when one is not frequently using it he
is apt to forget it and get it mixed with some other
rule, whereas by understanding the principle on which

the work is done all such danger Is avoided and the

method can be upplied to different problems by simply

varying it to suit the case. The above method will ap
ply equally well to horizontal, heptagonal, octagonal or

other angles, or to any pitch, by drawing the corner, as

In Fig. 1, to fit the case in hand.

Laying Gravel Roofs.
From K. C. L., Kansas City, Wo.—We have been inter
ested In the different articles appearing in the paper
concerning gravel roofs, and having had considerable
experience in that line will give the following informa
tion as of possible interest to the readers, more especial
ly to •'G. A. H.," whose letter appeared In the Septem
ber issue. One-fiftb of a yard of gravel will weigh
about 540 pounds. Coal tar and rosin boiled together
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should never be used, but straight run coal tar pitch only

to secure the best results. This pitch Is distilled from
pure coal tar and is of the proper consistency, so that It
will not run In summer heat, or crack or become brittle
on the roof. Consequently it is a superior article for
gravel roofing purposes. It Is usually put up In barrels
weighing from 300 to COO pounds. No. 2 tarred felt
weighing about 1% pounds to the square yard or 15
pounds to 100 square feet, should be used. This is made
In rolls weighing from 50 to 60 pounds each and is the
standard grade used extensively for making felt com
position and gravel roofs. A roofer's mop will be needed,
also a kettle in which to melt the pitch and two or three
buckets to handle the gravel and melted pitch. Com
mencing at the eave or gutter, lay four thicknesses of
felt evenly and smoothly, putting roofing pitch between
each thickness. Then drop back 7% inches for each suc
ceeding layer, cementing between each layer 8 Inches

FirstFloor. DottedLinesIndicatingtheOriginalPlanof House.
Scale,1-16

Remodelingan Old House.—F. B

the regular four-ply gravel roofing, which Is built right

on the building with the single ply tarred felt and the
coal tar pitch, and, although a cheap roof, cannot be

recommended for permanent buildings to wear as well
as a four or five ply gra\el roof. All that is necessary
to make a roof a four or five ply or more Is to leave less
of the tarred felt exposed to the weather In working up

the roof. " C. A. H." can secure nearly all, if not all,
of these roofing materials from the Barrett Mfg. Com
pany, Kunsas City, where they are manufactured for
the Western trade.

Remodeling an Old House.

From F. B. Fischer, Hew York City.— In reply to the
inquiry of " G. A. W.," Crary Mills, N. Y., who asked
In a recent issue with regard to remodeling an old
house, I inclose sketches of floor plans and elevations,
which I trust will prove of Interest As to the eleva-

Side (Lelt) Elevation.

to theFoot. SecondFloor.

ischer,Architect,New York City.

wide with straight run coal tar roofing pitch. All open
ings, skylights and walls must be perfectly made, the
felt being turned up 3 inches on the walls, and at least
6 inches on the skylights and other openings, and secure
ly fastened with wooden cleats or copper flashings. The
surface of the felt is then covered with a thorough coat
ing of straight run coal tar pitch, and this Is followed
while hot with clean, dry gravel, the gravel to be spread
with a wooden scraper. This roofing can be applied on
buildings having a fall varying from % to 2 inches to
the foot.
In the comments of " F. G. B.," in the August issue,
he evidently In his Instructions has reference to two and
three ply prepared roofing, which consists of two or
three layers of tarred felt with pitch composition be-
»ween. The roofing Is made by machinery, and Is a
complete roofing, requiring only to be nailed down and
painted with an asphaltum coating, and is generally
sprinkled with fine sand when completed. The prepared
roofing is less expensive and put on with less labor than

tlons, I would say the plans show that the stairs and
pantry on the first floor have been removed from the

rear of the house to more nearly the center, between
the kitchen and dining room. The present kitchen will
be occupied as a wood shed and the new extension as a

dining room. The dotted lines on the first-floor plan are

Intended to indicate the building before it was remod
eled, while the heavy lines show my suggestions. No
changes will be made in the parlor and bedroom, except
to make the bedroom shorter, 60 that the kitchen wall
will run straight, and In the parlor a corner of the room
will be cut off for the entrance from the piazza. Ex
amination of the other plan will show that the second
story Is to be completely new, having four bedrooms
and three closets.

Onk of the latest ideas In connection with high-class

houses Is to construct the kitchen, bathrooms and laun

dries with rounded corners, so that no dirt may collect
and the room may be kept thoroughly cleaned.
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Harmony and Contrast in Colors.

The architect and builder who desires to have at
hand a list of colors which contrast and harmonize will
find the following from the UpJwlsterer of Interest and
value:
White contrasts with black and harmonizes with
gray.

White contrasts with brown and harmonizes with
buff.

White contrasts with blue and harmonizes with sky
blue.
White contrasts with purple and harmonizes with
rose.
White contrasts with green and harmonizes with pea
green.
Cold greens contrast with crimson and harmonize
with olive.
Cold greens contrast with purple and harmonize with
citrine.
Cold greens contrast with white and harmonize with
blues. ,
Cold greens contrast with pink and harmonize with
brown.
Cold greens contrast with gold and harmonize with
black.
Cold greens contrast with orange and harmonize with
gray.
Warm greens contrast with crimson and harmonize
with yellow.
Warm greens contrast with maroons and harmonize
with orange.
Warm greens contrast with purple and harmonize
with citrine,

Warm greens contrast with red and harmonize with
sky blue.
Warm greens contrast with pink and harmonize with
gray.

Warm greens contrast with white and harmonize
with white.
Warm greens contrast with black and harmonize with
brown.
Warm greens contrast with lavender and harmonize
with buff.
Greens contrast with colors containing red and har
monize with colors containing yellow or blue.
Orange contrasts with purple and harmonizes with
yellow.
Orange contrasts with blue and harmonizes with
red.
Orange contrasts with black and harmonizes with
red.
Orange contrasts with black and harmonizes with
warm green.
Orange contrasts with olive and harmonizes with
warm brown.
Orange contrasts with crimson and harmonizes with
white.
Orange contrasts with gray and harmonizes with
buff.
Orange requires blue, black, purple or dark colors
for contrasts and warm colors for harmony.
Citrine contrasts with purple and harmonizes with
yellows.
Citrine contrasts with blue and harmonizes with
orange.
Citrine contrasts with black and harmonizes with
white.
Citrine contrasts with brown and harmonizes with
green.
Citrine contrasts with crimson and harmonizes with
buff.
Russet contrasts with green and harmonizes with
red.
Russet contrasts with black and harmonizes with
yellow.

Russet contrasts with olive and harmonizes with
orange.

Russet contrasts with gray and harmonizes with

brown.
Olive contrasts with orange and harmonizes with

green.
Olive contrasts with red and harmonizes with blue.

Olive contrasts with white and harmonizes with

black.
Olive contrasts with maroon and harmonizes with

brown.
Gold contrasts with any dark color, but looks richer

with purple, green, blue, black and brown than with the

other colors. It harmonizes with all light colors, but
least with yellow. The best harmony is with white.

Advantage of Arbitration.

One of the recent witnesses before the Industrial

Commission, which is holding its sessions in the city of

Washington, was W. H. Sayward of Boston, sec
retary of the National Association of Builders. Accord
ing to the reports at hand, Mr. Sayward devoted hia

time to discussion of arbitration, voluntary and com

pulsory. He did not believe in compulsory arbitration,

and pointed out the difficulty of securing a State Board

of Arbitration which would be capable of handling the

various matters which would naturally come before it.

He thought most of the difficulties which arose be

tween employees were due to the reluctance of the

former to enter into any negotiations with their em

ployers.

He fully explained the system of arbitration between
the builders and their employers in Boston, where an

agreement Is in force to the effect that when misunder

standings arise, each side shall choose five represent

atives, and the ten shall choose an umpire. If the ar
bitrators are unable to settle the question, it is then
left to the umpire.
By this plan strikes and lockouts are avoided, each

side binding itself to abide by the decision of the ar

bitrators or the umpire. So successful has this plan

been in its operation that for the past nine years there
has been no strike or lockout in the building trades in

Boston, and only three times has it been necessary to

call in the umpire.

Mr. Sayward thought all associations of employers

and employees should be incorporated, but believed that

labor unions were averse to incorporating themselves.

A New Fire Proof Material.

A new lire proof substance, called gypsine, has re

cently been officially tested in England with remarka

ble results, according to reports from that country. Its
composition is plastic hydraulic lime, coke or sand and
asbestos, compressed into bricks. To test its fire re
sisting properties a partition 10 feet long by 7 feet 9

inches wide was built of gypsine bricks laid in hy
draulic mortar, with joints 14 inch thick. The side of

this partition, which was erected in the test hut, after
having been coated with a thin layer of fire clay, was
exposed to the action of fire for the space of one hour,

during which time the temperature rose to 2050 degrees
F. This tremendous heat was powerless against the
gypsine bricks, and all through the test the temperature
of the outer surface of the partition was never once so
high as to cause a match to ignite upon it.

A movement is at present on foot looking to the erec
tion in the lower part of New York City of an lS-story
structure, which will be known as the Maritime Build
ing, for the reason that it will be decvoted to shipping in
terests. It will be erected at (i to 10 Bridge street, oppo
site the site where the new Custom House is going up
The active work of tearing down the old buildings on the
present site, however, will not be commenced for some
time, owing to the fact that the present leases run until
April 1 of next year. The architect is H. J. Harden-
bergh, and it is expected to have the building ready for
occupancy early In the spring of 1902.
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HEATING A MODERN GREENHOUSE.

AN
excellent example of the way In which a large
greenhouse may be successfully heated is presented

herewith, the establishment being that of A. N. Pierson
of Cromwell, Conn. The owner prepared the following
particulars concerning the establishment for the Florists'
Exchange, to which we are indebted for the accompany
ing illustrations:
The location selected for the houses was an east

slope, with too much pitch for the houses, necessitating
a cut a* the upper end, averaging about 5 feet, with a
grade a* the lower end averaging about 10 feet, still leav
ing an Incline of 3 feet per 100 feet. To hold the grade
I built a heavy retaining wall about 6 feet wide at the
bottom, 4 feet wide at the top; said wall forms back side
of the head house, in which are placed the steam and hot
water mains with the distributing pipes to each house.

HeAd htouse
*

A Modern OreenhotueHeating Plant.—Fig. 1.—Plan ShowingAr
rangementof Greenhousetand Boiler Houu

To prevent the houses from settling where the grading
was done we excavated for each post and placed solid
brick piers 12 feet deep, 3 feet into the original soil.
The wisdom of this expense has been proven by the per
fect alignment maintained by the houses, while the
ground around them has settled. A plan showing the ar
rangement of the houses is given in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2
is an elevation showing the ends of the houses and the
steam and hot water pipes along the rear wall of the
head house.
Some of the houses are even span, some three-quarter
span, with short span to the south, and some three-quarter
span, with long span to the south. Back of the latter is
a leanto containing smilax beds. The houses are iron
structure. Near the center of the plant and immediately
back of the retaining wall I built a large cold storage
room with vent pipes extending up between the green
houses. Being deep and well shaded it makes an excel
lent room for cold storage.
The floor of the head house is about 10 feet lower
than the floor line of the houses; this makes the gable of
the head house about 25 feet high. All of the houses,
except those for smilax, have ventilators at the top and

I

i v
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sides, making It possible to give a perfect circulation
of air at all times. The ventilation Is operated by the
Evans Challenge ventilating apparatus, except where

small ones were needed, in which cases I have used the
Evans Little Giant. The drainage is accomplished by a
Byetem of underground pipes, so that the accumulation

of water between the houses is carried into the main

aqueduct which leads into the rear of the property,

where it runs off on the surface.
With regard to the piping, I would say that,
when I decided to erect these houses I simply

T

v
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Fig. 3.—Plan of Boiler Room.

wrote to Mark Dean, president of the Dean Boiler Com
pany of Boston, told him what I had to be heated, and
stated that I wanted two separate systems—a steam
plant with capacity for two-thirds of the heating, and a

hot water plant with capacity for about one-third. My
object in having hot water is to enable me to use under
neath heat in solid beds, and I have found it to be very
advantageous. Desiring this feature I also put iu
enough hot water piping so that in case of an accident
with the steam plant I can force the hot water
plant enough to keep the houses from freezing, which
gives us a factor of safety which we otherwise would
not have. I do not like hot water for fall and spring use,
because there is too much to be disposed of after sun
rise, whereas the steam can be cooled off quickly.
The steam piping which Mr. Dean planned for us is
something new, and It has proved as valuable as it is
novel. It is what Is called the single pipe system. All
of the piping was planned with the expectation that at
some future time I would build more houses, which
can be connected without making any changes by sim
ply connecting to the main already installed.
To each boiler is connected an 8-inch steam pipe lead
ing into one large common steam pipe, as shown in Fig.
8, which is a plan of the boiler room. Each of these
pipes is provided with an 8-inch angle valve, so that any

boiler, or number of boilers, can be shut off independ
ently. There is also in each of these pipes a double
awing joint, so that the expansion of the main or
branches can in no way affect the boilers.
Leading from the boiler room through a tunnel under
the head house, as shown in Fig. 4, is a 16-inch steam
main, which rises near back wall of head house, passes
over the hot water mains, emptying into two 12-inch
Bteam mains, which run along the back wall of the head
house, pitching downward in either direction, reducing
the size as the branches are taken off.
To supply steam for each three-quarter span rose
house and 8-foot leanto a 5-inch main is taken from the
side of the large main, rising vertically about 2 feet,

from which point it inclines upward 1 inch in 4 feet
into the house, where it branches off to the heating pipes,
as shown in Fig. 5. Each of the heating pipes continues
to Incline upward to the far end of the house, on the
same grade as the houses—i. e.t 3 feet per 100 feet. At
the far end the pipes are supplied with a cap and air
valve. At the end of each house, next to steam main,
each heating pipe has a valve which controls its re
spective line of pipe.
The heating pipes are only connected together at and
controlled from one end of the houses, thus saving much
valuable time walkiug from end to end of houses to
open valves, as the houses are 300 feet long. These p'pes
are carefully supported so as to allow for expansion and
contraction. Tbey are 2 and 2% inches in diameter, 2
inches being the smallest pipe that can be used on this
system in houses of this length; 2% inches is the size
recommended for the houses.
There is not an independent return pipe for each of
the different houses. The water condensed in each pipe
returns along the bottom of same, back Into the 5-inch
pipe, which carries it to the large steam main, through
which It flows in the same direction that the steam
travels until it reaches the far end of same, at which
place It drops down and returns to the boiler through
an independent return pipe designed for that purpose.
For each 15^-foot house there is a 4%-inch branch
taken from the side of the steam main, rising vertically,
entering the houses, subdivided and valved the same as
in the large houses, as shown in Fig. 5. By taking the
pipe from the side of the main it gives a swing joint, so
that the expansion of the large main does not have a
tendency to rack or pull the houses apart The 4%-lnch
branches for the 15%-foot houses are taken off between
the houses, so that half of either house is supplied from
these branches. This was done to save piping.
You will notice by the sectional view of the rear wall
of dead house and main, given in Fig. 6, pipes shown on
the upper left hand corner of the plan of piping, that
we have a walk below the main pipes, and a walk above
the main pipes, so that the pipes practically occupy lit
tle or no valuable space. For the same reason the large
mains were brought across under the head house, to

Fig. 4.—Elevation ShowingBoiler Connectionto HeatingMaim.

avoid the shadow which they would make If placed over
head.
Referring again to the diagram, in upper left hand
corner, showing section of wall, mains and supports for
same, I wish to call attention to the special manner in
which the pines are supported. Over the horizontal
pipes which are bedded in the wall and supported at the
opposite end by upright pipes, were placed two iron
hooks, into one end of which was connected an ordinary
turn buckle. Into the bottom of the turn buckle and the
hook opposite same was connected a heavy iron chain,

nnd into same were laid the mains. This not only al
lowed perfect freedom for expansion and contraction,

but was of great value when installing the piping, as a
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few twists of the turn buckle would throw the pipes Into
perfect alignment.
By referring to the elevation of piping given In Fig.
2 you will observe that the steam main leading to the
right is quite large at the far end. It was left in this
condition so that I could at any future time connect to
same, and add the four additional houses as suggested on
the ground plan, Fig. 1. By looking at the opposite side
of the ground plan you will see that there is room for
two small houses besides a large driveway. When all

loose laid stones, on top of which is the soil* Through

the bottom of the stones, in a little archway, are laid two
2-inch hot water pipes valved at both ends, so that In

case of a leak at an unaccessible point they can be en
tirely shut off. These pipes are for underneath heat.

The hot water pipes, both mains and branches, are sup
ported in the same manner as the steam mains and
branches. The main hot water return pipe parallels the
main flow pipe along the rear wall of head house, and
lies between it and the large steam pipe in tunnel. Being

•> isjft - -
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feet.

Fig. 5.—Plan Showing Connection*for Healing Houses.

of these additional houses have been built the boiler
house will be exactly in the middle of the plat.
To those who have not had experience with boilers
It might appear that our pipes are unduly large, but in
our old plant the largest steam main is an 8-ineh pipe.
During the winter just past water hammering became
sufficiently severe to split a 6-inch pipe, making it neces
sary to replace same during severe weather. We have
had no such trouble with our new plant, and do not an
ticipate trouble of any kind.
The connections to the hot water boilers, both flow
and return, are S-inch pipes valved with swing joints,

the same as the steam pipes, but they are planned for
two flow and two return pipes to each boiler. The 14-

Inch hot water main parallels the 1G-Inch steam main
through the tunnel, rises up the rear wall of head house

and distributes into two 10-inch hot water mains, which

large pipe with sufficient capacity the hot water pipes In

houses furthest from the boilers heat up as quickly as
those In the houses nearest to the boilers, showing that
the system is weli planned. These hot water mains are
planned for future connections for additional houses the
same as the steam mains.
The hot water heating pipes in the three-quarter span
houses with leantos are all 3-inch pipes, while those in
the smaller houses are 2-inch pipes. The boilers
are of the cast iron sectional type, each section being
complete within itself —i. e., each section forms its own
outside wall surface, forms its own headers (through
the large push nipple) for both steam and l ot water, has
Its own direct fire surface In the fire pot, has its own In
direct fire surface apart from the lire pot, forms its own
ash pit and takes just one grate bar. This being so, the
capacity of the boiler can be Increased at will, by slm-
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Fig. 6.—ElevationShowing Walks and Supportsfor HeatingMains.

incline upward in either direction, as shown in Fig. 7,

with branches for each house taken out of the side of
the main, rising vertically and entering the houses with
distributing pipes, the same as the steam pipes. The
pipe No. 3 is the ltMnch steam pipe and pipe No. 2

Is the hot water flow main, while No. 1 is the hot water.
The flow pipes rise gradually from the boiler to the far
end of houses; and returns pitch downward from that
point back to boilers.
For each three-quarter span house with leanto there
Is a 414-inch hot water branch with its subdivisions in

side of houses, as shown in Fig. 5, and for each 15%-
foot house there is a 3-Inch hot water branch, with its

subdivisions. In the 15%-foot houses there are two solid
beds, at the bottom of which there is about 1 foot of

ply removing the front section, putting in one or more In
termediate sections, and returning the front to Its posi
tion. The heating surface in the boiler is confined to
side wall and ceiling surface. The boiler is practically
self cleaning.
The connections between the grate bars are all made
outside of the boiler, which renders It very convenient
to detach them whenever such Is necessary. The manu
facturer furnishes asbestos cement for covering the en
tire outside surface of the boiler, which retains the heat
most effectively.
Last, but not least, I have found the boilers to be very
economical in the consumption of fuel, which, in my
estimation, Is one of the points to be considered when
placing an order for a boiler.
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EXTRAS AND OMISSIONS IN BUILDING CONTRACTS.

THE
subject of " extras " is one which has received a
great deal of attention in the architectural papers

and much interesting discussion has resulted. The
practice which prevails abroad regarding this feature
of building operations as well as the omissions in con
tracts is outlined in a most instructive manner in a pa
per lately road by B. H. Blake before the Surveyors'
Institution, London, and the following extracts may
prove of interest to builders in this country:
Building contracts have been described as the most
complicated and most difficult, and, in many respects,
the most unjust, contracts that commercial enterprise
has ever been able to achieve. A contract to erect a
building could never be a simple one, being arranged be
tween two parties by a person who was no party to it,
»nd yet had large powers under it, and being subject to
a whole schedule of conditions. The contract might be
unjust to either party. The builder might suffer from
having to estimate for matters which were either in
Ignorance or by design left uncertain, with a view to
getting competing tenders; and, again, plans and speci
fications from which a builder is expected to " erect a
complete building " might in themselves be incomplete
or impracticable. It was true that most architects or
engineers would not shirk their own share of responsi
bility for imperfect plans; but there were important
cases which showed that, where they did, the law was
with them. One of the most difficult matters to settle
was the question of extras and omissions.
All extras should be subject to a signed order from
the architect, aud the price be based on a previously
deposited schedule. The avoidance of any misunder
standing should be secured before signing the contract,
preferably by the care of the surveyor in taking off the
quantities. The quantity surveyor's work must be ex
act, and not be matter of opinion, so far as labor and
materials went. There was so much to be done and used
or there was not; but insufficient descriptions were often
responsible for inaccuracies.

Question of Liability.

The question of liability of the surveyor for inac
curacies depended much on his position and mode of
appointment. The case of " Priestly vs. Stone " was
well known. The quantities were taken out from un
finished drawings, and the architect afterward altered
the drawings and specification and submitted them with
the original quantities as a basis for tendering. It was
held that there was no privacy of contract between quan
tity surveyor and builder, although in spite of this
judgment it was still customary to hold the surveyor
morally liable to the builder for inaccuracies. The moral
aspect of the case as regards the owner, who might re
ceive work for which he had not paid, must also be
considered. Quantities Bhould, of course, be prepared
by a qualified man, and time should be allowed for their
careful completion. The author recommended that they
should be made part of the contract. It was unfair to
issue bills of quantities for the purpose of tendering
while repudiating all responsibility for their accuracy,
merely allowing a week or so for the contractor to verify
them. This practice was happily dying out. It was
very important that in all stages of the proceeding the
employer should be kept informed of his liabilities to the
quantity surveyor and to the builder. A strong opinion
had recently been expressed by the Lord Chief Justice,
that quantities should be taken out by an independent
person. The essence of a just contract was exchange,
in strict equity, of cash for kind.
" Extras " were all works not included in a contract,
for which instructions were given. " Omissions " might
occur where quantities formed part of the contract.
" Extras " might arise through exigencies not previously
known to exist. Where they do not form part of the con

tract, works necessary to complete were not extras,

though not shown or specified.
It has been held again and again by the courts that
the plans, specifications, &c, were in the nature of in
formation enabling the builder to tender, but no war
ranty of accuracy or practicability was implied. The

cases seemed to indicate that some amendment of the
law was necessary, and that meanwhile contracts must
be very carefully drawn. The best way was, the author

held, to make quantities the basis of the contracts, the
contractor theD being liable only to do work for which
he had tendered a price, and the owner only entitled to
receive value for which he had agreed to pay.
A contract for a complete work included everything
necessary to the completion thereof, it being immaterial
that such works were omitted from the drawings or
specifications, or that certain things were impracticable,

or understated or miscalculated. In the case of Imprac
ticable plans, where quantities were not part of the con
tract, authority given to the architect to order extras
did not empower him to order work necessary to make
plans practicable. Should he order as an extra anything
indispensably necessary to the contract, unless his cer
tificate was a final and conclusive one, neither he nor
the employer was liable to the builder, who was held to
know that the matter was necessary to the completion
of the contract. If a contractor had no confidence In an
architect, he should avoid a contract which gave the ar
chitect sole power to interpret the meaning of all points
under the same, for in case of impracticability there
might be a difference as to the mode of completion. If
the contract contained an arbitration clause, it would be
a matter of reference whether the proposed mode of
completion came within the contract An architect, If
not generally empowered to order extras, must obtain the
employer's instructions. If the contract demanded his
written order, he must be careful not to certify for any

thing done without such order. If quantities did not
form part of the contract he must not order as extras,

or certify for as extras, anything indispensably neces
sary to completion.

_ Authority of Architect.
There was apparently no implied authority to an ar
chitect to order extras. He must be expressly author
ized, and the question of his authority was one for a
jury. It was, however, the custom to regard the archi
tect as the employer's agent in the fullest sense of the
word. Although a contract required written orders for
extras, a final and conclusive certificate including

amounts in respect of extras would render the employer
liable. A verbal promise to pay for extras was valueless.
All orders should be transmitted to the builder through
the architect in every case. It had been decided that
even where interim certificates described and Included
additional work such certificates did not dispense with
the necessity for written orders. It was to be noted that
the measuring surveyor had no authority with respect

to performance under the contract. He had to deal with
facts and matters placed before him by the architect.
The granting of a final certificate required great care. If
the architect certified as to extra work which had not
been done, or was indispensable, the employer must pay
unless he could prove negligence, or fraud, or collusion.
To come under the heading of extras, additional work
must be done under orders Issued during the execution
of the contract, all subsequent orders coming as a mat
ter of fresh transaction. In the case of considerable
variations during the execution of the contract, the work
must be considered " extra," provided there was evi
dence that the parties agreed to its being subject to con
tract terms. Where departure from plans involved a
fresh class of work or material, such extra work was
beyond the contract altogether. It was, however, cus
tomary to stipulate that no variations should vitiate the
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contract, but that all authorized extras and omissions
should be measured and valued.
An architect had no power to substitute one class of
work' or materials for another without adjustment in the
final settlement. All dealings between builder and em
ployer should, as he had said, be conducted through the
medium of the architect. If, from any cause, it were
necessary to substitute other material or work for those
specified, the architect must be appraised of any extra
cost, and sanction must be obtained in the manner pro
vided in the contract. If, however, the contract were
one involving a necessity to complete, within a definite
time, for a certain sum of money, it would be at the con
tractor's expense that other materials or work were sub
stituted, subject to the sanction of the architect. If the
cost to the contractor were less, the employer could not
claim a reduction. The architect should have full power

to reasonably extend the time for carrying out a con

tract if the delay were due to extras ordered. The im
portant case of " Dodd vs. Churton," decided with refer

ence to the case of liquidated damages for failing to

complete withiu a certain time, that if the delay were
consequent on orders for additional work the contractor
was exonerated from payment of damages, unless there

were an express agreement to the contrary. Great diffi

culty frequently arose from the adoption of old forms of

contract with added clauses which overlapped the main
clauses, especially in the clause referring all matters in

dispute to an arbitrator and the clauses making the

architect's decision final. No enmity should be allowed
to influence the daadngs between contractors and em

ployers, and the proper duty of the surveyor was to

eliminate as far as possible all uncertainties and points

of dispute before the signing of the contract.

MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.— XV.
By Charles J. Woodsekd.

IT
will lie noticed by referring to Fig. 105 of the Sep
tember issue that where the branches join each

other there is a fillet shown in the angles, but in the

actual construction of the pattern these fillets are left

out. They will be found upou the casting when made,
but for the present we will ignore them.
The pattern was to be laid down— that is, drawn upon

the drawing board—according to Fig. 105. Take one-half
of the longest piece forming the pattern, the piece taken
being the half with the dowels in it; drive the dowels

back from the face of the parting, lay it down upon the
board in its proper position and fasten down to the

board by driving a few wire nails through the edges,

leaving the nails projecting so they can easily be drawn

out with pincers or pliers.

We will now fit the large piece to it. We take it
for granted that the pieces to be fitted are cut off where
shown in Fig. 108 and the ends of the core prints neatly'

trimmed, as was explained in connection with previous

patterns. The line D D of Fig. 108 gives the length this

piece is to project from the one upon the board when in

its proper position. Take one-half of this piece, with

the dowel in it. lay it flat down upon the parting, then

cut a miter upon each side from the line D D and extend

ing beyond it toward (he cut off. This will give the
lines showing the amount of wood to be taken off so that

the piece will cope over the other and fit. In case, how
ever, after the surplus wood has been removed it falls
to fit neatly or is not exactly in line, rub a little red

chalk upon the piece to which it is being fitted, then the
joint against the chalked part will show where to take
off. Repeat the operation as often as necessary. When

the work is completed the chalk is easily removed by

means of a wet cloth. When the fitting is done nail the

pieces together, toenailing with wire brads.

The two smaller branches will be fitted and nailed in
a similar manner. The short vertical branch will be the
next to receive attention. It will be noticed by referring
to Fig. 108 and the accompanying text, that this piece
was turned with a parting. This, however, is not neces

sary, but it makes the fitting easier than it would if it
were turned up solid. The miters can be cut up to the

line E E of Fig. 108 and the surplus material worked off,
then the two hulves can be nailed together and the fit

ting completed. After the fitting is done it may be
fastened temporarily in place with wire brads, left so

they can easily be withdrawn. Now, remove the whole

from the board; put one long stout screw through the

other part of the pattern into the last piece fitted to

hold it in its place, and counter bore the screw so as to

sink the head below the parting of the pattern. The

nails holding this piece may now be drawn out, the

screw. If properly put in, being sufficient to hold It in its
place.
Any inequalities of the parting may now be planed
off with the jointer, and if the work is done correctly, a
straight edge laid any way across the parting will show
the whole true. Now drive the dowels back into their
proper places, and point them off as shown for previous
work. Fit the other half of the pattern upon the one
already done, holding the pieces together by dogs driven
across the parting. The short branches are to be nailed
to the larger one, as in the first half fitted, and in such a
way that upon completion the pattern will be free at the
parting. Putty up all nail holes; rub down with fine
sand paper and give a final coat of thin shellac.
We must now settle the matter in regard to the fillets
where the branches join each other. With a brush of
the requisite size and the black shellac, draw a black
mark all around the angle formed by the two pieces, and
of a width it is required the filllet shall be. This black
mark is a sign understood by the molder to mean that
the angle in the sand is to be taken off, rounding it up to
the width shown by the black mark and form a fillet of
that width, hence it is absolutely necessary that the black
mark be made neatly and correctly so that no mistake
may be made in the casting. Nothing has been said here
in regard to the flange B of Fig. 109, as it is understood
that it was properly fitted and finished before being
taken from the lathe. Our attention will next be di
rected to the making of core boards.

Bricks from Glass Refuse.

Dr. Ormandy of the Gamble Institute, St. Helens,
England, is reported to have succeeded in producing
bricks of a commercially valuable character from the
wasts heaps at glass manufacturing establishments. This
refuse, of which millions of tons have accumulated, con
sists mainly of spent sand, minute particles of glass and
about 3 per cent, of iron from the various processes; and
it has hitherto been considered that the presence of iron
prevented the use of the material in the manufacture of
bricks. The experiments carried out by Dr. Ormandy
have negatived this hypothesis and he has successfully
established the fact that bricks can be produced out of
the waste by special treatment.

In many, perhaps a very large majority, of the high-
class houses of the present day there are burglar and
fire proof safes built into the walls of the dining rooms,
these being large enough to hold the valuable plate. In
a well appointed house eiery closet of any size may be
illuminated by electricity.
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A SMALL WOOD WORKING SHOP.

THE
construction and arrangement of wood working
shops such as the small contractor and country

builder might find desirable for the execution of his work
have been the basis of more or less discussion in these
columns during the past year, and as a further contribu
tion to the subject we present herewith drawings show
ing the construction suggested by A. L. Shaw of White-
castle, La. The design Is referred to by the author as a
small planing mill and sash, door and blind factory, which
would be adapted to the requirements of a small town.
In presenting the design to the consideration of our
readers, the author draws attention to the framing,
which, while comparatively light, is yet strong and rigid,
and sufficient, it is said, to prevent vibration. The lower
floor of the planing mill is the only part of the building
Involving heavy frame work, the posts being 12 x 12, with
floor Joists 2^ x 14 inches, placed 16 Inches on centers.
The posts for the line shaft hangers are set far enough

In this shop he points out that there is no necessity for
them. All the machines, upstairs and down, are run with
tighteners, and when the weights are off, the machine is
" dead," so that there is no danger whatever of getting
the hands cut, which oftentimes occurs where there are
loose pulleys. The cost may be a little more at the start,
but he Is of the opinion that they will pay for themselves
in a short time.
The plan shows the heavy machines next to the en
gine, and so arranged as to carry the lumber right
through in regular order. The lumber is put Into the
kiln on the other side and comes out through the planing
mill; is run through the planer, then through the edgeror
rip saw, as the case may be; or the lumber can be run
through the rip saws and then through the matcher, the
re-saw or molder. All machinery can be arranged to-
suit the requirements of the work in hand, for it Is well
known that a set of machinery may be suited to one lo-

End ElevationShowingFraming.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

A Small Wood Working Shop—Detignedby A. L. Shaw of WhitecaMe,La.

apart so as not to be in the way of the machinery, and
the lumber can be turned without coming in contact with
the posts. The building proper is 40 x 60 feet, with light

sheds on either side, which makes the structure of good
size, without adding to the expense of a heavy frame
building of the same dimensions.
Ono of the main features, the author states, to which
he desires to call attention, Is the means of lighting. The

shed is left open where it joins the main building and is
lighted by side lights, as may be seen from the end eleva
tion. This construction also affords a means of heating

the upper part of the factory, as under the windows
the boarding is not carried all the way up, thus leaving
openings, which allow the heated air to enter while at
the same time they serve as a means of ventila
tion in summer. The line shaft hangers are framed in
the posts and are adjustable by means of keys. The
hangers are also used for the blower loft which is floored,

thus making it easy for the oiler. One of the worst
things with which a planing mill man has to contend,
says Mr. Shaw, and which is a source of great expense,
without considering the annoyance, Is a loose pulley; but

callty and not necessarily to another. Upstairs, however,

the sash and door machinery must be arranged so that

the work in hand will go straight through without any re-
handling. A shop is not complete without a good supply
of good, strong factory trucks, and the author says
" never let any of the work set on the floor."
" The engine and boiler room, shaving room and kiln
are all in one building, which may be either of brick or

frame. It is Isolated in case of fire, as it sets away from
the main structure, with a platform running between,

rendering it easy to truck the lumber. The dry kiln is

back of the engine and boiler room, and on the same level

as the planing mill floor. It can be run with exhaust
steam in the day time and live steam at night.
" My way of heating may be entirely new to someof

the readers, but it is practical, and the difference in the

amount of fuel used is not very large. An hour or so be
fore starting up in the morning the door of the kiln can

be lifted and the shop rendered nice and warm. This

all depends, however, upon the heating surface of the

pipes in the kiln. It is a good idea to have as much as
can be laid together, with a double manifold at one end,
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and return elbows at the other, the condensed steam re

turning to the boiler.
"The plans here shown are not based on theory, but
actual experience, and the planing mill can be built of

larger capacity, with all the latest improvements; but in

a small shop it would not be necessary to carry it to the
extreme. The prominent features embodied in the de

sign, and which I think will appeal to those interested,
arc cheapness and strength of the main building, the

method of lighting, heating and ventilating, and the

system of tighteners, thus dispensing with loose pulleys.

Tests of Cement.

The progress report of the special committee on
the proper manipulation of tests of cement, published
in a recent number of the Journal of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, gives a number of questions
sent to members of the society and others interested, and
the answers received. These replies differed so widely
in their recommendations that the committee did not feel
justified in formulating a set of recommendations. A
summary of the replies is given, from which we give a
few extracts. To the question: How much cement have
you been willing to accept on the result obtained with a
single sample ? The majority in replying to this ques
tion favored testing about one sample from every ten
barrels. One was in favor of testing one sample in six
barrels for tension, and making a chemical test of one
in 100 to 300 barrels. Others say one in ten for well-
known brands, and one in three to five for unknown
brands. The kind and reputation of the cement would
have to be considered. In reply to another question, as
to how the samples are obtained, whether they are mixed
or the packages kept distinct; the general reply is In
favor of keeping the samples distinct, only five being
in favor of mixing them. As to the value of chemical
analysis, the average opinion seems to be that a chem
ical analysis Is desirable in the first examination of any
cement. Prof. H. Carmichael says: " Chemical tests are
of service—a, in establishing the composition and identity
of sample selected as the standard to be used in any
work, and in detecting any departure from the standard
sample which is specified; b, in demonstrating the pres
ence of hurtful ingredients, such as magnesia, free limo
in excessive amounts, and sulphate of
lime; c, in demonstrating the presence
of mere adulterants, such as fine sand,
ashes, pulverized furnace slag, &c; d,
in ascertaining the amount of carbonic
acid and moisture present, which In
dicate to what extent the cement has been air slaked,

and, under circumstances, whether the materials have

been properly combined in the manufacture. It Is
to be noted that the chemical composition alone may

show the cement to be entirely unsulted for a particular
use, as for instance that it is Uosendale or a mixture
where a pure Portland is required; but it does not prove
it to be good cement unless supplemented by mechanical
tests . . . ."
The replies to this question are varied; some think it

-necessary for " all works of importance," others think it
" indispensable," others again " unnecessary.'* Ques
tioned on what elements or compounds should be deter
mined, a large number agree In considering magnesia,
sulphates and adulterations the only substances neces
sary to determine; others add lime, silica, alumina and

Iron. In certain instances it may be only necessary to
-determine the lime, magnesia and sulphates, in others a
-complete analysis may be desirable. To the question as
to the best method of determining these compounds sev
eral learned chemical opinions are given, to wrhich we
refer the reader. Microscopical tests are generally con
sidered unnecessary, though some think they are of use
in determining the nature of adulterants and coarse ma
terial. The question as to the size of mesh to be used

in testing fineness of Portland cement is answered so
variously as to be difficult to summarize. Prof. J. B.
Johnson says: " No fineness test by sieves is adequate,
If we can do no better than use the finest practicable,
which is, I think, 120 meshes per linear inch." He sug
gests a practicable washing method of testing fineness
is desirable. Another, Prof. C. Richardson, says all ce
ments should be sifted upon sieves known as 50, 100 and

200 mesh. On the question of weight per cube foot, out
of 28 members 19 consider this test valueless or of no
importance. Professor Newberry thinks it useful for
distinguishing pure Portland cement from mixtures;

others say that requirement of a certain weight per cubic
foot is a direct encouragement to coarse grinding.

The experts of builders' hardware, saws and tools in

the fiscal year 1900 were the largest In the history of the
country, amounting to $9,04(5,000,as against $7,842,000

in 1899, the next best year. Exports of typewriters have
risen to $2,697,000.
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Master Builders of Great Britain.

The National Association of Master Builders of Great
Britain and Ireland recently held their half yearly meet
ing in Nottingham, with President William Sapcote of
Birmingham in the chair. An address of welcome was
extended by the Mayor of Nottingham, to which the

The question of builders' estimates was also consid
ered, and it was recommended that a certain form of
tender should be issued, and that all members should
use it exclusively. With regard to the question of quan
tities, it was resolved that when a builders' tender had
been accepted and the priced quantities deposited and
the schedule of prices verified, that the said priced quan

tities should be placed under seal, and only used for the
purpose Intended— viz., the settlement of the accounts.
Further, that when the account was settled the quanti
ties should be returned to the builders, and in the case
of installments the builders' verified copy should be
used for sales and prices.
A feature of the meeting was a banquet tendered the
delegates at the George Hotel. Among the toasts pro
posed was " The Architects, Engineers and Surveyors,"
in proposing which it was stated that the feeling at pres
ent between the master builders of Great Britain and
architects and engineers was much better than it was
20 years ago. Sir Thomas Roe, in proposing the " Na
tional Association of Master Builders of Great Britain,"
referred In the course of his remarks to the contract sys
tem and the difficulties builders had to contend with in
tendering for jobs which extended over one or two
years, owing to the difference in the prices of materials.
He wished success to the organization, which had as its
object the desire to protect themselves against any un-
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president of the association responded. Among the busi
ness transacted was the adoption of a proposal that any
association requiring assistance from the national body
should fljst submit its case and obtain sanction be
fore any financial aid was given. A consideration of
the report with regard to the affiliation of the National
Association of Master Plasterers with the Builders'
Association was taken up, but after discussion it was
decided to postpone final action until the next half
yearly meeting, so that time might be given to ascertain
the terms upon which the associations should be
affiliated.

expected event which was likely to interfere with their
fair dealings and profit, at the same time without any wish
to crush the workingman. In acknowledgment, William
Sapcote expressed appreciation of the cordial recep

tion Nottingham had given to the association, and thanka
to the gentlemen who had made the arrangements for

the meetings. He stated that the principles of the Na

tional Association might be expressed as follows: " They

desired only to obtain relations with the men on fair
and reasonable terms, and with architects and survey
ors, agreements for carrying on work that were bene
ficial to all concerned."
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PLUMBING WITHOUT REGULATIONS OR INSPECTION.

THE
necessity of suitable plumbing regulations and
provision for their enforcement under the supervis

ion of a competent plumbing inspector have been fre
quently pointed out, but an instance where a city fails
to take advantage of the State law, which provides for
both the adoption of plumbing regulations and inspec
tion, is brought to our notice by a Concord correspondent,
who sends the sketch shown herewith of plumbing he
found in a building In that city. In his letter he states
that his attention was drawn to this case by being called
in to adjust a stop and waste cock that worked hard.
While doing this work he was told by tftieowner that he
fancied he smelled sewer gas in the cellar near the sink.
This sink in the cellar was only used once a week, on
washing day, and on going to the sink it was found that
the owner had stopped the outlet with a wooden plug to
prevent the escape of the odor. When the plumber took
this plug out the current of air issuing from it was strong
enough to blow out a match that was held above it.
Our opinion Is asked as to who is to blame, the
plumber who originally did the work, the plumber who
put in a bathroom later or the authorities who failed to

without any trap ventilation. Au enameled bathtub and

a washbowl were connected with the same stack by

means of a IVi-inch waste pipe. The dotted lines show

changes which It is claimed should be made in the sys

tem to make it sanitary or in conformation with a proper

set of plumbing regulations. No terra cotta pipes should

have been used in the building, but extra heavy cast Iron

pipe throughout. When the water closet was located at

B the plumber ran the pipe up to the roof, as shown.

It is also claimed that the grease discharged with the
water from the kitchen sink will accumulate in the 4-

mch pipe at a point just beyond the sink connection,

and that the bore of the 4-inch pipe will eventually be

reduced to about the same size as the IVi-inch lead waste

pipe. Then, when the kitchen sink is used to such an

extent that the full opening of 4-ineh pipe is filled, the

discharge through the small opening drives the confined

KITCHENSINK

AKRONTILEPIPE

Plumbing withoutRegulationsor Inspection.

take advantage of the provisions of the State law, and
If a conscientious and competent inspector should not
bave jurisdiction over house plumbing. He points out
that at the present time, although the State law provides
that all towns must have a plumbing inspector, the city
of Concord, where the law was made and where this
piece of work has been done, has only an inspector of
sewers. Originally the work was put in the house by

Plumber A, and afterward changes were made by

Plumber B. After the disadvantages of the system had
been pointed out to the owner he rightly claims that the
State long ago should have provided the law enabling

the enactment of suitable regulations, and the city
should not have delayed adopting regulations and having
a competent officer to see that they were observed, and,

further, this officer should have provided him with a cer
tificate that his work had been done in conformity
with the law and regulations. Our correspondent holds
that in the interest of sanitary work the plumbing in
spector should be, if possible, a practical plumber of
broad information and sufficiently liberal in his views
to consider all of the conditions bearing on plumbing
work, including first cost, durability, and, most vital of
nil, the effect on the health of the people who are to
occupy the building.
In this house the drain pipe is terra cotta. There is a
running trap some distance beyond the fresh air inlet
shown. Originally there was a water closet in the cel
lar at the point marked B. When the bathroom was put
In, however, It was removed and placed in the bathroom

air before it and causes the seal in the trap of the cellar

sink to be broken, which allows the offensive odor to

escape. This arrangement is justly considered by the
plumber to be all wrong, and the dotted lines used in

connection with the sink in the cellar show what, in his

opinion, is the best way to overcome the trouble. The

outlet from the sink in the cellar Is connected on the side

of the terra cotta drain pipe instead of along the top, as

shown.
There can be no doubt that the work shown would not

pass inspection in any of the cities having modern

plumbing regulations and a competent plumbing inspect

or, and clearly shows that the city of Concord should

promptly take advantage of the provisions of the State

law and provide both modern plumbing regulations and

a competent inspector. The use of the large pipe to the

kitchen sink invites the drain pipe to become clogged,

and there can be no doubt that a rush of water from the

kitchen sink would have a disastrous effect on the seat

of the trap In the cellar, and it is quite probable that the

discharge of the closet in the bathroom or the emptying

of the bathtub would have an effect on the seal of the

traps in the sink in the cellar and also in the kitchen,

until the vent pipes are connected as suggested by the

dotted lines made by our correspondent. In towns where-
r.o plumbing regulations exist, and even where they do

exist and there is no competent plumbing inspector, it
is not uncommon for just such work as is shown in this

sketch to be done, showing clearly the necessity of both

the regulations and inspector.
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The New Boston Trade School.

The preparations for the new trade school, to be

opened about October 1 under the auspices of the

Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, in the

Mechanics' Building, Boston, are progressing satisfac
torily. The association are fitting out rooms in the base

ment of the building for the accommodation of the

classes. Three trades only will be taught at the start-
namely, carpentry, plumbing and masonry. Instruction

will be given in evening classes. Each of these three
■departmentswill be kept separate, with their own en
trance and toilet rooms, &c. The carpentry and plumb

ing classrooms are being equipped with benches and

the necessary tools, while the masonry classroom is

supplied with bricks, trowels and the materials for mak
ing mortar.
Each trade is represented by two members on the

-committee having the school in charge, and these men

will appoint the first teachers. William N. Young, vice-
president of the M. C. M. A., and E. Noyes Whitcomb,

both large builders, will appoint the teacher in carpentry;
William H. Mitchell and Isaac Riley the teacher in
plumbing, and Isaac F. Woodbury and Stephen H. Whid-
•den the teacher in masonry. The above committee, to
gether with President Horace H. Watson of the Massa
chusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, who Is chair
man of the committee, have visited the New York Trade
■School,and the scheme of the new Boston undertaking

is being modeled largely on that of the successful New

York institution, with, of course, adaptations to suit
the peculiar conditions of Boston.

that are not square; how to truss saddle roofs; splice
truss beams; truss girder beams; the method of obtain
ing bevels for any pitch roof, as well as many other
things In connection with roof construction which the
carpenter is likely to encounter in his every day practice.
Considered as a whole, the little volume will be found
of great assistance to the ambitious mechanic who de
sires to thoroughly familiarize the subject of roof fram
ing; at the same time it cannot fail to prove a valuable
addition to his library of building trade literature.

Awards at Paris Exposition.

Among the American exhibitors awarded medals at

the Paris Exposition and whose products are of inter
est to readers of this Journal may be mentioned the fol

lowing:
J. A. Fay St Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
L. S. Starrett Company, Athol, Mass.
Pike Mfg. Company, Pike Station. N. H.
Stanley Rule & Level Company, New Britain, Conn.
North Bros. Mfg. Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

W. F. & John Barnes Company, Rockford, 111.
Bommer Bros., Brooklyu, N. Y.
American Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. L. Mott Iron Works, New York City.
The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.
Stover Mfg. Company, Freeport, 111.

Winslow Brothers Company, Chicago, 111.

H. W. Johns Mfg. Company, New York City.

New Publications.

Blue Print Making. Size, 5% x 8 inches. 28 pages.
Bound in blue paper covers. Published by David
Williams Company, 232 to 238 William street, New
York City. Price 25 cents, post-paid.

The extent to which blue prints are used at the
present day in connection with building operations, as
well as in various other branches of trade, renders inter
esting and valuable, contributions to the literature on
the subject of preparing them. Numerous inquiries have
been received in the past for a work on blue print mak
ing, and with a view to meeting these requirements we
have arranged in book form some of the articles on the
subject which have appeared in the columns of this
journal. The little book in question embraces direc
tions for constructing the printing frame, preparing the
paper and making prints of various kinds. The articles
are contributed by authors well known to readers of
Carpentry and Building, and the subject is handled in a
way to strongly appeal to the architect, builder, con
tractor or mechanic who is desirous of making blue
prints for his own use. There are also included in the

work a number of queries and answers, relating to blue
print making, which lately appeared In the Corre
spondence department of this paper.

Progressive Carpentry. By D. H. Meloy. 90 pages.
Size, 5V£ x 7%. Bound in boards, with side title in
gilt. Published by David Williams Company, 232-238
William street, New York City. Price $1, post
paid.
This work, with which our readers are more or less
familiar, has been revised and enlarged, and is now
presented to the student of roof construction as well
calculated to fully meet his requirements. The author's
system of framing roofs is elucidated by means of
numerous diagrams, accompanied by carefully prepared
text, the treatment of the subject being such that every
member of a roof can be readily fitted without making
extra drawings to obtain the cuts, bevels, &c., necessary
for the work. The author tells among other things how
to lay out rafters of all kimls, where the roofs are of the
same pitch, and also where the pitches are unequal;

how to frame curved roofs, octagon roofs, hip roofs
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— Excessive Politeness.—Customer:
" I haven't any change with me this
morning; will you trust me for a post
age stamp until to-morrow?"
Drug Clerk: " Certainly, Mr. Jones."
Customer: " But suppose I should get
killed, or "

Drug Clerk : " Pray don't speak of It,
Mr. Jones. The loss would be but a
trifle."— Chicago News.
— He Wanted to Know.— Johnnie:
" Mother Isn't blind, is she? "

Pa: " Of course not. What put that
Into your head? "

Johnnie: " Mrs. Bowser, who was
here to-day, said mother'd never see
forty again."— Boston Transcript.
— Profession al Inadvertence.—
" Dearest," asked the confiding girl,
after her usual manner, " am I really
your first and only love?"
" No, darling," said the young drug
gist, " but you are something just as
good."— Indianapolis Journal.
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completed knot in use. The fasten- ; residences, stores, schools, opera
ers are sold in 1 gross or 12 gross houses and other public buildings
boxes, full particulars and direc- throughout the country. Several im-
tions being mailed with every or- provements have recently been added
der. The company announce that to the furnaces, all of which, we are
they will send by mail, postpaid, to informed, tend to increase their dura-
any address a sample of their cord bility, efficiency and ease of opera-
fastener, so that all who are inter- | tion. The leading place in the cata-
ested may practically demonstrate its logue is given to the Junior furnace,
merits to their entire satisfaction. ! which is shown with the outer cas-

: ing broken away, thus giving an idea
Jones' Cable and Ha.cl.et Saws. of tue air currents and the internal

construction. There is also presented
The accompanying cuts represent j a skeleton view of the furnace, show-
two forms of saws put on the market 1 ing the essential parts of which the
by Jones & Dommersnas, 31 and 33 I heater is composed. Following this,

Jones' Cableand RatchetSaws.—Fig. 4.—The CableArrangement.

js^OVELTIES,
Giant Saul. Cord Fastener.
A device for making and retaining
a knot in connection with sash cord
is the Giant sash cord fastener,
which is being introduced to the
trade by the Giant Sash Cord Fasten-

Novelties.—Giant Sash CordFastener.- Fig.
1.—First Stageof theKnot

er Company of 151-155Greene street,
Jersey City, N. J. The fastener, illus
trated herewith, is claimed to carry
without slipping the weight of any
«ash in connection with which cord is
used, and thus avoid some of the
many annoyances which occur when
a tie knot is employed. Among the
points to which the makers direct at
tention is the saving in time in mak
ing the knot, and also the saving in
the amount of cord required. It Is

Fig. 2.—The Knot Completed.

stated that the knot requires only

2 inches of cord, whereas for the com
mon knot at least 6 inches of cord
are necessary. The knot is small,

can be easily taken out and used
Again, and will fit any sash hole.
When used for the weight the cord
hangs in the center of it, thus pre
venting the cord from rubbing

.against the frame and wearing out.
In the formation of the knot a piece
of metal, curved as shown In Fig.
1, is used, the length being about 1%

Fi'j. 3. - Appearanceof Knot in Use.

inches and the width % inch. In this
piece are three holes of a size to
readily admit the sash cord, which Is
passed through the center hole, then
through the hole near one of the ends,

and, finally, through the third, as in
dicated at A of Fig. 1. The metal
strip is then bent together, giving the
knot the appearance indicated in Fig.
2, while in Fig. 3 is shown the

Indiana street, Chicago, 111. The saw
with cable arrangement is shown in
Fig. 4. The tubing is nickel plated,
and Is provided with a birch handle
and cable arrangement to enable the
operator to turn the saw blade at any
angle. The cable consists of cable
laid Italian hemp, which is re
ferred to as strong and durable.
Should it become worn and broken
it can easily be replaced, it is ex
plained. The ratchet saw, Fig. 5, Is
constructed with a steel back and
ratchet arrangement, to enable the
workman to quickly set the blade at

Fig. 5.—Jones'

any angle by the use of the handle
and the button A. Both kinds of
saws are packed, one each in a paste
board box, with six blades. The
saws are designed for use by car
penters, pattern makers and all wood
workers.

Hot Air Furnaces.
We have received from Giblin &
Co., with office and works at 105
Broad street, Utica, N. Y., a copy of
an interesting publication relating to
furnaces which they manufacture,
and containing suggestions concern
ing the purchase of heaters. The
pamphlet is In effect a catalogue of
the company's furnaces, thousands
of which are said to be in use heating

attention is given to the Standard
furnace, which is offered in a number
of sizes; the Standard Smokeless, for
soft coal; the Standard Tubular, the
Rival, the Rival Junior, the Standard
Steel, which is shown with side collar
and also with rear collar; the Stand
ard Steel, 200 Series, and the Stand
ard Combination Hot Air and Hot
Water heater. These goods are all
illustrated and described in a way to
interest the trade, as well as to ren
der their construction and operation
readily understood by Intending us
ers. We also have from the same

HatchetSaw.

company a 20-page furnace dealers'
catalogue, devoted to hot air furnaces
and combination heaters. This is in
tended more especially for distribu
tion among dealers and contains val
uable information relative to location,
setting, casing, &c, of furnaces, to
gether with price-lists, directions for
ordering, repairs for furnaces, also
a number of useful hints concerning
radiation, steam mains, hot water
flow and return pipes, &c.

Mueller's >ri«r-TwM Screw
Drivers.

Braunsdorf-Mueller Company, 433-
435 East Jersey street, Elizabeth, N.
J., manufacturers of high grade me
chanics' tools, for which Warner &
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Rucker, 88 Chambers street, New
York, are direct representatives, have
put on the market Mueller's Never-
Twist screw driver, as here illus
trated, and for which patent has been
applied for. This screw driver, as
shown in Fig. C, has a long cast metal
polished ferrule, and the handles are
handsomely finished in ebony and
red. The peculiarity of this screw
driver Is in the ferrule and the

being found In New York City, Chi
cago, Philadelphia, Denver, Cincin
nati, Holyoke, Mass.; Indianapolis,
lud.; Detroit, Pittsburgh and Toledo.
In offering the catalogue to the trade
special attention Is directed to the
facilities possessed by the company
for promptly and accurately filling
all orders with which they may be In
trusted. They point out that their
goods are made from first grade of

Novelties.—Mueller<Never-TvmtScrewDriven.—Fig 6—General View of the Tool.

method of attaching the handle. The
ferrule has a square socket, as shown
In Fig. 7, and tits a similar shape, on
the end of the wood handle. On the
end of the ferrule furthest from the
handle the opening Is square to re
ceive the square shank of the blade.
This construction prevents the blade
from turning in the ferrule or ihe fer
rule turning on the handle. The end
■ofthe blade which enters the handle
is square, so that if a hammer is
thoughtlessly used on it the metal
shank will not split the wood as a
sharp end would. The blades are
made of tool steel uniformly tem
pered, and every screw driver is guar
anteed perfect by the manufacturers,

stock, that their machinery is of the
latest and most approved designs,
and that their factory is now four
times its original size. The goods to
which attention Is invited include
Iron and steel roofing and siding, " T
& C " metal lath, Youngstown cor
rugated and expanded metal lath, and
Buckeye metal trough flooring for
city and highway bridges and fire
proof buildings. Some of the work
In connection with which the metal
troughs have been used is shown by
means of half-tone engravings, which
add to the pictorial effect of the cata
logue. Attention is also called to the
union metal corner bead for plaster
corners. Among other things dia-

Fig. 7.—Viewwith Parts Detached.

•who will give any dealer one dozen
of these screw drivers for every
Never-Twist driver that turns in the
handle. They are made in 3, 4, 5, 0,
8, 9 and 10 inch blades.

Combination Carpenters' Plncer.

H. D. Smith & Co., Plantsville,
■Conn,and 253 Broadway, i\ew York,
have just placed on the market the
combined carpenters' plncer, tack
hammer, tack puller and screw driver
shown in Fig. 8 of the cuts. It is
finely forged from steel. On either
side of the jaws is a polished hammer
surface. The goods are stamped S
In a circle, which is used only on the
company's best quality goods. The
tool Is made in 6, 8 and 10 inch sizes,
each put up in a manila envelope

grams are given showing how to
measure buildings In connection with
which metallic flooring or siding is to
be employed, and directions are pre
sented for laying the Buckeye floor
ing on bridges and viaducts; also for
laying Buckeye fire proof flooring.
The catalogue has been arranged
with a great deal of care and atten
tion to details, and it will be found of
special interest to architects, build
ers, contractors, roofers, and, In fact,
to all having to do with sheet metal
work.

ITIctal Skylights.

Owners of buildings needing roof
lights are likely to be interested in
the merits of the skylight made by
E. Van Noorden Company of Boston,

Fig. 8.—CombinationCarpenters'Pincer.

with end opening and packed six
-each in double pasteboard boxes, with
a label printed on the envelope.

The Youngstown Iron <VSteel
Rooting Company

of Youngstown, Ohio, have issued
from the press an attractively prlnt-
■edcatalogue relating to the special
ties which they manufacture. The
HQ pages of the catalogue are pro
fusely illustrated and are bound In
deep green paper covers, with a side
title In old gold. Among the opening
pages Is to be found a general view
of the company's warehouses, fur
naces and rolling mills, together with
a list of the principal offices, these

Mass., and for which they make
strong claims. By means of steam
power machinery a sheet of metal Is
struck from the flat, In dies, Into a
skylight bar, full length, without
cross seams. The bar is provided
with a resting place for the glass
and a deep gutter below, so that
when the frame work is put together,
the glass bedded in putty and a metal
cap placed over, the result is a struc
ture which is claimed to be rigid, yet
light, water proof from outside
storms, fire proof and proof against
dripping from the water of condensa
tion formed on the under side of
glass. Skylights put up by this firm
20 years ago are still In existence, as
sound apparently to-day as when

they were finished. Owing to the
large floor space in the firm's shop,
and the powerful and rapid machin
ery for making this work, the cost of
these skylights has been reduced to
such a low figure that it would seem
as if no one could afford to use wood
en ones. The firm have a complete
skylight catalogue which they will
send free to any one on request.

New Century Design of Door Hard
ware.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company of
New Britain, Conn., and 43-47 Cham
bers street, New York, have just put
on the market the New Century de
sign of store door handle, as shown
in Fig. 0. This style of ornamenta
tion is Grecian in character, and it is
the Intention to ultimately carry it
through an entire line of iron and
bronze metal hardware for outside
and inside trim. It is now obtain
able in front, inside and sliding door
lock sets, thumb latches and sash
lifts, which in the future will be sup-

Fig 9.—New CenturyDesignof Door
Hardware.

plemented by the addition of other
small articles used in trimming the
interior of buildings, as sash fasts,
draw pulls, push buttons, &c.

Exhaust Fans, Blowers and Dry
Kilns.

We have received from the William
Bayley & Sons Company of Milwau
kee, Wis., a catalogue dealing with
their steel plate exhaust fans, blow
ers and dry kilns. The most desir
able size of their progressive dry
kilns —that is, the one in most general
demand— is 85 feet long, 17 feet wide
and 9 or 10 feet high. This kiln will
receive 12 cars, each of which is ca
pable of holding 4000 feet of lumber.
In addition two more cars are needed
in each kiln for the loading and un
loading platforms. Thus each kiln
of the dimensions given has a total
capacity of about 50,000 feet, while
the lumber dried on each day ranges
from one-seventh to one-fourth of
the total amount, depending largely,
of course, upon the condition of the
lumber. The material to be dried Is
loaded upon cars and run into the
kiln upon stationary trucks at the
rate of two or more cars a day.
Thus, as each day's quota is added,
those preceding are gradually sent
forward to the further end of the
kiln, where the temperature ranges
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from 70 to 100 degrees higher than
at the entrance. In this way the
lumber Is subjected to an even draft,
gradually increasing in intensity un
til reaching the climax at the exit.

Sensible Storm Window Hinge and
Fastener.

R. G. Winter, 327 Nicolet avenue.
Minneapolis, Minn., is manufacturing
the Sensible storm window hinge and
fastener, the various parts of which
are here shown. It is made of wrought
steel and sufficiently strong to hold
any storm window. Its construction
is such that it forms an absolute lock,
so that the window or screen (it can

Novelties.—SensibleStorm Window Hinge

and Fastener.—Fig. 10.—UpperHinge for
SensibleStorm WindowDevice.

be used on either) cannot bo blown
off the hooks in severe weather. Win
dows or all over screens can be hung
from the inside of the house and easily
detached at will. Fig. 10 illustrates
the hinges to be used at the top, the
operation of which is seen in Fig. 13.
Fig. 11 illustrates their wire fastener
No. 2, which is fastened to the sash
by means of an eyelet. With the
varying seasons this fastener can be
used either on screen or storm window
by twisting out the eyelet and remov
ing from screw eye at other end. Fig.
12 shows their No. t Sensible storm
window fastener, which is not intended
for screens. This is made of wrought
steel, japanned. With this device the

tween the two extremes the blade is
stationary and can be used either to
drive or withdraw screws, the same
as an ordinary screw driver. The
handles are black polished hardwood,
and the whole device is nicely fin
ished.

RADE NOTES,

Those who are thinking of putting
weather strips on their doors and win-

have just issueda new cataloguerelating
to the various lines of sheet metal work
which they manufacture,and in their ad
vertising spacethis month they direct at
tention to their metal ceilings and metal
window framesand sash,which are rapid
ly growing In favor with the trade. The
companyalso manufacturegalvanizedIron
and copper cornices, ridge rolls, cresting,
skylights, ventilators, weather vanes, fln-
lals, spun balls, zinc ornaments,&c.

A folder which is intended to in
terest architects as well as builders Is be
ing distributed under the title of " Profes
sionally Speaking,"by the Cortrlght Metal
Roofing Company of 50 North Twenty-
third street, Philadelphia, Pa. The text

Fig. 12.—Fastenerfor Storm Window,No. 1.

dows to keepout the elements,will be In
terested In the announcementpresented
in anotherpart of this Issue,by F. P. Bur-
caw of 2316 North Thlrty-nrst street,
Philadelphia, Pa. Attention Is there
called to the weatherstrips which he man
ufactures, and which are claimed to fit
doors and windowsof all kinds. Mr. Bur-
caw Is desirous of securing agents for
thesegoodsand states that there are big
profits for carpenters handling the all

ot the folder points out that the duties ot
an architect In these days of new Ideas
are manifold and exacting,and that in his-
work hemust beableto selectfrom among
manifold devlceBthe one from which the
best results are obtainable. The company
state that many architects and builders
have adoptedthe Cortrlght metal roofing
as giving entirely satisfactory results, and.
the claim is made that It Is adapted to
any roof having a pitch of 3 Inches In a

Fig. 14.—The Union DoubleAction RatchetScrewDriver.

wood concavelock weather strip he man
ufactures.

Samuel H. French & Co., York
avenue and Callowhlll street, Phlladel-

fihla,
Pa., have Issuedan Interesting book-

et, entitled " Portland Cement," describ
ing the Dexter Portland cement,for which
they are the sole selling agents. The sub
ject Is treated under three heads.1, Port
land Cement—What It Is : 2. How It Is
Made; and, 3, How It Is Used. The first

Fig. 11.—Wire Fastenerfor Storm Windowor Screen,No. 2.

storm window can be swung outward
for ventilation or other purpose and
fastened at either of the two holes.
For the ordinary purpose, however, of
a storm window designed to keep out
cold air, rain, dust, &c, the storm
sash can be pulled up close and, by
means of the eccentric slot near the
plate through which the batton head
passes, be drawn up by the lever snug
and tight.

Union Hatchet Screw Driver.
The attention of the trade is being
directed to the Union double action
ratchet screw driver, which is illus
trated in Fig. 14, and which is manu
factured by George E. Gay of Au
gusta, Maine, for whom John H.
Graham & Co., 113 Chambers street.
New York City, are direct representa
tives. The cut represents the vest
pocket size for bicycle and similar
purposes, but the goods are made In
regular sizes for carpenters' use in
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 inch blades,
with correspondingly longer handles.
This screw driver has a movable
knurled sliding ring; If moved toward
the blade it can be used to drive in a
screw; moving the ring toward the
handle will permit of withdrawing a
screw. When the ring is midway be-

sectionIs devotedto the natureandhistory
of cements. The second,to a description
of the methodof manufacture,taking the
reader from quarry to the shipping room
of the Dexter Cement Company's works.
In the third section various instructions

Fig. 13.—Viewof Hinge in Position at
Top of Window.

are given for the use of cement,the char
acter of materials to be mixed with It,
manner of mixing them and Information
In general for its use. The booklet Is at
tractive, as well as Instructive, and is Il
lustrated with numeroushalf tone engrav
ings.

The St. Paul Roofing. Cornice &
Ornament Company of St. Paul, Minn.,

foot. They claim that " it Is lighter and.
tighter than slate and has a greaterdura
bility than slate, tin or wood shingles;
that It cannot be blown off : that It can
be removed and relald without Injury i
that It will not warp, crack, curl or burn
like woodshingles,and that It can be laid
by any carpenteror tinner, as It requires
no expert.

The G. Drouvk Company, Bridge
port, Conn., are unusually busy and are
running their plant to its fullest capacity
in order to fill the contracts which they
now haveon hand. Among the larger con
tracts recently taken are those for the
metal work on the new hotel which Nor-
cross Bros, are building at Garden City.
L. I., consistingof 800 feet of corniceand
125 dormerwindows; also the copperand'
metal work of a large residenceat Palm
Beach, Fla., for H. M. Flagler, and the
copper work on W. K. Vanderbilt's new
residenceat Oakdale,L. I.

Ambitious mechanics who desire-
to obtain better positions and higher
wagesshould Investigatethe manyadvan
tagesaffordedby the correspondencemeth
od of instruction In the theory of the
trades and engineeringprofessions. With
out leaving home or losing time from
work, the student pursues a thorough
courseof study underthe directionof able
instructors who are always readyand wil
ling to assist him. Instruction papers,
prepared especially for teaching by mail,
are furnished free. These papers, writ
ten In clear and conciselanguage,as free
as possible from technicalities, are much
superior to ordinary text-bookson the sub
jects of which they treat. In addition,
special information regardingany difficul
ties In their studies Is furnished students
without extra charge. It should be the
ambition of everyman to advancein his
trade or profession. A mechanic with
practical experiencesupplementedby the
oretical education can commanda better
position than a manwithout such an edu
cation. The results of long experienceIn
teaching by mall show that no other
methodso fully meetsthe requirementsof
menwhohavebut little time for study.

A profusely illustrated catalogue
has been received from the Lasar-Letzlg
Mfg. Companyof St. Louis. Mo., showing
their many patterns of wrought Iron and
wire fences,window guards, counter rail
ings, officepartition railings, elevator in
cisures, ornamental wrought Iron or
steel window guards, stable fittings, mal
leable Iron roof crestlngs,weather vanes,
steel door mats,metal lawn furniture and
the like. The designsare all exceedingly
attractive and serveto Illustrate the great
variety of patterns manufacturedby the-
••ompany.
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* POINTJ dDOW B00IU *
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING. By C. I"

.

Edminster.

In acquiring the correct principles
of architectural drafting, the stu
dent will find no book more thor
ough and competent as an instructor
-and guide than this volume. It is
a work of special value to the stu
dent, the mechanic and the man
that is looking to better his posi
tion. It is practical and up-to date,
treating the various subjects it

covers in a simple, concise and com
prehensive manner.
The book contains ninety-six
full-page illustrations beautifully
rendered, and one hundred pages of
text. The drawings are made with
the greatest degree of accuracy,
and reproduced in line and half
tone.
The first chapter treats the draw
ing materials used by the drafts
man and gives full directions for
their use. The chapters that fol
low are devoted to Geometrical
Problems, Simple Projections in
troducing the Principles of Work
ing Drawings, Intersection of Sol
ids, Development of Surfaces, Pro
jection of Shadows, Instrumental
Perspective, Orders of Architecture,
Study of a Frame House and Stud
ies in Masonry Construction. Size7x9, oblong form, cloth bind
ing $3.00

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR ME

CHANICS. By I. P. Hicks.

This is another elementary text
book on drawing prepared by a

practical writer. The subject Is
treated in the simplest manner to
the exclusion of problems not com
prehensible to building mechanics
who have had no technical train
ing. The examples which are given
as lessons in drawing embrace a

wide range of work, the aim of the
author having been to select only
eueh figures for practice as are like
ly to meet the wants of working me
chanics. 94 pages. Illustrated. Ob
long. Cloth $i.oo

ESTIMATING FRAME AND BRICK

HOUSES. By F
. T. Hodgson.

This book tells how to estimate,
step by step, the cost of labor and
materials necessary in building
frame and brick dwellings from the
work of excavation for the foun
dations to the finishing of the build
ing. It is the only book which may
be said to give a careful analysis
of each item of cost of construction,
all being demonstrated in order and
by means of figures and data. All
these methods and rules of figuring
costs are brought out in the clearest
and simplest manner, and may ob
viously be applied in determining
the cost of constructing any dwell
ing. 147 pages, cloth bound. . . $i.oo

PROGRESSIVE CARPENTRY. By D. H.

Meloy.

The simple and accurate meth
ods of framing set forth in this book
embody results of the author's life
experience as an architect and
builder, and will at once commend
themselves to the practical me
chanic.

A new Enlarged Edition, 89 pages,
illustrated by full-page diagrams,
cloth binding Si.oo

POCKET STAIR BUILDER AND CARPEN

TERS' HAND-BOOK. By Wm Peoples.

This elaborate pocket companion
is to the stair builder, carpenter
and joiner what the pocket books
of Haswell, Kent or Trautwine are
to the engineer. It contains, besides
250 pages of text, 51 folding plates
in which are presented over 500 fig
ures. The text gives a full descrip
tion of all these figures, which em
brace Carpenters' and Stair Build
ers' Geometry, Problems, Conic
Sections, Cylindric Sections, as ap
plied in the construction of the
Wreath part of Hand Rail. Rules
for the Measurement of Surfaces.
The Construction of Ladders, Box
Stairs, Dog-legged, Open Newel,
Cylinder, Circular and Elliptical
Staircases. Roofing— Hip, Valley
and Jack Rafters. Purlins, Splayed
Work and Bevels for the same.
Transverse Strength of Joist and
Beams, and easy formulas for their
safe load. Also Excavators', Stone
and Brick Masons', Plasterers' and
Carpenters' Memoranda; with a va
riety of miscellaneous information,
useful in the practice of the Archi
tect and Builder; together with a
Glossary of Arichtectural terms,
and General Index.
The author states that the appren
tice who studies these plates one at
a time, ana draws each figure to a
larger scale, either quarter, half or
full size, applying leisure time in
this way, will be assured of suc
cess. Strongly bound in leather,
pocket size $2.50

COTTAGE DESIGNS WITH CONSTRUC

TIVE DETAILS.

MODERN AMERICAN DWELLINGS WITH

CONSTRUCTIVE DETAILS.

These two volumes are specially
complete and useful for carpenters
and builders, giving a selection of
tasteful designs of prevailing styles
of suburban homes, together with
their floor plans, elevations and
constructive details, showing in
terior and exterior finish, and drawn
to convenient scale.

Cottage Designs, price $1.00
Contains 25 desings of cottages cost
ing from $000 to $1,500. Paper bind
ing.

Modern American Dwellings, price
$2.00

Contains 37 designs of houses cost
ing from $2,000 to $5,000. Cloth
binding.
These volumes are sold separate
ly.

BLUE PRINT MAKING.

This pamphlet contains two prac
tical articles on making blue prints,
together with other matter relating
to the process from correspondents
to Carpentry and Building. Each of
the articles is complete in itself,
giving solutions for coating paper
together with directions for mak
ing prints of various kinds. The
construction of the printing frame
is also illustrated and described.
28 pages 25 cents.

HICKS' BUILDERS' GUIDE. By I. P.
Hicks.

This is one of the most useful
books for builders and building me
chanics that is published. It con
tains a very practical system of
estimating labor and materials,
showing how to figure in almost
every detail of building construc
tion, including carpenters' work,
masonry, plastering, hardware,
painting, etc. A section is given
to the geometrical measurement of
roof surfaces, with numerous illus
trations and examples covering roof
framing of every description. The
volume also contains a chapter on
mitering, planceers, moldings, etc.,
describing the making of many trou
blesome joints. 160 pages, 114 illus
trations. Cloth $1.00

DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK. By

William A. Wittbecker.
This Is a handy and Inexpensive
little manual for those who are
called upon to do wiring of buildings
for bells, alarm annunciators, and
for gas lighting for batteries. It is
illustrated with 22 diagrams. Pa
per, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PRACTICAL WOOD CARVING. By

Charles J. Woodsend.
Every one interested in wood
carving should have a copy of this
book, which while inexpensive is an
artistic publication in points of il

lustration and printing, and treats
at length and in a simple manner
the rudiments of the subject. 86
pages, 6x8 inches, bound In imita
tion wood. Price $1.00

NEW METAL WORKER PATTERN BOOK.

This is a Treatise on Pattern Cut
ting as applied to all branches of
Sheet Metal Work, being by far the
most thorough and complete work
that has ever been brought out for
sheet metal pattern cutters.
The problems include practical ex
amples of work daily encountered
by Cornice Workers and Tinners,
and of frequent occurrence with
Builders. 430 pages, 744 illustra
tions. Size, 10 x 13 inches; cloth
bound $5.00

KITCHEN BOILER CONNECTIONS.

This volume contains a selection
01 Practical Letters and Articles re
lating to Water Backs and Range
Boilers which were compiled from
The Metal Worker. These are of the
most practical nature, telling how
to connect kitchen boilers and water
backs under all conditions, also cov
ering the heating 01 rooms from
kitchen boilers. 191 pages, 113 il

lustrations; cloth binding $1.00

STEAM AND HOT WATER FITTERS'

TEXT-BOOK. By Thos. E. McNeill.
The subject matter of this book
was prepared for the Steam and Hot
Water Heating Course at the New
York Trade School, being a plain
and elementary series of questions
and answers for beginners in the
study of these systems of heating
buildings. 140 pages, numerous il

lustrations and diagrams. 5x7
inches, cloth $1.00

NOTE—The abovelistedboots areexclusivelythepublicationsof this Company. Wearethe principaldealersin booksrelating
to theBuildingTrades,andsupplyall worksreferringthereto. Sendfor 48-PageDescripliveCatalogue.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, 232-238 William St, New York.
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DELL JYIFG
Corner Taylor and Cold book Sts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH , U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERSOF

WOOD CARVINGS,
Hand and Machine Carvings, Mouldings,
Festoons, Newel Posts, Head Blocks, Rope

and Twist Balustrrs, and Ornaments.

Over1,000designsUJnarratedinourcataloguflaudpricelist
No.IS. Mailedfor8c instamps.

Modern Carpentry and Building
BY ALLEN SYLVESTER.

Contains 254pagesand 147illustrations. Elegantly bound in black pebbled
doth. Embossedin gold. Price $1.50,postpaid.

Among its contents are the following : FRAMING, STAIR BUILD
ING, BUILDERS' ESTIMATES, Use
of the Slide Rule, Steel Square,
Strength of Materials, Mathematical
Rules, Tables of Board Measure,
Size's and Weights of Sash, Bins for
Coal,~Grain and Produce, Tanks for
Liquids, etc.
There is also an article entitled
" How to Plan Houses" and there are
two dozen unusually fine Modern
Floor Plans, a complete set of Modern
Framing Plans, a dozen full-page
Photographic Views of fine Modern
Residences, showing Beautiful
Round Bays, Spires, Broad Piazzas,
etc., and instructions are given how
to scale these views so they can be
used as working drawings ; also a
Set of Specifications, Building Contract,
with terms of payment, and a com
plete Glossary of Architectural Terms.
Thus it will be seen that it com
bines a work on Carpentry and one
on Architecture and Building.
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DAVID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers and Booksellers,
232-238 William Street, New York.

CAPITALS.

Copyright.1899.Decorators'SupplyCo.

The Decorators'

Supply Co.,

213 to 219 So. Clinton St.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Composition Capitals
for interior and exte
rior, Interior Plastic
Relief, Exterior and In-
terior Composition Or
naments. Fine Grille
Work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
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GRILLES.

— Nothing.— A statesman has nothing
to say in something the same sense that
a woman has nothing to wear.
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G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Architects Builders Contractors Engineers
All say: " ThebestthingI veseeo."

HURD & CO.,
Tool Makers Model Makers Designer*

Manufacturers
570-576West Broadway,NewYork

CABOT'S
SHEATHINO. and DEAFENINO " QUILT " is something more

than i mere felt or paper ; it is a soft, elastic cushion, carrying hundreds
of dead-air spaces, giving the most perfect conditions for heat insulation and

the absorption of sound-waves. Proof against vermin, moths or decay.

Sample and Catalogue Sent on Application.

SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,67 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Makeralsoof Cabot'* Celebrated Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
You have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.

They are noiseless, never ha"veto be oiled and are Everlasting.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E, iSZESSUXStfl:*.

t TOOLS
Squares, Levels, Steel Rules, Divid- a
ers, Bevels, Nail Sets, Etc.
ASKFORCATALOGUENO 16-P.

THE L. S. STARRETTCO-, • ATHOL.MASS

■ITCH SASH LOCKS
"UP TO DATE"
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TRYTHEM!
CATALOGUEANDWORKINGMODELONAPPLICATION

THE W&E.T.FITCH CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Artistic $ | O
McHltdS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from our
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

Pllila. &. Boston FaC8 BriGk CO., III3 Liberty Square, Boston, Mast
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Chicago Building Trades Trouble.

The labor troubles In the Chicago building trades,

which have almost the entire year interfered seriously

with building operations in Chicago, now appear to be on

the verge of settlement. The issues at the beginning of

the year between the contending sides were quite nu

merous, but they have gradually disappeared from view,

until recently the question seems to be whether a central

organization should be maintained of the building trades

unions. The contractors insist that the workmen should

withdraw from the Building Trades Council and remain

out of it and every similar organization. The workmen

claim that they have a right to unite in a body of this

character, but are disposed, however, to change the or

ganization so as to overcome the objections to it which
were held by the contractors. Disinterested citizens of

Chicago are of the opinion that the contractors were ask

ing too much when they demanded that the workmen

should not unite in a confederated body, and have en

deavored to get the contractors to agree to the continu

ance of an organization of this character, but under

proper direction. It now appears that the contractors
and the unions are getting together on an arrangement

of this kind, and a central organization is about to be

perfected which is probably to be limited in its member

ship to representatives of unions directly connected with

the work of the contractors, the trades which are simply

allied to the building trades being kept out of the new

organization. It is stated that the effect of such an ar
rangement would be to prevent sympathetic strikes in

behalf of unions which are only remotely connected with

the trades unions and the building contractors.

Preventing Sympathetic Strikes.

This view of the situation is strongly borne out by de
velopments which have recently occurred in connection

with some of the important trades unions. One after an

other has withdrawn from the Building Trades Council,

until it looks as if this organization would shortly pass
out of existence. A new association could then be
formed on different lines and be conducted in a way

much less objectionable to the contractors. The way for

a better feeling between the contractors and the work

men is being paved by the action of the structural iron

workers, the steam fitters and the plumbers in deciding

to accept work if at union wages, even though non-union
men may be employed on the same jobs. The spirit of

liberality thus shown is a strong indication of the growth

of a more reasonable feeling on the part of the workmen,

which will enable proper relations to be established. If
the trouble can be adjusted soon all connected with the

building trades believe that next spring will see a very
great revival of building in Chicago. Many building

projects have been held up this year on account of the

labor imbroglio, while new ones are beginning to take

shape which will be put under way when the next build

ing season begins. The restoration of friendly relations
between the contractors and the unions Is of very great
importance to vast business interests, not only in Chi
cago but outside of it.

A French Labor Object Lesson.
In view of the troubles which have occurred of late
in the building trades in various parts of this country, a
recent report to the State Department by Consul John C.
Covert of Lyons, regarding the labor conditions in that
branch of industry in Lyons, the second city of Prance,
is of current interest. As is the case with all classes of
labor in that country, the employers and employees in

the building trades are organized into associations called
" syndicates," for mutual protection. The employers*

syndicate in Lyons comprises 625 members. Its object Is
" To further the interests of builders, to study and pro

pose improvement in buildings, to secure the employment

of the best material, to give opinions upon-questions relat

ing to the work of building; to decide, with the aid of

experts, all disputes relating to the execution or the In
terpretation of contracts; the fixing of prices; and, If
deemed advisable, to establish yearly, with the aid of

whomsoever it may concern, a list of prices for build
ing work; to study, devise, and employ every method to

advance the interest of Its members." This syndicate
was organized in 1862. Since that date, twenty-three

strikes have occurred among the workmen in the building

trades, all of which have been settled with but little

friction or expense, between a committee of the striking

employees and representatives of the employers' syndi

cate. No outside parties, not even the Government board

of arbitration, have ever been permitted to interfere in

the adjustment of matters in dispute in the building

trades. One of the cardinal principles of the syndicate

is to enforce all agreements between employers and em- •

ployed and the syndicate, it is stated, will not recognize
or support any member who seeks to violate a contract

once entered into with his workmen.

An Arbitrating Body.
The syndicate is often asked to investigate and re
port upon disputes arising between contractors and men
or corporations for whom they are doing work, or be
tween furnishers of materials. Nearly five thousand

cases have thus been sent to the syndicate by the courts

under a provision of the code, which obliges the parties

In litigation to abide by the decision of the syndicate.

This decision, however, can be appealed from. Between

1863 and 1899, seven thousand three hundred and ten

cases were tried before the syndicate, of which five hun

dred and forty-two were appealed to a court. All these
cases were settled In a very short time, and at small ex

pense. In connection with a committee appointed by the
workingmen the society also fixes the wages of all per

sons employed in the building trades. This schedule
of wages, however, does not prevent strikes. It Is ex
pected to last only until the workmen think they can

exact better terms from their employers. But It provides

a uniform scale through the industry. It is through this
syndicate, moreover, that the price for constructing a
building is fixed. A committee named by the syndicate
agree upon what will be charged, according to cost of
material and current rate of wages of carpenters, stone

cutters, masons, &c. The findings of this committee are

revised by a committee appointed by the city council,
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consisting of members of the builders' syndicate, archi

tects, contractors and landlords. No builder ever charges

higher than the prices thus fixed. They sometimes

charge less. The builders' syndicate of Lyons, in fact,

appears to be a very useful and efficient body, whose

functions and organization might be studied with ad

vantage by those interested in the building trades in this

country. No Industry suffers more from strikes, labor

disputes and troubles of various kinds, and any plan

that would do away with them, or at least mitigate their

severity, would be a boon to the community at large.

The Place of the General Contractor.

Architect, engineer, superintendent and contractor-

all are involved in the question, Shall the contract be
let entire or in detail? The old plan, to parcel the work

out to each of the several contractors and to manage

them all from the architect's office through the medium

■ofan active superintendent, is still adhered to faithfully
toy some architects in all their work, says an English

writer, as they claim that they can get better results
by giving their personal attention to each contract; but

some of the architects of large work believe this plan has

its limitations, and that while it may be all right for

smaller buildings, like residences, it is not to be recom

mended for larger enterprises.

When an office building, or a large factory or ware
house, or a great flat building is to be erected, this ques

tion becomes of prime importance, and it is then that

♦hegeneral contractor appears on the scene as a mediator

toetween architect and workman whose value is recog

nized. He takes the contract entire, and is responsible

for every detail of it. He gives ample bonds for the
whole work, and shoulders the responsibility which

■otherwisewould be divided up among two dozen or more
smaller and perhaps less responsible contractors. If he
is an enterprising and up to date contractor he employs

a superintendent who is a practical engineer, and who

takes upon himself almost all the load of providing the
proper material whenever needed; guarding against de
lays by keeping the several contractors moving in their
regular order, one moving out of the way of another;

Inspecting and regulating the work from the standpoint

■of an engineer quite as much as of a superintendent.

Such a man is valuable In smoothing over rough places
In the busy architect's life, and in reflecting credit on

his employer, the general contractor.

Conventional and Natural Forms in Carving:.

From the period when the constructors of the early
"Christian stone edifices raised their massive round pil

lars and solemn circular arches In the eleventh century

down to the fifteenth ecclesiastical architecture was the

predominant art which ahsorbed all others, and made

them either subservient Instruments of its resplendent

glory or humble imitators of its stately devices. It is a
remarkable thing, indeed—deserving of more attention

from the curious and inquiring than it has ever, as far
as we know, received— that every tiling ornamental, in

whatever kind of work, within the period called the

Dark Ages took its tone, and not only that, but its tangi
ble form, from the ecclesiastical edifices of the day. In
the decoration of churches, says a London exchange,

it may be perhaps natural to find this peculiarity; yet it
seems strange that wood should be carved into those

forms which are necessary to meet the difficulty of cre

ating lofty piles of stone work; and, taking analogy from
other kinds of work, we would expect the stonecutter

or statuary, who has a marble slab to deal with, rather
to take advantage of his compact homogeneous material

than to imitate all the shifts and peculiarities which the

constructor has to adopt, who must fit one stone above

another.
Look, for Instance, at the carved wood work, so rich

and varied, in the King's College Chapel of Aberdeen.
All objects of art or of nature in all the material king
doms were in the artist's choice to select from as ob
jects of Imitation, but his choice rests on architectural
arcades, church windows and turrets. These representa
tions are pleasing as imitations of architecture, but they
are not the natural forms to which wood carving would
Lave adapted itself had there been no such architectural
supremacy as we have alluded to, leading the ancillary
occupation of the carver after It in its own exact foot
steps. Nay, had there been no Gothic architecture to be
so imitated, and had the handler of the chisel cut his
wood from his own devices into such forms as these
architectural ones which we so admire, they would
not have been then admirable, because we would have
been without a main element in the beauty of the orig
inal device—the adaptability to give to masonry light
ness and elegance of form consistently with its retain
ing sufficient strength. Tne artist of the carved wood in
this chapel has crowded It with representations of Gothic
windows, many of them really exquisite ones, of that
rich foreign style which the French call flamboyant.
But It is from our admiration of that skill which can
make solid stone rise in slender mullions and branch it
self out as if in sheer beautiful wantonness into all airy
and fantastic shapes that we first acquire our admira
tion of the form, so as to be gratified by its repetition on
a flat oaken board, where it takes its merit from the
imitative rather than the inventive skill of the artist.
But for a still more striking instance of the application
of edible forms to carved ornaments we turn to that gor
geous tomb of Bishop Kennedy in St. Andrews. Here
are abundance of tiny clustered pillars, with groined
arches over them and multitudinous windows. The imi
tation is carried so far that we have not only little tow
ers careering aloft, with windows in line round the fig
ure, making it look as though outlined in black paint.
This plan, when skilfully used, has a most striking ef
fect.

The Year Book of the Armour Institute of Tech
nology, Chicago, 111.,just issued for the season 1900-1901,
gives complete information regarding the work of that
institution, courses of instruction given, &c. The Ar
mour Institute of Technology includes a Technical Col
lege, which embraces courses in mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, civil engineering, architecture and
science; also the Armour Scientific Academy, which pro
vides instruction adapted to prepare students to enter
the Technical College, or any of the leading universities.
In connection with the course of instruction in mechan
ical engineering, the general principles of heating and
ventilation are considered. Under this head are treated
various systems of piping, designs of steam and hot
water systems, forced blast systems of heating and ven
tilating, regulation of temperature, radiating surfaces,
pipe and fittings.

TnE Industrial Union of Chicago have made arrange
ments with the Lewis Institute of that city to establish
a trade school for the benefit of apprentices in the va
rious building trades. It is proposed to furnish instruc
tion on two evenings of each week, for a period of ten
weeks in the year, the entire course to cover three years.
The Industrial Union are now only awaiting the ap
proval and co-operntion of the employers In the building
trades before definitely arranging for the opening of the
classes.

According to the September Bulletin of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of New York for the year ending
June 30, 1900, the number of labor organizations in the
State at that date was 1603, with an aggregate mem
bership of 247,602. This was an increase for the year
of nearly 400 unions and of over 59,000 members. In
no previous year has there been so large a gain in mem
bership or in the number of unions, and this increase
has taken place largely outside New York City.

-
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COTTAGE IN A BROOKLYN SUBURB.

THE
design which we present herewith is that of a
two-story frame cottage, well udapted for execution

upon a suburban site, and embodying features of con
struction and arrangement likely to interest many of our
readers. The treatment of the exterior has been han
dled In a way to produce striking effects, particularly
noticeable being the shingle and rough cast work in the
front and side gables. The appearance of the finished
structure is shown In the half-tone picture which forms
our supplemental plate, and which Is a direct reprodue-

head of the main stairs which land in the center of the
house.
According to specifications of the architect the foun
dation walls, which rest on concrete footings 8 inches
deep and 20 inches wide, are 12 Inches thick below grade
and 8 inches above. The cellar bottom is cemented 4
inches thick with 1 part Rosendale cement and 2 parts
sharp sand or gravel, well mixed together. The house
is of balloon frame, the timber used being first quality
spruce, except where otherwise specified. The sills are
4x8 halved together at the angles; the beams for the
first and second stories are 2 x 10 spruce, and the ceiling
beams 2x8 Inches, all placed 1G inches on centers
and having two rows of 1 x 2 Inch spruce bridging. The

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

Scale.1-16Inch to (he Foot

tion from a photograph taken especially for the pur

pose.
An examination of the plans found upon this page

shows three principal rooms on the first floor, with com

modious front hall, having direct communcation with

the kitchen, dining room and parlor. A closet placed just

within the plaster arch senarating the hall from the din
ing room can be utilized for a variety of purposes, but

more especially serves as a receptacle for out of door
wearing apparel. The position of the main stairs ,i

s

such

as to give a front hall that may be used as a reception

room, should circumstances require it, while at the same

time opportunity is afforded for the stairs to the cellar

directly under the main flight. In this way the space re
quired for the two flights of stairs Is reduced to a mini

mum. On the second floor are four sleeping rooms, with

bathroom, all of which are readily accessible from the

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Cottagein a Brooklyn Suburb.—StanleyA. Dennis,Architect,
New York City.

posts are 4x0 inches; the girder In the cellar is 6 x 8

inches; the plates are 2x1 Inch wall strips doubled and
spiked solid; the studding arc 2x4, placed 10 Inches on
centers and doubled at all openings and angles; the hip
and valley rafters are 2x8 inches; the common rafters
2x6 Inches, placed 10 inches on centers, and the ridge
pole is 2 x 10 inch hemlock. The studding has a 1 x 0 inch
spruce ribband strip cut in to carry the floor beams, the
whole being well spiked together in a most substantial
manner.
The outside of the frame Is covered with 1 x 10 inch
surfaced hemlock boards put on diagonally, over which

is placed No. 70 Empire sheathing paper well lapped and
extending under nil window and door frames, corner
boards, &e, this in turn being covered with beveled clap
boards. Those portions of the second story so Indicated
on the elevations and half-tone engraving are covered
with cedar shingles laid not more than 5% inches to the
weather. The upper parts of the gables are treated with
what is known as " pebble dash," or rough cast work,
laid off In panels. This rough cast work consists of Port
land cement and sand laid on wire lath, furred off
from the sheathing. The mixture is In the proportion of
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2 parts cement to 1 of saud, and while soft, small white
pebbles are Imbedded in it at random, giving the general
effect showu in the half-tone engraving.
The shingles of the main roof rest on 1 x 2 inch spruce

Foundation.—Scale,1-lflInch to the Foot.

x 3 inch faced North Carolina pine flooring boards,
tongued and grooved and blind nailed. The front door
is of white pine with raised panels and moldings on the
outside and flush moldings on the inside, the top panel
being glazed with plate glass. The trim for the doors
and windows of the house is 5-lnch molded casings,
turned corner blocks, lV4-inch plain base blocks, and 1%-
inch wall moldings. The windows in the parlor, hall
and dining room have panel bncks, and all others 1%-
inch molded stools and beaded aprons. All trim is kiln
dried cypress.
The dresser in the pantry is built of cypress with a
counter shelf 3 feet from the floor and 20 inches wide.
Under the counter shelf are drawers on one side and
closets on the other. The dresser extends to the ceiling
and is provided with glass doors. The sliding doors be
tween the parlor and front hall, and between the dining
room and parlor, are of cypress, equipped with Lane
Brothers' parlor door hangers. The main stairs are fin
ished in oak, with the space from the strings to the floor
laid off in small panels. All interior wood work Is fin
ished in the natural wood, with one coat of liquid wood
filler and two coats of hard oil finish.
The bathroom is fitted with open plumbing, the fix
tures embracing a 5V4-foot tub lined with 14-ounce plan-

side (Left) Elevation.—Scale.Hi Inch to the Foot.

Cottagein a Brooklyn Suburb.

lath and are laid 5 inches to the weather, all shingles be
ing treated with Cabot's stains of appropriate colors.
The water table is of % x 6 inch pine with %-inch cap
and moldings, while the corner boards are of 1%-lnch
white pine 3 inches wide and having a %-inch quarter

round in the angles. The sills of the front piazza are 4

x 8 inches, and the beams 2x8 inches placed 20 Inches
on centers. These are covered with 1*4 x 3 inch white
pine flooring boards, blind nailed, and laid in white lead

joints. The plizza is celled with center beaded North
Carolina pine ceiling boards laid on 2 x 4 Inch v^ll strips

placed 20 Inches on centers. The columns are 8x8
turned white wood of Koll's patent, made by Hartman
Brothers of Mount Vernon. N. Y., the caps of the columns
being of composition material.
The floors of the first and second stories are of %

ished copper, with nickel plated bath bibbs, a round por
celain wash basin set in a 22 x 22 inch countersunk
marble slab, with nickel plated compression faucets,
and a washout closet with hard wood tank. The house is
heated by a Thatcher hot air furnace, and is piped for
gas. All exterior woodwork, including the blinds, is
treated with two coats of F. W. Devoe's ready mixed
white lead and linseed oil paints of appropriate colors.
The cottage here shown is located amid picturesque
surroundings on East Thirteenth street. Oak Crest,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and was erected for R. Durland, In ac
cordance with plans prepared by Stanley A. Dennis,
architect, of 150 Nassau street, New York.

We understand that it has been decided to erect a
separate building at the Pan American Exposition for
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exhibits in forestry, the structure to be formed of hem
lock logs put up In stockade fashion. The new building
will be about 1G0 feet long.

Conciliation and Arbitration in New Zealand.

New Zealand is a country in which labor, as a class,
1b perhaps more influential than in any other civilized
■community. There the workingman is the strongest
factor in the political world, and labor legislation con
sequently has been furthest developed. It is therefore
interesting to observe the way in which labor questions
nave worked themselves out under these conditions.
Particularly is it of Interest to note the stress laid upon
the principle of arbitration.
Six years ago the New Zealaud Parliament passed a

workers are employed." This extends the operations of
the law to all trades and their employees and not merely
to manufacturers and their workpeople, as in the past.
The law applies, however, only to such employers and
employees as are registered as members of an industrial
union, Independent employers and workers not being
recognized. Under its provisions not less than five per
sons in the case of employers, or ten in the case of
workers, lawfully associated for the purpose of protect
ing or furthering the interests of employers or workers
in any specified industry in the colony, may be registered
as an Industrial union. This registration makes the
members subject to the Jurisdiction of a board of con
ciliation and a court of arbitration, respectively, estab
lished by the law.
The boards of conciliation consist of five persons, two

Vertical SectionthroughWindowSill and Nosing- PiazzaColumn.-Scale, Detail of Door andTrim.—Scale,8 Inches
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law establishing a comprehensive system of conciliation
-and arbitration in industrial disputes, which has had

time to Justify itself by its fruits. During the period In
which the law has been In operation the prosperity of
the community In New Zealand has been steadily in-
-creasing. The legislation apparently has not borne
lieavlly upon the employers, while it has materially bene
fited the workers, and it has almost completely elimi

nated the strike as an industrial factor. Originally the

law applied to industrial workers alone, but it has just
been extended so as to cover " any person of any age

-and of either sex, employed by any employer to do any

skilled or unskilled manual or clerical work for hire or

-award in any industry." The definition of " industry "

is also extended to embrace " any business, trade, manu
facture, undertaking, calling or employment in which

elected by the workers and two by the employers, to
gether with a chairman elected by these four. Any in
dustrial union of workers can bring the corresponding

union of employers, or the individual employers, before
the Board of Conciliation on any industrial dispute re
lating to work done or to bo done by workers or the
•privileges, rights and duties of the employers and em
ployees in any industry, to questions of wages, hours of
employment, qualifications of workmen, claims of mem

bers of industrial unions to be employed In preference

to non-members, or on matters of established custom or
usage. The Conciliation Board hears evidence on both
sides and makes a report or recommendation. This
recommenda tion, if accepted by all parties, may be made
a basis of an agreement, which shall be in force for not
less than six months, nor more than two years. If not
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accepted, either party can bring the dispute before the
Court of Arbitration.
This court consists of three members appointed by
the Government, one on the recommendation of all the

associations of employers, aud one on the recommenda
tion of all the unions of -workers, the third being a judge
of the Supreme Court. The Court hears the case, with
evidence on both sides, and gives a decision, either by
majority, or, if the members present are equally divided,
the decision of the president is the decision of the Court.
The Court may dismiss frivolous or trivial complaints,
and may award costs and apportion them. The award
made is strictly binding upon the parties under fixed

penalties, not exceeding $2500. The Court may fix a
minimum rate of wages or other remuneration, with
special provision for a lower rate in the case of any

worker who Is unable to earu the prescribed minimum,

and the decision is enforceable, like any other order of
the Court.
The effect of this law is naturally to impel both em
ployers and employed to combine. Consequently the
principle of trade association has received a great stim
ulus in New Zealand.
Whether such legislation will, in the long run, be
Deneflclal to the community it is too early as yet to
judge. It has not so far undergone the test of hard
times and business depression, for, as previously re
marked, the industrial condition of New Zealand has
been prosperous during the six years of its operation.

But, as far as can be judged, the system tends, it would
seem, to benefit both employers and workers. Those
employers who have been subject to the competition of

others who have paid low wages and worked their em
ployees long hours will be put on the same footing and
will be relieved from such injurious competition, while
the employers who have made a living by improper and
depressive methods will be driven out of the field,
which would hardly be a cause of injury to the com
munity.

The Color of Blinds.

The remarkable and widely varying properties of the
elementary colors which compose white light suggest
that the employment of screens, as in the blinds placed
over windows, should be founded on a scientific basis.
Our knowledge of the properties of each individual sec
tion of the spectrum is not exact, says the London Lancet,
but this much we do know, that the rays of least re-
frangibility, the red rays, are without direct chemical
effects, they occur at the heat end of the spectrum. On
the other hand, the rays of the highest refranglbillty
contain the violet rays which chemically are exceedingly
active. It is these rays which are concerned in photog
raphy and doubtless also in the great processes of vege-'
table nutrition and growth.

The object of blinds is, of course, two-fold— to keep a
room cool and to screen out some of the light, so as to
avoid the bleaching of coloring materials of the carpets
and furniture. At the same time sufficient light must
be admitted so that the occupant may see without dif
ficulty. Wht, then, is the best color for this purpose?
Since light exerts the peculiar action due to the actinic
rays which materially and wholesomely affects the air
of a dwelling room, care should obviously be taken not
to exclude all the rays that are so concerned. Thus,
ruby or orange red material would be contra-indicated.
Abundance of light is inimical to the life of micro
organisms, so that a mateiial in some shape of a compro
mise should be selected. The best for this purpose Is
probably a delicately ochre-colored fabric. This would
screen part of the active light rays, and if of a fair thick
ness, the greater part of the heat rays, while admitting
sufficient active rays to allow of a wholesome effect upon
the room and its surroundings. Venetian blinds do not
allow of the graduation, which is desirable, of the tone
of light that may be adjusted with cloth fabric. As Is

well known, exclusively red light has been used as a

therapeutic agent, and apparently with encouraging re

sults, in measles.

The Best Paint for Galvanized Iron.

The painting of galvanized Iron, so that the coating"
will adhere firmly and neither crack nor peel, saya
Joseph Griggs in the Painters' Magazine, is a problem

that many of the craft have tried to solve in the past

without success. In our daily travels through the
streets of large cities, if we keep our eyes open, we can
see coats of paint, plain and sanded, hanging down in

large shreds from galvanized iron bay window sheetings,

cornices, awnings, &c, leaving the metal exposed, and
this peeling will take place in anywhere from two-
months' to one year's time after painting. To prevent
such a result we must of necessity first look to the

causes that bring it about. In the first place galvanized
iron is prepared by first pickling black iron in a solution

of sulphuric acid and water, so as to remove mill scales,

rust and greese. In order to make the subsequent gal

vanic bath take the proper hold. This bath, which con
sists of melted zinc and tin, produces a coating on the

iron which is of very much the same nature as sheet

zinc, and every painter of experience knows that ordi

nary oil paint will not adhere to metallic zinc. Next
it will be observed that the handling of the metal in
course of erection is liable to make its surface greasy,

and it is but natural that unless grease and dust, &c, be
removed preparatory to first coating the paint cannot

adhere to the metal. A wash with strong soda water, or
soft water to which some ammonia has been added, and

subsequent rinsing with clear water, will remove the
grease. A still better wash is diluate muriatic acid,
which will, on drying, produce a grayish film that should
be rinsed with clear water and the surface allowed to-

dry before beginning to prime.

As to the paint for first coating galvanized Iron, be

ware of white lead, because It remains soft and event

ually peels; of zinc white, which will crack and flake;
of any of the light carbon paints which require much oil

to spread, because these will wrinkle and later on part.
The cheap, ordinary mineral paints will not serve the
purpose either, because these are most liable to peeling.

Red lead, as a base for an all-oil paint, has given best
service, but it, too, has given away at times, and the

cause of the trouble appears to be that In an all oil paint

the oil is attacked by the metallic zinc. The writer has
fouud, after many trials, that a paint made from a
heavy pigment that requires a small percentage of thin
ner for spreading will serve the purpose of first coating
galvanized Iron best of all. Thus a mixture of equal
parts by measure (not weight) of dry red lead and first-
class mineral brown, ground together dry and then
mixed by hand with equal parts of pure raw linseed oil
and pure spirits of turpentine, without the use of any
japan or liquid drier, has given the most durable and

effective results. Over this priming any good oil paint
may be applied, and permanent adhesion may be looked'
for.
The reason for employing dry red lead Is to let the
paint oxidize on the surface rather than to have It
saponify the oil in the pot, as there is ample proof that
such paint is most liable to peel, it having lost its ce
menting qualities. Let it be noted, however, that this
semi-flat, yet fairly elastic paint is to be used for first
coat only and not as a finish. It is intended to isolate
the oil paint from the metallic surface, to prevent the
latter from acting on the oil. And under no considera
tion should boiled oil be used In mixing this first coat
for galvanized iron. If a good grade of mineral brown-
cannot be had, a fine, chemically pure oxide of iron, such
as Indian red, may be used in its place and serve the
purpose even better. And no more of the paint should
be made at any time than can be used the same day.
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DESIGNS OF SCISSORS TRUSSES.
By F. E. Kidder, Consulting Architect.

THE
scissors truss Is a distinct type of truss much
used in roofing churches and halls for the reason

that it permits of a high ceiling with comparatively low
walls, and is also well adapted to wooden construction.
Although thousands of these trusses have been put up
in all sections of the country, the writer believes that not
more than half of those built even at the present time
are correctly designed, and many persons seem to find
it difficult to comprehend the principles of this truss and
how the pieces should be put together.
The simplest form of the scissors truss is that shown
by Fig. 1. When the length between joints 1 and 2 is
more than 12 feet it is desirable to Introduce a brace on
each side, when the truss takes the shape shown In Fig.
2. If a level ceiling at the center is desired, either the
truss shown by Fig. 3 or by Fig. 5 will generally be the
best form to use. For spans of from 40 to 50 feet the

in Fig. 8, hence the purpose of the rod 6 is to hold up

the center of a-a. The object of the braces c-c Is to

prevent the rafters from bending under the loads W, and
W,. The members a and 6 in this truss could be made

of rope, so far as resisting the strains caused by the
roof loads Is concerned, and if there were no ceiling to
be supported it would be better to use rods for the mem

bers a-a than timbers, but where there is a ceiling to
be supported, as is generally the case, it is much cheaper
and more practicable to make the tie beam of wood, as
in Fig. 1. Moreover, in actual construction the same
piece of timber generally forms the tie a and the brace
e, as in Fig. 1, because it is easier to build the truss in
that way, but it should be remembered that the portion
below joint 4 of Fig. 1 Is in tension while the portion
above Is in compression.
The truss, Fig. 2, acts the same as truss 1, except that

6 .

Fiff. 1—SimplestForm of ScissorsTruss.

5

Fig. 8.—Formof Truss whenLevelCeilingat Centeris Wanted.

FiR i —SimpleForm with Braceon Each Side.

IFhr. 4—Trusswith Main Tie held in Place by TwoTiesfrom Teak.

Designsof ScissorsTrusses

truss shown in Fig. 0 may be used to advantage. This
shape can also be used where the roof is hipped. Either
one of the trusses shown by Figs. 3, 5 or 6 is well
adapted to the support of elliptical ceilings.
In all of these trusses the parts shown by single lines,
and the shaded or etched portions are in tension, the
other parts being in compression. The single line mem
bers should preferably be rods, although in light trusses
boards or planks may be used instead. When the mem
bers and joints are properly proportioned, none of the
trusses shown will exert a horizontal thrust on the walls.

Prlurlple of ibe Sclasora Trail.
The manner in which the strains act In a truss of the
type shown by Fig. 1 is perhaps best illustrated by Figs.
7 and 8. The loads tend to push the rafters out at the
bottom or to cause the truss to spread. This tendency
to spread is resisted by the rod b and the tie a-a, which
may be considered as a flexible rod or rope passing
through a ring on the end of 6.
It Is evident that If b were cut in two, the rafters

would immediately spread until a-a became straight, as

it has an additional brace and tie on each side. When
ever the brace 1) is inserted the tie E should also be
added.
Truss 3 is the same in principle as truss 2, except that
joints 3 and 8 are connected by a tie which reduces the
strain In the center rod, and also serves as a beam to
support the ceiling joints.
The truss shown in Fig. 4 differs from the first three
trusses in that the main tie is held in place by two ties
from the peak instead of one; for example, if the ties
were of wire or rope the truss would be built as in Fig. 9.
For spans of 34 or 35 feet this truss is often built en
tirely of wood, as in Fig. 4, the timbers being finished
or cased, for ornamental effect, and secured at the joints
by ornamental strap plates, bolted on each side of the
timbers. When the truss is concealed the construction
shown by Fig. 5 is preferable.
The truss Fig. 5 gives the same shape of coiling as
truss 3, and when the span is greater than 30 feet it is
generally the better form to use, as, there being two rods
to the peak Instead of one, they can be made smaller.
Fig. 10 shows a still different type of scissors truss,
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which is adapted to spans up to about 32 feet, but is not
desirable above that limit. In this truss the cross piece
c is in compression and the ties o-o are In tension their
full length; for example, from 1 to 4, and from 5 to 2.

Stressed.

No simple rules for determining the stresses in the
scissors truss can be given, because scarcely two trusses
have exactly the same proportions. The stresses in this
type of truss are most easily determined by the method
of graphic statics, the principles of which will be ex
plained in a future paper.
For the same span and loads the smaller the angle
Q, formed by the rafter and main tie, the greater will be

5

Fig. 5.—AnotherFormof Truss whereLevelCeiling is Desiredin
the Center.

Q

Fig. 7.—ShowinghowStrainsAct in Truss like that in Fig. 1.

Fig. 9.—Truss in whichthe Ties maybe of Ropeor Wire.

Design*of

187. The truss Fig. 2, page 219, of August, 1900, is of
this type, although the horizontal tie is lower than usual.

Weather Stains in Milwaukee Brick.

In reply to a correspondent who asked in a recent is
sue regarding the best thing to take weather stains out
of Milwaukee bricks, muriatic acid or oxalic acid falling
to serve the purpose, the Painters' Magazine says: " Make
a strong solution of rock potash in boiling water and ap
ply to the stains with a sponge. In case this does not re
move the stains, there is no remedy except to heat the
bricks with a gasoline burner, and then coat them with
paraffin, a rather costly undertaking, and by no means

Fig. 8.—GoodForm of Truss for Elliptical Building.

Fig 8—EffectProducedif Rod b wereCut.

3

.Fig 10—Formof Truss Adaptedfor Spansnot Exceeding8*Feet.

torn Tnwset.

the stress in all the principal members; hence, when
designing a scissors truss, it should be borne in mind that
the steeper the rafters and the flatter the ties the less
will be the strain of the truss.
The scissors truss is a dangerous truss to guess at, as
the stresses in it are much greater than in a truss with
a horizontal tie beam, and the strain at some of the
joints, particularly that at the support, is very great.
Several good examples of scissors trusses, both rough
and ornamental, are illustrated in " Churches and
Chapels," recently published by the writer.
Examples of light scissors trusses may also be found
in the following numbers of Carpentry and Building,
namely: May, 1899, Fig. 2, p. 127; and July, 1899, page

a certain remedy. If the treatment with muriatic acid
solution did no good, the trouble is evidently in the com
position of the bricks."

The fire loss of the United States and Canada in
September, as recorded by the New York Journal of
Commerce,shows a total of $9,110,300,as compared with
$10,298,250 in the previous month, $12,778,800 in Sep
tember, 1899, and $14,203,050 in September, 1898. The
total fire loss for the first nine months of the current
year, however, is still far above that of former years,
being $136,316,550,as compared with $99,608,650in the
corresponding period of 1S99, and $89,164,000 in the
first nine months of 1898.
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Turning Mammoth Granite Columns.

Some time since we briefly referred to the mammoth
granite columns which are to be used in connection with

the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, now in process of
erection on Cathedral Heights, New York City, and to
the fact that a special lathe had been designed for turn
ing up and polishing them. These columns will be 32 in
number, each 54 feet long by C feet in diameter, and
will weigh, when completed, about 160 tons each. In
numerable columns of somewhat smaller dimensions are

also to be used in the construction of the cathedral, and

for the turning of them the lathe In question will be
employed.
The piece of granite from which a column is to be

24 inches in diameter at one passage over the length of
the stone. The lathe was designed by E. R. Cheney and
H. A. Spillef of Boston, Mass., and is said to be the only
one of its size adapted for turning granite in practical
use. The lathe was built by the Philadelphia Roll &

Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for use in the
quarries of the Bodwell Granite Company of Vinalhaven,

Maine.

When completed, in the course of a few months, the
20-story structure, known as the North American Build
ing, will rank as the tallest structure in the city of
Philadelphia. It is located at the corner of Broad and
Samson streets, and is of the modern steel skeleton

Fig. 1.—Blockof Granitein the Quarry,

Fig. 4—GeneralView of Lathe

Turning MammothGranite Columm.

turned is cut square from the quarry, a view of one of
the blocks being presented in Fig. 1 of the accompany
ing illustrations. This block is 07 feet long, 8V»x 7 feet
In cross section, and weighs 310 tons. After dressing
off the corners, which Is roughly done by hand, the stone
is placed in the lathe, shown in Fig. 2 of the engravings,
a period of about six weeks being required to dress and
polish the column.
The lathe for doing the work is 86 feet in length and
weighs complete 135tons. It swings 6 feet 6 inches by 60
feet long, and has eight cutters, each tool taking a cut
3 inches in depth. The entire eight reduce the column

frame construction. An interesting feature of the work
of erection, and one to which reference has been made in
connection with some of the towering office buildings in

New York, Chicago and Pittsburgh, is the carrying

forward of the masonry at the upper stories before com
pleting it at the lower portion of the building, In this
case the exterior stone work was commenced at the

tenth floor and carried upward, while the lower stories

were still uuinclosed. The appearance of the structure
while this work was in progress was the source of mucb
curiosity on the part of those who had never before

seen a modern sky scraper constructed.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— XL
(secondseries.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

THERE
are a number of devices for forming

spirals by aid of the lathe other than those which I
have presented, some of which I may describe and illus
trate later on. Of the various kinds of ornamental turn
ing, there is not one that lends itself so readily to the
embellishment of small articles as " rose engine " work,

and accordingly it has, since the invention of the device,

been regularly employed in the ornamentation of small
articles, and as often applied to the production of ground

tints, borders and ornaments on wood, copper and steel

rollers for printing and embossing cottons, leather and

paper, and many other sorts of ornamental work. Con
sidering the great variety of articles to which it can be
applied, it is a wonder that more workmen are not ac

quainted with the working of the machine, for the In

vention is very old, though known, apparently, to very

few people.
The origin of the rose engine, like that of many other
machines, is entirely unknown. The French, who are
quite expert In the use of it, and applied It to the arts

at an early date, lay claim to its invention, but similar

machines were known in England and Germany as early

In this case, the center of the circle in which the work
revolves is not a fixed point, but is made to oscillate
with a slight motion, while the work revolves upon it.
" The mandrel upon whose end the work is chucked
does not rotate in stationary standards, like those of a
common lathe, but the standards form part of a frame
which oscillates upon a horizontal axis below the bed
and parallel to the mandrel axis.
" The work is fixed in a chuck at the extremity of
the mandrel, and the tool is held by a slide rest, and ad
justs it to the radius to the rose, or figure intended to
be cut. The oscillating motion is given to the mandrel
by means of metallic rosettes or wheels fixed upon the
maudrel, each having its edge or periphery indented or
curved with a wavy line. The rosettes are acted upon
by a small roller at the end of a bar supported from the
bed. As the mandrel revolves, the wavy periphery of
the rosette is applied to the roller, which moves on a
stationary axis, and causes a vibratory motion of the
mandrel as Its frame moves to and fro on Its axis.

Fig. 79—Viewof RoseEngineon Lathe.
Fig. 80.—OscillatorandRosette. Fig. 81.—View of Oscillating

Frame.

The Art of Wood Turning.

as In France, and it is on record that Sir Isaac Newton

made use of one in some of his experiments.

A lathe that is unsteady in the head stock, or the tall
stock, from the bearers up, when the rest is solid and

remains firmly In Its place, must convey to the work Ir
regularities in proportion to the shake or unsteadiness

of the center of rotation. Thus, if a piece of stuff in the
lathe has, besides the rotary motion, a rocking motion,

and the cutting tool remains stationary, the material be

ing operated upon will show the wavy lines caused by
the rocking motion, besides the shape given to It by the

regular rotary motion of the lathe. It is on this prin
ciple that the rose engine, so called, Is built. The name,

perhaps, Is misleading, as it defines rather the character
of some of the work the machine executes than the

machine itself. In order to get a better idea of the ma
chine, it may not be out of place to quote the definition

as given In Knight's Mechanical Dictionary, which Is

as follows: "Rose engine lathe.—A lathe In which the
rotary motion of the lathe and the radial motion of the

tool combine to produce a variety of curved lines. The

machine consists of plates or cams set on the axis of

the lathe, or suitably rotated and formed with wavy

edges or grooves, which govern the motion of the cut
ting point toward or from the center.
" In another form, the combined radial and rotary
motion Is inherent in the work, the tool being stationary.

" The mandrel contains a number of rosettes of dif
ferent patterns, and the governing roller Is slipped in its
axis, so as to act in conjunction with any one of the
rosettes, according to the pattern required."
Rose engines and geometric lathes vary somewhat
in their details, but agree in the general features, that
the work is performed by a combined rotary and radial
motion. If the center of the rosette and the axis of rota
tion coincide, and the tool receives an oscillation radial
as to the said center, a wavy circle Is produced. If the
chuck and its mandrel, while rotating, are oscillating
back and forth on a parallel axis, as previously stated,
while the tool Is stationary, the same effect—a wavy
circle—Is produced, the change irierely being to move
one part or the other relatively to its fellow, In the same
degree and proportion. If the center of the pattern does
not coincide with the axis of the mandrel, the effort
will be an eccentric figure. If the radial oscillation be
given to tool or chuck, in addition to the former con
ditions, a wavy concentric figure will be produced. If
an oval or ellipse be required, it may be obtained by
means of an eccentric guide or ring of brass fastened
to the head stock of the lathe close up to the collar In
which the neck of the mandrel runs. If the governing
eccentric be wavy, the effect will be a wavy ellipse. By
governing squares or other geometric figures, patterns
of the required conformation are obtained. By
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a suitable disposition of the parts involved in the circular
and radial motions, the tool is caused to make the pe
culiar line required within the limits of the said figure.
By means of a straight line chuck, the patterns of a
rose engine are made to follow in a straight, Instead of
a circular, direction.
Notable Instances of the uses of this class of tools
are to be found in the machines for engine turning
watches, and those for making complicated figures,
termed lathe work, which abound on the obverse and
reverse faces of greenbacks and other bank notes.
From the foregoing, It will be seen that there are two
kinds of rose cutting machines; one in which the head
and tail stocks are fixtures, and another in which the
tool is made to oscillate. In both cases the mandrel is
so arranged that it has a forward and backward move
ment in the direction of Its length, in order to enable
the cutter to work on the face of the rosette, as well as
on the edge. I will describe first the one in which the
head and tail stocks are fixtures, because It is capable

of being applied to an ordinary lathe for surface work,
and if the lathe has a traversing mandrel it can be com
pletely fitted for rose work.
The illustrations and descriptions given herewith are,
with few unimportant alterations and omissions, taken
from the " Manuel du Tourneur," of M. Bergeron, and, as
the machine has had no improvements of any conse
quence to this day, the reader will be perfectly safe and
up to date by following closely the following: In
Figs. 79, 80 and 81, A A A is a strong iron frame made
with one of the ends carried up and branched so as to
embrace the mandrel and rosette, which latter Is at-

line A shows the recess just alluded to; B and C, the
pattern on the face and edge; D, the large hole In Its
center, allowing it to be slipped on the back of the chuck.
It is prevented from turning on the lathe by a pin which
fits into the small hole F. From the front face of the
chuck rises a conical pin, similar to that on the eccentric
chuck, over which fits the circular division plate J, with
its projecting screw H, to hold the ordinary chucks.
This plate is recessed at the back, leaving a mere ring
of metal, e e, which firs a corresponding circular groove
and secures the steady movement of the plate, which Is
fixed by a conical washer and screw. This division
plate is formed with indents or teeth, into which a stop
dog falls, as described in the March issue, but the di
visions are differently arranged in the figuring, the
divisions being laid off into sets of eight or ten teeth.
Let the whole circumference be divided off into six equal
parts, and, corumensing with the first division, mark
off six or eight teeth, as if the whole circle were to be di
vided into 60. Pass on to the second portion and cut
eight teeth, as if the circle were to be divided into
72. Let the third carry eight teeth, with a pitch of 80
to the circle; the fourth a similar number, with a pitch
of 84; the fifth, 96; the sixth, 100 to the circle. These
must be cut with the same cutter, so that the spring
click, or dog, may fit any of the six sets of teeth. There

Figs.82and83.—Attachmentsfor HeadandTail Blocks.

The Art of Wood Turning

Fig. 84.—Sectionof Carry
ing Chuck.

Fig. 85.—Faceof Rosette.

tached to the back of the chuck which carries the work.
The top of this frame is double, so as to form of itself a

lathe bed of small dimensions, upon which an ordinary
slide rest can be fitted. The slide rest must, however,

be used with a short socket, or it will be too high, as
the top of the frame alluded to stands slightly above the
level of the bearers. At B, in the side view of the frame,
Fig. 81, is shown a point of hardened steel which fits
into a conical hole in the bottom of the head block; or,

If this is not long enough to reach a good way down be
tween the bearers, into a piece of iron arranged for the
purpose, similar to that used at the opposite end of the
frame, as seen at B in Fig. 79, now to be described, and
which is again shown in Figs. 82 and 83, but having a
conical hole instead of the center screw. This is a kind
of poppet head in c reversed position, the clamping nut
and screw being above the bed, and the head with center
screw below. The frame lies, therefore, between the
mandrel head and this reversed poppet, or between two
of the lathes, and oscillates upon the centers, whenever
the projections or depressions of the rosette compel it
to assume such motion.
In Fig. 84, an enlarged section of the chuck is shown
which carries the rosette, the latter being shown in posi
tion A, in the body of the chuck B, the inside screw to
fit the mandrel. On the outside of this part are a few
turns of a somewhat finer thread, beyond which a plain
part is left next to the flange O, and on this the rosette
Is placed, and is clamped by a nut, cut outside Into beads,
or milled, or left plain and drilled for the insertion of a
lever pin. This nut is marked D in the figure. It will
be seen to He within a recess formed in the back of the
rosette E. The latter is shown in Fig. 85. The dotted

will be several undivided spaces, which are to be left
plain. The several sets are to be marked in numbers, so

that the pitch may be discovered at a glance, and the

teeth In each being so few will hardly require separate
numbering.

The parts of the apparatus which carry the rubber-
that is to say, the heads of the branched part of the
swinging frame— are made flat on the top, which projects

on three sides, forming small tables on which the actual

holder or clamp can be fixed by a turn of the screw X.
In Figs. 79 and 80 the rubbers are merely flat pieces of
steel, with edges sufficiently sharp to penetrate to the

lowest depths of the undulations and recesses on the
.rosettes, but rounded off and polished, so as not to cut

and damage the softer metal against which they act.

Other materials have been tried, as ivory, and the harder

tusk of the hippopotamus, but hard steel is most gener

ally preferred. It Is, of course, necessary that the rubber
press with some force against the rosette, which force
should, moreover, admit of being regulated at pleasure.

This is effected by a spring of steel under the lathe bed, to
the end of which is fixed the arm W, Fig. 80, which has a

ring handle as shown, nearest to the operator, and Is
perforated with a row of holes from end to end. This
arm Is flat, and falls Into a fork at the end of the tall
piece Y, where it is seen in Fig. 80 attached to the cen
ter of the lower bar of the rocking frame. A pin passes
through holes in this fork, and through one of these In

the arm. By this arrangement It Is easy to regulate the
force which the spring shall exercise, as this will be In
creased by moving the pin nearer to the spring, and di

minished by placing it in a hole nearer to the ring han

dle.
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SINKING FOUNDATIONS

WHILE
so much has been said of the construction of

the high building above ground, comparatively lit

tle attention has been given outside of professional circles

to the wonderful work that goes on underground. If
anything to the layman, it is a matter of surprise that

it takes the work so long, proportionately to the time

taken to erect the superstructure, to appear above the

sidewalk. This apparent anomaly, says the Record and

Chiide, is capable of easy explanation. Regarding the

work below grade, that in every high building offers a

separate problem. Not only Is it that the great depth to

which foundations have to be sunk must necessarily oc

cupy a good deal of time, but incidental difficulties are

encountered in the protection of neighboring buildings,

In the character of the material to be handled, whether

rock or Band, and particularly is water likely to become

an obstacle to progress that requires the best engineering

skill to overcome. An interesting story could be writ

ten of the foundation work of any of the great buildings

erected since the high building came Into favor, and each

would reveal its own peculiar difficulties and special

methods of dealing with them. In the protection of ad

joining buildings the methods are various, almost as the

buildings themselves, though they generally have one

point of similarity or union in that the walls of the build

ing to be protected are relied upon for assistance. It is
in reaching these walls and putting in the necessary

supports that the engineering difficulties are discovered.

Iotrrekting Piece of Work.
One of the most interesting pieces of foundation work

was that recently carried out at the southwest corner

of Wall and William streets, for the new building of the

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company, of which Clinton

& Russell were architects. The system employed was

the wooden caisson with removable cover to the air

chamber. In all 42 caissons were sunk. Work began

on June 15, under the Injunction that time was a prime

necessity on this job, and was completed July 22, in just
five weeks, or 24 days ahead of time, though at the time

of commencement the walls of the old buildings were

still only down to curb level and the shoring, sheet pil

ing and excavating had to be carried on simultaneously

with the caisson work. This expedition is made all the

more remarkable by the fact that water was reached at

about one foot from the cellar surface, and that the ad

joining building, that of the United States Trust Com

pany, rests on a lively quicksand and was left unshored,

except for some pusher braces used to check any out

ward movement of the wall due to the eccentricity of its

foundation, and the building was not in the least dis

turbed. To achieve this the westernmost row of caissons

were sunk against the walls of the United States Trust

Company's building, and to about 40 feet below the

foundations. If the contractor had waited to shore the
walls that work would have taken two months' time

and have cost a good many thousands of dollars. The

course pursued saved both time and money and left the

building in a better shape than if it had been shored.

The caissons used in this foundation are constructed

of wooden staves 3% inches in finished thickness and

about 9 inches wide, got out in 33-foot lengths and hav

ing % x 1% inch splines in each joint; they are cut to the

radius of the cylinder joints and radial lines and fur

nished with a steel cutting edge. These wooden cais

sons can be put upon the site in two or three days from

the receipt of the order for the foundations. They are

delivered complete and sunk full length. Another ad
vantage is that the roof of the air chamber is removable.

It is made of Bteel plates in the form of a dome, divided
into two parts. After the caisson is sunk to rock the air

chamber is filled with concrete to within about 1 foot

of roof, and the concrete is allowed to set In the com

pressed air until it becomes hard, which occurs in from
three to six hours. The roof of the air chamber is then

removed. This leaves an open well with wooden sides
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and a concrete bottom, both of which are water tight.

This well is then filled with concrete from the top, and
when set there is obtained a monolith rising from the

rock to the surface. Other practice has been to put the

roof of the caisson on in such a manner that it was ir

removable, so that it was left in, and the concrete put

on top of it, the concreting being done as the sinking

proceeded. When solid rock was reached the air cham
ber was concreted in the usual manner. The concrete

was in two parts, one above and one below the roof, and

it was always a question whether the concreting had

been done so as to properly pack underneath the roof

without leaving any spaces between the concrete in the

air chamber and that above it.

Shape of CalkNons.
One of the interesting features of this work was the

shape of the caissons sunk alongside the adjoining build

ings. These were 8 feet 6 inches in diameter, and the

cutting edge was made of a plate that was rolled up as

a cylinder S feet G inches In outer diameter, from a plate

28 inches deep on one side and 14 inches on the other and

adjusted to the end of the wooden cylinder, which wa»

cut shear. The cutting edge was reinforced at the bot

tom by a steel angle ring placed % inch from the bottom

of the cutting edge, upon the top of which the bottom

of the staves rested. The caisson itself was carefully

built, so that the 8 feet 6 inches diameter was almost

absolute for every part of it. It was very smooth on the
outside, all bolts and rivets being countersunk, and the

friction was further reduced by a coating of ferry rack
grease. When the caisson was set in place the deep side

of the cutting edge was placed against the building. It
is a principle that is well known that the compressed

air from a caisson will escape at the highest point of
the cutting edge in the same manner that water will

overflow from a tank at the lowest side. The effect of
using this oblique cutting edge was to confine the escape

of the compressed air from the air chamber to the small
space in front where the cutting edge stood highest and

furthest away from the adjoining building. In sink
ing a caisson the escaping air disturbs the soil by agi
tating and churning the water through which It passes,

and where this occurs under a building it also affects

the bearing power of the soil. This Is why hereto
fore all such buildings have been shored. The value of
the oblique cutting edge will now be seen. By its use
all the disturbance and softening of the soil was done on.

tho side of the caisson furthest away from the building,

leaving the soil under the building undisturbed and

without any loss of its bearing power. The result was

that the sinking of the caissons for the Atlantic Mutual

Building was done without any disturbance whatever of
the adjoining buildings. By the control of the escaping

air the sinking of the caissons alongside the standing
buildings was rendered as safe as if done in the middle
of the lot. The obliquity of the cutting edge was orig

inally a matter of accident, due to the position taken by

the caisson in process of sinking.

An Asbestos House.
It is stated that Count von Waldersee, who has just
arrived in China to assume command of the allied forces,

will occupy a portable asbestos house, which is made
in sections. Everything is so arranged that the build

ing can, with the greatest ease and speed, be fixed up

and taken down for erection elsewhere as required. The
building contains seven large and comfortably furnished
rooms for the use of the Count, his adjutant and serv
ants. The material used is an invention of the Calmon
Asbestos & Rubber Works, to which the name of asbes
tos slate has been given. It is absolutely fire and water
proof, as hard as slate, and yet capable of being nailed
or planed like wood shingles. It also possesses the ad
vantage of extraordinary lightness, and, being an equally
good insulating material against heat as well as against
cold, constitutes an almost ideal material for light build
ings.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Diameter of an Octagon.

From E. K. P., Canton, Ohio.—Is there a rule by which
the diameter of an octagon may be obtained when the
length of one side is given ?

Answer.—Our correspondent, of course, desires to as
certain the diameter of either a circle circumscribing
an octagon or a circle inscribing it. In the one case, the
-distance is obtained between two opposite angles of the
octagon, while in the other it is obtained between two
opposite sides. The method of procedure is to multiply
the length of one side of the octagon by 1.3066, and the
result is the radius of the circumscribed circle, which
multiplied by 2 gives the diameter. Multiplying the
length of one side by 1.2071 gives the radius of the in
scribed circle, which multiplied by 2 gives that diameter.

Relative Strength of Brackets.
From Hee H. See, Montreal, Canada.—1 inclose here
with sketches of two brackets, and desire to ascertain
what is the relative strength; first, when the load is

to Denver, and his wife liking the plan of their former
house so well, he sent to me for the original drawings.
I referred him to Carpentry and Building, and he then
remembered my having given him a copy of the paper
which he found, gave it to his builder, making a few
changes, and erected the home. Thus the publication of
the drawings in the paper were of value to him.

IHaklng Perspective Drawings In Confined Space.
From Architect, Portsmouth, Va.—The September Is
sue of your instructive paper has been received, and
among the many interesting articles therein is one by
Ray S. Blinn on " Perspective Drawing in Confined
Space." I am very much interested in this subject and
would gladly welcome any practical advice or method
that would do away with the " 10-footer " in the shape
of a perspective drawing board. The object of this com
munication is to ask Mr. Blinn for a more comprehensive
explanation in regard to the position and distances of the
different curves he uses. I understand trigonometry,
but cannot comprehend or locate the curves from the

*TWOLONGBRACESH CHECKED
SHORTONECUTBETWEEN

Fig 1.—OneForm of Bracket ^_

RelativeStrengthof Bracket*—Scale, Inch to theFoot.

Fi£. 1.—BracketShowingDifferent
Construction.

equally distributed; and, second, when the load is at the
outer end 1

Ansicer.—'We have reproduced from the sketches of
our correspondent the two brackets in question, and pre
sent illustrations of them herewith. Under a distrib
uted load the bracket shown in Fig. 1 would be about
three times as strong as the bracket shown in Pig. 2.
With the load applied at the outer end, the difference In
strength would be measured by the relative strength of
the straight and curved braces. The bracket in Fig. 2
would perhaps fail under a load about 20 per cent, less
than would be required to break the bracket in Fig. 1,
supposing that the upper end of the outer braces is well
bolted to the beam. AVithout bolts there would be very
little, if any, difference in the strength of the two brack
ets, as failure would probably occur by breaking off at
the shoulders.
In order to develop the full strength of either bracket,
It must be well supported at the bottom and tied at the
top so that it cannot tip over.

The Practical Valne of "Carpentry and Building."
From Frank J. Grodavent, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.

—A few years ago you published the design of a residence,
built for a gentleman in Denver, Col. Last spring he
sold the house and went East to live, but later returned

formula; given. I would also like to know why the
curves of a given radius cannot be used for any size
scale drawing, so long as the angle of the plan with the
horizon, 30 degrees or 45 degrees, as the case may be,

remains the same. If Mr. Blinn will be more explicit
and give figures Instead of formulae, he will doubtless
confer a great favor on many others, who, like myself, do

not quite understand the explanation given.

A nswer.—We submitted the above to Mr. Blinn, who
makes the following reply:

It may be that " Architect " mistakes the multiplica
tion sign for an X in some of the formulas.
Referring to the article in September issue after
substituting, should read:

OX' = 40 x cot 30 degrees = 69.28
OX" = 40 x tan 30 degrees = 23.09

Now, by subtracting, the length of the radius of the

curve is selected from the OX1 or OX' values, the re
mainder will naturally be the distance the curves must
be placed from O, that the radiating lines may all con
verge toward their respective vanishing points.

In theory one should measure from the chord of the
arc Instead of the arc, but this difference Is slight, and
will make no appreciable error.
A little Ingenuity will enable one to locate these
curves, and tack them on the board very quickly.
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In reply to the second question: The limits of the
board and the angle 8 will determine to a large extent
the proper arc to use. For example, if 6 = o, one point
goes to Infinity and the lines will run parallel. So that
one should have on hand curves of different radius, If
a draftsman cares to make varied drawings.

The scale, however, may be changed from 40 inches
to 40 feet, if need be; the proportion will remain the
same.

Hlterl for Rake and Level Frieze.
From Hee H. See, Montreal, Canada— Replying to the
letter of " E. H. A.," Pulaski, N. Y., I would say that he
will require both a square and a raking miter; a square
miter on the level frieze, and a raking miter on the
raking frieze. The cut is exactly the same as the side
bevel for Jack rafters. Suppose, for example, the roof
Is quarter pitch, It is necessary first to cut the level
frieze as If it were going square across the end of the
building; then take the raking frieze and lay the square

Fig. 1.- Obtainingthe PlumbCut.

Fig. 2—Figureson the SquareGivingtne Bevel.

I have seen many carpenters mark the plumb cut
A B, as shown in the sketch, Fig. 3, which I Inclose,
then draw the line C D parallel. The distance be

tween the two lines is equal to the thickness of the
frieze. Square across the edge C E and draw the line
from the first plumb line to the square line on the other
edge, as B E, which gives the cut, as shown.

Chimney Smokes and makes Creosote.
From L. T. G., St. Albans, Tt.—As Carpentry and
Building is the Meqca toward which the eyes of all those
In trouble turn, I join my wail to that of the multitude
and ask for information from some one who perhaps

has had a similar experience to the one I describe. The
case is one of a smoky chimney and also of much creo

sote. There Is a wood furnace in the house, set about
18 years ago and still In good repair. It Is connected to
the chimney by a 7-inch pipe running about 22 feet hori
zontally in cellar and 10 feet up through dining room

with elbow into chimney. It has always worked well
until recently. For a while in the morning It blows
smoke back around elbow where It enters the chimney

in the dining room. The chimney was laid over new

from the roof up last fall, but this was done to over

come a trouble the owner has had with creosote running

down through roof into the attic on the outside of the

Fig. 3.—Methodof ObtainingPlumbCut Describedby " .1.M. D."

Miter for Rake and LevelFnae.

on the face of the board with the C-Inch mark on the
tongue and the 12-inch mark on the blade, as shown in
Fig. 1. Mark along the tongue to obtain the plumb cut.
In order to obtain the miter, measure across the square
from the G-inch mark to the 12-inch mark, which gives
us very nearly 13% inches. Now, lay the square across
the edge of the board as shown in Fig. 2, with the 13%-
inch mark on the tongue and the 12-inch mark on the
blade; the tongue will give the bevel.
The rule Is to take the rise per foot on the tongue of
the square and 12 inches on the blade and measure
across these two marks, whatever the distance may be,
using it with 12 inches to obtain the miter and mark by
the long bevel.

From .T. M. D., Deep River, Conn.—In answer to " E.
H. A.," Pulaski, N. Y., page 248 of the September issue,
I would say he requires practically a " square miter,"
as the angle formed by the corner of the house Is 90
degrees, the miter of which is 45 degrees. Cut the level
frieze 45 degrees or square miter; mark the plumb cut
on the raking frieze where desired. In order to obtain
the miter cut, use the figures on the blade of the square,
which correspond with the length of the common rafter,
and on the tongue those which represent the run of the
rafter; cut by the blade. The same method is used for
obtaining the top bevel of jack rafters, which informa
tion I obtained from Hicks' " Builders' Guide."

chimney and not because of poor draft. I have exam
ined and cleaned the furnace, pipe and chimney. After
the early morning hours it draws well, and to test the

virtue of the theory that a chimney always works better
after it gets warmed up a hot fire was kept through two
recent cold nights with the same result— smoke in the
morning. There has been a covered cap put on chimney
with no beneficial results. It extends up through the
roof on the north side of main ridge and about 2 feet
above it I suggest to owner a galvanized cone top with
a few feet of 10-lnch pipe with hood. I also would like
to know what can be done to stop the formation of
creosote.

Filling; In Between Studding;.
From A. E. R., Huntsville, Out.—Will some of the
practical readers kindly inform me through the columnj

of the paper the proper way to build up the walls of s
house between the studding, using stone and mortar ?
Will it do to put up the studding the same as for an
ordinary frame house, then, nailing a board each side
of the studding, fill In the space with small itone and
mortar, and when it has set raise the boards a foot high
and repeat the operation ? Would it do to put in a little
Portland cement so as to harden the walls ? Would It
answer to put a little coloring In the mortar so as to
match the color of the brick, and then with a straight
edge mark off in squares, the same as brick ? Can the
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walls be made smooth this way, or would It be better to
build with common mortar and then put colored mortar
on the outside ?

Finding the Backing of Hip Rafter*.
From W. S., Paterson, N. J.—l would like to thank
" G. L. M." of Tacoma, Wash., for the further explana
tion of his method of getting the backing of hips, as I
now understand the part which I previously failed to
comprehend.

Lettering for Drawing*.
From W. B. G., Philadelphia, Pa.—l have noticed In
Carpentry and Building at different times requests for
samples of printing or lettering suitable for use in con-

I^RonTC^y^NTi on.

Samplesof Letteringfor Drawings, Contributedby "W. B. <?."

nectlon with drawings, &c. The samples which I In
close represent a style which I have been using, and
which may be of possible interest to readers of the pa
per.

Cypress for Outside and Inside Work.
From E. A., Elmore, Ohio— Kindly allow me a little
space In the Correspondence columns of your valu
able paper to ask for a little information concerning
cypress wood. I wish to know a little more about cy
press, because we are having an awful time getting
people accustomed to it, owing In some measure to the
fact that It Is a new wood in this part of the country,
and people do not take to it as readily as to white pine.
Some claim It will not stay to Its place as well as other
woods, while others claim it will not hold paint. I re
cently made of cypress 16 pairs of blinds for a man, and
when they were finished he would not take them, be
cause they were made of cypress, and, as he put It,
" would not stay In place very long." He also claimed
that they would not hold paint. However, he finally
took them on the understanding that If they did not
stay in place and hold the paint as well as if made of
different material I would make him new ones, hang
them for him and paint them.
This Is one of a great many experiences we have had
with the wood, and personally I believe cypress Is all
right. I would, however, like to hear from some of my
brother carpenters in regard to cypress as a wood for
building, and desire especially to know if It Is satisfac
tory for corner boards, outside window casing, siding,
shingles, sash, doors, blinds and inside finish. If some
of those who have used It and seen it wear would give
their views it would be a great favor to me, and would
doubtless prove of interest to many others living In this

section of the country.

Finding tlie Pitch of a Roof from a Circle.
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.—I take exception to
"E. L. M.'s" article in regard to finding the pitch of a roof
from a circle, as I do not think the method there de
scribed is correct. The terms one-fourth, one-third, one-

half pitch, &c, are relics of the old " scribe rule " days
when all framing was done by the scribe rule of " cut

and try," Instead of by the square, as we frame now. It
grew out of the habit of taking one-fourth, one-third,

or one-half the width of the building for the rise of the
roof, which In case of a building 24 feet wide would

give for one-fourth pitch a rise of one-fourth of 24,
or 6 feet for the night at the ridge above the plates.

This would be a rise of 6 feet in 12, instead of 5 as " E.
L. M." has It; one-third pitch would be 8 feet rise In 12
feet run; one-half pitch. 12 feet in 12, which he has cor
rect; two-third pitch would be a rise of 16 feet in 12
run, and three-quarter pitch would be a rise of 18 feet
in 12 run, Instead of 21 and 30, as he has It. His error
lies In taking the fractional part of the circle as the
name of the pitch, instead of the proportion of the rise
of the roof to the width of the building, which really
gave the names of the pitches In the first place.

Raining Bents to a Bnlldlng.
From P. P. M., Florida, N. Y.—Will some reader with
experience give his plan for raising bents to a building,

staling the size of rope, sizes of pulleys and the number
of sheaves; and, if he uses a gin pole, how much longer
must It be than the posts ? What are the number and

sizes of the guy lines? State If the gin pole stands per
pendicular or away from the bents to be raised. What
are the size and style of the drum or winch, and where

should it be placed ? What Is the manner of holding

the foot of the posts ? The building to be raised is 30

feet wide, with 16-foot posts of framed chestnut.

Roof Plan for Cottage.
From H. K. R., Lamed, Kan.— Replying to " I. H. L."
of Keene, Ohio, I Inclose sketch of a roof, and would
suggest that the correspondent use 6x6 turned columns
at the corner of the porch, with about two intermediate
posts of the same size, all to have good stone founda
tions. With regard to veneering, I would suggest that
he use the common " English bond," using wire wall
ties, similar, for example, to the New York wall tie re
cently illustrated in this journal, placed en tehelon, about

4 feet apart. Personally, I prefer paper or sheathing
quilt and redwood lap siding, giving 1%-inch lap.
A building constructed in the shape " I. H. L." has

Hoof Plan for CottageAccompanyingLetterof "3. K. R.

planned his house, gives chance for a large range of or

namentation In connection with the deck, gables and'
cornice, and I think shows off to much better advantage
over frame work than over brick work; further, It gives

a much better range to color combinations in painting.

Position of Fuel Room In Wood Working Shop.

From E. B. F., Vermont.—I have read with Interest the
article relative to " Position of Fuel Room In Wood

Working Shops " on page 266 in rke October issue, con

tributed to the Wood Worker by Its correspondent, H.

E. Kern. With the editor's kind permission I desire to
offer a few remarks on the subject under discussion.

While I never saw a wall next to a boiler get as hot as
the correspondent states, I do not doubt he may be cor
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rect in his conclusions. In the first place, there should
never be a single wall, as the heat will go through, even
if it is 2 feet thick, just about as easy as it would if the
wall were 1 foot thick, but at the same time the thick
wall will not become as hot. I have seen boilers with
8 and 12 inch solid walls, exposed on all sides, but I
never remember their becoming so hot that one could
not hold his hands on them. If, however, they were
banked up with fuel such as shavings and sawdust, I
have no doubt the result would be very different, and I
do not think in such a case it would bo a safe arrange
ment. I think in the case of a boiler fired with coal the
wall would become hotter than with lighter fuel, owing
to the fact that the heat would be more steady.
It is better, in my opinion, if it can be so arranged,
not to have the fuel room come in contact with the
boiler, but if no other place was available I should build
a 12-ineh wall for small boilers and 16-inch wall for
large ones, with air spaces. I should have a flue at the
bottom of the air space, and have the top provided with
openings for the purpose of circulation. With such con
struction I think there would be not the least danger. If
much heat was developed the top could be closed and a
pipe taken from it for heating purposes, on the prin
ciple of a hot air furnace. All doors of a boiler room
shold be of iron or covered with sheet iron or tin, while
the floor in front of the boiler should be swept clean and
wet down at night.
I notice in the October issue the plan of A. L. Shaw
of Whitecastle, La., which has about the same arrange
ment of fuel and boiler rooms, but I like his idea bet
ter, as he has the boiler nearer the engine. It will be
noticed on the plans which drew the first prize in the
competition in " Small Wood Working Shops " that the
boiler wall constitutes the wall for the building. Now, in
cold weather the frost will have a tendency to cool off
the boiler on that side, but either plan with a double
wall would, I think, be perfectly safe.

From P. Terry, Findlay, Ohio.—I note the criticism of
the correspondent of the Wood Worker, which appeared
in the September issue of Carpentry and Building, rela
tive to the position of fuel room in a small wood work
ing shop, the drawings of which you published the early
part of the year. The claim is made that the arrange
ment is dangerous from fire, the correspondent setting
forth the example of a water works plant where coal
took fire when piled against a boiler wall 2 feet thick. It
occurs to me that the writer in question has failed to
give all the conditions of the case, as to my best judg
ment and that of some of the most competent engineers
in this city, a fire under a boiler sufficient to heat a side
wall 2 feet thick red hot, clear through, would melt the
whole inside of the furnace, and I am, therefore, led to
suppose that the fire must have been due to some other
cause. I call to mind an interior wood working shop,
where a carload of coal was dumped against the boiler
wall on the outside of the building, and subjected to all
the rain and wet weather during the month of Novem
ber, rendering it most susceptible to taking fire In the
manner described. I was employed in this shop at the
time, but never heard of any fire there. I believe, how
ever, if the wall was thin enough and the fuel —coal,
shavings or sawdust —was wet and reposed against the
boiler wall any great length of time, it might take fire.
With a 12-inch wall, however, properly built and a lin
ing of fire brick, as any boiler furnace should havo, thus
making the total wall more than 17 inches thick I would
have no fear of fire. However, I am one to stay within
the lines of safety, and shall read with Interest what
others may have to say on this point.

Point* on Chimney*.

Front J. h. Iiixby, Jr.— For the benefit of those who
may be interested, I would state that for furnace work
the area of the chimney should equal about one-fifth the

area of the grate. Least width of flue should not be leas
than one-fifth the hight Tin feet; answer to be called in

inches) for chimneys of ordinary hight. In no ease
should the least width of flue be less than 8 inches, and
for best results the length of the flue should not exceed
twice Its width. Square tile flues are measured and
listed by outside and round ones by inside measurement.
A tile flue whose outside dimension equals that of a brick
flue has about the same capacity, and if the chimney is
a high one the tile flue will exceed in capacity the brick
one about 1 per cent, for each foot in hight above 50 feet.
In other words, a 100-foot tile lined chimney will have
50 per cent, more capacity than a brick one of same hight,
as ordinarily built; but as the smoothness of the brick
flue increases the advantage of tile flue will decrease.
The only objection to plastering a chimney on the Inside
is the fact that it is practically impossible to keep the
plaster in place. The result is the sides of the flue soon
become ragged, and the flue is less efficient than if it had
been well laid up and joints smoothed.
In my opinion it is poor judgment to use less than an
8 x 12 inch flue for any kind of a heater, or for a flue
where more than one stove is to enter. Put a clean out
door at the base of the heater flue and make sure it
closes tight. In building chimneys we are limited to
standard tile flue linings, and to lengths and widths vary
ing by 4 inches, or the width of a brick. If, in estimat
ing the size of a flue, it comes to a question of which
size to use, the smaller one can often be taken with
safety if the chimney is comparatively high; but the
larger size should be selected if the chimney is low, judg
ment being governed by the fact that the least side
should never be less than one-fifth of the hight. That
is, a flue of 40 feet or less should not be narrower than
8 inches.
The following table shows the area of chimney flues
for furnace work. They are smaller than for steam or
hot water boilers, as the temperature of the flue gases is

much higher from a furnace than from any boiler. It is
for this reason that a furnace is not as economical:

Size of Chimney Flues for Furnaces.
Diameterof
furnace
grate. , Hight of chimneyfrom inletin feet. .
Inchts. 15 80 45 fiO 75 90
18 8x 12 8x 12 8x 13 8x 13 8x 12 12x 13
21 8x 12 8x 13 8x 12 8x 12 13x 13 12x12
24 12x12 12x12 12x12 12x13 12x12 16x16
28 12x16 12x10 12x12 12x12 16x16 18x18
32 16x16 12x16 12x16 12x16 16x16 16x30
36 16x20 16x16 12x16 16x16 16x30 16x30

While the above sizes do not conform exactly to the

rules given, they nre the practical sizes that generally
give the best results. Chimneys varying in hight from
40 to 60 feet are the most satisfactory. As the flues be

come higher the gases get cooled down, and owing to

small volume, when furnace Is not worked hard it has

been found that it is policy to increase the size with the
hight. It is also absolutely necessary to increase the
size as the hight is decreased, the area increasing almost
inversely as the hight. That is, a 20-foot chimney re
quires about twice the area of a 40-foot one, other con
ditions being equal. While this last statement is not
strictly true, it applies with sufficient accuracy to furnace
chimneys ordinarily found in houses.
I would not advise putting two 22-inch furnaces on an
8x8 flue, unless the owner wants to get the experience.
I think it Is not safe to risk them on less than a 12 x 12
flue. Even on this, under favorable weather conditions,
if he starts up both fires at the same time there is liable
to be trouble with smoke, but the trouble will diminish
as the chimney becomes warmed up. If he decides to
use a single flue for the two furnaces, I would advise
him to make inlets to the chimney at different nights
and at right angles to each other. Two 8 x 12 flue Inlets
will give best results, for the reason that the draft of one
furnace will not be affected even If the doors and damp
ers on the other furnace are wide open and no fire In it.
Two, or even three, ranges can be put Into an 8 x 12 flue
if the inlets are not opposite and of same hight. It is not
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safe to risk an 8 x 8 flue to care for more than one range.

It may handle two or even three of them, but if fire is
started In each at about the same time there will be
trouble, unless the weather conditions are extremely

favorable. It is a risk that I wouldn't care to take.
I know of no book treating on the subject of chimneys,
except for power plants. My data have been gathered
from masons, chimney sweepers, men with chimney caps

for sale, from careful observation and tests, and from
Information gathered from furnace, stove and heating

men throughout New England.

Who Pata on the Iron Hool '

From W. J. M., Reedsburg, Wis —I have a little dispute
«8 to whether or not it is the carpenter's work to put on
an iron roof. In my contract there is not a word said
about the roof, although It states that it is to be under-

will be of hard wood—oak preferred. The sash n.ay be
either white pine or oak, and the bottom rail will be
plowed out at the bottom to prevent water follow
ing in by suction. The sash are to be hung with braided
cotton sash cord. A good quality of cast iron axle pul
ley is to be provided in the pulley stiles for the sash and
weights. A parting slip hung to the top of the frame
should be inserted in the box, in order to keep the
weights from clashing. The weights themselves may be
of cast iron, and either round or square in shape. Suit
able pockets are provided in the pulley stiles for insert
ing the weights.
In order to permit the sash being put into the frame
from the inside of the house the stiles and boxes are
made parallel to each other. By this means the sash
can be removed for reglazing in case of breakage by
simply removing the inside stops and parting bead. The

Head
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Half Plam or Winocw.

Sill and 3ub-5ill
•Jonttructinga Window Frame fur a Circular Wall.—Photo-reproductionof Drauingt Submittedby "Jack Plane."- Scab, ^ Inch

to the Fool.

stood that the parties called " builders " are to do noth
ing but the carpentry work.

Note— From the terms of the contract as given by
our correspondent the duty of the carpenter would seem
quite clear, but we lay the question before our readers in
order that all who desire may express an opinion. It is
possible the same question has arisen in the practice of
some of our readers and we shall be glad to hear how
they solved the problem.

Constructing a Window Frame for a Circular Wall,
From Jack Plane— My method of constructing a
window frame for a circular wall may possibly be of
interest to the readers, and I Inclose herewith drawings
and brief descriptive text. The detail shows a frame for
a brick wall with a cut stone sub-sill and stone lintel
over the frame. It is intended that the frame shall be
made of clear, white pine for all exposed portions, ex
cept the pulley stile and parting bead or strip which

inside stops are fastened with round headed screws, set
in sunken, slotted metal stop adjusters.

Reference to the vertical section through the sill and
sub-sill will show a galvanized iron water bar inserted
in the bottom of the sill. This bar is Is x 1 inch, and is
leaded into the stone sill.
The inside trim, commencing at the box and Includ
ing the inside stops, may lie made of wood correspond
ing with the finish of the room. The frame is to be
painted to match the other wood work of the bouse. The
pulley stiles and parting strips should, however, be
oiled and not painted, in order to allow the sash to slide
with ease.

Hanging niasa Doom,
From G. L. McM., Tacoma, Wash.—I must differ with
the editor in his remarks on hanging glass doors as pre

sented In the note appended to the inquiry of " E. D.
G.," in the September issue of the paper. I am em
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ployed in a door factory, the product of which is shipped
all over the United States, as well as to Hawaii, China,
Siberia and South Africa, and all our first-class doors
are invariably fitted to hang with the putty side within,
unless made on a special order, where the specifications
distinctly say to the contrary. The reason for putting
the putty side in is that if placed on the outside nat
urally the slamming of the door will throw the glass
against the putty and in time tend to loosen It, allow
ing the glass to be thrown out and broken. On the con
trary, if the glass is placed the other way, the weight of
it is thrown against the solid wood and no bad results
follow.
Note.—Custom regarding the hanging of sash doors
seems to vary in different sections, and we trust readers
will freely discuss the question in the light of their own
experience.

A Cheap Storage Shed.
From E. S., Ithaca, N. T.—l send herewith two sketches
of a shed which I use in connection with my carpentry
business, finding it very convenient for storing surplus
material. The shed itself is 16 x 20 feet, with an over
hang in front, making it 20 feet square. Fig. 1 repre
sents a front elevation, showing the stalls, while Fig. 2
is a side view. For the sills I used one piece 8 x 8 z 20
and three pieces 8 x 8 x 12. These sills are at each end
of the stalls. I spike on a 2 x 6 x 16 at the feet of the
posts, which are 2x8, set with the edge toward the
front. The sills form the bottom for the first set of
stalls, and the upper tier is formed of 2 x 8 laid flat
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Fig. 1.—Front Elevation

A Chetp StorageShed.—Contributedby " E.

ways with angle braces under, spiking through the posts

into the cross pieces and braces. The left hand end I
leave open 8 feet for any wagon. I use a shingle roof and
board the sides up and down .

measuring a Slate Roof.
From R. J. H., Du Bote. Pa.—l would like to submit
to the readers of the paper, who have had experience in

slate roofing, a question which has been somewhat per

plexing. I would like to know how to measure a slate
roof. I gave a contract for " driving " a roof by the
square and we cannot agree on the measurement. How
much is it customary to allow over the exact measure

ment for hips and valleys ?

What la One-Quarter Pitch •

From C. C. H., Brookville, Pa.— I have been reading
Carpentry and Building for about four years, and think

a great deal of It. I have learned much from the pa
per, and now I want to ask a question as to who is cor
rect regarding the question of pitch of roofs. In a re
cent issue " F. F." of East Bloomfield, N. Y., states that
In his section quarter pitch Is 26% degrees, while the il

lustration showing the method of finding the pitch of

a roof from a circle, by " E. L. M.," Greenville, Iowa,

shows quarter pitch at 22% degrees slant. The latter

seems to be correct according to the degrees; but here

in our county quarter pitch is 6 inches rise to the foot
run; one-third pitch is 8 inches rise to the foot run, but a

quarter of 90 degrees is 22%, which surely is quarter

pitch. This, however, makes only 5 inches rise to the

foot run, -and one-third pitch 7 inches rise to the foot

nn.
I would like very much to have F. E. Kidder, the con
sulting architect, explain this, for I feel certain he can
do it to the entire satisfaction of all. I have followed
carpentry for 14 years, and would be very glad to have

some of the readers talk on the quarter-pitch question.

Note.—The question of pitch of roofs is one which has

provoked a great deal of Interesting discussion, and de

veloped the fact that opinions differ concerning it. In

this connection the letter of
" G. L. McM." of Tacoma

on page 307 is a timely contribution.

A Reader's Opinion of "Carpentry and B ut Id! nt."

From E. M. J„ Columbia, S. C.—l am just in receipt
of the August issue of Carpentry and Building, and must

say that of four building papers which I take, this one
overtops them all, particularly in the matter of details

of construction. I find there are many workmen who

can plan a fairly gool looking and comfortable dwelling,

but when It comes to the details of putting the building

together they are woefully deficient. Many buildings
are

spoiled by patchy construction, and pocket books
are

emptied by cutting and trying, putting up and
tearing

down, to produce some effect which the workman did

not understand before he began operations. It seems

to me that every wood worker should have this
paper

in his hands, and keep himself posted on all methods

Fig. S.—SideElevation.

Ithaca, N. T.—Scale,}4 Inch to theFoot.

extant of producing well built structures in the
best,

which is the cheapest, manner.

Copper on Iron Framing.

From G. E. W.— 1 have a contract for covering the

steeple of a church with 10-ounce copper. The frame is

iron and the committee does not want any sheathing put

on, but wishes the copper fastened direct to the frame, so

as to make the building as nearly fire proof as possible.

The question has arisen of the possibility of the contact

of the copper resulting in the corrosion of the iron. I
should be very glad to know if this is likely to occur, and
if It is safe to place the copper in direct contact with the
iron, and if not what would be the best plan of doing the
work?
Answer.—That the contact between copper and iron

causes corrosion of the Iron Is true, but the action Is it)

faint that it wouid take quite a long while before any

defects in the iron would ho noticed. However, to be on

the safe side, cover the iron frame work with a layer of

two-ply asphalt paper, and over this paper lay on the

copper, which will avoid any corrosion that might occur.
We presume that the framing is filled with fire proof

blocks to which the copper can be fastened.

Building statistics just issued by the Secretary of
State of Ohio show a large increase both in the number
and cost of new structures for the last year over that of
the previous year. The number of new structures for
the past year was 26,949, at a cost of $18,528,376.while
for the previous year the total number of structures was
21,152, and the cost was $14,645,944.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

REPORTS
which reach us from Boston, Mass., show that

building operations in the city during the month of

Septemberwere not as satisfactory as could be wished,

for, while the number of permits granted for the construction

of brick buildings were exactly the same as for the month of

August, there was a gain of but seven in the number granted

for the construction of wooden buildings. In September of
last year there was a gain of 20 per cent, in brick construc

tion over September,1898,while this year there is no change,

although there is a gain in frame construction for the cor
responding period. In assigning a cause for this condition of
affairs three reasons are given : The unsettled condition of

business occasionedby the approaching Presidential election,

the overconstruction in the city for some time past, and the
high cost of material. The figures show that in September

of the present year permits were granted for 44 brick struc
tures, as compared with 55 a year ago, and for 81 frame
buildings, as against 61 in the same month last year. Tak
ing the figures for the first nine months of the present year,
it is seen that the total of brick and frame constructions has
decreased materially as compared with last year and the
year before, the report showing 869 buildings for which per
mits were issued up to October 1, 1900, as against 1442 for
the same period in 1S99, and 1418 for the first nine months
of 1808.
The report of Building Commissioner Damrell for the

year ending B'ebruary 1, 1900, has just been issued, and
shows that during the 12 months there were 471 brick and
1240 frame buildings completed. Besides giving much infor- ,
mation of interest and value to underwriters, builders, &c,
the report of the commissioner presents a list of all registered
plumbers and gas fitters in the city.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Labor conditions continue to be somewhat unsettled in

Buffalo. The demand for workmen at the Pan-American Ex
position Company makes the labor leaders rather autocratic.
A few weeks ago the pla'sterers in the exposition building
were being paid $3.50 per day for eight hours' work, but
they decided the amount was not compensation enough for a
hard day's work, and consequently they struck for $4 for an
eight-hour day.
The structural iron men at the exposition struck for and

obtained a raise of wages until they are now paid $3.50 a day.
It is rumored that on November 1 the carpenters will demand
40 cents an hour. They are now paid 30 cents. Metz &
Meyers' mill has beenclosed and their work on the Ethnology
Building stopped simply becausethey had a few men in their
employ who refused to join the union, and whom Metz &
Meyers refused to discharge. It is stated that these same
men had been discharged from the union because they had
failed to pay their dues, and this method was taken by the
union to collect same.
The following contracts have been obtained the past

month by membersof the Builders' Exchange :

Pergola Building, Pan-American Exposition Com
pany, John Feist $35,553
Woman's Buildiug, Pan-American Exposition Com
pany, J. H. Jaeckle 4,470
Stadium Building, Pan-American Exposition Com
pany, J. H. Jaeckle 78.590
Shelter House, No. 1, Park Board, G. E. Prank 3,734
Shelter House, No. 2, Park Board, Wm. Henrich's
Sons 3,652
County Hospital, Mosier & Summers 107,000
Steward Building, Flierl & Reimann 82,976

The exchangemembershave again formed a bowling club,
and around 'Charge is heard wagers of 10-cent cigars as to
who is the best bowler.

Chicago. III.
Now that there seemsto be someprospect of an early ter

mination of the labor troubles which have existed in the
city for nearly a year past, architects, contractors and build
ers are feeling much encouragedand are looking for increased
activity in the spring. There is no doubt that the prolonged
labor troubles have reacted seriously upon the building situa
tion in Chicago and vicinity, but it is to be hoped that the
struggle will not have been in vain. On our editorial page
this month we discuss the situation at some length.
A matter which has attracted the attention of the trade

in other cities is the step which has been taken by the Chi
cago Masons' and Builders' Association and the United Order
of American Brick Layers and Stone Masons' Union, rela
tive to the question of apprentices. According to the new
agreement and working rules adopted by these two organiza
tions, and which are said to be binding until April 1, 1903,
apprentices are to have the opportunity of attending both
public and technical schools. In fact, they are so required to
do, in order to remain apprentices in good standing. Accord
ing to the agreement, they are under the jurisdiction of the
joint arbitration board. The applicant for apprenticeship
must be under 18 years of age, and the contractor taking an
apprentice shall agree to keep him at work for nine successive
months in each year, and make it a point that during the
three remaining months of the year the apprentice shall at
tend school. It is said that the rate paid the apprentice by his
employer for the first year is $260; for the secondyear, $300,

and for the third year $350. In case,however, the apprentice
does not attain proper proficiency during three years, he
may be required to work a year longer, for which he is to
receive $400.
At the annual meeting of the Chicago Architects' Business
Association, held on October 8, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year.
George Beaumont, president ; E. Stanford Hall, first vice-
president ; E. M. Newman, secondvice-president; S. A. Treat,
treasurer; C. R. Adams, secretary.
Directors: C. W. Nothnagel, G. L. Pfeiffer, W. C. Zim

merman, A. F. Woltersdorf, Sidney Smith, F. W. Hessen-
mueller.
Board of Arbitrators: George Beaumont, S. A. Treat, W.
C. Zimmerman, N. S. Patton, F. Baumann, C. R. Adams.

Cleveland, Ohio.

The amount of building in the city during the month of
September was hardly up to the corresponding period of a
year ago,although in the aggregatethe amount was consider
able. Cleveland, however, is no exception in this respect, for
it is well known that building operations have beenon a com
paratively small scale all over the country. In spite of the
decreasein the building in Cleveland, the men connectedwith
the building trades have been fairly well engaged. A move
ment is in progress which is intended to compel all contract
ors for school buildings to finish their work by the time speci
fied in the contract, as the penalty clause is to be rigidly
enforced. Director Bell is pushing the matter, and it is said
will enforce the penalty of $25 a day for all the time con
sumed in the construction of a building in excess of that
fixed for the completion of the work in the contract.
Some of the Cleveland contractors came out ahead In

the competition attending bids for work on the Ohio Building
at the Pan-American Exposition. We understand that all
the important contracts were captured by them, as there
were but two which went to contractors in other cities.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Builders'
Exchange, held early in October, one of the matters for con
sideration was an invitation to send representatives to
Youngstown to assist in stirring up the exchangeidea in that
place.

Columbus, Ohio.

The table of building statistics which has been issued by
Secretary of State Kinney shows the total number of new
structures for the past year, the figures indicating a large
increase as compared with the previous 12 months. During
the year under review the number of new structures erected
was 26,949, casting $18,528,376, as compared with 21,152
buildings, costing $14,645,944 for the previous 12 months.
The largest increase was in dwellings, the cost of which for
the past year was $11,173,305,as against $9,570,965. The
items for the past year are as follows : County buildings, 8,
cost, $89,450; churches, 63, cost. $301,400; school houses,68,
cost, $331,790; stores and warehouses, 1616. cost $2,290,075;
dwellings, 18,237, cost, $11,173,305; stables and barns,
4539, cost $1,106,685; manufacturing establishments, 592,
cost, $2,379,344; all other buildings, 1826, cost, $856,337;
making the total number of new structures as given above of
26,949, at a cost of $18,528,376.

Denver, Col.
A strike of the wood workers, which at one time threat

ened to tie up all the mills in the city, has been settled, and
on October 10 the closed mills resumed work. The trouble
grew out of the employment of non-union men at some of the
mills and a demand for a recognition of the union.

Detroit, Mich.
An ordinance was recently introduced in the common

council of the city, which is aimed to regulate the construc
tion and arrangement of theatres, but which will carry with
it, according to the plan of the builder at whose request the
matter was presented, another ordinance to abolish the pres
ent board of building inspectors and replace them with a
single superintendent of buildings, who shall be a practical
builder and mechanic. For the purposes of the ordinance,
buildings given up entirely to theater purposes and buildings
containing entertainment and public halls, are divided into
different classes. The ordinance provides specifically the
minimum thickness of the walls of every theater building
according to their hight, the manner of supporting the roof!
number of exits, proscenium wall, fire proof curtains and
construction, and places all the safeguards around such build
ings which aro required.

Kansas City, Mo.
According to builders and real estate men, there is a con

siderable amount of work in progress in the city, some going
so far as to claim that the aggregateamount of building under
way is greater than at any time during the past ten years.
There are comparatively few empty bouses for rent, and it is
said that there are more than 200 new houses now in course
of construction. Most of the building is being done in the
southeastern part of the city, and while there is nothing in
the nature of a boom, the volume is considerable in the aggre
gate. A member of a prominent firm of builders states that
the building is simply to meet the demands of the increased
population. The demand for houses is good; prices rule mod
erate, and the people are willing and able to buy. As a con
sequencenearly everybody who can build is doing so. The
labor market is referred to as being pretty evenly balanced
and everybody busy.
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Los Angeles, Cal.
The outlook at Los Angeles, Cal., for fall and winter

building shows an unprecedentednumber of small buildings,
residences,&c, in sight, but very little to be hoped for in the
way of big buildings. In Los Angeles, as well as in the neigh
boring towns, such as Pasadena, there is a great deal of in
quiry for residences of the better class. Architects report
that prospective builders seem to have plenty of money and
are asking for a good class of dwellings. So far Los Angeles
is free from labor troubles affecting building, but there are
indications that the union carpenters will soon make trouble.
The fight will be against piece work, which is quite common
here.

Lowell, Mass.
The building business in the vicinity of Lowell, Mass.,

has been unusually dull for some time past, although the
prospect for the future is much brighter. The big mill cor
porations are enlarging somewhat and some of them have
plans for considerable work, which, without doubt, will mate
rialize after the election is out of the way. The Lowell Tex
tile School contemplateserecting a number of buildings which
will call for the expenditure of something like $400,000,and
it is expected that bids for a portion of the work, at least,
will soon be invited. The American Woolen Company have
been enlarging considerably, and the Yorick Club have pur
chased a valuable property near the City Hall, with a view
to remodeling it into an elaborate up to date club house.
A committee has been appointed by the Builders' Ex

change to consider the proposed building ordinance which is
being fathered by P. E. Bean. The many friends of Con
tractor P. B. Quinn will regret to learn of his severe illness.
He has alwavs been a valuable member of the Builders' Ex
change, and in the past a regular attendant at all the con
ventions of the National Association of Builders.
The labor unions have beenvery alert lately, but owing to
the depression in business, nothing more than a small strike
of the bricklayers and hod carriers has occurred to mar the
harmony which has existed between employers and employed.

Memphis, Tenn.
The amount of building thus far in the year shows a very

gratifying increase as comparedwith a year ago. The money
value has already reached a total of $1,274,382,as compared
with 81,076,250for the entire 12 months of 1899; while the
total for 1S98 was only $544,689, and for 1897 was a trifle
less than $500,000. Contractors, architects and real estate
men seem to agree in the expectation that the aggregate of
building operations for the year will fall not far short of
$2,000,000.Ono of the largest of the permits recently granted
was that for the Gayoso Hotel, which is estimated to cost in
the neighborhood of $300,000, and which will be of steel
frame construction.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
During the month of Septemberthere was a noticeable im

provement in the building situation in and about Pittsburgh.
Quite a number of buildings which have been in the hands of
the architects for some time are now being pushed to com
pletion. The contract has beenawarded to William Miller &
Sons for what will probably be one of the finest residences
ever built in the city. It will occupy a site 100 x 150 feet
on Fifth avenue, near Amberson avenue. We understand
that the building will cost about $150,000,and that probably
as much more will be spent before it is ready for occupancy.
The plans for the house, which were drawn by J. Edward
Keirn, call for a stone structure containing 30 rooms, ex
clusive of bathrooms and reception hall. The large reception
hall will be fitted up magnificently and will be, it is said, the
handsomest apartment of the kind in any Pittsburgh resi
dence. Every bedroom in the house will have a bathroom
opening from it.
What is said to be the largest building permit ever issued
in Pittsburgh was that granted on October 11 to William
Miller & Sons, who have the contract for the new Union
Depot, and who are also putting up the 12-story steel frame
building of the Pittsburgh Bank for Savings, referred to in
these columns last month. The specified amount in the per
mit was $1,500,000. This, with the permits previously issued,
made the amount the largest ever granted in one month.
Some idea of the magnitude of the work in connection
with the new depot may be gathered from the fact that the
working plans of the architects, D. H. Burnham & Co. of
Chicago, weighed350 pounds.

Portland, Maine.
Latest advices from Portland are to the effect that build

ing operations are decidedly active and that a great many
business blocks and dwelling houses will probably be erected
in the near future. One of the enterprises now nearing com
pletion is the big block of the Union Mutual Insurance Com
pany on Exchange street, which structure will be a fine ad
dition to the city's architecture. Some of the enterprises in
prospect which are mentioned include a Masonic Temple, a
new United States Court House, a large hotel on the eastern
promenade, a new railroad station, together with improve
ments on the Cape shore.

Portland, Oregon.
In Portland, Ore., there is rather more than the ordinary

activity in building, although things have easedup a little re
cently. Footings for the first nine months of the year show
a large increase over the same months in previous years.
There is a gooddemand for residencesand residenceproperty,
and just at present for modern fiats, which are rather scarce
in Portland. There is a rumor current that the old Market
Block, belonging to the city, will be sold and that flats will
be erected on it.

San Francisco, Cal
Advices under date of October 6, 1900, are that as far as

new work is concerned, the past month has been about the
dullest of the year, and this, too, at a time when under ordi
nary conditions building operations should be at their busi
est. This state of things is due chiefly to the continuance of
the millmen's strike, although it may bepartly in consequence
of the nearness of the Presidential election. The fact, how
ever, that architects claim to be fairly busy with plans for
the future would seem to indicate that the election is only a
small factor. The strike itself has apparently not changed.
The mill owners have now refused to figure on any new work
or to sell to any one employing union labor. This still fur
ther complicates matters and makes building operations still
more difficult. It is now claimed by the men that the lock
out will be over in a week, but apparently the owners are as
firm as ever.
In the meantime country building is in good shape. The

harvest, which was a fairly good one, is now over, fanners
are receiving money for their crops, and there is a general
stimulation of country enterprise. A number of new build
ings of some size are now either being erected or about to be
erected in various parts of the State. Among the most im
portant of these may be mentioned the new library building
at San Jose, St. Matthew's School building at San Mateo,
the new courthouse at Madera, a post office building at Oak
land, and a post officebuilding at Stockton. The contract for
the construction of the latter has beenawarded to McPhee &
Co. of this city for $95,500.

Seattle, Wash.
This is just now the most active building center of the

Pacific Coast. Septembershowedby far the greatest building
record in the history of the city. During that month build
ing permits aggregating $469,078 were issued, being an in
crease of 40 per cent, over August, the largest previous
month. On October 1 there were upward of 75 new buildings
in process of construction. Some of these buildings were
large, modern store and officebuildings, but the greater num
ber were residencesranging in cost from $1500 to $7000. At
present everything is favorable for the building of this class
of houses.
The labor situation is satisfactory, and though artisans

are not plentiful there has so far beenno great inconvenience
on that account. The new Madison Park addition of the city
has been opened. The grading of streets and laying of side
walks and water mains is progressing and builders are al
ready at work on the property.

Worcester. Mass.
There is a fair amount of building in progress in and

about the city, and the leading architects have plans on their
boards for enterprises which it is expectedthe spring months
will fully develop.
The Builders' Exchange is showing increasing activity,

and it is expected that the membership will largely increase
in numbers as soon as the winter opens. The directors
have been planning to make more desk room for the accom
modation of tenants, this being a subject which has been agi
tated for some time back. We understand that there are a
number of applications for admission to membership, and
also for desk room in the exchange.

Notes.
Building operations in Hartford, Conn., are quite active

just at present, and permits have been taken out for a num
ber of improvements. While the season lasts work will be
rushed so as to get the new buildings in shape so that opera
tions can be carried on during the winter months.

It is stated that a larger amount of building for this time
of year is being carried on in Waterbury, Conn., than is
usual, and present indications are for a great deal of activity
in the near future.

What is said to be a radical departure in connection with
building operations has beenmade in Brooklyn, N. Y., in re
modeling old style houses,whereby their rent producing qual
ities are largely increased. This is the introduction of the
American basement style of architecture, and some of the
first of these improvements are now in progress.

A meeting was recently held in Oakland, Cal., for the
purpose of forming an association of building contractors,
the leading spirit in the movementbeing A. W. Pattiani, who
acted as chairman.

According to the reports of the English Paliament-
ary Committee on Bankruptcy, the most unsuccessful
business men in England during the past year were the
builders, although no reason has been discovered why
they should have suffered more than any other class.
The builders were not only the most numerous class, but
their liabilities were the largest.

What is said to be the largest perfect plank ever
turned out by a saw mill was manufactured by a Cali

fornia redwood mill not long ago. The plank Is 2 inches
thick, C feet wide and 17 feet long. It was cut by a
band saw, and is perfect and without a flaw. Much
larger pieces of redwood In the form of planks have been

produced, but they were not perfect specimens.
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HEATING AND VENTILATING A CLUB HOUSE.

FULLY
realizing the advantage, and, in fact, the ne

cessity, of having a well lighted and also comfortably

heated and well ventilated assembly room, the members

of the Whist Club of New York City instructed their
secretary. C. A. ITenriques, to secure the services of an

engineer for consultation in making changes in the

lighting, heating and ventilation, which hnd been de

cided upon in their new club house at 13 West Thirty-
sixth street, New York City, erected from plans by Stein,
Cohen & lioth, 41 Union square. For this work the
services of James G. Dudley, 10 Broad street, New York,

were retained, and the work was completed during the

ing, the principal feature of it was lighting the main
card room on the first floor. On the plan. Fig. 2, is shown
the arrangement of the lights which are placed on the
ceiling, with small lights down each side of the long
room and around the square card room in the rear.
In the center of the square card room there is a large
light, and large lights are also used down the center of
the long card room. The lights are arranged on several
circuits, so that all the different combinations could be
used to have the whole room fully illuminated, or only

M
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Hexting and Ventilatinga Club Houte.

Fig 4.—Plan of Roof,ShowingLo
cationof ExhaustFanVentilators.

early spring, while yet there was an opportunity to thor

oughly test it when the club took possession of their
quarters after the changes had been made. The prin

cipal field for the engineering work was found in the

main card room on the- first floor, the plan of which is

given in Fig. 2. In the evening it is not an uncommon
thing to find the entire card room occupied with tables,

around each of which four whist players are gathered,

most of whom are smoking. The problem of heating un

der these conditions was not so difficult as the problem

of lighting the room so that all parts were free from
strong light or shadows, aud providing for the removal

of the smoke and otherwise vitiated air.

The lighting is done by means of electricity, the elec
tricity being furnished by one of the electric companies
having wires going through the street, and while the

system laid out by Mr. Dudley lighted the entire build-

those required for lighting different parts of the room.
The different circuits of lights are arranged in geo
metrical figures so that the room is not only well lighted,
but also with a pleasing effect from the disposition of
the lights. All of the lights are arranged on the ceiling,
the fixtures having been specially designed by Mr. Dud
ley to harmonize with the ornamentation of the room and
furniture. In order to spread the light evenly, and ef
fect a soft, yet full illumination, Holophane glass, fur
nished by the Holophane Class Company of this city, is
used. When occupying the room, the members have
found that all parts of the room are equally well lighted,
so that there is said to be absolutely no choice in the lo
cation of seats at the card tables.
The building is heated by means of hot air furnaces
whereby a current of pure air from out of doors flows
into the house continuously, pleasantly warmed by the
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furnaces, to replace the air removed by the ventilating
system. When this part of the work was taken up by
Mr. Dudley, he found in the front part of the cellar,

shown in Fig. 1, a furnace constructed by James McGreg
or and of the pattern of 1862, it having been in the build
ing many years. It was expected that this furnace would
have to be removed and replaced by an entirely new one,

but upon examination it was found to be in excellent
order, and, after its already long service, it is still a part
of the new heating and ventilating system.

The square card room at the rear of the building on

the first floor is an addition to the building, however,

and In order to insure its being thoroughly heated a No.

88 Superior hot air furnace of the portable type, made
by the Utica Heater Company of Utica, N. Y., was In

stalled to aid the old brick set furnace and to heat the

card room extension. In addition to heating the card room
on the first floor, the second, third and fourth floors of

and prevents the openings in the cloth being so stopped
with dirt as to Interfere with the cold air supply to the

furnaces. This cold air duct passes along the ceiling
in the cellar until a 12 x 20 inch branch is carried down

to the bottom of the Superior furnace, after which it
continues on full size to the brick set McGregor furnace
near the front of the building.

Two hot air pipes are taken from the Superior fur
nace and carried to the flues at the rear of the build
ing. There are five hot air pipes from the larger fur

nace at the front, one pipe running over to the hall,

where it supplies a register in the basement hall, and

a branch being taken to a flue in the partition running

to a register in the first-floor hall, the purpose of this
arrangment being an intentional throttling of the hall
supply for Increasing the card room supply. The hot
air pipe running to the extreme front of the building

connects with the hot air flue which heats the card

Fig 5.—Cold Air Duct Entranceand Filter. Fig. 6—Hot andCold Air Pipes
andMixing Damper.

Fig. ".—ShowingLocation of Heating
andVentilatingRegisters.

the building are also heated by the old furnace, the
rooms being arranged as shown by Fig. 3, which Is a
plan of the second floor. These upper floors, as well as
the first floor, are all provided with open fire places, to
assist the furnaces in case of necessity. The upper

rooms are heated by means of registers placed in hot air
flues, which are a continuation of the flues which are
used to supply the registers in the main card room on
the first floor. It is not expected that the upper floors
will be heated when the card room Is heated and In use,
the upper floors being arranged as chambers for the use
of club members, with the exception of the front room
on the second floor, which is also arranged as a card
room.
The furnaces are both equipped with JEolipyle com
bustion governors, made by the .SDolipyle Company, 117
Beekman street, New York, and attached by W. B. Wil
kinson, 284 Pearl street. The sheet metal work was all

done by Herman & Grace, Brooklyn, N. Y. The fur
naces are supplied with cold air from out of doors by
means of a galvanized iron duct leading from the north
end of the building. As the rear portion of the base

ment is not excavated, the cold air duct runs along the

top of the ground until it reaches the cellar proper,

where it runs along the ceiling. The arrangement of the

outer end of the cold air duct is shown in Fig. 5. The

cold air duct is 24 x 34 inches inside, and on the outer

end has a curved top which is 34 x 48 inches in size.
This is to provide for a woven wire screen to prevent the
entrance of leaves, small animals or other objectionable

things.
The top is hinged at the front so that It may be

thrown over and expose the top of the cold air duct and

allow for the removal of a filter frame made of oak

strips 1 inch square. This frame Is made 34 Inches wide
and 5 feet long, and is covered with cheese cloth, so as

to arrest dust and dirt that would otherwise be carried

Into the furnace and distributed through the building.

The hinged top allows this frame to be removed so that

the cheese cloth can be dusted, brushed and renewed,

Fig. 8—First-Floor Reg
ister and Damper in
Flue to.Upper Floors.

Fig. 8—SectionShowing Fan, Motor
and Methodof Discharge.

Hexting and Ventilating a Club Home

room on the second floor and the chambers above it.
The other three hot air pipes are used for heating the
card room on the first floor, while one continues up for
heating the chambers above.
In addition to the hot air pipes for heating the card
room on the first floor there are also cold air pipes lead-
lug from the cold air duct to the heating flues, con
nected as shown in Fig. C, so that by means of the
mixing damper, also shown, the temperature of the air
furnished these rooms may be tempered, and In case of
the rooms becoming overheated from a large number
of persons, or lights, cool air can be brought into the
rooms and the hot air shut off. The damper is of the
sliding character, rising and falling. When it raises, the
cold air is shut off and the hot air is allowed to flow
freely into the flue.
When the damper is partially closed by means of a
regulating, device, the cold and hot air is mixed. The
regulating device is so arranged that the exact position
of the damper can be told in the card room, where a
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chain for operating it conveniently is placed. All of the
hot air registers in the main card room are placed near
the ceiling, as shown in Fig. 7, which is an elevation
at the point under the skylight in Fig. 2. It will be
noticed that the hot air enters the room at one side near
the ceiling, and all the other hot air registers are ar
ranged along the west wall and are all placed at about
the same night, or 8 feet above the floor, this being the
flue location when the building was erected. The
damper placed in the one flue which heats the upper
floors is arranged, as shown in Fig. 8, to be operated
by means of a chain, and is placed Just above the heat
ing registers, the new flues for heating the card room
being enlarged to that point.

The Ventilating System.
In addition to the hot air furnaces for heating the
building, there arc also a number of open Are places,
which are so arranged that they can be used with fire to
aid in heating, and all of these being connected into two
exhaust ventilating chambers placed on the roof, as
shown in Fig. 4, which is a plan of the roof. A sectional
elevation is presented in Fig. 9, showing the arrangement
of the exhaust fans. In order to protect the exhaust
fan, it Is placed under a galvanized iron hood, as shown,
and it is arranged to discharge down, to obviate any back
pressure from high winds, a wire screen being arranged

at the outlet to prevent the entrance of birds and other
foreign matter.
At the rear of the building Is a 24-inch Seymour fan,
and at the front of the building Is an 18-inch fan. These

fans are operated by a V±horse-power directly attached

electric motor. The switches for operating the motors,

regulating their speed, are located convenient to the

main card room. By means of flues from the open Are
places and the special ventilating flues connecting with

the exhaust fan chambers, the entire air volume of the
main or first floor can be changed from four to six times

per hour, thus providing from 1500 to 2000 cubic feet of

fresh warmed air per hour per occupant, as it drops to
the floor and passes off through the open fire places, or
through the special ventilating registers in the base
boards and in the partitions on the hall side of the main
card room, near the ceiling, and over the doors leading to
the main hall and stair well.

Round registers 8 inches in diameter are placed on
each side of the partitions, connected by means of a
sheet metal cylinder, so that the exhaust fans, in addi
tion to drawing the air through the fire places in the
various rooms on the first and upper floors, remove the
lighter strata of vitiated air in the main card room.
Arrangement Is made for the removal of a portion of
the air volume through fi x 36 Inch register faces in the
base board, both in the hall and in the card room, which
are connected by means of sheet metal thimbles. There
are three of these ventilators along the floor in the hall

partition, the exhaust fans drawing part of the air from
the main card room through them, whence It passes to

the upper portions of the building, thereby equalizing

the ventilation of the main card room (which is, in ef
fect, the " club " Itself), and at the same time warming
the other parts of the building.

As has been previously stated, this system has been
under actual test with the card room fully occupied, and
both the heating and ventilation, as well as lighting,

have met the approval of the members. While the de
scription has not dwelt upon the proportions of the dif
ferent parts, the special size of the furnace, hot air pipes,
flues, or the speed of the ventilating fans, It presents an

idea of what can be done along these lines, which will
no doubt be of special interest to many who have similar
problems to solve, It being borne in mind that the system
and methods employed were necessarily limited by the
conditions confronted in remodeling an old building de
signed many years ago. An important factor in the suc

cess of the work is the positive movement and removal
of the air in the building through the use of the fans.

CONCRETE FLOORS IN ENGLAND.

IN
a recent issue of the Journal of the Royal Institute of

British Architects appeared a paper by Frank Caws
on the subject of concrete floors, which contains much

that is of Interest. The paper deals for the most part

with concrete floors of the slab principle and in which
the author uses as little Iron as possible, to avoid the
weakening of the concrete by the unequal expansion of

the metal In the event of great heat, and also for the
purpose of decreasing the expense. The following ex

tracts may be suggestive:
In making fire proof floors for cottages I consider
if proper care be taken in the centering, and the joints
therein covered with narrow strips of lining paper (to
prevent the cement grout from descending into the

chinks) that it would be better to do without plaster

ceilings altogether, and be content with the natural Im

pression of the wood upon the cement, whitewashed.

By such means, and also by avoiding needlessly thick
slabs, the expense of cement concrete floors can be

brought within such limits as to render the Are proof

dwelling of a workingman cheap enough to be a good

commercial investment.
Although a fire proof dwelling must cost more than a

nonfire proof one, it will pay best in the end, because it
does not decay or fall Into disrepair, but, where ordinary
care is used, Is practically everlasting. Moreover, It Is

vermin proof, and cleaner and more sanitary than build
ings containing many hidden chambers and cells of de
caying timber, and ever gathering dust

Size of Slabs.
The limitations as to the size of cement concrete floor
slabs are largely determined by the quantity which a
gang of men can cast In one day. If the slabs are made
unduly large It is highly probable that some of them

may be left by the workmen half finished over night, the
other half being added next day, consequently leaving
a joint right across the slab, which, though by no means
fatal to its strength, is extremely undesirable.
In designing a large expanse of flooring It Is neces
sary, therefore, to subdivide the area into squares of
reasonable extent, and I may say that, in my own prac
tice, I consider a square of about 150 superficial feet a
reasonable size to arrange for, although In some cases
I have found it necessary to make them much larger.
The steel girders which form the divisions between
the slabs should be made strong enough to carry the
weight of the slabs themselves and of their greatest pro
posed loads; but it must not be supposed that, when the
slabs are set hard, these steel girders will necessarily be
called upon to wholly sustain these weights.

I say necessarily, for much depends upon the manner
in which the girders are placed. For example, If the
girders are placed entirely or mainly beneath the con
crete, so that the full thickness of the slab, or a consider
able thickness of It, passes above the top of the girder,
and if in such a case the casting of the slab be performed
In one heat, or as nearly In one heat as possible—which
can be done by organizing a sufficient number of work
ing gangs—the whole floor, consisting of numerous
squares, may be regarded as one homogeneous slab,
which is therefore so largely self sustaining that, when
once it is set, it brings but very little of its weight to
bear upon these girders, which apparently support It.
But if, as an example of another method, the girders
be placed so that their tops are bare or else covered by
a thin surface of concrete, the girders In this case prac
tically cut the various squares asunder, so that each
square naturally must bear wholly upon the girder.
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It will be obvious from these two examples that the
former method, upon the score of strength, is distinctly
preferable, though sometimes circumstances compel the
use of the latter method; and whichever method is em
ployed, it is always wise to make the girders strong
enough to bear the entire weight.
Some people think that cement floors are too cold, and
accordingly cover them with wood, which, of course,
involves a very great addition to the cost, having nothing
but the sense of comfort to recommend it. For my own
part, I think that a cement floor covered by a good cork
carpet is far preferable and quite comfortable. How
ever well seasoned wood flooring may be, the boards will
shrink, and when the floor is washed the moisture be
tween the chinks cannot get away or be evaporated with
out, in time, tending to produce an undesirable state of
mildew or decay. I am not arguing against parquetry
floors laid upon a special glue, but I am dealing with
floors of a more economical character suitable for ordi
nary dwellings.
Every one recognizes the danger attached to the
premature removal of centering from concrete floors, of
which we have had in the building world not a few
lamentable examples; but there is another danger, not
so generally recognized, which I should like to point out,
namely, that of a too sudden removal of centering. Al
though the concrete may have had plenty of time to set,
we must remember that its weight is resting upon the
center, and that when the centering is removed the slab
must bend, however inappreciably, before it can become
self sustaining. The same thing is true of a wide span
masonry arch of any bridge, so that no contractor or
engineer would ever dream of permitting the centering
of such a bridge to be suddenly removed without first
easing the wedges which sustain it.
Although the vertical movement of the mass of a slab
in settling is generally too small to be measured, yet this
slight movement involves the momentum of that great
mass, which momentum may be sufficiently serious to
damage, if not to wreck, the slab. It is, therefore, abso
lutely imperative that the wedges sustaining the center
ing of concrete floors should be carefully eased, and the
centering allowed to stand a day or two afterward, and
the wedges should then be examined, and not till they
are proved to be quite loose should the centering be taken
down.
Seeing that the stress of slabs under uniformly dis
tributed loads is proportional to the cube of their span, it
will be obvious that great reduction of stress is obtain
able by forming the slabs with covered edges. Suppose,
for example, we are dealing with slabs about 12 feet
square, and we reduce the flat part to 10 feet square by
means of our cove, the greatest stress is reduced accord
ingly as from the cube of 12 to the cube of 10—that is,
about 24 per cent., and at the same time these coves
serve to Inclose the steel supporting girders, thus pro
tecting them from fire.

General Role*. .
Below are some of the general rules, which 20 years
of special experience has led me to make in regard to
the construction of concrete slab floors:
1. To take pains to obtain old cement. 2. To use good
broken brick aggregate, and not sand, in the propor
tion of four of brick to one of cement for the body of
the slab, and fine crushed granite without sand for the
surface coating, having about three of granite to oue of
cement. (I may say I have found that when the surface
coat is gauged two of granite to one of cement it sets
too soon, while the continued expansion of the body be
neath is still going on, and thus causes minute cracks,
tending to deface and spoil the surface). 3. To adopt, as
precautionary provision, sheep wire netting as the base,
and steel angle or tee bars weighing not more than 1%
pounds per lineal foot, spaced about 3 feet apart on the
netting. 4. To consider a slab 10 feet square by 4 inches
thick as capable of sustaining a load of 9 hundredweight
per foot, including its own weight, and to reckon that

every slab will bear per square foot more or less than
9 hundredweight directly in proportion to the square of
its thickness, and inversely in proportion to the cube of
its span. When the slab is rectangular the minimum
span has to be considered the span. 5. To avoid casting
slabs in frosty weather. 6. To insist upon organizing
the gangs of workmen so as to cast as large an area of
slabs as possible in one heat, and never to allow a slab
to be left over night with its area only partially cast.

7. To insist upon strong centering, and to keep It all
standing not less than five weeks after the last slab of
the series of one flat is cast, and absolutely to forbid
and prevent the sudden and careless removal of the
centering.

Reality in Architecture.

The singular and characteristic helplessness of the

modern architect when brought face to face with the

realities of time, place and people must, some day, make

the educator pause, and must likewise some day excite

the curiosity and the wonder of the general public, says

Louis H. Sullivan, the well-known Chicago architect.

It certainly is curious enough to be worthy of comment
and critical analysis that whereas the architect, to all

intents and purposes, stands aloof from his people and

his time, American inventiveness, ingenuity, adaptability

and versatility are proverbial in so many pursuits.

But current architectural practice may not be called
a pursuit; on the contrary, it is a running away, an
evasion of plain duty, a dodging of the manifest issue.
Tiiis issue is not to be obscured by a mist of conven
tional and shop worn phrases, for It is as plain as the
daylight to any unbiased mind that, when an archi
tecture gives a reflection of the true life of the people
it is a natural, a real art; that, when it fails so to reflect
that life, it is artificial, unreal, and therefore not only
negatively useless but positively pernicious.
Closeted for generations in the musty school, this art
which needs as nurture the fresh air and the sunshine
of green fields and limpid waters, the rejuvenance of
springtime, has languished and faded in the poverty of
neglect.
The remedy is self-evident— a return to natural, sim
ple, wholesome, and sympathetic ways of thinking; a
liberation of the creative impulse; an entente cordiale
between architect and people—that he, as an artist, may
interpret their true feelings in the natural language of
his art, and express them with the eloquence and ardor
of a poet—not, as now, to misrepresent them in the ex
pressly cultivated cynicism of Irrelevant mental attitude.
That there is need of such a change, and that the
change is imminent, is keenly felt to-day by the younger
generation of architects. The convention of the Archi
tectural League of America, held in this city early in
June, represented a movement in architectural thought
so significant that it may easily be held the most im
portant avowal of principles in the architectural history
of the country. These principles, briefly stated, stand
for " the encouragement of an indigenous and inventive
architecture for America," as opposed to the imported
fashion plates representing the art and the lives of na
tions centuries ago. In other words, an art for us, by
us; not an art for us, by others.
The demand, then, is for architects of such breadth
of culture and delicacy of perception, such art of expres
sion, that from their hands may come a new phase, a
new expression of the eternally youthful art of archi
tecture that shall in turn be unique in the history of
the fine arts.
It will be an art filled with optimism and humanity,
in contrast with the pessimism of the past.

A 12-story brick, terra cotta and granite mercantile
building, to cost $350,000, has been planned by John T.
Williams of Stamford, Conn., to be erected at 114 to 118
Liberty street and 119 to 121 Cedar street, New York
City. The structure will have a frontage of 70.6 feet Id
Liberty street and 45.2 feet in Cedar street.
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Hollow Blocks in Building Construction.

For some little time past the attention of the trade
has been directed to the merits of hollow blocks for use
in building construction, and in these columns more or
less has been given on the subject of hollow block vs.
frame houses. The discussion seems to have excited a
great deal of interest on the part of architects and build
ers, and as showing the effects produced by the use of
these blocks we present herewith a picture of a dwelling
built of hollow blocks, together with details showing the
method of corner construction In using this material;

also the manner in which floor joist are arranged in con
nection with it. These hollow terra cotta blocks, as
made by Martin W. Lauer of 138 Washington street,
■Chicago, 111.,to whom we are indebted for the accom
panying illustrations, are designed for use in the entire
•construction of buildings, as here shown, as well as for
veneering of brick buildings or for basement foundations
of frame structures. They are especially adapted for

are made for window sills, water tables and other places

requiring bricks varying from the square or rectangular.

The shape of the regular sizes enables them to be readily

used for such purposes as porch piers. The manufac

turer recommends mortar for use in connection with

these bricks to be composed of 1 part Portland cement,

3 parts lime and lti parts of fine, clean, sharp sand.

What is a Dome?

The word " dome," like the German term dom, Is

derived from the Greek domos, through the Latin domus,

like the Italian duomo, which means house, whether do

mus Dei or domus episcopi. This word English writers
almost invariably mix up and confuse with the term
" cupola." This confusion does not, however, exist in
other languages. According to the best French lexicog
raphers, coupole is of Internal application; d6me is of ex
ternal. In Spanish the internal curved ceiling is a cil-

Copyright,1900,byM.W.Lauer
FerspeciiveView of DwellingConstructedof Hollow Blocks.

Hollow Blocks in Building Contlruction.

residences, cold storage work, warehouses, dry kilns,
stable* and other buildings for which absolute protec
tion Is desired against frost in winter and heat In sum
mer. The blocks are made from a high grade of clay,
such as Is used in the manufacture of architectural terra
cotta, which is burned to a degree of hardness which
makes it Impervious to moisture. All blocks used below
grade are glazed, so as to prevent dampness entering
the building.

It is well known that solid building materials are good
conductors of heat and cold, and unless vitrified they will
further absorb large quantities of water during rains,

which In winter will be frozen in the walls, this being
especially true of common brick. The hollow building

blocks are closed at all corners and jambs, making each

course a system of dead or non-circulating air spaces, the
whole wall thus being a series of dead air chambers stand
ing as a barrier against the heat of summer and the frost
of winter. The hollow bricks being impervious to mois
ture, secure dry walls.
The blocks are made in various sizes and lengths, so
as to be able to meet all requirements. Standard shapes

pula, but the external curved roof Is a mcdia-naranfa

(a half orange), which Is alike a forcible and a homely

definition. Dallaway says: "The term 'dome' is im
properly used for ' cupola.' It applies merely to a cathe
dral church, and Is not synonymous with a hemispherical

roof, as at the Pantheon, unless the whole be elevated,

as at St. Peter's." Viollet-le-Duc has the following re

marks also upon the word " dome: " " It is employed
(improperly) for cupola. Duomo, in Italian, signifies the

cathedral or episcopal church, and as most of the cathe

dral churches of Italy are surmounted by one or more
cupolas, a part has been taken for the whole. We
say, the dome of the Invalides, the dome of the Pan
theon; but it ought to be the ' cupola ' of the Invalides or

of the Pantheon. The dome of Paris in Italian ears
would mean the cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris,
which, as is well known, is not surmounted by a dome
at all."
Perhaps it may be concluded, in accordance with the
views hitherto held on the subject, that a dome may be
defined properly to be a spherical or spheroidal vault,
that generally rests on a circular wall, which, if raised
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upon another construction, is called the "drum;" but a
dome, as well as its drum, may stand over a polygonal
or rectangular area, in which case the base of the drum
or of the dome is connected with the lines of the main
wall by pendentives. On plan domes are sometimes cir
cular, as that of St. Peter's; sometimes polygonal, as at
Santa Maria del Fiore; sometimes oval, as at the cathe
dral of Pisa. A dome is also sometimes constructed as
a single vault of equal thickness throughout the whole
section, but more frequently thicker at the base; and
sometimes (where a weight, as a lantern, is to be car

ried.) with ribs having the surface between them merely

filled in; sometimes there are two thicknesses of this
filling, as at St. Peter's and Santa Maria. Like every
other construction of genuine architecture, a dome ought
to stand by Itself— i. e., the materials ought to keep their
places by their own gravity and without the extraneous
assistance of cement or chains.
The origin of the dome is to some degree Involved
in a cloud of doubt. Many of the huts of savage tribes
are more or less domical in form, and the conical shape
so generally adopted in order to resist tempestuous or
rainy weather does not require very much modification
to become ft dome. In the peninsula of Hindustan the
upper portions of the roofs of dagobas and tobas are, as

structure had been completely covered with earth, so
to become subterranean.

The Xylosote Process of Preserving Wood.

Some interesting experiments were recently made in
England showing the method of impregnating wood by
what is known as the Xylosote process. This process
aims at preserving wood from decay, and in that sense
is comparable with creosoting. The method may be
briefly described as follows: A number of pieces of tim
ber (railway sleepers were used in the experiments al
luded to), being placed on trolleys, are run into a large
cylinder, the lid of which is then shut down and securely
bolted. The cylinder is carefully made so as to be air
tight. All air is then exhausted from the cylinder as far
as possible; heat is then introduced, and this brings tie
sap out of the wood; the wood is then subjected to a
highly heated solution of metallic and mineral salts
under limited pressure. It is stated that the impreg
nating liquid consists of a solution of the sulphates of
copper and iron, crystals of which are first made in the
proportion of 20 per cent, of copper to 80 per cent, of
iron, also alumina (condition not stated), and " Kanit," a
salt mined at Stassfurt, in Germany, which consists

DetuilShowinga (tight Angle Cornerin an 8J4-InchWall Detailof Wall ShowingJoist Construction.
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a general rule, domical in form. The earliest specimens
of domes among the ancient European nations are those
of the early Greeks and the Etruscans of Italy. The so
called " treasuries " discovered at Mycenae by Dr. Schlie-
maun are the earliest Greek specimens known. Of these
that of Atreus is the largest and most imposing. This
is thus described in the words of the explorer: " The
great chamber, which resembles a dome or vast beehive,
is 50 feet high and 50 feet in diameter. It is built of
well wrought blocks of hard breccia, placed in regular
layers, and joined with the greatest precision without
any building material. The stones, which on the inside
are smooth and well fitted, are on the outside very ir
regular, and, contrary to the general belief, they are
not immediately covered with earth, but with enormous
masses of stone, which by their ponderous weight keep
all the stones of the circular layers of masonry in their
position.
" Thus, the principle of this construction is that of an
arch shaped wall resisting a great superincumbent weight
and deriving its strength and coherence from the weight
itself. The same idea whicli suggested the circular
shape to the Cyclopean architect induced him also to
curve the sides vertically, as they derived from that form
an additional power of resistance to tho lateral pres
sure." It may be remarked that the above described

chiefly of sulphate of potash and magnesia, and the
chloride of magnesia. The sap brought out of the wood
is, to a large extent, dissolved and carried off in the
liquid, the copper arrests any tendency of the wood to
decay from organic causes, while the iron is said to form
a chemical combination with the woody fiber, the iron
then becoming insoluble in water. After being subjected
to this solution for three and a half to four hours, the
solution is drawn off, and the wood is almost immedi
ately taken out in a heated condition. The experiments
indicated that the quantity of sap removed occupied
more space when in the wood than did the chemicals
introduced into the wood during the process. The wood
consequently shrank to some extent, and it became
harder and more difficult to work than before. It pos
sessed certain fire proofing qualities, as was demon
strated by shavings which could not be completely
burned up.

The report of the New York State Bureau of Labor
for the second quarter of this year shows an addition
of 151 unions and a gain in union membership of 15,069
in the labor organizations of the State during the three
months euded June 30, 1900. On that date there were
1003 labor unions, with an aggregate membership of
247,602, reported.
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Production of Grindstones and Oilstones.

Some very interesting information concerning the
production of grindstones, oilstones, whetstones, &c, is
to be found in the annual report of the Geological Sur
vey in the United States, compiled by E. W. Parker,

We make the following extracts:
Grindstones of domestic manufacture are obtained

from the sandstone deposits which extend along the

shores of Lake Erie for some distance east and west of
Cleveland, Ohio, and as far Inland as Marietta, and on
Lake Huron above Detroit, Mich. In Mineral Resources
for 1896 the methods of manufacture and use are
given in detail, together with a tabular statement of the

several varieties, foreign or domestic, that occur, with
their special uses. Five varieties are produced In the

United States—four in Ohio and one in Michigan. The

four in Ohio are: 1, Berea, fine sharp grit, used especially

for sharpening edge tools; 2, Amherst, soft loose grit,
for edge tools and saws; 3, Independence, coarse sharp
grit, for grinding springs and files and for dry grinding

of castings; 4, Massillou, also coarse sharp grit, for large
edge tools, springs, files and dry castings. The Huron
(Michigan) stone has a fine sharp grit, and is used for
sharpening edge tools when a very fine edge is required.

With the exception of 1882 the value of the grind
stones produced in 1899 was the largest in the history

of the grindstone industry. The statement of produc
tion in 1882was based on " estimates " furnished by cor
respondents familiar with the industry. It is probable
that such estimates were exaggerated, and that the rec
ord for maximum production belongs to 1899. There is
no way of correcting the estimates for the earlier years,
however, and last year must stand as second to 1882.
Compared with 1898 the value of the grindstones pro
duced in 1899 exhibits an increase of $185,817, or 38
per cent.

Oilstone*, WhetntoncH, ice.

The rough material from which our oilstones, &c, are
made is obtained from various localities in the United
States. The finer grades of oilstones are made from
two grades of novaculite quarried in the vicinity of
Hot Springs, Ark., and known, respectively, as " Arkan
sas " and " Washita " stone. Fine grained sandstone,
called " Hindostan " or " Orange " stone, from Orange
County, Ind.; Lake Superior stone, quarried in Cuya
hoga County, Ohio, and a similar material, known as
Labrador stone, from Cortland County, N. Y., and choco
late stone, from Lisbon, N. H., are used for whetstones.
Scythestones and rubstones are made from Indian Pond
and Lamoille stone, quarried In Grafton County, N. H.,
and Orleans County, Vt.; from Berea, Ohio, grit (which
also furnishes grindstones), and from some of the In
diana sandstone.
The value of the oilstones and whetstones made in

the United States was the maximum in our history. As
compared with 1898, there was an accentuated value of
$27,797, or 15 per cent.

Stone Covered Roof;.

Roofs to serve as floors are not especially common in
this country, but a recent interesting example is found in
connection with the new Immigrant Station on Ellis
Island, New York Harbor, where stone roofs serve as
balcony floors. These are of thick slate slabs, supported
on steel beams. The slabs were selected sound and uni
form in color, 1% inches thick, and dressed smooth on
both sides. On each beam galvanized iron double gut
ters are fixed along each side of the top flange, to catch
any leakage at the joints, which are filled with slaters'
cement. The slabs are clamped to the top flanges of
the beams by steel clips, having bolts set witli plaster
of paris in holes drilled in the slate. These metal clips
are 1% Inches by 3-16 Inch, and are 18 inches apart. The
roof Is pitched to the front edge, where it drains into a
copper gutter on wrought Iron brackets, with one side

flashed up over the blocks which raise the slabs from

top of the beams to clear the joint gutters.

Builders' Wages Two Centuries Ago.

A writer in one of the London trade journals con
tributes to a recent issue some interesting figures show

ing the course of builders' wages in England during the

last two centuries. He states that old builders' price

books now treasured away in the British Museum library

are funds of really important imformation on this sub

ject of the gradual alteration of wages for the better, as

also are the unpublished continuations of Thorold Rogers'
" History of Agriculture and Prices in England," quoted \
by Arthur Bowley in his splendid book on wages, pub

lished this year.
Among the earliest facts which can be accurately

gauged is one which tells us that about 1703-12the daily

wages of a carpenter and joiner in Westminster, then a

city post outside London, and now a part of the very

heart of the metropolis, was 2 shillings 6 pence. A
plumber of the time got 3 shillings a day and a brick

layer's money commenced in 1703 at 4 shillings and

worked down gradually to the same as a carpenter's In

1711. According to the Greenwich records (Greenwich
now being a suburb of the metropolis) the weekly wages

of carpenters and all other artisans in the locality were

15 shillings 6 pence to 16 shillings from 1710 to 1780.

In 1778 a London carpenter's wages had Increased to
3 shillings and 4 pence per day and hour respectively.

The same wages were paid to plasterers, slaters, and

pavers, while bricklayers got in summer 6 pence a day

more. Then a curious thing seems to have happened, for

which (says Thomas Reece) I am not at present able
to give any definite explanation. According to preserved

copies of a famous old builder's price book, London car

penters' daily wages were between 1786 and 1806 as

high as 6 shillings 9 pence. The chances are that the

day's work was extremely long, as the hourly rate was

5 pence. This daily rate is far and beyond that of all

other mechanics of the time, the next best (the bricklay

ers' summer wages) only being a very little over 4 shil

lings a day.

In 1809 the London hourly rate for carpenters was
6 pence and the number of hours per day apparently 11.

Two years later the hourly rate had risen to 7% pence,

only to fall back in 1817 to 7 pence. Bricklayers' wages
were equal to these and followed similar fluctuations.

The 7 pence per hour rate for carpenters seems to have

persisted at least until 1854, according to Crosby's price

book. But from other sources we get information set

out differently. From a report on artisans and machi

nery, published in 1824, we learn that in 1810 the weekly

wages of a London carpenter were close upon 28 shil

lings. A strike then raised them to 30 shillings, but in
1816 wages had fallen back to the 1810 level. Gradually

rates rose so that in 1824 the earnings of a carpenter

were again 30 shillings per week.
Apparently there was then a further relapse, as ac

cording to the " British Almanac and Companion," pub

lished in I860, the following list for London carpenters

is given: 1839, 30 shillings; 1849, 30 shillings, and 1859,

32 shillings. To explain some apparent divergences it
shows some of the builders' price book figures seem to

refer to wages charged to customers for carpenters'
services by the employer of the carpenter. A dispute is
mentioned in 1810 where the carpenters were paid 5
shillings per day for their services, while the masters
charged their customers 1 shilling a day more.
There took place in 1859 a great building trade strike

to secure the Saturday half holiday without any reduc
tion of wages—the result being that the system of pay

ment by the hour became the established custom of the

trade. The rate was made 7 pence per hour, and two
hours were taken off Saturdny— 50% hours being made
the London week. In 1865 wages went up % penny per
hour. Then came the great building trades strike and
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lockout of 1872. Its result was that wages were raised
for London to 9 pence per hour, when the hours were
reduced to 52% in summer and 48 in winter.

New Publication.
Chtjbches and Chapels. By F. B. Kidder, Ph.D., archi
tect. Size 7 x 10% inches; 213 pages, including 54
plates and 200 illustrations. Bound in cloth. Pub
lished by William T. Comstock. Price, $3, postpaid.
This Is a new and enlarged edition of an interesting
work by a well-known author, and treats in a practical
way of the arrangement, construction and equipment of
churches, Sunday school buildings, synagogues, &c.
The text is comprised in eight chapters, giving a great
deal of practical Information relative to planning and
seating, details of construction, roofing, ventilation,
acoustics, &c. The plates show plans, elevations and
perspective views of modern churches which have been
erected by the author and other prominent church ar
chitects. The first chapter of the work takes up the
preliminary steps to building, and will be found of spe
cial interest and value to those who wish to become in
telligent on the subject preparatory to consulting an ar
chitect, or advising what to do regarding the building
of a church. In the second chapter the author deals
with design and general requirements, presenting in con
nection therewith illustrations of interiors and fittings,
such as pulpits, pews, &c. In the third chapter Sunday
school arrangements are considered, numerous plans be
ing presented, both for independent buildings and for
rooms in connection with church edifices. The fourth
chapter deals with the seating equipment of a church,
embracing furniture, organs, stained glass, &c. Chapter
five is given up to details of construction and covers
foundations, waiis, floors, galleries, roofs, spires, win
dows, doors, &c. Many carefully drawn details are
shown, including those of open timber work and half
tone engravings of interiors. In the sixth chapter of the
work under review the general principles of acoustics
are laid down, accompanied by diagrams of audience
rooms. Comments are to be found relative to the proper
shape of the room and the effect of introducing galleries,
coved angles anu domes, as well as the effect of air cur
rents. Chapter seven treats of heating, ventilating and
lighting, while chapter eight is devoted to church bells
and tower clocks. The work is published in the form
of an oblong octavo, printed on good paper, with well
executed engravings, and is bound in such form as to
make it an attractive and valuable addition to current
architectural literature.

Finishing Cypress.

The method of finishing wood varies greatly, accord
ing to the physical characteristics of the material under
treatment, and much of the satisfaction, or otherwise, re
garding any given wood arises from the methods used
in finishing it. Among the absorbent woods is cypress,
which does not give good results when handled the same
as non-porous varieties.
We here give the directions laid down by one who
knows how to finish this Southern wood, says the
lAimber Trade Jouriial. There is but onesuccessful process
of treatment, and that is to use what may be called a
" sealer," not a " filler." This is a mixture of spirits of
turpentine and boiled linseed oil, in equal parts. This,
used as a first coat, will fill the pores of the wood and
furnish a pernianant surface for the varnish. Two coats
of varnish on this sealer make the best finish.
Then the process of finishing is about as follows:
After the sealer is thoroughly dry, sand paper again;
then another coat of varnish, rubbed down with pow
dered pumice and water, after which it may be lightly
rubbed over with an oily cloth. Should a finer and more
durable finish be desired, add another coat of varnish

after sandpapering between the three coats, the last
coat being rubbed with pumice stone. To obtain the
very best results, two or three days should intervene
between each coat of varnish, while the last coat should
stand from seven to ten days before being polished; but
for cheap work the sealer, with two coats of good
varnish, will give excellent results.
Cypress, like every other wood, has its peculiar
characteristics, which must be studied if the best results
are to be obtained. As the colors are varied In even a
small lot of cypress lumber, the effect in the way of in

terior decoration can be greatly improved by assorting

the different colors Into harmonizing shades.

The New Boston Trade School.

Instead of opening on the first Monday in October,

the new trade school of the Massachusetts Charitable
Mechanic Association, in Boston, will begin its sessions
on Monday, October 29. The six months' course will not,
however, be shortened, for the school will run on a
month longer than planned in the spring. The postpone

ment has been caused by delay in fitting up the rooms.

The equipment is very thorough for each trade. The
committee, for example, when first planning the
school, appropriated $500 for fitting up the rooms.

The plumbing tools aloue cost $500. The whole expense

of getting the rooms ready will probably amount to more
than $2000. In each of the three trades—plumbing,
bricklaying and carpentry— an experienced, practical
workman, as well as a man with knowledge of prin
ciples, have been appointed by the committee as in

structors. The classes will meet at 7.30 every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday night for two hours' work.
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fOVELTIES,

The Ntcbollft steel Square.
A tool concerning which the car
penters of the country are likely to
be interested is the Nicholls steel
square, which is illustrated herewith
and which is being placed upon the
market by Nicholls & Wheeler of Ot-

ley rafter per foot run; on the next
line below is found the difference in
length of jacks, spaced 16 inches on
centers, which is 22% inches; on the
line below this is the difference In
length of jacks spaced 2 feet on cen
ters, which is 2 feet 10 inches; on
the line below are the figures 12 and
17, and by placing the square on the
stock to be cut at these figures, gives
the side cut of jacks. On the next

|.pjj,M,^l(n.,.|,.(.i:)nTg.,.t.1;r,.,Ny.TTirgni H T3 l'< 1
*5

lijililililillhlilflilXl^ilililflihlilfliiJii,1iiil,i!1iiiliiflihl,i,'l?i,l,iiYi,l,ii'lml,ifliiilii.

tumwa, Iowa. The Illustrations so
clearly show the general appearance
of the tool, together with the mark
ings, that comparatively little de
scription would seem to be necessary.
The manufacturers direct special at
tention to the fact that the board
measure has been replaced by a sim
ple rule for framing, and that there
is to be found the lengths and figures
giving the cuts for the entire roof,
also the cuts for the cornice. The
tongue on the square is 1% inches,
thus making it convenient for spac
ing, as much of the dimension lum-

Jiovellie*.- The NichollsSteelSquare.■Fig. 1.—GeneralView
of theSquare.

Hue below this are the figures 9 and
11, which give the side cut of hip or
valley rafters against the ridge board
or deck, while on the line below are
the figures 17 and 12, giving the cut
of sheathing in valley or hip or rak
ing cornice, and under the figure
showing the rise of roof to the foot
will be found the lengths; the differ
ence in lengths and the figures giving
the proper cuts when the square is
applied to stock at those figures. The
square is made in No. 1 grade only;
is finished in black, with white fig
ures, and is warranted by the manu
facturers not to rust. Fig. 1 of the
illustrations represents a general
view of the square, while Fig. 2 is

an enlarged view of the end of the
blade, clearly showing the lettering
and for what purpose the various
lines are used.

Power Iflortlslns machine.

The power mortiser, constructed to
meet the requirements for such a tool
in planing mills, sash, door and blind
factories, furniture works, implement
shops, Sec., and Illustrated in Fig. 3

of the accompanying engravings, is
being introduced to the trade by the
Bentel & Margedant Company of
Hamilton, Ohio. The machine is
powerfully built, and is intended for
working either hard or soft wood.
The frame is cast in one piece, form
ing a straight and plain four sided
column, the latter spreading out into
a heavy, wide base, thus rendering
the machine rigid upon the floor. The
manufacturers lay special stress
upon the ease of running and accu
racy of the working parts, and point
out that each machine is tested with
out bolting to the floor. It is ar
ranged with a strong, extra outside
journal bearing of brass, for support
ing the steel crank shaft on the out
side of the crank, thus affording it

three firm supporting bearings of
brass. The crank shaft, pitman and

Fig. 2.—Enlarged Viewof End of Square,ShowingLettering.

ber is 1% inches thick. If, for ex
ample, in using the square, the roof
rises 12 inches to the foot, or half-
pitch, it is only necessary to look un
der the figure 12 in order to find the
length of the common rafter for 1

foot run; on the next line under 12
is found the length of the hip or val-

chisel bar operate and reciprocate be
tween bearing boxes, and do not, as
is usually the case, overhang and
operate on the outside without sup
port. This arrangement, it is
claimed, insures light and easy run
ning and a higher speed of from 150
to 200 strokes per minute than other

mortising machines; also freedom
from jarring, and preserving the
true, horizontal position of the crank
shaft, together with accurate vertical
working lines of the chisel at all
times. The chisel bar and pitman
are made of fine cast steel, the latter
being provided with gun metal strap
boxes for taking up the wear. The
chisel bar is self centering, and is
held by long, vertical bearings of
brass. The point is made that the
automatic reverse of the chisel bar
is quick, positive and unfailing. The
chisel bar has a stroke of 5 inches
and will mortise up to 1 inch and to

a depth of 4V&inches, and still larger
if used in connection with the boring
attachment. The table rests on a
heavy swivel bracket, which can be
set to any angle up to 15 degrees and
which rests on a strong, vertical, ad
justable slide. With the hand table

Fig 3
.—PowerMorluing Machine

material up to 12 inches thick can be
worked, and with the power clamp
table material up to 10 inches thick
and 6 inches wide can be used. Both
tables are adjustable back and forth
on the bracket for different widths
of material and position of the mor
tises. The boring attachment is com
plete in Itself, having a frame which
is bolted to the side of the column
and which carries the driving pulleys,
the miter gears and boring bar, and
a lever with segment for operating
the bar. The boring bar is set in
exact line with the chisel bar. so that
most of the material may be bored
out, and only the finishing up be left
for the chisel, thus being especially
useful in hard wood.

The Allen A Winn Equalizer.
The device illustrated in Fig. 4 has
been designed for the purpose of
equalizing the strain on both a vise
and its operator. It is manufactured
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by the Allen & Winn Mfg. Company,
85 Fifth avenue, Chicago. It con
sists of an annular steel box with
movable ends capable of revolving on
ball bearings. The device is applied
by moving the screw rod of the vise,
on which it is slipped, thus taking
the place of the face washer. A vise

Jf(mUit4—Fig. 4—TheAllen4bWinn
Ki/ualiner.

thus equipped requires the least
amount of power in gripping its work
for the greatest results. No matter
how great the tension required to
hold the work may be, the tendency
to bind on releasing the vise is com
pletely overcome by the action of
this equalizer. It is essentially an
anti-friction device, reducing the fric
tion to a minimum. By equalizing
the strain, increasing the leverage
and distributing the pressure, It pre
vents sudden strains from breaking
the vise, while the slightest pressure
on the lever will release the vise.
Thorough tests have shown that the
greatest jar on the work will not af
fect the appliance, and it is claimed
not only to lengthen the life of a vise
but to increase its capacity. The
standard sizes carried in stock are
% inch, 1 inch and 1 3-16 inches in
inside diameter. Other sizes can be
made If ordered.

Koveltj Never Break stool Register.
In Fig. 5 of the illustrations we
show a register put on the market by
the Novelty Mfg. Company of Jack
son, Mich. The goods are made en
tirely of sheet steel and steel plate,
to render them indestructible. They

where gas is not conveniently avail
able, lends additional interest to a
form of acetylene gas machine which
drops the carbide into the water in
the generating chamber and which
the General Acetylene Company, 56
University place, New York, are put
ting on the market. It is known as
the Bournonville gas generator and is
made under patents granted to Eu
gene Bournonville. A sectional view
of the generator is presented in Fig.
0, from which it will be seen that a
quantity of carbide is stored in the
chamber A, near the top, and the
feed Is controlled by the swinging
door B. The bottom of the chamber
A is formed by a feed drum that is
revolved as the result of the rising
and falling of the gasometer, which

which supplies the illuminating fix
tures.
In the condensing chamber there Is
a small pressure relief chamber
through which any excess of gas can
pass off through the pipe P, this pipe
being covered by a sheath, which be
comes uncovered when the gasometer
is filled and the generation of the gas
still continues. It is claimed that by
this method the gas is not only kept
cool, but purified and dried, so that
it reaches the service pipe free from
impurities. It is also pointed out
that by lifting the cover of the car
bide hopper the quantity of carbide
can readily be seen, and by operating
the crank connected with the grating
S in the bottom of the generator the
residue or slacked carbide can be
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Fiy. 6 —The BournonvilleAcetyleneGas Generator.

Fig. 5.—The NoveltyNeverBreak Steel
Beguter

are made in all standard sizes and
finished in any style desired. The
valves are of aluminum bronze, be
cause, it is remarked, it retains its
color and it can be readily deter
mined whether the valves are open
or not.

Tbe Bournonville Aceljlene Una
Generator.

The increasing use of acetylene for
lighting purposes, especially in places

is connected with a ratchet wheel on
the drum by means of levers. By
this means a small quantity of car
bide is fed at a time to the chute,
which carries it to the center of the
body of water in the generating
chamber. Being completely sub
merged, the entire surface of the car
bide is in contact with tho water, and
the generation of gas is assisted. A
shield or deflector, II, is provided to
prevent the gas generated from pass
ing up the feed chute, and a large
and deep body of water is provided
in the generating chamber in order
to cool the gas before it rises to the
top, where it passes down through
the pipe G into the condensing cham
ber. At the point of connection there
is a small compartment, filled with
water, which prevents any back flow
of gas from this chamber to the
generator. From this chamber It
passes through the dry filter L to the
gasometer, and from it to the pipe

stirred up, so that any unslacked car
bide can be utilized for generating
gas and the refuse drawn off through
the outlet valve R. A complete in
spection of the essential parts of the
machine can be made without the
escape of gas or the admission of air.
It Is further stated that all the ma
terials used in the apparatus are se
lected for their adaptability for the
purpose, so that the machines may
remain in operation for several years
without annoyance to the owner. The
machines are made in two styles and
several different sizes. It is pointed
out that from their automatic feed
ing from a large supply of carbide,
the machines can remain In operation
for several days before attention is
needed, giving the machines a large
illuminating capacity. It is also
stated that the offensive odor from
the refuse is avoided by the system
of agitating the carbide In the ma
chine.
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Ornamental Wall Radiator*.
The Fowler & Wolfe Mfg. Com
pany, Bourse Building, Philadelphia,
Pa., have recently issued to the trade
a 56-page catalogue devoted to their
ornamental wall radiators. The in
troduction states that in presenting
their fourth catalogue, the company's
claim of having a popular radiator is
substantiated by the increased num
ber of orders which they are receiv
ing, and also by the superiority and
efficiency which their radiator has
demonstrated in use. It also calls at
tention to several new forms In
which the radiator Is made. The
first 24 pages are devoted to cuts
showing the radiator adapted for
various uses, for direct, semi-direct
and indirect work. The sections are
made in four sizes, exposing 5, 6, 7
and 9 square feet of surface. The
radiators are made' both plain and
ornamental. In the last part of the
catalogue is presented a list of educa
tional institutions, hospitals, public
buildings, steamships, churches, busi
ness buildings, hotels and residences
In which the radiators are being
used. More than a dozen fine half
tone engravings show their adapta
bility for use in bay windows, par
lors, under skylights in business build
ings, In front of counters in stores, in
schools and in churches. These illus
trations furnish valuable assistance
to the heating contractor by giving
prospective customers a good idea of
the appearance produced by the use
of mese goods.

The Leader Steel Plate Fnrnaoe.
The Hess Warming & Ventilating
Company, 708 Tacoma Building, 135
La Salle street, Chicago, have long
had a high standing in the furnace
trade as manufacturers of satisfac
tory heating apparatus. They are
now making a special offer of their
Leader steel furnace, which calls for
more than passing notice. Their pur
pose is to reach the contractor and
builder, without making use of any
intermediary, and, by selling direct,
secure the same price that a dealer
would pay, while saving to the pur
chaser the dealer's profits.
For the building trade the company
make a specialty of shipping com
plete outfits with pipes, registers, &c,
all made to measure, with plan and
full Instructions, so that a carpenter
or any handy man can put up the
equipment without the aid of a fur-
naceman.
An illustration of the Leader fur
nace is given in Fig. 7, a portion of
the casing and a side plate of the
radiator being removed to show the
construction. The furnace is adapted
to the use of any fuel. It consists of
an inner heater or radiator made up
of steel plates closely riveted
throughout, openings being made
only for smoke outlets. Within this
radiator is placed a fire box com
posed of ordiuary square fire brick,
such as may easily be obtained in
any part of the country. These
bricks rest upon separate steel
flanges or brackets, and are held in
position by cast iron angle pieces
bolted to the steel radiator. Rocking
grate bars are used, each supported
at the rear and projecting through
the front of the furnace, terminating
in a square end, to which the shaker
is applied, each bar being agitated
separately. The furnace has two
outlets for smoke, one at the bottom
of the radiator and the other higher
up, thus making a direct and indirect
draft as desired. The front of this
furnace is of cast iron, all in one
piece, to which are hinged the fire
door, the ash door and the lifting

damper door. The damper door can
have a chain attached for regulating
the draft from an upper floor. The
ash pit is unusually large. The joints
of this furnace, being closely riveted,
will not open, and therefore It is im
possible for gas, dust or ashes to es
cape through the radiator into the
rooms heated. Further, the furnace
has no parts to crack, as no cast
iron is used in the parts exposed to
heat. It will be observed from these
details that the construction of the
furnace is exceedingly simple, and
thus its low cost is explained. It is
also a furnace which can be operated
at very low cost for repairs, as the

cult contract for furnace heating
ever let in Chicago. The houses had
previously been heated by steam and
the owners of the houses, the Pull
man Palace Car Company, decided
to change the heating system from
steam heating from a central plant
to independent heating in each house.
The work was entirely successful.

Interior Decorations inMi. i t metal.
A 48-paee illustrated catalogue, 12
x 9 inches in size and bound In green
covers with old gold lettering, is Is
sued by the Kinnear & Gager Com
pany, Columbus, Ohio. The catalogue

Novelties.—Fiji. 7.—Vuw'Shoving Interior Arrangementof theIeachr SteelJ'late Fumaee,
OneSidePlate of theRadiatorand One-Half theGalvanizedCasingBeingRemoved.

fire box is constructed of ordinary
fire brick, and if the grate bars are
injured through carelessness the
damaged bar possibly can be re
placed without purchasing a whole
grate.
The company have issued a hand
some illustrated catalogue describing
this furnace, entering fully into de
tails of construction and points of
comparison with furnaces of other
kinds. An interesting account is
given in this catalogue of the way
in which a block of houses was fitted
with furnaces of this type last
November in the town of Pullman,
a suburb of Chicago, 111. The com
pany fitted in all 43 houses in Pull
man under one contract. It was
probably the largest and most diffl-

covers the products of the concera
in the line of stamped steel ceilings,
side walls, wainscoting, &c. In an
introductory note particular atten
tion is called to a number of new
designs shown in the book, producing
results which, the manufacturers
claim, have never before been ef
fected in sheet metal. Among the
goods shown are handsome designs
of ceilings in Rococo, Empire aui Re
naissance styles, with cornice molds
and center pieces to match, suitable
for high class interior finish of pri
vate houses, halls, public buildings,
churches, business offices, hotels and
all classes of structures. The plates
are made with Kinnear's interlocking
slip joint, which enables theui to be
put together with ease and gives a
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smooth finish to the ceiling. Dia
grams show the method of erect
ing these constructions. In addi
tion to the ceilings a large number of
attractive designs in side ■wallsand
wainscoting are shown, together with
embossed center pieces, ventilating
and solid, panels, cornices, angles,
molds, miter blocks, borders, beam
covers, friezes, rosettes, coves, &e.
Attention is also called to Klnnear's
patent metal doors, shutters and par
titions.

A Sfeehanlefc' Handbook of Tools.

We are indebted to the Stanley
Rule & Level Company of 107 Cham
bers street, New York City, for a
copy of an 80-page publication which
they have just issued, known as" Catalogue No. 26." It is In effect a
mechanics* pocket book of United
States standard rules, plumbs and
levels, iron and wooden planes, try-
squares and bevels, together with
miscellaneous improved wood work-
.ers' tools. In publishing it the com
pany state it has been their purpose
to embody in convenient form specifi
cations of and information regarding
certain of their tools most generally
used. No prices are given in the cata
logue, as the mechanic is referred to
his regular hardware dealer for them.
The company state that they have
been engaged in the designing and
manufacturing of carpenters' tools
since 1857 under the present name,
and for several years previous to
that time business was carried on
under other names. They are thus
enabled t* manufacture and offer
tools which embody the study of half
a century devoted to their design,
both as regards the results which
may be obtained with them and for
the best methods of manufacture.
The company are free to state that
the design of many of the special
tools which they show originated in
the suggestions of customers, from
whom they are always glad to re
ceive hints. Many tools which in the
past have been too expensive to find
their way into every " tool-kit " are
now being turned out by such im
proved methods and in such quantity
that it is possible for the company
to sell them at a price that makes
them available to all. The company
state that all their tools are guaran
teed, and that if any Stanley tool
which has passed the rigid inspec
tion given it at their factory before
shipment should show any defect due
to the fault of the manufacturer such
tool, if brought to their notice, will
be replaced without cost to the own
er. The company point out that in
ordering parts for planes the number
of the plane should always be given.
The 80 pages of letterpress are pro
fusely illustrated with an extensive
variety of wood workers' tools, while
the descriptive particulars are suffi
cient to render their merits readily
understood. Among the closing pages
of the catalogue are given many
tables embracing weights and meas
ures, the metric system, circumfer
ences, areas, cubes, squares, square
and cube roots, &c; the properties
of timber, approximate weight and
strength of cordage, length and num
ber of cut nails to a pound, taole of
relative weights of various roofing
coverings, weights of skylight glass,
with number and weight of pine
shingles necessary to cover one
square of roof, and, finally, a table
of contents. The little catalogue is
evidently gotten up with a great deal
of care and a thorough understand
ing of the requirements of the build
ing mechanic.

RADE NOTES.

Fredebic N. Stanley, president of
the Stanley Rule & Level Companyof New
Britain, Conn., died at his homeon Sep
tember 27, after an operation for appen
dicitis. Mr. Stanley was born In New
Britain March 17, 1844,and was person
ally connectedwith the founding of a
number of New Britain's great manufac
tories. He was identified with the Stan
ley Rule & Level Companypractically all
his business life, and at the time of his
death was also a director of the Russell
& Erwin Mfg. Company, the Stanley
Works, the Union Mfg. Company,the New
Britain Gas Company,the National Spring
Bed Companyand the Mechanics'National
Bank. At his funeral on Sunday/Septem
ber 30, the honorary pall bearerswereof
ficials of someof the many concernswith
which Mr. Stanley was identified, while
the active bearers were workmen of the
Stanley Rule & Level Company,each rep
resentinga departmentin the factory.

J. C. Barter, architect, of St.
Johns. Newfoundland, Is desirous of ob
taining copies of cataloguesof manufac
turers of goods in which architects are
likely to be Interested.

The prospectus for 1900-1901of the
Academy of Architecture and Industrial
Science,1742Chouteauavenue,St. Louis.
Mo., presents a great deal of valuable
information concerningthe coursesof In
struction at this institution, togetherwith
the fees of tuition. There are day and
evening classes, a full course, consisting
of eight terms of threemonthseach,com
mencingon the first of September,Decem-
ter, March and June. A foreman'scourse
has six terms, a journeyman'scoursefour
terms and a junior's course two terms.
Although the Institute Intends to teach
only those brancheswhich are necessary
to plumbers,draftsmen, foremen,4c, the
courseof study comprisesso many topics
that It is necessary for the student to
diligently apply himself In order to com
plete the respective courses In the time
specified. The schoolwas foundedIn 1885
by Its presentprincipal, Henry Maack, and
its design Is to offer young men In the
various trades an opportunity to acquire
the theoretical knowledgeneededin their
vocation. Those who are unable to at
tend the classes at the institute can ob
tain Instruction by mail. Among the sub
jects taught are architecture, carpentry,
stone cutting, stair building, sheet metal
work, plumbing and gas fitting, pattern
making, carving, decorating, designing,
cabinetmaking,&c.

We have previously called atten
tion in thesecolumnsto someof the little
folders which havebeendistributed by the
Cortrlght Metal RoofingCompanyof Phil
adelphia,Pa., and relating to their roofing
specialties. . One of the latest of these
folders, entitled " It's the Quality," states
that It Is this feature which makes all
users so well satisfied with the Cortrlght
roofing. Every little detail In Its con
struction Is givendirect attention, and the
manufacturers intimate that their Ideal
Is " not how cheap, but how good." The
little folder In question presents illustra
tions of the Victoria shingles, which are
referredto as beingstorm proof, fire proof,
durable and easily and rapidly laid.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com
pany of Jersey City, N. J., are distribut
ing a folder calling attention to the merits
of Dixon's Slllca-Graphlte paint as a pro
tection against corrosion. The folder
showsthe1'arkStreetBridge in Cincinnati,
the girders of which were painted with
Dixon's Slllca-Graphlte paint, and which
successfully resisted the action of engine
fumes for over five years. A better idea,
perhaps,of the merits of the paint can be
gatheredfrom the statementthat an aver
ageof 500 enginespass under this bridge
dally.

The Ludlow-Savlor Wire Com
pany of St Louis, Mo., have Issued a
dainty little folder calling attention to
the fact that with largely Increasedfacili
ties theyare in the marketofferingpainted
fly screencloth of their own manufacture.
The little folder carries upon the first
pagea representationof screencloth, the
matter beingprinted in colors in order to
show its actual appearance. The com
pany have In hand someartistic work In
their art metal department, embracing
brass and bronze railings of original de
sign, which are being madefor a bank in
Mexico and the First National Bank of
Dubuque,Iowa, and a pair of bronzegates
for a mausoleum In Rochester, N. Y.
Someheavy weight Iron work Is also un
der way for a Governmentbuilding In Du
buque. This company have lately In
creasedtheir wire weaving capacity very
materially bv the construction of a new
factory building and the installment of
additional machinery.

The Hess Warminq & Ventilat
ing Company of 708 Tacoma Building.
Chicago, 111.,present In their advertising
card this month an announcementwhich
cannot fall to commandthe attention of
contractors, builders, house owners, and,
in fact, all Interestedin the heating prob
lem. It relates to the company'sNo. 45
solid steel furnace, which, it Is claimed,
is sufficientfor heating six to nine rooms,
and which Is offeredat an attractive price.
The companystate that they makea spe
cialty of completeheating outfits madeto
measure,markedand sent with a plan so
that any handyman can put up the work.

The Oqden Mfg. Company of New
ark, N. J., manufacturers of the Ogden
automatically regulated door check, and
for whom W. H. Quinn & Co., 103 Cham
bers street. New York City, are the gen
eral agents, advise us that their checks
are being used by many large contractors
in officebuildings in this city as well as in
other large cities. Among the buildings
in which they are already in use may be
mentionedthe BroadwayChambers,corner
of Broadway and Chambers street. New
York, and the Prudential Life Building,
Newark, N. J. This check is specifiedby
the Building Departmentof the Board of
Education for use In New York public
schools, they also being exclusively used
In the public schools of Newark. The
check has also been recently acceptedby
the United States Government,and 100
have beenorderedfor the new Immigrant
Building approachingcompletionon Ellis
Island. In New York harbor.

We have received from Ham-
macher, Schlemmer & Co., 209 Bowery,
New York City, a copyof an 18-pagepam
phlet which they have Issued, relating to
various lines of tools for wood workers,
pattern makers, machinists and metal
workers, which they are preparedto fur
nish on short notice. The little pamphlet
is known as " CatalogueNo. 26," and gives
In connection with the various illustra
tions sizes and prices of the goodsshown.
The company named carry in stock a
large assortmentof tools, including cabi
net, builders' and piano hardware. Ac
companying the catalogue Is a discount
sheet which applies to various lines of
vises.

H. B. Ives & Co. of New Haven,
Conn., call attention In another part of
tMs IsBueto the Ives patent window stop
adjuster, a sample of which they will
send to any one sufficiently Interestedto
make application. The manufacturers
have issueda 30-pagecatalogueof window
hardwarespecialties,a copyof which they
v.ill also mall on application.

The Tabor Sash Company of 66-68
Jackson street, Newark, N. J., have Is
suedsomeInteresting circulars calling at
tention to the merits of Tabor's Improved
sash, for which strong claims are made.
The device Is referred to as being simple,
durable and economical,and as being so
constructed that the window may be re
volved and easily removed. The claim Is
madethat the strips upon the sidesof the
sash are hung to the jambs by an In
genious and simple device, which Insures
absolute freedom from friction at every
point. No cordsor chains are used,neith
er weights nor balances,and thereforeno
pulleys. Each sash Is mads to operate
Independentlyof the other, and may be
turned to any angle or entirely over for
the purposeof cleaning.

We are Informed that the 6 horse
power Mletz & Weiss gas engine and 4
horse-powerdirect connectingkeroseneen
gine and electric generator,made by Au
gust Mletz of 128-132Mott street, New
York, were awardeda silver medal at the
Paris Exposition.

We have received from the National
Pancoast Ventilator Companyof Philadel-
f>hla,
Pa., a copy of their annual cata-

nguefor 1900 illustrating and describing
an extensiveline of Pancoast ventilators,
especially adapted for the ventilation of
all kinds of buildings. The cataloguecon
sists of 32 pages,oblong in shape,and is
boundin deepgreenpaper covers,with an
embossedside title embodyinga facsimile
of the Pancoast ventilator. The illustra
tions consist for the most part of direct
reproductions from photographsof build
ings In connectionwith which the com
pany's ventilators have been employed.
There are also numerous testimonial let
ters from those who have used theseven
tilators with very satisfactory results.
The last page is devoted to a standard
price-list of galvanized iron and co"«er
ventilators, and on the third pageof the
catalogue is a panel giving more or less
useful information likely to be of service
to those engagedin lines of business re
quiring the use of buildings fitted with
ventilators. Accompanyingthe catalogue
is a report of tests of two forms of venti
lators, made by Professor Carpenter of
Sibley College.Cornell University.
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Comer Taylor and Coldbook Sts.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A
MANUKACrURKRSOF

WOOD CARVINGS,
Hand and Machine Carvings, Mouldings,

Festoons, Newel Posts, Head Blocks, Rope

and Twist Balustf rs, and Ornaments.

OverJ ,000designsIllustratedInourcatalORtieandprice-list
No.18.MailedforSo.In stamps.

0395

Modern
Carpentry

AND V>

Building.
By ALLEN SYLVESTER.

Contains254pagesand 147lllust ations. Ele
gantly boundIn black pebbledcloth. Em
bossedIn gold. Price $1.50, postpaid.
Among its contents are the following :
FRAMING, STAIR BUILDING. BUILD
ERS' ESTIMATES, Use of the Slide Rule,
Steel Striate, Strength of Materials.
Mathematical Rules, Tables of Board
Measure, Sizes and Weights of S>ish,Bins
for Coal, Grain and Produce, Tanks for
Liquids, etc.
There is also an article en'itled " How
to Plan Houses, " and there are two
dozen unusually line Modern Floor
Plans, a complete s-t ofM >dern Pram ■
ing Hans, a dozen full-p*ge Photo
graphic Views of fine Modern Resi
dences, showin- Beautiful Round Bays,
Spires, Broad Piazzas, etc.. and instruc
tions are given how to scale these views
so they can be used asworking drawings :
also a Set of Speci£eations, Building
Contract, with terms of payment, ana a
complete Glossary of Architectural
Terms.
Thus it will be seen that it combines a
work on Carpentry and one on Architec
ture and Building.

THE

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.,
Publishers and Booksellers,

232-238 William St., New York.

"Morstatt" Inside Blind

No clumsy rods with staples to oper
ate slats.

No sticking of slats by careless var
nishing cr painting.

No dropping or breaking of slats,
But—

Slats operated by a button in connec
tion with a concealed red.

Slats finished to match any color be
fore put together.

Slats that will always move easily
and stay at any angle.

We will furnish you the blinds made
complete, or, if you wish to make the
frames yourself, will furnish you the
slat panels finished complete to fit in
your frames. These blinds, being made
by special machinery, we can compete
in price with any first-class blind.

FORESTIMATESANDCIRCULARSADDRESS

MORSTATT & SON,
PatenteesandSoleMfrs.,

227 and 229 W. 29ih St., NEW TORE.

— Mrs. Skowler: " You will have to
go, Mary; I can't put up with your Im
pertinence any longer. I'm oorry 1
can't give you a recommendation."
Mary: " It's all right, mem; my leav
ing alive will be all the recommend 1
need."—Boston Transcript.

Copyright,1899,Decorators'SupplyCo.

The Decorators'

Supply Co.,

213 to 219 So. Clinton St.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Composition Capitals
for interior and exte
rior, Interior Plastic
Relief , Exterior and In-
terior Composition Or
naments. Fine Grille
Work.

SEND for catalogues.

¥ V V

GRILLES.

— Satisfied.—-' There's no short cut
to happiness! " urged the Ascetic.
" But there's fine cut! " retorted the
Sybarite, and filled his pipe.
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SLACK DIAMOND

FILE WORKS.

TWELVE MEDALS
OF AWARD AT

International Expositions,

SPECIAL PRIZE,

GOLD MEDAL,
At ATLANTA. 1899.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Builders Contractors Engineers
All say: " Thebestthins;I veseen."
HURD & CO.,

i linkers Model Makers Designers
Manufacturers

570-576West Broadway,NewYork

FITCH SASH LOCKS*I
3Ii
I
9)

Adjn.ludprotertth.S»«hn.&
PreientKailleud SrurHvW

LOCK THE WINDOW *
SoldbyHardwareDnlffi Kvrrjwhcrf. /j\

C»talo£uvandWorkingMoJelPre*.A
THEW.i B.T.FITCflCO.,HEWHiYEN.CONS.*

/JABOT'S SHEATHINO and DEAFENING
" QUILT" is something more^ than a mere felt or paper ; it is a soft, elastic cushion, carrying hundreds

of dead-air spaces, giving the most perfect conditions for heat insulation and
the absorption of sound-waves. Proof against vermin, moths or decay.

Sample and Catalogue Sent on Application.

SAMUEL CABOT, SoleManufacturer,67 Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Makeralsoof Cabot's Celebrated Shingle Stains.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED-

Stanley's Ball Bearing Steel Butts
Yon have missed the best thing made for the hanging of doors.
They are noiseless, never have to be oiled and are Everlasting.

BEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

THE STANLEY WORKS. Dept. E, New Britain, Conn.7» Chambers St., M.T.

STOOLS
Squares, Levels, Steel Rules, Divid
ers, Bevels, Nail Sets, Etc.
ASKFORCATALOGI'K NO.16-P.

THE L S. STARRETTCO., - ATHOL MASS. ^

Hardwood Floors.
plain or Ornamental.
Chick or Cbtn.

Wehaverepresentativesand stocksof floors
In theleadingcities. Askforcolored
FloorPlatesandPrices.

AnyPattern'desiredmade
cheaperthancarpet.

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO., Mfrs.,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SArtistic $|2
McMltClS and upwards.
The most pleasing and attractive
Fireplace Mantels are those we make
of Ornamental Brick. Ours are the
latest and best. Our customers say so.
They don't cost any more than other
kinds and can be easily set up from oh
working plans.

Send for Sketch Book of 59 charming designs of mantels costing from $12 up.

PhHa. & Boston FaCO BriCk CO., ||I3 Liberty Square, Bosto
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Advertisers.

Annunciators
Ostrsnder.W.R.ftCo
AHirerBits
FordBitCo.Jennings,c.K. Co.
Band Sam
CreecontMachineCo.
Bench Hooks
ThomsonBros.&Co.
Blackboards SlateJohnson,E.J. 4 Co.
Blinds
BurlingtonVenetianBlindCo.FlexibleDoorftShutterCo.FosterMangerCo.
Morstatt&Son.
WilierMfg.Co.
Blind Hinges
StanleyWorks.
Books,
Comstoc
Hicks I.

m.T.

Boring Machines
MillersFallsCo.
Builders' HardwareHammacher,Schlemmer&Co.RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.StanleyWorks
Building Paper and FeltCabot,Samuel.
StandardPaintCo.
Bulls and Hinges
StanleyWorks.
Capitals
DecoratorsSupplyCo.
Ceiling, Metallic.BergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRoofingCo.Eller,J. H.ftCo.KanncbergRootingftCellingCo.PennMetalCellingftRoofingCo.St. PaulRoofing,Corniceft OrnCo.
Cement.
Freneh.S.H.& Co.
Clothes Dryers
Bill DryerCo.
Conductor PipesAmerfCHnSteelRoofingCo.CantonSteelRoofingCo
ConservatoriesLordftBuruhamCo.
Coplug Maw
JonesftDommersnaa.
Cornices, Sheet MetalBergerMfg.Co.
Eller.J. H.ftCo.KannebergRoofing&CellingCo.MeskerftBro.

Ornament

Cresting
VanDonbornIronWks.Co.
Designs' aud Details (SecHousePlans.)
Door Bells
ArcadeMfg.Co.
Door Cheeks and Springs!Hammacher,SchlenimerftCoRussellftKrwlnMfg.Co.
Door Hangers
ArcadeMfg.Co.LaneBros.Co.
McCabcHangerMfg.Co.WilcoxMfgCo.
Drawing InksHlgglns,C.M.ftCo.
Drawing InstructionAcademyofArchitectureandBuilding.InternationalCorrespondenceSchoolB.Drawing InstrumentsComstocK,Win.T.
Dumb Walter FixturesHammacher,SchlemmerftCo.
Eave TroughsEller,J. H.ftCo.
Elevators and Dumb WaltersEnergyElevatorCo.KimballBros.SedgwickMen.Wks.
Elevator Fronts, dkc.Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Engines, Has and Kerosenellietz,Aug.
Engines
Percy.O.W.
Fencing
Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
Files and HaspsBamett,G.ftH.Co.
Fire PlacesPhiladelphiaftBostonFaceBrickCo.Floor Hinges
Lau'sonMtg.Co.
Furnnces and HealersHessWarmingftVentilatingCo.KelseyFurnaceCo.
Gas and Electric FixturesFrink,I. P
Gauges. Marking
Browning,W.D.Mayhew,H.H.Co.
Gauge, Rafter and PolygonRelasmann,F.
Glass, OrnamentalFlanaganftBledenwegCo.KeystoneStainedGlassWorks.
GreenhousesLordftBurnhamCo.
Grille Work
De^orBtorsSupplyCo.Foster-MungerCo.Mertz,Geo.Sons
StandardWoodTumlngCo.
WaddellMfg.Co
Beaters, steamandHotWaterNasonMfg.Co
Hoase PlansComstock,Wm.T.
Hicks.I. P.

Iron House Fronts
Meskerft Bro.
Iron AbuttersGarryIronft SteelRoofingCo.
Iron Work
Ludlow-SaylorWireCo.
VanDornIronWorksCo.
Lathing, MetallicHayes,Geo.
Levels
AkronLevel.Works.
Lightning Kods
Washburne.E.G.ftCo.
Locks and Knobs
RussellftErwlnMfg.Co.
MantelsFrench,Sam'lH.ftCo.PhiladelphiaftBostonFaceBrickCo.
Mantels, WoodFoster-MungerCo.
IrontonWoodMantelCo.
Masons*Stoves1rouve,G Co,
Mineral Wool
U S.MineralWoolCo.
Miter Boxes
ThomsonBros,ftCo
Miter Machines
FoxMachineCo.
Mortar ColorsFrench,Sam'lH.ftCo.
Mouldings .... „GrandRapidsCarvedMouldingCo,Mertz's,Geo.Sons.
StandardWoodTurningCo.
WaddellMfg.Co.
Oil Stones
PikeMfg.Co.
Point
NewJerseyZincCo.
StandardPaintCo.
Parquette Flooring
InteriorHardwoodCo.
Patent SolicitorsHamlin,G.K.
Pencils
Dixon,Jos.CrucibleCo.
Planes
Smith.OtisA.
Plaster OrnamentsFrench,SamuelH.ftCo.
Plnsiic Ornaments
Decorat.rsSupplyCo.
Reflectors
Frink.L P.
Refrigerators
McCrayRefrigeratorft ColdStorage
Co.
Revolving Window FixtureNewCenturyMfg.Co.
Hooting and SidingBergerMfg.Co.
CantonSteelRootingCo.Drouve,G.Co.Eller,J. H.ft Co.GarryIron4 SteelRoofingCoKannebergHootingftCellingCo.
PennMetalCellingftRoofingCo.
StandardPaintto.
Roofing BrarketsStanleyRuleftLevelCo.
Roofing Paint. , ,Dixon,Jos..CrucibleCo.
Hoofing SlateJohnson,E. J. ftCo.
Sash Balances
CaldwellMfg.Co.
Sash ChainsBridgeportChainCo.Morton,Thos.
Smithft EggeMfg Co.
Sash Cord
SamsonCordage>*.ks.
SilverLake.
Sash Locks
Fitch.W.&E.T.Co.
Ives.II. B.ft Co.
NewCenturyMfg.Co.
Sash Pulleys
FoxMachineCo.
GrandRapidsHardwareCo.PalmerHardwareMfg.Co.
Sash Weights
Barneyft ReedMfg.Co.RaymondLeadCo.
Sashes, Doors and BlindsFoster-MungerCo.
Saw Clamps
Disston.HenryftSons.
Saw FilersLord,v*liter4 Park.
Saw Flliug GuideDisston,HenryftSons.
Saw Guide
ThomsonBros,ft Co
Saw Jointer
PikeMfg.Co.
Saw Sets
TaintorMfg.Co.
SawsDisston,Henry&Sons.
Jennings,C.E.Co.
NationalSawCo.

^AcademyofArchitectureandBuilding.
Screw Drivers!
NorthBros.Mfg.Co.
Russellft ErwlnMfg.Co.
SawyerToolCo.
Mieei Metal Fronts
Meskerft Brc

| Shutters (SeeBlinds.)
Skylights
CantonSteelRoofingCo.Drouve,G.Co.Hayes.Geo.
KannebergRootingftCellingCo.VanNooroen.E.ftCo.
I Speaking TubesW.R.OstrandcrftCo.
I Spring Hinges
I BonunorBros.
StoverMfg.Co.
I Squares
Mayhew,Tt.H.Co.
I Stable FittingsJ. L.MottIronWorks.
Ludlow-SavlorWireCo.
Stained Glass WindowsKeystoneStainedGlassWorks.Wallis,A.H.
I Steel Figures and LettersSackman,F. A.
| Structural SlateJohnson,E. J. ftCo.
I Tiling
StarEncausticTileCo.
I Tool Cabinets
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Licenses for Architects.

It seems probable at this writing that a bill for the
licensing of architects will be introduced in the coming
session of the Legislature of New York State. The mat
ter Is being fostered by the Architectural League of this
city, which has recently appointed 15 of its members to
arrange for and urge the passage of such a bill. This
committee includes C. F. McKim, J. Harder, Woodruff
Leeming, W. E. Stone, J. B. Baker, R. W. Gibson,
Thomas Hastings, W. B. Tubby, C. W. Romeyn, L. D.
Berg, George B. Post, William H. Russell, C. C. Haight,
Bruce Price and W. A. Boring. The committee will sub
mit its report at the next monthly meeting of the league
in December, and no efforts will be spared to push the
* matter to a successful issue. It will be recalled that a
bill having in view a similar object passed both houses
of the Legislature several years ago, but was vetoed by

Roswell P. Flower, who was then Governor of the State.
Many architects are strong advocates of the proposed

statute, although there seems to be some difference of
opinion as to the details of the bill. They are agreed,

however, that the passage of a bill of this character will
cause public recognition of architects as professional

men, and at the same time tend to protect the public

from imposition. New York Stale is not alone in the de
sire for the licensing of architects, as a similar law is

now in effect in Illinois, and we understand that New

Jersey, Missouri, California, Texas and Michigan are al

so agitating the question.

Arbitration and the Industrial Commission.

The Federal Industrial Commission at Washington

is now giving a series of hearings which are devoted to

securing information on the subject of the desirability of

arbitration, either compulsory or optional, as a method

of settling labor disputes. So far, the evidence secured

by the commission has thrown considerable light on

the growing tendency in large industrial enterprises for

employers and employees to sign agreements, usually

covering annual periods and embracing not only wage

scales, but stipulations designed to avoid strikes and

settle all disputes by reference to joint committees or
otherwise. Testimony now in the possession of the
commission shows that a considerable number of firms
representing many important industries have secured
understandings with their employees, and that these

agreements have been fairly effective in preventing
trouble, although few of them have been in force long

enough to present conclusive results. This phase of the
labor question is now occupying the attention of the

commission almost exclusively, and in its desire to

obtain the greatest amount of information available on

all sides of the question it has summoned a large num
ber of witnesses who are familiar with the subject,

including employers and employees, officials of em
ployers' associations and of trade unions, students of
industrial economy, members of State arbitration boards

and other experts, from whom a- large amount of inter
esting and valuable evidence is expected to be secured.
The idea of the commission is to gather all the material
and data possible to enable them to frame recommenda
tions for uniform legislation on the subject of arbitra
tion by the several States and by Congress, so as to
bring about a satisfactory and permanent settlement of
labor questions and secure the avoidance of strikea.
Should it succeed in this endeavor the commission will
most fully justify its creation and existence.

The New York Explosion.
The explosion on October 29, which destroyed an acre
of buildings In one of the most frequented centers of the
downtown business district of New York, involving a
property loss of over a million dollars and causing the
death of several persons and more or less serious injury
to a great many others, was one of the most serious
disasters in the history of the city. The cause of the
tremendous explosion following a fire in a big drug ware
house has not so far been ascertained. Various theories
are put forward, but nothing tangible has yet been de
veloped, and the complete destruction of the building
and the practical demolition of those immediately sur
rounding it makes it doubtful whether any definite in
formation on this head will be forthcoming unless it be
extracted from those who were best acquainted with the
conditions inside the structure where the explosion oc
curred. The municipal regulations regarding the stor
age of explosives within the city limits are said to be
very stringent, but they must either be inadequate or else
the regulations were violated in this case. A statement
made by the Chief of the city Fire Department to the
effect that there are a dozen or more buildings in New
York where a similar catastrophe may be looked for un
der the same conditions is not calculated to make for
the comfort or peace of mind of the citizens. It is prob
able that a thorough investigation will reveal enough to
justify stricter measures being initiated to obviate the
recurrence of such a disaster in the future. The acci
dent will not be without compensation If it leads to the
restriction of dangerous trades In the city. Every estab
lishment which is proved to be a menace to the safety of
its neighbors should be banished to some isolated spot
just as dynamite or gunpowder factories are now Iso
lated by law.

Call for Industrial Education
Southern trade papers, as well as the dally press of
that section, are insisting strongly upon the necessity of
providing proper technical education for the young men
of the South. It is pointed out that mills and factories
are being erected in large numbers, and that the pro
prietors, instead of giving the responsible positions in
these establishments to Southerners, are compelled to
send to other parts of the country, and even abroad, for
qualified and competent superintendents, overseers, &c.r
because none are to be found at home. Trade schools
are also being called for in the Southern States, as the
dearth of skilled mechanics is seriously crippling indus
trial progress. And this condition Is not confined to the
South, but exists to an appreciable extent all over the
United States. The increasing frequency with which this
subject is being canvassed by the trade and daily press1
throughout the country affords hope that the matter may
be taken up in earnest by the local authorities, manufac
turers and business men of the United States, with the
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result tbat trade and technical education will In time be
provided for the American boy in every center of popula
tion. It is becoming more clearly recognized that indus
trial education is the foundation of industrial greatness,

and that if the country is to rise to the great opportuni
ties for the extension of trade now opening out on all

sides all of her youth must be given the chance of secur

ing the best industrial training possible. This fact was

recognized long ago in Germany. That country to-day is

full of technical and trade schools, through which me

dium young Germans are found everywhere well

equipped for the tackling of any Industrial problems that

present themselves. It is these schools that have enabled
Germany in the past decade to reach the important place

she has made for herself in the industrial world. Aided

by the State, by municipalities and by private munifi

cence, it is no stretching of facts to say that the German

trade schools are to-day doing more for the benefit of the

Fatherland than any other agency.

Removal of a Large Hotel Abandoned.

A short time ago we referred in these columns to the
contemplated removal of Hotel Wollaston, in Boston,

Mass., a distance of some 130 feet, In order to obtain a

more firm foundation. The undertaking, however, proved

to be too great and the plan, we understand, has now

been abandoned. The alternative decided upon is to re

construct the hotel on its present site and a firm foun

dation is expected to be secured by the aid of a number

of additional piles. The work of lifting the structure is
already under way, and it will be pushed forward as
rapidly as possible. A close row of 40-foot spruce piles
will be driven around the building as near to the ex
terior wall as possible, and jointed piles of heavy hard

pine about 50 feet long will be driven within the walls,

holes being made in the lower floor to admit them.

These will be driven by a Warrington hammer, which
works in the same way as a steam drill. A cylinder con
nected with a heavy iron ram is placed about the pile

and with heavy, short strokes it drives it rapidly home.
The hammer moves through a space of 30 inches and

strikes 60 or more blows per minute. When the piles

are in place they will be capped by iron beams and con
crete, and cross capped under the walls by heavy iron

beams. When these beams are placed the building will
be temporarily supported upon the new foundations until

the old are built up to the required level. It Is expected
that this work will be completed January 1, and that the
building may be ready for occupancy nbout February 1.

A Cement Roof.

One of the latest uses to which cement has been put

Is In making a roof for an office building in a Northwest

ern city. The roof Is flat and was originally covered

with sheet iron of ordinary thickness. This sheet Iron
was constantly rusting and numerous leaks were caused,

which necessitated frequent repairing. In order to save
the expense of these repairs, the owner of the building
decided to experiment with cement It was concluded
to put down a layer of concrete and on top of that a
thin layer of cement mortar, giving the roof the appear

ance of an ordinary sidewalk. This will certainly make
a roof of more than ordinary weight, but as the building

Is a steel beam structure throughout, it should be able

to bear the weight.

What might be called a freak house waB recently put
up for sale at auction In Philadelphia, Pa., the building
being 4 feet 10 inches wide and having a depth of 141
feet. There are six different firms that carry on business
on the ground floor, the three upper stories being devoted
to lodging rooms, of which there are seven on each floor.

Entrance Is gained from the side street by means of three

winding stairways of tiny proportions. Each of these

rooms is 14 feet long. An ordinary bed takes up the

whole width of the apartment, and the occupants are

therefore compelled to crawl in over the footboard. Not

infrequently one of these rooms is occupied by a man and

his wife, and constitutes their entire place of abode. Ac

cording to tradition, where American street now is there

was once a narrow alley, just wide enough for a person

to walk through, and when it was broadened, many years

ago, the building on the corner had to be reduced to Its

present dimensions.

fteeting of Master House Painters andj '

Decorators.

According to announcement recently made by Joel
Kennedy, seeretary-treasurer, the seventeenth annual

convention of the National Association of Master House
Painters and Decorators of the United States will be
held in Buffalo, N. Y., February 19 to 21, Inclusive. In

addition to the regular routine business a number of
interesting papers will be presented by leading members
of the trade. The sessions of the convention will be
held on the first floor of the City Convention Hall, where
there will also be displayed exhibits of Interest to archi
tects, builders, &c.

An Experiment in Lighting.

As an experiment in trying to obtain a uniformly dis
tributed light throughout the rooms of the new en
gineering building of the University of Wisconsin, the
auditorium and drawing rooms will be lighted by elec
tricity with the lamps so placed as to be invisible to per

sons in the rooms. They will be arranged around the
sides of the rooms with opaque reflectors to project the
light evenly over dead white ceilings. These ceilings
will reflect the light throughout the rooms, thus furnish
ing a reflected light of uniform intensity everywhere
in the rooms.

A few weeks ago a Chicago court decided that the
owners of a building having a smoky chimney are liable
for damages to persons whose property Is injured by the
smoke and soot. The award for damages was $1500.
The suit was brought by occupants of an office in an ad
joining building, who presented conclusive evidence to
sustain It. The amount awarded is so large that the case
will doubtless be appealed, as other suits would follow
from numerous sufferers. The defendants are owners of
a large office building, who have less excuse for main
taining a " smoke nuisance " than If they were manu
facturers. The case Is attracting widespread interest, aa
it has an important bearing on the hastening of the day
when smoke preventing or smoke consuming devices will
be in general use wherever bituminous coal is burned.

The Scholarship Committee of the Chicago Architec
tural Club, which has established an annual scholarship
prize of $250, the fund so provided being to assist the
winner In defraying the expenses of a European trip de
voted to architectural study, announce In a syllabus Just
issued the programme for the current club year. The sub
ject of the competition is to be the residence of an Amer
ican Minister in an Important foreign city, and the prob
lem will be divided Into five parts or stages, each consti
tuting a monthly problem in the design. The syllabus
gives the officers and committees of the club for 1900-
1901, also the calendar for the same period, together
with the subjects and dates of the various parts of the
scholarship competition.

The fifteenth annual convention of the National Brick
Manufacturers' Association is to be held early In Febru
ary, 1901, at Old Point Comfort, Va.
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COLONIAL RESIDENCE AT MERIDEN, CONN.

WE
have takeu as the basis of our half-tone supple

mental plate this month one of the finest resi
dences In Merlden, Conn., being that lately erected for
William H. Rockwell, president of the Miller Brothers
Cutlery Company. The house occupies a commanding
site at the corner of Broad and Atkins streets, and faces
directly west, affording a fine view of the beautiful
•country which surrounds it. Our half-tone engraving
gives an excellent Idea of the building, being made di
rectly from a photograph taken especially for the pur
pose. The design of the structure is Colonial in Its treat
ment, and while rather more elaborate than the ma
jority of those presented to our readers, embodies fea
tures of arrangement which cannot fail to interest a
targe class. A feature which will strongly appeal to
many Is found in the wide veranda which extends across

centers. The sills are 4x8 inches, the girders 8 x 10
inches, the beams and girts 4x6 inches, the plates 2x4
inches doubled, the posts 4x6 Inches, and the rafters
2x7 Inches, placed 24 inches on centers. The cellar Is
9 feet 2 inches in the clear, the first story 9 feet 9 Inches,
the second story 9 feet 2 inches and the third story 8
feet 3 inches. The outside of the frame Is sheathed with
No. 2 matched spruce covered with water proof building
paper, which in turn is covered with white pine clap
boards. The roofs are covered with white cedar shingles
18 inches long. The balcony floors are covered with roof
ing duck.
The cellar is cemented and fitted with a servant's
bathroom, laundry and vegetable cellar. The first and
second floors are double, the upper ones consisting of
parquetry flooring. The third floor is also double, with

Front or West Elevation.—Scale,8-33Inch to the Foot.

Colonial Residenceat Meriden, Conn.—David Bloomfleld, Architect.

the front and around one side of the house, together
with the semicircular projecting roof at the side, form
ing a porte-cochere. Within the house, the rooms are
spacious and arranged upon both sides of a hall which
runs the entire depth of the main portion of the build
ing. The broad stairs rise from practically the center
of the house, giving a landing on the second floor, from
which all rooms are readily accessible. The plans pre
sented herewith so clearly show the disposition of the in

terior space that little comment regarding this feature

would seem to be necessary.
According to the specifications of the architect, David

Bloomfleld of 129 State street, Merlden, Conn., the

building Is of frame construction, the timber being

of sound spruce. The first, second and third floor joist
are 2 x 10 inches; the third story ceiling joist 2x6 inches;
the studding 2x4 inches, the window studs being
doubled. All studding and joist are placed 16 inches on

the top one of 4-inch matched white pine. The finish In the
dining room is mahogany; in the kitchen and butler's
pantry brown ash, in the kitchen pantry and Ice room
white pine, and in the bathrooms on the second floor
quartered oak natural finish. The balance of the house
is in ivory enamel finish. The stair rails are mahogany,
and the tread9 and risers quartered white oak. The
mantels are made to suit the finish of the various rooms,
the hearths and facings of the fire places being red
pressed brick. The ornamental glass throughout the
house is bevel plate with metallic setting. All parquetry
floors are treated in wax, while the side walls of all
rooms are painted in colors and the ceilings frescoed.
The plumbing is of the open type, nickel plated, one bath
room being fitted with shower bath or ring. The house
is heated by a Richardson & Boynton hot air furnace, In
stalled by the Grlswold, Richmond & Clock Company
of Meriden, and who state that It was one of the largest
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furnaces they ever put into a dwelling. The lighting is

by electricity, the fixtures being of the combination
order.
The builder having the contract for the carpentry
work was Carl Wageruann; the mason work was done
by James Kane & Son; the interior cabinet work by

Dewey, Carrier & Co., and the plumbing was executed
by James T. Kay, all of Merlden, Conn.

the water at the mouth of the river, and then made into

rafts to be taken to the vessels anchored outside the bar.

Paint for Rough Cast Surfaces.

In making answer to a correspondent who asked with
regard to painting rough east surfaces, the Painters'

Mahogany in Mexico.

In describing the way in which mahogany is secured
In Mexico, a writer in the Mexican Herald says:

The mahogany hunter is the most important and best

paid laborer in the service. The trees do not grow In

clusters, but are scattered promiscuously through the

forest and hidden in a dense growth of underbrush,

vines and creepers, and It often requires a skillful and
experienced woodsman to find them. No progress can

be made in tropical forests without the aid of a machete,

for the way must be cut step by step.

The mahogany is one of the largest and tallest of
trees, and the hunter, seeking the high

est ground, climbs to the top of the tall

est tree and surveys the surrounding

country. , His practiced eye soon de
tects the mahogany by its peculiar foli

age, and he counts the trees within the

scope of his vision, notes the direction

and distances, and then, descending,

cuts a narrow trail to

each tree, which he care
fully blazes and marks,
especially if there Is a
rival hunter in the vicin
ity.

To fell a large mahog

any tree is one day's task

for two men. On account

of the wide spurs which

project from the trunk at

the base, scaffolds are

often erected and the tree

cut off above the spurs,

which leaves a stump

from 10 to 15 feet in hlght, a sheer

waste of the very best part of the tree,

and one which modern ingenuity should
certainly devise some means to prevent.

Great difficulty is sometimes had in

getting the trunks to a point of trans

portation, and crude trucks are gener

ally used, made by sawing off one end
of a tree trunk and fitting the wheel
thus acquired with a kind of axle,

which at the best Is a clumsy and an
tiquated affair. These trucks are
hauled by oxen, and all the trucking
done in the dry season, the logs being
placed on the bank of a river to await
the time of the floods.
No little judgment is required to de
termine at what exact stage of the flood
to turn the logs adrift. Should the
water be too high, the logs would be
apt to be left high and dry on some
of the low lying ground adjacent
to the river, and probably covered up by sand and rub
bish.
Mahogany trees give from two to five logs each, meas
uring from 10 to 18 feet in length and from 20 to 40
inches In diameter after being hewed.
The manufacturing process consists In sawing off
the ends that have been bruised and splintered in transit
down the river and in relining and rehewing the logs
by skillful workmen, who give them a smooth and even
surface. The logs are then measured, rolled back into

Magazine presents some suggestions which tuny prove

of interest to our readers. It says:
If the walls have stood for some time, say at least
one year, and first cost Is no obstacle to its use, we would

recommend a pure lead and linseed oil paint, white or

tinted to suit, the first coat to be quite thin and oily,

the second coat as stout as it is used for a finish on wood

work. Should this be too expensive to suit your patron

you might use either of the following Take fine sand

that has been washed and dried and mix the same with
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a similar quantity of Portland cement (best grade) in

water to a fairly thick consistency, then add for a red

tint enough Venetian red, for a yellow tint pale French

ocher, for a greenish tint terra verte, for a gray tint

lamp black, for a bluish tint ultra
marine blue, and strain through an or
dinary sieve to break up any lumps that
may have been formed. Finally thin
the mixture down with water to the
■consistencyof a thin oil paint and ap

ply cold with large wall brushes. The
wash must be kept well stirred while
being used. Should the color be too
-dark add some slaked lime or ordinary
whiting, but be careful to use mineral
-colors only for tinting, because of the
probable causticity of cement and
lime.
If It is in any way convenient for
you to apply a warm paint we would
suggest the following wash, which has
been tried by the writer with excellent
results: Take a 50-gallon barrel and
place therein % bushel of builders' lime,
fresh burnt, over which pour hot water,
say about 10 gallons, and cover lightly
to keep in the steam while slaking. Let
stand over night, then strain the liquid
through a fine sieve into another barrel
and add 7 pounds of common salt,
previously dissolved In hot water.

the liquid. Finally 1 pound of pale glue that has been
soaked in water over night is boiled as usual In a water
bath and thinned with boiling hot water to make 5 gal
lons of liquid glue, which is put in with the other. Stir

m

*>

SecondFloor.

well, and if the total does not amount
to 30 gallons add enough hot water to
make that quantity. Let the barrel
stand covered for several days more,

when the wash is ready for use. The
wash must be applied fairly warm,
therefore it is necessary to have the
pots from which the paint is used
standing in hot water during the opera
tion. Two coats in this wash will
stand out white on any surface and it
may be tinted with mineral colors, as
in the case of the cement wash. It is
the most durable and economical coat
ing for brick or rough cast walls that
we know of and has been in use for 100
years or more on lighthouses and other
buildings in the United States.

First Floor.

Scale,1-1(1Inch to the Foot.

Colonial Residenceat Meriden, Conn.

In the meantime cook 3 pounds of rice flour in hot
water to a creamy paste and add this while hot, al
ways stirring well. Five pounds of bolted whiting are
also mixed with soft water to a thin paste and added to

Something novel in the way of
church architecture is the edifice now
in process of erection for the Manhat
tan Congregational Church on Broad
way, New York City. In this building
the auditorium is in the rear, while the

front is devoted to the church par
lors, prayer meeting room, Sunday

school room, library, offices, &c.
Ihe auditorium Is a one-story

structure with an entrance on
the side street, while the Sun

day school room is on the second floor of the
front building. The auditorium will have a seat
ing capacity for 800 people and have a gallery

around three sides.
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NOTFINISHED

Attic—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

Sectionof Base,ShowingCon
struction at Floor Level.—
Scale,8 Inchesto the Foot.

Detailsof Veranda.—Scale,H Inch to theFoot.
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MainCornice.—Scale,16Inch to theFoot.

Detailsof WaterTable..
—Scale,M Inch to the
Foot.

Sectionof InsideTrim—Scale,8Inchesto theFoot.

SectionShowingHlghts of
Stories.—Scale, Jf

j
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Elevationof BookCasein Library, theFront beingFittedwith SlidingSashGlazedwith
MetallicSetting.- Scale, H Inch to theFoot.

AfticellaneoiuConstructiveBetailt of Colonial Hetidenceat Meriden, Conn.
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A Large Cedar Tree.

According to a Seattle paper a cedar tree was recently
found near the road from South Bend to the Palis River

same authority, is near Sedro-Woolley, the stump of
which measures 14 feet In diameter. The top of It waa
smoothed off and used as a dancing platform. Photo
graphs of it, crowded with people craning their necks

Elevation.

I I ! .7

Planat Hearthof DrawingRoomMantel.—Scale,% Inch to
theFoot.

SectionthroughDoorat
A A.—Scale,3 Inches
totheFoot.

Sectionof StoolCap.—Scale,
3Inchesto theFoot.

ElevationShowingStyleof Doors.—
Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Liil u 1 1 Windows—Scale,ii
SideElevationof Stairs—Scale,̂ Inch to theFoot. Inch to'theFoot.

MiscellaneousConstructiveDetailsof Colonial Residenceat Meriden, Conn.

which measured 56 feet in circumference, or about 18

feet in diameter. It was oyer 75 feet from the ground
to tbe first limb. The most famous and heretofore larg

est cedar known in the State of Washington, says the

to get their faces taken, have been scattered widely.

This stump really consisted of two trees grown together,

but the tree just discovered Is a single one, nor is it swell

butted.
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LEADED GLASS WORK.
By Paul D. Ottke.

MANY
home decorators might feel that working In

glass was something beyond their ability, as It
la probably looked upon in about the same way as a
bit of permanent treatment of the ediflce^the work of
■killed hands embellishing the design of the builder.
This should not cause the adept enthusiast to hesitate,
as the work to be treated will be within the scope of the
ordinary artificer.
It Is not the purpose to elaborate on the construction
of stained glass work and its varied color blendlngs and
intricate interlacing patterns. This work is within the
province of those who are a little skilled In carving, mod
eling, wire work, and like attainments, to replace a
plain window light with the same surface made up In
some simple geometrical figure of leads and plain white
glass filling, and it will be surprising both from within
and without how the commonplace gives way to a great
er value and distinct appearance.
A window or two of the regular shape treated in this
way makes a pleasing contrast to the conventional win
dow opening. There have been such vagaries executed
in many colors— if one is careful in noting In passing
from house to house in our cities— that the colorless lead
ed glass is a great relief to the multicolored atrocities
that stare one in the face when house hunting.
Those who have built or bought a home may select a
window opening for their Initial piece, and with an ob
ject in view, should their efforts prove successful, they
can by having conformed to the exact size simply replace
the plain sheet of glass with the built-up figure.
As a beginning, we will say the oblong window by
the door, or lighting the stairway, has been selected. Its
shape is similar to Fig. 1, and the present " glass size "

as It sets in the "frame measures, say, 14 x 20 inches;
this is the size to be strictly adhered to.
Upon a flat board surface, or table somewhat larger
than intended for window light, lay out on stiff paper
the pattern shown in Fig. 1, to be contained within the
size of 14 x 20 inches, of which lines are drawn
square to each other«forming the oblong. Within this
•nlarge the design herewith shown. This may be read
ily done by blocking off by intersecting lines across the
figure, and then by the same number of lines drawn
lightly crossing each other in the size of 14 x 20 on
the stiff paper. In this way you can by easy stages note
what is contained within corner square in design and re
produce it in the corresponding enlarged square in the
full size.
This accomplished, the next operation is to secure a
copy of this drawing by means of carbon paper and a
tracing point, or hard pencil, carefully imprinting the
design on a like piece of paper. You have now the pat
tern, which is to be cut up into its separate parts; before
so doing, number these parts from 1 up alike on each
drawing. The next operation is to sever the various
parts of the copied drawing. Do this by cutting with
scissors the outer margin first and from this margin trim
off %-inch. Then cut up the design into its various
parts, and from each trim 1-16-inch off entire edge.
The dissected pattern is now in readiness to use the edge
of each part as a guide to run your diamond or glass cut
ter, and the thickness of the leaden walls between each
bit of glass has been allowed for in the operation of trim
ming off the narrow strip from the small patterns.
When the glass and leads are all assembled In their place,
forming the oblong, it will be found to be within the size
of original drawing. Tack the full drawing on a smooth
surface, a large board or table top, and along the left
hand edge and top line tack, or secure firmly, two
straight edged thin strips; lathing strips are good for
the purpose.
This corner will be the starting point to assemble the
work, building directly over the numbered drawing. In
this way you will be able to very easily work out your

puzzle intelligently, and retrim any glass that may over
lap the line.
Plain window glass, what is called " double thick," is

the next thing to secure; glazier's scraps, or a few sheets

of 10 x 12 inch size, will be found easy to handle for a
beginner. As to means of cutting the glass, it depends

whether you wish to go into the work extensively In
making up several windows. If so, a glazier's diamond
is, of course, most preferable. In using this tool care
should be taken to always use it in the same position

and not run off the edges of glass with a bump. The

steel wheel glass cutter commonly sold at hardware
stores for a few cents Is a very good tool for beginners,
and on plain glass lasts quite a while, with care. What
ever cutter you use, practice cutting straight lines on
scraps, this to familiarize yourself with the instrument
and also in 'the use of the two or three different sized
slots found on the side, which are intended to engage
various thicknesses of glass, and by gently using the
tool as a lever, start the line to parting; these slots,
however, are Intended more for severing narrow strips,

and also enabling one to nibble off any unevenness, or
create a small Incut. The parting of two pieces of glass
is best accomplished after using the diamond by holding
It between fingers and thumbs, with the line between the
two hands and thumbs on upper face of glass, hold
firmly and press upward with fingers. By a little prac
tice in feeling the line part, you will have confidence In
beginning to cut out the various pieces from the paper
pattern. ,
With this preliminary practice we may now start
with the first piece; firmly holding it over a small piece
of glass and running the cutter from one edge of glass

to the other, cutting a line close up to edge of paper;
sever the parts and proceed to trim exactly the remain
der of outline of paper pattern. Set aside those cut with
their patterns underneath, numbered side to view, and
when all are cut you can readily see through glass and
pick up right number and place it in its right position on
full chart. Where you have a number of pieces about
the same size, it is best to cut several strips that will
cut a number of smaller ones to advantage, rather than
attempt to get a small piece from a large sheet each
time. If a slight misscut is made by which the glass is
a little larger than the pattern it can often be " gnawed"
down to size by using the notch in tool that best fits

size of glass; do this in a gentle way, rather nibbling at

the edge than taking a decided hold. If the fullness is
much over %-incb, a line should be cut and pried off

with the notch.
Remember that cutting in glass cannot be done in

the same manner as you would describe a given outline
with a pencil; It is accomplished by cutting one line at a
time, from edge to edge, and in cutting quick, curved

lines, until one Is a little practiced. It Is easier done by
cutting the line and then cutting a few tangent lines, re

moving part not wanted by degrees. All this with the
natural fear of breaking in the wrong place, will soon
be overcome and It will surprise you what can be done.
With the experimental subject to deal with it will be
found a very simple task, as the lines to be cut are all

straight, and having cut and placed them in an orderly

manner near at hand, the next thing is to equip your

self with necessary articles to carry the work to comple

tion. What you need to secure at a glaziers' supply house

is about 25 feet of lead grooving. This should be of

small size, one that will fit easily over thickness of glass
used, also about a pound of soft solder, used for solder

ing joints. The other articles for beginner's purpose

need not necessarily conform to those regularly used,

and other tools employed to accomplish the same result

may be brought into requisition. The knife generally

used for cutting the leads has a crescent shaped edge,

and is used in somewhat of a rocking position to sever
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the leads; an ordinary potato knife will answer. For the
purpose of placing the leads into position provide your
self with a hard, smooth ended stick, or, better still, a
tooth brush handle thin enough to fit the groove of lead.
A tallow candle will be required to rub over the Joints;
this enables the heated solder to adhere to leads.
The soldering iron is the tinner's pattern of soldering
copper; a smaller size is often sold at large hardware
stores for household use; this will do. As to means of
heating the copper, a coal or gas stove flame answers all
purposes.

While securing material get a couple of pounds of
putty and have your paint dealer reduce it in a can to
the consistency oi thick paint; this you will use to fill
joints and crevices after the work is soldered.
Everything important to the work has now been pro
vided for and with the original plan firmly held In place
by the two strips, operations will develop from this cor
ner. Take up the grooved lead as you would a piece of
twine, and lay over the side line, mark the exact length

and with the potato knife or one similar to it, cut off the
piece at the mark, pressing the knife into the soft lead
against the table or piece of board. Proceed to cut an

other length equal to top line along the straight edge;

these will now have to be mitered at each end in the
same manner as picture frame molding, &c. This can be

I 1 1

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

14 15 16 17 18

Fig. I.—DesignSuitablefor Side Light to a Door or for
Lighting a Stairway.

Leaded

Proceed to cut leads to cover these lines and fit ends
so that they will miter with top and left hand border
leads; now tack a lath firmly against side and cut an

other one to fit under bottom line. This securely locks
in the work as, in a frame.
Soldering the leads is the next operation. This is first
accomplished by rubbing every joint and corner on the
upturned side with the tallow candle. In heating the
soldering copper, it is not necessary to heat it to a red

heat. This is likely to occur when thrust into a redhot
coal fire; a gas or gasoline flame for this reason would

heat it better and is cleaner. It is well to have a bit of
rough board handy and if the copper comes from the fire
with soot or grit on it, push the point over the board

several times to brighten it. Take up your roll of soft
solder in your left hand and with the end projecting sev

eral inches from your fingers, to avoid feeling the heat,

take up the heated soldering copper and with the solder
ing strip resting over corner joint, touch the tool against

it until the soft metal runs off, following and dropping

from point held immediately over joint you wish to

Fig. i.—DesignHavingCurvedLines.

Work.

readily done by first placing pieces in position and not
ing just about the angle needed to effect a joint. While
it is not essential that there should be an absolute fit,
nicety is always to be sought after. Use the stick or
tooth brush handle wherever the flanges are pressed out

of shape, run the stick along the groove and smooth out
into place any other dents.
Place the two pieces of leads in their proper place
and straighten any inequalities with the stick, pressing
it against the straight edge. Now take up glass No. 1
and slip It into the groove so that it lays over its own
shape on the chart, then place a large sharp tack against

the lower edge simply to temporarily hold It in place.

Now cut another lead, square on one end, and cut off
both sides at other end In conformity to angle shown;
this for lead between 1 and 2; then bring glass No. 2 into
place over No. 2 on drawing, remove first tack and use It

to engage No. 2, then cut leads between 3 and 4, contin
uing with 5 and 6, and so on to the last glass, No. 18.
During this work it may be found necessary to make

use of several tacks to keep all in their places, but as the
lead is very tractable to deal with very little trouble
will be met with if each piece of glass has been cut ex
actly to size of the patterns, and when they are all as
sembled they should constitute an oblong exactly inside

the right hand and lower lines.

solder. Do not allow your soldering tool to rest on the
leads, simply let it " hover " over the work, applying
the strip to the heat and allowing it to drop melted on
the seam. This requires, of course, a little practice and
steadiness at the start, but it is far better to be careful
even in you get an extra amount to be afterward scraped
or cut away, rather than attempt without skill to smooth
off the leads with direct heat, melting and distorting
them in so doing. The practice obtained on this side will
put you in condition to do the opposite side more skill
fully.

Remove side and bottom laths and carefully turn the
work face down, and again confine within the laths and
proceed to solder in a like manner all joints and open
ings. The work Is now thoroughly locked within the
leaden walls. The next operation is to make it as one
sheet, air tight and water proof. Take a coarse paint
brush, one that is half worn out is much better, dip it
in the semiliquid putty and proceed to work It along the
edges of the lead; this will have to be done quite vigor
ously, using due care not to press heavily on the glass.
After you are sure you have crowded in all you can, turn
the work over and treat it in a similar way, until on re
versing the sheet you will find the putty has come to
gether in the joints from each side, and begins to ooze
out, which indicates that the glass is thoroughly sur
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rounded by putty. This operation will, of course, leave
the work in a very greasy condition, which is effectually
removed by sprinkling with a quart or more of fine saw
dust, such as an ordinary hand saw produces. This, rubbed
over the face of the work and crowded against the edges

of the leads, absorbs and unites with the putty, and
also cleanses and brightens the leads and glass to a
high luster. This operation is to be carried out to a

finish on both sides, and then the work allowed to lay

flat over night, and longer If possible to permit the
putty drying, when it is ready to place in window
frame, and by brads and putty secured as an ordinary

sheet of glass.

The foregoing operation may appear to the beginner
difficult, but as you follow it along, starting out with

the dissected pattern, as directed, you will find the work
very fascinating and not as hard to do as at first Imag

ined.
The example figure given is advised, as it deals entire
ly with straight lines; after this has been successfully

worked out a pattern such as shown In Fig. 2 might be
executed, embodying simple bow lines. This will be as
a gradual practice to shapes having other than straight

and curved lines. As the Interest develops a suitable
combination of colors In Venetian and cathedral glass

could be introduced with pleasing effect.

ARCHITECTURAL ART.

WHAT
is known as the Trowbridge course of lectures

at Yale College was recently opened by Professor

Hamlin of Columbia University, who spoke on the sub

ject of " Architectural Art," the lecture being illustrated
by means of lantern slides, showing various types of

Gothic architecture as exhibited in the famous churches

and ciithedrals of the Old World. Among other things

the speaker said:
Tlie fine arts owe to religion their highest inspirations

and their most impressive achievements. The instinct

of worship has given rise to the sublimest efforts and

noblest achievements of the architect, so that in almost
every land and age, it is the temple, the mosque or the

church that in beauty, size or splendor outranks every

other manifestation of skill and enthusiasm in building.
Not merely to the architectural student, but to the un

professional tourist, also, who visits the historic cities of

the Old World, the abbey, the church or the cathedral

Is the first and central object of Interest. In nine out of
every ten cases, not merely the first, but the one which

excites the profoundost admiration and leaves the most

lasting impression on his mind.

For not only are these venerable piles saturated and
redolent with the aroma of hintory and romance, every

stone associated with some secret In the strange and

wonderful development of the world In the Middle Ages,
but they represent a unique chapter in the history of art,

and possess an extraordinary beauty which appeals to

every consciousness. The style in which most of them

are built, known as the Gothic, which originated, ma

tured, culminated and declined between the eleventh and

sixteenth centuries, was developed almost entlrly in the

building of cathedral churches, though its beginning was

chiefly concerned with monastic architecture. The 110

years from 1160 to 1270 in France where the style made

Its most rapid advances, and a little later in England, Is

perhaps the most extraordinary period in the annals of

the builder's art. The number, size and splendor of the
great churches whose erection it witnessed In these two

countries alone passes comprehension.

In the midst ot tumult and disorder, of unsettled so
cial, ecclesiastical and political conditions; with king and

pope, barons and bishops and abbots, striving each for

supremacy in authority, territory or wealth; the people

ground between cogs of this disordered machinery and

crushed with burdens from which they could not escape,

there were yet hands and brains, treasure and resources

to spare for the building of these mighty churches, and

never before had the world seen so extraordinary an ac

tivity in building accompanied by such splendid results.

The cathedral thus stands for something more than the

ordinary product of the religious impulse under normal

conditions. It is a part of the social and political history

of the age that brought It forth, the stupendous resultant

of great forces meeting and combining with each other.

As a work of nrt the Gothic cathedral is the supreme

product of the union of reason and taste, of intellect and

emotion, working in harmony toward a result at once

beautiful and scientifically correct. Never before and

never since the thirteenth century have the art of build
ing and the sciences of engineering construction joined

hands in such perfect unity of purposes to realize such
triumphant results. The Gothic architecture is the one
form of the builders' art purely and wholly conceived
and worked out in stone, borrowing nothing from tradi
tions of wooden, brick or mud structure. It depends
for the decorative effect of all its masses and controlling
features upon forms primarily dictated by the structural
necessities of this material, every part of the whole
mighty being worked out by a severe logic, but finally
molded Into forms of the highest beauty.
In its treatment of decorative sculpture, of the profil
ing of moldings, of stained glass, of scale and proportion,
in it use both of length and of loftiness to produce ef
fects of sublimity, in its masterly balance between the
repose of its greater masses and the animation of Its
details, In the perfect harmony of style and expression
between the interior and exterior, both designed In and
for stone and demanding no visture of applied decoration
of painting and mosaic, the Gothic cathedral stands in
unquestioned supremacy among the world's temples. It
Is a creation of art full of suggestion, Instruction and in
spiration for^any one who takes the pains to open his
eyes and his mind to its lessons. ,

The English cathedrals share in these elements of ar
tistic and scientific interest with those of Continental
Europe. But their charm Is of a different flavor, corre
sponding with the fundamental differences of principle
and taste which controlled their design and execution and
with the different environment in which they stand.
Less loftly, less awe inspiring, less bold in conception and
execution, they possess a poetry and a picturesqueness
not to be found elsewhere. Their massive central tow
ers or slender spires, rising from the dense foliage of the
cathedral close and bishop's palace grounds, their quiet
cloisters and noble chapter houses, appeal In the highest
degree to the imagination. The cathedrals of England
are neither as numerous nor as near together as the
French. This is due to the scanty population of the
island in the days when the sites were parceled out and
also to the fact that as the population increased the
regular or monastic clergy were the coadjutors of the
bishop in the cure of souls, not his opponents, so that it
was possible for a single bishop to administer a large
diocese.

It Is said that the addition of even so small a propor
tion as one-teDth of as much brick dust as of sand to or
dinary mortars is preventive of the disintegration so
often characterizing mortars used in the masonry of pub
lic works. The use of such dust mixed with lime and
sand is said to be generally and successfully practiced in
the Spanish dominions, and Is stated to be, in all essen
tial points, superior to some of the best Imported hy
draulic cements for the construction of culverts, drains,

tanks or cisterns, and even for roofs, whether for setting
flat tiles or for making the usual flat tropical roof.
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HEAVY TIMBER FRAMING.

THERE
are many readers of this Journal who are

doubtless interested in the subject of heavy timber
framing, such as would be used in connection with mill
and factory construction, and also well adapted to the
requirements of buildings in the mining regions of the
country, where carpenters are called upon to erect con
centrating and stamp mills which are a prime requisite
In the reduction of mineral ores. Buildings of this kind
are naturally constructed of heavy timber in order to

withstand the unusual strain which is brought to bear
upon them by reason of the machinery with which the
works are equipped, and no little care must be exer-

are of good dimension, sized for regular widths and

thicknesses at bearings, mortised and tenoned, braced

and bolted. No details or elevations are shown locating

doors or windows, neither the material covering walls

nor roofs as locality and conditions govern these items.

Stone walls are constructed as foundations for the tim

bering at the banks, and at the same time serve as re

taining walls against the earth above.

An idea of this construction may be gained from an

Inspection of the framing section presented herewith.
As the bins, crushers and stamps require great strength,

the timbers for these are extra heavy, having sub

stantial sills for their support. Trusses are used for the

purpose of supporting the roofs and are placed opposite

the intermediate posts, as shown on the plan. At the
ends of the building these trusses

could be dispensed with, but it Is

considered advisable to repeat them

as offering the least cost In case addi

tional room Is required for extra ma
chinery or an increase in the output

of the plant.
The framing Is done with mortise

and tenon, bolts being used for se

curing the main joints. Braces are

framed into the timbers for end bear
ings and are well spiked, but if pre
ferred the tenons can be secured with

hard wood tree-nails driven Into holes

bored through posts and tenons. The

framing does not carry the weight of

the machinery, as the arrangement

TransverseSectionthroughStampMill, ShowingLocation of Machinery.—Scale,8-82Inch to the Foot.

Heavy TimberFraming.

cised in putting the work together in a substantial man

ner. With a view to affording some practical sugges
tions regarding this kind of work we present herewith
Illustrations showing an example of heavy framing, se
lecting for our purpose a ten-stamp gold mill such as
would be erected in the mining districts. Like most
mills of this kind, the building site is upon a hillside, as
such locations offer better advantages than the level
ground. The ore is delivered at the greatest hlght,

where in dumping the smaller pieces fall direct to the
ore bin, by passing through what is known as the
" grizzley," whereas the larger portions fall to the
platform, thence passing through the crusher to the ore
bin, and then on to the feeder, *he stamps, the tables,
cone sizers, &c, all as Indicated on the plan and trans
verse section.
In the framing it will be observed that the timbers

has been made with a view to placing such machinery
directly upon the ground, resting upon heavy wooden
sills, and thus avoiding expensive construction as well as
vibration. The details which are presented in connection
with the descriptive text show the construction at some
of the joints and are practically self-explanatory.
While this article Is primarily intended to show the
method of framing for a ten-stamp gold mill it is of in
terest in a general way as indicating the location of the
machinery in the working plant A careful Inspection
of the plan and sections will show the application of the
power from the engine to the several pieces of machin
ery, likewise the movement of the ore through its course
from the " grizzley " to Its final disposition. For the
general arrangement of the machinery, &c, we are In
debted to Frazer & Chalmers of Chicago, 111.,who make
a specialty of mining machinery.
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Fire Shutters of Wire Olass.

At the annual meeting of the National Fire Protection
Association, held in New York City, some very Interest
ing data were presented by H. C. Henley, chief inspector

of the St. Louis Board of Fire Underwriters, relative to

his experience with the double sheeted wire glass window

as a positive fire stop under most severe conditions.
He stated that a committee appointed by the St. Louis
board had tested the single sheeted
wire glass window, but owing to the
fact that it gave off danger
ous radiation when under test the

board would not accept wire glass

deemed sufficient. Where exposure is less than 15 feet,

and for the protection of roof exposures, double thick
nesses of wire glass with %-inch free air space are re
quired.''

A Model City School House.

What is known as the Phillips Brooks School House,

recently completed at the corner of Quincy and Perth
streets, Dorchester, Mass., embodies
many interesting features as regards its
heating, lighting and ventilation.
The style of architecture adopted by
the architect, A. Warren Gould of Dor
chester Center, Boston, Mass., Is Spanish

Renaissance. The materials employed In
the exterior walls are common red brick
with limestone and terra cotta trimmings.

The cornices are of copper and the roof
is covered with green slate. The facade
on Perth street has In the center a highly
ornamented doorway with a carved gran
ite buttress on each side. Over the door
and surrounded by richly carved orna
mentation Is placed a tablet on

TANK"B" TO~
OVERFLOWINTO_-
TANK"A"

Plan of Mill with Engineand Boiler House.-
Inch to the Foot.

-Scale,116

windows in place of fire shutters, as combustible ma
terial stored in close proximity would be endangered.

•The demonstratiou that made the board change its views
of wire glass as a fire retardant, and' make rulings ac
cepting wire glass windows as a substitute for fire shut
ters in exposed positions, says the Insurance Press, was
so unique, severe and satisfactory that there has not been
a question raised since as to the correctness of the de
cisions arrived at and the good that must come there
from.
A metal covered wood frame was glazed with two
parallel sheets of %-inch wire glass, about 18 x 36 inches,
haviug a free air space of about % inch between them, be
ing open top and bottom to allow of the free entrance
and exit of the air when heat was applied.

The window was placed at the open porthole of a
furnace, within 18 inches of a known temperature of over
2500 degrees I<\,and although it was kept in position for
a half hour, the rapid circulation of air between the
sheets carried off the radiating heat that came through
the sheet exposed nearest the heat, and thus protected
the sheet furthest from the heat, so that there was not
enough heat passed through to endanger the common cot
ton batting that hung 7 inches from the glass, or even to
singe it when it was rubbed on the surface of the win
dow.
It should be noted that when the air ducts were closed
the panes of glass immediately heated and gave off dan
gerous radiation, igniting the cotton. The test was so
convincing of the virtues of the double sheeted wire glass
window as a positive fire stop that the committee recom
mended and the board adopted the following ruling:
" For the protection of openings in walls not less than
13 inches thick, in approved frames, where exposure is
over 15 feet distant, a single thickness of wire glass Is

IsonietricalView of Timber Work at Ore Bins. Stamps,etc.

Heavy TimberFraming.

is inscribed in raised letters cut Into the stone
the name Phillips Brooks. Over this entrance, and
forming a central feature, beginning at a line 'with
the top of the second story windows, is a project
ing order of richly ornamented, engaged columns, which
extend up to and are capped by the main cornice, over
which is placed a copper cresting. This central feature,
combined with the effect obtained by the grouping of the
school windows with their ornamented mullions, and en
tablatures, presents a fagade which is very beautiful, and
one which is said to possess a distinction from all other
buildings of this character in the city.
The structure is three stories in bight, contains 17
school rooms, an assembly hall, teachers' rooms, store
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room for books, &c, and will accommodate 840 pupils.
On the first floor are five school rooms, the second floor six
rooms, and the third floor four rooms and the assembly
hall. The latter is lighted front and rear and through
a large centrally located skylight in the roof, and is pro
vided with a stage of ample size for a full graduating
class. The basement contains two large school rooms,
one for cooking and the other for manual training, boiler
room, fuel room, boys' and girls' separate bicycle rooms,
and lavatories and janitor's room. There are five sepa
rate and distinct means of ingress and egress to the base
ment, four of which open onto the school yard.
The heating and ventilating of the building is planned

All the school rooms ate lighted from one side only,

which insures the very best results to both pupils and

teachers. The side of the room through which light is

admitted is provided with five large windows to each

room, extending from a hight of 2 feet 8 inches from the
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on scientific principles; the heating is indirect steam, with
fresh air induction provided by the blower system.

Extra provision has been made for the proper ventila
tion of the wardrobes, by building into the masonry walls

Eureka ventilators placed directly back of the radiators,

thus providing fresh air induction at all times where It
ds most needed.

floor to the ceiling, the hight of which is 13 feet 6 Inches,

thus providing a glass surface equal to the average school

room having three windows on each of the two sides, and

avoiding any cross lights, which are so injurious to the

eyes. .
The general contractor was James Fagan, and the car

penter contractor R. B. Plummer.
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CAISSONS FOR FOUNDATIONS OF BUILDINGS.

SO
much has been said relative to the sinking of the
foundations which are required for the towering office

buildings and business structures to be found at the
present day in our larger cities that it may not
be without interest to many readers of this journal,
especially to those living away from the great
centers of activity, to describe how the caissons
for the foundations are carried down to bed rock.
It may be stated in this connection that the same meth
od of building foundations is not employed In all cases,
as the nature of the soil is an important factor in deter
mining this matter, but where compressed air is used
the operation of sinking the caissons is practically the
same in every instance. Just how the work is done is
told by a representative of the New York Times, who
went down into one of the many caissons sunk for the
foundations of the mammoth 20-story office building now
well under way at the corner of Broad street and Ex
change place, in this city, and known as the " Broad and
Exchange." What he had to say concerning his expe
rience is of such general interest that we devote space
to the following extracts from his published story:

Tlic Caisson.
Aside from the part played by compressed air in
caisson construction, the working principle is very sim
ple, and were it not for the compressed air a descent
into a caisson would not be a much more novel or Inter
esting experience than going down into the cellar. The
caisson, or working chamber, as it Is sometimes called,
is nothing more than a huge steel box, without any
bottom, and having the same area as' the foundation pil
lar or column that is to be carried down to bed rock.
The caisson at the beginning of the work rests on the
surface of the ground. Men inside of it begin excavat
ing, and at the same time another gang of men begins to
build up the masonry or concrete on top of It, the added
weight causing it to settle as rapidly as the materials
are removed from underneath It, and the men at the sur
face building up the masonry as rapidly as the settling
takes place.

Of course some means of entering and leaving the
working chamber must be maintained, and this is done
by a shaft about three feet in diameter leading upward
from a hole of the same diameter in the roof of the cais
son. This shaft is built up of sections of steel cylinder,
so that as the caisson sinks the top of the shaft may al
ways be kept above the surface. Where the foundation
column is to be built of concrete instead of masonry
there must also be an outer cylinder of steel of the same
area as the roof of the caisson. This outer shell, how
ever, simply acts as a mold to confine the concrete, and
plays no essential part in the general principle of cais
son construction.

Work of Compressed Air.
If rock could be reached 10 or 15 feet below the sur
face, the process as already outlined might be all satis
factory. But where 40 or 50 feet or even a greater depth
of soil, mud, water and nobody knows what must be
penetrated, the problem presents new difficulties. A
stratum of quicksand might be encountered, the caisson
or working chamber would fill In a few minutes, and
probably nobody In it would live to tell what happened.
Moreover, the pressure at a depth of 40 or 50 feet is so
great that even where the material encountered is of a
firmer character it would work up underneath the edges
of the caisson and would have a tendency to crush in Its
walls, while its roof might also collapse under the great
weight of masonry resting upon it.
To counteract this the caisson itself and the inner
cylinder or shaft leading to it are constantly kept filled
with compressed air, supplied by a large steam pump.
The pressure is raised as the caisson reaches lower
depths, beginning with perhaps only 3 or 4 pounds to the
square inch, just below the surface, and increasing to

20 or 25 pounds at a depth of 50 feet. To maintain this

uniform pressure in the working chamber and the shaft

and still allow the latter to be opened as frequently as

may be desired, so that men and materials may pass up

and down, is a problem which the caisson workers have

solved by a very Ingenious and at the same time simple

device.
To the top of the inner cylinder or shaft there is al

ways attached an affair that looks much like the ordi

nary boiler found in the kitchen of every residence, al
though somewhat larger, It being perhaps 4 feet in diam

eter and 6 feet high. This is known as the lock. It has

a door or flap in its top, opening downward, and a simi

lar door at the bottom, which also opens downward into

the shaft. Now suppose a man wants to go down to the

working chamber. The door in the top of the lock is

open and the air inside is at the normal pressure of the
outside atmosphere. The lower door, however, is closed,

and below it in the shaft there is a pressure of, say, 25

pounds to the square Inch. The man climbs into the

lock and the upper door is pushed up—a rubber rim mak

ing it absolutely airtight. Then a valve connecting the

lock with the shaft is opened, allowing a rapid influx of

the compressed air from the shaft below into the lock,

and equalizing the pressure in both. The lower door of

the lock may then be opened, and the descent made to

the caisson itself.

Descent Into the Caisson.

The reporter, arrayed in a suit of oil skin and being

taken in charge by Mr. Cahill, the superintendent of the

caisson work, describes his experience as follows:
" You are here at a very favorable time," said Mr.

Cahill. " We have just reached the rock in one of the

5 x 14 caissons."
It took but a minute to scramble up the short ladder
to the top of the lock, and to get down into It.
" Now," said Mr. Cahill, as he closed the upper door,

and making the lock as dark as a pocket,
" being as

you're new at this game, I'm going to let the pressure

in here gradually. As I do so, keep your mouth closed
tight, hold your nose, and breathe out as hard as you

can."
The reason for this is to prevent injury to the ear

drums. The great increase in pressure from without is

liable to cause serious trouble in the ears unless by

blowing, with the mouth and nose closed, the air Is

forced up through the Eustachian tubes to the inner

chamber of the ear, thus in a manner equalizing and

counteracting the pressure from without.

There was a hiss, as of escaping steam, which devel

oped almost to a roar as the valve was opened and the

compressed air rushed in from the lower shaft suffi

ciently to fill the lock. With all his blowing there was
a sensation in the novice's ears that was anything but

agreeable; but it was all over in a few seconds, and

down went the little door in the bottom of the lock,

showing a few dim candle lights far below, and with a

little rope ladder the only means of getting down to

them.
" You are now in an air having a pressure of 20
pounds to the square inch," said Mr. Cahill. The novice

was gratified by this bit of information, because If he
had been asked to guess on the subject he would have

estimated the pressure at about seven tons—three on his

right ear and four on his left.

The strange feeling wore off very rapidly, however,

and the oppressive sensation was replaced by one of ex
hilaration, owing, doubtless, to the greater density of

the air and the correspondingly increased amount of

oxygen taken into the lungs. The descent of the rope

ladder in almost total darkness required a sure foot, but

once at the bottom the 5 x 14 chamber afforded plenty

of room to move around.
" You are now on bed rock, 46 feet below the curb,"

said Mr. Cahill. " Try It," he added, banding a pick to
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the reporter. Sparks flew when the pick came down,
leaving no doubt that the edges of the caisson at last
rested at the sought-for rock floor.
By the light of half a dozen candles, four men stripped
to the waist were at work cleaning off the last of
the hard pan that is immediately above the rock at this
point. This particular day was one of those in the last
hot spell in August, and while up on Broad street peo
ple were looking at thermometers that registered about
90, down in the caisson there was a delightful tempera
ture that must have been 20 degrees lower." You understand," said Mr. Cahill, " that when this
rock has been thoroughly cleaned off this chamber will
be packed full of concrete, as will also the inner shaft
through which we have just come down, making a solid
column right up to the surface."
The climb up the ropo ladder into the lock took but
a few moments, and the process of getting from the com
pressed air into the outer atmosphere began. To do this
the several steps of the going in operation are just re
versed. The lower door of the lock is drawn up tight
and a valve opening into the outer air is released, re
lieving the pressure of the air in the lock and allowing
the upper door to open. The sensation caused by com
ing into the outer air after having been under pressure
in the caisson is almost as trying to a beginner as that
experienced upon going into the " heavy air."

Preparing Plaster of Paris Ornaments.

In answer to a correspondent who asks the best way
to burden and toughen plaster of Paris with a view to
using it for making ornaments in molds, and being unable
to get the ornaments out of the molds without breaking,
although greasing the molds well with lard, the Painters'
Magazine says: If the molds are made of wood or plaster,
they should be coated with shellac varnish first, so as to
prevent all suction, but this coating must be thin and
evenly applied, so as not to fill up fine lines in the model.
Next a coat of a mixture of oil and 6oft soap is given,
which will allow the cast to come out of the mold readily.
Plaster molds that are not to be oiled may be made non-
porous with one or more applications of a strong size of
soap. Molds or models of metal that have a smooth sur
face require no coating, while models, such as unique
marble ornaments, that must not be oiled in order to pre
vent spotting, may be covered with very thin tin foil be
fore taking a cast.
To be successful in making plaster ornaments the fol
lowing points must be observed carefully: The mold must
be so constructed that the cast can be removed without
breaking any of its fine lines: that molds of wood or
plaster must be shellacked to prevent suction, and
greased with a mixture of non-drying oil and soap; that
the plaster must be carefully selected, and its quality
ascertained by making a test in a small way. When mix
ing the material for a cast, the water must not be poured
on to the plaster, but the plaster must be slowly stirred
into the water until the proper consistency is obtained,
which method prevents lumping. To slow up the hard
ening of the plaster cast a saturated solution of borax
is employed in place of clear water.
One part of solution to 20 parts water retards harden
ing ten minutes, 1 part r.f solution to 10 parts water re
tards hardening for 40 minutes, while equal parts solu
tion and water will retard the hardening for at least
eight hours. A saturated solution of borax is prepared
by dissolving borax in boiling water, and after allowing

the solution to cool, pouring off the clear liquid from
the crystalline sediment, this liquid constituting a satu
rated solution of borax in ordinary temperature.

Borax retards the rapid hardening of plaster, but the
addition of marsh mallow root not only retards quick
hardening, but toughens the mass in a remarkable de
gree. Two or four per cent, by weight of finely pulver
ized marsh mallow root added to 96 or 98 per cent, of

plaster of paris and worked into a paste with 40 per
cent, water will not allow the mass to harden for one
hour, and makes it so tough that when finally hardened it
may be cut, turned, tiled or drilled. A larger percentage
of marsh mallow root will retard drying and hardening
still more and impart still greater toughness to the mass,

so that it may be rolled into thin sheets on glass plates

with an ordinary rolling pin, that will not crack on dry
ing and may be rubbed to a polish. After drying this
mass may be colored with water colors, varnished,

rubbed and polished, and by such process made water

proof.

Heating and Ventilating Portable School Houses.

A short time ago we called attention to the fact that
Boston was making use of a number of portable school

houses in order to relieve the congested districts by in

creasing the school accommodations. An interesting fea

ture in connection with these portable houses is the

method of heating and ventilating. The system is laid

out with a view to meeting modern standards and the

State requirements, which demand 30 cubic feet of fresh

air for each occupant. This result is effected by a special
type of furnace and galvanized iron ventilating ducts.

Forcing out the vitiated air is accelerated by introducing

into the vent duct, the smoke pipe of the. furnace, the

latter being located in the rear of the room with the pipe

running up through the roof. In order to keep the floors
warm, a matter which in other portable structures seems

to have been a source of complaint from the children,

on account of cold feet, the entire space around the

building between the sill and the ground has been double

sheathed with several thicknesses of building paper.

The floors consist of 3-'neh matched plank, upon which

is laid in the opposite direction a %-inch matched hard

pine floor. Special precautions have also been taken to

prevent the entrance of dampness and moisture by

utilizing extra heavy sheathing quilt.

The exterior of the school house is covered with

matched boards on which is laid %-inch cypress shiplap,

with building paper between. The inside walls are cov

ered with %-ineh matched North Carolina pine finished

in the natural wood. The roofs are covered with %-inch

matched boards on which is laid an extra heavy quality

of canvas duck painted with three coats of oil paint.

Each portable house is 25 x 35 feet in size; is well

lighted, and the entrance is gained through a door at the

left of the front end. This door is approached by a short

flight of steps and opens into a small vestibule.
The buildings are located in school house yards and

are consequently without sanitary appliances, the con

veniences of the school buildings proper affording ample

accommodations. We understand that the cost of each

of these school buildings was $1250, the heating and

ventilating apparatus involving' an additional cost of

$150, making the total price $1400. Each school house

has a capacity of 60 pupils.

One of the curiosities of architecture in England is

said to be the house erected about 300 years ago at Rush-

ton, in Northamptonshire, by Sir Thomas Tresham, who

wished by his design to typify the Trinity. It is all three;

has three sides, three stories, and three windows on each

flat, each of them in the shape of the trefoil— the three

leaved shamrock. Where the roofs meet rises a three

sided pyramid, terminating In a large trefoil. The smoke

escapes from this chimney by three round holes on each

of tho three sides. The building is almost covered with

mottoes and carvings, three Latin inscriptions, one on
each of the three sides, having 33 letters In each. Three

angels on each side bear shields. Over the door is the

text from the Vulgate, " There are three that bear rec

ord." Inside the house each corner is cut off from each

of the three main rooms, so that on every floor there are

three three-sided apartments. It is hardly necessary to
add that the house has ceased to be inhabited.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.— XIL
(SECONDSHRISS.)

By Feed. T. Hodgson.

IN
forming rosettes, great care should be exercised to
make the corresponding parts agree. The depths of
similar hollows must be precisely equal, and elevated por
tions intended to match must do so with great accuracy.
Supposing, for instance, a rosette to be made with 10
elevations and 10 recesses, all of equal curves. If these
are accidentally unequal and it is desired to arrange a
set of these waved rings within the other, so that the de
pressions of the one shall be opposite to the elevations
of the other, or so that this effect shall take place grad
ually, if the curves of the pattern are unequally cut
the several portions of the device will not tally, and an
irregularity will be produced of disagreeable appearance,
an inspection showing at once that such irregularity is
not part of the device, but unintentional and erroneous.
This leads to a consideration of the division plate of this
rose engine, and an explanation of the object of its pe
culiar construction.
The pattern of the rosette, is, as it were, in sections;

iug mandrel lathe. The spring which keeps the rubber in
contact with the face of the rosette is shown at L L, Fig.
80.
The head on the top of the arm, which forms the

clamp of the rubber, must be turned round to
face the rosette, or a separate rubber must be used,
which passes through the clamp at right angles to that
used in surface work, and the frame must be prevented
from oscillating by a stop which fits between the bearers
of the lathe and embraces the upright side of the frame.
The top of the slide rest must be turned round, or a
side tool used. In this case the rest and frame with its
rubber become fixtures, as in ordinary turning, the man
drel and work being alone moved in correspondence with
the pattern on the face of the rosette. It would Indeed
be much better to do away with the frame altogether,
fixing the rubber to an upright pedestal mounted on the
lathe bed, and using the slide rest in the usual way, were
it not that in general the work is constantly being varied.

The Art of Wood Turning.

either similar elevations and recesses are alternately re
peated, or there may be a variety of such, extending over
a part of the circumference and forming a certain com
plete device, which may then give place to a second pat
tern, extending a similar distance, and these two may al
ternate regularly round the circumference. Each of
these sections must be of precisely similar length, and
the repetition of the pattern must also be precisely simi
lar, for the reason stated above.
It is possible that all possible alternations of the de
vice, or set of devices may be obtained by means of six
or eight notches of the division plate, for, by moving it
forward to that extent, the whole pattern may be com
passed. In treating of the second form of rose engine,
and of the method of using it, this will be adverted to
and illustrated later on.
Hitherto I have spoken only of the use of the pattern
on the edge of the rosette, but, as already stated, It is
frequently repeated on the face, and by this means it be
comes easier to work upon the outside of a cylindrical
piece, as well as on two ends. Patterns thus cut on the
face of a rosette tend, of course, to move the mandrel
to and fro in its collars, which is only possible when the
lathe is made on the plan of a screw cutting or travers-

the slide and face being worked in turn, and the appa
ratus is rather cumbrous to remove and remount often.
It is, nevertheless, easy to finish the ornamentation of
plain surfaces first, and then to remove the frame alto
gether and substitute a fixed rubber, as stated.
The rose engine as now described has certain evident
advantages over the rose cutter frame, and is capable of
working the most exquisite designs. It may be, perhaps,
a mere question of taste, whether rose engine work finely
executed is not in point of beauty superior to anything
that can be performed by geometric chucks, however
elaborate. That it is so is admitted by many experts,
especially when this apparatus is used in combination
with the elliptical chuck. Moreover, there is nothing in
the form of the rose engine described to make it a very
expensive article, or beyond the skill of the average
workman, and with a set of only three rosette patterns
the design may be varied continually and multiplied, If
not ad infinitum, yet quite sufficiently for the display of
skill and taste of the operator.
In using the rose engine, it is necessary to carry the
driving cord to the pulley from a very small wheel on the
axle. Sometimes the lowest speed pulley of the fly wheel
may answer, but if the recesses of the rosette are deep



Carpentry and Building for 1901.

FOR
many years it has been our practice to send out with the December issue
what may be termed a skeleton outline of some of the features which will
characterize the paper for the ensuing year, and we take this occasion to call

attention to several important announcements, which are found below, pertaining
to the Twenty-third volume of Carpentry and Building. Ever since the publication
of the paper in 1879 ^ nas been the aim of the management to make it of the
greatest possible service to those engaged in a practical way in the various branches
of the building trades, and in carrying out the programme which we have arranged
for 1901 no efforts will be spared to keep the paper fully up to the standard of
excellence already established. We shall from time to time lay before our readers
special articles on various mechanical and architectural subjects, prepared by writers
who, by reason of their long practical experience, are well qualified to deaf, with the
matters in hand. The numerous illustrations, which have come to be an important
feature of the paper, will be of a character well suited to the purpose and will
include, among others, elevations, floor plans and constructive details of dwellings,
school houses, churches, small wood working establishments, &c, and relating so far
as possible to work already completed or about to be erected.
Moderate cost houses have long been of interest to a large class of the readers

of Carpentry and Building, and we feel sure that the announcement w hich we present
on another page of this prospectus will prove timely and meet with a hearty
response. The subject of the competition is one which offers an excellent field for
those desiring to participate, and we shall be glad to have every one of our readers
bring the matter to the attention of some other architect, designer or builder, so
that the list of contestants may be large, representing all sections of the country.

Stresses in Roof Trusses.

During the year which this volume brings to a close
there were presented several articles on the subject of
" Trusses for Wooden Roofs," in the course of which it was
shown how wooden trusses should be designed, the accu
rate arrangement of the pieces for the common types of
truss, together with details of the joints and connections.
These articles were presented through a special arrange
ment with Frank E. Kidder, the well-known structural
engineer and consulting architect, who will continue the
series in the new volume. Thus far the correct scientific
principles of the truss have been considered in a simple
and practical manner, and the author now takes up the
method of determining the«stresses in a truss; for it is a
well-known fact that the essential feature in designing a
roof truss is to ascertain the stresses in the pieces forming

it
,

as well as to compute the sizes of its various parts. This,

it may be stated, is not a particularly difficult task, but it

is a phase of the subject which calls for earnest study as
well as very close attention on the part of the reader. Mr.
Kidder handles the subject in his usual masterly style, and
what he has to say should prove highly valuable and in
structive to those among our readers who are desirous of
thoroughly understanding the roof truss question.

Supplemental Plates.

One of the important features of the paper which has
proven very popular with the readers is the half-tone sup
plemental plate which fur the pant ten years has accom
panied each issue of Carpentry and Building. These plates
consist of direct reproductions of photographs of buildings

taken especially for our purpose, and afford an excellent
idea of the appearance of the structures as they actually
exist. The half-tone plates will continue to be a feature of
the new volume, and the subjects which we contemplate il

lustrating will embrace dwellings erected in various parts
of the country, involving a wide range of architectural
treatment, together with churches, stables, school houses,
&c. The designs vary to such an extent as to adapt them
for erection in the smaller cities and towns, as well as upon
suburban sites.
in connection with the plates there will be presented in

the reading columns, elevations, plans and an assortment of
constructive details, all carefully drawn to convenient scale
and accompanied by brief descriptive particulars, thus ren
dering each study, "so far as possible, complete in itself and
making it the basis from which the practical builder may
readily execute the work.
Right here we wish to emphasize the fact that we shall
be very glad to have architects and builders all over the
country forward for publication drawings and photographs
of attractive structures which they may have erected, to the
end that as many localities as possible may be represented
in our columns, and at the same time enable members of
the profession in one section to study types of buildings
constructed in another. We would state by way of ex
planation that we can use tracings, blue prints or originals,
as may bo most convenient, and that after publication they
will be returned to the authors free of charge.

Reading Architects' Drawings.

It is generally conceded that one of the best methods of
learning how to read architects' drawings is to thoroughly
understand how to make them, but it is also true that much



important knowledge in this respect may be gained from

a careful and conscientious study of the plans, elevations

and details of construction which are to be found in the

columns of Carfentcry and Building during the course of

a year. These drawings arc published to convenient scale

and the various parts of the work so clearly indicated as to

render their purpose obvious almost at a glance.

In order, however, to still further assist those among

our readers who find difficulty in understanding architects'

drawings, we shall present in the Twenty-third Volume of
the paper a special series of articles showing details of
modern building construction which cannot fail to also in
terest young architects, draftsmen, carpenters, cabinet mak
ers and others connected with the building trades. The
subjects which it is our present intention to consider in this
series embrace.
Double Hung Sash in Frame Walls,
Kitchen and Pantry Dressers,

Construction of Box Cornices.
Pivoted Casements and Eyebrow Dormers, and
Bay Windows with Counterbalanced Sash.

These details, accompanied by descriptive text, are made
as definite as possible, so that the drawings can be easily
read by a mechanic, even though he may not be familiar
with ordinary detail drawings. A little careful study, how
ever, on his part should so familiarize him with details that
he will be able to understand those he may receive in prac
tice, notwithstanding the fact that they may be very indefi
nite, as compared with the ones from which he studied.

Dovetail Work.

Another feature of the new volume which we feel sure
will prove of more than ordinary interest will be an article
on " Dovetailing "—a phase of construction which enters
largely into the work of the carpenter, the cabinet maker
and the joiner. Experience has shown that there arc com
paratively few carpenters among the younger class who
thoroughly understand this kind of work in all its details,
and it is with a view to affording them valuable sugges
tions that we have arranged for a careful consideration of
the subject for the coming year. The matter is from the
pen of Frederick Reissmann, foreman of the Quarter
master's Shops, United States Military Academy, at We.it
Point, where he has had a long and varied experience in
every kind of work pertaining to the subject of carpentry.
The author will show by description, as well as by il
lustration, what he considers the best methods of doing
first-class dovetailing. He takes, for example, an ordinary
tool chest of prescribed dimensions, and explains step by
step how the lumber should be joined and glued together,
also how it should be marked in order to prevent confusion
in laying out the work. He shows what is essential in
order to make a first-class glue joint and at the same time
the right and wrong way of laying out the dovetails. He
points out the most rapid way of doing the work, as well as
the manner of making the strongest and best lid for a
chest or other box, so it will neither warp nor break.
There are also other things considered which are likely to

gE$ interest the young carpenter and possibly not a few of the
older members of the craft. Regarded from a practical
point of view, the matter is of more than usual importance,
and should prove a most instructive contribution to the
literature of dovetail work.

Correspondence.

Our efforts will be to make this department in the future
as in the past the principal medium for the interchange of
practical ideas between mechanics in all branches of the
building business. Communications will receive careful
editorial attention, and no trouble or expense will be spared
to prepare the necessary engravings from the sketches
which may accompany the letters of our correspondents.

In this Connection it may be stated by way of explanation

that it is not essential we have finished pen and ink draw

ings in order to make our engravings, as pencil sketches

will serve our purpose, so long as the lines are sharp and

clear. The Correspondence department is one of the most

valuable features of the paper, 3nd in it every reader, in

whatever branch of the building business engaged, should

take an active interest by contributing monthly to its col

umns.
He can do this either by asking questions, answering:

the inquiries of those who are seeking information, discuss

ing topics of trade interest, describing jobs of peculiar

work which he may have executed or with which he is-

familiar, or in some other way adding to the value of the-

paper. It is well known that methods of doing work are

not the same the world over, and the Correspondence de

partment is intended to afford opportunity for the building:

mechanic to discuss those methods which obtain in his

locality, as well as comment upon the way in which that

particular kind of work is executed in some other section

of the country. The department is open to all alike, and il

is obvious that the more diversified the subjects considered,

the greater will be the resulting benefits.

Stair Building.

The art of stair building is of ever present interest to>

carpenters and joiners, as well as to those regularly fol

lowing the trade. Our preparations for the new volume of

Carpentry and Building include a serial on the subject of
" Hand Railing," by Charles H. Fox, an author of wide ex

perience and one well qualified to discuss the topic under

review. The matter has been prepared more especially for

the younger element in the trade who desire to obtain a

practical knowledge of the art of hand railing. The expla

nations refer chiefly to the construction of cardboard repre

sentations of the solid of the given problems. The models

show the actual inclination and position of the face section

and two joint surfaces, together with the development of

the sections in their own planes projected in the same man

ner and standing perpendicular over the plan in the same

way as the actual solid of the rail would in practice at the

stair. The matter will be illustrated by numerous dia

grams, which will be presented in such a way as to avoid, so

far as possible, a confusion of lines.

Preventing Dampness in Buildings.

A problem which the builder is very often called upon

to solve is to prevent dampness penetrating to the interior

of buildings, for it is well known that it has not only an

important bearing upon the durability of the structure, bnt

in the case of dwellings it may have a very serious effect

upon the health of those living therein. There are various

methods of keeping out dampness which may be adopted

while the structure is in process of erection, and even after

it has been completed, and while the principles involved are

very simple the necessary precautions arc through ignorance

or neglect ofttimes omitted.
In the belief that brief reference to a few of the many

ways of preventing dampness in a dwelling may prove of

interest to the readers of this journal, we take pleasure in
announcing that in the volume for the new year we shall

present an illustrated article dealing with various phases of

the subject in question. It will, among other tilings, enu-
tin-rate the sources from which dampness in a building may

arise, and describe the necessary precautions to be taken

by the builder in order to make his house dry and health
ful, whether the walls be hollow or made solid,

writer of the article also tells Imw'to treat the walls of old

buildings which have become damp through pr-

•storms, in order to remedy the trouble, The illustrations

are of a nature to clearly show the ronstruction employed

and the position of the damp proof course in alt cases.



What Builders Are Doing.
shall continue through the co-'iinp year the monthly

s-eye view of building operatic as m various sections

the country. This presentation of what architects, con

dors and builders are doing is based upon reports of
Tetaries and members of local building exchanges, as

well as upon information gathered from other sources, and

is of such a nature as io show the reader almost at a glance

the general condition of affairs in the building trades as it

exists from time to time in the leading centers of the coun

try. We invite architects, builders and contractors every

where to keep us advised of all local happenings likely to

interest members of the trade, and at the same time we shall

be-glad to hear from every Builders' Exchange in the coun
try as to the progress it is making and the building meas

ures with which it may be connected.

Wood Turning.

The second series of articles on the
" Art of Wood

Turning," which were inaugurated early in the present year,

will be continued in the volume for 1901,along the general

lines indicated in our announcement last December. The
dearth of American literature bearing upon the subject of
" Wood Turning." and adapted to the requirements of the
average mechanic, has rendered the articles published in

Carpentry and Building'ai peculiar interest and value. The
author, Fred. T. Hodgson, will discuss in some of the issues
of the coming volume chucks and devices for turning cur
tain rings; various kinds of lathes for turning irregular
forms; methods of square and octagonal turning; de

vices for turning fancy work, together with such other

phases of the subject as the interests of the readers of Car

pentry and Building would seem to demand. The articles

thus far presented have attracted widespread attention, and

the installments which will appear in the gaper for the com

ing year are of such a nature that they cannot fail *o prove

valuable and instructive.

niscellaneous.

During the coming year we shall present in addition to

the above a large amount of miscellaneous matter covering

a wide range of topics. Attention will be given to details of

modern building construction as furnished by architects,

builders and mechanics in different sections of the coun

try, also to improvements in hearing methods and apparatus,

ventilation, roofing, plumbing, lighting, tools and appliances

for builders' and wood workers' use, together with other

matters likely to interest the readers. The serial on-
" Making Wood Patterns

" will be brought to a conclusion

during the year, and an article on stone work will be given

dealing with " A Raking Circular Ceiling." This will tell

how to lay out the work, make the patterns and cut the

various stones for the curved and twisted surfaces. An
other article will describe how the roof of a large cathedral
was successfully restored, showing by means of illustra

tions how the roof appeared before and after the work of
reparation was done. Various designs of small wood work

ing establishments will be included among the many other

things we have prepared for the benefit of our readers, and

no efforts or expense will be spared to make Carpentry and

Building steadily more valuable and instructive.

Prize Competition for 1901.
Moderate cost houses have always been a subject of deep interest to readers

of Carpentry and Building, and we take pleasure in announcing a competition in
frame dwellings of this class, which will be managed upon the same general plan
as has characterized our work along similar lines in the past. The attention of all

our readers is invited to the following particulars, with the suggestion that they

bring the contest to the notice of their friends, to the end that the number of those

participating may be as large as possible. The publication of drawings winning
the several prizes will constitute an interesting feature of the paper for the coming
yc3.r.

$200 in Cash Prizes.

Competition No. XXXII— $2000 Frame
Houses.

The subject of the Thirty-second Competition is a
frame dwelling, the cost of erecting which is not to exceed

$2000 in the part of the country from which the drawings
are sent. The house is to have a cellar under at least a
portion of it

,

and is to be. upon a foundation adapted to
resist the weather. The cost is to include an appropriate
finish inside which shall be in keeping with the general

character of the structure, and shall also include a service
able roof and painting throughout. What is wanted in this
contest are houses suitable for erection in the smaller cities
and towns and upon suburban sites, and which when fairly
completed shall be worth the amount above named in the
communities in which they are designed. Any house which

is made to figure $2000 or less by manifest deficiencies in
construction or finish nr omissions of important parts will
be rejected.

Drawings.
Contestants are at liberty to send original drawings or'

to forward those from which buildings have already been
erected, and when the latter is the case the fact should be
so stated. Each contestant may send as many studies or'
plans as he may wish, all to be subject to the general con
ditions explained further on, and which arc applicable to
all the competitions conducted by Carpentry and Building.

Requirements.

Each set of drawings must include a front elevation, one
side elevation, foundation or cellar plan, first and second
floor plans and a selection of details including both exterior
and interior finish. The elevations and plans may be drawn
to any convenient scale, preferably % inch to the foot, and
the details may be drawn to any desired scale from i^a
inches to the foot up to 3 inches to the foot. The draw
ings may be in pencil or in ink upon any good quality of



material. Tracings on cloth will be accepted, as will also
blue prints Each study must be accompanied by a brief
specification outlining the construction of the building, with
indications of the materials to be employed. There must
also be an estimate under the heads of " Excavation,"
" Mason Work," " Carpenter Work " (to include the roof),

"Plastering," "Painting" and "Tinners' Work" (to in
clude plumbing if any), showing the cost in detail of each
of these portions of the structure, and the aggregate cost.
Each estimate is to be accompanied by a certificate from
some responsible builder to the effect that he would be will
ing to erect the honsc indicated by the drawings and speci
fications at the price named in the estimate.

Time.
This competition will be open until the close of business
on Monday, February it, igoi-.

Prizes.

In this competition three cash prizes are offered, to be

awarded to the best three studies submitted, in the order

of their merit :

First Prize $100
Second Prize 60

Third Pfizc 40

Committee of Award.

The decision Tn this competition will be made by a com

petent committee embracing in its composition both archi

tects and builders. It il hoped that the work of this com
mittee can be completed in season to admit of the publica

tion of the first-prize design in the issue of Carpentry and

Building for April, 1901.

General Conditions.

This competition is open to the world, subject onlv to the conditions and

care uT* "I
A"^ *"*» Sul™itM " ««■ contest are o be

andft ,„PT
C" '"
tranr^ati°n

b>' mai' « "P^"- *>■>*"' Wing or ,„//,> ,
and are to be sent prepaid, addressed as follows :

8

Editor Carpentry and Building,
232-238 William Street,

Entry in Competition No. XXXII. NEW YORK CITY.

The drawings or designs must reach their destination not later than 5 o'clock
of the date of expiration given in the announcement. Studies coming to hand later

than the stipulated hour may receive notice, but will not be considered in the award
of prizes.

Names and Addresses.

Each sheet of every study and each sheet of every set of plans and each

specification and estimate submitted in this contest must bear upon its face a
nom de plum*, motto or device by which it can be identified, and the same designating
motto or nom de plume must be placed upon a sealed envelope containing the real
name and address of the competitor. Several designs or studies may be submitted

by one contestant, but in that case each must be designated by a separate nom de

plume, motto or device. Each design or study must be complete in itself and bear

110 reference to any other whatsoever.

Stipulations and Reservations.

The right to return to competitors all the studies submitted in the competition
above described without an award of prizes, in case none of the drawings sent in

are deemed sufficiently meritorious for publication in the columns of Carpentry and

Building, is expressly reserved ; and, in the event of prizes being awarded, the right
to publish any or all of the designs submitted in the competition is stipulated. The

right to readvertise this contest or postpone the date of it, in case it should be found

necessary so to' do, is also reserved. Contestants are referred to the particulars

given in this announcement as being sufficient for all purposes. Since it will mani-

festlv be unfair to give one contestant more information than another, all letters
of inquiry will be answered by reference to this paragraph.
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and sharp, or only slightly rounded, it may become neces
sary to mount a still smaller wheel on purpose, else the
rubber will jump over and mix parts of the design, there
by spoiling the work. Indeed, in many instances, a small
pulley is attached to the lathe bed and turned by hand,

the fly wheel and treadle being dispensed with, when the
work is fine or complicated.
The rose engine described is of the simplest kind, yet
is capable, in good hands, of executing most elaborate
work. Watch case turners and artificers who make dies
for bank notes or intricate patterns for figures on cotton
prints and wall papers use more elaborate machines,

which are more perfect in detail and which have more
contrivances attached, but these are necessarily more
costly and cannot be said to be so well adapted for work
ing in wood, except in a limited degree.
The rose engine proper is arranged with an oscillating
head stock or poppet, carrying the mandrel and its ro
settes, the cutting tool being stationary. Following Ber
geron as near as may be in English, both as to text and
drawings, we get the following: In Fig. 86 is given a
longitudinal view, and In Fig. 87 a transverse view of the
working part of the lathe.
The modern rose engine is not provided with the pro
jecting lugs F F, shown as intended for the application
of the guide ring in elliptical turning, as this guide Is
now made to fit a poppet head of ordinary form. The
pulley and the division plate, as shown, are of the obso
lete form, though answering fairly well.
In the illustrations, Figs. 86 and 87, A A are the pop
pets, which are in one casting, with a connecting piece
below, shown by the dotted lines, which latter has a tail
piece, E, firmly attached to Its center, to which a spring

Is affixed, as in the lathe previously described. In the
drawing the cylindrical collars carrying the mandrel

are split, so that in case of wear they can be tightened In

the usual manner by the screws at the top of the poppet,

marked B. The lugs F F, with square holes, are for the
application of the guide for elliptical turning, the latter

being originally a ring with slotted arms on either side!

The points of oscillation are precisely similar to those of

the rose engine first described, two short poppets, C. Figs.

86 and 87, having center screws, whose points fall into
conical holes made In opposite faces of the upper or

large poppet, a little below the level of the lathe bed.

These poppets are formed with a slit to receive the stop

H, which is hinged at the point O, and which, when
raised by a wedge, catches upon a small projection, P,

thereby fixing the poppet bearing the mandrel In a per

pendicular position and preventing its oscillation. The

rose engine can then be used as an ordinary lathe, to

finish the preparation of the work to be operated on,

which should, if possible, be commenced and mainly
formed when things are arranged as a common lathe,

which is an easy matter. The tail piece E does not re
quire a separate description, being precisely similar to

that already described.

The to and fro movement of the mandrel, caused by

the action of the rubbers on the face of rosette, is also

arranged in a manner similar to the last. At L L the
spring is shown, swung the middle of its length on a pin

in a piece of iron fixed on the bed, so that If both ends
■werefree it could swing backward and forward between

the bearers of the lathe on this pin as a center. The up

per end of this spring Is branched in a semicircular

form, to embrace the mandrel, this fork fitting In a

groove formed to receive it. It can thus be brought to
bear against either of the shoulders visible at this part.

The lower end of the spring fits Into a notch, or rather a
slot, in the arm T, Fig. 87, the handle of this arm being

shown at M. This piece is pivoted at K, and at Its other
end falls into oue of the notches in the retaining plate
O, Fig. 86.
By this plan the tension of the spring can be brought

against the mandrel In either direction at pleasure, for

if the lever is placed In one of the left hand notches, the

tendency of the spring will be to move the mandrel to

ward the right, and vice versa. The tension of the spring

can also be regulated by the use of the groover X and Y,

at pleasure. All the above parts are commonly of iron,

the following are in brass or gun metal.

On the bed and parallel to it two pieces of brass, or

standards, rise, similar to J, Fig. 86, the two being
opposite to each other, one on each side of the mandrel,

as shown in Fig. S7. Both of these are firmly secured to

the bed by long bolts and nuts, It being of the utmost

importance that they should not move or vibrate in

the least. They are in addition united to each other by

two horizontal braces, one of which is seen at N in Fig.

S7. There are two rectangular notches made in the upper

part of the head piece J, and which traverse its whole
length. These notches receive the crooked part A of the

rubber holder, Fig. 89, so that the latter can be slid along

this bar and brought opposite to any one of the rosettes,

after which it can be screwed in any position by the

screw B, Fig. 89.
The mandrel is thus arranged: It is cylindrical, with
a shoulder against which the chuck can rest as In an

ordinary traversing mandrel, and a similar but reversed

shoulder at R, Fig. 86. Against the latter abuts the end

of an accurately turned sleeve of brass, which fits over

the mandrel with slight friction, so as to have no shake

or play upon It. Upon this sleeve the rosettes are

placed. They fit accurately over it, and are prevented

from turning round upon it by a feather extending the

length of the sleeve, which fits into a corresponding notch

Fig. 88.—Cutters. Fig Sfl-Rubber Holder.

Ttie Art of Wood Turning.

cut on the inside of the rosettes. These are arranged in

pairs, back to back, and each couple is separated from

the next by a short sleeve or ferrule, which the author

recommends to be made of wood, as tending to hold the

rosettes more securely than metal when pressed together

by the nut at the end of the set. The fibers of the wood

should be placed parallel with the mandrel, because then

there would bo no shrinkage as regards its length.

The pulley is fixed beyond the rosettes on a part of the

mandrel filed into six faces for that purpose. The nut

which secures all the parts to their several positions does

not so jam them together but that the mandrel can be

turned within the sleeve when the positions of the ro

settes are to be changed. In the course of working a pat

tern.
The division plate is not attached to the pulley, though

lying close upon Its surface. It slips on the sleeve on
which (he rosettes fit, and its spring catches only on the

face of the pulley. Thus the latter Is held to the sleeve

and its fittings when the catch or dog Is down, so that

all turn together; but when the catch Is raised the divi

sion plate, carrying with It the rosettes, can be turned

round upon the mandrel as may be required. It is not
necessary to repeat what has been said respecting the

manner of graduating the division plate, as that used in

the lathe already described is In that respect a counter

part of what is used in the rose engine now under dis

cussion. Indeed, these division plates may readily be
adjusted to suit almost any pattern within the range of

the machine, after a little practice by the operator.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Constructing a Pentagon Upon a Given Side.
From P. L. T., Eureka. Cal.—Some time ago I sub
mitted a method for constructing pentagons which
might answer very well when the problem is to inscribe
one in a given circle. When it is required to construct
a pentagon upon a given side this method, which I have
found since, is much simpler. I have not demonstrated
its accuracy, but believe it is correct. Referring to the
diagram which I inclose, let A B represent the given
side, upon which construct the square A M N B and
sketch its vertical diameter X Y; trisect it at O. Divide

A X B

Constructinga PentagonUpon a GivenSide.

A M into six parts, draw O E through the last point of
the division, making it in length equal to O A. Do the
same thing in obtaining O C. extend X Y to D, and make
0 E, O D and O C all equal to O A. Then line in the
pentagon.

Filling In Between Studding.
From F. L. B., Royersford, Pa—In answer to "A. E.
R.," Huntsville, Ontario, who asks with regard to filling
in between studding. I would say that if he has refer
ence to the outside studding and the frame is weather
bearded, I will try and tell him how I helped to build a
frame house some twenty years ago. The frame of the
house was put up in the ordinary way and covered with
weather boards or siding; after which local flat stones
and good mortar were used to wall up between the stud
ding 18 or 20 inches, keeping the wall level, or nearly so.
A piece of lath or any offal board was cut to fit snugly
between the studding and nailed to some of them.
Sometimes the boards would be nailed 2 feet to 2% feet
apart, depending altogether on what kind of stones were
used. The boards were nailed only to keep the wall
firm; afterward they were lathed over and plastered, but
never plastered without lath. I have done repairing on
frame houses which had been built for 25 or 30 years
which were found in good condition so far as the filling
between the studding was concerned. This form of
construction makes a light frame building solid and firm,
and if properly put up is warm in winter and cool in
summer.

B '■■- Setting Corrugated Skylight Clams.
fVom W. T. F., Oloversville, N. F.—The question has
arisen several times lately as to how corrugated skylight
glass should be set, also common window glass. What
1 desire to know is which side of the corrugated skylight
glass should go out to the weather ? There are some in
our gang, myself included, who claim that the smooth
side should be out—that is, the putty side, and the cor
rugated side should be in, so as to carry the condensed
vapor down and out at the bottom. The next question is,
Which is the proper side to put out, or next to the putty,

in common window glass, the convex or the concave
side ? Of course, I am speaking of glass that Is slightly
bent, as almost all glass, unless it be plate, is more or
less crooked. Perhaps these questions will Interest some
of the readers, and I should like to have their views on
the subject. At least, I should like to know which is
right, for no one here seems to know for a certainty.

Ship-Lap Wall Sneatblng.
From J. H. Fchr. Macomb, III—As being of possible-
interest to some of the readers of the paper, I inclose a
small diagram illustrating ship-lap sheathing, and by

way of explanation I would say that this grade or style
of sheathing is universally employed now all over the

West. A few years ago we used common square edged*
boards of all widths, from 8 to 18 and 20 inches, and
paid no attention to knot holes or open joints. It was-
put on regardless of its condition— green or wet, as it

happened—consequently there was nothing gained in the

warmth of the building, the only advantage being to

strengthen it. Then the Idea started of sheathing di

agonally, which was a failure, as the shrinkage in the

lumber destroyed the bearings on the edges of the

boards, and the result was a loose, rickety building. Of
late years, however, the structures are of a better class.

My specifications invariably call for 8-inch No. 2 ship-

lap, containing no loose knots or knot holes, with %-lnch
lap joints and well seasoned. Of course, I always su
perintend my buildings and never allow the sheathing to

be put on wet. This wall sheathing is covered with good
building paper and weather boarded with 4-Inch quarter

round edge lap siding, laid 2% inches to the weather.

This makes a warm house and resists the cold Western,

winds.
The advantage of the ship-lap joints over the tongue

and groove grade of lumber will readily be seen. To
tongue and groove lumber with a good many knots leaves

bad edges, and is more liable to be mutilated on the

edges in putting on than the ship-lap joint. Again, the

ship-lap joint can be made perfect regardless of knots

I I

Ship-Lap Wall Sheathing.

and produce a strong substantial job. It will be seen-
from an inspection of the sketch, which is drawn to a

scale of 1% inches to the foot, that the boards show 7

inches on the face. This allows 1 inch for joint and

workage.

DeKlgna for Fancy Cable or Porch.
From W. J. S.. Parker, S. D.—l would like to see some
one contribute a design for a fancy gable or porch. 1
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would like to see a small prize offered for the best look
ing porch or gable ornament. I would suggest that the
first prize be Carpentry and Building for two years and the
second prize Carpentry and Building for one year. From

the number contributed a few of the best ones might

be selected for publication. Will some one second the
motion ?

Roof Plans for Cottage.
From H. A. F., Port Antonia, Jamaica, W. I.—X send
herewith sketch of roof plan, Fig. 1, for the benefit of
" I. H. L." of Keene, Ohio. The plan represents a roof
that 1 have already constructed and I found no difficulty

Fig. l.-Plao Contributedby ';H. A. F."

measuring; a Slate Roof.
From Auld & Conger, Cleveland, Ohio.—Noticing the
inquiry in the November issue of the paper relative to

the measurement of a slate roof, we beg to offer some

information based on our experience of 30 years In the

business. The rules which we offer are those generally

recognized and followed by roofers, architects and engi

neers wherever slate roofing is employed, and we think

will be found of assistance to the correspondent making
the inquiry. For a plain roof measure the length of the
roof and multiply by the length of the rafter. In the
case of a roof with hips and valleys, gables, dormers, &c,
measure each section through the center and multiply

by the length of the rafter. In addition to the actual
surface of the roof measure the length of all valleys and
hips by 1 foot width, the extra measure of hips and val
leys being for the purpose of compensating for the extra
labor and loss of material in cutting and laying same.
No deductions are made for dormer windows, skylights

and chimneys, unless they measure more than 4 feet
square. If more than 4 feet square and less than 8, de
duct one-half the amount; if more than 8 feet square, de
duct the whole amount.

Who Puts On I Ik- Iron Roof?

From A. & B., New London, Conn— In answer to " W.
J. M." of Reedsbtirg, Wis., It seems to us that if the speci
fications do not call for an iron roof or the plans show in
any way that such a roof is to be put on, and more espe
cially if no mention is made of it in the contract, we
should not consider that it was the builder's place to do
the work.

From B. S. R., Ohio.—There is an interesting query in
the November number of the paper relative to whether

so
s

Figs. 1and3.-Plans AccompanyingLetter from " C. C. H.," Brookville,Pa.

Hoof Flans for Cottage.

in doing the work. All bevels for hips and valleys can
be easily found on the steel square by using a fence in
connection with it. The veranda roof can be put under
the eaves of the main roof. If the design is not too
plain for " I. H. L." lie can use it without fear.

From C. C. H., Brookville, Pa.—l send diagrams, Figs.
2 and 3, of roof plan for cottage solicited by " I. H. L."
of Keene, Ohio, and which I think any carpenter will
readily understand. An inspection of the plans will
show that I have marked all ridges, hips and valleys, and
I would suggest to the correspondent that he give the
roof 12 inches rise to 1 foot run, or what is known as
half pitch. As to the porch, a hipped roof would be the
proper thing, with possibly a center gable, if desired.
The plans which I send show two methods of treating
the problem.

or not it is the carpenter's work to put on an iron roof.
Unless there is a prevailing custom in the locality in
which the correspondent resides, or the fact was specific
ally mentioned in the contract that the carpenter was to
put on the roof, he should not, in my estimation, be ex
pected to do this work. It belongs to the sheet metal
worker or to bridge builders, if it means structural work.
The fact that sheet metal roofing can be done by a car
penter with a hammer and nails does not bind him to do
that work.

Cypress for Outside and Inside Work,

From J. P. K., Worcester, Mass.—I have had some ex
perience with the use of cypress in this city and in and
about Boston, and during the last few years it has been
employed to quite an extent for inside as well as for
outside work, especially for gutters. I presume there is
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no wood that can be used for exterior finish, clapboards
or shingles that will last as long as cypress, and we have
always regarded it as one of the best woods to take
paint and hold it As I said, however, it is used largely
for gutters and when it will hold paint there it will in
any place. There is only one objection that I could
ever find with it as regards paint— that is, that two
coats in light" colors do not cover up as well as on pine.
I think that there is no occasion for " E. A.'s " man to
worry over his blinds staying together or holding paint,
if the work is well done and the wood dry when painted.
The latter is the chief reason why any wood will not
hold paint— it is not dry when painted. In this con
nection I would say that in priming a house I would not
have it done until after the plastering and the wood
work are thoroughly dried.
Concerning the use of cypress for inside finish, it is
all right if properly dried, prepared and put in place, but
dry it must be, and there will *be no trouble with its
staying in place or shrinking any more than any other
kind of wood. I would remark right here, however,
that cypress is an excedingly hard wood to thoroughly
dry, but I think for a low cost material there is nothing
to equal it in appearance. Get good even colored cy
press, finish it well and some people could not tell it
from red birch. If one cares to have it stained it takes
first rate. In finishing up cypress, the painters' work
is the most difficult, for if the proper materials are not
put on the grain is very liable to raise, which will spoil
the good effect and will show even after being rubbed
down. I had a cypress mantel put in a house recently
which was made to order, in Chicago, I think it was.
It was finished up very fine and not a particle of the
grain raised. I am told by one who has had experience
in drying cypress that the proper way to do it is to stand
it on end. The pioneers of cypress wood in these parts
are the A. T. Stearns Lumber Company of Neponset
and Boston, Mass. They use what they call " Gulf "
cypress and they thoroughly understand how to prepare
it. Their doors with dark panels and light frame work
are very handsome.

From R. S. B., Coshocton, Ohio— In regard to the in
quiry of " E. A.," Elmore, Ohio, concerning the use of
cypress as a finishing lumber, I would say that It is not
used to any great extent in Ohio. Poplar takes prece
dence over it on account of its finer texture, and it is
also a little cheaper. I think, however, that cypress de
serves a better place than has been accorded to it. In
my estimation it holds its place almost as well as white
pine, and has good lasting qualities in damp places. In
my experience as an architect and engineer I have never
encountered the troubles mentioned by the correspond
ent above named.

From A. & B., New London. Conn.—With regard to the
inquiry of the correspondent in the last issue relative
to the use of cypress, we would state that we have had
considerable experience with cypress in our practice of
building, and with a few exceptions cannot recommend
it for exterior use, on account of its tendency to curl and
spilt. For veranda and porch floors, either matched or
square edged, cypress has lasting qualities superior to
white and yellow pine; in damp or wet places it can be
used with success and it will take and hold paint as well
as white pine.
For interior work it can be used for a number of
purposes, although mitered joints will surely open no
matter how well they may be made and nailed. We
have tried painting the back and filling the wood as it
came from the kiln, but to no purpose. Where corner
blocks are used the joints will remain closed as well as
with other woods.
For a house of moderate cost cypress makes a very
neat inside finish. Handsome doors are made of this
wood by using light cypress for the stiles and dark cy
press for the panels. In making the doors care must be
taken to select only straight and clear grained wood, as

it will sometimes warp, especially in the case of sliding
doors.

[ Finding Pitch of Roof from a Circle.
From H. K. R., Lamed, Kan.— In the September issue
of the paper " E. L. M." of Greenville, Iowa, gives a
very interesting dissertation on " Finding the Pitch of a
Roof from a Circle," but he makes a mistake when he
figures that 22V£will give one-quarter pitch, that 30 de
grees will give one-third pitch, and 45 degrees will give
half pitch. He certainly is mechanic enough to know
that one-quarter pitch is one-quarter of the span, and
that one-third pitch is one-third of the span, rise. He
ought also to know that not one carpenter in a thousand
carries a protractor with him for the purpose of framing

roofs by its use. Taking the base of his circle as 24
inches and drawing .from center A to 6 on the perpen
dicular line B E, which is one-quarter of 24, it would
cross the arc at a fraction over 25 degrees; the one-third
pitch line would cross near the 34-degree mark, &c.
Now, I take it that the correspondence pages of this
paper are of the most interest to young men and appren
tices, and I do not see what object " E. L. M. " may have
in trying to mislead practical mechanics or young men
as to the meaning of the terms " one-quarter," " one-
third " and " one-half pitch." It does not follow that be
cause one-half pitch is one-half of a right angle, one-third
pitch is one-third of a right angle, &c. What would " E.
L. M." think of a master carpenter who would put a pro
tractor Into the hands of one of his men, telling him to go
to Smith's and lay out the roof for his house ? How many
men are there in this world who would doubt that that
master carpenter was crazy ? If " E. L. M." will study
his steel square as assiduously as he does his theory of
roof pitches, I believe he may yet learn something from
it. There is no tool in a carpenter's kit which is more
worthy of study than the steel square, and I advise all
young men to study it and not the protractor until they

turn to the drawing board. It is a well-known fact that
a circle can be easily drawn with a steel square, but I
venture to say that " E. L. M." could not draw a right
angle with a circle and not a square or compass. Do
you catch the idea ? Study the square and the circle
will take care of itself.

Greenhonse Heating Below Zero.
From G. B. T., Orange, N. J—I should like a little in
formation through your valuable paper in reference to
the heating of a greenhouse by hot water In a distant
town where the thermometer often registers 25 to 30
degrees below zero. It is desired that the temperature
of the house shall never drop below 50 degrees when
these low temperatures prevail on the outside. Now
what I wish to know is how to figure the radiation prop
erly to heat the greenhouse? We have all the dimen
sions of the house and area of the glass surface, and In
tend using one of the cast iron boilers on the market in
connection with wrought iron pipe coils.
Note.—Most of the engineers who design greenhouse
heating plants figure on the outside temperature at zero
and provide 1 square foot of heating surface to 2 square
feet of glass surface when a temperature of 70 degrees
is to be maintained in the greenhouse, and a proportion

of 1 to 3 when 60 degrees is to be maintained, and 1 to
4 when 50 degrees is to be maintained. But the condi
tions to be met here will require a different proportion,
and we give the following method of calculating the ra
diation required, taken from the book " Heating and
Ventilating Buildings," by Prof. R. C. Carpenter.

The loss of heat from a greenhouse or a conservatory
is due principally to the extent of glass surface; hence
the amount of radiating surface is to be taken propor
tionate to the equivalent glass surface, which in every
case is to be considered as plus one-quarter the exposed
wall surface. From this surface one heat unit will be
transmitted from each square foot for each degree differ
ence of temperature between that inside and outside per
hour—that is, if the difference of temperature is 70 de
grees, 1 square foot of glass surface would transmit 70
heat units per hour. The radiating surface usually em
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ployed for this purpose is horizontal pipe, hence is of a
most efficient kind. From a surface of this nature we
can consider without sensible error that 2.2 heat units
are given off from each square foot for each degree
difference of temperature between the radiator and the
air of the room, per hour.
With this information it will be a simple matter to
calculate the amount of surface required for heating
the greenhouse in question. As the amount of glass sur
face is not given, in order to give an example, it is as
sumed to be 1000 square feet. As the minimum tempera
ture to be attained in the greenhouse is 50 degrees above
zero, with an outside temperature of 30 degrees below
zero, the difference in temperature will be 80 degrees, so
that each square foot of surface will lose 80 heat units
per hour, or a total of 80,000 heat units. If the heating
surface maintains an average temperature of 150 de

grees, the difference between this temperature and the

50 degree temperature to be maintained is 100 degrees,

and as each square foot will give off 2.2 heat units for
each degree difference in temperature, 1 square foot will
give off 220 heat units. In order to find the amount of
heating surface required it is only necessary to divide

tions of a gambrel roof we would refer him to the letter
of a correspondent which appears in the September
number of the current volume. A commonly accepted
rule covering the size of ventilators on farm barns is to
make them one-tenth the length of the barn, the ven
tilator from base or cone of roof to the plate being a

cube. On large or long barns ventilators are often built

less than one-tenth. As to the best method of ventilat
ing a stable, we should say that it would depend very
largely upon local conditions, but the particulars given

by our correspondent are so meager that the subject can

be discussed only in a very general way. We present

the inquiries to our readers and shall be glad to have

them express their views on the various phases of the
subject.

Plan Wanted for Second Floor.
From A. J. B., Lafayette, Ind.—l inclose pencil sketches
showing floor plan and section of a house, and I wish
some of the readers who like to try their hands at plan
ning would design a second floor for the building. I
want two rooms with a oloent in each room, a stair hall

SectionthroughHouse. Plan of First Floor.

Plin Wantedfor SecondFloor.—SketchesAccompanyingLetterof "A J. B.'

the 80,000 heat units by 220, and it will be found that
363 square feet of heating surface will be required to
supply the heat lost through the glass. This amount, it

is recommended, should be Increased 10 or 20 per cent.,

according to the circumstances of the exposure and the

quality of the building to be heated, as it does not take

into consideration periods when the fire may be low and

the temperature of the heating surface will drop below
150 degrees. It will probably be safer to allow at least
10 per cent, for slow firing, high winds, air leaks in the

greenhouse and other emergencies that might arise. If
it is desirable to have a higher temperature maintained

under any circumstances, the method of calculation is

given so that the amount of radiation for temperatures

of 60, 70 or 80 degrees can be readily determined.

Some Questions In Barn Ventilation.

From R. E. S., Morris, Manitoba— 1 would like to ask

through the columns of the paper the best method of

ventilating a stable, also a rule for obtaining the correct

size of ventilator to correspond with the building. What
pitch should be given to what Is called a gambrel roof

for a barn?

Note.—Some of these questions have recently been dis

cussed in the columns of the paper, ard for the propor-

well lighted and a dark closet in the hall. The house as
it stands now is 18 x 22 feet, with sills 6x8 inches, and
the first-floor joist 2 x 10 inches. It is lined with %-inch
surfaced hemlock. If some of the readers can help me
in this matter they will confer a great favor.

The Strength of Column*.
From T. B., Ballston Bpa, N. Y.—Please tell us what
is the relative strength of solid columns and pipe or hol
low columns. We have had several disputes about this,
and would like to have some reliable information.

Answer.—Our correspondent has asked a question the
answer to which might be extended over many pages.
The common saying is that the hollow column Is stronger
than the solid column. This means that for the same
amount of metal the hollow form has the greater
strength. In an upright column supporting a load the
strength ought to depend upon the amount of metal In
the section, Irrespective of its shape, and this would be
the case if the load pressed with absolute equality on
all parts. An ordinary column, however, breaks by
buckling, and does not break by crushing. The stiffness,
therefore, is an important factor in its practical strength.
In a solid column the metal in the inside core does not
add materially to its stiffness, or rather, the same amount
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of metal spread out in a cylinder of much greater di
ameter would have proportionately greater stiffness, and
would therefore be a stronger column for practical pur
poses. From Kent's " Engineer's Pocket Book " we take
the following rule for the strength of hollow columns:
The strength nearly equals the difference between that
of two solid columns, the diameters of which are equal
to the external and internal diameters of the hollow one.

2 x 4 or 2 x 6 between the 2 x 8 of the posts. In low
frames 1 do not consider it is necessary. I would sug
gest that " A. McN.," who started the_discussion, secure
a copy of Carpentry and Building of the issue named and
carefully study the article by Mr. Shawver.

masons' Tool for Tuck Pointing.
From G. .7. F., Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.—Having lately
learned of a new wrinkle in preparing a masons' tool for
tuck pointing I give it for the benefit of the readers of

Ingeniously Arranged Tool Cbests.
From G. C. S., Kansas City, Mo— I wish some sub
scriber who has an ingeniously arranged tool chest would
describe It in the columns of the paper. I do not want
anything common, but some patented device, as I do not
wish to occupy space in the paper for anything in the or
dinary line. I want to build a chest, and wish to have
the tills run crosswise instead of the length of the chest.

Framing a Sqnare Tower.
From W. M. B., Valparaiso, Ind.—l send herewith a
sketch showing how to lay out and frame the roof for a
square tower. The plan will, however, work out on a
tower of any number of sides. The sketch shows so
clearly my Idea that extended reference to It would
seem to be unnecessary.

Xaton*' Tool for Tuck Pointing.

the paper. In preparing a round, raised bead, % or %
inch, the pointing tool is made by first purchasing a
-carpenters' socket gouge of the proper size and having
It bent by a blacksmith. The sketch which I Inclose
■clearlyIllustrates the idea.

What Is One-Quarter Pitch ?
From H. M. K., Thomas, W. 7a.—I have been repair
ing and building houses, small and large, for more than
25 years, and wish to say a few words in the December
issue in regard to " Roof Pitch " discussion. One-quar
ter pitch means that from the comb of the roof to the
square of the building in a perpendicular line is one-
quarter the width of the building in feet; and one-third
pitch is one-third of the width.
For Instance, given a building 20
feet wide, quarter pitch will give
the comb—that is, top of the raf
ter, 5 feet above the square, and
the miter C and 12 will give the
rafter cut. If all mechanics
would depend more on the square
and pencil and less on habit, we
should hear no more of " what tee
call one-quarter pitch."

Tinning Battlement and Fire Walls.
From James Gray, Rensselaer, N. 7—Having had 20
years' experience in the roofing and general business that
I carry on, I have come in contact with a number of stub
born architects and builders. One particular trouble I
have had Is to get architects to sheathe up Inside of high
tire walls so that the metal can be properly nailed to the
side to prevent the wind from causing it to rattle and the
weather from causing it to buckle. It Is Impossible to
sleep just under a tin roof that rattles, and roofs that are

From J. P. K., Worcester, Mass.
—I have seen quite a number of
answers to the question as to
which is the correct number of
inches to the foot for a one-
quarter, one-third or one-half
pitch roof. Now, I was taught
and always understood, until I
saw the question brought up so
many times, that quarter pitch
meant, as " G. L. McM." says, a
quarter the width of the building,
or 6 inches to the foot; one-third pitch, a third the width,

or 8 inches to the foot, and one-half pitch, half the width

of the building, or 12 inches to the foot. This is the old
method and I think correct.

Building a Barn with 30-Foot Potts.
From H. K. R., Lamed, Kan.— With regard to the In
quiry of the correspondent who asks about using 30-foot

posts in the construction of a barn, I would state that I
can see no valid reason for not building such a hight. pro

vided the structure be thoroughly braced from bottom

to top and that there is ample pitch to the roof. In the
issue of Carpentry and Building for February, 1899, page

43, John L. Shawver of Belief ontaine, Ohio, voices my
idea of barn framing, both for low and high posts, save

that In the high posts I would interlace the posts with

Method of Framing a Square Tower Recommended
by "W. M. B."

not well nailed are liable to be blown off. The same
architect that will ask you to cover a fire wall 36 inches
high, without any means of fastening it. will specify
small tin to be used on the flat portion of the roof and to
have five nails in each sheet. For the benefit of some
architects who might see and profit by reading I would
like to hear from some of the trade on this subject.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

Rooms Committee of the Builders' Exchange, at
Baltimore, Md., have been making some improvements

in their quarters, which are intended to greatly facili

tate the business of the exchange. The prospects for the

Exchange Library are very encouraging, and the librarian,

Addison H. Clarke, is classifying and cataloguing the books

which are being received through the courtesy of the friends

of the exchange. The management intend to make this li
brary for technical literature an important feature of the
exchange, and are desirous of receiving manufacturers' cata
logues and other publications which may be of interest to
architects, builders and others. ✓
It is a source of some pride to the exchange that the

marble selected for the Albright Art Gallery at the Pan-
American Exposition is of Maryland production, and the
work of construction will be done by members of the ex
change. The bids for the new Fifth Regiment Armory, of
which Wyatt & Nolting are the architects, were opened on
November 14 by the commission appointed to erect the build
ing. The samearchitects are in competition for the buildings
■of the Government Hospital for the Insane, District of Co
lumbia. A number of good local contracts have been given
•out recently and others are in contemplation. This, with the
prospect of new buildings to be erected in the near future by
the city to the value of $400,000or more, makes the outlook
very encouraging.
A short time ago a number of the members felt that the

methodsof the " Board of Estimates
" of the city were work

ing hardships upon every one interested in improvements in
process of construction, and tended to prevent or hinder the
erection of many contemplated buildings. A special meeting
of the Builders' Exchange was therefore called to consider the
matter, those in attendance including architects, real estate
■ownersand agents, general and subcontractors and members
of the exchange representing the various building trades.
The Building Inspector and City Engineer were also present,
and explained at length the methods of their departments,
Answering many questions put to them by those present. The
discussion of the matter proved to be very beneficial, for it
was found that through ignorance of some of the facts
charges had been made by the board for sanitary privileges
-where there should have been none, and the City Engineer
stated that he would take steps to prevent delays in issuing
permits in emergencycases of plumbing. Much helpful light
having been thrown upon what before was obscure, and with
the assurance that certain ills would bealleviated or removed,
the exchangedeclined to pass resolutions of censure upon the" Board of Estimates." The meetings were presided over byJ, J. Walsh, president of the Builders' Exchange, with John
M. Hering as secretary.

Buffalo. N. Y.

The Architectural Club of Buffalo recently held its second
annual election, resulting in the choice of F. A. Whalen as
president, Frank Kidd as first vice-president. M. G. Holmes
as second vice-president, \V. W. Wade as secretary and Wal
ter Taylor as treasurer. We understand that the club has
organized classes for the year in design, water colors and
•construction. There will be monthly competitions in design
-during the winter, and prominent architects and others in
terested in the allied arts will give lectures from time to time.
The work on the buildings of the Pan-American Exposi

tion, which is making good progress, calls for the employ
ment of so many hands as to render carpenters somewhat
scarce in South Buffalo, where more or less building is in
progress.
The carpenters of the city recently met to consider prop

ositions submitted by the contractors of Buffalo, intended to
.govern the wage rate for the ensuing 18 months. The con
tractors offered a minimum rate of 35 cents an hour on Pan-
American work, and on outside jobs a minimum rate of 30
•centsan hour. They agreed to hire none but union men, and
to recognize the union. The carpenters voted to accept the
terms as offered.

Boston, Mass.

There is a fair amount of building in progress in and
■aboutthe city, the record for October, however, showing a
slight falling off as compared with the same month a year
ago. There seemsto be a slow but sure increase in the use
of the more durable materials in the construction of build
ings, which it is thought must in due season relegate wood
to a secondary position. The record for October shows that
there were permits issued for 59 brick structures, as against
44 in September, and for 72 wooden buildings, as against 81
in September. For the ten months of this year permits were
issued for 362 brick buildings, as against 629 last year, and
for 636 wooden buildings against 1242 in the same ten months
for 1899.
There is more or less building going on in the suburbs

which aggregatesa fairly large total. One of the interesting
building operations in prospect is to be carried out in Dor
chester, where the owner will construct 300 brick houses,de
signed after what he designates as the Philadelphia style.
These are two stories in hight and of a character which, it is
said, has not heretofore beenadopted to any extent in Boston,
although the plan has met with favor in other cities. The
houses will have a frontage of 14 feet each and a depth of 40
feet, and will contain six rooms.
During September and October there was also cohsid-

able building in Brookline, a goodly number of permits being
granted for new buildings. The Committee of Twenty-five is
expected to report soon on the matter of change in form of

government, and the question of a change in the towns build
ing laws regarding wooden buildings iu crowded districts will
also be considered.

Cleveland, Ohio.

The Builders' Exchange held its first election of officers
under its new constitution on Monday, November 5. There
were also chosen a Board of Directors, there being 20 can
didates for which ballots were cost, the ten receiving the
highest number of votes being the ones selected. The judges
of the election were F. G. Hogan, F. H. Palmer, Jacob
Schade, John A. Kling and John Leese. In the evening the
annual meeting of the exchange was held, when the names
of the new directors were announced. On election night the
exchangekept open house, the returns being received by spe
cial wire. Refreshments were served, and the occasion was
enjovable in many respects.
The old Board of Directors of the exchangeheld its final
meeting on the morning of Thursday, November 8, when it
turned over its books to the incoming board, the members of
which were duly sworn. The new Board of Directors elected
its officers, resulting in the unanimous choice of William H.
Hunt for president ; William Downie was the unanimous
choice for vice-president, and E. W. Palmer was re-elected
treasurer. The popular secretary of the old board, Edward
A. Roberts, was also re-elected,and C. M. Harris was chosen
assistant secretary. The members of the new Board of
Directors lunched together, and afterward an impromptu re
ception was extended President Hunt in the rooms of the
exchange. The new president was called upon for a speech,
which was favorably receivedby the large number of members
present.

Denver, Col.
The report of the Building Inspector shows that for the
month of October there was a very gratifying increase in
building operations in the city, as compared with the cor
responding period of last year. There were 122 permits is
sued for work calling for an estimated expenditure of $348,-
750, the projected buildings including 75 residences,37 addi
tions and alterations, 14 barns and 8 business structures.
The record for October is considerably in advance of that of
Septemberof this year, and also for August.

Detroit. Mich.
After a long struggle the union carpenters of the city have

securedan eight-hour work day. which affects something like
1600 men. Heretofore, it is stated, the pay has run from
18 cents an hour upward, but under the new arrangement it
is placed at a minimum of 25 cents an hour. The first big
carpenter's strike in Detroit for a short work day is stated
to have been in 1886, but was without avail. The next
strike was in 1890, this being a prolonged one, and although
the men obtained concessionsin someinstances the strike was
generally regarded as a failure. Last spring the question
was again taken up with the result above noted. The
present agreementholds until April 1, 1901, but negotiations
have already been begun for making arrangements for the
year following.

Joplin, Mo,
The outlook for building in the early spring is regarded
as very good in and about the city, the high price of zinc
and lead ores stimulating business to a very considerable ex
tent. There are a number of buildings under way and in
prospect, including a Presbyterian church, to coSt $27,000;
the Young Men's Christian Association Building, which is
estimated to cost $29,000,and a new Christian church, which
is expectedto involve an outlay of $20,000.

Milwaukee. wl°
The outlook in the building line in Milwaukee is of a
rather encouraging nature, following upon a quiet season,
although the members of the Builders' Exchange have been
busy looking after smaller work. There has been some scar
city of large work, but there has been enough of smaller jobs
to give almost every one employment. Common labor has
recently been rather scarce and has commandedgood wages.
Several large factory buildings are in course of construction,
and work will be carried on during the winter as much as
possible.
The Builders' Exchange is in a flourishing condition and
the attendance very fair. During the past few months the
exchangehas lost three of its members: William Miller, one
of the oldest mill men in the city ; John Pritzlaff, head of theJ. Pritzlaff Hardware Company, and Frank Mildebrath, a
plastering contractor. Suitable resolutions were passed by
the board and committeesappointed to attend the obsequies.
For the coming season the Enterainment Committee of the
exchange has arranged for a series of card parties for the
entertainment of members and their friends. Those which
were given last year proved very enjoyable and were well
attended.
A new architectural club has been formed in the city, and
has the use of the exchange room for its meetings.

New Orleans, La.
Late advices from New Orleans are to the effect that the

demand for small two-story houses and single cottages isgreater than ever before in the history of the city. This
demand is regarded as one of the most significant and encouraging of the many signs of prosperity in the city, indicating the presenceof a large class of industrious wage earners who are in want of comfortable homes and are in aposition to pay for them. Architects are busy and report ademand for moderate sized dwellings. During last year themajor portion of the buildings erected were business housesbut those now going up and already completed are for the
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most part cottages adapted to the requirements of people in
moderatecircumstances.

San Francisco, Cal.
Advices under date of November 5 are to the following

effect: There is no great change in the building trades, but
there is a steady general movement, and neither contractors
nor workingmen are idle to any great extent. Nevertheless
the total of new building contracts is remarkably small, and
there is no doubt that operations are greatly checked by the
mill strike. The fact that there are few idle men is probably
due to the activity in suburban building, where operations
are naturally smaller and owners do not seemto be afraid of
the strike. Buildings are very scarce in San Francisco, the
agenciesreporting that there are now fewer vacant residences
than for many years previous. Contractors are confident
that a seasonof great activity will follow a settlement of the
labor trouble.
In the meantime the strike situation is unchanged, except

that the men have secured an apparent advantage in the re
opening of th<5P. A. Buell Mill, at Stockton, which employs
about 100 men, as an eight-hour mill. The union men are
preparing to open two mills in this city, for one of which a
permit has been obtained to operate a 70 horse-power engine
and a 100horse-power boiler. On October 16 the contractors
and mill owners formed an association, known as the Master
Builders' Protective Association, for mutual protection
against the demandsof workmen.
A number of plans for large buildings in this city and

vicinity have been completed, and work on them will shortly
begin. Among these are the new building of the German
Hospital, to cost between $200,000 and $250,000, for which
an architectural competition, with prizes aggregating $4000,
has been arranged ; the new High School Building, at Berke
ley, Cal., to cost $55,000: the seven new buildings of the
Stanford University, at Palo Alto, Cal., to cost about $1,500,-
000 ; the new Post Office Building, at Oakland, Cal., which
will cost $250,000,and the new power houseof the San Fran
cisco & San Mateo Electric Railroad.

Honolulu, H. I.
A correspondent, writing under recent date, says : The
building situation at Honolulu is unusually active. The
increasing trade and business prosperity of the city since
the annexation of the islands to the United States is now
having its effect on the city's growth. So, too, the destruc
tion of some of the cheaper and poorer districts at the time
of the plague visitation has had a stimulating effect on build
ing operations. The labor situation is, in general, quite sat
isfactory, although there is a scarcity in somespecial lines of
skilled workmen, due to the fact that the building of large
modern structures is a new feature in the city. Beginning
with November 1 members of the Carpenters' Union will
work only eight hours per day. Heretofore Honolulu car
penters have worked nine hours per day.
Among the finer buildings now under construction are the
Stangenwald Building, the Boston Block, the E. O. Hall
Building and the Alexander Young Block. For finishing
some of these special artisans will be imported from San
Francisco. The bids for the alteration and modernizing of
the Campbell Block, at the corner of Fort and Merchant
streets, were opened in the early part of October. They
were as follows : Lucas Bros., $7545; Fred. Harrison, $8795;
H. F. Bertleman, $9485; Arthur Harrison, $11,999.

Taooma, Wash.
Reports from Tacoma show that so far this has been the
most prosperous year, from a building point of view, that
the city has experienced in a long time. The figures for the
first ten months show that during that period the amount of
building contracted for was more than double that of the
same period of last year. It is noticeable that the character
of work is of a better class than that of former times.

Seattle, Wash.
This place has just escapeda serious attack of the strike

epidemic. On October 7 about 1200 workmen quit work in
order to compel the contractors to sign an agreement to pay
the union scale of wages for a year. The Builders' Exchange
of Seattle, which comprises practically all the contractors,
refused to accede. Work was stopped on over 30 residence
buildings and six large brick blocks. This condition of things
continued for two or three days when the men agreed to
eliminate the one-year contract clause. The contractors then
accepted the rest of the stipulations of the union. Work
was resumedon October 32. With the exception of this in
cident building at Seattle has been in the same healthy con
dition as during the preceding few months.
The Builders' Exchange of Seattle elected the following
Board of Directors at its meeting, held on October 12 : O. N.
Soderquist, Matthew Dow, W. H. White, C. C. Cawsey, D.
Rohlfs, H. S. Wold and C. H. Bacon.

Los Angeles, Cal.
The union carpenters of Los Angeles have notified the
contractors of that city that hereafter the members of the
union will work only eight hours per day at a wage of $3 per
day. It is not believed that this will in any way interfere
with building operations. So far 20 contractors have ac
cepted the new situation, agreeing to pay $2.75 per day for
old work and $3 per day for all new work. The general
building situation in Los Angeles is good.

Notes.
A movement is said to be under consideration by the
builders of Atlantic City, N. J., to establish an exchange for
the exhibition of building material and appliances of all
kinds, such as that established in Philadelphia some years
ago.

Building operations in Hartford, Conn., continue in grati
fying volume, and it is said that the amount of money likely
to be expendedon new buildings is unusually large for this
seasonof the year.
Some of the local architects of Akron, Ohio, are authority

for the statement that it has recently beendifficult to obtain
stone masons and bricklayers to build new jobs, the contracts
for which were recently awarded. Notwithstanding the fact
that the price of building materials has beenhigh the season
has been a busy one, and it is thought that the activity will
continue.
A feature in connection with building operations which
has been forcibly drawn to the attention of carpenters and
masons in Worcester, Mass., is the increasing use of open
fire places in private residences. These are used in rooms
which are heated by furnace, steam or other means, the fire
place being more in the nature of an ornament than as a
dependencefor warmth. It is said that more than two-
thirds of the private residences built in Worcester the last
two years are supplied with fire places.
For some time past there has been a demand in Lewes,

Del., for summer cottages, and the expectation is that this
demand will be met by the erection of a number of them in
time for occupancy next summer.
Indications point to increased activity in the building

line in and about Long Island City, N. Y., and in fact,
throughout the Borough of Queens. Architects and builders
expect something of a boom the coming spring, judging from
the plans for new dwellings, stores and manufactories which
are being prepared.
Recent reports from Syracuse, N. Y., are to the effect

that architects, builders and real estate men generally feel
confident that there will be increased activity in the building
line the coming spring. Many people who have had plans
prepared and had set them aside awaiting developmentswill
call for bids and begin work early in the spring.

Liability for Injury To Workman.

During the construction of the building of the Ameri
can Trnct Society, on the corner of Nassau and Spruce
streets, iu New York City, a brick fell from the ninth
story, injuring a truckman who was engaged in unload
ing pipe on Spruce street. The Court of Appeals has
just decided that no one can be held responsible for this
injury. The American Tract Society, as owner, Is not
liable, for it did none of the work itself, but employed
19 different contractors. The fall of the brick Indicated
that some one or more of these contractors must have
been at fault, but the proof did not point to one more
than to another. " Cases must occasionally happen," says
Judge O'Brien, " where the person really responsible for
a personal injury cannot be identified or pointed out by
proof, as In this case, and then it is far better and more
consistent with reason and law that the injury should
go without redress than that innocent persons should
be held responsible upon some strained construction
of the law developed for the occasion." Judge Haight*
however, in a dissenting opinion, agrees with the
Appellate Division that there was evidence enough

to charge two of the contractors with negligence, and
declares that if the principle sanctioned by a major
ity of the court is to be sustained In Its entirety, the
public will have little protection from the dangers liable
to occur from the construction of lofty buildings in large

cities.

The tower of the new building of Montgomery, Ward
& Co. of Chicago, 111.,is surmounted with a finely exe

cuted figure in sheet metal representing " Progress Light

ing the Way of Commerce." The statue represents a
young woman with a distinctly forward movement hold

ing a torch high above her head in her right hand, with

the cadueeus of Commerce in her left stretched out in

the direction of the wind, the flame and smoke of the

torch being blown backward and acting as a wind vane.

The statue, which was made by W. H. Mulllns of Salem,

Ohio, stands on a 2-foot ball and measures 14 feet from

the ball to the top of the head and 22 feet from the ball

to the top of the torch. The statue, ball and torch are

made of heavy sheet bronze on a skeleton built up of
fteol shafting, pipes and structural steel. The top of the

torch is 394 feet from the sidewalk. The figure also

serves as a weather vane, the revolving part weighing

2200 pounds. It is gilded, about $500 of 23-carat gold
being required for the gilding. The statement is made

that the gilding is guaranteed to remain for 20 years.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS,— XVL
By Charles J. Woodsend.

SEPARATE
core boards will be required for each half

of the cores to be made, making two boards of each

kind shown. The reason for this is that when the cores

are made they are put in a stove or oven and baked

without being removed from the boards upon which they

were made. When they are dry and will retain their
shape the two halves are pasted together before being

put into the mold.
The lumber for the boards may be of any thickness,

so that it is stiff, and at the same time it should be free

from knots and pitch. The boards should be planed

straight and out of wind and have one edge jointed.

Good battens should be placed on the under side, In or

der to prevent warping.
Referring to the accompanying illustrations. Fig. 110

is a plan view of the core board for the core of the long
part of the branch, while Fig. Ill is a section of the
same board. The blocks A A are sawn out of, say, 2-
Inch stuff. Fig. 112 is an elevation of these blocks, the

from the large end toward the small end. The distance
between the blocks measured upon the core board should
be the same as from the top of the flange B, Figs. 100
and 107, to the upper part of the other core below.
In Fig. 118 is a plan of the core board for the small
branches. This is shown double, and where the cores
are short it may always be used. The only thing to ob
serve is that the board be not too long to handle easily.
Fig. 119 is a section of this board upon the line L M.
The elevations of the blocks K and N are shown in Figs.
120 and 121. The curve upon the blocks K K, as shown
in Fig. 119, is the same radius as that for the blocks B.
As these cores have to butt against the core of the long
part of the branch, therefore the ends must be the same
radius.
The distance between the blocks K N measured upon
the core board will be the same as from the end of the
core print at the flange A in Fig. 107 of the core of the
long part of the branch, taken upon the parting lines.

Fig. ]10.—Plan of Tore Boardfor Long Pieceof Branch. Fig. 11!.—Sectionof CoreBoardShownin PreviousFigure.

Fig. 112—Elevation
of BlocksA a.

Fig 118.—Planof CoreBoardfor ShortSection
of Branch.

/
Fig. 114.—Sectionof CoreBoardshownin

PreviousFigure.

Fig. 115.—Planof CoreBoardfor Perpendicular
BranchwithFlangeB of Figs. 105-107.

Fig. 116.—Sectionof CoreBoardShown
in PreviousFigure.

Fig 117.—Klevationof BlockJ of
Figs. 115and 16, as Viewed
from Large End.

Making WoodPatterns.

longest diameter being equal to the size of the core re
quired, and the short diameter should equal half, so that
when the two half cores are placed together they will
be perfectly round. The distance between blocks A A
of Figs. 110 and 111 should be the exact distance be
tween the ends of the core prints at the flanges C U of
the longest part of the branch, Figs. 105 and 106.
In Fig. 113 is shown a plan of the core board for the
short branch at right angles to the long part, as seen In
Fig. 107. In Fig. 114 is represented a section of this
board upon the line E F. The block A on this board is
exactly similar to those upon the other board. The
block B is made the same size as block. A, but is con
structed from thicker stuff, so as to allow it to be
worked, as shown in Fig. 114.
This curve is worked to a template, and is the same
radius as that of block A. The distance upon the board
between the blocks A and B of Fig. 114 should be the
same as the distance between the end of the core print
at the flange C of Fig. 107, and the core of the long part
the branch measured upon the parting lines. Fig. 115
Is a plan view of the core board for the short, vertical
branch having the taper (cone) core print. Figs. 105 to
109. In Fig. 116 is a section of this board upon the line
G H, the block B being exactly the same as the block B
of Figs. 113 and 114. The block J is tapered upon the
inside, the same as the core print in Fig. 109. In Fig.
115 the dotted lines show the taper upon the boards.
Fig. 117 is an elevation of this block, as seen looking

•Copyrighted18SI8byCharlesJ. Woodsend.

By closely examining Fig. 107 it will be seen why the
cove prints in the small branches should be long enough
to balance the cores. It will be noticed by reference to
this figure that these branches are so small that where
they butt against the other core there is little to sup
port them, so that the balancing is necessary in order
to keep them in place. The other cores, by reason of
their being the same diameter as those they join, have
support in themselves.
In Fig. 122 is represented a strike, and Fig. 123 is a
section upon the line O P, looking from the handle.
The inner circle is made the same radius as the core re
quired. The shoulder seen toward the handle runs
against the edge of the core board, and thus makes the
cores straight.

Log Houses at Part-American Exposition.

The village of the Six Nations Indians on the grounds
of the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y., which
is intended as an historical exhibit of the aboriginal peo
ple of the eastern part of the United States, will be sur
rounded by a stockade such as the Indians built In olden
times to protect their villages from the unexpected at
tack of an enemy. Within this stockade these descend
ants of the Red Men who once held within their sway
all that part of the country where the exposition is situ
ated, will live just as their ancestors lived several hun
dred years ago. Their dwellings will be " long houses,"
built of poles and bark, and they will cook their meals
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and perform domestic duties as the Indians of the Iro
quois League did in times long since gone by.
Just outside the stockade will be several log cabins
which will have association with Indian life. One of
these will be made to represent a cabin of the white
pioneers, and another will be the identical log house in
which Nancy Johnson, an aged Seneca squaw, has lived
for the past century. This cabin was the oldest house
on the Tonawanda Indian Reservation, which is situ
ated near Buffalo and the grounds of the exposition. It
was taken apart and transported to the site of the Six
Nations village and set up just as it was before. It is
in a clump of trees, where it looks as if it might have
stood for 100 years. The rebuilding of the cabin has

Just been completed, the work having been done by
Seneca Indians from the Tonawanda Reservation. The

cabin is composed of logs of red beech which were hewn
in the forest just after the close of the Revolutionary
War. They are so well preserved that the cabin would
doubtless stand for another half century.

Water for Cement Mortar.

Wages Now and Five Years Ago.

The last quarterly bulletin of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics at Albany contains some very interesting fig

ures relative to the rates of wages now as compared

with five years ago. In the building trades in Manhat
tan, for example, electrical workers' wages rose from

$3 to $4 dally for Journeymen and from $2 to $2.50 for

their helpers; sheet metal workers' wages advanced from

One of the very common mistakes made in mixing

a cement mortar is in the amount of water that is used,

owing to the fact that no fixed rules can be laid down.

Very generally too much water is added, which will

make the cement porous when it has dried, for all the

water that is in excess of the necessary amount will

evaporate and leave air spaces, which weaken the hold

ing power of the cement very materially. The following

rules, says Cementand Slate, have been laid down as giv

ing good results:
1. Fine sand mortar requires a little more water in

making it up than coarse sand.
2. Sand composed of porous material requires more

water than other sand.

3. As the proportion of sand to cement is increased,

the proportion of water to cement should also be In

creased.
These three rules give a general idea as to the amount

of water required, if remembered, that the consistency

of the mortar should be such that when tamped down

a perceptible film of water, possibly only a dampness,

should be noticed on the surface. The Idea of mixing

water with cement Is to bring the particles into closer

contact and to supply the water by means of which hy

dration takes place. In adding too much water the ce

ment is Injured, both as to Its setting powers and Its ulti

mate strength. In making concrete It is often found

very difficult to make the mixture homogeneous, for the

Fig. 118.—Planof CoreBoardfor SmallBranches.
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Fig. 120.—Elevation
of BlocksK K.

feij 121.—Elevation
of BlockN.Fig. 119.—Sectionof CoreBoardShownin PreviousFigure.
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Fig. 138.—Section
of "Strike " on
Line O P of
Fig. 128,Look
ing from the Fig 122.-SideViewof

" Strike" En-
Handle, larged. ■

$3 and 3.50 a day to $3.75; steam fitters, from $3.50
to $4, and their helpers from $2 to $2.30 in value. In
Brooklyn the wages of carpenters and joiners advanced

from $3.25 to $3.60, and in Bronx Borough from $2.25
and $3 to $3.50.
Chief McMakln has compiled a table of maximum

and minimum wages, the figures for which are
as reported by the unions. The compilation Is

made for March 31, 1895, and for the same day of the

same month this year. The following is a showing of

the Manhattan statistics of the lowest wages paid at

the beginning of this five-year period:
1895. 1900.

Limestone cutters f4.00 *4.00
Freestone cutters 4.50 3.50
Granite cutters 4.00 4.00
Machine workers and hand rubbers 2.00 2.25
Marble cutters 3.50 4.00
Marble cutters' helpers 2.25 2.40
Marble polishers, fcc 2.75 3.25
Stone setters 4.50 4.75
Bricklayers and masons 4.00 4.40
Carpenters and joiners 3.50 4.00
Derrlckmen 2.90 3.00
Elevator constructorsand millwrights 3.00 3.25
Framers 3.60 3.75
Gilders 3.15 3.15
Painters and decorators 3.50 2.50
Pavers and rammermen 4.50 4.50
Plasterers 4.00 4.50
Plumbers,gas and steamfitters 2.75 3.75
Roofers and sheetmetal workers 3.50 3.50
Stair builders 3.50 3.84
Tile layers and marble mosaicworkers.... 2.75 3.50
Tile layers' and marble mosaic workers'
helpers 2.00 2.30
Varnlshers 3.00 3.00

This table indicates that, out of 23 building trades in
the Borough of Manhattan 15 are receiving higher

wages and two are receiving lower wages. As a fair
evidence of better conditions hardly any table of facts

could be more significant.

reason that too much water has been added to the mor

tar. The latter becomes too liquid and settles down

through the crushed stone, leaving them without any

binding material.

The temperature of the water has a very important

bearing on the amount that is used. It Is well known

that the higher the temperature of the water the more

rapid the setting, consequently the cement seems to be

come plastic before sufficient water has been added.

The kind of water also has some connection with the

amount to be used, less saline water being required than

ordinary water to produce the same consistency.

The amount of water required for any new or special

work should always be determined by experiment, and

then the mortar made up with measured quantities of

water. After the eye becomes accustomed to the appear

ance of the mixture a hose can be used, but the amount

of water must always be carefully watched.

At one of the meetings of the British Association the
comparative values of Portland cement and hydraulic

lime came up for discussion, in the course of which J. P.
Deacon states that whereas Portland cement mortar,

composed in the proportion of 2% of sand and 1 of
cement, might in common practice be expected to stand

from 300 pounds to 400 pounds per square Inch, there

was plenty of hydraulic lime in England which, used In

the same proportions, wouid stand from 400 pounds to

500 pounds. He had brought some from Italy which

would stand over 600 pounds, and he had recently been

testing a sample from Russia which stood 1260 pounds

per square inch. Much depended upon the manipulation.
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THE REDWOODS OF CALIFORNIA.

DOUBTLESS
there are many people who confuse Cal

ifornia redwood with the red cedar of Washington

and Oregon, and who with others will be interested in
the following information touching the first named wood,

gleaned from an authoritative source:
" For finishing, casing, shelving, ceiling, wainscot-
ting, and all Interior finish and exterior work, redwood

has many advantages over any other timber. Its last
ing qualities and freedom from rot and decay under all
conditions are well known. It is more easily worked
and about the same weight as white pine; being free

from pitch it paints well; finishes beautifully in natural
color; or if desired can be polished equal to the finest
hard woods. It is slow of burning and practically non-
combustible. It is a wood that will take the place of
much more expensive woods, such as quartered oak,

walnut, cherry and mahogany. A trial only is needed to
prove this timber the peer of all soft woods.
" California redwood forests are of enormous extent
on account of being exempt from damage by fire. The
wood contains no pitch, does not hold large quantities of
water, and when green it is impossible to burn it. No
fire can run in a redwood forest to Its destruction, as it
will In any other large body of trees.

Fire Resisting Qualities.
" Redwood certainly will burn, but the acid with
which it is plentifully impregnated enables it to resist
the action of fire with great stubbornness and success.
Even after ignition a very little water Is sufficient to ex
tinguish the flames, and It is a remarkable fact that the
city of Eureka, in the United States, built entirely of red
wood, never in its history had a destructive fire. Many
single buildings have been burnt, some when the wind
was blowing at the rate of 40 miles an hour, and fire

brands were carried several blocks, falling on other
roofs, but in no instance did the fire get beyond control
with very ordinary appliances.
" In numerous instances when the fires have occurred
in buildings where fir or pine has been used for lath or
studding, the fire followed down and destroyed the walls

before breaking through the redwood roof or siding.

The noted Baldwin Hotel at San Francisco, which was
lately burned, was constructed of brick, and the stud
ding and flooring of different kinds of timber, but the
cornices and window finish and the enormous pillars

were constructed of redwood. These parts stood prac
tically untouched by the flames, while all other kinds of

wood were totally consumed. The immense water tank

over the theater was also constructed of redwood, and

was but slightly damaged, showing conclusively the re
sistance of redwood against fire.
" For every building purpose where exposure to fire Is
probable, the non-combustible quality of redwood ren
ders it peculiarly adapted.
" Redwood walls, compactly built, are almost as in

destructible as if built of trick or Iron. Fire makes Tit
tle progress in a redwood forest. Such timber as spruce

and pine a forest fire may, and In fact often does, de
stroy, but the redwood escapes uninjured.
" It is a beautiful timber, wide and clear. It has a
quality as distinct as the territory in which it grows.

The district bound by the fire limits of San Francisco,

In California, is smaller than that of any other city of
Its size in the country, one reason being that the build
ings are constructed largely of redwood and will not
easily burn. If we may judge, this is a rare quality in
any building wood, especially for residence purposes,

yet so little is said about it that this information will un
doubtedly be news to many.
" As California redwood lasts much longer than other

woods for exterior work, in order to receive full benefit
galvanized nails should be used for siding and clap

boards.
" The fact that redwood swells, shrinks, or warps but

slightly specially adapts it not only for shingles but for
tanks, vats and patterns, while its rich color and sus
ceptibility to high polish, especially of the curly grained
varieties and huge bird's-eye burls, are bringing it into
great demand for bank, store and office fixtures, cabinet
work, and interior finish.
" The production of curly grained and burly redwood
at the present time is limited, as the manufacturers have
heretofore left that portion of the tree that was curly
grained In the forest; but It is our purpose to promote
the manufacture of curly grained redwood, as it Is su
perior to rosewood or English walnut burl for fineness
of figure, grain and color, and costs less. We can sup
ply it at present in limited amounts only.

Color of the Wood.
" The color of California redwood is a rich reddish
tinge. It varies, however, from that of the lightest
beech to that of the darkest mahogany. Perhaps, of alt
woods, rosewood most nearly approaches it in beauty
and richness of native coloring. It is darker and lew
easily stained than oak or chestnut, and lighter and mors
cheerful than black walnut or mahogany. A great
many of the trees are curly grained, and most of the
stumps have a curly ' mottled bird's-eye ' or variegated
grain, and these, with the burjs, are highly prized for
cabinet work and Interior house finishing. The beauti
ful color and variegated grain of the wood makes It on*
of the most precious for interior decorations, especially
when the surface is properly treated to bring out and
preserve the natural tint It takes a fine polish. Some
of the finest offices and residences on the Pacific Coast
are finished in redwood in its natural color.
" The endurance of redwood and resistance to decay
are qualities which make it superior to other woods for
various purposes. In the outskirts of Eureka stands old
Fort Humboldt, where in 1853-1854General Grant was
stationed. The shingles were laid on the building In
1851, and yet to-day, after 48 years' exposure to the
storms of the ocean and the land, they are still sound
and useful. In such a condition are they, In fact, as to
excite the wonder of all not familiar with the qualities
of this timber. A more forcible Illustration of the com
parative Indestructibility of the California wood could
not easily be given.

Proof Against the Elements,
" It is little affected by time or by contact with earth
or water. Especially Is this true of the lower half of the
redwood trunk, which appears to contain most of the
sap. Its value for sills, ties, stakes, piles and founda
tion timbers could not therefore be readily exaggerated.
The stumps of trees felled half a century ago are nearly
as sound to-day as they ever were. Rarely does a red
wood stump show signs of decay.
" One of the faults found with the building woods of
the Eastern and New England States Is their Inability
to ' hold paint.' That is, the wood refuses to absorb
the paint properly, with the result that the paint peels
or scales off after a time. Whenever it has been sought
to introduce redwood into these States, one of the first
questions asked has been, ■Will redwood hold paint ? '

And here, again, Is called out one of the many good
qualities of this matchless wood. Redwood will ' hold
paint ' better than any other building wood, a fact that
is demonstrated beyond a doubt wherever it is in use,

and this, together with its non-warpmg, non-shrinking,
and non-swelling qualities, make It peculiarly adapted
for siding and outside finishing of buildings.
" To those who stand in awe of the Cllmex lectu-
larius, it may be reassuring to know that this pestilen
tial little insect never invades a redwood house or red
wood bed. The marine teredo, which destroys all wood
alike, is the only insect that has ever been known to at
tack redwood timber. Because of its peculiar nature In
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this respect, the tropic countries of South and Central
America, where Insects eat away the wood of dwellings,
I'ave learned to value redwood doors, sashes and cas
ings. In Central America it has been found that insects
will not touch redwood, and quite a demand for doors
and other specialties has been created as a result"

riodel of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine.

We understand that arrangements have been made
for a public exhibition this winter of a complete model
of the Cathtdral of St. John the Divine, now in progress
of erection on Cathedral Heights, New York City. The
model will be of piaster supported on wood and iron
frame work, with sheets of matting for the purpose of
keeping the walls firm. The model will be about 50 x 25
feet in plan and 35 feet high. It is said that there will
be room for 100 or more people to walk about Inside, and
that the architects, Hoins aud Lafarge, have worked
upon this model for nearly two years. The model will
be exhibited on the site of the cathedral, and probably a
email fee will be charged.
During the past summer the work carried on has in
volved the buttressing of the main arch and starting the
walls for the August Belmont Chapel, which will be the
first of the seven chapels to be completed. The Episco
pal residence will be erected near the corner of Amster
dam avenue and 110th street, or Cathedral Parkway, as
it is known, and directly opposite the new building of
the National Academy of Design. Just north of the
bishop's house and connected by cloisters with the cathe
dral will be the library and choir school.

Massachusetts Charitable Association Trade
School.

The new trade school of the Massachusetts Charita
ble Association opened on October 29 at the new quar
ters In the Mechanics' Building, Boston, Mass., under
the most favorable auspices. While the enrollment was
excellent, it is thought that the postponement of the
opening night from October 1 materially affected the at
tendance by an increase. The school is located in three of
the basement rooms, is lighted with both gas and elec
tricity, and, in fact, has every modern convenience. The
largest room, which is directly under the office of the
association, is fitted with carpenters' benches and has
accommodations for 25 pupils. There are two lights to
every bench and a complete set of tools that any ordi
nary wood worker would need. The department is un
der the supervision of the vice-president of the society,
William N. Young, and E. Noyes Whitcomb; these two
supervisors are called the Carpentering Committee. The
instructor of this department is a practical and well-
known contractor. His name is Albert Duncanson.
The next department is the bricklaying. While as yet
there are not many students for this branch of the
school, it is expected that within a short time the roll
will be filled to the limit. Isaac P. Woodbury and
Stephen H. Whidden are the committee for that depart
ment, and Frank Tift is the instructor.
At present the enrollment in the plumbing class is the
highest. The plumbing class room has 25 benches, all of
which are occupied, and has heaters at every bench.
There is also a full set of tools for these benches as for
the carpenters. The Plumbing Committee are William
Mitchell and Isaac Riley, and Joseph P. Williams is the
teacher.
The president of the association, Horace H. Watson,
is the treasurer and chairman of the Executive Com
mittee. The school is to be held every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday until the latter part of April, when there
will be an exhibition of the year's labors.

which is to form the grand certerpiece of the exposition,

promises to be a unique and splendid object. Five thou
sand horse-power has been provided for the electric fea

tures of the exposition, part of which will be used to
Illuminate this structure. One of the great Swiss tur

bines at Niagara Falls has been set aside to supply this
volume of energy. The tower is to be 375 feet in hight

and will have a base 80 feet square, flanked on either
side by semicircular colonnades 75 feet in hight, form

ing a clasp setting for the great basin of the electrical

fountains. From the fountains to the Goddess of Light
at the summit the tower will be a mass of fiery, spark
ling grandeur by night. Abundant streams of pure
water, transparent while the light of day lasts, will be
transformed at the approach of darkness into all the
colors of the rainbow, making a spectacle at once unique

and beautiful.

Slate Making in France.

At the slate quarries of Angers, France, roofing slatea
have to be dressed on the spot before the slate has time

to dry and lose Its flssllity. The block Is first divided

with a chisel into thick slabs, the size of a slate. Then

the splitter, seated under a wind screen, places the piece

of schist between his legs, and with a very thin chisel and

mallet strikes on the edge to detach the plates. It now
only remains to give the plate its form and dimensions,

which is done by the aid of a very heavy iron knife, the

end of which is run through a ring, and falls down on the
edge of a block. A skilled workman can make 700 to
800 slates per day, but the more the dimensions of the
slate are augmented to compete with machine made tiles
the more delicate the work becomes, and is a source of
frequent disputes between masters and men.

Work on the buildings of the coming Pan-American
Exposition at Buffalo, N. Y., is going on apace, recent
photographs of the principal structures showing them to
be In an advanced stage of progress. The electric tower,
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P&B

DID YOU
ever try to economize by using a
dollar bill instead of a match, to
light your pipe with ? That is poor
economy. Did you

EVER USE
a certain building paper or sheath
ing paper or a roofing material be
cause it was a little cheaper than

P&B?
That is not economy at all, as posfiblv your experience has taught you.

Why? Because the P & B PAPERS and P& B RUBEROID ROOFING
will last many times longer than the "cheap" article. They are cheaper
than cheaper goods because made of better materials. P&B RUBEROID
ROOFING is unequaled for use on dwellings, outbuildings, stables or barns
alike. Made of the strongest FELT, thoroughly saturated with P&B COM
POUND, which makes it proof against weather, water, heat, cold, acids,
alkalies, vermin, etc. Easily laid by anyone. Tasteless and odorless. Won't
contaminate rainwater. No tar or paper in it. Will not melt, tear, dry out
or rot.

THE STANDARD PAINT COHPANY,
83-85 John Street, New York.

A TOUGH JOB made easy by using the
LORD PATENT SAW FILER.

for <;kos?*-ci:t, imp and band saws.
I't mid 30 centnc»ch.

Themosteconomicalonthemarket, /sk yourdealerfor themor remitto
IORD, WITTER & PARK, Mfrs., - - WORCESTER, MASS.

^^"E
carry an extensive line of Building publications,

and issue a classified descriptive catalogue which

will be serviceable to you in selecting books to study

during the long Winter evenings. This catalogue will be

sent to any address upon application.

DAVID WILLIAMS CO.
232-238 William St., New York.

%entpBuildir.g
WITHWHICHISINCORPORATED

PUBLISHED MONTHLY:
'o ill »aru United States, Brltlith America and Mexico, - - SI. 00 Per Year,
'o all other Conntrles, - 1.5*3Per Year.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, Publishers and Proprietors,
232-238WILLIAMSTREET, NEWYORK.

BUSINESS OFFICES.
NEW YORK—Johk 8.Kmo,GeneralManager 28H-S88WilliamStreet.
PHILADELPHIA—TbomahHobeon,Manager. ForrestBuilding,117-11BSouthFourthstreet.
BOSTON—Walter C. Enolihh,Manager MaaonBuilding70KllbyStreet.
PITTSBURGH U.A.Walki u.Manager HamiltonBuilding.336-387FifthAvenne.
CHICAGO—H.H.Roberts.Manager FlanerBuilding,DearbornandVanBnrenStreets.
CINCINNATI—Hekrt smith,Manager PickeringBulldlna,FifthandMainStreets.
BT.LOUIS—C.K Wielahd, Manager ChemicalBuilding,7H1Olive8treet.
CLEVELAND—Eera S.adaub.Manager TheCuyahoga,311SuperiorStreet.>f»nuiiiN arnnts' I Melbourne.281Elizabethstreet.AUSTRALIANOFFICES {8TDEET,PalingsBuildings

■NTERIDATTHIPOSTOFFICENIWVOBK,ASSECOND-CMS*MATTER.

New Catalog
JUST ISSUED.

WE MAKE GALVANIZEDIRONaeaCOPPED

CORNICES, RIDGEROLLS.CRESTINGS.

Architectural

SheetMetal

Work.
<r\..o.7-:.~-

mm*

SKYLIGHTS
ANDVENTILATORS.

VANES and

BANNERETTES

ZINC
OPNAflENTS

STEEL CEILING
ADD

Metal Window Frames and Sash.

ST, PAUL ROOFING, CORNICE &

ORNAMENT CO.,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

— At the Table.—The Lover: "Love
makes the world go 'round."
The Landlady: "I wish love or some
thing else would make this chicken go
'round."— Life.

Higgins'
American
Drawing
I *M \s- (Blacks andlnKS Colors)

TheStandardLiquidDrawingInksoftheWorld.
Jo. Peniell says: "There It

*

no ink equalto It[Hfgglns'Inkl for hair a dozenreasoiis Trom thetimeyouopenthebottleuntilyouputall Itscontent!)onpaperyouhavenoreasontofindfaultwithIt."A.B.F'-nsr says: " 1 usea greatdealof It and it I-ceitainlythebeat.*"
AT ALL DEALERS

(By mall, prepaid,35cents a bottle. ColorCard
■bowingactual Inks, free.)

Higgins'
Photo-iVlounter
The new adhesivefor mountingphotoprapts, prints,coloredpaper,
etc . andforgeneraluseas a substi
tute for mucilage.Will not warp,
cocklenorstrikethrough,norchange
the t^neor colorof any mount.Spreadssmoothlyand easily; nolumps. Beautifulwhitecolor ; delicatelyscented—alwaysready; fullyguaranteed.

AT ALL DEALERS
(3-oz.Jar, Prepaid,bymall, 30cents. Circular!

free.)
CMAS. H. HIQQ1N5 & CO., Mfrs.,

1688thSt., Brooklyn,N. Y.

LondonOffice,106CharingCross,Road.
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J^OVELTIES,
Sheet metal Wall Tien and Sleeper

Clips.

Some new candidates for popular
favor in the way of wall ties and
sleeper clips have just been put on
the market by Hurd & Co., 570-576
West Broadway, New York. The
wall ties, two views of which are
shown in Fig. 1, are made of cold
rolled steel, 8V6 inches long and 1*4

]-]]]!)]] r [ r r r r r ri [ l [ t c 1 r

Noveltiei—SheetMetal Wall Tienand Sleeper
Clips.—Fig \.—Plan and Side View of
Metal Wall Tie.

inches wide, but can be made any
length desired. The smaller cut
shows a side view of the tie and
the larger one a top view. In
the rougher and cheaper construc
tion of brick walls, where wall
ties have been used, it is explained
that a growing need has developed
for a tie which is readily bent in or
der to conform to the unevenness
•of brick walls. The top of one brick
may set from y±to Vi Inch below the
adjoining brick to be bonded. The
tie has been brought out to meet this
condition. The strip of metal has
been sheared and formed, it is re
marked, so that the inward directing
projections insure a perfect grip. The
sleeper clip and its application is
shown in Fig. 2, while in Fig. 3 is
shown the old method of accomplish
ing the same results. The clip is
made of 3-16 inch steel wire. It is
pointed out that with the old method
there was not only the labor of hold
ing the large piece of sheet iron in
place, but that there was additional
labor In driving two nails. The clip
Illustrated in Fig. 2 Is in one piece,
the sheared point allowing it to be
■driven readily. The new clips are
referred to as being much cheaper
than the old style, and can be or-

Fig 2.—TheNew York SleeperClip.

dered any style or length. The firm
signify their willingness to send sam
ples and quotations of the tie and
clip upon application.

Wrought Steel Safety Hup,

The Stanley Works of New Britain,
Conn., and 79 Chambers street, New
York, are manufacturing a wrought
steel safety hasp, the feature of
which Is that the hasp when closed
entirely covers all screw holes, while
the staple is so made that there Is
provision for the sagging of a door
or any shrinkage laterally without re
setting the plate. It Is made of cold
rolled steel, in 3, 4% and 6 Inch

lengths of strap. It can be furnished
in plain steel, japanned, bronzed,
brass plated and old copper plated
finishes, the last three being packed
complete with screws.

The Kelsey Warm Air Generator.
Some good reasons why the Kelsey
warm air generator would heat your
house properly and under the most
approved sanitary conditions are em
bodied in a handsomely printed
pamphlet of 48 pages, which is be
ing distributed by the Kelsey Fur
nace Company, 335 to 341 West Fay
ette street, Syracuse, N. Y. The
point is made that the Kelsey is en
tirely unlike any other apparatus
and has many distinct and decided
advantages which would well repay
investigation. The manufacturers
claim that by their system every part
of the largest house is thoroughly
heated with one fire without the use
of radiators, steam pipes or coils.
The pamphlet in question illustrates
and describes at considerable length
the Kelsey corrugated warm air gen
erator, sectional views being pre
sented in order to show the Internal
construction. A large portion of the
text consists of testimonial letters,
the matter being illustrated by
means of well executed half-tone en-

Fig. 3.—FormerStyleof SUeperClip.

gravings of buildings in which the
heater has been used. A number of
pages are devoted to a list of names
with addresses of persons who have
practically demonstrated the merits
of the heater.

Sheet metal Window Frames.
The Smith-Warren Company have
recently completed a new factory
building on Potter street, East Cam
bridge, Mass., which was designed
particularly for their requirements.
The plant has been equipped with
the latest Improved machinery for
sheet metal work, and the business
is under the direct charge of H. Col
lier Smith. The company are manu
facturing under Mr. Smith's patents
sheet metal window frames and sash,
some reference to which has pre
viously been made In these columns.
These windows are made of galva
nized Iron or sheet copper and are
glazed with wire glass, and afford
better protection against fire than
the ordinary windows with tin shut
ters, and cost no more. The win
dows can be arranged so as to close
automatically In case of fire, and no
shutters are needed. These are used
In connection with wire glass win
dows, which, it is claimed, make as
impervious a fire wall as though it
were built solid. The manufactur
ers refer to the fact that closed shut
ters are a great obstacle to the fire
department when they want to gain
admittance to a building on fire,
while wire glass windows can read
ily be broken through by axes In the
hands of the firemen. Wire glass

windows cost no more than the ordi
nary common window frame, sash
and fire shutters combined.

The Joiies-Harlg Window Frame.
A style of window frame Involving
a number of Interesting features of
construction, and illustrated here
with, is being manufactured by Harig

The Jonea-Harig Window Frame.—Fig. 4.
—Sectionof Frame and Sath, Showing Con
struction.

& Brueggeman of 837-839 Livingston
street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The con
struction of the frame is referred to
as being simple and durable and Its
operation pratlcally noiseless. It
is known as the Jones-Harig patent
wind and dust proof window frame,
the general construction being Indi
cated in Figs. 4 and 5 of the engrav
ings. Referring to Fig. 4, A and B
represent spring brass runners, B
showing the brass depressed by the
sash C. Some of the advantages
claimed for this frame are that the
sash is absolutely tight and will not
rattle; that air, dust and soot can
not enter; that the sash will work

Fig. 5.—Broken Sectionof Frame, Showing
Pulley.

equally well In wet, dry, warm or
cold weather; that the weights will
not become fastened, as the whole
front of the frame can be taken out
and the weights hung before the box
Is closed, and that the pulley D,
shown in Fig. 5, is anti-friction and
entirely hidden from view, thus add
ing to the neatness in appearance of
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the frame. The manufacturers also
-claim that the sash are more easily
fitted and hung, and that the expense
of lead weights is avoided owing to
the fact that longer iron weights may
be used than in the former old style
frames. A four-page folder which
the manufacturers have Issued illus
trates and describes this patent win-
-dow frame, some of the illustrations
serving as working drawings, clearly

provided with four detachable blades
of varying widths and thicknesses to
suit different size screws. The blades
are kept in the magazine formed by
the handle.

Tbe Stnrtevant Electrically Driven
; Ventilating Wheel.

A form of ventilating wheel, with
a special eight-pole attached motor,

ishlng woods, green from the tree,
can be dried as rapidly as most of
the ordinary kilns will dry air sea
soned stock, yet preserving that which
makes wood valuable for finishing
purposes. The value of the kiln Is
not confined to the drying of hard
woods. Its remarkable rapidity in
drying soft woods, particularly
Southern and sap pines, makes It
valuable for this work. A two com-

Novelties.— YankeeScrewDriver* Not. 11and 60—Fig. 6.—GeneralViewof ScrewDriver.

showing the construction and opera
tion.

Yankee Screw Drivers Norn. 11
and 60.

The accompanying cuts represent
two screw drivers offered by North
Bros. Mfg. Company of Philadelphia,
Pa. The screw driver shown in Fig.
6 is an improvement on the com
pany's No. 10 ratchet screw driver,
the adjustment being across instead
-of In line with the length of blade,
thus obviating, it is explained, any
possibility of changing the position
of the shifter while in use. The
ratchet mechanism has been modified
to take less room, with consequent
slight saving in the size and weight
of the tool, and to work with less
friction than the No. 10. The adjust-

Fig. 7 —PockelMagazineScrewDriver.

ment for right or left hand is made
by pushing the shifter to left or right
hand end of the slot. When the
shifter is placed midway tbe blade
is held rigid as in an ordinary screw
driver. The manufacturers state
that the materials and workmanship
of the screw driver are of superior
quality in every detail, and that the
tool is strong, durable, well finished
and thoroughly tested before leaving
the factory. The screw drivers are
made In eight sizes, from 2 to 12
Inches inclusive. The pocket maga
zine screw driver shown in Fig. 7 is
made of steel, polished and nickel
plated, weighing 2 ounces. The tool
is convenient to carry in the pocket,
measuring when closed 3 inches In
length and % inch In diameter. It Is

has the fan arranged with a large
inlet for admission of air through
one side only, the fan having
curved blades and a conoidal plate
concentric with the inlet, which
serves to gradually deflect the air
from an axial to a radial movement.
In the inlet of the fan is placed a
continuous oiling journal box which
supports the fan shaft upon that side.
Immediately outside and at the back
of the wheel is a flanged coupling
which joins the fan shaft to the mo
tor shaft. The motor is built within
a wrought iron field ring. Attached
to each side of this ring are tripod
supports which carry the ring oiler
bearings and absolutely center the
armature within the field. The field
cores are of wrought iron with a
special type of cast iron pole shoe.
The peculiar size and shape of this
shoe makes possible extreme varia
tion in load without sparking or ad
justment of the brushes. The arma
ture coils are built up of laminated
slotted disks, which are solidly
clamped between brass rings, having
teeth to correspond with the core
teeth which support both edges of
the core. The commutator is built
up of pure drop forged copper seg
ments, and is of large diameter. Self
adjusting and self feeding brush
holders with carbon brushes are used.
This type of electric fan, which is
built by the B. F. Sturtevant Com
pany of Boston, Mass., is employed
without a easing, and usually ar
ranged to draw the air through an
opening in the wall and discharge it
at comparatively low velocity into
the space within which is located the
fan and the motor.

Dry Kilns.
An extensive catalogue of the
American Blower Company of De
troit, Mich., treats of their A. B. C.
moist air and blower dry kilns. Their
moist air dry kiln is of the simplest
design, construction and operation,
and is readily applicable to the vary
ing conditions met with in every day
work. The temperature is entirely
within the control of the operator,
and the kiln works as well in winter
as in summer, as it is not affected by
atmospheric conditions. This state
ment in regard to temperature is true
in regard to the humidity of the air.
It can be so saturated as to produce
a fog. or the air in the kiln can be
kept dry and clear. The circulation
course can be varied to suit existing
conditions and requirements. It is
positive and strong, the air penetrat
ing all the interstices between the
boards, carrying off and depositing
all moisture rapidly and perfectly.
The highest temperature practicable
Is obtainable with the least expense
for fuel. Another feature of particu
lar merit in this kiln is that fine fln-

partment kiln has dried out 36,000
feet per day of green sap pine, evapo
rating nearly 100,000pounds of mois
ture from the same.

Union Tool Grinder.

A convenient and practical grind
ing machine intended to be operated
by foot power is being introduced
to the trade by the Union Mfg. Com
pany of 20 Breckenridge street, Buf
falo, N. Y., and is illustrated in gen
eral view in Fig. 8 of the engravings.
The device is the Union tool grinder
and will be found useful by carpen
ters for grinding chisels and other

Fig 8.—The Union Tool Grinder.

tools belonging to their kit. The ma
chine is portable and easily adjusted
to a post or wall by means of a few
screw nails properly applied. The
manufacturers point out that the
emery wheel Is of a fine grade and
that by its use an edge can be put
on a tool much more rapidly than
would be possible in connection with
a grindstone, while only one man is
required to do the work. The driv
ing gear being a special metal, the
company claim that the running of
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the machine is smooth and easy; that
the cone bearings are well fitted; that
there are no bolts to slip, and that
every machine is warranted. The
grinder here shown stands 42 inches
high; has a %-inch steel shaft, fur
nished with a solid emery wheel 6
inches in diameter, and a %-Inch
face. It is also stated that buffing
and polishing i nn be done, as a speed
of 2000 revolutions and upward is
attained. The company manufacture
a full line of foot power grinding ma
chinery, and will be pleased to send
circulars or give information to those
who may be interested, on applica
tion.

New Serlex Planer and matcher and
Timber Drcmier.

A new series of planers and match
ers and timber dressers, representing
the results of years of careful study
and practical experience, have just
been brought out by the Hoyt &
Brother Company branch of the
American Wood Working Machine
Company at Aurora, 111. In Fig. 9
of the accompanying illustrations we
show a side view of one of this series
of machines, the frame being heavy
and substantially braced, and all
working parts of liberal proportions,
with adjustments easy of access by
the operator. The new series of ma
chines are built in various sizes from
9 inches wide, working up to 8
Inches thick, to 30 inches in wTidth,
working up to 12 inches thick. Some
of the machines have solid rolls and
some of them have divided rolls, with
center guide. The upper and lower
cutter heads are alike in detail, both
having a cutting circle of 7% inches
and will carry a knife 4 inches wide.
The end play on the cutter heads
when working ceiling or other
beaded work is cared for at the end
of the journals, where hard wood
plugs run against the centers. One
feature to which the manufacturers
call special attention is the device for
lining up the cutter head. It is easy
of access, not only for adjustment,
but also in case of repairs being nec
essary. The upper head yoke is

with the same size hole. This is a
feature which the practical operator
will appreciate, as heretofore he has
been accustomed to the multiplicity
of gears usually found in connection
with planers and matchers. By the
new system of having one of each of
the gears on hand he Is prepared for
any emergency, as accidents will
happen, no matter how much care
and attention may be taken to avoid
them. In the event of one of the
large gears breaking it Is only neces
sary to take one from the reserve
stock and put It in place and the
damage is at once repaired. In case
no extra gear is kept in stock It is
only necessary to take off one from
the infeeding roll In case of break
age, thus simply throwing out the
first pair of rolls and operating the
machine with four rolls in the feed
until the needed gear is received
from the factory. The same applies
to the expansion and intermediate
gears. The matcher spindles are
made from steel and have long jour
nals of large diameter. The matcher
stocks are readily adjusted independ
ently and the clamping device is
positive and easy of access. The]
chip breaker for the side head has a
hardened point and is adjustable to
any desired cut. The top chip break- .
er has an Inserted steel point, which
is easily replaced in case of neces
sity. On this machine there are no
studs carrying loose gears or pinions,
as all the gears and pinions are
mounted on shafts which run in
boxes. The American Wood Work
ing Machine Company have sales
rooms at 36 Liberty street, New York
City, and 45 South Canal street, Chi
cago, 111.

Nlcdernieyer's Fire Proof Wlndow-
An improved form of fire proof
window construction is being brought
to the attention of the trade by Bier-
sach & Niedermeyer of Milwaukee,
Wis., some idea of the arrangement
of parts being indicated in Fig. 10
of the engravings. The sides of
the window frame are formed in a
rectangular shape, of sheet metal,

upper edge of the glass, this recess
being of such depth as to permit the
glass to be raised therein until the
lower edge of It is brought above a
corresponding recess in the lower
part of the frame, when the glass can
be dropped into place. The sash for
the lower glass is formed as a part
of the window frame, while the upper
glass is supported in a separate hol
low movable sash, which is pivoted
at the center of the frame, so as to
swing outward at the top. The
swinging sash is pivoted slightly

Fig. .0.—Xiedermeyer'i Fire Proof Window.

above its center of gravity, so that
when not otherwise supported it will
drop to a vertical position.
In order to provide for the windows
automatically closing In case of fire,
they are retained in an open position
by a combustible or fusible connec
tion, which connects between the up
per end of the sash and the stationary
connection, whereby, in case of fire,
the fastening will be either burned or
fused, and the window will drop of
its own gravity to a closed position.

The Drake Acetylene Generator,

The Drake automatic acetylene
gas generator, manufactured by the
International Heater Company of
Utica, N. Y., is described in a pam-

Noveltiez—Fig. O.—XewSeriesrianer and Matcherand TimberDresner.

clamped by hand levers, thus keep
ing the yoke firmly in place without
the use of a wrench. This clamping
device, it is claimed, provides for a
quick correction of lost motion. The
upper cutter head has an independ

ent leveling device whereby it can be
quickly lined up to and with the bed
of the machine. The top of the pres

sure bar is on a line witli the center
of the cutter head, thus giving ample

room for sharpening or setting of
knives. Special attention is also
called to the gearing of the machine,

all the gears being of one size,

and having an outwardly projecting
flange. Three of the vertical sides
forming the rectangular shape are
formed of a single sheet of metal,
which is united at its outer edges
with the fourth side or wall by fold
ing joints. The object of the project
ing flange referred to is to furnish a
supporting bearing in the masonry of
the wall, for holding the window
frame in place. The bottom cross
piece of the window frame Is also
formed of sheet metal. The central
cross piece of the frame is provided
with a recess for the reception of the

phlet just received. This generator
is stated to be suitable for all places
and purposes where light is wauted,

from a small cottage, and which can
require only a few lights, to a large
factory requiring many hundreds of
lights. The machine automatically
drops measured quantities of lump
carbide into a sufficient amount of
water to absorb all heat. All the gas
is purified through two separate bod
ies of water, and then through a com
bination purifier and dryer. The gen
erator has been approved by the Na
tional Board of Fire Underwriters.
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RADE NOTES.

IIammacher, Schlemmer & Co.,
20l>Bowery, New York City, are distribut
ing a neatly printed catalogueof 18 pages
showing many varieties of vises which
they are prepared to furnish. The goods
Include amongothers parallel, swivel and
slide vises, wood workers' vises, clamp
vises, saw vises, pipe vises, coachmakers'
vises and solid box vises. In connection
with the numerousillustrations are to be
found brief descriptive particulars calling
attention to the Important features, also
dimensions and prices. Accompanying
the catalogue,which is known as No. DO,
Is a discount sheet. The company are
prepared to furnish tools for wood workers, pattern makers, machinists, metal
workers, &c, as well as cabinet, builders'
and piano hardware. We understandthat
the company have in preparation a new
catalogue, which will contain something•over 200pages,andwill be devotedto tools
and supplies for metal workers.

Jones & Dommersnas, 31 and 33
Indiana street. Chicago, III., show in their
advertising card this month an Illustra
tion of Jones' patentedcoping saw, which
is constructedwith a tubular back through
which runB a string or cable connecting
both ends of the saw frame. This ar
rangementcausesthe bladeto turn to any
angle by simply turning the handle, but
without removing It from the work. The
manufacturers have issued a circular set
ting forth the merits of this saw, and we
understand that a copy will be forwarded
to any one who may be sufficiently inter
ested to make application.

The HruNAM Grate Company of
Huutsvllle, Ala., have just arrangedwith
the Lowe Cotton Mills of that city to•equip their village of workmen'scottages
with the Burnam grate, a duplex grate
that heats two roomswith one tire.

The Jones-Harig Window Frame
4b the subject of an Interesting announce
ment presented in another part of this
-Issue by Harlg & Brueggeman,837-839
Livingston street. Cincinnati, Ohio. The
.frame is of such construction that it Is
claimed to be wind and dust proof, that
the sash is absolutely tight and will not
rattle, and that it works equally well In
wet, dry, hot or cold weather. The pul
ley used Is antifriction, while the arrangementof the frame is such that It is
entirely bidden from view. The stile or
runner Is of brass, presentinga very neat
appearance,and at the same time the ar
rangementis such as to deadenall annoy
ing external noises.

At a special meeting of the Board
•of Directors of the Stanley Uule & Level
•Company,New Britain, Conn., held on Oc
tober 8, the following officerswereelected:
C. E. Mitchell, president: C. B. Stanley,
treasurer, and A. W. Stanley, secretary.
" We are Always on Top— We Fix
Roofs " Is the legendundera generalview
of the housetopsof the city of I'nlladel-
phla given on the outsideof a neat folder
distributed by Uara, McGlnley & Co. of
.23 South Seventeenthstreet. In that city.
The text within calls attention to the fact■that the companyhavebeenin the roohng
business for 00 years and are preparedto
undertake ail kinds of work In that line.

The second issue of Merger'8 Hus
tler, a paper "published now and then"
by the Berger Mfg. Company of Canton,
Ohio, Is largely devotedto the exploitation
of Berger's classic metal ceilings and side
walls and Berger's metal tiles. Illustra
tions and descriptions of these goods are
presented, together with brief, pithy re
marks and striking sketches bearing on
their merits.

Joh.n H. Feuoill, architect, of
Methuen. .Mass., Is desirous of obtaining
copies of cataloguesof manufacturers of
.goods In which architects are likely to be
interested.

The Cincinnati Foundry, Screen
.4 Wire Wokks, J. H. Shrader,& Co., pro
prietors, Cincinnati. Ohio, have purchased
the plant locatedat lubiM'.itiC QueenCity.avenue, formerly operated by Dohner
Brothers, and are now engagedin making
the necessaryalterations aud additions ofjiew machinery for the productionof wire
and Iron fencing, bank and officerailings,
-elevatorcabsand lnclosures,flowerstands,
weatherstripping. &c. A catalogueis now
in course or preparation, which will be
sent to the trade upon request.

The Canton Steel Roofing Com
pany, Canton, Ohio, have sent us a 26-
page cataloguedevotedto their extensive

line of warm air registers and ventilatorsmade from sheet steel. It Is pointed outthat theseregistersnot only havesufficientstrength to stand any of the strains thatare put upon registers, but are not liableto break, consequentlyare not damaged
In shipment. They are furnished In blackor white japan and In different styles ofplating and bronze. A border Is madefrom stamped steel to use in connectionwith them. The registersare madeIn ah
extensiveline of sizes from 4x0 Inchesto36 x 36 Inches. The companyalso manu
facture elbows, steel ceilings, cornices,
Bkyllghts, steel roofing and siding, con
ductor and eavetrough, and a line of supplies for roofers.

We have received from F. Reiss-
mann, West 1'olnt, N. Y., circulars Illustrating and describingthe Perfection rulegauge, a device which answers for atrl-square as well as for a siding T-bevel,
and will gaugeto any width or thickness;also UeiBsmann's rafter and polygon

i which any angle or cut re-,_e constructionof buildingsand
roofs can be Instantly obtained and with
qu

minute accuracy.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company,
the well-known manufacturers of wood
working machinery, 221-241West Front
street. Cincinnati, Ohio, have Just Issueda pamphlet giving Instructions regarding
the erection of band saw mills and the
care of bandsaws of all kinds. The pamphlet Is of such a character as to prove
morethan ordinarily useful to thoseusing
band saws, and we understand the company will forward a copy to any address
on application.

Something of a departure in the
way of trade cataloguesis that which Is
being sent out by Hastman & Johnstone
of 1811 Pine street. St. Louis, Mo. The
pages are oblong in shape, and the bodyportion in each caseand upon which the
Illustrations are presented appear to be
made by the blue print process. In the

make-upthe Illustrations appear upon the
right band pages,while those facing are
blank. The binding Is In light green
paper coversof roughtexture, tied at the
backwith a silken cord. Messrs. Eastman
& Johnstone are wood carvers, and also
give attention to plaster composition or
naments for interior and exterior decora
tions. In Issuing the catalogue the firm
state that they are prepared to furnish
anything wantedIn the line indicated,and
that all ornamentsshown In the catalogue
can bemadeany sizedesired.

The Wilcox Mfg. Company, Au
rora, 111.,manufacturers of door hangers
and other hardware specialties, have for
some time contemplatedthe enlargement
of their factory. The result of the elec
tion hastened their decision, and they
have since then contracted for the erec
tion of a two-story brick building, to
cover a ground spaceof 40 x 60 feet. It
is designedto enablethe pressdepartment
to be enlarged about 40 per cent, of its
present capacity. This department has
latterly been running night and day to
keep up with the rest of the plant. The
volume of the company's business this
year has been fully up to that of
last year. The orders of this year
have beensmall and numerous,but they
are expectedto call for larger quantities
from this time, as Jobbers' stocks have
been kept too low becauseof the politi
cal uncertainty. The company are add
ing to their line, having somenew goods
which will shortly be ready for the mar
ket.
Lord, Witter & Pabk of Worces
ter, Mass., direct attention in their ad
vertising card this month to the Lord
patent saw filer, especially Intended for
filing cross cut, rip and band saws. The
manufacturers refer to this tool as the
most economicalon the market and that" a tough Job can be madeeasy by using
It." The fliers are offered at 50 and 75
cents each and can be supplied through
the hardware trade, or sent direct by the
manufacturers.

Modern Carpentry and Building
BY ALLEN SYLVESTER.

Contains 254pagesand 147illustrations. Elegantly bound in black pebbled

cloth. Embossedin gold. Price $1.50,postpaid.

Among its contents are the following: FRAMING, STAIR BUILD
ING, BUILDERS' ESTIMATES, Use
of the Slide Rule, Steel Square,
Strength of Materials, Mathematical
Rules, Tables of Board Measure,
Sizes and Weights of Sash, Bins for
Coal, Grain and Produce, Tanks for
Liquids, etc.
There is also an article entitled
" How to Plan Houses" and there are
two dozen unusually fine Modern
floor Plans, a complete set of Modern
Framing Plans, a dozen full-page
Photographic Views of fine Modern
Residences, showing Beautiful
Round Bays, Spires, Broad Piazzas,
etc., and instructions are given how
to scale these views so they can be
used as working drawings ; also a
Set of Specifications, Building Contract,
with terms of payment, and a com
plete Glossary cf Architectural Terms.
Thus it will be seen that it com
bines a work on Carpentry and one
on Architecture and Building.

MoDEi^ri
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DAVID WILLIAMS CO., Publishers and Booksellers.

832.^238 William Street, New York
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* POINTJ dBOUT BOOKJ *
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING. By C. T.

Edminster.

In acquiring the correct principles
of architectural drafting, the stu
dent will find no book more thor
ough and competent as an instructor
and guide than this volume. It is
a work of special Value to the stu
dent, the mechanic and the man
that is looking to better his posi
tion. It is practical and up-to date,
treating the various subjects it
covers In a simple, concise and com
prehensive manner.
The book contains ninety-six
full-page illustrations beautifully
rendered, and one hundred pages of
text. The drawings are made with
the greatest degree of accuracy,
and reproduced in line and half
tone.
The first chapter treats the draw
ing materials used by the drafts
man and gives full directions for
their use. The chapters that fol
low are devoted to Geonietrlcal
Problems, Simple Projections in
troducing the Principles of Work
ing' Drawings, Intersection of Sol
ids, Development of Surfaces, Pro
jection of Shadows, Instrumental
Perspective, Orders of Architecture,
Study of a Frame House and Stud
ies in Masonry Construction. Size7x9, oblong form, cloth bind
ing $2.00

ARCHITICTURAL DRAWING TOR ME

CHANICS. By I. P. Hicks.

This is another elementary text
book on drawing prepared by a
practical writer. The subject is
treated In the simplest manner to
the exclusion of problems not com
prehensible to building mechanics
who have had no technical train
ing. The examples which are given
as lessons in drawing embrace a
wide range of work, the aim of the
author having been to select only
Bueh figures for practice as are like
ly to meet the wants of working me
chanics. 94 pages. Illustrated. Ob
long. Cloth $i.oo

ESTIMATING FRAME AND BRICK

HOUSES. By E. T. Hodgson.
This book tells how to estimate,
step by step, the cost of labor and
materials necessary In building
frame and brick dwellings from the
work of excavation for the foun
dations to the finishing of the build
ing. It is the only book which may
be said to give a careful analysis
of each item of cost of construction,
all being demonstrated in order and
by means of figures and data. All
these methods and rules of figuring
costs are brought out in the clearest
and simplest manner, and may ob
viously be applied in determining
the cost of constructing any dwell
ing. 147pages, cloth bound. . .$i.oo

PROGRESSIVE CARPENTRY. By D. H.

Meloy.
The simple and accurate meth
ods of framing set forth in this book
embody results of the author's life
experience as an architect and
builder, and will at once commend
themselves to the practical me
chanic.

A new Enlarged Edition, 89 pages,
Illustrated by full-page diagrams,
cloth binding $i.oo

POCKET STAIR BUILDER AND CARPEN

TERS' HAND-BOOK. By Wm. Peoples

This elaborate pocket companion
is to the stair builder, carpenter
and joiner what the pocket books
of Haswell, Kent or Trautwlne are
to the engineer. It contains, besides
250 pages of text, 51 folding plates
In which are presented over 500 fig
ures. The text gives a full descrip
tion of all these figures, which em
brace Carpenters' and Stair Build
ers' Geometry, Problems, Conic
Sections, Cylindric Sections, as ap
plied in the construction of the
Wreath part of Hand Rail. Rules
for the Measurement of Surfaces.
The Construction of Ladders, Box
Stairs, Dog-legged, Open Newel.
Cylinder, Circular and Elliptical
Staircases. Roofing— Hip, Valley
and Jack Rafters. Purlins, Splayed
Work and Bevels for the same.
. Transverse Strength of Joist and
Beams, and easy formulas for their
safe load. Also Excavators', Stone
and Brick Masons', Plasterers' and
Carpenters' Memoranda; with a va
riety of miscellaneous information,
useful In the practice of the Archi
tect and Builder; together with a
Glossary of Arichtectural terms,
and General Index.
The author states that the appren
tice who studies these plates one at
a time, ana draws each figure to a
larger scale, either quarter, half or
full size, applying leisure time In
this way, will be assured of suc
cess. Strongly bound in leather,
pocket size $3.50

COTTAGE DESIGNS WITH CONSTRUC

TIVE DETAILS.

MODERN AMERICAN DWELLINGS WITH

CONSTRUCTIVE DETAILS.

These two volumes are specially
complete and useful for carpenters
and builders, giving a selection of
tasteful designs of prevailing styles
of suburban homes, together with
their floor plans, elevations and
constructive details, showing in
terior and exterior finish, and drawn
to convenient scale.

Cottage Designs, price $1.00
Contains 25 desings of cottages cost
ing from $600to $1,500. Paper bind
ing.

Modern American Dwellings, price
$2.00

Contains 37 designs of houses cost
ing from $2,000 to $5,000. Cloth
binding.
These volumes are sold separate
ly.

BLUE PRINT MAKING.

This pamphlet contains two prac
tical articles on making blue prints,
together with other matter relating
to the process from correspondents
to Carpentry and Building. Each of
the articles is complete in Itself,
giving solutions for coating paper
together with directions for mak
ing prints of various kinds. The
construction of the printing frame
Is also illustrated and described.
28 pages 35 cents.

HICKS' BUILDERS' GUIDE. By I. P.
Hicks.
This Is one of the most useful
books for builders and building me
chanics that is published. It con
tains a very practical system of
estimating labor and materials,
showing how to figure in almost
every detail of building construc
tion, including carpenters' work,
masonry, plastering, hardware,
painting, etc. A section is given
to the geometrical measurement of
roof surfaces, with numerous Illus
trations and examples covering roof
framing of every description. The
volume also contains a chapter on
mitering, planceers, moldings, etc.,
describing the making of many trou
blesome joints. 100 pages, 114 Illus
trations. Cloth $1.00

DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK. By

William A. Wittbecker.
This is a handy and inexpensive
little manual for those who are
called upon to do wiring of buildings
for bells, alarm annunciators, and
for gas lighting for batteries. It Is
illustrated with 22 diagrams. Pa-
per, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PRACTICAL WOOD CARVING. By

Charles J. Woodsend.
Every one interested in wood
carving should have a copy of this
book, which while inexpensive is an
artistic publication in points of Il
lustration and printing, and treats
at length and In a simple manner
the rudiments of the subject. 8*
pages, 6x8 inches, bound in imita
tion wood. Price $1.00

NEW METAL WORKER PATTERN BOOK.

This is a Treatise on Patters. Cut
ting as applied to all branches of
Sheet Metal Work, being by far the
most thorough and complete work
that has ever been brought out for
sheet metal pattern cutters.
The problems include practical ex
amples of work dally encountered
by Cornice Workers and Tinners,
and of frequent occurrence with
Builders. 430 pages, 744 illustra
tions. Size, 10 x 13 inches; cloth
bound $5.00

KITCHEN BOILER CONNECTIONS.

This volume contains a selection
01 Practical Letters and Articles re-
lati ig to Water Backs and Range
Boilers wni^h were compiled from
The Metal Worker. These are of the
must practical nature, telling how
to connect kitchen boilers and water
backs under all conditions, alse cov
ering the heating of rooms from
kitchen l>cile.rs. 101 pages. 113 il
lustrations; cloth binding $1.00

STEAM AND HOT WATIR FITTERS*

TEXT-BOOK. By Thos. E. McNeill.

The subject matter of this book
was prepared for the Steam and Hot
Water Heating Course at the New
York Trade School, being a plain
and elementary series of questions
and answers for beginners in the
study of these systems of heating
buildings. 140 pages, numerous il
lustrations and diagrams. 5x7
Inches, cloth $1.00

NOTE—The abovelistedbooksareexclusivelythepublicationsof thisCompany. Wearethe principaldealersin booksrelating
to the BuildingTrades,andsupplyall worksreferringthereto. Sendfor 48-PageDescriptiveCatalogue.

DAVID WILLIAMS COMPANY, - 232-238 William St , New York.
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